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T U G U N BYPASS Submissions Report

Detailed Breakdown of Submissions

4.1

Planning Process, Justification and Statutory Position

4. I I Planning Process
.
Design a visionary solution in the best interests of all affected areas, regardless of State
boundaries. (3)
Long-term foresight is essential to the provision of infrastructure. (3)
It is apparent that a major driving force for those in favour of the C4 Bypass, is the
frustration expressed by residents (presumably Tugun) and commuters (presumably
residents south of Tugun who work north of Tugun) about the delay in relieving the
bottleneck at Tugun. The problem has been apparent and developing for over 2 decades, and
should have been known to commuters long before, or at the time, they chose to reside in
the area south of Tugun. Their complaint therefore deserves no more priority than that of
the retirees who purchased homes in Kimberley Circuit, Banora Point, which runs alongside
the Pacific Highway, and who suffer from noise pollution 24 hours each day. (3)
The C4 route would be totally unhelpful to Banora Point/Tweed Heads South, and the
Sexton's Hill Blackspot, because it links into the Pacific Highway Bypass of
Coolangatta/Tweed Heads just north of the Kennedy Drive overpass. From a National
perspective, where is the benefit/logic in solving one State's trouble spot to aggravate
another State's trouble spot only a short distance away? (3)
Investigations made by numerous persons qualified to consider alternatives to the Tunnel
have revealed that the answer lies in the hands of the Federal Government who control the
path of any major road or rail development in Australia, and discreet enquiries have revealed
that no official or formal approach has been made to the relevant Federal Authorities, even
though subtle private hints and suggestions have been put to both the Queensland and New
South Wales Governments in order to assist in the pursuit of a cheaper and more practical
alternative. (9)
The Queensland Government have been made aware of the suggestion to utilise Lot 319 as
part of the Bypass for a considerable period and the New South Wales Government have
also in recent months been advised of the suggestion as have the local Federal members for
the regions on both sides of the Border, but there is an apparent lethargy on the part of
those in high places to want to act on their own initiatives, and maybe run the risk of
'sticking their neck's out'. (9)
Complaint over length of time with the planning process. Requests prompt action by the
State and Federal Governments to consider and implement an emergency route for
interstate traffic to Bypass the Gold Coast Highway at Tugun. (17)
The respondent suggests that it would be logical to construct the railway first, to enable a
better assessment as to whether additional road capacity is required in light of increasing oil
prices in the next decade. (27)
The respondent believes that the railway component should be developed initially, because it
will significantly reduce road traffic in the corridor, and may eliminate the need for much of
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the roadworks. Every 10,000 people on the train is 8,000 cars off the road. Patronage of the
existing line is now reaching levels that justify planned capacity improvements. It is of course
a more sustainable option. (31)
The respondent suggests that the rail line will not be progressed concurrently with the
construction of the Bypass and when it does come time to construct it to provide relief
from continuing congestion, the construction works would interrupt C4 traffic flows. (31)
The respondent states that the current traffic crisis is a result of poor planning. (47)
The respondent is concerned that the successive Queensland Governments have made the
wrong decision by closing the rail service and decommissioning the rail corridor to Tugun in
1961 and by not making adequate provision for alternative transport infrastructure. (57)
The respondent feels that a holistic strategic re-think is needed with the co-operative and
open minded input of all the stakeholders and multi-government agencies. (57)
The respondent believes that the traffic problems of the region could be more easily solved
by a more comprehensive transport strategy. This includes upgrading the existing Gold
Coast highway by the provision of 3 half-up, half down viaducts. Also upgrading the
interstate highway between Beaudesert and Kyogle to remove some through traffic
especially heavy freight vehicles from the coastal strip (Route 13). Improvements to Route
15 from Ipswich to Tenterfield to induce interstate traffic to travel inland. Finally, improved
public transport (bus or rail link) between Robina and Casino via Murwillumbah. These four
measures would help to relieve road traffic pressures on the Tugun/Tweed Heads environs.
(57)
The respondent feels that all stakeholders and responsible government agencies need to
cooperate to devise a comprehensive strategy that does not cause environmental damage
and considers all forms of transport on a broad scale. (57)
The respondent is also concerned about due process and the pursuit of objectives whatever
the ecological cost may be more so when in order to achieves its objectives, this project
,
must make a mockery of existing state and federal legislation. The respondent further
comments that if this project was proposed by anyone else but Government, it would not
have got off the ground. (59)
The respondent believes that the planning for the Bypass has been delayed for too long.
Street directories have shown a 'proposed Tugun Bypass' west of the airport for some time
and some years ago a study showed that it was economically essential that the Bypass be
built. It was during the announcement of this study that Commonwealth funding was
pledged. (60)
The respondent is concerned that environmentalists have recently become disruptive and
the project has degenerated to a contest between the economic need of free flowing traffic
and the welfare of few estuaries and plants. (60)
Gold Coast City Council states that whilst it is acknowledged that the timing for the rail
extensions is not known, Council considers that there would be significant environmental
and economic benefits in managing the impacts of both projects at the same time, prior to
the closure of the Tugun Landfill. (61)
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The respondent is concerned that the C4 route at Banora Point facilitates the Banora Point
deviation which provides only one south and one north access for all residents east and west
of the existing Pacific Highway. (62)
The respondent highlights that the RTA has refused to undertake strategic infrastructure
planning to obviate the necessity of continuing, increasing freight traffic through residential
Banora Point. (62)
The respondent states that it is envisioned the Tugun Bypass Proposal and C4 will eventually
widened to six lanes. This left RTA with a solution to be found for the Sextons Hill
bottleneck within NSW and QDMR with a solution to be found at Tugun within
Queensland. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise "NSW says no to funding bypass". The NSW Government
has dealt a major blow to plans for a Tugun bypass by refusing to contribute to the cost of
the $30 million project. (62)
It is recommended that the Department initiate a long-term study into the overall direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts stemming from the road corridor and associated
infrastructure, and involve Universities and/or other research organisations. It should be
designed so that results can be used to inform future road design and construction activities.
(69)
The respondent states that the "solution" now proposed may provide relief for a short
period of time, but the EIS states that the current level of vehicle use of the Gold Coast
Highway will return within a few years leaving the local businesses in exactly the same
position they are now. It is an illusion, promulgated by QDMR, that Tugun will ever return
to the village remembered fondly by some long-term residents. (74)
The respondent believes that the failure of a visionary transport policy will not only be seen
in the negative impacts of a region dominated by roads and traffic, but in the increased use
of motor vehicles. This has been clearly demonstrated with the completion of the 8 lanes of
the MI Pacific Highway from Nerang to Brisbane. It was anticipated that the M I would carry
170,000 vehicles per day by 2020, but latest forecasts from QDMR indicate that this capacity
will be reached before 2011. (74)
The respondent believes that the real solution to the traffic congestion of the southern Gold
Coast and Tweed region is a joint Queensland-New South Wales State Government
approach to effective public transport, a far west bypass for interstate traffic and an upgrade
of existing roads. There is ample capacity in the Gold Coast Highway from Tugun to the
border to cater for growth in traffic until longer-term solutions are in place. The EIS
disputes this in section 12.5.3, but gives no justification for its conclusions. The respondent is
concerned that this three-pronged approach would allow the retention of the exceptional
biodiversity and rich cultural heritage of the C4 route area and save the residents of west
Tugun and Currunnbin from the major negative impacts of the C4. The quality of life for all
species could be enhanced. (74)
The respondent states that there appears to be no strategy for demand management to
prevent the ever-increasing use of motor vehicles so that ultimately all roads will be
inadequate, quality of life will decline, and greenhouse gas emissions will continue to
increase. (74)
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The respondent believes that it is noteworthy that this lack of vision for the future transport
needs of the region has resulted in the proliferation of more and bigger roads as the solution
instead of investment in improved public transport. (74)
The respondent has collected articles over the past few years to become familiar with the
issues, stating that it has become complicated by the fact that there are so many large
stakeholders involved - all, naturally with their own agendas, political or otherwise. (80)
4.1.2 Justification
Any belief that residents could be encouraged to use public transport to ease road gridlocks
is totally unrealistic, given that teenagers of today cannot wait until the time when they will
own a motor vehicle. (3)
How can a project be justified on the 4 year old Queensland Government report on
environmental and aboriginal heritage values, which is now outdated and only provided
suggested solutions to certain problems, subsequently found to be ineffective by ongoing
studies and unprecedented research of higher quality? (3)
Respondent views the proposal as a band-aid solution which will create more problems and
expense in the future. (18)
The respondent states that the railway is cheaper to build than the road, requires less land,
causes less environmental destruction, gives rise to less noise, air pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions, and can provide shorter journey times for the longer trips towards Brisbane.
(27)
The respondent highlights that the rail extension would be a more sustainable transport
facility than a motorway and would significantly reduce the volume of road traffic in the
corridor, as well as a decrease in car dependence in the area. (27)
The respondent considers that the construction of a motorway would not be a sustainable
mode of transport, and would lead to an increase in car dependence, generating additional
road traffic. (27)
The respondent believes that two corridors are not better than one. In this case it has been
projected that the majority of traffic will still choose the existing corridor because it has a
local origin or destination. This would mean twice the noise and pollution for more than
twice the money. Two corridors automatically generate more traffic than a single corridor
would. There is no argument for a new corridor that is not based on ninabyism; a new
corridor may be politically popular, but it is culturally, environmentally and financially
disastrous. (3 I)
The respondent suggests that in the future as a result of Gold Coast Airport proposing a
further extension of the runway, which would require the tunnel to be lengthened, the
Bypass will be deemed inadequate and it will be determined that it would be cheaper to
close the C4 route and improve the old corridor. (31)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will not be a true Bypass as trucks with
dangerous goods won't be able to use the tunnel. (40)
The respondent states that the existing residents will be wedged between 2 major roads
with the Gold Coast Highway still carrying trucks. (41)
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The respondent highlights that at present there are currently 10 lanes of road between the
coast and the airport. Therefore the governments should look at this issue for the longterm. (51)
The respondent feels that it is only the confused political and distorted commercial interests
caused by the multitude of governments and bureaucracies plus the privatization of
Coolangatta Airport and the cunning manoeuvring of Macquarie Bank, that has allowed this
environmental disaster to continue. (57)
Now NSW habitat is at threat to make up for the negligence and competence of
Queensland governments and the selfish interests of a few unconvinced property owners
who have decided to live between an airport and major highway. (57)
The major factors when considering the need for the Tugun Bypass are the safety of road
users and the welfare, health, safety and access to amenities for the residents of Tugun; then
the economics of inter-city and inter-state trade; then provision of care for disturbed
creatures and plants (including Polar Bears). (60)
The respondent wishes to highlight that there are three major traffic corridors within one
kilometre of the coastal strip: Gold Coast Highway, (GCH) Tweed Bypass (TB), proposed
C4. (62)
The respondent is concerned that NSW taxpayers constructed the Tweed Heads Bypass
upgrade, which also bypasses Coolangatta and Kirra, to meet with the 14 lane wide Gold
Coast Highway road corridor. (62)
The respondent feels that the consequences of the C4 route include:
The expansion of airport end safety areas etc into Reserve 49650 as environmental
•
values will be degraded;
The facilitation of industrial estates to the south east of airport lands as well as the
•
'western' precinct;
The facilitation of heavy industrial areas adjacent to Tweed residences to the south as
•
access will be provided from slip roads to the C4;
The possible provision of a taxpayer funded rail line to service the privately owned
•
GCAL;
The
degradation of the existing Tweed Heads Bypass to arterial road status as more
•
and more local vehicles are encouraged to use for suburban journeys and the total
loss of irreplaceable "National Park" status lands and heritage. (62)
The respondent is concerned that the Department of Main Roads has failed to provide relief
from the existing congestion and pollution by undertaking a restructuring of the signalised
sections of the confluence of the existing highways and in doing so have exacerbated the
situation and encouraged a belief in the public that the congestion at Tugun is the worst on
the Gold Coast and can only be fixed by developing the C4 route. (74)
The respondent highlights that the proposed C4 route has also been presented in the EIS as
essential to reduce the traffic problems through the suburb of Tugun where it is claimed that
there are traffic delays of "up to an hour or more" (paragraph 1 page xvii Vol. 1 Main
Volume). Our members, who use or live in this area and travel on the Gold Coast Highway
at Tugun frequently, dispute this as a gross exaggeration. The information provided in table
4.1 states that travel times from Stewart Road to Kennedy Drive are 9-11 minutes at peak
times. The claim is that this will increase without the bypass, but nothing is said about a
reduction of this increase if an effective public transport system was put in place, or if the
current highway was modified. (74)
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The C4 is a band-aid solution to a long-term issue of traffic demand management. (74)
The respondent highlights that there is more congestion and longer delays at peak holiday
periods, but these delays are no worse than elsewhere on the Gold Coast during holidays or
indeed in most coastal towns and tourist destinations and cannot justify the destruction of a
"biological goldmine" (Steve Philips 22.1.05). (74)
The respondent believes that the Department of Main Roads has failed in its public duty to
consider the long- term transport needs of the region and has opted for an exorbitantly
expensive short-term "solution" to the interstate transport needs of the region. To spend
over $60 million (compared with $11.7 for Chinderah to Yelgun) on each kilometre of
highway for the C4 route is a gross dereliction of duty of care with public monies, especially
when there are many other black spots around the region and State, which have higher
accident and death rates than the Tugun area. (74)
The C4 route has little to do with a bypass but more to do with proposed developments.
There appears to be a conflict of interest on several fronts and the fact that a deal has been
made for an overpass in the airports proposed western industrial precinct. It was in RACQs
interest to be involved in the push for the C4 route, as a major shareholder in the Airport,
with a MDP whisked off to the National Party leader for approval of a runway extension.
The Queensland Government partly funded a study for a second industrial proposal with its
interchange at West Tweed for service roads. The airport is owned by a QLD company and
other major shareholders are QLD companies. (79)
In the wake of the campaign to discredit the ecological integrity of the Cobaki to get the C4
route through, the floodgates have been opened for its destruction allowing all the proposed
developments. The media coverage including the recent front page photos of wrecks and full
page story, attempt to bury the Free Flow Traffic Plan for the existing highway at Tugun
costed at $80m completed in 18 months. (79)
The C4 route is primarily to service residential, industrial and airport development. The C4
route is not a bypass. (79)
There has been total inaction by Queensland over the last 6 years to upgrade the existing
corridor at Tugun to 6 lanes when this corridor is already wider that the 8 lane Pacific
Highway upgrade to Brisbane. Has this neglect been deliberate to create traffic congestion to
generate public protest for the C4 route? (79)
The Queensland Government, Gold Coast Airport and others have vested interests in the
C4 route which is required for their industrial proposals and clearly concludes why the
Queensland Government has refused to explore the traffic problems at Tugun in an
objective and meaningful manner. Tax payers are to pave the way for private enterprise. (79)
4.1.3

Route Selection

The combination of a number of community impacts on the local traffic and amenity of the
South Tweed area justifies a western bypass to link into the Yelgun to Chinderah Bypass
near Stotts Creek and rejoin the Pacific Highway at the Bermuda Street intersection behind
Burleigh Heads. This option would realistically be a long term and visionary solution to both
the Sexton Hill and Tugun bottlenecks. (3)
The Pacific Highway through South East Queensland and Northern NSW is a very important
National Highway, not only commercially, but also strategically in the event of a national
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disaster. Such a sensitive section of the National Highway should be totally re-routed, so as
to benefit residents of both States. (3)
Respondent supports the proposal put forward by George Beattie, for a far western option.
( I 8)
The respondent believes that the C4 route is the poorest option both environmentally and
culturally, and that the Department of Main Roads needs to go back to the drawing board
and find a more appropriate solution to the Tugun traffic congestion. ( 19)
Preference for a more western route proposed by George Beattie, which is considered to
have far less ecological and cultural impact than the C4 route. (21)
An alternate route as an overpass over the existing highway or the option of an alternate
route from Chinderah to Robina would be more practical and have less repercussion in
terms of maintenance and clean-up from environmental impacts. (25)
The respondent believes that the existing transport corridor can be improved with less
damage to the environmental that a new western corridor. A western rail/road corridor
around the airport us unnecessary when the existing corridor can be improved both in
capacity and environmentally, and better serves the existing development. If a western
corridor is built, the existing corridor would remain in its present unsatisfactory state,
become more congested and deteriorate environmentally. An eastern rail corridor would be
shorter, less expensive and avoid the reversal of trains continuing to NSW that is required
by the present proposal. (27)
There are other potential routes that the Tugun Bypass could take without having a direct
impact on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage that would be affected by the
C4 route. (29)
The respondent states that it is hard to understand why a corridor with such obvious
environmental and cultural negatives could have been selected, when there are at least two
alternatives. (3 I)
The respondent states that a new corridor should not be planned if an existing one can be
used. Existing adjacent uses are already adapted to the traffic corridor, but in a new corridor
they have to adjust, relocate, etc. Costs are easily identifiable to improve an existing
corridor, but are likely to balloon out in a new corridor (how much too really operate the
tunnel pumping system? And maintain the structures across a swamp?). Good planning
would give high priority to eliminating problem land uses, such as the housing between the
existing corridor and the Airport, otherwise this will have to be purchased in future, even
with two corridors. (31)
Objects to the C4 proposal in favour of other proposals that will have less impact on the
cultural and natural heritage values of the region. (32)
The respondent believes that the C4 route should not be built, and that the Department of
Main Roads should find another solution to the traffic problems of Tugun. The respondent
suggests an under and overpass at Tugun lights and the airport. There are ample traffic lanes
to be able to make traffic adjustments. (33)
The respondent objects to the C4 Bypass route, because of the interference it would have
on the environment and social structure, when there is an alternative route to this 'very
necessary' Bypass. (34)
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The respondent expresses support for a Bypass route further west of the Gold Coast
Airport between Bermuda Street and the Chinderah Motorway, which would pass through
relatively flat and vacant land. Furthermore it would have minor disruption to traffic and it
would avoid the dangerous section of Sexton's Hill. (35)
The respondent states that if the Tugun bypass is allowed to proceed, we are failing in our
obligation to future generations, the environment and the fauna and flora of the Tugun area.
It is up to the Queensland government to do what's right, not necessarily just what is
popular — an alternative route to the C4 proposal must be found. (36)
The respondent comments that the SIS acknowledges that there is the distinct possibility
that some of the rare or threatened species have the potential to go extinct as of a result of
the bypass; therefore alternative routes must be reconsidered to ensure this is not the final
regrettable outcome. (36)
The respondent states that regardless of the urgency, decision makers must seek a solution
that impacts less on threatened and rare vegetation and animals. (37)
The respondent states that regardless of the urgency, decision makers must seek a solution
that is away from Aboriginal heritage sites. (37)
The respondent states that regardless of the urgency, decision makers must seek a solution
that impacts less on the environment including noise issues. (37)
As a resident bordering the proposed route, the respondent views the Tugun Bypass C4
route unfavourable. (37)
The respondent suggests an alternative route south of Tugun - using a series of tunnels
through Cobaki and Bilambil then across the Tweed River south of Chinderah, where traffic
can meet the current 4 lane road. The respondent sees this as a better outcome for future
generations and all concern regardless of the time saved. (37)
The respondent states that alternatives have been considered for the routes, and the
process and criteria for route selection has revealed constraints that have caused
improvements to the alignment. However the selection of Route C4 has not been
adequately justified by the information presented. (38)
The respondent states that the overall evaluation by Chenoweth EPLA in 2001 concludes
that visual impacts would be worse for A and B3 than for CI and C4, but this appears to be
mainly because of their impacts on populated areas along the existing highway, rather than
their impacts on natural landform. From other viewpoints, e.g. from the air, the C options
will have a greater negative visual impact than the A or B Options. (38)
The respondent highlights that descriptions are given for several options for each major
element (intersection, bridge, etc) along the road, but not for a tunnel option (EIA, 2002).
The respondent is concerned that the most serious criticism of Chapter 4 (EIA 2002), and
the EIS process generally, is that the alternatives of a tunnel beneath the existing alignment,
or at least below Tugun Heights were not considered or subject to any evaluation, despite
their obvious advantages in meeting environmental, visual impact and urban design objectives
of the route selection and design processes. Nowhere is it explained why a deep long bored
tunnel is feasible for the future railway line, but a tunnel was not considered feasible for the
bypass roadway. (38)
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The respondent states that adopting a precautionary approach to protecting the area's
biodiversity, the construction of the proposed bypass is inappropriate and an alternative
route and/or construction (e.g. tunnel) is preferred. (38)
The respondent highlights that some of the potential specific benefits available to the public
by the adoption of an Option A alignment (with a tunnel from just west of the junction of
the two Highways to just north of Kitchener Street), would include:
Little or no environmental impact on flora and fauna species as the area is fully
•
urbanised.
The ability to retain the highly significant ecology of Hidden Valley in its natural state.
•
The ability to avoid any disturbance to the hydrology and habitat values of the
•
significant Cobaki Broadwater and its immediate catchment.
No costs of provision of compensatory habitat or environmental mitigation for
•
species protection.
Reduced noise levels, as the interstate traffic would be contained within the tunnel,
•
which would act as a noise attenuation barrier.
Noise would also be reduced because interstate traffic would not be stopping and
•
starting, as is currently the case.
Air pollution would be reduced as air pumped out of the tunnel could be cleaned.
•
Having the traffic free flowing instead of stopping and starting at the signalised
•
intersection would also reduce air pollution.
Soils are already fully disturbed and any acid sulphate soil issues would have less
•
impact here than in the Cobaki Lake area.
Traffic could flow freely at reasonable speeds, with no lights to impede the flow.
•
Local traffic wanting to use the highway to travel south could access at Stewart Road
•
in the north. Local traffic accessing the highway to go north on the Pacific Highway
could use the lights at Terminal Drive.
Pedestrians crossing at Tooloona Street would have shorter and safer access as the
•
width of the road to be crossed would be limited to that servicing local traffic.
Bicycle users can still be catered for on the Golden Four Drive side of the existing
•
highway.
Visual amenity would be improved with only local traffic.
•
There are no cultural issues to deal with.
•
The
overall impact of traffic would be confined to the east and not doubled by building
•
another highway to the west.
The community of Tugun would benefit from the improvement of traffic flow, and
•
reduced noise and air pollution, while those communities in Currumbin Waters, West
Tugun and Boyd Street would not have any of the many negative impacts of the
proposed C4/B1 alignment.
A
tunnel proposal could provide immediate relief to the community and traffic flow
•
with certainty of outcome. At present the C4 route is uncertain in funding and
approvals and is, at least, many years away in providing relief.
Funding could be provided solely by Queensland and not be dependent on the
•
vagaries of Federal funding.
Much of the infrastructure required for a highway is already present.
•
The
Queensland Government could ban the entry of double bogy trucks through this
•
area as New South Wales did prior to the opening of the Yelgun Bypass. (38)
The respondent highlights that in contrast to the environmentally and visually sensitive C4
alignment favoured by the EIA, the dismissed Option A upgrade of the existing Pacific
Motorway/Gold Coast Highway alignment traverses through a relatively narrow strip of
highly disturbed urban environment that is dominated by the existing impacts of the Gold
Coast Airport. This existing main road alignment is very wide and there are no town
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planning impediments to an upgrade within the alignment. Any adjacent development can be
accessed from parallel service roads. Opportunities exist to significantly mitigate the
environmental impacts of such an upgrade. (38)
The respondent states that it should be noted that all route options considered have
negative visual impacts and all except A have negative impacts on the natural environment
(Chenoweth EPLA March 2001, Table 4.3 on p 4.9). It appears from this table that matters
of safety, efficiency, social impacts and land use have been regarded as more important than
visual, ecological and airport impacts, but this is not explicitly stated nor have any weightings
been made transparent. The simple ranking of effects as A to E does not take into account
whether those effects can be ameliorated or compensated for although the discussion of
.'outcomes" (4.3.4) deals with these to some extent, the evaluation is not consistent. It is not
clear how mitigation/compensation potential has been taken into account in assessing
relative merits of the route alternatives. (38)
The respondent states that the potentially disastrous impacts can be removed or at least
adequately ameliorated by means of either of the adoption and modification of the proposed
A l or A2 alignment to include a form of covered tunnel so as to avoid the local traffic
bottleneck at the Tugun Shopping Area. This would likewise ensure minimal impact upon the
vegetation and fauna within the region and a significant reduction in the detrimental visual
impact which would otherwise arise. The respondent submits that the adoption of the A l or
A2 alignment, with the incorporation of a tunnel, is also economically justifiable and
comparable to the proposed Stage! (B3) alignment to ensure these impacts are ameliorated.
(38)
The respondent comments that the EIA asserts that "traffic management would cause
disruption during construction, with subsequent effects on costs". (Table 4.1) EIA 2002. The
respondents have been able to obtain the opinion of consulting engineers who maintain that
there ought not to be any significant disruption to traffic during the construction phase
because of the ability to construct the tunnel in sections and ensure that traffic continues to
flow around construction initially and then over the top of sections of the tunnel once
constructed. Additionally, the extensive service road options available will minimise traffic
disruption. No doubt, overall, there will be some disruption to traffic, however, as with all
road improvements, there is inevitably some short term disruption with a view to there
being a long term benefit to the public. It would be wrong for Main Roads to discount the
Option A alignment if it is purely because of potential disruption to traffic in the short term.
(38)
The route selection process is significantly flawed. The ranking of alternatives is subjective
and there is no weighting whatsoever of the various criteria. Additionally, the assessment of
the social impacts, land use impacts and visual impacts of Option A as "Major Negative
Effects" cannot be justified. To properly assess the route selection alternatives, a genuine
cost benefit analysis should be undertaken determining the legitimate cost of the C4 Option
in terms of the long term effects on the natural environment and visual impacts and
compared with the significant benefits which attach themselves t o the Option A alignment.
(38)
The respondent states that the EIA fails to properly and adequately deal with issues which
are environmentally and ecologically critical. This only reinforces our submission that the
adoption of the C4/B1 alignment is not justifiable. (38)
The respondent wishes to raise that the adoption of either the Al or A2 Alignment with the
addition of a covered tunnel will eliminate the need for the C4 alignment Impacts on the
natural environment has been identified as "Major Negative Effect" for the C4 alignment in
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the EIA, whereas only a "Neutral Effect" has been afforded to the A alignment. The use of
tunnelling in association with the A alignment will enhance the ranking afforded to some of
the criteria, such as Visual Impacts, and therefore enhance its desirability. Construction of
the A Alignment will ensure the protection of one of the Gold Coast's significant biological
"jewels". (38)
The respondent states that whilst it is acknowledged that this is a difficult issue to be
resolved, the only responsible means to resolve all the difficulties and best satisfy the criteria
contained in Chapter 4 of the EIA, si to adopt one of the Option A alignments with the
addition of a cut and cover tunnel diverting traffic away from the Tugun bottleneck and back
on to the Gold Coast Highway to link with the Tweed Bypass. Such a choice can be justified
economically, environmentally and ecologically and must be made by the State Government.
(38)
The respondent has suggested an alternative route for the Tugun Bypass and a railway to the
airport. The suggested route would include a railway to the airport and back partway along
the Bypass to the Tweed River and on to Murwillumbah which could be needed in time if
possible with a railway station at Durby Creek and a road to Fraser Drive. The Bypass
would go through Pigabeen, BiIambi! Heights, through a tunnel under Terranora Golf Club,
on through or under Terranora Road and on to meet the Yelgun Bypass near Duranbah.
(39)
The respondent has suggested an alternative route for the Tugun Bypass from where it
meets Boyd Street near John Flynn Hospital, along the Cobaki Valley, through a tunnel under
Terranora Golf Club, on through or under Terranora Road and on to meet the Yelgun
Bypass near Duranbah. The respondent believes that this road would relieve a lot of the
heavy traffic near Sexton's Hill. The respondent also suggests another outlet in case of an
accident in the Tweed or Tugun. (39)
The respondent states that the C4 route should not be built. The Department of Main
Roads should find another more acceptable solution to the traffic problems of Tugun. (40)
The respondent highlights that there is a strong call from the community to fix this problem.
It is also quite obvious that the majority of the population would rather save 10 minutes on
their trip than preserve the priceless diversity and cultural landscape existing around the
Cobaki Broadwater. Most people do not have sufficient education, perspective and
information to make a sustainable and ethical choice on matters such as these. It is
therefore of the utmost importance for out politicians and public servants to make the right
decision. The C4 route is the wrong decision and the wrong choice. Please upgrade the
existing highway - installing tunnels or overpasses and alternative transport options, consider
a true western Bypass. (41)
The respondent believes that the proposed road is in the wrong place to solve the issue in
question. This road will not reduce vehicle numbers and the massive investment required this should be a key project aim. (41)
The community is not opposed to the fact that the traffic problem at Tugun needs fixing.
They also understand that there are other options to consider that would have less impact
on the Cultural, spiritual and natural values of the area. (42)
The respondent states that the C4 route should not be built. The Department of Main
Roads should find another more acceptable solution to the traffic problems of Tugun. (43)
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The respondent states that the C4 route should not be built. The Department of Main
Roads should find another more acceptable solution to the traffic problems of Tugun. (44)
This group believe that this can be avoided, as there are other options available to
accommodate a Bypass other than the C4 proposal. The respondent considers the cultural
heritage in the footprint of the Bypass to be a matter of urgency. (45)
In light of today's strong environmental priorities, it should be considered abandoning the
C4 Scheme in place of either a western bypass or modification of the current system. (46)
The respondent believes that the C4 route offers a short sighted solution: the long term
consequences are disastrous. The Department of Main Roads must find a less destructive
solution to the traffic problems. For example, the Department could look again at widening
the existing road. While the short term consequences may not be agreeable to a few, the
long term solution will be far more agreeable to all. (47)
The respondent believes that the C4 route should not go ahead and another solution should
be found for the problems at Tugun. (51)
The respondent finds it difficult to believe that the Federal and Queensland Governments
are serious about the C4 route. The respondent considers it to be pouring tax payers
money down the drain, and that it is merely another band-aid solution for a few years until it
too becomes congested. (51)
The respondent strongly objects to the proposed construction of the Tugun Bypass along
the selected C4 route on the basis that the chosen route has been poorly selected. (53)
The respondent requests that the C4 route be reconsidered and that an alternative Bypass
be constructed to the west of Cobaki, or upgrade the existing highway. (53)
The respondent states that there are a number of findings in the Ecosense report which
have been used by the DMR to suggest that the Q94 proposal would not be acceptable on
environmental grounds. It is submitted that the Ecosense report and the findings in the EIS
and the SIS should have also considered the potential impact of the Q94 proposal. (54)
The respondent feels that the EIS has failed to consider a route previously proposed by the
DMR in 1994. This is referred to as the Q94 proposal/route. The respondent highlights that
the Q94 route was not considered as either an "A", "B" or "C" option in any of the planning
and development work outlined in the EIS and was not put to the community, despite being
the DMR's intended route in 1994. Furthermore the Q94 route meets the objectives of the
Bypass proposal as set out in paragraph 5.3.1 of the EIS. It results in less land resumption
than the C4 proposal and involves less expense in that acquisition costs are significantly
reduced. (54)
The respondent feels that the Q94 route would have no greater impact than the C4
proposal on the physical environment. (54)
The value management study (VMS) undertaken referred to at paragraph 5.3.4 of the EIS did
not consider the Q94 route as an option. The VMS only considered "A", "B" & "C" options.
Accordingly, the findings of the VMS that C4 was the most preferred option is flawed as it
fails to take into account the Q94 option. (54)
The respondent wishes to raise that the EIS itself contemplates at Volume 1 10.5.5 that as
part of the mitigation and management measures for mammals, traps can be set to capture
as many individuals as possible and that captured individuals can be relocated to suitable
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areas of habitat nearby. Accordingly, if the Q94 proposal was adopted, any Potoroos living in
the habitat to be lost could be relocated. (54)
The adoption of the Q94 route would result in the loss of habitat for only 4-6 Long-nosed
Potoroos. (54)
The respondent highlights that the developer of Pacific Beach is willing to implement
additional ameliorative measures than those proposed by the C4 route (Parsons Brinkerhoff
and QDMR 2003) to reduce habitat isolation from the Boyd Street upgrade and to improve
ecological management. The respondent wishes to highlight the ameliorative measures which
the developer is prepared to undertake in addition to those suggested by Parsons
Brinkerhoff for the Q94 route would include: the implementation of a fox baiting program
by suitable control methods to reduce the number of foxes predating on the Long Nosed
Potoroo population on a recurrent basis; small areas of road narrowing and traffic calming
devices e.g. speed bumps associated with small gaps in the predator control fencing to lessen
the distance Long Nosed Potoroos will have to travel across the road and to allow
movement between both sides of Boyd Street. In addition, revegetation should occur along
the length of the road culvert to allow habitat refuge during road crossings. "Under road
culverts" should also be implemented n
i these particular culverts. These measures would aim
to solve the (Ecosense perceived) current population isolation effects of the population to
the north of Boyd Street and those to the south of Boyd Street; Revegetation and
rehabilitation (including weed management) of Long Nosed Potoroo habitat within the
managed area to minimise edge effects such as pollution near Boyd Street and disturbance;
informative signage along Boyd Street to increase awareness of the species and minimise
road kill; fire management to avoid to broad scale fires which have the potential to control
stochastic population extinction in favour of small scale mosaic burns that will support and
enhance suitable Long Nosed Potoroo habitat; and implementation of dog and cat control
methods similar to those recommended to the Cobaki Lakes Development; the
implementation of a Long Nosed Potoroo management plan by the owner of Pacific Beach
estate for a period of five (5) years during the development of the estate. The land owner is
prepared to develop the management plan in accordance with recommendation and
guidelines for the New South Wales Department of Environment and Conservation. (54)
The respondent feels that the Q94 proposal should have been considered by the DMR in
the EIS and SIS because the current threats identified by Ecopro (including predation and
habitat isolation) to the existing population of Long Nosed Potoroos are considered to be
more significant than the loss of approximately six (6) hectares of suitable habitat which
would result from implementation of the Q94 proposal. Of this six (6) hectares however,
1.2 hectares is road reserve. (54)
The respondent feels that the Q94 route would have rated favourably with the assessment
criteria adopted in the VMS. The Queensland State Government was informed of the merits
of the Q94 route prior to the EIS being embarked upon however no account was taken of
the suggested Q94 route in the EIS process. (54)
The respondent highlights that the findings of the Ecosense report are totally relied upon in
the EIS and the SIS in relation to the Long Nosed Potoroo issue which is the DMR's most
significant environmental issue giving rise to opposition to the Q94 route. The comments
made in Volume 1 of the EIS and the SIS concerning the long nosed Potoroo are based on
the Ecosense Consulting Pty Ltd report "The Status and Distribution The Cobaki Long
Nosed Potoroo Population" contained in Volume 5 of the technical papers. (54)
The respondent states that the Q94 proposal would not fall short of any criteria required by
the DMR or any other stakeholder in relation to the overall By Pass proposal as outlined in
Part C of the EIS. (54)
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The respondent highlights that one of the criteria used for comparison between the various
options was the comparative costs. The estimated cost for C4 of $340,000,000.00 was
estimated at a time prior to the change to the Gold Coast City Council Planning Scheme in
August 2003. The new Planning Scheme has allowed a greater density of development on the
Pacific Beach estate and accordingly, the resumption costs of Stages 3 & 4 of Precinct C of
the Pacific Beach development have increased substantially. Accordingly, the costs of C4 are
no longer accurate and fail to take into account important costs criteria for the state as
follows: the C4 cost analysis fails to take into account the increased costs of resumption of
the Pacific Beach land which has increased since the introduction of the Gold Coast City
Council Planning Scheme by tens of millions of dollars; the costings fail to consider the
revenue which will be generated by stamp duty which, for one transfer of each dwelling on
the proposed Pacific Beach site will be in the region of $9,000,000.00; the costings fail to
take into account the benefit of substantial employment which construction on the Pacific
Beach site will provide; the local Gold Coast City Council will receive increased rate
revenue of approximately $10,000,000.00 from the developed Pacific Beach site. The above
costs considerations militate heavily in favour of the consideration of the Q94 option which
has not been undertaken. (54)
The respondent comments that it is curious that the Value Management Study did not take
into account the Q94 option, particularly given the fact that it is fully contained within the
road corridor purchased by the Queensland Government some 20 years ago. (54)
The respondent states that the alternatives considered in relation t o the various alignments
outlined in the EIS are restrictive. (54)
The respondent believes that the Q94 proposal rates very favourably against the other
options on all evaluation criteria as follows: it has minimal impact on the natural
environment; it has minimal social impact and results in less social impact than the C4
proposal in that it keeps intact the Pacific Beach estate which it is proposed will provide
substantial housing in the Tugun area to meet the existing scarcity; it is acceptable from a
local land use and planning prospective; it does not have any greater impact on the airport
than the C4 proposal; it is transport efficient in that it meets the local and regional transport
needs for the long term; it has no greater visual impact than theC4 proposal; from a safety
prospective it is at least as safe as the C4 proposal; the Q94 route shares with the C4
option the advantage over the other options that it can be upgraded to accommodate six (6)
lanes in the future. (54)
The respondent states that both the C4 route and Q94 route are expected to have a similar
impact on significant flora, invertebrates, birds, amphibians and reptiles. (54)
The respondent feels that on the basis of James Warren and Associates Report, the
adoption of the Q94 proposal would not in any significant way affect the Cobaki Long Nosed
Potoroo population despite it resulting in a small loss of habitat. This fact stands alone but is
further enhanced by the report findings that the Cobaki Potoroo population may not be
isolated. In essence, there is no basis for the EIS and the SIS failing to include the Q94
proposal for consideration on environmental grounds. (54)
The respondent states that the C4 route has alternatives and all areas that provide habitat
for our wildlife should be saved. (55)
The respondent does not believe the C4 route should be built and another route should be
investigated. (56)
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The respondent believes that the Queensland government had a pre-conceived plan for the
transport problem - the western motorway route and they have not been willing or able to
consider alternative options for narrow and parochial political reasons. The NSW
government seems to have passed the parcel to Queensland. (57)
The respondent believes that a few over/under bridges or viaducts would be relatively
inexpensive and environmentally benign compared to the western C4 route. (57)
The respondent believes that the proposed western C4 route is in no small way driven by
real estate development considerations including the proposed western commercial precinct
of the Gold Coast Airport. The western route is also potentially more convenient for Leda's
Cobaki Lakes residential development. (57)
The respondent believes that there is plenty of environmentally compromised land east of
the runway to easily satisfy future needs. The Gold Coast Airport Limited has self
importantly and needlessly built on Commonwealth land near the airport entrance close to
the highway rather than provide for future transport needs. (57)
The strident pre-emptive demands of some politicians from SE Queensland have helped to
invalidate the impartiality of the EIS Process. Road traffic engineers have been captivated by
the allure of the "green fields/ free go" option through the bushland west of the airport. (57)
The respondent feels that the existing Gold Coast Highway corridor is wide enough to
accommodate three lands of motorway pavement in either direction (6 lanes) with two
lanes of service road on either side of the 6 express lanes to give a total of 10 lanes. What
would be needed are over/under passes at the northern end of the existing Pacific
Motorway junction, at the Boyd Street intersection and at the airport entrance. Three
viaduct bridges should suffice if the service roads are incorporated into a circulatory system
to assist east-west cross traffic. A fourth bridge is not essential but would still make to
eastern option less costly than the western option. (57)
The respondent feels that upgrading the Gold Coast Highway east of the airport would
cause little extra environmental cost. People living in houses in between the airport and the
highway would have deliberately chosen to live there irrespective of the probable noise
levels. To locate housing next to a highway but particularly an airport is contrary to sensible
and sensitive planning principles. Relocating some of the occupants at the northern end
could be achieved for a relatively modest cost and considerable environmental gain. (57)
The respondent states that according to the Queensland government's own figures,
upgrading the existing highway is cheaper than constructing the new C4 western route even
without realistic accounting for environmental damage. With adequate compensation and
proper costing of the tunnel construction including the enormous maintenance and
operating costs, the eastern upgrade option has to be less costly over the intended design
lifetime of the project. (57)
The respondent comments that alternative alignment options to that currently proposed by
the EIS remain to be explored in an objective and meaningful manner. (59)
For the economies of inter-city and inter-state trade, for access to the airport, for
employment, for access to the border and for the existence of the people of Tugun, the
road must go inland of the airport. (60)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 route is bad economics and only has a twenty year
life. (62)
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The respondent does not accept the route has been moved west to alleviate biodiversity
concerns but to facilitate the industrial land use plans of GCAL. (62)
The respondent feels that the opportunity exists at present to build this highway, only 20km
long, in almost a straight line from the Bermuda St intersection behind Burleigh Heads, to
the start of the new Chinderah-Yelgun motorway in NSW, through a corridor sparsely
developed at present. With a mountain barrier to the west, and development quickly
encroaching from the east, time is running out for this - the only REAL solution. If action is
not taken now, this opportunity will be lost forever. Study a good map of the area, and you
will see that this link is absolutely logical, and will have to be built one day. The terrain in the
corridor offers some challenges. The highest terrain crossed on the route would be two
ridges, about 500 feet AHD, which may require tunnels. Road engineers in our group and
the MRD consider that today's road making technology, especially in tunnelling, is easily up
to the task. Think of the enormous benefits the immediate construction of such a short
stretch of highway would bring. The whole of the southern Gold Coast and lower Tweed
populated areas would be bypassed and, on completion, possibly 200,000 people from
Burleigh to Kingscliff would no longer have to suffer the noise and danger of interstate traffic
through their suburbs. All Gold Coasters would enjoy a 12 minute drive from West Burleigh
to a Chinderah interchange (just north of the new Cudgen tunnels) over what would be one
of the great highways of Australia, with magnificent views of the Gold Coast, the Tweed
Coast,
the Tweed Valley, and Mount Warning, from elevated sections of the road. With Tugun
traffic reduced by, perhaps, 50%, and with no interstate semi trailers and B-Doubles, the
Tugun and Sexton's Hill problems would cease to exist. The massive costs involved in the
present proposed solutions would be much better spent on the real solution - i.e. The short
inland bypass as suggested herein. The Terranora quarry could be used to supply the
material for its construction, and become a Terranora Road underpass on the new
Motorway. Also, being part of the road corridor, no haulage of filling material would need to
be done on our existing public road network. This would also apply at the Burleigh end,
where quarries are adjacent. The corridor suggested is a natural extension of the rail line
presently terminating at Robina. A rail line through this corridor, about 30km long, could
link Robina and Murwillumbah, and thus, the Gold Coast to Sydney direct. About half of the
road would be in Queensland, and half of the road in NSW, with equal benefits to both. The
arguments we have been hearing ad nauseam about funding would be silenced. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that there are alternatives for road freight traffic Summerland Way to link with the Mt Lindsay Highway. (62)
The respondent states that the Queensland Department of Main Roads (QDMR) maintains
the existing GCH is at capacity, but fails to acknowledge the capability of the corridor for
widening to eight lanes with retention of service roads and landscaping. QDMR refuses to
resume lands sold by them and Queensland Rail from the corridor at the Ml/GCH
confluence to provide the necessary at trade interchanges for effective traffic flow and slip
lanes at GCH/Ml. QDMR rejects upgrade of GCH on the grounds of reductions in the
number of intersections with local streets and the provision of a limited number of grade
separated interchanges; poor traffic performance, major property and community impacts
and the difficulty in maintaining acceptable traffic flows along the corridor during
construction. QDMR has rejected any resumption of Queensland homes to build an
alternate M I /GCH interchange at Boyd Street. Queensland has open space and recreation
grounds and reserves available along the length of Boyd Street and north from Boyd Street
to the GCH/M1 intersection. (62)
The respondent states that proposals, embraced by the Northern Rivers NSW Community,
for a combined road/corridor western route (WI) linking NSW and SEQ rail". This proposal
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links with Yelgun Chinderah interchange at Oaks Avenue, Chinderah from Bermuda Street
with access to either Andrews or Reedy Creek rail stations and finishes about 6- 8km short
of linking with the existing NSW rail corridor at Condong. This rail link is achievable
following the old Pacific highway. (62)
The respondent states that the C4 route does not meet triple bottom line outcomes on any
social, economic or environmental grounds. It fails totally to comply with requirements of
the EPBC for the protection of listed species and provides the most expensive and
ecological band aid solution just to remove interstate traffic from Tugun (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that below grade options were considered too expensive
for interchange upgrade on the Gold Coast Highway (below ground options would have to
contend with the high groundwater levels found throughout the coastal plain at Tugun and
Bilinga). Yet NSW has accepted the costs of maintenance of the majority of the route
including the highly expensive tunnel? This is totally unacceptable. (62)
The respondent is feels that the only inter generational economic probity is to widen the
(Gold Coast Highway to six lanes at a cost of $36 million; can the C4 route through NSW
lands; can the Sexton Hill deviation; save the "unknown" maintenance costs; put all NSW
resources into investigating the Western link from Bermuda Street provide a commuter rail
link to either Reedy Creek or Andrews stations in Queensland. (62)
The respondent believes that there needs to be another solution to the Tugun problem and
one that could involve a more radical approach requiring more consultation, compromise
and understanding from the local communities and all road users. (63)
The respondent believes that the financial cost alone is prohibitive and there are much more
effective and economically viable alternatives that would provide a quicker, safer solution to
the Tugun congestion - the main objective. (66)
The respondent states that some important issues have been unsatisfactorily addressed or
dealt with in relation to the proposed route. The C4 Bypass is not a solution and the
Department of Main Roads needs to find a real and viable solution in all its contexts to the
Tugun's traffic congestion. (66)
The respondent feels that the C4 route is one which would cause too much damage in many
key areas and cannot be justified as a serious or viable solution to the traffic congestion at
Tugun. It is mores likely to simply shift the congestion and create additional problems. (66)
The respondent states they have strong support for the proposal to bypass this area and
route the MI around the western side of Tugun Hill through an area which is so far
relatively undeveloped, thereby causing far less interference and discomfort to human
habitation than the present roading system. The respondent states that more than 90% of
residents feel the same way, based on the keen public interest and expressions indicated at
all public meetings that have been held on this matter. (68)
The respondent states that the alternatives of A- I and A-2 have previously been proposed
by Gecko and other individuals:
A- I: Tunnel under the existing Gold Coast Highway through Tugun and Bilinga: This
•
tunnel to start on each of the Highways just north of where Pacific Highway CM 1) and
the Gold Coast Highway merge and down south to the beginning of the Tweed Heads
Bypass just south of the Musgrave Street flyover. The length of this tunnel would be
approx. 5 km long and would be dedicated to through traffic whereas the existing
Gold Coast Highway to be dedicated to local traffic only.
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•

A 2. A combination of flyovers and short tunnels plus extra lanes on the Existing Gold
Coast Highway Starting from the same northern point as A 1 a short tunnel approx.
I km long stretching to a point just south of Toolona Street would separate through
traffic from local traffic. Going south from here two extra lanes could be build on the
median strip on the existing Highway and one extra lane could be build on each side
of the same stretch of Highway, thus providing a total of eight lanes, half of them to be
dedicated to through traffic and half of them to be dedicated to local traffic. These
extra lanes to continue to the Tweed Heads Bypass just south of the Musgrave Street
flyover. If needed, two extra lanes could be build as far south as the end of the Tweed
Heads Bypass. Three flyovers and/or short tunnels could be build at the intersections
with Kitchener Street, Loongana Avenue and Kirribin Street to cater for the flow of
local traffic. At the intersection with Johnston Street a combination of flyovers and
short tunnel's to be build to provide access to and exit from the airport for both local
traffic and through traffic lanes. (70)

The respondent wishes to reiterate the previously suggested alternatives that seem to be as
effective from a traffic point of view and with no or very limited negative effects on the
environment, private properties and Aboriginal Heritage and at a much lower price. (70)
The respondent refers to a letter from the Queensland Minister for Transport and Main
Roads, Mr. Paul Lucas, dated 26/08/2004. The respondent comments on the sentence
"Support of public transport opportunities, such as future rail to the airport and dedicated
bus lanes and/or provision of light rail." The respondent states they do not understand why
it is feasible to construct a rail line/bus lane through wetlands and under runways, but it is
not possible to do so in a tunnel under/ alongside the existing Gold Coast Highway. (70)
The respondent refers to a letter from the Queensland Minister for Transport and Main
Roads, Mr. Paul Lucas, dated 26/08/2004. The respondent refers to the "Reduced accident
rate and accident severity along the Gold Coast Highway." The respondent would have
thought that the accident rate in one tunnel would be similar to the accident rate in another
tunnel. However as far as accident severity along the existing Gold Coast' Highway is
concerned. The respondent believes that A-2 would be far superior in this respect as
compared with the C4, which does not provide any flyovers or tunnels at intersections along
the highway and to the benefit of the local traffic. (70)
The respondent refers to a letter from the Queensland Minister for Transport and Main
Roads, Mr. Paul Lucas, dated 26/08/2004. The respondent highlights that the "Separation of
through traffic, which includes the majority of heavy vehicles, from local and tourist traffic."
The respondent fails to understand this argument as A-I and A -2 offer the same possibilities
of separating these two types of traffic. (70)
The respondent states that it should be obvious that the C4 Route would be far too
expensive and fraught with engineering problems not to construct but also to maintain. It
would additionally have devastating negative effects on Aboriginal heritage, the environment
of high bio diversity including our wonderful local fauna and beautiful flora. The respondent
believes it would be irresponsible and totally unnecessary to further pursue this Route as far
less costly and destructive alternatives exists. (70)
The respondent refers to a letter from the Queensland Minister for Transport and Main
Roads, Mr. Paul Lucas, dated 26/08/2004. The respondent highlights a sentence "Reduced
travel times, with' a 100 km/h posted speed." The respondent states that the logic fails them.
Why would travel speed in one tunnel be different from travel speed in another tunnel? (70)
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The respondent feels that due to the added damage to the environment and local waterways
the physical construction o f the C4 would entail, the respondent would like to think that
serious considerations be given to these alternatives, which are cheaper to construct and
maintain, at least as effective and with no negative effects on Aboriginal Heritage and no
negative effects on an area of high biodiversity including preservation of rare and endangered
fauna and flora species. (70)
The respondent refers to a letter from the Queensland Minister for Transport and Main
Roads, Mr. Paul Lucas, dated 26/08/2004. The respondent comments on the sentence
"Improved amenity along the Gold Coast Highway and development opportunities for the
region's economy through improved accessibility". The respondent admits that this is the
only objective that A- I and A- 2 do not meet. However, with Brisbane airport only some
100 km away, how, important would a major industrial development next to the
Coolangatta airport be? Such a developers dream would furthermore require a significant
extension of the runway with added environmental damages as well as added noise and air
pollution. (70)
The respondent describes the B- I Route termed "B-1 A real Bypass for both Tugun and
Tweed Heads far west of the airport". This, route has been submitted to all appropriate
levels of Governments, presented at local meetings and featured in the local press and is
proposed by our local pilot, Mr. George Beattie. He suggests that' from the northern end
the bypass would be linked to the M-1 around Bermuda Street (Exit 87) and down south to
the area around the tunnel at Yelgun on the existing Chinderah to Yelgun Freeway, thus
passing west of Tallebudgera, Piggabeen, Cobaki, Bilannbil and Terranora, possibly with a
short tunnel underneath the Terranora Quarry. (70)
The respondent states that a number of alternatives besides the C4 and B4 alternatives were
considered but eliminated 'because they were either prohibitively expensive and/or they did
not meet primary objectives of the bypass'. The respondent comments that "as far as the
issue of cost is concerned I am afraid that I am totally unable to comprehend this argument".
(70)
The respondent wishes to raise the advantages presented by the A-I, A-2 or B-1 alternatives
over the proposed C4 route:
Construction: As far as A- I and A- 2 are concerned, construction can be initiated quickly
due to the simplicity of these alternatives which also means that only minor engineering
problems can be envisaged as compared to going through wetlands, anchoring of the tunnel'
to prevent it from being 'lifted by the water table, going underneath the runway.
Cost of construction: The estimated cost of the C4 Route of some $ 360 m is equivalent to
some $ 60 m per km. The respondent believes that due to the expected engineering
problems, this estimate might be somewhat conservative. However, such a budget would be
very generous for alternatives A- land A-2.
Cost of maintenance: for obvious reasons the annual cost of maintaining alternatives A-I and
A -2 would be far less than maintaining the C4 Route.
Demolition: A- I and A-2 would not require any demolition of private property including the
Pony Club nor would Adina Avenue have to be bulldozed as per Peter Beatties' suggested
B4 route variation' to the C4 Route.
Aboriginal Heritage: A- I and A-2 would not infringe on any part of an area of State
significance containing at least 30 archaeological sites as detected by the Banjalung Mapping
Team and which are of importance to the Aboriginal heritage, including the desecration of
sacred Aboriginal burial sites. The C4 Route would furthermore be going through the
"Murraba" camp, which is significant to Aboriginal people for it spiritual, cultural and
educational values. (70)
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The respondent states that the B- I route should be seen in conjunction with alternatives to
A-I and A-2 rather than instead of. (70)
The respondent states that there are disagreements when the selected C 4 Route is
constantly being proposed as the only way of solving the problem, irrespective of the many
and serious, negative effects on the environment, Aboriginal Heritage and costs associated
with the construction of and maintenance of this Route. (70)
The respondent believes that the route selection process was flawed for the following
reasons: In the eyes of the larger community, the option selection process carried out
between the 10 January 998 and 24 January 1998 by Council Wagner Pty Ltd was seriously
flawed. Criteria used in the route selection process of the Southern Gold Coast Tweed
Corridor Study favoured a C4 route selection. A t the end of the route option selection
process, the C4 highway route was selected over route A because of three very
questionable items of criteria. The items were: Land use; Social; and Engineering feasibility.
On these criteria it will be argued that the A route with an 'interim' Gold Coast highway
upgrade and a true western regional bypass will be the cheaper ($100 million in cost) and
most appropriate, will be engineering feasible and ultimately more socially acceptable to the
Gold Coast and Tweed Communities, than the C option. An upgraded Gold Coast local
highway is necessary, as the traffic on the Gold Coast Highway will reach 50,000 by 2017.
(71)
The respondent feels that the C4 route, west of the Airport, has always the Roads and
Transport Authority NSW, and Queensland Department of Main Road's preferred route.
The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) prepared by Spiller
Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd advises that this route was also supported by the Gold Coast City
Council and the Tweed Shire Council. Both Road Authorities and Councils had information
from previous environmental studies that the C4 route was rich in Environmental and
Aboriginal Culture values, but continued with the preferred C4 route Corridor, because the
following stakeholders had substantial land interests along the route west of the Gold Coast
Airport. (71)
The respondent highlights that in the option selection process (1998) the Tugun Alliance
compared Option A and Option C. Option A involves the expansion of the existing Gold
Coast Highway corridor, which is located east of the Coolangatta Airport. This option does
not provide a regional bypass and all construction would be taken in Queensland. Option B
was a fall back position for the Tugun Alliance if option A and C failed t o proceed. (71)
The respondent wishes to highlight that existing issues now under consideration by NSW
RTA at Tweed Heads include:
On/Off ramps at Kirkwood Road (across the Terranora Inlet from Kennedy Drive.
•
A proposed suburban bridge over Terranora Inlet.
•
Access
to future planned Tweed land developments off Fraser Drive and 'Area E' at
•
South Tweed Heads/Terranora.
An alternative to the Sexton Hill bypass, which promotes increased heavy vehicle and
•
interstate traffic through Banora Point for the next twenty years.
The call for a 'TRUE BYPASS' of Tweed Heads with a route that would connect
•
Queensland highway traffic to the newly completed NSW highway at Chinderah. (71)
The respondent agrees with the statements made by the scientist consultants (Dr Jean Marc
Hero and Dr Glenn Leiper) particularly the statement; - "The environmental concerns are
so serious and the C4 route is just totally inappropriate. There are alternatives." (71)
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The respondent has expressed concern regarding the community traffic plans for Option A.
Many community groups and individuals have either made submissions to the Queensland
Department of Main Roads, forwarded their submissions to public meetings or sent letters
to the press presenting 'traffic light' free plans to enable traffic to travel freely from the
NSW border to Brisbane. The plans either incorporate overpasses or tunnels to bypass
Gold Coast highway's intersections with traffic lights. Acknowledging that this is a short
term solution there is still the need to upgrade the existing 12 lane wide traffic corridor that
exists between Tugun and Billinga with additional traffic lanes. The updated Gold Coast
highway will be needed, as local traffic will increase to 50,000 (2017) vehicles (2017). Some
plans also press for a true bypass of the coastal region that would connect the new highway
at Chinderah to the Queensland highway via a western route. During the last Queensland
election Terry Stollery put forward an engineered designed plan to make intersections along
the gold coast highway 'traffic light free'. The plan, which cost $60 million dollars had general
community acceptance. Gold Coast Hinterland and Environment Council (Gecko) has also
presented to the Queensland Government a fully costed and engineered tunnel proposal,
which would bypass existing traffic lights along the local Gold Coast Highway and be less
damaging to significant environmental and cultural heritage values. This was only a few of a
number of community submissions that warranted debate and consideration. (71)
The respondent wishes to highlight the existing issues now under consideration by NSW
RTA at Tweed Heads include:
On/Off ramps at Kirkwood Road (across the Terranora Inlet from Kennedy Drive.
•
A
proposed suburban bridge over Terranora Inlet.
•
Access
to future planned Tweed land developments off Fraser Drive and 'Area E' at
•
South Tweed Heads/Terranora.
An alternative to the Sexton Hill bypass, which promotes increased heavy vehicle and
•
interstate traffic through Banora Point for the next twenty years.
The
call for a 'TRUE BYPASS' of Tweed Heads with a route that would connect
•
Queensland highway traffic to the newly completed NSW highway at Chinderah. (72)
The respondent believes that the route selection process was flawed for the following
reasons: the known discovery of a 'goldmine' of environmental values and the presence of
significant Cultural Heritage has been downplayed by the Tugun Alliance in favour of
development opportunities. (72)
When the Stewart Road to Gold Coast Airport rail impact assessment study is completed, a
better value option both in cost, environmentally and less damaging to cultural heritage, than
the C4 route could be found. (72)
There are increasing calls by the public and their community representatives for a true
regional bypass of the growing tourist area between Tugun and Tweed Heads. (72)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 route, west of the Airport, has always been the
Roads and Transport Authority NSW, and Queensland Department of Main Road's
preferred route. The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001)
prepared by Spiller Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd advises that this route was also supported by the
Gold Coast City Council and the Tweed Shire Council. Both Road Authorities and Councils
had information from previous environmental studies that the C4 route was rich in
Environmental and Aboriginal Culture values, but continued with the preferred C4 route
Corridor, because the following stakeholders had substantial land interests along the route
west of the Gold Coast Airport. (72)
The respondent states that many community groups and individuals have either made
submissions to the Queensland Department of Main Roads, forwarded their submissions to
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public meetings or sent letters to the press presenting 'traffic light' free plans to enable
traffic to travel freely from the NSW border to Brisbane. The plans either incorporate
overpasses or tunnels to bypass Gold Coast highway's intersections with traffic lights.
Acknowledging that this is a short term solution there is still the need to upgrade the
existing 12 lane wide traffic corridor that exists between Tugun and Billinga with additional
traffic lanes. The updated Gold Coast highway will be needed, as local traffic will increase to
50,000 (2017) vehicles (2017) Some plans also press for a true bypass of the coastal region
that would connect the new highway at Chinderah to the Queensland highway via a western
route. During the last Queensland election Terry Stollery put forward an engineered
designed plan to make intersections along the gold coast highway 'traffic light free'. The plan,
which cost $60 million dollars had general community acceptance. Gold Coast Hinterland
and Environment Council (Gecko) has also presented to the Queensland Government a fully
costed and engineered tunnel proposal, which would bypass existing traffic lights along the
local Gold Coast Highway and be less damaging to significant environmental and cultural
heritage values. This was only a few of a number of community submissions that warranted
debate and consideration. (72)
The respondent states that in the option selection process (1998) the Tugun Alliance
compared Option A and Option C. Option A involves the expansion of the existing Gold
Coast Highway corridor, which is located east of the Coolangatta Airport. This option does
not provide a regional bypass and all construction would be taken in Queensland. Option B
was a fall back position for the Tugun Alliance if option A and C failed to proceed. (72)
The respondent believes that the route selection process was flawed for the following
reasons: In the eyes of the larger community, the option selection process carried out
between the 10 January 1998 and 24 January 1998 by Council Wagner Pty Ltd was seriously
flawed. Criteria used in the route selection process of the Southern Gold Coast Tweed
Corridor Study favoured a C4 route selection. A t the end of the route option selection
process, the C4 highway route was selected over route A because of three very
questionable items of criteria. The items were: Land use; Social; and Engineering feasibility.
On these criteria it will be argued that the A route with an 'interim' Gold Coast highway
upgrade and a true western regional bypass will be the cheaper ($100 million in cost) and
most appropriate, will be engineering feasible and ultimately more socially acceptable to the
Gold Coast and Tweed Communities, than the C option. An upgraded Gold Coast local
highway is necessary, as the traffic on the Gold Coast highway will reach 50,000 by 2017.
(72)
As a short tern solution to increasing traffic delays at Tugun traffic lights, community groups
are calling for the revisit of the updated A option. The option should provide free traffic flow
by bypassing traffic lights with either overpass or tunnel at the 2 sets of traffic lights at the
corners of the Gold Coast Highway with Toolona Street and the Pacific Highway and an
additional traffic lane to meet the proposed 6 lanes of the MI Highway at the NSW border.
The traffic lights into the Gold Coast Airport could be removed by the construction of an
entry/exit into the north-eastern corner of the airport property using an overpass bridge
and interchange similar to the QDMR C4 route. This western bypass should connect to the
newly constructed highway from Yelgun NSW to a suitable part of the Queensland Pacific
Highway between Nerang and Tugun. The respondent is convinced that support for an
updated A option would increase as the facts of the C4 become known t o the public. (72)
The proponents of the project have always favoured the C4 route because of the
development pressure to maximize business 'Ianduse' opportunities along the C4 corridor
route. (72)
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The respondent states that it is noted that even the proposal for a rail link south of Robina
is still in never-never land and "no date has been set and no funding has been allocated for
development of the rail link." (Guidelines for an environmental impact statement on the
proposed Tugun Bypass page I) and the route chosen is just as environmentally problematic
as the C4 route. Claims are made in the EIS Table 5.1 that a rail link along the A route
would require major earthworks and tunnelling, but this is exactly what is required for a rail
link along the C4 route. (74)
The respondent highlights that the Department of Main Roads have failed to plan adequately
for the long term future of the Gold Coast region by failing to examine the possibility of a
further western route for a bypass which could indeed remove all interstate traffic from the
growing urban area of the Gold Coast and northern New South Wales. This major growth
region will continue to be disadvantaged by heavy traffic because of the failure of vision.
Instead the C4 route will result in the southern Gold Coast community having to endure
two major highways within one kilometre of each other each with heavy traffic and its
attendant noise, vibration and air pollution. (74)
The respondent urges the Queensland Department of Main Roads to examine alternatives of
improved public transport, upgrade of existing western route (e.g., Mt Lindsay Highway) for
interstate and truck traffic and an upgrade of the existing Gold Coast Highway. (74)
The respondent believes that the C4 does not constitute any improvement on the current
situation. (74)
The respondent feels that alternatives are available east of the airport that would have a very
much lower impact on the environment, provide similar traffic capacity, be of comparable
price and be very much cheaper to run. The process of sorting and assessing of alternatives
has been deliberately manipulated to avoid assessment of the best performing alternatives
east of the airport and thereby give alternatives east of the airport a lower ranking than
routes west of the airport. (75)
The respondent is concern about the C4 Route and the tunnel under the Coolangatta
Airport runway extension. (76)
The respondent feels that the railway adds to the tunnel fiasco. The respondent believes the
rail line should go East of the airport, either turn East at Stewart street or at Boyd Street.
The Rail line then can continue down the Gold Coast into NSW and connect Brisbane to
the Tweed Valley. The rail line east of the Airport Can continue the Qld narrow gauge into
NSW and connect to the Murwillumbah to Casino rail line. The respondent states that the
'scheme will appease the environmentalists. I am one.' The Qld' rail line into NSW also
brings rail traffic and Brisbane tourism to the Tweed Coast as well as Tweed people can
travel to Brisbane. Money can be made for and by the Qld government on the NSW side of
the border while the C4 route and the tunnel will only squander Qld money as an everincreasing overhead. (76)
The respondent is concerned that tax payers dollars are to be used to fund the bypass to
pave the way for private enterprise with considerable industrial proposals mainly of
Queensland interests. It is difficult to accept that the Queensland Government can produce
a very costly object and be able to shift the ongoing costs to NSW when there are
alternative routes which are more cost effective, sustainable and will not decimate the fragile
environment. (79)
The respondent feels that the value management workshop for evaluation of the route
selection process was in fact a foregone conclusion with the result set up for the C4 to be
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selected. The items rejected from the process were heritage, wetlands, flora/fauna,
vegetation, noise and water/air quality. Had the evaluation process included all items of the
Discussion Paper the C routes would clearly have never made the grade. (79)
The facts of the environmental problems have not changed, nor has the fact that there are
alternatives available to resolve the traffic problem at Tugun by simply upgrading the existing
highway at a much lesser cost and completed many years sooner. (79)
The respondent states that at a meeting in October 2000 the proponents of the Bypass
were advised that the C4 route was a no road option because of the extent of impacts on a
highly significant and sensitive area. Disregard for due process by the proponents just at the
study phase has resulted in destruction environmental values on NSW Crown land. (79)
The respondent earnestly requests that those in power seek a less destructive alternative to
the C4 route. The C4 is too costly in terms of all the issues and would like to see the
people in authority considering the environmental, social and economics. (80)
The respondent believes that any traffic congestion caused by the traffic lights on the
highway Tugun would be relieved by simple overpasses. (80)
The respondent feels that the C4 is impractical and by the time it is built at an astronomical
cost, it will no longer cater for the amount of traffic needing to use it. (80)
The respondent has expressed concern that the C4 option would directly destroy at least
45 ha of this environmentally unique part of the planet, with consequences far-reaching
deleterious effects on the remainder of this sensitive area, and be a monument to the total
contempt of its proponents. (80)
The respondent states that a true Bypass at Tugun the constructed further west later on
(e.g. along a route such as that suggested by George Beattie). (80)
The respondent highlights that even the Tweed Shire Council or John Murray, who has
made traffic issues his specialty stated his opposition to the C4 because it simply would not
solve any traffic problems and would come with such an exorbitant price tag that any sane
business person would turn their back on the proposition. (80)
The respondent believes that apart from preserving what little biological and historical value
that remains on the Gold Coast the proposal will not solve the problem. The respondent
states that interstate traffic on a true highway needs to totally Bypass all of the urban area,
without the prospect of having to be moved again due to inappropriate development. (82)
The respondent views that the C4 "solution" will become in a very short time, no more than
another major urban feeder road, rather than the highway it is intended t o be. The increase
of traffic which one might expect to accompany the construction of a new road will be
beyond capabilities of the already very busy Tugun to Mudgeeraba section of the present
Pacific Highway. The present proposal seems to be a short term compromise. (82)
The respondent states that the local traffic problems are a mix of local, commuter and
interstate traffic converging at the Tugun lights. This mix needs to be separated out by a
highway for interstate at a distance from urban development. Secondly by better and more
efficient use of the broad reserve area beside the airport. Thirdly by rationalising the traffic
lights. (82)
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The respondent states that in light of the information recently made available by the
environmental impact studies and by independent experts in biodiversity, flora and fauna as
well as members of the Aboriginal communities with heritage interests in the region. It
seems obvious that the C4 route can not be the preferred option for solving traffic
problems on the Gold Coast. (82)
The respondent is concerned that the Cobaki Wetlands will be destroyed by the Tugun
Bypass C4 route. (86)
The respondent states that there are alternatives to the C4 route and the Department of
Main Roads should find another solution to the traffic problems of Tugun. (86)
4.1.4 Statutory Position
The respondent states wishes to place on record the complete disregard by both State
Governments, the local authority of Tweed Shire and the Federal Government, to obeying
the law enacted for the protection of our natural and cultural heritage. (62)
The respondent states that the actions by the QDMR as set out in the report of Tweed
Shire Council meeting of 16th February 2005 (that is, the deletion of the Boyd Street
interchange) shows a complete disregard for the rights of the proponent and the residents
of NSW. This action on the part of QDMR, taking into account all the circumstances, would
appear to represent a clear breach of Section 117 of the Australia Constitution which states:
"117. A subject of the Queen, resident in any State, shall not be subject in any other State to
any disability or discrimination which would not be equally applicable to him if he were a
subject of the Queen resident in such other State". (64)
The respondent wishes to lodge an objection to the C4 Route proposal of the so called
Bypass of Tugun in that there is .a' breach of the Environmental Planning Act and
Assessment Act 1979 (NS) Part 5 of the Act) and the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995 (NSW). There is also insufficient compliance of The Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995 ('NSW, The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 No
90 and The Airports Act 1996. (71)
The respondent is concerned that the Alliance was unable to advise whether the coastal
zone of the Commonwealth owned Airport land in the Broadwater was a 'Commonwealth
marine area'. Is Commonwealth owned airport land, which covers 45 hectares of Cobaki
Broadwater are indeed a 'Commonwealth Marine Area'? If so the Tugun Alliance has said
'No" in its EPBC application for this 'controlled' EPBC project. If it is a 'Commonwealth
Marine Area' new requirements would see the Tugun Alliance having to monitor and
measure surface and groundwater topside of the highway before these waters mix with the
C 4 route corridor drainage that enters into the already 'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater. (71)
The Alliance was unable to advise whether the coastal zone of the Commonwealth owned
Airport land in the Broadwater was a 'Commonwealth marine area'. Is Commonwealth
owned airport land, which covers 45 hectares of Cobaki Broadwater are indeed a
'Commonwealth Marine Area'? If so the Tugun Alliance has said 'No" in its EPBC application
for this 'controlled' EPBC project. If it is a 'Commonwealth Marine Area' new requirements
would see the Tugun Alliance having to monitor and measure surface and groundwater
topside of the highway before these waters mix with the C4 route corridor drainage that
enters into the already 'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater. (72)
The respondent wishes to lodge an objection to the C4 Route proposal of the so called
Bypass of Tugun in that there is a' breach of the Environmental Planning Act and Assessment
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Act 1979 (NSW) Part 5 of the Act) and the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
(NSW). There is also insufficient compliance of The Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995 ('NSW), The Environment Protection and Biodiversity conservation Act 1999 No 90
and The Airports Act 1996. (72)
It has been determined that the proposal is considered to be a controlled action pursuant to
the EPBC Act 1999. This is due to the proposal having a significant impact on nationally
threatened and migratory species (EIS Main Vol. 1 SIS page 2-1, Paragraph 2.1). Adjacent
landuse development facilitated by the C4 project should be included in this process. It is
considered that these developments will have a significant impact on nationally threatened
and migratory species and on issues of significant cultural heritage. (72)
The respondent is concerned that if the proposal proceeds it will result in the assessment
process being able to discount Tweed Local Environment Plan, the Environment Protection
(Wetlands and Littoral Rainforests) Zone 7(a), the North Coast Regional Environment Plan,
State Environment Planning Policy 14-Coastal Wetlands, State Environment Planning Policy —
Koala habitat protection, and State Environment Planning Policy 71- Coast protection. All of
these planning instruments were put in place for clearly defined reasons - to protect the
natural environment and its flora and fauna from degradation due the ongoing coastal urban
development in this region. These threats to the natural environment of northern New
South Wales and particularly in the Tweed Shire are still present and likely to increase for
decades to come. It is essential that the C4 route be assessed against the requirements of
these plans and policies. The environmental heritage of the Tweed region is under enormous
pressures from population growth and development and the planning instruments and
policies referred to above are an attempt to reduce the negative impacts of this growth. (74)
The respondent highlights that the application of this SEPP 63 policy to the Tugun Bypass is
of grave concern to its members, as it will allow a number of planning instruments designed
to protect the environment to be over ridden. (74)
The respondent comment that should this C4 route be approved it will clearly demonstrate
that the EPBC Act is not worth the paper it is written on and that Governments of all
persuasions only give lip service to the conservation objectives of this Act and other State
Acts which purport to protect our dwindling and beleaguered native flora and fauna. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the public will have no confidence in the accountability or
transparency of the EIS assessment process if the bypass is allowed to be included under
SEPP 63. (74)
The respondent wishes to lodge an objection to the C 4 Route proposal of the Tugun
Bypass in that there is a breach of the Environmental Planning Act and Assessment Act 1979
(NSW) (Part 5 of the Act) and the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW).
There is also insufficient compliance with the Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) Act
1995 (NSW), the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
(EPBC) Act 1999 and the Airports Act 1996. (74)
What legal requirements are in place that the people of one state (NSW) can not take class
action against another state for pollution of their river? (76)
The EIS for the C4 Route is seriously flawed, in breach of NSW and Commonwealth
legislations and due to conflicts of interest requires investigation. (79)
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The respondent states that on the 22nd February 2005 the Human Rights Bill 2005 was
enacted. The respondent considers that this piece of legislation will stop the corruption in
Aboriginal issues in their own land. (84)
The respondent states that the Human Rights Bill 2005 will help to sort this problem (the
Tugun bypass) out in an ethical and civilised manner as traditional lore and custom decrees;
and with the view of successfully melding ecology and economy in a forum of equality
unhindered by conflicts of interest, hidden agenda's or corporate manipulation of overtly
accommodating governments legislations. If you honour the traditional culture it will be
revealed and thus become the very thing that sustains the Tweed/Gold Coast Tourism
economy and protects the precious hydrological resources tradition knowledge used
traditionally to protect biodiversity, working to build sustainable futures which exactly what
traditional lore is all about. (84)

4.2
4.2.1

Support f o r the Proposal
Support for the Proposal

The Tugun Bypass would be most beneficial to the border region, as the existing Highway is
getting very congested in this area and the Bypass would be far better for the local
environment. (4)
The Bypass is very much needed to ease the traffic congestion of the southern Gold Coast
and Tweed region. The Bypass should have been built years ago instead of making the main
road through Tugun as it is now. It's about time the traffic is diverted west of the coast and
leave the coastal area for the people who live there and wish to enjoy their beach lifestyle
without the disruption of interstate traffic. (5)
Friends of Currumbin have long supported the earliest completion of the Tugun Bypass. (6)
Support for the C4 route as this would be an positive project for Tugun both socially and
commercially. (7)
Dismayed to read that the C4 Route is still being talked about rather than acted on. The
only logical route for the Bypass is west of the Airport, which would allow for the smooth
flow of traffic and a reduction in both noise and air pollution. (8)
The Bypass on the C4 alignment has basically fulfilled the needs of the Tugun Community
(including Business Houses) in removing the main north-south traffic volume from Tugun,
Bilinga and North Kirra from the coastal roads and transferring the through traffic to a more
direct and safe route. (9)
The board of directors of Tugun & District Finances offer their support to the current plan
for the Tugun Bypass. ((0)
The respondent strongly supports the current plans for the Bypass. Feels that the issues
assessed will be dealt with in the proper manner. (14)
The respondent views the completion of the road creates a 'window of opportunity' to save
heritage and history that would otherwise need to be removed or demolished to make way
for modern traffic constraints. (15)
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Respondent supports the proposed C4 Bypass route to help reduce traffic congestion at the
Tugun Intersection. (24)
Respondent supports the proposed Tugun Bypass, because the existing traffic situation is
unacceptable. (26)
Respondents want the proposal to proceed as soon as possible to relieve the traffic
congestion, and express concern as to why certain community groups have expressed new
grievances to delay the commencement of the Bypass. (30)
Respondents support the Tugun Bypass. (30)
The respondent is extremely keen for the Tugun Bypass to go ahead and have been
disappointed for many years that it is not already built. (49)
The respondent views the Bypass to be of tremendous benefit due to the current traffic
situation at Tugun lights at various times of the day, which has resulted in delays to the John
Flynn Hospital for urgent medical problems. (49)
The respondent insists that this Bypass must be built, and is not concerned if it is the C4
route or any other route, in order to get the traffic problem sorted out as quickly as
possible. (50)
Unless there is international enforcement of the Chinese policy of one child per family,
populations will increase so need for supplies and therefore transport will increase so road
infrastructure must increase. (60)
The Gold Coast City Council agrees that the justification for the Tugun Bypass exists. (61)
The Gold Coast City Council is prepared to stand by the Government and take whatever
steps are necessary to support it in regard to the Tugun Bypass. The Gold Coast City
Council continues to express its support for the entire Tugun Bypass C4 Alignment. (61)
The Gold Coast City Council is a strong supporter of the Tugun Bypass and has actively
lobbied the Queensland, New South Wales and Commonwealth Governments on the
urgent need for the Bypass Projects and its earliest possible implementation. (61)
The respondent states that the refinement of the alignment and the provision of mitigation
measures combined with a compensatory habitat package provide a balance between the
significant social and community benefits and the needs of the natural environment. (62)
The respondent feels that the latest Environmental Impact Statement now under
consideration has been extremely well researched and documented, and shows
incontrovertibly that all possible concerns with respect to the environment have been
addressed and positively responded to. (68)
The respondent believes that objections, which have been and continue to be raised by
some vocal pressure groups, represent the views of a tiny minority of residents and
interested parties, and have no real grounds or justification for consideration by your
project team. (68)
The respondent wishes to make it clear that everybody is agreement with the fact that
Tugun/Tweed Heads needs a Bypass now. (70)
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The respondent states that they support the proposed C4 Route. The respondent has
attached a petition signed by 216 signatures from staff. (78)
The respondent supports the C4 route. The respondent views this as a vital component of
the infrastructure for the southern end of the Gold Coast. (81)

4.3

Objection t o the Proposal

4.3.! Objection to a Component o f the Proposal
Tweed Shire Council opposes the Tugun Bypass C4 proposal as exhibited in the
Environmental Impact Statement which has now deleted the Boyd Street Interchange.
Tweed Shire Council officially supported the Tugun Bypass C4 Route in October 1999,
however this support was for the C4 route presented by them that included a full
interchange at Boyd Street. The Boyd Street interchange is considered a critical element of
the Tweed Shire arterial road network and its inclusion is essential for the traffic movement
in the Tweed/Tugun area and for the amenity of residents of Tugun in Gold Coast City.
Tweed Shire Council will reconsider its opposition to the proposal if the Queensland
Department of Main Roads issues a supplement to the currently exhibited EIS which includes
a full interchange at Boyd Street and that this interchange becomes an integral part of the
Tugun Bypass proposal in terms of the environmental approval process. (20)
The respondent objects to the Environmental Impact Statement that is on public exhibition.
The respondent's objection is to the deletion of the Boyd Street interchange from the
project. The respondent states that if the Boyd Street interchange is reinstated and
completed as part of the Tugun Bypass Project the respondent's objection will be
withdrawn. (64)
Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd objects to the Tugun Bypass environmental impact statement
insofar as it provides for the crossing by the proposed Bypass of the Boyd Street extension
without making appropriate provision for: the maintenance of access to and from Cobaki
Lakes during construction of the Bypass, and continuing undisturbed permanent access
thereafter, by way of an overpass. (65)
4.3.2 Objection to the Proposal
Objects to the C4 Tugun Bypass on the basis of major environmental issues. (18)
The respondent objects to the Tugun Bypass based upon the EIS and SIS. (19)
The respondent objects to the proposal because it contravenes State, Federal and
International agreements with regard to flora, fauna, general ecology and cultural
significance. (21)
An Indigenous education community group objects to the Proposal on the basis of
educational and cultural significance offered in this area. (23)
The respondent objects to the proposal for environmental reasons stating that the
'precautionary principle' is not being applied and the impacts of devastation of critical habitat
of both fauna and flora, and changes to hydrology are not acceptable. (25)
The respondent objects to the proposal for social reasons stating that cultural heritage is
being ignored and traditional owners and descendants of traditional owners have a right to
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see burial grounds not disturbed; recreational pursuits are being ignored, and the principle
of 'intergenerational equity' is being ignored; health and safety of drivers of vehicles using the
tunnel is also being ignored when there is no precedent for constructing a tunnel in acid
sulphate soils over wetlands. (25)
The respondent objects to the proposal for economic reasons. (25)
Members of the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council object to the Tugun C4 Bypass
proposal on the grounds that a major disturbance of their cultural heritage will result from
construction activities. (28)
The respondent would like the proposed Tugun C4 route not to proceed on the basis of
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage values. (29)
The Bundjalung Nation Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Natural Resource Environment
Management Committee/Reference Group (Jugan Yubay) is in total disagreement of the
proposal of immediate plans for the C4 Tugun Bypass. (29)
The respondent condemns the C4 route through this pristine area, because it would destroy
the unique flora and fauna and desecrate Indigenous heritage sites. (35)
The respondent wishes to highlight their objection to the proposed Tugun Bypass C4 route
through sensitive and environmentally significant habitat. (36)
As an adjoining landowner and as a member of the Gold Coast community at large, has
concerns as to various aspects of the project and the proposed route as assessed in the EIA.
(38)
The respondent wishes to state their strong opposition to the construction of the C4 route
Tugun Bypass. This opposition is due to the great ecological and aboriginal cultural values
found within the proposed alignment of the C4 proposed route. (41)
The Tweed Aboriginal Cultural Advisory Committee objects to the C4 route for the Tugun
Bypass, stating that this proposed route would destroy their cultural heritage, as well as
endangered flora and fauna. (45)
The respondent objects to the proposal because the route will have significant detrimental
impacts on both the environment and Aboriginal cultural heritage. (47)
The respondent states that the overwhelming environmental and cultural evidence, west of
Coolangatta Airport, show that a Bypass, or any other development, should not be located
in this area. (53)
The Caldera Environment Centre acknowledges the need for upgrading the existing Gold
Coast Highway, but is utterly opposed to the proposed C4 western route for the Tugun
Bypass. (57)
The Tweed District Residents and Ratepayers Association opposes the C4 corridor on
social, economic and ecological grounds. (62)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will have the destructive impact, of yet again,
another main road ripping through our unique, important and disappearing natural
environment. (63)
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The respondent states that they support the many organisations, associations and alliances in
the Tweed area that oppose the Queensland governments plan to shift a problem which
presently exists in Queensland suburban areas to the Tweed suburbs. (67)
The respondent objects to the project by the Tugun Alliance comprising of the Australian
Government Department of Transport and Regional Services, New South Wales Roads and
Traffic Authority and the Queensland Department of Main Roads, to provide a dual rail
track and provide and construct a six lane capacity highway corridor from the Stewart Road
Junction at Tugun in Queensland to Kennedy Drive West Tweed Heads New South Wales.
(7 I)
The respondent objects to the project by the Tugun Alliance comprising of the Australian
Government Department of Transport and Regional Services, New South Wales Roads and
Traffic Authority and the Queensland Department of Main Roads, to provide a dual rail
track and provide and construct a six lane capacity highway corridor from the Stewart Road
Junction at Tugun in Queensland to Kennedy Drive, West Tweed Heads, New South Wales.
(72)
The respondent strongly objects to the proposed Tugun C4 Bypass route, and draws your
attention to the following concerns about, and inadequacies of, the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the proposed route placed on public exhibition. (73)
The respondent opposes the construction of the C4 route of the Tugun Bypass because it
will result in the destruction of an exceptional area of biodiversity and cultural richness. (74)
The respondent objects to the project by the Tugun Alliance comprised of the Australian
Government Department of Transport and Regional Services, New South Wales Roads and
Traffic Authority and the Queensland Department of Main Roads, to provide a dual rail
track and provide and construct a six lane capacity highway corridor from the Stewart Road
Junction at Tugun in Queensland to Kennedy Drive West Tweed Heads New South Wales.
(74)
The respondent objects to the proposal because the proposal would have very significant
impacts on flora, fauna and water quality. (75)
The respondent objects to the C4 route because it will cause environmental damage and if
the Tweed River is polluted legal damages may have to be paid by the Old government
because although it will be a Federal route the Old government built the tunnel and that
tunnel will be the root cause of that pollution. (76)
The respondent believes the C4 Route and the tunnel should not be built. (76)
The respondent wishes to register their strong opposition to proposed C4 Tugun Bypass.
(80)

4.4
4.4.!

Biodiversity
Assessment Methodology and Documentation

It is quite extraordinary that the Queensland Government report on environmental values,
released in a Statement and related documents, about the C4 route is at considerable odds
to the views now expressed publicly by the Griffith University team of two Professors
(biologist and botanist) and their students, who are committed supporters of the SOLAH
group strongly objecting to the Bypass. (3)
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The respondent believes that the mitigation measures would not provide for or conserve
the fauna. (16)
The SIS states that the endangered ecological communities are subject to weed invasion, and
cites the Pony Club land as an example. Most of these coastal vegetation communities are
subject to rapid weed invasion, especially Swamp Oak forest and Swamp Mahogany
dominated forest, as they are fairly open in the understorey and have reliable groundwater.
The report states that a 10 year weed management plan needs to be developed by the
Tweed Shire Council, but no mention is made of a similar requirement for Gold Coast
Airport or the State Government owned vegetation communities similarly affected. These
vegetation communities will have a steeply increased risk of rapid weed invasion through
exposure along the newly disturbed forest edges resulting from clearing for the road. (19)
The respondent wishes to clarify Section 6.2.1 of the SIS Volume 1: "where this is not
possible, then areas that are already relatively disturbed would be used for added works" —
Another excuse for mosaic burning? This is a very broad statement. Define areas that are
already relatively disturbed. (25)
Frog toe clipping is unacceptable. Stating that it is cruel, can alter interaction as animal is
now deformed, can alter the action of the toe, and could cause stress leading to the death of
the animal. Handling of frogs is also unacceptable as acids from human skin harm frogs.
Recording of numbers and photographic records would be more appropriate (Section 33.3.1
of the SIS Volume 1). (25)
The respondent has raised questions about fauna exclusion fencing as outlined in Section
33.5.1 of the SIS Volume I, asking what type of chain link fencing would be used? And
suggests wet and dry culverts — remote sensing cameras would be ideal for this situation and
would provide valuable scientific data. (25)
Survey areas are mostly not appropriate and do not cover key habitat areas and therefore
the intelligence of stakeholders is not taken seriously. (25)
The respondent highlights that the permissible activity in no-go areas should not be plant
translocations as this could possible disturb surrounding habitat and ecology. (25)
The respondent seeks clarification over Section 29.5 of the SIS Volume 1, with particular
reference to "drainage of ponds to prevent mosquito fish migrating"- Where are they
drained to? Frogs need to be able to breed at any time and not just after rainfall events so
unplugging the basin serves no purpose. If there is a plug, then it is assumed that drainage
would be to the groundwater? There should be no introduction of the mosquito fish unless
introduced on purpose to the sediment ponds. Why is the subject of mosquito fish an issue
as according to 29.6 — "any sediment basins constructed as part of the proposed bypass
would not provide habitat for this introduced species" (mosquito fish). (25)
Figure 3.1 in the SIS Vol. I - flora survey sites do not include the Pony Club o r large tracts of
vegetated land north of Cobaki Broadwater. Figure 3.2 in the SIS Vol.1 — the mammal survey
sites do not include the Pony Club land. Figure 3.3 in the SIS Vol. 1 - the amphibian and
reptile sites do not include the Pony Club land. (25)
The respondent highlights Section 2.6.3 in the EIS Vol. 4, stating Swamp mahogany is not
suitable koala habitat. This koala habitat 'atlas' is incorrect and the recorders not aware of
preferred food trees for koalas. (25)
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The respondent expresses concern that at least 45 hectares of pristine bushland will be
destroyed for the construction of the road. Due to the unique nature of the many plants
growing requirements, transporting them will fail, as few weed free environments remain on
the Gold Coast. (33)
The respondent has commented that much of the data used was taken from surveys carried
out in 2000/2001. More recent data (which does exist) should be used or further surveys
should be undertaken, particularly for significant fauna and flora species and populations
which can change dramatically in five years. (36)
While mitigation measures are extensive, many are likely to prove ineffective and thus the
outcome is likely to be the same i.e. loss of significant species diversity in the region
including both rare and threatened species and numerous common species. (36)
The respondent highlights Mr. Francis from Chenoweth EPLA statements including: "The EIA
has not addressed the maintenance of habitat of common or locally significant species
including those identified in the Gold Coast Nature Conservation Strategy (e.g. Rattus
lutreolus, Antechinus flavipes etc)." (38)
The EIS fails to adequately address and propose mitigating solutions concerning endangered
and threatened species of flora and fauna within the area to be affected by the proposed
bypass, especially in the vicinity of Hidden Valley. The failure to construct a tunnel through
the Blackbutt Forrest area, in the respondent's view, is short sighted in the extreme and fails
to protect the threatened flora and fauna in this area as previously identified by our
appointed consultants and by your own consultants. (38)
The respondent does not believe that the mitigation measures described will conserve the
animals which live about the route. (40)
The respondent does not believe that the mitigation measures described will conserve the
animals that live about the route including 18 species of frogs, 220 species of birds as well as
the rare and threatened species. (43)
The respondent does not believe that the mitigation measures described will conserve the
animals that live about the route including 18 species of frogs, 220 species of birds as well as
the rare and threatened species. (44)
The respondent does not believe that the mitigation measures described will conserve
the186 species of native animals. (47)
The respondent states that you cannot put tunnels under roads and expect animals to use
them and survive. The respondent views these tunnels as death traps. (51)
Please clarify the ability to undertake acoustic surveys for frogs, particularly given proximity
to a newly constructed road. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 6.5.4 (Frog exclusion Fencing). The location of the details of
these trails is not contained within Section 31.5, rather it would appear that this reference
should refer to Section 33.5. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 6.3 (Habitat Rehabilitation) Clarification is required on whether
habitat rehabilitation is proposed to be undertaken on the existing frog pond/s. (52)
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The DEC refers to Section 5.5 (Habitat Pollution) Habitat pollution, as a result of a number
of factors, has the potential to have a significant impact on flora and fauna species within the
area. Therefore tight mitigation measures will need to be developed and implemented to
ensure that these potential impacts are prevented. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 4.3.3 (Estuarine Birds). It is unclear if any mitigation measures are
proposed for estuarine birds. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 17.4.1 (Cumulative Impacts). It is noted that after construction of
the Gold Coast Airport Limited (GCAL) runway extension there will be approximately a
100m wide corridor which remains between the remnants to the east and west of Cobaki
Broadwater. As part of this proposal, this cleared area would then be revegetated (with
suitable vegetation) to allow passage for fauna. The proposal to revegetate this area needs to
be clarified with any specific requirements that GCAL may have over this area and the long
term protection of this vegetation. (52)
The DEC states that Figure 25.1 in regard to the Grey Headed Flying Fox, the footprint
within this figure appears to be incorrectly aligned within the southern section, potentially as
a result of computer problems. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 10.3.3 (Hollow Trees). It is noted that 33 hollow bearing trees
will be removed as part of the proposal. The location of these hollow trees obtained via a
Geographical Positioning System (GPS) should be used in the development of the detailed
design. This will enable a clear indication of the actual trees proposed for removal and their
location. (52)
Some inconsistencies occur in Part B - Species Primarily Impacted in NSW, regarding the
referencing of figures in the text (i.e.: Section 9.3.1, the text refers to Figure22. I however it
,
should be Figure 9.1). (52)
The DEC refers to Section 5.4 (Edge Effects). Clarification is required on the distance used
for identification of the areas subject to edge effects. In general, potential impacts associated
with roads generally extend at least 50m from the edge of the road, while some impacts
(such as noise) may extend further. (52)
The proposal to install frog exclusion fencing prior to any clearing operations is noted.
While the DEC supports this proposal there is some concern expressed about the ability to
install this fencing in this most ideal location, particularly due to construction works (i.e.:
consideration of fencing sediment basins). Therefore instead of initial "permanent" fencing,
temporary fauna fencing could be considered prior to the finalisation of the fencing. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 6.5.5 (Tunnel Overpass) In relation to the tunnel overpass, it is
noted that a 100m length of the tunnel as the southern end would be revegetated to provide
a connection between western and eastern habitats. Concerns have been expressed
previously about the long term security of this proposal. (52)
Please be aware that an extensive review of the EIS Technical Paper 12 - Flora and Fauna
Assessment (excluding the appendices) was not undertaken. Following a revision of the
associated EIS Technical Papers and the SIS, it was apparent that there are a number of
inconsistencies occur between some of these documents. Therefore, the DEC will assume
that the SIS contains all the information relevant to the flora and fauna assessment process.
(52)
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The DEC refers to Figure 6.1 (Location of Proposed Major Mitigation/Compensatory
Measures). This figure is missing the key for fauna movement corridors. It is also noted that
no fauna fencing is proposed form the wet/dry culvert to the tunnel, however Section 6.5.5
indicates that fauna exclusion fencing would be installed within these area. (52)
It is noted the proposal to undertaken toe clipping of translocated frogs, subject to the
relevant approvals. The DEC is aware of works undertaken by Dr Michael Mahony (species
unknown) where a transponder is planted under the skin of the species (i.e.: Passive
Integrated Transponder (PIT) tagging), hence this may provide other opportunities rather
than toe clipping. (52)
Any translocation proposals should be developed using the Australian Network for Plant
Conservation Guidelines for the Translocation of threatened Plants in Australia, 2nd Edition,
2004. (52)
It has been proposed to undertake rehabilitation and weed management of areas within the
Pony Club land. It is understood that the development of this is being undertaken in
conjunction with the Plan Of Management (POM) required to be prepared as part of GCAL
runway extension. To avoid potential confusion over the various commitments forming part
of the POM, clearer details should be provided on what level of work or commitment is
proposed to be undertaken as well as compensatory measures. (52)
Any translocation proposals should be developed using the Australian Network for Plant
Conservation Guidelines for the Translocation of threatened Plants in Australia, 2 Edition,
2004. (52)
The respondent refers to Section 32. I (Pre Construction) It is noted that 'no go' areas near
the footprint would be identified early, however opportunities must be available to identify
'no go' areas within the footprint, in consultation with relevant conservation agencies. (52)
As part of the summary of all amelioration measures, it is important to ensure that all
amelioration measures (identified in the EIS/SIS) relevant to flora and fauna are presented
within the Ecological Management section of the report. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 32 (Summary of Amelioration Measures) It is assumed that the
reference to the long term management (i.e.: Chapters 31) should instead reference Chapter
33. (52)
Section 32.2 (Construction and Operation), it is suggested that a ratio be defined for hollow
log replacement. Recent construction projects have used, as a minimal, a hollow log/box
replacement of 1:1. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 10.2 (Mitigation and Management Measures) Please be aware
that any flora translocation proposal must be developed and undertaken in accordance with
the Australian Network for Plant Conservation Guidelines for the Translocation of
threatened Plants in Australia, 2nd Edition, 2004. (52)
It is noted that a number of mitigation measures are proposed to ensure the maintenance of
water quality. This includes the development of filter strips, swales and constructed
wetlands. The constructed wetlands should clearly demonstrate their compatibility for the
local species within the area. (52)
Please be aware that the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service didn't solely rely on
aerial photographs to map regionally significant habitat areas and corridors, these were used
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only as part of the refinement process. Please ensure that information presented on this
landscape framework for regional conservation planning is correctly described within the
documents. 52
The DEC refers to Section 5.2.1 (Vegetation Loss) It should be acknowledged that even
though cleared land typically doesn't represent suitable habitat for terrestrial fauna, it often
becomes important in areas which are subject to disturbance. This is also evident by the
apparent identification of some species, within the study area, identified in cleared areas. (52)
It is noted that a number of mitigation measures refer to the translocation of individual fauna
species from the footprint into suitable surrounding habitat Presently no indication has been
provided on the location of "suitable habitat'. It should be reiterated that translocation
should not be used as a substitute for the protection of high quality natural areas and
conservation of wild populations in situ. (52)
Please ensure that the details of all survey methods are updated to take into consideration
any new surveys undertaken. (52)
The NSW DPI Fisheries comments on pages 7-14 Technical Paper No. 12, Flora and Fauna
,
Assessment, Section 7.1.8 discusses fish passage mitigation measures and mentions NSW
Fisheries requirements including adequate light penetration. DPI Fisheries notes in the same
section that a box culvert up to 100m long is proposed for the waterway crossing at the site
7 study area. DPI Fisheries requests that consideration be given to ensuring that there are
provisions in the culvert design for light penetration, such as light wells, to assist fish passage
through a long culvert. (58)
The respondent comments that the proposal to create artificial ponds is commendable but
the ease with which the EIS perceives this t o be feasible is certainly not supported by our
work on site over the last few years. To date artificial ponds construction has not been
successful for Wallum Frogs however they have been heavily used by the introduced Cane
Toad. Any proposal to create artificial ponds must be initiated at least 3 years before the
road construction, and must be proven to be viable for reproduction (i.e. producing tadpoles
and metamorphs) before destruction of the original habitat can proceed. (59)
The respondent feels that all mitigation management efforts will trashed if Queensland Rail
ever builds the rail link to GCAL terminal. (62)
Because of the unique nature of many of the plants' growing requirements, transplanting
them will fail as few similar weed free environments remain on the Gold Coast. (62)
Mitigation measures proposed for the long-nosed potoroo and wallum froglet are
inadequate. (69)
It is unfortunately impossible to relocate native habitat, as most species are very sensitive to
the quality and acidity of the earth etc. Building of underpasses under the bypass for the
fauna is not of much help either, as they would mainly serve as a type of trap to the benefit
of these animals natural predators. (70)
The respondent states that the environment of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass Route is
highly ecologically significant, and TEC is concerned that the EIS does not adequately
document, nor provide suitable remediation measures for likely and potential impacts on,
the outstanding biodiversity of this site. (73)
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The respondent is concerned that the mitigation measures presented in the EIS are largely
untested and it is unknown whether they will in fact enable the continuation of the
threatened species and communities along this route. This is particularly true of the
management of the changes to groundwater levels around the tunnel and the use of fauna
fencing, under passes and artificial breeding ponds for the threatened frog species. The
public will have no confidence in any genuine attempts at mitigation of negative impacts of
this proposal if the SEPP 63 is allowed to prevail. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS purports to be a stand-alone document and that
"the content of some of the earlier reports has been superseded by newer work" (EIS Vol 1
pg. 1-7). The EIS put out in 2002 contained a report entitled "Amelioration and monitoring
measures for the conservation of herpetofauna along the proposed Tugun bypass" (Hero,
Shoo and Phillips 2001). In it the statement is made that "we know of no example where the
effectiveness of pond creation and under-road culverts has been assessed for any species of
reptile or amphibian in Australia." (page I 1). The current EIS does not include this statement
and offers no more up to date information but only discusses limited trials overseas as well
as the lack of knowledge of the effectiveness of various proposed mitigation measures. (74)
The respondent highlights that a mitigation measure is suggested (SIS Addendum, pg 3.8)
whereby QDMR and RTA would seek permission to act as Trustees to develop and
implement a 10-year weed management plan for this area. The previously referred to Plan of
Management was been approved by the Department of Land and Water Conservation and
outlines the necessary areas of responsibility and agents required to carry them out. (74)
The respondent states that the EIS discussion of the environmental and ecological impact of
the C4 route on flora and fauna species is notable for its recognition that there will be major
and severe impacts on flora and fauna of national importance. The mitigation methods are
not scientifically tested and there is no guarantee that they will be successful in ensuring the
short or long term viability of these species. (74)
The respondent comments on the effectiveness of the proposed amelioration measures,
each of which have significant drawbacks and will not necessarily provide the desired
outcomes for the species involved. (74)
The respondent states that they have been unable to locate any reports on the effectiveness
(in Australia) of trial frog ponds, particularly ponds intended for use by Wallum heath frogs.
Frog exclusion fencing is no deterrent to climbing species. Furthermore, the bright lights
used for any night work attract cane toads. This cannot be mitigated against. Fauna tunnels
are a possible option during the detailed planning stage but would have to be lengthy, may be
shunned by species and there is some evidence that they attract feral animal predators. The
respondent has expressed concern that should QDMR investigate this option, we draw
attention to a report from Australian Museum Business Services 1997 for NSW RTA in
which aspects of fauna tunnels are discussed. (74)
The respondent representatives were advised by Main Roads staff at a public meeting on
January 2005 that the current proposed footprint has been aligned more to the west than
the previous route discussed in the 2002 EIS. This is apparently for environmental
protection. However, the current re-alignment effectively reduces the size of the Airport
Environmental Precinct and increases the area identified in Fig 1 in the Tugun Bypass (Gold
Coast Airport Section) Draft Major Development Plan 2004 as Airport Western Enterprise
precinct. Comparison with the route footprint investigated in 2001 for the Tugun Bypass
Stage I EIS confirms various reconfigurations of the alignment to the east that, at least in the
Hidden Valley area, do appear to reduce the intrusion of the road into areas where
significant flora species have been identified. However the southern section of the route as
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displayed in mapping provided at the above meeting, shows a shift to the west, bringing the
route closer to the Cobaki Broadwater. If the purpose of this shift was to protect significant
flora or habitat for protected species, it is not clear if this vegetation will in fact survive, as it
will then fall into the airport's western enterprise precinct, earmarked for commercial
development. No airport planning document available to us indicates that such protection is
(74)
The respondent feels that of the sites identified by Hero et al 2001 as possible sites for the
location of trial ponds, only four lie within GCAL's environmental precinct and one of these,
the single artificial pond that has been trialled, has been a failure. The remaining potential
sites all fall within the Western Enterprise precinct and the proposed Business Park (see
Map 2), the development of which is extremely unlikely to be compatible with the ongoing
protection of Wallum Sedge frog ponds and associated required Wallum heath habitat. (74)
The respondent is concerned that some frog sub-populations occur in the very area
earmarked by GCAL in previous studies as a future Business Park. See Fig. 1 (GCAL Tugun
Bypass MDP 2004). The respondent has raised the issue of future developments at the
airport that will impact upon native flora and fauna but GCAL's response has been that such
proposals would be addressed at some future time as part of a Major Development Plan. On
page 17-10 of the EIS Vol. I, it is stated that 100m of the tunnel surface would be
revegetated, providing a linkage between the eastern and western sides of the airport. This
corridor would be reduced to a mere 20m. if the runway were to be further extended to
2858m., as is the stated intention of GCAL. It is highly unlikely that this strip could provide
any kind of fauna corridor, particularly if GCAL institutes the same mowing regime (to
ground level) as is maintained at the end of the current runway. (74)
The respondent comments on several of the legislatively significant species discussed in the
EIA. There is an additional lengthy list that time constraints did not allow them to address
but we make the observation that for many species, the conclusions reached in the SIS make
broad assumptions regarding the effectiveness of proposed mitigation methods i.e., fauna
underpasses, translocation to "other suitable habitat within the study area" but fails to
recognise that suitable habitat (which may or may not be utilised by a particular species) is
likely to contain its own array of fauna that are dependant upon the resources of the area,
that artificial breeding ponds have attracted cane toads, predatory upon native amphibians
and other aquatic fauna and that portions of alternate habitat are earmarked for other use
such as housing and airport (74)
The respondent highlights that the EIA refers to the construction of a launched bridge over
Hidden Valley in order to protect the ecological values of this area. It is regrettable that no
special discussion of these values appears n
i the EIA as was the case in the previous EIA
2002. (74)
The respondent questions the reference to the condition of the Swamp Sclerophyll Forest
located on the NSW Crown Land leased by the Pony Club Land from Tweed Shire Council.
According to figures in the SIS Addendum 2005 and SIS Fig 3.1, a considerable portion of
clearing of this vegetation community will take place on Pony Club land. The report states
that this community is "currently infested with weeds and degraded..." Table 3.1 in the
addendum lists the species identified in the area, including 33 weed species but an
examination of the data clearly indicates low cover abundance for weeds. A previous survey
of this area by Benwell (2001) reported, " Most of this vegetation type is in excellent
condition. Stands are structurally mature with very minor weed infestation". The Pony Club
continues to manage the area with diligence in terms of the Plan of Management adopted by
the Minister in 2003, as prepared under Sections 112-116 of the Crown Lands Act 1989.
Similar comments are made elsewhere in the addendum regarding so called degradation of
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communities in the Pony Club land, and the relevant tables again show relatively low
recording of weed occurrence. It should be noted here that weed control is to be managed
jointly by the lessee and Tweed Shire Council in terms of the Plan of Management. (74)
The respondent feels that the EIS fails to identify species listed under the EPBC Act. (79)
The respondent feels that while tax payers funded at least two flora studies for the Bypass,
the reports are not included in the technical papers or listed in the EIS/SIS references. (79)
The respondent feels the EIS fails to assess the many direct/indirect impacts to matters of
national environmental significance. (79)
Mitigation measures are worthless when the C4 route is to pave the way for all other
developments. (79)
The respondent feels that the idea of relocating any of the rare plants and animals from this
area are unrealistic because they need these vegetation communities as habitat - the
continued destruction of such vegetation communities is the very reason these species have
become so rare. (80)
Due to the unique nature of many of the plants, of the area, growing requirements
transporting them would fail. (86)
It is concerning that there is no requirement for a weed management plan for the Gold
Coast Airport or State Government owned land that contains the endangered communities
identified in the SIS, which will face increased threat from the encroachment of
development, habitat fragmentation, and clearing. This aspect needs to be addressed with a
management plan, and issues regarding seeds and other organic material deposited by
vehicles to be assessed and controlled. (88)
The EIS report for fails to make reference to 2 major studies previously conducted for the
proposed bypass region. These are a botanical and ecological report by Andrew Benwell and
landscape and vegetation assessment by Mike Olsen, who found a range of high conservation
values and provided recommendations which should have been included in any
developmental proposal. (88)
4.4.2

General Flora and Fauna

The respondent claims that the area adjoining Cobaki Lake is not pristine. The respondent
explains that a check with the NSW Department of Mining (Royalties Payments
Department) will quickly show records stating that this area is re-growth. Between 1975
and a further 25 years the area was striped mined, not for mineral but for fill soil. (15)
The respondent claims that Hidden Valley is neither "hidden" or "pristine". The respondent
has provided history of the local landuse: Hidden Valley was previously a pig farm and was
known as the Gowlett Property from the early 1900's until the mid 1950's. The spur
directly above Hidden Valley still retains the remnants of the old styles, a cursory walk up
the hill area would reveal this. In 1964 Mt Woodgee was transformed into a horse riding
school, with 26 horses. At this time the property was heavily overgrown with lantana and
blackberry bush. The entire hill and gully was brushed and burned and molasses grass was
planted. As feed for the horses along with couch grass and buffalo. This was supplemented
by cutting grasses along the' border fence no-mans land strip'. Sally Wattle and Bloodwood
to provide shade for the horses as there were no trees. These trees remain today,
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particularly along the creek. The 'rare palms' growing in the old dam are seedlings from the
large Cocos Plumosa trees that were planted at the back of the house in 1965. (15)
The respondent is concerned about the likelihood of fauna that live along the route
becoming extinct. (16)
The respondent has visited the Pony Club land and finds the references in the SISA report to
the weed invasion there as one small aspect of the vegetation issues, and does not detract
from the conservation values for this land. The vegetation community is in basically good
condition with high biodiversity and a substantial population of significant and endangered
flora. (19)
Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 and 4.5 list legislatively significant plant and fauna species. These lists
are not up to date and do not include all protected species found in the area. (25)
The respondent believes that constructed wetlands cannot possibly take the place of natural
wetlands. (25)
There are too many hazards and risks associated with the further development of natural
resources and the lack of management of these valuable areas for flora and fauna and our
future generations. (25)
The respondent highlights that according to this report, development of the C4 option
would encroach approximately 25m of landward boundary and 27m of wetlands. As these
wetlands are in the East Australian Coast Migratory Flyway and have rich conservation value
worthy of being nominated for RAMSAR listing, removing, altering, and destroying any part
is folly. The 'precautionary principle' should apply as should the 'intergenerational equity'
principle to leave these wetlands for our future generations to enjoy. (25)
According to Reeves,n.d, there would be unlikely significant impacts to dragonfly and
butterfly habitats if water tables and swamp habitat are unchanged and drainage impacts
minimised during construction and water flows re-established. Drainage impacts have not
been defined and there is no time length on water flows being re-established. In other
words, dragonfly and butterfly habitat will remain if the area is untouched. (25)
The respondent states that the community has been advised by qualified persons who have
studied this specific area that the natural values of the area are equal to or more diverse
than some National Parks. It is one of the least disturbed sections of the Lower Tweed River
systems, so this comes as no surprise. It is therefore an area that should be ruled out for any
major development, and should be incorporated as a National Park or area of similar status,
an asset to the southern Gold Coast which has no other major natural open space. (31)
The respondent suggests that after construction of the Bypass weeds will spread through the
site and invade the remaining natural vegetation areas. (31)
The respondent suggests that as a result of the Bypass, local wildlife communities would
become untraceable, and a list of former local species would be added to the Extinct Species
list. (31)
With regard to the ongoing problems for the CityLink road tunnel in Melbourne, that is,
following major leaking into the tunnels beside the Yarra River, the tunnels were first
stabilised by injecting up to 2.2 million Litres/day of drinking water into the water table and
now this system does not adequately provide 100% of the water used to balance the water
table and there is still up 450,000 litres of drinking water used each day, the respondent
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questions what effect could a similar situation for Tugun Bypass have on the Cobaki Lakes
ecology? (31)
The respondent highlights that there are 37 different forest types/vegetation communities,
ranging from low dense coastal heath to rainforest. As the bushland is relatively intact it acts
as a refuge for many plants and animals which are no longer found elsewhere on the Gold
Coast. (33)
The respondent has questioned why not make the Tugun Bypass route a National Park
instead of a road that could be absolute in 20 years. (33)
The respondent is concerned that liming to alleviate impacts from acid sulphate soils, could
impact on plants and animals that require higher acidity to survive, and maybe wiped out if
the ground became pH neutral. (33)
The respondent believes that as nearly 600 plant species were identified in the investigation
zone for the proposed route. Furthermore this large number of species is indicative of the
healthy state of the bush land. (33)
The respondent feels that underground leaching into the Cobaki Broadwater of acid
sulphate contaminated water, would not be detected until the effects were felt by plants and
aquatic life. (33)
This proposal would impact on vegetation, aquatic fauna of the Tweed River and crustacean
nursery. (34)
The respondent condemns the C4 route through this pristine area, because it would destroy
the unique flora and fauna. (35)
The respondent states that the area in question has extremely high conservation values
including an enormous diversity of vertebrate and species, vegetation types, plant species
and although largely unsurveyed - invertebrate species. (36)
The respondent is concerned that a large population of Wallabia bicolour (Swamp wallabies)
including the golden form will suffer significantly due to habitat destruction, fragmentation,
construction noise etc. (36)
The respondent highlights Mr. Francis from Chenoweth EPLA comments "The Gold Coast
City Nature Conservation Strategy notes that the Gold Coast is more biodiverse than
Kakadu (in terms of vertebrate taxa). Maintenance of this biodiversity is essential, to achieve
this, areas of high biodiversity and/or areas of high conservation value and ecological
processes must be protected." (38)
The respondent refers to PPK's Mammal Consultant, who had undertaken a detailed survey
in the area, suggested that although koala scratch marks are observed in the on E. propinqua
they may be several years old. His research concluded that although occasional koalas may
pass through the subject site the population is receding and is not viable (pers comm.
Phillips, 2001). Although E. propinqua can hold scratches for many years the presence of
scats and animal runs indicates that other macropod species are still active in the area. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the current proposal to run the bypass through a "cut"
will result in significant loss of Blackbutt forest. The Regional Ecosystem is currently
regarded of "No Concern at Present" and there have been no rare and threatened species
scheduled under Nature Conservation Wildlife Regulation 1997 recorded in the proposed
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"cut". However the GCCNCS recommends that the protection and management of Black
butt communities requires priority attention as "failure to address the protection and
management of these habitats is likely t o result in the local extinction (within 20 years) of a
significant number of threatened or otherwise high profile fauna" (Ecograph et al., 1999). The
current proposal will not only result in the loss of a large area Blackbutt forest but will
create an "edge effect" on the remaining adjacent forest Increased levels of light, changes in
hydrology and importation of vehicle bourn weed propagules will lead to an off site
deterioration of the Blackbutt forest. Exotic species have been recorded to be most
numerous and diverse in areas of high light penetration along roadways (Parendes & Jones,
2000). (38)
The respondent highlights that the area surrounding the property at Hidden Valley was
identified as a "Core Ecological Area" in the GCCNCS as the site provides valuable habitat
for numerous species. (38)
The respondent' is concerned for the various flora and fauna within the area through which
the road reserve runs. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the runoff of stormwater from the bridge structure.
Runoff from roads is exceptionally high in both pollutants (Trombulak & Frisell, 2000) and
weed propagules (Fonnan & Alexander, 1998) that can alter plant assemblages. It is therefore
anticipated that there will be an increase in weed growth affecting the surrounding area at
the discharge point of bridge stormwater. Care will need to be taken in regenerating any
disturbance resulting from bridge construction as to not introduce weed species that will
destroy the integrity of Hidden Valley. (38)
The respondent highlights that the proposed bypass is set on a bridge across Hidden Valley
with the aim of maintaining a continuous vegetated corridor and protecting significant flora
and fauna in the valley. The proposed construction technique of "launching" the bridge
trusses onto bored piles is a good solution that will minimise disturbance to existing
vegetation. However, the combined north and southbound bridges will be 59.Im in width
with an eventual gap of 3m between the two once additional lanes have been constructed.
At a maximum height of only I 6.7m the bridge will significantly reduce the amount of
available moisture (from rainfall) and available sunlight to plants underneath the bridge.
Although the nadir of the valley may be moist it is unlikely there will be significant lateral
movement of water to sustain substantial plant growth either side of this. Additionally, due
to the aspect of the valley afternoon light will be largely prevented from reaching the area
beneath the bridge. It is therefore anticipated that vegetation below the bridge will senesce
and may be replaced with scant growth of weeds. Although the technique employed to
construct this bridge caused greater disturbance to existing vegetation than the proposed
Hidden Valley bridge it is anticipated that end effects will be similar. If significant species of
flora are located under the proposed bridge it si unlikely they will survive. (38)
The respondent states that PPK's proposed instalment and construction technique of a
bridge over Hidden Valley has merit in protecting existing vegetation. However, this will
create an environment that is not conducive to plant growth and will result in plant
mortality. (38)
The respondent feels that the proposed bridge over Hidden Valley offers the best option to
protect the valley's significant vegetation. However, care will be required not to introduce
exotic species that will destroy the integrity of the valley: This should include directing
stormwater some distance downstream and employing intensive regeneration techniques to
any disturbed areas. Hydromulching is not an option, too many risks (Coffey, 1999) are
associated with the technique for its use in such a sensitive environment. High density
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tubestock planting, preferably with local provenance stock, utilising a weed free mulch and
apple follow up maintenance is the best option. (38)
The respondent submits that there is a once in a lifetime opportunity available to the State
Government to be environmentally responsible and to preserve the environmental and
ecological significance of the west Tugun Hidden Valley locale. It would represent an
extremely damning legacy for the State Government if they failed to resolve the difficulties
faced in a reasonable fashion." (38)
The respondent highlights that the EIA notes that edge effects extend "at least 50m from the
edge". The effect of these edge effects (increased light, weeds etc) on sensitive species not
directly impacted by the road construction has not been addressed. (38)
The respondent highlights that the Blackbutt community is represented by a number of
young (20-30 year old) canopy trees with a few scattered older specimens. The age of the
forest can be gauged the comparison of 1975 aerial photography with more recent aerial
photography in 1998. (38)
The respondent has included a list of the diversity of fauna recorded from the broader area
(though some don't use the site). The respondent states that. The proposal to reduce the
corridor to a narrow strip under the Hidden Valley Bridge to service this diversity of fauna is
inappropriate. Fauna underpasses need to be deigned to cater for the fauna likely to use
them (DMR, 2000). (38)
The respondent is concerned that the EIA acknowledges that the Rainforest is the only
occurrence of this type of forest along the route. The EIA also notes that "the valley has
shown rigorous regrowth after being cleared 20 years ago". Although some parts of Hidden
Valley are regrowth as young as twenty years, 1975 aerial photography clearly illustrates a
core remnant from which the surrounding areas have since regrown. Therefore to imply
that the rainforest is regrowth and therefore of a. lesser, value is not appropriate. Other
ecological processes on site imply that the there has been a continuum of rainforest cover in
the valley since settlement include the presence of the disjunct population of the rainforest
skink Saproscincus challengeri, which si normally restricted to high altitude rainforests. (38)
The respondent states that a large population of the native Bush Rat (Rattus fuscipes) was
also recorded in Hidden Valley. This was the largest population recorded along the
proposed bypass route providing the core population from which peripheral populations are
established (pers corn. Phillips, 2001). (38)
The respondent states that Gold Coast City is highly diverse. The Gold Coast City Nature
Conservation Strategy notes that the Gold Coast is more biodiverse than Kakadu (in terms
of vertebrate taxa). Maintenance of this biodiversity is essential. To achieve this, areas of
high biodiversity and/or areas of high conservation value and ecological processes must be
protected. Generally this has been achieved by protecting the biological "jewels" within the
Gold Coast. (38)
The respondents states that in any circumstance, appropriate fencing will be required to
ensure local fauna do not enter the carriageway and are, kept within designated corridors.
(38)
The respondent states that although the Black butt forest is largely regrowth, the rainforest
of Hidden Valley is far less disturbed, as evident in the comparison of Figures 3 and 4.
Although there are more obvious signs of disturbance at the lowest end of Hidden Valley,
such as the presence of exotic grasses and early successional plants such as Acacia species.
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the remainder of the valley is well intact. Both the diversity of species and the abundance of
significant flora and fauna present in the valley further support this. The age and health of the
community is significant at a local level. (38)
The EIA acknowledges that the Rainforest is the only occurrence of this type of forest along
the route. The small size of this patch, its isolation from similar remnants and its importance
to species of conservation significance makes it highly significant to nature conservation and
therefore should not be impacted upon at all. (38)
The respondent highlights that the current PPK design does not allow for appropriate fauna
fencing to ensure the species likely to be affected are "funneled" into the underpass. It will
be essential to construct this fencing across the width of the corridor on both the
northbound and southbound carriageways. (38)
The respondent believes that the road will provide another corridor of entry into the
remaining habitat areas for feral predators and competitors such as foxes, cats and rabbits.
Surely this cannot be justification for extinction. (41)
The respondent states that Queensland should be managing its environment to protect
species from the risk of becoming threatened - not continuing to compromise the habitats of
the rarest and most endangered. (41)
The C4 highway route and its invasive constructional plans and the airports new runway
proposal is a local ecological disaster in the making for the Cobaki lakes and Tweed coasts
ecosystems. (46)
The respondent has presented an analogy to highlight the 'irreversible environmental damage
the C4 highway and new airport runway will have directly and through ripple effect' on the
integrity of our coastal ecology. (46)
The respondent highlights concern that 'damage to any part of the Cobaki lake system
directly affects the integrity of its life support membrane'. (46)
The respondent is concerned that very soon the whole of the coastal strip will be covered
by concrete, roads and housing developments. Our native animals will be living in small
remnants with nowhere to go and will eventually become extinct. (51)
The DEC refers to Section 10.3 (Terrestrial Fauna Habitats) It should be acknowledged that
even though cleared land typically doesn't represent suitable habitat for terrestrial fauna, it
often becomes important in areas which are subject to disturbance. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 4.3.3 (Estuarine Birds) Work undertaken by Dr Rohweder, in
2001, indicated that caution should be used over the current status of the roosts and
opportunities for creating additional roosting habitat should be considered. (52)
Section 36 (Conclusions) the DEC reiterates its concerns with the potential impact/s that
the proposed upgrade of the Pacific Highway at Tugun (and a number of other cumulative
impacts) may have on a number threatened species and their habitats within the study area.
(52)
The respondent considers the loss and disturbance of both flora and fauna species in a
sensitive and ecologically rich area to be unacceptable. (53)
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The respondent highlights that the James Warren and Associates report disputes the
Ecosense report finding that the Cobaki Potoroo population is isolated and is therefore at
risk of extinction due to stochastic events. (54)
The respondent has lived in the area for 35 years and is concerned about the destruction of
the environment without any concern of the impacts on future generations. (55)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the site is the last remaining area of native habitat of
significant size on the sand plain in the border region. Further fragmentation by the airport
and the motorway will drive many plants and animals into decline and local extinction. The
high number of plants and animals found in this locality is caused by the unique geographic
and climatic attributes of the Wollumbin Caldera in general, but also by the varied
topography and drainage patterns of the Cobaki estuary, wetlands and bushlands in
particular. (57)
The respondent states that it is not acceptable to jeopardize the health of the Tweed
Estuary. (57)
The respondent feels that the ecological costs of the C4 route are huge and unacceptable, if
indeed it is possible to calculate the inevitable destruction of the threatened species habitat.
(57)
The respondent highlights that the Reserve lands have been nominated for RAMSAR listing
and satisfy five of the eight criteria with further research required on criterion seven. This
nomination was endorsed by TSC in support of its aims under the POM for Reserve 59360.
(62)
The respondent is appalled, disgusted and dismayed there is no certainty of protection or
conservation while lands remain in any Government custodianship. (62)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 will be within 200 meters of NSW wetlands at
some points. (62)
The respondent has expressed concerns about a road never before discussed or consulted
is shown in Fig 16.5 Vol. 1 Main volume presumed to service airport further industrial
expansion in the south east of their lands. The respondent highlights Dr Mark Hero "south
and east of the runway is an incredible hot pot of biodiversity". (62)
The respondent believes that the Reserve land is well suited to passive quiet recreation in a
peaceful and relaxed atmosphere. Birdwatchers, bush walkers and environmentalists are
happy to keep to the trails and this limited access assists in minimizing disturbance and
therefore conserving the values of the area. (62)
The fragmentation of this bushland surrounding the Bypass will lead to severe impacts on the
remaining bushland through and inevitable changes to the soil hydrology. (62)
The respondent feels that the C4 route at West Tweed, facilitates the destruction of
Reserve 59360 environmental values has unknown effects on the Cobaki Broadwater. (62)
The fragmentation of this bushland surrounding the Bypass will lead to severe impacts on the
remaining bushland through weed invasion. By opening up the bushland, the newly created
forest edges will be open to rapid weed invasion which will greatly reduce the diversity of
native plants in those affected areas in the long term. (62)
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The fragmentation of this bushland surrounding the Bypass will lead to severe impacts on the
remaining bushland through reduced gene pools for each species. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that at least 45 hectares of this precious bushland will be
destroyed for the construction of the road. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that nearly 600 plant species were identified in the
investigation zone for the proposed route. This large number of species is indicative of the
healthy state of the bushland here. There are also 37 different forest types, called vegetation
communities, ranging from rainforest to low dense coastal heath. Because the bushland is
relatively intact, it provides excellent conservation values, with high levels of biodiversity,
excellent wildlife habitat, and acts as a refuge for many plants and animals, which are no
longer found elsewhere on the Gold Coast. (62)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the "Clearing of habitat for agriculture and urban or
other developments is a major cause of extinctions in Australia." Most species cannot exist
outside a natural or semi-natural ecosystem. (63)
The respondent highlights that "Since European settlement and extensive clearing of native
vegetation, hundreds of species have become extinct in Australia" (Threatened species and
communities, Department of Environment and Heritage, 2004). (63)
The respondent considers that the proposal could cause trees and plants to become isolated
and lose their pollinators (the male or female in the plants life necessary for regeneration).
(63)
The respondent is concerned that the immediate losses caused by the proposal will have far
reaching negative effects on the future survival of many lives and will definitely see the
immediate extinction for some in this area as their homes and support are destroyed. (63)
The respondent states that besides broadscale clearing, fragmentation of habitat can lead to
the loss of species from habitat remnants. This occurs when the remnants are too small to
support a viable population, when a population disappears from a remnant because of a local
event (e.g. a fire) and the species cannot reinvade across cleared areas, such as main roads
or when the remnant supports a plant population but not its pollinator." (Year Book of
Australia, 1990 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, cat. no. 1301.0). Australian National Parks
and Wildlife Service). (63)
The proposal to build a tunnel on the shores of the Cobaki Lake in acid sulphate bearing
ground is fraught with extreme danger that has the potential to kill off the major breeding
habitat of the lower Tweed River system. This cannot be stressed strongly enough. (67)
The respondent feels that the devastation of many flora and fauna species would be a direct
result of the C4 intrusion into the area west of the airport. World-renowned researchers,
Jean Marc Hero, Stephen Phillips and others have presented undeniable and irrefutable
evidence of this. Some of the species are rare to the point of extinction in an ecological
system, which has been widely quoted as being of greater value than that of the Daintree.
(67)
The respondent states that no highway or road should be going through Wetlands, which
the respondent thought were protected under NSW State law (SEPP 14). The respondent
believes that preservation of such a pristine area of high biodiversity is very important not
only for ourselves and the tourists we want to attract but also for generations t o come. (70)
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The respondent states that the C4 Route would have a devastating effect. Once our rare,
unique and beautiful environment in the Tweed area has been destroyed by highways,
industrial estates and housing complexes, who would want to visit the area as we have
nothing special to offer any more. Once environmental vandalism has taken place, there is
unfortunately no way of "turning back the clock". (70)
The respondent is concerned that a 'high' single lane bridge is to be constructed 40 meters
above the environment rich Hidden Valley floor, this $2 million dollar bridge will provide
access to a single occupied residence and another unoccupied piece of land. The respondent
is also concerned that below this access bridge is a three span six lane capacity C4 highway
bridge that crosses the valley floor. Below the highway bridge a proposed dual track heavy
rail will cross under towards a proposed John Flynn Railway station. These developments
would have significant impacts on both the flora and fauna in the area. (71)
The respondent group endorses the following submission of Glenn Leiper, botanist and
consultant, sent to the Major Infrastructure Assessment Branch, Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources, Sydney on the impact of the C4 route
corridor on flora. (71)
On 2 January 2005, the respondent supported a submission by Lindy Smith to have the
Cobaki Broadwater listed as a RAMSAR site. The Department of the Environment and
Conservation NSW has listed areas within the Cobaki Broadwater for future inclusion in the
Tweed Estuary Nature Reserve (G 1). In a letter dated 4 March 2005 Ref EXF 29593 the
Department of the Environment and Conservation. NSW advised that it is presently
considering a range of conservation options available to best protect the wetlands within the
Cobaki Broadwater area. (71)
The respondent agrees with the observation by Gecko Gold Coast and Hinterland
Environment Council submission to the EIS regarding 'Environmental Impacts of the Hidden
Valley Bridge'. (71)
The respondent highlights that Dr Jean Marc Hero, School of Environmental and Applied
Science Griffith University has described area along the C 4 route corridor as: "This is a
hotspot of incredible biodiversity". (71)
The respondent supports the submission from Dr Jean Marc Hero and Dr Stephen Phillips
dated 14 March 2005. (72)
The respondent agrees with the observation by Gecko Gold Coast and Hinterland
Environment Council submission to the EIS titled "Environmental Impacts of the Hidden
Valley Bridge". (72)
The respondent endorses the submission of Glenn Leiper, botanist and consultant, sent to
the Major Infrastructure Assessment Branch, Department of Infrastructure, Planning and
Natural Resources, Sydney on the impact of the C 4 route corridor on flora. (72)
The respondent highlights that Dr Jean Marc Hero School of Environmental and Applied
Science Griffith University has described area along the C 4 route corridor as: "This is a
hotspot of incredible biodiversity". (72)
The respondent is concerned that a 'high' single lane bridge is to be constructed 40 meters
above the environment rich Hidden Valley floor, this $2 million dollar bridge will provide
access to a single occupied residence and another unoccupied piece of land. The respondent
is also concerned that below this access bridge is a three span six lane capacity C4 highway
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bridge that crosses the valley floor. Below the highway bridge a proposed dual track heavy
rail will cross under towards a proposed John Flynn Railway station. These developments
would have significant impacts on both the flora and fauna in the area. (72)
On 2 January 2005, our group supported a submission by Lindy Smith to have the Cobaki
Broadwater listed as a RAMSAR site. The Department of the Environment and Conservation
NSW has listed areas within the Cobaki Broadwater for future inclusion in the Tweed
Estuary nature Reserve (GI). In a letter dated 4 March 2005 Ref EXF 29593 the Department
of the Environment and Conservation. NSW advised that it is presently considering a range
of conservation options available to best protect the wetlands within the Cobaki Broadwater
area. (72)
The respondent states that it is understood that at least 45 hectares of this precious
bushland will be destroyed for the construction of the road under this proposal. In addition,
the fragmentation of this bushland will lead to severe impacts on the remaining bushland
through weed invasion, increased frequency of fires, reduced gene pools for each species,
inevitable changes to the soil hydrology, and a variety of 'edge effects' which will greatly
reduce the diversity of native plants in affected areas. (73)
It is with concern that the respondent notes that there is intended to be provision for
pedestrian and cyclists under the proposed Hidden Valley bridges adjacent to the abutment.
(Technical Paper 2 page 5-18 Section 5.7). This may be an admirable social outcome, but it
introduces an ongoing human intrusion into an area that humans do not currently frequent.
This will compound the disturbance to the plant and animal species, which survive the
construction phase and lead to a continuing degradation of this important remnant. (74)
The respondent states that "Tweed Shire is described as having one of the highest
vertebrate fauna biodiversities of any local government area in Australia". (74)
It was distressing to read that the Species Impact Statement Addendum claims on page 2-5
that "this area (about 3.3 ha) is currently infested with weed and degraded to some extent".
This directly contradicts data given in Table 2.1 and in Section 2.2.2, which identifies only
two (2) weed species among 27 native species. The members of the Pony Club have
developed a long-term management plan for the continued regeneration and protection of
native flora in this area that has been endorsed by NSW Parks and Wildlife Service. (74)
The respondent highlights that over many years the Pony Club members have weeded and
revegetated most of their leased land except for that required specifically for the horse
riding activities. The reduction of weeds and the regrowth of endemic vegetation is a credit
to their commitment and should be rewarded by retention of this land. These regeneration
activities have been important learning opportunities for the members and have developed
social responsibility in the young members. The whole community has benefited from this
careful and effective stewardship of the Pony Club lease area over the past 25years. (74)
The respondent states that more detailed studies of the flora, fauna, ecology, geology,
groundwater, and visual amenity, to name a few, have demonstrated very clearly that this C4
route is an area of exceptional biodiversity to current and future generations. (74)
The respondent states that the EIS recognises that The Gold Coast-Tweed region supports
the highest concentration of threatened plants in Australia. Further that "the flora and fauna
assessments have shown that the study area can be considered to be of national significance
because of the various rare and endangered plant and animal species found there." (Page 1053 EIS Main Volume 1). It is astounding then that despite this admission of the ecological
importance of the area for our nation and the continuing details of the significance of these
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species it is assumed that building a four lane highway through such a remarkable area will
have minimal impact. (74)
The respondent is concerned that there does not appear to have been any discussion of the
impact of shadow on the continued viability of plant species once the bridge is built. The
changes to soil profiles and hydrology will invariably impact on the viability of plant and
therefore animal species. The loss of diverse and co-adapted plant species will be replaced
by more generalised and adaptable species, robbing this unique ecosystem of its special
characteristics. Alterations to soil moisture regimes will affect moisture loving plants, such as
the Coast Palm Lily, listed as "rare" under the Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife)
Regulation 1994. This species will lose at least 7% of its habitat and may further decline as a
result of changes to hydrology. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the construction of the bridge will not only remove
habitat, but also disturb that which is left with construction, noise, vibration, lights and
presence of humans so that the species may flee and never return. Because of the extensive
development in the surrounding areas it is highly unlikely that these fleeing species will
survive. There is little other suitable habitat and what there is will be already inhabited by
existing species who do not take kindly to invaders. The result of forced translocation is the
death of either the invader or the invaded. This is recognised in the SIS with the statement
"However in both instances problems arise as to where to put displaced individuals" Page 63). The respondent remains convinced that long term and probably irreversible damage will
result. (74)
The respondent is concerned that in addition to the destruction of habitat, that which is left
will be fragmented. The Species Impact Statement states "Fragmentation of some
vegetation/habitats would occur predominately during construction, and would not be
reversible." (SIS page 5-9). This will impact on species' ability to seek food, shelter and safety
and the transfer of genetic material between populations. (74)
The respondent fully endorses the submission by Dr's Jean Marc Hero and Steven Phillips,
which so clearly articulates the ecological values of the proposed C4 route. (74)
The respondent is concerned that for people with an interest in the conservation of
Australia's remarkable flora and fauna in the face of ongoing and substantial threats, it is
hard to believe that having discovered that the C4 route has such ecological riches, the
Queensland Government persists with the destruction of these species simply to allow
people to drive to and from New South Wales five minutes faster. There is something
seriously wrong with the values of governments who will allow the desecration of an
extraordinarily rich biodiversity region for the sake of the ubiquitous automobile. (74)
The respondent comments that threatening processes including construction noise, vibration
and the presence of humans will take place over several years during the construction phase
and cannot be mitigated against. The areas destroyed by clearing and subsequent edge
effects will result in all wildlife within the footprint and to some extent on either side, fleeing
the area. Whether suitable habitat remains to support these species in the long term is a
matter of conjecture considering the many developments proposed for the area. (74)
The respondent reports that the Hidden Valley bridge construction will have significant
impacts on both the flora and fauna present in this regenerating remnant vine forest, which
forms an important sub-regional corridor. Dr Mike Olsen, eminent botanist stated in 2002
that "Of the Scheduled taxa observed during recent field inspections, the highest
concentration of these was in the regenerating vine forest of "Hidden Valley". Subsequent
discussions with botanists in both New South Wales and Queensland indicate that this site
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may contain the highest concentration of rare and threatened plants on an area basis (i.e.,
per hectare) of any known location in Australia." (74)
Although the significant taxa identified here include the vulnerable Cryptocarya foetida,
Macadamia tetraphylla, Syzygium moorei and the rare Archidendron muellerianunn,
Cordyline congesta, Cupaniopsis newmanii, Endiandra globosa, Lepiderema pulchella,
Rhodamnia maideniana are individually discussed, there is only the briefest mention under
Urban Landscape and Design. There is no discussion of the ecological significance of the site.
The flora includes both common species and eleven species of legislative significance. The
fauna include threatened bird species of Bush hen, Rose crowned fruit dove, Osprey and
possibly the Superb Fruit dove and the Grey headed flying fox. (74)
The respondent is concerned that in order to maintain equal groundwater hydraulic
pressure on all sides of the tunnel it is intended that ground water will be pumped out of
one side of the tunnel and reinjected on the other side. However there is existing incursion
of salt water from Cobaki on the eastern side of the proposed tunnel and it appears likely
that the ground here cannot reabsorb all of the pumped water. How this might impact on
the flora and habitat of the fauna is not stated. (74)
The respondent states that we, as a people, cannot
remaining fragments of the original landscape and its
price may not be evident to today's road builders,
generations who will only know these many species
book. (74)

continue to destroy bit by bit, the
species without paying a price. This
but they will be evident to future
as "extinct" animals and plants in a

The respondent wishes to highlight that Dr. Olsen's recommendations for this site were that
any further artificial disturbances should be excluded or exceedingly cautiously undertaken.
Actions to construct the bridge that may negatively impact on Hidden Valley include: shading
effect from the bridge, loss of vegetation and replacement with species not previously
established in that habitat. (74)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the Cobaki Broadwater, adjacent wetlands and
coastal habitats are recognised as internationally important. As a signatory to the RAMSAR
Convention governments are obliged to manage and conserve these ecologically significant
places including wise use to ensure the greatest long-term benefit to allow the natural
properties such as plants, animals, soil nutrients and their interactions be maintained. As a
member of the RAMSAR Convention, Australia is to recognise wetlands as ecosystems
which are most important for both the conservation of biodiversity and for the well being of
human communities. The treaties between China/Japan and Australia were to ensure
commitment at a national level to the protection of the habitat individuals of migratory
waders visiting both countries. Australian governments are required to enhance and
preserve habitat. There are 26 species listed under the JAMBA / CAMBA treaties recorded
in the Cobaki wetlands. (79)
The C4 route reveals that there are 481 native plant species, 225 native fauna species. Of
these a total of 67 are of legislative significance and a further 19 of significance all within the
vicinity of the 6km C4 alignment. These numbers will increase after a cross reference with
scientific studies and more recent studies. The Cobaki has been identified as biodiversity
hotspot. The NSW Healthy Rivers Commission and the Northern Rivers Catchment
Blueprint identified the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the Tweed. (79)
The contempt shown by Premier Beattie laughing, joking and making a mockery of the issues
clearly confirms their government's total disrespect and disregard for the sensitivity and the
significance of the Cobaki ecosystem. This government is to be given a license t o eradicate
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this priceless asset and has proven in the past its disregard for due process in the study
phase and due to the fact QDMR have been referred to the Crimes and Misconduct
Commission for fraud and corruption si concerning that they will be in charge of such a
project The briefings on the environmental issues that are supposed to be resolved have
revealed they are much the same, ignored. The alignment was moved further west to
accommodate the airports wishes. (79)
The Cobaki Broadwater Wetland is a relatively undisturbed natural example of a wetland
that is found within its bio-geographical region, providing habitat for 206 recorded species of
native and migratory birds, 4 distinct vegetative communities, and significant fauna similarly
dependent on the area. (88)
With regard for this pristine wetland, it is important to note that coastal vegetation
communities can be subject to rapid weed invasion. This would be aggravated by the close
proximity of the proposed Bypass to the Cobaki Broadwater Wetland and Endangered
Ecological Communities. (88)
4.4.3 Threatened and Significant Flora Species
The respondent is concerned about the destruction of vegetation along the route
particularly rare and threatened species. (16)
The respondent highlights that there are an additional 2 Endangered NSW species listed
under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 that could be impacted on the
Shepherd's Crook Orchid (Geodorum densiflorum) and Hedyotis (Hedyotis galioides). (19)
The respondent comments that as well as the 15 rare or threatened flora species, there are
at least 66 other significant species from a distributional perspective including: Match Heads
(Comesperma ericinum). This meter tall shrub was once distributed almost to Brisbane, but
through continued land development pressures, its only Queensland population is now
restricted to less than 30 plants right in the path of the proposed road here at Tugun. The
road's construction will cause its extinction in Queensland. The Tall Parsnip (Trachymene
anisocarpa). This population in swampy heath, at Tugun is the only Gold Coast population of
this southern NSW species. White Currant Bush (Leptomeria drupacea). This 2 meter tall
leafless shrub has its last remaining Queensland population also in the path of the road. The
Diosma Myrtle (Baeckea diosnnifolia). This 50 cm tall shrub was once found in bushland in
Logan City arid the Gold Coast, but because of rapid land development in those areas it is
now known in Queensland from only this small Tugun population in the path of the road,
and one other small population at Crows Nest. (19)
The respondent comments that the SIS clearly states on 3 occasions that the destruction of
these endangered vegetation communities will have a "clear impact", and most telling of all
"that the small disjunct population of Long nosed Potoroo may become extinct as a result of
cumulative impacts". To proceed with the destruction of this vulnerable species' habitat
(classified under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act) is an act that should never
be contemplated let alone performed, especially by the Government, which set up the
legislation to provide the necessary protection for endangered species that are slipping
quickly towards extinction. (19)
The respondent states that the SIS refers to the extent of similar vegetation communities in
the compensatory habitat, but no mention is made that under the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act, these vegetation communities are already afforded a level of protection.
(19)
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The respondent highlights that there are 4 plant species that are classified nationally as
vulnerable. The first is the Durobby (Syzygium moorei) is a rainforest species of Lillipilli that
has spectacular pink flowers and edible fruit, once used as a reliable food source by local
aboriginal people. The second is the Tiny Wattle (Acacia baueri) is the smallest wattle in
Australia, growing in the sand based coastal heath. Studies of the wattle's population here
show it to be a substantial size. The third species is the Macadamia Nut (Macadamia
tetraphylla), while being common in cultivation, is extremely rare in the wild. Wild
populations such as this, provide important genetic material for future research in the
Macadamia Nut industry. The last species is Stinking Laurel (Cryptocarya foetida) is a small
rainforest tree, found along the coast in isolated bushland remnants. (19)
The respondent has visited the Pony Club land and finds the references in the SISA report to
the weed invasion there as one small aspect of the vegetation issues, and does not detract
from the conservation values for this land. The vegetation community is in basically good
condition with high biodiversity and a substantial population of significant and endangered
flora. (19)
The respondent highlights that in the path of the proposed road, there are 2 plant species
that are classified nationally as endangered. They are protected under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The first is the Scented
Acronychia (Acronychia littoral's) is represented in Queensland by only 3 plants in the Gold
Coast (One here at Tugun) and a population at Cooloola. The second endangered species is
the Swamp Orchid (Phaius australis). Hundreds of specimens of this swamp loving
spectacularly flowering plant have been identified here in the path of the proposed road. It is
the largest known mainland population in SE Queensland, and possibly also in NSW. (19)
Concern over the accuracy of the plant species lists included in the SISA. Ignoring the
instances of incorrect nomenclature, there are some species of importance that have been
omitted. Listed below are those species: Durringtonia paludosa a significant species, listed as
a rare species in Queensland; Phaius australis classified as endangered under the federal
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999; Geodorum densiflorum
classified as endangered in NSW; and Hedyotis galioides classified as endangered in NSW.
(19)
The respondent highlights that in addition to the 6 nationally classified threatened species,
there are 7rare plant species listed under Queensland's Nature Conservation Act. 5 of these
species are rare rainforest trees that each have fruit eaten by various wildlife, including: the
Long leaved Tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis newmanii), the Fine leaved Tuckeroo (Lepiderema
pulchella), the Smooth Scrub Turpentine (Rhodamnia maideniana), the Black Walnut
(Endiandra globosa), and the White Lace Flower (Archidendron hendersonii). The remaining
2 species are: Christmas Bells (Blandfordia grandiflora) are lily like plants in swampy coastal
heath, The Queensland Government's Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) features this
plant on its web site explaining how plants once considered common, can quickly be
threatened with extinction due to habitat destruction. Durringtonia (Durringtonia paludosa)
is a small shrub in paperbark swamps, known from few coastal locations. (19)
The respondent expresses concern over sections of 22.6 and 23.4 of the SIS Volume 1,
stating that nine black walnut trees left "approaching limit of its known distribution" and 12
fine leaved tuckeroos "nearest tree 2kInns away and 63 in total for North Coast Bioregion".
— It appears that this area should not be disturbed any further as each new development
removes another tree and soon they will be extinct in yet another area. (25)
The respondent refers to Section 1.1 in the EIS Vol. 4, stating that "18 vegetation
communities and 4 plant species of regional conservation significance and 6 plant species of
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legislative significance would be directly or indirectly affected" — None of these communities
or plant species should be disturbed as this makes a mockery of legislation. Over the years,
approximately 180 large trees on Crown Land have been illegally cut down to comply with
the airport's Obstacle Limitation Surface and take-off angle for aircraft. Huge scribbly gums
(E. racemosa) have been chainsawed along with many others under the flight path, without
permission from the land's lessees. If this proposal goes ahead and the airport runway
extended, then these vegetation communities will all be affected once again. (25)
The respondent considers that the road proposal will destroy and lead to extinction of
endangered flora and fauna. (27)
The respondent wishes to draw attention that in the path of the proposed road there are 2
plant species that are classified as nationally endangered, and therefore protected under the
EPBC Act 1999. There are 4 species classified as nationally vulnerable. 7 species of rare
plant species listed under the Queensland's Native Conservation Act. 2 Endangered NSW
species under the TSC Act 1995. As well as 15 rare or threatened species, there are at least
66 other significant species from a distributional perspective. (33)
The respondent wishes to highlight a statement from Dr Mike Olsen, botanist: "This site
may contain the highest concentration of rare and threatened plants per hectare of any
known location in Australia". (33)
The respondent states that the EIA identifies the number of each significant plant species to
be lost and loss of habitat of each species but does not provide a relative context of the loss
within Hidden Valley or surrounding areas. When assessed in this context it is noted that
100% of Coast Palm Lily and 25% of the Long leafed Tuckeroo population will be lost. (38)
The respondent is concerned for the various endangered flora within the area through
which the road reserve runs. (38)
The respondent wishes to raise that no species of significance have been observed in the
Blackbutt forest Hidden Valley supports a number of significant species (Pers comm. Billick,
2001) including:
Archidendron muellerianum - rare
•
Cordyline congesta - rare
•
Cryptocarya
foetida - vulnerable
•
Cupaniopsis newmanii - rare
•
Endiandra globosa - rare
•
Lepiderema
pulchella - rare
•
Macadamia
tetraphylla
•
- vulnerable
Rhodamnia maideniana - rare
•
Syzygium
moorei - vulnerable
•
It is understood that locations of individual specimens have been surveyed and that Species
Impact Assessments will be prepared by PPK for all listed species along the proposed Tugun
Bypass route. (38)
The respondent states that the construction of the bridge will reduce the availability of soil
moisture and sunlight. Therefore PPK must demonstrate that consideration has been given
to maintaining the survival of rare and threatened species under these circumstances. Ample
vegetation must be maintained under the bridge to ensure suitable connectivity (see Section
4.0) and prevent erosion. Ideally the road should be tunnelled under Hidden Valley as not to
impact the vegetation. (38)
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The respondent is very concerned about the destruction of vegetation along the route,
particularly to rare and threatened species, also vegetation communities. Some of these are
the last found in the region. They should be preserved forever. The area should be given
conservation status. There are 2 plant species listed as Endangered which are protected by
the Federal Government under the EPBC Act 1999. The Scented Acronychia is represented
in Queensland by only 3 plants in the Gold Coast (one being at Tugun) and a population at
Cooloola. The Swamp Orchid - hundreds of specimens have been identified in the path of
the proposed road. Four plant species are Nationally classified as Vulnerable - Durobby,
Tiny Wattle, Macadamia Nut and Stinking Laurel. In addition 7 rare plant species are listed
under Queensland's Nature Conservation Act - the Long Leaved Tuckeroo, Fine Leaved
Tuckeroo, Smooth Scrub Turpentine, Black Walnut, White Lace Flower, Durringtonia, and
Christmas Bells (The EPA features this plant on its website explaining how plants once
considered common can quickly be threatened with extinction due to habitat destruction).
Also the Shepherd's Crook Orchid and Hedyotis are listed under the NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995. (40)
The respondent has specific concerns regarding flora, particularly the impact that the road
will have on species afforded statutory protection under the EPBC Act 1999, The
Queensland Nature Conservation Act and the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act.
(41)
The respondent is concerned about the habitat of several dozen more locally significant
species, some of which will no doubt end up on the "red lists" should the proposal or others
like it proceed. (41)
The respondent has expressed concern over relating to individual species. (41)
The respondent states that the there is no way that the proponents of this route can
guarantee that local wild populations of significant species will not become extinct due to the
construction of the proposed C4 route. (41)
The respondent is very concerned about the destruction of vegetation along the route,
particularly to rare and threatened species, also vegetation communities. Some of these are
the last found in the region. They should be preserved forever. The area should be given
conservation status. The Coastal Heath is now classified as a Threatened Regional
Ecosystem in Queensland. One of the last 2 remaining populations in Queensland of the
Swordgrass Brown Butterfly will be massively impacted with the resultant loss of its
preferred food plant for its caterpillars. Also two endangered NSW Species - Shepherd's
Crook Orchid and Hedyotis are listed under the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995. (43)
The respondent is very concerned about the destruction of vegetation along the route,
particularly to rare and threatened species, also vegetation communities. Some of these are
the last found in the region. They should be preserved forever. The area should be given
conservation status. The Coastal Heath is now classified as a Threatened Regional
Ecosystem in Queensland. One of the last 2 remaining populations in Queensland of the
Swordgrass Brown Butterfly will be massively impacted with the resultant loss of its
preferred food plant for its caterpillars. Also two endangered NSW Species - Shepherd's
Crook Orchid and Hedyotis are listed under the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995. (44)
The respondent is concerned about the destruction of vegetation. Nearly 600 plant species
have been identified along the proposed route. Fifteen of these plants have been identified as
endangered, vulnerable or rare. The list includes Swamp Orchid, Shepherd's Crook Orchid,
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Tiny Wattle, (wild) Macadamia Nut and Christmas Bells. In addition, there are also at least
66 other significant species. (47)
The respondent is concerned that if the C4 route goes ahead it will destroy the ecosystems
for many endangered flora species. (51)
This Swamp Orchid species is inadequately reserved within conservation reserves in the
region. The majority of populations of the species occur on private land tenure. To remain
consistent will other species profiles, further details should be provided on the regional
abundance of this species. (52)
The DEC states that to ensure consistency with other species profiles, sections need to
define the conservation status, habitat requirements, abundance, specific impacts and
ameliorative measures for the Swamp Orchid species. (52)
In relation to Swamp Orchid DEC states please be aware that no plants were removed by
state government agencies on Commonwealth Land. Please be aware that while some plants
were removed on NSW land only, for emergency ex-situ conservation all these areas still
remain known habitat for this species and must be treated as though this species is still
present within the area. (52)
The mitigation measures proposed for the Swamp Orchid are noted. However the
protection of the habitat by appropriate fencing is also critical to ensure the long term
survival of the species. Due to the ex situ conservation of plants from the study area
currently being undertaken by DEC for emergency protection, opportunities to help with
this process could be available. (52)
DEC refers to notes the proposal to use Chinese Burr as revegetation over the tunnel
section, however concerns have been expressed over the long term management and
protection of this area. (52)
Section 36 (Conclusions) the DEC reiterates its concerns with the potential impact/s that
the proposed upgrade of the Pacific Highway at Tugun (and a number of other cumulative
impacts) may have on a number threatened species and their habitats within the study area.
(52)
The DEC refers to Section 10.2 (Terrestrial Flora Habitats) It is noted that the vegetation
communities of significant along the alignment do not include the recent additions to the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act), which it is acknowledged has been
the subject of a 515 Addendum. (52)
The respondent states that it is not acceptable to endanger the viability of rare or
threatened species. (57)
The respondent describes the endangered flora species impacted by the proposal:
Scented Acronychia (Acronychia littoralis) is represented in Queensland by only 3
•
plants in the Gold Coast (one here at Tugun) and a population at Cooloola Its fruit
would have been eaten and enjoyed by the original aboriginal inhabitants.
Swamp Orchid (Phaius australis). Hundreds of specimens of this swamp loving
•
spectacularly flowering plant have been identified here in the path of the proposed
road. It is the largest known mainland population in S E Queensland. There are also 4
plant species that are classified nationally as VULNERABLE, which means that these
species are considered at risk of extinction in the wild over a longer period through
continued depletion of their habitat.
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•
•

•

•

Durobby (Syzygium moorei) is a rainforest species of Lillipilli that has spectacular pink
flowers and edible fruit, once used as a reliable food source by local aboriginal people.
Tiny Wattle (Acacia batted) is the smallest wattle in Australia, growing in the sand
based coastal heath, dominated around it by larger spectacular spring wildflowers.
Studies of the wattle's population here show it to be a substantial size.
Macadamia Nut (Macadamia tetraphylla), while being common in cultivation, is
extremely rare in the wild. Wild populations such as this, provide important genetic
material for future research in the Macadamia Nut industry.
Stinking Laurel (Cryptocarya foetida) is a small rainforest tree, with tiny smelly flowers
and fruit enjoyed by birds, found along the coast in isolated bushland remnants. (62)

The respondent states that the C4 alignment of the Tugun Bypass is an area with rare and
threatened flora. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that there are at least 66 other significant flora species from
a distributional perspective. Following are 4 of these species:
Match Heads (Comesperma ericinum). This metre tall shrub was once distributed
•
almost to Brisbane, but through continued land development pressures, its only
Queensland population is now restricted to less than 30 plants right in the path of the
proposed road here at Tugun. The road's construction will cause its extinction in
Queensland.
Tall Parsnip (Trachymene anisocarpa). This population in swampy heath at Tugun is
•
the only Gold Coast population of this southern NSW species.
White Currant Bush (Leptomeria drupacea). This 2 meter tall leafless shrub has its
•
last remaining Queensland population also in the path of the road. Its vitamin C rich
fruit would have been enjoyed by the local aboriginal inhabitants.
Diosma Myrtle (Baeckea diosmifolia). This 50cm tall shrub was once found in bushland
•
in Logan City and the Gold Coast but because of rapid land development in those
areas in now known in Queensland from only this small Tugun population in the path
of the road and one other small population at Crows Nest. (62)
The respondent highlights that in addition to the 13 previously mentioned rare or
threatened species, there are an additional 2 Endangered NSW species listed under the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, the Shepherd's Crook Orchid (Geodorum
densiflorum) and Hedyotis (Hedyotis galioides). (62)
The respondent is concerned about the following flora species stating that: in addition to the
previously mentioned 6 nationally classified threatened species, there are 7 RARE plant
species listed under Queensland's Nature Conservation Act. 5 of these species are rare
rainforest trees that each has fruit eaten by various wildlife. Long leaved Tuckeroo
(Cupaniopsis newmanii) Fine leaved Tuckeroo (Lepiderema pulchella) Smooth Scrub
Turpentine (Rhodamnia maideniana) Black Walnut (Endiandra globosa) White Lace Flower
(Archidendron hendersonii). The remaining 2 species are: Christmas Bells (Blandfordia
grandiflora) are lily like plants in swampy coastal heath. The Queensland Government's
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) features this plant on its web site explaining how
plants once considered common, can quickly be threatened with extinction due to habitat
destruction. Durringtonia (Durringtonia paludosa) is a small shrub in paperbark swamps,
known from few coastal locations. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that in the path of the proposed road, there are 2 plant
species that are classified nationally as endangered, which means that these species are
considered at risk of becoming extinct in the wild within 10 to 20 years if present land use
and other causal factors continue. They are considered so threatened that they are actually
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protected under the Federal Government's Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). (62)
The respondent wishes to highlight that Dr Mike Olsen, Botanists "this area (the C4
corridor) may contain more rare and endangered plants per hectare than any other area in
Australia including the Daintree". (62)
The respondent states that the death and destruction of unique food plants and trees that
provide local and other visiting native wildlife with food, shelter and refuge. Many of these
plants are found nowhere else on the coast so are a very valuable local animal resource, they
are endangered and some are protected under law. E.g. fruit plants such as Scented
Acronychia and the now rare wild native Macadamia (wild nut populations are important in
the genetic development of the Macadamia Nut industry). (63)
The respondent is concerned that the biodiversity of this area is so rich that it needs to be
given conservation status immediately and preserved forever. The rare Swordgrass Brown
Butterfly (Tisiphone Abeona Morrisi) relies on specific plants for its food source that are
only located in this area. Two plant species in the routes path are classified as endangered Scented Acronychia and the Swamp Orchid, and it is up to all of us especially those in
authoritative position to ensure their survival. Many other plants are vulnerable of
extinction and transporting them is not an option. This has proven to be unsuccessful as a
whole ecosystem such as that which each plant or animal already exists in needs to be in
place to enable each living thing to play a role in sustaining the whole. This includes the
diverse wildlife that rely on all these threatened plants, insects, etc. which are also in danger
of losing their habitat. (66)
Prior to clearing of the footprint, the following protocols are required:
A qualified botanist undertake pre-clearing surveys targeting plant species of
•
conservation significance;
Once approval is obtained, seed will be collected from all threatened plants removed
•
to enable potential propagation and re-establishment of species in the area;
Prior to construction, mark all threatened species, paraweb and/or fence plants of
•
significance on or near the construction footprint and ensure that vehicles and other
direct disturbances associated with road construction do not encroach into adjacent
habitat containing significant species;
Develop, in consultation with the EPA, a protocol for the removal and possible
•
translocation of plants of conservation significance;
Commence revegetation works will as early as possible in the construction phase to
•
minimise the time lag between clearing and rehabilitation; and
Incorporated into rehabilitation plans plant species of conservation significance. In
•
particular the Little Wattle and Match Sticks should be considered on land adjacent to
the construction area in Queensland. The EPA should be advised if this is not feasible.
(69)
The C4 corridor will impact on six flora species of State conservation significance to
Queensland. (69)
It is recommended that a strategic revegetation project be developed that aims at addressing
the net loss of the following threatened flora:
Long-leaved tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis newmanii)
•
Black Walnut (Endiandra globosa)
•
Tuckeroo (Lepiderema pulchella)
Fine-leaved
•
(Cryptocarya foetida) (69)
Stinking
Cryptocarya
•
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Five scheduled plant species under the Nature Conservation Act 1992, totalling seven
individuals were found in the EIS investigation area. They are Little Wattle (Acacia baueri
subsp. baueri), Long-leaved tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis newmanii), Black Walnut (Endiandra
globosa), Fine-leaved Tuckeroo (Lepiderema pulchella) and Stinking Cryptocarya
(Cryptocarya foetida). (69)
Another species, Match Sticks (Comesperma ericinum), although not listed, is considered
regionally significant as few records exist for Queensland and the species has not been
confirmed under WildNet records since the 1930s. (69)
Although the loss of individuals from plant populations of conservation significance is not
considered to be a significant impact for the species as a whole, it is the aim of the legislative
provisions to ensure survival and natural development of wildlife in the wild; and to identify,
reduce or remove the effects of threatening processes relating to wildlife. (69)
In preparing a Strategic Revegetation Project for the Tugun Bypass a project officer should
be appointed by the project proponent to coordinate strategic revegetation of the three
rainforest associated species known to be impacted during construction; namely Long-leaved
tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis newmanii), Black Walnut (Endiandra globosa), Fine leaved Tuckeroo
(Lepiderema pulchella) and Stinking Cryptocarya (Cryptocarya foetida). A Threatened
Species (Flora) Management Plan is to be prepared and approved by QPWS before
revegetation is undertaken. It will need to include:
-Identification of translocation material to be collected locally. This includes cutting
•
and/or seed material;
Selection of genetic material to be used to be recorded and a plan to coordinate the
•
genetic mix will need to be approved by QPWS to prevent in breeding depression;
Prepare a database of sources of seed and replanting sites and submit as a post
•
revegetation monitoring and evaluation report;
Select ex situ sites (10) along the Currumbin and Tallebudgera catchments. Each will
•
be within the riparian zone of these catchments no greater 100 meters from the edge
of the embankment;
For the purposes of on-going maintenance, selected sites will need to have active
•
involvement of community 'Bush Care groups'. An MoU with these groups for on
going maintenance post the Monitoring and Evaluation report will be a required;
Planting sites are to be on State reserves, or areas under a conservation agreement
•
either with the state or local government;
Targeted plants for each planting are to total 10 (400 plants in total);
•
Each planting is to be approximately 1 ha and incorporate an appropriate (i.e. same
•
regional ecosystem) range of locally collected and propagated rainforest seed. (69)
It is recommended to translocate individuals of Little Wattle (Acacia baueri subsp. baueri)
and Match Sticks (Comesperma ericinum) in accordance with the Australian Network for
Plant Conservation translocation guidelines (2004). i.e.. Relocate affected individuals to
suitable nearby habitat. (69)
The respondent wishes to raise that this area is enriched with some 700 native plants of
which 1 I are significant and protected by State and National laws not to mention 6 species
which are likely to become extinct. (70)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article - The Gold Coast Sun, Jan 26, 2005 page Land
the Tweed Sun, 27 Jan 2005, page I reported: "Botanist Glenn Leiper said the land also
contained remnant populations of nationally threatened flora 'hanging on by the skin of their
teeth' that would be extinct within 10 to 20 years if the route went ahead. "This area is
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worthy of national park status," he said. "The vegetation is highly significant and if we don't
do our best to try and save it then future generations are going to regret it". (71)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article from the Courier Mail, Edition 1 MON 31 JAN
2005, Page 003 Experts battle bypass decision. By: Greg Stoiz the respondent highlights the
following sections: "It is one of the last remnants of this type of vegetation left on the Gold
Coast and it contains 350 species of plants, including 75 threatened, rare or significant
species." (71)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article - The Gold Coast Sun, Jan 26, 2005 page Land
the Tweed Sun, 27 Jan 2005, page I reported: "Botanist Glenn Leiper said the land also
contained remnant populations of nationally threatened flora 'hanging on by the skin of their
teeth' that would be extinct within 10 to 20 years if the route went ahead. "This area is
worthy of national park status," he said. "The vegetation is highly significant and if we don't
do our best to try and save it then future generations are going to regret it". (72)
Dr Mike Olsen has been reported saying: "The no-road option is the only option to ensure
that there will be no net loss of locally, regionally or nationally significant flora". (72)
Dr Olsen withdrew his Consultancy from the Tugun Alliance when the location of the
endangered Swamp Orchids was made public and subsequently one of the Orchids was
vandalized. (72)
The flora of the C4 corridor includes both common species and eleven species of legislative
significance. (72)
The respondent agrees with the statements made by the scientist consultants (Jean Marc
Hero and Glenn Leiper) particularly the statement: "The environmental concerns are so
serious and the C4 route is just totally inappropriate. There are alternatives". (72)
The respondent highlights that much of the proposed route traverses coastal lowland
vegetation communities of paperbark forests and coastal heath, of which over 90 % in
south-east Queensland have been lost through development and agriculture. We understand
that coastal heathland is now identified as a threatened regional ecosystem in Queensland
because of its rarity and the ongoing threats. Accordingly this ecosystem should not be
subject to further threats such as the proposed C4 bypass route. (73)
The respondent states that there are also two plant species classified as nationally
Endangered under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 Scented Acronychia and Swamp Orchid. There are also four plant species that are classified
nationally as vulnerable. There are also are an additional 2 species listed as endangered
under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, and a further 7 rare plant
species listed under Queensland's Nature Conservation Act. There are also at least another
66 other significant species from a distributional perspective within the proposed bypass
location. (73)
The respondent is aware that nearly 600 plant species were identified in the investigation
zone for the proposed route, indicative of the healthy state of the intact vegetation
complexes in this area. There are also 37 different vegetation communities, ranging from
rainforest to low dense coastal heath. This bushland has very high conservation values,
including high levels of biodiversity and excellent wildlife habitat. Because of the unique
nature of many of the plants' growing requirements, transplanting them will fail as few similar
weed-free environments remain on the Gold Coast. (73)
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The respondent states that "Tweed Shire has one of the highest plant species diversity
within a 2000 km section of the Australian coast (Kingston et al 1999). As a result the Gold
Coast —Tweed region supports the highest concentration of threatened plants in Australia",
and yet this is the place chosen for a major highway. (74)
The respondent wishes to advise the Tugun Bypass Alliance that one individual of this
species, listed as endangered under the Queensland Nature Conservation Act 1992, the
New South Wales Threatened Species Act 1995 and the EPBC Act 1999, has been identified
at a point within the road footprint. This identification was made by a researcher, Steve Bilic,
at Gold Coast Airport and subsequently confirmed by the Queensland Herbarium, Brisbane.
Confirmation documentation dated 18th May 2005 from the Herbarium was furnished to
the Airport Environmental Manager but it would appear the significance of this finding was
not recorded as there is no reference in either the Draft Major Development Plan (Gold
Coast Airport Section) 2004 or in the GCAL Environmental Strategy 2004- 2009 released
on 2/02/05. This is a very significant finding as there are now only 4 such specimens
remaining on the Gold Coast (Leiper 2005). There is no reference to A. littoralis in the SIS
(other than the statement that it has not been recorded in the study area) and it is Gecko's
recommendation that, if the road is approved, a species protection plan is drawn up and
implemented prior to any activity that might threaten the existence of this tree. W e will be
happy to supply a copy of the Herbarium document. We also mention that this species was
originally reported by Dr. Mike Olsen (Olsen 2000) in his flora report. However this report
was not included in the EIA 2002 and a subsequent researcher, A. Benwell (2001) stated that
this species had not been recorded in the study area. (74)
The respondent is concerned that it must be recognised that "New South Wales National
Parks and Wildlife Service have assessed the conservation area of the Reserve as having
significant environmental value" including 22 rare and threatened plant species (Tweed Head
Environment Group submission to NSW Dept. of Lands, June 2003). (74)
Regarding Acronychia littoralis, the respondent states that in previous submissions and
communications with DEH, we maintain that Dr. Olsen's reports should have been included
in their entirety in documents on the C4 route put out to the public for comment. (74)
The respondent states that in an area of such exceptional biodiversity, where dozens of flora
species will be affected by construction of the road and where some populations face a
distinct possibility of local extinction, threatening processes include:
Construction of a 4-lane highway, with the possible future addition of two extra lanes
•
Construction
of a bridge with footings set into the floor of Hidden Valley, habitat for
•
significant vegetation types
A 20 meter cutting into the side of Tugun Hill
•
An access road from the C4 route into the Airport Environmental Protection area
•
The
construction of the runway extension involving the excavation of 50,000 cubic
•
meters of soil on site and the introduction of 100,000 cubic meters of imported fill
(GCAL Airport Runway Extension 2004). This is scheduled to occur in an area
investigated by G. Leiper (2001) in his studies for the Airport and found to contain
numerous significant plant species. Clearing for protection of the Obstacle Limitation
Surface (OLS) will reportedly require the removal of 1690 trees and the trimming of
6895 trees (Maunsell 2004). An unknown quantity of under story will also be cleared.
This includes Swamp Mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta)- 315 removed, 255 trimmed and
Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia) — some 4260 trimmed.
Significant
damage to this area will have already occurred as a result of the
•
construction of the cut and cover tunnel for the road and provision made for a tunnel
for a future rail link. (74)
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The respondent states that the EIS clearly concludes the Bypass will decimate an existing
fragile environment rich in endangered species. The result will include extinction of species,
contamination of wetlands and acidification of our waterways. (79)
The respondent highlights that botanist Glen Leiper states: "the vegetation is significant.
There are whole ranges of rare and threatened species". He further stated: "This area is
indeed national parks status". Please save this uniques and important environment, the last of
its type in the region. (86)
The respondent refers to the statement by botanist Dr Mike Olsen - "this site may contain
the highest concentration of rare and threatened plants per hectare of any known location in
Australia." He concluded: "A no-road option is the only guarantee that there would be no
loss of what are locally, regionally and nationally significant species". (86)
The respondent is concerned that native plant communities including rare and threatened
species will be destroyed by the Tugun Bypass C4 route. (86)
Concerned with the loss of endemic flora of regional, national and international significance
as a result of the Tugun Bypass. (88)
4.4.4

Threatened and Significant Fauna Species

The respondent comments that the S1S clearly states on 3 occasions that the destruction of
these endangered vegetation communities will have a "clear impact", and most telling of all
"that the small disjunct population of Long nosed Potoroo may become extinct as a result of
cumulative impacts". To proceed with the destruction of this vulnerable species' habitat
(classified under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act) is an act that should never
be contemplated let alone performed, especially by the Government, which set up the
legislation to provide the necessary protection for endangered species that are slipping
quickly towards extinction. (19)
The respondent wishes to raise that the bushland in the area has one of the last 2 remaining
populations left in Queensland of the rare Swordgrass Brown butterfly (Tisiphone abeona
morrisi). This once common butterfly has suffered a massive contraction of its distribution
because of habitat destruction, with the resultant loss of the preferred food plant for its
caterpillars (Gahnia clarkei). The butterfly has a substantial population here at Tugun, and
will only survive as long as its food plants remain. The road will destroy a substantial portion
of the plant's population, and this fracturing and fragmentation of the remnant plants will
serve to continue the butterfly's relentless march to extinction in Queensland. (19)
The respondent states that another criticism of the SIS report is the lack of any reference to
the threatened species of frogs found in the freshwater wetlands, and the significance and
conservation value of these populations. These are highly significant classified threatened
species are to omit any reference to them is a major oversight and affects the nature of the
recommendations significantly. (19)
Concern over the discovery of numerous rare and endangered species, and a greater species
diversity than that of neighbouring National Parks. (21)
The respondent has expressed concern about the excavation of soil and water for
construction of the tunnel (P.26), stating that "earth and water removed to stay on site and
carefully redeposited within the area without disturbing habitat". Nothing is said of the
impacts of time to counteract acidity on the frog or potoroo populations. As the wallum
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frog is also known as the 'acid frog', what are the impacts of liming the soil and water on
these populations? (25)
The respondent believes that the culverts for frog crossings would also allow feral dogs, cats
and foxes, which would become a threat to potoroo populations. (25)
The inconsistencies of potoroo distribution and density appear to conclude that all surveys
are inconclusive for numbers and distribution of ALL species recorded. P.23 — the area
should be considered one of national importance because it represents one of the few
remaining coastal populations of potoroos and that the currently preferred route will
directly impact on populations of the 'vulnerable' wallum froglet and may lead to localised
extinction of the potoroo population, p.23. (25)
The respondent highlights a section of the report about amphibians — "as little is known
about the dynamics of the wallum frog species" their habitat should not be destroyed as
translocations are not proven as a feasible or reliable alternative. (25)
With regard to the fauna assessment, the respondent states that the koala scats were
analysed by a Ms Bowen although there si no reference to her qualifications or location.
Koala spot assessments were not done in suitable habitat — swamp mahogany forests are not
suitable habitat for koalas. There is insufficient evidence for conclusion that the area no
longer supports resident koalas as koalas travel and may use these areas as resting-places.
Spot assessments are not reliable or efficient for koala surveys using the samplers time
frame. Line transects and quadrats need to be used. In conclusion the methodology used
was insufficient. (25)
The respondent suggests that a new SIS needs to be undertaken as further to the
recommendations in Vol.5, the koala Phascolarctos cinereus has been spotted recently in the
Seagulls and Cobaki areas, meaning that survey locations were not adequate. Predation
scats searches not satisfactory — inefficient methodology used — a better method is used by
Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service, Koala Research Unit. (25)
Appendix C.4 The Mazlab report indicates the liming rate needed to reduce the acidity, is
10.9kg/t. This would effectively kill off the Wallum frog populations. The Tugun Bypass
should not be in this area for both reasons. (25)
The respondent considers that the road proposal will destroy and lead to extinction of
endangered flora and fauna. (27)
The respondent wishes to highlight that 186 species of animals are within the investigation
area, of which 10 are protected by State and Federal legislation. There are 18 frogs
including 6 which are listed as rare and threatened - "one population would become extinct
and another significantly impacted". There are 220 birds of which 15 are protected by State
and Federal legislation, and 7 have international protection under the China and Australia
Migratory Bird Agreement and the Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement. There
are 29 species of reptiles, in which 2 species found were previously presumed extinct. The
Giant Dragonfly and the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly, are only found at Cobaki and Jacobs
Well. This butterfly will only survive as long as its food plants remain. (33)
This proposal would impact on rare and threatened fauna habitat. (34)
The EIS and SIS greatly under estimates the affect of the proposed bypass on Litoria
olongburensis, whose population is clustered around the proposed C4 route. The
conclusion that there is 56 ha of known or potential habitat for L. olongburensis is
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misleading - the true amount of suitable habitat is significantly less than that stated due to
their patchy distribution and thus the percentage of habitat impacted upon is much greater
than the 8.4% stated in the SIS. Furthermore the secondary impacts are numerous and likely
to be highly detrimental. Such impacts, direct and indirect include - habitat destruction,
changes in hydrology, runoff and edge effects. There is a significant possibility that the
population will become extinct in the short to medium term. Constructed ponds are not
working, further ponds should be constructed and no bypass work undertaken until they
have been shown to be suitable for L olongburensis — the success of which should be
assessed over several generations of breeding. (36)
The respondent is concerned that insufficient invertebrate surveys were undertaken and
only a handful of species were considered. Widespread seasonal surveys should be
undertaken by suitably experienced and qualified persons to, at the very least, gain a picture
of the invertebrate diversity present along the route. It also appears that surveys for
Petalura gigantea (Giant dragonfly) and Tisiphone abeona morrisi (Varied sword-grass
brown) were brief and insufficient to reach the conclusions stated in the SIS i.e. that these
species would not be detrimentally affected by the proposed bypass. Further targeted
surveys for these species should be undertaken prior to any on-ground works being
undertaken. (36)
The respondent is concerned that there is the distinct possibility that the proposed route
will result in the loss of a significant Planigale maculata population. Habitat destruction,
fragmentation and edge effects are the main factors. Measures to prevent extinction of this
population are likely to be unsuccessful. The fragmentation of the population is almost
certain, as it is highly optimistic to suggest P. maculata would use a culvert 90m in length.
(36)
The respondent has highlighted that the eight point test for Tisiphone abeona morrisi states
that it is not at the northern extent of its distribution, however due to the fact that the
population at Jacobs Well is small and not secure (Sands and New 2002), the population at
Tugun is of extreme importance and unfortunately in the future may become the northern
extent for this species, particularly if translocations are unsuccessful. As stated in the Action
Plan for Australian butterflies (Sands and New 2002) this species should be considered
critically endangered, perhaps making it the most significant species present in the
Queensland section of the proposed bypass. This alone should necessitate further surveys
for this species and much more detailed habitat mapping. (36)
The respondent has expressed concern that no surveys for Argyreus hyperbius inconstans
(Australian fritillary) were undertaken. This species is listed as vulnerable in QLD and its
host plant Viola betonicifolia may be present and suitable habitat i.e. wetland swamps and
melaleuca are present. Surveys for this species should be undertaken to ascertain its
presence or otherwise and determine possible impacts. (36)
The respondent has highlighted that the Bypass coupled with other development in the area
will severely impact upon Crinia tinnula (VVallum froglet). The population along the C4 route
is extremely high, and regionally significant and even if larger populations do occur further
south, this does not detract from the significance of the population on site. (36)
The respondent highlights that also recorded along the proposed route is Long nosed
Potoroo Potorous tridactylus. This is a highly significant species listed under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 as Endangered and as
Vulnerable under the Nature Conservation Wildlife Regulation 1997. (38)
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The respondent wishes to highlight that anecdotal evidence suggests that corridor is
functioning effectively. Although unforested 25 years ago the regenerating Tugun Hill now
provides valuable habitat for the Common Planigale (pers com. Phillips, 2001). It would seem
that this species has recolonised Tugun Hill via the regenerating link. Severing this link will
ensure that no other species of fauna will move into remnants east of the proposed Bypass.
Furthermore, populations will become genetically isolated (DMR, 2000), which can affect the
survival of existing populations. (38)
The respondent states that the technical report for "Survey for the Giant Dragonflies,
Petalura gigantea and Petalura litorea and the Swordgrass Brown Butterfly Tisiphone abeona
morrisi" notes that the larvae of the Swordgrass Brown Butterfly was identified 100m south
of the John Flynn Hospital. This is located within Stage 1 of the Tugun Bypass, however,
mitigative measures have not been identified in the EIS to ensure the protection of this
species or its habitat despite it being only the second record of this species since 1914. (38)
The respondent states that the recent fauna survey of the area discovered a strong
population of the Bush Rat Rattus fuscipes in Hidden Valley. Nearby were smaller
populations of the species, which suggests that Hidden Valley provides the core population
from which peripheral populations are established (pers corn. Phillips, 2001). Severing the
corridor will disrupt, if not destroy the movement of this species. (38)
The respondent wishes to highlight that recent surveys have indicated that Hidden Valley
provides habitat for a number of species of interest (pers comm. Phillips, 2001). A number
of skink species were discovered in Hidden Valley including Tryon's skink (Eulannprus
murrayi) and Saproscincus challengeri. Saproscincus challengeri is normally restricted to high
altitude rainforest. This isolated remnant population is regionally significant and could, in
future, provide a valuable resource for population genetics research. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the road will isolate the Tugun Hill population of the
Common Planigale maculata and compromise the metapopulation of the Bush Rat Rattus
fuscipes of Hidden Valley. Nearby were smaller populations of the species, which. suggests
that Hidden Valley provides the core population from which peripheral populations are
established. Severing the corridor will disrupt, if not destroy the movement of this species.
(38)
The respondent is concerned for the various endangered fauna within the area through
which the road reserve runs. (38)
The respondent states that investigations of the southeastern slope of the ridgeline access
revealed a number of indicative signs that fauna utilise the Black butt forest. Macropod scats,
macropod trails and arboreal mammal scratches on the trunks of Eucalyptus propinqua
including Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus. Koala scratches were also observed on E. propinqua
at Mirren Street on the eastern side of the proposed bypass. (38)
The respondent is very concerned about the likelihood of the animals that live about this
route becoming extinct. The respondent states that few are left in this area and we should
make every effort to save those which have survived the urban development of the
Tweed/Gold Coast Region. The Potoroo is listed under the Commonwealth EPBC Act
1999. There are frogs listed as rare and threatened including the Wallum Sedge Frog and
the Wallum Froglet - one would become extinct and the other significantly impacted. Of
220 species of birds of which 15 have State and National protection. 7 have international
protection under the China and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement and the Japan and
Australia Migratory Bird Agreement. There are 2 insect species previously presumed
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extinct - the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly, only found at Cobaki and Jacobs well and the
Giant Dragonfly. (40)
The respondent states that the there is no way that the proponents of this route can
guarantee that local wild populations of significant species will not become extinct due to the
construction of the proposed C4 route. (41)
The respondent is very concerned about the likelihood of the animals that live about this
route becoming extinct. The respondent states that few are left in this area and we should
make every effort to save those which have survived the urban development of the
Tweed/Gold Coast Region. There are 18 species of frogs including 6 listed as rare and
threatened. The Wallum Froglet and Wallum Sedge Frog, on population would become
extinct and the other significantly impacted on. There are also 220 birds of which 15 have
State and National protection. 7 have international protection under the China and Australia
Migratory Bird Agreement and the Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement. (43)
The respondent is very concerned about the likelihood of the animals that live about this
route becoming extinct. The respondent states that few are left in this area and we should
make every effort to save those which have survived the urban development of the
Tweed/Gold Coast Region. There are 18 species of frogs including 6 listed as rare and
threatened. The Wallum Froglet and Wallum Sedge Frog, on population would become
extinct and the other significantly impacted on. There are also 220 birds of which 15 have
State and National protection. 7 have international protection under the China and Australia
Migratory Bird Agreement and the Japan and Australia Migratory Agreement. (44)
The respondent is aware that 186 species of native animals have been recorded in the area,
10 of which are protected under either National or State legislation. This includes the
potoroo, protected under the Commonwealth Environment Protection Biodiversity Act.
Also 18 different frogs have been recorded, including 6 listed as rare or threatened. A t least
220 species of birds inhabit the area. Of these, 15 have legislative protection and 7 have
international protection. In addition 2 insect species previously presumed extinct have been
found, and the area is the habitat of at least 29 reptile species. (47)
The respondent is concerned that if the C4 route goes ahead it will destroy the ecosystems
for many endangered fauna species. (51)
The DEC refers to Section 29 (VVallum Sedge Frog). A number of mitigation measures are
noted as proposed for this species including the construction of culverts, exclusion fencing
and artificial ponds. The DEC requests to be involved in any continued discussions and
refinement of these various measures, particularly to proposal to investigate these options
prior to the actual construction. The placement of dense vegetation along the pond edges
Prior to undertaking any
may help reduce the potential for cane toad predation.
construction works, including the development of any artificial ponds, it is critical to obtain a
clear idea of the current environmental conditions (i.e.: pH, turbidity, groundwater level,
nutrient composition etc) to enable adequate monitoring of the proposed mitigation
measures, including any changes to the "pre construction" levels. It is unclear from the
information presented as to whether any enhancement is being undertaken of the current
artificial pond. The DEC is highly supportive of this suggested proposal as it provides
excellent opportunity to help with the development of any subsequent ponds and also with
the potential translocation of any individuals, particularly if it has suitable habitat. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 14 (VVallum Froglet). It is noted that this species is very sensitive
t o a reduction in water quality, therefore it is important to ensure that any activities do not
result in changes to the natural water quality (surface/groundwater) within the receiving
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environment. As part of any monitoring actions, it is important t o ensure that the
requirements for "wallum" type habitat are maintained. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 13 (Long nosed Potoroo). It is noted that the Long nosed
Potoroo population, at this location, has been recently listed as an Endangered Population
under the TSC Act. It is noted that the impact assessment of this Endangered Population is
detailed within an addendum to the SIS. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 7.1 (Subject Species List). The DEC is aware that the Green
thighed Frog has only just been recorded within the study area, despite current information
prepared on this species indicating that there is no suitable or known habitat within the
study area. An assessment must therefore be undertaken on the potential impacts of the
proposal on this species. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 29 (VVallum Sedge Frog). This species may be subject to
significant potential impacts as a result of changes to water quality and pH levels, which may
render habitat near and within ponds unsuitable for this species. (52)
Justification must be presented on the statement about the "expansive" area of heathland
available for the Eastern Grass Owl in the locality and across the region. While broad habitat
may be available, the quality and the factors influencing this habitat can't be estimated. As
indicated previously the only known habitat (potential roosting and breeding habitat) within
the study area for this species has now been slashed as part of Airport maintenance
activities. This concern is particularly relevant given that this recorded individual was the
most recent report in the local area and within 50km of the site. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 14 (Noise and Vibration). Please be aware that the DEC has
previously expressed some concern about the potential impacts that noise and vibration may
have on some conservation significant fauna within the study area, specifically relating to the
Common Planigale and the proximity to tunnel construction. Clarification is required further
on this matter. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 14 (Noise and Vibration). DEC has previously expressed some
concern about the potential impacts that noise and vibration may have on some
conservation significant fauna within the study area, specifically relating to the Common
Planigale and the proximity to tunnel construction. Clarification is required further on this
matter. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 10.5.5 (Terrestrial Fauna Impacts, Mitigation and Management).
It is noted that, prior to removal of vegetation, mammals (specifically targeting Long nosed
Potoroo and the Common Planigale) would be captured within the footprint and relocated
to suitable areas of habitat nearby. Has thought been given t o the potential that these
released animals may move back into the area of original capture, therefore procedures may
need to be developed to deal with this potential issue. (52)
It would appear that mitigation measures may not have been developed to address the
potential concerns about vibration impacts to the Common Planigale. (52)
Section 9.0 (Environmental Impacts of the Development). The DEC is concerned with the
statement that the proposed development doesn't affect any known roosts or breeding
habitat for JAMBA and CAMBA bird species. Please be aware that work undertaken by Dr
Rohweder, in 2001, indicated that the proposal should use caution over the current status of
the roosts and opportunities for creating additional roosting habitat should be considered.
(52)
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The DEC refers to Section 30 (Eastern Grass Owl). The only known habitat (potential
roosting and breeding habitat) within the study area for this species has now been slashed as
part of Airport maintenance activities. This is particularly relevant given that this recorded
individual was the most recent report n
i the local area and within 50km of the site. The DEC
has previously expressed a number of concerns regarding the long term protection of the
rehabilitated vegetation over the top of the tunnel and the concern for potential bird strikes
within this area. (52)
The DEC is very concerned with the potential extinction of the Wallum Sedge Frog species
within the study area, particularly given the degree of uncertainty regarding the proposed
mitigation measures and the long term protection of the area. (52)
Other mitigation measures proposed for the Wallum Sedge Frog species are welcomed,
including the proposal to minimise Mosquito Fish from the sediment basins. Please be aware
of Final Predation by the Plague Minnow Threat Abatement Plan, dated August 2003. This
plan examines the impacts of plague minnows on native animals, particularly threatened
frogs. It sets out the management actions that are necessary to abate this threat.
Furthermore in 2001, the then NPWS (now part of DEC) produced "Information Circular
No.6 Hygiene Protocol for the Control or Disease in Frogs". This circular details protocols
intended for use by all researchers, wildlife consultants, fauna surveyors and students
undertaking frog field work and should form the basis of the protocol developed on site.
(52)
The DEC refers to Section 8.2 of the EIS (Potential Acid Sulfate Soils). Liaison is required as
per the comments provided on Technical Paper 8 to determine the most suitable discharge
criteria from sediment basins and will need to be undertaken and incorporated into an
Environmental Protection License. This is particularly relevant given that the frog species
within this area are from highly sensitive environmental conditions, preferring a narrow pH
range of about 3.4 to 4.5. A clear understanding of the current environmental conditions for
these frog species must be obtained (i.e.: pH, salinity, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, total
suspended solids, temperature, metals, etc). (52)
Section 2 (Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest in the NSW North Coast Bioregion). It is noted
that no threatened or species of conservation significance were recorded within the Swamp
Oak EEC. However, a brief review of the species maps may have been recorded within this
area. (52)
No information appears to have been presented on the potential impacts that this railway
roof tunnel may have on species of conservation significance within the EIS. (52)
The DEC is concerned about the potential for the proposal to have a significant impact on
the survival of the Common Planigale population not only within the airport boundary, but
also within the local context. Consideration for the cumulative impacts (known and
proposed developments) on this species must also be taken into consideration when
assessing the long-term survival of the species. Given that there is limited "known habitat"
and a poor understanding of the distribution of this species within the area, any potential
impacts (including noise and vibration) on this species is of concern. The ability for the
species to move within the landscape is also potentially impacted by the proposal,
particularly given that the use of underpasses has not been documented for this species. (52)
The draft MDP has indicated that it si unlikely to have any impact on a number of bat species
that occur within the airport land. This contradicts the EIA which indicated that a loss of
roosting habitat is highly likely (particularly for the Eastern Long-eared Bat) and therefore
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and SIS was recommended, including a number of mitigation measures to address these
impacts. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 4.5.2 (Recorded Fauna). During the exhibition of the SIS, it is
understood that a Green thighed Frog individual was identified within the study area, despite
previous indications that the species is unlikely to occur within the area. An assessment of
the potential impact/s that the proposed development may have on this species must
therefore be undertaken. (52)
The proposal not to have floppy top fencing, for fauna exclusion fencing is noted, however
standard fauna exclusion fencing may not prevent Common Planigale access onto the road.
(52)
The DEC refers to Section 5 (Long-nosed Potoroo). This population is very sensitive to
potential extinction by a number of cumulative factors within the study area. The DEC
However should the
notes the proposed mitigation and compensatory measures.
be
mitigation/compensatory
able
implement
these
proposed
proponent not
to
measures
then further discussions will need to be undertaken to progress other suitable measures.
(52)
The respondent states that one of the most important elements of a successful population
viability analysis is to determine whether the species has the ability to disburse between
patches of habitat. James Warren & Associates report (An Analysis Of The Viability Of The
Long Nosed Potoroo Population At Cobaki, September 2004) concludes that the Long
Nosed Potoroo's will: utilise narrow forest corridors for both breeding and disbursal; and
cross open ground to access new or alternative habitat. (54)
The respondent states that it is a fundamental flaw of the Ecosense report that it finds that
the Potoroos of Cobakai are isolated. A detailed population viability analysis has not been
completed for the Cobaki Long Nosed Potoroo population. The Ecosense report states that
the Long Nosed Potoroo population of Cobaki is in danger of extinction due to stochastic
events. The report also states that "fragmentation caused by the Cobaki Lakes development
access road is likely to drive the north sub population to extinction if no mitigation
measures are implemented and is presently having a regional impact on the population". This
assumes the population is isolated which has not been verified. (54)
The respondent has included the report from James Warren and Associates (JAW) on the
"An analysis of the viability of a long-nosed potoroo population at Cobaki", as part of their
submission. The findings of this report are summarised below:
A detailed population viability analysis has not been completed for the Cobaki Long-nosed
potoroo population. The Ecosense Consulting report (2003) report states that the Longnosed potoroo population is in danger of extinction due to stochastic events. They also
state that "fragmentation caused by the Cobaki Lakes development access road is likely to
drive the northern sub-population to extinction if no mitigation measures are implemented
and is presently having a regional impact on the population". The current proposal for the
Tugun Bypass carries risk for this population. The impact of the Q94 and the C4 routes has
been documented in previous reports (Ecosense Consulting 2003 and JAW 2004). JAW
asserts that the Cobaki population is part of a wider population of Potoroos associated with
the Queensland NSW border and very large National Parks, Nature Reserves and State
Forests to the west. The selection of the Q94 Route, which would lead t o the loss of 6ha of
habitat is unlikely to significantly impact on a population which is likely to number in the
thousands. If the Cobaki Potoroo population is isolated then, regardless of which Route is
chosen, the literature suggests that the population will become extinct in the near future.
JAW assert that this should have already happened if it is an isolated population.
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Conservation of potoroos in a fragmented landscape requires the adoption of a regional
perspective and must be based around the preservation of a mosaic of numerous habitat
patches that together will support substantial regional populations. Management of the
Potoroos is best addressed by: Ensuring that Queensland/NSW Border Reserve is
revegetated where appropriate; Controlling feral predators at Cobaki and along the
Queensland/NSW Border Reserve; and ensuring appropriate land use practices adjacent to
the Queensland/NSW border between Cobaki and the National Parks, Nature Reserves and
State Forests to the west.
James Warren & Associates believes there have been errors in assessment of the Cobaki
Potoroo population particularly relating to the viability of the population h the long term.
There has been no systematic assessment to prove that the population is isolated. NSW
legislation (TSC Act 1995) specifically requires an assessment of the viability of a local
population of (recorded) threatened species (e.g. Long-nosed potoroos). An integral part of
this assessment is to demonstrate that there is a likelihood of connection (actual or by gene
flow) between the site population and any nearby populations. There is evidence to suggest
that the population is not isolated and therefore may be quite robust and able to withstand
the impact of some habitat loss. The selection of the Q94 Route is likely to have much less
impact on this population than is proposed in the Ecosense Consulting report. (54)
The respondent is concerned that frogs and frog lets birds and small mammals such as the
potoroo will suffer irretrievably. (57)
The respondent states that it is not acceptable to endanger the viability of rare or
threatened species. (57)
The respondent believes that some critical benchmarks are missing from the EIS. It can only
concluded that the proposed impact mitigation are grossly inadequate to protect the
Wallum Sedge Frog species, which are likely to become locally extinct at Tugun as a direct
consequence of the C4 bypass construction. (59)
The respondent states that it should be noted that the accidental discovery of Green
Thighed Frogs (February 2005) along the C4 route suggests that more survey work should
be undertaken in the preparation of a final EIS. Additional threatened species may also be
found on the site (e.g. the Wallum dependent Litoria freycineti). This also demonstrates the
importance of the remaining habitat in this area, as worthy of National Park status. (59)
The respondent believes that the proposed C4 option will not only destroy the core
breeding areas for the Wallum Froglet but isolate the remaining populations on either side
of the motorway. This reduces the viable population sizes on both the east and west sides.
The proposed wildlife tunnels are unlikely to provide a suitable environment for movement
between ponds to maintain a single metapopulation (as we expect currently exists). Isolation
on both sides of the highway is likely to lead to the local extinction of this species on both
sides of the C4 motorway. (59)
The respondent highlights the potential impacts of the proposed road on Green Thighed
Frog (Litoria brevipalmata) are yet to be considered. However, the location of this species
strongly suggests both its adult and breeding habitat will be directly impacted by the
proposed C4 motorway. Again these indicate the likelihood of the local extinction of this
species at Tugun as a direct result of the C4 motorway. (59)
The respondent states that studies continue to reinforce the importance of the small
Coastal Planigale meta population located in the south western corner, that is likely to be
exterminated should road construction proceed as planned. While translocation may be a
compassionate option in terms of ameliorating the obvious impacts associated with
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extirpation of the population in this area, the EIS has failed to consider the broader
ecological ramifications from the perspective of landscape scale population dynamics and
longer term survival of the population as a whole. This is a significant issue for this particular
species because there is no data in the EIS to support a view that similarly large aggregations
occur elsewhere on the site and thus the larger population may also be in jeopardy. (59)
The respondent states that in regard to the Green-Thighed Frog, a number of benchmarks
are required in order for the EIS to be considered plausible: (1) ensuring that the core
breeding habitats are protected (not possible with the C4 option); (ii) ensuring connectivity
between and remaining breeding populations on either side of the motorway (i.e. provide
evidence to suggest the proposed tunnels will be effective), (iii) providing suitable breeding
habitat to translocate frogs from breeding ponds that will be destroyed in the footprint of
the proposed C4 route, before the start of construction and habitat destruction and (iv)
receiving assurances that any proposed developments (associated railway construction
development proposals) will not further isolate and destroy remaining habitats for these
species. (59)
The respondent wishes to draw attention to the fact that Wallum Sedge Frogs are "tree
frogs" and thus possess the ability to climb barriers such as those proposed in the EIS. The
likelihood of Wallum Sedge Frogs using the proposed tunnels, or being deterred by the
barriers is unlikely, and no trials have been done to determine the probability of success.
(59)
The respondent highlights that the Wallum Froglet (Crinia tinnula) is another species listed
as threatened that will be seriously impacted by the C4 option. While this species is
widespread throughout the area west of the GCAL runway there are core areas where large
breeding aggregations occur. Identification and protection of the core breeding areas for
these species is critical to evaluate whether appropriate measures have been taken to
ameliorate the impacts of the C4 option, As for Wallum Sedge Frogs, it is likely that many of
these core reproductive habitats will be directly destroyed by the C4 construction. (59)
The respondent describes that the population of Long nosed Potoroos known to occupy
habitat within the proposed C4 alignment is small, localized and already at risk from
encroaching urban development (s) on two sides. Further, the number of animals currently
known to comprise the population is below that required to ensure anything but short term
population viability and the population is thus in critical danger of localized extinction (hence
its recent listing by the NSW Scientific Committee). Surely, this means that any genuine
attempt at managing the population to more sustainable levels would require minimizing the
potential for impact, not exacerbating it by further reducing the area of habitat that the
population is currently known to occupy. (59)
The respondent states that in regard to Long-nosed Potoroos, a number of benchmarks are
required in order for the EIS to be considered plausible: (i) ensuring that the population size
had increased to a level (n = 200 animals) that offered it some resilience to perturbations
likely to be associated with habitat loss and disturbance; and (ii) seeking to ensure that
resident populations (i.e. aggregations beyond the currently known area of occupation) were
surviving and reproducing elsewhere on the site in areas removed from the potential
negative impact (i.e. the road corridor and areas immediately adjacent to it). (59)
The respondent states the population of Wallum Sedge Frog (Litoria olongburensis) known
to occur along the route clearly meet criteria for listing as an endangered population for
purposes of the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. W e have been studying the
distribution and abundance of this particular species on the Tugun site since 2000. The EIS
has made some critical and unsupported assumptions about the distribution of this
population that are not supported by our studies, particularly in terms of identifying key
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breeding sites (a sub set of the ponds at which the species has been recorded). Our results
strongly suggest that the Wallum Sedge Frogs will become locally extinct at Tugun as a
direct result of the road construction destroying the most productive breeding sites for this
species. (59)
The respondent highlights that 18 species of frogs were recorded (six listed as rare and
threatened). The Wallum Froglet and the Wallum Sedge Frog would be impacted severely
by the C4 route alignment. "One population would become extinct and the other
significantly impacted" SIS Vol.2 Tugun Bypass EIS 2004. Scientific advice is that plans to
relocate the Wallum Sedge Frog have so far failed, as it has not yet been possible to create
the same environment in which the frogs now breed. (62)
The respondent highlights that 220 of which 15 have legislative National and State protection
and twenty six have international protection under the China and Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (CAMBA) and the Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (JAMBA). To
add to that there are also five species listed under Commonwealth legislation. In grand total
there are 9 I legislated listings to date n
i this area over 66 species. (62)
The respondent has expressed concern that this bushland has one of the last 2 remaining
populations left in Queensland of the rare Swordgrass Brown butterfly (Tisiphone abeona
morrisi). This once common butterfly has suffered a massive contraction of its distribution
because of habitat destruction, with the resultant loss of the preferred food plant for its
caterpillars (Gahnia clarkei). The butterfly has a substantial population here at Tugun, and
will only survive as long as its food plants remain. The road will destroy a substantial portion
of the plant's population, and this fracturing and fragmentation of the remnant plants will
serve to continue the butterfly's relentless march to extinction in Queensland. (62)
The respondent states that the C4 alignment of the Tugun Bypass is an area with rare and
threatened fauna. (62)
The respondent highlights that native animals recorded to date total one hundred and eighty
seven of which at least ten are protected under State and National Laws. This list of fauna
includes the Long nosed Potoroo, which is listed under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection Biodiversity Act Scientific advice is that from their observations of the Longnosed Potoroo, tunnels under roadways will not save the extinction of the threatened Long
nosed Potoroo listed as an endangered Population(under Schedule I Part 2 The Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995),Including: Ten species of amphibians (three threatened),
The Common Plan Planigale (vulnerable under New South Wales Legislation); Two insect
species previously presumed extinct, the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly only found at Cobaki
and Jacob's Well and the Giant Dragonfly; Nineteen species of reptiles were recorded and
twenty nine species of mammals (at least 10 threatened species). (62)
The respondent considers that the proposal will result in the immediate deaths, of many
living creatures; birds, mammals, reptiles, fish and insects, many of which are already
endangered and protected under State and National Laws e.g. Potoroo, Wallum Sedge Frog,
Brown Swordgrass Butterfly. Furthermore some of these creatures who are killed will be
nurturing young, who in turn will die without parental support, thus wiping out the next
possible generation. (63)
The respondent is concerned that the biodiversity of this area is so rich that it needs to be
given conservation status immediately and preserved forever. The rare Swordgrass Brown
Butterfly (Tisiphone Abeona Morrisi) relies on specific plants for its food source that are
only located in this area. Two plant species in the routes path are classified as endangered Scented Acronychia and the Swamp Orchid, and it is up to all of us especially those in
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authoritative position to ensure their survival. Many other plants are vulnerable of
extinction and transporting them is not an option. This has proven to be unsuccessful as a
whole ecosystem such as that which each plant or animal already exists in needs to be in
place to enable each living thing to play a role in sustaining the whole. This includes the
diverse wildlife that rely on all these threatened plants, insects, etc. which are also in danger
of losing their habitat. (66)
Installation of sound proof fencing along the western side of the bypass, adjacent to potoroo
habitat is critical to the project in addressing the described impacts on the long nosed
potoroo population. (69)
It is recommended to rehabilitate previously cleared and disturbed areas and any additional
areas impacted by construction activities in the vicinity of potoroo habitat (from the ridge
south of Hidden Valley to the border) with locally native species and maintain for a minimum
of two years or until stabilised and self sustaining. (69)
It is recommended to develop and implement a Wallum froglet habitat enhancement
program aimed at consolidating other known (and secured) habitat in the Gold Coast
lowlands. The enhancement program should be subject to further negotiation with, and
approval by, Queensland's Environmental Protection Agency and will incorporate (but not
be limited to) the following elements:
Audit currently known Wallum frog habitats in the Gold Coast lowlands;
•
Assess
threatening processes and conservation values at identified sites;
•
Prepare
management guidelines for sites including consideration of issues such as
•
current status, land tenure, future land use planning, hydrology and water quality,
rehabilitation requirements, conservation agreement opportunities and other
biodiversity values;
Priorities sites according to conservation value and assessment of issues identified
•
above;
Implement management guideline recommendations at a minimum of five sites,
•
including monitoring and evaluation of key species and habitat values for a period of
three years following enhancement actions; and
Sites are to be publicly owned lands and where future land use can be negotiated with
•
the relevant agency, or on private lands where a conservation agreement is in place or
can be negotiated for the site. External and other road works are also contributing to
local impacts. These are: 69
The
Cobaki Lakes development access track, which is exerting a regional impact on
•
the potoroo population and mitigation measures are required.
The Boyd Street overpass and extension road will exacerbate the level of threatening
•
processes being faced by the potoroo population and may drive the regional
population to extinction. (69)
Commitment to installation of sound-proof fencing instead of (or in addition to) predatorexclusion fencing along the western side of the bypass adjacent to known and potential
potoroo habitat is recommended. Such fencing should:
minimise noise disturbance to the potoroo population during both construction and
•
road operation;
reduce movement-related disturbance to the potoroo population during construction
•
and operation;
minimise potential for accidental fires or arson impacting on the potoroo habitat; and
•
prevent the movement of feral and domestic predators from east to west and road
•
mortality of potoroos on the bypass. (69)
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Additional mitigation measures are required as many of those proposed cannot accurately
predict the level of impact on the potoroo and wallum froglet populations and the fact that
many of these measures are largely experimental and given the consequences for the
potoroo and wallum froglet if these measures do not perform further mitigation measures
are critical. (69)
Within the C4 corridor, further realignments eastward and acquisition of long nosed
potoroo and Wallum froglet compensatory habitat would minimise net loss of potoroo
habitat and improve the long term outcomes for both the potoroo and the Wallum froglet.
(69)
The Tugun Bypass is expected to result in the local extinction of the wallum froglet
population which is listed as vulnerable under the Nature Conservation Act 1992. The
Wallum froglet population forms the last population south of Southport and its loss would
constitute an impact of regional significance. (69)
The Tugun Bypass is expected to result in the local extinction of the long nosed potoroo
population which is listed as vulnerable under the Queensland Nature Conservation Act
1992. The Cobaki potoroo population is the sole remaining lowland population in
Queensland south of Fraser Island and Wide Bay, and its loss would constitute a State
significant impact. (69)
Development and implementation of a wallum frog habitat enhancement program aimed at
consolidating other known habitat in the Gold Coast lowlands is critical to the project. (69)
Realignment of the C4 road east to avoid the net loss of potoroo habitat is recommended.
(69)
It is recommended to finance ongoing research, monitoring and management of the Cobaki
potoroos. This would include a captive breeding program for the long-nosed potoroo in an
Environmental Protection Agency facility. (69)
Threatened fauna species listed under the Nature Conservation Act 1992 directly impacted
upon by the proposal are the Long-nosed potoroo (Potorous tridactylus), Wallum sedgefrog (Litoria olongburensis), Wallum froglet (Crinia tinnula) and Green-thighed frog (Litoria
brevipalmata). The rare Lewin's rail (Rallus pectoralis) and vulnerable Glossy black-cockatoo
(Calyptorhynchus lathami) have also been recorded from the study area. However, no
confirmed records of occurrences in the Qld area of the proposal of the Wallum sedge frog
and the Glossy black-cockatoo are cited. (69)
No confirmed records of occurrences in the Qld area of the proposal of the Wallum Sedge
Frog and the Glossy Black-cockatoo are cited. (69)
The project is likely to result in the local extinction of long-nosed potoroo and wallum
froglet populations. The Cobaki potoroo population represents the sole remaining lowland
population in Queensland south of Fraser Island and the Wide Bay. (69)
The project area is regarded as regionally significant for the wallum froglet as it represents
the last population south of Southport. (69)
It is recommended that in conjunction with the EPA to develop and implement an on-site
monitoring program to evaluate the local impact of the construction and operation of the
proposal on regionally significant species. (69)
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The predicted impacts associated with construction of the bypass for the regionally
significant species (listed in Attachment 4 of the representation) are related primarily to loss
of foraging habitat, nesting/roosting habitat and subsequent impacts including changes to
hydrology and increased likelihood of road-kills. (69)
Five amphibian, seven reptile, five mammal and six bird species of regional significance have
been recorded in the study area. A complete species list was attached to the respondent's
representation as Attachment 4. Members of the expert panels convened for the EPA
Biodiversity Planning Assessments have determined this level of significance. (69)
The C4 corridor will impact on four fauna species of State conservation significance to
Queensland and five amphibian, seven reptile, five mammal and six bird species of regional
conservation significance. (69)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 Route would mean destruction of many precious,
rare and endangered fauna species. The area in question contains some 186 native animals of
which 10 are protected including the Long nosed Potoroo, 18 frogs of which 6 are listed as
rare and threatened, including the Wallum Sedge Frog; 220 birds of which 15 have State and
National protection and 7 enjoy international protection, 29 reptiles and 2 insect species
previously presumed extinct - the Giant Dragonfly and the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly - the
latter only found at Cobaki and Jacob's Well. (70)
The Wallum Froglet and the Wallum Sedge Frog would be impacted severely by the C4
route alignment. "One population would become extinct and the other significantly
impacted" SIS Vol.2 Tugun Bypass EIS 2004 5. Scientific advice is that plans to relocate the
Wallum Sedge Frog have so far failed, as it has not yet been possible to create the same
environment in which the frogs now breed (71)
The respondent's objection arises from a detailed evaluation of the content of the
Environmental Impact Statement, specifically that the Cobaki Lakes and Tweed Heads West
population of the Long nosed Potoroo, which would also be affected by the proposed
bypass, has been listed as endangered under the TSC Act. (71)
The respondent supports the submission from Dr Jean Marc Hero and Dr Stephen Phillips
dated 14 March 2005. (71)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article from the Courier Mail, Edition I MON 31
JAN 2005, Page 003 Experts battle bypass decision. By: Greg Stoiz the respondent highlights
the following sections:" Measures such as the construction of frog tunnels were unlikely to
stop the local extinction of the endangered wallum sedge frog." (71)
The respondent highlights that the Leda Manorstead Cobaki residential land development
requires access to their development. The developer would benefit from a Boyd Street
interchange rather than an overpass over the C 4 route. An overpass from their estate to
the C 4 corridor would mean that there would be increased costs for them in the widening
of Boyd Street and considerable costs for exit and entry infrastructure at the Gold Coast
highway. Access to the C 4 would facilitate more land sales. Both road options (Overpass
and Interchange) at Boyd Street would have serious consequences for the threatened Long
Nosed Potoroo. The Tugun Alliance, by avoiding the 'approvals process' for the (Overpass
and Interchange) infrastructure facilitates the assessment of their 1315 by removing an issue
of "potoroo destruction" that could delay or postpone the C4 project The environmental
issue was the aforementioned addenda Item titled "The Cobaki Lakes and Tweed Heads
West population of the Long nosed Potoroo, which would also be affected by the proposed
bypass, has been listed as endangered under that Act." (71)
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The respondent is concerned that the EIS (p.1 7 -11 ) reads: "If the Boyd Street overpass
were to proceed it is suggested that it incorporates two underpasses to facilitate the north
south movements of the Longed Nosed Potoroos known to occur in the area. "Results
from this study have shown that the access track has split the population in two, with no
evidence of individuals crossing the track" The Longed Nosed Potoroo is listed as
'vulnerable' on Schedule 2 of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act of 1995. It is
also listed as 'vulnerable' under Schedule 3 of the Queensland Nature conservation (Wildlife)
Regulation 1994 and in the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. Thus it is likely that the population of Longed Nosed Potoroo north
of the C4 Corridor will be isolated and vulnerable. (71)
The Tugun Alliance has verbally advised that an interchange would 'wipe out' a local
population of Longed Nosed Potoroo, should such an interchange be constructed within the
C4 route Corridor. (71)
The respondent concurs with the statement made by members of Gecko-Gold Coast and
Hinterland Environment Council in their submission of March 2005, with specific impacts on
listed fauna species. (71)
Scientific advice is that from their observations of the Long nosed Potoroo, tunnels under
roadways will not save the extinction of the threatened Long nosed Potoroo listed as an
endangered Population (under Schedule 1 Part 2 the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995). (71)
The Wallum Froglet and the Wallum Sedge Frog would be impacted severely by the C4
route alignment. "One population would become extinct and the other significantly
impacted" SIS Vol 2 Tugun Bypass EIS 2004/05. Scientific advice is that plans to relocate the
Wallum Sedge Frog have so far failed, as it has not yet been possible to create the same
environment in which the frogs breed. (72)
The respondent highlights that the Tugun Alliance have verbally advised that an interchange
would 'wipe out' a local population of Longed Nosed Potoroo, should such an interchange
be constructed within the C4 route Corridor. (72)
The respondent highlights that the EIS (p.I7- I 1) reads: "If the Boyd Street overpass were to
proceed it is suggested that it incorporates two underpasses to facilitate the north south
movements of the Longed Nosed Potoroos known to occur in the area". "Results from this
study have shown that the access track has split the population in two, with no evidence of
individuals crossing the track" The Longed Nosed Potoroo is listed as 'vulnerable' on
Schedule 2 of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act of 1995. It is also listed as
'vulnerable' under Schedule 3 of the Queensland Nature conservation (Wildlife) Regulation
1994 and in the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999. Thus it is Likely that the population of Longed Nosed Potoroo north of the C4
Corridor will be isolated and vulnerable. (72)
Scientific advice is that from their observations of the Long nosed Potoroo, tunnels under
roadways will not save the extinction of the threatened Long nosed Potoroo listed as an
endangered Population (under Schedule 1 Part 2 the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995). (72)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article from the Courier Mail, Edition 1 MON 31 JAN
2005, Page 003 Experts battle bypass decision. By: Greg Stoiz. The Tweed Heads
Environment group highlights the following sections: "Concerns were also raised by Griffith
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University biologist and internationally recognised frog expert Jean Marc Hero, who was
commissioned four years ago by the State Government to study environmental values along
the preferred route west of Coolangatta Airport. Dr Hero said he and his colleague, Steve
Phillips, had uncovered a 'biological goldmine' on the land earmarked for the bypass but their
findings had been "buried". He said measures such as the construction of frog tunnels were
unlikely to stop the local extinction of the endangered wallum sedge frog. (72)
The habitat and species protection measures for Potoroos were suggested: - fox control
program on NSW Crown land, patch burning and the prevention of catastrophic wildfires;
underpasses and predator control fences. These mitigation measures to protect the
threatened Long-nosed Potoroo population are considered by fauna consultants to be
inadequate and unproven. (72)
Measures taken to protect species listed as endangered on the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 have proved not to be adequate. Recent scientific studies of
72
this viable but small population of 'Long-nosed Potoroo' indicated that should the Boyd
Street Interchange or overpass go ahead, the Potoroo population would be wiped out,
the loss of their gene pool could see the extinction of the few remaining Potoroo
populations.
The respondent has highlighted that the Leda Manorstead Cobaki residential land
development requires access to their development. The developer would benefit from a
Boyd Street interchange rather than an overpass over the C4 route. An overpass from their
estate to the C4 corridor would mean that there would be increased costs for them in the
widening of Boyd Street and considerable costs for exit and entry infrastructure at the Gold
Coast highway. Access to the C4 would facilitate more land sales. Both road options
(Overpass and Interchange) at Boyd Street would have serious consequences for the
threatened Long Nosed Potoroo. The Tugun Alliance, by avoiding the 'approvals process' for
the (Overpass and Interchange) infrastructure facilitates the assessment of their 1315 by
removing an issue of "potoroo destruction" that could delay or postpone the C4 project.
The environmental issue was the aforementioned addenda Item titled "The Cobaki Lakes
and Tweed Heads West population of the Long nosed Potoroo, which would also be
affected by the proposed bypass, has been listed as endangered under that Act." (72)
The respondent concurs with the statement made by members of Gecko Gold Coast and
Hinterland Environment Council in their submission of March 2005, on Impacts on Listed
Fauna Species. (72)
The respondents objection arises from a detailed evaluation of the content of the
Environmental Impact Statement, specifically that the Cobaki Lakes and Tweed Heads West
population of the Long nosed Potoroo, which would also be affected by the proposed
bypass, has been listed as endangered under the TSC Act. (72)
The respondent highlights that the number of native animals recorded to date on the subject
site total 187, of which at least ten are protected in State and National Laws. This list of
fauna includes the long nosed Potoroo, which is listed under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection Biodiversity Act. There are also 29 species of mammals (including at
least 10 threatened species), and 19 species of reptiles were recorded. (73)
The respondent is concerned that 18 frogs were recorded (six of which are listed as rare
and threatened). The Wallum Froglet and the Wallum Sedge Frog would be impacted
severely by the C4 route alignment. "One population would become extinct and the other
significantly impacted" SIS Vol.2 Tugun Bypass EIS 2004-5. 220 bird species have also been
identified, of which fifteen have legislative National and State protection and seventeen have
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international protection under the China and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (CAMBA)
and the Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (JAMBA). (73)
The respondent is concerned that the site hosts 2 insect species previously presumed
extinct - the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly (only found at Cobaki and Jacob's Well) and the
Giant Dragonfly. The bushland is actually one of the last 2 remaining populations left in
Queensland of the rare Swordgrass Brown butterfly. This once common butterfly has
suffered a massive contraction of its distribution because of habitat destruction. The
butterfly has a substantial population here at Tugun, and will only survive as long as its food
plants remain. The road will destroy a substantial portion of the plant's population, and this
fragmentation of the remnant plants will exacerbate (73)
The respondent is concerned that the Cobaki Lakes and Tweed Heads West population of
the Long-nosed Potoroo, which would also be affected by the proposed bypass, has been
listed as endangered under the TSC Act. (74)
The respondent states that the Wallum Sedge frog is a species listed as vulnerable and is
protected by state and national legislation and listed in the IUCN Red Data Book yet we
have a situation where major projects and future planning by GCAL and QDMR are being
simultaneously undertaken with little or no acknowledgement of the combined effects of
these actions. The future scenario for the Wallum sedge frogs located on Commonwealth
land is total extinction. The direct impacts of road construction and airport development
combined with the real threat of altered pH, irreversible changes to hydrology, loss of
habitat and the introduction of pollutants all clearly point to this outcome. (74)
The respondent has expressed concerns that the removal of some 19.6 hectares of this
vegetation community is a significant loss to the area, which may be further compounded by
additional substantial (possibly total) clearing of the remnant community within the Gold
Coast Airport for the proposed Business Park. This vegetation type has dwindled to the
extent that is now listed as an Endangered Ecological Community by the NSW Scientific
Committee (2004b) and the NSW National Parks website lists tree species (Eucalyptus
robusta and Melaleuca quinquenervia) associated with this vegetation community that are
important food sources for a number of legislatively protected fauna species, including the
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus), the Common Blossom Bat (Synconycteris
australis), and the Yellow-bellied glider (Petaurus australis). These trees are included in
vegetation to be cleared and these protected species are recorded within the study area.
(74)
The respondent highlights that in addition to the listing of the Wallum Sedge frog, Litoria
olongburensis, species as vulnerable under the EPBC Act, as well as under Queensland and
NSW legislation, this species is also listed in the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature Red Data Book. (74)
The respondent wishes to highlight that page 107, Gold Coast Airport Runway Extension
Project Draft Major Development Plan 2004 (approved in December 2004) states ...all
areas in which the sedge frog has been found on airport land appear to be human made..."
and the conclusion is drawn, "This indicates (as is known from other areas in South-east
Queensland) that the Wallum Sedge Frog readily colonises and/or breeds in human-made
areas if Wallum vegetation is nearby". However the trial frog ponds commenced in 2002 and
referred to as "achievements" in the Draft Airport Environment Strategy 2004 and the final
Environment Strategy Document 2004 have proven to be a failure, indicating man-made
ponds fail to provide the necessary environment in which this species can survive. This is
confirmed in the Tugun Bypass EIS SIS Vol 1 page 36-2 where it states that the single trial
pond "has not been successful and land-holder permission and long-term security of these
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ponds is problematic". This same land holder is, in fact GCAL, whose Environment Strategy
Plan fails to mention this fact but continues to list the trialing of artificial ponds as an ongoing
management strategy (page 43). Griffith University researchers described to a public meeting
held on February 19th 2005 the highly specialised habitat requirements of the Wallum sedge
frog and how vulnerable this species is t o changes in hydrology, changes to pH and the
introduction of contaminants, all of which have been listed as possible consequences of
development, both in the EIS and in the draft GCAL Major Development Plan. They also
referred to mapping in the EIS showing where Wallum sedge frogs had been recorded and
noted that these points do not indicate abundance or breeding status of individuals, nor
whether these areas are used continuously or intermittently. Other research has found that
populations move from pond to pond as conditions change and they therefore may occupy a
series of localities over time. In addition, different ponds may be utilised at different stages of
the life cycle. (74)
The respondent states that in view of the fact that Wallum sedge frogs are limited in
distribution to Wallum heath habitats in coastal South-East Queensland and northern NSW
(Hero et al 2001), precisely the areas most heavily impacted by coastal development, the
loss of populations of this species in the study area must be viewed as significant. The
population abundance figures quoted in the EIS Vol 1 pages 29-2 and 29-3 refer to data
compiled between 1996 and 2000 and in the current study, frog species were only identified
by call. In our opinion the abundance of this vulnerable species on the mainland and
specifically in the study area lacks up to date assessment, especially with regard to the
enormous amount of coastal development that has taken place o r has been approved in
recent times. The current status of the Wallum sedge frog requires further scientific
investigation in order to prevent local or even total extinction. Habitat for this species is
threatened by numerous destructive processes (SIS Vol. 1 pg 29.1) and the C4 proposal,
combined with further development in the area is highly likely to result in the local
extinction of this species. The limited mitigation measures available for this species and the
failure to establish artificial ponds to which individuals could be relocated point to this
inevitable outcome. The EPBC ostensibly provides for protection of this species, not just in a
few isolated reserves but also throughout its habitat. (74)
The respondent is concerned that some frog sub-populations occur in the very area
earmarked by GCAL in previous studies as a future Business Park. See Fig. 1 I (GCAL Tugun
Bypass MDP 2004).The respondent has raised the issue of future developments at the
airport that will impact upon native flora and fauna but GCAL's response has been that such
proposals would be addressed at some future time as part of a Major Development Plan. On
page 17-10 of the EIS Vol. 1, it is stated that 100nn of the tunnel surface would be
revegetated, providing a linkage between the eastern and western sides of the airport. This
corridor would be reduced to a mere 20m. If the runway were to be further extended to
2858m., as is the stated intention of GCAL. It is highly unlikely that this strip could provide
any kind of fauna corridor, particularly if GCAL institutes the same mowing regime (to
ground level) as is maintained at the end of the current runway. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS purports to be a stand-alone document and that
"the content of some of the earlier reports has been superseded by newer work" (EIS Vol 1
pg. 1-7). The EIS put out in 2002 contained a report entitled "Amelioration and monitoring
measures for the conservation of herpetofauna along the proposed Tugun bypass" (Hero,
Shoo and Phillips 2001). In it the statement is made that "we know of no example where the
effectiveness of pond creation and under-road culverts has been assessed for any species of
reptile or amphibian in Australia." (page II). The current EIS does not include this statement
and offers no more up to date information but only discusses limited trials overseas as well
as the lack of knowledge of the effectiveness of various proposed mitigation measures. It is
acknowledged on page 29-11 (SIS Vol I) that limited mitigation measures are available for
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this species and that compensatory measures need to be re-examined, a process which may
include the investigation of purchasing known Wallum sedge frog habitat elsewhere. This is a
very vague proposal and one which offers no reliable protection to a species that is
threatened by the continuation of the threatening processes that have led to such a decline
in their number i.e. development and road construction. A true compensatory package
would have included such habitat at the outset. In respondents opinion, such a package
should by financed by all stakeholders whose projects are likely to negatively impact our
native flora and fauna. (74)
The respondent is concerned that of the six frog populations discussed in the EIS (SIS Vol 2
pages G2-3-4), one will be destroyed, one sub-population might be seriously affected and the
remaining sub-populations might be affected by habitat fragmentation, changes to hydrology
and pollution. See Fig I (Hero, Shoo and Phillips, 2001 in Vol 5 Appendix F) where it can be
seen that the fragmentation referred to is in fact the severance of a significant breeding
population (marked "2" in the Hero et al 2001 map referred to) from the three populations
of the present runway by the extension of the runway. (74)
The respondent has raised concerns about the Eastern Grass Owl (Tyto capensis)
(Vulnerable under TSC Act), stating that the SIS page G-2.80 refers to that fact that "habitat
appeared suitable for roosting and foraging prior to slashing". Ongoing slashing at the
existing airport runway has removed this vegetation and other remnants will be lost for
additional OLS clearing for the progressive extensions of the runway and provisions of blast
barriers. It is not clear from the SIS the location of similar vegetation in the area that is
proposed as part of a compensatory package, considering the numerous development
proposals for the area. (74)
The respondent feels that amelioration methods to ensure the survival of frog species
discussed in Hero et al 2001, stressed the importance of the establishment, trial and proven
success (as breeding sites) of at least 10 artificial ponds prior to the commencement of any
construction activities. This recommendation has not been met and accordingly the future
survival of both C. tinnula and L. olongburensis as well as other frog populations in the area
is seriously jeopardized. (74)
Concerns about the Green Thighed Frog (Litoria brevipalmata), stating that this species is
listed as rare in Queensland, vulnerable in NSW and endangered in the IUCN Red Data
Book, and has recently reported by researchers in the vicinity of the C4 route. This
information has come to light subsequent to the release of the EIS and additional studies
need to be carried out to determine the impacts construction of the road will have on this
population. (74)
Concerns about the Common Planigale (Planigale maculata) stating that a similar likelihood
of localised extinction exists for this listed species (vulnerable under TSC). Fig. 28.1 shows
that the known primary and secondary habitat along the southern end of the proposed
route lies directly in its path. Known seasonal habitat either lies almost entirely in the
immediate vicinity of the road or in the airport development precinct Severance,
destruction and disturbance of habitat present serious impacts to this. Again, possible
mitigation measures are limited and unlikely to succeed. This view is confirmed in Hero et al
(2000). (74)
Concerns about the Potoroo (Potorous tridactylus) stating that this species is listed as
vulnerable under NSW, Queensland and EPBC legislation and the Cobaki Lakes and West
Tweed populations have now been listed as an Endangered Population under TSC Act 1995.
The SIS only contains information relating to the Cobaki Lakes population and we suggest
further information on the West Tweed population should be made available in order that
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impacts of the C4 route and other cumulative impacts on this population may be assessed.
(74)
The respondent states that in an area of such exceptional biodiversity, where dozens of
fauna species will be affected by construction of the road and where some populations face a
distinct possibility of local extinction, threatening processes include:
Construction of a 4-lane highway, with the possible future addition of two extra lanes
•
Construction
of a bridge with footings set into the floor of Hidden Valley, habitat for a
•
number of legislatively protected species
A 20 meter cutting into the side of Tugun Hill
•
An
•
access road from the C4 route into the Airport Environmental Protection area
The
construction of the runway extension involving an unknown quantity of under
•
story will also be cleared. This includes Swamp Mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta) - 315
removed, 255 trimmed and Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia) — some 4260
trimmed. Both of these species are listed on the NSW National Parks website as
important food trees for the EPBC listed Grey-headed Flying Fox, the Squirrel Glider
(V, TSC Act) and the Common Blossom Bat (V, TSC Act) all of which are species
recorded in the EIA studies and which will be affected by construction of the road.
An
approved housing development of 2260 units (Cobaki Lakes) that will see the
•
removal of the habitat for the threatened Cobaki Lakes potoroo population
An approved Master Plan for the airport that includes a future Western Enterprise
•
Precinct (also habitat for a recorded nine species of frogs (Hero et al 2000) and a
future Business Park east of the extension. Studies for the latter suggested such
enterprises as turf farming and a glass-fibre workshop (Spiller Gibbins Swan 2001)this in an area described by Dr. Hero as a "biological goldmine" and providing habitat
for the nationally listed Wallum Heath Frog. (74)
The respondent has expressed concern about the SIS (pg G-2.2) states that the long-term
local extinction of the population of the Wallum Froglet (C. tinnula), is possible if negative
impacts from construction are not mitigated effectively. The impacts include the
fragmentation of the population into two, possible pollution of habitat and alteration to the
hydrological regime. Again the mitigation measures proposed are untested and may fail. It is
stated that some 429 hectares of habitat may be utilised by this species in the study area.
However 10% of this will be removed for construction, an unknown area will be impacted
by edge effects and it cannot be ascertained with certainty what proportion of the remainder
would or could be utilised, given that C. tinnula has very specific habitat requirements and
that "nothing is known about the movement patterns, home range or population dynamics
of "Wallum" frog species." (Hero et al 2000). (74)
The respondent states that while the C4 route only directly affects a small section of the
identified habitat (Fig 13.1, SIS Vol I) this shy and easily stressed species (Potoroo) will be
seriously affected by the disturbance of road construction activities. Dr Steve Phillips
reported at a public meeting held on 22/01/05 at Tweed Heads that the potoroo is so
susceptible to disturbance that it will not cross cleared ground. Hence the clearing of an
access road into the Cobaki Lakes development site has severed the Cobaki Lakes
population. Provision of the required access to either or both the C4 route and Boyd Street
is a matter under discussion but this development will cause serious disturbance to the
remnant population and it will have nowhere to flee. This is yet another example of
cumulative impacts integrally linked to the C4 route that are likely to cause the local
extinction of nationally and state listed species. (74)
The respondent states that the EIS clearly concludes the Bypass will decimate an existing
fragile environment rich in endangered species. The result will include extinction of species,
contamination of wetlands and acidification of our waterways. (79)
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The respondent is concerned that the biodiversity of this area is so rich that it needs to be
given conservation status immediately and preserved forever. The rare Swordgrass Brown
Butterfly (Tisiphone Abeona Morrisi) relies on specific plants for its food source that are
only located in this area. (80)
The respondent has expressed concerned about the species of flora (around 600 plant
species and 37 vegetation communities) and fauna - an ever expanding list. The respondent
states that what is even more worrying is the 15 rare, threatened or endangered plant
species (Two, in fact - the Scented Acronychia and the Swamp Orchid, protected under the
EPBC Act 1999) and at least 33 such animals, birds and insects in the hundreds of fauna
species in the patch of the proposed C4. (80)
The respondent believes that it must be notes that the human species, with its superior
brainpower and adaptability, is much more successfully relocated (without danger of
extinction) than our precious endangered species. (82)
The respondent is concerned that native animals including rare and threatened species will
be destroyed by the Tugun Bypass C4 route. (86)
The respondent highlights that there are: 186 species of native animals - 10 species
protected and State and National laws including the Potoroo under the Commonwealth
EPBC Act. 18 species of frogs including 6 listed as rare and threatened, "one population
would become extinct " SIS Vol. 2 Tugun Bypass EIS 2004/05. 220 species of birds which 15
have legislative State and National Protection under the China and Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (CAM BA) and the Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (JAM BA).
There are 2 insect species previously presumed extinct - the Brown Swordgrass Butterfly
and the Giant Dragon Fly. There are also 29 species of (86)
Concerned with the loss of endemic fauna of regional, national and international significance
as a result of the Tugun Bypass. (88)
The EIS recognises that the Long-nosed Potoroo may face local extinction from the
cumulative impacts addressed and it is concerning that numerous other endangered
communities and associated fauna are likely to be lost. It would be disastrous to proceed
unhindered with the destruction of the habitat of vulnerable species that are listed under
NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and Queensland Nature Conservation
(Wildlife) Regulation such as the Long-nosed Potoroo. (88)
4.4.5

Threatened and Significant Ecological Communities

The respondent is concerned about the destruction of vegetation along the route
particularly rare and threatened vegetation communities. (16)
The SIS states that the endangered ecological communities are subject to weed invasion, and
cites the Pony Club land as an example. Most of these coastal vegetation communities are
subject to rapid weed invasion, especially Swamp Oak forest and Swamp Mahogany
dominated forest, as they are fairly open in the understorey and have reliable groundwater.
The report states that a 10 year weed management plan needs to be developed by the
Tweed Shire Council, but no mention is made of a similar requirement for Gold Coast
Airport o r the State Government owned vegetation communities similarly affected. These
vegetation communities will have a steeply increased risk of rapid weed invasion through
exposure along the newly disturbed forest edges resulting from clearing for the road. (19)
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The SIS clearly confirms the conservation values of the vegetation in the path of the
proposed bypass road. As the report states, 3 of the vegetation communities are classified as
Endangered Ecological Communities under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act
As the report states, these communities have "high local conservation status". These
communities are only endangered now because of the continuing threatening processes
listed in the report; that include land clearing, fragmentation and degradation, land filling and
earthworks associated with urban and industrial development, and activation of acid sulfate
soils, all of which are processes in the construction of the bypass road. To allow this road to
proceed in its current proposed path through these endangered vegetation communities
would appear to be a clear indication to the community that the government is quite willing
to contribute to the continued decimation of endangered ecosystems, for the construction
of a mere road. (19)
The SIS states that the endangered ecological communities are subject to weed invasion, and
cites the Pony Club land as an example. Most of these coastal vegetation communities are
subject to rapid weed invasion, especially Swamp Oak forest and Swamp Mahogany
dominated forest, as they are fairly open in the understorey and have reliable groundwater.
The report states that a 10 year weed management plan needs to be developed by the
Tweed Shire Council, but no mention is made of a similar requirement for Gold Coast
Airport or the State Government owned vegetation communities similarly affected. These
vegetation communities will have a steeply increased risk of rapid weed invasion through
exposure along the newly disturbed forest edges resulting from clearing for the road. (19)
The respondent has expressed concern that the regenerating vine forest occupies I 0.6ha of
land in the study area with 0.6ha to be affected. As the status of this forest is Endangered
Ecological Community Littoral Rainforest no part should be destroyed or removed. (25)
The respondent has highlighted that although equating with a "No Concern at Present"
Regional Ecosystem the small size of this patch, its isolation from similar remnants and its
importance to species of conservation significance makes it highly significant to nature
conservation and therefore should not be impacted upon at all. (38)
The respondent wishes to highlight that although not mapped by the Queensland Herbarium
at a 1:100,000 scale, the affected area has been mapped in the Gold Coast City Nature
Conservation Strategy (GCCNCS) (Ecograph et al 1997), illustrated in Figure 2. The mapped
vegetation is considered Blackbutt Woodland / Open Forest and has been correlated with
Regional Ecosystem 12.7.15 described by Sattler & Williams (1996) as "Of Concern". This
Regional Ecosystem has since been superseded by 12.11.3 "Mixed tall open forest with
Eucalyptus siderophloia, E. propinqua on metamorphics +/- interbedded volcanics", Sattler &
Williams (1999) and is currently regarded of "No Concern at Present" (DNR, 2000).
Although this is largely a regrowth community it would be considered a valid Regional
Ecosystem under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 as it averages 70% of the
undisturbed height of the community, has more than 50% of the undisturbed canopy and is
composed of species characteristic of the undisturbed community. Ecograph et al's (1997)
mapping did not include the lowland rainforest present in Hidden Valley. This vegetation
type would be regarded as 12.11.11 "Araucarian microphyll rainforest on metamorphics +I
interbedded volcanics", (Sattler & Williams, 1999) which is currently regarded by the
Department of Natural Resources as of "No Concern at Present" (DNR, 2000). (38)
The respondent has expressed concern relating not only to individual species, but also to
the plant communities in which they exist. Lowland coastal forest has been so heavily
cleared in SE Queensland and Northern NSW that each small remaining fragment should be
restored and protected. The respondents believes that this road will decimate and fragment
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some of the last remaining remnants of any significant size, following habitat fragmentation
will be followed by weed infestation, fire, litter and road kill. (41)
Concern about the destruction of vegetation community of Coastal Heath, now listed as a
Threatened Regional Ecosystem. They should be preserved forever, as some of them are the
last found in the region. (43)
Concern about the destruction of vegetation community of Coastal Heath, now listed as a
Threatened Regional Ecosystem. They should be preserved forever, as some of them are the
last found in the region. (44)
Section 2 (Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest in the NSW North Coast Bioregion) - It is noted
that no threatened or species of conservation significance were recorded within the Swamp
Oak EEC. However, a brief review of the species maps may have been recorded within this
area. (52)
The DEC refers to Table 10.2. The impacts on state significant vegetation communities
should be updated to reflect recent additions of a number of Endangered Ecological
Communities to the TSC Act. (52)
Clarification is required on the actual area of saltmarsh within Pony Club (Crown) land to
rehabilitated. (52)
The respondent is very concerned about the destruction of the vegetation along the route
because there are few intact areas left of original coast heathlands. (56)
In regard to the Wallum Froglet, a number of benchmarks are required in order for the EIS
to be considered plausible: (1) ensuring that the core breeding habitats for Wallum Frog lets
are protected; and (ii) ensuring connectivity between and remaining breeding populations on
either side of the motorway (i.e. provide evidence to suggest the proposed tunnels will be
effective), (iii) providing suitable breeding habitat to translocate frogs from breeding ponds
that will be destroyed in the footprint of the proposed C4 route, before the start of
construction and habitat destruction, and (iv) receiving assurances that any proposed
developments (associated railway construction and GCAL development proposals) will not
further isolate and destroy remaining habitats for these species. (59)
The respondent highlights that the coastal lowlands that the proposed route will traverse
have arisen as a consequence of thousands of years of complex geomorphological and
hydrological processes. The end result of this is a number of ecological communities that
are, amongst other things, specifically adapted to seasonal variation in water availability. (59)
The respondent states that much of the proposed route traverses coastal lowland
vegetation communities of paperbark forests and coastal heath. In recent studies it was
discovered that over 90 % of these coastal forests in south east Queensland have been lost
through development and agriculture. Coastal heath is now classified as a threatened
regional ecosystem in Queensland because of its rarity and the ongoing threats. There is
only one reserve south of Brisbane of this heath at Pine Ridge Environmental Park. (62)
Vegetation communities along the route are classified as threatened ecosystems threatened
communities and should be valued as most important and threatened. (62)
The respondent believes that the threatened ecological communities in this area have
historical, cultural and environmental importance to all Australians. (63)
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The C4 corridor will impact on two regional ecosystems of State significance to Queensland.
(69)
The following actions are recommended to be implemented in regard to minimisation of
construction impact, habitat rehabilitation and post-construction revegetation for regionally
significant ecosystems:
Revegetate road edges and any other areas disturbed during construction with local
•
native plant species of appropriate plant community to minimise edge effects as well as
increase habitat connectivity and provide additional flora and fauna habitat;
Contain construction impact within the footprint as mapped on final approval;
•
Landscape roadside verges with plants grown from locally collected seed;
•
Minimising
construction access tracks and disturbed areas around bridge pylons at
•
Hidden Valley and, subsequently, revegetate with appropriate local species;
Revegetate disturbed areas located between remnant vegetation and mitigation
•
culverts with appropriate vegetation;
Undertake weed management in rehabilitation and revegetation areas (and elsewhere
•
on the site) to ensure native species dominate floristic composition. (69)
With regards to Significant regional ecosystems the comparison tables provided to assist in
aligning to the regional ecosystem framework are inconclusive. The latest EPA Herbarium
Regional Ecosystem (RE) mapping shows the following REs in the study area:
I 2.11.23 (Tall open forest of Eucalyptus pilularis) - Endangered;
•
12.
I I .3a (Tall open forest generally with E. siderophloia and E. propinqua) - Not of
•
concern
12.8.3 (Complex notophyll vine forest. Altitude <600m) - Not of concern;
•
12.8.8 (E. saligna or E. grandis tall open forest) - Of concern; and
•
12.11.1
(Simple notophyll vine forest often with abundant Archontophoenix
•
cunninghanniana ["gully vine forest") 1- Not of concern. (69)
The EPA has taken into consideration the bypass impacts on 'endangered' and 'of concern'
RE's. These impacts have had a bearing on the recommended compensatory measures
provided within their representation. (69)
The respondents objection arises from a detailed evaluation of the content of the
Environmental Impact Statement, specifically that the 3 ecological communities which would
be affected by the proposed bypass have been listed as endangered under the Threatened
Species Conservation Act I 995(NSVV). They are Swamp oak floodplain forest, Freshwater
wetlands on coastal floodplains and Swamp sclerophyll forest on coastal floodplains. (71)
The respondents objection arises from a detailed evaluation of the content of the
Environmental Impact Statement, specifically that the 3 ecological communities which would
be affected by the proposed bypass have been listed as endangered under the Threatened
Species Conservation Act I 995(NSVV). They are Swamp oak floodplain forest, Freshwater
wetlands on coastal floodplains and Swamp sclerophyll forest on coastal floodplains. (72)
The construction of the runway extension will encroach upon the Freshwater wetland
ecosystem, recently gazetted as an endangered ecological community in NSW. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the rail link in the proposed corridor will cause additional
destruction of significant vegetation of Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest, and Swamp Oak
Sclerophyll Forest and fauna species in the loop area from the runway tunnel to the airport
terminal area. These forests are listed as Endangered Ecological Communities on Schedule 1
Part 3 of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act. (74)
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The respondent is concerned that three ecological communities that would be affected by
the proposed bypass have been listed as endangered under the Threatened Species
Conservation (TSC) Act 1995 (NSW). These are: Swamp oak floodplain forest, Freshwater
wetlands on coastal floodplains and Swamp sclerophyll forest on coastal floodplains. (74)
The respondent states that the clearing of this Swamp Sclerophyll Forest vegetation
community for the construction of the Tugun Bypass, combined with the cumulative impacts
of other developments dependant on this route being approved would mean that even more
of this endangered community has been lost, together with the associated fauna that utilise
it, some of which are themselves listed as vulnerable. (74)
The respondent has expressed concerns that the removal of some 19.6 hectares of this
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest vegetation community is a significant loss to the area, which may
be further compounded by additional substantial (possibly total) clearing of the remnant
community within the Gold Coast Airport for the proposed Business Park. This vegetation
type has dwindled to the extent that is now listed as an Endangered Ecological Community
by the NSW Scientific Committee (2004b) and the NSW National Parks website lists tree
species (Eucalyptus robusta and Melaleuca quinquenervia) associated with this vegetation
community that are important food sources for a number of legislatively protected fauna
species, including the Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus), the Common
Blossom Bat (Synconycteris australis), and the Yellow-bellied glider (Petaurus australis).
These trees are included in vegetation to be cleared and these protected species are
recorded within the study area. (74)
It is stated in the SIS pg. 33-1 that, " the Queensland Department of Main Roads and NSW
Roads and Traffic Authority are not a land management agency". The purpose of two road
authorities concerning themselves with Reserve 53960 over such an extended period. It is
suggested that such an activity as "rehabilitation of Swamp Sclerophyll Forest" should, if
required, more properly fall under the control of NSW Parks and Wildlife. It is also
questioned clarification of the location on "16.8 hectares of Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on
Pony Club land" that is proposed for rehabilitation, as the distribution map (fig 3.1) indicates
that virtually the entire stand of this community (on Lot 319) lies within the footprint and
will be destroyed through clearing. (74)
Much of the studies were completed in 2001 with relevant recommendations to minimise
loss of habitat and associated impacts on threatened species and in fact the EIS infers many
times the alignment has been realigned to minimise the impacts on these values. However,
last year the alignment was moved further west now encroaching further into the Cobaki
endangered ecological communities. (79)
The respondent states that the vegetation communities that support this flora and fauna paperbark forest and coastal heath are becoming extremely scarce, and coastal heath is
classified in Queensland as a threatened regional ecosystem. (80)
There are 37 different forest types called vegetation communities, ranging from rainforest to
low dense coastal heath no longer found anywhere on the Gold Coast. (86)
The proposed route will impact upon 3 distinct vegetation communities, namely the Swamp
Oak Floodplain Forest, Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains, and Freshwater
Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains. All three of these communities are listed as Endangered
Ecological Communities (EECs) under the NSW TSC Act (1995). (88)
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4.4.6

Compensatory Habitat

The respondent believes that the compensatory habitat purchased by Main Roads would not
provide for or conserve the fauna. (16)
The SIS refers to the extent of similar vegetation communities in the compensatory habitat,
but no mention is made that under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act, these
vegetation communities are already afforded a level of protection. (19)
The respondent highlights that on page 4-7 of the SIS there is a reference to a
"compensatory habitat package in the local area" to "preserve similar native vegetation" to
the Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains. However the respondent states that the
proposed compensatory habitat proposed by the Queensland Government does not actually
include any such similar vegetation community. Where is this similar native vegetation that is
being proposed as compensatory habitat? (19)
The respondent highlights that "in NSW compensatory habitat MAY include...." This should
read 'would' include as 'may' infers that compensatory habitat is not guaranteed. The
'preferred' compensatory habitat has no value or security of tenure or management.
Furthermore "SEPP 14 wetlands is generally compensated at a ratio of 10:1". This is not
acceptable as no part of a wetland should be developed or destroyed. (25)
In regards to Section 34.1 of the SIS Volume 1, the respondent believes that the erection of
fencing around part of Cobaki Lakes developments is not sufficient to keep out cats and
dogs. There needs to be fencing around all of development. The respondent also highlights
that "compensatory land package is under consideration". If this package is not implemented,
what is the alternative consideration?. The respondent also comments "mosaic patch
burning" — the dense forest should not be considered safe for mosaic burning and as
regrowth rate would be high, what is the point of endangering all forest unless this patch
burning plan is to further escalate development. (25)
The respondent has highlighted that no comprehensive survey of compensatory habitat has
been undertaken. A detailed survey of this land should be undertaken to at least the level of
those carried out along the bypass route - only then can the possible compensatory nature
of the habitat on sites to the south and west be properly evaluated. The compensatory
habitat will probably contain a much reduced species richness, with many of the threatened
species present along the C4 route being absent, therefore the term compensatory habitat is
misleading, and as stated earlier without a comprehensive survey is mere conjecture. (36)
The respondent highlights that the proposed route provides habitat for 186 Native animals
(excluding birds), 10 of which are protected under State and Commonwealth legislation.
The proposed compensatory habitat land on the SW shore of Cobaki Broadwater will be
totally ineffective in mitigating the impact of road construction on existing populations, in
particular the frog species and the Potoroo. (41)
The respondent does not believe that the compensatory habitat bought by the Department
of Main Roads will provide for the animals that live about the route including 18 species of
frogs, 220 species of birds as well as the rare and threatened species. (43)
The respondent does not believe that the compensatory habitat bought by the Department
of Main Roads will provide for the animals that live about the route including 18 species of
frogs, 220 species of birds as well as the rare and threatened species. (44)
The respondent does not believe that the compensatory habitat bought by Main Roads will
provide for conserve the 186 species of native animals that are within the area. (47)
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The respondent highlights that although the compensatory habitat offered in exchange has
some merit, it is substantially different, and is without any of the colourful and diverse heath
vegetation. (47)
The respondent considers the land that has been bought to compensate for the destruction
is not a solution. (51)
The DEC refers to Section 10.8 (Compensatory Habitat Package) Justification is needed
for the use of a 30m strip as being the area of edge effects. The DEC position is that a width
of 50m (and potentially greater) is the most likely area effected by edge impacts. (52)
It is noted that additional information may have become available since last discussions on
the compensatory habitat package, therefore it is suggested that this package may need to be
updated to reflect this information. (52)
Section 34 (Compensatory Habitat) Please note DEC comments about the compensatory
habitat proposal, particularly given the need to update based on recent information. (52)
It is noted that the compensatory habitat document appears to have been updated since
2001, however details of this recent document (i.e.: 2004) may not have been forwarded to
DEC. Therefore the DEC suggests that further liaison be undertaken regarding clarification
of the proposed compensatory habitat package. This is particularly relevant due to a number
of statements made within the EIA about additional proposals. (52)
Section 10.0 (Dealing with Environmental Impacts of the Development) - Please be aware
that continued discussions are likely to be undertaken over the proposed compensatory
habitat to ensure that the package most appropriately deals with the potential/known
impacts of the development. (52)
The respondent feels that the proposed compensatory habitat does not reflect the diversity
of the existing habitat that is doomed for extinction, and does not amount to adequate
compensation or provide sufficient reason to continue along this western path. (57)
The respondent highlights that while the matter of acquiring compensatory habitat is
commendable, in this instance it falls far short of that required to replace what will
otherwise be lost in the event that the road proceeds as planned. (59)
The nominated area does not contain representative examples of those wallum communities
that will be most adversely affected by construction of the road. More importantly,
populations of most of threatened fauna species known to occur within the road corridor
(e.g. Potoroos, Wallum Sedge Frogs, Wallum Frog lets, Green Thighed Frogs etc) are not
present. (59)
A t the very least, the EIS should demonstrate that any area identified as compensatory
habitat should have a "at least or better' representation of the abovementioned habitat or
the threatened fauna/flora species it supports. (59)
The respondent feels that the remainder of the compensatory habitat is not coastal heath
and displays no soil characteristics compatible with the corridor lands. (62)
The respondent is concerned that JAMBA & CAMBA sites are not contained in the
compensatory habitat. (62)
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The respondent believes that the some of the compensatory habitat is contained in the
three triangles shown in Figure 16.5 page 16-13 of the EIS Main Volume 1, is absolutely
useless. (62)
The respondent states that although the Compensatory Habitat offered in exchange for the
loss of this wonderful bushland has conservation values, it is substantially different, and
without any of the colourful and diverse coastal heath. (62)
The respondent feels that the compensatory habitat has some eucalyptus forest, but is in
reality and majority a working goat farm and incomparable to the loss of the C4 lands. (62)
The respondent believes that it is self evident these fragmentary areas provide no
compensatory habitat for land based mammals, amphibians or reptiles. (62)
The respondent believes that any compensatory habitat will not be a viable life option for
these animals. (63)
The respondent feels that the compensatory habitat in no way meets the needs of the plants
and animals threatened by the proposed C4 route. (66)
In our view, all ecologically sensitive and endangered species of both plants and animals will
be far better off following the implementation of the compensatory habitat provisions than
they were before the bypass was even a proposal. They are more likely to suffer ill effects
from vandals and wild and domestic animals than they will from any road works associated
with this project, and the compensatory habitat and fencing protection to be afforded to
them will improve there well-being and chances of survival. (68)
Reliance is placed on the purchase of compensatory habitat in NSW to match habitat lost.
However, there will be a net habitat loss for the long-nosed potoroo and wallum froglet.
(69)
Compensatory measures for species of state significance should include integration of
elements aimed at providing broader landscape value compensation for regionally significant
species. (69)
It is acknowledged that opportunities for purchase of like-for-like compensatory habitat for
the species of concern are limited due to their restricted representation in QLD. (69)
Acquisition of compensatory habitat for the long-nosed potoroo is recommended. (69)
It is recommended to acquire compensatory habitat for the Wallum froglet. (69)
Habitat suitable for the long nosed potoroo and the wallum froglet is absent in the
compensatory habitat package proposal presented in the Environmental Impact Statement.
(69)
The respondent feels that it is important to bear in mind that according to various,
specialists, it is not possible to successfully transfer fauna species to other compensatory
areas, as most fauna species are very territorial and rely on a special type of habitat to exist.
(70)
The respondent believes that the land offered by the Tugun Alliance is considered not to be
compensatory as it is not similar to or better than the C4 route area in environmental
values. (71)
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The respondent refers to a newspaper article from the Courier Mail, Edition 1 MON 31
JAN 2005, Page 003 Experts battle bypass decision. By: Greg Stoiz The respondent highlights
the following sections: Plans to offset the loss of 7Iha of environmentally significant land with
76ha of compensatory habitat were 'ludicrous" because they were "completely different"
types of vegetation. (71)
The respondent feels that the C4 route should not be approved, Tweed resident groups will
be recommending that blocks A & E off Piggabeen Road should be purchased by NSW
Government for inclusion in the existing Tweed Estuary Nature Reserve. (71)
The respondent states that although blocks A & E in Figure 10.9 of the EIS Main Volume 1,
are significantly different to those of the C4 route in environmental values the NSW
Government has previously been requested to purchase similar lands around the Cobaki
Broadwater. (71)
The respondent states that on the information available (EIS and TSC Strategic Plan 1995)
the Tugun Alliance compensatory land package thus to meet the NSW Roads and Traffic
Authority requirements on at least one of its main policies that possible compensatory
habitat should be similar to or better than key habitat. (71)
The respondent states that Block C in the EIS Main Volume I (inaccurately described as
Tweed Canal Estate) On the C4 route map Block C (approx 4.7 hectares) is located in an
island area surrounded by the 6 lane capacity C4 Highway Route, the Kennedy Drive
Interchange, a distributor road to the Gold Coast Highway and the exit road from the under
Runway tunnel to Tweed Shire Roads. (72)
The respondent states that on the information available (EIS and TSC Strategic Plan 1995)
the Tugun Alliance compensatory land package thus to meet the NSW Roads and Traffic
Authority requirements on at least one of its main policies that possible compensatory
habitat should be similar to or better than key habitat. (72)
The respondent states that although blocks A & E in Figure 10.9 of the EIS Main Volume 1,
are significantly different to those of the C4 route in environmental values the NSW
Government has previously been requested to purchase similar lands around the Cobaki
Broadwater. (72)
The respondent believes that land offered by the Tugun Alliance is considered not to be
compensatory as it is not similar to or better than the C4 route area in environmental
values. (72)
The respondent states that the Tugun Alliance is currently assessing environmental values of
the compensatory land package at Piggabeen Road. It is unknown whether cultural values are
also being assessed. Tweed Shire Council (Interim Strategic Plan 9 March 1995) describes
one block as Area "B" "Contains an area of approximately 30 hectares immediately north of
the Piggabeen Road diversion. Land is basically a ridge between two wetland areas". "If the
land was released it would only represent a minor expansion to the West Tweed Heads
West area ". The land has been used as a goat farm for some years and is well grazed and
protected by electric fences. Part Block A (Approx.34.8 hectares) Piggabeen Road Tweed
Shire Council (interim Strategic Plan 9 March. 1995) describes the other Piggabeen Road
block: "There is no current information on the habitat significance of the northern section of
this land, and it is hoped that the AKF Study will clarify this point" (AKF Australian Koala
Foundation) Although Koala studies were carried out (EIS Vol 5 Main Volume 5, Technical
Paper 12 compensatory habitat page 10) during the years 1993 2001 The Tweed Shire
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Council (TSC) has just recently destroyed the principal habitat of the last known Tweed
Heads area of breeding koalas near Anconia Street during their preliminary construction of
the so called Pigabeen Road Deviation. (72)
The respondent is concerned that in Block C the EIS proposes "to offer compensatory
habitat for the Wallum Sedge Frog (Litoria olongburensis)" and "it is strategically located to
act as a buffer from edge effects and future development for the nearby Swamp Orchid
Colony. The site is located next to the Tweed Heads Bypass and is (72)
The respondent states that (Block E - Ganter Block 6.3 hectares off Piggabeen Deviation
Road) "Block 3 is adjacent to Block A Block E contains approx 3.4 hectare of SEFP 14
.
wetlands". "The remainder of the block (less than 40%) comprises cleared exotic grassed
areas'. "The site is not particularly diverse but contributes substantially to the compensatory
SEPP 14 wetland habitat in the compensatory package and allows for greater connectivity
along the Cobaki and Terranora Broadwaters, through Cobaki Creek" (EIS Vol 5 Main
Volume 5, Technical Paper 12 compensatory habitat page 12). (72)
The respondent states the C4 route should not be approved, Tweed resident groups will be
recommending that blocks A & F off Piggabeen Road should be purchased by NSW
Government for inclusion in the existing Tweed Estuary Nature Reserve. (72)
The respondent refers to a newspaper article from the Courier Mail, Edition 1 MON 31 JAN
2005, Page 003 Experts battle bypass decision. By: Greg Stoiz. Dr Hero said plans to offset
the loss of 7Iha of environmentally significant land with 76ha of compensatory habitat were
'ludicrous" because they were "completely different" types of vegetation. (72)
The proposed compensatory measures are grossly inadequate considering the high
conservation and biodiversity values of the proposed C4 bypass route habitat. (73)
The respondent states that from information received from scientific researchers familiar
with the area we have formed the opinion that this compensatory package is "pseudocompensation" for the following reasons: that Block C is small, isolated and was until very
recently the site of a sandblasting operation. It is suggested in the EIA Vol. 1 that a small area
of I ha. contains W a l l = heath regrowth and may be considered for the construction of
artificial frog ponds. Given the lack of success thus far in creating these ponds and the size
and isolated nature of the site, this compensatory measure will have little or no value.
Similarly Block E consists of a cleared goat farm with a population of 60 animals. No
understorey remains and rehabilitation of this site is likely to be expensive and unlikely to
provide habitat for biodiversity for a lengthy period to come. Also Block A has been similarly
impacted by the presence of goats and it is not clear whether fencing has been erected to
protect the reported environmental values of this site. It has undoubted values as a koala
habitat and as such would be a valuable acquisition for NSW Parks and Wildlife in order to
give greater protection to this icon species as well as to consolidate the environmental
protection of the Cobaki Lakes system. However the landscape consists of a considerable
area of eucalypt hillside, which is not habitat for any of the more significant fauna species
impacted by C4 i.e. long-nosed potoroo, Wallum Sedge Frog, Wallum Froglet. Some value
might exist for bird species but this would logically mean that it is already utilised by bird
populations and would not necessarily provide roosting sites/ food sources/foraging habitat
for additional individuals displaced from the C4 study area. Finally there is no discussion of
the level of protection the package would receive, what agency would have jurisdiction and
how rehabilitation and maintenance would be financed. (74)
The respondent states that should the project be given approval, it our recommendation
that the package be expanded to include adequate funding for the necessary costs associated
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with the establishment and management of an area protected for its environmental values,
including fencing, weed and feral animal control and fire protection. In addition agreement
should be sought from the appropriate government agencies to assume responsibility for the
area in the long term. (74)
The respondent highlights that compensatory habitat is supposed to be equal to or better
than habitat lost. The biodiversity area that will be destroyed or detrimentally impacted by
the C4 route is acknowledged as being of national significance and it has not been
demonstrated that the compensatory habitat offered can truly compensate for the loss of
significant species and populations. (74)
The respondent has raised concerns about the Eastern Grass Owl (Tyto capensis)
(Vulnerable under TSC Act), stating that the SIS page G-2.80 refers to that fact that "habitat
appeared suitable for roosting and foraging prior to slashing". Ongoing slashing at the
existing airport runway has removed this vegetation and other remnants will be lost for
additional OLS clearing for the progressive extensions of the runway and provisions of blast
barriers. It is not clear from the SIS the location of similar vegetation in the area that is
proposed as part of a compensatory package, considering the numerous development
proposals for the area. (74)
The respondent feels that the EIA is deficient in that it fails to provide adequate information
on the vegetation communities, fauna and flora of the proposed sites, other than to claim
that it shares 10 vegetation communities in common with key habitat to be removed as part
of the proposal. It is our understanding that the environmental values of the sites have not
been fully assessed and the studies are only now underway. (74)
It is acknowledged on page 29-1 I (SIS Vol 1) that limited mitigation measures are available
for this species and that compensatory measures need to be re-examined, a process which
may include the investigation of purchasing known Wallum Sedge Frog habitat elsewhere.
This is a very vague proposal and one which offers no reliable protection to a species that is
threatened by the continuation of the threatening processes that have led to such a decline
in their number i.e. development and road construction. A true compensatory package
would have included such habitat at the outset. In the respondents opinion, such a package
should by financed by all stakeholders whose projects are likely to negatively impact our
native flora and fauna. (74)
The respondent welcomes the proposal to offer a compensation package for the adverse
effects on flora and fauna. However, the proposed package is inadequate in a number of
respects. The so-called block C in the EIS Main Volume 1, page 10-48 would be of very
limited value and its contribution should be heavily discounted given that the proposed road
itself would cause it to be largely isolated from the bulk of the natural areas in the vicinity.
This is particularly a problem because the only workable connection would depend on
future management of land by the airport operators, including the cover over the tunnel.
Secondly the majority of block E consists of exotic grassland, and could only contribute to
compensation once it was rehabilitated to a considerable extent. Sizable parts of block A
also consist of exotic grassland or other weedy plant communities. The package should
include a commitment to the preparation and implementation of a suitable rehabilitation plan
for these blocks that provides for the control of weeds, the assistance of natural
regeneration and planting of suitable native species where needed. Thirdly, the package does
not include for the permanent protection and appropriate management of buffer between
the proposal and areas of high conservation value in NSW immediately north of where the
proposal crosses the border. It is reasonable to expect that the proponent purchases and
dedicates these lands, and it would have the additional benefit of precluding urban
development at an a location that would be inappropriate for a number of reasons. Also the
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package does not include arrangement with the NSW government and the aboriginal
claimants to crown land north of Cobaki Lake to secure the conservation management of
those crown lands in perpetuity. (75)
The 70ha compensatory habitat does not support any of the rare or threatened species and
these lands have nothing in common with the lands to be impacted upon with the C4 route.
(79)
The compensatory habitat proposed as a mitigation measure for the destruction of these
EECs is inadequate. Information indicates that the 'compensatory habitat' for the Freshwater
Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains in fact contains no similar native vegetation. (88)
It is also unclear if the soil characteristics of compensatory habitat areas are compatible with
the areas they are to replace. (88)
The fragmented nature of the proposed compensatory habitat is also concerning, as such
fragmented areas do not provide adequate habitat for land based mammals, amphibians and
reptiles. (88)
Adequate assessment of proposed compensatory habitat areas should pre-empt approval to
ensure the suitability and readjustment for the fauna, especially with regard for native frogs
that occur in this community. (88)
4.4.7

Wildlife Corridors

A 'problem' interface exists at the possible narrow 'island' reserve if that reserve is allocated
as a faunal corridor. Some form of separation would be necessary as fauna tend to shy away
from interacting in the same environment as humans. It may be that the fauna corridor may
need some form of fencing. (6)
The Tugun Bypass would form a major barrier to the current overland travel by native
fauna. (6)
Native fauna currently interact between Tugun Heights Conservation Park and both the
Cobaki Wetlands and the Border Ranges. Unless some form of protection is afforded to a
safe travel corridor for fauna movement between the Cobaki Wetland and the Border
Ranges, the ecological integrity of the Tugun Heights Conservation Park would be severely
compromised. (6)
A greenspace corridor reserve exists to the west of urban development on Clancy Court
and Mirreen Drive, but this would become a long narrow 'island' once the Bypass is
completed. Whether this corridor is sufficient as a fauna corridor is unknown, but it
warrants further investigation between Main Roads and Gold Coast City Council. If the
greenspace is sufficient as a fauna corridor, it should be protected from domesticated
animals and human interference to afford that facility. Such a corridor would link under the
Bypass 'overbridge' designated for 'hidden valley'. This could allow some semblance of a
faunal linkage. (6)
Respondent has put forward a proposal requesting an underpass/corridor for wildlife traffic
to pass under the proposed Tugun Bypass Highway at or near Mirreen Drive Tugun. The
respondent has had discussions with project officers and who considered that the
proposition feasible, as there is a tract of land at the end of Mirreen Drive that, if
revegetated, would allow for this track to pass under the highway at or near this point,
which would assist in the free movement of animal traffic. (22)
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The respondent highlights that the value of this area to fauna movement has not been fully
investigated. The EIA does not explore the specific needs of ground dwelling fauna
(significant or otherwise) to utilise such a narrow link. The EIA concedes that "Indirect
impacts would be associated with shading under the bridge and hydrological impacts. These
impacts may alter some vegetation communities over the longer term." No guarantee is
provided in the EIS that vegetated cover will be provided the cover of vegetation and debris
under such a structure facilitates movement (DMR, 2000; Moore & Moore, 1999). It is
anticipated that there will be a significant reduction in vegetated cover under the proposed
bridge due to poor conditions for plant growth thus significantly reducing the effectiveness
of the corridor. (38)
The protection of Hidden Valley and the Tugun - Currumbin Hill Linkage to date has
ensured the maintenance of numerous species of conservation significance and the capacity
for fauna to move freely across an ever fragmented landscape. Although some disturbance
has occurred in this area surrounding Hidden Valley in the past the core habitat has been
protected with surrounding areas allowed to regenerate unhindered by permanent gaps
and/or structures. The Bypass would not see that this is maintained. (38)
The respondent has expressed concern that the only allowance for the maintenance of this
significant link that the proposed Bypass offers is under the Hidden Valley bridge providing a
mere width of 105m. This is inadequate to allow for movement of all fauna likely, to be
utilising the linkage. (38)
The respondent highlights that one of the Implementation Recommendations of the
GCCNCS is to purchase key land parcels in corridors. Tugun Hill situated centrally along
the Tugun Currumbin Hill Linkage was recently purchased by Gold Coast City Council. The
ecological value and strategic purchase of this property will be severely compromised by the
proposed Bypass. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the proposed route intersects the Tugun Currumbin Hill
Linkage identified in the GCCNCS as a "Major Linkage". The GCCNCS notes that "it is of
critical importance that these corridors be sustained in the longer term and effectively
managed to retain their viability and function". (38)
The respondent states that the study site is situated in a critical point of the corridor. That
is, not only is there a significant narrowing in the linkage at the point, through which the
Bypass is proposed, but also it is situated at the juncture of the Cobaki Broadwater and
McPherson Range links. The proposed bypass will dissect the
continuous link to the coast. (38)
The respondent has expressed concern that although the Pacific Highway impacts the
corridor to the north of Tugun Hill the significant "cut" of the proposed bypass will have a
greater effect and will sever the link to the south of Tugun Hill. (38)
The respondent feels that currently providing both habitat and corridor functions the
Blackbutt Forest will be severely disrupted by the proposed 21m deep "cut". Research has
shown that a slope of 30° and 1m in height presents a barrier to most fauna (Moore &
Moore, 1999) and fauna that manage to enter the roadway often can not escape. (38)
The respondent states that the most appropriate
Linkage" identified in the GCCNCS is that directing
The preferential option is a bored tunnel, as this
vegetation even though it will have long term affects
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The second option is the construction of a cut and cover tunnel followed by immediate
revegetation of the fill. Although unlikely to create a vegetation community resembling the
current community it will maintain the linkage in sonic form. The use of such measures in
order to maintain connectivity is not a new concept. In an 8km length of the Austrian A4
motorway six 100 m wide vegetated overpasses and four underpasses have been provided
for both bustard and deer (Litzka, date not provided). (38)
The respondent states that the cover of vegetation and debris under such a structure
facilitates movement (DMR, 2000; Moore & Moore, 1999). It is anticipated that there will be
a significant reduction in vegetated cover under the proposed bridge due to poor conditions
for plant growth. Although this may not exclude the movement of fauna it will no doubt
significantly reduce the effectiveness of the corridor. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the area through which the road reserve runs is in itself a
"Major Linkage" as identified in the Gold Coast City Nature Conservation Strategy. (38)
The respondent is concerned that Figure 9.10 of the EIA does not recognise the virtually
continuous vegetated link from Cobaki Broadwater to Currumbin through Reedy Swamp,
Hidden Valley and Tugun Hill, nor does it show the vegetated link along the Queensland 1
New South Wales border, but instead maps corridors through fragmented habitats north of
Cobaki as a Sub Regional Link. The Gold Coast Nature Conservation Strategy clearly
identifies the Tugun Currumbin Hill Linkage as a "Major Linkage" and as such worthy of
preservation. (38)
The respondent has included the list of recorded species in the vicinity of the site within
Queensland Wildnet. The respondent states that although this list includes species that are
not associated with ecosystems present on the subject site, such as swamp areas or littoral
habitats, it provides an indication of the high diversity of species in the area and therefore
the need to maintain effective corridors. (38)
The respondent states that the current bypass design will effectively isolate the only link
from Currumbin and Tugun Hill through to the McPherson Range and Cobaki Broadwater
the only unbroken link available through a 100m wide band under the Hidden Valley Bridge.
Cut and fill batters to the north of Hidden Valley and the large cut batter to the south are
highly likely to result in a barrier for fauna. Research has shown that a slope of 30 degrees
and 1m in height presents a barrier to most fauna (Moore & Moore, 1999) and fauna that
manage to enter the roadway often can not escape. (38)
The respondent highlights that research has demonstrated that the gaps as narrow as that
under the Hidden Valley bridge will not provide an adequate link for the diversity of species
likely to be utilising the area. The cutting will surely result in high faunal mortalities and
isolation of populations. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the subject site has been identified as highly significant by
the GCCNCS in terms of its floristics, ecological significance and corridor linkages. Recent
studies have demonstrated that the area is significant for rare and threatened species of flora
and fauna and provides valuable habitat for other species of significance. Evidence shows that
the area is actively being used by fauna and is an important faunal link and will continue to
serve this vital function for a variety of species including the listed Long nosed Potoroo,
Potorous tridactylus found in the vicinity of the site. Evidence must be shown that the
bypass will not affect the long term survival and expansion of the population of this
significant species in the area. (38)
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The respondent states that it is relevant that since the introduction of these Planning
Schemes, the Gold Coast City Council has produced a Nature Conservation Strategy for the
City, which has now been embodied in the draft Gold Coast Planning Scheme 2002. This
strategy suggests that the subject area forms part of a "Major Linkage" between the
hinterland and the coastal environments. Few such linkages currently exist and it is "of
critical importance" that their viability be retained in the longer term. (38)
The respondent highlights Mr. Francis from Chenoweth EPLA comments "The road will
isolate the Tugun Hill population of the Common Planigale maculata and compromise the
metapopulation the Bush Rat Rattus fuscipes of Hidden Valley. Nearby were smaller
populations of the species, which suggests that Hidden Valley provides the core population
from which peripheral populations are established. Severing the corridor will disrupt, if not
destroy the movement of this species." (38)
The respondent submits that there is a once in a lifetime opportunity available to the State
Government to be environmentally responsible and to preserve the environmental and
ecological significance of the "Major Linkage". It would represent an extremely damning
legacy for the State Government if they failed to resolve the difficulties faced in a reasonable
fashion." (38)
The respondent wishes to raise that the Tugun - Currumbin Hill link is the only vegetated
corridor between the McPherson Range and the coast. This link is further illustrated in
Appendix A, Figure 8, which also delineates the significant link between the Cobaki
Broadwater and Currumbin through the subject site. The GCCNSS stipulates that "linkages
particularly between coastal and inland areas are essential to maintain connectivity between
different ecosystems and landscapes, and to provide a conduit for faunal movement. (38)
The project proposal is located within a SEQ bioregional corridor. The bypass will negatively
affect the function of the corridor at both the regional and local levels. (69)
The C4 corridor will impact on a State significant bioregional wildlife corridor to
Queensland. (69)
It is recommended to retain all feasible existing remnant and non-remnant vegetation to
provide connectivity, especially for birds and arboreal mammals, at key locations including:
From Tugun Hill Conservation Area through to Hidden Valley; and
•
In
the alignment from Hidden Valley to the border. (69)
•
The respondent states that there is discussion in Vol. 5 of the value of this package in
providing fauna linkage. Previous comment from QDMR in response to our submission on
the 2002 EIS was that fauna links were viewed as corridors primarily for avifauna. We seek
confirmation that this is the view of the Tugun Bypass Alliance as, although there is
reference to "fauna corridors" (Vol. 5 pg. 21), there are limitations to the "continuous
linkage" between the areas referred to which does not provide fauna (other than avifauna)
with the connections implied because: Block C will be separated on the southern, eastern
and western boundaries by roadworks and may ultimately be bounded on the north by the
proposed airport Business Park. The linkage to Block E is impeded by Cobaki Creek and
proposed industrial areas in Tweed West. There is no final proposal for linkage between
Tugun Hill and land west of the highway. No link has been constructed at present at the
Stewart Road interchange and only two frog underpasses are proposed as amelioration
measures. (74)
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The respondent states that a mammal species recorded at the south/east end of the airport
clearly indicating that they use this corridor between the estuary has not been identifies in
the EIS. (79)

4.5
4.5.!

Heritage
Assessment Methodology and Documentation

It is quite extraordinary that the Queensland Government report on aboriginal heritage
values, released in a Statement and related documents, about the C4 route is at considerable
odds to the views now expressed publicly by the Griffith University team of two Professors
(biologist and botanist) and their students, who are committed supporters of the SOLAH
group strongly objecting to the Bypass. (3)
The Eastern Yugambeh make the following observations regarding the Cultural Heritage
Assessment conducted by Bonhomme, Craib & Associates:
The report does not make any robust statement as to the cultural heritage value of
•
the project site.
The report is contradictory and open to substantial criticism in terms of
•
methodology and execution.
The
manner in which the consultants undertook the assessment has come under
•
substantial criticism by members of the local Aboriginal Community.
The report does not provide sufficient information for the development of a Cultural
•
Heritage Management Plan.
The
recommendations made in the Technical Paper are supported by neither the
•
report itself nor the local Traditional Owners.
The report fails to address the requirements of Queensland cultural heritage
•
legislation.
The
report arguably does not fulfil the requirements of the Environmental Planning
•
and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). (II)
Substantial criticism of the EIS, in particular Technical Paper Number 15, Cultural Heritage
Assessment. (I I)
The technical paper notes that a 'surface survey' occurred over the area which is subject to
the proposed construction. The technical paper notes that poor visibility hampered the
ability to locate artefacts in places. It is a failing of the assessment that the consultants did
not make efforts to improve visibility. ( I I)
The consultant indicates that the possibility of burials being located in the Bypass corridor is
low due to previous ground disturbances. This view cannot be supported as burials have
often been found in highly disturbed areas. The recent discovery of skeletal material at
Hollywell demonstrates that highly disturbed areas may still hold Aboriginal burials which
may be disturbed during construction. It is a failing of the Technical Paper that the consultant
has not recommended procedures to greatly reduce the possibility of unexpected sites being
located during construction. Though it may be difficult to determine exactly where burials
may occur, the discovery of Aboriginal skeletal material is an event that would be best to
occur prior to construction commencing. (II)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route firmly believes
that it is time that the indigenous community undertake their own Cultural Heritage
Assessments for the following reasons:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It will lessen the risk that what the indigenous community says is interpreted in other
ways.
The indigenous community know the consultation processes and protocols.
The indigenous community are comfortable discussing these matters amongst
themselves.
The indigenous community won't be governed by other people's time frames.
The indigenous community are capable of providing a comprehensive, professional
report to the relevant authorities.
The indigenous community have more of an idea who should and should not be
involved.
The indigenous community are the experts in their own heritage. (II)

Traditional Owners who accompanied the consultants on the surface survey have raised
concerns regarding the areas visited and also regarding the manner in which the survey was
conducted. (II)
Recommendation 4 is the only reference in the entire report where test pitting is
recommended but the consultant has failed to provide any outline as to how and to what
extent this should be carried out. This type of work is very labour intensive and can prove
very costly to the client if carried out over an extended period. Therefore, an outline of the
proposed research methodology should have been, included in this report. (II)
If extensive subsurface testing is not carried out at selected locations prior to construction
then the possibility of burial material being located during construction is extremely high.
Experience shows that a single Aboriginal burial located during construction can cause major
disruptions to work schedules. A series of burials may delay construction for an indefinite
period. It is therefore demonstrably prudent that a thorough procedure of subsurface testing
is carried out well in advance of construction commencing. (II)
The technical paper notes numerous environmental factors that would indicate a very high
possibility of burials existing in the study area, including the commercial sand extraction that
has occurred within the study area. The types of sandy ridges on which commercial
operators have carried out sand extraction activities are often the same locations where
Aborigines have previously placed burials. Since the conduct of the assessment, numerous
members of the local Aboriginal community members have raised concern regarding the
high possibility of burials existing in the area. Note: In the context of the entire
representation and the cultural heritage assessment, the expression 'very high possibility' in
regard to the existence of burials should be read as 'very low possibility'. (I 1)
The consultant first visited the study area without Aboriginal community representatives.
Their knowledge of the area could have proved useful in speeding up her orientation of the
site. (I I)
The guidelines produced as Appendices A and B to the EIS state 'Direct, indirect, short-term
and long-term, temporary and irreversible, adverse and beneficial effects should be discussed
and quantified where possible'. It states that where mitigation measures are proposed,
details of that mitigation including predicted effectiveness of the mitigation measures, any
statutory or policy basis, and the cost of the mitigation measures must be included. Such
details have not been included in either the EIS or the corresponding Technical Paper
Number 14. The recent construction of Oxley Drive, Hollywell conducted by Main Roads
provides an example of the complications which skeletal finds can bring to construction. To
not discuss nor plan for such eventualities does not appear prudent. (1 1)
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In answering the four interrelated principles of ESD, the EIS states 'The environmental
assessment process has ensured that no known items or areas of cultural significance would
be damaged or destroyed as a result of the proposed bypass'. It further states 'it is unlikely
that the proposed bypass would have any long-term effects that would degrade the cultural
heritage resources for future generations'. It is suggested the Aboriginal cultural heritage
assessment done to date cannot support these statements. Rather, concern exists regarding
the areas viewed during the surface survey, the consultants by their own admission had
difficulty with visibility and no subsurface testing has been done (despite both local
knowledge and numerous environmental factors indicating such testing is prudent). (11)
Eastern Yugambeh Limited attached a previously submitted discussion paper on the
legislative provisions of cultural heritage assessments and management plans. The discussion
paper outlines the legislative provisions which govern cultural heritage studies and
management plans in Queensland. Specifically the discussion paper deals with the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 which came into force in Queensland on 16 April 2004. This Act
significantly changes the management of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage within Queensland,
particularly affecting the means by which Aboriginal cultural heritage is identified, its
significance determined and managed. The inclusion of the previously submitted discussion
paper was to strengthen the argument that the EIS and Technical Paper did not adequately
address the Aboriginal cultural heritage. (II)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route described the
Cultural Heritage document as seriously flawed and she seriously questions their findings.
There are many conflicting and misleading statements. An example in the original report is
found on page 19 where traditional owner representatives state that" the development
should not be located across the plain" yet, on page 46 it states that "no sites or issues were
identified that impose significant constraints on the proposed development". On the same
page, Ms MacDonald was offended to read, though the consultants consider a major
constraint would be the discovery of burials, that the consultants consider the likely
occurrence of burials as rated as low to moderate along the proposed transport corridor.
This is incorrect because the indigenous representatives repeatedly raised concerns about
the burials in this corridor. Does this mean that indigenous burials are less important and
can be desecrated and relocated without a second thought? It would be an offence to
desecrate a burial in a cemetery, indigenous burials are no less important. One needs to
consider the recent events where a decapitation occurred, we do not want that t o happen
again. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted that the
report contained a lack of other written historical evidence from old newspapers about this
exact area, which was provided to them by her. (I I)
Considering the high possibility of burials existing in the Bypass corridor it is a failing of the
report to not develop a research methodology to greatly reduce the possibility of burials
being unexpectedly discovered during construction. (I I)
Ian Fox in response to a request to provide assistance regarding the cultural heritage
assessment of Aboriginal sites and places which are likely to be impacted with the proposed
construction of the C4 Tugun Bypass describes relevant historical and reference documents
that are not listed within the assessment. These include:
The notes and official communication of surveyor Francis Edward Roberts, who in
•
1864 surveyed the NSW/Queensland border.
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•
•
•

A transcribed address to the Lower Tweed River Historical Society by Keith Farrell in
1989.
The recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood, who describes a camp with Aboriginals
near Kirra in 1869.
A first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun described by JG Appell on 25
July 1885. (11)

The consultants admit that it is difficult to determine if subsurface material exists. However,
it is a failing of the consultants' methodology that no attempt was made to improve ground
visibility nor to carry out test excavations to assist in determining if subsurface material was
present. (11)
Section 4.5.2 'Survey states that commercial sand extraction has occurred within the study
area. The report fails to make the crucial link that the types of sandy ridges where
Aborigines placed burials are often the same locations that commercial operators later
carried out sand extraction activities. (11)
Despite what the EIS and Technical Paper Number 14 repeatedly state, the Queensland
Environmental Protection Agency no longer have responsibility for sites of Aboriginal
cultural heritage significance, and have no role in their management. (11)
Recommendation 5 states that 'if any unexpected non indigenous cultural heritage items are
encountered during the course of construction works, work should cease and the
Queensland Environment Protection Agency and/or NSW Heritage Office be contacted,
depending on jurisdiction'. The client should be very cautious of endorsing a report that
makes such a statement, as items such as fence posts, surveyors pegs, bottle tops or pieces
of broken glass are all by statutory definition "cultural heritage items". If this
recommendation is followed then construction will have to cease on a regular basis and
government agencies contacted before work can commence again. (11)
Ms McDonald and Ms Summers have advised that the bora-ring referred to in the Technical
Paper was destroyed in the 1940s. If the bora-ring has since been destroyed then the
consultant should have supplied details how and when it was destroyed and also made some
attempt to determine the exact location of the site in relation to the proposed Bypass route.
11
Ian Fox in response to a request to provide assistance regarding the cultural heritage
assessment of Aboriginal sites and places which are likely to be impacted with the proposed
construction of the C4 Tugun Bypass described the assessment as being similar in format to
many scientific and archaeological based surveys. The report's conclusions and
recommendations are therefore focused on the physical impact of the proposed
construction footprint. The report does not provide a clear assessment of impact on the
area's cultural values to the Aboriginal community today. For example, your knowledge that
members of the Aboriginal community continue to use the area to the present day, for
gathering traditional foods and expressing their cultural traditions. (11)
Ian Fox in response to a request to provide assistance regarding the cultural heritage
assessment of Aboriginal sites and places which are likely to be impacted with the proposed
construction of the C4 Tugun Bypass suggests a clearer understanding of the true value and
significance of the Airport location to Aboriginal people is possible by reference to historical
documents and sources not mentioned in the report. (11)
The documents are deficient unless they state which Act regarding indigenous heritage
applies to the project and why it applies. (I I)
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The approach suggested by the consultants to determine the presence of cultural materials
is an extremely inadequate attempt to locate subsurface material. (11)
Sections 1.7 Significant Sites and 1.7.1 Significance of Known Sites in the Study Area could be
cut and pasted and used in any archaeological report anywhere in Australia. (11)
The document on which Main Roads may rely is incapable of providing any certainty of
process during project construction. The Technical Paper is so deficient that it would not be
capable of either developing or implementing an agreeable Cultural Heritage Management
Plan. Similarly, the Technical Paper is so deficient it is not possible for the Traditional
Owners to support its recommendations. It is of vital importance that Main Roads and the
Traditional Owners have an agreed methodology to move forward. (11)
The statement that 'no historic structures or materials have been identified along the
proposed transport corridor' is not correct, as there is no doubt that historic sites will be
disturbed by the proposed development. Sites such as the remains of old roads, drains,
fences, survey markers, scarred trees and modifications caused by rubbish dumps, sand
extraction and pastoral activities exist within the study area. Even if these sites are deemed
to have no heritage significance, they are still by statutory definition 'cultural sites'. This
section should have acknowledged the existence of these sites and then demonstrated why
these sites do not require protection or preservation. (II)
It would have been useful for the consultant to include a copy of the 'project information
sheet' referred to in the above paragraph as an attachment to this report. (11)
Unfortunately there is limited connection between the consultation reported at Section 1.5
of the Technical Paper and the issues reported at Section 1.6. This is a major failing of the
report as the issues raised should lead to the recommendations and subsequently to the
cultural heritage management plan. (I I)
There is no credible reason for mentioning the 1993 study by Peter Kuskie. The
methodology used by Peter Kuskie involved driving in a vehicle from Rochedale to
Coolangatta. During his brief travel he inspected on foot approximately 16 specific areas that
he identified as being of interest. All of these areas were in the vicinity of watercourses, so
of course 'all sites were located in close proximity to watercourses'. The closest site to the
Tugun Bypass that Kuskie found was at Nerang, and the nearest area that he inspected was
at Mudgeeraba. It needs to be questioned how an archaeologist can survey such vast region
and only find five Aboriginal sites. (II)
A bora-ring located between Boyd Street and the airport boundary was photographed in
June 1986 by Michael Aird. The Technical Paper makes no reference to this bora- ring. (11)
The transitional provisions of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 may apply to the
Tugun Bypass proposal. As such the duty of care, cultural heritage study and management
plan provisions of that Act may not be applicable to the Tugun Bypass project. This issue
should be clarified, including determination of the governing process in the event of an
Aboriginal cultural heritage find during, prior to, or during construction. This is another area
whereby in failing to clarify this position the EIS makes a critical error. This issue needs
clarification. (I I)
Poor ground visibility is acknowledged in Section 4.2.1 Survey Constraints as being a major
constraint to finding archaeological material. Again, it is a failing of the consultants'
methodology that no attempt was made to improve ground visibility nor t o carry out test
excavations to assist in determining if subsurface material was present. (I I)
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Section 3.1.1 Aboriginal Use of the Rainforest could be cut and pasted and used in
archaeological reports anywhere in southern Queensland or northern New South Wales.
I I)
A bora-ring is in itself a very important Aboriginal site. Even if it has been destroyed this
report should have included details of any information that is known about this site. (11)
O f the five recommendations, the recommendation to 'prior to any ground clearance the
following areas (Figure 4.4) should be tested by auguring or shovel pit testing for subsurface
deposits...' is the closest to providing a practical suggestion for dealing with physical
artefacts. However, a quick glance at Figure 4.4 clearly highlights the magnitude and
impracticality of this recommendation. (II)
In developing the Technical Paper the consultants met with Ms Jackie McDonald. It is a
glaring failure of the paper that it does not provide any detail of these meetings. (11)
The EIS provides conflicting advice regarding what legislation governs Aboriginal cultural
heritage management in Queensland. Under item 2 Approvals Process for the Proposal, the
EIS does not list any relevant legislation for Queensland. This is despite the fact that relevant
entries are made for both Commonwealth and New South Wales jurisdictions earlier in the
item (it notes the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Commonwealth), the Native Title Act 1993 (Commonwealth), Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Commonwealth), National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974 (NSW) Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (NSW)). Under Table 2.1 the EIS notes that
the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Queensland) applies to the proposal. Technical
Paper Number 14 advises the Cultural Records (Landscapes Queensland and Queensland
Estate) Act 1987 (Queensland) governs the management of Aboriginal cultural heritage in
Queensland. In failing to clarify this position the EIS makes a critical error. This issue needs
clarification. (11)
Technical Paper Number 14 report makes no reference whatsoever to the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Queensland). (11)
The indigenous heritage consultants are unable to make any reliable comment on the
probability of finding any items of significance to the local Aboriginal people during
construction. (11)
The report does not indicate whether any attempt was made to improve ground surface
visibility or carry out controlled ground disturbance to gain a better understanding of the
possibility of subsurface material being located during construction. This is a fundamental
failing in the Technical Paper as it undermines all considerations for cultural heritage
management on this project. It could be argued the effect of the consultants' statement is
that they have not conducted a sufficiently thorough assessment of the area and are
therefore unable to make any robust assertion as to either the probability or possibility of
significant cultural heritage finds during construction. There is a logical follow-on in terms of
potential for last minute amendments to the design and the near certainty of delays during
construction. (II)
The archaeologists indicate that burials may be found in a relatively undisturbed section of
the study area, but fails to give an overview of the possibility of the existence of burials in
the more disturbed areas. It needs to be noted that there are several examples of Aboriginal
burials been found in highly disturbed sites throughout the Gold Coast. These include an
area that has being used for sand extraction at Bundall and also the Broadbeach burial
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ground was located in an area that was subject to sand extraction. More recently Aboriginal
skeletal material was found in a highly disturbed road corridor at Oxley Drive, Hollywell.
(11)
Ian Fox in response to a request to provide assistance regarding the cultural heritage
assessment of Aboriginal sites and places which are likely to be impacted with the proposed
construction of the C4 Tugun Bypass describes documents referenced in the Tugun Bypass
Alliance Report which contain additional relevant information that was not presented within
the Technical Paper. These are:
Robert Longhurst's book on Southern Gold Coast history in 1996.
•
Two previous archaeological reports for the Bypass area by J Hail, 1990, and S Collins,
•
1999, place greater emphasis on the area's cultural 'sensitivity than that provided in
Technical Paper Number 15. (II)
Even though the archaeologists are recommending testing for subsurface cultural deposits
the suggested approach is insufficient in detail to form the basis of a scope of work. (11)
It would have been useful had photographs of the two scarred trees immediately the fibro
house at the Tweed heads Pony and Hack Club been included in the report so that others
would have the opportunity to form an opinion as to the origin of these tees. It is well
known that scarred trees have often been associated with Aboriginal burials. (11)
The logical follow-on of the indigenous assessment in terms of potential for last minute
amendments to the design could result in the near certainty of delays during construction.
(11)
Regarding the possibility of subsurface cultural material it is suggested that a more efficient
and cost effective scope of work for subsurface investigation could include augers as well as
test cores. There could also be controlled ground disturbance using mechanical assistance,
such as bobcats or excavators as well as several small test excavations. (11)
The latest edition of the Technical Paper Number 14 report was produced in June 2004,
after the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Queensland) came into force. The
Technical Paper Number 14 report makes no reference whatsoever to the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Queensland). Perhaps the transitional nature of the C4 Bypass
proposal ensures the transitional provisions of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003
(Queensland) applies. However, if that were the case, the consultants should have at least
issued an update or addendum. (11)
The statement that burials cannot be predicted from surface inspection or random
subsurface testing is not correct, as burials can at times be located by carrying out surface
inspections, particularly in areas of erosion or recent disturbance. Burials may also be
located if controlled subsurface testing is carried out in specific locations. (11)
The technical paper is contradictory in that it implies it is not possible to identify burials
through random subsurface testing, however it does recommend subsurface testing. The
consultant has failed to provide any outline as to how and to what extent this should be
carried out. The type of work suggested is very labour intensive and can prove very costly
to the client if carried out over an extended period. (II)
The report prepared by Eastern Yugambeh Limited describes numerous environmental
factors that would indicate a very high possibility of burials existing in the study area.
Further, advice from the local Aboriginal community members indicates a very high
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possibility of burials existing in the area. However, the Technical Paper rates the possibility
of burials being found as being low to moderate. (1 1)
It appears that the consultant was not responsible for answering calls to the freecall number.
Although the Technical Paper gives the impression the cultural heritage consultants were
not responsible for answering calls to the free call number, it is unsure who did in fact take
the calls. It is also unsure as to whether or not the third party answering service had any
experience in dealing with Aboriginal cultural heritage issues. It is also an omission that the
Technical Paper makes no mention of any person availing themselves of this service. (1 1)
Should a third party consultant be required to implement the Technical Paper suggestion to
test at 50m intervals there is every chance they would find nothing. That is not to say there
are no burials to be found, merely that the suggestion is not sound in terms of
archaeological methodology. (1 1)
This report fails to provide an overview of the possibility of human burials being unearthed
during construction and the specific areas where this might occur. (II)
The report has failed to properly carry out 'reference to the potential for sites to occur and
for subsurface material to be present and a recommended approach to their treatment'.
Throughout the report conflicting opinions are given as to the possibility of subsurface
material being found during construction. The report fails to give an overview of the
possibility of subsurface human burials or other sites being disturbed during construction
and also fails to identify the locations where this might occur. (1 1)
Numerous recent studies in the Gold Coast vicinity are proving that surface inspections fail
to identify the genuine potential for cultural heritage artefacts. (II)
Section '1.2 Historic and Proposed Earthworks' states that commercial sand extraction has
occurred within the study area. The report fails to make the crucial link that the types of
sandy ridges where Aborigines placed burials are often the same locations that commercial
operators later carried out sand extraction activities. (1 1)
It is a failure of the Technical Paper that the finding with regard to burials is not supported
by either the content of the report itself, nor by the consultation for the purpose of the
assessment. (II)
The report states the likely occurrence of burials is rated low (p4- 13) and elsewhere as low
to moderate. The assessment regarding burials is at odds with the comment (p1-16 in the
first dot point), " ...the general opinion of the Traditional Owners was that the potential for
grave sites in the general study area was high." (II)
The statement that the discovery of burials cannot be predicted from surface inspection or
random subsurface testing within the technical paper is not correct, as burials can at times
be located by carrying out surface inspections, particularly in areas of erosion or recent
disturbance. Burials may also be located if controlled subsurface testing is carried out in
specific locations. (II)
It appears that the area around the fibro house at the Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club
was inspected in response to comments made by Ms McDonald. But the consultants failed to
give a professional opinion as to the possibility of finding burials if controlled subsurface
disturbance or test excavations were to be undertaken. Ms McDonald states she provided
the consultants with references, including historical references, through which the location
of the burial could be located. The Technical Paper makes no reference to these details. (11)
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The respondent is concerned that the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment has selectively
referenced reports, resulting in an impression that previous findings and recommendations
have received fair consideration. This is obviously not the case. The strength of comment
and evidence presented in previous reports has not been included or conveyed in Technical
Paper Number 15. This raises the question of whether the Assessment authors did
objectively and fairly appraise Aboriginal cultural values for this proposal. (28)
The respondent is concerned that Technical Paper Number 15 provides no construction
methodology or recommendation for salvage of cultural heritage material should the C4
Bypass Proposal proceed. The respondent comments that it is apparently assumed that only
cultural material identified in past archaeological surveys will be located, although the
possibility of buried skeletal remains "cannot be discounted". The respondent believes that
the Assessment authors have not sought advice from the Aboriginal community, nor made
recommendations, should human remains be located and disturbed. This is despite previous
archaeological assessments and oral history from members of the Aboriginal community that
ancestors are buried in the corridor area. (28)
Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and contradictory information about the
probability of disturbing human remains and implies that cultural deposits are primarily of
archaeological or scientific interest. The community disputes statements made in the
Assessment that the likelihood of burial discovery is low to moderate. No comments or
recommendations concerning Aboriginal community expectations and their preferred
procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given. (28)
The respondent comments that in assessing cultural heritage the authors of Technical Paper
Number 15 appear to have misunderstood their Aboriginal informants who have identified
and insisted the numerous archaeological sites to the west of the Airport are one place.
Dots on a map do not represent culture for Aboriginal people, without supporting
information, explanation, stories, and recognition of their spiritual values. Threading a bypass
route between known archaeological sites will inevitably devalue and destroy "Murraba's"
strong cultural identity. (28)
The respondent wishes to draw attention to the following historical documents and sources
that contain information relevant to the C4 Tugun Bypass proposal and are neither
referenced nor discussed in the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment. The respondent
comments that they clearly provide a history of regular large gatherings of traditional
Aboriginal people along the Tugun sand plain, a fact that is well known among today's
Aboriginal community, but apparently ignored by the Assessment authors.
The journals of Joseph Banks, on Wednesday 16 May 1770, referred to "many fires on
•
an extensive plain in which we supposed there to be a lagoon" when the Endeavour,
under the command of James Cook, was abreast of the coast and north of Point
Danger. The fires are thought to be indicative of a large Aboriginal camp behind the
fore dune.
In 1823 the explorer Oxley sighted "natives collecting along the shore in great
•
numbers" as his vessel, the Mermaid, was near Point Danger. Journals also record
"about 200 Aborigines (armed with spears) assembled on Fingal Head" as the Mermaid
departed.
In an official letter to the Surveyor General on 13 August 1840, Robert Dixon, during
•
his survey from South Passage to the Richmond River, wrote of his sighting of "a very
whose numbers must be above 300 ....and they had a
large encampment of natives
....
corobery the night before." Dixon's location at the time was between Tallebudgera
Creek and Point Danger.
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The notes and official communication of surveyor Roberts, who in 1864 surveyed the
NSW/Queensland border, record his preference for local Aboriginal people to assist
his work. Roberts used local Aboriginal names for topographic features along the
survey route.
In 1885 JG Appell gives a first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun and
identifies its Aboriginal name, "Murraba" (also spelt "Murawba"), when describing his
observations (Logan Witness, 25 July 1885). This is the same name given by surveyor
Roberts to a nearby topographic feature along the NSW/Queensland border.
The recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood describe an Aboriginal camp north of Kirra
and near the mouth of Coolangatta Creek in 1869. Kirkwood tells of "boomerang
throwing, feasting, and war dances, plus the mysterious disappearance of a tribal
member in the nearby lagoon" (Queens!ander Newspaper, 10 July 1924). In more
recent years the lagoon has been in filled to make way for the airport and runway
construction.
Members of an original European family, who settled the Tugun Currumbin area, have
provided first hand accounts to the Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum. They
speak of their close association and contact with individuals from the local traditional
Aboriginal community. In particular they speak of the location and disturbance of
Aboriginal burials in the area and their deep respect of cultural displacement, which
came with the arrival of greater numbers of Europeans. (28)

The respondent has expressed concern that the Cultural Heritage Assessment states that as
a result of consultation, background research and survey "informants identified no sites of
significance outside the National Estate area with the exception of the location of the now
destroyed bora ground.. " The respondent states that this statement is strongly denied,
. .
and in any event is contradicted two paragraphs later by "The Traditional Owners consulted
have indicated that the environment and the sites, which occur, are interrelated and
therefore they believe the whole area is significant in terms of indigenous issues." Site
information given to the Assessment authors was not included in their report. They claim in
fact that no new sites were located during the field surveys. (28)
The Technical Paper claims to have included "a review of literature to identify relevant
archaeological, anthropological, historical and other cultural heritage data ...." Under a
following heading in this submission, 'Historical References', at least seven historical
references and documents are identified, which contain important information, but are
apparently ignored by the Assessment authors. (28)
The respondent highlights that as a result of community concerns a subsequent
'supplementary' Cultural Heritage Survey, (agreed to by the Queensland Department of
Main Roads) was undertaken by members of the Aboriginal community. This survey, after
just three days, identified a significant number of 'new' cultural sites along the proposed
route that are within the road corridor footprint. The Assessment authors appear to be
dismissive of the cultural integrity of sites along the proposed route claiming that "Land
reclamation and reshaping has been extensive much of the surface of the plain along the
proposed transport corridor within the airport boundary is quite different from its natural
state." It follows that significant portions of the proposed corridor are not disturbed, and
these areas may retain high cultural and high environmental values. No clear attempt has
been made to either map or identify these areas which retain much of their natural state,
and therefore, judgments about site integrity within these areas must be regarded as merely
speculative. It is apparent that disputed evidence exists for exactly which areas of the
proposed route have, or have not, been disturbed. (28)
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The respondent is concerned that the Cultural Heritage Assessment does not fairly reflect
the values, views or wishes of the traditional owners and wider Aboriginal community. The
documentation can be construed as misquoting statements made by Aboriginal people and
to be patronising in its discussion concerning Aboriginal beliefs and cultural values. The EIS
Cultural Heritage Assessment does not recognise any ongoing relationship between the
areas traditional owners and their strong spiritual and historical associations and attachment
with their country. There is no reference to the fact that Aboriginal descendants have
continued to express their cultural traditions within areas of the proposed bypass route to
the present day. (28)
Under the Assessment heading 'Consultation' reference is made to research at the local
History Library at Southport and "revealed that there was no known historical material
along the proposed corridor." This is not surprising as Southport can hardly be regarded as
"local ". The Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum and Research Centre, located
approximately one kilometre from the proposed route, does however have a significant
amount of information, including transcribed interviews with the descendants of the Tugun
areas first European settlers. (28)
The respondent comments that Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and
contradictory information about the probability of disturbing human remains and implies that
cultural deposits are primarily of archaeological or scientific interest. The community
disputes statements made in the Assessment that the likelihood of burial discovery is low to
moderate. No comments or recommendations concerning Aboriginal community
expectations and their preferred procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given.
(28)
The respondent comments that Technical Paper Number 15 appears to provide no
recognition of continuing cultural association and present day use of the proposed bypass
area by members of the Aboriginal community. (28)
Under the Assessment heading 'Consultation' reference is made to research at the local
History Library at Southport and "revealed that there was no known historical material
along the proposed corridor." This is not surprising as Southport can hardly be regarded as
"local ". The Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum and Research Centre, located
approximately one kilometre from the proposed route, does however have a significant
amount of information, including transcribed interviews with the descendants of the Tugun
area's first European settlers. (32)
The Cultural Heritage Assessment does not fairly reflect the values, views or wishes of the
traditional owners and wider Aboriginal community. The documentation can be construed
as misquoting statements made by Aboriginal people and to be patronising in its discussion
concerning Aboriginal beliefs and cultural values. The EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment does
not recognise any ongoing relationship between the areas traditional owners and their
strong spiritual and historical associations and attachment with their country. There is no
reference to the fact that Aboriginal descendants have continued to express their cultural
traditions within areas of the proposed bypass route to the present day. (32)
The EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment has selectively referenced the above reports, resulting
in an impression that previous findings and recommendations have received fair
consideration. This is obviously not the case. The strength of comment and evidence
presented in previous reports has not been included or conveyed in Technical Paper
Number 15. This raises the question of whether the Assessment authors did objectively and
fairly appraise Aboriginal cultural values for this proposal. (32)
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Technical Paper Number 15 provides no construction methodology or recommendation for
salvage of cultural heritage material should the C4 Bypass Proposal proceed. It is apparently
assumed that only cultural material identified in past archaeological surveys will be located,
although the possibility of buried skeletal remains "cannot be discounted." The Assessment
authors have not sought advice from the Aboriginal community, nor made
recommendations, should human remains be located and disturbed. This is despite previous
archaeological assessments and oral history from members of the Aboriginal community that
ancestors are buried in the corridor area. (32)
Technical Paper Number 15 appears to provide no recognition of continuing cultural
association and present day use of the proposed bypass area by members of the Aboriginal
community. (32)
The following historical documents and sources that contain information relevant to the C4
Tugun Bypass proposal and are neither referenced nor discussed in the EIS Cultural Heritage
Assessment. They clearly provide a history of regular large gatherings of traditional
Aboriginal people along the Tugun sand plain, a fact that is well known among today's
Aboriginal community, but apparently ignored by the Assessment authors.
The journals of Joseph Banks, on Wednesday 16 May 1770, referred to "many fires on
•
an extensive plain in which we supposed there to be a lagoon" when the Endeavour,
under the command of James Cook, was abreast of the coast and north of Point
Danger. The fires are thought to be indicative of a large Aboriginal camp behind the
fore dune.
In 1823 the explorer Oxley sighted "natives collecting along the shore in great
•
numbers" as his vessel, the Mermaid, was near Point Danger. Journals also record
"about 200 Aborigines (armed with spears) assembled on Fingal Head" as the Mermaid
departed.
In an official letter to the Surveyor General on 13 August 1840, Robert Dixon, during
•
his survey from South Passage to the Richmond River, wrote of his sighting of "a very
whose numbers must be above 300 ....and they had a
large encampment of natives
....
corobery the night before." Dixon's location at the time was between Tallebudgera
Creek and Point Danger.
The notes and official communication of surveyor Roberts, who in 1864 surveyed the
•
NSW/Queensland border, record his preference for local Aboriginal people to assist
his work. Roberts used local Aboriginal names for topographic features along the
survey route.
In 1885 JG Appell gives a first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun and
•
identifies its Aboriginal name, "Murraba" (also spelt "Murawba"), when describing his
observations (Logan Witness, 25 July 1885). This is the same name given by surveyor
Roberts to a nearby topographic feature along the NSW/Queensland border.
The
recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood describe an Aboriginal camp north of Kirra
•
and near the mouth of Coolangatta Creek in 1869. Kirkwood tells of "boomerang
throwing, feasting, and war dances, plus the mysterious disappearance of a tribal
member in the nearby lagoon" (Queenslander Newspaper, 10 July 1924). In more
recent years the lagoon has been in filled to make way for the airport and runway
construction.
Members of an original European family, who settled the Tugun/ Currumbin area, have
•
provided first hand accounts to the Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum. They
speak of their close association and contact with individuals from the local traditional
Aboriginal community. In particular they speak of the location and disturbance of
Aboriginal burials in the area and their deep respect of cultural displacement, which
came with the arrival of greater numbers of Europeans. (32)
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The Technical Paper summary claims to have identified "Aboriginal Traditional Owners,
Native Title Claimants and other indigenous interest groups" to undertake "relevant cultural
heritage field surveys in conjunction with the relevant Traditional Owners to identify and
record significant cultural heritage sites". These claims are disputed by the Aboriginal
community because information provided to the authors is from some selected informants
and not all information given is included in the Assessment. (32)
Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and contradictory information about the
probability of disturbing human remains and implies that cultural deposits are primarily of
archaeological or scientific interest. Statements made in the Assessment that the likelihood
of burial discovery is low to moderate are disputed by the community. No comments or
recommendations concerning Aboriginal community expectations and their preferred
procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given. (32)
The Assessment states that as a result of consultation, background research and survey
"informants identified no sites of significance outside the National Estate area, with the
exception of the location of the now destroyed bora ground". This statement is strongly
denied, and in any event is contradicted two paragraphs later by "The Traditional Owners
consulted have indicated that the environment and the sites, which occur, are interrelated
and therefore they believe the whole area is significant in terms of indigenous issues." Site
information given to the Assessment authors was not included in their report. They claim in
fact that no new sites were located during the field surveys. (32)
As a result of community concerns a subsequent 'supplementary' Cultural Heritage Survey,
(agreed to by the Queensland Department of Main Roads) was undertaken by members of
the Aboriginal community. This survey, after just three days, identified a significant number
of 'new' cultural sites along the proposed route that are within the road corridor footprint.
The Assessment authors appear to be dismissive of the cultural integrity of sites along the
proposed route claiming that "Land reclamation and reshaping has been extensive much of
the surface of the plain along the proposed transport corridor within the airport boundary is
quite different from its natural state." It follows that significant portions of the proposed
corridor are not disturbed, and these areas may retain high cultural and high environmental
values. No clear attempt has been made to either map or identify these areas which retain
much of their natural state, and therefore, judgements about site integrity within these areas
must be regarded as merely speculative. It is apparent that disputed evidence exists for
exactly which areas of the proposed route have, or have not, been disturbed. (32)
Technical Paper 15 claims to have included "a review of literature to identify relevant
archaeological, anthropological, historical and other cultural heritage data...." Under a
following heading in this submission, 'Historical References', at least seven historical
references and documents are identified, which contain important information, but are
apparently ignored by the Assessment authors. (32)
In assessing cultural heritage the authors of Technical Paper Number 15 appear to have
misunderstood their Aboriginal informants who have identified and insisted the numerous
archaeological sites to the west of the Airport are one place. Dots on a map do not
represent culture for Aboriginal people, without supporting information, explanation,
stories, and recognition of their spiritual values. Threading a bypass route between known
archaeological sites will inevitably devalue and destroy "Murraba's" strong cultural identity.
(32)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the Aboriginal heritage studies conducted so far,
have relied on surface observation only. There has been no comprehensive assessment of
what lies beneath the present ground surface. (33)
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The EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment has selectively referenced reports, resulting in an
impression that previous findings and recommendations have received fair consideration.
This is obviously not the case. The strength of comment and evidence presented in previous
reports has not been included or conveyed in Technical Paper Number IS. This raises the
question of whether the Assessment authors did objectively and fairly appraise Aboriginal
cultural values for this proposal. (42)
The Technical Paper claims to have included "a review of literature to identify relevant
archaeological, anthropological, historical and other cultural heritage data..." Under a
following heading in this submission, 'Historical References', at least seven historical
references and documents are identified, which contain important information, but are
apparently ignored by the Assessment authors. (42)
The Cultural Heritage Assessment does not fairly reflect the values, views or wishes of the
traditional owners and wider Aboriginal community. The documentation can be construed
as misquoting statements made by Aboriginal people and to be patronising in its discussion
concerning Aboriginal beliefs and cultural values. The EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment does
not recognise any ongoing relationship between the areas traditional owners and their
strong spiritual and historical associations and attachment with their country. There is no
reference to the fact that Aboriginal descendants have continued to express their cultural
traditions within areas of the proposed bypass route to the present day. (42)
The respondent highlights that as a result of community concerns a subsequent
'supplementary' Cultural Heritage Survey, (agreed to by the Queensland Department of
Main Roads) was undertaken by members of the Aboriginal community. This survey, after
just three days, identified a significant number of 'new' cultural sites along the proposed
route that are within the road corridor footprint. The Assessment authors appear to be
dismissive of the cultural integrity of sites along the proposed route claiming that "Land
reclamation and reshaping has been extensive much of the surface of the plain along the
proposed transport corridor within the airport boundary is quite different from its natural
state." It follows that significant portions of the proposed corridor are not disturbed, and
these areas may retain high cultural and high environmental values. No clear attempt has
been made to either map or identify these areas which retain much of their natural state,
and therefore, judgments about site integrity within these areas must be regarded as merely
speculative. It is apparent that disputed evidence exists for exactly which areas of the
proposed route have, or have not, been disturbed. (42)
In assessing cultural heritage the authors of Technical Paper Number 15 appear to have
misunderstood their Aboriginal informants who have identified and insisted the numerous
archaeological sites to the west of the Airport are one place. Dots on a map do not
represent culture for Aboriginal people, without supporting information, explanation,
stories, and recognition of their spiritual values. Threading a bypass route between known
archaeological sites will inevitably devalue and destroy "Murraba's" strong cultural identity.
(42)
The respondent wishes to draw attention to the following historical documents and sources
contain information relevant to the C4 Tugun Bypass proposal and are neither referenced
nor discussed in the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment. The respondent comments that they
clearly provide a history of regular large gatherings of traditional Aboriginal people along the
Tugun sand plain, a fact that is well known among today's Aboriginal community, but
apparently ignored by the Assessment authors.
The journals of Joseph Banks, on Wednesday 16 May 1770, referred to "many fires on
•
an extensive plain in which we supposed there to be a lagoon" when the Endeavour,
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under the command of James Cook, was abreast of the coast and north of Point
Danger. The fires are thought to be indicative of a large Aboriginal camp behind the
fore dune.
In 1823 the explorer Oxley sighted "natives collecting along the shore in great
numbers" as his vessel, the Mermaid, was near Point Danger. Journals also record
"about 200 Aborigines (armed with spears) assembled on Fingal Head" as the Mermaid
departed.
In an official letter to the Surveyor General 0113 August 1840, Robert Dixon, during
his survey from South Passage to the Richmond River, wrote of his sighting of "a very
large encampment of natives
whose numbers must be above 300 ....and they had a
....
corobery the night before." Dixon's location at the time was between Tallebudgera
Creek and Point Danger.
The notes and official communication of surveyor Roberts, who in 1864 surveyed the
NSW/Queensland border, record his preference for local Aboriginal people to assist
his work. Roberts used local Aboriginal names for topographic features along the
survey route.
In 1885 JG Appell gives a first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun and
identifies its Aboriginal name, "Murraba" (also spelt "Murawba"), when describing his
observations (Logan Witness, 25 July 1885). This is the same name given by surveyor
Roberts to a nearby topographic feature along the NSW/Queensland border.
The recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood describe an Aboriginal camp north of Kirra
and near the mouth of Coolangatta Creek in 1869. Kirkwood tells of "boomerang
throwing, feasting, and war dances, plus the mysterious disappearance of a tribal
member in the nearby lagoon" (Queenslander Newspaper, 10 July 1924). In more
recent years the lagoon has been in filled to make way for the airport and runway
construction.
Members of an original European family, who settled the Tugun Currumbin area, have
provided first hand accounts to the Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum. They
speak of their close association and contact with individuals from the local traditional
Aboriginal community. In particular they speak of the location and disturbance of
Aboriginal burials in the area and their deep respect of cultural displacement, which
came with the arrival of greater numbers of Europeans. (42)

Technical Paper Number 15 appears to provide no recognition of continuing cultural
association and present day use of the proposed bypass area by members of the Aboriginal
community. (42)
Under the Assessment heading 'Consultation' reference is made to research at the local
History Library at Southport and "revealed that there was no known historical material
along the proposed corridor." This is not surprising as Southport can hardly be regarded as
"local ". The Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum and Research Centre, located
approximately one kilometre from the proposed route, does however have a significant
amount of information, including transcribed interviews with the descendants of the Tugun
areas first European settlers. (42)
Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and contradictory information about the
probability of disturbing human remains and implies that cultural deposits are primarily of
archaeological or scientific interest. The community disputes statements made in the
Assessment that the likelihood of burial discovery is low to moderate. No comments or
recommendations concerning Aboriginal community expectations and their preferred
procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given. (42)
Technical Paper Number 15 provides no construction methodology or recommendation for
salvage of cultural heritage material should the C4 Bypass proposal proceed. The respondent
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comments that it is apparently assumed that only cultural material identified in past
archaeological surveys will be located, although the possibility of buried skeletal remains
"cannot be discounted". The respondent believes that the Assessment authors have not
sought advice from the Aboriginal community, nor made recommendations, should human
remains be located and disturbed. This is despite previous archaeological assessments and
oral history from members of the Aboriginal community that ancestors are buried in the
corridor area. (42)
The respondent has expressed concern that the Cultural Heritage Assessment states that as
a result of consultation, background research and survey "informants identified no sites of
significance outside the National Estate area 6) r, with the exception of the location of the
now destroyed bora ground. " . The respondent states that this statement is strongly denied,
and in any event is contradicted two paragraphs later by "The Traditional Owners consulted
have indicated that the environment and the sites, which occur, are interrelated and
therefore they believe the whole area is significant in terms of indigenous issues." Site
information given to the Assessment authors was not included in their report. They claim in
fact that no new sites were located during the field surveys. (45)
The respondent comments that Technical Paper Number 15 appears to provide no
recognition of continuing cultural association and present day use of the proposed bypass
area by members of the Aboriginal community. (45)
The respondent wishes to draw attention to the following historical documents and sources
contain information relevant to the C4 Tugun Bypass proposal and are neither referenced
nor discussed in the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment. The respondent comments that they
clearly provide a history of regular large gatherings of traditional Aboriginal people along the
Tugun sand plain, a fact that is well known among today's Aboriginal community, but
apparently ignored by the Assessment authors.
The journals of Joseph Banks, on Wednesday 16 May 1770, referred to "many fires on
•
an extensive plain in which we supposed there to be a lagoon" when the Endeavour,
under the command of James Cook, was abreast of the coast and north of Point
Danger. The fires are thought to be indicative of a large Aboriginal camp behind the
fore dune.
In 1823 the explorer Oxley sighted "natives collecting along the shore in great
•
numbers" as his vessel, the Mermaid, was near Point Danger. Journals also record
"about 200 Aborigines (armed with spears) assembled on Fingal Head" as the Mermaid
departed.
In an official letter to the Surveyor General 0113 August 1840, Robert Dixon, during
•
his survey from South Passage to the Richmond River, wrote of his sighting of "a very
large encampment of natives
whose numbers must be above 300 ....and they had a
....
corobery the night before." Dixon's location at the time was between Tallebudgera
Creek and Point Danger.
The
notes and official communication of surveyor Roberts, who in 1864 surveyed the
•
NSW/Queensland border, record his preference for local Aboriginal people to assist
his w o r k Roberts used local Aboriginal names for topographic features along the
survey route.
In 1885 JG Appell gives a first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun and
•
identifies its Aboriginal name, "Murraba" (also spelt "Murawba"), when describing his
observations (Logan Witness, 25 July 1885). This is the same name given by surveyor
Roberts to a nearby topographic feature along the NSW/Queensland border.
The
recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood describe an Aboriginal camp north of Kirra
•
and near the mouth of Coolangatta Creek in 1869. Kirkwood tells of "boomerang
throwing, feasting, and war dances, plus the mysterious disappearance of a tribal
member in the nearby lagoon" (Queenslander Newspaper, 10 July 1924). In more
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•

recent years the lagoon has been in filled to make way for the airport and runway
construction.
Members of an original European family, who settled the Tugun Currumbin area, have
provided first hand accounts to the Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum. They
speak of their close association and contact with individuals from the local traditional
Aboriginal community. In particular they speak of the location and disturbance of
Aboriginal burials in the area and their deep respect of cultural displacement, which
came with the arrival of greater numbers of Europeans. (45)

The respondent is concerned that the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment has selectively
referenced reports, resulting in an impression that previous findings and recommendations
have received fair consideration. This is obviously not the case. The strength of comment
and evidence presented in previous reports has not been included or conveyed in Technical
Paper Number IS. This raises the question of whether the Assessment authors did
objectively and fairly appraise Aboriginal cultural Under the Assessment heading
'Consultation' reference is made to research at the local History Library at Southport and
"revealed that there was no known historical material along the proposed corridor." This is
not surprising as Southport can hardly be regarded as "local". The Tweed Heads Historical
Society Museum and Research Centre, located approximately one kilometre from the
proposed route, does however have a significant amount of information, including
transcribed interviews with the descendants of the Tugun areas first European settlers. (45)
The respondent highlights that as a result of community concerns a subsequent
'supplementary' Cultural Heritage Survey, (agreed to by the Queensland Department of
Main Roads) was undertaken by members of the Aboriginal community. This survey, after
just three days, identified a significant number of 'new' cultural sites along the proposed
route that are within the road corridor footprint. The Assessment authors appear to be
dismissive of the cultural integrity of sites along the proposed route claiming that "Land
reclamation and reshaping has been extensive much of the surface of the plain along the
proposed transport corridor within the airport boundary is quite different from its natural
state." It follows that significant portions of the proposed corridor are not disturbed, and
these areas may retain high cultural and high environmental values. No clear attempt has
been made to either map or identify these areas which retain much of their natural state,
and therefore, judgements about site integrity within these areas must be regarded as
merely speculative. It is apparent that disputed evidence exists for exactly which areas of the
proposed route have, or have not, been disturbed. (45)
The respondent is concerned that Technical Paper Number 15 provides no construction
methodology or recommendation for salvage of cultural heritage material should the C4
Bypass proposal proceed. The respondent comments that it is apparently assumed that only
cultural material identified in past archaeological surveys will be located, although the
possibility of buried skeletal remains "cannot be discounted". The respondent believes that
the Assessment authors have not sought advice from the Aboriginal community, nor made
recommendations, should human remains be located and disturbed. This is despite previous
archaeological assessments and oral history from members of the Aboriginal community that
ancestors are buried in the corridor area. (45)
The respondent highlights that the Technical Paper claims to have included "a review of
literature to identify relevant archaeological, anthropological, historical and other cultural
heritage data ...." Under a following heading in this submission, 'Historical References', at
least seven historical references and documents are identified, which contain important
information, but are apparently ignored by the Assessment authors. (45)
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The respondent comments that Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and
contradictory information about the probability of disturbing human remains and implies that
cultural deposits are primarily of archaeological or scientific interest. The community
disputes statements made in the Assessment that the likelihood of burial discovery is low to
moderate. No comments or recommendations concerning Aboriginal community
expectations and their preferred procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given.
(45)
The respondent is concerned that the Cultural Heritage Assessment does not fairly reflect
the values, views or wishes of the traditional owners and wider Aboriginal community. The
documentation can be construed as misquoting statements made by Aboriginal people and
to be patronising in its discussion concerning Aboriginal beliefs and cultural values. The EIS
Cultural Heritage Assessment does not recognise any ongoing relationship between the
areas traditional owners and their strong spiritual and historical associations and attachment
with their country. There is no reference to the fact that Aboriginal descendants have
continued to express their cultural traditions within areas of the proposed bypass route to
the present day. (45)
Page 4-13 lists one known disturbed artefact scatter as occurring within the footprint,
however, no further details are given of the site and no further recommendations are made
regarding management, further investigation or salvage of this site. The DEC would
appreciate clarification of the above matters to enable continuation of discussions regarding
the future management of this site. (52)
The proposal for test excavation of potential archaeological deposits on NSW lands is
supported. The excavation program would be best completed well prior to commencement
of construction works as suggested n
i the EIS. As the intent of such works would be to
determine the presence or absence and nature of archaeological deposits in identified areas,
the test excavations conducted in NSW would need to be licensed under the provisions of
the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. Application would need to be made to the DEC
for excavation and would need to be accompanied by a methodology for the excavations
and clear evidence of the views of the Aboriginal community with regard to the proposed
research. It should be noted that the excavations proposed above are distinctly separate
from any excavations which may be undertaken for the purpose of geotechnical or other
subsurface investigations which do not have as their primary objective the intent to
investigate the nature of the related archaeological deposit. Such scientific investigations
would need to be completed by a suitably experienced and qualified heritage professional.
The DEC would then consider the application and, if approved, would issue the license with
appropriate conditions specific to the project. (52)
As an Addendum to Technical Paper Number 14 a report is included entitled "Inspection of
Southern Portion of Route". This report includes an additional recommendation made by
the archaeological consultants to test excavate a dune in the NSW southern portion of the
route to document the stratigraphy of the dune and the depth of a shell scatter thought not
to be Aboriginal in origin. This recommendation is not reflected in the body of the EIS or in
the listing of mitigation measures listed in the EIS. (52)
The EIS documentation, is not a true assessment of either the environmental or Aboriginal
cultural heritage values which will be destroyed and impacted as a consequence of the road's
construction. (53)
The respondent is disgusted at the disrespect shown by the DMR in preparing the EIS
Cultural Heritage Assessment, as this "Technical Paper" is clearly undervaluing and ignoring
the Aboriginal community's wishes. (53)
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The respondent wishes to highlight a number of facts relating to aboriginal heritage values
including:
•

The coastal plain in the vicinity of Cobaki Broadwater has a high level of
Archaeological and cultural sensitivity. Any highway corridor through the western
section of the airport will be virtually certain to intercept with Aboriginal cultural
materials (Collins, 1999).

•

The camp midden complex (along the western airport boundary fence) is one of the
few remaining in the Gold Coast Tweed River Coastal Region, and is the reason why
such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental context (Hall,
1990).

•

Members of the Aboriginal community consider all sites at Coolangatta Airport to be
of high cultural and social significance as they reflect generations of forebears use.
Artefacts and middens, whether in situ, disturbed or displaced, all form an integral
part of the cultural landscape which should be protected and preserved (Collins,
1999).

•

Sites and artefacts in the vicinity of Coolangatta Airport cannot be considered in
isolation as dots on a map. The whole area of "Murraba" camp is significant to
Aboriginal people for its cultural, spiritual, social, and educational values.

•

Almost all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west of the airport,
contain Aboriginal skeletal burial remains. Aboriginal people are deeply offended by
desecration of burial sites and believe such places should never be disturbed.

•

Descendants of traditional Aboriginal owners still have direct connections to the
"Murraba' camp. They continue to use the area to the present day, for gathering
traditional foods and expressing their cultural traditions.

•

Oral histories from local Aboriginal families reinforce the areas strong spiritual
association. Oral tradition tells of burials within sections of the proposed C4 Bypass
Route.

•

Aboriginal heritage studies conducted so far have relied on surface observations only.
(62)

There has been no comprehensive assessment of what lies beneath the present ground
surface. (62)
The respondent wishes to highlight a number of facts relating to Aboriginal heritage values
including:
Aboriginal occupation of this region extends back 20,500 years (Neal & Stock, 1986).
•
The closest scientifically dated site, to the proposed C4 Bypass Route, is a now almost
completely destroyed midden complex at Sextons Hill, around 4,700 years old
(Appleton, 1993).
The
camp midden complex to the west of the Airport provides evidence for a great
•
deal of Aboriginal activity and represents some 6,000 years or more of coastal
Aboriginal life (Hall, 1990).
The journals of Joseph Banks, on Wednesday 16 May 1770, referred to "many fires on
•
an extensive plain in which we supposed there to he a lagoon" when the Endeavour,
under the command of James Cook, was abreast of the coast and north of Point
Danger. The fires are thought to be indicative of a large original camp behind the fore
dune.
In 1823 the explorer Oxley sighted "natives collecting along the shore in great
•
numbers" as his vessel, the Mermaid, was near Point Danger. Journals also record
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•

•

•

•

"about 200 Aborigines (armed with spears) assembled on Fingal Head" as the Mermaid
departed.
The notes and official communication of surveyor Roberts, who in 1864 surveyed the
NSW/Queensland border, record his preference for local Aboriginal people to assist
his work. Roberts used local Aboriginal names for topographic features along the
survey route.
In 1885 JO Appell gives a first hand account of the Aboriginal camp at Tugun and
identifies its Aboriginal name, "Murraba', when describing his observations (Logan
Witness, 25 July 1885). This is the same name given by surveyor Roberts to a nearby
topographic feature along the Border.
The recollections of Captain Joe Kirkwood describe an Aboriginal camp north of Kirra
and near the mouth of Coolangatta Creek in 1869. Kirkwood tells of boomerang
throwing, feasting, and war dances, plus the mysterious disappearance of a tribal
member in the nearby lagoon (Queens!ander Newspaper, 10 July 1924). In more
recent years the lagoon has been in filled to make way for the airport and runway
construction.
Members of an original European family, who settled the Tugun/Currumbin area, have
provided first hand accounts to the Tweed Heads Historical Society Museum. They
speak of their close association and contact with individuals from the local traditional
Aboriginal community. In particular they speak of the location and disturbance of
Aboriginal burials in the area and their deep respect and recognition of cultural
displacement, with the arrival of more Europeans. (62)

The respondent has expressed concern that the cultural and heritage issues have been very
poorly treated in the E.I.S. Scant regard has been shown to tradition and spirituality
associated with this very important Aboriginal meeting and gathering place. The local
Aboriginal elders and traditional owners were generally left out of discussions and when
included, were misquoted and not shown due respect by Bonhomme, Craib & Associates,
the team appointed by Queensland Main Roads, as consultants in this matter. (67)
The respondent supports the submission from the Aboriginal Traditional Owners, Elders of
the Bunjdalung Nation dated 10 March 2005. (71)
The respondent feels that significant Aboriginal Cultural Heritage areas in the C4 route
footprint 'and in areas of proposed adjacent development 'are unique and irreplaceable'. (71)
The respondent group supports the submission dated 10 March 2005, prepared by
Aboriginal Traditional Owners, Elders of the Bundjalung Nation and several other Aboriginal
groups, who have connections with the significant Culture Heritage area of 'Murraba',
through which the C 4 route passes. (71)
The respondent states that the Cultural Heritage Assessment carried out by the Tugun
Alliance was inadequate and inaccurate. (71)
The respondent states that the cultural heritage assessment carried out by the Tugun
Alliance was inadequate and inaccurate. (72)
The respondent supports the submission of 10 March 2005, prepared by Aboriginal
Traditional Owners, Elders of the Bundjalung Nation and several other Aboriginal groups,
who have connections with the significant Culture Heritage area of 'Murraba', through which
the C 4 route passes. (72)
The respondent supports the submission from the Aboriginal Traditional Owners, Elders of
the Bunjdalung Nation dated 10 March 2005. (72)
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The respondent states that the Cultural Heritage Assessment (Technical Paper Number 15)
prepared for the Tugun Bypass Alliance, by Bonhomme, Craig & Associates, is considered to
be substantially inadequate. (73)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS Cultural Heritage Assessment does not recognise
any ongoing relationship between the areas traditional owners and their strong spiritual and
historical associations and attachment with their country. There is no reference to the fact
that Aboriginal descendants have continued to express their cultural traditions within areas
of the proposed bypass route to the present day. As a result of community concerns a
subsequent 'supplementary' Cultural Heritage Survey, (agreed to by the Queensland
Department of Main Roads) was undertaken by members of the Aboriginal community. This
survey, after just three days, identified a significant number of 'new' cultural sites along the
proposed route that are within the road corridor footprint — not previously identified in the
Tugun Bypass Alliance EIS. The respondent supports the call by the Tweed and Gold Coast
Aboriginal communities for an enquiry as to how and why a Cultural Heritage Assessment,
which is neither endorsed or supported, can be included in the Tugun Bypass Alliance EIS.
(73)
The respondent states that the S.O.L.A.H submission clearly documents significant historical
information, which was omitted from Technical Paper No. 14. (74)
The EIS (Vol 1 pages 15-11 &12, Section 15.4.8) indicates that prior to construction further
activities would be undertaken to determine the presence of other items or sites of
indigenous cultural heritage. These are mainly protocols but also include subsurface testing
in specific areas. Should anything be discovered it is assumed that consultation with the
traditional owners will be sufficient to determine what happens to this material and its
removal elsewhere. Not only is this approach condescending to the traditional owners, it
comes far too late. This type of examination should have been part of the EIS process from
the beginning. How a route can be determined without this knowledge up front is difficult to
understand and indicates a determination to proceed with the route regardless of the
sensitivity of a significant part of our community. (74)
It is clear to the respondent that the Technical Paper No 14 Cultural Heritage Assessment
was only an initial and superficial assessment, as one would expect with a surface only
examination. It is also evident that the heritage assessment places too much emphasis on
discovery of artefacts, midden or burial sites in specific places and fails to recognise the
holistic concept of the importance of landscape within country to the indigenous people of
the region. (74)
The respondent endorses the submission written by the indigenous members of the Save
Our Lakes and Heritage (SOLAH) group and recognises their expertise in the area of
indigenous heritage. (74)
It is noted in the EIS (Vol 1 pages 15-11 &12, Section 15.4.8) that prior to construction
further activities would be undertaken to determine the presence of other items or sites of
indigenous cultural heritage. These are mainly protocols but also include subsurface testing
in specific areas. Should anything be discovered it is assumed that consultation with the
traditional owners will be sufficient to determine what happens t o this material and its
removal elsewhere. Not only is this approach condescending to the traditional owners, it
comes far too late. This type of examination should have been part of the EIS process from
the beginning. How a route can be determined without this knowledge up front is difficult to
understand and indicates a determination to proceed with the route regardless of the
sensitivity of a significant part of our community. (74)
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Significant historical information, was omitted from Technical Paper No. 14. This information
and that given verbally by traditional owners who have a continuous link and usage of this
area through their descent from both the Yugambeh and Bundjalung people, clearly
demonstrates that the area known as "Murraba" is of great cultural importance. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the indigenous cultural history of the area is not quite
correct and states: The 'accepted history' books' tell us that the Tweed / Gold Coast
environs were established in the mid 1840's, this' is a fallacy and fantasy. The oral traditions
of the aboriginal people tell of this lands' invasion beginning in the 1830's. After establishing
the Brisbane penal colony in 1824, they pushed East from Brisbane and swung south,
mercilessly killing of local aboriginal people was then a common occurrence, no white man
has ever been punished for what was euphemistically termed 'dispersing the blacks' in an
attempt to prevent the mass' slaughter continuing, and as a direct result of the Myall Creek
massacre, in 1838 the Border Police was formed years' after the first massacre raiders had
been sent from north and south and trapped the people inside the rugged terrain of their
ancient volcano home. Thousands' upon thousands perished long before 1838. Their bones
still wash out of the caldera gorges' in heavy rains. Societies' pariahs' cover these unwanted
truths, forgetting the positions of their forebears as Police Magistrates and members of
parliament, contemporary government quashes this same information for fear of
empowering sovereignty claims. The remedy is dispersal of lands and they still callously
profit from the prostitution and exploitation of the Culture without inclusion of the
traditional totemic custodial peoples, whom they have replaced with legislated committees.
(84)
4.5.2

Archaeological and Cultural Significance

Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted that
everything that has happened in the past and the proposed continued development of this
area will seriously diminish every bit of educational value for all Australians in the future.
(11)
There is significantly more information in historical sources and previous reports which
support a stronger case for greater protection of the proposed bypass route. Should the
proposal go ahead the inevitable disturbance and destruction of Aboriginal cultural sites,
together with the area's environmental values, is of major concern. Both the Aboriginal and
wider community are entitled to seek clearer controls and increased protection of this
unique area. (11)
Risk assessment can be used as a process to determine the 'value' of cultural sites and places
to the community. The use of the risk assessment method allows the Aboriginal community
to publicly assess and compare impacts on cultural heritage values without disclosing
culturally confidential information. (II)
Recent examples of the accidental finding of human remains associated with sand include:
The Broadbeach burial ground excavation by Hodge brother contractors in the 1960s;
•
Earthworks at Upton Street, Bundall;
•
finds over the years in which the Gold Coast canal estates were being
Numerous
•
developed; and
Development of the rubbish dump at Pine Ridge on the northern end of the Gold
•
Coast. (11)
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Aboriginal habitats in the Gold Coast region and along the coast are recorded in sound
locations in terms of flora, fauna and landform. It has been argued that this gave rise to a
clear and practical distinction between areas for dwelling and areas for the deceased.
Further, it is well known that dingoes are not able to dig in sandy soils and therefore the
deceased had a level of protection. (11)
The C4 route would permanently destroy or interfere with Aboriginal Heritage. (16)
The proposed C4 route will have a profound, unnecessary and totally inappropriate impacts
upon the Aboriginal cultural heritage values with destruction of specific heritage sites and
historical sacred significant sites. Burial sites and other cultural areas will be destroyed and
the local Aboriginal people will once again suffer erosion of their once rich culture for the
sake of inadequately planned infrastructure. (19)
Respondent has been informed at community meetings of the numerous aboriginal burial
sites and of a large campground in the area. (21)
The respondent objects to the proposal because of the educational value that the area
provides for both indigenous and non-indigenous people, particularly the significant
Aboriginal cultural heritage and the significant Natural Heritage values of the area. (23)
Appendix C.4 The Mazlab report indicates the liming rate needed to reduce the acidity, is
10.9kg/t. This would effectively kill off the Wallum frog populations. There is also evidence
in this report of shells up to 4% indicating that this could also be evidence of an Aboriginal
midden site. The Tugun Bypass should not be in this area for both reasons. (25)
This area has significant Aboriginal sites and burial grounds, which should not be disturbed.
There are stone scatters to the southwest of the airport runway on Tweed Heads Pony
Club ground, scarred trees and many middens throughout the whole area from Tugun to
the border. (25)
The respondent highlights Table 5.7 in the EIS Vol. 4, stating that Test Pit 6 sample location
indicates the presence of shells. This is possibly the site of an Aboriginal midden and needs
to be discussed with representatives of the local Aboriginal community. (25)
The road proposal will destroy Aboriginal cultural heritage. (27)
Oral history, anecdotal evidence, and physical evidence from past excavations in the Tugun
area, provide a background of information supporting the assertion that human remains will
inevitably be disturbed during any proposed bypass construction along the C4 Route. Almost
all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west of the Airport, contain
Aboriginal skeletal remains. (28)
Spirituality is an important and very real feature of culture for Aboriginal people with a set
of concepts and values quite different from non Aboriginal beliefs. In the case of the camp
midden complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport, known as "Murraba" camp to
Aboriginal people, cultural value is strengthened because the visible spatial pattern of cultural
evidence is clearly connected. Aboriginal people regard the complex, most of which is within
an unchanged natural environment, as one place. This fact provides strong spiritual energy,
which is recognised and valued by Aboriginal people who use and visit the area. (28)
Archaeologist Jacqui Collins has also assessed the Coolangatta Airport area for a Tugun to
Tweed Heads Bypass Route Selection Study in 1999. She recognised and supported the
assessment of Dr Hall and stated in her report; " ....parts of the coastal plain in the vicinity of
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Cobaki Broadwater have a high level of archaeological sensitivity and that any highway
corridor through the western section of the airport will be virtually certain to intercept with
Aboriginal cultural materials ...." Collins assessed a then proposed CI and C2 option to the
west of the airport and clearly identified any corridor path in this area, (which now includes
the C4 option), would significantly impact on cultural heritage values. (28)
The significance of the complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport was immediately
apparent t o Professor lan Lilly when he was taken to sites by members of the Aboriginal
community in the mid 1980's. His visits lead to the listing of one midden section, within
pristine coastal bushland, on the Register of the National Estate. Unfortunately this listing is
still no guarantee of protection because a section is to be resumed for roadway construction
should the C4 Bypass Proposal go ahead. (28)
Other descendants of traditional owners still live in close proximity to the Airport and one
family has only recently had their home resumed and demolished by the RTA, as it was
within the proposed road corridor and close to the Kennedy Drive interchange. Three
generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the home and their Grandfather, Robert
Blow, was a well-known community Elder who maintained his cultural identity and
association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed between two trees, which can still
be readily identified in the remaining garden area of his former home. Members of this family
still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass for food collection and visitation of
cultural sites. (28)
It is well recognised that Aboriginal people when identifying culture, value "country" in a
different way to Europeans "Country" includes the physical and spiritual ownership of all
Aboriginal values including places, resources, stories, and cultural obligations associated with
a particular place or geographic area. Therefore the natural environment, and all within it,
holds important meaning for Aboriginal people. The community today regard the
environmental values west of the airport and around Cobaki Broadwater with direct and
equal connectivity to cultural and spiritual values of the "Murraba" camp. The scientific
research, which has highlighted biodiversity values of the area, is supported by traditional
owners and the wider Aboriginal community because it focuses on what will be lost should
the bypass proposal proceed. (28)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the camp midden complex, within the western
Airport boundary and through to the Cobaki Broadwater, is one of the few remaining in the
Gold Coast and Tweed River Coastal Region, and is the only such site complex which still
retains much of its former environmental context. The educational value of this location, for
both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal people, cannot be overstated. (28)
The respondent states that an opportunity to explain traditional cultural practices in situ is
provided by the spatial pattern of middens, artefacts, and other cultural features such as
scarred trees and ceremonial areas, which occur across and in close proximity to the
proposed C4 Bypass Route. The vegetation and adjacent environment for many sites
remains in its natural state and it was this very reason that prompted the declaration of one
portion of the complex in the Register of the National Estate. Some members of the
Aboriginal community attempted discussions with Government Authorities late last year in
order to transfer the complex from the Register of the National Estate to the National
Heritage List. This was attempted because the community had a mistaken belief that the
RNE offered permanent protection of the site. In fact, the site must be on the National
Heritage List in order to trigger protective legislation such as the Environmental Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act, and this was not known or understood by the Aboriginal
community. (28)
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Descendants of traditional owners and members of the Aboriginal community continue to
use the area of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass for gathering traditional foods and expressing
cultural traditions, including visiting the burial sites of their ancestors. Around 50 years ago
one traditional owner worked and lived in a small dwelling at the northern end of
Coolangatta Airport, recognising the necessary change from traditional to modern culture.
(28)
In assessing cultural heritage values Technical Paper Number 15 fails to recognise the
potential loss of educational values, should the C4 Bypass proposal proceed, especially as the
complex is regarded as the last naturally remaining type in the local region. (28)
The proposed Bypass Route disturbs and destroys a significant camp-midden complex which
is recognised as a burial site by the local Aboriginal community, and has a strong spiritual
connection with direct descendants of traditional owners. (28)
Dr Jay Hall, as director of the University of Queensland Archaeological Survey Unit,
undertook an assessment of Aboriginal sites at Coolangatta Airport in 1990. In his report
under the heading of 'Significance of Sites' he concluded that the complex, along the western
airport boundary fence, is one of the few remaining and is the only such site complex which
still retains much of its former environmental context. Hall commented; "the camp midden
complex found here represents a mere fraction of the archaeological evidence for a great
deal of Aboriginal activity. The airport construction itself would have destroyed a significant
amount of material evidence representing some 6.000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal
life." (28)
The respondent states that should construction of the proposed C4 Bypass go ahead
spiritual value is diminished, and spiritual energy is lost, because connected sites are
disturbed, separated, and in some cases destroyed. This is all the more devastating for
Aboriginal people due to the fact that this complex is regarded as the last of its type in the
area, with sufficient scale and size, to engender spiritual awareness and promote cultural
expression. (28)
Other descendants of traditional owners still live in close proximity to the Airport and one
family has only recently had their home resumed and demolished by the RTA, as it was
within the proposed road corridor and close to the Kennedy Drive interchange. Three
generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the home and their Grandfather, Robert
Blow, was a well-known community Elder who maintained his cultural identity and
association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed between two trees, which can still
be readily identified in the remaining garden area of his former home. Members of this family
still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass for food collection and visitation of
cultural sites. (28)
The Bundjalung Nation Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Natural Resource Environment
Management Committee/Reference Group (Jugan Yubay) request consideration of the
Aboriginal cultural heritage and natural heritage values that are associated with the
promotion of the area in terms of education for all Australians. (29)
Once the sites are destroyed it would not only promote the ignorance that is associated
with future development but also destroy sites that are connected both physically and
spiritually to the aboriginal people and the customs/beliefs that have been developed over
the last 40,000 years. (29)
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The proposed C4 Tugun Bypass route is directly in line with some very sensitive Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage sites that have a spiritual value to Aboriginal people that cannot be
replaced by monetary compensation. (29)
The respondent suggests that as a result of clearing of the road corridor it is likely that
there will be threats of retaliation from the Aboriginal community, which would turn to
crime and anti social behaviour. (31)
Should construction of the proposed C4 Bypass go ahead spiritual value is diminished, and
spiritual energy is lost, because connected sites are disturbed, separated, and in some cases
destroyed. This is all the more devastating for Aboriginal people due to the fact that this
complex is regarded as the last of its type in the area, with sufficient scale and size, to
engender spiritual awareness and promote cultural expression. (32)
Oral history, anecdotal evidence, and physical evidence from past excavations in the Tugun
area, provide a background of information supporting the assertion that human remains will
inevitably be disturbed during any proposed bypass construction along the C4 Route. Almost
all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west of the Airport, contain
Aboriginal skeletal remains. (32)
Other descendants of traditional owners still live in close proximity to the Airport and one
family has only recently had their home resumed and demolished by the RTA, as it was
within the proposed road corridor and close to the Kennedy Drive interchange. Three
generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the home and their Grandfather, Robert
Blow, was a well known community Elder who maintained his cultural identity and
association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed between two trees which can still be
readily identified in the remaining garden area of his former home. Members of this family
still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass for food collection and visitation of
cultural sites. (32)
Other descendants of traditional owners still live in close proximity to the Airport and one
family has only recently had their home resumed and demolished by the RTA, as it was
within the proposed road corridor and close to the Kennedy Drive interchange. Three
generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the home and their Grandfather, Robert
Blow, was a well known community Elder who maintained his cultural identity and
association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed between two trees which can still be
readily identified in the remaining garden area of his former home. Members of this family
still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass for food collection and visitation of
cultural sites. (32)
It is well recognised that Aboriginal people when identifying culture, value "country" in a
different way to Europeans "Country" includes the physical and spiritual ownership of all
Aboriginal values including places, resources, stories, and cultural obligations associated with
a particular place or geographic area. Therefore the natural environment, and all within it,
holds important meaning for Aboriginal people. The community today regard the
environmental values west of the airport and around Cobaki Broadwater with direct and
equal connectivity to cultural and spiritual values of the "Murraba" camp. The scientific
research, which has highlighted biodiversity values of the area, is supported by traditional
owners and the wider Aboriginal community because it focuses on what will be lost should
the bypass proposal proceed. (32)
Technical Paper Number 15 gives confusing and contradictory information about the
probability of disturbing human remains and implies that cultural deposits are primarily of
archaeological or scientific interest. Statements made in the Assessment that the likelihood
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of burial discovery is low to moderate are disputed by the community. No comments or
recommendations concerning Aboriginal community expectations and their preferred
procedures, when burials are discovered, have been given. (32)
Spirituality is an important and very real feature of culture for Aboriginal people with a set
of concepts and values quite different from non Aboriginal beliefs. In the case of the camp
midden complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport, known as "Murraba" camp to
Aboriginal people, cultural value is strengthened because the visible spatial pattern of cultural
evidence is clearly connected. Aboriginal people regard the complex, most of which is within
an unchanged natural environment, as one place. This fact provides strong spiritual energy
which is recognised and valued by Aboriginal people who use and visit the area. (32)
Archaeologist Jacqui Collins has also assessed the Coolangatta Airport area for a Tugun to
Tweed Heads Bypass Route Selection Study in 1999. She recognised and supported the
assessment of Dr Hall and stated in her report; " ....parts of the coastal plain in the vicinity of
Cobaki Broadwater have a high level of archaeological sensitivity and that any highway
corridor through the western section of the airport will be virtually certain to intercept with
Aboriginal cultural materials ...." Collins assessed a then proposed CI and C2 option to the
west of the airport and clearly identified any corridor path in this area, (which now includes
the C4 option), would significantly impact on cultural heritage values. (32)
Dr Jay Hall, as director of the University of Queensland Archaeological Survey Unit,
undertook an assessment of Aboriginal sites at Coolangatta Airport in 1990. In his report
under the heading of 'Significance of Sites' he concluded that the complex, along the western
airport boundary fence, is one of the few remaining and is the only such site complex which
still retains much of its former environmental context. Hall commented; "the camp midden
complex found here represents a mere fraction of the archaeological evidence for a great
deal of Aboriginal activity. The airport construction itself would have destroyed a significant
amount of material evidence representing some 6.000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal
life." (32)
Descendants of traditional owners and members of the Aboriginal community continue to
use the area of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass for gathering traditional foods and expressing
cultural traditions, including visiting the burial sites of their ancestors. Around 50 years ago
one traditional owner worked and lived in a small dwelling at the northern end of
Coolangatta Airport, recognising the necessary change from traditional to modern culture.
(32)
The significance of the complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport was immediately
apparent to Professor Ian Lilly when he was taken to sites by members of the Aboriginal
community in the mid 1980's. His visits lead to the listing of one midden section, within
pristine coastal bushland, on the Register of the National Estate. Unfortunately this listing is
still no guarantee of protection because a section is to be resumed for roadway construction
should the C4 Bypass proposal go ahead. (32)
In assessing cultural heritage values Technical Paper Number 15 fails to recognise the
potential loss of educational values, should the C4 Bypass proposal proceed, especially as the
complex is regarded as the last naturally remaining type in the local region. (32)
An opportunity to explain traditional cultural practices in situ is provided by the spatial
pattern of middens, artefacts, and other cultural features such as scarred trees and
ceremonial areas, which occur across and in close proximity to the proposed C4 Bypass
Route. The vegetation and adjacent environment for many sites remains in its natural state
and it was this very reason that prompted the declaration of one portion of the complex in
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the Register of the National Estate. Some members of the Aboriginal community attempted
discussions with Government Authorities late last year in order to transfer the complex
from the Register of the National Estate to the National Heritage List. This was attempted
because the community had a mistaken belief that the RNE offered permanent protection of
the site. In fact, the site must be on the National Heritage List in order to trigger protective
legislation such as the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, and this
was not known or understood by the Aboriginal community. (32)
The camp midden complex, within the western Airport boundary and through to the Cobaki
Broadwater, is one of the few remaining in the Gold Coast and Tweed River Coastal Region,
and is the only such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental
context. The educational value of this location, for both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal
people, cannot be overstated. (32)
The respondent highlights that almost all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes,
such as those west of the Gold Coast Airport, contain Aboriginal skeletal burial remains.
Aboriginal people are deeply offended by desecration of burial sites and believe such places
should never be disturbed. (33)
Members of the Aboriginal community consider all sites at Coolangatta Airport to be of
high cultural and social significance as they reflect generations of forbearers use and
,
represents some 6000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal life. (33)
This proposal would impacts on Aboriginal heritage. (34)
The respondent condemns the C4 route through this pristine area, because it would
desecrate Indigenous heritage sites. (35)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural
heritage of this area by the destruction or interference with not only specific heritage sites,
but also the total environment, which si an essential part of Aboriginal heritage. There is a
camp midden complex west of the airport which provides evidence of 6000 years or more
of coastal Aboriginal life. It is also the only such site complex which retains much of its
former environmental context. (40)
The C4 route would have a severe and detrimental impact on areas with extremely high
cultural heritage values. The respondent considers it to be totally unacceptable that tax
dollars could be spent on a project that clearly disrespects the aspirations of the traditional
land owners. (41)
The respondent believes that it is vital that the complex of camp and midden sites remains in
an environment that is consistent with the Aboriginal peoples values and connections to the
natural setting. (41)
The camp midden complex, within the western Airport boundary and through to the Cobaki
Broadwater, is one of the few remaining in the Gold Coast and Tweed River Coastal Region,
and is the only such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental
context. The educational value of this location, for both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal
people, cannot be overstated. (42)
The respondent states that descendants of traditional owners and members of the
Aboriginal community continue to use the area of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass for
gathering traditional foods and expressing cultural traditions, including visiting the burial sites
of their ancestors. Around 50 years ago one traditional owner worked and lived in a small
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dwelling at the northern end of Coolangatta Airport, recognising the necessary change from
traditional to modern culture. (42)
The respondent highlights that other descendants of traditional owners still live in close
proximity to the Airport and one family has only recently had their home resumed and
demolished by the RTA, as it was within the proposed road corridor and close to the
Kennedy Drive interchange. Three generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the
home and their Grandfather, Robert Blow, was a well-known community Elder who
maintained his cultural identity and association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed
between two trees, which can still be readily identified in the remaining garden area of his
former home. Members of this family still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass
for food collection and visitation of cultural sites. (42)
Spirituality is an important and very real feature of culture for Aboriginal people with a set
of concepts and values quite different from non Aboriginal beliefs. In the case of the camp
midden complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport, known as "Murraba" camp to
Aboriginal people, cultural value is strengthened because the visible spatial pattern of cultural
evidence is clearly connected. Aboriginal people regard the complex, most of which is within
an unchanged natural environment, as one place. This fact provides strong spiritual energy,
which is recognised and valued by Aboriginal people who use and visit the area. (42)
The respondent comments that Archaeologist Jacqui Collins has also assessed the
Coolangatta Airport area for a Tugun to Tweed Heads Bypass Route Selection Study in 1999.
She recognised and supported the assessment of Dr Hall and stated in her report; " ....parts
of the coastal plain in the vicinity of Cobaki Broadwater have a high level of archaeological
sensitivity and that any highway corridor through the western section of the airport will be
virtually certain to intercept with Aboriginal cultural materials ...." Collins assessed a then
proposed CI and C2 option to the west of the airport and clearly identified any corridor
path in this area, (which now includes the C4 option), would significantly impact on cultural
heritage values. (42)
An opportunity to explain traditional cultural practices in situ is provided by the spatial
pattern of middens, artefacts, and other cultural features such as scarred trees and
ceremonial areas, which occur across and in close proximity to the proposed C4 Bypass
Route. The vegetation and adjacent environment for many sites remains in its natural state
and it was this very reason that prompted the declaration of one portion of the complex in
the Register of the National Estate. Some members of the Aboriginal community attempted
discussions with Government Authorities late last year in order t o transfer the complex
from the Register of the National Estate to the National Heritage List. This was attempted
because the community had a mistaken belief that the RNE offered permanent protection of
the site. In fact, the site must be on the National Heritage List in order to trigger protective
legislation such as the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, and this
was not known or understood by the Aboriginal community. (42)
In assessing cultural heritage values Technical Paper Number 15 fails to recognise the
potential loss of educational values, should the C4 Bypass proposal proceed, especially as the
complex is regarded as the last naturally remaining type in the local region. (42)
Should construction of the proposed C4 Bypass go ahead spiritual value is diminished, and
spiritual energy is lost, because connected sites are disturbed, separated, and in some cases
destroyed. This is all the more devastating for Aboriginal people due to the fact that this
complex is regarded as the last of its type in the area, with sufficient scale and size, to
engender spiritual awareness and promote cultural expression. (42)
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The respondent wishes to highlight that the significance of the midden complex to the west
of Coolangatta Airport was immediately apparent to Professor Ian Lilly when he was taken
to sites by members of the Aboriginal community in the mid 1980's. His visits lead to the
listing of one midden section, within pristine coastal bushland, on the Register of the
National Estate. Unfortunately this listing is still no guarantee of protection because a
section is to be resumed for roadway construction should the C4 Bypass Proposal go ahead.
(42)
The respondent highlights that other descendants of traditional owners still live in close
proximity to the Airport and one family has only recently had their home resumed and
demolished by the RTA, as it was within the proposed road corridor and close to the
Kennedy Drive interchange. Three generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the
home and their Grandfather, Robert Blow, was a well-known community Elder who
maintained his cultural identity and association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed
between two trees, which can still be readily identified in the remaining garden area of his
former home. Members of this family still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass
for food collection and visitation of cultural sites. (42)
The respondent states that oral history, anecdotal evidence, and physical evidence from past
excavations in the Tugun area, provide a background of information supporting the assertion
that human remains will inevitably be disturbed during any proposed bypass construction
along the C4 Route. Almost all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west
of the Airport, contain Aboriginal skeletal remains. (42)
The respondent comments that Dr Jay Hall, as director of the University of Queensland
Archaeological Survey Unit, undertook an assessment of Aboriginal sites at Coolangatta
Airport in 1990. In his report under the heading of 'Significance of Sites' he concluded that
the complex, along the western airport boundary fence, is one of the few remaining and is
the only such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental context. Hall
commented; "the camp midden complex found here represents a mere fraction of the
archaeological evidence for a great deal of Aboriginal activity. The airport construction itself
would have destroyed a significant amount of material evidence representing some 6.000
years or more of coastal Aboriginal life." (42)
The respondent expresses their concern about the C4 option, and ask that consideration of
the consequences should the C4 option proceed. This option will most certainly destroy
the last significant camp site complex known to this community as 'Murraba'. (42)
It is well recognised that Aboriginal people when identifying culture, value "country" in a
different way to Europeans "Country" includes the physical and spiritual ownership of all
Aboriginal values including places, resources, stories, and cultural obligations associated with
a particular place or geographic area. Therefore the natural environment, and all within it,
holds important meaning for Aboriginal people. The community today regard the
environmental values west of the airport and around Cobaki Broadwater with direct and
equal connectivity to cultural and spiritual values of the "Murraba" camp. The scientific
research, which has highlighted biodiversity values of the area, is supported by traditional
owners and the wider Aboriginal community because it focuses on what will be lost should
the bypass proposal proceed. (42)
TheC4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural heritage of this area by the
destruction or interference with not only specific heritage sites, but also the total
environment, which is an essential part of Aboriginal heritage. The area is known to contain
Aboriginal skeletal burial remains. There is a camp midden complex west of the airport
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which provides evidence of 6000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal life. The coastal plain
in the Cobaki Broadwater has a high level of archaeological and cultural sensitivity. (43)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural
heritage of this area by the destruction or interference with not only specific heritage sites,
but also the total environment, which is an essential part of Aboriginal heritage. The area is
known to contain Aboriginal skeletal burial remains. There is a camp midden complex west
of the airport which provides evidence of 6000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal life. The
coastal plain in the Cobaki Broadwater has a high level of archaeological and cultural
sensitivity. (43)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural
heritage of this area by the destruction or interference with not only specific heritage sites,
but also the total environment, which is an essential part of Aboriginal heritage. The area is
known to contain Aboriginal skeletal burial remains. There is a camp midden complex west
of the airport which provides evidence of 6000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal life. The
coastal plain in the Cobaki Broadwater has a high level of archaeological and cultural
sensitivity. (44)
The C4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural heritage of this area by the
destruction or interference with not only specific heritage sites, but also the total
environment, which is an essential part of Aboriginal heritage. The area is known to contain
Aboriginal skeletal burial remains. There is a camp midden complex west of the airport
which provides evidence of 6000 years or more of coastal Aboriginal life. The coastal plain
in the Cobaki Broadwater has a high level of archaeological and cultural sensitivity. (44)
The respondent states that an opportunity to explain traditional cultural practices in situ is
provided by the spatial pattern of middens, artefacts, and other cultural features such as
scarred trees and ceremonial areas, which occur across and in close proximity to the
proposed C4 Bypass Route. The vegetation and adjacent environment for many sites
remains in its natural state and it was this very reason that prompted the declaration of one
portion of the complex in the Register of the National Estate. Some community had a
mistaken belief that the RNE offered permanent protection of the site. In fact, the site must
be on the National Heritage List in order to trigger protective legislation such as the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, and this was not known or
understood by the Aboriginal community. (45)
The respondent comments that Dr Jay Hall, as director of the University of Queensland
Archaeological Survey Unit, undertook an assessment of Aboriginal sites at Coolangatta
Airport in 1990. In his report under the heading of 'Significance of Sites' he concluded that
the complex, along the western airport boundary fence, is one of the few remaining and is
the only such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental context. Hall
commented; "the camp midden complex found here represents a mere fraction of the
archaeological evidence for a great deal of Aboriginal activity. The airport construction itself
would have destroyed a significant amount of material evidence representing some 6.000
years or more of coastal Aboriginal life." (45)
The respondent wishes to raise that it is well recognised that Aboriginal people when
identifying culture, value "country" in a different way to Europeans "Country" includes the
physical and spiritual ownership of all Aboriginal values including places, resources, stories,
and cultural obligations associated with a particular place or geographic area. Therefore the
natural environment, and all within it, holds important meaning for Aboriginal people. The
community today regard the environmental values west of the airport and around Cobaki
Broadwater with direct and equal connectivity to cultural and spiritual values of the
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"Murraba" camp. The scientific research, which has highlighted biodiversity values of the
area, is supported by traditional owners and the wider Aboriginal community because it
focuses on what will be lost should the bypass proposal proceed. (45)
Descendants of traditional owners and members of the Aboriginal community continue to
use the area of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass for gathering traditional foods and expressing
cultural traditions, including visiting the burial sites of their ancestors. Around 50 years ago
one traditional owner worked and lived in a small dwelling at the northern end of
Coolangatta Airport, recognising the necessary change from traditional to modern culture.
(45)
The respondent states that oral history, anecdotal evidence, and physical evidence from past
excavations in the Tugun area, provide a background of information supporting the assertion
that human remains will inevitably be disturbed during any proposed bypass construction
along the C4 Route. Almost all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west
of the Airport, contain Aboriginal skeletal remains. (45)
Should construction of the proposed C4 Bypass go ahead spiritual value is diminished, and
spiritual energy is lost, because connected sites are disturbed, separated, and in some cases
destroyed. This is all the more devastating for Aboriginal people due to the fact that this
complex is regarded as the last of its type in the area, with sufficient scale and size, to
engender spiritual awareness and promote cultural expression. (45)
Spirituality is an important and very real feature of culture for Aboriginal people with a set
of concepts and values quite different from non Aboriginal beliefs. In the case of the camp
midden complex to the west of Coolangatta Airport, known as "Murraba" camp to
Aboriginal people, cultural value is strengthened because the visible spatial pattern of cultural
evidence is clearly connected. Aboriginal people regard the complex, most of which is within
an unchanged natural environment, as one place. This fact provides strong spiritual energy,
which is recognised and valued by Aboriginal people who use and visit the area. (45)
In assessing cultural heritage values Technical Paper Number 15 fails to recognise the
potential loss of educational values, should the C4 Bypass proposal proceed, especially as the
complex is regarded as the last naturally remaining type in the local region. (45)
Other descendants of traditional owners still live in close proximity to the Airport and one
family has only recently had their home resumed and demolished by the RTA, as it was
within the proposed road corridor and close to the Kennedy Drive interchange. Three
generations of this Aboriginal family had lived in the home and their Grandfather, Robert
Blow, was a well-known community Elder who maintained his cultural identity and
association with the Tugun area. His ashes were placed between two trees, which can still
be readily identified in the remaining garden area of his former home. Members of this family
still use the accessible areas of the proposed bypass for food collection and visitation of
cultural sites. (45)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the significance of the complex to the west of
Coolangatta Airport was immediately apparent to Professor Ian Lilly when he was taken to
sites by members of the Aboriginal community in the mid 1980's. His visits lead to the listing
of one midden section, within pristine coastal bushland, on the Register of the National
Estate. Unfortunately this listing is still no guarantee of protection because a section is to be
resumed for roadway construction should the C4 Bypass proposal go ahead. (45)
The respondent comments that Archaeologist Jacqui Collins has also assessed the
Coolangatta Airport area for a Tugun to Tweed Heads Bypass Route Selection Study in
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1999. She recognised and supported the assessment of Dr Hall and stated in her report; "
....parts of the coastal plain in the vicinity of Cobaki Broadwater have a high level of
archaeological sensitivity and that any highway corridor through the western section of the
airport will be virtually certain to intercept with Aboriginal cultural materials ...." Collins
assessed a then proposed CI and C2 option to the west of the airport and clearly identified
any corridor path in this area, (which now includes the C4 option), would significantly
impact on cultural heritage values. (45)
The camp midden complex, within the western Airport boundary and through to the Cobaki
Broadwater, is one of the few remaining in the Gold Coast and Tweed River Coastal Region,
and is the only such site complex which still retains much of its former environmental
context. The educational value of this location, for both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal
people, cannot be overstated. (45)
The C4 route will permanently damage the Aboriginal cultural heritage of the area. Not only
by destruction of specific sites, but also by interference with the total environment, so
essential to Aboriginal values. The Aboriginal people once thrived in the Tweed and Gold
Coast areas. The vast majority of that occupation has been destroyed by rampant
development. Here lies am opportunity to conserve a tiny enclave. (47)
Given the number of adjustments to the alignment which have taken place in the years
between the preparation of the technical papers supporting the EIS and actual EIS
preparation, it is important to ensure that any areas not subject of initial cultural heritage
investigations are assessed prior to consideration of project approvals. Adoption of this
process will ensure that all impacts upon Aboriginal cultural heritage will be assessed and
avoided, mitigated where possible, or appropriately licensed where this will not be achieved.
(52)
The Aboriginal cultural heritage will be ruined by the proposal. (56)
The respondent highlights that area has been a well used site for indigenous inhabitants over
thousands of years and includes ceremonial sites, burial sites and habitation sites such as
middens and meeting places. One estimate is over 30 sites of significance to local
aboriginals. More importantly the whole Cobaki environs exists as one of the last major
intact places of significance for local indigenous people. Fragmentation by the motorway and
other development associated with the real estate arm of the airport will help to destroy
the spiritual values of the Murraba country that has been nurtured for greater than 1000
generations. (57)
The respondent feels that the cultural heritage costs of the western route are huge and
unacceptable- if indeed it is possible to calculate the inevitable destruction of the heritage
precinct. (57)
The respondent states that it is not acceptable to trample on significant aboriginal heritage.
(57)
The respondent states that "Our NSW forefathers, in 1926, attempted to bestow some
protection for the Murraba tribal lands by dedicating 250 acres for public open space and
recreation." The majority of these NSW protected lands has been already lost. (62)
The respondent states that ' white, self employed, or self funded retirees, cannot
comprehend the planned annihilation of the roots of our community's heritage,
environmentally and spiritually to save road user travel time'. (62)
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The respondent highlights that people do not see cultural heritage, within the Tweed
community, as being restricted to built structures, but contained within the lands upon
which they are built. (62)
The respondent states that thousands of us, "sea changers" agree with the indigenous
people.. .their camp, Murraba, and the land around, is a great place to live and room must be
left for all inhabitants to be at peace, move quietly and draw spiritual renewal from the land.
(62)
The respondent states that Aboriginal people have traditionally respected environmental
values. The community today regard the environmental values west of the airport with
direct and equal connectivity, to the cultural and spiritual values, of this very significant
complex. (62)
The respondent states that the C4 alignment of the Tugun Bypass is an area with significant
cultural heritage values. (62)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 route proposes to resume 1200 square meters of
Commonwealth National Estate lands dedicated in 1991 as Indigenous. (62)
There are direct links to the coastal Aboriginal people who lived in ecological balance with
this particular area for the past 6000 years (Hall 1990). Today's descendants of these people
still have direct connections to Murraba camp (the area in question) and continue to use the
area in the way of cultural traditions. (63)
The respondent states that if this road proposal commences there will be an immediate and
irreversible impact, which will lead to the loss of the last of significant cultural land for
Aboriginal coastal people in the Tugun/Currumbin area. (63)
The respondent is concerned about the damage to Aboriginal cultural heritage of this area of
which there are over 30 known sites - the camp midden complex (along the western airport
boundary fence) being a significant one. Disturbance of burial sites within this area would be
pure desecration. (66)
The area where the proposed road corridor is to be built has a history of Aboriginal use on
a continual basis for at least 6,000 years. It was used as a food-gathering area, a tribal
meeting place where other tribal groups came from far away, ceremonial grounds were
established and it was also a burial ground. The spiritual landscape extends over the whole
area and should not be further disturbed. (67)
The respondent states that it would not be considered right to build a road through a white
man's cemetery, so what makes it all right to do so to the Aboriginal nation? (67)
There is significant Aboriginal Cultural Heritage areas in the C4 route footprint and areas of
proposed adjacent development are unique and irreplaceable. (71)
The respondent group supports the statement by members of Gecko Gold Coast and
Hinterland Environment Council in their submission of March 2005, which reads: "The
Aborigines of Australia have lost far too much of their heritage since 1788 and it would
appear that this will happen again if the C4 route is approved. Past decisions, which failed to
protect the born ring adjacent to Boyd St for the sake of an access road, demonstrate that
the legislation, which purports to protect Aboriginal heritage can be overridden in the so
called" public interest". However Gecko would argue that the public interest now and into
the future is far better served by the protection, conservation and interpretation of this area
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on and around the C4 route for its indigenous cultural heritage. This is an opportunity not
only for the Aboriginal people to retain an area of great significance to them, but for the
whole community to learn and understand this heritage and promote community and social
cohesion and harmony. The celebration of our mutual history is not in "Harmony Days", but
in the practical conservation of a dwindling heritage". (71)
The first preferred route proposed by the Roads and Transport Authority NSW, and
Queensland Department of Main Road's beyond Stewart Road Tugun to the Tweed Heads
Bypass would also travel west of the Airport. The highway route would cross the listed
'National Estate' Aboriginal Cultural Heritage site (Midden Number 4 2 39) recorded in
1985, situated on the foreshore of Cobaki Broadwater. (71)
The presence of significant Cultural Heritage has been downplayed by the Tugun Alliance in
favour of the development opportunities. (71)
The respondent highlights that the Highway corridor was to pass over the 'stressed' and
environmentally sensitive Cobaki Broadwater and enter NSW Government land (Reserve
59360 for public recreation). This land at West Tweed Heads, is still held in Trust by the
Tweed Shire Council and is leased and managed by the pony club. This first route was
confirmed in the 2001 UBD Gold Coast Street Directory and Tweed Shire Council's Cobaki
Broadwater Management Plan (Draft 1997). Understandably the New South Wales
Government rejected this route on environmental grounds. At that time the National Estate
cultural heritage site was the only major Cultural Heritage recorded. Traditional owners, of
course knew many other cultural sites. (71)
The respondent highlights that anecdotal advice has been received that Aboriginal skeletal
remains have been located at the tip site during excavation and have been stored for
reburial. The close presence of so many archaeological sites suggests that this anecdotal
advice might be correct. (71)
The respondent states that the presence of significant Cultural Heritage has been played
downplayed by the Tugun Alliance in favour of the development opportunities. (72)
The respondent supports the statement by members of Gecko Gold Coast and Hinterland
Environment Council in their submission of March 2005, which reads: "The Aborigines of
Australia have lost far too much of their heritage since 1788 and it would appear that this
will happen again if the C4 route is approved. Past decisions, which failed to protect the
born ring adjacent to Boyd Street for the sake of an access road, demonstrate that the
legislation, which purports to protect Aboriginal heritage can be overridden in the so called"
public interest". However Gecko would argue that the public interest now and into the
future is far better served by the protection, conservation and interpretation of this area on
and around the C4 route for its indigenous cultural heritage. This is an opportunity not only
for the Aboriginal people to retain an area of great significance to them, but for the whole
community to learn and understand this heritage and promote community and social
cohesion and harmony. The celebration of our mutual history is not in "Harmony Days", but
in the practical conservation of a dwindling heritage". (72)
The respondent highlights that anecdotal advice has been received that Aboriginal skeletal
remains have been located at the tip site during excavation and have been stored for
reburial. The close presence of so many archaeological sites suggests that this anecdotal
advice might be correct. (72)
The respondent states that the first preferred route proposed by the Roads and Transport
Authority NSW, and Queensland Department of Main Road's beyond Stewart Road Tugun
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to the Tweed Heads Bypass would also travel west of the Airport. The highway route would
cross the listed 'National Estate Aboriginal Cultural Heritage site (Midden Number 4 2 39)
recorded in 1985, situated on the foreshore of Cobaki Broadwater. (72)
The respondent states that the Highway corridor was to pass over the 'stressed' and
environmentally sensitive Cobaki Broadwater and enter NSW Government land (Reserve
59360 for public recreation). This land at West Tweed Heads, is still held in Trust by the
Tweed Shire Council and is leased and managed by the pony club. This first route was
confirmed in the 2001 UBD Gold Coast Street Directory and Tweed Shire Council's Cobaki
Broadwater Management Plan (Draft 1997). Understandably the New South Wales
Government rejected this route on environmental grounds. At that time the National Estate
cultural heritage site was the only major Cultural Heritage recorded. Traditional owners, of
course knew many other cultural sites. (72)
The respondent highlights that there is significant Aboriginal Cultural Heritage areas in the
C4 route footprint and areas of proposed adjacent development are unique and
irreplaceable. (72)
The single-rail track corridor, located 70m away from the C4 road corridor is to pass
through areas of significant cultural heritage. (72)
If the Tugun Alliance proceeds with this project knowing that the construction and
operation of the C4 project will mean destruction of an area of significant environmental
value with the likely desecration of a growing 'known' area of NSW State cultural heritage
importance. (72)
The respondent highlights that it is acknowledged that the whole area of "Murraba" camp —
the well-documented large Aboriginal campsite directly within the path of the proposed C4
alignment - is significant to Aboriginal people for its cultural, spiritual, social, and educational
values. Furthermore, almost all sand plain and dune coastal midden complexes, such as west
of the airport, contain Aboriginal skeletal burial remains - desecration of burial sites is deeply
offensive to many Aboriginal people and such places should not be disturbed. (73)
The respondent is aware that the coastal plain in the vicinity of Cobaki Broadwater has a
high level of Archaeological and cultural sensitivity, and that 'any highway corridor through
the western section of the airport will be virtually certain to intercept with Aboriginal
cultural materials '(Collins, 1999). Furthermore, the camp-midden complex (along the
western airport boundary fence) is one of the few remaining in the Gold Coast — Tweed
River Coastal Region, and is the only such site complex which still retains much of its former
environmental context (Hall, 1990). (73)
The respondent understands that a further three days examination of the route, again only a
surface examination, has revealed 30 sites of importance, which require further detailed
archaeological assessment. This confirms the exceptional richness of this area for aboriginal
heritage as a gathering place and one that deserves the highest protection. (74)
The respondent states that detailed studies of the cultural heritage have demonstrated very
clearly that this C4 route is an area of cultural richness of great importance to current and
future generations. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the Aborigines of Australia have lost far too much of their
heritage since 1788 and it would appear that this will happen again if the C4 route is
approved. Past decisions, which failed to protect the bora ring adjacent to Boyd St for the
sake of an access road, demonstrate that the legislation, which purports to protect
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Aboriginal heritage can be overridden in the so-called "public interest". However GECKO
would argue that the public interest now and into the future is far better served by the
protection, conservation and interpretation of this area on and around the C4 route for its
indigenous cultural heritage. This is an opportunity not only for the Aboriginal people to
retain an area of great significance to them, but for the whole community to learn and
understand this heritage and promote community and social cohesion and harmony. The
celebration of our mutual history is not in "Harmony Days", but in the practical
conservation of a dwindling heritage. (74)
The respondent has difficulty coming to terms with the fact that those in power in our
country are willing to vandalize this very core of Aboriginal identity and culture. (80)
The respondent is concerned that this route would destroy important Aboriginal cultural
sites. The respondent states that 'when you hear an Aboriginal elder describe what it means
to them to have the burial site of a forbearer disturbed, you realise this is much worse than
disturbing a European cemetery without consultation'. (80)
The respondent wishes to highlight the Aboriginals had never seen guns or horses before
the invasion. The shock of these 'beasts from hell 'appeared to the traditional people as One
Creature, of alien terror and especially so when the beasts ripped apart and became two
(when the rider got off the animal) it was enough to render them frozen with fear but then
that was the whole idea, they called the beasts "Yarrongen" (or Yarrow man). A small
village northwest of Brisbane on Captain Logan's route (Commander of Brisbane's 1st Penal
colony and convener of the massacre raids). The Aboriginal 'Trail of Tears' still has this
traditional name today', Yarraman... and down the coast in Byron Bay, traditional meeting
ground for tribes who were on pilgrimages or visiting for trade and marriage purposes, the
raiders pushed whole tribes off the cliffs. The raids continued for 100 years. (84)
The respondent has raised issues in their submission about indigenous history of the
Tweed/Tugun area. (84)
The respondent is concerned about the sales of local Aboriginal lands by members of
Government Aboriginal Land Councils to corporate developers, which is happening on both
sides of the border. (84)
The respondent states that historical records have not been accurately represented in the
past. However the respondent has included copies of historic documents relating to
indigenous heritage of the Ngarakwal Peoples - Traditional Totemic Custodians of the
Feathered Serpent Traditions Bird Tribes of the Northern Rivers on the east coast of
Australia. (84)
The respondent wishes to highlight that there is so much history held by the oral keepers,
songs of massacre and life slipping away, so much bottled sorrow and only four generations
ago... a blink in time.... but as tradition requires the totemic custodians' maintain the creation
lore and thus they have preserved the Butheram people live and die but the Butheram (Spirit
of the Bush,) is timeless and constant. The custodian or totemic Elders must ensured the
survival of this Lore though displaced and dispersed and forced into exile front the totemic
lands', ignored by government amid victims of contemporary invasion, still the traditions' of
the Feathered Serpents or Birds Tribes survive intact.., refined by poverty and sculpted by
adversity they survived... Today the Ngarakwal knowledge holders can splice both Ancient
Butheram and modern Science together because they are one and the same Natural lores,
...
gods law... (84)
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The Tweed Shire Council spokesman Max Boyd of the Aboriginal Advisory Committee (a
government aboriginal club) has announced that Tweed Shire Council withdraws support of
the C4 and claims that there are aboriginal burials and sites on the C4 route identified route,
amalgamated the Government Aboriginal Clubs to oppose the proposed C4 and airport
extension and assisted in the creation of a new cross border group operating across both
NSW and QLD. (84)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the Tweed Gold Coast was one of the most
affected areas of the colonial invasion. Thousands of people were massacred to gain control
of these lands. The war went on for decades but the white records do not reflect the
horror endured by the traditional people. Those that survived the initial onslaught were kept
as concubines and slaves.., there were numerous half cast children, the only saving grace to
buffer complete extermination of the sovereign people. The white invaders were human
enough to not eradicate their own flesh and blood, they kept them as labour forces instead...
Sonic/it/I blood men were kept as labourers and, for their local knowledge value but
subjected to strict laws that they dared not break... on pain of death... Human Right activist
of the day lobbied the Crown to save the tribal people from extinction Queen Victoria
decreed that Reservations be allotted for the remnant survivors.... Currumbin Valley was
one such allotment ....this was reclaimed by Dixon, the Brother in law of the Bray and Gray
families, first invader settlers of the Tweed Caldera... Dixon wanted a land development
then... same cyclic rhythm now. (84)
The respondent is concerned about the sale of aboriginal land and areas of significance
stating that: The profits from the sale of aboriginal lands' is, lucrative and still continues
today with several corporations queuing to buy land from the local aboriginal committees,
which is apparently why the government endorses them... No Traditional Aboriginal
Totemic custodian would ever sell their Dreaming... (84)
The respondent highlights that given the history of the East Coast colonization and
dislocation of sovereign natives to their traditional lands it should be acknowledged that a
great majority of Aboriginal people now live in urban settings away from their tribal
foundations... The Ngarakwal dialect speakers of the Northern River Bird Tribes are no
exception. They have become the victims of exile due to the craving for their traditional
lands, which are known global/ v as paradise and as not much remains undeveloped, the
aboriginal assets' are the new, target of corporations. The collaboration of governments
aboriginal 'clubs' to assist the sales has developed a climate of corruption and this' appears to
have been deliberately fostered. (84)
The respondent provides background on the cultural history of the area in order to highlight
their additional concerns with regards to the impact of the proposal on cultural heritage.
(84)
The respondent states that Ngarakwal/Githabal traditional custodians have a long history of
human rights and land rights and conservation that spans 50 years. The respondent states
that this keeps with the tradition, lore customs and responsibility they have to their totemic
homelands, just as their people have done through time. The respondent describes how
each aspect of aboriginal culture required proof of ability before traditional knowledge was
revealed. (84)
The respondent is concerned that Aboriginal cultural heritage will be destroyed by the
Tugun Bypass C4 route (86)
The respondent is concerned about the impact caused by politicians, councillors, real estate
agents and building corporations on Aboriginal communities on the Gold Coast. (87)
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4.5.3 Consultation with Traditional Owners
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route that she shared
some information about what she knew about the area and at every opportunity raised my
concerns about the burials within the alignment. Ms MacDonald advised them that this was
such a major campsite with its own Bora ground that had already been destroyed through
ignorance. Ms MacDonald distinctly remembers saying that 'If this goes ahead, our people
would need to be present at every turn of the shovel, this area is so sensitive". Ms
MacDonald remembers feeling at a loss to explain the importance of this area, especially
when her comments were greeted with sneers (not from PPK) but from pro Tugun Bypass
people, who care little about the natural heritage values, let alone Cultural Heritage values.
(II)
The tribal boundary map included in this report is at best contentious. Many local Aboriginal
people may find this map offensive as it in no way represents their own interpretation of
their tribal boundaries. The map has been reproduced from previously published documents
but the consultants failed to ask the Aboriginal people involved in this project if they
supported these boundaries. It needs to be questioned why such a contentious issue was
included in this report. The client should be cautious of endorsing a document that contains
such contentious material. (11)
Mr. Michael Aird refers to the quote by Ysola Best on page 1-16 of the Technical Paper with
her on 15 January 2005. According to Mr. Aird, Ms Best indicated that she did not make this
statement to the consultants. It seems her actual comments merely indicated that extensive
collecting of artefacts has occurred throughout the Gold Coast. Ms Best did not tell the
consultant that artefacts were collected specifically near the site of the John Flynn Hospital.
Eastern Yugambeh Limited does not purport to speak on behalf of Ms Best and recommend
that any further comment be sought directly from Ms Best. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route that regardless of
several explanations, she was still being listed or written to as representing the following:
Moodung or Moorung Moobah or Nganduwal Language Group. On the attendance sheets
she was listed as "descendant of Traditional Owners". She gives an explanation as perhaps
the confusion arose when she was asked to clarify exactly what group she descended from
because other Traditional owner group names were also given to P.P.K by other individuals
attending. The most important thing that she wishes to point out is that, at no time, did she
claim to represent a group of people, other than her own family, that is the descendants of
Arthur Ford. They are Nganduwal, but the way it is written, it implies that she represents all
the Nganduwal group of people. This is not the case and she has always pointed out that
there were many other Nganduwal descendants that should be consulted as well. (II)
The recommendation to develop a Community Involvement and Complaint Response Plan is
unreasonable. It is unclear whether or not the consultants genuinely believe a person off site
would trigger this action whilst looking over the fence. Perhaps in order to trigger any sort
of Community Involvement and Complaint Response Plan, a Traditional Owner would need
to be on site during construction and ahead of any machinery and that person would require
the authority to stop machinery. Either way, this recommendation is at odds with the reality
of operational considerations on a construction site. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted that her
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comments in the first draft did not adequately reflect the wealth of information provided to
the consultants by her or adequately address her concerns. Ms MacDonald was offended by
the fact that information provided to the consultants had not been valued and has been
portrayed in a totally different context. However it was noted in the recommendations at
the time, that it was to be completed after secondary consultations with Traditional
Owners. (I I)
It provides a significant challenge to a cultural heritage assessor to appropriately consult with
the community. This is particularly so when the proposed activity or site is sensitive or
significant. This is because the consultant comes from outside the community and may not
have the appropriate relationships established throughout the community which would
facilitate appropriate consultation. For instance, who decides who to contact, to what extent
should consultation occur, who should determine the consultation process. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted that
Recommendation 2 stated that "Continued consultation with Traditional Owners is
required. It is suggested that a meeting is held with Traditional Owners prior to March 2001
after they have time to consider the report". Ms MacDonald can't recall if that ever
happened and she describes the community focus group meetings as not the desired forum
to allow comfortable discussion of important issues. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route described her
involvement in the walk over of the C4 alignment with the consulting archaeologist where
she and two other family members described their experiences and knowledge of the area
and also identified additional people to contact. Ms MacDonald was concerned that they did
not get an opportunity to walk over the entire area, as would be expected and at the time,
she thought that this must be the first preliminary study and that there must be more to
come. Upon receiving a draft copy of the Cultural Heritage report Ms MacDonald felt
disappointed that there was no proof that the people recommended to be interviewed had
been consulted and that a few of the Traditional Owners were consulted and included in the
study. (11)
The Technical Paper makes no mention of any consultation that occurred within the
Traditional Owner community. It does not state whether the few people consulted took the
issue out for broader discussion, passed on information, or processed and provided any
feedback. The Technical Paper does not outline whether these few individuals were
commissioned or asked to take such actions. (I I)
The consultants' report makes plain their overwhelming reliance on the input of a few key
people and lists them as members of local Aboriginal organisations. It is a fundamental failing
of the report that the consultants have not bothered to establish the membership nor the
roles and responsibilities of these organisations. (I I)
Within the limited consultation that was conducted there are aspects of the process which
raise serious concern. With regard to the database of interested individual stakeholders and
government agencies the consultants have failed to outline the manner in which this
database was compiled. Further questions arise regarding the effectiveness of the database in
light of who controlled access and ongoing correctness. (I I)
The consultation mechanism put in place by the consultants was by design incapable of
reaching the overwhelming majority of Traditional Owners in the project area. (11)
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The Technical Paper makes no mention of any public notices, now common practice and
acceptable Australia-wide for all range of matters dealing with indigenous and nonindigenous matters of social importance. (11)
If the information provided by Aboriginal people is not handled properly then mistakes will
be made and inaccurate accounts of history and cultural activities may result. An example of
inaccuracy can be found on page 1-13. 'Ysola Best Yugambeh Traditional Owner,)
commented that the Best family formerly resided at Ukerebagh Island'. Mr. Michael Aird
discussed this with Ysola Best on 15 January 2005. According to Mr. Aird, Ms Best indicated
that the consultant misquoted her comments. Her actual comment was that members of the
Yuke family (her father's family) lived for a period prior to 1919 at Ukerebagh Island, not
members of the Best family. Eastern Yugambeh Limited does not purport to speak on behalf
of Ms Best and recommend that any further comment be sought directly from Ms Best. (11)
Section 1.5.5 Community Contact provides an overview of community consultation which,
at first glance, gives an impression that extensive work was carried out, but on closer
inspection there are numerous conversations with the same select small group of people.
This approach ultimately failed to provide a workable understanding of the cultural heritage
values of the project area. (11)
Joyce Summers in describing her involvement in the consultation process and subsequently,
the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted that the statement
supposedly made by herself is not a true indication of what was said and she takes offence to
the fact that what she did say was incorrectly reported. One of the issues that Joyce
Summers has with the interview is that never at any stage was she asked permission for
anything that she said to be used in a report. In actual fact the statement that was printed is
not a full and complete statement of what was said by herself. Knowing the cultural
significance of the study area she informed the interviewer that she probably was not the
appropriate person to be speaking to, as she did not have any traditional links to the area. In
view of this fact she would have thought that any suggestion or comment made by herself
would not be of any value to the report. To this affect Joyce Summers finds that this report
does not contain true and fair reporting. ( I I)
Liaison with the relevant Aboriginal community to ascertain whether or not the proposed
development activities would impact upon matters of cultural significance was fundamentally
flawed to the extent that the Technical Paper fails to provide the proponent certainty of
outcome. Rather than consult with a 'community' the consultants repeatedly consulted a
very small number of select individuals. The individuals may have discussed the project
within their own workplaces and families. (11)
It is unclear from the report the extent to which the local Aboriginal community was
involved in determining the extent of their involvement. It is also not possible to work out
whether the local Aboriginal community decided who should be involved, or whether the
decision was made by the consultants. It is also unclear the basis on which individuals were
chosen. Similarly, the extent to which individuals spoke on their own behalf and the extent
to which they spoke on behalf of their community. (11)
Ms Jackie MacDonald in describing her involvement in the consultation process and
subsequently, the Cultural Heritage report for the C4 Tugun Bypass route noted another
area of concern is the fact that indigenous representatives have been verbally advised that
the C4 alignment has moved further west No written advice or maps regarding the realignment have been provided to them for consideration. Another assessment needs to
occur for those reasons alone. The indigenous representatives have not been consulted for
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Cultural Heritage matters on the new alignment, no matter how minor the changes are. This
move will now have even greater impact on the National Estate. (11)
Another example of a questionable outcome from the consultation with the Aboriginal
community can be found from the bottom of page 1-13 and over, that is, "the presence of a
'dancing ground' was raised". The consultants make no comment as to the validity of this
statement. (11)
The respondent highlights that the Cultural Heritage Assessment section titled 'Aims and
Objectives' claims "to develop community confidence in the consultation process; and to
provide a mechanism where by the community can provide direct comment on cultural
heritage issues." However a majority of Aboriginal community members feel very strongly
that their views are unfairly presented and have no confidence in the alleged consultation
process undertaken by authors of Technical Paper Number 15. (28)
The Technical Paper Summary claims to have identified "Aboriginal Traditional Owners,
Native Title Claimants and other indigenous interest groups" to undertake "relevant cultural
heritage field surveys in conjunction with the relevant Traditional Owners to identify and
record significant cultural heritage sites". These claims are disputed by the Aboriginal
community because information provided to the authors is from some selected informants
and not all information given is included in the Assessment. (28)
Some traditional Aboriginal owners feel that they have been misquoted and members of at
least one family were never approached or contacted, despite the fact that their
Grandfathers ashes lie within the proposed road corridor at West Tweed. (28)
The failure to consult with the appropriate traditional owners and local aboriginal
community regarding the resumption of 1200 square meters of the National Estate, which is
located inside the Nganduwal Tribal boundary. The approval process appears to be flawed
because only one Aboriginal group, further north, was contacted for comment by the
Heritage Commission. No local direct descendants were contacted as a consequence,
approval for the resumption has been granted by the Heritage Commission. A formal
compliant has been forwarded to the Minister for Environment and Heritage. (32)
The Cultural Heritage Assessment staled 'Aim and Objectives' claim "to develop community
confidence in the consultation process; and to provide a mechanism where by the
community can provide direct comment on cultural heritage issues." A majority of Aboriginal
community members feel very strongly that their views are unfairly presented and have no
confidence in the alleged consultation process undertaken by authors of Technical Paper
Number IS. (32)
Some traditional owners feel that they have been misquoted and members of at least one
family were never approached or contacted, despite the fact that their Grandfathers ashes
lie within the proposed road corridor at West Tweed. (32)
In the Cultural Heritage Assessment section titled 'Aims and Objectives' claims "to develop
community confidence in the consultation process; and to provide a mechanism where by
the community can provide direct comment on cultural heritage issues." However a majority
of Aboriginal community members feel very strongly that their views are unfairly presented
and have no confidence in the alleged consultation process undertaken by authors of
Technical Paper Number 15. (42)
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Some traditional Aboriginal owners feel that they have been misquoted and members of at
least one family were never approached or contacted, despite the fact that their
Grandfathers ashes lie within the proposed road corridor at West Tweed. (42)
The Technical Paper Summary claims to have identified "Aboriginal Traditional Owners,
Native Title Claimants and other indigenous interest groups" to undertake "relevant cultural
heritage field surveys in conjunction with the relevant Traditional Owners to identify and
record significant cultural heritage sites". These claims are disputed by the Aboriginal
community because information provided to the authors is from some selected informants
and not all information given is included in the Assessment. (42)
The Cultural Heritage Assessment states that as a result of consultation, background
research and survey "informants identified no sites of significance outside the National Estate
area, with the exception of the location of the now destroyed bora ground. "The
respondent states that this statement is strongly denied, and in any event is contradicted
two paragraphs later by "The Traditional Owners consulted have indicated that the
environment and the sites, which occur, are interrelated and therefore they believe the
whole area is significant in terms of indigenous issues." Site information given to the
Assessment authors was not included in their report. They claim in fact that no new sites
were located during the field surveys. (42)
The failure to consult with the appropriate traditional owners and local aboriginal
community regarding the resumption of 1200 square meters of the National Estate, which is
located inside the Nganduwal Tribal boundary. The approval process appears to be flawed
because only one Aboriginal group, further north, was contacted for comment by the
Heritage Commission. No local direct descendants were contacted as a consequence,
approval for the resumption has been granted by the Heritage Commission. A formal
compliant has been forwarded to the Minister for Environment and Heritage. (42)
The failure to consult with the appropriate traditional owners and local aboriginal
community regarding the resumption of 1200 square meters of the National Estate, which is
located inside the Nganduwal Tribal boundary. The approval process appears to be flawed
because only one Aboriginal group, further north, was contacted for comment by the
Heritage Commission. No local direct descendants were contacted as a consequence,
approval for the resumption has been granted by the Heritage Commission. A formal
compliant has been forwarded to the Minister for Environment and Heritage. (45)
The respondent comments that in assessing cultural heritage the authors of Technical Paper
Number 15 appear to have misunderstood their Aboriginal informants who have identified
and insisted the numerous archaeological sites to the west of the Airport are one place.
Dots on a map do not represent culture for Aboriginal people, without supporting
information, explanation, stories, and recognition of their spiritual values. Threading a bypass
route between known archaeological sites will inevitably devalue and destroy "Murraba's"
strong cultural identity. (45)
In the Cultural Heritage Assessment section titled 'Aim and Objectives' claim "to develop
community confidence in the consultation process; and to provide a mechanism where by
the community can provide direct comment on cultural heritage issues." However a majority
of Aboriginal community members feel very strongly that their views are unfairly presented
and have no confidence in the alleged consultation process undertaken by authors of
Technical Paper Number 15. (45)
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Some traditional Aboriginal owners feel that they have been misquoted and members of at
least one family were never approached or contacted, despite the fact that their
Grandfathers ashes lie within the proposed road corridor at West Tweed. (45)
The Technical Paper Summary claims to have identified "Aboriginal Traditional Owners,
Native Title Claimants and other indigenous interest groups" to undertake "relevant cultural
heritage field surveys in conjunction with the relevant Traditional Owners to identify and
record significant cultural heritage sites". These claims are disputed by the Aboriginal
community because information provided to the authors is from some selected informants
and not all information given is included in the Assessment. (45)
Page 1-12 incorrectly identified one Aboriginal stakeholder. One knowledge-holder
consulted as part of the process was Mr. Claude McDermott Snr. The EIS states that 'since
the meeting' Claude McDermott has become an Aboriginal Heritage Officer with the NSW
NPWS" (p1-12, Technical Paper 14, Vol 6). This is not correct. Claude McDermott,
employed by the NSW NPWS, is the son of Claude McDermott Snr who was consulted as
part of the consultation process in Tweed Heads. (52)
In 2001 the Bonhomme Craib and Associates, Cultural Heritage EIS Consultants statement
read: "However the stated wishes of two groups, that is the Kombumerri and the Moorung
Moobar Traditional Owners have been that the development should not be located across
the plain". Subsequently, communication with some traditional owners did not advance. (72)
The Tugun Alliance has failed to adequately address cultural heritage issues and to
communicate with all of the traditional owners because it suited their purposes 'not to
know' the location of archaeological sites known to traditional owners. Traditional owners
were pressured in the C4 selection process. (72)
The respondent highlights that both the Bundjalung Elders Council and the Tweed Byron
Local Aboriginal Lands Council have been the subject of much scrutiny and criticism for
failure to include the Traditional Totemic Custodial Aboriginal Elders of place in any
processes or procedures and failure to include the full aboriginal population in decision
making. The government legislation facilities this procedural unfairness and exploits its
zenith in the sales of traditional lands and traditional culture. (84)
The respondent is concerned about the operation and management of Government
Aboriginal Clubs, both nationally and within the local region. (84)
The respondent highlights that traditional people believe the government endorsed
Aboriginal 'Clubs' of lands Councils and Committees are racist institutions; and; "here
fostered a climate of corruption and exploitation of environmental planning processes and
procedures through apparent gross favouritism by the NSW Government for their
Government created Aboriginal Councils and Committees and Aboriginal bodies in
preference of Traditional Aboriginal Custodian associations or respect for Totemic Skin
Lore Connections To Country and that this appears to have been achieved due to too many
laws being altered by surreptitious regulation and not by public legislation and then this
same manipulation of legislative process fosters exploitation of land and water and endangers
the civil, political and democratic rights of all Australians. (84)
4.5.4

Native Title

Section 1.4.4 Native Title Claim and Aboriginal Land Claims provides a complicated
overview of a Land Claim registered on behalf of the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land
Council. However, it is not possible from this overview to determine whether this Land
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Claim will have any impact upon the project, even though the bypass corridor passes
through an area of land that is under claim. (I I)
The lack of a current native title claim does not necessarily mean there will be no native title
implications for an area. Between the consultants beginning the cultural heritage assessment
and the publication of the EIS two indigenous land use agreements ('ILUAs') were registered
around the locality of the C4 Bypass proposal (National Native Title Tribunal numbers
Q I 01/9 and Q12002/069). For ILUA number QI01/9 the State of Queensland was a party.
(II)
Section 1.4.4 Native Title Claim and Aboriginal Land Claims fails to inform the client that
seven Native Title claims have previously covered the bypass area. In fact some of these
claims were current for some of the time that the study was being undertaken. (1 I)
It is a failing of the Technical Paper that it has not outlined each parcel of land tenure to be
effected by the project. In doing so the consultants would have assessed the potential for
Native Title implications that may arise by one or more the following:
•

Lodgement of an application for determination of Native Title between the time of
writing the report and project completion; or

•

The potential for compulsory acquisition of land; or
The potential for a claim for compensation. (11)

•

The report fails to mention if contact was made with several community members involved
in a Native Title claim over the study area that was current during part of the period that
this study was undertaken. This report indicates that the consultants failed to make contact
with some of the archaeologists and local Aboriginal people known to have carried out
previous surveys within the study area. For example J. Hall and Michael Aird visited several
of these sites within the study area in 1990 but no attempt was made to contact these
researchers to discuss their findings. (II)
The respondent has raised concerns relating to corporations exploiting Aboriginal land in
the Gold Coast region. (84)
The respondent raises concern that the Gold Coast/East Yugambeh native title has been
withdrawn and a federal joint parliamentary committee into native title and the Aboriginal
Torres Straight Islander Land Fund has commences along with a Federal Parliamentary
Committee into Aboriginal Affairs because of suspected corruption by developers exploiting
aboriginal land. (84)
The respondent states that native title validated is the only legislative means available to
protect the land and this includes our own ionic mountain - Wollumbin, traditionally owned
by the Ngarakwal dialect speakers/feathered serpent tradition - The Bird Tribes. (84)

4.6
4.6.1

Soils, W a t e r Quality and Hydrology
Assessment Methodology and Documentation

Volume 2, 4.5.3 Chloride exceeds ANZECC trigger levels for toxicants for aquatic food
sources. This groundwater should not be assessed for drinking water quality, which hides
the real results. No testing for dioxins was undertaken and should have been included. (25)
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The respondent comments on Section 5.5 of the EIS Vol.4, that testing for acid sulphate soils
was only undertaken on airport grounds and therefore results are inconclusive as there are
acid sulphate soils on Crown Land. (25)
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 of the Geotechnical Assessment — Test Pit 5 data appears to be missing.
(25)
The respondent highlights Section 2.5.2 in the EIS Vol. 4, stating that the survey of water
quality parameters is not listed. This si needed to draw comparisons to future testing and
with ANZECC guidelines. (25)
Appendix D. The groundwater analysis does not show the location descriptions of north
bore, south bore or D2 and E2. Electrical Conductivity results conclude that 492ppm of
salinity is quite high for bore water. (25)
Where are the landfill sites mentioned that are south-west of the airport runway and have
been tested positive for contamination including arsenic? There is no diagram to show the
location of these sites. (25)
The respondent highlights Section 5.1.3 in the EIS Vol. 4, and asks why contaminated soils
were not a part of the geotechnical study and why are the results of soil and water testing
not available? (25)
The DEC notes in Technical Paper 8 that the proposed route alignment would not traverse
any major watercourses, but would be located within the catchments of three waterways. It
is also. noted that State Environmental Planning Policy Number 14 wetland Number 5a is
within close proximity to the proposal. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 27 (Saltmarsh in the NSW North Coast Bioregion). The DEC is
concerned with the statement that "where the groundwater is to be lowered for periods
...the surface should be rewatered at intervals as required". Clarification is required on the
statement as it was understood that the groundwater would be continuously supplemented
with no chances for the groundwater to be lowered. (52)
Technical Paper 6 indicates that contaminated soils may be encountered at several locations
during the course of the project, particularly in the vicinity of the Quarry Area, Tugun
Landfill, Airport Dump Site and Sand Blasting Area. (52)
The QDMR should ensure that activities carried out during construction that are in
proximity sensitive waters, particularly Wetland Number 5, are appropriately managed to
minimise the transportation of sediment and other contaminants off-site. (52)
The mitigation measures proposed in Section 6 of the Technical Paper are considered
appropriate. It should also be ensured that any stockpiles of contaminated soil are managed
to prevent contaminated run-off from leaving containment areas. (52)
The respondent states that they have not read anything in the EIS that demonstrates that
construction of the proposed tunnel will not have an adverse impact on existing hydrological
regimes. The respondent also states that even minor changes to seasonal variation in
fluctuation of ground water table levels will be enough to irrevocably alter ecosystem
processes with catastrophic and irreversible consequences for the Wallum vegetation and
the species within it. (59)
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The respondent is concerned that in the long-term, there are clearly are many unknown
aspects to the Tugun Bypass EIS that raise questions, particularly the long term impacts on
changes to the water table in Cobaki wetlands. (63)
The respondent is concerned about the possibility that acid ground water contamination
could be created and is recognized by all agencies contributing to the E.I.S. (Some go into
great detail, as to what would occur if this were to happen. The risk factor is assessed as
being very high with potential to cause great damage. (67)
All 19 samples showed that all landfills contained asbestos. A level of total PAH @ 7.2 mg/kg
were found at landfill A, landfills B and C returned heavy metals levels below EPA levels of
concern. (69)
A preliminary environmental site assessment of landfill sites was undertaken by Parsons
Brinkerhoff on January 2004 for the Gold Coast Airport. It was noted that a review of aerial
photos and certificates of title was undertaken however no details of these were provided.
Accordingly the Site history component of this assessment hasn't been addressed. (69)
The Tugun Bypass EIS Technical Paper Number 6 Contaminated Land has identified potential
sources of impact. However the information provided is insufficient to determine the
presence and or extent of impact. The Gold Coast Airport's preliminary site assessment has
not investigated the impacts from the quarry and borrow areas at the northern end of the
alignment and the sand blasting area at the southern end of the alignment. (69)
Groundwater monitoring showed low pH of 3.5 to 4.7 indicative of acid sulphate soils.
Methylphenol and MEK returned levels between 78ug/L to 9450ug/L, which are above
investigation levels. The results did not identify the specific monitoring wells that returned
the elevated levels. (69)
Regarding the results of the contaminated land investigations there has been no scaled
drawing clearly showing the property boundaries in relation to sampling points provided.
(69)
The respondent refers to the WBM Oceanics (1991) study and states that a spokesperson
for the Tweed Shire Council advised that the 1991 study was only a desktop study. (71)
The respondent highlights that a NSW State Pollution Control Commission (1985) study
found that there had been significant deterioration in the water quality of Cobaki
Broadwater since 1978. The study recommended that the discharge point for Tweed Heads
West sewage treatment works the relocated from Cobaki Creek to Terranora Creek. (71)
The respondent is concerned that according to Technical Paper No. 4 (7-13) work done on
the 2003 investigation suggests that the southern section of the site falls into a "very high
level of treatment category" for acid sulphates. (71)
The respondent states that the NSW Environment Protection Authority (1996) reported
that the state of the Cobaki Broadwater was generally "bad", with local inputs of poorer
water quality exerting control over water quality in the Lower Tweed Estuary System.
Reference KEC Science Report 'Water quality in the Lower Tweed Estuary System (August
1998 Paragraph 2.03, p.3). The KEC Science Report advises that: "It is of some concern that
a variety of reports have subjected raw data to the various ANZECC criteria to determine
water quality compliance. In most circumstances, comparison of raw data to threshold limits
is not an appropriate method of assessment". (71)
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The respondent is concerned that in 1998 The Department of Land and Water
Conservation prepared a NSW State Summary (1998) "Stressed Rivers Assessment Report
for the Tweed Catchment". In this report Cobaki Broadwater rates 'High' environmental
stress. Thus the EIS fails to provide an adequate report on the health of the Cobaki
Broadwater knowing that potential impacts from this proposed development are likely to
impact on the water quality of the already 'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater (( I 998)"Stressed
Rivers Assessment Report for the Tweed Catchment"). (71)
The respondent is concerned that the disturbed ground due to sand mining was wrong.
Mining was never carried out on the western side of the airport runway. The exception is
the dredging for sand in the Cobaki by the Broadhurst Hill Company. (71)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS fails to identify which studies of water quality in
the Cobaki Broadwater the Tweed Shire Council carried out. However a Tweed River
Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program 2000 2001 Final Report July 2003 Paragraph 7.2.8
page 232 indicates that: "The shallow broadwaters are highly turbid with relatively high
nutrient levels. Chlorophyll biomass is also high and may be fuelled and in turn is
exacerbated by. nutrient releases by the sediments. This observed decline in the sediments
ability to cope with organic loads provides evidence of eutrophication. However habitat
distribution is good". (71)
The EIS Volumel Main volume p. 8-11 advises:
"It is likely that leachate is migrating from the landfill" i.e. The Gold Coast rubbish tip
•
site.
•

"As the groundwater flows towards the NSW border and the Cobaki Broadwater,
there is a strong possibility that migration of contaminants from the landfill is
occurring".

Tweed Shire Council Minutes (p.256 dated 19 January 2005) reads: "Brad Pearce advised the
committee that the Gold Coast City Council has released a report, detailing the results from
groundwater monitoring studies relating to the Tugun Landfill. The information cannot be
released to the Committee due to its confidentiality". Cr Boyd asked why the confidentiality
if the results were not of concern. Cr Boyd noted there have been reports of black liquid
oozing from the drains into the Cobaki Broadwater from an airport drain. Cr Boyd
suggested the committee should undertake its own monitoring at the end of the drains"."
Henry James noted that monitoring would have to be designed around the proposed Tugun
Bypass development footprint". Following surveying work in February 2005, a phone report
was made to Queensland Main Roads advising that several drains, downwards from the tip
site and of airport land showed signs of contamination. The EIS advises that Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) do not degrade and may persist for a sufficient time to reach the
Broadwater. (71)
The respondent states that the EIS fails to provide an adequate report on the health of the
Cobaki Broadwater knowing that potential impacts from this proposed development are
likely to impact on the water quality of the already 'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater ( "Stressed
Rivers Assessment Report for the Tweed Catchment", 1998). The EIS fails to report on the
ecosystem health of the State and Commonwealth waters of the Cobaki Broadwater. A
phone enquiry with the Tugun Alliance failed to provide any information as to when the last
recent physical ecosystem/water study had been done. There is no information in the EIS to
indicate how the Tugun Alliance will be able to measure any change in water quality of the
Cobaki Broadwater when base line information on water quality of the Broadwater is
unknown. (71)
The C4 route corridor passes over two Gold Coast Airport Ltd contaminated dumpsites.
The EIS (Volume 1 p.8-I2) indicates that sixteen hundred (1600) cubic meters of 'Not stated'
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contaminated material would either be disposed of to a suitable containment cell within the
(unlined) Tugun Landfill or taken to a suitable licensed facility. Our concern is surrounding
ground contamination. (71)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS fails to report on the ecosystem health of the
State and Commonwealth waters of the Cobaki Broadwater. A phone enquiry with the
Tugun Alliance failed to provide any information as to when the last physical
ecosystem/water study had been done. There is no information in the EIS to indicate how
the Tugun Alliance will be able to measure any change in water quality of the Cobaki
Broadwater when base line information on water quality of the Broadwater is unknown. (71)
The respondent is concerned about two Gold Coast Airport Dump Sites. The C4 route
corridor passes over two Gold Coast Airport Ltd contaminated dumpsites. The EIS (Volume
1 p.8-I2) indicates that sixteen hundred (1600) cubic meters of 'Not stated' contaminated
material would either be disposed of to a suitable containment cell within the (unlined)
Tugun Landfill or taken to a suitable licensed facility. Their concern is surrounding ground
contamination. (72)
The EIS fails to provide an adequate report on the health of the Cobaki Broadwater knowing
that potential impacts from this proposed development are likely to impact on the water
quality of the already 'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater ((1998) "Stressed Rivers Assessment
Report for the Tweed Catchment"). The EIS fails to report on the ecosystem health of the
State and Commonwealth waters of the Cobaki Broadwater. A phone enquiry with the
Tugun Alliance failed to provide any information as to when the last recent physical
ecosystem/water study had been done. There is no information in the EIS to indicate how
the Tugun Alliance will be able to measure any change in water quality of the Cobaki
Broadwater when base line information on water quality of the Broadwater is unknown. (72)
The respondent highlights that a NSW State Pollution Control Commission (1985) study
found that there had been significant deterioration in the Water quality of Cobaki
Broadwater since 1978. The study recommended that the discharge point for Tweed Heads
West sewage treatment works the relocated from Cobaki Creek to Terranora The WBM
Oceanics Study (1991). (72)
A spokesperson for the Tweed Shire Council advised that the 1991 study was only a
desktop study. Is there a more recent physical ecosystem health monitoring study available?
(72)
The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) fails to provide the status of ecosystem health of
the Cobaki Broadwater. The 'out of date' data presented in the EIS Technical Paper 8
Paragraph 2.2.2 p.23 in the following Report documents is sad and obvious. (72)
The NSW Environment Protection Authority (1996) reported that the state of the Cobaki
Broadwater was generally "bad", with local inputs of poorer water quality exerting control
over water quality in the Lower Tweed Estuary System. Reference KEC Science Rep 'Water
quality in the Lower Tweed Estuary System (August 1998 Paragraph 2.03, p.3). The KEC
Science Report further advises that: "It is of some concern that a variety of reports have
subjected raw data to the various ANZECC criteria to determine water quality compliance.
In most circumstances, comparison of raw data to threshold limits is not an appropriate
method of assessment". (72)
The respondent is concerned that disturbed ground due to sand mining was wrong. Mining
was never carried out on the western side of the airport runway. The exception is the
dredging for sand in the Cobaki by the Broadhurst Hill Company. (72)
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The EIS main Vol. 1 Technical Paper 8, paragraph 4.3 Monitoring Programs, reports: "While
monitoring in the creeks and watercourses traversing the proposed routes is recommended,
monitoring in the Cobaki Broadwater is not". It is claimed "This is due to the large dilution
that would occur once flows reach this water body and the difficulty in differentiating
between impacts associated with the proposal and external influences on water quality in the
Cobaki Broadwater". The respondent would argue that monitoring of these waters is
important to the health of the Tweed River. (72)
The EIS fails to report on the ecosystem health of the State and Commonwealth waters of
the Cobaki Broadwater. A phone enquiry with the Tugun Alliance failed to provide any
information as to when the last physical ecosystem/water study had been done. There is no
information in the EIS to indicate how the Tugun Alliance will be able to measure any change
in water quality of the Cobaki Broadwater when base line information on water quality of
the Broadwater is unknown. (72)
In 1998 The Department of Land and Water Conservation prepared a NSW State Summary
(1998) "Stressed Rivers Assessment Report for the Tweed Catchment". In this report
Cobaki Broadwater rates 'High' environmental stress. Thus the EIS fails to provide an
adequate report on the health of the Cobaki 13roadwater knowing that potential impacts
from this proposed development are likely to impact on the water quality of the already
'stressed' Cobaki Broadwater ((1998) "Stressed Rivers Assessment Report for the Tweed
Catchment"). (72)
The respondent highlights that the EIS fails to identify which studies of water quality in the
Cobaki Broadwater the Tweed Shire Council carried out. However a Tweed River
Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program 2000 2001 Final Report July 2003 Paragraph 7.2.8
page 232 indicates that: "The shallow broadwaters are highly turbid with relatively high
nutrient levels. Chlorophyll biomass is also high and may be fuelled and in turn is
exacerbated by. nutrient releases by the sediments. This observed decline in the sediments
ability to cope with organic loads provides evidence of eutrophication. However habitat
distribution is good". (72)
The respondent is concerned about contaminated groundwater from the Gold Coast tip site
and other sources. The respondent highlights that the EIS Volume 1 Main volume p. 8-11
advises:
"It is likely that leachate is migrating from the landfill" i.e. The Gold Coast rubbish tip
•
site.
"As the groundwater flows towards the NSW border and the Cobaki Broadwater,
•
there is a strong possibility that migration of contaminants from the landfill is
occurring".
Tweed Shire Council Minutes (p.256 dated 19 January 2005) reads: "Brad Pearce advised the
committee that the Gold Coast City Council has released a report, detailing the results from
groundwater monitoring studies relating to the Tugun Landfill. The information cannot be
released to the Committee due to its confidentiality". Cr Boyd asked why the confidentiality
if the results were not of concern. Cr Boyd noted there have been reports of black liquid
oozing from the drains into the Cobaki Broadwater from an airport drain. Cr Boyd
suggested the committee should undertake its own monitoring at the end of the drains"."
Henry James noted that monitoring would have to be designed around the proposed Tugun
Bypass development footprint". Following surveying work in February 2005. a phone report
was made to Queensland Main Roads advising that several drains, downwards from the tip
site and of airport land showed signs of contamination. The EIS advises that Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) do not degrade and may persist for a sufficient time to reach the
Broadwater. (72)
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The respondent is concerned that according to Technical Paper No. 4 (7-13) work done on
the 2003 investigation suggests that the southern section of the site falls into a "very high
level of treatment category" for acid sulphates. (72)
The respondent states that the EIS identifies a number of contaminated sites, including the
Tugun Landfill, Gold Coast Airport and the sandblasting site that require remediation. It is
surprising to note that despite the serious impacts that will result from disturbing theses
soils, including contamination of the surrounding soils, groundwater and the Cobaki Lakes
system, testing has not been undertaken to identify the presence of: Polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons; Total petrol hydrocarbons; Tributyl- tin; and Metals, and it is unknown what
treatment will be required to ensure that human and the natural environment are not
adversely affected. This is yet another example of inadequate information in this EIS and
these deficits undermine any confidence the community might have in the whole EIS and
Environmental Management processes. (74)
The respondent feels that it is a matter of concern that the geological formations beneath
the valley floor have not been fully assessed in order to determine whether suitable rock
foundation for spread footings exist or if the more intrusive bored piles have to be
constructed. (74)
The respondent wishes to highlight that in the precincts of Coolangatta Airport, the land is
Commonwealth land and no fuel or contaminants are allowed to be dropped anywhere
inside that precinct because of the danger of pollution of the water table one meter under
the surface. That is by Commonwealth Anti-pollution laws. Therefore the Commonwealth
have proved beyond reasonable doubt that pollution can occur to the water table and has
occurred in the past many times. (76)
The respondent is concerned that regulations for the EIS included identifying contaminated
sites. The omission of one such site just meters from out Tweed waterways is most serious
and will have grave consequences with the resultant contamination from spills. (79)
The respondent is concerned about a borehole which was found to be considerably
degraded little more that 2 years after it was put in, (i.e. corrosion from acid sulphate soils)
is not identified in the EIS. (79)
DIPNR North Coast Region acknowledges that the EIS groundwater modelling assessment
satisfies the requirements for the interpretation of the groundwater conditions that will
occur during construction and post construction of the tunnel. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region agrees with the EIS comments that states: "Widespread
lowering of groundwater levels around the proposed tunnel would be unacceptable... The
groundwater table must be maintained at appropriate levels to ensure minimal oxidation of
Potential Acid Sulfate Soils (PASS)". The proponent proposes a suitable solution to this
issue, by re-injecting groundwater back into the sand aquifer to maintain levels outside the
tunnel at, or close to natural conditions. (83)
4.6.2

Construction

In reference to Volume 2 Section 3.2.4, as samplers showed signs of illness and then further
testing was done using full safety suiting with respirators, health and safety of contractors
should not be compromised and no construction work undertaken for the Tugun Bypass in
this area. (25)
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The respondent highlights that EPA testing of soil and water needs to be undertaken before
any construction works to determine the presence of heavy metals, arsenic and other
contaminates such as kerosene from aircraft fallout. As the land has been a dumping ground
for council practices, soil and water testing is imperative. Several sites have already been
identified as arsenic contaminated. Tonnes of soil are recognised as potential hazards and as
such the area should be locked down and not disturbed, to avoid further contamination. (25)
Most other bores exceed guidelines for nitrates, phosphates, phenol and ammonia, meaning
that runoff from Tugun landfill and airport activities have contaminated groundwater.
Measures should be clearly taken to filter runoff in situ at both sites. (25)
Volume 2 Section 4.4.2 The Tugun landfill has all samples exceeding ANZECC guidelines and
therefore land surrounding this area should not be disturbed because of leachate possibility.
(25)
In reference to Volume 2 Section 4.4.3, "The movement of contaminated groundwater could
potentially impact on the construction site". All land under the Tugun Bypass footprint and
surrounds should not be disturbed. (25)
The respondent highlights Section 5.1.2 in the EIS Vol. 4, stating 5.1.2 "soils at or near
ground surface together with those below water level pose a severe environmental risk if
disturbed" — Soils should not be disturbed. (25)
There are too many hazards and risks associated with this proposal regarding the leaching of
contaminated soils into the Broadwater. (25)
The respondent has stated that temporary lowering of groundwater should be avoided and a
short time limit placed on earthworks and fill impacting on wetlands. Acid sulphate soils
exposed to air will permanently impact on terrestrial and aquatic fauna and would contribute
to mortalities leading up the food chain impacting on higher predators. Engineering
problems would be significantly elevated by the deleterious effects of acid sulphate soils on
tunnels and other concrete structures. According to FRC (p.iii), lowering of the water table
may contribute to leaching of acidified water and mobilised metals to the Broadwater
through the groundwater. This si not acceptable and would lead to contaminated soils with
possible arsenic and DDT leaching from the partially remediated soil despite fill in the area
and from contaminated landfill. (25)
The respondent has expressed concern over the tonnes of arsenic contaminated soil that
have been dumped on Pony Club ground, possibly as a result of illegal council dumping after
supposed remediation of cattle dip sites. Soil tests have already proved that the soil is
contaminated with arsenic. This soil should not be further disturbed, to prevent leaching
into the Broadwater. (25)
The respondent has expressed concern that liming at a minimal rate of I% would mean
around 5000 tonnes of agricultural lime would be required to treat acid sulphate soils in the
initial stages. However the treatment of these soils could change the pH over a large area of
the road corridor and surrounds. (33)
The respondent is concerned that approximately 240,000 cubic meters of potentially
contaminated soil will be removed from the tunnel area. (33)
The respondent expresses concern over the impedance of ground water flow towards
Cobaki Broadwater by the road tunnel construction with the establishment of uneven water
levels on either side establishes a high risk of activating Acid Sulphate soil. (46)
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The Tugun Bypass and Rail Tunnel has been deemed a very high risk category with regards
to potential problems associated with Acid Sulphate soil disturbance with the recommended
application of agricultural lime to be huge. Due to the high ecological and cultural sensitivity
of this region, its 'high risk' category as an Acid sulphate soil hot-spot and the kinds of
extensive operations required to minimise the potential of area contamination,
AVOIDANCE is one of the obvious recommended options to the C4 highway project. (46)
The DEC refers to Section 8.4 (Groundwater) It is noted that construction of the proposal
(road and tunnel) has the potential to impact on groundwater levels within the area,
including the potential production of acid groundwater production. (52)
Wind-blown acid sulfate soils have the potential to adversely impact on waters. In addition
to the proposed strategies for inclusion in the ASSMP it should be ensured that material
stockpiles are managed to prevent the generation of wind-blown material from the
containment areas. (52)
The respondent highlights the grave reservations raised about the disturbance of acid
sulphate soils which border the Cobaki Broadwater area. (53)
Underground leaching to the Cobaki Broadwater of acid sulphate contaminated water would
not be detected until plants and aquatic life were affected. (56)
Gold Coast City Council highlights that the removal of the waste material after the closure
of the Tugun Landfill, in order to facilitate the rail construction, will result in significantly
more cost to the Government as the waste material would need to be exhumed,
transported and reburied on another landfill site. (61)
The proposed route for the Tugun Bypass traverses the southwest corner of Gold Coast
City Councils Tugun Landfill and its construction would require some waste material t o be
excavated, moved, compacted and reburied. Council had planned to close the Tugun Landfill
in 2005/06, however in recognition in part to the pending Bypass construction, the timeline
for its closure is being reviewed and will most likely coincide with the completion of the
Bypass. (6 I )
The potential for the release of acid sulphate contaminated runoff is high and is mentioned in
the E.I.S. by the F.R.C. Environmental Report of Aquatic Flora and Fauna. To quote from
page 3 of that report: "Oxidation that may result from the lowering of the water table may
contribute to the leaching of acidified waters (and mobilised metals) to the Broadwater
through the groundwater. If unmanaged acid related impacts may be significant resulting in
finfish and shellfish mortalities over a wide area; it is recommended that reliable strategies
are developed to ensure acidified waters do not reach the Broadwater or tributary water
courses". (62)
The environmental issues would have grave consequences if acid sulphate soils were not
addressed as a major issue. (67)
The respondent is concerned that the proposal to use lime as a neutralising agent to treat
the acid sulphate soils, which will be spread along the road corridor, has the potential to
upset the pH balance of the whole area. This would have devastating effects on the flora and
fauna species of the region which rely on a finely balanced slightly acidic environment to
survive. According to Robert Quirk, a world-recognised expert on acid sulphate soil
management, liming at a rate of 3 per cent is generally carried out in the Tweed farming
community. This would necessitate the use of 15,000 tonnes of lime in the initial treatment
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of the soils, which would be excavated from the Queensland side of the border, land
contamination impacts from the Tugun landfill will need to be determined. However, the
proposed pathway of the Tugun Bypass 69appears to intersect some of the previous sand
mining/dredging activity areas owned by the Coolangatta Airport. These areas will need to
be investigated to determine what contamination is present and how it can/will be managed.
(67)
The respondent is concerned about the Gold Coast City Dump site. For the bulk of it
operational life the Gold Coast City 'unlined' tip site has been loaded with contaminated
material, which has leached into the high ground water table. Tweed Shire Council Minutes
(p.30) dated 7 April 2001 advise that the land covered rubbish tip site will require removal
or capping. The placement of a high density polyethylene membrane over the exposed waste
proposed by the Tugun Alliance will not stop the ongoing leach of contaminants via
groundwater. Impacts of the proposed excavation of the rubbish tip site include:
Increase in the volume of leachate produced
•
Accelerated
migration of leachate from Tugun tip site to areas downstream of the
•
rubbish tip Site towards the Cobaki Broadwater
Potential to increase any harmful effects on the Environment from the migration of
•
leachate. (71)
Approximately 240,000 cubic meters of potential acid contaminated soil will be removed
from the tunnel area. Liming at a minimal rate of 1% would mean around 5,000 tonnes of
agricultural lime would be required to treat this soil in the initial stage. The treatment of acid
contaminated soil may change the pH over a large area of the road corridor and surrounds.
Plants and animals that require higher acidity than normal to survive may be wiped out if the
ground became pH neutral. (71)
The entry of leachate, which is contaminated with heavy metals, is occurring from the Gold
Coast City Council Commercial Refuse Tip into Cobaki Broadwater, according to a recent
survey detailed in the Tweed Shire Council Cobaki Broadwater Management Plan (Industry)
Final Report (1998). (71)
Concerned about underground leaching to the Cobaki Broadwater of acid sulphate
contaminated water would not be detected until the effects were felt by plant and aquatic
life. Indeed the current 'stress' levels of the Broadwater may be on account of the Airport
dredging of known 'high' levels of acid sulphate soils. (71)
The presence of high groundwater poses significant environmental affects on the depths of
earth fill required to maintain stability. The depths of this fill will affect ground water flows,
causing environmental threats to' discovered rare and threatened flora. (71)
The respondent is concerned about the entry of leachate, which is contaminated with heavy
metals, is occurring from the Gold Coast City Council Commercial Refuse Tip into Cobaki
Broadwater, according to a recent survey. (Tweed Shire Council Cobaki Broadwater
Management Plan (Industry) Final Report (1998). (72)
The underground leaching to the Cobaki Broadwater of acid sulphate contaminated water
would not be detected until the effects were felt by plant and aquatic life. Indeed the current
'stress' levels of the Broadwater may be on account of the Airport dredging of known 'high'
levels of acid sulphate soils. (72)
The presence of high groundwater poses significant environmental affects on the depths of
earth fill required to maintain stability. The depths of this fill will affect ground water flows,
causing environmental threats to' discovered rare and threatened flora. (72)
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Approximately 240,000 cubic meters of potential acid contaminated soil will be removed
from the tunnel area. Liming at a minimal rate of I% would mean around 5,000 tonnes of
agricultural lime would be required to treat this soil in the initial stage. The treatment of acid
contaminated soil may change the pH over a large area of the road corridor and surrounds.
Plants and animals that require higher acidity than normal to survive may be wiped out if the
ground became pH neutral. (72)
The respondent is concerned about the Gold Coast City Dump Site. For the bulk of it
operational life the Gold Coast City 'unlined' tip site has been loaded with contaminated
material, which has leached into the high ground water table. Tweed Shire Council Minutes
(p.30) dated 7 April 2001 advise that the land covered rubbish tip site will require removal
or capping. The placement of a high density polyethylene membrane over the exposed waste
proposed by the Tugun Alliance will not stop the ongoing leach of contaminants via
groundwater. Impacts of the proposed excavation of the rubbish tip site include:
Increase in the volume of leachate produced;
•
Accelerated
migration of leachate from Tugun tip site to areas downstream of the
•
rubbish tip site towards the Cobaki Broadwater; and
Potential to increase any harmful effects on the Environment from the migration of
•
leachate. (72)
The respondent is very concerned that dredging and other works associated with the
proposed tunnel (located within the tidal zone) will substantially impact on both the
hydrology of both freshwater and estuarine ecosystems of the Cobaki wetland system. (73)
The underground leaching to the Cobaki Broadwater of acid sulphate contaminated water
would not be detected until the effects were felt by plants and aquatic life. According to
Technical Paper No. 4 (7-13) work done on the 2003 investigation suggests that the
southern section of the site falls into a "very high level of treatment category" for acid
sulphates. Approximately 240,000 m3 of potential acid contaminated soil is proposed to be
removed from the tunnel area. Liming at a minimal rate of I% would mean around 5,000
tonnes of agricultural lime would be required to treat this soil in the initial stage. The
treatment of acid contaminated soil may change the pH over a large area of the road
corridor and surrounds. Plants and animals that require higher acidity than normal to survive
may be wiped out if the ground became pH neutral. (73)
The respondent is concerned that the proposal is to build in soils that are highly acidic and
which when disturbed will require remediation with lime. According to Technical Paper No.
4 (7-13) work done on the 2003 investigation suggests that the southern section of the site
falls into a "very high level of treatment category" for acid sulfates. The volumes of soils are
substantial, estimated at 300,000 tonnes, and will require at least 5,000 tonnes of lime. It will
be difficult, if not impossible, to maintain the level of control of this process with such large
volumes. Any mistakes could change the pH of the whole area and wipe out the species of
plants and animals dependent on an acidic environment. This particularly relates to the frog
species. (74)
The respondent has expressed concerns that the migration of acid from disturbed soils into
the Cobaki Lake is a matter of great concern. There are no guarantees that the mitigation
measures will be successful over the long term and once the migration of acid starts there
may not be methods to stop it. Further it may be very slow and not be apparent for several
years. The Cobaki Lake and Tweed River system is already at risk and the construction of
this highway with its many associated risks may well exacerbate this situation. (74)
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The respondent states that there appears to be an issue with the turbidity of the pumped
water, which will need to be processed in settling ponds prior to re-injection. It is not clear
how long the waters will remain in the settling ponds before re-injection and whether this
apparent delay will impact of the stability of the groundwater. (74)
The far-reaching impacts across the Tweed Region is ignored with the massive earthworks
and degradation including exposure to ASS all within meters of the Tweed Estuary causing
negative impacts to water quality, estuarine habitats, commercial fisheries and tourism. (79)
DIPNR North Coast Region refers to Section 8.4.3, Obstruction of Groundwater Flow.
Mitigation is proposed during construction, via dewatering and injection to ensure
groundwater flows past the tunnel (p8-26). The Department recommends that a
groundwater consultant regularly calculate groundwater flow nets based on groundwater
levels to manage this flow. (83)
The respondent wishes to raise that there are some places where there will be
contamination to the groundwater if the earthworks are done incorrectly, because capillary
action will draw in the sea and pollute the hydrological cache. The local indigenous Bird
Tribes "hold this lore". The respondent states that it is important science not a myth where
answers won't be found from corporations or committees or governments, that information
is only available from an aboriginal totemic custodian. (84)
There is concern with the likely impacts of roadwork on water quality. Water quality is an
essential part of the pristine natural wetland and as such a plan should be developed that will
monitor and evaluate the impacts of the proposal on the environmental values of this area.
(88)
4.6.3

Operation

The respondent suggests that the operation of the Bypass would result in impacts on the
Cobaki wetlands and the remaining lake areas. (31)
Respondent expresses concern about mitigation strategies for the road tunnel construction,
specifically the ability to equalize water levels and reinstate a natural flow and their
effectiveness tested by ground water modelling. No monitoring system such as those, would
be installed to ensure drainage systems are working effectively and identifying maintenance
when necessary. When a breakdown of the system occurs (and breakdowns are a constant
in the equation of time) impact on what will be an already health compromised natural
macro habitat may be irreversible as positive feed back is triggered. (46)
The DEC refers to Section 8.3 (Potential Flooding and Drainage). It is noted that there may
be slight changes to flooding and drainage as a result of construction activities, therefore it is
important to ensure that any likely changes do not result in additional impacts to vegetation
communities within the area. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 8.5 (Water Quality). It is noted that there may be potential
impacts from stormwater run off, including pollutants to adjacent habitats. These impacts
have the potential, among other things, to change the pH levels for sensitive frog species and
the waters of the Cobaki Broadwater, which contains high environmental values. (52)
It should be ensured that landscaping activities do not adversely impact on the environment
through discharges of sediment into waterways or the generation of particulates in the air.
Steep batter slopes have the potential for erosion and the transportation of sediment off the
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project site. The QDMR should ensure that appropriate erosion and sediment controls will
be maintained until the slopes are fully stabilised. (52)
Groundwater is an important part of the natural water balance and the vegetation habitats
within this area are sensitive users of this groundwater. Therefore it is important to
develop appropriate mitigation measures to maintain the natural patterns of recharge and
not disrupt groundwater levels that are critical for ecosystems. This should include no
pollution or causing any changes in groundwater quality. These concerns are also relevant
to the construction of the potential railway infrastructure. (52)
The respondent highlights the grave reservations raised about the ongoing management of
acid sulphate soils which border the Cobaki Broadwater area. (53)
The respondent is concerned over problems such as flood inundation and acidity arising
from major disturbance to potential acid sulphate soils have not been accounted for. Acidic
and contaminated stormwater and surface runoff caused by the combined effects of the
runways and other airport activities and the motorway will be very damaging to the water
quality of the Cobaki wetlands and Broadwater. (57)
The respondent feels that the C4 route at West Tweed will have unknown effects on the
Cobaki Broadwater. (62)
The respondent believes that the proposal could lead to major contamination of Cobaki
Lakes which will in turn negatively impact on the Tweed River and then the Ocean. (63)
The cofferdam affect from the 3-4m earth-fill road and rail embankments pose serious
environmental impacts, particularly during heavy rain drainage of stormwater into the
sensitive Cobaki Broadwater. (72)
The adjoining "sick" Terranora Inlet of the Tweed River is likely to deteriorate further with
the added pollution from the C4 route proposal. (72)
The damage to the water quality of the Cobaki Broadwater and Tweed River Estuary is
ongoing. (72)
There is no discussion of the impact of additional salt-water incursions on the groundwater
composition and consequent impacts on flora and fauna dependent on the status quo.
Indeed this does not appear to have even been considered. (74)
The respondent has expressed concern that the monitoring of the environmental impacts
from the tunnel (including acidic soils and pollution) will apparently only occur for 12
months and yet the impacts may not be readily visible for periods over 12 months and may
be too late for remediation. (74)
The respondent states that there appears to be an issue with the turbidity of the pumped
water, which will need to be processed in settling ponds prior to re-injection. It is not clear
how long the waters will remain in the settling ponds before re-injection and whether this
apparent delay will impact of the stability on the groundwater. (74)
The respondent states that the tunnel goes down into the salt water table. This water is tidal
and therefore is movable twice a day. Tidal movement will be partly blocked and therefore
will cause currents around the tunnel that were not previously there. This will bring extra
forces towards Cobaki Lakes during torrential rains. (76)
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The respondent highlights that the water below the surface, as well as surface water flows,
westwards into Cobaki lakes and then into the Tweed River. Any pollution of the Tweed
River pollutes the township of Tweed Heads and Tweed tourism. (76)
DIPNR North Coast Region comments on modelling impacts, where groundwater levels are
lowered significantly which may be outside model predictions, the proponent must have a
contingency plan in place to raise the water levels back to a manageable level within a
suitable timeframe. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region highlights sections 8.4.3 Dewatering. A major concern is in
respect to dewatering and the potential for groundwater quality changes associated with
acid sulfate soils. (83)
The C4 route threatens to change the water table in the Cobaki wetlands. (86)
There is concern with the likely impacts of the highway on water quality. Water quality is an
essential part of this pristine natural wetland and as such a plan should be developed that will
monitor and evaluate the impacts of the proposal on the environmental values of this area.
(88)
Regard for flood mitigation and management should be assessed in light of the proposed
development, as the natural tendencies of the aquatic systems will be altered following
construction. This would include water quality data, groundwater assessments, flora and
fauna impact assessments, macro-invertebrate analyses and hydrological flow assessment.
(88)

4.7

Noise and Vibration

4.7.! Assessment Methodology and Documentation
Section 5.2 of Technical Paper 10 predicts that construction activities are likely to exceed
the noise criteria specified in the DEC's Construction Noise Guideline at a number of
locations. While the DEC Construction Noise Guideline is not mandatory it should be
approached as closely as possible. Where it cannot reasonably be met, then the best
practicable means of reducing noise levels should be implemented. Mitigation measures
outlined in the document are considered to be appropriate. (52)
The EIS correctly suggests that the traffic noise levels at potentially affected residences and
other noise sensitive locations should not exceed criteria set down in the NSW
Government's "Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise': The EIS further suggests that
this proposal would be described as either a "new freeway or arterial road corridor" or a
"redevelopment of an existing freeway/arterial road" depending on the noise level at a given
facade due to the existing highway and the proposed upgrade. Guidelines for determining
which of these categories applies to any receiver are provided in the NSW RT A's
"Environmental Noise Management Manual': In general the methodology used to determine
the criteria for operational noise levels appears to be consistent with the requirements of
the Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise, particularly with regard to whether the
proposal would be either a "new freeway or arterial road corridor" or a "redevelopment of
an existing freeway/arterial road". (52)
The DEC notes that aircraft activities associated with Gold Coast Airport constitute
significant noise events resulting in high noise levels, which are unlikely to be affected by
noise levels generated by traffic on the proposed bypass. Consequently, there are no
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changes proposed to the approach to the mitigation of road noise due to the presence of
the airport. (52)
The DEC notes that the RTA's "Environmental Noise Management Manual" and the DEC's
"Environmental Noise Control Manual" have been adopted in preparing the Noise and
Vibration Impact Assessment provided in Technical Paper 10 of the EIS. The DEC considers
the use of these guidelines appropriate for this project. (52)
The respondent highlights that moving the alignment of C4 further to the west to that of
Q94 will have less noise impact on Pacific Beach estate which is a future residential area. The
EIS at 14.5.2 states that the residential capacity of Pacific Beach estate is currently unknown.
This is incorrect The Gold Coast City Council town planning scheme allows development
on the Pacific Beach estate at 40 dwellings per hectare. (54)
The respondent believes that the EIA has included a large "fudge factor" in enabling
submittees to compare noise levels and submit:
that noise levels in NSW already exceed acceptable limits two bypasses will increase
•
noise levels;
•
or, at the very least impose marginally acceptable noise intrusion over a wider number
of Tweed residents. (62)
The respondent notes with extreme concern that noise monitoring conducted at the free
field sites of Rose & Ducat Streets, next to the existing Kennedy Drive interchange with no
facade reflection registered 69 and 70.2 Db respectively. (62)
The respondent highlights that the EIA reports 14 locations were monitored:
Seven in Queensland for 8 days- majority 6 from 7 in 2000
•
•

Two in NSW for 8 days in 2000

•

Two in NSW for 16 days in 2003

Three in NSW for 3 hours in 2003
•
The respondent has included a table from data in the EIS that indicates the total dB
exposure for Queensland over 18 hours was 355, when the average is 50.7, and in NSW the
total dB exposure was 459.7, when the average is 65.6. The respondent states that the EIA
monitoring is sell evident, in that acceptable NSW noise levels are already exceeded by the
current Bypass. The respondent states that the EIA is very careful, however, to qualify the
NSW residential noise levels as "including facade reflection", whilst the Queensland
monitoring includes no "facade reflection". (62)
The modelling which has been done, appears to be flawed, as it does not take into account
that the interchange over the C4 at the Tweed bypass will be some 6 meters in the air.
Vehicles using the interchange would have to stop to give way to other traffic then start off
again. This would create extra noise, which would travel a long distance, especially from
larger vehicles. (67)

4.7.2

Construction

Section 5.3 indicates that the initially proposed sheet piling technique as part of the tunnel
construction would be a major construction noise source as it would have t o be undertaken
outside normal construction hours due t o time constraints imposed by the proximity of the
piling to the airport runway. It is noted that an alternative to sheet piling is now proposed,
involving the construction of the external diaphragm walls to higher levels, resulting in
reduced construction noise levels. (52)
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The effect on sleep if 24-hour haulage at Boyd Street is proposed should be estimated and
mitigation measures provided where necessary. (69)
The base line ambient noise (existing) due to traffic (including heavy trucks) along Boyd
Street at selected residential/commercial premises should be determined. (69)
Additional noise impacts due to an additional 150 trucks per day during hauling activities
along Boyd Street should be estimated. (69)
Potential noise impacts from (Environmentally Relevant Activities) ERA 22 locations should
be addressed. (69)
The impact of haulage activities along Boyd Street (maximum of 150 trucks per day
exceeding 12 months) is of concern (Section 5.4 of Volume 3). Noise monitoring is
proposed, but the impact at receptors and its management has not been quantified or
addressed. (69)
The respondent states noise issues during construction provide considerable concerns for
west Tweed residents and the natural environment. (71)
The respondent states noise issues during construction provide considerable concerns for
West Tweed residents and the natural environment. (72)
4.7.3

Operation

Residents of Banora Point are suffering from increasing aircraft noise which would only
increase if the C4 proposal proceeds. (3)
The respondent considers that the road proposal will increase noise pollution. (27)
The respondent has concerns about the route where it crosses his access in respect noise
impacts. (38)
The respondent states that the noise mitigation options referred to in 14.4 of the EIS
volume !including the possibility of the road pavement surface being asphalt, should be
adopted. The EIS states that asphalt is proven to have low noise characteristics when
considered against other road pavement surface types. The least noise producing asphalt
surface should be implemented in all areas where the road surface is located near to
residential areas or future residential areas such as the Pacific Beach development site. It is
understood that open graded asphalt is the quietest of the available road surfaces.
Accordingly, this is the surface which should be used in these areas. (54)
The respondent is concerned of noise impacts spread over three traffic corridors. (62)
The respondent states that it will be argued by the proponents that sound mitigation can be
installed but it is not possible to build sound barriers around this interchange and the trees
which they intend to plant there are going to take years to grow to a reasonable height. The
people of West Tweed already suffer 17 hours daily of aircraft noise. To further impose on
these people is not socially responsible. (67)
The respondent states noise issues during operation provide considerable concerns for west
Tweed residents and the natural environment. (71)
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The respondent states noise issues during operation provide considerable concerns for west
Tweed residents and the natural environment. (72)
The respondent is concerned that interstate transports will still use the Pacific Highway in
Tweed Heads and the Gold Coast and cause noise and vibration distress to residents along
the Pacific Highway route even though the C4 route has in fact been designed to take Bdouble and even B-triple trucks. (74)

4.8

A i r Quality

Assessment Methodology and Documentation
As some pollutants are believed to cause plant damage, particularly oxides of nitrogen, it
would appear from the proposal that the indicators for biological integrity, identified as part
of the Queensland Environmental Protection (Air) Policy 1997, meet the goal in 2007 (i.e.:
95.tg/m3 nitrogen dioxide). However, no information is provided on the maximum 4 hour
average ground level concentration of nitrogen dioxide, with the proposed bypass in
operation in 2017. (52)
4.8.1

The respondent is concerned that the there has been NO air quality monitoring undertaken
in NSW, that every statement is "estimated', there is no base line data established, i.e. no
effective monitoring parameter established should the C4 proceed. (62)
4.8.2

Construction

Earthworks associated with construction of the proposed upgrade have the potential to
cause emissions of dust. It should be ensured that the works are carried out within the
DEC's objectives, which are to minimise adverse effects on the amenity of local residents
and sensitive sites, and to limit the effects of emissions on local and regional air quality. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 9.5 (Air Quality) It is noted that dust would be generated as part
of proposal, particularly during construction. While no residences are located within the
area, it is still critical to ensure that other sensitive locations (i.e.: the Cobaki Broadwater
and threatened species habitat) are monitored to ensure dust generation, as part of
construction works, does not create additional impacts on these areas. These comments
also relate to Section 9.6.1, where it is proposed to only monitor dust near adjacent
dwellings. (52)
Potential air impacts from ERA 22 locations should be addressed. (69)
The respondent states that air quality issues provide considerable concerns for West Tweed
residents and the natural environment. (71)
The respondent states air quality issues provide considerable concerns for West Tweed
residents and the natural environment. (72)
4.8.3

Operation

Residents of Banora Point are suffering from increasing exhaust pollution which would only
increase if the C4 proposal proceeds. (3)
There are too many hazards and risks associated with this proposal regarding increased
greenhouse gas emissions. (25)
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The respondent highlights that predictions of future concentrations of main pollutants
cannot be achieved before vegetation is removed. After construction of the bypass and
vegetation has been removed it is not possible to have a decrease in emissions of
greenhouse gases and a prediction of a 3.5% decrease by 2017. (25)
The respondent considers that the road proposal will increase air pollution. (27)
The respondent is concerned of vehicle emissions spread over three traffic corridors. (62)
The respondent states that air quality issues provide considerable concerns for West Tweed
residents and the natural environment. (71)
The respondent states air quality issues provide considerable concerns for West Tweed
residents and the natural environment. (72)
The respondent is concerned that interstate transports will still use the Pacific Highway in
Tweed Heads and the Gold Coast and cause air pollution distress to residents along the
Pacific Highway route even though the C4 route has in fact been designed to take B-double
and even B-triple trucks. (74)
4.9
4.9.!

Project Design
Route Alignment including Storm water Infrastructure

Support the idea of taking over Lot 319 so the tunnel does not have to be constructed. Lot
319 is owned by the Crown and can be resumed at any time in the National interest. (7)
Immediately to the south-southwest boundary of the Coolangatta Airport lies a plot of land
known as Lot 319, and it is an original section of Crown Land set aside for the future
extension of the Main Airport Runway, however in recent times, and with the development
of more powerful and sophisticated passenger aircraft this land is likely surplus to the
Airport's needs, as they are quite happy with the proposed extension of their present
runway to the existing boundary. (9)
If the Federal Government exercised their rights under the Australian Constitution (Section
51, Paragraph 31) at the request of the Queensland and NSW Government, this lot 319 or
part thereof, could be resumed for the benefit of the Nation and used to relocate the tunnel
section of the Bypass outside the Airport precinct, and even if it was required to set the
road surface below the mean ground level, (to allow free aircraft movement above) it would
not necessitate a tunnel at any time, and would solve the problem immediately and for the
foreseeable future. (9)
An alternative to building a tunnel under the extended airport runway must be found. (10)
The Crown Land located just south of the proposed tunnel should be made available for the
road. This would prove to be not only a safe option but an economic one as well. (10)
It is imperative that the new roadway be able to carry heavy vehicles bearing fuel and other
'dangerous goods'. (10)
The respondent has requested further information about 'a system of filter strips and swales
along with constructed wetlands will treat runoff from the bypass' — where is the model or
design of this system? (25)
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The respondent is concerned that the major cutting is not described as a design feature or
as a major structure anywhere in this section, so has not been subject to consideration of
alternatives. This is a major shortfall of chapter 5 (2002), and indicates that throughout the
process there has been a blind assumption that a cutting is inevitable. (38)
The DEC recommends that the design of sediment basin settling volumes should be capable
of containing run-off from a 90th percentile 5 day rainfall event where practicable. The
QDMR should provide justification at the time of submitting an application for an EPL for
adopting sediment basins with settling volumes sized to contain run-off less than a 90th
percentile 5 day rainfall event. During the design of these basins, consideration must also be
given for the protection of sensitive flora, fauna and cultural heritage sites within the road
corridor, particularly commitments made within the SIS. (52)
The NSW DPI comments on pages 8-34, EIS Main Volume No. I, Section 8.5.4 discusses the
use of constructed wetlands as one of the methods proposed to treat stormwater runoff
from the Bypass and DPI Fisheries is supportive of this type of measure. However, pages 47; Tech Paper No. 8 Surface Water Quality Assessment Section 4.2.4 mentions a secondary
use of the constructed wetlands as spill containment devices and that the constructed
wetlands may occasionally be inundated as a result of flooding in the Cobaki Broadwater.
DPI Fisheries is concerned that should a flood event coincide with a spill event, there is the
potential for the polluting of waters within the Cobaki Broadwater which may also result in
a fish kill. DPI Fisheries suggests that inundation of these constructed wetlands should be
prevented. (58)
The NSW DPI states that constructed wetlands used for the main purpose of stormwater
retention and treatment have also become sites of fish kills where fish such as mullet have
been able to swim into the wetland area, usually during large high tides or flood events and
become trapped. In summertime, hot weather or aquatic vegetation die off has resulted in
dissolved oxygen levels becoming severely depleted resulting in large fish kills. Certain spill
events can also result in a fish kills as the fish cannot escape the water body. DPI Fisheries
requests that designs and topographic locations must ensure that fish cannot access the
constructed wetland. (58)
The respondent highlights that the RTA in Sextons Hill Community Liaison meetings (in
which every community member is bound by confidentiality) has eluded that TBP and C4
will eventually widened to six lanes. (62)
If access to the Cobaki Lakes residential development is allowed to the Bypass, then the case
for an increase in the highway to six lanes si advanced. (72)
The respondent states that the use of the tunnel and the highway will result in polluted
runoff of a range of materials including hydrocarbons. The remediation intended is swales
and bunds, which may function adequately most of the time. However, very heavy rain
episodes do occur, such as the October 2004 falls of I 20mm in two hours. Not only may
the tunnel pumps fail to cope, but also the swales and bund systems resulting in this polluted
water flowing into the Cobaki Lake. (74)
4.9.2

Bridges and Batter Slopes

The respondent is concerned that of the various bridge options over Hidden Valley, the
most environmentally sensitive and most visually interesting bridge is ruled out as providing
"limited benefits at a significantly greater cost". The benefits referred to are presumable all
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ecological, with no consideration of the visual interest and potential beauty of a cable stayed
box girder bridge. (38)
The respondent notes that the Environmental Impact Assessment for the Tugun Bypass
proposes a single lane bridge to access the property. This would be inconsistent with the
adjoining access to the property and would be likely to represent an impediment to the long
term interests of the property. (38)
The respondent states that the bridge is not shown on the Bypass long section but when
plotted it can be seen the bridge is very high above the Bypass level. Other issues relating to
the height are: The bridge piles are 21.5m out of ground with only 5m embedment shown.
The stability especially under traffic loading would need to be confirmed in the design phase.
And, the bridge height poses safety issues, either from falling or objects being thrown down
onto traffic below. It is acknowledged that screens could be placed on the bridge to mitigate
against this problem. Inspection and routine maintenance of the bridge structure will be
difficult. (38)
The respondent requests that it is confirmed that, if the C4/B3 route is selected, the bridge,
when constructed, will provide two lane traffic and pedestrian access as outlined in the
Card no MBK report. They suggest a minimum all up width of 9.7 meters is necessary. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, with the bridge now 120m long, we can only assume that batter slopes considerably
steeper than 1:3 have been found to be acceptable. (38)
The respondent states that the single lane bridge will place constraints on the potential
future development of the adjoining property. The PPK Superstructure design is not cost
effective for the cantilever of the bridge deck. W e consider that a precast Super "T" plus
girder structure providing for two traffic lanes could be built for only slightly more than
what is currently shown. A two lane bridge will not compromise future development and
should be considered in the EIS report. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, a bridge with a minimum width of 9.7m would likely be required by Gold Coast
City Council for any future development of the property. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, the single lane bridge will place constraints on the potential future development of
the adjoining property. The EIA fails to address this issue. A two lane bridge will not
compromise future development. Once the 4.5 m single lane bridge is constructed and the
motorway is opened below, it will be more difficult and expensive to construct a wider
bridge, due to the height of the bridge after the excavation and disruption to motorway
traffic. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, a bridge with a 4.5m carriageway would most likely be constructed using 2 Super T
girders (side by side). However any increase beyond 4.5m would require 3 girders. With 3
Super T girders, a bridge with carriageway 5.5 m can easily be (38)
The respondent states the present highway alignment includes two 105m x 3m span bridges
over Hidden Valley (currently vegetated with lowland rainforest) and a 2Im deep excavation
or "cut" through the ridgeline over which property access is gained (currently vegetated
with Blackbutt forest). The proposed batter slopes of this cutting are steeper than 1 in 3.
(38)
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In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, a bridge with a minimum width of 9.7m would likely be required by Gold Coast
City Council for any future development of the property. This has not been confirmed with
Council for this project but 9.7m has been indicated as the minimum width used or other
recent land development projects. (38)
The respondent refers to the PPK proposed design:
Earthworks $ I .3m
•
Bridge
$2000/m2 $ I .8m
•
The
total
cost $3.1m
•
of
The advantage
this is that it is the most economical solution for DMR. However the
disadvantages are large 200,000m3 cutting on landscape, access restricts future development
potential; safety, aesthetics, stability and maintenance issues associated with the bridge to be
addressed; and increased exposure to private property. (38)
The respondent refers to the modified PPK design (March 2001) with a two lane property
access bridge (Super T)
Earthworks $ I .3m
•
Bridge $ I 300/m2 $2.5m
•
Total cost $3.8m
•
The advantages are that it will not compromise future development in respect to access.
However the disadvantages are large 200000m3 cutting on landscape and increased exposure
to private property. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the batter slopes shown on the drawings are drawn
steeper than 1 on 3 which is the slope that PPK advised is required for natural stability of
the rock (as apparently reported in the geotechnical report.). To date the geotechnical
report has not been made available to Cardno MBK for further comment. We estimated 1
on 3 slopes will extend the bridge from 135m to 205m in length and the batter slopes from
the excavation will encroach into the hospital land by some 20m. (38)
The respondent states that as a modification to the design we have also considered
providing engineering treatments to the cut slopes so to reduce the back slope of the cuts
from 1 on 3. Concrete panel walls similar to the South East Transit project in Brisbane, in
conjunction with stabilised cut batters, above the concrete panel will reduce the bridge
length from 180m to 90m and subsequently reduce earthwork volumes by around 30%
(Refer Figure 3 attached). Bored piles, rock bolting and shotcrete are some of the structural
methods used to improve the batter stability prior to placing the concrete facing panels.
Confirmation of the most appropriate structural treatment will depend on a full geotechnical
assessment. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, the EIA indicates that the bridge will be constructed using Super T girders rather
than the concrete box girder. Again this was suggested in the earlier Cardno report. (38)
The respondent states that there is no need for a bridge to be built to provide access to the
environmental precinct of GCAL to the west of the alignment. It would make more sense to
provide a combined low grade, creature friendly single traffic lane underpass also suitable for
fauna. (62)
The respondent is concerned about a four span high level bridge twenty two meters above
the Tugun bypass will be required to provide property access to private properties opposite
John Flynn Hospital and Medical Centre. (71)
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The respondent is concerned that a four span high level bridge twenty two meters above
the Tugun bypass will be required to provide property access to private properties opposite
John Flynn Hospital and Medical Centre. (72)
The respondent highlights the EIS "the method of bridge construction will be either by
spread footings or bored piers, whichever has less impact, with a launched truss method for
the deck of the bridge. It was decided that the most economic design was a three span
bridge with two foundations, although reducing the number of foundations would improve
the construction impact". Cost appears to be a major factor here, not conservation of
species. (74)
4.9.3 Tunnel
The cost of installing necessary pumping equipment to handle salt and fresh water ingress, as
well as lighting and future high level power sources for the future rail link is unnecessary as
the design is inevitably doomed to either long or short term failure. (9)
Below sea level construction of the Airport Runway Tunnel in acid sulphate sands, and the
anchoring into bedrock some 150 meters below the floor is fraught with future long term
dangers. (9)
With regard to the construction of a tunnel in an area which has a high water table, the
respondent does not believe such a system can be built without dire effects and unending
expense. (31)
The respondent states that alternatively, if the C4 alignment is adopted which he submits
would be a short sighted and environmentally negligent choice a tunnel must be constructed
through the "Blackbutt Forest" area so as to minimise the impact on the vegetation and
fauna within the region and a reduction in the detrimental visual impact which would
otherwise arise. The respondent's submission is that a cut and cover tunnel through the
Blackbutt Forest area of the C4 alignment, at an approximate additional expense of less than
$8.2million, is justified to ensure these impacts are ameliorated to the greatest extent
possible. (38)
The respondent highlights the proposed tunnel options for Hidden Valley:
Cut/cover method $11.25m
•
Driven tunnel method $22.5m
•
The advantages include there will be no change to the existing landscape; it will not
compromise future development and it does not reduce the privacy of the property.
However disadvantages including the increased cost to DMR. (38)
With regards to the opportunity of constructing a tunnel through Hidden Valley the
respondent highlights that cut and cover can be constructed by either "Top Down" method
or "Bottom Up" method. "Top down" method involves drilling piles down through the
excavation below the pavement level, constructing a slab on top and then excavating out
under the slab. The slab would be located at a nominal depth below natural ground level.
This method would be subject to further design consideration as the 23m height difference
would make piles very slender. The other method of cut and cover is "Bottom Up" which
involves the bulk excavation, to finished pavement level, the construction of a box structure,
then backfiring over the box structure back to natural ground level. Both cut and cover
methods will involve significant removal and disturbance of existing vegetation. (38)
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The respondent has concerns about the route where it crosses his access in respect to
visual and noise impacts and would prefer the Bypass though a tunnel structure to avoid the
large alteration to the landform. (38)
The respondent states that in order to reduce the direct and indirect impacts of the
proposed bypass on the Blackbutt forest and address "priority issues" of the GCCNCS it is
recommended that the bypass be directed through a tunnel. The preferential option is a
bored tunnel, as this will minimise the impacts on existing vegetation. Although changes in
hydrology will result in the loss of some vegetation, the bored tunnel is the best option that
will maintain the integrity of the Blackbutt forest. The second option is the construction of
a cut and cover tunnel followed by immediate revegetation of the fill. This too will result in
significant changes to hydrology and the establishment of a vegetation community resembling
the current community is unlikely. However, certain elements of the community could be
utilised to create a landscape that will minimise edge effects on the adjacent undisturbed
forest. (38)
The respondent has included an assessment summary of the PPK design solely in respect of
the region in the vicinity of their property. The respondent believes that the relatively
insignificant increased cost of the cut and cover option ($8.15 million) dictates that this
should be recommended in the EIS given the significant benefits which will result from the
adoption of such an option. (38)
With regards to the opportunity of constructing a tunnel through Hidden Valley the
respondent highlights that driven tunnelling is the other alternative to cut and cover
methods involving specialised plant to drill through the hillside with support placed on the
inside of the tunnel walls. The driven tunnel method is dependant on type of rock present
and to whether support and stability can be achieved with the in situ rock. The driven tunnel
would have minimum impact on vegetation and disturbance to the natural landform. The
envisaged tunnel size for three lanes of traffic would be 12.5m wide x 6m height minimum
with a central support. One way crossfall (super elevation) can be achieved by oversizing the
tunnel to accommodate the slope of the carriageway. Each tunnel method requires a central
support as a six lane carriageway is too wide for one span. (38)
The respondent states that the ideal solution that would address the environmental issues
raised in this report would be to tunnel the proposed bypass under Hidden Valley and the
Blackbutt forest. (38)
The respondent highlights that construction of a tunnel through the Woodgee Hill ridgeline
would resolve most of the visual impact issues, by avoiding the wide high cutting (and
returning the hillside and skyline to native forest cover) and by avoiding the need for the
overpass bridge. Although there may still be significant visual impacts during construction,
the long term result would maintain the attractive green backdrop to these significant Gold
Coast views. It is therefore recommended that the Tugun Bypass be constructed as a tunnel,
by 'cut and cover' techniques or other methods, through the Woodgee Hill ridgeline behind
John Flynn Hospital. (38)
The respondent feels that the Department of Main Roads' continual rejection of the request
that, if the bypass is constructed along the proposed C4 alignment, that there be a tunnel
constructed through Hidden Valley. (38)
The respondent states that to tunnel the proposed bypass under Hidden Valley and the
Blackbutt forest, the costs of this exercise is extreme but the only solution that will maintain
the significant linkage, is the establishment of a tunnel under the Blackbutt forest under the
ridgeline. Preferentially a bored tunnel is the best solution, however the construction of a
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cut and fill tunnel with well planned revegetation of the fill will serve the next best option.
(38)
The respondent has expressed concern of the potential detrimental impacts of an "open cut"
design, it is reasonable to expect that consideration be given to the construction of a tunnel
through the region in question. (38)
Is the tunnel a feasible engineering and environmental solution? (57)
The respondent has expressed concern that there are 300 meter long open cut ramps to
the tunnel at either end. This equates to some 16,000 square meters, or in the old term 4
acres of catchment. Occasionally, such as last October, we had heavy rain. The rainfall in
October was about 120 mm in two hours. A t that rate, it can be calculated that rain would
be falling at 2 cubic meters a second over 4 acres. If this were to occur at the tunnel,
pumping out of the resultant amount of water would take an extremely efficient pumping
system. Flooding could be a problem. (62)
The respondent is concerned that the anchoring of the tunnel and approaches pose a major
problem because of the potential of hydraulic lift. The object that has to be kept in the
ground is one kilometre long and about 30 meters wide. The tunnel and approach walls will
form an impermeable barrier 20 meters deep. The equalising of the ground water pressure
will be a huge problem, given that some of the ground on the southern side will be subject
to recharge from the Cobaki System. (62)
The respondent highlights that a disconcerting admission in the E.I.S. is the uncertainty of the
adequacy of the drainage system proposed to equalise ground water pressure and flow
across the roof of the tunnel. If the system turns out to be inadequate, this cannot be fixed
overnight, thus leading to the high risk of contamination entering the Cobaki system. (67)
The respondent is concerned that the method of construction for the tunnel, using a trench
backfilled with bentonite appears to be the preferred option. However the EIS states that
there can never be 100% certainty that the steel reinforcement will have the required
amount of concrete side cover for the full 20 meters depth. This means the reinforced steel
could be subject to corrosion over time. Not only is this a safety issue, but the corrosion
will leach into the ground water and impact on the surviving flora and fauna. Corrosion
could also lead to a shortened "tunnel life". In addition there is no discussion of the impact
of additional salt-water incursions on the groundwater composition and consequent impacts
on flora and fauna dependent on the status quo. Indeed this does not appear to have even
been considered. (74)
The respondent is concerned that it is our understanding that in order to maintain equal
groundwater hydraulic pressure on all sides of the tunnel so it won't pop out of the ground,
it is intended that ground water will be pumped out of one side of the tunnel and reinjected
on the other side. However there is existing incursion of salt water from Cobaki on the
eastern side of the proposed tunnel and it appears likely that the ground here cannot
reabsorb all of the pumped water. Further there is no indication of how and where the
excess water will be disposed. (74)
The respondent states that flooding is a real problem for the tunnel in heavy rainfall events
which do occur or floods as the resultant amount of water would take an extremely efficient
pumping system. (79)
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4.9.4 Interchanges and Overpasses
Up to this time, Council has been a constructive participant in the Tugun Bypass project,
however your department's deletion of the Boyd Street Interchange has placed the future
planning of the Tweed Shire Arterial road network in jeopardy. (20)
The Cobaki Parkway could function with an overpass rather than a full interchange at Boyd
Street, however there would be serious adverse impacts including:
Access to/from Cobaki Parkway (for residents and visitors to Cobaki Lakes. Bilambil
•
Heights and West Tweed) to the Tugun Bypass and thence to Gold Coast, Brisbane
etc will be significantly impaired. Access instead of being directly onto the freeway,
would wind its way through Boyd Street to a major intersection with the Gold Coast
Highway, and then through the familiar Tugun centre bottlenecks to Stewart Road and
the interchange onto the Pacific Motorway. The vehicle trips required will be
unnecessarily longer, slower and more costly. Veitch Lister have modelled impacts on
vehicle running costs arising from deletion of the Boyd Street Interchange at about
$30,500 per day, or $9m annually in the ultimate development scenario.
traffic volume on Boyd Street (Queensland) will increase to 31,616 vpd (instead
The
•
of: 9,598 vpd) causing extreme loss of amenity to residents in this part of Tugun.
Kennedy Drive a major arterial road in the Lower Tweed will have traffic numbers
•
increased, adding to existing congestion problems on this road. (20)
As a major participant in the original route selection process, a major stakeholder in the
adjacent arterial road network, and the Local Government Authority for over 50% of the
project length, Tweed Shire Council expected that it would be consulted if there were any
major proposed changes to the configuration of the C4 route option to be incorporated in
the Tugun Bypass EIS. Unfortunately this did not occur and the Boyd Street Interchange, that
was part of the C4 route option signed off by all parties in 1999, was unilaterally deleted by
your department, without any consultation with Tweed Shire Council. (20)
An interchange at Boyd Street has been a key component of Council's arterial road network
planning. All of the existing approvals for Cobaki Lakes were preceded by satisfactory
arrangements being put in place with Gold Coast City Council and the Queensland
Department of Main Roads. The interchange would connect to the Cobaki Parkway which
heads south to service the future urban areas of Cobaki Lakes and Bilambil Heights. This led
to a series of legal agreements between the developer of Cobaki Lakes, Gold Coast City
Council, Tweed Shire Council and Queensland Main Roads that ensure road access from
Cobaki Parkway (NSW) to Boyd Street (Old) is provided. Without the interchange (or even
an overpass) it is uncertain how these binding legal agreements can be met. (20)
Respondent considers that a Boyd Street exit would be of great benefit to hospital
employees and associates that use the hospital. (24)
Respondent requests that the proposal include an interchange at Boyd Street, to avoid
future traffic from the approved Cobaki Lakes Development. (26)
The respondent views the Boyd Street interchange a necessary component of the
infrastructure for the southern end of the Gold Coast, especially for staff and members of
the public requiring access to the John Flynn Hospital. (48)
The respondent expresses strong interest in the need for an off ramp that would enable
access to the John Flynn Hospital at Boyd Street. The respondent states that there is a large
number of the general public and hospital staff who work at the hospital who would use this
off ramp to access the hospital. This would require access from both directions north and
south. (49)
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The respondent states that it is essential that there is an on/off ramp at Boyd Street. The
hospital experiences at least 2500 cars a day bringing patients, relatives and people attending
the Specialist Centre; coupled with the traffic to the surrounding houses, the tip and some
of the businesses in the houses, the tip and some of the businesses in the area including a
motor repair shop. There are approximately five to six thousand people a day that use Boyd
Street at present, this number would easily double in the event of an on/off ramp being
available at that point because it would be the most logical way for most people who live in
Tugun to access the highway. (50)
Consistent with this total concept, Council also requests that the necessary planning and
environmental approvals be sought for the Boyd Street Interchange as part of this EIS
process, to facilitate its future construction. (61)
The respondent states that Tweed Heads Bypass interchange and proposed C4 interchange
feed into Kennedy Drive, a major east-west two lane local distributor road, servicing Tweed
Heads West, Seagulls, Bilambil, Bilambil Heights, Carool, Piggabeen and all the above
developing areas only access to Tweed services are via Kennedy Drive. (62)
The respondent believes that the access to the C4 route by Cobaki Lakes development
should be rejected as it does not meet objectives. (62)
The respondent states that the developer of the Cobaki Lakes Estate has entered into a
bond to the value of $1.57m (as reviewed from time to time) and has subsequently been
allowed to trade/obviate/transfer/void? The respondent states that the major developer has
been given approval for access to local road networks of Boyd Street, Queensland (with
upgrading to 4 lanes and traffic lights at developer costs) to proceed development now
seeking access, and supported by Tweed Shire Council, to a Federal/State Government
funded bypass thus saving the developer the 2005 costs of the original 2003 estimate of
$1.57 million say $94200 x 6% 10 years, saving of $1m. The respondent believes that this is
not consistent with the objective of the Proposal to separate heavy vehicles and other
interstate traffic from local and tourist traffic in the Tugun area. (62)
The respondent does not support any direct interchange from Cobaki Lakes Estate to the
C4, believing it in contravention of Objectives of the C4 bypass "to separate heavy vehicles
and other interstate traffic from local and tourist traffic in the Tugun area". The respondent
states that the Boyd Street interchange, in fact, will encourage local traffic generation on the
C4 from Cobaki, to 29199 movements per day. Without the interchange, traffic from
Cobaki will be reduced to 26190. (62)
The respondent highlights that Cobaki Lakes Estate is proposed to hold 5000 residential
blocks generating, when complete some 15000 (anticipated) vehicle movements per day.
The Estate was approved in 1994 by Tweed Shire Council. Following, it is understood, an
agreement with Gold Coast City Council entered into on 8 July 1993. A more formal
agreement was entered with QDMR 3 February 1997, during the course of the MC Donnell
Wagner Corridor options Discussion Paper released in December 1997.
It is our
understanding the agreement guarantees access from Cobaki Lakes to Boyd Street in Tugun.
It is unclear whether the access was via an overpass of the C4 route, should it eventuate to
Boyd St, or guaranteed access to Boyd Street via a dedicated road corridor or easement of
some description at ground level, or a variation allowing interchange access to the C4. (62)
The respondent and the Tweed Shire Council are aware of the binding legal agreement
between the QDMR and the proponent of the Cobaki Lakes Development guaranteeing the
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extension of Boyd Street as a four-lane carriageway from the NSW border to the existing
Pacific Highway at Tugun. (64)
Should the Boyd Street extension and the associated overpass go ahead, DMR should ensure
that they utilise all opportunities during liaison with developer regarding overpass design to
facilitate EPA recommendations regarding measures to reduce impact of Boyd Street on
potoroo habitat. (69)
If the closure and rehabilitation of the existing Boyd Street access track cannot be achieved
the Boyd Street extension should be elevated to span the entire breadth of the remaining
potoroo habitat, i.e. the overpass of Tugun Bypass should be elevated until after entering the
Cobaki Lakes development. This would:
a)
Enable the area beneath the elevated roadway to be fully revegetated, restoring
connectivity between the habitat blocks to the north and south;
b)
Provide a more natural environment across which potoroos can move, removing
risks associated with ineffective and impractical fauna underpasses (as currently
proposed),
c)
Restore natural drainage, in particular solving the existing problem of water ponding
that is impacting on potoroo habitat;
d)
Eliminate road mortality impacting on the potoroo population,
e)
Obviate the need for fauna exclusion fencing along both sides of the road;
Enable erection of predator-proof fencing along the entire eastern boundary of the
Cobaki Lakes development (passing beneath the elevated roadway); and
Reduce traffic noise disturbance to the surrounding potoroo habitat. (69)
It is recommended that liaison with the proponent of the Cobaki Lakes development, Tweed
Shire Council and Gold Coast City Council to investigate alternative access routes to the
future Cobaki Lakes development and the closure and rehabilitation of the Boyd Street
access track. (69)
Liaising with the proponent of the Cobaki Lakes development, Tweed Shire Council and
Gold Coast City Council to investigate alternative access routes to the future Cobaki Lakes
development and the closure and rehabilitation of the Boyd St access track is critical to the
project in addressing the described impacts on the long nosed potoroo and wallum froglet
populations. (69)
Once the relevant parties involved in this project from both Queensland and N.S.W. agree
to the Boyd Street link up with the C4, further significant damage will be done to the area in
question. The respondent believes that the "need" for this link up is to satisfy a developers
wish to build a major housing estate, i.e. Cobaki Village, which will furthermore add
significant problems to the existing and future infrastructure within this area. (70)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS includes the Lakes Drive Bridge (Est. cost with
infrastructure $60 million dollars) which would connect South Tweed to the 'traffic capped'
Gollanl Kennedy Drive. The Lakes Drive Bridge has been reported by the Tweed Shire
Council to be: "Abandoned" or "on the back burner". Yet the NSW Roads and Traffic
Authority has admitted in a public meeting that this is a mistake. (71)
The respondent wishes to highlight that an access overpass is proposed for the (14000)
people Cobaki Lake residential Estate. Technical Paper 3 p.2 25 reads; ' No provision for an
interchange or overpass has been included as part of this proposal. If it is decided that access
to the development is required from Boyd Street in Queensland separate approvals would
be needed". Approvals for either an overpass or an interchange at the C4 Corridor pose
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significant environmental difficulties to any proponent and so the Tugun Alliance walks away
from an environmental issue that would delay the Alliance's current EIS exhibition. (71)
The respondent is concerned that the EIS includes the Lakes Drive Bridge (Est. cost with
infrastructure $60 million dollars) which would connect South Tweed to the 'traffic capped'
GoIlan/Kennedy Drive. The Lakes Drive Bridge has been reported by the Tweed Shire
Council to be: "Abandoned" or "on the back burner". Yet the NSW Roads and Traffic
Authority has admitted in a public meeting that this is a mistake. (72)
The respondent wishes to raise that an access overpass is proposed for the (14000) people
Cobaki Lake residential Estate. Technical Paper 3 p.2 25 reads; ' No provision for an
interchange or overpass has been included as part of this proposal. If it is decided that access
to the development is required from Boyd Street in Queensland separate approvals would
be needed". Approvals for either an overpass or an interchange at the C4 Corridor pose
significant environmental difficulties to any proponent and so the Tugun Alliance walks away
from an environmental issue that would delay the Alliance's current EIS exhibition. (72)
If access to the Cobaki Lakes residential development is allowed to the C4 route, then the
case for an increase in the highway to six lanes is advanced. (72)
The respondent believes that the proposal has been prepared to deliberately avoid the
description and assessment of impacts of an exchange between the proposed road and the
Cobaki Parkway / Boyd Street extension. It is dishonest for the Queensland DMR to pretend
that a full interchange may not be required at this location if the C4 proposal is to go ahead.
Further, the Queensland DMR has a very poor case in support of its claim that the
developer of Cobaki Lakes and not the DMR is responsible for the cost of an over or
underpass at the location, given the developer's common law rights to use existing public
roads and its contracts with the Gold Coast City Council. It would appear that the attempt
by the Queensland to avoid responsibility for this exchange is at least as much to do with a
wish to defer the consideration of what are likely to be very significant environmental
impacts that should be taken into account as part of this proposal. Given the likely size of
the impacts at this sensitive location, the present proposal should be deferred. Any final
decision on the proposal should not be taken until a proper description and assessment of
impacts has been prepared and publicly exhibited. (75)
The respondent requests that consideration will be given to reversing the decision not to
include the Boyd Street interchange in the proposed Bypass. (77)
The respondent states that the construction of the Boyd Street interchange would be of
great benefit t o the hospital and the people who visit it. It would also reduce the through
traffic in Tugun and in Boyd Street. (77)
The respondent states that they further request consideration to be given to include the
Boyd Street Interchange which was included in previous C4 versions. The respondent has
attached a petition signed by 216 signatures from staff. (78)
Regarding the need for a Boyd Street interchange, the respondent states that the John Flynn
Gold Coast Private Hospital and associated businesses have a large catchment area ranging
from Burleigh/Mudgeeraba on the coast to Murwillumbah in the west and as far south as
Coffs Harbour/Grafton (which represents over a 100,000 attendances a year). The hospital
operates a 24- hour emergency department so fast and easy access to the hospital from
both directions is paramount. (78)
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The John Flynn Gold Coast Hospital recently undertook a traffic survey, which revealed that
on average 2700 vehicles per day access the hospital campus. The majority of these vehicles
would come from north via Stewarts Road and south via Kennedy Drive. These people
would be greatly advantaged with a Boyd Street interchange. (78)
The respondent highlights that with no Boyd Street interchange these vehicles will continue
to utilize the Gold Coast Highway and side streets to access John Flynn Gold Coast Private
Hospital. In September 2004 the Director of the hospital met with the Local Council
Member, Sue Robbins to discuss future developments at John Flynn Private Hospital. She in
turn advised me of numerous complaints from local residents in the Tugun area of increased
numbers of vehicles utilizing side streets such as Monash, Morshead and Tugun Streets. We
feel that with a Boyd Street interchange, many of these vehicles would utilize the interchange
rather than the aforementioned side streets. (78)
The respondent supports the Boyd Street Interchange as part of the Tugun Bypass. The
respondent views this as a vital component of the infrastructure for the southern end of the
Gold Coast. (81)
The respondent states that the decision to scrap the Boyd Street interchange would
effectively stop smooth and logical traffic flow to the privately owned Gold Coast Airport
and thus limits its business potential (and the Tweed Gold Coast Tourism economy), it
would be interesting to know about the decision process/transparency to scrap (84)
The respondent feels that the Boyd Street Interchange is necessary there are nearly 2500
car movements to John Flynn Hospital daily and the interchange would take a lot of the
burden from the local streets and residents. (85)
4.9.5

Utilities and Lighting

The respondent states that highway lighting issues provide considerable concerns for West
Tweed residents and the natural environment. Due to the lack of time a more detailed
response was not possible. (71)
The respondent states highway lighting, noise and air quality issues provide considerable
concerns for West Tweed residents and the natural environment. Due to the lack of time a
more detailed response was not possible. (72)
4.9.6

Visual, Landscape and Urban Design

The respondent is concerned about the visual quality and landscape character. The
respondent comments "a visual change which would be softened over time as the landscape
planting included in the proposal matures" - landscape planting? There was already a
landscape covered in vegetation. These wetlands (some of which are not even included in
the EIS maps) filter the water and act as a drainage system. Once removed, the hydrology
will be dramatically changed. This recharge area will be non-existent, thereby further
reducing rainfall in this area and adding to the impacts of climate change. (25)
The respondent states that in the foothills of Woodgee Hill, the only large development is
the John Flynn Hospital, overlooking the airport runways. Apart from this building, the
coastal hills present a relatively undeveloped contrast to the urban development of the
coastal plain and the more intensive accommodation and retail development closer to the
Tugun / Coolangatta foreshore. In the background, on the western side of Currumbin
Creek, houses are visible on the upper rim of the escarpment, but the steep Currunnbin
valley hillsides are a largely green backdrop. (38)
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The respondent states that the diagrammatic Figures 5.6 - 5.7 are very vague about the
planting on the benches of the cut batter, and provide no certainty or commitment
regarding width or slope of terraces, growing conditions (soil & water) or maintenance.
Without commitment on these issues, the community has no assurance that anything (let
alone trees) will grow on these exposed cuttings. (38)
The respondent notes that in the EIA there has been no attempt to include a photomontage
detailing the extent of the cutting and the landscaping treatment. There is some artistic
impressions but the EIA makes no commitment to landscaping in such as way as reflects the
artist's impression of the cutting in question. Mr. Chenoweth has made the point in
conversations with the writer, that if there was any dispute with the accuracy of the
photomontage which was included as part of Mr. Chenoweth's earlier report, then this
should have been noted in the EIA or an alternative "more accurate" photomontage should
have been included in the EIA. We also note that there has been no mention in the EIA of
the appearance of any cutting from the air as seen by incoming or departing tourists from
the Gold Coast airport. (38)
The respondent submits, (as he has in an earlier submission to PPK), previously, that the
State Government has an obligation to preserve the visual and ecological uniqueness of the
area in question for the benefit of future generations. The respondent requires a clear,
unequivocal written commitment that if, despite his submissions, the C4 alignment is chosen,
the Department will provide:
Benches on cuttings of sufficient width, with sufficient depth of soil, appropriate
•
watering and arrangements for maintenance, to grow Blackbutt trees and other
species of the hillside vegetation community, to screen bare rock faces and provide
vegetated linkages to and from Hidden Valley for birds, bats and insects;
Throw over screens which are visually "light" and semi transparent, which will appear
•
to "float" on the bridge rather than add to its visual bulk, with downlighting that casts
no glare as viewed from a distance;
Large bulky shade trees at the transition from bridge to cutting, and from cutting to fill
•
embankments; and
A commitment to providing tall screening vegetation along at least 75% of the section
•
north of the Hidden Valley bridge, with only minor gaps for sections where this is not
feasible. (38)
The respondent has included two reports as part of their submission which should be
considered in the context of the provisions of the City of Gold Coast Planning Scheme 1994
and the Albert Shire Planning Scheme 1995. Both documents place considerable emphasis
upon the need to preserve the "naturalness" of the coastal ridgelines and foothills. Such
considerations are included within the Strategic Plan Section of both schemes in respect of
City Character and Shire Image. (38)
The respondent highlights that it is noted in 5.3.3 (EIA, 2002) that some desirable
landscaping may not be able to be installed, due to restrictions of road corridor width and
necessity for a 9m frangible buffer strip. The lack of certainty on this issue is of concern, and
it would be desirable to give some commitment to the proportion of bypass that will be
landscaped with trees. (38)
The respondent highlights that while the EIA describes what makes things high visual impact
and low visual impact, it fails to relate this analysis to the project. For example, on page 14.2
under the heading Urban Design, Landscape And Visual Change' March 2001, it is
acknowledged that a deep cut will have a high visual impact. Conversely, a tunnel would have
low visual impact. (38)
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The respondent highlights that in the EIA (2002) fauna and human fences are described, but
the more visually intrusive sound barriers are not. (38)
The respondent is concerned that although it is appropriate to assess visual sensitivity,
landscape character units and scenic quality, these should be supplementary information to
the issue of prime concern to viewers the viewshed (who will be able to see it? and what
will they see ?). Figure 14.1 rates the scenic quality of parts of the visual catchment, but does
not adequately deal with the views outwards from each landscape character unit to the new
bypass. This is an important oversight, because one of the critical issues is the view from the
airport (Unit 6: Poor to Low Scenic Quality; but the first impression of the Gold Coast for
many visitors) to Tugun Heights will be scarred. (38)
The respondent is concerned that the visual assessment has been undertaken mainly from
the pint of view of existing residents, with little or no consideration of the view from the
road (except the south bound views on exiting the cutting) nor from the air. (38)
The respondent states that in order to soften and improve the aesthetics of the batters,
landscape treatments can be applied to cut batters or planted in front of concrete panel
walls. It must be noted that most landscape treatments would benefit bypass traffic and not
the visual appearance when viewed from above and from significant points of interest (e.g.
Kirra Point Lookout, Coolangatta Beach). (38)
The EIS fails to adequately address the impact that the proposed bypass will have upon the
visual amenity of the area. The various artistic depictions and photomontage
representations, in the view of our independent consultants, do not accurately reflect the
extent of the detrimental impact upon the area's visual amenity. The respondent whilst
obviously concerned from his own personal perspective, is even more concerned as to the
visual impact from the various points of interest as previously raised and the impact upon
tourists arriving at Coolangatta Airport. (38)
The respondent states that they would prefer the Bypass though a tunnel structure to avoid
the large alteration to the landform. (38)
The respondent states that the backdrop to this scenic coastal strip is a series of hills which
extend from the hinterland towards the coast, and which are currently dominated by forest
vegetation. These include Woodgee Hill on the Queensland New South border, and its
extension through 'Tugun Hill' to Currumbin Hill. In the vicinity of the Coolangatta (Gold
Coast) Airport, these hills are prominently visible. The intervening land is flat coastal plain
and includes the airport. Gold Coast City Council planning provisions for the area facilitate
generally lower building profiles than those for other parts of the City. (38)
The respondent states that the Coolangatta area is part of the Gold Coast tourist and
leisure resort centre, Australia's premier holiday destination. A t the southern end of the
Gold Coast 'strip', opportunities for views from several well known elevated headlands
include Kirra Point (Apex Park), Pat Fagan Park and Point Danger. These vistas complement
a series of views experienced by tourists utilising the beaches at Rainbow Bay, Coolangatta,
Kirra and the popular coastal walking trail linking these areas. Each of these vantage points
offer highly distinctive views northwards along the gently curving surf beaches of
Coolangatta and Bilinga towards Currumbin Hill in the distance and beyond that to the high
rise buildings of Surfers Paradise, capturing the 'essence' of the Gold Coast tourist image.
(38)
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The respondent has included a further report from Alan Chenoweth making specific
comment upon the EIA and outlining his concerns. Amongst other things, that he comments
adversely upon:
The lack of consideration of the visual amenity from various alternative viewpoints
•
(paragraph 5);
The
lack of any consideration of a tunnel alternative (paragraph 6);
•
lack of any serious consideration of alternative bridge options over Hidden Valley
The
•
(paragraph 9);
The lack of any commitment to landscaping of the entire Bypass with trees or to
•
indeed any particular landscaping being undertaken (paragraphs 13 and 14);
The
apparent ignorance of the objectives of the City of Gold Coast and Albert Shire
•
Planning Schemes;
The subjective nature of the assessment of the visual impacts (paragraph 18); and
•
The
apparent implication that landscaping is in some form the panacea for all
•
engineering and budget shortfalls. (38)
The respondent highlights that the property access bridge over the cut is described as a one
way 120m long 4.5 m wide roadway with throw over screens. These screens will significantly
increase the visual bulk of the structure. Other options (e.g. security cameras, electronic
gates etc) for should have been at least considered. (38)
The respondent states that if the Bypass is to go ahead on Alignment C4, despite our
representations, then the proponents should provide assurances that:
Benches on cuttings of sufficient width, with sufficient depth of soil, appropriate
(a)
watering and arrangements for maintenance, to grow Blackbutt trees and other
species of the hillside vegetation community, to screen bare rock faces and provide
vegetated linkages to and from Hidden Valley for birds, bats and insects;
Design and construction of throw over screens which are visually 'light' and semi
(b)
transparent, which will appear to 'float' on the bridge rather than add to its visual
bulk, with downlighting that casts no glare as viewed from a distance;
(c)
Large bulky shade trees at the transition from bridge to cutting, and from cutting to
fill embankments;
A commitment to providing tall screening vegetation along at least 75% of the
(d)
section north of the Hidden Valley bridge, with only minor gaps for sections where
this is not dismissed. (38)
The respondent is concerned the conclusion to this section is quite 'weak' and vague in
implying that landscaping is (apparently) the panacea for all engineering and budget shortfalls.
(38)
The respondent highlights that construction of a tunnel through the Woodgee Hill ridgeline
would resolve most of the visual impact issues, by avoiding the wide high cutting (and
returning the hillside and skyline to native forest cover) and by avoiding the need for the
overpass bridge. Although there may still be significant visual impacts during construction,
the long term result would maintain the attractive green backdrop to these significant Gold
Coast views. It is therefore recommended that the Tugun Bypass be constructed as a tunnel,
by 'cut and cover' techniques or other methods, through the Woodgee Hill ridgeline behind
John Flynn Hospital. (38)
The respondent states that generally slopes in excess of 15- 20% are not considered
suitable for urban development. In terms of visual impact, the Strategic Plan contains some
strong statements regarding ridge top and upper slope development, which is not
considered suitable where sites are visually prominent. Historically these provisions have not
been uniformly applied but in recent times the Council has taken a stronger view on these
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matters and has recently successfully defended a refusal on these grounds in the Planning and
Environment Court (the Mills case at Gilston). In terms of the environment, existing
environmental values may preclude development in some areas. It is considered likely that
these sort of considerations will become even more significant in the future. (38)
The respondent states that the 21 meter high cutting is east facing and will catch the
morning sun, with inevitable high visibility. From the angle of view of the headland lookouts
(illustrated in Figure 2A, without ameliorative measures such as landscaping and
rehabilitation), the topography offers little screening. Figure 2B is an enlargement of the
same view from Apex Park, Kirra Point. (38)
The respondent states that there is no opportunity to screen or soften the visual impacts of
the high overpass bridge and its 'cage' of safety mesh, apart from painting it in muted
colours. However even if 'dull' in colour, the bridge, rails and tall pylon supports will catch
the morning sun as viewed from popular headland lookouts. (38)
The respondent comments that the proposed Bypass includes plans for a 21 meter deep
cutting over a maximum width of almost 150 meters through a ridgeline which forms the
highest part (and local forested skyline) of Woodgee Hill behind the John Flynn Hospital.
This cutting will be approximately in line with the view line from Kirra Point over the
airport, and will be in full view of the headland lookouts in Apex Park (behind Rainbow
Beach Surf Lifesaving Club) and Pat Fagan Park at Coolangatta. (38)
The respondent states that the analysis of scenic quality (page 14.2, March 2001) uses
unquantifiable value statements such as 'of some value', or 'uninteresting'. Standard indicators
of scenic quality, including contrast, have not been addressed. This gives the impression that
relative effects of each option on scenic quality and landscape character has been subjectively
assessed, perhaps with preconceptions of what is of value, and that the regional context has
not been taken adequately into consideration. The green hillsides close to the urbanised
Gold Coast strip, where they are highly visible to residents and motorists, are very
important to the character of the City; and any scarring or visually intrusive development is
a serious concern. The objectives of the Planning Scheme in this respect have been ignored.
(38)
The respondent states that visitors arriving at and departing from the Gold Coast by air do
so via the airport, which separates the coastal strip of urban and tourist development from
the undeveloped areas around Cobaki Broadwater and the forested foothills. The views of
these hills and natural wetlands are therefore important to the sense of arrival at a tourist
area. (38)
The respondent has concerns about the route where it crosses his access in respect to
visual amenity impacts and would prefer the Bypass though a tunnel structure to avoid the
large alteration to the landform. (38)
The respondent states that there is no mention of visual impacts for visitors and residents
arriving or leaving by air from Coolangatta Airport. This is one of our major concerns
associated with the large cutting so close to the airport. Issues of visual impacts are glossed
over by admitting that there will be some impacts, but these will be addressed and mitigated
by landscaping. (38)
The respondent states that staging, progressive rehabilitation and other techniques could
minimise the visual impact of the excavation. (38)
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The respondent states that the total depth and width of cutting, as seen from this viewpoint,
will be exacerbated by the loss of skyline trees, many of which exceed 20 meters in height.
The apparent 'scarring' will therefore extend over at least 150 meters in width
(approximately the same scale as the John Flynn Hospital) and over a total landscape 'depth'
of approximately 40 meters. (38)
The respondent highlights that the proposal includes a long section of fill embankment up to
II meters in height as the Bypass emerges from the cutting through the edgeline and
extends across the coastal plain towards the border. A proposed railway tunnel will open
through the side of this fill embankment. Both the fill batters and the tunnel opening will be
clearly visible from the headland lookouts. (38)
The respondent states that the extent of scarring of the hillsides and detrimental impacts on
local scenic amenity, can be ameliorated to some extent by rehabilitation of the cut and fill
batter slopes, and landscape planting of trees to eventually integrate some parts of the
Bypass into their surroundings. However the 21 meter high cutting, much of which will be in
rock, will not feasibly nor safely support tall dense screening trees. The most that can be
realistically achieved is several narrow bands of shrubs along the terraced benches to soften
the bare rock faces. (38)
The respondent states that the EIA dismisses the long term visual effects because viewers
will become more familiar with the appearance of the cutting and the bypass generally.
However each tourist visitor will look at the big cutting with fresh eyes, and will
undoubtedly be struck by the hillside scarring. (38)
The respondent has expressed concern that the EIA has not shown any photomontage or
representation of how the cutting will appear when viewed from lookouts etc on the
coastline, despite our previous (March 2001) submission. If the proponents do not think that
that this photomontage was accurate, then they should show a more, realistic appearance
from this angle. The EIA has also failed to show or even mention the appearance from the
air as seen by incoming/departing tourists. (38)
The respondent highlights that the visual impact of the proposed Bypass as it cuts through
the ridgeline will be emphasized by a vehicle access bridge to provide sideline property
access. This 150 meter long bridge and its three pairs of supporting structures (13 to 20
meters tall) plus concrete abutments at each end, will be a locally dominant and highly visible
feature in its own right, as well as drawing attention to the deep scarring of the cutting.
Safety guardrails and mesh fencing enclosure will be required along the full length of the
bridge, adding to its visual bull and reflectivity. Landscaping can do nothing to screen or
soften the visual impacts of this structure, which will be visible over a wide arc to the south
cast (Coolangatta / Tugun) and to the north (Currumbin Waters). (38)
The DEC refers to Section 7.3.2 (Planting). The DEC supports the testing (for quality) of any
topsoil proposed to be used as part of the landscaping works. It is important to ensure that
any topsoil used is an appropriate quality for plant growth within the area, to ensure that the
chances of successful growth are increased. Often "topsoil" used, as part of the landscaping
works is unsuitable material and can result in poor growth rates for plants. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 7.3.1 (Plant Supply). The DEC supports the use of seed collected
from locally endemic species in the landscaping works, however procedures will need to be
developed to ensure that seed and volume requirements can be met. It is also important to
ensure that any locally endemic seed collected doesn't become "contaminated" with other
seed from the same species, but which is not locally endemic. (52)
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Please provide a copy of the landscaping plans, during development, for DEC comment. (52)
Due to the lack of time the respondent group has to request the support of other groups
with notes on issues of concern. The S.O.L.A.H group acknowledges assistance from
members of Gecko Gold Coast and Hinterland Environment Council and agrees with the
statement in their submission of March 2005 which relates to "Visual Amenity and Scenic
Quality. (71)
The respondent states that due to a lack of time the Tweed Heads Environment Group Inc
has to request the support of other groups with notes on issues of concern. The Tweed
Heads Environment Group Inc acknowledges assistance from members of Gecko Gold
Coast and Hinterland Environment Council and agrees with the statement in their
submission of March 2005, on visual amenity and scenic quality. (72)
The respondent highlights that the plantings chosen are based on the aesthetic appeal and do
not take into consideration the need to retain these important areas as habitat and
connection corridors for fauna and bird species. (74)
The respondent is concerned that this view west of the airport is rated in the EIS (Vol 1
Main Volume Section 16.3.2) as of moderate scenic quality i.e. "a landscape type that could
be expected to be of some value to most viewers and fairly pleasant to look at". Given that
the rest of this area to the east, south and north is highly urbanised and less preferred by
viewers this assessment appears to be an underestimation. Much of the report discusses the
view from the travellers' point of view and appears to believe that their travel experience
will be enhanced. This may well be true, but at what cost to the rest of the community who
currently enjoyed a view of a heavily forested mountain and soft spacious wetland? (74)
The respondent is concerned that landscapes that feature "visually prominent and elevated"
areas and wetlands are recognised as being highly sensitive to change. Mt Woodgee will no
longer be a mountain linking the coastal plain with the MacPherson Range and instead will be
cutting of 35-130 meters wide and 22 meters deep extending 150 meters along the highway.
The impact will be quite dramatic with the loss of vegetation and a visually prominent
landscape icon. (74)
The respondent wishes to raise that it is also noted that these rock cuttings have been found
to consist of highly fractured and weathered material and "some cut faces have the potential
to disjoint over time requiring protection, pinning and securing to reduce risk of
dislodgement. Techniques such as rock bolting would secure faces in these locations." In
another section it is stated that it may be necessary to use spray concrete (shot Crete) on
the cut faces. This has been done at West Burleigh Pacific Highway section and to a smaller
degree in a cutting on Thrower Drive Currumbin and both are visually unappealing. While
this may make the Woodgee cutting safer it certainly will not add to the scenic amenity of a
once beautiful area and Technical Paper 13 recognises this in its statement that the
"construction of the new cutting... which would alter the semi-natural setting and reduce the
current pleasant atmosphere. This would have a significant effect". (74)
The respondent states that south of Mt Woodgee is currently an uninterrupted view to the
west to the far side of Cobaki Lake including the regenerating areas on airport land adjacent
to the lake. The pictures used in the EIS are out of date and do not show this regeneration
to uphold the claim that it is a degraded landscape. The C4 will interrupt this vista with an
urban intrusion of the highway, interchanges and ugly noise barriers. Past experience of the
M 1 demonstrates clearly the type of planting which can be expected to replace the native
vegetation. This generally consists of mass planting of one or two types of native vegetation
such as callistemon or grevillea which is not only monotonous, but fails to provide any
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habitat benefit to species brave enough to inhabit these road verges. It is stated that coastal
heath plants may be used, but it si difficult to see how these would survive in such a
disturbed soil profile. (74)
The respondent believes it is intended to try to disguise this impact with benching of the
cutting and planting of vegetation at 7 meter intervals on the benches. This vegetation may
well be native but is unlikely to be endemic and cannot replace the mature eucalypt forest. A
recent examination of similar cuttings on the Chinderah to Yelgun stretch of the Pacific
Highway indicates that such planting si less than successful in growing plants on rock and fails
to hide the impact of the cutting. (74)
The respondent states that at present Mt Woodgee and the area to the west of the Gold
Coast airport including Cobaki Lake and its wetlands provides a scenic and non-urban view
that will disappear with the construction of the C4 route. However there are no before and
after photographs so the community can clearly see the visual impacts of the cutting, the
bridges and the road. (74)
4.9.7

Cost

The respondent suggests that the construction period for the Bypass will cost twice as much
as provided for. (31)
The respondent is concerned about the estimate cost of the earthworks involved with this
cutting to be some 200,000 m3 with an associated cost in the order of $1.3 million. (38)
Considering all the rates for the Cobaki - Terranora development will go to Tweed Shire
Council, stamp duty on sales and housing loans to NSW and taxation to the Federal
Government and in the view of the attitude of NSW to the funding of the motorway in
NSW, it is incredible that Queensland should be expected to pay for the interchange at
Boyd Street. (60)
The respondent states that the results of the economic analysis for the cost of the proposal
on biodiversity included in their submission indicate that a net economic benefit would still
be achieved even if quantified environment and other adverse impacts attracted a total cost
range exceeding $400 million in discounted present values in 2003. (62)
The respondent has included a table in their submission of the comparison costings of
construction. The table shows the Yelgun to Chinderah Motorway cost $11.7 million per
km, the Tweed Bypass cost $11.49 million per km and the Tugun Bypass $53.7 million per
km at $360 million. (62)
The respondent has included an economic analysis table in the submission which provides a
cost benefit ratio comparison between the 4 lane C4 route versus a 6 lane Gold Coast
Highway over 15 years, stating that it the CBR would be 2.5 and the same over 30 years
would be 5.9. (62)
The respondent has expressed concern that the estimated cost of the C 4 (6 lane capacity)
route to date from Stewart Road Tugun Queensland to Kennedy drive New South Wales is
$360 million dollars (4 lanes only). Six lanes could cost $544) million dollars. The
Queensland Government underestimated its Pacific Highway upgrade. Its estimate cost was
$630 million and the final cost ended up being $951 million. The estimated cost of the C 4
Rail route Robina to Coolangatta Airport to date is $40,020,000 dollars (2002 estimate).
(71)
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The respondent feels that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority offered no solution for the
Tweed Shire's traffic Network with this bridge. The amount $60 million dollars should be
added to the growing lists of costs of the C 4 route. The need for the Lakes Drive Bridge
would become more demanding as future increased traffic from the proposed development
of 280 hectares of Industrial/residential land (adjacent to the C 4 route) impacts upon the
'traffic capped' Kennedy Drive. (71)
The respondent has expressed concern that the estimated cost of the C 4 (6 lane capacity)
route to date from Stewart Road Tugun Queensland to Kennedy drive New South Wales is
$360 million dollars (4 lanes only). Six lanes could cost $544) million dollars. The
Queensland Government underestimated its Pacific Highway upgrade. Its estimate cost was
$630 million and the final cost ended up being $951 million. The estimated cost of the C 4
Rail route Robina to Coolangatta Airport to date is $40,020,000 dollars (2002 estimate).
(72)
The respondent feels that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority offered no solution for the
Tweed Shire's traffic Network with this bridge. The amount $60 million dollars should be
added to the growing lists of costs of the C4 route. The need for the Lakes Drive Bridge
would become more demanding as future increased traffic from the proposed development
of 280 hectares of Industrial/residential land (adjacent to the C4 route) impacts upon the
'traffic capped' Kennedy Drive. (72)
The respondent is concerned that the tunnel of 1 kilometre is estimated to cost $110
million, which is nearly three times the cost of the 5.5 kilometres of the remainder of the C4
route. It is obvious from reading Technical Paper 2 that the method of construction for the
tunnel is still undecided so that this cost could escalate. (74)
Yelgun/Chinderah Motorway 28.5km, 1 tunnel, 34 bridges = $334m ($1 I .7m per km), flood
free event 1/100 Tugun Bypass C4 Route 6.7km, 1 tunnel, 2 bridges =$360m ($53.7m per
km) + $1m per annum for life to maintain the tunnel alone. Proponent admits that the
tunnel will flood 1/5, 1/10. (79)

4.1 0 Construction
4. I O. 1 Construction Methods
The respondent suggests that there could be unexpected difficulties in excluding
groundwater during tunnel excavation which would result in timescales lengthening and
building cost escalating. (31)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, constructing the bridge after the cutting is formed is technically viable and still
relatively straight forward but would be considerably more expensive. A contractor would
only adopt such a method if forced to by staging/programming considerations e.g. if they had
to open the road below very early to allow transportation of road materials. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, the proposed construction methodology as outlined in the EIA would be the most
efficient and effective means of constructing the bridge and would almost always be the
method chosen by contractors in similar circumstances (bridge over a cutting). (38)
The proposed construction technique of "launching" the bridge trusses onto bored piles is a
good solution that will minimise disturbance to existing vegetation. (38)
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The respondent states that the construction of bridges is described in detail in Chapter 6
(2002), but not the big cutting. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge outlined in Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3
and 6-4, Construction of the bridge "at existing ground level" prior to excavation of the
cutting makes access to all parts of the works much easier. No false work is required to
construct piers. Formwork for abutments and pier headstocks is formed in excavations,
making it simpler and cheaper. Smaller cranes can be used to lift the bridge girders as the
reach required is much reduced. (38)
In regards to the proposed access bridge to the property in Hidden Valley, outlined in
Section 6 of the EIA (2002) pages 6-3 and 6-4, a wider bridge can be readily constructed by
the same methodology as above. The proposed methodology would be the most efficient
and cost effective for any width of bridge. (38)
It is noted that the construction of the section of the Tugun Bypass through the Gold Coast
Airport includes the construction of a road tunnel under the main runway obstacle limitation
surface and also includes construction of a concrete slab that will provide a roof for a tunnel
for the proposed Robina to Gold Coast Airport rail line. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 7.2.1 (Construction Methods) stating it is noted that
construction of the Hidden Valley Bridges is proposed to be undertaken using minimal
impact to vegetation, by using a launching truss for construction of the bridge decks. While
this is supported, consideration needs to be given to the proposed construction of the
bridge piers. Similar construction experience has identified the need to undertake a number
of additional activities such as trimming of vegetation, need for access tracks and
construction pads for vehicles and heavy machinery. (52)
The respondent is concerned that the true extent of disturbance on the valley floor is
unknown, with tracks wide enough to take large boring/excavating machinery having to be
cleared to access the site of each of the two bridge piers. Additional soil disturbance will
take place on the slopes in order to construct the additional two bridge piers. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the report states a number of possible methods of
construction of the tunnel and it is concerning to see that no one method has been
determined to enable a full evaluation. There appears to be considerable doubt about how
this tunnel will be constructed and yet this section of the whole C4 route is situated in the
most hazardous part of the whole area. It is proposed to put a tunnel, which will carry
thousands of passenger vehicles, under a runway on which dozens of aeroplanes will land
each day and yet the proponents are unable to state which method of construction they will
use. (74)
4.10.2 Earthworks and Fill Material
EIS Table 7.1 describes cut material from 'bypass - south Boyd Street' as 6,500m3 with
65,000m3 being unsuitable. Which figure is correct? (69)
The location and extent of ERA 22 screening materials activities has not been identified. The
ERA 22 locations should be identified and assessed. (69)
The respondent is concerned that the fill required for the road construction would be
850,000 cubic meters of which 300,000 cubic meters would be brought in from outside the
site. The presence of high groundwater poses significant environmental affects on the depths
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of earth fill required to maintain stability. During past Airport earthworks, several
earthmoving machines have become bogged and nearly lost. (71)
The respondent is concerned that the fill required for the road construction would be
850,000 cubic meters of which 300,000 cubic meters would be brought in from outside the
site. The presence of high groundwater poses significant environmental affects on the depths
of earth fill required to maintain stability. During past Airport earthworks, several
earthmoving machines have become bogged arid nearly lost. (72)

4.10.3 Ancillary Works and Facilities
The DEC states that contaminated run-off from concrete batching sites has the potential to
adversely affect receiving waters. It is recommended that the detailed design of any concrete
batching plant incorporate a segregation of the site into "clean" and "dirty" areas. The "dirty"
area is that area of the site in which any runoff may be contaminated by cement material or
other chemicals (e.g.. batching plant, washout pits). The "dirty" area should be as small as
possible and all runoff from this area collected for reuse. The "clean" area is the remainder
of the site and may contribute sediment to any runoff from the site (e.g. aggregate storage
area, site office). The runoff from the "clean" should be collected and treated prior to
discharge. (52)
The DEC requires that all fuels and chemicals are stored in appropriately bunded areas to
prevent soil, water and groundwater contamination. It should also be ensured that
incompatible chemicals are segregated. Bunded areas must be constructed in accordance
with the EPA's Technical Bulletin "Bunding and Spill Management, November 1997", or to
the satisfaction of the DEC. The DEC recommends that an Emergency Management Plan
should be established to deal with chemical spills and should address, but not be limited to,
the following:
Appropriate emergency response training
•
Stocking, maintenance and use of spill kits
•
Storage and disposal of contaminated material
•
Emergency telephone numbers. (52)
•
It is critical that facilities such as concrete batching plants, chemical storage facilities and site
compounds are located in areas away from watercourses and where they will have minimal
impact on the environment including flora, fauna and cultural heritage sites. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 7.2.7 (Auxiliary Facilities). It is noted that the final location of
ancillary facilities will be determined as part of the detailed design stage, which occurs as
part of the construction contract. Procedures need to be formed as part of this contract to
ensure that the selection of these sites is determined in consultation with relevant
government agencies. (52)
4.10.4 Timing
The board of directors of Tugun & District Finances wish to have to have the works
expedited as far as possible. (10)
The respondent is concerned over the length of time required to construct the Bypass. (12)
The respondent is concerned over the length of time required to construct the Bypass. (13)
The respondent considers that the present and future traffic conditions warrant the Bypass
to be constructed without delay. (14)
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The respondent is most interested in seeing the project completed as soon as possible. (15)
The respondent suggests that the construction period for the Bypass will be delayed. (31)
The respondent strongly supports the urgent construction of the Tugun Bypass. (49)
The respondent, who is a local resident, wishes that the Tugun Bypass is completed as soon
as possible. (85)

4.11 Operations
4 . / I . ! Existing Highway
After construction of the Bypass, the existing highway through Tugun should be ripped up
and the two outside roads left but increasing them to 2 lanes each way. (5)
The respondent states that logic dictates the C4 route will enable the total attrition of the
Tweed Bypass as such, and its reclassifications an arterial road. (62)
The Highway upgrading needs to be completed as soon as possible even if the C or B routes
are constructed as traffic levels are more than 70,000 vehicles per week day. The present
serious traffic delays at Nerang demonstrate the clogging effect when 6 fast lanes merge into
4 and are slowed to a halt by local traffic, at peak traffic times. (72)
4 . 1 1 2 Maintenance
Your enquiries will verify that the existing tunnel on the General Holmes Drive at Sydney
Airport now costs in excess of $3 Million per year to maintain, and that is based on figures
several years old. (9)
The respondent suggests that tunnel operating costs will lead to the need for a much
increased, road maintenance budget, which could result in disputes between the States
about apportionment. (31)
With regard to the operation of a tunnel in an area which has a high water table, the
respondent wishes to highlight a situation that is causing ongoing problems for the CityLink
road tunnel in Melbourne. Following major leaking into the tunnels beside the Yarra River,
the tunnels were first stabilised by injecting up to 2.2 million Litres/day of drinking water
into the water table, [Age October 2001], then spending $1.4m to provide a water
treatment plant so that the leaking water could be re used instead of drinking water. This
system does not adequately provide 100% of the water used to balance the water table and
there is still up 450,000 litres of drinking water used each day. What contingency allowances
have been made for such problems should they occur for the Tugun Bypass, and what
guarantee can be given that the taxpayer will not be left to pay the ongoing maintenance?
What effect would a similar situation for the Tugun Bypass have on the Hinze Dam?
Queensland Main Roads are obviously more conversant with the design and construction of
the road and tunnel and we request that information about costs and potential risks be
presented to the general public so that a more informed decision on the likely
environmental effects on the whole ecology can be undertaken. (3 I)
For post construction costs and maintenance of the tunnel will Queensland share the
burden with NSW? (40)
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Why should the NSW taxpayers have the likely high tunnel maintenance costs for decades
into the future? (57)
The respondent is concerned that the tunnel will be very expensive for the NSW
government to maintain and properly remedy because of flooding, seepage, acidity and
pollution of air, soil and water. These are matters of grave concern to NSW residents who
feel disenfranchised by the whole selection and design process. (57)
The respondent wishes to raise that the cost to NSW residents of ongoing maintenance for
C4 infrastructure requires analysis beyond the scope of the EIA. (62)
The respondent has included a table in their submission of the comparison costings of
maintenance for the proposed C4 route versus the Gold Coast Highway Upgrade.
However the respondent states that the table is deficient in that no comparisons are
provided of maintenance costs of the GCH at six lanes which would increase insignificantly
as little additional electricity, communications, environmental monitoring, nor any pumping
would be required. (62)
The respondent is concerned about the cost of duplicating the existing Tweed Heads bypass
with high maintenance tunnels through acid sulphate soils, in a high water table subject to
flooding should be unacceptable to NSW. This is especially relevant as "controlling
groundwater and the buoyancy forces it would impose on the structure are major design
issues". (62)
The respondent believes NSW will be paying for: 1 x road, lx rail tunnels and ramps under
the runway extension, below the water table; the majority of the at grade C4 bypass
(contained within NSW lands); the upkeep of the above grade interchanges at Kennedy
Drive; flood events on the C4 route; maintenance of environmental values of the Cobaki
Broadwater and surrounding SEPP 14 wetlands, fish habitat, mangrove and remainder
environmental protection zones. In the respondent's view NSW will have nothing but a
Trojan Horse on its hands as it inherits "world first" tunnels, outside their construction
warranty period, in Acid Sulphate Soils with high salinity. (62)
The respondent is concerned that no maintenance figures are given for sedimentation traps,
groundwater monitoring, landscaping maintenance, water quality monitoring, flora and fauna
mitigation measures. (62)
The respondent is concerned about the maintenance costs are enormous much of which
would be borne by NSW for the section of road on NSW land and for the environmental
fallout on the sensitive Cobaki Broadwater, particularly through acid sulphate contaminated
water. (66)
The road tunnel construction would take 200,000 tonnes of concrete and 8,500 tonnes of
steel reinforcement. High levels of acid sulphate corrosion have been found in recent
inspections of steel bore casings in the C4 route area. Thus considerable corrosion and
future maintenance costs could be expected in the I km long traffic tunnel and in the
adjacent rail tunnel and other steel and concrete constructions that would have to be
maintained forever. (71)
The respondent is concerned that maintenance costs for the tunnel could be expected to far
exceed the $1,000,000 estimated in the EIS. It has been reported that costs at Sydney
airport have been three times this amount. (71)
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The operational costs of pumping and liming highly 'acidic' underground water from the
tunnel under the airport runway and floodable road and rail tunnels will continue for the life
of these tunnels. The cost of water-treatment and maintenance is expected to cost the State
of NSW $2-4 million per year. (72)
The respondent is concerned that the road tunnel construction would take 200,000 tonnes
of concrete and 8,500 tonnes of steel reinforcement. High levels of acid sulphate corrosion
have been found in recent inspections of steel bore casings in the C4 route area. Thus
considerable corrosion and future maintenance costs could be expected in the 1 kilometre
long traffic tunnel and in the adjacent rail tunnel and other steel and concrete constructions
that would have to be maintained forever. (72)
The respondent is concerned that maintenance costs for the tunnel could be expected to far
exceed the $1,000,000 estimated in the EIS. It has been reported that costs at Sydney
Airport have been three times that amount. (72)
The tunnels untested groundwater injection system and its monitoring, water quality
monitoring of Cobaki Lake for ASS leachate, flora and fauna monitoring and management,
management of the so called compensatory habitat, and the route landscaping. This is the
legacy that the QDMR will pass on to NSW RTA, funded by the NSW taxpayers, after 10
years. (74)
The respondent is concerned that this tunnel, which constitutes one third of the total cost
of the C4, is estimated to cost $1 million per year to maintain forever. A similar tunnel
constructed under runways in Sydney costs over $3 million per year to maintain forever. In
addition the New South Wales Government has apparently signed a blank cheque for
ongoing maintenance after ten years for sedimentation traps, an untested groundwater
injection system and its monitoring, water quality monitoring of Cobaki Lake for ASS
leachate, flora and fauna monitoring and management, management of the so called
compensatory habitat, and the route landscaping. (74)
The respondent is concerned that the maintenance of the tunnel against pollution has been
publicised as being about $1 million a year. Why is that figure so low and who is going to pay
it when inflation will expand that figure upwards as traffic increases, will the Commonwealth,
the Qld Government or the NSW government pay the maintenance bill? Why isn't Gold
Coast Airport Limited paying the maintenance bill? (76)
The respondent believes that the tunnel will be built because private enterprise wants a
runway extension and Gold Coast Airport Limited is a private company and the lessee of
the Commonwealth land. The Airport is a private business and therefore Gold Coast
Airport Limited should pay the ongoing maintenance of the tunnel as that tunnel will be in
place only because of private enterprise. (76)
The respondent highlights that the engineering problems associated with the hydraulic lift to
an underwater tunnel are bad enough, but when you add the fact that this would be subject
to acid sulphate conditions, the maintenance costs become far more than the $1million per
annum quoted by the EIS. The respondent states that at a community meeting a civil
engineer John Sweeny informed them that a similar tunnel in Sydney that was subject to ASS
was costing $3million p.a, 10 years ago in maintenance cost. (80)
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4.11.3 Traffic Management
Unless there is convincing evidence to suggest otherwise, there is good reason to believe
that the C4 route would only transfer the Tugun bottleneck just over 6km down the
Highway. (3)
The respondent suggests that during operation, 70% of the traffic would continue to use the
old corridor with some of it travelling via the C4 route and doubling back to the beach area
as congestion would continue. (31)
The respondent suggests that trucks, particularly B-doubles travelling t o and from Brisbane
should be discouraged from using this route, especially during daylight hours. (51)
It is anticipated that the Cobaki - Terranora development envisages ultimately 5000
allotments with a population of 15,000. As a result of the Bypass, it is unreasonable that to
go east or north or south from this development, traffic would be obliged to travel via Boyd
Street then through Tugun. (60)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 retains all road freight vehicles through Banora
Point. (62)
The respondent feels that the unrestricted flow of traffic to the Sexton Hill area would
cause a shunt effect. This will effectively cause disruption to traffic in the South
Tweed/Banora area. The Sexton Hill deviation is not expected to be in place before the
proposed completion date of the C4 route. The plan of the area around Kennedy Drive
shows three off-ramps and three on-ramps. These all lead to or from a single two-way road
with two roundabouts within 50 meters of each other. This can only lead to massive
confusion and congestion on a road that is already at gridlock on a daily basis. The above
configuration, by the way, has more off/on ramps than that which the whole of the South
Tweed/Banora area can expect with the R.T.A. proposals for the Sexton Hill deviation. (67)
The respondent highlights that the Department of Main Roads has also failed to provide
relief for the people of the Gold Coast from the heavy interstate trucks, which use the Gold
Coast and Pacific Highways since the Chinderah to Yelgun extension was completed.
Requests from the public that these transports be banned from traversing the Gold Coast
City to a destination in Brisbane have been totally ignored and this situation will not be
improved by the building of the C4. (74)

4.11.4 Hazards and Risks
The substantial development underway at the Port of Brisbane will generate a huge increase
in the number of large heavy transport vehicles travelling south as part of the distribution
framework of major organisations planning. This would see growth in road transport occur
exponentially. The size of these vehicles will create many hazards for family cars, especially
those being driven by the elderly and inexperienced younger drivers who would use the
Bypass as part of there local traffic journeys. (3)
The banning of all dangerous goods, (L.P.Gas, Explosives and fuels etc.) from the tunnel is
understandable but unnecessary, and if not policed it will add to future hazards (accidents,
Terrorists etc.). (9)
The respondent comments on Section 5.4 of the EIS Vol. 4, that the table of levels indicates
salinity occurring as water levels are within 3 meters of ground level. Therefore, concrete
structures are also at risk of deterioration and corrosion of metal components. (25)
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There are too many hazards and risks associated with this proposal regarding the
deterioration of concrete in the tunnel and the buoyancy of the tunnel. (25)
Technical Paper No. 6, 3.2.5 Bore wells El and E3 have no data and E2 (Table 4.4) exceeds
all ANZECC guidelines. As this area has a proposed tunnel, the tunnel should be considered
unsafe to use. (25)
The fragmentation of this bushland surrounding the Bypass will lead to severe impacts on the
remaining bushland through increased frequency of fires. (62)
The respondent is concerned about road development and safety, stating: that for at least 90
years now in Australia, the car (and the roads and development that have accompanied it)
has taken increasing priority in our lives at a great cost. The car (and driver) has killed, and
continues daily, to kill countless millions of living creatures (including the many senseless
deaths, of course, of our own human family). (63)
The respondent wishes to highlight that "When crashes occur in tunnels the consequences
can be extreme. There have been a number of tunnel disasters overseas involving the loss of
many lives due to fire and entrapment. and clear lessons can be learnt from reports on these
accidents" EIS Technical Paper No. 2 Para.2.4 p.2 7. The one kilometre long, downgraded
tunnel, located beneath the runway, below the ground water table, and amidst wetland
surrounds will be subject to flash flooding from stormwater. The six lane capacity highway
curved at each end of the tunnel could be the scenario for a serious crash scene. The
sudden stopping of a vehicle for any reason (Accident, flooding or breakdown) would only
allow a following vehicle just seconds to avoid collision. (71)
The respondent is concerned that "When crashes occur in tunnels (the consequences can
be extreme. There have been a number of tunnel disasters overseas involving the loss of
many lives due to fire and entrapment. and clear lessons can be learnt from reports on these
accidents" EIS Technical Paper No. 2 Para.2.4 p.2 7. The one kilometre long, downgraded
tunnel, located beneath the runway, below the ground water table, and amidst wetland
surrounds will be subject to flash flooding from storm water. The six lane capacity highway
curved at each end of the tunnel could be the scenario for a serious crash scene. The
sudden stopping of a vehicle for any reason (Accident, flooding or breakdown) would only
allow a following vehicle just seconds to avoid collision. (72)
The respondent is concerned about a recent paper produced by the University of NSW that
reveals the ongoing problem of ASS and corrosion of concrete. This is a most serious
matter for the travelling public. Also the fact the road at the southern end of the airport is in
the 2-4m OLS zone ignores safety. (79)

4.12 C o m m u n i t y Impacts
4.1 2. 1 Social and Amenity
If access to the Bypass / existing Highway becomes complicated or arduous, they would be
disadvantaged and suffer a loss of amenity. (3)
The resultant effects of the Bypass would impact on the lifestyle of the residents of Banora
Point. (3)
Having to suffer the problems of traffic congestion at Sexton Hill, residents of Banora Point
are suffering from increasing aircraft noise and exhaust pollution, which would only increase
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if the C4 proposal proceeds, and more so, if any hanger and warehouse development
proceeds between the runway and proposed bypass. (3)
The effects of the Bypass would prove negative to the preservation of the existing amenities
of the Banora Point area. (3)
The South Tweed area, especially Banora Point would be impacted on as a result of the
Bypass. (3)
The respondent suggests that as a result of the construction of the Bypass there could be
unexplained fish kills occurring in Cobaki Lakes and Terranora Broadwater which would
result in swimming being discouraged and tourist boat trips being terminated. (31)
The EIS fails to adequately address the detrimental impact that the proposed bypass will
have upon the amenity of many residents not currently affected by traffic usage in the Tugun
area, together with that of the John Flynn Hospital & Medical Centre. (38)
The respondent states that their submission is that the Bypass route, if it is followed in its
current form and alignment, will result in detrimental impact upon the amenity of many
residents not currently affected by main road impacts, together with that of the John Flynn
Hospital and the visual amenity of the area, including the significant natural backdrop to the
coastal strip (the "Green behind the Gold"). (38)
The respondent is concerned about the loss of natural amenity and overall aesthetic appeal
associated with the proposal. (38)
The respondent feels that the intrusion of such a huge continuous and destructive barrier
will cause immediate and ongoing pollution. It is unjustified and unwarranted. (57)
With regards to impacts on social amenity from the Bypass, the respondent states that the
POM vision of the Reserve Trust (Tweed Shire Council) is to manage the land to provide
the highest possible level of environmental protection while allowing appropriate
recreational activities to occur in suitable areas of Reserve 59650. (62)
With regards to impacts on Reserve 59650, the respondent wishes to raise that there are
no other comparable public passive recreation grounds, of such variety, abundance and
interest in flora and fauna available in the Tweed Heads/Banora Point area. (62)
The respondent highlights that the Reserve caters for a broad cross section of the
community due to the broad range of uses for which the Reserve may be used. The Pony
Club and its activities are important factors in the social values of the Reserve with the Club
developing your riders' equestrian skills and sportsmanship while also developing strength of
character and self discipline. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise EIA fails to acknowledge over thirty Tweed families will be
dislocated, evicted from the rental accommodation housing in Tweed by their landlord,
QDMR, which acquired the properties on market. (62)
With regards to impacts on social amenity from the Bypass, the respondent states that only
40 ha of the original dedication on the shores of Cobaki Broadwater remains with 10ha
approximately being used by Tweed Heads Pony Club since the early 1960's from which
time Pony Club has managed the remainder. (62)
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With regard to the dislocation / eviction of over thirty Tweed families through QDMR
property acquisition, the respondent highlights that there is a ten year wait for public
housing on the Tweed and that no Queensland families are to be displaced by the proposal.
(62)
The respondent is concerned that the Tweed bypass already separates and isolates the
communities; now NSW residents are faced with even more severance of community links
with major above grade options in the middle of the busiest east west corridor in the Shire
while Queensland residents gain increased social amenity. (62)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the Councillors are not working with the State
Government to upgrade Kennedy Drive which is a major problem for residents overall
amenity anyway, but seeking to inflict more distress for all by undermining the Tweed Heads
bypass as such to an arterial road category and encouraging the C4 route. (62)
The respondent states that NSW residents have lost two thirds of the public open space and
recreation grounds, SEPP 14 wetlands, JAMBA & CAMBA lands of 250 acres, dedicated in
1926, known as Lot 319, Reserve 59360, to the Tweed Heads Bypass and airport
encroachment. (62)
The respondent feels that the massive additional bridges and slip roads, above grade
pedestrian paths, urban monolith concrete structures and lack of at grade pedestrian
cycleways are an unacceptable imposition on Tweed residents. (62)
The respondent highlights that the RTA appears willing to cede NSW lands to solve a
Queensland problem at Tugun with no benefit to any NSW social amenity. (62)
The respondent feels that the social impact, which will be felt by the people of the Tweed,
will be the extra noise generated by heavy vehicles, especially at night in proximity to
residences in West Tweed. (67)
The respondent is concerned that no compensation has been proposed to make up for the
loss to the community of the Pony Club and no land has been identified to which it could be
moved. (74)
The respondent is concerned that local and no doubt interstate businesses, have suffered
over many years because of the inflexibility of QDMR in refusing to provide some relief from
the poor operation of the signalised intersections of Tugun. (74)
The years of delays in remediation of the current situation by improved public transport and
an upgrade of the A route has cost the community dearly in economic, social and
environmental terms. (74)
The respondent is concerned that Section 4.5.4 discusses the problems of current residents
due to the heavy traffic and the severance of residents to the west from amenity areas, such
as shops and beaches in the east. The C4 route will compound this severance by imposing
another highway while 45% of the traffic volume i.e., 50,000 vehicles in 2017 will still use the
Gold Coast Highway. (74)
The respondent is concerned that no effort has been made to quantify the cost of
impairment to the health of residents that live beside a highway and must put up with
constant noise, vibration and air pollution. This may be an issue for some existing Tugun
residents and hence their desire for the C4, but their situation will only be relieved in the
short term before the traffic numbers build again to current levels. For the residents of west
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Tugun and Currumbin and NSW this will be a new health hazard and one, which is entirely
avoidable. (74)
Residents of west Tugun and Currumbin, who at present do not have any traffic problems,
will find with the C4 route that they must endure 24 hour noise, vibration, air pollution,
rubbish, night lights and the visual pollution of ugly noise barriers and some will be forced to
have double glazing and expensive energy consuming air conditioning to cope with these
problems. Their lifestyle will be severely compromised because of the ill-fated decision to
build a bypass along the C4 route. In NSW, residents will be locked into interstate trucks in
ever increasing numbers roaring up and over Sexton's Hill, through one of the most densely
settled suburbs in the region. (74)
There will be no relief form noise and air pollution for West/South Tweed and Banora Point
residents, together with those who will be displaced from their homes, loose their
businesses and the impacts on the Tweed River will be far-retching across the region. (79)
The respondent believes that the EIS fails to provide any certainty of processes during or
after the project and does not assess the economic and social values of the Cobaki wetlands.
Degradation of this area will impact on a far reaching area of the Tweed region and will
include recreational and commercial fisheries, tourism, cultural heritage, health and
education. Estuaries are the highest valued ecosystems in the world estimating each hectare
of coastal estuary is worth tens of thousands of dollars per year in community services.
Wetlands are worth $40 000 per hectare per year for their functions as life support systems
for the human populations. (79)
Tugun and Bilinga residents will sleep easier and their property values along the coastal strip
protected. There will be no relief for the people of Tweed who have been uninformed about
increased traffic congestion at West Tweed which unlike Tugun has nowhere to move. (79)
The respondent asks how it is justified that one section of the community is to have less
air/noise pollutions but increased for others. This also applies to the traffic problem being
moved from Tugun to Tweed Heads (Kennedy Drive). (79)
The respondent is concerned that air pollution and noise of 70,000 vehicles every day on
communities at Tweed is not acceptable, not to mention the litter thrown from the same
vehicles. (86)

4.12.2 Hazards and Risks
With the construction of the tunnel, dangerous and explosive goods would be required to
go through Tugun. (7)
If the transporting of dangerous goods is policed for the Bypass, the dangerous goods would
be forced to travel through the residential roads of Tugun, Bilinga and North Kirra, which
defeats the prime concept of the Bypass. (9)
To construct a roadway which prohibits trucks carrying such a load would mean that they
would continue to have to travel through Tugun and would continue to be a potentially
explosive danger to our community. (10)
The respondent is concerned that heavy freight traffic of a hazardous nature, e.g. the
refuelling trucks for Gold Coast Airport Ltd (GCAL) will continue to use the existing
dangerous, sub standard Gold Coast Highway interchange with the MI which QDMR refuses
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to upgrade. This will see the continuance of hazardous goods through residential Banora
Point. (62)
It is also true those trucks containing dangerous goods such as "large liquid petroleum gas"
or TNT will be banned from the C4 due to the risk of structural failure of the tunnel in the
event of an explosion. These trucks will continue to travel through the Tugun commercial
and residential areas (Page 2-21 Vol 1 Tech Paper 2.). In fact more residents will be affected
with the C4 than is currently the case. (74)
4.12.3 Local Traffic
There are many residents of Tweed Heads, South Tweed, East Banora and West Banora
who use the existing Highway as an easy means of travel to Kingscliff and the Tweed Coast,
as well as to journey as far south as Byron Bay, for sport and recreational activities. If access
to the Bypass / existing Highway becomes complicated or arduous, they would be
disadvantaged and suffer a loss of amenity. (3)
The Bypass would do nothing to alleviate the Sexton Hill Black Spot/bottleneck, or to relieve
the mounting problems for Banora Point, which are impacting on the lifestyle of residents,
and will become unbearable once traffic from the Area E estate development project in
Terranora/Bilambil begins to make it's way through the streets of Banora Point to the Pacific
Highway and Munjungbal Drive for shopping, and elsewhere for various other reasons. (3)
Traffic congestion would occur at the off road into Kennedy Drive, which would impact on
local traffic, because it is far less accommodating than the Gold Coast Highway between
Tugun and the start of the Coolangatta/Tweed Heads Bypass. (3)
The existing traffic situation is 'very distressing', particularly if the need arose to reach the
Tweed or John Flynn Hospital during peak hour. (13)
The respondent suggests that during construction, further congestion would spread through
the existing corridor, with gridlock during many peak hours preventing access to the Airport
and frustrated drivers would resort to rat running residential streets with an increased use
of other border crossings. (31)
The respondent states that regardless of the urgency, decision makers must seek a solution
that does not push the traffic bottleneck further south. (37)
The respondent believes that the C4 route will only shift traffic problems from Tugun to
Tweed. (40)
The respondent is very distressed to experience the great increase in the traffic and the very
substantial increase in the delays during short journeys in this area. (50)
The respondent is a Doctor and needs to reach the operating theatre at the John Flynn
Hospital in a timely manner, however the current state of affairs is entirely unacceptable.
(50)
It is important that the flow of traffic generated by this Cobaki - Terranora development
should not be dumped into Tugun with the only access to the Motorway being via Stewart
Road. (60)
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The intersection near 500 Coolangatta Road has been made even more dangerous for traffic
as it is a comparatively sharp turn after a clear run from Brisbane at 100 — 110 km/hr with
no traffic lights or intersections. (60)
The respondent states that Kennedy Drive is: intensely developed with three story
residential unit blocks; incapable of widening without massive social dislocation; "there were
no plans for major roadwork's along Kennedy Drive"; and already at capacity during peak
hours. (62)
The respondent states that the present traffic flow in this area is far too heavy for a
residential suburb, and at the current rate of increase, is clearly unsustainable, even in the
short term. (68)
The respondent states that it is noted that over 100 hectares of Gold Coast Airport Ltd
land is on Commonwealth land. Development on Commonwealth land is less stringent than
on other Tweed Shire land. There are significant resident concern that traffic from
developments on Airport land will impact adversely on Kennedy Drive and the Tweed traffic
network. (71)
The respondent states that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority stands "Condemned' by
the Tweed Heads community on its present record of dealing with 'existing' Tweed Shire
road network concerns. (71)
The respondent states that the Tugun Alliance should attend to the constraints the C4
corridor route places on NSW local traffic, particularly the Cobaki Lakes Development
(14000 persons), knowing that local NSW traffic using the highway will reduce the purpose
and time efficiency of the C4 highway. If access is allowed for local traffic purposes the C4
route project will be seen to be a road designed primarily for residential, industrial and
airport development. (71)
The respondent states that the Tugun Alliance should attend t o any constraint for local
traffic, which the project makes for the NSW Cobaki Lakes Development (14000 persons),
knowing that the highway should not be used for local traffic. If access is allowed for local
purposes the C4 route project will be seen to be a road designed for residential, industrial
and airport development paid for by public taxes. (71)
The respondent states that the attitude by the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority in regards
to the C4 corridor of allowing increased traffic loading to Kennedy Drive by inappropriate
development only adds to their demonstrated unconcern for Tweed Heads. (71)
The respondent highlights that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority representative advised
at a public meeting (1 February 2005) at South Tweed that the additional traffic flows
generated by the C4 route and from the cumulative proposed industrial/residential
developments is a Tweed Shire Council problem. The S.O.L.A.H Group objects to the NSW
Roads and Traffic Authority's attitude of 'not my problem' insofar as the future congestion of
traffic on West Tweed Heads road network caused by the development of the C4 route
corridor. (71)
The respondent highlights that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority representative advised
at a public meeting (1 February 2005) at South Tweed that the additional traffic flows
generated by the C4 route and from the cumulative proposed industrial/residential
developments is a Tweed Shire Council problem. The respondent objects to the NSW
Roads and Traffic Authority's attitude of 'not my problem' insofar as the future congestion of
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traffic on West Tweed Heads road network caused by the development of the C4 route
corridor. (72)
The respondent states that it is noted that over 100 hectares of Gold Coast Airport Ltd
land is on Commonwealth land. Development on Commonwealth land is less stringent than
on other Tweed Shire land. There are significant resident concern that traffic from
developments on Airport land will impact adversely on Kennedy Drive and the Tweed traffic
network. (72)
The respondent is concerned that the attitude by the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority in
regards to the C4 corridor of allowing increased traffic loading to Kennedy Drive by
inappropriate development only adds to their demonstrated unconcern for Tweed Heads.
(72)
The respondent highlights that the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority stands "Condemned'
by the Tweed Heads community on its present record of dealing with 'existing' Tweed Shire
road network concerns. (72)
The respondent highlights that the Tugun Alliance should attend to any constraint for local
traffic, which the project makes for the NSW Cobaki Lakes Development (14000 persons),
knowing that the highway should not be used for local traffic. If access is allowed for local
purposes the C 4 route project will be seen to be a road designed for residential, industrial
and airport development paid for by public taxes. (72)
The respondent states that the Tugun Alliance should attend to the constraints the C4
corridor route places on NSW local traffic, particularly the Cobaki Lakes Development
(14000 persons), knowing that local NSW traffic using the highway would reduce its purpose
and time efficiency. (72)
The respondent states that the Tugun Alliance should attend to the constraints the C4
corridor route places on NSW local traffic, particularly the Cobaki Lakes Development
(14000 persons), knowing that local NSW traffic using the highway will reduce the purpose
and time efficiency of the C 4 highway. If access is allowed for local traffic purposes the C4
route project will be seen to be a road designed primarily for residential, industrial and
airport development. (72)
The respondent asks how it is justified that the traffic problem is to be moved from Tugun
to Tweed Heads (Kennedy Drive). (79)
The respondent states that local traffic is now not held up not only long weekends and
public holidays but nearly every Sunday around lunchtime. (85)
4.12.4 Landuse and Property
The respondent wishes to highlight that management of Pony Club land and adjacent land for
conservation is assured whereas compensatory habitat is uncertain and therefore not a
feasible option. (25)
The respondent wishes to highlight that NSW Crown Land is not vacant land and should not
be listed as such. (25)
The respondent comments that Figure 4.1 in the SIS Vol. 1- the existing industrial landuse on
the edge of wetlands and between open space and recreation is inappropriate. This land was
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proposed for industrial use, however isn't this use dependent upon the Tugun Bypass
proposal and not existing land use? (25)
The respondent highlights Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 in the EIS Vol.4, do not include
Crown Land (Tweed Heads Pony Club) for surveys. (25)
The respondent suggests that sales of lots at the Leda Cobaki Lakes development would
decline due to noise pollution from the operation of the Bypass. (31)
The respondent is concerned that the property access bridge will give higher public
exposure to their property's access and result in reduced privacy. (38)
The respondent states that following lengthy negotiations with the Gold Coast City Council,
the reinstatement of suitable access to the property from Kitchner Street now appears to
be resolved. The matter has been settled, amongst other considerations, on the basis of the
provision of a 5.5 meter access driveway, thereby facilitating two way vehicle access. (38)
The respondent states that there is High Court authority for the principle that if their
property was to be subdivided the easement would enure to the benefit of each of the
subdivided lots. (38)
The respondent's property is currently contained within the Future Urban Zone of the
transitional Albert Shire Planning Scheme and is designated within the Urban Residential
Preferred Dominant Land Use designation on the Strategic Plan. The current zoning
provides essentially for a single dwelling house and agricultural uses, with the majority of
development being prohibited. The intent is essentially that at some time in the future, an
application would be made for rezoning to a zone consistent with the Strategic Plan
designation of Urban Residential. (38)
The respondent states that whilst on first impressions rezoning the property to be
consistent with the Strategic Plan designation of Urban Residential, would appear to be
encouraging for further development, the Objectives of the Strategic Plan contain a number
of guiding statements that will potentially constrain the nature of any future urban
development. For the property, significant considerations will be in respect of slope, visual
impact and environmental values. (38)
The respondent states that it is not justifiable to restrict the bridge to 4.5 meters between
kerbs because "the structure is on a private road and use will be low". This plainly ignores
the rights of the respondent to preservation of his existing access and places him at a
substantial detriment so far as the potential future development of the property is
concerned. The respondent refers to the comments of Andrew Hall in the report from
Humphreys Reynolds Perkins Town Planning Consultants December 17th 2002. (38)
The respondent states that if the C4 alignment is adopted, it is incumbent upon Main Roads
to construct a two lane bridge access to service the property. (38)
The respondent considers that the reduction in practical access to the property, as the
result of the proposals outlined in the Environmental Impact Assessment for the Tugun
Bypass (i.e. a single lane bridge), would be likely to have a detrimental impact upon the
assessment of future development applications over the site. This constraint to two way
vehicle movements is therefore likely to further constrain future development options
and/or add additional costs. (38)
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The respondent states that it is in their view that they are entitled to access across the
current road reserve (the C4 alignment) to the same extent. Therefore, the suggestion that
the access way would consist of a bridge which is "4.5 meters between kerbs" is inadequate
and contrary to their rights as the owner of adjoining land. Any interference with their
access is wrongful and is actionable. They would be entitled to an injunction requiring the
bridge access to be maintained and to damages for any diminution in the value of his
property resulting from any alteration or restriction placed upon the access. (38)
The respondent states that note that the EIA for Stage 1, at Item 6.1, discusses the
construction of the "property access bridge" which will provide access to their property
from his easement along the ridgeline. As is detailed elsewhere in these submissions, that
the C4/B3 route ought not to be adopted. T his would also remove the need for this
"property access bridge". Nevertheless, if this route is adopted then the issues which are
discussed below must be addressed. (38)
The respondent has difficulty in seeing their property being likely to be approved for a
conventional residential subdivision. (38)
The respondent's property access is from Admiral Crescent. It is a long private access in
excess of I km in length being sealed approximately 5m wide. The access currently only
serves the respondent's property that has a total land area of 13.2 hectares excluding the
access leg but has the potential for future development and is zoned 'Future urban" under
Council's Planning Scheme. (38)
The respondent states that a more likely development option would be a site specific
development that responds directly to the opportunities and constraints presented by the
site. This could be a well designed community titled residential development that retains
significant vegetation and locates houses with great sensitivity. Other forms of development
may also be appropriate, such as reception rooms or the like that utilize the existing
residence. (38)
The respondent has recently finalised negotiations in relation to Supreme Court proceedings
instituted by him which confirms direct access from his easement to Kitchener Street. The
respondent is entitled and proposes to construct a driveway on his easement to a width of
5.5 meters between kerbs. This is required for safety reasons and to preserve access to
future development or other uses of his land. (38)
The respondent states that the developer has made application to Council to develop Stages
I & 2 of Pacific Beach Estate comprising some 236 dwellings. This is likely to be approved.
An application has also been made in respect of Stages 3 & 4 of Pacific Beach comprising
some 358 dwellings. Stages 3 & 4 are the subject of a Notice of Intention to resume issued
in respect of the C4 option. (54)
The respondent states that the "compensatory habitat" provided by QDMR provides no
opportunity for either recreation space or the Pony Club to be relocated. (62)
The respondent feels that the C4 route at West Tweed facilitates the runway extension at
GCAL and will remove the buffer zone between residents and runway extension which
result in the buffer being used for heavy industrial uses. (62)
The respondent is somewhat bewildered that the wishes and indeed, gazetted intentions of
our 1926 forefathers, who appear to have a greater sense of inter generational responsibility
than do we, have been decimated; further that Commonwealth National Estate Lands can be
extricated for any purpose. (62)
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The respondent believes that there is no possibility of the Tweed Heads Pony Club being
able to relocate within the Tweed Heads area. (62)
The respondent states that stewardship of some lands was transferred to the
Commonwealth at, one presumes, the time of the establishment of Coolangatta Airport in
1936 and/or at the time of runway extension in 1951. (62)
The respondent is concerned that no compensatory lands are being provided for the loss of
our active recreational areas in Reserve 59650. (62)
The respondent states that an Industrial Land Study conducted by Tweed Shire Council,
states that should the C4 route proceed, there will be industrialization of approximately
80ha of lands; including 37.43 ha of public open space and recreational grounds with further
traffic impacts on Kennedy Drive. (62)
The respondent highlights that they have development approval from Tweed Shire Council
for a 940 unit resort and have included a copy of the DA as part of their submission. (64)
The respondent states that the development approval permits development up to the
completion of stage three with traffic accessing the resort from Marana Street, Bilambil
Heights. Stages four to nine of the resort project cannot be commenced until the
construction of Cobaki Parkway and its connection to Boyd Street and the current Pacific
Highway. (64)
The respondent states that the environmental impact statement placed on public exhibition
breaches the current agreement between Tweed Shire Council and the developers of the
Cobaki Lakes Development. In addition it will frustrate the development approval enjoyed
by the proponent. This will result in a severe financial loss currently estimated at $230
million. Should the proponent be faced with this loss because of actions from the QDMR,
the proponent would have to pursue whatever course of action available to recover this
loss. (64)
The respondent is concerned that Tweed Shire Council has permitted its funded body
(Tweed Economic Development Corporation) to make a plan titled 'Coolangatta Airport
Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 200 I) for an Enterprise park on the following land:
Tweed Shire Council as Trustee of Crown land Reserve 59360 (37.43Ha) "a hot spot
•
of incredible bio diversity";
Tweed
Shire Council West Tweed Sewage Treatment Works (14.3 Ha) and
•
1
0
other
private parcels of land (49.53 Ha).
•
The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) was prepared by
Spiller (Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd with PPK and Humphreys, Reynolds, Perkins. Tweed Shire
Council has a financial interest in the outcome of the C4 route in the disposal of the
following lands: Tweed Shire Council as Trustee of Crown land Reserve 59360 (37.43 Ha) "a
hot spot of incredible biodiversity"; Tweed Shire Council West Tweed Sewage Treatment
Works (14.3 Ha). (71)
The respondent states that the Gold Coast Council has a financial interest in the outcome of
the C4 route corridor when considering the future use or the future disposal of the Gold
Coast City Council contaminated tip site. (71)
The respondent expresses concern that the Gold Coast City Council's unlined and
contaminated Tip site (approx 50 Ha) has been operating since the 1940's and is reaching its
end of life (2-5 years). The subject land could be developed along with other land held by
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Gold Coast Airport Limited and the Tweed Shire Council. The 'Coolangatta Airport
Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) P. 16 reports on the Gold Coast Council:
"The Council's support for the economic potential of the Airport is outlined in a paper
entitled 'Preliminary Assessment of the Significance of Coolangatta Airport, Gold
Coast/Tweed. Gold Coast (Council) staff has revealed there was support for the study area
to have a significant role as a centre for transport and storage. This would take advantage of
the proximity to north south freeway and future rail infrastructure. (7 I)
The respondent is concerned that the Gold Coast City Council's unlined and contaminated
Tip site (approx 50 Ha) has been operating since the 1940's and is reaching its end of life (2
5 years). The subject land could be developed along with other land held by Gold Coast
Airport Limited and the Tweed Shire Council. The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park
Feasibility Study' (March 2001) p. I 6.reports on the Gold Coast Council: "The Council's
support for the economic potential of the Airport is outlined in a paper entitled 'Preliminary
Assessment of the Significance of Coolangatta Airport, Gold Coast/Tweed. Gold Coast
(Council) staff has revealed there was support for the study area to have a significant role as
a centre for transport and storage. This would take advantage of the proximity to north
south freeway and future rail infrastructure. (72)
The respondent states that the Tweed Shire Council has permitted its funded body (Tweed
Economic Development Corporation) to make a plan titled 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise
Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) for an Enterprise park on the following land:
Tweed Shire Council as Trustee of Crown land Reserve 59360 (37.43Ha) "a hot spot
•
of incredible biodiversity";
Tweed Shire Council West Tweed Sewage Treatment Works (14.3 Ha) and 10 other
•
private parcels of land (49.53 Ha).
The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) was prepared by
Spiller (Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd with PPK and Humphreys, Reynolds, Perkins. Thus Tweed
Shire Council has a financial interest in the outcome of the C 4 route in the disposal of the
following lands: Tweed Shire Council as Trustee of Crown land Reserve 59360 (37.43 Ha) "a
hot spot of incredible bio diversity"; Tweed Shire Council West Tweed Sewage Treatment
Works (14.3 Ha). (72)
The respondent states that the Gold Coast Council has a financial interest in the outcome of
the C 4 route corridor when considering the future use or the future disposal of the Gold
Coast City Council contaminated tip site. (72)
The respondent highlights that the residents of west Tugun and Currumbin Waters will also
suffer a reduction in the value of their homes with the construction of a major highway
adjacent to them. While DMR may argue that the "fact" of the highway has been known for
a long time it is also reasonable to recognise that there has been great uncertainty about a
bypass route for many years and it was impossible for these residents to plan for this. In
addition residents of homes in these areas and those adjacent to the NSW sections of the
Bypass, will be forced to spend substantial sums on double glazing and air conditioning in
order to achieve some noise reduction. (74)
The respondent states that it is known that Government Departments do not have the
resources to adequately manage and regenerate many of the public lands of environmental
significance and it would be in the community interest to allow the highly motivated
members of the Pony Club to continue with their stewardship of this (74)
The respondent is concerned that the C4 route will require the relinquishment of the public
open space currently leased by the Tweed Heads Pony Club. This club not only provides
healthy recreation for the youth of the area in one of the few remaining safe areas available
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to horse riders, its members have demonstrated in a practical manner their commitment to
the conservation of the natural environment. (74)
The respondent states that last year the alignment was moved further west now encroaching
further into the National Estate which of course maximises the development area of the
airports western enterprise precinct. (79)

4.1 3 Pedestrian and Cyclist Access
4.13.1 Design
Further attention to the following matters should be considered to improve access to
cyclists, the disabled and pedestrians:
Improve access and signage at Lanham Street through railway cutting behind
•
Coolangatta Vets
Improve access and signage at the route across Miles Street to Coolangatta Road
•
New
5 point plan at the route across Gold Coast Highway (presently the flyover) to
•
the airport
Improve safety and signage at the cyclepath along the beachside of the airport
•
Design and construct a proposed cyclepath extension from Adina Street through to
•
Boyd Street (Party World) and along parallel to Coolangatta Road to Toolona Street
Improve
signage at Toolona Street, Durren Street to Inala Avenue start of off-road
•
cyclepath
Improve safety through linemarking, signage and lighting at cyclepath tunnel
•
Improve signage at exit from cyclepath to Currumbin Creek Road
•
Upgrade
road surface at Currumbin Creek Road
•
Upgrade
cyclepath
from Thrower Bridge to Currumbin (Elephant Rock Café) to 2.5m
•
and improve signage
Design and construct a cyclepath extension beachside from Elephant Rock Café to
•
connect with the new cyclepath facility along Pacific Parade, Tugun
Design and construct a cyclepath extension beachside from Elephant Rock Café to
•
connect with cyclepath facility along Pacific Parade, Bilinga (2)
In addition to the two access points identified in the EIS, further consideration should be
given to east-west and north-south access for cyclists, pedestrians and the disabled along the
route. (2)
An additional pathway should also be developed into the Currumbin Waters precinct from
the area near the junction of the (old) Pacific Highway and the Tugun Bypass. Currently,
young people from Currumbin Waters travel across this area to commute with Currumbin.
Additionally, the path would allow young people to travel to Palm Beach - Currumbin High
School by bicycle, and / or the beach without needing to travel along Currumbin Creek
Road. The pathway may need to be a culvert like that between Currumbin and Tugun. (6)
As for human travel, there is already an underpass on the Pacific Highway near Hillcrest
Avenue that links Currumbin with Tugun Heights. This underpass is linked to a pathway
from Mitchell Avenue and enables bushwalkers to move from the east across the Pacific
Highway and onto the Tugun Heights Conservation Park. The pathway actually ceases just
short of the Park. Walkers currently traverse through the Conservation Park and through to
the Border Ranges. The pathway could extend along the northern face of the Park with the
Pacific Highway, and around onto the western face of the Park beside the Bypass in a
southwards direction. This path could then proceed to the proposed overbridge near the
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property. A t that point, pedestrian access over the bridge could be linked to paths into the
Currumbin Waters precinct (for example, Wilkinson Crescent and Border Drive) as well as
onto the Border Ranges and the (eventual) Cobaki residential development. (6)
Respondent has put forward a proposal requesting an underpass for human traffic to pass
under the proposed Tugun Bypass Highway at or near Mirreen Drive Tugun. The
respondent has had discussions with project officers and who considered that the
proposition feasible, as there is a tract of land at the end of Mirreen Drive that, if
revegetated, would allow for this track to pass under the highway at or near this point,
which would assist in the free movement of human traffic. (22)
4.13.2 Operation
While the respondent appreciates the potential dangers of mixing bicycles with 100km/h
motor traffic, the shoulders of the Bypass throughout its length of least 2.5m should present
no safety problems. (I)
The respondent states that cyclists should be allowed on the Bypass, they would benefit
from quicker, smoother and safer travel similar to that of motorists. (I)
In justifying the argument for allowing cyclists on the Bypass, the respondent gives examples
of where cyclists are allowed on NSW Freeways with 2 to 2.5m shoulders and in road
tunnels. (I)
The proposed Tugun Bypass may obstruct the movement of non-motorised traffic, such as
cyclists, the disabled and pedestrians. The crossing points at the Tweed Heads Bypass
interchange in the south and Stewart Road interchange in the north would be inadequate at
ensuring local accessibility is maintained or enhanced. (2)
The engineering of the road-space needs to be adjusted to accommodate the needs of
people who currently trail-walk through this area. Gold Coast City Council endorses the
principle of a greenspace from Currumbin headland (at the ocean) to the Border Rangers
and into the hinterland. Council has published texts with a route appearing as an established
nature walk. This route traverses the proposed location of the Tugun Bypass. The
completion of the Tugun Bypass would serve as a major barrier to this walk. (6)
The Tugun Bypass would form a major barrier to the current overland travel by local
people. (6)
The respondent is concerned about how Pony Club members, many of whom travel by foot
and cycle to access Reserve 59360. (62)

4.14 Consultation
4.14.1 Consultation Process
The matter of community consultation si of concern to several residents, because there is a
general impression that not much notice appears to be taken of what thoughts they put
forward, leaving them with the notion that the process is just a formality to tell the
community what the 'experts' have planned, and would be implementing, like it or not. This
attitude obviously affects the effectiveness of the process. (3)
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Please give our proposals some serious consideration in the best interests of our local
community. (9)
It is noted under the Public Consultation Policy, Standards and Guidelines (Main Roads
1999c), the standards apply equally to contracted and consultancy work being carried out
for the Department. Further, all consultation needs to be recorded and made available to
stakeholders and individuals are not to be named without their permission. (II)
The respondent asks 'Has a possible ripple effect environmental degradation scenario to the
ecosystem been predicted and conveyed to the concerned members of the community, e.g.
chronic environmental Acid Sulphate soil syndrome exacerbated in lieu of anticipated
increasing population demands on coastal lowlands for residential and tourism development,
huge oil spillage, drought followed by flood effects on the disturbed Acid Sulphate soil?.' (46)
The State and Federal Government response to this project has been unbelievably tardy and
inefficient. The respondent cannot believe there is yet another call for public opinion on this
issue. (50)
Concerned that the only voices being heard in regards to this proposal are those in favour
of time saving and giving in to people's priorities. (55)
The respondent feels that public consultation has been distorted by a narrow field of
reference and the parochial and prejudiced attitude of a relatively small number of Tugun
residents and compliant politicians. (57)
The respondent believes that the Queensland government had a pre-conceived plan for the
transport problem - the western motorway route and they have not been willing or able to
The NSW
consider alternative options for narrow and parochial political reasons.
government seems to have passed the parcel to Queensland. (57)
The respondent states that having participated in the EIA process since inception, has no
hesitation, at all, in supporting and endorsing all submissions from Hero, Leiper, et al. (62)
The respondent states that what is equally concerning is the secrecy attaching to
summary of the decision to reject the Boyd Street Interchange, developed through
consultative process and eliminate it. Either it was an oversight or a deliberate
potentially breaching rules pertaining to official misconduct, particularly in relation to
apparent abuse of the consultative process. (64)

the
the
act
the

The respondent refers to a letter dated 15 March 2005 where the Minister for
Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources was asked the position on the request of 15
February 2005 for increased time for EIS submissions. The respondent advised that
additional items were not available at the RTA office on 18 February 2005. The Addendum
documents were finally received by post on I March 2005. The respondent states that once
again the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority has treated the several groups badly by failing to
respond to our request and several reminders as at 13 March 2005. The Queensland Main
Roads Department advise that they have received no advice from the NSW Minister for
Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources about the request for more time. The
respondent considers that there is no excuse for the NSW Road and Traffic Authority's
disdain of our reasonable request and at least the courtesy of acknowledgement or reply.
(71)
If sufficient time had been available the respondent would like to have prepared a detailed
"Landscape" submission which would express their considerable concern about the serious
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loss of cultural Heritage Landscape that will be lost under this 'juggernaut' C4 route
generated development. The respondent believes that such a submission will be done as
soon as possible which would require the "Murraba" Cultural Heritage area to be protected
under The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 Section 90
Compensatory Land. (7 I )
The respondent states that in a letter dated 15 March 2005 the Minister for Infrastructure
Planning and Natural Resources was asked the position on our request of 15 February 2005
for increased time for EIS submissions. We advised that additional addenda items were not
available at the RTA office on 18 February 2005. The Addenda documents were finally
received by post on I March 2005. The respondent states that once again the NSW Roads
and Traffic Authority has treated the several groups badly by failing to respond to our
request and several reminders as at 13 March 2005. The Queensland Main Roads
Department advise that they have received no advice from the NSW Minister for
Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources about our request for more time. The
respondent considers that there is no excuse for the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority's
disdain of our reasonable request and at least the courtesy of acknowledgement or reply.
(72)
If sufficient time had been available the respondent would like to have prepared a detailed
'landscape' submission which would express their considerable concerns about the serious
loss of cultural heritage landscape that will be lost under this 'juggernaut' C4 route generated
development The respondent believes that such a submission will be done as soon as
possible which would require the "Murraba" Cultural Heritage Area to be protected under
the EPBC Act 1999 No 90. (72)
Key aspects of the EIS for the proposed C4 bypass route are inadequate and require
significant additional work before a final decision on the proposed alignment of the bypass
can be made. This particularly relates to information provided in the flora and fauna
assessment, hydrological studies, and cultural heritage assessment. Once this information is
provided to an adequate standard, that the EIS should be placed on further public exhibition
for a further period of one month to allow adequate community input on the latest
information available. Failing this, the current information with all relevant addendums,
should be placed on public exhibition for a further month from today. (73)
The respondent states that there have been additional studies undertaken, and updates to
reports, since the collation of the information that is presented in the EIS currently on public
exhibition. Queensland Main Roads have advised that they will not present further new
information to the public but say that they will include any new information in their final
presentation report. The respondent believes that presenting information in their final
presentation report without public scrutiny is in contravention of the intention of NSW
Planning Laws. Furthermore, it constitutes poor public consultation practice. The
respondent urges that more time be provided for the community to lodge submissions
because of these omissions, and because additional addenda to the EIS were not received by
key community groups well after these were initially advertised on 10 February 2005. It is
considered that at least another month, once all relevant and updated information is placed
on public exhibition, should be provided for (73)
The respondent is concerned that members of the public will have no right of appeal to the
NSW Planning and Environment courts against an approval of the Tugun Bypass C4. This is
a clear infringement of democratic and legal rights in a situation where there are many
citizens who believe this route is not in the best interests of the community or the natural
environment (74)
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The respondent is concerned that it is a fundamental right of citizens t o have the right of
appeal against development projects that have major impacts on the environment and the
community. It is not acceptable that this right be removed for the Tugun Bypass which is a
contentious project and is strongly considered by many to be severely damaging to the
natural environment, social amenity and cultural heritage of the local Aboriginal people. (74)
The respondent believes that the proponents have chosen to ignore many concerns raised
through the consultation process and the end result is an EIS/SIS which is seriously flawed,
evasive and vague in sections with false and misleading information. Due to conflicts of
interests for this proposal, the respondent does not have any confidence in the process
when submissions are assessed by the proponents. This system is open to abuse and the
process to date has clearly proven the project can not be judged appropriately. (79)
Keeping the community ignorant of the facts has been the strength of those involved in
selling out the Tweed. There will be no relief for the people of Tweed who have been
uninformed about increased traffic congestion at West Tweed which unlike Tugun has
nowhere to move. (79)
The respondent raises that there has been no consultation with the community
representatives since 2002. (79)
The respondent feels that there are important facts that have not been revealed to the
public. The respondent questions if the public are being kept in the dark because of
corporate media links and pro-development agendas. The respondent states that perhaps by
looking at the bigger picture we can better understand the relevance of the current
'showdown' over the C4-Gold Coast Airport issues. (84)

4.15 Cumulative Impacts
4.1 5. I Cumulative Impacts
The respondent believes that the cumulative impacts of the Runway extension, Railway link
and Airport Development will be dramatic, and even within the EIS there is a statement
which concludes that these factors may lead to the extinction of L. olongburensis in the
area. (36)
The respondent has expressed concerns over cumulative impacts particularly 'The
mushrooming expansions of lateral projects, developments industry, and land clearing. These
will in direct response to the partial resultant destruction of this membrane release a
Pandora's box of environmental negatives that will precipitate the further degeneration of
our pristine historically priceless ecologically unequalled Tweed Environment'. (46)
The respondent believes that the environmental impacts of the C4 Tugun Bypass cannot be
examined in isolation of other proposed developments in the region. The proposed railway
has been incorporated into the tunnel planning however has not been carefully included in
the environmental impact assessment. The addition of the railway extension has been
publicly announced as a high priority by the Queensland Main Roads Minister (spokesperson
for Paul Lucas, Gold Coast Bulletin February 2005). Furthermore, the GCAL Draft Airport
Environment Strategy 2004 includes a "Proposed Western Enterprise Precinct' and a
"Proposed Business Park" for lands immediately east and north of the proposed C4
motorway. While the likely impacts of these additional proposed developments have not
been assessed they will inevitably lead to additional impacts on all species threatened by the
C4 motorway. The compounded impacts of the C4 motorway, the proposed railway
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extension, and the GCAL Draft Airport Environment Strategy must be considered before
the C4 Environmental Impact Statement can be considered an adequate representation of
the environmental threats of proposed C4 Motorway. (59)
Gold Coast City Council wishes to highlight that the future Robina to Coolangatta rail
extension is proposed on an alignment immediately adjacent to the Tugun Bypass, and this
rail alignment also traverses the Tugun Landfill. While the rail extension is not part of the
current EIS, it is addressed as part of cumulative impacts, (Chapter 17). Further, the
cumulative impact assessment considers such things as impacts on flora, fauna, surface and
groundwater and acid sulphate soils but does not assess the cumulative impacts of the road
and rail projects on the Tugun Landfill. Clearly both projects impact on the Tugun Landfill.
(61)
Although the EIS reviewed the cumulative impacts stemming from the bypass, proposed rail
corridor, and other activities, no recommendations or proposals were presented to mitigate
them. (69)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the Gold Coast Airport Limited Draft Major
Development Plan (January, 2004) includes a number of proposed developments that will
have a cumulative impact in areas adjacent to the C4 Corridor route area. These projects
include:
The approved Extension of the runway from 2042 meters to 2500 meters
•
A proposal to further increase the runway to 2858 metres to accommodate freight
•
planes;
Undeveloped areas include: The Terminal Precinct (73.04 hectares);
•
The
Western Enterprise Precinct (34.72 hectares)
•
Plans
for the Gold Coast Airport to acquire NSW Reserve 59360 for their additional
•
runway expansion to 2858 meters. (71)
The respondent believes that the cumulative impacts at the Gold Coast Airport that
requires action under the 'controlled action process' in terms of the EPBC Act 1999 No 90.
The respondent states the cumulative impacts generated by the C4 route on Gold Coast
Airport (Commonwealth leased) land will be:
Construction of and operation of dual track heavy rail system,
•
A
six lane capacity traffic highway,
•
A six lane capacity
•
A proposal to increase the Gold Coast Airport runway (to 2858 meters) for freight
•
planes and
'Enterprise
Parks" (Gold Coast Airport part of 280 Hectares) should be considered in
•
this 'controlled action' as it relates to Gold Coast Airport Land. (71)
No mitigation is proposed to address issues of cumulative impacts as they are outside of the
control of the proponents. However some of the impacts associated with nearby
developments have been addressed as part of the compensatory habitat package. In
particular impacts on the long-nosed Potoroo population have been targeted. EIS Main Vol.!,
SIS page 6-12, Paragraph 6.9. (72)
The respondent recognises the following cumulative impacts caused from the following
planned developments of the C4 route and the proposed rail corridor:
Operation and construction of a 6-lane capacity highway between Stewart Road
•
Tugun and Kennedy Drive NSW mounted on a 3-4m earthfilled embankment.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a heavy rail system corridor between Stewart Road Tugun to the
Gold Coast Airport terminal in Queensland, mounted on 3-4m earth filled
embankment.
When completed, the rail embankment, located 70m away from the C4 highway, will
cause storage of contaminated stormwater during heavy rain events. The stormwater,
contaminated by highway usage and past land use is to be drained into the Cobaki
Broadwater and adjacent Tweed Estuary Nature Reserve. These areas are significant
migratory and wetland bird habitat protected by JAMBA and CAMBA international
treaties.
The rail corridor will provide capacity for ballast, rail tracks, signalling equipment and
overhead powerlines.
High bridge to 2 private properties across Hidden Valley.
Underground rail tunnel near John Flynn Medical Centre.
Cobaki Lakes Development Highway Overpass/interchange at Boyd Street Tugun.
Airport highway and rail bridge overpass from airport enterprise D precinct to other
airport controlled land for airport use and the general public.
Underground airport runway highway trough-tunnel, (1000m).
Underground airport runway railway trough-tunnel, (1600m).
Tweed Heads Bypass Interchange overpass bridge with service roads and traffic lights
to Kennedy Drive Tweed Heads, and Coolangatta/Bilinga areas and to Tweed Heads
West industrial zoned land and northward exit from Tweed Heads Bypass.
Stormwater and flood pump stations, plant for acid sulphate treatment, sediment and
limed groundwater water control basins.
Compound for lime storage.
Traffic sound walls.
Lighting for bridges, road and highway tunnels and interchanges.
Airport security fencing, highway and railway fencing and frog control measures (72)

The respondent feels that cumulative impacts at Gold Coast Airport that require action
under the 'controlled action process' in terms of the EPBC Act 1999 No. 90. The cumulative
impacts generated by the C4 route on Gold Coast Airport (Commonwealth leased) land will
be:
Construction of and operation of dual track heavy rail system,
•
A six lane capacity traffic highway,
•
A six lane capacity
•
A
proposal to increase the Gold Coast Airport runway (to 2858 meters) for freight
•
planes and
'Enterprise Parks" (Gold Coast Airport part of 280 Hectares) should be considered in
•
this 'controlled action' as it relates to Gold Coast Airport Land. (72)
The respondent states that the Gold Coast Airport Limited Draft Major Development Plan
(January, 2004) includes a number of proposed developments that will have a cumulative
impact in areas adjacent to the C4 Corridor route area. These projects include:
The approved Extension of Runway from 2042 meters to 2500 meters;
•
A proposal to further increase the runway to 2858 meters to accommodate freight
•
planes;
Undeveloped areas include: The Terminal Precinct (73.04 hectares); The Western
•
Enterprise Precinct (34.72 hectares)
Plans for the Gold Coast Airport to acquire NSW Reserve 59360 for their additional
•
runway expansion to 2858 meters. (72)
The respondent believes that the cumulative impacts of the Runway extension, railway link
and airport development will be dramatic, and even within the EIS there is a statement
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which concludes that these factors may lead to the extinction of L. olongburensis in the
area. (72)
The respondent had previously requested that the Federal Environment Minister should
withhold approval for the runway extension until a full and complete assessment of the
Tugun Bypass C4 proposal had been undertaken but this was not considered. The area will
in future face likely impacts from:
The possible construction of a rail line from Robina to Coolangatta, with associated
•
tunnelling, cuttings, fill and further habitat loss
The construction of a link between Cobaki Lakes housing development and Boyd
•
Street, with an interchange linking into the C4 route. The EIA states construction of
the latter is not precluded but would be built by another agency.
The further extension of the airport runway to 2858m. Resulting in even further
•
clearing for the OLS.
Industrial development at Tringa Street and at a site adjacent to the Tweed Heads
•
West Sewage Treatment Plant. (74)
The respondent has referred to the negative results that have and will impact further on the
rich biodiversity of this area as a result of cumulative impacts. This is an issue they have
consistently raised in all their submissions and letters to QDMR, EPA, Department of
Heritage and Environment and government agencies in New South Wales as well as GCAL.
Whereas this issue has previously received responses indicating that each project is assessed
on its own merits they are encouraged to note in the EIA that the impacts of other projects,
either simultaneous or facilitated at some future time by construction of the C4 are
acknowledged. (74)
The respondent feels the EIS fails to assess the many cumulative impacts to matters of
national environmental significance. (79)
It is particularly concerning regarding the cumulative effect of development on the significant
environmental values of Bypass route and surrounding area. (88)

4.16 Environmental Management
4.16.1 Approvals and Licences
A permit is no longer required in order to complete investigation, collection or excavation
of Aboriginal cultural heritage, rather the agreement of Aboriginal parties for the area is
necessary. ( I I)
Even if the transitional provisions of the new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act apply, any
mitigation work undertaken would need to be carried out in compliance with those
transitional provisions. (I I)
Section 8.2.3 of the EIS and Section 1.1.4 of Technical Paper 5 note the low pH of
groundwater in areas of the project, and that site specific criteria are preferred to DEC
requirements regarding discharges. The QDMR would be required to provide justification,
including historical water and groundwater monitoring data, in order for the DEC to
consider discharge of water to waters and groundwater's that do not meet current DEC
requirements. (52)
Please be aware that it is a requirement of a Section I 32C license issued under the National
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, that: Details of the animals, plants or other organisms captured,
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observed, collected including species identification, precise locality (description and
AMG/MGA coordinates or longitude/latitude) and date of trapping, observation or
collection, are to be supplied in electronic format, preferably Microsoft Excel, to:
gis@environment.nsw.gov.au. Alternatively, the electronically formatted data can be saved
to disk and posted to the Biodiversity Management Unit, PO BOX 1967, Hurstville NSW
2220. (52)
The DEC refers to Section 8.2 of the EIS (Potential Acid Sulfate Soils). Liaison is required as
per the comments provided on Technical Paper 8 to determine the most suitable discharge
criteria from sediment basins and will need to be undertaken and incorporated into an
Environmental Protection License. (52)
The DEC has been informed by Aboriginal traditional owners that there are in fact a
significant number of places of cultural heritage significance that may be affected by the
project which have not been identified by previous surveys and assessment. To date no
written information has been submitted to the DEC in support of this claim. However, as a
result of recent discussions with the QDMR, it is understood that additional Aboriginal
heritage investigations are to be undertaken on behalf of the East Yugambeh Native Title
Group Management Committee. Amongst the stated aims of the investigation is the intent
to provide an opportunity for the participants to familiarise themselves with the lands
subject of the EIS. This should enable the participants to accurately identify any outstanding
Aboriginal heritage concerns, which they may have to the project managers. As the findings
of the proposed investigation are likely to have direct relevance to the requirement for the
DEC to license impacts upon Aboriginal objects and potential archaeological deposits on the
route, a copy of the resulting report should be provided to DEC for information and
comment. (52)
Following the completion of test excavations, the applicant would be required to provide a
report to the DEC in accordance with the conditions of the license presenting the findings
of the investigation in accordance with the previously submitted methodology. Based on the
information presented in the report, the DEC would then determine whether additional
licensing is required to enable the disturbance or destruction of any Aboriginal objects or
archaeological deposits identified as a result of the project. In NSW all Aboriginal objects
and Aboriginal places are protected by the provisions of the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974 regardless of relative size, significance or state of preservation. However, such matters
as the wishes of the traditional owners, the significance of the Aboriginal site, and the rarity
of the Aboriginal site type are considered in the decision of whether to not to approve a
license application. (52)
The Minister for the NSW Department of Primary Industries must also be notified of any
dredging or reclamation works (i.e. Culvert construction and waterway diversions) to be
carried out within any waterways in NSW as required under SI99 of the Fisheries
Management Act 1994. (58)
The NSW DPI Fisheries comments that pages 7-15, Technical Paper No. 12 Flora and Fauna
Assessment, Section 7.1.8 mentions the removal of mangroves from the waterway at Site 7
will be kept to a minimum, however there is no mention in the document of the need to
obtain S205 Permit to Harm Marine Vegetation (i.e.. Mangroves) from DPI Fisheries, if they
are located within NSW. (58)
Table 2.1 of the EIS does not identify the following Environmentally Relevant Activities (ERA)
approvals that may be required:
ERA 19 Dredging; and
•
ERA 59 Asphalt manufacturing.
•
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It is recommended that these are included. (69)
Regarding contaminated land, at the Gold Coast Airport the following has been identified:
Five semi underground storage tank (UST) with aviation turbine fuel and;
•
One UST diesel;
•
Two
UST (not described fuel type);
•
Two
UST(not
described fuel type); and
•
Seven UST three aboveground tanks.
•
These notifiable activities have not been listed on the EMR. Notification is required under
the Environmental Protection Act 1994. Further investigations will need to determine where
these are/were located in relation to the proposed route to devise sampling programs. (69)
Section 89 of the Nature Conservation Act 1992 restricts the taking from the wild of
protected wildlife that is rare or threatened. The restrictions on and conditions and
requirements for clearing permits are prescribed in sections 29, 30, and 56 of the Protected
Plants' Conservation Plan. Additional restrictions are imposed on endangered species in
sections 12 and 13 of the plan. (69)
Table 2.1 identifies that ERA 20 may be required and Table 7.1 describes a need for 211,000
m3 of additional fill from sources listed in Table 7.3 and '...any available and suitable material
found on site during construction...' (Section 7.2.5 - Select fill). ERA 20 does not apply to
convenient extraction of rock or other material as part of a cut and fill operation associated
with highway construction. However, 'borrow pits' will require such approval and should be
identified as soon as practicable. (69)
It is recommended that all of the properties affected by notifiable activities or those affected
by hazardous contaminants, including radioactive mineral sands are required to be notified
and listed on the EMR. Those properties in the path of the proposed Tugun bypass which
are or should be listed on the EMR are required to be investigated and a Contaminated Site
Investigation (CSI) Report with a clear recommendation with respect to the EMR. These CSI
must be prepared in accordance with the Draft Guidelines for the Assessment and
Management of Contaminated Land in Queensland. A suitably qualified person is required to
sign off as the investigator and report preparer for these CSI. It is recommended that a
prelodgement meeting be arranged with the EPA. (69)
Permits under Queensland's Nature Conservation Act 1992 will be required for the clearing
and/or movement of any protected wildlife. (69)
DIPNR North Coast Region will be prepared to issue a industrial/dewatering groundwater
license under the Water Act, for the excavation of the Tunnel. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region wishes to highlight that the proposed construction of the
underground tunnel will require a groundwater License under the Water Act of 1912 (soon
to be replaced by the Water Management Act 2000) for the dewatering and re-injection of
groundwater. DIPNR Policy is aimed at preventing the degradation of the State's aquifers
where by, each aquifer system is evaluated for its beneficial use. Potential developers are
required to establish that their activity will not contaminate the groundwater or impact on
groundwater dependent ecosystems (Ref: NSW State Groundwater Quality Protection
Policy, 1998 DLWC & NSW GDE Policy 2002). (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region wishes to highlight that the proposed construction of the
underground tunnel will require a groundwater License under the Water Act of 1912 (soon
to be replaced by the Water Management Act 2000) for the dewatering and re-injection of
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groundwater. DIPNR Policy is aimed at preventing the degradation of the State's aquifers
where by, each aquifer system is evaluated for its beneficial use. Potential developers are
required to establish that their activity will not contaminate the groundwater or impact on
groundwater dependent ecosystems (Ref: NSW State Groundwater Quality Protection
Policy, 1998 DLWC & NSW GDE Policy 2002). (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region refers to Monitoring bores: All monitoring bores are required
to be licensed under the Water Act (1912) with the Department of Infrastructure Planning
and Natural Resources. There is no charge to license the monitoring bores. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region states that prior to the issue of a Groundwater License the
proposed total volume in megalitres of groundwater to be extracted is to be determined, as
well as the proposed volume of groundwater to be re-injected back into the aquifer. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region states this Department considers permanent dewatering to be
environmentally unsustainable and as such will only consider licensing for dewatering on a
temporary basis for the construction purpose. (83)
4.16.2 Environmental Management Plans
Cultural Heritage Management Plans (CHMP) are, by their very nature, an agreement
between two parties. A CHMP cannot be imposed and then for one party to expect the
document to deliver a meaningful outcome. (11)
In response to Recommendation 1 (in Section 5.2 'Recommendations'), it is not possible to
develop a cultural heritage management plan unless the parties know the cultural heritage
values or potential to find cultural heritage in a project area. (II)
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act has formal provisions for approved cultural heritage
studies and management plans. Most particularly, if an EIS is required for a project then a
cultural heritage management plan approved under Part 7 of the Act is also required. These
provisions provide the process through which the cultural heritage management plan will be
developed and affected including notification and endorsement of Aboriginal parties, role of
cultural heritage assessors, consultation and timeframes. (11)
The respondent considers that the environmental review group as mentioned in Section 35
of the SIS Volume 1, should comprise of the Scientific Community and researchers only. (25)
The Dec noted that site-specific Erosion and Sediment Control Plans will be prepared as
construction proceeds. (52)
The DEC notes in Section 4.4. I that Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plans
would be developed as part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan for the
project prior to the commencement of any works. The following matters should be
considered when preparing the plans:
Compliance standards;
•
Community consultation;
•
Complaints handling monitoring/system;
•
Site contact person to follow up complaints;
•
Mitigation measures;
•
Design/orientation of the proposed mitigation methods demonstrating best practice;
•
Operational
times;
•
Contingency
•
measures where noise complaints are received; and
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•

Monitoring methods and program, with monitoring to be undertaken at the nearest
affected residential properties. (52)

Referring to Section 35 (Environmental Review Group), the ERG may need to be formed
immediately following approval to allow for the discussion and resolution of a number of
issues, prior to detailed design stage. (52)
The DEC acknowledges the QDMRs commitment to prepare the SWMP and ESCP's in
accordance with Landcom's "Managing Urban Storm water: Soils & Construction, 4th Edition
2004" (Blue Book), and the RTA's "Road Design Guide" and "Soil Erosion and Sediment
Control - Engineering for Queensland Construction Sites" (Institution of Engineers
Queensland 1996). (52)
In addition to the general mitigation measures listed in Section 5.6 of Technical Paper 1 of
the EIS, the QDMR should also consider the following when preparing an air quality
management plan:
All fixed material transfer points should be enclosed and fitted with dust control
•
devices to ensure emissions of dust are minimised;
Mobile conveyors should be enclosed to minimise the emission of dust;
•
All material stockpiles should be maintained in a manner that will prevent or minimise
•
the emission of dust. (52)
Technical Paper 5 indicates that actual and potential acid sulfate soils may be encountered
during the project, including tunnel excavation, and that an acid sulfate soil management plan
will be prepared for the project. The mitigation strategies outlined in the Technical Paper
are considered to be appropriate. (52)
The EIS recommends preparation of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan prior to
commencement of earthworks. This measure as listed in the mitigation measures and
management controls table 18.1 is supported by the DEC. (52)
It is noted in Section 4.1 that a Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) will be prepared
and implemented for the project. It is also noted that an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
(ESCP) will be included as a component of the SWMP. The SWMP and ESCP should be
submitted with the application for an Environment Protection License (EPL) and prior to any
works commencing on the project. The strategies outlined for inclusion in the SWMP are
considered to be appropriate. (52)
It is recommended to develop a strategy for the translocation of plants, in consultation with
the EPA, and incorporate into the environmental management plan. The strategy needs to
include a monitoring and evaluation procedure to enable assessment of success. (69)
It is recommended that the establishment of an environmental review group, as identified in
the SIS, be undertaken to assist in the design of appropriate mitigation measures and
effective monitoring systems. (69)
DIPNR North Coast Region suggests that the Groundwater Management Plan should
include the following aspects to what is outlined in the EIS: A detailed record of the water
level data from around the excavation site. In addition to manual groundwater level
readings, some electronic continuous data loggers must be installed in monitoring bores that
record groundwater level data at key sites. Groundwater levels should be used to show the
limits of any draw down or temporary mounding caused by the construction of the tunnel
(Flow Net diagrams); Major ions should be analysed from all monitoring bores in close
proximity to the proposed tunnel excavation site and re-injection area, prior to commencing
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works and at regular intervals during construction; Trigger level management based on
groundwater levels and water quality parameters should be developed to manage the
dewatering and re-injection at the site; The Department recommends that groundwater
results be interpreted by a qualified groundwater consultant, at frequent set intervals during
the construction phase. This should ensure that if remedial action is required, it is
undertaken within a timeframe that allows any problem to be rectified and ensures that the
beneficial use of the groundwater is not diminished. (83)
DIPNR North Coast Region states that should off-site disposal of extracted groundwater be
required, a water quality management plan should be developed for its disposal outlining
water quality parameters to be measured, threshold values, frequency of sampling, proposed
treatment of water outside the threshold values, and reporting to DIPN R. (83)

4.17 E1A Content
4. I 7. I EIS and SIS Documentation
There is no transparency in these documents as figures and diagrams of maps are not
consistent. (25)
The term 'footprint' does not define the actual area
The term 'study area' seems to change according to
area of 'footprint' is not always the actual study area.
figures of the proposed Tugun Bypass starting from
consistent (25)

impacted by the proposed C4 route.
the study. This means that the whole
Boundaries differ among diagrams and
Figure 1.1. These boundaries are not

The respondent is concerned about ecologically sustainable development which requires
that all activities harmful to the environment be managed effectively through prevention,
abatement, mitigation, precaution and treatment. The respondent highlights that in the
definition for ecologically sustainable development in Australia, the conservation of biological
diversity is expressed to be a 'fundamental consideration' in decision-making. It would
appear in this case that the government si willing to forego it's own guidelines regarding
ecologically sustainable development, the outlines of the precautionary principle and totally
ignore its responsibilities to future generations. (36)
The respondent has highlighted that the Queensland Government has shown a disregard for
the Precautionary Principle (PP). The precautionary principle states 'where there are threats
of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be
used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation', and
emphasises conservation as a hedge against irreversible or highly damaging changes. In
application of the PP, public decisions should be guided by careful evaluation to avoid serious
or irreversible damage to the environment. Young (1993) stated that where the cost of
degradation may be serious or appears irreversible and/or there is little prior experience or
scientific confidence about the outcome, you should strictly adhere to the precautionary
principle. (36)
The respondent has highlighted that the Queensland Government has shown a disregard for
the principle of Intergenerational Equity. The principle of intergenerational equity states that
'the present generation should ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the
environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations'. This is
necessary, as the condition of the planet will have a profound impact on the welfare of our
descendants. If the Tugun bypass were to go ahead, we will be attempting to maximise the
welfare of a few immediate successors at the expense of our more remote descendants who
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will inherit an environment spoiled and lacking in diversity. Therefore we must conserve our
natural and cultural resources for future generations while they still exist (IGAE). (36)
The respondent questions if the EIS for C4 and the new airport runway was performed on
the basis of the "Beyond BACI Design" (Underwood 1992) B (Before) verses A (After) C
(Control) verses I (Impact) using a number of similar habitats (ecosystems) in the region for
understanding the natural variability in more than one set of actual undisturbed controlled
habitats as a comparison with the state of eco-dynamics after impact at Cobaki? (46)
The respondent is concerned that if the EIS Assessments were done purely on computer
modelling and not performed according to the "Beyond BACI method there is no way to
detect nor to measure the realistic environmental impact of C4 and the new airport runway
on Cobaki lake and ultimately the entire Tweed River ecological interconnecting network.
(46)
The DEC refers to Section 1.2.3 (Relationship to the Robina to Coolangatta Rail Extension)
It is noted that a 400 meter (approx) of rail corridor would need to be acquired in NSW,
however there appears to be conflicting information in the various EIA documents about the
approval process for this project. It si understood that the Tugun Bypass proposal includes
provision for a future extension of the existing railway line from Robina to a train station
proposed at the Gold Coast Airport, however that the construction of this railway will be
subject to a separate EIA process. Clarification is required on this point. (52)
After attending public forums, the respondent considers that the EIS is not a fair or properly
produced document. (53)
The respondent feels the E.I.S does not cover pertinent points on environment, flora and
fauna, cultural heritage, social and traffic, concerns, which need to be addressed. Each of
these issues is vitally important to the people of the affected parts of the Tweed Shire. (67)
The respondent believes that the EIS/SIS is selective about what information it provides and
is inconsistent with study documents. Many sections are grossly deficient and the addendum
in particular makes references to the NSW Crown Reserve (Pony Club) which leads to
superficial ideas of alienating the land for other proposals. Information is incomplete and
there are inconsistencies with figures. The whole document has been put together in a
manner that makes it extremely difficult to properly assess. Much of the content is a PR
exercise to save minutes. (79)
The respondent feels that the EIS ignores all principals of ecologically sustainable
development particularly the precautionary principle. (79)
Amendments must be made to the EIS to ensure that an effective and accurate consideration
of the 'true value' and impacts from any changes to the local environment surrounding the
Bypass route are properly understood and quantified. (88)
4.17.2 M D P Documentation
Due to the recent addition of a number of Endangered Ecological Communities to the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, the draft MDP must now include an assessment
of the potential impacts that the development is likely to have on these communities. (52)
The draft MDP has indicated that it is unlikely to have any impact on a number of bat species
that occur within the airport land. This contradicts the EIA which indicated that a loss of
roosting habitat is highly likely (particularly for the Eastern Long-eared Bat) and therefore
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and SIS was recommended, including a number of mitigation measures to address these
impacts. (52)
The comments made by DEC in relation to the EIS and SIS are relevant to the draft MDP,
therefore all comments on these documents should be considered in its entirety. Following
is a number of specific comments, which should be addressed in conjunction with the other
comments provided on the EIS and SIS. (52)
In relation to the proposed mitigation measures, it is important to ensure that all measures
identified within the EIS and SIS are correctly identified within the draft MDP. It would
appear that some mitigation measures may not have been document within the draft MDP,
these include but may not be limited to:
The proposal to establish artificial frog ponds and potential enhancement of the
•
existing artificial pond within the area;
Figure 19, that location of some sections of the fauna exclusion fencing does not
•
reflect the textual information provided within the EIS and SIS; and
Appropriately secure fencing to prevent any access to the known swamp orchid
•
habitat areas. (52)

4.18 Outside scope o f Proposal
4.18.1 Outside Scope o f Proposal
Gold Coast Airport Ltd interest in the 400m tunnel under the proposed southern extension
of the existing main runway is understandable, but beyond that, why there is any further
interest, unless they have a hidden agenda to copycat the Port of Brisbane Authority's
economic philosophy of cargo plane to warehouse, to truck, to shops co-ordination, which
of course would be extended to the proposed future rail extension from Robina to Gold
Coast Airport. (3)
The estate development project identified as Area E, bounded by Terranora Road, Mahers
Lane and Fraser Drive would create 16,000 vehicle trips per day, according to figures
provided by consultants Parsons Brinckerhoff. The only roads out of Area E would be
Mahers Lane into Terranora Road and a new road through the estate which would exit into
Fraser Drive opposite Amaroo Drive. These additional vehicle movements would further
exacerbate the traffic congestion for Banora Point, most likely to gridlock. The problem with
the Sexton Hill blackspot has not been considered regarding the additional vehicle
movements. (3)
The proposed Readymix Quarry at Terranora would impact on Banora Point. If easy access
to the Pacific Highway from Terranora Road (le. as few stop lights as possible) is not
available, heavy vehicles would deviate through suburban streets, which would impact on
residents. Transport drivers would seek out the shortest and quickest route possible
without any regard for residential aggravation or for any regulations o r laws in force. Their
movements north (loaded) and south (empty) would add to the expected additional heavy
vehicles movements generated by the Port of Brisbane expansion. (3)
Seeks an assurance that Gold Coast Airport Ltd. has not got a vested interest in the C4
bypass being completed, so that they can erect hangers and warehouses for commercial gain.
The amenity of the residents south of Tugun destined to become only secondary and
unimportant consideration. (3)
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The respondent highlights that a continuous rail system from Casino, Lismore and Byron Bay
via Tweed Heads to the Gold Coast and Brisbane would be much more beneficial to all the
communities than any further road expansion, as it would provide for both the people who
are forced to drive long distances at present, and the many people who cannot drive and
would continue to have limited transport choices. These include elderly people, the disabled,
people under 17 years, low income people without a car or people without a license and
travellers. (27)
The respondent suggests that planning for the rail link between NSW and Queensland is
conspicuously absent compared to road planning. It is understood that the NSW Ministry of
Transport is about to fund a study on a rail link between NSW and Queensland. By doing
so the road capacity expansion required can be reduced if the railway is available to take a
large part of the transport task. The total cost to the taxpayer would be reduced. (27)
The respondent considers that the rail corridor will be of much greater value if provision is
made for it to continue south of Coolangatta into NSW; the growth of urban development
will prevent such a corridor unless it is reserved now. (27)
The respondent feels that a rail route east of the Airport is shorter, cheaper and avoids the
proposed reversal, at the Airport junction with NSW rail. This would also avoid
complications around the proposed runway tunnels. We suggest a rail route running along
the northern and eastern Airport boundary as previously proposed, or on the site of the
existing housing suffering noise from two sources, and which ought to be relocated. (31)
The respondent states that a light rail service is essential and motorists should be
encouraged to use public transport and leave their cars at rail stations or at home. (51)
The respondent feels that rail services need to be initiated and improved between NSW and
QLD, specifically between Robina and Casino. (57)
It is noteworthy that the Gold Coast has earned international acclaim for the standard of
appropriate care for Polar Bears. (60)
The respondent highlights that Banora Point Residents registered noise levels over three
days late in 2003 at Sextons Hill ranged from 64db to 85 db with the average 75 db well in
excess of the 65db considered acceptable by RTA officials when the bypass opened in 1992.
(62)
The respondent feels that it is shameful the Tweed Heads Bypass is now "on the table" for
integral disintegration as the RTA rolls over for Tweed Shire Council developer demands to
Access via Enterprise Avenue commercial industrial estate to THB and Access via Kirkwood
Road for redevelopment of Terranora "E". (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that the current Pacific Highway transects and isolates East
and West Banora Point and with only one pedestrian access provided across the highway.
(62)
The respondent states that Section 1.2.7 of the EIS also assesses the impacts of
accommodation works for a possible future rail tunnel under the Gold Coast airport
runway. Those works are physically separate from the proposed bypass but it is intended
that they be undertaken at the same time as the construction of the bypass as it will not be
possible to construct the slab once the runway extension is built. The respondent believes
the accommodation works are necessary to allow for the future construction of the railway
described in Chapter 17. (62)
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The respondent calls for all Government lands to be returned t o community based
management committees who will administer for public, not political ends. (62)
The respondent states that the Robina to Coolangatta rail extension does not otherwise
form part of the works proposed in this EIS. The proposal consists of a preferred alignment
located in an assessment corridor, is 1 kilometres wide on either side of the alignment. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that there are no rail transport benefits to NSW residents,
in allowing the C4 corridor. Queensland Rail plans to construct to Elanora station by 2011.
Meetings undertaken with Queensland Transport, confirm there are no plans to connect rail
to Tugun for at least 20 years. (62)
The respondent states that the Banora Point Residents Assoc wants Tweed Shire Council to
push for land to be set aside for a western bypass before Sexton Hill becomes a bottleneck.
(62)
The respondent wishes to raise that the RTA Community Liaison members admit to
becoming increasingly alarmed at proposed deviation traffic management for Banora Point;
many are now saying the road would be better left as it is rather than take options being
pushed by the RTA. (62)
The respondent states that NSW DMR is proposing to construct a deviation at Sextons Hill
to facilitate road freight movements by constructing a 1.3 km dual carriageway, which we
understand will be up to 20 meters high to overcome terrain restraints. To accommodate all
local traffic from Terranora and West Banora will be prevented from accessing north/south
from Terranora Road as traffic lights will be removed and road reconfigured will be confined
to only one access point to the Tweed Bypass/Pacific Highway northbound at Darlington
Drive East similarly, southbound access will be restricted to Darlington Drive, Elsie Street
East. (62)
The respondent is concerned that the section of the highway at Banora Point involves steep
climbs necessitating low gears and air braking for road freight. (62)
The respondent states that it is worthwhile noting Tweed Shire Council, now inheritors of
Munjungbal Drive, the old Pacific Highway, has achieved total gridlock at South Tweed
Heads without any interstate traffic. (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that the Northern Rivers Trains for the Future now primary
objective, following the closure of the XPT link from Murwillumbah to Casino is "for a new
regional commuter train service for locals & tourists and the construction of the 'missing rail
link' between Murwillumbah & Gold Coast". (62)
The respondent comments that the 2005 EIS includes a rail corridor to terminate at
Coolangatta Airport. BUT the EIA does not include any studies t o secure the route from,
simply, the under runway rail tunnel proposed to be built in conjunction with the road
tunnel, to the airport terminal. QLD however, has secured the necessary lands to terminate
the rail link on the northern boundary of the airport, within Queensland lands should The
Federal Government comply with its own law, the EPBC Act. There is no way NSW can link
the airport to Murwillumbah either via the airport or Tugun station. Tweed is built o u t (62)
The respondent believes that the C4 rail corridor is just plain bad for NSW Northern
Rivers. It denies economic benefits to Northern Rivers Region via rail access to our coast
and hinterland from the north via alternate western route for day/longer stay train
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commuters to Northern Rivers residents via rail access to economic hubs of SEQ Brisbane
for employment/day trips; to Northern Rivers niche markets to International Airport Freight
Forwarding Providers at Brisbane International airport to road freight industry by
maintaining coastal route through residential Banora Point at Tweed Heads to road freight
industry by meandering coastal residential route, instead of true provision of an integrated
road freight corridor 13 minutes from existing Tweed end of Yelgun Chinderah Motorway
to Bermuda St industrial area and the MI to Brisbane/Western Brisbane road transport
terminals. (62)
The respondent believes that only Queensland residents will gain the benefit of a commuter
train service. (62)
The respondent believes that the NSW RTA should not cave in to the demands of a Council
which has consistently failed to deliver a local road network capable of sustaining
developments approved by that council, and further failed to garner sufficient funds for
upgrade of the existing road network, but calls on Federal and State resources to fund the
shortfalls in contributions its has failed to collect or traded/obviated via bypasses which are
transmogrified by Council into "traffic solutions". (62)
The respondent wishes to raise that following announcement of a new five year bus contract
to link Tweed with Casino Rail Minister Watkins played down chances of a commuter train
service, saying it was "not an easy solution" that could be dropped on the track in place of
the XPT. However, Mr. Watkins also vowed the region's rail corridor will stay, and he
intended that it could play a role in a vague new transport strategy for the region. (62)
The respondent believes that as a nation of car owning people, need to step back and
consider other solutions to, not only the Tugun traffic problem, but the many other traffic
problems rushing towards us in the near future. (63)
The respondent highlights the story in the Gold Coast Bulletin's April 7 2004, edition
entitled "NRMA and RACQ go to battle in Tugun bypass stand off, Car clubs join fight"
indicates a conflict of interest at the time between their membership and their financial
holdings in the Gold Coast Airport. The RACQ sold their shareholding in November 2004.
(71)
The Gold Coast City Council should take immediate action to close down this contaminated
site (local landfill) and commence rennediation of contaminated land. (71)
The respondent highlights that recent archaeological studies indicate that the Gold Coast
City rubbish tip site is in close proximity to some 30 archaeological sites known to be of
significant Cultural Heritage value. These Aboriginal sites are in the process of being listed. It
is therefore inappropriate to continue with this 'dump site' (scheduled to continue 2 - 5
years)? (7 I )
The respondent states that the Gold Coast Airport Limited has advised that major
shareholders in Gold Coast Airport Limited are as follows: Australia Infrastructure Fund,
Queensland Infrastructure Fund, Hastings Funds Management Melbourne University
Superannuation Fund and other smaller shareholders (Phone call Feb 2005 Gold Coast
Airport Limited). Information to hand indicates that Westpac bought a 51% share of
Melbourne based Hastings Funds Management (Anthony Hughes August 2002). Information
to hand indicates that other major shareholders RACQ and Unisuper Limited have recently
sold their shareholding. (71)
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The respondent states that the Tweed Shire Council's Cobaki Broadwater Plan Final Report
1998 advises in its Opportunities Section': "In the event of extension t o runway there is the
potential for FAC to trade Broadwater and rainforest land for state crown land needed for
airport extension" In this regard the 1999 Gold Coast Airport Land Use plan shows land
usage for the balance of Reserve 59360 Area A 1 2364 hectares, and Area C 1 31.47
hectares. The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001) prepared
by Spiller Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd suggests the plan proceeds towards: "Concentration on
finalising plans to promote development within the '385 Ha site controlled by the Airport,
with no interest over the master plan period in acquiring adjacent sites" viz. Reserve 59360
(Pony Club). (71)
The respondent highlights the story in the Gold Coast Bulletin's April 7 2004, edition
entitled "NRMA and RACQ go to battle in Tugun bypass stand off, Car clubs join fight"
indicates a conflict of interest at the time between their membership and their financial
holdings in the Gold Coast Airport. The RACQ sold their shareholding in November 2004.
(72)
The proposed Coolangatta Gold Coast Airport rail station terminal is situated in a high cost
airport parking area and will be sparingly used on account of parking costs. Future
connection to NSW rail from the Gold Coast Airport is unlikely because of its location. The
Queensland Government has only completed a Rail Impact Assessment Study for the
Section between Robina and Stewart Road Tugun and so the balance of the rail route
remains uncertain. (72)
There is uncertainty about the completion of a future rail link from Stewart Road Tugun to
the Gold Coast Airport rail station at Coolangatta, because the Environmental Impacts
Assessment study for this single-track heavy rail section has not been done and other
options will need to be assessed, Currently the railway stops at Robina rail station. (72)
The respondent highlights that the Tweed Shire Council's Cobaki Broadwater Plan Final
Report 1998 advises in its Opportunities Section': "In the event of extension to runway
there is the potential for FAC to trade broadwater and rainforest land for state crown land
needed for airport extension" In this regard the 1999 Gold Coast Airport Land Use plan
shows land usage for the balance of Reserve 59360 Area A l - 2364 hectares, and Area C I 31.47 hectares. The 'Coolangatta Airport Enterprise Park Feasibility Study' (March 2001)
prepared by Spiller Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd suggests the plan proceeds towards:
"Concentration on finalising plans to promote development within the'385 Ha site
controlled by the Airport, with no interest over the master plan period in acquiring adjacent
sites" viz. Reserve 59360 (Pony Club). (72)
The respondent highlights that the Gold Coast Airport Limited has advised that major
shareholders in Gold Coast Airport Limited are as follows: Australia Infrastructure Fund,
Queensland Infrastructure Fund, Hastings Funds Management. Melbourne University
Superannuation Fund and other smaller shareholders (Phone call Feb 2005 Gold Coast
Airport Limited). Information to hand indicates that Westpac bought a 51% share of
Melbourne based Hastings Funds Management (Anthony Hughes August 2002). Information
to hand indicates that other major shareholders RACQ and Unisuper Limited have recently
sold their shareholding. (72)
The respondent is concerned that recent archaeological studies indicate that the Gold Coast
City rubbish tip site is in close proximity to some 30 archaeological sites known to be of
significant cultural Heritage value. These Aboriginal sites are in the process of being listed. It
is therefore inappropriate to continue with this 'dump site' (scheduled to continue 2 - 5
years)? (72)
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High costs for the construction of an underground tunnel at the foothills of Mt Woodgee
and the 1600m trough-tube tunnel under the Gold Coast Airport plus significant
environment and cultural heritage issues are reasons why this stage of a rail EIS may not
been done. Indeed the 1200m open trench of the 1600m under runway rail trough-tunnel is
considered by many to be a runway obstacle at the end of the already approved 2500m
runway. The single-rail track corridor, located 70m away from the C4 road corridor is to
pass through areas of significant cultural heritage and areas of rich environmental values of
national park status. The cofferdam affect from the 3-4m earth-fill road and rail
embankments pose serious environmental impacts, particularly during heavy rain drainage of
stormwater into the sensitive Cobaki Broadwater. (72)
The Gold Coast City Council should take immediate action to close down this contaminated
site (Local Landfill) and commence remediation of contaminated land. (72)
The single-rail track corridor, located 70m away from the C4 road corridor is to pass
through areas of rich environmental values of national park status. (72)
The respondent has raised concerns relating to the development on Goat Island - the
Ephraim Island Scheme. The respondent has concerns specifically relating to the sale of
aboriginal assets on the island. Development on Goat Island known as the Ephriam Island
scheme in the Kombumerri/East Yugambeh lands within the Gold Coast City Council
Regions, specifically relating to the sale of aboriginal assets and are irrelevant in the context
of the EIS. (84)
The respondent is concerned that Faith Bandler who is of Vanuatu descent who lobbied for
human rights and recognition of aboriginal people was incorrectly identified as being
aboriginal by the media and local government. (84)
The respondent wishes to highlight that the privately owned Gold Coast Airport has the
highest rate of travellers and once extended to allow takeoff for fuelled international carriers
the Gold Coast Airports clientele will increase substantially. (84)
The respondent has raised a series of issues in relation to high rise development on the
Gold Coast which is not pertinent to other categories and irrelevant to the EIS. (87)
The respondent has raised a series of issues in relation to European settlement of Australia,
which is not pertinent to other categories and irrelevant to the EIS. (87)
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European Cultural Heritage
The European history of the bypass study area is predominantly related to development in the
twentieth century. Historic material that still exists relates to the development of the coastal strip
and the installation of infrastructure such as roads, bridges and the south coast railway. The railway
was in use from 1903 to 1961 and was instrumental in opening up the area for the movement of
produce and then facilitating the growth of the resort industry, which now underpins the Gold
Coast economy. Development along the existing highway was stimulated by the post-war
development of the area as a tourist destination. Small timber and fibro houses dating to the 1950s
exemplify the development along the highway (Collins 1999).
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
In the absence of subsurface investigations, the surveys undertaken as part of the bypass
investigations found no material of Indigenous or European cultural significance in the vicinity of
the proposed overpass footprint.
However, as part of the recommendations from the Tugun Bypass EIS, further work would be
required prior to construction to test for subsurface deposits. In particular, the area within the
north-eastern quadrant of the bypass/overpass intersection would appear to have had less
disturbance, and its proximity to the wetlands, ridge and bora ground makes it possible that
cultural materials may still be present (between centreline pegs chainage 2,500 and chainage
3,200).
A cultural heritage management plan will be developed in consultation with the Traditional
Owners to deal with any material that might be discovered during the subsurface testing or during
construction.
If any unexpected non-Indigenous places, objects, items or issues of potential cultural heritage are
encountered during the course of construction works, works would cease and the Queensland
Environment Protection Agency and/or NSW Heritage Office would be contacted, depending on
jurisdiction.

3.3.3

Visual Assessment

The overpass footprint is located in bushland on the urban fringe of the Tugun area. The southwestern side of the bypass/Boyd Street intersection is dominated by bushland, while the eastern
side is dominated by the Gold Coast Airport land.
John Flynn Hospital and Medical Centre is situated on the southern side of a forested ridge to the
north of Boyd Street. This ridge visually separates most of the residential areas of Tugun Heights
from areas further south.
Tugun Landfill, adjacent to the bypass/Boyd Street intersection, is elevated several metres above
the surrounding woodland and residential areas.
There are distant views of a number of local landmarks along parts of the proposed bypass route.
The overpass will provide some additional views toward the east, south and west.
Imo acts and Mitigation Measures
Overall, the Tugun Bypass / Boyd Street Overpass would result in impact on the existing
surrounding environment in terms of landscape and scenic impacts. These impacts would be of
greater significance to viewers in closest permanent proximity to the new corridors. Many of these
impacts would be mitigated over time, with maturation of proposed landscape screen plantings.
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The overpass would add to the clearance of vegetation and add height at the point of intersection
with the bypass.
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S u m m a r y a n d Conclusion
The preparation of this Supplementary EIS for the proposed Boyd Street Overpass has involved
assessment of environmental issues identified as part of the Tugun Bypass EIS and other relevant
reports associated with the Boyd Street Overpass. The assessment looks specifically at the footprint
associated with the overpass, noting that the surrounding area has been incorporated as part of a
large study area for the bypass.
The Boyd Street Overpass presents a potential risk to the physical environment, most notably on
water quality. Road construction projects are notorious for exposing soils during earthworks when
suspended sediment and associated pollutants can be washed into downstream watercourses. This
can cause siltation of waterways and damage to ecosystems. Soil and water management plans
would be prepared indicating guidelines to be followed to address water quality impacts.
The impact of the proposal on air quality has been assessed against relevant Australian, NSW and
Queensland standards. The proposal would meet these goals and guidelines based on predictions
of worst-case levels of particulates, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead and hydrocarbons.
Accordingly, it is considered that the proposal would not constitute a threat of serious or
unreasonable damage or impact on air quality.
The alignment of the Boyd Street Overpass has been designed to account for the area cleared as
part of the temporary construction access track to the Cobaki Lakes development, hence minimise
further clearance of native vegetation and there associated ecosystems where possible.
The combined Tugun Bypass and Boyd Street Overpass would result in impacts on the surrounding
environment in terms of landscape and scenic effects. These impacts would be of greater
significance to viewers in the vicinity of the overpass, particularly those at the John Flynn Hospital
and Medical Centre.
The heritage surveys undertaken as part of the bypass investigations found no material of
Indigenous or European cultural significance in the vicinity of the proposed overpass footprint.
However, a cultural heritage management plan will be developed in consultation with the
Traditional Owners to deal with any material that might be discovered during the sub-surface
testing or during construction.
Within the context of the entire road infrastructure proposed for the region, it is considered that the
Boyd Street Overpass would not create any new impacts on the local environment. The assessment
reveals that many of the impacts would be localised or within the cumulative impacts identified in
the initial EIS.
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Common Planigale
The Common Planigale (Planigale maculata) is listed as 'venerable' under the NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995. The species is known from only a small number of locations in
north-eastern NSW. Recent studies in March 2005 revealed the presence of known and potential
habitat for this species close to the overpass footprint.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Vegetation clearance required for the construction of the overpass would mean that additional
habitat for mammals would be removed.
Long-nosed Potoroo
The existing C4 bypass option will involve removal of approximately 0.5 ha (0.4 00
/ of the total) of
Long-nosed Potoroo (Potorous tridactylus) habitat on the far eastern boundary of their known
habitat. No fragmentation of habitat is expected given that it passes along the eastern edge.
However, the construction access track linking Boyd Street to the Cobaki Lakes development has
already created significant impacts such as habitat fragmentation and isolation, and barrier effects
for local species movements. These impacts are exacerbated to some degree through edge effects.
For the Long-nosed Potoroo population, additional habitat loss will result from the increased
footprint/batters associated with constructing an overpass, though it is considered that this does not
present a substantial increase in total habitat clearing for the population.
The Environmental Management Plan (Master Planning Services 1993) and a potoroo management
plan (Catling 1993) prepared as a specific Conditions of Consent for the road development for the
Cobaki Lakes development identified a number of amelioration measures aimed at protecting the
Long-nosed Potoroo population, namely:
•

vegetation to be re-established of within 2.5 m of the road edge

•

a number of box culverts measuring 2.4 m wide by 1.2 m high to be installed

•

approximately 1.8 ha of Scribbly Gum Mallee Heathland (Banksia aemula/ Eucalyptus
signata) to be regenerated in two separate areas.

In addition, mitigation strategies outlined within the bypass EIS would help ameliorate the impacts
of an overpass. Importantly, the design, number and location of wildlife underpasses
recommended as part of the EIS and potoroo management plan would need to be reconsidered
during the final design of the overpass. The management of the area for on-going conservation is
recommended.
The impact assessment found that an upgrade to an overpass would present an opportunity to
improve the connectively between the two potoroo populations created as a result of the
temporary construction access track.
Grey-headed Flying-fox
Known potential roost and foraging habitat of this species occurs throughout the proposed bypass
footprint area and some clearing, particularly of known foraging area will be required as part of the
proposed bypass. A mosaic of fragmented habitat occurs at the bypass/Boyd Street intersection with
larger tracts of foraging habitat occurring approximately 100 m to the west. The original footprint
area will result in loss or modification of approximately 15 ha roosting habitat and 32.2 ha of
foraging habitat
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Construction of an overpass will contribute to cumulative impacts on this species through loss of
additional foraging habitat. However, this relatively small area of additional habitat loss would not
be considered significant in relation to the regional distribution of foraging habitat in the study area
that won't be impacted by the proposal. It is unlikely that an overpass would result in additional
fragmentation of habitat and the majority of suitable habitat for the Grey-headed Flying Fox occurs
to the west of the proposed overpass footprint area. Furthermore, the Boyd Street overpass is
unlikely to cause a barrier to movement for this mobile species.
Eastern Long-eared Bat
The original C4 footprint area will involve clearing of approximately 21.2 ha of known and
potential foraging habitat. This is not considered a significant area in relation to the regional
distribution of habitat for this species. Changes in the hydrological regime as a result of
construction of the proposed bypass may result in indirect impacts to additional foraging habitat for
this species.
Potential foraging habitat occurs within the footprint of the proposed Boyd Street overpass and will
require removal during construction. Furthermore, there may be indirect impacts to adjacent
habitat through changes in hydrological regime and this could potentially create more significant
loss of habitat than that within the footprint if not adequately mitigated. However, this additional
loss of habitat should contribute only slightly to the cumulative impacts on habitat in the region.
Common Planigale
The C4 alignment may impact on the eastern edge of potential habitat areas. Fragmentation and
barrier impacts would have resulted though the development of the Cobaki Lakes construction
access track.
There is potential for impact on known planigale habitat through edge effects from the road
development. Consequently, revegetation of road verges may ameliorate some of these impacts.

3.3

Social
3.3.1

Noise

Noise is defined as any unwanted sound, and is measured in the unit of decibels (dB). Noise is
expressed in terms of an A weighted dB, the A weighting equivalent to noise recognised by the
human ear. Noise levels are expressed in terms of an LA10 (18 hour) this is the highest 10 00
/ of
noise in each hour, which is then averaged over the 18 hours. The 18-hour time period runs from
6:00 am to 12:00 midnight. LA10 (18 hour) is commonly accepted as the best index to measure
traffic noise.
The existing noise environment along Boyd Street includes contributions from many sources
including local traffic noise, birds, wind and aircraft noise from the Gold Coast Airport. Road traffic
noise on the Gold Coast Highway contributes significantly to the ambient noise level for residence
at the eastern end of Boyd Street.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The construction and operation of the Boyd Street Overpass will not significantly increase the
contribution of traffic noise to the local environment. Modelling has not been conducted for the
overpass given that the nearest sensitive receptor is at least 300 m away.
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3.3.2

Cultural Heritage

The cultural heritage assessment of the proposed Tugun Bypass corridor, investigated Aboriginal
and European cultural heritage issues for the entire length of the proposed bypass, which
incorporates the intersection with the proposed Boyd Street Overpass.
Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Native Title Claim and Aboriginal Land Claims
As of June 2004, there are no active native title determination applications, determination of native
title or Registered Indigenous Land Use Agreements for the Tugun Bypass area (National Native
Title Tribunal website).
An Aboriginal Land Claim (3093) has been registered on behalf of the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council. The claim covers NSW Crown Land as shown in Figure 3-10 and
includes:
•

Lot 56 DP755740

•

Lot 57 DP755740

•

Lot 58 DP755740 (2 sections)

•

Lot 321 DP755740.

The Minister refused about 7.1 ha of the claim on the grounds that it was needed or likely to be
needed for the essential public purpose of access to residential lands. This is the parcel of land that
incorporates the temporary construction access track to the Cobaki Lakes development (shaded as
yellow on Figure 3-10). The remainder of the claim is still to be determined.
Archaeological record
The coastal strip, including the hinterland of northern NSW, is known to have been a major focus
of Aboriginal occupation at the time of European settlement. This is substantiated by the number of
recorded sites for this region on the NSW Department of Environment and Conservation Site
Register. More than 100 Aboriginal sites have been recorded in the north-east corner of NSW
within 30 km of
Gold Coast Airport. O f these, 80 occur in the coastal zone and include shell middens, open
campsites, isolated artefacts, burials, bora/ceremonial sites, stone quarries and a stone
arrangement.
Based on data provided in the Tugun Bypass EIS, no recorded site exists within close proximity to
the overpass site.
Following the initial EIS assessment, a Preliminary Cultural Heritage Survey was undertaken by
Eastern Yugambeh Ltd for the bypass corridor. This assessment involved components of Aboriginal
community consultation, research and site survey. During the on-site surveying a number of
Aboriginal sites were located. These included artefacts, scatters, isolated artefacts finds, a possible
midden and an area where the ashes of a local Aboriginal man were deposited (EYL, 2005).
This Preliminary Survey confirmed that no sites exist within the footprint of the proposed overpass.
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3.2.4

Terrestrial Fauna

This section examines the impacts of the overpass on species of legislative significance. It identifies
the level of impact and suggests mitigation measures for each species, including the development
of species management plans where appropriate. It also takes a more holistic approach to the
assessment by recognising that the ecosystems supporting an individual species have their own
importance in supporting a range of other species.
A total of 261 species of terrestrial vertebrate fauna were recorded from the bypass study area
during fauna surveys (Table 3-8). This included 12 introduced fauna species. In addition 14 aquatic
fauna species and eight invertebrates were also recorded. A list of fauna species recorded from the
study area is included in Technical Paper 12.
Table 3-8: Total number of terrestrial fauna species recorded within the EIS study area
Category

Recorded during present surveys
Total

Indigenous

Introduced

Amphibians

17

16

1

Birds

179

175

4

Mammals

31

25

6

Reptiles

20

20

0

Aquatic fauna

14

13

1

Total

261

249

12

Invertebrates
No invertebrate species of state or national significance were recorded in the study area for the
Tugun Bypass EIS. Surveys were conducted for butterflies and dragonflies to identify any significant
species. The subject species Giant Dragonfly (Petalura gigantea) and Swordgrass Brown Butterfly
(Tisiphone abeona rawnsleyi) were not recorded. However, the Queensland Giant Dragonfly
(Petalura litorea) and another Swordgrass Brown Butterfly (Tisiphone abeona morrisi) were
detected around the access track to the Cobaki Lakes development. These species are considered
to be regionally significant in Queensland. The Swordgrass Brown Butterfly is discussed in Chapter
15 of Part B of the SIS Volume 1 while the Queensland Giant Dragonfly is discussed in Chapter 26
of Part C of the SIS Volume 1.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The removal of native vegetation within the footprint of the overpass will remove habitat for
invertebrates. Drainage controls included as part of the design of the bypass and overpass would
ensure existing surface and subsurface water flows are maintained.
No specific mitigation measures are planned for invertebrates. The rehabilitation plans for
disturbed areas would re-establish, for the invertebrates, important habitat characteristics such as
dense ground cover and shrubs.
Giant Dragonfly and Queensland Giant Dragonfly
The Queensland Giant Dragonfly (Petalura litorea) is the only invertebrate species of legislative
significance found in the study area. The larval stage of this species lasts between 10 to 30 years
and the larvae occupy permanent burrows built in the bottom of swamps. The adults emerge
during summer and, being poor flyers, do not disperse very far. The single individual recorded
during the survey was recorded from paperbark swamp some 60 m from the bypass alignment.
2134070A-RPT078-C-gm:rf
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None of this known habitat would be directly or indirectly affected by the proposal. The level of
impact on this species is therefore low local.
Deep permanent swamps would not be affected directly by the Tugun Bypass route. These species
are threatened mostly by the cumulative impacts of vegetation loss resulting in the loss of about 20
ha from a total of 142 ha (14.1%). The overpass is likely to have no direct impact on core habitat.
Swordgrass Brown Butterfly
No known habitat of the Swordgrass Brown Butterfly (Tisphone abeona morrisi) would be removed
as a result of the proposed bypass. However, about 14.1 ha of potential Gahnia swamp habitat
would be removed for the Bypass proposal. Minor incremental increase in removal of potential
Gahnia habitat is likely with the construction of the overpass.
Amphibians
The Tugun Bypass study area exhibits high amphibian diversity, with 17 species known to occur.
Of the species recorded, the Wallum Froglet is considered to be of state conservation significance
in NSW and Queensland, while the Wallum Sedge Frog is of national conservation significance.
Habitat for the Wallum Froglet was recorded in the vicinity of the Boyd Street Overpass.
Following the initial surveys, known and potential habitat for the Green-thighed Frog (Litoria
brevipalmata) was recorded in NSW Crown Land adjacent the Boyd Street Overpass area. The
Green-thighed Frog is listed as a rare species under the Queensland Nature Conservation Act 1992
and a vulnerable species under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Wallum Froglets
Wallum Froglets (Crinia tinnula) were recorded throughout the bypass study area, in particular
south of Boyd Street, but also adjacent to the ridge to the north of the John Flynn Hospital and
Medical Centre. Approximately 44.3 ha of known and potential habitat of this species would be
removed from a total of 429 ha as a result of the bypass proposal. Most of this area occurs on NSW
and Commonwealth land. This represents an overall loss of 100/0 of the known and potential
habitat.
Additional known and potential habitat will be removed as a result of construction of an overpass
at Boyd Street.
There are no specific mitigation measures proposed for the Wallum Froglet as 90% of its habitat
would remain within the broader study area.
Wallum Sedge Frog
Although known habitat of the Wallum Sedge Frog (Litoria olongburensis) occurs within the bypass
footprint and will require some clearing as a result of the proposal, no known habitat occurs at the
bypass/Boyd Street intersection. There will be no additional loss of habitat as a result of
construction of an overpass at Boyd Street.
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Green-thighed Frog

Known and potential habitat for the Green-thighed Frog (Litoria brevipalmata) was recently
recorded in NSW Crown Land adjacent the Boyd Street Overpass area. The habitat was estimated
at approximately 18 ha although it is likely that this area is much larger given the relatively broad
habitat requirements for this species.
Potential habitat occurs within the overpass footprint.
likely for this species.

Construction and operation impacts are

No specific mitigation measures are proposed for the Green-thighed Frog.
Reptiles
20 species of reptile are known to occur in the bypass study area. Database searches indicate that
potentially another 11 reptile species are likely to occur in the study area.
While no species of state and/or national significance were recorded during the most recent
surveys, the White-crowned Snake (Cacophis harriettae) (listed as 'vulnerable' on the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act /995) has been recorded within 20 km of the bypass site and
may also occur on the site.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No reptile species of state, national or regional significance were found within the bypass study
area. The removal of native vegetation associated with the overpass would remove additional
habitat for reptiles.
No specific mitigation measures are planned for reptiles. The rehabilitation plans for disturbed
areas would re-establish, for reptiles, important habitat characteristics such as dense ground cover
and shrubs.
Birds
A total of 29 bird species of legislative significance was recorded from the Tugun Bypass EIS study
area. Table 3-9 provides a list of those species recorded in proximity to the proposed Boyd Street
Overpass.
Table 3-9: Legislatively significant bird species recorded within the proximity to the Boyd Street
Overpass site
Species name

Status

Recorded

Bush Hen
(Amaurornis
olivaceus)

TSC (V)

Unconfirmed records of the Bush Hen were obtained from
NSW in the vicinity of Boyd Street. North of Boyd Street, a
pair of Bush Hens exhibiting nesting behaviour was recorded
from a small dam in the area known locally as Hidden
Valley. Unconfirmed records were also obtained from near
Stewart Road. In NSW, habitat for this species is likely to be
restricted to Swamp Forest along a small drainage line near
Boyd Street.

Masked O w l (Tyto
novaehollandiae)

TSC (V)

Unconfirmed recordings of the Masked Owl were made
during recent surveys from the large vegetation area north of
the Cobaki Broadwater in NSW. Potential habitat extends
into Boyd Street extension.

Lewins Rail (Rallus
pectoralis)

NCR (R)
Regionally significant
in NSW

As well as being listed as rare in the Queensland Nature
Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994, Lewins Rail is
considered to be of regional significance in NSW. It is also
considered to be near threatened in the most recent Action
Plan for Australian Birds (Garnett & Crowley 2000). It was
recorded calling from several sites in NSW including
Saltmarsh adjacent to Mangrove Forest, small wetlands in
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Species name

Status

Recorded
woodland, Swamp Forest and Sedgeland. It was also
recorded from disturbed grassland near Stewart Road in
Queensland. Known habitat has been recorded at the
overpass site, though this is likely to have been disturbed as
a result of the construction access track for the Cobaki Lakes
development.

The legislative status of these species is as follows:
Note:
TSC = NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
NCR = Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994
V = vulnerable
R = rare
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Removal of native vegetation within the overpass footprint would result in the loss of habitat for
birds. This would include roosting, foraging and nesting resources including fruiting and flowering
vegetation. However, the rehabilitation and revegetation of cleared areas with native species
would result in new foraging and roosting resources.
Within the overpass footprint, two locations may contain threatened bird species, these being the
Bush Hen (Amauronis olivaceus) and Lewins Rail (Rallus pectoralis). The proposed overpass is
unlikely to cause an additional threat to the population of Bush Hens and Lewins Rails.
In order to mitigate against any loss of nesting resources any hollow bearing limbs removed from
the footprint will be moved to nearby areas. A number of nesting boxes would also be placed in
appropriate areas.
Bush Hen
The current bypass alignment is considered to have a high local impact on the Bush Hen
(Amauronis olivaceus). About 16 ha of known habitat occurs in the study area with about 0.62 ha
removed for the C4 alignment. Known habitat occurs where the C4 alignment intersects the
construction access track from Boyd Street to the Cobaki Lakes development.
Minor incremental increase in disturbance to known habitat would occur during construction and
operation of the overpass.
Lewin's Rail
Potential habitat for the Lewin's Rail (Rallus pectoralis) is widespread within the Tugun Bypass
study area. The proposed bypass would remove about 40.6 ha out of 185 ha (10.6 °/0). A number
of developments proposed in the area may cumulatively impact on this species through both a
habitat loss and direct disturbance to species.
Known habitat has been identified within the Boyd Street overpass area. Vegetation clearing,
construction (noise and bird strike), and operation (bird strike) of the Boyd Street overpass will
impart additional direct and cumulative impacts on individuals, and known and potential habitat.
Eastern Grass Owl
Habitat of the Eastern Grass Owl (Tyto capensis) is primarily located in sedgelands in the south east
of the Bypass on GCAL lands although this habitat is considered marginal due to ongoing
maintenance for airport operations. The bypass would fragment and remove about 2.4 ha out of
8.2 ha of habitat.
Habitat for grass owls is not considered to occur in the vicinity of the Boyd Street overpass. The
construction of an overpass would not impact on known or potential habitat for the Grass Owl
2134070A-RPT078-C-gm:rf
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Masked Owl
Potential habitat for the Masked Owl (Tyto novaehollandiae) has been identified throughout the
central areas of the study area. The bypass would remove about 45.2 ha of this potential habitat
although this habitat is unlikely to be used on a regular basis by Masked Owls. Preferred habitat
includes dry sclerophyll forest and woodland although this species will feed in open or partly
cleared country. Hollows suitable for roosting and nesting may occur in swamp sclerophyll forest.
The construction and operation of an overpass is likely to result in a minor incremental increase in
disturbance to potential foraging habitat for the Masked Owl.
Mammals
Thirty-one species of mammal were recorded in the bypass study area during the field surveys.
Results from database searches indicate that possibly another eight mammal species could occur in
the area.
Two mammal species, the Long-nosed Potoroo (Potorous tridactylus) and the Grey-headed Flying
Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) are of national significance under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, and are also considered of state significance under the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. Seven other species are also of state significance (refer
Table 10-10 of the EIS). The locations of these species are presented in Figure 3-9.
Long-nosed Potoroo
The occurrence of a potoroo population near Boyd Street was confirmed during surveys conducted
as part of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Species Impact Statement (SIS).
At least 2.8 ha of potoroo habitat was initially cleared as part of the Cobaki Lakes development.
The approval of a temporary construction access track, by the Tweed Shire Council, fragmented the
potoroo population into two sub-populations. The construction access track passes through the
middle of two of the vegetation communities most preferred by potoroos at Cobaki, Scribbly Gum
Mallee Heathland and Tree Broom Heath land.
Bali, et al., (2003) reported that the northern sub-population, comprising more than half (55 °/0) of
all captures and up to 30 % of the estimated population, is at particular risk of extinction due to
stochastic events. It is restricted to an 18 hectare habitat remnant that would be completely
isolated by proposed road and residential developments. This area has already been reduced in
size by clearing for the Pacific Beach Estate and inundation of potoroo habitat as a result of
blocked drainage lines.
Grey-headed Flying Fox
The Grey-headed Flying Fox is a widespread and mobile species occurring through the region.
Habitat for this species is considered to be inadequately reserved in the region.
Known potential roost and foraging habitat of this species occurs throughout the proposed bypass
footprint area. A mosaic of fragmented habitat occurs at the bypass/Boyd Street intersection with
larger tracts of foraging habitat occurring approximately 100 m to the west.
Eastern Long-eared Bat
The Eastern Long-eared Bat is localised but common in northern NSW. However, the species is
considered sensitive to habitat modification and destruction, particularly disturbance to rainforest
remnants. Known habitat exists to the south of the bypass/Boyd Street intersection, in and around
the Cobaki Broadwater. Potential habitat extends northward along drainage lines.
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EIS Total Area Lost

Habitat Type

With R130 Boyd St

0

Saltmarsh

7.15

Disturbed Open Habitats

1.38

0

Plantings
Cleared Land/Grassland/Urban

30.82

1.93

TOTAL (excluding cleared land)

45.2

2.6

T a b l e 3 - 5 : Endangered Ecological Communities in the EIS study area
Endangered Community

Bypass

With Overpass

Littoral Rainforest

There is no Littoral Rainforest
within the Tugun Bypass
footprint.

There is no Littoral Rainforest
within the Boyd Street study

Coastal Saltmarsh

The Tugun Bypass proposal
would directly impact upon
0.57 ha of Coastal Saltmarsh
within the study area on
Commonwealth Land. This
represents about 6.5% of this
community within the study
area. There is no habitat for
Coastal Saltmarsh within the
Boyd Street study area.

No additional impacts:

Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest

Swamp Sclerophyll Forest

The Tugun Bypass proposal
would impact upon about
1.5 ha of Swamp Oak
Floodplain Forest
representing about 12 % of
this community in the study
area. There is no Swamp
Oak Floodplain Forest within
the Boyd Street study area.
The Tugun Bypass proposal
will impact upon 19.6 ha of
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest
representing about 17.7 ')/0 of
this community in the study
area.

Freshwater Wetlands

The Tugun Bypass proposal
would directly impact upon
1.8 ha of Freshwater
Wetlands on Coastal
Floodplains representing
10.8 % of this community
within the study area. There
are no Freshwater Wetlands
located within the Boyd
Street study area.

area.
Vegetation clearing,
construction and operation of
an overpass will not impact
upon Coastal Saltmarsh.

No additional impacts:
Vegetation clearing,
construction and operation of
an overpass will not impact
upon Swamp Oak Floodplain
Forest.

Additional impacts:
An additional 1.18 hectares
of Swamp Sclerophyll Forest
would require clearing for an
overpass.
No additional impacts:
Vegetation clearing,
construction and operation of
an overpass will not impact
upon Freshwater Wetlands
on Coastal Floodplains.
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3.2.2

Flora Species

A total of 586 plant species were recorded from the Tugun Bypass study area. This comprises 479
native and 107 introduced plant species. A total of 23 flora species of conservation significance
were recorded from the study area. This included 15 flora species of legislative significance and
eight other significant plant species detailed.
Within the footprint of the Boyd Street overpass three flora species are recorded. Their locations
are shown in Figure 3-8. Of these, Acacia baueri subsp. baueri is listed as being a Plant of
Legislative Significance, and Acacia obtusifolio and Comesperma ericinum listed as Plants of
Regional Significance.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The construction of the overpass would require the removal of a number of additional species, to
what was identified for the bypass. The species removed in addition to the bypass are presented in
Table 3-6.
Table 3-6: Additional plant species to be removed
Species name

EIS Total Area Lost

With Boyd St Overpass

Blunt-leaved Wattle (Acacia obtusifolia)

1 from NSW

1 from NSW

Little Wattle (Acacia baueri subsp. baueri)

2 from Queensland

1 from NSW

Match Sticks (Comesperma ericinum)

1 from NSW
Some individuals
from Queensland

Little Wattle Acacia baueri subsp baueri
The C4 option is predicted to result in removal of 3.2 ha of Little Wattle habitat. This will include
two individuals just north of the border in the Queensland population. These individuals and
habitat occur just north of the bypass/Boyd Street intersection. No known habitat occurs actually at
the intersection itself.
The overpass has the potential to result in a cumulative reduction of habitat for this species.
Swamp Orchid Phaius australis
Two populations of the Swamp Orchid are known to occur within the study area; although not in
the Boyd Street study area. There is considered no additional impacts to known Swamp Orchid
habitat with the construction of an overpass. There is potential habitat within the area although this
is probably marginal given the specific habitat requirements for this species.
Match sticks Comesperma ericinum
The C4 option will result in removal of known habitat immediately north of the bypass/Boyd Street
intersection, although no habitat occurs at the intersection itself. The overpass has the potential to
result in a cumulative reduction of known habitat for this species.
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As indicated in the Tugun Bypass EIS, all affected plant species of regional or state conservation
significance would be translocated to areas of suitable habitat as close to their original location as
possible. A strategy for the translocation of plants would be prepared by the NSW RTA in
consultation with Queensland Environmental Protection Agency, NSW Department of
Environment and Conservation and/or Commonwealth Department of Environment and Heritage,
depending on jurisdiction and would follow the Australian Network for Plant Conservation
Translocation Guidelines (2004).
In addition, a local nursery would be appointed to collect a representative sample of native species
from the area of the footprint and to propagate them. These species would then be used for
landscaping. Road edges and any other areas disturbed during construction would be revegetated
with local native plant species, where practical, to minimise edge effects, increase habitat
connectivity and provide flora and fauna habitat.

•

•
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3.2.3

Terrestrial Fauna habitat

Twelve habitat types, based on vegetative structure and condition, were identified for terrestrial
fauna within the study area for the Tugun bypass. O f these, five occur in the vicinity of the
overpass footprint. These habitat types are described in Table 3-7 and their locations shown in
Figure 3-8.
Table 3-7: Terrestrial fauna habitat types

S

Habitat type

Description

Dune Woodland /Forest

Dune Woodland/Forest si extensive through the northern side of the bypass
survey area. On the NSW side of the overpass, Dune Woodland/Forest is
evident on either side of the overpass footprint
This habitat is dominated by Scribbly Gum and Red Bloodwood or Swamp
Mahogany and contains a dense heathy understorey and a mid-stratum
composed of banksias and wattles. Other important habitat characteristics
include some small tree hollows, shrubby understorey and a high diversity of
flowering and fruiting plants.

Swamp Forest

Swamp Forest occurs throughout the bypass survey area, and forms a part of
the NSW portion of the overpass footprint, though much of this would be
cleared due to the temporary construction access track created for Cobaki
Lakes development.
This habitat is dominated by Broad-leafed Paperbark and Swamp Mahogany.
The mid-stratum comprises banksias and Cheesetree, while ferns occur in the
understorey. This habitat type contains small freshwater lagoons and a small
permanent creek, and is likely to become inundated after prolonged rainfall.
Other important habitat features include a high density of flowering trees and
shrubs, winter-flowering species, low densities of small and large tree hollows,
and an abundance of decorticating (peeling) bark suitable for bat roosting and
bird foraging.

Disturbed open habitats

The Queensland side of the overpass footprint is dominated by disturbed open
habitat.
It is dominated by exotic grass species and is subject to ongoing disturbance. It
provides limited habitat values for all but open-country species. Slashed
heathland provides flowering plants for native birds.

Cleared Land

This habitat is common throughout the study area. This habitat type represents
a highly modified community and is dominated by exotic grass species or is
devoid of vegetation. It provides limited habitat values for all but open-country
species.
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Impacts and Mitidation Measures
Fauna corridors
Indicative regional and sub regional fauna habitat corridors were identified from aerial
photography for the study area. A regional fauna habitat corridor extends from Boyd Street
westward though NSW Crown Land. Road development can act as a barrier to movement; the
greatest potential for this is where a road crosses a wildlife corridor. The bypass would intersect
the regional wildlife corridor at its eastern extremity.
The existing construction access track to the Cobaki Lakes development site has potentially caused
fragmentation and barrier effects for some species. If an overpass is instated, mitigation measures
such as wildlife underpasses, fauna fences and revegetation strategies for may ameliorate some of
these impacts.
Hollows
The location of hollow bearing trees is predominantly concentrated just north of the proposed
Tweed Heads interchange and near Boyd Street. The proposed bypass in the vicinity of Boyd
Street would impact on old growth hollow bearing scribbly gums.
Field verification is required to determine whether any hollow bearing trees would be removed
within the overpass construction footprint. Hollow bearing trees would be clearly identified and
retained where possible. A strategy to mitigate the impacts to hollow dependent species is outlined
in Section 10.3.3 of the EIS. Where hollow bearing trees need to be removed, strategies are
proposed such as removing the hollow-bearing portion of the trees after felling and re-instating
these in adjacent areas. If any hollows are damaged or destroyed during clearing, then
appropriately designed nest boxes would be affixed to standing trees in the vicinity. Further
strategies are presented in section 10.3.3 of the EIS.
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A condition of the Development Consent required the proponent to prepare a Management Plan of
regeneration prior to any on site works. The Management Plan was prepared by Master Planning
Services in March 1993. An environmental principle of zero net loss was initiated to ensure that
loss of vegetation was compensated through regeneration of the same community species. As part
of the initial construction, the loss of B. aemula/E. signata association was compensated in the area.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
An assessment of the impacts of an upgrade of the original Tugun Bypass alignment at Boyd Street
to include an overpass is provided below. Table 3-3 presents total vegetation community area lost
between a no change (i.e. the EIS proposal) and an overpass scenario. Table 3-4 summarises the
clearing areas for habitat types which would be removed for an overpass. Table 3-5 summarises the
potential impact on endangered
Conservation Act 1995.

ecological

communities

under

the

Threatened

Species

Approximately 2.6 hectares (ha) of additional clearing would be required for an overpass (refer
Table 3-3 and Table 3-4). This represents only a minor increase in disturbance footprint resulting
from the bypass proposal alone. Some sections for the overpass footprint would align with
previously disturbed vegetation (1.93 ha) cleared as part of the construction access track for the
Cobaki Lakes development. (refer Figure 3-6)
Table 3-3:
overpass

Vegetation communities that would be removed in the study area for the Boyd Street

Vegetation Community

EIS Total Area Lost

With R130 Boyd St

Littoral Rainforest
Regenerating Vine Forest

0.6

Moist Blackbutt Forest

0.9

Dry Blackbutt Forest

3.5

Blackbutt Woodland

0.7

lronbark/Mahogany Forest

1.1

Scribbly Gum Forest

1.1

Forest Red Gum Forest

0.2

Brushbox Open Forest

0

Regenerating Brushbox Forest

2.5

Swamp Mahogany Forest

3.25

Swamp Mahogany — Brushbox Forest

0.1

Swamp Mahogany — Scribbly Gum Forest

0.5

Swamp Mahogany — Forest Red Gum

0.43

0.11

0

Forest

Swamp Mahogany — Paperbark Forest

1.25

Paperbark Forest

6.6

Open Paperbark Woodland

6.45

Paperbark Regrowth

0.25

0.68
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Vegetation Community

EIS Total Area Lost

Swamp Oak Forest

1.45

Swamp Oak Woodland

0.02

Mixed Swamp Forest

1.7

Scribbly Gum Mallee Heathland

2.1

Tree Broom Heathland
Wet Heathland

0
1.3

Wallum Heathland

0

Disturbed Heathland

0

Black She-oak Heathland

0

Slashed Heathland
Saltmarsh

With R130 Boyd St

3.2

0.08

0

Disturbed Saltmarsh/Sedgeland

0.65

Mangrove Forest

0.05

Phragmites Rushland

1.1

Sedgeland

1.3

Weedy Grassland

3.3

1.3

23.0

1.93

Cleared Land
Pine Forest

0

Plantings

0

TOTAL (excluding Cleared Land)

45.2

2.6

Table 3-4: Habitat types that would be removed in the study area for the Boyd Street
overpass
EIS Total Area Lost

With R130 Boyd St

Dune Woodland/Forest

1.6

0.43

Ridge Woodland/Forest

8.7

Habitat Type

Rainforest/Rainforest Elements

0.8

Swamp Forest

14.35

Regenerating Swamp Forest

6.72

Mangroves

0.05

Heathland

3.4

Sedgeland/Rushland

2.4
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In modern, well-managed asphalt plants, offsite odour from bitumen components is generally not a
significant problem. Dust from the handling of fine material in batch plants can be effectively
managed using standard dust-suppression methods, including watering dusty areas and
maintaining wind breaks around any open stockpiles. The plants would be located relatively
remotely from residential areas, so impacts are not considered likely.
It is anticipated that the proposed batching plants will be utilised as part of the overpass
construction. Further details regarding the need for concrete and asphalt batch plants, their likely
locations and control measures are given in Chapter 7 of the Tugun Bypass EIS.
Operational Impacts
The operational impacts on air quality in the vicinity of the proposed bypass were assessed by
comparing the predicted ground-level concentrations of vehicle emissions with relevant air quality
criteria for both Queensland and NSW.
A model was used to predict pollutant levels for the worst-case meteorological and peak traffic
conditions. Results indicate that relevant health guidelines for carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
particulate matter, and lead would not be exceeded even in the worst-case meteorological and
traffic conditions.
The traffic volume (20,000 in year 2027) modelled for the Boyd Street Overpass is unlikely to add
significantly to pollutant levels.
The impacts of greenhouse gases and impacts of pollutants on vegetation for the broader project is
summarised in Section 9.5.6 and 9.5.7 respectively of the Tugun Bypass EIS.

3.2

Biological Environment
3.2.1

Terrestrial Flora

Vegetation Communities
The legislative classification and regulation of vegetation communities differs between Queensland
and NSW, therefore it is not possible to apply the same criteria across both states. To overcome the
differences, a number of criteria were adopted for the Tugun Bypass EIS which are outlined in
Section 10.2.1 of the EIS Main Volume. The biological environment assessed for the Boyd Street
overpass follows these criteria.
A total of six vegetation communities were identified within the overpass footprint. This comprises
three communities of state and regional significance (Table 3-2). Detailed descriptions of each
vegetation community are provided in Technical Paper 12 of the Tugun Bypass EIS. Vegetation
communities are shown in Figure 3-5.
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Vegetation communities associated w i t h overpass footprint

Community name /
Description

State designation

Status

Cleared land
Weedy Grassland
Slashed Heathland
Swamp Mahogany Forest

Scribbly Gum Forest

Paperbark Forest

RE 12.3.14

State Significant (Queensland)

NPWS (2000)

Regionally Rare (NSW)

RE 12.3.14

State Significant (Queensland)

NPWS (2000)

Regionally Rare (NSW)

RE 12.3.5

State Significant (Queensland)

NPWS (2000)

Regionally Vulnerable (NSW)

TSC = N S W Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995

As part of the approval of the Cobaki Lakes development, the proponents sought separate approval
for a temporary construction access track (extension of Boyd Street) to the development site. The
temporary construction track was approved by the Tweed Shire — Development Consent 92/315 in
December 1992. The track was to be principally constructed at grade and follow the centre line
alignment of the finished road. The intent was that construction would involve minimal works and
disturbance. Figure 3-6 shows the area cleared for the temporary construction access track.

•
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Figure 3 6:

Vegetation clearance — Temporary construction access track to Cobaki Lakes development
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Levels of acid and oxidisable sulfur within a soil or sediment can indicate the level of risk to the
environment if the soil is disturbed. The Acid Sulfate Soil Management Advisory Committee
Guidelines Acid Sulfate Soils Manual (Stone et al. 1998) outline action criteria based on the
percentage of oxidisable sulfur and total potential acidity. The action criteria for coarse sands
are 0.03% oxidisable sulfur, and 18 mol H +/tonne potential acidity. When either of these
values is exceeded, a management plan is required.
Appropriate mitigation works would also be implemented to manage these impacts. Mitigation
measures would focus on the capping of exposed areas of waste, minimising exposure of
human and ecosystems, and disposing of any leachate and solid waste in an appropriate
manner. Once in place, the mitigation measures would continue to restrict leachate migration
from the landfill in the area where they have been implemented. Further details of mitigation
measures are provided within Chapter 8 of the Tugun Bypass EIS..
Excavated materials may be used for road embankments to construct the Boyd Street overpass.
Potentially unsuitable materials such as those soils excavated from the tunnel construction
which may be PASS, would require treatment to control acid generation. Acid neutralisation is
considered the most effective treatment option. The treatment process would ensure that acid
sulfate soils and any associated acidic run off are treated in accordance with the guidelines
provided in the Acid Sulfate Soil Manual. Treatment methods are detailed in Section 8.2.3 of
the Tugun Bypass EIS.

3.1.3

Surface Water

Two minor drainage lines are located in proximity to the proposed overpass. These drainage
lines drain south west into the Cobaki Broadwater and are part of the Tweed River Catchment.
One of these drainage lines occurs at the intersection of the bypass and overpass (chainage
3,200 of the bypass corridor).This small catchment has an area of 24.8 ha. The peak 100-year
Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) flow is estimated to be 6.8 m3/s.
Road culverts are proposed as part of the bypass proposal, including a culvert at the Boyd Street
intersection (Figure 3-4)
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The existing construction access track (approved by the Tweed Shire Council) linking Boyd
Street to the Cobaki Lakes development has already created significant impact on local
drainage, despite consent conditions for the construction access track requiring suitable controls
to be installed prior to commencement of earthworks (Cobaki Lakes EMP, 1993).
Proposed mitigation measures through the placement of culverts are proposed as part of the
bypass construction, in order to mitigate any changes to surface water hydrology and flooding
events where these drainage lines intersect the bypass. Construction of the overpass where
drainage lines are intersected would also incorporate measures to maintain natural overland
flow and flood levels. Placement of culverts would aim to rectify the current flooding situation
caused by the construction access track.
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3.1.4

Groundwater

The groundwater investigation conducted as part of the Tugun Bypass EIS examined local
groundwater conditions and assessed the levels of contamination present. The existing
groundwater levels at the bypass/Boyd Street intersection are approximately 2.5m AHD. The
study also identified twelve sites along the bypass alignment as being contaminated or
potentially contaminated. Two of the sites are located near the proposed overpass; the Tugun
Landfill and the decommissioned sewage treatment plant. Results have shown the following:
Tugun Landfill: Regular groundwater monitoring on the site concluded that the
groundwater is slightly acidic, high in nitrogen, ammonia, chloride and some metals.
Tugun Landfill (Decommissioned sewage treatment plant): A monitoring well directly
north of the Gold Coast Airport north/south runway reported groundwater results with
elevated total nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts on groundwater resulting from general road construction are considered
to be minor. Changes in recharge would be small given the linear nature of the bypass
development.
It is considered that there would be no direct additional impacts on groundwater from the
development of an overpass. Any additional impacts may result from accelerated
movement of leachate within groundwater from excavation of contaminated lands at the
Tugun Landfill (discussed above).
▪

However, the environmental management plan for the construction of the overpass would
incorporate management practices, which need to be employed to prevent the movement
of contaminated groundwater during construction, should it be encountered.

3.1.5

Water Quality

From the historical data and measurements taken during the field investigations as part of the
Tugun Bypass EIS it is considered that the waters of the Tweed River Catchment and the Cobaki
Broadwater generally appear to exhibit good water quality and so would be expected to support
healthy ecosystems.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The most serious potential risk to water quality in the catchment would be during the
construction phase, including:
•

sedimentation and elevated turbidity levels from poor erosion and sediment control
during site disturbance and the movement of construction vehicles

•

litter accumulation from construction packaging and waste material

•

hydrocarbon and toxicant contamination from spills and leakages

•

disturbance of material associated with the Tugun Landfill.

Form the information obtained from the Tugun Bypass EIS, it is considered that there will be no
additional impacts on water quality from the construction of the overpass given that appropriate
environmental management and mitigation measures outlined within the Tugun Bypass EIS will
also implemented for the Boyd Street Overpass.
Sediment basins would be installed in the Boyd Street area to control and settle sediment before
discharge of surface water run off.
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A i r Quality

There is no evidence of air quality in the existing environment exceeding relevant guidelines.
Relevant national air quality goals, and those for NSW and Queensland, are listed in Table 3-1.
Air quality in Tugun and its local environment is generally good, given that there is limited
large-scale industry in the region and only a narrow strip of mainly residential and commercial land
lies to the east between the proposed overpass and the sea in the direction of prevailing winds.
Table 3-1: National and State Air Quality Goals
Pollutant

Averaging
period

Goal'
NEPM2

Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

Particulate matter
< 10 µrn (PM10)

15

minutes

87

ppm (B)

1

hour

25

ppm (B)

8

hours

9

9

ppm (A)

8

ppm

1

hour

246 pg/m3

257

pg/m3 (C)

320

lug/m3

4

hours

95

1-tgim3

24

ppm

Annual

62

pg/m3

62

pg/m3 (C)

30

pg/m3

hours

50

pg/m3

50

µg/m3 (C)

150

pg/m3

50

pg/rn3 (C)

50

30

1,1g/m3 (A)

50

Pg/m3

90

pg/m3 (C)

90

j-ug/m3

Annual

Annual

Total suspended
particulate matter
Ozone

Qld

NSW

1

hour

214 pgirn3

0.1

ppm (A)

210

4

hours

171 pg/m3

0.08

ppm (C)

170

Note:
1:

Sources of air quality goals are:
A — National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia
B — World Health Organisation
C — NSW Environment Protection Authority (Action for Air 1998)

2:

National Environment Protection Council
Units are:
ppm = parts per million by volume
1g/m3 = micrograms per cubic metre
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A large proportion of pollutant emissions in the area are generated by traffic on the Pacific
Motorway and Gold Coast Highway, mainly in the form of particulates, carbon monoxide (CO)
and nitrogen oxides (N0x,). Contributions of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and particulates

(PM10) can also be expected from the various operations at Gold Coast Airport. Tugun Landfill and
the sewage treatment plant may contribute odour and pollutant gases such as methane.
Further details on climate, meteorology, atmospheric stability and monitoring locations are
discussed within Section 9.4 of the Tugun Bypass EIS.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Construction Impacts
The main air quality impacts during construction are a result of dust generated from earthworks
and the exhaust fumes from construction plant.
Dust generation can be controlled using a number of measures that would be included in the
environmental management plan of the contractor. These could include:
•

Applying water by truck sprays on all exposed areas as required to minimise dust emissions.

•

Restricting dust-generating activities such or topsoil removal during high winds or during
more stable conditions with winds blowing toward nearby residences.

•

Siting the construction compound away from residences.

•

Avoiding spillages and initiating prompt cleanup.

•

Covering haul vehicles moving outside the construction site.

•

Restricting speed of construction vehicles.

•

Visually checking particulate emissions from diesel vehicles and regular maintenance.

•

Monitoring odours and hydrocarbon emissions from pavement, spray sealing work and line
painting.

•

Prohibiting burning or incineration on site.

•

Monitoring dust near residences close to high activity areas identified during the construction
period. Monitoring should be undertaken using dust gauges, high volume sampling or other
ambient monitoring techniques to determine whether controls are being applied
appropriately. Dust gauges should be adequate for areas where impact is likely to be low. If
levels approaching air quality guidelines are found, more frequent high-volume sampling is
recommended.

These control methods would be formalised in the project environmental management plan prior
to the commencement of construction. The environmental management plan would also identify
any maintenance requirements of the proposed air quality management measures.
The extent of monitoring including duration, number of locations and type of equipment to be
used would be determined in consultation with the appropriate government advisory bodies.
As part of the construction for the Tugun Bypass, one or more asphalt batch plant would need to
be constructed. They would receive bitumen, coarse aggregate, sand and other materials such as
mineral filler, to mix these and to batch-load the asphalt to trucks for the construction of the
roadway. One or more concrete batch plants may also be required.
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a

Vertical alignment

The vertical alignment for this option has not been finalised due to the uncertainty of the
location and level of the proposed adjacent railway line. However, (heading eastbound) the
vertical alignment will most likely consist of a 4.5% upgrade, a R2000 m crest vertical curve,
approximately 80 m of relatively flat grade (<1.0%), a R2500 m crest vertical curve, and a
4.5% downgrade.
Two crests have been introduced to maintain vertical clearances above the bypass and
proposed rail while minimising earthworks and footprint. The vertical clearance over the bypass
carriageways would be a minimum of 5.5 m. The length of straight between the crests is
sufficient for them not to be deemed broken backed. The crest curves both meet design
requirements for a design speed of 60 km/hr.

2.4

Coordination o f horizontal and vertical alignment
Although both horizontal and vertical alignments meet minimum requirements for a design
speed of 60 km/h, the combination of the two is not ideal. The broken back nature of both
horizontal and vertical curves not only creates an aesthetically displeasing road but may also
affect the safety of road users. This is of particular relevance in the westbound direction, i.e. the
sharp horizontal curve located on a crest may not be perceived by some drivers, increasing the
potential for them to overdrive the curve and lose control. Additional signage will help
alleviate this problem, but improving the alignment with larger horizontal curves or preferably a
single large radius curve is a preferable treatment.

2.5

Provision o f entry and exit ramps
The addition of entry and exit ramps to the overpass to convert it to a grade separated
interchange is possible but not desirable from a road design perspective. Ignoring the traffic
implications to the bypass, the provision of ramps to this alignment would be difficult due to
the overpass geometry.
The intersection of the western ramps with Boyd Street would be located on the 130 m radius
horizontal curve. To achieve Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) heading eastbound would
require significant widening of the formation on the inside of the curve. Widening of Boyd
Street for auxiliary turning lanes at the intersections and construction of the ramps themselves
would significantly increase the overall earthworks footprint in the vicinity of the overpass.
Because the R130 curve is superelevated, the northbound exit ramp would be affected, with
additional height required prior to the intersection to achieve acceptable approach grades and
sight distances.
The intersection of the eastern ramps with Boyd Street would be located on a straight, but the
ramps would be skewed to the direction of Boyd Street, causing problems with observation
angles for some turning movements. This would require additional earthworks to achieve an
acceptable design. Widening the formation in this location would also increase the width of the
structure over the future rail line.
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3.

Impact o f the proposed Boyd Street
overpass
This section outlines the potential impacts associated with the upgrade of the original Tugun
Bypass alignment at Boyd Street to include an overpass. The Tugun Bypass EIS comprehensively
assesses the existing physical, biological and social environment associated with the full Tugun
Bypass proposal (Part D Chapters 8 —16). While the information provided below highlights
some information supplied in the EIS, its intent is to provide additional information specific to
the Boyd Street overpass. The study area incorporates the area around the overpass footprint as
shown in Figure 3-1

•

•
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Physical Environment
3.1.1

Topography, Geology and Soil

The topography along Boyd Street comprises relatively flat terrain with a slope of 10/0. To the
north-west of the intersection of Boyd Street and Inland Drive the slope increases to a maximum
of 15% due to ridge behind the John Flynn Hospital and Medical Centre. A small hill is also
located to the north of Boyd Street (Irene Street) where a former quarry exists. The slopes in the
area are vegetated with native trees and grasses.
The area comprises rocks of the Neranleigh-Fernvale Group to the north-west in the vicinity of
the ridge behind the John Flynn Hospital and Medical Centre, and alluvium deposits along most
of the Boyd Street alignment.
The regional geology is shown in Figure 3-2.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Erosion potential is deemed low in the northern section of the Tugun Bypass including the area
associated with the Boyd Street Overpass. Soil erosion is most likely to occur on steeper slopes,
therefore there is a low potential for soil erosion to occur along the Boyd Street alignment. This
is attributed to the small gradients in this area.
The alluvium found within the Boyd Street extension area consists of sand and occasional silty
clay. The use of these materials in structures such as embankments can result in erosion of steep
slopes. To prevent this erosion, batter slopes would be constructed at two horizontal to one
vertical, and be vegetated as soon as practical following construction. Hydro seeding, hydro
mulching and/or erosion-control matting would be utilised where required. Where practical,
hydro seeding and hydro mulching would include native seeds. All run-off water from above
the embankments would be directed to water treatment facilities. Further discussion on the
impact of construction methodology on soils and associated mitigation strategies is presented in
Chapter 8.2.3 of the EIS

3.1.2

Acid Sulphate Soils

'Acid sulphate soil' (ASS) is the common name given to sediments and soils containing iron
sulphides which, when exposed to oxygen, generate sulphuric acid. Acid sulphate soils
commonly occur below 5 m AHD (Australian Height Datum).
Information provided in the Tugun Bypass EIS indicates that soil cover to the north comprises
residual soils while south of Boyd Street soils are predominantly alluvial, and comprise loose
and medium-dense silty sands with intervening lenses of cemented sands, known as 'coffee
rock', at depths of up to 14 m. Sandmining in parts of the area has disturbed the natural
sediments and altered the original topography. Potential acid sulfate soils exist within the
alluvial sands, south of Boyd Street.
Reference to the Potential Acid Sulphate Soil map (Figure 3-3), suggest a low-to-negligible
probability of acid sulphate soils occurring within the soil profile within the overpass footprint.
This is supported by a desktop study undertaken to investigate the likelihood of actual acid
sulphate soils (AASS) and potential acid sulphate soils (PASS).
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures

The Tugun Bypass EIS reported that the potential impact of ASS was most likely in the vicinity
of the proposed road tunnel and the southern section of the alignment adjacent to the Tweed
Head Bypass (EIS, Section 6.3.1).
Based on available information it is considered unlikely that ASS would be encountered during
the construction of the proposed overpass. However, appropriate mitigation measures, as
outlined in the Tugun Bypass EIS, will be undertaken in the event that acid sulphate soils are
uncovered during construction.
Site Contamination
In 2000 an investigation of the potential for contaminated soil to occur along the proposed
Tugun Bypass alignment was conducted. Twelve key areas were identified, two of which are
located in close proximity to the Boyd Street Overpass footprint. The two areas in proximity to
the Boyd Street Overpass are:
▪

Tugun Landfill: The landfill is owned and operated by the Gold Coast City Council and its
activities are regulated by the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency, who
administers the Environmental Protection Regulation 1998. The landfill has only accepted
inert waste since 1974, before then the type of material disposed of was not regulated.
The landfill was not constructed with an impervious liner, and in some areas material may
have been placed below the water table. Groundwater monitoring has been undertaken at
the landfill as part of licensing requirements. Details of groundwater quality are provided
in Chapter 8 of the Tugun Bypass EIS.

•

Sewage Treatment Plant: The sewage plant owned by the Gold Coast City Council is now
decommissioned. It is located east of the landfill and currently operates as a pumping
station. It is situated to the east of the Tugun Landfill site and comprises two lagoons and
an emergency overflow pond, two-thirds of which is currently used as a sedimentation
basin.

Impacts and Mitigation Measures
At present, the C4 alignment intercepts the western edge of the Tugun Landfill. The
construction of an overpass would increase this area of interception. As outlined in the Tugun
Bypass EIS, potential impacts of the proposed excavation and construction works include:
•

Increase in the rate of decay of putrescible materials.

•

Increase in the volume of leachate produced.

•

Accelerated migration of leachate from Tugun Landfill to areas downstream of the landfill
towards the Cobaki Broadwater. As the landfill is elevated above the natural areas to the
west leading to Cobaki Broadwater, it is likely that leachate is migrating from the landfill.
Most of this migration would be captured in drains and the wetland areas in the vicinity,
as the groundwater gradients are very small beyond the landfill.

•

Potential to increase any harmful effects on the environment from the migration of
leachate.
Exposure of construction workers to harmful chemicals in the landfill material or in
leachate during the excavation and removal operation.
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Introduction

1.1

History

Tugun Bypass Alliance

The definition of the Boyd Street overpass is stated as the two lane (each direction) overpass on
the Boyd Street (NSW) extension to be constructed at the point where the Boyd Street (NSW)
extension intersects the proposed C4 alignment.
The alignment of the Boyd Street overpass has been designed to account for the area cleared as
part of the temporary construction access track to the Cobaki Lakes development, hence
minimise further clearance of native vegetation and their associated ecosystems where possible.

1.2

Purpose
Subsequent to the preparation (and public display) of the Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) more detailed information pertaining to the Boyd Street overpass was requested
by Tweed Shire Council and other respondents. This supplementary EIS has been prepared in
response to these information requests. Where appropriate, reference is made to the Tugun
Bypass EIS, the Species Impact Statement (SIS) and associated technical papers
The development approvals for the Boyd Street overpass are to be sought by others. This
document provides supplementary information to support the approvals process.

•
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Description o f the Proposal
A description of the Body Street Overpass is provided below. It should be noted that a full
description of the Tugun Bypass proposal is provided in the EIS (Part C, Chapter 6). Information
pertaining specifically to the Boyd Street Overpass is provided below. This description will be
further refined in the detailed design phase of the project, to be completed by the design and
construction management (DCM) contractor if the proposal is approved, further developing all
aspects of the concept design as outlined in the EIS.
This final detailed design would take into account the concept design and general issues raised
within the EIS during the exhibition period and conditions imposed by approval authorities, as
well as the results of further investigations. Consequently, it is possible that the details of the
final proposal may vary from the description provided below. The concept design and
construction methods proposed in both the EIS and this supplementary document as a solution
to the project objectives and constraints may also be varied by the DCM contractor within the
limits of any conditions imposed and the design constraints, principles and standards detailed in
this section.

2.1

Cross section
The cross section of Boyd Street at the overpass consists of four lanes, two lanes in each
direction separated by a kerbed median. Lane widths would be a minimum of 3.5 m, with
additional curve widening required on the horizontal curves to allow for (the swept path of)
heavy vehicles. An outer shoulder of 2 m has been allowed to provide for cyclists while an
inner shoulder of 0.5 m has been provided adjacent to the kerbed median, which is 1.5 m
wide. A footpath (4 m) has been provided on the northern side of Boyd Street to allow for
pedestrian movements across the bypass.

2.2

Horizontal alignment
The horizontal alignment of this overpass option (heading eastbound) consists of a 130 m radius
curve to the left, a straight approximately 134 m long and a 300 m radius curve to the left. This
curvature meets design requirements for a design speed of 60 km/h.
Broken back horizontal curves (i.e. two horizontal curves in the same direction separated by a
short straight) are not desirable. Both horizontal curves will not be visible at the same time due
to the vertical curvature of the overpass, so although well short of the desirable straight length
of 240 m, aesthetics become less of a concern.
The (130 m) radius curve will require curve widening of 0.35 m per lane if the design vehicle is
a single unit truck or bus, and 0.6 m per lane if the design vehicle is a semi trailer. A retaining
wall is required on the north east quadrant of the overpass if resumption of property on the
NSW side of the border is to be avoided.
The overpass structure would not be an efficient design, located partly on a skewed straight and
partly on a horizontal curve, with a varying width due to curve widening and a varying crossfall
due to super elevation of the curve.
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This report encompasses the methodology and results of a preliminary
cultural heritage survey of the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass which
would link existing motorways in Queensland and New South Wales.
The preliminary assessment was completed by employees o f Eastern
Yugambeh Limited in conjunction with representatives of local
Traditional Owners and the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land
Council. The report includes assessment of the extent to which areas
within the road alignment retain integrity, or alternately have been
disturbed. However, the Aboriginal community have consistently
stated throughout the assessment that ground disturbance to an area
does not necessarily affect its significance.

1

Summary
The Tugun Bypass is a proposed motorway between Currumbin in
Queensland and Tweed Heads in New South Wales. The proponents
for the project are the Queensland Department of Main Roads, the
New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority and the
Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional Services.
This preliminary assessment is not intended to function as a Cultural
Heritage Assessment, but more accurately as a means through which
to generate guidelines for a Cultural Heritage Assessment. This
preliminary assessment had provision for;
- community consultation and research; and
- site inspection and preliminary site survey.
During the on-site surveying a number of Aboriginal sites were
located. These included artefact scatters, isolated artefacts finds, a
possible midden and an area where the ashes of a local Aboriginal man
were deposited. The level of disturbance was researched and recorded,
and the potential for further cultural material to be found was
identified.
Traditional Owners and representatives from the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council played an essential role in defining and
contributing to this process.
Recommendations
The report contains recommendations in three main areas:
- To conduct a large scale social history research project through
which the community can collectively determine the ongoing
significance of the development area in its current form.
- To conduct a detailed archaeological investigation to determine
whether or not it is reasonable to expect to find further Aboriginal

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
Printed 6-Oct-05

1

-

2.

cultural material such as stone artefacts, middens and or burials
within the development area.
Main Roads to obtain legal advice to ascertain the applicability of
certain statutes across the different jurisdictions and each of the
different types of land tenure.

Scope of this submission
The scope of work in this submission has been designed to achieve
three main objectives:
•

To enable Traditional Owners to understand the site and to get a
general indication of the types of heritage evidence, the
distribution and density of evidence, and the recording
conditions:

•

To involve the Traditional Owner community in gaining a better
understanding of the project site:

•

To develop strategies for management of cultural heritage
through the design and construction phases of the project.

This report outlines the initial findings from site inspections and
consultation. The report also provides comment on feedback from
consultation undertaken within the native title group.

3.

Background
This report outlines the results of a Preliminary Cultural Heritage
Survey undertaken on the proposed Tugun Bypass C4 Route. The
Tugun Bypass is a proposed motorway between Currumbin in
Queensland and Tweed Heads in New South Wales. The proponents
for the project are the Queensland Department of Main Roads, the
New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority and the
Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional Services.
This report was undertaken by employees of Eastern Yugambeh
Limited (EYL) and a number o f external consultants who have
specific knowledge or links to the affected area. Traditional Owners
and representatives from the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land
Council played an essential role in defining and contributing to this
process.
This preliminary assessment involved Aboriginal community
consultation and research and site surveying. While Aboriginal
community consultation and research is ongoing, the initial site
surveying has been completed. During the on-site surveying a number
o f Aboriginal sites were located. These included artefact scatters,
isolated artefacts finds, a possible midden and an area where the ashes
of a local Aboriginal man were deposited. During the on-site
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surveying, the level of disturbance was also recorded and the potential
for further cultural material to be recorded was identified.

4.

Description of location
The Tugun Bypass has gone through a number of location changes
since its inception. The current and most recent route proposed is
known as the C4 and information contained in this report refers
specifically to this proposed route. At its northern limit the C4 would
join the Pacific Motorway at Stewart Road, Currumbin. The route
would then follow an alignment to the west of the Gold Coast Airport
main runway, to join the Pacific Highway at the Tweed Heads Bypass
just north of Kennedy Drive, Tweed Heads.
The proposed bypass would be approximately 7km long and would
initially consist of four lanes. The motorway footprint also allows for
future upgrading to six lanes. Entrances on and off the bypass (also
known as grade separated interchanges) would be installed at Stewart
Road in Queensland and at the Tweed Heads Bypass in New South
Wales. The C4 would also encompass a tunnel which would divert
traffic underground in an area where the Gold Coast Airport has
proposed an extension of their existing runway.
A detailed map of the proposed bypass route can be found as
Attachment 1.

5.

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the motorway was
produced by Parsons Brinckerhoff and was released to the public in
December 2004. The EIS investigated a number of values which may
be affected by the proposed bypass. These included noise, air quality,
water quality and flooding, groundwater, flora and fauna and cultural
heritage. Cultural heritage was also covered in a Technical Paper
(Technical Paper Number 14) as an addition to the Statement.
Concerns have been raised by local Aboriginal community members
regarding the Technical Paper. In the main, these concerns questioned
whether the Technical Paper adequately identified the potential for
Aboriginal cultural heritage to be located in the area affected by the
proposed bypass. In addition to this, a number of Aboriginal
community members felt that their opinions on the C4 had been
misrepresented in the Technical Paper and/or that they did not have
adequate opportunity to contribute to the EIS process.
Some of these concerns were outlined in a Discussion Paper by EYL
submitted to the Queensland Department of Main Roads in February
2005. The submission also questioned the disparity between the
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findings of the
Recommendations.

Technical

Paper

and

its

Conclusions

and

Since that time, discussions between EYL and the Queensland
Department of Main Roads have lead to the formulation of this
Preliminary Assessment process. This Preliminary Assessment is
intended to function as the 'next step' of assessing how Aboriginal
cultural heritage values for the area affected by the proposed bypass
might be investigated and how the local Aboriginal community might
be more appropriately involved in this process.
This preliminary assessment is not intended to function as a Cultural
Heritage Assessment, but more accurately as a means through which
to generate guidelines for a Cultural Heritage Assessment. This
preliminary assessment has provision for;

6.

•

community consultation and research; and

•

site inspection and preliminary site survey.

Legislative Framework
The proposed route for the Bypass would link Queensland and New
South Wales and include an area currently covered by the Gold Coast
Airport (which is Commonwealth land).
Therefore, proposed route covers three separate jurisdictions:
Queensland; New South Wales; and the Commonwealth of Australia.
Accordingly, it was prudent to consider the legislative requirements of
each jurisdiction when conducting this preliminary assessment.
With regard to Aboriginal cultural heritage, it seems the legislative
requirements can be broadly separated into two topics:
•

Procedures to identify and assess significance of Aboriginal
cultural heritage; and

•

Procedures to manage Aboriginal cultural heritage once it has
been identified and assessed.

This preliminary assessment is part of the ongoing process to identify
the Aboriginal cultural heritage within the proposed Bypass alignment
(and the potential for the project to harm that Aboriginal cultural
heritage). It is therefore considered that the procedures to identify and
assess Aboriginal cultural heritage are of most relevance to this
preliminary assessment.
These requirements, together with the steps made to meet those
requirements, are outlined below.
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6.1.

Queensland
In Queensland Aboriginal cultural heritage is legislated by the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003. This Act came into effect in
April of 2004.
The Act binds all persons, including the State and, to the extent the
legislative power of the Parliament permits, the Commonwealth and
the other States.'
Under the Act, Aboriginal cultural heritage means anything
anything that is: a significant Aboriginal area in Queensland;
significant Aboriginal object; or evidence, of archaeological
historic significance, of Aboriginal occupation of an area
Queensland.2

is
or
or
of

On first reading, this definition seems broad, certainly broad enough
to include those areas of the Gold Coast Airport which are within the
State of Queensland.
As the approvals process for the proposed Bypass were begun prior to
the Act coming into effect, it is questionable whether the operative
provisions of the Act, or the transitional provisions, are applicable.
This may not be of particular issue for this preliminary assessment,
however, the operative provisions of the Act contain specific
requirements (most particularly the development of a cultural heritage
management plan in accordance with Part 7 of the Act) for any project
for which an EIS is required.3
It is recommended that Main Roads seek legal advice (from Crown
Law or any other entity Main Roads deem appropriate) to determine
the extent to which the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
applies to the Tugun Bypass proposal, the EIS procedure and the
extent to which it will apply within the Gold Coast Airport.
Legal advice is required to first clarify a number of issues which in
turn will guide the process for the development of a cultural heritage
management plan.
6.1.1.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Old)
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003(Qld) applies to all persons
in Queensland, including the State. It places those persons under a
duty of care to take all reasonable and practicable measures to ensure
they do not harm Aboriginal cultural heritage whenever they
undertake an activity.4

Section 3(1), Aboriginal Cultural Heritage A c t 2003 (Qld)
2

Section 8, ibid

3

Section 87, ibid

4

Section 23, ibid
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The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) has a number of
measures which aim to identify and determine the significance of
Aboriginal cultural heritage areas and objects.
Under the Act, Aboriginal cultural heritage means any area or object
that is of particular significance to Aboriginal people because of either
or both of Aboriginal tradition or the history (including contemporary
history) of any Aboriginal party for the area.5
It also includes evidence, of archaeological or historic significance, of
Aboriginal occupation of an area of Queensland.6
Under the Act, it is an offence to harm, excavate, relocate, take way,
or be in unlawful possession of Aboriginal cultural heritage.7
Unlike the Act it repealed (the Cultural Records (Landscapes
Queensland and Queensland Estate) Act 1987) the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 makes no reference to permits as a prerequisite to studies or assessments.
Rather, a person must comply with their duty of care.
Duty o f care guidelines have been gazetted in accordance with the
Act.8 These guidelines identify reasonable and practicable measures
for ensuring activities are managed to avoid or minimise harm to
Aboriginal cultural heritage.
Section 23 of the Act provides that a person who carries out an
activity is taken to have complied with the cultural heritage duty of
care if the person is acting in compliance with gazetted cultural
heritage duty of care guidelines.
Under guideline 4 of the duty of care guidelines, it states that where an
activity involves no Surface Disturbance of an area (meaning any
disturbance of an area which causes a lasting impact to the land or
waters during the activity or after the activity has ceased) it is
generally unlikely that the activity will harm Aboriginal cultural
heritage and the activity will comply with the duty of care guidelines
(known as a 'category 1' activity).
The guidelines go on to state that in these circumstances, it is
reasonable and practicable for the activity to proceed without further
cultural heritage assessment.
Walking is noted under the duty of care guidelines as a category 1
activity.9 Thus the activities carried out as part o f the field component
o f this survey can be classified as a category 1.

5
6
7
8
9

Sections 8 to 10, ibid
Section 8, ibid
Sections 24 to 26, ibid
Section 28, ibid
Guideline 4.3, Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act Duty o f Care Guidelines
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6.2.

New South Wales
In New South Wales, Aboriginal cultural heritage is legislated by the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974.

6.2.1.

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)
In accordance with Section 3 of the Act, This Act binds the Crown,
not only New South Wales but also, so far as the legislative power of
Parliament permits, the Crown in all its other capacities.
The Act has numerous objects not limited to Aboriginal cultural
heritage. These objects include:I°
•

The conservation of nature;
The conservation of objects, places or features of cultural value
(including places, objects and features of significance to
Aboriginal people);

•

Fostering public appreciation, understanding and enjoyment of
nature and cultural heritage and their conservation; and

•

Providing for the management of land reserved under the Act in
accordance with the management principles applicable for each
type of reservation.

•

The Director-General of the Act, and therefore the New South Wales
government, is responsible for the proper care, preservation and
protection of any Aboriginal object in New South Wales."
"Aboriginal object" means any deposit, object or material evidence
(not being a handicraft made for sale) relating to the Aboriginal
habitation of the area in New South Wales, being habitation before or
concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by persons of
non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains.I2
It is an offence to destroy, deface or damage, or knowingly cause or
permit the destruction or defacement of or damage to, an Aboriginal
object."
In accordance with Section 86 of the Act, it is an offence to disturb,
move or excavate any land, or cause any land to be disturbed or
excavated, for the purpose of discovering an Aboriginal object without
obtaining a permit from the Director General of National Parks and
Wildlife. Permit is obtained subject to section 87 of the Act.
The Act requires people to seek permission from the Department of
Environment and Conservation (DEC) if they are proposing activities
which will:
I° Section 2A, National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)
II Section 85, ibid
12

Section 5( 1), ibid

13

Section 90, ibid
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•

Disturb or excavate land to discover an Aboriginal object, or
disturb or move an Aboriginal object

•

Do something that is likely to destroy, damage or deface an
Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place.

The Department states that input from the Aboriginal community is an
essential part of assessing the significance of those Aboriginal objects
likely to be impacted by an activity. Hence the Department requires
proponents to undertake consultation with the Aboriginal community
as an integral part of the impact assessment.
To that end, the Department has published 'Interim Community
Consultation Requirements for Applicants'.
The guidelines note that "Members of the Aboriginal community are
the primary determinants of the significance of their heritage. They
may participate in the process through comment on the assessment
methodology, contributing cultural knowledge and commenting on
cultural significance of potential impacts and/or mitigation measures.
These comments are provided through the assessment process
conducted by the proponent".I4
The guidelines set out numerous requirements regarding notification,
registration of interest, preparation for assessment and drafting and
review of cultural heritage reports.
As stated, Permits are required for persons proposing activities to:
disturb or excavate land to discover an Aboriginal object; disturb or
move an Aboriginal object; or do something that is likely to destroy,
damage or deface an Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place.
The filed work for this assessment involved a surface survey of the
area. Land was neither disturbed nor excavated. Aboriginal cultural
heritage was not disturbed, destroyed, damaged nor defaced (rather it
was recorded and left in situ). Consequently, it was not considered
necessary at this stage to obtain a permit subject to section 87.

6.3.

Commonwealth
Within the Gold Coast Airport land, it should be considered not only
what is the relevant legislation for the Commonwealth jurisdiction, but
also whether Airports legislation also provides matters which are of
import.
Aboriginal cultural heritage is legislated for by the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Island Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cth).
Airports are governed by the Airports Act 1996 (Cth).

14

Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW), Interim Community Consultation Requirements for
Applicants, p.4
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6.3.1.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cth)
The Act binds the Crown, including each State.I5
The purposes of the Act are the preservation and protection from
injury or desecration of areas and objects in Australia and in
Australian waters, being areas and objects that are of particular
significance to Aboriginals in accordance with Aboriginal tradition.I6
The significance of an area, object or class of objects means particular
significance to Aboriginals in accordance with Aboriginal tradition.
"Aboriginal tradition" means the body of traditions, observances,
customs and beliefs of Aboriginals generally or of a particular
community or group of Aboriginals, and includes any such traditions,
observances, customs or beliefs relating to particular persons, areas,
objects or relationships."
It appears that the Act does not provide procedures or frameworks
through which to conduct cultural heritage assessments. Rather, it
details measures that can be taken to protect Aboriginal cultural
heritage that has already been identified.
Upon receipt of an application made by or on behalf of an Aboriginal
or group of Aboriginals, the Federal Minister for the Department of
Environment and Heritage may, if satisfied that the area, object or
class of objects are significant and under threat of injury or
desecration, make a declaration in relation to the area, object or class
of objects.I8
The Minister may also make an emergency declaration for an area if
satisfied there is a serious and immediate threat."
There is also provision in certain cases for authorised officers to make
declarations where there is a serious and immediate threat of injury or
desecration.2°
It is an offence to engage in conduct which contravenes a provision of
a declaration.2I

6.3.2.

Airports Act 1996 (Cth)
The operation of airports within Australia is legislated by the Airports
Act 1996 (Cth). The Act lists among its objects "to establish a system

15 Section 6, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Protection Act 1984 (Cth)
16

Section 4, ibid

17

Section 3, ibid

18

Section 10, ibid

18

Section 9, ibid

20

Section 18, ibid

21

Section 22, ibid
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for the regulation of airports that has due regard to the interests of
airport users and the general community".22
The Act binds the Crown in the right of the Commonwealth, of each
of the States.23
The Act states that regulations may be made establishing standards
and imposing requirements on the operation of Airports, including in
relation to the prevention or minimisation of interference with sites of
heritage value or interference with sites of significance to Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Islander people.24
Regulation 4.04 of the Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations
1997 (Cth) states that the operator of an undertaking at an airport
must take all reasonable and practicable measures to ensure that, in the
operation of the undertaking, and in the carrying out of any work in
connection with the undertaking there are no adverse consequences
for, amongst other things existing cultural, historical, social and
scientific (including archaeological and anthropological) values of the
local area; and sites of indigenous significance on the airport site.
Further, if an object is discovered during works which indicates that
the site is of previously unrecognised significance, written notice of
the discovery must be given to the to the airport-lessee company.
Again though, neither the Act nor the regulations provide a process
through which the Aboriginal cultural heritage value of the area is to
be assessed.

7

Site Survey Methods
The purpose of the fieldwork component in this cultural heritage
assessment was to determine the archaeological potential of the site
through the thorough investigation of the Aboriginal material culture
which still exists on the property. The information gained at this stage
has been combined with information from preliminary community
consultation and historical investigations. All of this information helps
to establish the potential for future cultural heritage finds. Ultimately,
this information will assist in determining the overall Aboriginal
significance of the site.
The preliminary site inspection covered the entire project site.
Provision was made for three field days for each of six Traditional
Owners and two consulting archaeologists.
Provision was also made for the equivalent of one day for preparation
and debrief for those involved.

22

Section 3, Airports Act 1996 (Cth)

23

Section 8, ibid

24

Section 132, ibid
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7.1.

Preparatory on-site meeting and inspection
The survey area was first visited on 22 February 2005 by Mr Wesley
Aird (Traditional Owner and Director, EYL), Mr Michael Aird
(Traditional Owner) and Ms Cameo Dalley (Assistant Archaeologist)
accompanied by Mr Phil Clutterbuck (Queensland Department of
Main Roads) and Mr Elton Walker (Queensland Department o f Main
Roads — Tugun Bypass Alliance).
Approximately 3 hours were spent on-site establishing meeting points
and access points for surveying the proposed bypass route. This initial
visit was also to gauge site conditions and to ascertain the types of
sites that might be found whilst surveying. Subsequent to this, five
days of surveying were undertaken.

7.2.

Field Survey Teams
The field teams for each day's survey are set out below.
The assumption is that each person is a Traditional Owner with the
exception of Ms Cameo Dalley (Assistant Archaeologist), Mr Adrian
Piper (Principal Archaeologist) and Mr Ian Fox (Bundjalung Cultural
Mapping Project). Ms Joyce Summers does not consider herself to be
a Traditional Owner, however, she is a welcome and active participant
in many activities sponsored by the local Traditional Owner
community.
Date

Name

24 Feb 05

Mr Michael Aird
Mr Hague Best
Ms Cameo Dalley
Mrs Jacqueline McDonald
Mr Jason McDonald
Mr Adrian Piper
Mr C. George Scott

25 Feb 05

Mr Michael Aird
Ms Cameo Dalley
Mr Ian Fox
Mrs Jacqueline McDonald
Mr Jason McDonald
Mr Adrian Piper
Mr C. George Scott
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7.3.

Date

Name

1 Mar 05

Mr Michael Aird
Mr Hague Best
Ms Cameo Dalley
Mr Ian Fox
Mrs Jacqueline McDonald
Mr C. George Scott

14 Mar 05

Mr Michael Aird
Mr Wesley Aird
Mr Hague Best
Ms Cameo Dailey
Mr Ian Fox
Mr Adrian Piper
Mr C. George Scott

23 Mar 05

Mr Hague Best
Ms Cameo Dailey
Mrs Jacqueline McDonald
Mrs Joyce Summers

Sampling Strategy
As previously mentioned, a number of community members raised
concerns about the manner in which the survey component of
Technical Paper 14 was carried out. Part of these concerns related to
the amount of the proposed route actually covered by the survey. As a
result of community concerns and owing to the destructive nature of
the type of development being undertaken in the project area, a
method of intensive area coverage o f the areas affected was chosen. It
was decided that this would be best achieved through a pedestrian
survey. While the survey team aimed to achieve complete surface
coverage, time constraints and on-site judgement often resulted in
more time being spent in areas where artefactual material was most
likely to be found, such as in areas of high erosion. The survey
sampling strategy can therefore be classified as purposive pedestrian
surveying.

7.4.

Recording and Collecting
In accordance with the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife
Act 1974 (NPW Act) and the Heritage Act 1977, any cultural material
found in New South Wales, either Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal, was
recorded and left in situ. Although the Queensland legislation differs
to the New South Wales equivalent in that collecting is legal in
Queensland, for consistency of process a similar approach was applied
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on Queensland land where cultural material was recorded and left in
situ. In two instances on Queensland land, however, items which the
field crew were unable to identify, potentially human remains were
collected for a more detailed analysis by specialists. These items were
F3 and F5. Closer inspection upon return to the office concluded that
F3 was a piece of coral. F5 was taken to Dr Claire Aland, Associate
Lecturer in Anatomy, School of Biomedical Sciences, University of
Queensland. Dr Aland concluded that F5 a piece of freshwater turtle
shell. A copy of Dr Aland's report can be found in Attachment 7.
These artefacts will now be returned to the exact location where they
were found.
In general, the recording process was as follows. In order to identify
cultural material, the field crew first surveyed the area to be affected
by the proposed development. When cultural material was located it
was pointed out to the Assistant Archaeologist. The Assistant
Archaeologist aided by Traditional Owners then recorded the cultural
material.
Sites were taken to be places of concentrated past human activity with
a physical manifestation. Some examples o f 'sites' in the Gold Coast
region are stone artefact scatters, scarred trees, middens and stone
arrangements. Sites were allocated an S (Site) prefix and a
consecutive number.
Finds or artefacts were taken to be objects which are the result of
human modification or have been associated with human activity.
Finds were allocated an F (Find) prefix and a consecutive number.
Information about each find, such as when the artefact was located,
the local surface visibility (e.g. 0-25%, the local gradient (e.g. 10-20°)
and lithology (e.g. rock, soil), the type of artefact (e.g. retouched
flake, core, flaked piece), the raw material (e.g. silcrete, chert) and the
longest dimension of the find was recorded on a single-page recording
forms.
The location of cultural material was recorded using a handheld
Global Positioning System (GPS). The accuracy of the GPS during
the survey was regularly noted to be at less than 10m. As well as
recording information about cultural material, information about the
proposed route and associated disturbance areas was also recorded.
This included the types of soil and vegetation present, the topography
and the level of previous disturbance.
A table detailing the cultural heritage finds from the survey is set out
as Attachment 2. This Attachment also contains a map of general
areas of where the finds were located.
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8.

Overview of Bypass Zones
For the ease of discussion, the project site has been broken into 13
zones. These zones were chosen based on a variety of factors, most
significantly, their uniformity o f potential to yield further cultural
heritage material. Convenient markers such as the QLD/NSW border
were also used to further limit the overall sizes of each zone.
The 13 zones are shown in detail on the map at Attachment 3.
Zone

Chainage Points

Location of Zone

1

840 to 1700

Stewart Road to Quarry

2

1700 to 1860

Quarry

3

1860 to 2080

Hidden Valley

4

2080 to 2530

Kitchener Road to beginning of flats
(near John Flynn Hospital on Boyd St)

5

2530 to 3300

flat (near John Flynn Hospital on Boyd
St) to Queensland/New South Wales
border

6

3300 to 3850

Queensland/New South Wales border
to GCAL boundary

7

3850 to 4250

GCAL boundary to access road

8

4250 to 4520

helicopter landing area

9

4520 to 4750

small patch of remnant vegetation

10

4750 to 5090

edge of small patch of vegetation to
edge of forest

11

5090 to 5520

forest area

12

5520 to 5800

edge of forest to GCAL boundary

13

5800 to 6800

GCAL boundary to Kennedy Drive

Each zone is discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.
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9.

Brief Descriptions by Zone

9.1.

Zone 1, KP 840 to 1700— Stewart Road to Quarry
Historic Use and Disturbance
Aerial photographs of Zone 1 from 1961 (and 1975) indicate that
clearing occurred through much of Zone 1 prior to 1961. Aerial
photographs taken in 1961 and 1975 indicate that the first residential
development near the south-western side of Zone 1 occurred
sometime between 1961 (no houses present) and 1975 (houses
present).
During the preliminary survey a number of `snigging' trails which
reflect previously logging in the area were recorded throughout Zone
1. Bulldozing was recorded on a strip on the north-western side of
Zone 1 and is attributed as associated disturbance from a nearby
housing estate. The presence of houses around Zone 1 has impacted
significantly on the ground surface visibility and environment of the
area. Rubbish and evidence o f recreational use including cubby
houses and dumped car bodies are found throughout the zone.
Residential disturbance is at its highest on the north-eastern side of the
zone where rubbish has been thrown down from the apartments higher
up on the hill. Despite this disturbance and evidence of clearing, there
may be potential to find cultural material in some of the areas near
Stewart Road.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 1 is undulating with gradient ranging from flatter areas near
Stewart Road, to >200 gradient on the northern side of the zone.
Ground surface visibility throughout Zone 1 is low with the exception
o f a bulldozed strip on the north-western side. Vegetation in the zone
is predominately Dry Eucalypt Forest of Eucalypt and Acacia spp.
with little ground cover such as grasses. Towards the Stewart Road
end of Zone 1 the Dry Eucalypt Forest is replaced with pastoral
grasses and exotics including Pinus spp. The soils in Zone 1 are
predominately clay with some sand in the upper layers. The geology
of Zone 1 was classified in the EIS as `Greywacke, slate phyllite
quartzite- Neranleigh Fernvale Group' and 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluviallestuarine sediments'.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
Two isolated artefact finds (F2, F4) were recorded in Zone I. One of
these artefacts (F4 Flaked Piece) was on the proposed bypass route
near the Stewart Road interchange while the other (F2 Flaked Piece)
was on a ridgeline above the bypass route, also near the Stewart Road
interchange. Both artefacts were found on access tracks below
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powerlines where ground surface visibility was very high. The
presence of these artefacts indicates that the Stewart Road end of Zone
1 has potential to yield further cultural material.
Likely Effect During Construction
All vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is likely to
destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is either on
the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth of at least
lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be intermittently cut
and filled to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
As artefacts found in this zone were located in areas of high visibility.
In order to determine whether further cultural material is present,
efforts need to be concentrated on improving ground surface visibility
and gaining a better understanding of the possibility o f recording any
sub-surface material.
It is therefore recommended that, a 10m by 10m square should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
The most appropriate area to do this is the area near where the two
isolated stone artefacts were made near Stewart Road and in proximity
to the large gum tree. Clearing should be done carefully with as much
ground surface and sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage
workers should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in
operation to minimise impact on any cultural heritage material. The
10m by 10m square should then be surveyed to examine for the
presence of artefacts or any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m square has been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and 1 m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that any
archaeological deposits would be found in the top 0.5m, so excavation
may cease prior to 2m. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 5cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles of the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community notes the archaeological
recommendations regarding proposed disturbance. It is also noted that
pockets of the Stewart Road end will retain relative integrity.
The local Traditional Owner community notes the purpose of the test
pitting in this area would be to identify stone artefacts and endorse this
approach for the purpose of recording only. Artefacts are in all
practical instances to be kept and left on-site. If it is necessary to
Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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remove the artefacts to an off-site repository, those artefacts are not to
remain in the off-site repository any longer than absolutely necessary.
Ideally, artefacts will either remain on site or be returned to site where
they will remain in perpetuity.
The local Traditional Owner community is to be consulted regarding
management and will determine significance.

9.2.

Zone 2 — KP 1700 to 1860 - Quarry
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs o f Zone 2 indicate that quarry activities
commenced in the area sometime between 1961 (no quarry present)
and 1975 (quarry present). Historic aerial photographs indicate that
by 1952 Zone 2 had been extensively cleared and that at no point
since 1952 has the zone had any significant vegetation coverage.
The preliminary survey confirmed a similar land-use to the aerial
photographs, with the top layers of soil removed and the zone having
been extensively bulldozed. More recently, it appears that Zone 2 has
not been used as a quarry due to the presence of a number of burnt-out
car bodies, bonfires, empty beer bottles, other rubbish and a number of
mountain/dirt bike tracks. It is therefore likely that the area has most
recently been used for dumping and recreational purposes.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 2 is mostly flat terrain with gradient ranging from 0-100.
Ground surface visibility throughout Zone 2 is very high. The zone is
almost totally devoid o f vegetation except some Pinus spp., young
Eucalyptus spp. and some Acacia spp. in sparse patches. The removal
of layers of topsoil has exposed a rock/hard clay pan. The geology of
Zone 2 was classified in the EIS as `Greywacke, slate phyllite
quartzite- Neranleigh Fernvale Group'.
C u l t u r a l M a t e r i a l F o u n d b y s u r v e y team

No cultural material was located during the preliminary survey.
Likely Effect During Construction
Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone during
construction. This is likely to destroy or significantly disturb any
cultural material which is either on the ground surface or beneath the
ground surface to a depth of at least 1 m. Following vegetation
removal, the zone will be intermittently cut and filled to create a flat,
stable surface for the road.
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Interim Archaeological Recommendations
Although the road construction techniques in this zone are destructive,
these activities are unlikely to create more disturbance than the
quarrying activities which have already occurred. As no cultural
material was found during the preliminary survey and because of the
highly disturbed nature of the zone, no further investigation is
recommended in Zone 2.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered this
recommendation and concurs.

9.3.

Zone 3 - 1860 to 2080 - Hidden Valley
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historical aerial photographs indicate that by 1952 Zone 3 had been
partially cleared and that by 1961 the area had been clear-felled. At
the time of a 1975 aerial photograph, vegetation had regrown in the
majority of the zone.
During the preliminary survey the vegetation was recorded as being
regrowth and no trees of considerable age were recorded. As a result
o f the thick nature of the vegetation, other types of disturbance were
difficult to ascertain.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 3 is a very steep sided (>200 sides) valley with a wet swamp
Ground surface visibility
area in the part of lowest gradient.
throughout Zone 3 was low due to the presence of leaf matter and
thick grasses.
Vegetation is predominately Wet Eucalypt
Forest/Rainforest, with Palm (including Cabbage Tree Palm,
[Livistonia australis]), Fern spp. and thick Lantana (Lantana camara)
along the valley sides. Exotic grasses and water reeds were thick
through the lowest part of the valley. The geology o f Zone 3 was
classified in the EIS as `Greywacke, slate phyllite quartziteNeranleigh Fernvale Group' and 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
No cultural material was located during the preliminary survey.
Likely Effect During Construction
Construction in Zone 3 will predominately involve cut activities at the
top of each of the highest points on either side of the valley.
Following this, two bridges will be installed to span the valley. This
will involve the construction of foundations and supporting structures
which will reach into the lowest parts of the valley as well as into the
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valley sides and tops. It is likely that these activities would involve
the removal o f vegetation in specific areas which would be likely to
destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is either on
the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth o f at least
lm.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

The steep nature of Zone 3 and the wet lower areas which may not
have been suitable for occupation, make it highly unlikely that cultural
material would be uncovered from the zone and thus no further
archaeological investigation is recommended.
The local Traditional Owner community seeks further information on
the landforms in the area. EYL will pursue this as a matter of priority.
Following that, no further action is anticipated.

9.4.

Zone 4 — KP 2080 to 2530 - Kitchener Road to
beginning of flats (near John Flynn Hospital on Boyd
St)
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs o f Zone 4 dated between 1952 and 1981
indicate that the zone has been extensively and cleared of vegetation
since 1952. A more recent aerial photograph indicates that regrowth
has occurred in this area since 1981.
During the preliminary survey a number of additional types of
disturbance were recorded including the construction of a dam at the
bottom of the steep incline about half way along the zone. Earthwork
activity such as bulldozing related to the dam was evident in that
section of the zone. A large in situ concrete structure, possibly a
feeding/watering trough, was recorded approximately 500m south of
the dam. The presence of the structure indicates that the zone may
have been used for more intensive agricultural activities in past such
as an abattoir or quarantine area for cattle. A number of mountain/dirt
bike jumps have recently been constructed through western side of the
zone. Cattle currently graze along the north-eastern side of the zone.
Overall, the integrity of Zone 4 is variable but there is potential for
cultural heritage material to be located in some places.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 4 is an area of undulating terrain with a steep incline at the
northern end (>200), dropping down to the beginning o f flats (2-100)
in the south. Ground surface visibility throughout Zone 3 is low due
to the presence of leaf matter and thick grasses. The exception to this
is a number of 'bald' vegetation patches in the southern end of the
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zone. Vegetation throughout Zone 4 is predominately Dry Eucalypt
Forest including Eucalypt (Stringybarks and Ironbarks) spp. and
exotics including Lantana (Lantana camara). The geology of Zone 4
was classified in the EIS as `Greywacke, slate phyllite quartziteNeranleigh Fernvale Group' and 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
A stone artefact scatter was located in Zone 4 in a bald, eroding area
on the side of a ridgeline which had high visibility. This artefact
scatter was named as Site 1 and included the finds F l , F8, F9, F10,
F l 1 and F12.
Two chalcedony artefacts (F6 and F7) were also located to the south
o f Site 1. These artefacts were named Site 4 and were located in a
bald, eroding area at the beginning of the flats.
Likely Effect During Construction
Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
o f at least 1m. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
Artefacts recorded in this zone were found in areas of high visibility.
In order to determine whether further cultural material is present,
efforts need to be concentrated on improving ground surface visibility
and gaining a better understanding whether these artefacts continue
into the sub-surface.
It is therefore recommended that, one 10m by 10m square should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
The most appropriate area for the square is on one of the two knolls
above where the artefact scatters were located. Clearing should be
done carefully with as much ground surface and sub-surface integrity
retained. Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times to
minimise impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m
square should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of
artefacts or any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m square has been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and 1 m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that any
archaeological deposits would be found in the top 0.5m, so excavation
may cease prior to 2m. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 10cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
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examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles of the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
interim recommendation and in addition recommends that whilst
working in the area, Traditional Owners continue a brief search (say,
for a few hours) in the zone beyond the excavation area.

9.5.

Zone 5 - 2530 to 3300 flat (near John Flynn Hospital
on Boyd St) to Queensland/New South Wales border
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historic aerial photographs of Zone 5 taken in 1961, 1975 and 1981
indicate that some vegetation remained in situ in the northern part of
the zone in 1961 but that by 1975 Zone 5 had been clear-felled. The
1975 aerial photograph also indicates that in 1975 the northern part of
Zone 5 was covered by a number of access tracks, fences and roads.
The 1981 aerial photograph indicates that some regrowth occurred in
patches of the zone between 1975 and 1981.
A cadastral map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3 Areas of Potential
Landfill
and
that the
Tugun
Contamination)
suggests
Decommissioned Sewage Treatment Plant were located adjacent to
Zone 5. The 1975 and 1981 aerial photographs, however, show that
these activities also extended into the southern part of the zone itself.
During the preliminary survey, fill was recorded in the northern end of
the zone. The fill included pieces of ceramic and glass. An extensive
complex of artificial drains and contours with spoil from drains were
recorded towards the southerly end of the zone. Cattle were grazing
throughout the zone and some slashing was also occurring in parts of
the zone closest to Boyd Street. Overall, the integrity o f Zone 5 is
likely to be low, although some areas in the middle of the zone have
only minor disturbance.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 5 is a flat with gradient 0-2°and is of low elevation. Ground
visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally low. Vegetation
is predominately Freshwater Wetlands/Dry Eucalypt Forest vegetation
including Bungwall Fern (Blechrtum indicum), Paperbark Tea-tree
(Melaleuca quinquenervia) and Grey Gums (Eucalyptus biturbinata).
Soils in Zone 5 can be classified as beach and dune sand plain
deposits. The geology of Zone 5 was classified in the EIS as 'River
gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A
groundwater map included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing
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Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing groundwater levels in the
southern end of Zone 5 are approximately 2.5m AHD.
C u l t u r a l M a t e r i a l F o u n d by s u r v e y team

A possible isolated stone artefact, F13, was found in the spoil from a
large artificial drain. The find was made in an area of high ground
surface visibility.
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
o f at least 1 m. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

Members of the local Aboriginal community have indicated that
Aboriginal burials may be present in this area. Burials are known to
have been located in other sandy soils in the Gold Coast (e.g.
Broadbeach burials) region. It is therefore necessary to gain a better
understanding of the preservation conditions and disturbance of any
sub-surface cultural material including burials in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m squares
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, four
trenches (two in each of the 10m by 10m squares) should be dug using
a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m squares. The trenches should be
between 80cm and lm wide and should be dug to a depth of no more
than 2m. It is likely that excavation will hit groundwater before 2m
and if this occurs then excavation should cease. The backhoe should
remove layers from the trenches in 20cm deep excavation units.
Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times whilst the
backhoe is in operation to examine each of the layers as they are
excavated. Once the backhoe has reached a depth at which no further
cultural material is likely to be found, the side profiles of the trenches
should be examined for the presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs.
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9.6.

Zone 6— KP 3300 to 3850 — Queensland/New South
Wales border to GCAL boundary
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historic aerial photographs of Zone 6 suggest that most of the zone
was cleared prior to 1952. A cadastral map included in the EIS
(Figure 8.3 Areas of Potential Contamination) suggests that the Tugun
Landfill and Decommissioned Sewage Treatment Plant were located
adjacent to Zone 6 and that they did not extend into New South Wales.
The 1975 and 1981 aerial photographs, however, show that these
activities and/or the disturbance related to these activities also
extended into the northern part of Zone 6.
During the preliminary survey some recent clearing along access
roads and paths was recorded. Cleared areas and a number of
artificial drainage systems were also recorded. However, some areas
o f extensive and established vegetation were noted and these areas
may retain some integrity.
L a n d f o r m s a n d C u r r e n t Condition

Zone 6 is a flat with gradient 0-2'and is of low elevation. Ground
visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally low. Vegetation
is primarily Banksia spp. and Eucalyptus spp. including Scribbly
Gums (Eucalyptus racemosa).
This vegetation becomes more
widespread and thick towards the airport boundary. Areas which have
previously been cleared are now covered in thick pastoral grasses.
Soils in Zone 6 can be classified as beach and dune sand plain
deposits. The geology of Zone 6 was classified in the EIS as 'River
gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A
groundwater map included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing
Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing groundwater levels in
Zone 6 range from 2-4m AHD.
C u l t u r a l M a t e r i a l F o u n d b y s u r v e y team

No cultural material was located in Zone 6, however, a nearby site
was pointed out to the field crew. Mrs Jackie McDonald and Mr Ian
Fox had located the site in previous visits to the area. The site was
named Site 6 and consisted of a scatter of whelk, cockle and oyster
shells and stone artefacts including and at least one flaked piece. The
objects were found on a sandy track running along one of the northwestern boundaries of the Gold Coast Airport land in an area of high
ground surface visibility. The site was most likely to have been
uncovered by vehicle activity on the track.
Likely Effect During Construction
Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
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either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
of at least lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
From the point of view of the local Traditional Owners, Zones 6 and 7
are particularly sensitive parts of the proposed alignment.
Community knowledge indicates that this area has high potential for
burials.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the interim
archaeological recommendations set out below and in response has
recommended that historical research be conducted for this area prior
to the conduct of any on-site archaeological work.
It is also noted that there are conversational accounts of a 'paupers
cemetery' existing in this area which was used predominantly for
Aboriginal people. Accounts indicate that the burials occurred in this
area owing to its significance to the local community.
Depending on the results of the historical research, archaeological
study may then follow. Ideally, the Traditional Owner community do
not want any disturbance of the area.
For the sake of completeness the local Traditional Owners require
access to Gold Coast Airport land outside the alignment area. Most
particularly there is a tower which, locals say up until recently had a
wooden fence. Community knowledge asserts that there is a midden
adjacent to this tower.
With regard to archaeological work burials are known to have been
located in other sandy soils in the Gold Coast (such as the Broadbeach
burials) region. As this area also has sandy soils, it is necessary to
gain a better understanding o f the preservation conditions and
disturbance of any sub-surface cultural material including burials in
this zone.
It is therefore recommended that two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m squares
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence o f artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, four
trenches (two in each of the 10m by 10m squares) should be dug using
a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m squares. The trenches should be
between 80cm and lm wide and should be dug to a depth of no more
than 2m. It is likely that excavation will hit groundwater before 2m
and if this occurs then excavation should cease. The backhoe should
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remove layers from the trenches in 20cm deep excavation units.
Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times whilst the
backhoe is in operation to examine each of the layers as they are
excavated. Once the backhoe has reached a depth at which no further
cultural material is likely to be found, the side profiles of the trenches
should be examined for the presence of artefacts.

9.7.

Zone 7 - 3850 850 to 4250 — GCAL boundary to
access road
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of Zone 7 suggest that most of the zone
was cleared prior to 1961. The 1981 aerial photograph suggests that
the area directly to the north of Zone 7 may have been bulldozed. In
addition, aerial photographs of the area in 1961, 1975 and 1981 show
Zone 7 as being covered by a number of access tracks. A cadastral
map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3 Areas o f Potential
Contamination) suggests that an airport dump site is located in Zone 7
and that a sand dredging operation occurred to the south.
During the preliminary survey some cleared areas and a number of
artificial drainage systems and drainage pools were recorded.
Rubbish, such as empty bottles and slabs of concrete were located.
This material is likely to relate to the previous use of the area as an
airport rubbish dump. Evidence of bulldozing was found in areas near
where rubbish was dumped. An observation tower was located
approximately half way along the route. A number of access tracks
were recorded in an around the airport dump sites and the observation
tower. Vegetation was predominately regrowth, however, some larger
trees remain in situ, indicating that integrity may remain in places.
L a n d f o r m s a n d C u r r e n t Condition

Zone 7 is a flat with gradient 0-2'and is of low elevation. Ground
visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally low. Vegetation
in Zone 7 included Banksia and Eucalyptus spp. including some old
Scribbly Gums (Eucalyptus racemosa) and Midyim (Austromyrtus
dulcis) which is Aboriginal food plant. Soils in Zone 7 can be
classified as beach and dune sand plain deposits. The geology of
Zone 7 was classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'.
A groundwater map
included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels)
indicates that existing groundwater levels in Zone 7 range from 1.52m AHD.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
No cultural material was located during the preliminary survey.
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L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
o f at least lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

From the point of view of the local Traditional Owners, Zones 6 and 7
are particularly sensitive parts of the proposed alignment.
Community knowledge indicates that this area has high potential for
burials.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the interim
archaeological recommendations set out below and in response has
recommended that historical research be conducted for this area prior
to the conduct of any on-site archaeological work.
It is also noted that there are conversational accounts of a "paupers'
cemetery" existing in this area which was used predominantly for
Aboriginal people. Accounts indicate that the burials occurred in this
area owing to its significance to the local community.
Depending on the results of the historical research, archaeological
study may then follow. Ideally, the Traditional Owner community do
not want any disturbance of the area.
For the sake of completeness the local Traditional Owners require
access to Gold Coast Airport land outside the alignment area. Most
particularly there is a tower which, locals say up until recently had a
wooden fence. Community knowledge asserts that there is a midden
adjacent to this tower.
With regard to archaeological work burials are known to have been
located in other sandy soils in the Gold Coast (such as the Broadbeach
burials) region. As such, it is necessary to gain a better understanding
o f the preservation conditions and disturbance of any sub-surface
cultural material including burials in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to ensure that no
cultural material is destroyed or to stop the backhoe if cultural
material is found. The 10m by 10m squares should then be surveyed
to examine for the presence of artefacts or any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, four
trenches (two in each of the 10m by 10m squares) should be dug using
a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m squares. The trenches should be
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between 80cm and l m wide and should be dug to a depth o f no more
than 2m. It is likely that excavation will hit groundwater before 2m
and if this occurs then excavation should cease. The backhoe should
remove layers from the trenches in 20cm deep excavation units.
Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times whilst the
backhoe is in operation to examine each of the layers as they are
excavated. Once the backhoe has reached a depth at which no further
cultural material is likely to be found, the side profiles o f the trenches
should be examined for the presence of artefacts.

9.8.

Zone 8 — KP 4250 to 4520 - Helicopter Landing Area
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historic aerial photographs of Zone 8 indicate that in 1961 the area
had been cleared and that two access tracks had been made at either
end of the zone boundaries. In an aerial photograph from 1975 these
access tracks remained and the surface of the zone had been altered,
leaving a sandy layer on the surface. It is unclear from the 1975
photograph whether the sand layer had been exposed or was fill. A
cadastral map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3 Areas o f Potential
Contamination) suggests that a sandmining/sand dredging operation
occurred in Zone 8.
During the preliminary survey, Zone 8 was recorded as being clearfelled and as having evidence of regular mowing/slashing o f the
vegetation present. The area was likely to have been levelled,
possibly using fill. Overall the integrity of Zone 8 is unclear as it is
not possible to ascertain whether the current ground surface is original
or fill.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 8 is a flat with gradient 0-2'and is o f low elevation. Ground
visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally fair. Vegetation
in Zone 8 included Midyim (Austromyrtus dulcis) plants as well as
other grasses to approximately 30cm. Soils in Zone 8 can be
classified as beach and dune sand plain deposits. The geology of
Zone 8 was classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'.
A groundwater map
included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels)
indicates that existing groundwater levels in Zone 8 range from 11.5m AHD.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
A single artefact (F34) was found in Zone 8. This artefact is part of
Site 12 which is an artefact scatter which extends across Zones 8, 9
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and 10. Site 12 is likely to be the same stone artefact scatter identified
by Collins (1999) and Hall (1990).
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
o f less than lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

The presence of an artefact suggests that despite high levels of
disturbance cultural material may remain in situ in Zone 8. Zone 8 is
in proximity to known midden and artefact deposits and the National
Estate area and also to further cultural material recorded in Zones 9
and 10. Further, burials are known to have been located in other
sandy soils in the Gold Coast (e.g. Broadbeach burials) region. The
combination of these factors suggest it is necessary to gain a better
understanding of the preservation conditions and disturbance of any
sub-surface cultural material in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that, a 10m by 10m square should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m square
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m square has been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and l m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that
excavation will hit groundwater before 2m and if this occurs then
excavation should cease. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 20cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles of the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs. It is noted that even though the area
seems to be disturbed, the archaeological investigation as detailed
above will provide valuable insight into whether or not it is reasonable
to expect to find subsurface areas with integrity. This will in turn
inform the Traditional Owner community as to the reasonable
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expectations for finding stone materials or intact middens and or
burials.

9.9.

Zone 9 — KP 4520 to 4750 - small patch of remnant
vegetation
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs suggest that in 1961 Zone 9 had some
vegetation through at least the part of the zone. By 1975 another
aerial photograph shows that much of the vegetation present in 1961
had been removed, although a low ground cover possibly remained in
situ. From the 1981 aerial photograph Zone 9 appears to have lost all
Both the 1961 and 1975 aerial
vegetation or groundcover.
photographs show access tracks running along the eastern and western
side of the zone. A cadastral map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3
Areas of Potential Contamination) suggests that a sandmining/sand
dredging operation next to Zone 9 in Zone 8 as well as to the northeast through Zone 10.
During the preliminary survey vegetation through Zone 9 was
recorded as possibly being regrowth. A number of long circular sandy
depressions with no vegetation were located. These areas were
identified as being possible previous sandmining sites. The northern
side of Zone 9 which backs onto Zone 8 was currently being used by
the airport as a dump for 'green waste'. There was some associated
bulldozing/disturbance from vehicles dumping waste. Two large fox
burrows (one in current use) were located on the eastern side of Zone
9. Access tracks run along the eastern and western sides of the zone
and there is some vehicle disturbance associated with these tracks.
Overall the integrity o f Zone 9 is unclear as it is not possible to
ascertain to what extent the current ground surface has been disturbed,
however the presence of some artefacts may indicate that some
integrity remains.
L a n d f o r m s a n d C u r r e n t Condition

Zone 9 is mostly flat with gradient 0-2° and is of low elevation.
Ground visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally high.
Vegetation in Zone 9 was restricted to remnant vegetation to
approximately 4m, mainly Wallum Heath type shrubs and Casuarinas.
No significant ground cover such as grasses or climbers were present.
Soils in Zone 9 can be classified as beach and dune sand plain
deposits. The geology of Zone 9 was classified in the EIS as 'River
gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A
groundwater map included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing
Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing groundwater levels in
Zone 9 range from 0.5-1m AHD.
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Cultural Material Found by survey team
17 stone artefacts (F16-F29, F31-F33) and a piece o f oyster shell
(F30) were recorded in Zone 9. This is likely to be an extension of
Site 12 which commenced in Zone 8. The artefacts in Zone 9 were
found in areas of high ground visibility in between vegetation and on
the access track which runs along the eastern edge of Zone 9. Site 12
is likely to be the same stone artefact scatter identified by Collins
(1999) and Hall (1990).
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
o f at least lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

The presence of a large number of artefacts suggests that despite
disturbance, cultural material may remain in situ in Zone 9. Zone 9 is
in proximity to known midden and artefact deposits in the nearby
National Estate. Also, burials are known to have been located in other
sandy soils in the Gold Coast (e.g. Broadbeach burials) region. The
combination of these factors suggest that it is necessary to gain a
better understanding of the preservation conditions and disturbance of
any sub-surface cultural material in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that two trenches approximately 80cm to
l m wide and should be dug in Zone 9 to a depth of no more than 2m
using a backhoe. It is likely that excavation will hit ground water
prior to 2m and if this occurs excavation should cease. The backhoe
should remove layers from the trenches in 20cm deep excavation
units. Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times whilst
the backhoe is in operation to examine each of the layers as they are
excavated. Once the backhoe reaches an appropriate depth the side
profiles of the trenches should be examined for the presence of
artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs. It is noted that even though the area
seems to be disturbed, the archaeological investigation as detailed
above will provide valuable insight into whether or not it is reasonable
to expect to find subsurface areas with integrity. This will in turn
inform the Traditional Owner community as to the reasonable
expectations for finding stone materials or intact middens and or
burials.
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9.10. Zone 10 — KP 4750 to 5090 — edge of small patch of
vegetation to edge of forest
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historic photographs of Zone 10 show that by 1961 much o f the
vegetation had been removed, possibly leaving some lower ground
cover. In 1961 an artificial drain runs through the zone and out into
the Cobaki wetlands. In a 1975 aerial photograph the same drain was
present. In the 1975 aerial photograph, all vegetation had been
removed revealing a soil layer. It is possible that this layer was fill.
.
By 1975 a number of access tracks were also present in and around
the zone. A cadastral map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3 Areas of
Potential Contamination) suggests that a sandmining/sand dredging
operation occurred in Zone 10 and that that activity continued from
Zone 10 south to the Cobaki.
During the preliminary survey Zone 10 was recorded as being clearfelled and as having evidence of regular mowing/slashing o f the
vegetation present, particularly in the west. The large drain present in
the earlier aerial photographs was present, as were access roads
around and through the zone. The eastern end of Zone 10 is likely to
retain some integrity as evidenced by the presence of some large tree
roots in situ.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 10 is flat with gradient 0-2° and is of low elevation. Ground
visibility varies throughout the zone but is generally fair. Vegetation
in Zone 10 is limited to sparse ground cover and Wallum Heath type
shrubs to approximately 1.5m. Soils in Zone 10 can be classified as
beach and dune sand plain deposits. The geology of Zone 10 was
classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary
alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A groundwater map included in the EIS
(Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing
groundwater levels in Zone 10 range from 1.5-1m AHD.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
Site 12 extended across Zone 8 and 9 and continued into Zone 10 with
a further 2 stone artefacts (F14, F15) being identified. The artefacts
were found in areas of high ground visibility. Site 12 is likely to be
the same or be remnants of stone artefact scatters identified by Collins
(1999) and Hall (1990).
Likely Effect During Construction
Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
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o f less than lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
The presence of artefacts suggests that despite high levels of
disturbance, cultural material may remain in situ. In addition to this,
Zone 10 is in proximity to known midden and artefact deposits in the
National Estate and to further cultural material recorded in Zone 9.
Also, burials are known to have been located in other sandy soils in
the Gold Coast (e.g. Broadbeach burials) region. The combination of
these factors suggest that it is necessary to improve surface visibility
and to gain a better understanding o f the preservation conditions and
disturbance of any sub-surface cultural material in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that, a 10m by 10m square should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m square
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m square has been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and 1 m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that
excavation will hit groundwater before 2m and if this occurs then
excavation should cease. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 20cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles of the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs. It is noted that even though the area
seems to be disturbed, the archaeological investigation as detailed
above will provide valuable insight into whether or not it is reasonable
to expect to find subsurface areas with integrity. This will in turn
inform the Traditional Owner community as to the reasonable
expectations for finding stone materials or intact middens and or
burials.
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9.11. Zone 11 — KP 5090 to 5520 - Forest Area
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of the Zone 11 show that the western end
of the zone had intact vegetation in both 1961 and 1975. By the time
the 1961 photograph had been taken the eastern end of the zone had
been cleared. In 1975 minimal regrowth had occurred in the eastern
end but by 1981 significant regrowth had occurred.
Aerial
photographs of Zone 11 from 1961, 1975 and 1981 show that the area
underwent very little change during these years and that disturbance
was generally low. A cadastral map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3
Areas of Potential Contamination) suggests that a sandmining/sand
dredging operation occurred to the south of Zone 11 in the Cobaki
wetland.
During the preliminary survey some mounds/contours were located on
the edge of the forested section about half way along the zone. An
origin for these mounds was unclear but may have related to
sandmining/sand dredging activities. The eastern end zone was
inundated with water at one point indicating that it was low lying and
possibly affected by tidal activities or rainfall.
L a n d f o r m s a n d C u r r e n t Condition

Zone 11 was generally flat with gradient 0-2° and of low elevation.
Ground visibility was very low through the zone. Vegetation was
extensive and thick, almost impenetrable in places and was mainly
Freshwater Wetlands and some Dry Eucalypt Forest including
Paperbark Tea-trees (Melaleuca quinquenervia). Soils in Zone 11 can
be classified as beach and dune sand plain deposits. The geology of
Zone 11 was classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay —
Quaternary alluvial/estuarine sediments'.
A groundwater map
included in the EIS (Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels)
indicates that existing groundwater levels in Zone 10 range from 00.5m AHD.
C u l t u r a l M a t e r i a l F o u n d b y s u r v e y team

No cultural material was located during the preliminary survey.
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

The established nature of vegetation through this zone will required
extensive disturbance to be removed. In this zone in particular
vegetation removal would destroy or significantly disturb any cultural
material which is either on the ground surface or beneath the ground
surface to a depth of at least l m and possibly much deeper. Following
vegetation removal, the zone will be filled to create a flat, stable
surface for the road.
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I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

The established nature of vegetation in this zone and apparent low
levels of disturbance encountered in the field and observed on historic
aerial photographs is significant as it may indicate that this area
retains a high level of integrity. The similarity between this zone and
the area to the west where a known midden exists is also significant.
Also, burials are known to have been located in other sandy soils in
the Gold Coast (e.g. Broadbeach burials) region. The combination of
these factors suggest that it is necessary to improve surface visibility
and to gain a better understanding of the preservation conditions and
disturbance of any sub-surface cultural material in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that, two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m squares
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and l m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that
excavation will hit groundwater before 2m and if this occurs then
excavation should cease. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 20cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles of the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs. It is noted that even though the area
has been subject to some disturbance over the years, there are areas
within the zone which it seems may retain integrity. It is also noted
that the archaeological investigation as detailed above will provide
valuable insight into whether or not it is reasonable to expect to find
subsurface areas with integrity. This will in turn inform the
Traditional Owner community as to the reasonable expectations for
finding stone materials or intact middens and or burials.
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9.12. Zone 12— 5520 to 5800— Edge of forest to GOAL
boundary
Historic Use and Disturbance
Historic photographs of Zone 12 show that by 1961 vegetation had
been removed from the zone with only ome lower ground cover
remaining. In 1961 two artificial drains run through the zone and out
into the Cobaki wetlands. In a 1975 photograph very little change had
occurred except that the drains have become more prominent and that
a structure had been placed/erected along the length of the GCAL
boundary. In a 1981 photograph all vegetation had been removed and
a sand layer (either exposed or fill) is present.
During the preliminary survey Zone 12 was recorded as being clearfelled and as having evidence of regular mowing/slashing. One of the
large drains present in the earlier aerial photographs was relocated. It
appeared that the area may have been filled with sand at some stage.
Landforms and Current Condition
Zone 12 is flat with gradient 0-2° and is of low elevation. Ground
visibility throughout the zone is very low. Vegetation consists of
thick grasses/reeds which are regularly mowed/slashed and kept to a
height of approximately 30cm. Soils in Zone 12 can be classified as
beach and dune sand plain deposits. The geology of Zone 12 was
classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary
alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A groundwater map included in the EIS
(Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing
groundwater levels in Zone 12 range from 0-0.5mAHD. The zone
was very boggy and wet perhaps affected by tidal movements or
retaining rainwater which had fallen the previous night.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
No cultural material was located during the preliminary survey.
Likely Effect During Construction
In this zone the road will be diverted underground through a tunnel.
All vegetation will be removed from the area creating disturbance
likely to be to a depth of less than lm. Tunnel construction will
involve the excavation and removal of a large volume of soil. This
area will be heavily disturbed and following completion will retain no
sub-surface integrity.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
The nature of construction in this zone would have highly destructive
impacts on any sub-surface material which may remain in situ. Also,
burials are known to have been located in other sandy soils in the
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Gold Coast (e.g. Broadbeach burials) region. The combination of
these factors suggest that it is necessary to improve surface visibility
and to gain a better understanding of the preservation conditions and
disturbance of any sub-surface cultural material in this zone.
It is therefore recommended that, two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m squares
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, two
trenches should be dug using a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m
square. The trenches should be between 80cm and 1 m wide and
should be dug to a depth of no more than 2m. It is likely that
excavation will hit groundwater before 2m and if this occurs then
excavation should cease. The backhoe should remove layers from the
trenches in 20cm deep excavation units. Cultural heritage workers
should be present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to
examine each of the layers as they are excavated. Once the backhoe
has reached a depth at which no further cultural material is likely to be
found, the side profiles o f the trenches should be examined for the
presence of artefacts.
The local Traditional Owner community has considered the above
recommendations and concurs. It is noted that even though the area
has been subject to some disturbance over the years, there are areas
within the zone which it seems may retain integrity. It is also noted
that the archaeological investigation as detailed above will provide
valuable insight into whether or not it is reasonable to expect to find
subsurface areas with integrity.
This will in turn inform the
Traditional Owner community as to the reasonable expectations for
finding stone materials or intact middens and or burials.

9.13. Zone 13— 5800 to 6800- GOAL boundary to Kennedy
Drive
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of Zone 13 taken in 1961 indicate that
some vegetation removal had occurred from around the GCAL
boundary end of the zone. By 1975 this clearing had extended to
include almost the entire zone. In a 1975 photograph development of
the drive-in movie theatre and sewerage treatment plant near Kennedy
Road have been completed and access roads to these facilities have
been installed.
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During the preliminary survey Zone 13 was recorded as being
extensively disturbed. Extensive artificial drainage systems and
associated drain spoil covered the zone including a very established
drain with mangrove community that flowed into the Cobaki. Two
large rubbish dump areas, including one at the eastern end and one at
the western end of the zone were located. Much of the vegetation
through the zone was regrowth with the exception of some larger gum
trees near a demolished house. A large sandblasting area was found
near Kennedy Drive end o f the zone.
L a n d f o r m s a n d C u r r e n t Condition

Zone 13 is flat with gradient 0-2° and is of low elevation. Ground
Vegetation included
visibility throughout the zone was low.
Paperbark Tea-trees (Melaleuca quinquenervia) and various
Eucalyptus spp., drains have been colonised by Mangrove spp. as well
as exotic and native grasses. Shell deposits located in the spoil of
drains in the south of the zone are likely to be of natural origin
suggesting an estuarine history in the zone. Soils in Zone 13 were
mostly sandy but becoming clay in places. The geology of Zone 13
was classified in the EIS as 'River gravels, sand, clay — Quaternary
alluvial/estuarine sediments'. A groundwater map included in the EIS
(Figure 8.7 Existing Groundwater Levels) indicates that existing
groundwater levels in Zone 12 are approximately 0.5 AHD.
Cultural Material Found by survey team
A scatter of human ashes was pointed out to the field crew while
surveying. The scatter was given the number Site 8 and was located
between an avocado tree and a guava tree on an artificial ridge near
the Tweed Heads end of the existing motorway. The site was shown
to the field crew by Mrs Jackie McDonald and is the location of the
ashes of Mr Bobby Blow, also known as Bobby Dollar who was an
Aboriginal man who lived in the Gold Coast. Mrs McDonald said the
ashes were scattered at their current location by Mr Blow's
descendants in 1991. Mrs McDonald also remembers that in front of
the ashes was a house where Bobby Blow's grandson, Kevin Carney,
used to live. The house has since been demolished.
Likely Effect During Construction
Any remaining vegetation will be removed from this zone. This is
likely to destroy or significantly disturb any cultural material which is
either on the ground surface or beneath the ground surface to a depth
of less than lm. Following vegetation removal, the zone will be filled
to create a flat, stable surface for the road.
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I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

Preliminary indications of this area suggest that disturbance may be
quite high in selected areas. In other parts of the zone, however,
previous disturbance may be limited to vegetation removal in which
case integrity, especially sub-surface integrity, may be high. Further
investigation in this zone needs to focus on improving ground surface
visibility and further investigating the potential to locate sub-surface
deposits.
It is therefore recommended that, two 10m by 10m squares should be
cleared of all vegetation using a backhoe (preferably) or an excavator.
Clearing should be done carefully with as much ground surface and
sub-surface integrity retained. Cultural heritage workers should be
present at all times whilst the backhoe is in operation to minimise
impact on any cultural heritage material. The 10m by 10m squares
should then be surveyed to examine for the presence of artefacts or
any cultural material.
Once the 10m by 10m squares have been cleared and surveyed, four
trenches (two in each of the 10m by 10m squares) should be dug using
a backhoe in the cleared 10m by 10m squares. The trenches should be
between 80cm and lm wide and should be dug to a depth of no more
than 2m. It is likely that excavation will hit groundwater before 2m
and if this occurs then excavation should cease. The backhoe should
remove layers from the trenches in 20cm deep excavation units.
Cultural heritage workers should be present at all times whilst the
backhoe is in operation to examine each of the layers as they are
excavated. Once the backhoe has reached a depth at which no further
cultural material is likely to be found, the side profiles of the trenches
should be examined for the presence of artefacts.

10.

Auxiliary Facilities Identified in the EIS

10.1. Auxiliary Facility A: Stewart Road Site
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of this area taken in 1961 suggest that by
that time the area had been cleared and used for pastoral activities. In
a 1975 photograph residential and quarry developments had occurred
on both sides of the site.
When the preliminary survey was conducted a sand processing
operation was active in this area. In addition, the construction of a
ramp off Stewart Road to the north of the site had created considerable
disturbance. Although an extensive preliminary survey of this area
was not completed, the recent and current operations are likely to have
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significantly reduced the integrity o f any cultural material which may
have remained in the area.
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

This area is identified in the EIS (Table 7.4 Preferred Location for
potential auxiliary construction sites) as the site of a construction
compound. Construction compounds would be used for parking cars
and machinery, storing equipment, workshop and machinery repair
facilities and for demountable offices for staff. It is likely that these
activities would have a moderate impact on any cultural material
remaining in the area as the activities are likely to create surface and
sub-surface disturbance.
I n t e r i m A r c h a e o l o g i c a l Recommendations

Although this site was not extensively walked-over, given the current
and recent operations in the Stewart Road Site it is unlikely that this
area will have retained any surface or sub-surface integrity. However,
if during the historical investigations concerns are raised regarding
potential cultural material in this area further recommendations may
be made.

10.2. Auxiliary Facility B: Old Quarry Site, Tugun Heights
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of Zone 2 indicate that quarry activities
commenced in the area sometime between 1961 (no quarry present)
and 1975 (quarry present). Historic aerial photographs indicate that
by 1952 the Old Quarry Site had been extensively cleared and that at
no point since 1952 has the zone had any significant vegetation
coverage.
The preliminary survey confirmed a similar land-use to the aerial
photographs, with the top layers of soil removed and the zone having
been extensively bulldozed. More recently, it appears that the Old
Quarry Site has not been used as a quarry due to the presence of a
number of burnt-out car bodies, bonfires, empty beer bottles, other
rubbish and a number of mountain/dirt bike tracks. It is therefore
likely that the area has most recently been used for dumping and
recreational purposes.
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

The EIS identifies the Old Quarry Site as being the most likely area
for temporary stockpiles and a bridge compound (Figure 7.4 Preferred
locations for potential auxiliary construction sites).
Temporary
stockpiles involve the collection of soil and other material from within
the proposed route and/or fill brought in to be used in the proposed
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route. The bridge compounds would be used for parking cars and
machinery, storing equipment, workshop and machinery repair
facilities and for demountable offices for staff. It is likely that these
activities would have a high impact (particularly the construction of
the bridge compound) on any cultural material remaining in the area
as the activities are likely to create surface and sub-surface
disturbance.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
The already highly disturbed nature of the Old Quarry site suggests
that the construction of auxiliary facilities in this area would not have
a detrimental impact beyond the already disturbed nature of the area.
Therefore, no further investigation is recommended in this area.

10.3. Auxiliary Facility C: Tugun Landfill
H i s t o r i c U s e a n d Disturbance

Historic aerial photographs of this area taken in 1961 indicate that the
area had been cleared and a number of access tracks had been
constructed through the area. In a 1975 aerial photograph the area had
been dramatically altered by the construction of rubbish pits, water
treatment areas and a number of bulldozed sections. In a 1981
photograph these activities facilities appear to have still been
operational with high levels of disturbance. In a more recent aerial
photograph taken since 1981, the area appears to have undergone little
regrowth and part appears to be used as a playing field. A cadastral
map included in the EIS (Figure 8.3 Areas of Potential
Contamination) suggests that a (now) Decommissioned Sewage
Treatment Plant and the Tugun Landfill were once operational in this
area.
From the aerial photographs this area appears to have undergone
considerable disturbance since 1961. Although no extensive walkover of this area was undertaken as part of the preliminary survey, the
disturbance which is visible in the aerial photographs indicates that it
is unlikely that any surface or sub-surface integrity remains.
L i k e l y E f f e c t D u r i n g Construction

The EIS identifies the Tugun Landfill area as being the most likely
area for asphalt batch plants and concrete batch plants (Figure 7.4
Preferred locations for potential auxiliary construction sites). Asphalt
batch plants are areas where materials such as bitumen, aggregate,
sand would be received and collected. Mixing o f asphalt would also
occur at this locale. Concrete batch plants serve a similar purpose as
being areas where concreting materials are received and collected and
where concrete would be mixed. It is likely that these activities would
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have a moderate impact on any cultural material remaining in the area
as the activities are likely to create surface and sub-surface
disturbance.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
At this stage it is unlikely that this area will have retained any surface
However, if during the historical
or sub-surface integrity.
investigations concerns are raised regarding potential cultural material
in this area further recommendations may be made.

10.4. Auxiliary Facility D: Airport Land Tunnel Compound
Historic Use and Disturbance
The Airport Land Tunnel Compound is located within Zone 10 of the
proposed bypass route.
Refer to Section 8.10 for information
regarding Historic Use and Disturbance of this area.
Likely Effect During Construction
The EIS identifies the Airport Land Tunnel Compound as being the
most likely area for a tunnel compound (Figure 7.4 Preferred locations
for potential auxiliary construction sites). The tunnel compound
would be used for parking cars and machinery, storing equipment,
workshop and machinery repair facilities and for demountable offices
for staff. It is likely that these activities would have a moderate
impact on any cultural material remaining in the area as the activities
are likely to create surface and sub-surface disturbance.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
As the Airport Land Tunnel Compound is within the footprint of the
bypass archaeological recommendations made for Zone 10 (Section
8.10) are applicable to this area.

10.5. Auxiliary Facility E: Tweed Heads Bypass Site
Historic Use and Disturbance
The Tweed Heads Bypass Site is located within Zone 13 of the
proposed bypass route.
Refer to Section 8.12 for information
regarding Historic Use and Disturbance of this area.
Likely Effect During Construction
The EIS identifies the Tweed Heads Bypass Site as being the most
likely area for a bridge compound (Figure 7.4 Preferred locations for
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potential auxiliary construction sites). The bridge compound would
be used for parking cars and machinery, storing equipment, workshop
and machinery repair facilities and for demountable offices for staff.
It is likely that these activities would have a moderate impact on any
cultural material remaining in the area as the activities are likely to
create surface and sub-surface disturbance.
Interim Archaeological Recommendations
As the Tweed Head Bypass Site is within the footprint of the bypass
archaeological recommendations made for Zone 13 (Section 8.12) are
applicable to this area.

11.

Non-Aboriginal Cultural Material
While it is not the intention of this report to outline or assess all sites
and objects of non-Aboriginal origin found in the survey area, a
number of non-Aboriginal sites of interest were also located during
the survey. These sites were chosen for recording based on their
potential to add information about the past land uses of the survey
area, or for their potential to be of Aboriginal origin.
The sites of non-Aboriginal origin recorded were; Site 2 Mango Trees;
Site 3 Tree Stump; Site 5 Bone Concentration; Site 7 Scarred Tree;
Site 9 Demolished House; Site 10 Scarred Tree and Site 11 Rubbish
Dump.
Site 2 consisted of two mango trees, potentially over 50 years in age.
The mango trees are in close proximity to a barbed wire fence. It is
possible that the trees may have been in association with a homestead
or orchard.
Site 3 was a tree stump located in the steepest part of Zone 1. The
stump was approximately 800cm in diameter and was considerably
aged. The tree stump indicates that logging was undertaken in this
area in the past.
Site 5 was an extended concentration of bone found on the bank of a
large artificial drain approximately 2-3 meters wide.
The
concentrations of bone are believed to be predominately bovine due to
the types o f teeth found. Other smaller bones, potentially of kangaroo
or wallaby origin, were also found in the concentration. It is likely
that this concentration can be associated with an abattoir which was
reported by Mrs Jackie McDonald and Mr Jason McDonald as having
been in close proximity. Mrs McDonald and Mr McDonald believe
the abattoir ran during the mid 1900s but had closed by the time Mr
McDonald was a small child in the 1970s. It would appear plausible
that a feedlot or cattle yards servicing the abattoir were located in the
areas surrounding the abattoir itself. Site 5 may represent a burial pit
for animals which died prior to processing at the abattoir. It is
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unlikely that the bone concentration can be attributed to pastoral
activities alone.
Site 7 was a scarred tree shown to the field crew by Mrs Jackie
McDonald. The scar itself is tear shaped, being 900mm long at its
longest point and 230mm at its widest point. This scar is then
The top of the
surrounded by a rectangular, shallower scar.
rectangular scar featured cross-diagonal axe marks. Burke and Smith
(2004:227-230) and Long (2003:15-17) suggest it is likely this larger
sheet removal and the cross-diagonal (also known as herringbone) axe
marks at the top of the scar are indicative of removal of bark for
roofing or building cladding. While this does not preclude the
possibility that the removal was by Aboriginal people, the style is
consistent with that of European settlers in the late 1800s or early
1900s. This is further supported by the sharpness, straightness and
narrowness o f the axe marks which suggest that a steel (not stone) axe
was used.
Site 9 was the remains of a demolished house. The house remnants
include metal, brick and fibro. Exotic plant species are growing
around the site. Mrs Lindy Smith (Tweed Heads Pony and Hack
Club) indicated that the house had been illegally built during the
1980s by people who were running horse riding for disabled people.
Mrs Smith said that the house had been demolished sometime during
the last five years.
Site 10 was a scarred tree which was in close proximity to Site 9. The
scar on the tree is a sharp inverted V which has been made with a
metal/steel axe with a blade of over 100mm. The tree is a paperbark
species of recent age. None of the scar characteristics or the age and
type of the tree supports an Aboriginal origin for the scar. It would
seem likely that Site 10 is one of the scarred trees mentioned in
Technical Paper 14, however, as the Technical Paper did not provide
photographs or GPS points o f the trees, correlating identification is
not possible.
Site 11 was a rubbish dump. The site consisted of over 15 mounds of
foreign material such as slabs of concrete, large rock boulders, bottles
and bed frames. It would appear that the mounds had been dumped at
various times at the site. Mrs Lindy Smith (Tweed Heads Pony and
Hack Club) indicated that part of the fill was an old cattle dip. Mrs
Smith said that soil samples had been taken from the area where the
dip was believed to have been dumped. Mrs Smith said that analysis
o f the soil found and traces of Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)
and arsenic (the key ingredients in chemical dips).
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12.

Database searches & reporting
As part o f this preliminary cultural heritage assessment EYL have
undertaken searches of databases and previously recorded sites in the
project area.
Both Queensland and New South Wales authorities maintain lists of
Aboriginal sites recorded in the study area. In New South Wales this
list is collated on a database known as the Aboriginal Heritage
Information Management System (AHIMS). A search of the AHIMS
for the section of the proposed bypass in New South Wales revealed
two sites. These sites were `Cobalci Broadwater 1' and `Coolangatta
airport gate 12'. Both sites were recorded in the 1980s by NSW
National Parks staff after bushwalkers had come across the sites. A
copy of the formal search results is located in Attachment 4.
In Queensland the equivalent lists are maintained by the Department
o f Natural Resources and Mines and are known as the Cultural
Heritage Database and Register. A search of the Queensland section
o f the proposed bypass revealed no sites in or near the study area. A
copy of the formal search results is located in Attachment 4.
Both the New South Wales and Queensland authorities re'cognise that
the lists;
•

only include sites from areas where cultural heritage work has
been undertaken;

•

only cover information about sites which has been forwarded
to them; and that

•

the site information provided to them may not be entirely
accurate.

As a consequence of this, EYL also undertook a search of other
recordings of cultural heritage in the proposed bypass area. This
search resulted in the recording o f other sites in the proposed bypass
area. These are outlined below.
The most well-known site in the proposed bypass area is the midden
complex. The complex was nominated by Dr Ian Lilley in 1987 for
listing on the Register of the National Estate maintained by the
(Commonwealth) Australian Heritage Council (Hall 1990:10). The
site was officially listed in the early 1990s (Hall 1990:10).
In August 1992, Aiken, Nicholson and Cane submitted a report to the
Australian Heritage Commission discussing the presence of middens
in northern New South Wales and south-east Queensland (Aitken,
Nicholson and Cane 1992). The report makes mention of a number of
midden sites near the project area, including the `Coolangatta Airport
Aboriginal Site' (Aiken et al. 1992:73). This midden is the same as
the one listed on the Register of the National Estate (Aiken et al.
1992:73).
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In 1990 Jay Hall from the University of Queensland Archaeological
Services Unit (UQASU) conducted a survey of the Gold Coast Airport
land (Hall 1990). During the survey Hall relocated the midden
complex nominated by Lilley. In addition to this Hall also found a
range of isolated stone artefacts and shellfish remains in the areas to
the north, east and west. Hall (1990:13) commented that these were
disturbed and/or un-provenanced and maintained less archaeological
significance than the material in the area o f National Estate.
Mention of an Aboriginal midden is made in a report of vegetative
communities in the Coolangatta airport region by Glen Leiper. Leiper
(G & L Leiper Environmental Services 2001:9) notes that 'in the
western slashed corner, there is a remnant of a disturbed aboriginal
midden, with shells and stone tools. There are many items on the
surface o f the ground. They have been disturbed during construction
of a nearby drainage ditch. Machinery used in slashing the area also is
causing repeated damage to the tools and shells'.
In 2001 Dr John Craib of Bonhomme Craib & Associates undertook
brief survey of a potential archaeological site identified by airport
staff. The site is confirmed by Dr Craib (2001:np) to be 'an
Aboriginal archaeological site' consisting of stone artefacts and some
shell material. Craib was uncertain as to whether the shell material is
in association with the stone artefacts. This site was mapped and is
the same site recorded by Glen Leiper (described above).
The company Bonhomme, Craib & Associates were also responsible
for the cultural heritage Technical Paper which appeared as part of the
EIS of the proposed bypass. The Paper (3-6-3-7) makes mention of a
2001 survey by Craib, the survey by Hall (1990) and the two sites
listed in the AHIMS. The Technical Paper also includes references to
sites found by Collins (1999). Collins is listed as having found three
artefact scatters and an isolated find. One of the artefact scatters is
listed as the same as a scatter located by Hall (1990). The Technical
Paper (3-6) also makes reference to a destroyed bora ring located near
Boyd Street which was 'destroyed during previous construction works
in the area'.
All of these sites are mapped in Attachment 4.

Community Consultation

13.
1 3.1

.

Methodology
Community Consultation provided for in this submission has been
somewhat substantial owing to both the complexity of the project in
terms of overlapping jurisdictions and also the nature of the project
site. Consultation usually occurs as a part of the general information
flow among EYL, the Eastern Yugambeh Management Committee
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and the Eastern Yugambeh community. The Tugun Bypass project has
required additional consultation with the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council and also the Tweed area Aboriginal
community. In the conduct of this assignment numerous visits have
been made by EYL representatives to the Tweed area.
The Traditional Owner community of the Gold Coast comprises a
number of families within the Eastern Yugambeh genealogy together
with corporate entities with specific interests.
Internal community consultation is as important to Eastern Yugambeh
People as consultation that may occur between a proponent and a
member of our community. The importance of consultation is
twofold.
Firstly, it provides the Traditional Owners with the
opportunity to voice their opinions on the Cultural Heritage
significance, if any, of a particular site. Secondly, if the particular site
is of significance, it allows the Traditional Owners to make
suggestions on how that site may be managed.
The process of consultation allows a range of views to be collected.
Those views may differ between individuals or families but the crucial
issue is that the consultation must be widespread and documented in
order to be effective and to reduce the risk o f opposition at a more
progressed stage of development. This program gives greater certainty
o f process to the proponent with less exposure to disruption.
Establishing a working relationship with the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council has been an essential part of providing the
opportunity for the broader Aboriginal community at the Tweed to be
informed and involved. The Land Council is a member based
organisation that acts on behalf of Aboriginal people in the region
(historical and traditional) in relation to land management issues.

13.2.

Results
There are currently sixteen people sitting on the Eastern Yugambeh
Native Title Group Management Committee. The committee meets
monthly and consistently receives information (in the form of work
updates, meeting notes and summaries of cultural heritage reports and
management plans) on cultural heritage and native title matters.
Newsletters and factsheets are also sent more broadly to the Eastern
Yugambeh community. There are currently about two hundred and
fifty families who receive this information directly.
In addition to committee members, there are a number of interested
community members who have requested to be kept informed on
committee matters. These people (known as 'corresponding
members') receive the same information as committee members.
These people assist the committee by disseminating information
within their families. There are currently 69 corresponding members.
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All corresponding members receive invitations to the monthly
committee meetings (which are open to any Eastern Yugambeh
descendent).
The Cultural Heritage Assessment for the proposed C4 Bypass was
discussed by the Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group Management
Committee at meetings held throughout 2004 and for the few held so
far in 2005. The discussions have tended to focus on the Committee's
collective desire to ensure the community is appropriately involved in
any cultural heritage assessment work and that the scope of work and
implementation of the project is adequate.
Once the scope of work for the requested initial assessment had been
agreed to, and this work commenced, information about the project
was included in monthly work updates, newsletter articles, and
community meetings.
13.2.1. Tweed Community Consultation
On 5 February 2005 the Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee formally advised community members that
the Department of Main Roads had agreed to work with Eastern
Yugambeh Limited, together with the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal
Land Council, in undertaking initial cultural heritage work. This
advice was provided through the February newsletter. A further notice
about the cultural heritage assessment was included in the March
newsletter. Committee and corresponding members have received in
their monthly updates progress o f the project (sent 8 March 2005 and
20 April 2005). The Committee and Corresponding Members have
been asked to discuss the updates with their family members and
provide feedback if they have any concerns or information to add to
the process.
Meeting with Tweed community members involved in the assessment
were held as set out in the sections below.
9

F e b r u a r y 2005

Community members Clarence Phillips, Clare Gray, Lewiana
Williams, Des Williams from TBLALC, and Jackie McDonald, Joyce
Summers and Kym Yuke as well as Ken Woodley (EYL staff), met
with Eddie Peters, Phil Clutterbuck and Lydia from DMR; to discuss
the current status of the C4 Bypass proposal, the proposed Aboriginal
cultural heritage assessment, and how the cultural heritage assessment
fitted within the EIS procedures.
3 M a r c h 2005

Ken Woodley and Carolyn Barker, EYL staff, met with Jacqueline
McDonald, Joyce Summers and Clare Gray to debrief with Jacqueline
after the field work. Jacqueline explained the areas they have covered
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each day in the assessment and pointed out the areas she was most
concerned about, where she would like to do further investigation.
Also discussed was who needed to be involved in working out how
the consultation/indigenous historical report will take place. It was
decided that Jacqueline, Joyce, Clare and Kevin Slabb should be
involved in working out the scope of this process, as well as land
council representatives. It was agreed that this meeting would not
constitute the consultation, rather it would be to determine out how the
consultation will take place.
7 A p r i l 2005

Community Members Jacky McDonald, Clare Gray (TBLALC),
Michael Aird and Kym Yuke; and Tweed Joyce Summers, Clarence
Phillips (TBLALC) and Des Williams (TBLALC) met to determine
the scope of community consultation required for this project and a
plan for its implementation. Given the size of the alignment, and the
level o f community concern about the areas disturbance, it was felt
that it is important to allow as many community members as possible
to discuss their knowledge of the area.
Those present determined that a broad Aboriginal historical study
would provide community members with the opportunity to be
involved in the cultural heritage assessment, through talking about
their knowledge of and their family's connection to the area, As well
as ensure that areas of concern to the community are thoroughly
investigated through the cultural heritage assessment. The scope of the
study was developed at this meeting.
2 7 A p r i l 2005

Eastern Yugambeh staff Ken Woodley and Carolyn Barker met with
Jacqueline McDonald, Clare Gray, Cyril Scott (TBLALC), Kevin
Slabb, Kyle Slabb, Russell Logan (TBLALC), Clarence Phillips
(TBLALC) at the Land Council Office.
The aim of the meeting was to determine for each section of the
alignment what further field assessment community members would
like to undertake. Those present went through the alignment section
by section discussing vegetation, soil disturbance, materials found and
the level of community feeling. A series of community
recommendations for further field work were formulated from this
process.
M o r e information

For detailed information on the information provided by EYL at
meetings and in mailouts see Attachment 5.
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13.2.2. Queensland Consultation
The consultation process has included both those with a strong current
geographic link to the Cobaki area, as well as the broader Eastern
Yugambeh community. Meetings held for this project were open to all
Eastern Yugambeh community members, who had an interest in
attending.
The Cultural Heritage Assessment for the proposed C4 Bypass has
been discussed, along with other cultural heritage issues and
assessments, at Traditional Owner family meetings, in addition to
committee meetings, at Ipswich, Southport, Brisbane and Beaudesert.
At these times families have been made aware of the collaboration
between Eastern Yugambeh Limited and the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council for the proposed C4 Bypass cultural heritage
assessment, the level of involvement of the indigenous Tweed
community in this project, and all community members' right to be
involved in cultural heritage assessments in the region.
Beaudesert - 29 March 2005
Carolyn Barker and Kym Yuke met with Frank Blow, Colleen Sandy
and Gary French as well as the Beaudesert Elders Committee, at
Jymbilung house; as well as with Bradley Curry at Munanjali Housing
and Development. These meetings were focused on the model the
Eastern Yugambeh Community is using to manage their cultural
heritage; the C4 Bypass Cultural Heritage Assessment was discussed
in that context.
Ipswich - 1 April 2005
Carolyn Barker met with Larena Ruska, Loren Thompson and Earl
Sandy at Ipswich. An item of discussion was the involvement of the
Eastern Yugambeh Community in managing their cultural heritage;
the proposed C4 Bypass Cultural Heritage Assessment was discussed.
Inala - 1 April 2005
Carolyn Barker and Earl met with Marilyn Sandy and her daughters
Amanda, Andrea and Anthea at Acacia Ridge. The focus of this
discussion was the involvement of the Eastern Yugambeh Community
in upcoming activities; the proposed C4 Bypass Cultural Heritage
Assessment was discussed.
Brisbane - 30 March 2005
Carolyn Barker and Kym Yuke met with Jody Curry. One o f the
topics of discussion at this meeting were the on going discussions with
Beaudesert community members about establishing a system for
cultural heritage management in the region west o f the Eastern
Yugambeh boundary; the C4 Bypass Cultural Heritage Assessment
was discussed in that context.
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Southport - 15 March 2005
Carolyn Barker and Kym Yuke met with Linda Winldeman and Trish
Emzin. The main topic of discussion was communication within the
community in relation to the native title and cultural heritage work
being undertaken. One topic o f discussion was involvement of people
with specific interests in projects with the model of the Cultural
Heritage Assessment for the C4 Bypass being discussed in that
project.
18 April 2005
Carolyn Barker met with Linda Winkleman to keep her up to date
with the progress of the projects we are involved in. The community
involvement in the C4 Bypass Cultural Heritage Assessment was one
of a number of projects discussed.
In addition community members Wesley Aird, Kym Yuke, Michael
Aird, Hague Best, Eileen Williams, Jacqueline McDonald and Clare
Gray have been involved in weekly discussions about the progress of
the project.
Committee and corresponding members will also receive a summary
of this draft report and its recommendations. Any further comments
will be included in the final report.

14.

Proposed Scope of Indigenous Historical Study

14.1.

Background
Discussion within the community identified the need for a study on
the indigenous history of the area to receive particular attention as a
distinct component of a Cultural Heritage Assessment.
While a number of community members have been highly involved in
the preliminary cultural heritage assessment to date they have made it
clear to EYL they are not the holders of all the knowledge about the
area. EYL has been informed that it is necessary to talk more widely
with the community in order to build up a picture of the indigenous
occupation and use of the area, the local people's relationship with the
area, and the significance of the area to the contemporary indigenous
community.
Given the size of the alignment and the level of community concern
about the areas and extent of disturbance it is important to allow as
many community members as possible to have input into the
assessment.
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With this in mind, Traditional Owners and Tweed Community
Members Jackie McDonald, Joyce Summers, Clarence Phillips and
Des Williams, Clare Gray, Michael Aird and Kym Yuke, met on 7
April 2005 specifically to discuss the scope of a study proposed herein
and a plan for its implementation.

14.2. Purpose
This study is being recommended as a component of the Cultural
Heritage Assessment for the proposed C4 Bypass route. The study and
its recommendations will be included with the other components of
the assessment commissioned by the Department of Main Roads.
The purpose of the study is to gather a broad range of information for
community members about their knowledge of, and connection to the
Cobaki area in general and the proposed C4 road alignment
specifically. This information will be used by community members, in
conjunction with information gained from the other professional
assessments, to determine the significance of the area to the
contemporary local Traditional Owner community.

14.3. Aim of the study
The aim of this process is to get a robust technical report which
demonstrates the level of community connection to the area.
The outcomes o f the desktop research and community discussion will
be:
•

A technical report to be included with the other components of
the Cultural Heritage Assessment for provision to the
Department of Main Roads.

•

The compilation of the report materials into an accessible
community resource.

14.4. Geographic boundary of discussion
The area being discussed is the proposed road alignment for the C4
Bypass. The alignment will be the focal point for discussion.
However, to provide context and reference for this discussion,
examples from the broader area may be included in the study. The
broader area to be considered is bounded by Tallebudgera Creek to the
north, Tweed River to the south, Darling Range to the west and the
beach to the east. In specific instances there may be need to include
utilise information collected from as far south as Mt Warning, or
examples from other coastal areas in Queensland and New South
Wales (for example in documenting the composition of middens).
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14.5.

Methodology
It is proposed the indigenous historical study be included as part o f the

Cultural Heritage Assessment.

It is proposed the study involve collecting personal and organisational
stories about life in the area. The final report would include
information identified in the desktop study; as well as through
documentation of personal stories of the indigenous (and the often
relevant non-indigenous) history of the area.
As many views as possible would be represented in the report.
The report would ideally contain, though need not be limited to,
sections on:
•

The indigenous families of the region;

•

Stories documented through community discussion;

•

A map of community members association with the alignment
and surrounding areas (e.g. where people have lived, areas
people use and what they use them for);
Community member's involvement with local associations;

•
•
•

14.6.

A summary of the local political history (e.g. documentation of
public statements of aboriginal association to the local area); and
A bibliography of all the relevant sources of information.

Implementation
The study would occur in line with the current procedures that EYL
have established for Cultural Heritage Assessments.
This will involve a project worker being employed to undertake the
desktop study, documentation of discussions and reporting. Principal
Heritage Consultants in the areas such as Anthropology, History and
Biogeography could provide guidance in their specialist area to a
project worker. A community member would work with the project
officer to facilitate the process of community discussion. Principal
Heritage Consultants would help the project officer and community
members establish a plan (approach and methodology) for the project,
oversee the documentation and review the final report.
The Tweed Byron Land Council has a history of working with
anthropologists in the region, and could provide a list of professionals
they consider appropriate to work on the project.
It has been suggested a community event be organised to provide an
informal forum to commence the project, discuss its goals and
introduce community people to the project staff to be working on the
assignment. At that time, initial appointments could be made to meet
community members. If the person collecting information is not a
community member then a community member may be employed to
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work with them to arrange appointments, make initial introductions
and if appropriate to be present while the information exchanging
discussions take place.
Meetings would happen at times and places that are comfortable to
those people being interviewed. They may happen in family groups or
individually depending on the wishes of the family. For the most part
they would happen as 'one on one'.
Set out as Attachment 6 is a list, as a starting point, that provides for
about 50 community members (indigenous and non indigenous) able
to contribute specialist knowledge of the indigenous history of the
area. This number is not intended to limit the level of community
discussion and it is recognised that additional people may be identified
through the process of discussion.
Time will need to be allocated for the technical supervisors to have
input into and review their sections of interest in the report to make
sure they are of a high standard and the recommendations are
appropriate.
A summary of the report and its recommendations would be
forwarded to the community for their review before the report is
finalised.
Once information has been collected it may be possible for work on
the indigenous historical report and community resource to proceed in
parallel.

14.7. Resources required
It has been suggested a package of photographs, historical documents
and media materials be collated as a tool for starting discussion about
the area.

14.8. Documentation and recording
Discussions would be documented by notes, as well as
photographically. It has been suggested it is unlikely there would be
any need for audio or video recording.
All participants would need to be clear about how the information
they provide will be used. As a starting point, community members
would be made aware that information provided in the discussions
may be made public unless they specifically request that it not be. At
the very least information may need to be provided to Main Roads and
other concurrence or approval agencies. In an instance where sensitive
material becomes evident, project staff and individuals concerned
must balance the potential conflict between, on the one hand,
presenting the material for broad scrutiny in the interest of supporting
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a particular line of argument, and on the other hand maintaining
discretion.
Photographs will need to appropriately acknowledge owners and
photographers where possible.
All areas identified through the review of collections and community
interviews will be mapped in a way compatible to information from
field work.

14.9.

Copyright
Copyright of any information given will remain with the individual
story tellers, while ownership o f the final documents will be held by
EYL and the Tweed Byron Land Council on behalf of the community
as a whole.

14.10. Recompense
An appropriate donation may be given to community organisations
(such as the Tweed Historical Society) for time they may spend
collating materials for the study. Those people who contribute to the
study would be given access to the historical documentation and
resources produced.
Although the payment of individual interviewees has not to date been
considered appropriate, out of pocket expenses may be covered (e.g.
travel costs).

14.11. Timeline
It is anticipated the project will some 3 months to complete. In broad
terms this would include just under one month initial research, just
over one month interviews and a further month to collate the
information and for the appropriate people to review the report. From
there it would be incorporated into the Cultural Heritage Assessment
Preparation of content for the report and the community resource may
occur in parallel.

15.
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Attachment 1 - Detailed map of the proposed bypass route
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Attachment 2 — Finds and Sites
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Project Code
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
DMR50
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EYL ID
F001
F002
F003
F004
F005
F006
F007
F008
F009
F010
F011
F012
F013
F014
F015
F016
F017
F018
F019
F020
F021
F022
F023
F024
F025
F026
F027
F028
F029
F030
F031
F032
F033
F034

Date Visited
220205
240205
240205
240205
240205
240205

Latitude
-28.15668
-28.14618
-28.15162
-28.14851
-28.15837
-28.15690

Longitude

240205
250205

-28.15691
-28.15661

153.48950
153.48900

250205
250205
250205
250205
250205
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
140305
230305

-28.15672
-28.15659
-28.15684
-28.15644
-28.15916
-28.17235
-28.17236
-28.17149
-28.17155
-28.17153
-28.17159
-28.17138
-28.17137
-28.17143
-28.17142
-28.17144
-28.17137
-28.17134
-28.17162
-28.17099
-28.17033
-28.17000
-28.17001
-28.17002
-28.17001
-28.17002

153.48907
153.48897
153.48911
153.48882
153.49228
153.50563
153.50565
153.50433
153.50444
153.50439
153.50417
153.50381
153.50385
153.50388
153.50381
153.50380
153.50377
153.50378
153.50372
153.50296
153.50288
153.50282
153.50273
153.50273
153.50273
153.50233

153.48894
153.48195
153.48168
153.48018
153.49136
153.48950

Artefact
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Coral Fragment
Flaked Piece
Shell Fragment
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Core
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Possible Artefact
Snapped Flake
Pounder
Flaked Piece
Snapped Flake
Flaked Piece
Core
Flaked Piece
Snapped Flake
Flaked Piece
Flake
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Flake
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Flake
Shell Fragment
Pounder
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece

Raw Material
Chert
Chert
Coral
Silcrete
Bone
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Chert
Silcrete
Chert
Cheri
Silcrete
Chalcedony
Silcrete
Sandstone
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Silcrete
Quartz
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Silcrete
Quartz
Quartz
Silcrete
Cheri
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Oyster
Sandstone
Chalcedony
Chalcedony
Chert

1

Length
(mm)
36
37
133
16
39
30
29
29
27
31
31
40
37
37
136
39
27
33
35
19
17
21
31
24
15
38
23
24
18
19
112
26
17
13

0-2
0-2
>20
10-20

Lithology
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay

Rock
or soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil

0-2
0-2
0-2
2-10
2-10
2-10
2-10
2-10
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

Sandy
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy

Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil

Surface Vis

Gradient

51-75%
26-50%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
51-75%
51-75%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
51-75%
76-100%
76-100%
76-100%
76-100%
76-100%
51-75%
51-75%
26-50%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%
51-75%
0-25%
0-25%
26-50%
0-25%
0-25%
0-25%

Erosion
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Found on
Surface or
Excavated
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface

Sketch
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Artefact
Location
Removed
In-Situ
Removed
In-Situ
Removed
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
In-Situ
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Previously Recorded Sites
•
•
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•

AHIMS
Bonhomme & Craib - 2001
Collins -1999
Hall - 1990
Lelper - 2001
*National Estate
•Unknown

-450
••
Source: Aerial photography data provided by Main Roads_ DCDB copyoght State of Queensland. Printed: 23-June-2005.
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Department of

Environment
and Conservation (NSW)

Your reference
Our reference

Tucun Bypass
: AHIMS *13175

Eastern Yugambeh Limited
PO Box 1233
Cooparoo
OLD 4151
Friday, 17 June 2005
Attention: Cameo Dailey
Dear Sir or Madam:
Re:

AHIMS Search for the following area at Tuqun Bypass.

I am writing in response to your recent inquiry in respect to Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal
places registered with the NSW Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) at the above
location.
A search of the DEC Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) has shown
that 2 Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places are recorded in or near the above location. Please
refer to the attached report for details.
The information derived from the AHIMS search is only to be used for the purpose for which it was
requested. It is not to be made available to the public.
The following qualifications apply to an AHIMS search:
•

AHIMS only includes information on Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places that have been
provided to DEC;

•

Large areas of New South Wales have not been the subject of systematic survey or recording
of Aboriginal history. These areas may contain Aboriginal objects and other heritage values
which are not recorded on AHIMS;

•

Recordings are provided from a variety of sources and may be variable in their accuracy.
When an AHIMS search identifies Aboriginal objects in or near the area it is recommended that
the exact location of the Aboriginal object be determined by re-location on the ground; and

•

The criteria used to search AHIMS are derived from the information provided by the client and
DEC assumes that this information is accurate.

All Aboriginal places and Aboriginal objects are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974 (NPW Act) and it is an offence to destroy, damage or deface them without the prior consent
of the DEC Director-General. An Aboriginal object is considered to be known if:
•
•
•

It is registered on AHIMS;
It is known to the Aboriginal community; or
It is located during an investigation of the area conducted for a development application.
PO Box. 1967 HersMlle NSW 2220
43 Bridce Street Hurstville NSW 2220

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
Printed 6-Oct-05

Teleplvne p21 9585 6345
Facsimile (02)9585 8094

ABN 30 841 387 271
ahims0envirommenteswoovad
waw.envIronmentnswe

1

if you considering undertaking a development activity n
i the area subject to the AH1MS search,
DEC would recommend that an Aboriginal Heritage Assessment be undertaken. You should
consult with the relevant consent authority to determine the necessary assessment to accompany
your development application.
Yours Sincerely

•

•

Gordon, David Owen
Administrator
Information Systems Section
Cultural Heritage Division
Phone: 02 9585 6513
Fax: 02 9585 6094

Dwivi
Environment
& Conservation
List al Stiek ( List • Short )
Tugun Bypass
6 Fasting From: 546312 Fasting to: 550850 Northing From
Grd
i Reference Ire g AGD (Australian Geodetci Datum) Zone: 5
I 13176 Feature Search Type AHDIS
688473 Northing to: 6187059 Requestor gi Eastern Yugambeh Limited (6402) Servci e D
Features
Stie D
I

Stie Name
0444031 Cobaki Broadwater 1

Dau
tm

G
O
A

Zone Fasting Northing Stie Features

IMS
,HL,
65 548500 6883900 F

Ste
i Types

AFT, 'IMidden

Recording

fir_Lts

Gonda) (01,IAN-80)

Stabs Valid

Primary Contact
04-2-0036 Coolangata airport nate 12:

AGO

5
6 549120

3303
MAIL AFT,hidden

OohanK
, (C1-MAY-88)

Status Valid

Primary Contact

Number of Sites 2:
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eQueens
Government

Author Nicole Hannan
File CLH/003054/File Reference No CHCU170505R1
Your ref:
Cultural Heritage Coordmation Unit
Phone 07 3238 3838

Natural Resources and Mines

20 June 2005
Mr Cameo Dailey
Eastern Yugambeh Limited
PO Box 1233
Coorparoo QLD 4122

Dear MI Dailey
Cultural Heritage Search — 32 RP112932; 33 RP112932;
RP855719; 3 RP837321 & 62 SP157643

6 RP196131;

11

I refer to your application, dated 9 June 2005, in which you requested advice on Aboriginal
cultural heritage places recorded on the above location.
I wish to advise that no Aboriginal cultural heritage is recorded on the Cultural Heritage
Database and Register in your specific search area, from the data provided by you.
However, it is probable that the absence of recorded Aboriginal cultural heritage places
reflects a lack of previous cultural heritage surveys of the area. Therefore, our records are
not likely to reflect a true picture of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values o the area.
All significant Aboriginal cultural heritage in Queensland is protected under the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003, and penalty provisions apply for any unauthorized harm. Under
the legislation a person carrying out an activity must take all reasonable and practical
measures to ensure the activity does not harm Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. This applies
whether or not such places are recorded in a official register and whether or not they are
located in, on or under private land.

Locked Bag 40
WOOLLOONGAB BA
Queensland

102 Australa

Telephone (07) 3238 3838
Facsimile (07) 3238 3842
Website www.nrm.gld.gov.au
ABN 63 708 537 636

Aboriginal cultural heritage, which may occur on the subject property, is protected under the
terms of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 even if Natural Resources & Mines has
no records relating to it.
Please refer to our website www.nrm.qld.gov.au/cuIturaHierilagthnde.xJzlinl for a copy of
the gazetted Cultural Heritage duty of care guidelines, which set out reasonable and practical
measures for meeting the duty o f care.
Should you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact me on (07) 3238 3839.
Yours sincerely

Isabel Tarrago
A/Director
Cultural Heritage Coordination Unit

Natural Resources & Mines

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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Title

I
II
-i-,1
11
l
.

" T-1
II
;I

•

1,
;
0,
71
1I
: •

•
"

Suburb

Ah You

Bilin 131Iln / Nellie

Marsden
Theodore

• Stephen
Colin

AN You

Ellin N M / Nellie

Ms

Gillian

And

Ward

Mr

Michael

Aird

Ward

Coomera

Mr

Greg

Aird

Ward

Southport

Mr

Wesley

Aird

Ward

Coorparoo BC

Ms

Beverley

Alrd

Warn i

Tamborine Mountain

Ms

Meagan

Atkins

Ms

Allison

Baas

Ms

Sally

Baisden

Mr

Sam

Balsden

Ms

Ella

Baisden

Mrs

Man

Ball

Pottsville
LoganhoIrne

.

Ward / Nellie / Sian Bilin

Cleveland

Ward I Bilin BUM / Nellie

Cleveland

Ward / Burin 131lin 1 Nellie

Cleveland

Ward

Shomcliffe

Mr

Martin

Ball

Ward

Buderlm

Mr

Colin

Ball

Ward

Hemmant

Mr.

Richard

Ball

Ward

Budenm

Ms

Belinda

Barrett

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

The basis, South Tweed

Ms

Deborah

Baumgart

Ward

Mr

Terry

Bell

Mountain Creek

Nannette

Bene

Beaudesert

Ysole

Best

Ward

Mermaid Waters
Yeeronga

Mr

Hague

Best

Ward

Ms

Roselene

Best

Warn

Shannon

Best

Ward

Chris

Black

Warn'

Ms

Beryl

Black

Warn i

Inala

Russel!

Black

Ward

Ashgrove

Ms

Elizabeth

Blow

Blow

Murgon

Frances

Blow

Blow

Burpengary

Mr

Warren

Blow

Blow

Mr

Malcolm.

Blow

Blow

Mr

Frank

Blow

Blow

Beaudesert

Mr

Lindsay

Blow

Blow

Worongary

Mr

• Carol
Brian

Mr

Cecil

Mr
Mrs

Bracken Ridge
.

Blow

Blow

Beaudesert

Blow

Blow

Carindale

Blundell

Ward

Mudgeeraba

Peter

Blundell

Ward

Mims

Bkmdell

Waal

Bundall

Ms

Hilary

Blundell

Ward

Worongary

Mr

George

Bostock

Ms

Karen

Brewer

Ward

Upper Coom era

Mr

Gordon

Browning

Ward

North Deep Creek

Ms

Marcia

Browning

Ward

Flngal Head

Ms

Lisa

Buxton

Nellie / BIlln BUM

Willoughby

Dion

Byerley

Bilin BUM / Nellie
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-L;

First Name

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

Mr

Ken

Byerley

Nellie / BIlln Bilin

Murwullimbah

Ms

Joyce

Byerley

Nellie / Bilin Win

Southport

Allana

Christian

Bilin Bilin / Nellie

Darlene

Christiansen

Mrs

Marion

Close

Ms

Cindy

Coleman

Ms

Christine

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Coopers Plainns

Mr

Stephen

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Kingston.

Fred

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Loganlea

Mr

Leon

Coolwell

Coo Well I Darramlee

Kingston

Ms

Coolwell

Coolwell I Darramlee

Kingston

Ms

Collette •
Tamale.

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Silkstone

Ms

Charlene

Coolwell

Coolwelf / Darramlee

Raceview

Mr

Richard

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Kingston.

Mr

Wayne

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Mt Sampson

Mr

Reg

Coolwell

Coolwell / Darramlee

Beaudesert

Ms

Denise

Coowell

Cootwell / Darrarn lee

Nair-erne

Roland

Cora

Slabb

Banora Point

Aaron

Cora

Slabb

Banoora Point

Aubrey

Cora

Slabb

Tweed South

Cora

Slabb

Senora Point

Mr

.

Justin

•

Last Name

_

Bain B i b / Nellie
. Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Dunwich

Ms

Wendy

Mr

Bradley

Currie

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Beaudesert

Mr

Lionel

Currie

Nellie / B M Bilin

Albany Creek

Mr

Lionel

Currie

Nellie / Bilin Bilk,

Albany Crk

Mr.

Doug

Currie

Nellie / BIM Bilin

Beaudesert

Mr

Tony,

Curie

Nellie / Bilk, BiGn

The Gap

Mr

Michael

Currie

Nellie / Bilk, Bilk,

Bracknell

Mr

Ken

Currie

Crook

KIRWAN

,

Nellie / B i b Billn

June Campbell

Come

Ms

Jody

Currie

m i n BIM / Nellie

Burpengary

Mr

Allan

Currie

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Windup°

Mama-

Davidson

Ellin Bilin / Nellie

ms

Carol

Dawney

Ms

Sandra

Delaney

Mrs

Desley

Denaro

Nellie / BiE Ellin

lnala

Denis

B i b Wan / Nellie

MurwIllum bah

Megan

.

South Kempsey

.

Sheeley .
West Tweed Heads
Cleveland

Mr

Luke

Dillon

Warn

Ms

Terri

Dillon

Ward

Caloundra

Mr

Cecil

Dillon

Warri

Nerang

Mr

Graham

Dillon

Warn i

Mr

Earl

Dillon

Warn

Mr

Anthony

Dillon

Wan-i

Mr

Carl

Dillon

Warri

Mr

Clinton

Dillon

Warnl

Page 2 of 8
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Title

First Name

Last Name

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

Ms

Chris

Dillon

Wanl

Golden Beach

Mr

Joshua

Dillon

Warri

Mr

Tony

Dillon

Warn i

Paradise Pt

Mr

David Markwell

Dillon

Ward

Nerang

Ms

Patsy

Dillon

Ward

Little Mountain

Ms

Phyllis

Dillon

Darrarnlee / Warri / Coolwell

Hill End

Ms

Ansa.

Dillon

Warni

Ms

Cherie

Dillon

Ms

Joanne

Dillon

Mr

Colin

Dillon

Warn i

Northgate?

Ms

Eva

Dillon & Family

Ward

Caloundra

Mr

David

Dillon Snr

Ward

Mr

Wade

Douglas

Codwell / Danamiee

Raceview

Ms

Marjorie

Droste

Warri

Yeronga

Mrs

Gwen

Dnimley

Darramlee

Mrs

Lathe

Eaton

Ward

Ms

Karen

Egmolesse

Mansfield

Ms

Julie

Ellis

Wardell

Ms

Enid

Errizin

Carrara

Mr

Damaris

Fisher

Ms

Selvera

Fisher

Mr

Derek

Fogarty

Ms

]

Nerang

Ward

•

.

Ballina

Fogarty

Beaudesert

Raelene

Fogarty

Beaudesert

Ms
Ms'

Roberta

Fogarty

Loretta

Fogarty

Ms

Coral

Fogarty

Beaudesert

Mr

Lionel

70gartY

Acacia Ridge
Beaudesert

Mr

•
.

George

Fogarty & Family

Mrs

Beverley

Fogarty & Family

Ms

Claudette

Fogarty & Family

-

Ms

i

Warri
.

Donna

Ms

11

.

Eddie

Ford

Jenny

Fraser

Sanyo

Bilin 311in / Nellie

Joondalup
Gaythome

Gary

French

Blow

Ms

Roberta

Graham

VVarri

East Ipswich

Mr

John

Graham

Ward

Camp Hill

Mr

Cedric

Graham

Ward

Southport

Mr

Brandon

Graham

Ward

Mr

Brian

Graham

Warn

Mr

Cohn

Graham

Warn i

Annerley

Mr

John

Graham

Ward

Southport

Ms

Patricia

Graham

Ward

Tingalpa

Ms

Elsie

Graham

Warn

Silkstone

Ms

Judith

Graham

Ward

Brandon

Ms

Leisa

Graham

Ward

Gailes
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Title

First Name

Ms
Ms

Last Name

Apical Ancestry

Cara

Graham

Warn

Dallas

Graham

Warni

Janet

Graham

Warn

Ms

Mary

Graham

Warn

.Ms

Samara

Gray

BIIln BIlln / Nellie

Southport

Christopher

Gray

BrIln BUM / Nellie

MS

Clare

Gray

v BilinBilin / Nellie

Ms

Desley

Grose

Ms

Debbie
Brian and Valmai
Withelmina

Mr

Rodney

Suburb

Sth Tweed Heads

Warri

Victoria Point

Fia9e.

Ward

Southport

Hage

Warn

Southport

Warn

Orrneau

- Hambling
Heath

.

Warni

Ms

Kerrie

Hit

Warri

Ms

Melissa

Minn

VVarri

Mr

Harry '

Jackey

Warn i

Kingston

Ms

Ruth

James

Warn i

Beaudesert

Ms

Marcella

Keams

Warn

Mr

Raymond

Kelso

Mrs

Hazel

Kennedy

Warn i

Jim

Kerr

Blow

Mrs

Debbie

Beaudesen

.
Laidlaw

FERNY HILLS
Upper Coomera

Ms

Tarnika

Landers

Nellie! BIIM Bilin

Ms

Leona

Landers

Nellle / BilM Bilin

Mn

Michael

Landers

Nellie! Bilin Bilin

Ms

Karen

Landers

Nellie / Burin Win

Ms.

Dunwioh

Bev

Leeson

VVarri

Shannon

Lena

BUM BUM / Nellie

Allan

Lena

Burin Bilin / Nellie

Lorretta

Lena

BIlln Bnin / Nellie

Matthew

Lena

Bilin Bitn ; Nellie

Jonathan

Lena

BUM Bilin / Nellie

Graham

Lena

Bilin Bilin / Nellie

Ms

Kathleen

Lena

Nellie / BUM Bib

Ms

Andre

Lena

Bilin Shin / Nellie

Joshua

Lena

Doug

Lena

Bilin BUM / Nellie
BUM BUM / Nellie

.

Ottowa - Canada

Holland Park

Tweed Heads South

BIN Bilin / Nellie

Doug

Lena

Nicolas

Lena

BUM Bilk) / Nellie

Brian

Lena

BUM Billn / Nellie

Mr

Ian

Levinge .

Warn

Chlfley

Mr

Chris

Levinge

Warn

Gaven

Mr

Greg

Levinge

Warn

Mrs

Lily

Levinge

Warn i

Ms

Cheryl

Levinge

Warn

Marsden

Mr

Max

Levinge

Warn

Pimpama
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Title

First Name

Last Name

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

Mr

Kerry

Levinge

Want

Egaleby

Mr

Sam

Levinge

Ward

Labrador

Mr

Ray

Levinge

Warri

Mr

Lann.

Levinge

Weird

Merle

Little

Ms

Rose

Long

Ms

Rachel

Long

Ms

Melissa

Lucashenko

Ms

Sandra

•

• Runaway Bay
Gaven
Riverview

-

Nellie / Bifin Bilin

MarkweII

West Chennside

Mr

Ken

Markwell

Nellie / Bain BiEn

Ms

Louisa

Martyr

Want

Southport

Lynne

Matsen

Nellie / Bilin 131lin

Caboolture

Sue

Matsen

BIlin M i n / Nellie

Ms

Mr

Ma

Keith

Matsen

Nellie / Burin BilM

Maroochydore

Adam

Mazzarella

BEM BEin / Nellie

West Tweed Heads

Jacqueline

McDonald

BEin Bilin / Nellie

West Tweed Heads

.

Ellin BEM I Nellie

Jason

'McDonald

PhItiP

Mc Vicar

Armette

McVicar

Blow

Southport

Ms

Faith

Miles

Warri

Cleveland

Ms

Jody

Miller

Nellie i 811 in Ellin

Ms

Chris

Morgan

Warn

Tweed Heads South

Kapon

Morris

Christine

Morris

Ward

Holland Park

Lorraine

Murphy

Coolwell / Darramlee

Maureen and Trisha

Newton

Ms

Bilinga
Southport

Southport

Raceview
Mudgeeraba

Ms

Rose

Nott

Warn

Ms

Tess

Nozieres

Ward

Dunwich
Holland Park West

Mr

Aaron

O'Connor

Warn

Fortitude Valley

Mr

Mark

O'Connor

Warri

Burbank

Mr

Brendan

O'Connor .

Ward

Thursday Island

Mr

Rory

O'Connor

Ward

Bulimba
Wynnum

Mr

Liam

O'Connor

Warri

Mr

Luke

O'Connor

Ward

Hawthorne

Mr

Matthew

O'Connor

Warri

Hawthorne

• O'Connor
Orcher

Warri

Ms

Patricia

Ms"

Aileen

Rochedale
Yamanto

Mr

Roy

Page

Mr

John

Parsons

Coolwell / Darramlee

Raceview

Mrs

Rose

Paulsen

Ward

Beaudesert

Mr

Shane

Paulsen

Beaudesert

Mr

Darrell

Paulsen

Beaudesert

Mr

Greg

Paulsen

Mr

Paul

Paulson

Ms

Trine

Payne
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First Name

Last Name

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

Pearce

Nellie I Bilin Bilin

Thornielgh

Warn i

Galles

Ms

Soraya

Ms

Beulah

Pickwick & Family

Ms

Leslie

Reek

Ms

Carina

Desrae

Rotumah

Mr

Deaceased

Rudy Sandy

Mr

Shannon

Ruska

Mr

Eddie

Ruska

Ms

Larena

Ruska

CooWell / Darram lee

Silkstone

Ms

Laura

Sandy

Bungaree

One Mile

Bungaree

North Ipswich

Tweed lids
Bungaree
Silkstone
Warri

Redbank Plains

Ms

Marissa

Sandy

Ms

Lena

Sandy

Bungaree

Kingston

Ms

Colleen

Sandy

Bungaree

Beaudesert

Ms

Lola

Sandy

Bungaree

Woodridge

Sandy

Bungaree

MS

Maureen

Ms

Fraulien

Sandy

Bungaree

Banana Point

Amanda

Sandy

Bungaree

Acacia Ridge

Mr

James

Sandy

Bungaree

Ms

Marilyn

Sandy

Bungaree

Acacia Ridge

Andrea

Sandy

Bungaree

Acacia Rie ge

Mr

Earl

Sandy

Bungaree •

Raceview

Ms

Pearl

Sandy

Bungaree

Ipswich

Mr & Mrs

Bill

Sandy

Bungaree

Artnerley

Mr

William

Sandy

Bungaree

Beaudesert

Mr

Steven

Sandy

Mr

Dean

Sandy

Mr

Spencer

Sandy

Bungaree

Mr

Jason

Sandy .

Bungaree

lnala

Mr

Des

Sandy

Bungaree

Moorooka

Ms

Aretha

Sandy

Bungaree

Inala

Mr

Hud

Sandy

Bungaree

Labrador

Ms

Bungaree
Bungaree
Boorxfall

Hayley

Shapland

Jeremy

Shapland

Bliin W i n / Nellie

Murwullimbah

Bilin Bilin / Nellie.

Murwullimbah

Ms

Tammy

Shapland.

Mr

Doug

Simpson

Joshua

Siabb

.

.

MUTWUllimbah

Slabb

Joel

Slabb

Slabb

Kaleb

Slabb

Slabb

Kerrin

Slabb

Slabb

Mr

Kyle

Slabb

Slabb

Mr

Kevin

Slabb

Slabb

Mrs

Lily

Steffan

Ms

Tess

Stewart

Mrs

Joyce

Summers

Stephens

Tauraki

Palm Beach

Mr

• Leah
Colin
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Fingal Head

Fingal Head
Fingal
Beaudesert

Warn

Bungaree
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Eastern Yugambeh Mailing List Membership
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First Name

Last Name

Apical Ancestry
Ward

Mr

Wade

Thompson

Mr

Henry Valentine

Thompson

Ms

Marisa

Thompson

Mr

Malcolm

Thompson

Highland Park

Mr

Eddie

Thompson

Silkstone

Mr

Edward

Thompson

Mr

Shannon

Thompson

,

Mr

Aaron

Ms

Richeen

Thompson

Ms

Loren

Thompson

SlIkstone
Silkstone
Bundamba

C,00lwell I Darramlee

Silkstone

Ms

Shannon

Thompson

Marie

Thompson

Mr

Craig

Thompson

MS

Vicki

Thompson

Mr

Henry

Thompson Jnr

Ms

'Greg

Thomson

Ward

Coombabah

Mr

Teako

Thomson

Ward

Arundel

Mr

Shale

Thomsen

Ward

Marion

Tyson

Mr

Maria

Van Neervert

Ms

Carol

Walker

r

Ms

SlIkstone

Wan-i
Arnberty
Ipswich

.

Mara
Bilin Bilin / Nellie

.

Albany Crk

.
North Rockhampton

Desley

Walters

Coolwell

Murrarrie

Les

Watogo

N M BUM / Nellie

Cudgen

Warri

Bald Hills
Woodridge

Mr

Amelia

Ms

Eunice

Mr

Clint

West

Ms

Gavin

West

Warn-

Mrs

Shane

West

Warn

Bald Hills

Mr

Leone

West

Warn

Bald Hills

Mr

Tyrone

West

Ward

Bald Hills

Williams

BIIln BIM / Nellie

Ms

Loris

Ms

Francis

Mr

•

.

Bernie

Mr

Li-

Mr

Brian

Mr

Karl

Mr

Eileen

Mr

Watego
Watson

Gaven

.
Edens Landing •

Williams

Nellie / Bilin Bain

' Beenleigh

Williams

Nellie / Man Bilin

Kingston

Williams

' Ward I Bilin 3ilin

Williams

Nellie / Bilin Bain

Tennant Creek

Williams

Nellie / Bilin Bain

Mt W a r e n Park

' Helensvale

Williams

Nellie ./ Bilin Bilin

Browns Plains

Williams

Nellie / Blurt Ellin

Edens landing

Craig

Williams

Ward / Bilin BUM

Varsity Lakes

Mr

Ted

Williams

Nellie / Bilin Bain

Mt Warren Park

Mr

Duncan

Williams

Bilin Bilin / Nellie

Cresbnead

Stuart

Williams

Bain Bilin / Nellie

Acacia Kdge
Anneriey

. Mr

•

Ward

Ms

. 71

Li

Ipswich

Thompson

•

Robyn

fl

Suburb

•

Ms •

Joan

Williams

Nellie / Man Bilin

Ms

Joyce

Williams •

Ward

Southport

Mr

Tommy

Williams

Ward J B i n &lin

Southport-
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Eastern Yugambeh Mailing List Membership

-,

Title

First Name

Mr

Alan

Williams

Nellie / BIM BIM

Kingston

Ms

Linda

Wlnkleman

Bilin Billn / Nellie

Southport

BIlin Bilin / Nellie

Southport

Last Name

Mrs

Raleena

Winkleman

Ms

Francis

Wright

Ms

Leslie

Wroe

Brett

Yards

Sheryl

Yuke

Ms

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

Sanyo
Ward

Maryborough

Nellie / B M Bunn

Runaway Say
Beaudesert

Kangaroo Point

Ms

Errol

Yuke

Nellie / Bilin Min

Ms

Cesley

Yuke

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Browns Plains

Ms

Steven

Yuke

Ward

Clontarf

Mr

Kyrn

Yuke

Warri

Annerley

Mr

Jim

Yuke

Ward

Coombabah

. Yuke

Ward

Coorparoo

Nellie / Bilin Bunn

Beaudesert

Terry
Mr

TOTAL

Joyce

Yuke & Family

329

•
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Newsletter & information
Further information about everything we are involved in is available for community
members by contacting Ken or Carolyn on 3391 3066.

Update on the Proposed Tugun Bypass
Eastern Yugambeh Limited and the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land
Council ('TBLALC1) submitted a draft report regarding the potential
cultural heritage significance of the Cobaki Wetlands.
The draft report was submitted on 29 April •and included
recommendations for further cultural heritage work, including social
history and archaeology.
These recommendations had been drafted after a site survey and
numerous meetings with TBLALC, community members and the
Queensland Department of Main Roads.
Since April w e have continued to meet with these organisations to
discuss the project and maintain our relationships.
Within the coming days w e will foward a formal proposal to Main Roads
to follow through on the recommendations.

EaStenvie
The Newsletter
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Community members make sure the EYL staff are always aware or if,
need for accountability and transparency in all the work of the group. In
the same way, it si important that the community can access information
about how indigenous resources that come into our region are used.
EYL will continue to work with the Brisbane Indigenous Co-ordination
Centre to finalise this agreement.
If yQu would like a copy of the draft agreement or would like to talk
about it further, please contact us.
Eastern Yuganabeh Native Title Group Management Committee
Tele: 3391 3066 Fax: (07) 3391 0388
PO Box 1233 Coorparoo BC 4151

Newsletter & information
Further in-Formation about everything w e are involved i n i s available for community
members b y contacting K e n or C a r o l y n o n 33-91 3066.

Family meetings
We are receiving regular phone calk 'about the big picture of noti•.

It is great
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two or three of

gain a better understanding of the big pictures,
ramily
wants
to be-involved. If this sounds like a good idea to
, i
then give Carolyn a call.

Tugun Bypass a n d Gold Coast Airport
The initial cultural heritage survey for the proposed route for the Tugun
Bypass motorway has begun.
If your family have knowledge of the area, please contact us now so that
w e can make sure that we include you in the process.
The Gold Coast Airport is also situated in and. around the Cobaki Lakes
area. Its land includes both areas listed as 'National Estate' for its
environmental importance, and areas heavily disturbed by sand mining.
Community members say the broad area is of cultural heritage
significance. By Gold Coast Airport's own admission, cultural heritage
material si located within its boundaries.
The Airport land si subject to proposed development including a runway
extension and the proposed Tugun Bypass.
If you have any concerns about this area, the proposed developments or
would like to view the site, please contact us.

Eastern Y u g a m b e h Native Title Group M a n a g e m e n t Committee
Tele: 3391 3066 Fax: (07) 3391 0388
P C 1 1 I n v 171'1 r n n r - n a r n r i
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Eastern Yugambeh
Native Title News

The Newsletter o f the traditional owner families o f the coast and
south-east hinterland

Cobaki Wetlands and the Tugan Bypass:
Please tell us what you know about the area.
As you know the road authorities are planning the Tugan Bypass through
the Cobaki Wetlands (on the western side of Coolangatta airport).
Recent media reports have said we are threatening legal action t o stop
the Tugan Bypass. This is not true.
The Tugan Bypass proposal is still in consultation phase. We would not be
able to bring a legal action even if w e wanted to.
But, several community and committee members have said the Cobaki
Wetlands are a very significant and sensitive area.
A cultural heritage assessment for the site was undertaken a number of
years ago. There were concerns with this assessment, including;
-

the lack of broad community involvement,

-

individual community members reporting that they were not happy
with the way it was carried out,

-

the report did not say whether or not there was cultural heritage in
the area.

The Queensland Department of Main Roads and the NSW Road Traffic
Authority have been made aware of the community's concern. We have
made a formal submission about flaws in the previous assessment and met
with Main Roads and the RTA to discuss the concerns.

.

Main Roads have said they are willing to work with us using the processes
that we have established on past projects, so the community can have
control over the cultural heritage assessment.
EYL and the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council are working
together on this matter.
Many community members and particularly those a t the Tweed are
concerned about the proposed road and have asked that all community
members get involved in the assessment by informing us of what they know
about the wetlands.

N e w s l e t t e r & information
I f you would like any farther information contact Ken or Carolyn on 3391 3066.
We appreciate your feedback.

Human remains found on Oxley drive
Human remains have been found on a worksite along Hope Island Road.
Negotiations with the developers have put In place a process to ensure
that all work in the area has stopped and the community have input on
action to b e taken.
In the nexl• f e w days a decision will need t o b e m a d e as t o how the
community would like thissItuation handled and what should take place.
Please c o n t a c t t h e office or a committee m e m b e r for further
a n d to let us know what your family would like to oge.^ -
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! a w e are holding a second workshop
a t The Varsity Lakes Community Centre.

W e are involved in a number of new projects requiring workers, so if you are
interested In c o m i n g along, please call Carolyn on 07 3391 3066 to RSVP

a n d for further details.

Working with other organisations in the region._
We have received formal acknowledgment from the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council about our need t o work together in relation to the
management of Cultural Heritage In the border area.
In the first instance we are preparing joint proposals for the proposed Gold
Coast Airport runway extension and the proposed Tugan Bypass.
We have also approached Ngarang-Wal a n d the Komb.umerrl Aboriginal
Corporation for Culture in an effort to establish appropriate working
relationships.

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group Management Committee
Tele: 3391.3066 Fax: (07) 3391.0388
PO Box 1233 Coorparoo B C 4151

Eastern Yugambeh
Native Title News

The Newsletter of the traditional owner families of the coast and
south-east hinterland
------------------------2 July, 2004

Tugun Bypass Road.
Eastern Yugambeh intends to be involved in the development of the
newly-announced Pacific Highway by-pass of the Tugun intersection on the
Gold Coast.
Eastern Yugambeh Limited (EYL) is in regular contact with Main Roads, and
relevant local councils in Queensland and New South Wales, and will be
meeting with them about the management of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
sites that will or may be affected by the by-pass.
The chosen route is on the western side of Coolangatta airport, with
construction expected to skid. in 2006 after an environment impact
investigation.
These are early days for the bypass negotiations, but EYL and the
Management Committee are determined to protect and promote the
interests of the Eastern •Yugambeh people of the south-east coast and
hinterland.
In a separate matter, the airp_olts.runway_ js being extendediond
confidently negotiating with airport management about proper
procedures before and during construction.
Future Newsletters will carry any updated information
about our role in these two construction developments.
There has been some feedback to the Newsletter that readers are interested in finding out more about the Management Committee,
EYL and their relationship with Eastern Yugambeh people and the Trust
established to benefit the descendants of the traditional owner famiiies of
the region.
We hope to satisfy some of those questions with the special Fact Sheet
included with this issue. More copies are available from EYL or members of
the MC:inagement Committee.
ii
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Correspondence sent to Eastern Yugambeh
Committee and Corresponding Members
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Eastern Yugambeh Committee and Corresponding Membership
First Name

Title

Last Name

Apical Ancestry

Suburb

.Mr

Greg

Aird

Warn

Southport

Mr

Michael

Aird

Warn i

Coomera

Mr

Wesley

Aird

Warn

Goorparoo BC
The Oasis. South Tweed

Ms

Banda

Barrett

Nellie / Ellin Min

Mr

Hague

Best

Warn

Mermaid Waters

Ms

Roselene

Best

Warri

Yearonga

Ms

Ysola

Best •

Warn

Mr

Russell

Black

Ward

Ashgrove

Ms

Beryl

Black

Warni

lnala

Mr

Frank

Blow

Blow

Beaudesert

Mr

Malcolm

Blow

Blow

Bracken Ridge

Mr

Gordon •

Browning

Ward

.

.

Mt Tamborine

•
North Deep Creek

Mr

Ken

Byerley

Nellie / Bilin Billn

Murwullimbah

Ms

Joyce

Eiyerley

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Southport

Fred

Coolwell

Cootwell / Darramlee

Loganlea .

Mr

Bradley

Currie

Nellie / Sinn Bilin

Beaudesert

Ms

Jody

Currie

Bilin Bilin 1 Nellie

Burpengary

Mr

Graham

Dillon

Want

Nerang

Eddie

Ford

Bilin Ellin / Nellie

Joondalup

Ms

Jenny

Fraser

Mr

Jowl

Graham

Warn

Camp Hill

Ms

Judith

Graham

Warn i

Brandon

Ms

Mary

Graham

Ward

Southport

MS

Clare

Gray

Bilin Shin I Nellie

Sth Tweed Heads

Jim

Kerr

Blow

FERNY HILLS

Ms

Bev

Leeson

Warn

Holland Park

Ms

Kathleen

Tweed Heads South

Ian

Lena
.
Levinge

Nellie / Bilin Bilin

Mr

Want

Chifley

Mr

Kerry

Levinge

VVarri

Egaleby

Mr

Max

Levinge -

Ward

Pimpama

Mr

Sam

Levinge

Ward

Labrador

Mr

'Keith

Matsen

Nellie / Shin Bilin

Maroochydore

Lynne

Matson

Nellie / Bllin Bilin

Caboolture

Jason

McDonald

Ellin Bilin / Nellie

Bilir.ga

Jacqueline

McDonald

Ellin Ellin I Nellie

West Tweed Heads

Ms

.

Ms

..

Gaythome
-

"

Ms

Faith

Miles

Warn

Cleveland

Mr

Brendan

O'Connor

Ward

Thursday Island

Mr

Luke

O'Connor

Want

Hawthorne

Mr

Rory

O'Connor

Ward

Bulimba

Ms

Patricia

O'Connor

Warn i

Rochedale

Mr

Eddie

Ruske

Warn l

Redbank Plains

Ms

Larena

Ruska

Coolwell / Darram lee

Silkstone

Sandy

Bungaree

Moorooka

Mr

Des

Mr

Earl

Sandy

Bungaree

Racevlew

Mr

Hud

Sandy

Bungaree

Labrador
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Eastern Yugambeh Committee and Corresponding Membership
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First Name

Last Name

Mr

Spencer

Sandy

Bungsree

Boondali

Ms

Fraulien

Sandy

Bungaree

Senora Point

Ms

Marilyn

Sandy

Bungaree

Acacia Ridge

Suburb

Ms

Marissa

Sandy

Bungaree

North Ipswich

Ms

Pearl

Sandy

Bungaree

Ipswich

Mr

Kevin

Siabb

Slablo

Fingal

Slabb

Mr

Kyle

Slabb

Mr

Eddie

Thom pson

Mr

Teako

Thomson

Ms
i

Fingal Head
Silkstone

Warn i

Arundel

Desley

Walters

Coolwell

Murrarrie

Les

Watego

Billn Bilin / Nellie

Cudgen

Robyn

Williams

Silln BIM / Nellie

Edens Landing

Williams
Williams

Warn / Bilin Bilin

Helensivaie

Nellie I BIlin BIlin

Mt Warren Park

Mr

Bernie

Mr

Brian

Mr

Craig

Williams

Warn I Bilin Bllin

Varsity Lakes

Mr

Eileen

Williams

Nelie / Bilin Bilin

Edens landing
Browns Plains

. Mr

II

Apical Ancestry

Karl

Williams

Nellie / BUM Bilin

Mr

'Tommy

Williams

Warn / Bilin Bilin

Southport

Ms

Joyce

Williams

Warl

Southport

Ms

Loris

Williams

Nellie / BIlln BUM

Beenleigh

Ms

Linda

Winkleman

Wirt Billn / Nellie

Southport

Mr

Jim

Yuke

Warn

Coombabah

Mr

Kym

Yuke

Warn

Annerley

Ms

Desley

Yuke

Nellie! BUM BIM -

Browns Plains

TOTAL
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Work Update - 10 June 2005
Included in a Work Update 10 June was the following information along with information on
other cultural heritage projects and correspondence.

Tugun
Project: Proposed Tugun Bypass
Proponent: Tugun Alliance (Department o f Main Roads (Qld), Road Traffic Authority
(NSW), Department of Transport (Cth)).
Background: At its northern limit the C4 would join the Pacific Motorway at Stewart Road,
Currumbin. The route wduld then follow an alignment to the west o f the Gold Coast Airport
main runway, to join the Pacific Highway at the Tweed Heads Bypass just north o f Kennedy
Drive, Tweed Heads.
Update: A draft report on the preliminary assessment and recommendations for further work
was forwarded to the road authorities on 28 April. The preliminary assessment made practical
recommendations to properly assess the cultural heritage significance o f the area. It had two
main components: archaeological investigation; and historical/community investigation. We
are in ongoing negotiations regarding this assessment.

•

DMR have been conducting soil testing in the area. We have received conflicting reports
regarding what disturbance this has caused. Discussion with DMR and the Tweed Byron Land
Council is continuing to establish what is the level o f disturbance which has occurred and to
implement correct protocols to ensure any further testing does not disturb as yet unidentified
cultural heritage material.

•

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

Work Update 20 April

Tugun
Project: Tugun Bypass
Proponent: Department o f Main Roads
.Background: At its northern limit the C4 would join the Pacific Motorway at Stewart Road,
Currumbin. The route would then follow an alignment to the west o f the Gold Coast Airport
main runway, to join the Pacific Highway at the Tweed Heads Bypass just north of Kennedy
Drive, Tweed Heads.
The proposed bypass would be approximately 7 h n long and would initially consist o f four
lanes. The motorway footprint also allows for future upgrading to six lanes. Entrances on
and off the bypass (also known as grade separated interchanges) would be installed at Stewart
Road in Queensland and at the Tweed Heads Bypass in New South Wales. The C4 would
also encompass a tunnel which would carry traffic underground in an area where the Gold
Coast Airport has proposed an extension o f their existing runway.
Update: Initial field work has involved an inspection o f the site to develop a plan for the field
work required for the Cultural Heritage Assessment. Further work will be.recornmended in
areas that have not been previously subject to signif cant ground disturbance.
Likewise, Traditional Owner and local community members Jacky McDonald, Clare Gray,
Kevin Slab, Joyce Summers, Kym Yuke and Michael Aird met with Clarence Phillips and
Des Williams (TBLALC) on the 7 April to develop a plan for the indigenous historical
component of the .assessraent.
The recommendations for farther work will be compiled into a preliminary report which will
be submitted to Main Roads by the 28 April.
I f your family would have a connection to or interest in the area please let us know as soon as
possible, so we can include you in the discussions.
2-1
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I f y o u have any information about a n area that may assist the workers in these assessments,
or would like more information about any project, please contact us as soon as possible.

LI

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee
a group maintaining customary laws, traditions and connection t o country
T 07 3391 3066 F 07 3391 0388

Summary and Recommendations o f Draft Report:

Results o f a Preliminary Cultural Heritage Survey
o f the proposed C4 Tugun Bypass
For Queensland Department o f Main Roads,
South Coast Hinterland District
Completed by Eastern Yugambeh Limited
in conjunction with the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council

The Tugun Bypass is a proposed motorway between Currumbin in Queensland and
Tweed Heads in New South Wales. The proponents for the project are the
Queensland Department o f Main Roads, the New South Wales Roads and Traffic
Authority and the Commonwealth Department o f Transport and Regional Services.
This preliminary assessment is not intended to function as a Cultural Heritage
Assessment, but more accurately as a means through which to generate guidelines for
a Cultural Heritage Assessment. This preliminary assessment had provision for;
community consultation and research; and
site
inspection and preliminary site survey.
During the on-site surveying a number. o f Aboriginal sites were located. These
included artefact scatters, isolated artefacts finds, a possible midden and an area
where the ashes of a local Aboriginal man were deposited. The level o f disturbance
was researched and recorded, and the potential for further cultural material to be
found was identified.
Traditional Owners and representatives from the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal
Land Council played an essential role in defining and contributing to this process.

Recommendations
The report contains recommendations in three main areas:
• To conduct a large scale social history research project as an essential process for
the community to be able to collectively determine the ongoing significance of
the development area in its current form.
•

bf

To conduct a detailed archaeological investigation which would provide valuable
insight into whether or not it is reasonable to expect to find further Aboriginal
cultural material such as stone artefacts, middens and or burials within the
development area.
Main Roads to obtain legal advice to ascertain the applicability o f certain statutes
across the different jurisdictions and each o f the different types o f land tenure.

DRM50
Q
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The site
• The Tugun Bypass has gone through a number o f location changes since its inception.
The current and most recent route proposed is known as the C4 and information
contained in this report refers specifically to this proposed foute. At its northern limit
the C4 would join the Pacific Motorway at Stewart Road, Currumbin. The route
would then follow an alignment to the west o f the Gold Coast Airport main runway,
to join the Pacific Highway at the Tweed Heads Bypass just north o f Kennedy Drive,
Tweed Heads.
The proposed bypass would be approximately 7krn long and would initially consist of
four lanes. The motorway footprint also allows for future upgrading to six lanes.
Entrances on and o f f the bypass (also known as grade separated interchanges) would
be installed at Stewart Road in Queensland and at the Tweed Heads Bypass in New
South Wales, The C4 would also encompass a tunnel which would divert traffic
underground in an area where the Gold Coast Airport has proposed an extension of
their existing runway.

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
A n Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the motorway was produced by
Parsons Brinckerhoff and was released to the public in December 2004. The EIS
investigated a number o f values which may be affected by the motorway. These
included noise, air quality, water quality and flooding, groundwater, flora and fauna
and cultural heritage. Cultural heritage was also covered in a Technical Paper
(Technical Paper Number 14) as an addition to the Statement.
Concerns have been raised b y local Aboriginal community members regarding the
Technical Paper. In the main, these concerns related to questioning whether the
Technical Paper adequately identified the potential for Aboriginal cultural heritage to
b e located in the area affected by the proposed bypass. In addition to this, a number
o f Aboriginal community members felt that their opinions on the C4 had been
misrepresented in the Technical Paper and/or that they did not have adequate
opportunity to contribute to the EIS process.
Some of these concerns were outlined in a Discussion Paper by EYL submitted to the
Queensland Department o f Main Roads in February 2005. The submission also
questioned the disjuncture between the findings o f the Technical Paper and its
Conclusions and Recommendations.
Since that time, discussions between EYL and the Queensland Department of Main
Roads have lead to the formulation o f this Preliminary Assessment process. This
Preliminary Assessment is intended to function as the 'next step' o f assessing how
Aboriginal cultural heritage values for the area affected by the proposed bypass might
be investigated and how the local Aboriginal community might b e more appropriately
involved in this process.
The report includes an assessment o f the extent to• which areas within the
development area either retain their integrity or have been disturbed. The local
Traditional Owner community have consistently stated throughout the assessment
that ground disturbance to an area is only one o f the factors that affect its
significance.
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Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

Work Update 8 March
Ongoing C u l t u r a l H e r i t a g e Projects
Tugun
Project: Tugun Bypass
Proponent: Department o f Main Roads
.

Background: The proposed route o f the Tugun Bypass passes on the western side o f the Gold
Coast Airport through the Cobaki wetlands. The Department o f Main Roads (DMR) is
managing the project although it involves work on both sides o f the Queensland-New South
Wales boarder.
As community members hsa concerns with the original cultural heritage survey w e have been
contracted T
O do a thorough assessment. Eastern Yugambeh Limited and the Tweed Byron
Local Aboriginal Land Council (TBLALC) are working together on this project to make sure
that the Tweed Community are adequately involved.
Update: The initial site survey involved Traditional Owners Michael Aird, Jacky McDonald,
Hague Best and Jason McDonald, assistant archaeologist Cameo Daley, archaeologist
Adria-ne Piper, and TBLALC representative Cyril Scott. The purpose o f this survey was to
determine what form the assessment should take (For example; where visibility needs to be
improved, and i f and where excavations are required.)
In the same way we will b e meeting with Jacky McDonald, Clare Gray, Kevin Slab, Joyce
Simmers, and TBLALC representatives, their knowledge will help determine the form of
community consultation for the project.

• I f you have any information about an area that may assist the workers in these assessments
please contact us as soon as possible.

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee
a

group maintaining c u s t o m a r y laws, t r a d i t i o n s a n d connection t o country
T 0 7 3 3 9 1 3 0 6 6 F 0 7 3 3 9 1 0388

PO Box 1233, Cooroaroo BC Old 4151

E a s t e r n Y u g a m b e h N a t i v e T i t l e Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee

M e e t i n g N o t e s 17 F e b r u a r y 2005
V a r s i t y L a k e s C o m m u n i t y R e s o u r c e Centre
Attendance;
Committee members

Corresponding members

Staff

L i n d a Winkletnan
Bernie Williams
L y n n e Matsen
K y m Yuke
Jacqueline McDonald
L a r e n a Ruska

Clare G r a y
Kathleen L e n a
Craig Willia-rns
Joyce Slimmers
S h a n n o n Ruska

K e n Woodley
Carolyn Barker

Topic

Notes / P r o c e s s / Correspondence

C 4 T u g u n B yP ass

W e h a v e received confirmation from t h e project manager that work
can begin o n t h e 2 2 February..
T h e initial site inspection and consultation i s only to determine the
terms o f reference for the project. Tha t is; to look a t the site and
identify t h e b e s t w a y for t h e incpection to take place, and to work
w i t h community members t o determine h o w to undertake
appropriate consultation for this project.

E a s t e r n Y u g a m b e h N a t i v e T i t l e Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee

a g r o u p m a i n t a i n i n g c u s t o m a r y l a w s , t r a d i t i o n s a n d c o n n e c t i o n t o country
T 0 7 3 3 9 1 3 0 6 6 F 0 7 3 3 9 1 0388

PO B o x 1 2 3 3 , C o o r p a r o o B C Q l d 4151
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Eastern Y u g a m b e h Native Title Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee

Meeting Notes 27thth October 2004
Attendenees:
Committee:

Staff:

Guests:

Linda Winkelman
Relena Winkelman
Eileen Williams
Jacki McDonald
Kym Yoke
Wes Aird
Bernie Williams

Ken Woodley
Carolyn Barker

Eddie Peters, Department of Main
Roads, District Director
Jack Donaghey, Department of Main
Roads, Manager Transport Planning

Topic

Notes / Process I Correspondence

Department of Main Roads
(DMR)

Eddie Peters and Jack Donaghey attended to meet with the
committee and talk about OUT ongoing discussions and
developing relationship.
Eddie talked about the need to work together to make sure that
the community is involved in all cultural heritage work on. Main
Roads projects. He said DMR. is committed to ensuring Cultural.
Heritage is appropriately managed on their work-sites.
•
DMR commissioned EYL to develop a procedures manual
regarding cultural heritage management. This manual outlines
how DMR r.an meet their duty of case under the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 through appropriately involving the
community.
Committee members raised concerns about the Oxley drive and
the C4 Bypass.
Main Roads acknowledged the problems with the management
of Cultural Heritage on Oxley drive. The .community's concerns
have been documented and are being forwarded to Main Roads
so that situations o f this type do not happen again.

•

Regarding the C4 Bypass, those present made it clear that they
are not satisfied with the assessment of Cultural Heritage done to
date. DMR have provided the reports to date to the committee
for review.

Eastern Yugambeh Native T h e Group
Management Committee

•

a group maintaining customary laws, traditions and connection to country
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Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

Meeting Notes 29thth September 2004 — Helensvale Community Centre
Attendance
Corresponding members:
Kathleen Lena
Clare Gray
Joyce Summers
Ralena Winkleman
Pearl Sandy
Karl Williams
Ken 13yerley

Committee members:
Earl Sandy
Larena Ruska
Eileen Williams
Kym Yuke
Des Sandy
Bernie Williams
Wes Aird
Jacqueline McDonald
Linda Winkleman
Lynne Matsen
Max Levinge

Staff:
Ken Woodley
Carolyn Barker
J a m Lamb
Apologies:
Ian Levinge
Jody Currie
Observer:
Joyce Summers

Topic

Notes / Process I Correspondence

Working with
organisations at the
Tweed

BY staff are very concern with the fact that we have not yet received a
response from the Tweed Byron Land Council about working together in
the Southern region. We have been waiting for a number of months for a
response so that we can make proposals to managers o f the Airport and the
C4 ByPass. It is our understsnding that the Land Council wants to
collaborate with us but that they have not yet responded.
Tweed Committee members were asked to speak to the Land Council and
gain a response as soon as possible so we can get a letters off to these
developers ASAP.
We are please to say that the morning after the Committee Meeting
Clare Gray spoke to the other Land Council staff and they immediately
sent a response letter. Proposals were forward to the development
projects in that region the same afternoon. Thanks Clare!

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
.
Management Committee
a group maintaining

customary law's, traditions and connection to country

1 0 7 3391 3066 F 0 7 3391 0388

E a s t e r n Y u g a m b e h Native Title Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee

Meeting Notes 25thth August 2004 - Nerang Bicentennial Community Centre
Attendance
Committee members:
Kym Yuke
Des Sandy
Bernie Williams
Jacqueline McDonald
Linda Winldeman

Corresponding members:
Kathleen Lena
Clare Gray
Joyce Summers
Raleena Winldeman

Staff:
Ken Woodley
Carolyn Barker

Apologies:
Frank Blow
Larena Ruska
Lynne Matsen
Ian Levinge
Wesley Aird
Eileen Wiiliqrns
Earl Sandy
Ian Levinge
Max Levinge

Topic

Notes / Process / Correspondence

Update on current
Cultural Heritage
projects

Please see the last Work Update for further information on each of these
projects,:
C4 Bypass (Tugun)
Gold Coast Airport
Ifyou have any comments or queries about any o f the above
projects. Please contact Ken.
ACtiOTZ:

• Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

a group maintaining customary laws, traditions a n d connection to country
-

T 07 3391 3066 F 0 7 3391 0388

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee
1July 2004

Notes from meeting of 30th June 2004
Attendance: Bernie 'Williams, Craig Williams, Linda Winkleman, Ralena Wirikieman, Larena
Ruska, Des Sandy, Earl Sandy, Kyra Yuke, Pearl Sandy, Phil Thompson
Apologies Committee: Ian Levinge, Keith Matsen, Jody Currie.
Staff: Ken Woodley

Topic

Notes I Process /'Correspondence

Update on current Cultural
Heritage projects

C4 Bypass (Tugan): A meeting with Main Roads hs-s been
requested.

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

a group maintaining customary laws, traditions and connection to country
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E a s t e r n Y u g a m b e h Native Title Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee
Draft 28 April 2005

M e e t i n g N o t e s 2 7 t h t h J u l y 2004
Gold C o a s t Exhibition a n d C o n v e n t i o n Centre
Attendance
Committee Members: Earl Sandy, Larena Ruska, Linda Winkl em an, Jackie McDonald, Wesley
Aird, Des Sandy, Eileen Williams, Kevin Slabb
Invited Guests: Peter Trathan (General Manager Development, Jupiters),
Community and family members: Joyce Summers, Jason McDonald and family, Aaron
Thompson, Pearl Sandy, Henry Thompson, Joyce Byerley, Clare Gray, Robin Williams,
Kathleen Lena, Julie Slabb, Geoff Togo, Harry Jackey, Christine Slabb and HaYsie Smith
Staff: Carolyn Barker, Ken Woodley
Committee Apologies: Jody Curry, Max Levinge, Frank Blow
Other Apologies: Michael Aird (artist)
Topic

Notes 1 Process / Correspondence

Update on current other
Cultural Heritage projects
Please see work update 5.8.4

C4 Bypass (Tugan)

E a s t e r n Y u g a m b e h Native Title Group
M a n a g e m e n t Committee
a group

m a i n t a i n i n g c u s t o m a r y laws, t r a d i t i o n s a n d connection t o country
T 07 3 3 9 1 3 0 6 6 F 0 7 3 3 9 1 0388

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee

Meeting Notes 26th May 2004
Attendance: Eileen \Villiams, Craig Williams, Linda \Vinklernan, Ralena Wink] eman,
Jacqueline McDonald, Kevin Slabb, Kyle Slabb, Joshua Slabb, Christine Slabb, Larena Ruska,
William Sandy, Earl Sandy, Joyce Saunders (on behalf of her grandchildren), Clare Gray and
Kathleen Lena, Wes Aird
Apologies Committee: Ian Levinge, Keith Matsen, Jody Currie, Bernie Willimns, Kym Yuke
Apologies Corresponding Members: Gwen Dnimley, Mary Graham, Joyce Williams, Michael
Aird
Staff Carolyn Barker, Robyn Williams, Ken Woodley
' Topic

Notes / Process / Correspondence

C4 Bypass

Concern was raised about the approval of the C4 bypass at Tugun.
Wes explained that we have developed a good working relationship
with DMR and that he would be speaking to them in the next few days
at which rime he would arrange a meeting regarcling the Bypass.
Jacqueline McDonald and Joyce Summers mentioned there are people
at the Tweed who have a lot of Cultural Knowledge about areas
through which the bypass is planned to pass.

Eastern Yugambeh Native Title Group
Management Committee
a group maintaining customary laws, traditions and connection to country
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Notes of Tweed Consultation
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FILE:

DMR50

DATE:

24 June 2005

BY:

Carolyn Barker

RE

Meeting with TBLALC

Clare Gray, Clarence Philips, and Lewiena Williams from the TBLALC came to the
EYL office to meet with Wesley Aird, Ken Woodley and Eileen Williams.
The meeting had been organised by Clare and Eileen at the request of the TBLALC.
Discussions focused on the meetings with Main Roads and progress towards
agreement to work with the community in undertaking the recommendations.
The TBLALC seemed pleased with the progress.
•
It had been intended that we spend 2 hours going through the report page by page
for comments however the TBLALC staff declined the offer. Rather, they proposed
that the project and the intention to proceed with the recommendations, as outlined in
the report, would be discussed at the next members meeting which was to occur on
the 28 June.
An information sheet and zone map was provided for attendees of the planned
TBLALC members meeting, as well as a summary of the recommendations for each
Zone.
Additional copies were provided for distribution.
Phone call to TBLALC 28 June to see if they needed any further information for the
meeting. EYL were informed the meeting had been cancelled
29 June phone call to Clare Gray.
CG suggested a meeting of their executive or an extraordinary meeting could be
arranged due to the need to advise people of the proposed further work ASAP.
EYL offered assistance with mailing out the provided material to members if that was
appropriate.
Clare said she would speak to Clarence and let us know what they arrange.

B: \EYL Projects \DM:1150

bypass \consulatioMQ50624 mtg TBLALC.cloc

Cultural Heritage Project
Information sheet DRM50

Proposed Tugun Bypass
Pacific Motorway: Currumbin to Tweed Heads
In brief
The -Cobaki Lakes si an area of great
sensitivity, particularly to Tweed
Traditional Owners.
But previous land use (such as sand
mining and dredging) has disturbed
much ground.
This lessens the likelihood that evidence
of Aboriginal use will still be undisturbed.
on or below the ground.
But does this affect the area's cultural heritage significance?

The site
The current proposal for the Tugun Bypass (the C4 route) runs from
Stewart Road, Currumbin to Kennedy Drive, Tweed Heads.
The C4 would be 7km long and would run to the west of the Gold
Coast Airport, through the Cobaki Lakes area,
The proposed bypass will run next to (and take 1200 sq m from) a
'National Estate' area which is protected for its environmental and
cultural heritage importance.

The initial assessment
A preliminary assessment of the area was done by Eastern Yugambeh
Limited from February to April. This was a joint project with the Tweed
Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council.
The preliminary assessment involved a surface survey and discussions
with the local community to determine:
What further assessment (both archaeological and community)
should be done; and
Who
needs to be involved in the further cultural heritage work.
a
Eastern Y u g a m b e n Limited
M a y 2005

What does the assessment tell us?
The surface survey, together with aerial photographs, shows that
previous land use (such as sand mining and dredging) has disturbed
much ground.
But, there are many areas within the path of the proposed bypass
which do not seem to have been subject to much ground disturbance
(which 'retain integrity'). In these areas the surface survey could not
determine whether significant cultural heritage material si beneath the
surface.
Middens are located close-by and focal Traditional Owner knowledge
indicates there area may be burials in the area.

What does it mean to the community?
Clearly this area was used in traditional
times. This si shown. with archaeological,
historical and community knowledge.
Owing to previous land use, much physical
evidence of this use may have been
disturbed.
But the local community say that
disturbance of the land may not
necessarily affect its significance.

•

They say the relationship with the area and
its significance to the contemporary
community must be established.
If you or your family know anything about
the site please let us know.
For instance, did anyone from your family
ever work a t the Gold Coast Airport or surrounding areas?

Recommendations
To document the significance of the area, the report recommends:
• Further field work look for cultural heritage materials (middens and
artefacts) just below the surface in areas that have not been very
disturbed.
•

Undertaking a large scale social history research project.

There are copies of the draft report at The Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council or the Eastern Yugambeh Office.
If you would like a summary of the report, or would like to talk about
the project in more detail, please call us on (07) 3391 3066.
Eastern Y u g a m b e h Limited
M a y 200,5
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DMR50
DATE:

07 April 2005

BY:

Carolyn Barker

RE:

Meeting to scope indigenous history and community consultation

Through discussion within the community the need to include a study on the
indigenous history of the area as part o f the Cultural Heritage Survey was determined.
While a number of community members have been highly involved in the cultural
heritage assessment to date that have made it clear to us they are not the holders of all
the knowledge about the area. We have been informed that it is necessary to talk more
widely with the community in order to build up a picture of the indigenous use of the
area, the local people's relationship with the area and the significance of the area to
the indigenous community today.
Given the size of the alignment and the level of community concern about the areas
disturbance it is important to allow as many community members as possible to
discuss their knowledge of the area.
With this in mind Traditional Owners Jacky McDonald, Clare Gray (TBLALC),
Michael Aird and Kym Yoke; and Tweed Community Members Joyce Summers,
Clarence Phillips (IBLALC) and Des Williams (TBLALC) met for two hours on 7
April to determine the scope o f this study and a plan for its implementation.
Purpose
The purpose of the study is three fold:
- To provide community members with the opportunity to be involved in the
cultural heritage assessment, through talking about their knowledge of and their family's connection to the area.
To
ensure that areas of concern to the comrannity are thoroug,hly investigated
through the cultural heritage assessment.
• These discussions may collaborate in pointing to areas o f cultural heritage concern
within the alignment. If these areas have not been thoroughly investigated through the
field survey or review o f historical information, then it may be necessary to undertake
further investigation in those areas.
Methodology
This study will be divided in to two major components:
- A desktop survey of historical publications and collections
- Interviews with indigenous community members (this may also include interviews
with local fatnilies who have had close relationships with the indigenous population in
previous generations).

Although the study will be focused on the proposed C4 alignment, community
members feel that it is important that contextual information from a broader area also
be included. The limits o f the report will be the Currumbin Creek to the north, Tweed
River to the south, Darling Range to the west and the beach to the east. In specific
instances, information collected from as far south as Mt Warning, or examples from
other coastal areas in south east Queensland and northern New South Wales may be
need to utilised (for example providing information about the likely composition of
particular types of cultural heritage material identified in the area).

.

Outcomes
The primary outcome o f the research will be an indigenous historical report to be •
included as a component o f the cultural heritage assessment. The information
collected through this process will be compiled with the other components o f the
cultural heritage assessment for use by the community in determining the significance
o f the area and of any sites identified.
The need was identified for this information to be made accessible to the community,
particularly to the families of those people involved in the study. It was recommended
that the information collected also be developed into an accessible community
resource.
The full details are in the document 'scope o f the indigenous historical report'.
Carolyn to:
Write up scope from the meeting
Send it to all those present as well as the Slabb family
Incorporate comments and amendments
Incorporate into report
TBLALC to:
Read through documentation and provide comments/additions
Send a list of anthropologists/historians they like to work with
The meeting went for 3 hours.

o;

Meeting o f community members t o develop the scope/terms o f the
community consultation for C 4 bypass Cultural Heritage Assessment
7 April, 10 -1 pm
Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal L a n d Council.
The purpose of the meeting is to work together to develop a plan for how community
consultation about the proposed C4 Bypass will take place.
From the meeting we have to compile enough information to write a proposal and
quote for community consultation.

•

The proposal will be included with the information from the initial site survey and be
provided to the Department of Main Roads to advise them on what is required for the
next stage of the Cultural Heritage assessment.
Please think about:
- What do we want to get out of the community consultation on the cultural heritage
assessment of the C4 bypass project?
Who
needs to be involved and why?
Please bring:
- Names and contact details for the people who need to be involved.
- Any reports, references or background information that you feel should be
included in the historical report.
Agenda
1. Geographic boundaries of consultation. (Statement, -map)
1

Desk top study: what documents need to be reviewed, where are these
documents. (List of documents and locations)

3. Who needs to be spoken to and why? (List of names addresses, area o f interest)
4. How many o f these people can we practically speak to? (Prioritised list.)
5. How are we going to speak to them? (groups, home visits)
6. How long can we spend with each person?
7. What resources will we need to take to help people tell us what they know?
8. How is the information going to be recorded eg notes, tape, photographs etc.
1:Th

9. In what form does the community want to see the results of the consultation, book,
video, signage on site, display.
10. Who gets paid?
11. Time line

BAEastem.YugsabetAFIL Projects \DMR50_,Tupm_bypass \corsulatioth050330 c o n s t a t i o n scoping ageoda.cicc

FILENOTE
FILE:

DMR50

DATE:

27 April 2005

BY:

Carolyn Barker

RE:

Meeting to discuss recommendations.

Joyce Sun:inners could not make the meeting so we stopped at her house on the way
down to go through the recommendations with her.
Attendance
- Jacqueline McDonald
- Clara Gray
- Cyril Scott (TBLALC)
- Kevin Slabb
-Kyle Slabb
- Russell Logan (TBLALC)
- Clarence Phillips (reLA.Lc)
- Carolyn Barker (staff)
- Ken Woodley (staff)
The aim of the meeting was to determine for each section o f the alignment what
further field assessment community members would like to undertqice.
We went through the alignment section by section discussing vegetation, soil
disturbance, materials-found and the level of community feeling.
Advice regarding the disturbance of area is noted. Those present were aware that there
has been a lot o f use o f the area, however for them this has not reduced the level of
significance to them.
It was stated that i f the purpose of further investigation was simply to look collect all
the stone artefacts they were not interested. They would prefer that as far as possible
the area is not disturbed further. They do not want further investigation i f the purpose
is collection / clearance. Happy for further investigation to OCCUI so long as:
-

if artefacts are located they are not removed form the site,

-

there is consultation within the community must occur regarding management,

-

it is clear in all reporting that the further investigation does not give clearance,

-

community to determines significance.

General observations / recommendations
•

In general, those present were more interested in the historical study rather than
further archaeological work.

• We did not discuss the option of improving visibility o f the area.

•

Acknowledging the level o f disturbance in the area, they would prefer that there is
not unnecessary further disturbance (eg, digging pits to look for stone artefacts.

•

The level o f ground disturbance does not decrease the high level o f feeling the
community has for the area.

•

It was requested that Kyle Slabb be involved on-site for any further study.

•

It was recommended that all sites be registered on the appropriate State / Federal
data-bases.

Full documentation of the outcomes are documented in
050427 Tweed recommendations.doc

•

•

Eastern Yugambeh Limited
20 April 2005
Michael Aird
11 Jowett St
Coomera QLD 4209

Dear Michael
Proposed C4 Bypass
Aboriginal cultural heritage preliminary assessment

recommendations

The draft report for the preliminary assessment is currently being collated and we suggest
forwarding it to the Tugan Alliance on 28 April 2005.
Please find enclosed the following recommendations:
Recommendations for indigenous historical study (resulting from the 7 April meeting at
the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council, Clainderah).
* Archaeologists' draft recommendations regarding disturbance / non-disturbance history of
the proposed alignment and proposed further investigation.
The Archaeologists' draft recommendations-are strictly the work of C-ntneo Daley as overseen
by Dr Richard Robins. The recommendations are provided as a guide only and may change
depending on feedback.
The recommendations which go to the Tugan Alliance on 28 April should, as best as possible,
reflect the recommendations o f community.
Accordingly, we would greatly appreciate your advice regarding whether you consider these
recommendRtions to be appropriate.
Yours sincerely

Ken Woodley

Eastern Yugambeh Limited
As Trustee of the Eastern Yugambeh Trust
A N 64 465 119 560
T 07 3391 3066 F 07 3-391 0388
PO Box 1 2 3 . Coornaron R r Old 41S1

Eastern Yugambeh Limited
20 April 2005
Clarence Phillips
Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Lands Council
23 Morton St
Chin.derah NSW 2487

Dear Clarence
Proposed C4 Bypass
Aboriginal cultural heritage preliminary assessment recommendations
The draft report -for the preliminary assessment is currently being collated and we suggest
forwarding it to the Tug-an Alliance on 28 April 2005.
Please find enclosed the following recommendations:
•

Recommendations for indigenous historical study (resulting from the 7 April meeting at
the Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council, Chinderah).

•

Archaeologists' draft recommendations regarding disturbance I non-disturbance history of
the proposed alignment and proposed further investigation.

The Archaeologists' draft recommendations are strictly the work of Cameo Daley as overseen
b y D r Richard Robins. The recommendations are provided as a guide only and may change
depending on feedback.
The recommendations which go to the Tugan Alliance on 28 April should, as best as possible,
reflect the recommendations of community.
Accordingly, we would gr eatly appreciate your advice regarding whether you consider these
recommendations to be appropriate.
Yours sincerely

Ken Woodley

Eastern Yugambeh Limited
As Trustee of the Eastern Yugarribeh Trust
ABN 64 465 119 560
T 07 3391 3066 F 07 3391 0388
PO Box 1233. Cooroaroo BC Old 4151
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DRM50

DATE:

3.3.5

BY:

CB Barker

RE:

Survey debrief with Jrvl

M e e t i n g w i t h J a c q u e l i n e M c D o n a l d a n d J o y c e Summer w i t h K e n Woodley
a n d C a r o l y n Barker
•
JM w a l k e d u s t h r o u g h t h e p r o ' . e c t d a y b y d a y , m a r k i n g a r e a s o n t h e map.
w h e r e s h e h a d concerns.
dayl
H i d d e n v a l l e y JM s a i d t h e y w e n t down o n e s i d e b u t n o t u p t h e other.
M i c h a e l s a i d i t w a s t o o s t e e p b u t . J M s e e m e d unconvinced.

•

day2
V i s i b i l i t y w a s l o w f o r m u c h o f t h e a r e a a s t h e g r a s s w a s ' v e r y long
day3
T h e r e w e r e a f e w a r e a s o f concern.
One w h e r e a s c a r r e d t r e e i s b u t t h e y c o u l d n o t f i n d i t a s i t w a s not
m a r k e d , a l s o a n a r e a o f s h e l l n e a r -a t r e n c h / d r a i n r e a l l y small
s h e l l s . JM t h i n k s t h i s m a y b e r e l e v a n t b u t o t h e r ' s a i d i t m i g h t have
b e e n d r e d g e d f r o m e l s e w h e r e . S h e i s n o t c o n v i n c e d e i t h e r way.
A s a w h o l e JM s a i d s h e w a s d e v a s t a t e d a t t h e l e v e l o f disturbance.•
T h i n g s w e r e n o t a s p r i s t i n e a s s h e h a d t h o u g h t t h e y w o u l d be.
T a l k e d a b o u t t h e a r e a w h e r e s h e ' t h r o u g h t h e b u r i a l s w e r e removed
f r o m . N o t e x a c t l y s u r e w h e r e b u t s h e w i l l c o n t i n u e t o a s k around.
D i s c u s s e d t h e a i r o o r t JM s a i d s h e t h o u g h t t h e B o y d ' s w e r e g o i n g t o be
o k now a s t h e y w e r e t r y i n g t o c o n t a c t h e r . S h e s a i d t h a t Graham
D i l l o n w a s u p t o h i s f a m i l y . T s a i d t h a t s h o u l d be.ok.
We g o t a c o p y o f t h e v i d e o t h a t J a c k y t o o k w h e n t h e y w e r e a t the
a i r p o r t f o r a t o u r i n April.
JM t a l k e d o n t h e p h o n e w i t h t h e h e r i t a g e d e p t a b o u t t h e national
e s t a t e o f t h e d a f o r i t . KW l i s t e n e d o n t h e o t h e r l i n e . S e e m e d that
k a c c h a d b e e n c o n s u l t e d b u t n o o n e e l s e . No f u l l c h i n v e s t i g a t i o n had
b e e n d o n e f o r t h a t area.

We d i s c u s s e d who n e e d e d t o be i n v o l v e d i n . w o r k i n g o u t hOw the
c o n s u l t a t i o n w i l l t a k e p l a c e . T h e y d e c i d e d t h a t J a c k y , J S , CG and
. K e v i n s h o u l d a l l b e i n v i t e d , a s w e l l a s a l a n d council
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e . T h e y u n d e r s t a n d t h a t t h i s i s n o t c o n s u l t a t i o n hut
o n l y w o r k i n g o u t how t o d o t h e consultation.

P o p p e d i n t o . t h e L a n d C o u n c i l t o s e e C l a r e G r a y ( 2 0 mins)
B r i e f e d h e r o n m e e t i n g w i t h JM a n d 'JS.
CG was v e r y b u s y . H e r m a i n c o n c e r n e d was t h a t J a c q u e l i n e h a d been
- h a p p y w i t h t h e p r o c e s s t o d a t e . We i n f o r m e d h e r t h a t J a c k y s e e m e d to
b e h a p p y , a n d t h a t h e r c o n c e r n was w i t h t h e l e v e l o f d i s t u r b a n c e . We
t a l k e d a b o u t g e t t i n g t o g e t h e r t o w o r k o u t how t o d o the
c o n s u l t a t i o n / i n d i g e n o u s h i s t o r y . C l a r e s a i d F r i d a y ' s w e r e b e s t for.
her.

FILE NOTE
FILE:

DMR50

DATE:

09/02105

BY:

Ken Woodiey

RE:

Meeting at Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council, DMR

Meeting at Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Lands Council. Present were Eddie
Peters, Phil Clutterbuck and Lydia ? from DMR. Clarence Phillips, Clare Gray
Lewiana Williams, Des Williams from TBLALC. Jackie McDonald, Joyce Summers.
Kym Yuke, Ken Woodley. EP said that DMR were going through a process for. the
Tugan Bypass and needed formal approvals to do so. Those approval processes
(NSVV,.Q1d and Cth) are running together. There was a 90 day submissions period.
Submissions presented in that time form part of a representations paper. If the
proposal is approved, it will inevitably be approved with some conditions. The timing
of the approval depended on the extent of the comments. He said that DMR's feeling
was that they had gotten it fairly right, but they are not game to say that it is totally
right. EP said that particularly with Aboriginal cultural heritage they had missed some
thing. But, they were asking "How do they determine what cultural heritage
significance is there?". EP said they were prepared to commit to working with the
indigenous people and had received a proposal from Wes Aird. Clarence Phillips
confirmed that TBLAC and EYL were working together on the matter. EP confirmed
that any surveys etc would only look at the footprint of the proposed disturbance. JM
brought up the issue of the national estate. EP did not say what procedures they had
gone through to get approval for the resuming of the national estate. Lydia said it
was a small area. Joyce Summers said it was 1200 sq m. Lydia said the registered
midden was 200m away. JS asked why was 1200 sq m a small area but 200m was
ample distance? EP said that national estate area had already been cleared. DVV
said there were burials In the route. EP said he did not know whether there were or
were not burials or middens in the route, but that "We need to know that". JM said
that when she was interviewed by Bonhomme Craib that she said that the road
should not go through the area. When asked, PC said that whatever the outcome of
the further study, the report in the EIS would not be 'replaced', rather, DMR had to
show, what they came up with originally, what the reaction was to that work, and how
they responded to that reaction. EP said the hope of the work was to involve
indigenous people in the assessment as much as practical. JM raised the
environmental issues. She said that the environment and ACH were one. KY said
That would only be the case if it could be demonstrated that the flora and fauna had a
specific and significant cultural purpose. JS said that the orchids in the area were
used for ceremonial purposes. EP said that the proposal was, to his knowledge,
avoiding the orchids. OW said that there needed to be an anthropologist involved.
KY said that Michael Aird was due to be involved and he has a background in
anthropology and is from the community.
KW

C4 Bypass Meeting — Proposed Agenda
Date:

Wednesday 9 February

Time:

4:00pm (NSW time)

Location:

Tweed Byron Local Aboriainal Lands Council, 23 Morton Street,
Chinderah NSW

Phone:

(02) 6674 3600

Attendees:

Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Lands Council Land Council Russell Logan (via teleconference), Clarence Phillips, Clare Gray
Tweed community — Jacici McDonald, Joyce Summers
Eastern Yugambeh — Kym Yuke, Ken Woodley (staff)
Queensland Department of !viain Roads —Eddie Peters, Phil
Clutterbuck

Agenda:

Current status of the C4 Bypass proposal
— Exact route of proposed road
— Proposal process (including EIS process)
— How stakeholders can voice their concerns regarding a
published EIS
Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment
— Community's concerns regarding assessment done to
date (including EYL review)
— What the community's role should be in the assessment
process
— Further cultural heritage assessment
Miscellaneous
— Aim that investigation / management / consultation be
broad and inclusive
— Media/ publicity

FILENOTE
FILE:

DMR25 and ByPass

DATE:

26.10.4

BY:

Carolyn Barker

RE:

Meeting at the Tweed

KW and CB met with Jacqueline McDonald, Fraulein Sandy, Belinda Barrett (and
her partner Craig), Ken Byerley, Joyce Summers
From 10em until 2prn
Those present were very concerned about the find on Oxley drive and the
procedures put in place to deal with the situation once it arose. Everyone present
was clear that it was essential that a through investigation occurs before any road
work starts. This is the same for all development.
In particular people were concerned about the on going relationship with main
roads and our power to get involved in the C4 ByPass. Those present were
adamant that the road should not go through that area as it is too significant and
the disturbance of the area will not only destroy sites of significance but also
negate the educational benefits of the region of our stories and culture to be
passed on to our kids.
Jacki was particularly concerned that MR do not have sufficient information about
the significance of the area because the report that was done was radically
inadequate.
Ken outlined the process that we have been going through with main roads about
other projects:
- Review of previous report (if there is one)
- Recommendations for further investigation if required
- Full survey of the area involving community members who have knowledge of
the site. As well as background historical research and a desktop study, this
collates information from other reports.
Recommendations to the developer based on what is found through the
survey, community discussions and desktop study.
Jacky said that it was essential that we get a thorough investigation done. So she
was supportive of the process to that point. She still had concerns about whether
main roads would listen to our recommendations. She also has concerns about the
area as a whole as opposed to just the alignment and is worried that although the
area of the-alignment to not take their relationship with the surrounding areas does
not give the region justice.
Craig talked about the need to ask where the stations are going to be situated
during the development as these will be large areas. He also talked about existing
access tracks finding out where the access will be. He gave us an overview of
constructiOn from his experience on road work projects.
Jacky asked that Ian Fox, and Adrian Piper as well as 2 or 3 community members
,be involved in the G4ByPass work. She definantly wants to be involved and thinks
that Jason and Anthony (Joyces nephew) will want to as well.

FILENOTE
FILE:

Tugan Bypass

DATE:

25th May 2004

BY:

Carolyn Barker

RE:

Conversation with Joyce Summers

Joyce Summers mentioned that the area she had pointed out to Ken on myself along
the road way at Tugan, was an area where an old man's ashes were scattered. She
said that this was a significant area and she understands that it will be disturbed by
the Bypass if plans go ahead.
Joyce can be contacted any time on: 5593 4634

•

•

Attachment 6 — Information and collections for the desktop study
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I n f o r m a t i o n a n d c o l l e c t i o n s f o r t h e d e s k t o p study
D o c u m e n t s t o b e reviewed

Matters of Interest
Press Clippings

Review materials that relate to indigenous connection to and use of the
area, Currumbin to the Tweed. Including the Daily News

Anthropological studies

Particular interest on reports or anthropological material that relate to the
area and/or provide an insight into the indigenous connection to, or use of,
the area
Particular interest on books that include information on the indigenous use

Books on local history

o f o r c o n n e c t i o n t o t h e area.

C o l l e c t i o n s t o b e reviewed

Intention of review
AIATSIS

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Sylvia Monk Collection

Identify media reports of contemporary indigenous history of the area

State Queensland Archives

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Yugambeh Museum

Collate information about the area.

State Library of Queensland

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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Intention of review
Scott Derek's collection

Historian with knowledge of local Aboriginal people.

Jackie McDonalds collection

Compile materials documenting the indigenous history of the area.
Including recorded interviews, photographs and written works.

Local Studies Library South Port

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

The Bray Family collection

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Tweed Historical Society

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area. Review the
historical photographs. The Aboriginal library has 600 items.

Gold Coast Airport Archives

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Fryer library

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

State Library of NSW

Identify documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Farrell Family collection

Keith Farrell has passed away. His father (Jim) and Grand father were the
first white settlers in Tugun. Jim would peddle past the bora ground every
day. They reported watching the last corroboree in the region together as
they were passing by.

Writings of Ned Harper

Neddy was a timber cutter, who married a local aboriginal woman. He
spoke some of the local language and disputed much of the writings of
Archibald Meston.

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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Intention of review
Writings of Archibald Meston.

Chief Protector of Aborigines.

Written works of TG Hewitt and NC
Hewitt

The Hewitt's published early books about the region. The historical
society will have most of their works

Surveyor Robert notes and diaries

Documentation of indigenous connection to the area.

Scott Derek writings

Highly regarding by the Tweed Community, Derek was a historian with
knowledge o f aboriginal people of the area. Jackie has much of his work

Adrian Pipers collection

Adrian has copies of much of the anthropological and archaeological
research done in the region to date.

Fred Lang's Photographic collection

Historical photos of the region

Ashlin Family collection

Airport area information.

Dolan Family collection

Information about Tallebudgera and Currumbin from 1871 onwards

Bundjalung Mapping Project

Bundjalung Nation Aboriginal Cultural Heritage, Natural Resources and
Environmental, Management Committee documentation of cultural sites
in the region.

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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Organisational records
Matters

o f Interest

Hattersly family
abattoir and hospital site

Photographs and information about the site. Including burial of cattle
remains, and local indigenous people/places

Sand Mining and Dredging
Companies (Murphy's, Foysters etc)

Photographs and records outline the extent of sand mining and the
transportation of materials and local indigenous people/places

Malaraba Holiday Accommodation
(this service has closed and the site is
now owned by RSL Care Queensland
who propose to build a Nursing

Photographs and information about the region and local indigenous
people and places.
Bill Ford used to live there and Jackie has recordings of interviews she
did with him.

Department of Aboriginal Affairs
Lismore (Austinville)

Reports of burials in the area were documented by this office.

Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land
Council records

Collate documentation of Land Councils on going relationship to the area.

Home.)

P e o p l e t o b e s p o k e n c o n t a c t e d f o r t h e i r k n o w l e d g e o f t h e area

Indigenous community members

Area of knowledge

Kevin Slabb

Slab family history

Jackie McDonald

Broad knowledge of the region. Including a large collection of materials
and recordings of interviews between her and old people.

Jason McDonald

Good contemporary knowledge of the alignment and surrounding area
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Indigenous community members

Area of knowledge

Joyce Summers

Broad knowledge of the region. Including historical and cultural
information gained through her research.

Des Williams

Knowledge of the political history of the region and the work of the
TBLALC.

Clarence Phillips

Knowledge of the political history of the region and the history of the
TBLALC.

Mary Dollar

Blow family history. She lived in the alignment.

Isa Randall

Has a continuing connection with Mary Dollar's old house.

Flo Clinton Ford

Last living sibling of the 25 children of Arthur Ford

Joyce Byerley

Good knowledge of who lived where and who is who. Also may have
documentation of the history of Ukerebagh Island, Government blanket
issues and some of Granny Bostocks records

Kathleen Lena

Historical memories of the area. For e.g. use of language, walking to the
Tweed as a child and meeting people.

Clare Gray

Family history and knowledge of the area.

Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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Indigenous community members

Area of knowledge

Elizabeth Blow

Visited the Tweed as a child with her father to visit and go fishing with
Bob Blow.

Bernie Williams

General knowledge of the area. Memories of trip to the Tweed made by
Willy Drumlee.

Graham Dillon

Political history of the region. Knowledge of burials in the area

Teako Thompson

Political history of the region

Hilma Blundell

Family relationship to the area

John Blundell

Knowledge of the area. Including his attempts to secure sand mining
leases

Patricia O'Connor

Extensive knowledge of and personal research into the indigenous history
of the region Yugambeh region.
Childhood visits to see Granny Wainwright and Granny Curtis (when Pat
was about 12 years of age)

Ysola Best

Extensive knowledge of and personal research into the indigenous history
of the region Yugambeh region.

Franc Krasna

Was involved with the Land Council in the national estate registration,
working closely with Sam Levier.
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Indigenous community members

Area of knowledge

Bob Hall

Information about Billy Ford.

Deserae Rotumah

Deserae and Kelly Lena were involved in early protests to protect the
area. They are mentioned in the Bonhomme Craib and Associates study as
people they were referred to however the consultants reported that they
were unable to contact Deserae or Kelly.

John Mye

Information passed on from Granny Curtis

Jim Yuke

Family history and knowledge of sand mining

Non-indigenous community members
Non-indigenous community
members

Area of Knowledge

Community Contact

Tom Sussyer

Lived in the foot print (next door to Mary
Dollar)

Jackie McDonald

Hattersly family

Previous owned land in the alignment.

Jackie McDonald

Harold Quirk

Harold is in his 90s, he knew Billy
Andrews. Ian fox has recorded a recent
interview with him.

Bill Bainbridge
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Non-indigenous community
members

Area of Knowledge

Community Contact

Ian Fox

Archaeological and historical enthusiast.
Currently working with community
members on the Bundjalung Mapping
Project.

Jackie McDonald

Peter Winter

Wrote articles about the airport area.

Jackie McDonald

Dan Boyd

Airport grounds man who took over his role
from Billy Ford. Billy passed on
information about burials in the area.

Jackie McDonald

John Sweeney

Former Gold Coast Airport engineer/works
manager.

Jackie McDonald

Bill Bainbridge

Local historian who runs the historical
society.

Jackie McDonald

Robert Longhurst

Historian from Tallebudgera to the Tweed.
Has worked extensively with Ysola.

Jackie McDonald

Adrian Piper

Archaeologist who has worked extensively
in the region.

Jackie McDonald
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Attachment 7 — Formal analysis of F5
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Report on Skeletal Material recovered from excavation
site at Windaroo, OLD
Prepared by Claire Aland, Associate Lecturer in Anatomy, School of Biomedical
Sciences, The University of Queensland, for Cameo Dailey, Eastern Yugambeh
Limited.

16.

Date: 11/07/2005

Summary:

This report is prepared for Eastern Yugambeh Ltd. I received on 10/06/2005, from
Cameo Dailey, Eastern Yugambeh Limited, 2 fragments of bone of unknown origin
(labelled DMR050 F5 and NPG10 Pit 2), recovered from an excavation at Windaroo.
The purpose of the report is to determine if the skeletal material is human in origin and,
if so, to describe the nature of the material.
None of the skeletal material is clearly identifiable as human. The fragment labelled
DMRSO F5 appears to be a fragment of fresh-water turtle shell. The second fragment,
NPGIO Pit 2, is from the shaft of a long bone, however, it is not consistent in shape or
size with adult or juvenile human skeletal material.
The remainder of this report consists of a description of the skeletal material, with
accompanying photographs.

16.1.

Fragment NPGIO Pit 2

This fragment consists of a portion of a shaft of a long bone (such as tibia or humerus),
broken at both ends and along the length of the shaft. It appears to be mammalian in
origin (rather than bird). It flares slightly at one end. Some of the broken edges of the
Eastern Yugambeh Ltd
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bone are fresh, others are discoloured by dirt. There is encrusted dirt and roots of
vegetation in the medullary cavity of the fragment. There is a slight border along the
length of the fragment.
There are no identifying features that enable this bone to be conclusively identified as
human. However, it does not appear to resemble in shape or size, either adult or
juvenile human skeletal material.

16.2.

Fragment DMRSO F5

This consists of a flattened, quadrangular piece of material, broken or disarticulated
along 3 edges. The fourth edge is not broken. One flat surface is discoloured a dark
brown colour. The other flat surface is pale grey-white, with darker colouration along
the unbroken edge. On this surface are a number of surface markings, some of which
are vascular (for blood vessels). This piece of material has the appearance of a piece
of shell from a turtle, possible fresh-water turtle.
Figure Legends

16.3.

Fragment NPGIO Pit 2

A: The outer surface of the portion of a shaft of a long bone. The broken ends are
visible. The shadowing on the portion of the bone lowest in the photo indicates a
change in curvature of the shaft, demonstrating a slight border running lengthwise
along the shaft.

B: The medullary cavity of the fragment, showing the broken edges of the shaft. The
cortical bone is visible, as are encrusted dirt and vegetation fragments.
C: The broken end of the slightly flared portion of the fragment. The paler colour
indicates a more recent break than in other areas, as dirt is not encrusted.
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D: The broken end from the opposite end of the fragment. This break is darker in
colour as it has encrusted dirt in it.

16.4.

Fragment: DMRSO F5

E: The pale grey side of the fragment, showing markings.
F: A closer view of this side of the fragment.

G: The discoloured opposite surface of this fragment.

•

H: One of the broken or disarticulate edges of the fragment.
I: A closer view of this edge.

J: Another broken edge of the fragment.
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Recommendations

1. That the location and extent of the men's dancing ground be correctly
ascertained during a visit by the traditional owner custodian and other
male Traditional Owners
2. That a desk-top study of the indigenous economic resources remaining
in the area of the 0 4 route be commissioned, and that this commission
be given to Mr Bill King.
3. That archaeological investigations be kept to a minimum in view of the
possibility that the artefact exposures within the airport grounds are no
longer in situ.

•

Apart from the Hidden Valley defile, any stretch of the route that runs across
rocky ground would appear not to need monitoring. Conversely, any part of
the route that runs across sand or swamp does need monitoring during initial
earthworks. A recommendation concerning this monitoring follows.
4. That a CHMP with appropriate procedures be drawn up covering
monitoring by Traditional Owner representatives during initial clearing
and earthworks; that this agreement accords the monitors the usual
rights to call a temporary halt to work at a particular location and to call
on an archaeologist for a professional opinion; that a full report of the
results of this monitoring be made available to Main Roads and to the
contractors on a periodic basis and at the termination of the monitoring
process.

•
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Tugun Bypass
Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Visit, 1 August, 2005

1.

Background

This visit to inspect the Tugun 0 4 Bypass route was undertaken on 1st August
2005, by a group of Ngarang-Wal representatives and invited experts. It was
conducted by Elton Walker of Main Roads, with the assistance of the
environmental officer on the Coolangatta Airport grounds.
The party consisted of Tony Dillon, Ngarang-Wal cultural heritage manager,
Josh Dillon (representing David Dillon), Geoff Burns (Ngarang-Wal cultural
heritage officer), Matt Rissman, environmentalist, Corey O'Malley (GCCC
heritage officer), Bill King (archaeologist & environmentalist) and Eleanor
Crosby (archaeologist). Graham Dillon, OAM, sent his apologies.
This visit took place as one of a number of visits by different groups of
Traditional Owners. Its purpose was twofold:
1. to familiarise the members of the party with the planned route; and,
2. to make an assessment of the previously assembled cultural evidence.
With the exception of the portion of the route that skirts the eastern and
northern sides of Mt Woodgee the whole of the route was walked.

2.

Indigenous Cultural Heritage evidence
2.1.

Traditional Owners

The acknowledged Traditional Owners are descended from the peoples
occupying the area north of the Tweed River in the first half of the nineteenth
century (i.e. from about 1830 onwards).
2.2.

Known significant ICH evidence; and,

2.3.

Known historical ICH evidence

The Ngarang-Wal group of the Traditional Owners do not attribute a high
significance to traditional and historical evidence from the area north of Mt
Woodgee, but they are keenly aware of the considerable significance of the
traditional and historical evidence associated with the wetland-dominated area
between the Tweed River and Mt Woodgee, (representing the easternmost
end of the McPherson Range). This area is known as Cobaki.

Mt Lindesay Highway (Job No 13/258/808)
Indigenous cultural heritage risk assessment

Cobaki is part of the traditional lands of the Gold Coast tribes, and is thus
culturally the responsibility of the descendants of the peoples who occupied
the area in the 1830s. However, because of the way in which the border
between Queensland and New South Wales has been drawn, the area at
present appears to be politically the responsibility of the peoples who
traditionally occupied the lands south of the Tweed River (cf. also HamlynHarris 1915).
It is, moreover, very clear that the Queensland-based Traditional Owners
have cultural knowledge that is not part of the knowledge-base of those
Traditional Owners whose origin is from south of the Tweed River. An
agreement about cultural versus political responsibility needs to be reached
between the various Traditional Owners around the border, so that caretaking
responsibilities can be worked out.
The Queensland-based Traditional Owners care deeply about the Cobaki
area, particularly the major traditionally and historically significant place in the
Cobaki area. This is the 'men's dancing ground'. Unfortunately the traditional
custodian of the dancing ground, Mr John Blundell, was unable to join the
visiting party and Mr Graham Dillon and Mr David Dillon, both of whom have
visited the site, were also unable to attend. Thus the precise location of the
'dancing ground' has not yet been pinpointed. Another visit to the area with
the accredited custodian and senior elders will be required.

2.4.

Identified indigenous cultural heritage evidence
2.4.1

Evidence of traditional indigenous technologies

Introduction. The C4 route of the Tugun Bypass is all open country, varying
from low hills formed from the sandstones and shales of the NeranleighFernvale Beds to the sand dunes running north of Point Danger which
impound the Cobaki and Terranora Broadwaters. Much of the area around
these stretches of water is low and swampy.
Most of the tangible evidence of the presence of traditional Aboriginal peoples
at a place on such open ground resides in the evidence of prehistoric
technologies. These technologies are represented by stone artefacts. Such
evidence is commonly 'archaeological', that is, the discarded or lost pieces of
stone used for a myriad of cutting or chopping activities are now on the
surface of, or buried in, the soil. Occasionally evidence of the use of these
technologies may also be observed in the form of trees that were scarred by
the removal of bark or wood for use in everyday technologies.
Places which are often visited and re-visited may be expected to be located
near to substantial food resources, near to fresh water, and where ground
conformation is flat or gently sloped. Such places may have been visited
every few years for thousands of years. The discard of a few pieces of stone
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every visit may accumulate into a large amount of material. The locations of
such accumulations may be called occupation sites.
At places that are visited rarely, or along tracks that are used occasionally,
some tools or pieces of tool stone may be discarded. Such places are
generally termed `findspots'.
Both occupation sites and isolated findspots may be expected along the C4
route, and have been discovered, or confirmed from earlier studies.
Some other kinds of occupational evidence may occasionally be located but
are not expected to be discovered along the 0 4 route. As examples such
places include:
1. caves or shelters;
2.

quarries;

3. wells.
However, there is evidence for ceremonial activities and perhaps burials along
the general 0 4 route area, if not in the actual proposed road corridor.
Results o f visit on f t August 2005. From Stewart Rd to Hidden Valley the
proposed route skirts the inland side of Tugun Heights. It was agreed that the
only likely indigenous cultural heritage evidence in this section would be find
spots as there appears to have been neither fresh water nor appreciable plant
foods in the area. The hillside may have been periodically hunted for larger
animals and may have provided some other economic resources such as
suitable trees for canoes or other technological items. Such uses may have
resulted in the occasional discard or loss of a stone tool or pieces of waste
material.
At Hidden Valley, as shown on the extract from the Burleigh 1:50 000 map,
Sheet 9541.1(1967), the land is cut by a gully so deep that it might almost be
described as a narrow gorge. This creek flows from almost the top of Mr
Woodgee, at approximately 80' (25m) high to the dunes at Tugun where it is
ponded up behind the fore dune. Where the bypass is intended to run the
creek is less than 10' ASL (3m) but the 'gorge is over 30' (10m) deep in the
crossing area. It will be necessary to bridge this gully.
At present this deep gully is a chain of ponds. It seems likely that it has been
a more-or-less perennial source of fresh water. While no indigenous cultural
heritage evidence was visible at the time of our visit, it is very likely that this
water source was well known to the pre-European inhabitants. It is possible
that evidence of such use, or of occupation near such a water source still
remains in the vicinity. It will be important to observe the earthworks involved
in the construction of the necessary bridge. An agreement for indigenous
cultural heritage monitoring will be required for this section.
From Hidden Valley to the Queensland Border. As already noted, the Mt
Woodgee section was not re-inspected. This section was covered in 1996 by
Dr Crosby and David Dillon during a survey of the adjoining flat area. At that
time the flanks of Mt Woodgee were covered in waist-high grass. However,
the conclusion drawn from that brief inspection was that as there appeared to
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be neither water nor substantial food reserves on Mt Woodgee, it was unlikely
that cultural heritage evidence other than the occasional findspot would be
locatable.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the possible traditional cultural
significance of Mt Woodgee was not investigated.
As a general observation, apart from the Hidden Valley defile, any stretch of
the route that runs across rocky ground would appear not to need monitoring.
Conversely, any part of the route that runs across sand or swamp does need
monitoring during initial earthworks.
The Queensland-New South Wales border to a remnant patch of scrub on the
airport land. The inspection was carried out 32 days after approximately
400mm or rain had fallen on 29 June 2005. This downpour was sufficient to
close the airport for a day. The effects of this rain seem to have been to
reveal a large number of stone artefacts (all waste flakes) on the sand banks
on either side of the patch of scrub. All previous investigators have also
reported stone artefacts in and around this patch of scrub. This investigation
also noted at least two large pieces of sandstone which may have been used
as artefacts near the scrub.
The exposures clearly require further investigation. But, a point that I wish to
make here is that before an assumption is made that this material is in situ the
origin of the sand should be carefully investigated. The reason for this
suggestion is that the sand appears to be higher than the scrub it almost
encircles. Given the proximity of the area to the runway any possibility that
the sand was pushed from somewhere else on the airport over beside the
scrub should be eliminated.
Among reasons for raising this possibility is the observation that there
appears to be no surface charcoal or shell, just clean sand and a few
artefacts. This appears to be the exact opposite of what would be expected,
by comparison with the excavation of middens at Hope Is. Rd (Crosby in
prep.) that is, if the place is an undisturbed occupation site having sustained
at least several centuries of periodic visits then the soil profile should exhibit a
nicely graded change in colouration from charcoally and dark at the surface to
progressively more pale and purely sand at the base.
Indeed, the possibility might be considered that the observed exposure is the
bottom of a former site, and that the whole soil column has been overturned
during some former construction process.
Several archaeological tests of whether material is in situ are available. First,
if the material is in situ and if it is considered as an occupation site then it
seems likely that the evidence should consist of more than the stone materials
— that it should contain food remains nearby (shell) and charcoal from hearths
at least.
Second, and essentially, there should be no abrupt changes in stratigraphy.
So, if the artefact-bearing deposit is a sand that is discovered to be
unconformable with an underlying (perhaps swampy) soil, then it is likely that
the artefacts and their sand have been moved to that place from somewhere
else on the airport land, perhaps even from beneath the runway.
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Thirdly, any dates based on charcoal should clearly show that the oldest
materials are at the base of the site and the most recent are at the top.
If it proves to be the case that the sand has been moved from some other
location, then a single test pit should provide sufficient evidence.
Other evidence may be encountered along this stretch, including the
possibility that indigenous burials may be encountered during roadworks in
this area. A agreement for monitoring this section during initial earthworks
should be developed and implemented.
From the scrub to Kennedy Drive. The remaining area within the airport
grounds was inspected on foot, and then the area around the Pony Club was
also inspected on foot. No archaeological evidence of traditional indigenous
cultural activity was noted. Nevertheless because of the possibility that
indigenous burials may be encountered during roadworks in this area a
agreement for monitoring during initial earthworks should be developed and
implemented.
Furthermore, in the less disturbed parts of the area it is clear that
considerable evidence remains indicating that the place had considerable
economic value to the pre-European Traditional Owners.
2.4.2 Evidence of traditional indigenous economic
resources
The plant and animal resources used in a traditional economy for food,
medicines, fish poisons, as indicators of seasonal events and for other tools,
may be considered as 'intangible archaeology' in that their continuing
presence in a neighbourhood attests to the importance of an area in the
traditional economy.
It is probable that the botanical and zoological surveys associated with the 04
route have identified all the relevant plants and animals found in the various
ecological zones covered by the 0 4 route.
However, this material has not been correlated with the available indigenous
record of native names and uses of materials. It would round out NgarangWal's understanding of the area if this material could be brought together in a
desk-top study. We propose that Mr Bill King be commissioned to undertake
such a desk-top study.

3.

Discussion : the indigenous landscape
3.1.

Introduction

The visit to the Tugun 0 4 route provided Ngarang-Wal's investigation team
with invaluable information. This section will not discuss further the findings of
the investigation but will present brief comments on several areas that need
further investigation.
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Proposal for further study of the significant traditional and
3.2.
historical indigenous landscape
It is clearly necessary that the precise location of the men's dancing ground'
be determined. One visit by the acknowledged traditional owner custodian
and elders will be required.
For record purposes the GPS location and a description of the place and its
immediate surrounds will be made. The location of the place will be available
to anyone who needs to know where the place is exactly, so that it can be
protected from unauthorised visits (e.g. Main Roads senior staff, DNR cultural
heritage co-ordination unit). All other information should be kept by the elders
in a place suitable for such men's business.
Contribution to the study of the indigenous economic
3.3.
landscape
The proposed desk-top study of the remaining indigenous economic evidence
will combine the flora and fauna evidence already assembled with the
linguistic and cultural record available for the area. It will form an invaluable
resource, and will add considerably to the somewhat thin archaeological
evidence.
Concerning the indigenous technological (archaeological)
3.4.
landscape
Monitoring during initial clearing and earthmoving phases of construction work
(in case more archaeological evidence is revealed) will be recommended for
the Hidden Valley area and in any area where the substrate is sandy or
swampy.
A CHMP and agreement covering the Implementation of this proposal will
need to be developed.
Concerns have already been raised that the area of stone artefact exposure
around the scrub on the airport grounds may not be in situ. In this area
preliminary archaeological work, consisting of a single 50cm square test pit,
should be sufficient to resolve this question.
The minor concentration of artefactual evidence on the Mt Woodgee section
should also be investigated archaeologically by means of a small test pit.

4.

Recommendations
1. That the location and extent of the men's dancing ground be correctly
ascertained during a visit by the traditional owner custodian and other
male Traditional Owners.
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2. That a desk-top study of the indigenous economic resources remaining
in the area of the 0 4 route be commissioned, and that this commission
be given to Mr Bill King.
3. That archaeological investigations be kept to a minimum in view of the
possibility that the artefact exposures within the airport grounds are no
in situ.
4. That a CHMP and agreement be drawn up covering monitoring during
initial clearing and earthworks by traditional owner representatives; that
this agreement accords the monitors the usual rights to call a
temporary halt to work at a particular location and to call on an
archaeologist for a professional opinion; that a full report of the results
of this monitoring be made available to Main Roads and the contractors
on a periodic basis.

•
5.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
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14.

15.

'Acid frogs' are denizens o f Wallum: a coastal, lowland vegetation of
woodland, forest and heath growing on sand.
Typical o f the Wallum are its brown-stained, acidic waters in which these
frogs breed.
The Tugun area has isolated, remnant Wallum, which is delimited in extent
by development to the north and south; estuarine vegetation and sclerophyl
forest and development to the west; and development and the ocean to the
east.
The original extent o f this Wallum before Europeans is unknown but it is
likely that it was larger in extent.
Two species o f acid frogs have been recently recorded from the Tugun
area (Wallum Sedgefrog Litoria olongburensis and Wallum Froglet Crinia
tinnula).
The latter species is common in the area but Wallum Sedgefrog is rarer
and o f particular concern.
The sedgefrog is scheduled 'Vulnerable' in the Commonwealth's
Environment protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and New
South Wales's Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
Presently, the Wallum Sedgefrog is only known from the land o f the Gold
Coast Airport.
From the reports available to us, over four years (2001-2005), the frog has
been recorded breeding from several ponds and drainage lines. Most of
these appear to be manmade.
As well, the frog has been seen and heard calling (but not breeding), in
forest and woodland to the west and southeast o f the airport security fence
and along a manmade drainage line inside the security fence in the
southeast.
Over the four years, not all the breeding areas have been active. The
presence o f water in the ponds and drainage lines depends upon rain, the
height o f the watertable and, probably, activities associated with managing
the airport land.
It is our opinion that there are two subpopulations o f the Wallum
Sedgefrog on the airport land. We are unsure i f individuals move between
these populations in the area south o f the runway. However, it is likely.
To the south and west o f the airport land there are large stands o f Wallum.
It is our opinion that the sedgefrog could be found in those areas.
However, as yet, it has not been collected there.
The size o f the populations is unknown, but during one night at least 40
Wallum Sedgefrogs were heard calling. All these were males (because
only the males call) so the total population could be, at least, twice this
number. With such a small number, we cannot say whether or not the
Wallum Sedgefrog will continue to exist in the area even i f the bypass is
not built.
The context o f the Tugun population with respect to other populations of
the frog is as follows:
a. It is an isolated population that is 30-40km to the north o f the
nearest known population in the Pottsville Area, New South Wales
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16.
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18.
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20.
21.
22.

23.

24.
25.
26.

27.

and 45 km to the nearest known population in the north, North
Stradbroke Island, Queensland.
b. It also most likely occurs on South Stradbroke Island, which is
about 161cm north o f Tugun.
The
nearest known mainland population in Queensland is at
c.
Beerwah about 1001cm to the north. However, it is known from in
between on the major Moreton Bay Islands o f Bribie, Moreton and
North Stradbroke. The Stradbroke Islands were apparently
connected to each other and the mainland at Southport during
European memory.
The context o f the Tugun population with respect to the whole Australian
distribution o f the frog is as follows:
a. The species occurs from Fraser Island, Queensland, in the north to
near Coffs Harbour, News South Wales, in the south. The area of
occupancy o f the species is approximately 90001cm2.
b. The size o f the Australian population o f the species is unknown.
c. The Tugun population is situated about halfway in between the
north-south extremes o f the frog's distribution.
The route o f the proposed Tugun Bypass will divide the Wallum into east
and west segments with most o f the Wallum occurring in the west.
However, most o f the known breeding areas will be to the east o f the
bypass. The rest o f the route passes through cleared areas and vegetation in
saline areas.
In the south o f the airport, the bypass goes into a tunnel for approximately
400m, approximately 100m o f which will be revegetated above.
The route as presently planned avoids most o f the known breeding areas
except one pond and a drainage line. However, this drainage line already
runs through a culvert where the airport's permitter road crosses it. The
sedgefrog is known to breed on either side o f this road and its culvert. This
suggests the frog is probably moving through the culvert.
We agree with translocation o f individuals during the construction phase if
they are found to be present at the time.
In the area o f the Wallum there will be six culverts for fauna movement
including two dedicated to frogs and reptiles.
It is unknown i f adult Wallum Sedgefrogs will move through the culverts.
Even so, it is possible that the tadpoles will move through wet culverts
either freely or forced through by water movement.
Presently it is planned to have a 'frog fence' on either side o f the bypass
from Boyd Street in the north to the tunnel ramp in the south to prevent the
frogs from crossing the bypass and to guide them towards the culverts.
The planned 'frog fence' is untried and its success is conjecture.
We recommend that the fence be tested as to its efficacy and, only if
successful, that it be installed.
It is our opinion that, while a major road through the habitat o f an 'at risk'
species should be avoided wherever possible, the planned culverts and
about 100 m o f vegetation over the top o f the tunnel will allow movement
o f the sedgefrogs to either side o f the bypass.
We also agree with the provision o f artificial breeding ponds. As the
present breeding ponds inadvertently constructed on the airport land
illustrate, the Wallum Sedgefrog will use artificial ponds for breeding.
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The possible areas in which they could be built are the following:
• Along the sides o f the bypass as it passes through the airport land.
• Above the tunnel for the bypass.
• To the immediate west o f the airport land.
• To the immediate south o f the airport land.
The final location o f the ponds should be carefully considered. It is
important not to break into saline groundwater when excavating.
Recently, the Green-thighed Frog Litoria brevipalmata has been
discovered near the route o f the Tugun Bypass.
This frog is often difficult to find despite its commonness. Usually, frogs
are easily located during breeding because o f the male's advertisement
call. However, the Green-thighed Frog only breeds during very heavy
down falls in the warm months, which are not a common occurrence and
are difficult conditions for humans searching for them.
The species was originally discovered near Gosford, NSW. Since then its
range has been extended some 1000km to the north to Bundaberg in
Queensland. As well, it occurs within reserves in the City o f Brisbane and
breeds in artificial ponds.
The proposed route o f the bypass will destroy very little vegetation
associated with the frog, which in our opinion, will have little impact on
the species, i f any.
No habitat will be destroyed or interfered with in New South Wales.
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T U G U N BYPASS: REVIEW OF WALLUM SEDGEFROG AND
GREEN-THIGHED FROG
INTRODUCTION

1

The scope o f this review is the following:
•
•
•
•

To review the extent and distribution of the Wallum Sedgefrog Litoria
olongburensis within the Tugun Study Area.
To review the lands outside the Gold Coast Airport for suitability for sites for the
construction o f artificial breeding ponds for the Wallum Sedgefrog.
To review the mitigation measures proposed for managing impacts on the Wallum
Sedgefrog.
To review the potential areas o f habitat for Green-thighed Frog Litoria
brevipalmata.

The Tugun Bypass is a proposed new section o f the Pacific Highway that will connect
Queensland and News South Wales (QDMR 2004). In 2000, the discovery o f an 'at risk'
species, the Wallum Sedgefrog Litoria olongburensis, in the corridor o f the proposed road
in New South Wales (Hero et al. 2004a) created much interest in the project. The species is
scheduled in Queensland, New South Wales and Commonwealth legislation. Recently,
another 'at risk' frog, the Green-thighed Frog Litoria brewpalmata, was found in the Tugun
area (Lewis 2005) and comment on the significance o f the record for the Tugun Bypass has
been requested.
This review was preformed by:

2

•

reading the following documents:
o Hero, Phillips and Shoo (2004a,b)
o Hero, Shoo and Phillips (2004c)
o Parsons Brinckerhoff (2003)
o Queensland Department o f Main Roads (2004).
o BAAM (2004).

•

accessing available scientific literature and reports that include the frogs.

•

surveying the subject area from 7 October 2003 to 16 March 2005, which
comprises 21 days o f fieldwork in total. Frogs were located by ear using breeding,
dusk and rain calls and by hand by torchlight. The use o f non-breeding calls is an
important technique for locating frogs outside their breeding areas, especially dusk
chorusing.

•

examining aerial photographs that include the subject site for the years 1936, 1963
and 1978.

•

using Dr Glen Ingram's 30-years' personal experience with acid frogs, which
includes their discovery.

A C I D FROGS

The 'acid frogs' are only found in Queensland in the Coastal Lowlands o f the southeast
and, in New South Wales, in the east (or "Wallum" o f Coaldrake 1961). Wallum is a
Biodiversity Assessment and Management
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conglomerate o f coastal, lowland vegetation o f woodland, forest and heath growing on
sand.
The acid frogs breed in low pH waters with a maximum pH o f about 5.3. The ecological
category "Acid Frogs" was first put forward by Ingram and Corben (1975) for these
unusual frogs. They were further discussed in Liem and Ingram (1979), Kikkawa, Ingram
and Dwyer (1979) and Dwyer, Kikkawa and Ingram (1979). All the species breed in mostly
still ponds, pools, lakes, backwaters or flooded areas. Acid frogs, particularly the Wallum
Froglet (Crinia tinnula), have received considerable public attention in recent times and
they are frequently invoked in land use conflicts in the Wallum o f southeastern Queensland
and northeastern New South Wales.
Typical o f the breeding medium o f the acid frogs is the 'black' water o f the Wallum. This is
organically stained and organically acidic (Coaldrake 1962, Laycock 1975, Reeve and
Fergus 1983, Reeve etal. 1985, Thompson 1992).
Acid frogs are sensitive to changes in their environment. These include increases in pH of
water in which they breed, draining o f these waters, interference with water tables, nutrient
pollution and clearing o f their habitat. As well, closely related, 'non-acid' species displace
acid frogs when they invade disturbed Wallum habitat.
There are four known species o f acid frogs:
•
•
•
•

Wallum Froglet Crinia tinnula
Wallum Sedgefrog Litoria olongburensis
Wallum Rocketfrog Litoria freycineti
Cooloola Sedgefrog Litoria cooloolensis

O f these species, the Cooloola Sedgefrog does not occur south o f Cooloola on the mainland
(Ingram and Raven 1991). It is only known from the very large, sand islands o f southeast
Queensland and the Cooloola sandmass. The other three species, however, would be
expected to be found in suitable Wallum habitat at Tugun. Hero et al. (2004a) recorded
only Litoria olongburensis and Crinia tinnula but noted an unconfirmed record o f L.
freycineti.
O f all the species o f acid frogs, only the Wallum Sedgefrog is listed in the
Commonwealth's Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 —
and that is as 'Vulnerable'. As well, it is scheduled with the same status in New South
Wales's Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and Queensland's Nature
Conservation Act 1992.
The Wallum Sedge frog breeds during the wet season in areas o f reeds, sedges, ferns
and grasses, be these beside creeks and rivers, or in swamps, peat pools, runnels or
man-made excavations. The breeding sites can occur in heath plains and within forest
or woodland. It is important to understand that breeding sites are not fixed. Depending
on the amount o f rain and surface water, these can vary in location. In very dry years,
in some areas where the frog has bred previously, there is no surface water present
and breeding does not take place. As well, it can appear the frog is not even present
there. Thus, from year to year, a varying picture o f breeding sites is normal.
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Meyer and Hero (2005) state: 'The Wallum Sedge-frog, however, appears to remain
at breeding sites all year round, sheltering amongst sedges, reeds and ferns'. This is
not correct. True, during the non-breeding season, the frog can be still present in the
same areas even i f surface water is either present or not. However, they are also
present in vegetation away from the breeding sites in areas where apparently no
standing water ever occurs. With frogs, it is important to understand that it can be an
error to make conclusions about their ecology based on breeding areas alone and
ignore the other areas in which they occur during other stages o f their life cycle.
Finally, when an area o f Wallum is disturbed by human activity for alternative landuses, the
acid frogs usually disappear in this sequence:
•
•
•

First, Wallum Rocketfrog;
Second, Wallum Sedgefrog; and
Finally, Wallum Froglet.

Nothing is known o f the susceptibility o f the Cooloola Sedgefrog; however, it does
breed in manmade drains on North Stradbroke Island.
Wallum Froglet is by far the more robust survivor o f the acid frogs and may last
several decades i f low pH breeding areas persist. Wallum Rocketfrog is extremely
sensitive to change in the phenology o f the environment and is eliminated within a
few years. While Wallum Sedgefrogs is also sensitive, it will persist in disturbed areas
if breeding areas exist and these abut large stands o f Wallum (James 1996).

3

W A L L U M SEDGEFROG IN THE TUGUN STUDY AREA

3.1

Habitat

3.1.3 Gold Coast Airport land
Presently, in the Tugun area, the Wallum Sedgefrog is only known from the Gold Coast
Airport land (Hero et al. 2004b and BAAM 2004). This area is mostly cleared and/or
disturbed. Historical aerial photographs show the area has been subject to clearing, sand
mining or extraction from at least 1936 (Figures 1-3). As well, activities associated with a
large, active airport have been overlaid on this disturbance. All the sites where Wallum
Sedgefrog were recorded breeding by Hero et al. (2004b) and BAAM (2004) appear to
have been previously cleared, disturbed or the landscape modified. The areas have regrown
to different extents depending on the degree of disturbance in recent times, including
slashing.
In 2004, we performed a survey o f Wallum Sedgefrog on the Gold Coast Airport land and
found that the Wallum Sedgefrog was more widely distributed and breeding in other places
than that recorded by Hero et al. (2004b). This is despite their statement (p.9) that, "No
alternative breeding sites were detected and due to the high habitat selectivity o f this
species we expect the likelihood o f encountering new sub-populations (if they exist) is
minimal.'
Our results were mostly reported in BAAM (2004):
•

The frog was calling and apparently breeding at the time in the areas o f Hero et
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•
•
•

al.'s Pond Sites 1,4,6.
There was no surface water at Pond Sites 2,3,5. It appears these sites are breeding
areas only when the water table is high.
The frog was also present in a human-made drain to the north o f Hero et al.'s Pond
Site 2 but not breeding (no water was present).
No species of frogs were found calling at the two artificial frog ponds built on the
airport for encouraging the breeding o f the sedgefrog. In fact, the water in the
ponds was distinctly salty to taste and unsuitable for breeding o f frogs.

We also found the following:
•

•
•
•
•

The frog was calling and apparently breeding along the drainage line (Figure 4)
between Hero et al.'s Pond Site 6 and Pond Sites 3 and 5 - above and below the
culvert (Figure 5) for the airport road - despite the presence o f Mosquito Fish
(Gambusia holbrooki). This drainage line has apparently been enhanced to take the
runoff from the hardstand o f the airport's tarmac.
Outside o f the drainage line, individuals were present in slashed areas between
Hero et al.'s Pond Site 1 and 3-6.
The frog was within forest to the west o f Pond Site 1 but it is unknown i f it was
breeding.
The frog was within forest to the west o f Pond Site 3 but it is unknown i f it was
breeding.
During one night at least 40 Wallum Sedgefrogs were heard calling. All these were
males (because only the males call) so the population could be, at least, twice this
number because there will be females and, as well, not all males would have been
calling.

In summary, during the work o f BAAM (2004), there were apparently two separate
populations o f the Wallum Sedgefrog: one west and one east o f the runway (Figure 6). We
were not able to find individuals south o f the runway to indicate that there was movement
between these two populations. However, it is likely these are two sub-populations
interacting as a metapopulation.
Hero et al. (2004b), however, identified six sub-populations based on discrete breeding,
which they thought interacted as a metapopulation. Thus, two studies (Hero et al. 2004a,b
and BAAM 2004) have found differing distributions and breeding areas o f the Wallum
Sedgefrog on the airport land but with some agreement. This is to be expected because
movement o f the frog and the presence o f water in the ponds and drainage lines that provide
breeding areas depend upon the variables o f rain, height o f the watertable, tidal influences
and, probably, activities associated with managing the airport land.
In concluding, we cannot be definite about the size o f the population o f Wallum Sedgefrogs
on the airport lands but it is most likely more than 80. This is a small population and it
cannot be assumed that it is viable and that it will naturally persist even if the bypass does
not proceed.
3.1.2 Outside the airport land
The original extent o f the Tugun Wallum before Europeans is unknown but it is likely
that it was larger in extent. Presently, it is an insular remnant that is delimited in
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extent by development to the north and south; estuarine vegetation and sclerophyl
forest and development to the west; and development and the ocean to the east.
We have examined Wallum habitat to the immediate west and south outside o f the airport
land, we are o f the opinion that there remains extensive habitat for the frog, including heath
plains. However, it should be noted that, as yet, no Wallum Sedgefrogs have been recorded
from outside airport land.
Even so, the Wallum habitat and heath plains to the west o f the airport land (See figure 6),
which are mostly in excellent condition, are very likely important remnants for acid frogs.
This needs to be brought to the attention o f the various levels o f government, Federal, State
and Local. This area should be considered for declaration as a National Park.
3.1.3 Context o f the Tugun population
With respect to the regional context o f the Tugun population o f the Wallum
Sedgefrog, it is an isolated population that is 30-401un to the north o f the nearest
known population in the Pottsville-Hastings Point Area, New South Wales (Hero et
al. 2004a) and 45 km to the nearest known population in the north, North Stradbroke
Island, Queensland. It also most likely occurs on South Stradbroke Island, which is
about 161cm north o f Tugun.
The nearest known mainland population in Queensland is at Beerwah about 100km to
the north (Hero et al. 2004a). However, it is known from in between on the major
Moreton Bay Islands o f Bribie, Moreton and North Stradbroke. The Stradbroke
Islands were apparently connected to each other and the mainland at Southport Spit
during European memory thus "...forming a long, narrow sand spit' (Durbidge and
Covacevich 1981).
With respect to the whole Australian distribution o f the frog, the species occurs from
Fraser Island, Queensland, in the north to near Coffs Harbour, News South Wales, in
the south. The area o f occupancy o f the species is approximately 90001cm2 (DEH
2004) but the size o f the whole Australian population o f the species is unknown. The
Tugun population is situated about halfway in between the north-south extremes of
the frog's distribution.
3.1.4 Amphibian biodiversity
As noted previously, the airport land is cleared and/or highly disturbed with various stages
o f regrowth. It also shows the effects o f planned control o f that regrowth by such means as
slashing. Such circumstances are conducive to the introduction or invasion o f non-Wallum
frog species.
This is exemplified by the identification o f an 'amphibian biodiversity hotspot' in the
northeastern corner o f the survey precinct 5 by Hero et al. (2004a). Unfortunately, the
amphibian biodiversity hotspot appears to be an indicator o f the poor condition o f the
Wallum o f the precinct because of the presence o f species normally absent from
undisturbed Wallum. This possibility was mentioned by Hero et al. (2004a). Further, as
noted by Dwyer, Kikkawa and Ingram (1979), a characteristic o f Wallum is poor
biodiversity. What makes Wallum special is the endemicity o f its species. That is, while
Wallum may not be biodiverse it has species restricted to it that are not found in other
abutting habitats — for example, acid frogs.
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As noted by Hero et al. (2004b), competition by non-acid frogs is an environmental threat
to the continued presence o f acid frogs. Thus precinct 5 should not be seen as a `hotspot"
but as a `sadspoe.
3.2

The Tugun Bypass

3.2.1 Mitigation measures
The present route o f the proposed bypass will divide the Wallum into east and west
segments with most o f the Wallum occurring in the west. Even so, most o f the known
breeding areas will be to the east o f the bypass, although the route will result in the
clearing o f a small area o f Wallum mostly on Commonwealth land o f the airport. The
rest o f the route passes through cleared areas and vegetation in saline areas.
In the south o f the airport, the bypass goes into a tunnel for approximately 400m, of
which 100m will be revegetated above. The route as presently planned mostly avoids
the known breeding areas o f the frog. As the route is presently conceived Pond Sites
1, 2, 6, are clearly avoided and Pond Site 3 is just outside the footprint o f the bypass
while it appears Pond Site 5 is within the footprint o f the bypass - if not the bypass
and proposed rail line route - and will be destroyed.
We agree with Hero et al. (2004c) that translocation is necessary for frogs that can be
destroyed by the construction o f the bypass in the area o f their Pond Site 5. However,
translocation may also be needed in the area o f the drainage line in the west o f the
tarmac between their Pond Sites 3/5 and 6, which was not noticed in their studies (see
Figure 4). However, this drainage line already runs through a wet culvert where the
airport's permitter road crosses it. We found the sedgefrog breeding on either side of
this road and its culvert (Figure 5).
In the area o f the Wallum there will be six culverts for fauna movement including two
dedicated to frogs and reptiles (QDMR 2004). It is difficult to conclude whether or
not these will function as movement devices for adult Wallum Sedgefrogs because
there is no information about whether or not they use culverts. Even so, as noted in
the preceding, the frog is present and breeding on either side o f a culvert, which
suggests they do use them. It is possible, however, it is the larvae that move through
this culvert (i.e. the tadpoles swim through either freely or by force o f water).
We feel that it is important that these culverts are monitored while the bypass is in
operation to gather data about the culverts' efficacy as movement devices for the
Wallum Sedgefrog.
Hero et al. (2004c) also recommended frog exclusion fencing. Presently it is planned
to have a 'frog fence' on either side o f the bypass from Boyd Street in the north to the
tunnel ramp in the south to prevent the frogs from crossing the bypass and to guide
them towards the culverts. As noted by QDMR (2004), however, the fence is untried
and trials may be needed.
Even so, Wallum Sedgefrogs do, or attempt to, cross roads (Goldingay and Taylor
MS). We recommend that the fence be tested as to its efficacy and, if successful, that
it be installed.
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3.2.2 Constructing artificial breeding ponds
As noted in BAAM (2004), we are o f the opinion that construction o f breeding ponds
and drainage lines for the Wallum Sedgefrog is feasible and likely to result in
breeding success. As well, the present breeding o f the frog on Gold Coast Airport land
is in mostly manmade ponds and drainage lines, which exemplifies this conclusion.
Recently, the management o f the airport had two breeding ponds made. In BAAM
(2004) we called attention to the fact that the water in these ponds was saline and that
such water is inimicable to most frogs. However, it is our opinion these two breeding
ponds would have succeeded but for their proximity to an estuary.
We assert that it is also feasible to build artificial ponds in the Wallum habitat off the
airport land and we concur with the characteristics o f the ponds to be built as
described in QDMR (2004).
The possible areas in which they should be built are marked in Figure 6. They are all
areas abutting the airport land. This is because o f the fact that the frogs have only
been found on that land in the Tugun area (before resumptions for the bypass, that is).
There are four possibilities:
• Along the sides o f the bypass as it passes through the airport land.
• Above the tunnel for the bypass.
• To the west o f the airport land.
• To the south o f the airport land.
Ponds along side the bypass beg the question o f road death o f frogs but, i f the trials of
the exclusion fencing are successful, this will be avoided.
Road death o f frogs is not a serious consideration i f ponds are built above the
proposed tunnel during the rehabilitation o f that area. However, there may be
engineering problems with this proposal.
Building ponds to the west and south o f the airport land may be easier solutions. Even
so, present habitat will have to be destroyed to build them. As well, the ponds will be
situated some distance from the area o f the two known subpopulations and it is
uncertain i f the frog will find them. Nothing is known o f Wallum Sedgefrog's
movements to know how far they will travel.
One area in the south o f the airport land is Tweed Canal Block C. Certainly, the
Wallum habitat there is promising and Wallum Froglets, for example, can be heard
calling nearby. The difficulty with this area is that artificial channels run close by and
this is mangrove-lined and contains saline water. There will be technical problems to
solve in excluding this water.
I f frog ponds are finally built, their operation should be monitored to record their
success or failure as breeding sites for Wallum Sedgefrog.
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Conclusion
3.3
There appears to be two sub-populations o f Wallum Sedgefrogs in the Tugun area. All
their breeding areas so far located are on Commonwealth land o f the Gold Coast
Airport. Humans apparently have created these breeding areas either as a result o f past
sandmining activities or from activities associated with managing the airport land. We
note, however, that there are areas o f Wallum habitat for the frog outside the airport's
land. These areas offer sites for building further artificial ponds for breeding o f the
frog but the ponds should be as close as possible to the areas on the airport land where
the frog is only known from in the Tugun area.
Table 1 details the likely impacts and the proposed mitigation measures in terms of
the Commonwealth's Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999. We are o f the opinion that the culverts and area o f land above the proposed
tunnel will allow movement o f the frog and/or its larvae. However, we cannot be
certain that this small population o f Wallum Sedgefrogs would have continued to
exist even i f the bypass did not proceed.
We also feel that that the proposed measures for the bypass need to include an
understanding o f the present future management plans o f the Gold Coast Airport for the
frog.
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TABLE 1. Nature and magnitude o f the impacts o f the proposed route o f the Tugun
Bypass on the Wallum Sedgefrog.
TUGUN BYPASS
On-site impacts

Construction
Loss o f small area o f habitat.

Off-site impacts

Decrease in connectivity o f habitat.
Construction o f breeding ponds.

Direct impacts

Probable death o f some individuals
but translocation should minimise
this.

Indirect impacts

Noise from human presence.

Frequency o f action

Construction o f road is one-off. Its
operation has a timetable.
Until road is constructed.
None expected.

Duration o f action
Impact over
geographical range
Sensitivity of
environment
Degree o f confidence
Decision

4

Sensitive. Care will be taken to
maintain the hydrology and quality
o f ground and surface water.
Confident.
Provision o f breeding ponds may
increase the population. The species
is expected to continue to exist in the
area. However, it is possible that the
population is naturally headed
towards extinction in the local area
even if the bypass does not proceed.

Operation
Rehabilitation o f roadside habitat and
above tunnel. Possible death of
individuals crossing road.
Increase in connectivity o f habitat by use
o f culverts and rehabilitation of
vegetation on top o f tunnel. Operation of
new breeding ponds.
Possible death o f individuals. Increase in
connectivity o f habitat by use o f culverts
and rehabilitation o f vegetation on top of
tunnel. Operation o f new breeding ponds.
Continuous noise from cars. Lights of
cars at night.
Indefinite.
Indefinite.
None expected.
Sensitive. Care will be taken to maintain
the hydrology and quality o f ground and
surface water.
Confident.
Operation o f road is expected to have
little impact i f frog exclusion fence is
found to work and built. Provision of
breeding ponds may increase the
population. The species is expected to
continue to exist in the area. However, it
is possible that the population is naturally
headed towards extinction in the local
area even i f the bypass does not proceed.

GREEN-THIGHED FROG

General
4./
The Green-thighed Frog Litoria brevipalmata was recently recorded within the Tugun
area during routine monitoring undertaken by Lewis Ecological Surveys following
heavy rains during summer 2004/2005 (Lewis 2005). This is the first recording o f the
species in the area despite the extensive surveying o f Hero et al. (2004a-b).
Individuals were located within swamp forest (dominated by broad leaved paperbark
and swamp mahogany) although potential habitat suggested by Lewis ( / c . cit.)
includes a mosaic o f swamp forest, sedgeland/rushland, and heathland.
We have not been able to locate the frog subsequently but this is to be expected
because it is unusual in that it only breeds during very heavy rains (Nattrass and
Ingram 1993) and such conditions were not available to us. However, we accept the
designation by Lewis (2005) o f potential habitat for the frog in the Tugun-Cobaki area
(Figure 6).
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The Green-thighed Frog was first discovered over 33 years ago near Gosford, NSW.
For many years it was considered a mysterious animal that just disappeared or
reappeared despite what were excellent breeding conditions for most frogs (Tyler and
Davies 1985). Since the fact o f its breeding in only very heavy rains, or downpours,
has become widely known, its range has been extended some 10001cm since its
discovery to near Bundaberg, Queensland. Apparently the frog is not uncommon — it
is just difficult to confirm its presence. Even so, regulators persist in listing it as an 'at
risk' species, with varying statuses.
The Green-thighed Frog is not listed in the Commonwealth's Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. It is scheduled as 'Vulnerable' under
Schedule 2 o f the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, and as a 'Rare'
species under Schedule 4 o f the Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife)
Regulation 1994. For developments which require approval under Part 4 or 5 o f the
NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 requires that an assessment is undertaken to determine
whether there is likely to be a significant effect on a threatened species, population or
ecological community, or their habitat. This assessment is conducted on the basis of
eight factors (referred to as an Eight-part Test), which are included in Section 5a of
the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. To determine whether
the proposed Tugun Bypass would have a significant effect on L. brevipalmata within
the study area, an Eight-part Test was undertaken and is presented below.
4.2
Eight-part Test
a) in the case o f a threatened species, whether the life cycle o f the species is likely to be
disrupted such that a viable local population o f the species is likely to be placed at risk of
extinction;
Litoria brevipalmata is known from a number o f localities extending from Bundaberg,
Queensland into central coastal NSW (Barden 2004, Cogger 2000, Aridis 1997). Within
this range specimens have been recorded from wet and dry sclerophyll forest on ranges and
foothills, lowland swamp sclerophyll forest and heathland, and in cleared and modified
environments (Cogger 2000, Aridis 1997, Barker et al., 1995, Hannah and Smith 1995,
Nattrass and Ingram 1993). Recording o f L. brevipalmata following heavy rain periods
during spring and summer is consistent with most o f these past records (see Aridis 1997).
A single individual was recently recorded in the Tugun area following heavy rainfall during
ecological monitoring by Lewis (2005). Habitat within this area includes a mosaic of
swamp forest (dominated by broad leaved paperbark and swamp mahogany),
sedgeland/rushland, and heathland. The ability for this species to utilise modified
environments such as cleared areas (Aridis 1997) and exotic pine plantations (Hannah and
Smith 1995) suggests that L. brevipalmata may not be dependent on specialised habitats for
some or all o f its life cycle requirements. Within the Tugun area, the local distribution o f L.
brevipalmata is likely influenced more by the presence o f fresh water environments versus
saline environments rather than strictly by vegetation type. Consequently, seasonality
effects would be a contributing factor in determining the exact distribution for this species
in the area.
The proposed route o f the Tugun bypass passes along the eastern edge o f the habitat and
potential habitat. Any habitat loss will occur in Queensland and not in New South Wales.
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b) in the case o f an endangered population, whether the life cycle o f the species that
constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability o f the
population is likely to be significantly compromised;
No population o f L. brevipalmata has been listed as 'endangered' in NSW or Queensland.
As well, none o f the frog's habitat will be disrupted in NSW. In Queensland only a small
portion o f the habitat will be affected.
c) in relation to the regional distribution o f the habitat o f a threatened species, population
or ecological community, whether a significant area o f known habitat is to be modified or
removed;
A small area o f the eastern edge habitat will be modified in Queensland and not NSW.
d) whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated from currently
interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat f o r a threatened species, population, or
ecological community;
No known or potential habitat will become isolated because no works will be undertaken in
habitat identified as core or potential habitat for L. brevipalmata.
e) whether critical habitat would be affected;
Presently, no critical habitat for L. brevipalmata has been identified within the Tugun areaCobaki area.
f ) whether a threatened species, population, or ecological community, or their habitats, are
adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other similar protected areas) in the
region;
In Queensland, L. brevipalmata is known from a number o f state forests and national parks
(see Aridis 1997 and references therein). Therefore, the species is considered to be
adequately represented within the reserve network. In NSW, the species is not adequately
represented within reserves.
g) whether the development o f activity proposed is o f a class o f development or activity that
is recognised as a threatening process;
Schedule 3 o f the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 provides a list o f key
threatening processes o f which the following are considered for this proposal:
• clearing o f native vegetation (as defined and described in the final determination of
the Scientific Committee to list the key threatening process)
This threatening processes will not impact on currently known or potential habitat for L.
brevipalmata in New South Wales. In Queensland, the clearing is minor and marginal.
h) whether any threatened species population or ecological community is at the limit o f its
known distribution.
Litoria brevipalmata was known from very few records leading up to the early 1990's.
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With an increase in survey effort in the region, and especially in state forests and timber
reserves in Queensland, new records for this species were recorded from a number o f sites
within this species range. As discussed, L. brevipalmata is now known to extend as far
north as the Bundaberg region, west into the Yarraman district in southern Queensland, and
south into central coastal NSW. Consequently, the Tugun-Cobaki population is not at the
distributional limit o f this species' distribution.
4.3
Conclusion
The Tugun Bypass will not affect the habitat o f the Green-thighed Frog in New South
Wales. In Queensland, the northern edge o f its habitat will be affected by clearing.
However, this is not expected to impact on a safe future for the species in that State.
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Fig. 1. Aerial photograph showing the activity o f sand mining in 1936
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Fig. 2. Aerial photograph 1963
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Fig. 3. Aerial photograph 1978
(From front cover o f Commonwealth Department o f Transport Australia 1979)
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Fig. 4. Drainage line on airport
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Fig. 5. Culvert under airport perimeter road
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Fig. 7. Known and potential habitat for Litoria brevipalmata identified by Lewis (2005).

Potential habitat for green-thighed frog (Litoria brevipalmata) in the immediate area.

Known habitat for green-thighed frog (Litoria brevipalmata)
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1.1.1

Durringtonia paludosa

A single specimen of this species has been recorded from the study area during 2001 surveys. This species si not
listed on the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, or Commonwealth legislation, but si listed as
'rare' on Schedule 4 of the Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994.
a)

iii the case o f a threatened species, whether the life cycle o f the species is likely to be chsrupted such that a
viable local population o f the species is likely to be placed at risk o f ex6nction;

i a closed sedgeland understorey. It has been
Durringtonia paludosa grows in coastal swamp forest, often n
recorded in Swamp Mahogany Forest on Airport lands about 150 metres from the alignment. It si considered to
have a low likelihood of occurring in suitable habitat including Paperbark Forest, Mixed Swamp Forest and
Disturbed Saltmarsh/Sedgeland communities in NSW and Wet Heathland and Sedgeland on Commonwealth
land. The proposed bypass would result in the removal of 19 hectares (13.7 percent) of potential habitat out of a
total of 139 hectares of habitat in the study area. Therefore, it si considered unlikely that the loss of a small amount
of potential habitat in the study area would disrupt any potential populations of Durringtonia paludosa or place it at
risk of extinction.
b)

in the case o f an endangered population, whether the life cycle o f the species that constitutes the endangered
population is likely to be disrupted such that the viability o f the population is likely to be significantly
compromised;

No population of Durnngtonia paludosa has been listed as 'endangered' under the NSW Threatened Specks
Conservation Act 1995
c)

in relation to the regional distribution o f the habitat o f a threatened species, population or ecological
community, whether a significant area o f known habitat is to be modified or removed;

No known habitat of Durringtonia paludosa would be modified or removed as a result of the proposed bypass.
d)

whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated iiom currently interconnecting or proximate
areas o f habitat for a threatened species, population or ecological community'

The proposed bypass would not isolate any known area of interconnecting or proximate habitat for Durringtonia
paludosa, provided that some regeneration of the tunnelled section occurs.
e)

whether critical habitat would be affected;

Presently, no critical habitat for Durnngtonia paludosa has been designated under the NSW Threatened Specks
Conservation Act 1995
V

whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their habitats, are adequately
represented in conservation reserves (or other similar protected areas) in the region;

This species si found in a number of conservation reserves in the region, however, the adequacy of its reservation
i the region.
si not known. It si therefore considered to be inadequately conserved n
,e

whether the development or actiwiy proposed is o f a class o f development or activity that is recognised as a
threatening process;

Clearing of native vegetation has recently been listed as a threatening process under the NSW Threatened Specks
Conservation Act 1995 The proposed route has been selected to avoid the majority of native vegetation in the
area; however, the proposed bypass would still result in the removal of 45.2 hectares of native vegetation.
Therefore, the proposed bypass would contribute to a recognised threatening process. In view of this, a
compensatory habitat package si proposed to preserve similar native vegetation in the area.
h)

whether any threatened specks, population or ecological comrnunityis at the limit o f its known distnbution;

This species si found north from Laurieton and occurs into Queensland. There Durringtonia paludosa si not at the
limit of its known distribution in the study area.

•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose o f this study was to identify further the vegetation communities and
significant plant species found on land proposed as compensatory habitat for the
Tugun Bypass Project. The compensatory habitat comprised Block A (64.1ha) and
Block E (6.3ha), which adjoins Block A to the east.
Approximately 84% o f the area o f Block A and Block E combined was covered by
native vegetation, while the remainder (16%) was cleared grazing land.
Five broad vegetation types comprising nine plant associations were present in the
compensatory habitat. The broad vegetation types were Lowland Rainforest, Dry to
Moist Tall Open Forest, Swamp Sclerophyll Forest, Mangroves and Saltmarsh. The
nine associations were: Umbrella Cheese Tree (Glochidion sumatranum) — Pink Euodia (Melicope
1
elleryana) — Scentless Rosewood (Synoum glandulosum) — Water Vines
(Cissus spp.)
Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus)
2a
Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis)
2b
Broad-leaved Ironbark (Eucalyptus siderophloia)
2c
Forest Red Gum
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Flooded Forest
3a
3b
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Meadow Forest
Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia)
3c
Grey Mangrove (Avicennia marina) +I- Milky Mangrove (Excoecaria
4
agallocha)
Saltwater Couch (Sporobolus virginicus)
5
The broad vegetation types contain three listed Endangered Ecological Communities
(NSW TSC Act) — Swamp Oak Foodplain Forest, Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on
Coastal Floodplains and Coastal Saltmarsh.
Two broad vegetation types and six associations listed in PB 2004 for the Tugun
Bypass corridor (footprint) were absent from the compensatory habitat. The two broad
vegetation types were Scribbly Gum and Heath on Sand, and Freshwater Swamp. One
o f these is a listed Endangered Ecological Community in NSW (Freshwater Swamp).
A total o f 325 species o f vascular plant species were identified (52 exotic) o f which
18 were species o f conservation significance and all except one were limited to Block
A. The Endangered species were Cassia brewsteri var. markesiana (Brush Cassia),
Endiandra muelleri subsp. bracteata (Rusty Green-leaved Rose Walnut) and Randia
moorei (Spiny Gardenia). The Vulnerable species were Acacia bakeri (Marblewood),
Cryptocarya foetida (Stinking Cryptocarya) and Lepiderema pulchella (Fine-leaved
Tuckeroo). In addition 6 nationally rare (ROTAP) and 5 regionally significant species
were recorded, including two species apparently recorded for the first time in NSW,
Dianella brevipedunculata and Desmodium triflorum.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scope

5

The purpose o f this study is to to identify further the vegetation communities and
significant plant species found on land proposed as compensatory habitat for the
Tugun Bypass Project. Ecos Environmental P/L has been commissioned by the
Parsons Brinckerhoff Group to undertake the study.
The remaining sections o f the introduction describe the location and physical
environment o f the study area. Section 2 explains the methodology used to survey the
flora, map plant communities and assess the findings. Section 3 describes the results
o f the survey and assesses the conservation significance o f recorded flora and plant
communities with reference to State and Federal environmental legislation. Section 4
discusses the conservation values o f the property in comparison to those impacted by
the proposed bypass and likely issues for management o f the subject land.
1.2

Survey Area

The survey area is located in New South Wales on the southwestern side o f Cobaki
Broadwater about 11cm south o f the proposed Tugun Bypass corridor where it crosses
the western side o f Coolangatta Airport (GCAL) land. The compensatory habitat land
comprises two blocks referred to as Block A (`Koala Block') and Block E (`Ganter
Block'). Block A is 64.1ha in area and Block E, which adjoins Block A to the east, is
6.3ha (Figure 1).
1.3

Physical Environment

The Tweed Heads-Coolangatta area has a maritime subtropical climate. Mean annual
rainfall is 1700mm with a summer-autumn maximum and relatively dry spring.
The landform o f Blocks A and E consists o f a low ridge o f hills surrounded mainly by
wetland or open water that projects northwest into the Cobaki Broadwater basin from
Tweed Heads West. The ridge o f hills and gullies on Block A has a maximum
elevation o f 60 metres asl and is skirted by low-lying swampy flats. Block E includes
an estuarine embayment and the edge o f adjoining hills.
The soil type over most o f Block A is a red-yellow podzol o f medium fertility formed
on metasediment (e.g. chert, phyllite). There is a patch o f red krasnoserm soil capping
the highest hill, which is associated with a small basalt residual. The basalt is
probably from the Mt Warning eruption 20 million years ago and would represent one
o f the earliest lava flows as it directly overlies the old metasediment land surface.
Basalt cappings in the Tweed area often supported rainforest, but there was no
evidence o f rainforest ever growing at the site, rather Blackbutt open forest,
suggesting a long history o f deliberate burning o f the hilltop by the aborigines. The
low-lying areas o f Block A and E contain deposits o f estuarine mud that support
mangroves or swamp forest depending on tidal penetration and salinity.
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2.0

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Flora Survey Design

6

The flora survey design followed the stratified meander traverse method (DEC
2004a). Eleven meander traverses were stratified according to topography (e.g. slopes,
crests and gullies) and broad vegetation type (e.g. swamp forest, open forest and
rainforest), and spread out to sample all sections o f the property (Appendix B).
Existing vegetation maps o f the site (Rushton 2004) were used as a source of
information on broad vegetation type. On each traverse all species sighted were
recorded until no further species could be easily located or an abrupt vegetation
change was encountered. After each traverse species were scored for abundance as
either 1 — rare, 2 — occasional, 3 - common or 4 - very common. The location o f all
threatened and significant plant species was recorded with a GPS using GDA datum.
A list o f potentially occurring threatened or significant plant species and communities
was compiled from a number o f sources including Rushton (2004), The Tugun
Bypass EIS (Tugun Alliance 2004), records in the DEC Atlas o f NSW Wildlife
(which includes flora), Herbarium Records from Australia's Virtual Herbarium and
the local knowledge o f the authors.
More detailed sampling was carried out following the guidelines in DEC (2004a)
where Threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities were encountered.
This sampling consisted o f 20m x 20m quadrats in which species composition,
vegetation structure and site charactertistics were recorded. Species abundance was
measured as cover-abundance (the horizontal projection o f foliage crown extent),
which was estimated visually in terms o f Braun Blanquet cover-abundance classes
(Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974; NPWS 1995), as follows:1
2
3
4
5
6

sparse, <5% crown-cover
any number, <5% crown-cover
5 - 25%
25 - 50%
50 - 75%
75 - 100%

Fieldwork was carried out over 5 days in May and June 2004 by Dr Andrew Benwell
and Lui Weber. The survey was well-timed to record the great majority o f plant
species including perennial trees and shrubs, summer-autumn flowering grasses and
herbs as well as wintering flowering ground orchids.
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Table 1. Indicative list o f Threatened plant species that could potentially occur on the
study site. E — endangered, V — vulnerable, 'blank' — not listed.
Common Name

Species
Acacia bakeri
Acronychia littoralis
Archidendron hendersonii
Arthraxon hispidus
Callerya australis
Cyperus semifertilis
Drynaria rigidula
Eleocharis tetraquetra
Endiandra floydii
Eniandra hayesi
Geijera paniculata
Geodorum densiflorum
Grevillea hilliana
Harnieria hygrophiloides
Isoglossa eranthemoides
Macadamia tetraphylla
Marsdenia longiloba
Oldenlandia galioides
Phaius australis
Randia moorei
Syzygium moorei
Syzygium hodgkinsoniae
Xylosma terra-reginae
2.2

Conservation
TSC Act
Marblewood
V
Scented Acronchyia
E
White Laceflower
V
Hairy Joint Grass
V
Blunt-leaved Wisteria
R
E
Basket Fern
E
Square-stemmed Spike Rush E
Crystal Creek Walnut
E
Velvet Laurel
V
Axebreaker
E
Geodorum Orchid
E
White Silky Oak
E
E
Issoglossa
E
Rough-shelled Bush Nut
V
E
Hedyotis
E
Phaius
E
Spiny Gardenia
E
Coolamon Tree
V
Red Lily Pilly
V
Xylosma
E

Status
EPBC Act
E
V

E
V

E
E
V
E
V
E
V
V

Taxonomy

Naming and taxonomy followed the Flora o f NSW (Harden 1992, 1993, 2000, 2002).
All species that could not be identified in the field were collected and sent to the
Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney for identification.
2.3

Vegetation Mapping

A vegetation map o f the site was produced showing the distribution o f plant
associations and broad vegetation type. An association is defined as a unit of
vegetation having the same overall structure and dominant species in the overstorey
(Beadle and Costin 1952; Beadle 1981), and the same dominant species in the
understorey (Neldner 1993). Vegetation structure refers to the life form, height and
crown cover o f the upper vegetation stratum (Specht 1970).
Association boundaries were delineated on a base map o f the survey area comprising
an enlarged extract o f the Tweed Heads and Currumbin 1:25,000 topographic map
sheets, which show landform contours. Association boundaries were identified on the
basis o f data recorded for flora traverses and quadrats (Appendices B and C), and the
vegetation-terrain relationships observed during survey work.
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The areas o f each mapped association were calculated with AutoCAD (2004). These
areas were then expressed as percentages and multiplied by the known total area of
Block A and E (70.4ha), to give the areas o f each association reported in Table 2. This
approach was necessary as the vegetation map created had planimetric distortions due
to interpretation o f property boundaries (given the information supplied) and edge
discrepancy between the Tweed Heads and Currumbin 1:25,000 sheets that were used
as the map base. The vegetation map was considered to provide an accurate
representation o f the percentages o f each vegetation type.
2.4

Conservation Significance of Plant Species and Communities

The conservation significance o f plant species and communities was determined with
reference to:
•

Schedules o f the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995;

•

Schedules o f the Queensland Nature Conservation Regulations 1994:

•

Schedules o f the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999;

•

ROTAP (Briggs and Leigh 1995) for nationally rare species;

•

Sheringham and Westaway (1995) and NPWS (1998) for regionally significant
plants; and

•

Hager and Benson (1994) for plant communities.

•
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RESULTS

3.1

General Vegetation Description
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Approximately 84% o f Blocks A and E are covered by native vegetation, while the
remainder (16%) is cleared grazing land (Figure 1). The predominant vegetation type
on Block A is tall open forest. This varies in composition according by the effect of
topgraphy (slope, aspect and topo position) on soil water conditions. Exposed slopes
and the highest parts support Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis) open forest with a grass
and herb understorey. In the heads o f gullies where soil moisture is slightly higher
other eucalypts such as Tallowwood (E. microcorys), White Mahogany (E.
acmenoides), Grey Gum (E. propinqua) and Pink Bloodwood (Corymbia intermedia)
occur. Open forest dominated Broad-leaved Ironbark (E. siderophloia) occurs in two
areas o f Block A and E on exposed upper slopes. On southerly aspects, these forest
types grade downslope into Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus) tall open forest with
a fern dominated ground layer.
Moist gullies and some lower hill slopes have narrow bands o f regenerating
subtropical rainforest. A patch on one southerly slope on the east side o f Block A and
a section o f lower ground in the west supports more advanced rainforest regrowth
with Hoop Pine (Araucaria cunninghamii), Feather Palms (Archontopheonix
cunninghamiana), Yellow Carabeen (Sloanea woolsii) and Hazelwood (Symplocos
stawellii). Low lying areas on Block A and E support a large expanse o f wetland
comprising Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca), Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca
quinquenervia), Mangrove and Saltmarsh communities, the latter community only on
Block E.
A total o f 325 species o f vascular plants in 99 families were recorded during the
survey on Blocks A and E, o f which 52 were exotic. The largest plant families were
the Poaceae (or grasses) with 29 species, followed by Myrtaceae (eucalypts, tea-trees
etc) with 18 species, Asteraceae (daisy family) and Fabaceae (pea flowered plants)
each with 17 species, Cyperaceae (sedges) with 13 species, Euphorbiaceae and
Lauraceae both with 11 species and Sapindaceae with 10 species.
O f the plant species recorded, a total o f 6 were Threatened plant species (3
Endangered, 3 Vulnerable), 6 nationally rare (ROTAP) species and 5 regionally
significant.
3.2

Vegetation Communities

3.2.1

Overview

Five broad vegetation types comprising nine associations occur in the study area
(Figure 1). The associations are described in Sections 3.2.2 — 3.2.6. Table 2 compares
the area o f vegetation communities to be removed on the Tugun Bypass (PB 2004)
with the area (ha) in the compensatory habitat as determined by PB (2004) and the
present study, which were in essential agreement as to the general vegetation types
present and their area. The inclusion o f littoral rainforest in PB (2004) appeared to be
a mapping error. Table 3 shows how vegetation communities identified in this study
were matched with those in PB (2004).

Table 2: Vegetation communities recorded in the compensatory habitat package (Blocks A& E) and their area. The three 'area' columns
compare the area in hectares to be removed on the proposed Tugun bypass (column 3) with the area in the compensatory habitat package as
reported by PB 2004 (column 4) ) and the area/percentage o f equivalent vegetation communities measured by the present study. The areas in
columns 3 and 4 are derived from Table 3.1 o f PB 2004 - Preliminary Comp. Habitat Assessment in EIS Technical Papers Vol.5). The matching
o f vegetation communities from PB 2004 with equivalent communities from the present study is indicated in Table 3 below.
Map
Unit

Plant Communities classified and mapped by this study
Area (ha) to be
(ones without numbers were not recorded on the comp. habitat by removed on
this study but occur on the Tugun Bypass corridor or are listed for Tugun Bypass
the comp. habitat in Tugun Alliance 2004)
- PB 2004

1
1

Lowland Rainforest (regrowth)
Umbrella
Cheese Tree (Glochidion sumatranum) - Pink Euodia
(Melicope elleryana) - Scentless Rosewood (Synoum glandulosum)
Water Vines (Cissus spp.)
Littoral rainforest
Dry to Moist Tall Open Forest
Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus)
Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis)
Broad-leaved Ironbark (Eucalyptus siderophloia)
Forest Red Gum
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Flooded Forest
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Meadow Forest
Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia)
Swamp Mahogany
Mangroves
Grey Mangrove (Avicennia marina) +I- Milky Mangrove (Excoecaria
agallocha)
Saltmarsh
Saltwater Couch (Sporobolus virginicus)

2
2a
2b
2c
3
3a
3b
3c
4
4
5
5

Area in
compensatory
habitat
- present study

Area (ha) in
compensatory
habitat
- PB 2004

0.6

0

ha
1.99

%
2.83

0

2

0.00

0.00

2.6
4.9
1
0.2

3.2
31.4
0
0

5.81
19.85
2.77
0.00

8.25
28.20
3.94
0.00

3

15.7

10.2
3.3

5.3
0

15.00
3.90
1.91
0.00

21.31
5.54
2.71
0.00

0.05

8.4

7.20

10.22

0.7

0.9

0.78

1.11
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Cleared Pasture
Scribbly Gum and Heath on Sand
Scribbly Gum
Wet Heath
Dry Heath (' Slashed Heath')
Freshwater Swamp
Rushland
Sedgeland
Femland

11.18

15.89

2.6
1.2
2.8

0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.6
1.2
0

0
0
0.4

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 3: Matching o f Vegetation Communities from PB 2004 with Equivalent Vegetation Communities (Associations) from this Study and
showing conservation significance and those with Endangered Ecological Community (EEC) status under the NSW TSC Act.
Vegetation Communities Described by
PB 2004

Equivalent Vegetation Communities (Associations)
from the Present Study

PB 2004
Conservation
Significance **

Littoral Rainforest
Regenerating Vine Forest
Moist Blackbutt Forest
Dry Blackbutt Forest
Blackbutt Woodland
Ironbark/Mahogany Forest
Scribbly Gum
Forest Red Gum Forest
Regenerating Brushbox Forest
Swamp Mahogany Forest
Swamp Mahogany/Brushbox Forest
Swamp Mahogany/Scribbly Gum Forest
Swamp Mahogany/Paperbark Forest
Tallowwood/Paperbark Forest
Paperbark Forest
Open Paperbark Woodland
Paperbark Regrowth
Swamp Oak Forest
Swamp Oak Woodland
Mixed Swamp Forest
Scribbly Gum Mallee Heathland
Wet Heathland

Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
1. Lowland Rainforest (regrowth)
2b Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis)

R
R
R
R
R

2c Broad-leaved Ironbark (Eucalyptus siderophloia)
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
2a Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus)
Swamp Mahogany - Not found in CH Blocks A& E by
the present study

* Rare forest type
R
EEC
R
R
R
R

3c Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia)
R
R
3a Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Flooded Forest
3b Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Meadow Forest
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study

Endangered
Ecological
Community- not
shown in PB 2004
EEC
Part EEC

S
R
R/S

EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
EEC
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Slashed Heathland (Dry Heath)
Saltmarsh
Disturbed Saltmarsh/Sedgeland
Mangrove Forest

Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
5 Saltwater Couch (Sporobolus virginicus)

EEC
EEC

4
Grey Mangrove (Avicennia marina) +I- Milky R
Mangrove (Excoecaria agallocha)
Phragmites Rushland
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
EEC
R
Sedgeland
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
R
Swamp Oak/Mangrove Forest
3a Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Flooded Forest
EEC (part)
S
Brushbox/Dry Blackbutt Forest
2a Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus)I2b Blackbutt
R
(Eucalyptus pilularis)
Femland
Not found in CH Blocks A& E by the present study
R
Swamp Oak/Mixed Eucalypt Forest
3a Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Flooded Forest
R
EEC (part)
* A rare forest type on the coast. Ironbark dominated vegetation in the Upper North Coast region o f NSW is unique to headlands and exposed
near coastal hills (A.Benwell unpub. data)
** basis o f the R and S classification in PB 2004 is not explained.

3.2.2

Lowland Rainforest (regrowth)

I Map Unit:

la

Association:

Umbrella Cheese Tree (Glochidion sumatranum) — Pink Euodia
(Melicope elleryana) — Scentless Rosewood (Synoum glandulosum) —
Water Vines (Cissus spp.)

Structure:

Tall (12-20m) open to closed forest.

Habitat:

Lower hillslopes
metasediment.

and

gullies;

red-yellow

podzolic

soil

on

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Umbrella Cheese Tree
Pink Euodia
Camphor Laurel
Five-leaf Water Vine
Whip Vine
Black Walnut
Brush Box
Hoop Pine
Pink Bloodwood

Glochidion sumatranum
Melicope elleryana
Cinnamomum camphora*
Cissus hypoglauca
Flagellaria indica
Endiandra globosa
Lophostemon confertus
Araucaria cunninghamii
Coiymbia intermedia

common
common
common
common
common
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional

Mid

Scentless Rosewood
Blue Lilly Pilly
Wax Shell Flower
Morinda
Plum Myrtle
Rose Myrtle
Barb-wire Vine
Smooth Rhodamnia
Laceflower Tree
Veiny Wilkea
Common Lilly Pilly

Synoum glandulosum
Syzygium oleosum
Eupomatia laurina
Morinda jasminoides
Pilidiostigma glabrum
Archirhodomyrtus beck/en i
Smilax australis
Rhodamnia maideniana
Archidendron grandiflorum
Wilkea huegeliana
Acmena smithii

common
common
common
common
common
common
common
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional

Lower

Gristle Fern
Common Ground Fern
Ottochloa Grass
Pastel Flower
Mist Flower*
Rasp Fern
Shiny Ground Fern

Blechnum cartilagineum
Calochlaena dubia
Ottochloa gracillima
Pseuderanthemum variabile
Ageratina riparia
Doodia aspera
Lastreopsis munita

common
common
common
common
common
common
occasional

Condition:

Stands are generally regrowth with an upper stratum composed mainly
o f pioneer rainforest tree species 30-40 years old, with scattered older
trees. More than 100 years o f growth would be needed for the
regrowth to begin to approach the climax species composition and
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structure o f mature rainforest. Environmental weeds are generally in
low abundance with the exception o f Camphor Laurel.
Conservation: The Lowland Rainforest vegetation on the subject land is not a
legislatively protected rainforest type, although the plant species found
in this rainforest type often are. Lowland Rainforest on Floodplain is
legislatively protected, but not lowland rainforest on lower hillslopes
and gullies adjoining the floodplain, which is the type occurring in the
survey area. However, other State and Local Government planning
mechanisms usually provide protection for rainforests in NSW. Note,
Littoral Rainforest described in Rushton (2004) appeared to be outside
Blocks A and E, on Crown Land.
3.2.3

Dry to Moist Tall Open Forest

Map Unit:

2a

Association:

Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus)

Structure.

Tall to very tall (20-30m) open to closed forest.

Habitat:

Lower hillslopes
metasediment.

and

gullies;

red-yellow

podzolic

soil

on

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Brush Box
Tallowwood

Lophostemon confertus
Eucalyptus microcorys

v.common
occasional

Mid

Denhamia
Wax Shell Flower
Scentless Rosewood
Common Muttonwood
Common Lilly Pilly
Rose Myrtle
Plum Myrtle

Denhamia celastroides
Eupomatia laurina
Synoum glandulosum
Rapanea variabilis
Acmena smithii
Archirhodomyrtus beck/en i
Pilidiostigma glabrum

common
common
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional

Lower

Gristle Fern
Common Ground Fern
Ottochloa Grass
Pastel Flower
Mist Flower
Rough Maidenhair
Ottochloa

Blechnum cartilagineum
Calochlaena dubia
Ottochloa gracillima
Pseuderanthemum variabile
Ageratina riparia*
Adiantum hispidulum
Ottochloa gracillima

common
common
common
common
common
common
common

Condition:

Generally in good condition with few weeds.

Conservation: Brush Box (equivalent to forest type 53) is listed by Hager and Benson
(1994) as adequately reserved in upper north-east NSW. The variant of
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this community in the eastern Richmond-Tweed region is o f special
conservation interest, because o f the high numbers o f threatened plant
species usually present.
Map Unit:

2b

Association:

Coastal Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis)

Structure:

Tall to very tall (20-30m) open forest with grassy understorey.

Habitat:

Mid to upper hill slopes and ridges, sometimes extending to lower
slopes; shallow, yellow clay soils formed on metasediment.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Blackbutt
Tallowwood
Grey Gum
White Mahogany
Pink Bloodwood

Eucalyptus pilularis
E. nzicrocorys
E. propinqua
E. acmenoides
Corymbia intermedia

v. common
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional

Mid

Tree Bitter Pea
Brush Box
Sally Wattle

Davesia arborea
Lophostemon confertus
Acacia maideni

common
occasional
occasional

Lower

Kangaroo Grass
Blady Grass
Bracken Fern
Common Mat Rush
Clustered Mat Rush
Trailing Goodenia
Barb Wire Grass
Ottochloa
A Desmodium

Themeda australis
Imperata cylindrica
Pteridium esculentum
Lornandra longifolia
L. confertifolia ssp. pallida
Goodenia rotundifolia
Cymbopogon refractus
Ottochloa gracillima
Desmodium gunii

common
common
common
common
common
common
common
common
common

Condition:

Generally in good condition with few weeds.

Conservation: Considered inadequately conserved in north eastern NSW by Hager
and Benson (1994). This community is an Endangered Regional
Ecosystem in Qld, although that classification would not apply to the
study area, which is NSW a few kilometers south o f the State border.
Map Unit:

2c

Association:

Broad-leaved Ironbark (Eucalyptus siderophloia)

Structure:

Tall open forest (15-28m) with a grassy understorey.
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Upper hill slopes with a north to northeast aspect; shallow, yellow
podzolic soil formed on metasediment.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Upper

Broad-leaved Ironbark Eucalyptus siderophloia
Pink Bloodwood
Corymbia intermedia

common
occasional

Lower

Pitted Blue Grass
Kangaroo Grass
Blady Grass
Rusty Desmodium
Bracken Fern
Common Mat Rush
Clustered Mat Rush
Poison Pratia

common
common
common
common
common
common
common
common

Condition:

Generally in good condition with few weeds.

Bothriochloa decipiens
Themeda australis
Imperata cylindrica
Desmodium rhytidophyllum
Pteridium esculentum
Lomandra longifolia
L. confertifolia ssp. pallida
Pratia purpurascens

Abundance

Conservation: Equivalent to forest type 84 (Ironbark), considered poorly reserved in
north eastern NSW by Hager and Benson (1994). Ironbark is a rare
forest type on the Far North Coast, where it occurs occasionally on
exposed coastal hills and ridges with shallow, stony, yellow clay soil.
Other local occurrences are found in Arakwal NP (Cape Byron),
Broken Head NR, Billinudgel NR, Koala Beach and Cudgen NR.
3.2.4

Swamp Sclerophyll Forest

Map Unit:

3a

Association:

Swamp O a k (Casuarina glauca) grassy forest

Structure:

Tall (12-18m) woodland and open forest.

Habitat:

Estuarine sediments with a high water table.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Swamp Oak
Paperbark

Casuarina glauca
Melaleuca quinquenervia

v.common
occasional

Mid

Giant Silkpod Vine
Pink Melicope
Umbrella Cheese Tree
Willow Bottlebrush

Parsonsia straminea
Melicope elleryana
Glochidion sumatranum
Callistemon salignus

common
occasional
occasional
occasional

Lower

Ottochloa gracillima
Ottochloa
Broad-leaved Paspalum Paspalum wettsteinii*

common
common
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•

Carpet Grass
Cotula Weed
Yellow Eclipta
Couch Grass

Condition:

Axonopus affine*
Cotula coronopifolia*
Eclipta platyglossa
Cynodon dactylon

common
common
common
common

Fairly heavily grazed by stock and moderately weed infested in the
ground layer.

Conservation: This community is equivalent to the Endangered Ecological
Community (TSC Act) Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest. Most o f this
community also falls within a designated wetland protected by SEPP
14.

Map Unit:

3b

Association:

Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) flooded forest

Structure:

Mid-high to tall (8-14m) woodland and open forest.

Habitat:

Estuarine sediments with standing water throughout the year and
probably subject to weak, daily tidal influence.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Swamp Oak
Paperbark

Casuarina glauca
Melaleuca quinquenervia

v.common
occasional

Mid

Mangrove Boobialla
Milky Mangrove

Myoporum acuminatum
Excoecaria agallocha

occasional
occasional

Lower

Mangrove Fern
A Sedge
Saltwater Rush
Saltwater Couch
A Herb

Acrostichum speciosum
Fimbrystylis ferruginea
Juncus krausii
Sporobolus virgin icus
Triglochin striatum

common
common
common
common
common

Condition:

Fairly heavily grazed by stock and moderately weed infested in the
ground layer.

Conservation: This community is equivalent to the Endangered Ecological
Community (TSC Act) Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest. Most o f this
community also falls within a designated wetland protected by SEPP
14 (Plate 9, Appendix D).

Map Unit:

3c

Association:

Broad-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia)
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Structure:

Mid-high to tall (10-15m) open forest.

Habitat:

Seasonally waterlogged peat and floodplain alluvium. Map units 3a
and 3b are probably differentiated by soil salinity, unit 3b occurring on
sites with greater fresh-water flushing and less saline influence.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Paperbark
Swamp Oak

Melaleuca quinquenervia
Casuarina glauca

common
occasional

Mid

Giant Silkpod Vine
Parsonsia straminea
Pink Melicope
Melicope elleryana
Umbrella Cheese Tree Glochidion sumatranum

occasional
occasional

Lower

Ottochloa gracillima
Ottochloa
Broad-leaved Paspalum Paspalum wettsteinii*
Carpet Grass
Axonopus affine*

common
common
common

Condition:

Fairly heavily grazed by stock and moderately weed infested in the
ground layer.

common

Conservation: This community is equivalent to the Endangered
Community (TSC Act) Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest.

Ecological

•
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3.2.5

Mangroves

Map Unit:

4

Association:

White Mangrove (Avicennia marina)

Structure:

Mid-high (4-10m) open to closed forest.

Habitat:

Littoral zone sediments along the southern margin o f Cobaki
Broadwater subject to daily tidal inundation.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

White Mangrove
Milky Mangrove

Avicennia marina
Excoecaria agallocha

common
common

Mid

River Mangrove

Aegiceras corniculatum

common

Condition:

Good.

Conservation: Most o f this community falls within a designated SEPP 14 wetland.
3.2.6

Saltmarsh

Map Unit:

5

Association:

Saltwater Couch (Sporobolus virginicus)

Structure:

Closed grassland.

Habitat:

Estuarine muds dissected by a network o f many tidal drainage
channels. Saltmarsh occurs in the supra-littoral zone where on most
days the upper tidal limit is a few centimetres lower than the ground
surface. The upper boundary o f saltmarsh follows the limit o f extreme
high tides, which is generally the lower boundary o f Swamp Oak
forest. The lower boundary o f saltmarsh adjoins mangrove vegetation.

Main Species: (* introduced species)
Stratum

Common Name

Botanical Name

Abundance

Upper

Saltwater Couch
Glasswort
Seablite
Sea Celery
Ruby Saltbush

Sporobolus virgin icus
Sarcocornia quinqueflora
Suaeda australis
Apium prostratum
Einadia hastata

v. common
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional
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Saltmarsh vegetation is limited to Block E, where it is in good
condition.

Conservation: This community is equivalent to the Endangered Ecological
Community (TSC Act) Coastal Saltmarsh and also falls with a
designated SEPP 14 wetland.

3.4

Flora Species of Conservation Significance

3.4.1

Summary

A total o f 18 species o f conservation significance were recorded on Blocks A and E,
although all except one were limited to Block A. These included 6 Threatened plant
species (3 Endangered, 3 Vulnerable, TSC Act), 6 nationally rare (ROTAP) and 5
regionally significant species (Table 4) including two species apparently recorded for
the first time in NSW.
Table 4: Plant species o f conservation significance recorded and population sizes.
The last three columns indicate the conservation status o f under the NSW TSC Act
and Federal EPBC Act. Status under the QNC Act is also indicated for comparison.
Species
Endangered
Cassia
brewsteri
var.
markesiana
Endiandra muelleri subsp.
bracteata
Randia moorei
Vulnerable
Acacia bakeri
Cryptocarya foetida
Lepiderema pulchella
ROTAP
Endiandra globosa
Cupaniopsis newmanii
Rhodamnia maideniana
Trichosanthes subvelutina
Callerya australis
Cordyline congesta
Regionally Significant
Mucuna gigantea
Pomaderris discolor
Triumfetta rhomboidea
Dianella brevipedunculata
Desmodium triflorum

Common Name

No. of
Plants

TSC
Act

EPBC
Act

QNC
Act

Brush Cassia

1

E

-

R

Rusty Green-leaved Rose
Walnut
Spiny Gardenia

5

E

-

-

13

E

E

E

Marblewood
Stinking Cryptocarya
Fine-leaved Tuckeroo

2
3
3

V
V
V

V

V
R

Black Walnut
Long-leaved Tuckeroo
Smooth-leaved Rhodarnnia
Velvet Cucumber
Blunt-leaved Wisteria
Coast Palm Lily

40
1
60
1
1-5
30-50

Burny Bean
Pomaderris
Chinese Burr
Divaricate Flax Lily
Creeping Tick Trefoil

10
12
500+
30-50
15+

-

R
R
R
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Figure 2 : Locations of Plant Species of Conservation Significance
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3.4.2

Brush Cassia (Cassia brewsteri var. marksiana)

Conservation Status: Brush Cassia is listed as Endangered under the NSW TSC Act.
Description: A medium sized rainforest tree with pinnate leaves, producing long
sprays o f yellow flowers and a bean-like seed pod (Plate 1, Appendix D).
Distribution and Habitat: Brush Cassia occurs in lowland subtropical rainforest from
the Brunswick River north into southeast Qld as far as Beenleigh, a range of
approximately 1001cm. Soil substrates included basalt, metasediment and alluvium.
Occurrence within Survey Area: A single tree (in fruit at the time o f the survey) was
recorded on the edge o f the patch o f regrowth rainforest in the southeast corner of
Block A (Figure 2).
3.4.3

Rusty Green-leaved Rose Walnut (Endiandra muelleri subsp. bracteata)

Conservation Status: Rusty Green-leaved Rose Walnut is listed as Endangered under
the NSW TSC Act.
Description: A small to medium sized rainforest tree o f the laurel family
distinguishable from Endiandra muelleri subsp. bracteata by the light covering of
hairs along the veins on the underside o f leaves and around the shoot tips.
Distribution and Habitat: Rusty Green-leaved Rose Walnut occurs chiefly on the
eastern side o f the Mt Warning Shield in the Brunswick and Tweed valleys and
apparently extends into south eastern Queensland. It inhabits subtropical rainforest
and Brush Box-rainforest on gently undulating to steep, near-coastal hills and the
edge o f the coastal floodplain. Soils are red-yellow podzolics o f medium fertility
formed on metasedimentary substrate (e.g. phyllite, shale and chert), or alluvium
derived chiefly from metasediment (DEC 2004b) (Plate 3, Appendix D)..
Occurrence within Survey Area: Five trees were recorded in regrowth gully rainforest
at two locations on Block A.
3.4.4

Spiny Gardenia (Randia moorei)

Conservation Status: Spiny Gardenia is Endangered under the NSW TSC Act and the
Federal EPBC Act
Description: A rainforest shrub or small tree to 8m tall, the ovate opposite leaves have
small pits (domatia) in the vein angles and plants may have lateral spines above the
petioles especially when young. The small white flowers have a sweet Gardenia
perfume, and are followed by small orange fruits with a remnant calyx ring on the end
(Plate 7, Appendix D).
Distribution and Habitat: The Spiny Gardenia is distributed from about Lismore in
northern NSW to the Logan River, southern Queensland (Quinn et al. 1995; DEC
2003). Nearly all records in NSW are from the eastern Tweed and Brunswick valleys.
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In NSW there are currently 33 known sites supporting a total o f 121 mature
individuals and 98 juvenile plants (DEC 2003).
Occurrence within Survey Area: Twelve plants were recorded in a patch o f rainforest
in the southeast corner o f Block A and one plant in gully rainforest in the centre of
Block A.
3.4.5

Marblewood (Acacia baked)

Conservation Status: Marblewood is listed as Vulnerable under the NSW TSC Act.
Description: A medium to large tree with dense, dark green, pendant foliage. The
leaves are broad-ovate with several parallel veins. The flowers are globular and pale
yellow. Marblewood is one o f the few wattles that lack a seed dormancy mechanism.
Seeds are soft rather hard coated and germinate readily after being shed, often inside
the fallen pods, which appears to be an adaptation to its rainforest habitat.
Distribution and Habitat: Marblewood is distributed from the Brunswick River north
to Maryborough in Queensland. In NSW it is restricted to the Brunswick and Tweed
valleys, generally below 200m elevation, rarely to 400m. Marblewood recruitment
tends to occur on the edge o f subtropical rainforest, but trees are long-lived and large
trees can be found well inside rainforest stands, as well as in wet sclerophyll forest
dominated by Brush Box and Blackbutt. Soil substrates included basalt, metasediment
and alluvium.
Occurrence within Survey Area: Two small trees were recorded in a patch of
rainforest regrowth in the southeast corner o f Block A.
3.4.6

Stinking Cryptocarya (Ctyptocalya foetida)

Conservation Status: Stinking Cryptocarya is listed as Vulnerable under the NSW
TSC Act and the Federal EPBC Act
Description: A medium to large sized rainforest tree o f the laurel family
distinguishable by the zig zag mid vein and pale green underside o f the leaves
Distribution and Habitat: Stinking Cryptocarya occurs from the eastern margin o f the
Mt Warning shield to Fraser Island in Queensland plus a disjunct southern occurrence
at Illuka at the Clarence River mouth. Quinn et.al. (1995) list a total o f 39 locations in
NSW and seven in the Qld. Stinking Cryptocarya occurs in most larger littoral
rainforest remnants from the Ballina area north to Qld border and in NSW the species'
extends a short distance inland to areas such as Mooball NP and Inner Pocket NR.
The Stinking Cryptocarya occurs in subtropical and littoral rainforest on alluvial soil,
sand podzol on marine-aeolian sands and red-yellow podzol on metasediment.
Occurrence within Survey Area: Three large saplings were recorded in rainforest
regrowth and Brush Box forest in the east o f Block A.
3.4.7

Fine-leaved Tuckeroo (Lepiderema pulchella)
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Conservation Status: Fine-leaved Tuckeroo is listed as Vulnerable under the NSW
TSC Act.
Description: A small rainforest tree with distinctive pinnate leaves each consisting of
4-14 narrow pale green leaflets with wavy margins (toothed on juvenile plants) (Plate
5, Appendix D).
Distribution and Habitat: Found from Brunswick Heads (NSW) to the Gold Coast
and Hinterland with one isolated record from Bellthorpe in southeast QLD. The
majority o f records are from metasediment soils in the Tweed Valley.
Occurrence within Survey Area: Three plants were recorded in rainforest regrowth in
the centre and southwest o f Block A.
3.4.8

Black Walnut (Endiandra globosa)

Conservation Status: Black Walnut is listed as Rare species under the Qld NC Act
and as nationally rare in ROTAP (Briggs and Leigh 1995).
Description: A small rainforest tree with a dense crown distinguishable by its largish,
glossy, hairless leaves which have yellowish mid and lateral veins. It produces a large
globular fruit containing one seed.
Distribution and Habitat: Black Walnut is found between the Brunswick Valley in
NSW and the Currumbin Valley in Qld, a range o f about 70 km. There is also a
disjunct population o f Black Walnut in northeast Queensland more than 2000 km
away (Hyland et al. 1999) indicating this species had a wider ancestral distribution in
eastern Australia. The Black Walnut occurs in lowland rainforest and wet Brush Box
and Blackbutt forests on metasediment mainly, but also on sedimentary (e.g. upper
Tweed Valley), and basalt geology (e.g. Mt Boogerum near Mullumbimby). In hill
and gully terrain this species extends higher up slopes into open forest than other rare
and threatened rainforest plants, indicating its tolerance o f drier sites and some
exposure to fire (Plate 2, Appendix D).
Occurrence within Survey Area: A total population of approximately 40 mature trees
was estimated for Block A.
3.4.9

Coast Palm Lily (Cordyline congesta)

Conservation Status: Coast Palm Lily is listed as nationally rare in ROTAP (Briggs
and Leigh 1995). It is not a legislatively protected species.
Description: Coast Palm Lily is a shrub or small tree with branching stems and tufts
o f long pointed leaves. It is distinguished from other species o f Palm Lily by the
condensed inflorescence and fruiting panicle and by the leaf petioles, which are
toothed.
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Distribution and Habitat: Coast Palm Lily occurs in moist open forest and the edges
o f rainforest in the coast strip o f northeast NSW north o f about Ballina and in far
southeast Qld.
Occurrence within Survey Area: A population o f 30-50 mature plants o f the Coast
Palm Lily occur on Block A.
3.4.10 Long-leaved Tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis newmanii)
Conservation Status: Long-leaved Tuckeroo is listed as nationally rare in ROTAP
(Briggs and Leigh 1995). It is not a legislatively protected species.
Description: A small rainforest tree with long, pinnate leaves and toothed leaflets.
Distribution and Habitat: Endemic to the Mt Warning region between the Richmond
River and Mt Tamborine. Occurs in lowland wet sclerophyll forest and rainforest.
Occurrence within Survey Area: One plant was recorded on Block A in moist Brush
Box forest.
3.4.11 Blunt-leaved Wisteria (Milletia australis)
Conservation Status: Blunt-leaved Wisteria is listed as nationally rare in ROTAP
(Briggs and Leigh 1995). It is not a legislatively protected species.
Description: A large vine with compound pinnate leaves, each leaflet with an
attenuate, blunt and usually notched tip. The bark on larger stems is papery, peeling
away in large flakes.
Distribution and Habitat: Occurs north from Port Macquarie into southeast Qld. In
the Richmond-Tweed region it occurs in the Big Scrub area, Richmond Range, Whian
Whian and the lower Tweed valley (Sheringham and Westaway 1995)
Occurrence within Survey Area: One patch o f this vine was recorded on Block A in
moist Brush Box forest.
3.4.12 Smooth-leaved Rhodamnia (Rhodamnia maideniana)
Conservation Status: Smooth Scrub Turpentine is listed as nationally rare in ROTAP
(Briggs and Leigh 1995). It is not a legislatively protected species.
Description: A rainforest shrub with paired, broad ovate leaves with a distinctive
intra-marginal vein. Produces small white myrtle-type flowers and black berries.
Distribution and Habitat: Endemic to the eastern side o f the Mt Warning shield
between the former Big Scrub in NSW and Tallebudgera Creek in Qld. Occurs in
lowland rainforest and adjoining wet sclerophyll forest (Plate 8, Appendix D).
Occurrence within Survey Area: A total poplation o f around 60 mature plants occurs
on Block A in lowland rainforest regrowth.
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3.4.13 Velvet Cucumber Tichlosanthes subvelutina
Conservation Status: Velvet Cucumber is listed as nationally rare in ROTAP (Briggs
and Leigh 1995). It is not a legislatively protected species.
Description: A medium sized vine in the cucurbit (pumkin) family with pubescent
leaves.
Distribution and Habitat: Occurs in lowland wet sclerophyll forest and rainforest.
Occurrence within Survey Area: One plant was recorded in Block A on a lower slope
on the edge o f moist Blackbutt forest.
3.4.14 Burney Bean (Mucuna gigantea)
Conservation Status: Regioally significant. Burny Bean is not a legislatively protected
species, but has been nominated for threatened species listing NSW due to its limited
distribution and diminishing habitat (NPWS 1998).
Description: A medium to large sized vine with trifoliate leaves consisting o f three
broad leaflets. Flowers are pale green and arranged in a pendant candelabra
arrangement (Plate 4, Appendix D).
Distribution and Habitat: Occurs on riverine rainforest and swamp sclerophyll forest
with rainforest elements.
Occurrence within Survey Area: Several plants were recorded on Block A in swamp
sclerophyll grading into rainforest regrowth.
3.4.15 Chinese Burr (Triumfetta rhomboidea)
Conservation Status: Regionally significant. Chinese Burr is not a legislatively
protected species, but has been nominated for threatened species listing in NSW
(NPWS 1998) because o f its restricted distribution in that State and development
pressures on its habitat. In Qld it is considered a weed, possibly introduced.
Description: A shrub growing 1-3 metres high with broad, hairy, palmate leaves and
producing clusters o f yellow flowers in a narrow raceme that develops into small burr
fruits.
Distribution and Habitat: Chinese Burr occurs in eastern Australia from Cape York
south to the Tweed-Brunswick district of NSW, where it reaches its extreme southern
limit at Billinudgel. In NSW it occurs in coastal open forest on sand or bedrock
substrates often in disturbed situations. Chinese Burr is a short-lived, weedy pioneer
species. It regenerates in abundance from the soil seedbank after clearing and soil
disturbance.
Occurrence within Survey Area: Recorded at several locations on Blocks A and E,
sometimes in large numbers.
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3.4.16 Pomaderris (Pomaderris discolor)
Conservation Status: Regionally significant. The population on Block A is widely
disjunct from the nearest known population (several hundred kilometers to the south)
and occurs at the extreme northern limit o f the species' range.
Description: A single stemmed shrub growing to 4 metres in height. Leaves glabrous
above and white underneath. This species is closely related to the Threatened species
Pomaderris queenslandica from which it differs in having stellate hairs on the
undersides o f leaves, white rather yellow petals that are very caducous, and leaves
with a revolute margin (Plate 6, Appendix D).
Distribution and Habitat: Occurs in open forest in central and southern NSW and
Victoria. Previous northern limit the Crawford River (RBG pers.comm.).
Occurrence within Survey Area: One small patch o f twelve plants was recorded in
ferny Brush Box forest on Block A.
3.4.17 Divaricate Flax Lily (Dianella brevipedunculata)
Conservation Status: Regionally significant. Apparently the first population o f this
species recorded in NSW and at the extreme southern limit o f the species' range.
Description: A tufted herb growing to 0.7 metres in height. Leaves long, tough, 12cm wide, channelled and with a strongly revolute margin. The inflorescence o f blue
flowers is 10-20cm long and divaricately branched. Distinguishable by the form o f the
inflorescence, which is strongly contracted compared to other species.
Distribution and Habitat: Diane/la brevipedunculata occurs in open forest in
southeast Qld on a range o f substrates. The occurrence on the compensatory habitat
land is at the extreme southern limit o f its range.
Occurrence within Survey Area: A population o f 30-50 plants was recorded in the
north-east section o f Block A on exposed northerly slopes.
3.4.18 Creeping Tick Trefoil (Desmodium triflorum)
Conservation Status: Regionally significant. Apparently the first population o f this
species recorded in NSW and at the extreme southern limit o f the species' range.
Description: A prostrate herb with small trifoliate leaves consisting o f obcordate to
broadly ovate leaflets that are glabrous above and silky hairy below. Leaflets are 0.21.2cm long x 0.2-1.1cm wide. The inflorescence consists o f an axillary or leaf
opposed cluster, 2-5 flowered. The fruits are 0.6-1.7cm long and 1-7 articled.
Distribution and Habitat: Desmodium triflorum occurs in open forest in southeast Qld
on a range o f substrates. The occurrence on the compensatory habitat land is at the
extreme southern limit o f its range.
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Occurrence within Survey Area: Recorded at two locations on Block A on upper
slopes in dry open forest.
Table 5. Population and location data for plant species of conservation significance.
Species

No

Population Notes

Acacia bakeri

2

Cassia brewsteri var.
marksiana
Cordyline congesta
Cordyline congesta
Cordyline congesta
Cordyline congesta
Cordyline congesta
Cordyline congesta
Cryptocatya foetida
Cryptocarya foetida
Cupaniopsis newmanii
Cupaniopsis newmanii

1
2
8
6
3
2
6
2
1
3
2

2 plants 10-12m one at top of
Quad 1 one outside bottom
tree 10m below quadrat 1 on road
fruiting
2m 1.5m
8 plants
6 plants
3 mature
2 adults
all juveniles in quad 1
6m and 4m
3m
1 adult 2 juvenile
2 adults 3-6m

Desmodium triflorum
Desmodium triflorum
Diane/la
brevipedunculata
Diane/la
brevipedunculata
Dianella
brevipedunculata
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra muelleri ssp.
bracteata
Endiandra muelleri ssp.
bra cteata
Lepiderema pulchella
Lepiderema pulchella
Lepiderema pulchella

GPS Co-ordinates
(GDA/Lat Long)
0549340 6882142
0549292 6882105
0549372 6882245
0549385 6882307
0548768 6882237
0549043 6882282
0548548 6882484
0549340 6882143
0549296 6882147
0549406 6882141
0549043 6882284
28° 11.054'
153° 29.866'
0548802 6882360
0549297 6882268
0549281 6882250

4
3
2

few plants gully OF

30

30 plants

0549403 6882379

1

single plant OF

0549383 6882311

1
1
1
1
1
3
10
1
1

4m
12m mature
7m
8m
1,8m
3 plants
10 mature
1 adult
1 mature 10m

8

8 trees 3-10m

0549319 6882143
0549397 6882104
0549382 6882088
0549309 6882209
0549238 6882360
0548768 6882237
0549043 6882281
0548927 6882664
28°10.975'
153°29.778'
0548884 6882218

1

1 mature

0549043 6882283

1
1
1

1 juvenile
1 adult 8m
2m specimen

0549043 6882280
0548548 6882483
28°10.965'
153°29.790'
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Pomaderris discolor
Randia moorei

12
12

Randia moorei
Rhodamnia maideniana

1
12

Rhodamnia maideniana

11

Tricosanthes subvelutina
Triumfetta rhom
boidea
Triumfetta rhomboidea

1
10

11 plants in Quadrat
outside below
1 plant
10 plants

50

50 plants o n hill

12 plants 2-4m
12 plants 4 fruiting all in Quadrat
1
mature plant in Quadrat 2
12 plants 5 immature
1 many
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0548774 6882240
0549340 6882142
0548933 6882354
28°11.083'
153°29.874'
0549340 6882142
0548920 6881971
0549373 6882146
0549253 6882356
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Conservation significant plant species are tabulated below to show the occurrence of
individual significant species on or near the bypass, in the compensatory habitat and
in the Tugun study area.
Table 6. Comparison o f conservation significant plant species in the Tugun Bypass
study area with those recorded from the compensatory habitat package.
Note: Only Triumfetta rhomboidea was recorded from Block E.
Species

Acacia bakeri
Acacia baueri ssp.
baueri
Acacia obtusifolia
Archidendron
hendersonii
Archidendron
mullerianum
Asterotricha
longifolia 'Tweed
Heads Form'
Blandfordia
grandiflora
Callerya australis
Cassia brewstei
var. marksiana
Comesperma
ericina
Cordyline congesta
Cryptocarya foetida
Cupaniopsis
newmanii
Desmodium
triflorum
Diane/la
brevipedunculata
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra muelleri
subsp. bracteata
Gahnia clarkei
Geodorum

Conservation Significance

Tugun
Study
Area

On or
Near
Bypass
Footprint

Comp
Habit.

Match
Tugun

Match
Tugun
Footprint

TSC (V)
TSC (E)

0
1

0
1

1
0

0
0

I
0
0

Regionally Significant
TSC (V)

1
1

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

NCR (R)

1

0

0

0

0

Regionally Significant

1

1

0

0

0

NCR (R)

1

0

0

0

0

ROTAP
TSC (E), ROTAP

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

Regionally Significant QLD

1

0

0

0

1

ROTAP
TSC (V) NCR (V) EPBC (V)
NCR (R), ROTAP

1
1
1

1
1
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
0

Regionally Significant
(NSW)
Regionally Significant
(NSW)
NCR (R)
TSC (E)

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1
1

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
0

1

0?

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

Host plant for the
Swordgrass Brown Butterfly
TSC (E)
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densiflorum
Lepiderema
pulchella
Leptomeria
drupacea
Macadamia
tetraphylla
Mucuna gigantea
Ochrosperma
citriodorum
Phaius australis
Pomaderris
discolor
Randia moorei
Rhodamnia
maideniana
Strangea linearis
Syzygium moorei
Tichosanthes
subvelutina
Triumfetta
rhomboidea
Totals

4.2

TSC (V)

1
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1

1

0

0

0

0

Regionally Significant QLD

1

?
0

TSC (V)

1

1

0

0

0

Regionally Significant NSW
Regionally Significant

1

0?

1

1

0

TSC (E), NCR (E)

1
1
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

TSC (E),NCR (E) EPBC (E)
NCR (R)

0
1

0
0

1
1

0
1

0
0

Regionally Significant NSW
TSC (V) NRC (V) EPBC (V)
ROTAP

1
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

Regionally Significant
(NSW)
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1

1

1

1

1

24

10

18

10

4

Exotic Species and Environmental Weeds

Fifty two exotic plant species were recorded from the survey area. These included
several environmental weeds, which are plants that invade native vegetation or inhibit
its regeneration. Aside from exotic grasses most environmental weeds are only in
moderate to light infestations possibly due to the grazing pressure o f goats and cattle.
Groundsel Bush (Baccharis halimifolia) is a category one noxious weed and the
following species are known to be invasive environmental weeds: South African
Pigeon Grass (Setaria sphacelata), Crofton Weed (Ageratina adenophora), Mist
Flower (Ageratina riparia), Camphor Laurel (Cinnamomum camphora), Lantana
(Lantana camara), Coast Morning Glory (Ipomoea cairica), Large Leaved Privet
(Ligustrum lucidum), Ochna (Ochna serrulata), Corky Passionflower (Passiflora
suberosa), Asparagus ferns (Protoasparagus africanus & P. plumosis), Umbrella Tree
(Schefflera actinophylla), Smooth Leaved Senna (Senna X floribunda), Climbing
Nightshade (Solanum seaforthianum), Cocos/Queen Palm (Syagrus romanzoffiana)
and Singapore Daisy (Wedelia trilobata).
4.3

Management

4.3.1

Grazing and Weeds

For the optimal management o f the property for conservation and habitat it would be
necessary to remove stock and regenerate cleared sections o f the land. However, once
grazing pressure is reduced the ground and shrub layers o f vegetation, especially
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weeds, will rapidly regenerate. It is imperative that weed eradication is begun soon
after or preferably before stock are removed from the property. Ideally intensive weed
eradication should be implemented concomittantly with broad-scale restoration
plantings o f pasture areas. These actions will minimise future expense and maximise
the effectiveness o f weed management on the two blocks.
4.3.2

Plantings

Since 16% o f the area o f Block A and Block E combined consists o f cleared pasture
and other areas have suffered logging and clearing disturbance, well designed and
implemented plantings would be needed to restore the biodiversity potential o f the
land. Planting stock should be propagated from locally collected seed and the
plantings designed to reflect original vegetation pattern and stages o f secondary
succession. All plantings should be fenced to prevent wallaby grazing and rainforest
plantings should have a large proportion o f pioneer species such as Macaranga
tanarius, Commersonia bartramia, Glochidion spp. and Polyscias elegans. Any
plantings o f threatened species should be in compliance with guidelines for
translocations o f Australian Threatened plant species (ANPC 2004).
4.3.3

Fire

Sclerophyll vegetation communities need to burn to induce regeneration o f fire
dependant species. One example on Block A o f a species that appears dependent on
fire is Pomaderris discolor. The 12 individuals in the single small patch recorded
appear to be an even-aged cluster presumably the result o f a single recruitment after
fire. All specimens appear to be over-mature with no evidence o f seedlings. The
species was in bud at the time o f survey so it will presumably set seed that are
unlikely to germinate and establish unless the area is burned. This apparent obligate
seeder may be lost from the property i f burning is not carried out.
In contrast, many o f the conservation significant species are rainforest plants that
should generally be protected from fire. At the same time it should be noted that many
rainforest species have ecotypes occurring in the rainforest-open forest ecotone that
are fire tolerant and recover by reshooting after scorching (Floyd 1990). The
microclimate and lower inflammability o f rainforest tend to extinguish low to
moderate intensity fire. Preparation o f a detailed fire management plan for the site
with these considerations in mind is recommended.
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APPENDIX A: Vascular Plant Species List for Compensatory Habitat Blocks A
& E at Tweed Heads West.
Species (* introduced)
Acacia dissparima ssp. disparrima
Acacia longissima
Acacia melanoxylon
Acmena smithii
Acronychia imperforata
Acronychia oblongifolia
Acrostichum speciosum
Adiantum hispidulum
Aegiceras corniculatum
*Ageratina adenophora
*Ageratina riparia
*Ageratum houstonianum
Alectryon tomentosus
Alphitonia excelsa
Alpinia caerulea
Amyema cambagei
*Andropogon virginicus
Apium prostratum ssp. filiforme
Araucaria cunninghamii
Archidendron grandiflorum
Archirhodomyrtus beckleri
Archontopheonix cunninghamiana
Asplenium australasicum
Asplenium polyodon
Austrostephania aculeata
Avicennia marina var. australis
Axonopus affine
*Baccharis halimifolia
Bacopa monnieri
Baumea juncea
*Bidens pilosa
Blechnum cartilagineum
Blechnum indicum
Bothriochloa decipiens
Botrychium australe
Breynia oblongifolia
Bridelia exaltata
Bruguiera gymnorhiza
Brunoniella australis
Callerya australis (=Milletia
australis)
Callicarpa pedunculata
Callistemon salignus

Common Name
A Wattle
Long-leaved Wattle
Blackwood
Common Lilli PiIli
Sand Acronychia
Common Acronychia
Mangrove Fern
Rough Maidenhair Fern
River Mangrove
Crofton Weed
Mist Flower
Billy Goat Weed
Native Rambutan
Red Ash
Native Ginger
Casuarina Mistletoe
Couch Grass
Native Parsley
Hoop Pine
Pink Lace Flower
Rose Myrtle
Bangalow Palm
Birds Nest Fern
Sickle Fern
Grey Mangrove
Carpet Grass
Groundsel Bush
Brahmi
Farmers Friends
Gristle Fern
Bungwal Fern
Parsley Fern
Native Coffee Bush
Brush Ironbark
Orange Mangrove
Blue Trumpet Flower
Blunt-leaved Native
Wisteria
Callicarpa
White Bottlebrush

Family
Mimosaceae
Mimosaceae
Mimosaceae
Myrtaceae
Rutaceae
Rutaceae
Polypodiaceae
Adiantaceae
Myrsinaceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Sapindaceae
Rhamnaceae
Zingiberaceae
Loranthaceae
Poaceae
Apiaceae
Araucariaceae
Mimosaceae
Myrtaceae
Arecaceae
Aspleniaceae
Aspleniaceae
Menispermaceae
Acanthaceae
Poaceae
Asteraceae
Acanthaceae
Juncaceae
Asteraceae
Blechnaceae
Blechnaceae
Poaceae
Ophioglossaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Rhizophoraceae
Acanthaceae
Fabaceae
Lamiaceae
Myrtaceae
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Calochlaena dubia
*Capillipedium spicigerum
Carex apressa
Carex brevculmis
Cassia brewsteri var. marksiana
Cassinia laevis
Casuarina glauca
Cayratia clematidea
Centella asiatica
Centratherum punctatum ssp.
australianum
*Chloris gayana
*Cinnamomum camphora
*Cirsium vulgare
Cissus antarctica
Cissus hypoglauca
Cissus opaca
Citrus australasica
Clerodendrum tomentosum
*Cotula coronopifolia
Commalina diffusa (=C. cyanea)
Commersonia bartramia
Cordyline con gesta
Cordyline rubra
Corymbia intermedia
*Corymbia torreliana
Corzyza bonariensis
*Cotoneaster lacteus
Christella dentata
*Crotalaria lanceolata
Croton verreauxii
Cryptocarya foetida
Cryptocarya laevigata
Cryptocarya microneura
Cryptocarya obovata
Cryptocarya triplinervis var.
pubens
Curculigo enslfolia
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Cupaniopsis newmanii
Cupaniopsis parvifolia
*Cuphea carthagenensis
Cyanthrilium cinereum
(=Vernonia cinerea)
Cyathea cooperi
Cyathea leichhardtiana
Cyclophyllum coprosmoides
Cyclosorus interruptus

Brush Cassia
Cough Bush
Swamp Oak
Soft Grape Vine
Gota Cola Pennywort

Dicksoniaceae
Poaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Asteraceae
Casuarinaceae
Vitaceae
Apiaceae

Bubble Gum Plant
Rhodes Grass
Camphor Laurel
Spear Thistle
Native Grape
Five-leaved Grape
Small-leaved Grape
Finger Lime
Lolly Bush
Cotula Weed
Blue Sailor
Brown Kurrajong
Coast Palm Lilly
Red-fruited Palm Lilly
Pink Bloodwood
Cadaghi
Fleabane
Cotoniaster
Binung Fern
Rattlepod
Native Carscarilla
Stinking Cryptocarya
Red-fruited Laurel
Murrogun
Pepperberry

Asteraceae
Poaceae
Lauraceae
Asteraceae
Vitaceae
Vitaceae
Vitaceae
Rutaceae
Lamiaceae
Apiaceae
Commelinaceae
Sterculiaceae
Dracaneaceae
Dracaneaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Asteraceae
Malaceae
Thelypteridaceae
Fabaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae

Three-veined Laurel
Coast Tuckeroo
Narrow-leaved Tuckeroo
Small-leaved Tuckeroo
Sugar Cane Weed

Lauraceae
Hypoxidaceae
Sapindaceae
Sapindaceae
Sapindaceae
Lythraceae

Straw Tree Fern
Prickly Tree Fern
Coast Canthium
Fern

Asteraceae
Cyatheaceae
Cyatheaceae
Rubiaceae
Thelypteridaceae

Soft Braken
Scented Top Grass
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Cymbidium caniculatum
Cymbidium maddidum
Cymbopogon refractus
Cynachum carnosum
Cynodon dactylon
Cyperus gracilis
Cyperus haspan subsp. haspan
Cyperus lucidus
Cyperus pilosa
Cyperus polystachyos
*Cyperus sesquiflorus
Cyperus sphaeroideus
Davallia pyxidata
Davesia arborea
Denhamia celastroides
Derris involuta
Desmodium brachypodon
Desmodium gunnii
Desmodium rhytidophyllum
*Desmodium sp.
Desmodium triflorum
Diane/la brevipedunculata
Dioscorea transversa
Dichondra repens
Digitaria didactyla
Digitaria parviflora
Digitaria ramularis
*Diospyros digyna
Doodia aspera
Doodia media ssp. australis
Duboisia myoporoides
*Drymaria cordata ssp. diandra
*Duranta erecta
Eclipta platyglossa
Eclipta prostrata
Einadia hastata
Elaeocarpus obovatus
Elaeocarpus reticulatus
Elaeodendron australe
Eleocharis acuta
Embelia australiana
Emilia sonchifolia
Endiandra discolor
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra muelleri ssp. bracteata
Entolasia stricta
Epaltes cunninghamii
Eragrostis brownii

Cymbidium Orchid
Cymbidium Orchid
Barbed Wire Grass
Mangrove Milk Vine
Couch Grass
Whisker Grass
Cutting Sedge

Hares Foot Fern
Tree Bitter Pea
Derris Vine

Divaricate Flax Lilly
Native Yam
Kidney Herb

Persimmon
Rasp Fern
Rasp Fern
Corkwood
Tropical Chickweed
Duranta
Yellow Eclipta
White Eclipta
Red-fruited Saltbush
Hard Quandong
Blue Berry Ash
Red Olive Plum
Spikerush
Sweet Emilies
Domatia Tree
Black Walnut
Green-leaved Rose Walnut
Dwarf Panic
Common Love Grass
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Orchidaceae
Orchidaceae
Poaceae
Asclepidaceae
Poaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Davalliaceae
Fabaceae
Celastraceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Phormiaceae
Dioscoreaceae
Convolvulaceae
Poaceae
Poaceae
Poaceae
Ebenaceae
Blechnaceae
Blechnaceae
Solanaceae
Caryophyllaceae
Verbenaceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Chenopodiaceae
Elaeocarpaceae
Elaeocarpaceae
Celastraceae
Juncaceae
Myrsinaceae
Asteraceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Poaceae
Asteraceae
Poaceae
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Eucalyptus acmenoides
Eucalyptus pilularis
Eucalyptus propin qua
Eucalyptus siderophloia
Euchiton sphaericum
Eupomatia bennettii
Eupomatia laurina
Eustrephus latifolius
Excoecaria agallocha
Ficus coronata
Ficus fraseri
Ficus macrophylla
Ficus virens
Ficus watkinsiana
Fimbristylis ferruginea
Flagellaria indica
Flindersia australis
Flindersia bennettiana
Flindersia schottiana
Gahnia aspera
Gahnia clarkei
Gahnia sieberiana
Galactica sp. A
Geranium solanderi
Geitonoplesium cymosum
Glochidion ferdinandii
Glochidion sumatranum
Glycine clandestina
Gmelina leichhardtii
Goodenia rotundifolia
Gossia hllli (=Austromyrtus hillii)
Grammitis billardieri
Guoia semiglauca
Gymnostachys anceps
Hardenbergia violacea
Hibbertia aspera
Hibbertia dentata
Hibbertia scandens
Hibiscus tiliaceus
Homalanthus nutans
(=Omalanthus populifolius)
Hovia acutifolia
Hybanthus stellarioides
Hydrocotyle acutiloba
*Hydrocotyle bonariensis
Hypolepis mulleri
Hypolepis rugosa
Imperata cylindrica

White Mahogany
Blackbutt
Small-fruited Grey Gum
Broad-leaved Ironbark

Native Gernanium
Scrambling Lilly
Cheese Tree
Umbrella Cheese Tree
Common Glycine
White Beech
Yellow Goodenia
Scaley Myrtle
Finger Fern
Guoia
Settlers Flax
False Sarsparilla
A Guinea Flower
Twining Guinea Flower
Scrambling Guinea Flower
Cottonwood Tree

Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Apiaceae
Eupomatiaceae
Eupomatiaceae
Philesiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Moraceae
Moraceae
Moraceae
Moraceae
Moraceae
Juncaceae
Flagellariaceae
Rutaceae
Rutaceae
Rutaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Cyperaceae
Fabaceae
Geraniaceae
Philesiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Lamiaceae
Goodeniaceae
Myrtaceae
Grammitaceae
Sapindaceae
Araceae
Fabaceae
Dilleniaceae
Dilleniaceae
Dilleniaceae
Malvaceae

Bleeding Heart
Hovia
Orange Spoon Flower
Native Pennywort
Pennywort
Harsh Ground Fern
Hairy Ground Fern
Blady Grass

Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Violaceae
Apiaceae
Apiaceae
Dennstaedtiaceae
Dennstaedtiaceae
Poaceae

Bulwarra
Small Bulwarra
Wombat Berry
Milky Mangrove
Creek Sandpaper Fig
Sandpaper Fig
Moreton Bay Fig
White Fig
Strangler Fig
Rusty Fringe Rush
Whip Vine
Teak
Bennets Ash
Cudgerie
Red-fruited Sword Sedge
Clark's Sword Sedge
Sword Sedge
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*Ipomoea cairica
Isolepis innundatus
Jagera pseudorhus
Jasminum volubile
Juncus krausii
Juncus usitatus
*Lantana camara
Lastreopsis munita
Leersia hexandra
Lepiderema pulchella
Lepidosperma laterale
*Ligustrum lucidum
Litsea australis
Livistona australis
Lomandra confertifolia ssp.
pallida
Lomandra filiformis var. coriacea
Lomandra laza
Lomandra longifolia
Lophostemon confertus
Ludwigia octovalvis
Ludwigia pleploides
Lygodium microphyllum
Macaranga tanarius
Maclura cochinchinensis
Mallotus discolor
Mallotus philippensis
Marsdenia rostrata
*Medicago polymorpha
*Megathyrsus maximum ssp.
maximum
Melaleuca quinquenervia
Melia azadarach (Planted)
Melicope elleryana
Melodinus australis
Microlaena stipoides
Mischocarpus pyriformis
Morinda jasminoides
Mucuna gigantea
Myoporum acuminatum
Neolitsea dealbata
Notelaea longifolia
Notothixos subaureus
*Nymphaea capensis
*Ochna serrulata
Olea pan iculata
Oplismenus aemulus

Coastal Morning Glory
Foam Bark Tree
Broad-leaved Native
Jasmine
Sea Rush
Common Rush
Lantana
Shiny Shield Fern
Swamp Rice Grass
Fine-leaved Tuckeroo
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Convolvulaceae
Juncaceae
Sapindaceae

Large Leaved Privet
Southern Bollygum
Cabbage Tree Palm

Oleaceae
Juncaceae
Juncaceae
Verbenaceae
Dryopteridaceae
Poaceae
Sapindaceae
Cyperaceae
Oleaceae
Lauraceae
Arecaceae

Tuft Mat Rush
Small Mat Rush
Lax Mat Rush
Mat Rush
Brush Box
Native Willow Primrose
Water Primrose
Climbing Maidenhair Fern
Macaranga
Cocks Spur Creeper
Yellow Kamala
Red Kamala
Milk Vine
Burr Medic

Laxmanniaceae
Laxmanniaceae
Laxmanniaceae
Laxmanniaceae
Myrtaceae
Onagraceae
Onagraceae
Schizaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Moraceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Asclepidaceae
Fabaceae

Guinea Grass
Paperbark
White Cedar
Pink Euodia

Poaceae
Myrtaceae
Melicaceae
Rutaceae
Apocynaceae
Poaceae
Sapindaceae
Rubiaceae
Fabaceae
Myoporaceae
Lauraceae
Oleaceae
Loranthaceae
Nymphaceae
Ochnaceae
Oleaceae
Poaceae

Weeping Grass
Yellow Pear Fruit
Morinda Vine
Burny Bean
Mangrove Boobialla
White Bollygum
Long-leaved Mock Olive
Golden Mistletoe
Blue Water Lilly
Ochna
Native Olive
Hairy Basket Grass
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Oplismenus imbecilis
Ottochloa gracillima
Oxalis chnoodes
*Oxalis purpurea
Pandorea jasminoides
Pandorea pandorana
Panicum simile
Pararchidendron pruinosum
Parsonsia straminea
Paspalidium distans
*Paspalum wettsteinii
*Passiflora edulis
*Passiflora foetida
*Passiflora suberosa
Pilidiostigma glabrum
Persicaria strigosa
Persoonia stradbrokensis
Phragmites australis
Philydrum lanuginosum
Pyrrosia rupestris
Pittosporum revolutum
Pittosporum undulatum
Plan tago debilis
Platycerium bifurcatum
Platycerium superbum
Polyscias elegans
Pomaderris sp.
Pouteria chartacea
Pratia purpurescens
*Protoasparagus aethiopicus
*Protoasparagus africanus
*Protoasparagus plumosus
Pseuderanthemum variable
*Psidium guajava
Psychotria loniceroides
Pteridium esculentum
Rapanea variabilis
Rapanea subsessilis
Rhizophora stylosa
Rhodamnia maiden iana
Rhodamnia rubescens
Rhodomyrtus psidioides
Ripogonum album
Ripogonum elseyanum
Rubus parvifolius
Rubus rosifolius
Sarcocornia quinqueflora
*Schefflera actinophylla

Basket Grass
Yellow Wood Sorrel
Pink Wood Sorrel
Pandorea Vine
Wonga Vine
Common Panic
Snow Wood
Monkey Rope Vine
Broad-leaved Paspalum
Edible Passionfruit
Stinking Passionflower
Corky Passionflower
Plum Myrtle
Bristly Smart Weed
Geebung
Common Reed
Yellow Frogmouth
Rock Felt Fern
Sweet Pittosporum
Native Plantain
Elkorn Fern
Staghorn Fern
Celerywood
Thin-leaved Coonoo
White Lobelia
An Asparagus Fern
Asparagus Fern
Asparagus Fern
Love Flower
Guava
Hairy Psychotria
Braken Fern
Variable Mutton Wood
Red Mutton Wood
Red Mangrove
Smooth-leaved Rhodamnia
Scrub Turpentine
Native Guava
White Supplejack
Hairy Supplejack
Small Raspberry
Rose Leave Bramble
Samphire
Umbrella Tree

Poaceae
Poaceae
Oxalidaceae
Oxalidaceae
Bignoniaceae
Bignoniaceae
Poaceae
Mimosaceae
Apocynaceae
Poaceae
Poaceae
Passifloraceae
Passifloraceae
Passifloraceae
Myrtaceae
Polygonaceae
Proteaceae
Poaceae
Phylidraceae
Polypodiaceae
Pittosporaceae
Pittosporaceae
Plantaginaceae
Polypodiaceae
Polypodiaceae
Araliaceae
Rhamnaceae
Sapindaceae
Campanulaceae
Asparagaceae
Asparagaceae
Asparagaceae
Acanthaceae
Myrtaceae
Rubiaceae
Pteridiaceae
Myrsinaceae
Myrsinaceae
Rhizophoraceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Smilacaceae
Smilacaceae
Rosaceae
Rosaceae
Chenopodiaceae
Araliaceae
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*Schinus terebinthifolia
Schoenoplectus validus
*Senna X floribunda
*Setaria sphacelata
Sicyos australis
*Sida rhombifolia
Sigesbeckia orientalis
Siphonodon australe
Sloanea woolsii
Smilax australis
Smilax glyciphylla
*Solanum capsicoides
*Solanum pseudocapsicum
*Solanum seaforthianum
Solanum stelligerum sens.lat.
Sporobolus diander
Sporobolus virginicus
Stephania japonica var. discolor
Streblus brunonianus
Suaeda australis
*Syagrus romanzoffiana
Symplocos stawellii
Synoum glandulosum
Syzygium oleosum
Tabernaemontana panda qui
Tetragonia tetragonioides
Themeda australis
Toechima dasyrrhache
Toona cilliata
*Tradescantia albiflora
Tragia novae-hollandae
Tripladenia cunninghamii
(=Kreysigia multiflora)
Triumfetta rhomboidea
Trophis scandens
Trochocarpa laurina
*Urena lobata
Veronica plebia
Viola hederacea ssp. hederacea
Viola sp. a f f banksii
Vittadinia sp.
*Wedelia trilobata
Wahlenbergia stricta
Wikstroemia indica
Wilkea hugeliana
Xanthorrhoea macronema
Zieria smithii
Zornia dyctiocarpa

Broad-leaved Pepper Tree
Smooth-leaved Senna
Setaria Grass
Native Bryony
Paddy's Lucerne
Indian Weed
Ivorywood
Yellow Carrabeen
Austral Sarsaparilla
Native Sarsaparilla
Devil's Apple
Jerusalem Cherry
Climbing Nightshade
A Nightshade
Saltwater Couch
Tape Vine
Whalebone Tree
Queen/Cocos Palm
White Hazelwood
Sentless Rosewood
Blue Lilli Pilli
Banana Bush
New Zealand Spinach
Kangaroo Grass
Blunt-leaved Steelwood
Red Cedar
Wandering Jew
Stinging Vine
Kreysigia
Chinese Burr
Burny Vine
Tree Heath
Veronica
Native Violet
Native Violet
Fuzzweed
Singapore Daisy
Native Bluebell
Tie Bush
Veiny Wilkea
Bottlebrush Grass Tree
Sandfly Bush

Anacardiaceae
Juncaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Poaceae
Curcubitaceae
Malvaceae
Asteraceae
Celastraceae
Elaeocarpaceae
Smilacaceae
Smilacaceae
Solanaceae
Solanaceae
Solanaceae
Solanaceae
Poaceae
Poaceae
Menispermaceae
Moraceae
Chenopodiaceae
Arecaceae
Symplocaceae
Melicaceae
Myrtaceae
Apocynaceae
Aizoaceae
Poaceae
Sapindaceae
Melicaceae
Commelinaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Convallariaceae
Tiliaceae
Moraceae
Epacridaceae
Malvaceae
Scrophulariaceae
Violaceae
Violaceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Campanulaceae
Thymeliaceae
Monimiaceae
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Rutaceae
Fabaceae
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APPENDIX B: Survey Data for the Stratified Meander Traverses
Traverse 1 Grassy Woodland to Open Forest dominated by E. siderophloia with occasional C.
intermedia NE side o f highest hill.
Traverse 2 WSF dominated by Lophostemon confertus with Fern to Rainforest understorey
Traverse 3 Rainforest, Regenerating Hill to Floodplain STRF with broken canopy many vines
and some large trees on edge o f swamp oak woodland.
Traverse 4 Blackbutt E. pilularis forest on SW Slope With Grass to fern understorey,
intergrading to
Grey Gum Ironbark White Mahogany Tallowood Forest some rainforest understorey.
Traverse 5 Gully WSF L. confertus with Camphor Laurel and RF elements.
Traverse 6 Mangrove and Swamp Oak woodland on edge o f wetland.
Traverse 7 Gully SE down to dam WSF to RF.
Traverse 8 Blackbutt Forest On Ridge intergrading to Brush Box Ironbark Forest on slopes.
Traverse 9 Blackbutt Forest Western End o f Property
Traverse 10 Block E Lower slope on pasture on edge o f Ironbark Forest, Wetland Mangroves
Salt marsh Hoop Pine Stand
Traverse 11 Block E Open Pasture with drainage line.
Abundance for each species in each traverse is scored as Rare (R) Occasional (0)
Common (C) or Very Common (VC).
Species
Acacia dissparima ssp. disparrima
Acacia longissima
Acacia melanoxylon
Acmena smithii
Acronychia oblongifolia
Acrostichum speciosum
Adiantum hispidulum
Aegiceras corn iculatum
Ageratina adenophora
Ageratina riparia
Ageratum houstonianum
Alphitonia excelsa
Andropogon virginicus
Amyema cambagei
Apium prostratum subsp. filiforme
Araucaria cunninghamii
Archidendron grandiflorum
Archirhodomyrtus beck/en i
Archontopheonix cunninghamiana
Asplenium australasicum
Asplenium polyodon
Austrostephanea aculeata
Avicennia marina var. australis
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Axonopus affine
Baccharis halimifolia
Bacopa monnieri
Baumea juncea
Bidens pilosa
Blechnum cartilagineum
Bothriochloa decipiens
Botrychium australe
Breynia oblongifolia
Brunoniella australis
Callerya australis
Callicarpa pedunculata
Callistemon salignus
Calochlaena dubia
Capillipedium spicigerurn
Carex appressa
Carex brevculmis
Cassinia laevis
Casuarina glauca
Cayratia clematidea
Centella asiatica
Centratherum punctatum ssp.
australianum
Chloris gayana
Christella den tata
Cinnamonum camphora
Cirsium vulgare
Ciss us antarctica
Cissus hypoglauca
Cissus opaca
Citrus australasica
Clerondendrum tomentosum
Cotula coronopifolia
Cornmelina diffusa (C. cyanea)
Commersonia bartramia
Cordvline congesta
Cordyline rubra
Corymbia intermedia
Corymbia torreliana
Conyza bonariensis
Christella den tata
Crotolaria lanceolata
Cryptocarya foetida
Cryptocarya laevigata
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Cryptocarya microneura
Cryptocarya obovata
Curculigo ensifolia
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Cupaniopsis parvifolia
Cuphea carthagenensis
Cyanthrllium cinerea
Cyathea cooperi
Cyathea leichhardtiana
Cyclophyllum coprosrnoides
Cyclosorus interruptus
Cymbidium can iculatum
Cymbidium maddidum
Cymbopogon refractus
Cynachum carnosum
Cynodon dactylon
Cyperus gracilis
Cyperus haspan
Cyperus lucidus
Cyperus pilosa
Cyperus polystachyos
Cyperus sesquiflorus
Cyperus sphaeroideus
Davallia pyxidata
Davesia arborea
Denhamia celastroides
Derris involuta
Desmodium brachypodon
Desmodium gunnii
Desmodium rhytidophyllum
Desmodium sp.
Dianella brevipedunculata
Dioscorea transversa
Digitaria didactyla
Digitaria parviflora
Digitaria ram ularis
Doodia aspera
Duboisia myoporoides
Drymaria cordata ssp. diandra
Duranta erecta
Eclipta platyglossa
Einadia hastata
Elaeocarpus obovatus
Elaeocarpus reticulatus
Elaeodendron australe
Embelia australiana
Emilia sonchifolia
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R
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Endiandra discolor
Endiandra globosa
Endiandra muelleri ssp. bracteata
Entolasia stricta
Epaltes cunninghamii
Eragrostis brown ii
Eucalyptus acmenoides
Eucalyptus pilularis
Eucalyptus propin qua
Eucalyptus siderophloia
Eupomatia bennetiana
Eupomatia laurina
Eustrephus latifolius
Excoecaria agallocha
Ficus coronata
Ficus fraseri
Ficus virens
Ficus watkinsiana
Fimbristylis ferruginea
Flagellaria indica
Flindersia australis
Flindersia bennetiana
Flindersia schottiana
Gahnia aspera
Gahnia clarkei
Gahnia sieberiana
Galactica sp. A
Geranium so landeri
Geitonoplesium cymosum
Glochidion ferdinandii
Glochidion sumatranum
Glycine clandestina
Gmelina leichhardtii
Goodenia rotundifolia
Gossia hIlli
Grammitis billardieri
Guoia semiglauca
Gymnostachys anceps
Hardenbergia violacea
Hibbertia aspera
Hibbertia dentata
Hibbertia scandens
Hibiscus tiliaceus
Homalanthus nutans
Hovea acutifolia
Hybanthus stellarioides
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Hydrocotyle acutiloba
Hydrocotyle bonariensis
Hypolepis muelleri
Hypolepis rugosa
Imperata cylindrica
Ipomoea cairica
Isolepis inundata
Jagera pseudorhus
Juncus krausii
Juncus usitatus
Lantana camara
Lastreopsis munita
Leersia hexandra
Lepiderema pulchella
Lepidosperma laterale
Ligustrum lucidum
Litsea australis

R

Lomandra confertifolia ssp. pallida
Lomandra filiformis
Lomandra laxa
Lomandra longifolia
Lophostemon confertus
Macaranga tanarius
Maclura cochinchinensis
Ma/lotus discolor
Ma/lotus philippensis
Marsdenia rostrata
Medicago polymorpha
Megathyrus maximum ssp. maximum
Melaleuca quinquenervia
Melia azadarach (Planted)
Melicope elleryana
Melodinus australis
Micro lanea stipoides
Mischocarpus pyriformis
Morinda jasminoides
Mucuna gigantea
Myoporum acuminatum
Neolitsea dealbata
Notelaea longifolia
Notothixos subaureus
Ochna serrulata
Olea paniculata
Oplismenus aemulus
Oplismenus imbecilis
Ottochloa gracillima
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Oxalis chnoodes
Pandorea jasminoides
Pandorea pandorana
Panicum simile
Pararchidendron pruinosum
Parsonsia straminea
Paspalidium distans
Paspalum wettsteinii
Passiflora edulis
Passiflora suberosa
Pilidiostigma glabrum
Persicaria strigosa
Persoonia stradbrokensis
Phragmites australis
Pyrrosia rupestris
Pittosporum revolutum
Pittosporum undulatum
Platycerium bifurcatum
Platycerium superbum
Polyscias elegans
Pomaderris sp.
Pouteria chartacea
Pratia purpurescens
Protoasparagus aethiopicus
Protoasparagus africanus
Protoasparagus plumosus
Pseuderanthemum variabile
Psidium guajava
Psychotria loniceroides
Pteridium esulen turn
Rapanea variabilis
Rhodamnia maideniana
Rhodamnia rubescens
Rhodomyrtus psidio ides
Ripogonum elseyanum
Rubus parvifolius
Rubus rosifolius
Sarcocornia quinqueflora
Schefflera actinophylla
Schinus terebinthifolia
Senna X floribunda
Setaria sphacelata
Sicyos australis
Sida rhombifolia
Sigesbeckia orientalis
Siphonodon australe
Sloanea woolsii
Smilax australis
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Smilax glyciphylla
Solanum capsicoides
Solanum stelligerum sens. lat.
Sporobolis virgin icus
Sporobolus diander
Sporobolus virgin icus
Stephania japonica
Suaeda australis
S'yagrus romanzoffiana
Symplocos stawellii
Synoum glandulosum
S'yzygium oleosum
Tabernaemontana panda qui
Tetragonia tetragonio ides
Themeda australis
Toechima dasyrrhache
Tradescantia albiflora
Tripladenia cunninghammii
Triumfetta rhomboidea
Trophis scandens
Trochocarpa laurina
Triumfetta rhomboidea
Urena lobata
Veronica plebia
Viola hederacea ssp. hederacea
Viola sp. a f f banksii
Wedelia trilobata
Wikstroemia indica
Wilkea hugeliana
Xanthorrhoea macronema
Zieria smithii
Zornia dyctiocarpa
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APPENDIX C: Quadrat Data for Threatened Species and Endangered
Ecological Communities
Habit refers to the growth form o f the plant species T=Tree, S=Shrub, F=Fern,
V=Vine, H=Herb, P=Palm, M=Parasitic Mistletoe, TM=Tree Mangrove, FM=Fern
Mangrove.
Quadrat 1 (Threatened Species)
Threatened Species: Randia moorei and Acacia bakeri (also with Endiandra
globosa, which is a legislatively protected species (Rare) in Qld).
Location: southeast corner o f Block A (GDA 0549340 6882142).
Broad Vegetation Type: regenerating lowland subtropical rainforest with eucalypt
emergents.
Substrate: red-yellow podzol on metasediment
Slope Aspect: south
Slope Angle: 9°
Disturbance history: cleared 50-60 years ago, no evidence o f recent fire
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

15-24

Middle

2-15

Lower

0-0.5

Crown
Cover
("/0)

Species 1
Corymbia
75 intermedia
Notelaea
60 longifolia
Doodia
50 aspera

Species
Acacia bakeri
Doodia aspera
Pseudanthum variable
Pass ?flora suberosa
Cupaniopsis parvifolia
Cordyline con gesta
Wilkea hugeliana
Mallotus phillipensis
Flagellaria indica
Tripladenia cunninghamii
Gymnostachys anceps
Austrostephanea aculeata
Guoia semiglauca
Flindersia bennettiana
Cryptocarya microneura
Pseudoweinmannia lachnocarpa
Alectryon coriaceus

Habit
T
F
H
V
T
S
S
T
V
H
G
V
T
T
T
T
T

Species 2
Flindersia
bennettiana
Pittosporum
undulatum
Pseuderanthemum
variable

Cover-abundance Class
(2 plants)

(6 Plants)

Species 3
Pseudoweinmanni
a lachnocarpa
Denhamia
celastroides
Austrostephania
aculeatea

2
4
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
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Notelaea longifolia
Denhamia celastroides
Pittosporum multiflorum
(Citriobatus pauciflorus)
Pittosporum undulatum
Rhodamnia maideniana
Cryptocarya laevigata
Pen taceras australis
Diascorea transversa
Psychotria loniceroides
Melodinus australis
Wikstroemia indica
Gossia hillii
Lomandra longifolia
Flindersia schottiana
Breynia oblongifolia
Rhodamnia rubescens
Entolasia stricta
Adiantum hispidulum
Doodia media subsp. australis
Randia moorei
Rhodomyrtus psidioides
Pyrrosia rupestris
Carrisa ovata
Jagera pseudorhus
Elaeocarpus obovatus
Rapanea variabilis
Maclura cochinchinensis
Pilidiostigma glabrum
Toechima dasyrrhache
Smilax australis
Cinnamonum camphora
Endiandra dioscolor
Ficus coronata
Gahnia aspera
Lastreopsis minuta
Ochna serrulata
Protoasparagus africanus
Geitonoplesium cymosum
Alchornea ilicifolia
Endiandra globosa
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Trophis scandens
Polyscias elegans
Parsonsia straminea
Ripogonum album
Corymbia intermedia
Hibbertia scandens

T
T

3
3

S
T
S
T
T
V
S
V
S
T
G
T
S
T
G
F
F
S
T
F
S
T
T
T
V
S
T
V
T
T
T
G
F
S
V
V
S
T
T
V
T
V
V
T
V

1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1

(11 Plants)

(12 plants fruiting)

(1 Plant Fruiting)
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Quadrat 2 (Threatened Species)
Threatened Species: Endiandra muelleri subsp. bracteata and Randia moorei
Location: Block A southern side o f central ridge 300m from (GDA 054 8933
6882354).
Broad Vegetation Type: regenerating lowland subtropical rainforest.
Substrate: red-yellow podzol on metasediment
Slope Aspect: southwest
Slope Angle: 8°
Disturbance history: cleared 50-60 years ago, no evidence o f recent fire
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

18-25

Crown
Cover
(%)
70

Mid 1

5-15

60

Mid 2

1-5

70

Lower

0-1

30

Species
Jagera pseudorhus
Endiandra dioscolor
Rhodamnia maideniana
Archontophoenix
cunninghamiana
Wilkea hugeliana
Denhamia celastroides
Flagellaria indica
Gymnostachys anceps
Notolea lonaolia
Guoia semiglauca
Pseuderanthemum variabile
Ficus coronata
Cryptocarya microneura
Rhodamnia rubescens
Dioscorea transversa
Ripogonum album
Adiantum hispidulum
Morinda jasminoides
Smilax australis

Species 1
Cinnamomum
camphora
Endiandra
muelleri subsp.
bracteata
Rhodamnia
maideniana
Blechnum
cartilagineum

Habit
T
T
S
P
S
T
V
G
T
T
H
T
T
T
V
V
F
V
V

Species 2
Ficus fraseri
Syzygium
oleosum
Trochocarpa
laurina
Pseudoantherum
variable

Species 3
Corymbia
intermedia
Rhodamnia
rubescens
Archirhodomyrtus
beckleri

Cover-abundance Class
1
1
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
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Mallotus philhpensis
Trochocarpa laurina
Cinnamonum camphora
Blechnum cartilagineum
Eupomatia laurina
Archirhodomyrtus beck/en i
Cordyline rubra
Cordyline congesta
Pilidiostigma glabrum
Endiandra muelleri subsp.
bracteata
Callistemon salignus
Eupomatia bennettii
Psychotria loniceroides
Acmena smithii
Asplenium australasicum
Tabernaemontana panda qui
Randia moorei
Breynia oblongifolia
Flindersia bennettiana
Melodinus australis
Trophis scandens
Ficus fraseri
Geitonoplesium cymosum
Toechima dasyrrhache
Corymbia intermedia
Austrostephania aculeata
Rapanea variabilis
Syzygium oleosum
Oplismenus imbecillus
Cryptocarya obovata
Cryptocarya laevigata

1
3
4
3
1
3
1
1
2

T
T
T
F
S
T
S
S
S
T
T
S
S
T
F
S
S
S
T
V
V
T
V
T
T
V
T
T
G
T
T

(2 plants)

(I plant)

3
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
2

•
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Quadrat 3 (Threatened Species)
Threatened Species: Lepiderema pulchella
Location: Block A southern side o f central ridge (GDA 0548548 6882483).
Broad Vegetation Type: disturbed Brush Box-rainforest.
Substrate: red-yellow podzol on metasediment
Slope Aspect: SSW
Slope Angle: 5°
Disturbance history: logged, fire 20+ years
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m
Crown
Cover
( 0/0 )

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

25-35

50

Midi

10-20

60

Mid2

1-6

80

Lower

0-1

40

Species 1
Lophostemon
confertus
Synoum
glandulosum
Synoum
glandulosum
Blechnum
cartilagineum

Species
Habit
Trophis scandens
V
Rapanea subs essilis
S
S
Eupomatia laurina
Smilax australis
V
Endiandra dioscolor
T
S
Lantana camara
Synoum glandulosum
T
Morinda jasminoides
V
Lepiderema pulchella
T
Hypolepis rugosa
F
Cordyline rubra
S
Flagellaria indica
V
Notelaea longifolia
T
Elaeocarpus obovatus
T
Neolitsea dealbata
T
G
Gahnia aspera
Guoia semiglauca
T
Pseuderanthemum variabile H
Geitonoplesium cymosum
V
Maclura cochinchinensis
V
T
Jagera pseudorhus
Lophostemon confertus
T
,' V
Mucuna gigantea

Species 2

Guoia semiglauca
Eupomatia laurina
Pseuderanthemum
variabile

Species 3

Syzygium
oleosum
Neolitsea
dealbata

Cover-abundance Class

(1 mature plant)

2
1
3
2
1
1
4
2
3
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
4
2
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Cupaniopsis parvifolia
Blechnum cartilagineum
Syzygium oleosum
Cordyline congesta
Ottocloa gracillima
Pouteria chartacea
Adiantum hispidulum
Passiflora suberosa
Acacia melanoxylon
Glochidion ferdinandii
Araucaria cunninghamii
Psychotria loniceroides
Toechima dasyrrhache
Ripogonum elseyanum
Derris involuta
Pandorea jasminoides
Acmena smithii
Flindersia bennettiana

T
F
T
S
G
T
F
V
T
T
T
S
T
V
V
V
T
T

1
5
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

S
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Quadrat 4 (Regionally Significant Species)
Species: Pomaderris sp.
Location: Block A southern side of central ridge 300m from (GDA 0548774
6882240).
Broad Vegetation Type: Brush Box - Blackbutt fern forest.
Substrate: red-yellow podzol on metasediment
Slope Aspect: south
Slope Angle: 12°
Disturbance history: Logged in the past, no fire for 15-25 years. Pomaderris sp.
appears an obligate seeder and is overmature at this site.
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

20-30

Mid

3-6

Lower

0-1

Crown
Cover
(%)

Species
Denhamia celastroides
Calochlaena dubia
Blechnum cartilagineum
Trochocarpa laurina
Lophostemon confertus
Eucalyptus pilularis
Clerodendrum tomentosum
Lomandra confertifolia
Ottochloa gracillima
Archirhodomyrtus beckleri
Notelaea longifolia
Zieria smithii
Smilax glyciphylla
Geitonoplesium cymosum
Guoia semiglauca
Cinnamonum camphora
Pittosporum revolutum
Dioscorea transversa
Eupomatia laurina
Cordyline congesta
Pomaderris sp.
Hibbertia scandens
Jagera pseudorhus

Species 1
Eucalyptus
70 pilularis
Denhamia
60 celastroides
Calochlaena
80 dubia

Habit
T
F
F
T
T
T
S
G
G
T
T
S
V
V
T
T
T
V
S
S
S
V
T

Species 2
Lophostemon
confertus
Pomaderris
sp.
Blechnum
cartilagineum

Species 3
Callistemon
salignus
Trochocarpa
laurina
Lomandra
confertifolia

Cover-abundance Class

(12 mature plants)

3
6
3
2
3
5
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
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3
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

T
V
V
V
S
T
V
G
G
S
T

Callistemon salignus
Eustrephus latifolius
Stephania japonica
Smilax australis
Psychotria loniceroides
Melaleuca quinquenervia
Parsonsia straminea
Lomandra longifolia
Dianella caerulea
Lantana cam ara
Glochidion ferdinandii

Quadrat 5 (Endangered Ecological Community)
EEC: Swamp Oak
Location: flooded embayment western side o f central ridge Block A (GDA 0548787
6882161).
Broad Vegetation Type: swamp forest with brackish (polluted) standing water
Substrate: estuarine mud
Slope Aspect: nil
Slope Angle: nil
Disturbance history: evidence o f tree dieback possibly caused by polluted water
(urban run-off)
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

8-16

Mid

1-6

Lower

Crown
Cover
(%)

0-1

Species
Acrostichum speciosum
Excoecaria agallocha
Fimbristylis ferruginea
Sporobolus virgin icus
Melaleuca quinquenervia
Bacopa monnierii
Baccharis halimifolia
Myoporum acuminatum
Cotula coronoifolia
Triglochin striatum
Notothixos subaureus

Species 1
Casuarina
60 glauca
Myoporum
30 acuminatum
Fimbristylis
85 .ferruginea

Habit
MF
TM
G
G
T
H
S
T
H
G
M

Species 2
Melaleuca
quinquenervia
Excoecaria
agallocha
Acrostichum
speciosum

Species 3

Sporobolis
virginicus

Cover-abundance Class
4
2
4
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
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Quadrat 6 (Endangered Ecological Community)
EEC: Saltmarsh
Location: tidal flats south east end o f Cobaki Broadwater.
Broad Vegetation Type: tidal saltmarsh.
Substrate: estuarine mud
Slope Aspect: nil
Slope Angle: nil
Disturbance history: nil
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Ground

0-0.5

Crown
Cover
(%)

Species 1
Sporobolus
90 virginicus

Species
Sporobolus virginicus
Sarcocornia quinqueflora
Tetragonia tetragonioides
Suaeda australis
Apium prostratum
Einadia hastata

Habit
G
H
H
H
H
H

Species 2
Suaeda australis

Species 3
Sarcocornia
quinqueflora

Cover-abundance Class
6
2
1
2
1
1

Quadrat 7 (Endangered Ecological Community) — Note, this community
recorded by Rushton (2004) appeared to be outside Block A and E
EEC: Littoral Rainforest
Location: patch o f higher ground on tidal flats south east end o f Cobaki Broadwater.
Broad Vegetation Type: Hoop Pine rainforest
Substrate: sand and alluvium
Slope Aspect: nil
Slope Angle: nil
Disturbance history: nothing apparent but infested with Ground Asparagus Fern.
Quadrat Size: 20m x 20m

Stratum

Height
(m)

Upper

10-25

Mid

1-7

Ground

0-1

Crown
Cover
(')/0)

Species 1
Araucaria
60 cunninghamii
Hibiscus
70 tiliaceus
Protoasparagus
40 aethiopicus

Species 2
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides
Excoecaria
agallocha
Cyachum
carnosum

Species 3
Casuarina glauca
Pouteria
chartacea
Gahnia aspera
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Species
Araucaria cunninghamii
Hibiscus tiliaceus
Casuarina glauca
Schinus terebinthifolia
Excoecaria agallocha
Cynachum carnosum
Protoasparagus aethiopicus
Myoporum acuminatum
Acrostichum speciosum
Conyza bonariensis
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Pouteria chartacea
Baumea juncea
Gahnia aspera

•

Habit
T
T
T
T
T
V
V
T
FM
H
T
T
G
G

61

Cover-abundance Class
5
2
3
1
3
3
4
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
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A P P E N D I X D: Photographs

Plate 1: Brush Cassia (Cassia brewsteri var. marksiana)
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Plate 2: Black Walnut (Endiandra globosa)

Plate 3: Rusty Green-leaved Rose Walnut (Endiandra mulleri ssp. bracteatea)
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Plate 4: B u r n e y B e a n ( M u c u n a gigantea) in f r u i t o n Block A

,
.
P l a t e 5: Fine-leaved T u c k e r o o (Lepiderema pulchella)

64
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Plate 6: Pomaderris discolor in bud on Block A

Plate 7: Spiny gardenia (Randia moorel) in fruit on Block A.
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Plate 8: Smooth-leaved Rhodamnia (Rhodamnia maideniana) in fruit on Block A.

•
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•
Plate 9: Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) on Block A, an Endangered Ecological
Community

•
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C O M P E N S A T O R Y H A B I T A T - T U G U N BYPASS

1.0 Introduction
Ecosense Consulting Pty Ltd was recently commissioned to undertake a review o f the compensatory
habitat package as proposed in the Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement 2004 (EIS) and
Tugun Bypass Species Impact Statement 2004 (SIS). This review (Bali 2005) considered a number of
residual impacts where the proposed offsets may be insufficient. In these instances, further
compensation was recommended and options identified.
This report further considers compensatory offsets with the overall aim o f finalising the compensatory
habitat package for the Tugun Bypass. A summary o f the original package as proposed in 2004 and
additional studies undertaken since public display is also provided.

2.0 Current Package (as proposed in the EIS/SIS)
The Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat package comprises two main components. They are land and
compensatory measures, both o f which are summarised below.

2.1 Land
The land package proposed in the EIS comprises a total area o f approximately 75 hectares. It
consists o f three (3) allotments, referred to as Blocks A, C and E. The individual area o f each of
these lots is provided in Table 1.
Real Property Description

Area (ha)

Bloch A

Lot 3 on DP837715

64.1

Block C

Lot 1 on DP226067

4.7*

Lot 8 on DP8655
Block E

Lot 18 on DP583263

6.3**

* T h e area identified in he EIS w a s incorrect - actual area is 3.7 hectares.
** After reconfiguration, the total area will be 6.2 hectares.

Table I Tugun Bypass compensatory land

2.2 Compensatory measures
A number o f compensatory measures were proposed in the EIS and SIS. They include:

2.2.1 Long-nosed Potoroo
•

Initiation of Fox control measures throughout vacant NSW Crown land to the west
o f the proposed Tugun Bypass,

•

Provision o f predator control fencing around the Cobaki Lakes development area
once construction commences in order to reduce the incidence o f dogs and cats
straying from the development preying on native wildlife in adjacent NSW Crown
lands, and

•

I f necessary, provision o f predator control fencing along both sides o f the Boyd
Street extension, once operational.

•

Some o f the above measures were identified as being dependent on negotiations
with Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd (Cobaki Lakes developers).
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•

Provision o f fauna exclusion fencing along the proposed bypass as to deter
domestic dogs and cats from residential areas to the east from accessing Longnosed Potoroo habitat.

•

Preparation o f a fire management plan for NSW Crown Land (Boyd Street area)
that would account for the habitat requirements o f the potoroo. This would include
the prescription o f mosaic patch burns as to prevent catastrophic wildfires and
would be implemented as soon as practical after approval for the project has been
received.

2.2.2 Vegetation
•

Where possible, plants o f conservation significance would be incorporated into
rehabilitation plans for the road corridor. In particular the Little Wattle and Match
Sticks would be considered in areas adjacent to the NSW Crown Land (north of
Boyd Street) and Chinese Burr would be spread in the Paperbark Regrowth and
Woodland Communities near the Tweed Interchange.

•

Weed management and rehabilitation o f the Saltmarsh on the Pony Club land
would be undertaken.

•

Main Roads and the Roads and Traffic Authority would seek permission from the
Department o f Lands (and Tweed Shire Council as trustee) to undertake additional
weed management (for 10 years) o f Endangered Ecological Communities as
situated within NSW Crown Land (Lot 319). This could include:
o

3.3 hectares o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest Endangered Ecological
Community,

o

16.8 hectares of Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains Endangered
Ecological Community, and

o

1.9 hectares o f Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains Endangered
Ecological Community.

2.2.3 Frogs
•

Creation o f artificial breeding ponds for the Wallum Sedge Frog within the road
corridor or on Block C.

•

Ponds were proposed to:
o

Be a minium o f 1.5 metres deep with a gradient sloping to 0.3 metres at the
pond edges,

o

Be between 15 to 20 metres long and 5 to 10 metres wide,

o

Be constructed away from permanent water bodies and drainage lines to
prevent the import o f saline water and predatory fish,

o

Be constructed so that banks have a have a gradual slope, being deepest in
the middle,

o

Have the same physico-chemical properties as existing used water bodies,

o

Have a slow release liner, similar to those used in dam construction and
sedimentation traps, to increase the permanency o f surface water (>80%),
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o

Be revegetated with species consistent with the local habitat requirements for
the Wallum Sedge Frog, such as Restio spp.,

o

Utilise dense Restio stands that would be disturbed from within the footprint
by a process o f 'slabbing'. Slabbing depth should be a minimum depth o f 30
cm to ensure organic layers are collected,

o

Be constructed during a dry period (spring) leading to a pronounced rainfall
period as to enable machinery to access the site with minimal damage and
enhance the likelihood that transplanted vegetation would survive,

o

Be interspersed with existing breeding ponds, thereby increasing the
interconnectivity of aquatic habitats, and

o

Where practical, be connected by terrestrial vegetated corridors.

2.2.4 Hollows
•

Portions o f trees within the footprint and that contain hollows would be removed
and reinstated in adjacent areas. Damaged or destroyed hollows would be replaced
with appropriately designed nest boxes. In the following instances this would
include:
o

Small hollows would be replaced with nest boxes designed for bats,
incorporating an overhanging roof and internal baffles and having both
internal and external walls lined with flyscreen to improve grip,

o

Medium sized hollows would be replaced with those designed for Squirrel
Gliders and Brush-tailed Phascogales,

o

Large hollows would be replaced with nest boxes designed for owls.

2.2.5 Common Planigale
•

Revegetate a 10-30 metre wide habitat link along the road edge between Common
Planigale habitats in the south to the wet/dry culvert to provide continuous habitat
for fauna to the underpass.

•

Investigating the purchase o f known Common Planigale habitat elsewhere close to
the site (perhaps Cudgen Creek).

2.2.6 General
•

All measures would be funded by Main Roads

•

Fox baiting is likely to be undertaken by the NSW Rural Lands Protection Board.

•

Fencing around the south-eastern part o f the Cobaki Lakes development is likely to
be undertaken by Main Roads and maintained by the NSW Department of Lands.

•

The construction and maintenance o f predator control fencing is dependant on
negotiations with Leda Manorstead who are constructing the Cobalci Lakes
development.

2.2.7 Monitoring
Monitoring the performance o f compensatory measures was also proposed including
that o f habitat rehabilitation and revegetation, tree hollows and nest boxes and measures
for the Long-nosed Potoroo.
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3.0 Review of adequacy (Bali 2005)
In 2001, Ecosense Consulting Pty Ltd was commissioned to develop a compensatory habitat package
for the Tugun Bypass. At that time the P7 version o f the C4 alignment was proposed and impact
assessed. Since then the C4 alignment and associated management measures have been modified, in
some instances to avoid or minimise environmental impacts. Due to these modifications and time
elapsed, Ecosense was re-commissioned to undertake a review o f the offsets proposed and identify any
residual impacts.
In undertaking this assessment, Bali also reviewed new information presented in studies by Benwell
and Lewis described in Section 4 o f this report.
The adequacy and inadequacies, as highlighted in this review are detailed in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Adequacies
Re-assessment (Bali 2005) o f the compensatory habitat package as proposed in 2004 confirmed,
in overall terms the suitability and environmental benefits o f the package. Attributes and
benefits described during this assessment include:
•

It fulfils the size and proximity criteria set out in the draft NSW RTA policy;

•

It represents a net gain for two vegetation communities o f state significance and three
communities o f regional significance affected by the Tugun Bypass;

•

It represents a net gain of 17.4 ha o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest, an Endangered
Ecological Community in NSW and of state significance in Queensland;

•

It shares 14 (38%) of vegetation communities and 10 (45%) plant species o f conservation
significance in common with the Tugun study area;

•

It represents a net gain o f individual plants to be removed as a result o f the proposal, for
six plant species o f national and state significance;

•

It protects an additional six plant species o f national and state significance and four
regionally threatened plant species not found in the Tugun study area;

•

It protects habitat for at least 10 fauna species o f national and state significance;

•

It is in close proximity to the impacted area and is directly or indirectly connected to
habitat within the Tugun Bypass study area;

•

It shares seven (58%) o f habitat types and 45% o f legislatively significant flora and fauna
species in common with the Tugun study area;

•

It represents an opportunity to conserve 7.2 ha o f regionally significant Mangrove Forest
in the Cobaki area;

•

It contains a regionally significant Koala population that may be one o f the last
populations in south and west Tweed;

•

It represents an opportunity to further secure 22.1 ha of SEPP 14 wetlands that are zoned
Environmental Protection;

•

It forms a strategically located link connecting habitat areas around the Cobaki
Broadwater for flora and fauna; and

•

It provides an opportunity for the establishment o f a continuous area o f land having
environmental protection around the Cobaki Broadwater.
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In summary the package provided 'gains' in:
•

the net area o f Endangered Ecological Communities,

•

the area o f SEPP 14 Wetland, and

•

Some instances, the individual number o f a prescribed species.

3.2 Inadequacies
In general, Bali (2005) considered that the proposed land package compared favourably with
that o f proposed bypass route. However it was noted that the vegetation types contained within
the package were more representative of the northern section o f the proposed road corridor. As
such, coastal lowland vegetation is poorly represented and would not be adequately
compensated. Residual impacts identified and considered o f particular significance were:
•

14 ha o f the Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains Endangered Ecological
Community.

Residual impacts on certain fauna species were also indicated. This primarily concerned habitat
loss for the following animals:
•

Wallum Froglet/Wallum Sedge Frog,

•

Long-nosed Potoroo, and

•

Common Planigale.

A potential net loss in senescent hollow bearing trees that contain medium to large hollows was
also identified. This was estimated to result in the possible loss of 16 hollows.
In conclusion, additional compensatory measures were recommended which included the
purchase o f or the written agreement o f conservation covenants over additional land.

4.0 Matters considered
Bali (2005) provided a detailed assessment o f residual impacts that may occur as a result o f the
construction and operation o f the proposed bypass. Further offsets were subsequently recommended
and measures provided to achieve such. These recommendations have been considered together with
the:
•

results o f additional studies,

•

outcomes of meetings with the Department o f Environment and Conservation, Tweed Shire
Council and Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd.

•

additional review by and discussion with Bali.

During this process additional information was highlighted and discussed. As a result, certain needs
were reassessed and preliminary recommendations modified. The following paragraphs provide a
summary o f this information and proposed amendments.

4.1 Subsequent Studies (relevant to compensatory habitat)
Further environmental studies have been undertaken since the 2004 compensatory habitat
package was first proposed. These studies were in response to submissions received during
public display or to progress commitments within the EIS. Copies o f these documents are
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appended and a summary of findings or recommendations relevant to compensation are
provided below.

4.1.1 Potential for Walking Trail between Tugun Heights
Conservation Park and 'Hidden Valley' (Brown 2005)
Rehabilitation o f two small patches just to the north o f Hidden Valley, within the
road reserve. The revegetation of these areas would provide a continuous vegetated
corridor for faunal movement.

•

4.1.2 Systematic Surveys for Coastal Planigale (Planigale maculata)
on Crown land and adjacent GCAL Controlled Lands (Lewis
2005)
•

Evaluation of the compensatory habitat land (Blocks A and E) for planigale

4.1.3 Fauna Survey of Lands Identified for Compensatory Habitat
for the Proposed Tugun Bypass Project (Lewis 2005)
•

Removal o f chain mesh fencing from between Blocks A and E,

•

Removal of fencing between the north western boundary o f Block A and the
adjoining parcel of Crown Land,

•

Initiate a plan of management that provides a strategic approach towards land
conservation,

•

Determine who will manage Blocks A and E,

•

Further acquisition of compensatory land. Areas recommended were that area of
NSW Crown Land (adjacent to Boyd Street) that is currently subject to an
aboriginal land claim or failing this, an area adjacent to Cudgen Nature Reserve,
Bogangar,

•

Revision of the 2004 compensatory habitat package.

4.1.4 Vegetation Survey of Proposed Compensatory Habitat Blocks
A and E, Tweed Heads West NSW, Tugun Bypass Project
(Ben well 2005)
•

Removal of stock,

•

Intensive weed eradication,

•

Broad-scale restoration planting of cleared areas with endemic species,

•

Preparation of a Fire Management Plan,

•

Burning o f sclerophyll vegetation to promote seed germination.

4.1.5 Proposed Tugun Bypass - Review of Wallum Sedge Frog and
Green-thighed Frog (Ingram 2005)
•

The design proposed (DMR 2004) for the construction of artificial breeding
ponds and drainage lines for the Wallum Sedge Frog is feasible and likely to be
successful,

•

Possible locations for artificial ponds were identified as:
a.

Along either side o f the proposed road within Commonwealth land,

b. Above the proposed road tunnel,
c.

Immediately west of Commonwealth land (NSW Crown land south o f Boyd
Street),
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d. Immediately south of Commonwealth land (Block C).
•

I f frog ponds are built either side o f the proposed road, frog fences may be
required to prevent mortalities.

•

Construction o f artificial frog ponds on Block C may require management of
nearby saline waterbodies,

•

I f frog ponds are built, their viability as breeding areas for the Wallum Sedge
Frog should be monitored.

4.1.6 Site investigation of Block C
•

Site investigations were carried out on two occasions and by Dr Glen Ingram, Mr
David Hannah (Parsons Brinckerhoff) and/or Mr Darren Brighton (Department
o f Main Roads) to determine suitable areas for the construction o f artificial frog
ponds,

•

a low lying area o f Paperbark Forest (refer Figure 2.3 of Appendix P — Technical
Paper 12) was anticipated to be the most suitable location for ponds,

•

Ephemeral ponds were not abundant after recent heavy rain,

•

Water quality analysis was undertaken to determine if nearby tidal drainage
channels influenced groundwater quality,

•

Ground and surface water quality exhibited (July 2005) the following
characteristics:

b.

pH — (5.23 to 5.58),
Salinity (320 to 470 uS.cm I),

c.

Groundwater height — (100 mm below ground level).

a.

•

Considerable disturbance o f certain areas had occurred due to unauthorised
access and operation of motorbikes,

•

Recording o f this work was by way o f field note, as such no formal document
was produced.

4.2 Management o f Long-nosed Potoroo habitat
Potoroo habitat in the Queensland component o f the study area was limited to an area approved
for residential development. Compulsory acquisition for the purpose o f road has effectively
prevented the broad scale clearing o f this entire area and will result in the conservation of
approximately one (1) hectare o f habitat. This area is referred to as Block P (refer Figure 1) and
constitutes 5% o f known potoroo habitat north of Boyd Street.
Modification o f the Tugun Bypass alignment has been undertaken to avoid the fragmentation of
potoroo habitat, however direct disturbance and edge effects are still indicated. The total area of
direct disturbance is indicated to be one half o f a hectare and one hectare with edge effects.
Department o f Main Roads met with Tweed Shire Council and Leda Manorstead on 31 August
2005 to discuss the impacts on the Long-nosed Potoroo which have or may result from the
Tugun Bypass, Boyd Street extension and Cobaki Lakes subdivision. Options to manage
impacts were subsequently discussed and 'in principle' agreement reached to develop an
integrated plan o f management for the Cobalci Lakes Population of the Long-nosed Potoroo.
The plan would focus on impacts, their management, responsibilities for implementation and
timing. Main Roads has committed to co-ordinating the development of this plan and continuing
consultation with the relevant environmental authorities, further detail is provided in Section 5.4
o f this report.
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4.3 Weed Management
Technical Paper 12 o f the Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement recommends weed
management (of wetlands) as a compensatory measure and cites the Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources' support. Subsequently, additional weed
management was proposed within the Tugun Bypass Species Impact Statement Addendum to
offset residual impacts on endangered ecological communities and within Por 319 (Pony Club).
Recent correspondence indicates that additional weed management may not be required within
Por 319 as this area is already managed by the Department o f Lands and Tweed Shire Council.
It is therefore proposed that additional weed management of Por 319 be withdrawn. However,
rehabilitation o f an area o f Saltmarsh on Por 319 is still proposed.

FROC
I E1 TULN
I 3PASS—'

OLD/ND/ BORDER
—
POTXX

OIr ec?

ce2 tro1 I C-:
LOT 321

Figure 1

Potoroo habitat (Block P)

4.4 NSW Crown Land (south of Boyd Street)
Bali (2005) and Lewis (2005) have identified a parcel o f NSW Crown land, immediately south
o f Boyd Street as a candidate for compensatory habitat. A claim under the NSW Aboriginal
Land Rights Act1983 for this land was lodged on 21 January 1988 by the Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council (TBLALC) and is yet to be determined.
Although, the NSW Department o f Lands has advised that settlement of this claim is being
progressed, at present it would not be possible to acquire this land. The land is also assigned
environmental protection under the Tweed Shire Local Environment Plan and may be
strengthened if the DEC enters into a proposed conservation agreement with the TBLALC,
should it be successful in the claim. It is therefore not proposed to include this land in the
package.
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5.0 Options to offset inadequacies
5.1 Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains Endangered
Ecological Community
5.1.1 Implement actions as per EIS/SIS proposal
Overall, a net 'gain' in Endangered Ecological Communities would be provided with
the current compensatory habitat land package (Blocks A, C & E). This 'gain' is
currently estimated to exceed 10 percent and includes an additional 17.4 hectares of
Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest Endangered Ecological Community (SOFF). Although
different in composition, the compensation of SOFF for Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on
Coastal Floodplains Endangered Ecological Community (SSF) is considered reasonable
as both communities are equivalent in conservation value. Furthermore, environmental
impact assessment identified that the abundance o f SOFF within the local and regional
area was dramatically less than SSF (refer Table 2). In this instance, a comparative ratio
o f 1:1 is considered reasonable and negates the need to considered additional
compensatory land or measures.

Community

Local abundance (ha)

Regional abundance (ha)

Swamp Sclerophyll Forest

110

29 155

Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest

12

2 883

Table 2

Abundance of Endangered Ecological Communities

5.1.2 Acquisition of additional land
Although there is a case for not providing further compensation for SSF, preliminary
investigations have been undertaken to determine suitable sites that may be purchased.
This has occurred in consultation with the Department o f Environment and
Conservation and has subsequently identified one lot o f land that adjoins the Cudgen
Nature Reserve. The real property description o f this site is Lot 22 on DP1058759 (Lot
22) and is situated approximately 25 kilometres south o f the proposed Tugun Bypass.
Lot 22 is a 68 hectare parcel o f land divided by Clothiers Creek Road. The area to the
south is approximately 51 hectares in size and adjoins the Cudgen Nature Reserve to
the East and West. As described in Section 5.2, negotiations regarding the sale o f an 11
hectare portion (refer Figure 2) o f the southern area have commenced with the owner
and are expected to continue through October. This area (size and location) was
determined by the sites natural values and the projects perceived needs, however land
use matters and the owners' future intentions were also considerations. For the purpose
o f this report, this 11 hectare area o f land shall be referred to as Block F.
Desktop assessment indicates Block F supports Broad-leaved Paperbark Closed Forest,
Blackbutt Open Forest and Freshwater Wetlands (Tweed Shire Council). A large
portion o f this land is also identified on State Environmental Planning Policy No 14 —
Coastal Wetlands. Field survey would be undertaken to confirm these values and the
block's suitability to further compensate residual impacts o f the Tugun Bypass project.
This would occur on confirmation that the required area o f land is available to be
purchased and on terms suitable to all parties.
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5.2 Acid Frog habitat and artificial ponds
5.2.1 Implement actions as per EIS/SIS proposal
Ingram (2005) recently confirmed that artificial frog pond construction, as proposed
within the EIS and SIS is feasible. Furthermore locations for their development were
recommended and included areas within Gold Coast Airport (and that would eventually
become N S W state road reserve) and Block C.
Impact assessment indicates that the proposed Tugun Bypass may disturb two breeding
ponds for the acid frogs. The construction o f three artificial ponds is therefore proposed
with Appendix A providing further detail on the location, design and proposed
monitoring o f these structures. Ingram's continued involvement would also be sought
during the finalisation o f design and subsequent monitoring.

5.2.2 Habitat restoration
Previous activity within Block C has resulted in the disturbance or modification of
habitat for the acid frogs. Site investigation indicates areas of vegetation clearing and
modification to topography. Measures to improve this lands conservation value and its
suitability as habitat for the acid frogs could include:
•

Installation o f a floodgate within the adjacent tidal drain,

•

Reinstatement o f perimeter fencing,

•

Preparatory works of disturbed areas, including re-profiling and light ripping to
relieve compaction,

•

Weed management,

•

High density planting o f Broad-leaved Paperbark,

•

Monitoring and maintenance over a ten year period.

5.2.3 Purchase of more suitable land
Site visits have confirmed that habitat within Block C would generally support both the
Wallum Sedge and Wallum Frog. However concerns were raised over the possibility of
saline water permeating groundwater (from an adjacent tidal drain) and affecting
ephemeral waterbodies. The long term security and management o f the land were also
raised as matters requiring consideration.
Monitoring o f surface and ground waters was subsequently undertaken (July 2005) and
indicated that saline intrusion was not cause for concern. However the quality o f both
surface and ground water was considered marginal for the breeding o f acid frogs, a
matter most probably associated with soil chemistry. It was anticipated that this matter
may be managed by way of design if frog ponds were to be constructed as could the
issues o f unauthorised access.
In light o f this information, it was decided to consider if other more 'suitable' habitat
could be identified. Discussions with the Department o f Environment and Conservation
indicated that land (Lot 22) adjacent to the Cudgen Nature Reserve may be suitable as
previous survey had identified both the Wallum Sedge Frog and Wallum Froglet.
Subsequent desktop assessment and preliminary field survey still indicates suitable
habitat for both these species, with shallow, ephemeral ponds on coastal sands amongst
paperbark.
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The Tugun Bypass EIS/SIS indicates that fifty hectares of both known and potential
habitat for the acid frogs may be impacted. However overlaps between habitat for these
species indicate the actual area impacted is smaller than the total sum. Review also
indicates that areas o f habitat already approved for development and common to the
road corridor were not deducted. Together with the uncertainty o f potential habitat,
these approved developments (Gold Coast Airport runway and Boyd Street extensions)
may effectively reduce the actual area o f impact (as a result o f the Tugun Bypass) and
need for compensation. Additional assessment indicates the actual area o f impact may
be as low as 11 hectares.
Negotiations regarding the sale o f an 11 hectare portion (refer Figure 2) o f Lot 22 have
commenced with the owner and are expected to continue through October. This area
(size and location) was determined by the sites natural values and the projects perceived
needs, however land use matters and the owners' future intentions were also
considerations. For the purpose o f this report, this 11 hectare area o f land shall be
referred to as Block F.
Detailed field survey would be undertaken to confirm the presence o f the Wallum
Sedge Frog and Wallum Froglet and the blocks suitability to compensate residual
impacts of the Tugun Bypass project. This would occur on confirmation that the
required area o f land is available to be purchased and on terms suitable to all parties.

5.3 Hollows
5.3.1 Implement actions as per EIS/SIS proposal
As committed in the EIS/SIS, medium to large hollows would be removed from trees
from within the footprint and prior to their felling. Hollows not able to be collected and
or reinstated would be replaced by purpose built nest or roost boxes. This would occur
at a ratio o f at least 1:1.
Recent survey (Lewis 2005) identified that Blocks A and E o f the compensatory habitat
package include a significant number o f hollows. Block A contained 16 medium to
large hollows in senescent trees. These hollows have not been considered when
calculating the possible number o f hollows to be reinstated or replaced by nest boxes.
The current proposal is therefore anticipated to result in an increase o f medium to large
hollows within the study area and that are assigned a level of conservation.
Replacement o f small hollows, as proposed in the EIS, is discussed below.

5.3.2 Replace only medium to large hollows
Surveys have indicated an abundance o f small hollows within the study area and Blocks
A and E. Given the ready availability of these hollows, reinstatement or replacement of
small hollows removed for the project is not warranted.

5.4 Potoroo
5.4.1 Implement actions as per EIS/SIS proposal
The EIS and SIS detail a number o f compensatory measures for the potoroo. It is now
recognised that particular actions specified in the EIS/SIS require further consideration
and detailing. The EIS is also not clear about the responsibilities of the proponents in
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relation to implementing and funding of those measures. Minor amendments are
recommended to clarify these matters.

5.4.2 Actions to offset impacts of the Tugun Bypass
Stochastic events such as fire and introduced predators have been identified as threats
to the Cobaki Lakes Population of Long-nosed Potoroo. Management measures are
proposed to minimise this risk and include the:
•

initiation o f fox control measures within potoroo habitat on that area o f NSW
Crown land, to the west o f the Tugun Bypass,

•

provision o f fauna exclusion fencing along the proposed bypass as to deter
domestic dogs and cats from residential areas to the east from accessing Longnosed Potoroo habitat. This may also require the implementation o f vertical grates
at the headwalls o f culverts,

•

preparation o f a fire management strategy for NSW Crown Land (Boyd Street area)
that would account for the habitat requirements o f the potoroo. This would include
the prescription o f mosaic patch burns as to prevent catastrophic wildfires and
would be implemented as soon as practical after approval for the project has been
received.

These measures would be further considered and detailed in the preparation of a
Potoroo Management Plan as discussed below.

5.4.3 Management of Cumulative Impacts
Impact assessment has identified a number of cumulative impacts on the Cobaki Lakes
Population o f the Long-nosed Potoroo. This includes the residential developments of
Pacific Beach and Cobaki Lakes to the east and west and the opening of a local road to
the south (Boyd Street extension). Main Roads has subsequently held meetings with
Tweed Shire Council and Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd to discuss these impacts and the
options available for their amelioration. 'In principle' agreement has been reached to
develop an integrated plan o f management that addresses the impact o f each parties
development on this population, their management (including monitoring), timing and
responsibilities for implementation. It was also agreed that,
•

Main Roads would co-ordinate the development o f this plan and consult with the
relevant environmental authorities,

•

Leda Manorstead would request amendment to the relevant Development Consents
(road and subdivision) as agreed within the Potoroo Management Plan.

Management matters raised during this meeting and for further consideration during the
development of the Potoroo Management Plan included,
•

a design review o f fauna underpasses proposed within the Boyd Street extension
and their timing for implementation,

•

the Boyd Street overpass bridge and an 'at-grade' fauna underpass with revegetation
to provide connectivity o f habitat (see Figure 3),
the construction of predator control fencing around the Cobaki Lakes development
and along both sides o f the Boyd Street extension, once operational.

•

It is proposed that these actions be integrated with those detailed in Section 5.4.2.
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5.4.4 Additional potoroo habitat
Compulsory acquisition for the purpose of road has reduced the clearing o f potoroo
habitat within the Queensland component o f the study area. Re-alignment o f the Tugun
Bypass was undertaken as to avoid the fragmentation of known potoroo habitat north of
Boyd Street. This resulted in the preservation o f one hectare o f known habitat (Block P)
from an approved residential development (Pacific Beach), and represents 5 percent of
contiguous habitat north o f Boyd Street.

Lot 2 2 on
DP1058759

Portion referred
to as Block F
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Source: Tweed Shire Council
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F - 1 099

Potential compensatory habitat (Block F)

5.5 Common Planigale
5.5.1 Implement actions as per EIS/SIS proposal
The EIS recognised that a local population of Common Planigale could be made extinct
by the Tugun Bypass and proposed that compensatory land be investigated.
Rehabilitation o f a 10-30 m wide area o f connecting to the wet/dry culvert is also
proposed. This proposal requires clarification in that the rehabilitation is to be between
either end o f the wet/dry culvert proposed near chainage 5270 and the adjacent areas of
secondary Planigale habitat.
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5.5.2 Confirmation o f Habitat on Block A and Block F
Compensatory land is proposed as part o f the Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat
package and includes the acquisition o f Block F. This is primarily to offset impacts on
the 'acid frogs', however desktop assessment indicates this land (Block F) may also
support Planigales.
Recent survey by Lewis (2005) did not identify this species within Block A however
suitable habitat was recognised within the north-west precinct. As with previous
survey, abiotic factors (weather) were assumed to influence trap results for this cryptic
species. The likelihood o f Block A supporting Common Planigale was subsequently
recognised as moderate and is considered reliable given Lewis' experience in adjacent
areas.
It is now proposed to survey Block F for Planigales, subject to successful negotiations
with the landowner as previously discussed. I f Planigale habitat is not confirmed on
Block F, or its purchase is not progressed, then survey o f Block A would be undertaken.
Survey methods would reflect previous methods (pit fall traps) and be undertaken
during the warmers month o f October/November.

5.5.3 Contingency measures
Should Planigale be confirmed on Block F or Block A, no additional land would be
purchased to compensate for removed Planigale habitat.
However, further consultation would be undertaken with administrating authorities if,
on completion o f the surveys above, positive verification o f Common Planigale was not
achieved within proposed compensatory lands. The purpose o f these discussions would
be to identify suitable compensatory measures or lands to offset residual impacts. Such
measures may include a financial contribution for the management o f known Common
Planigale habitat in conservation reserves.

•
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Opportunity for Potoroo habitat restoration

6.0 Final Package - proposal
As proposed in the EIS/SIS, the final compensatory habitat package would include both land and
compensatory measures. A summary o f these components is provided below.

6.1 Land
Table 3 presents the land components o f the Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat package.
Subject to the purchase of Block F, four parcels are proposed with a combined area o f 82.3
hectares. Inclusive o f edge effects, this exceeds direct impacts o f the road footprint and edge
effect allowance by approximately 11 hectares. The package is also 7 hectares larger than the
original package publicly &splayed in December 2004.
Real Property Description

Area
(ha)

Block A

Lot 3 on DP837715

64.!

Block E

Lot 18 on DP583263

6.2

Block F

Lot 22 on DP1058759 (portion)

-11.0

Block P

Lot 6 o f RP855719 (portion)

1.0
Total

Table 3

82.3

Tugun Bypass compensatory land

Combined, Blocks A and E represent a significant area of land within a highly developed,
coastal region. They consolidate an environmental buffer around the Cobaki Broadwater and are
recognised as supporting flora and fauna o f international, national, state or regional significance.
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Block F also supports such species but is significant in terms o f infilling and adjoining areas of
the Cudgen Nature Reserve. Block P is a small but significant area o f habitat for the Long-nosed
Potoroo and represents the projects commitment to minimising environmental impacts.
Additional work is still proposed due to the cryptic nature o f certain species and the decision to
acquire additional land. Survey o f Block F is proposed upon confirmation of its availability.
This would occur in consultation with the relevant state and commonwealth approval agencies
and involve the update o f this document. It is anticipated this process would be complete prior
to planning approval.
Management o f the above lands would also be required to retain or improve their conservation
value in the long term. As transport infrastructure agencies, both the Department o f Main Roads
and the Roads and Traffic Authority lack the skills or funding to manage significant
conservation areas. It is therefore proposed that the large parcels o f land (Blocks A, E and F) be
transferred to the Department o f Environment and Conservation following project approval.
Table 4 provides a brief overview o f those measures that may be required to maintain or
improve the compensatory lands current conservation value. QDMR would contribute funds for
the interim management of Blocks A and E. These funds would cover the reasonable costs of
activities such as the preparation of a management plan (including consideration o f fire
management), installation and removal of fencing, site stabilisation and other appropriate
management actions prior to handover. The constituents o f the funding package will be
negotiated with the relevant authorities.

Land
Block tVE

Management measures
o Develop Plan of Management,
o Upgrading of perimeter fencing and Anconia Drive
access at Block E,

Security
o Simple land transfer
to the Department of
Environment
and
Conservation

o Implementation of erosion controls within areas at risk.
o Removal of stock,
o Intensive weed eradication of areas,
o Burning of sclerophyll vegetation to promote seed
germination,
o Broad-scale restoration planting of cleared areas with
endemic species,
o Continuation of feral animal control,
o Removal of chain mesh fencing from between Blocks A
and E,
o Removal of fencing between the north western boundary
of Block A and the adjoining parcel of Crown Land,
o Installation of medium to large hollows, nest or roost
boxes,
o Assignment of an onsite caretaker.
Block F

o Integration within Cudgen Nature Reserve Plan of
Management

o Simple land transfer
to the Department of
Environment
and
Conservation

Block P

o Management of declared pests, as applicable,

by
o Retention
Department of Main

o Perimeter fencing at embankment toe of Tugun Bypass,
October 2005
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Land

Management measures

Security

o Declaration as a 'Significant Environmental Area' under
DMR Policy,

Roads.

o Mosaic patch burns in accordance with the Potoroo
Management Plan

Table 4

Management measures

Contingencies would be undertaken in the advent that Block F is not able to be purchased or is
unsuitable. For the 'acid frogs' this would include the reintegration o f Block C (and the proposed
rehabilitation) or the purchase o f additional land, if required. Similarly, additional survey o f Block A
would be undertaken for the Common Planigale. If planigale are not verified on Block A, then the
purchase o f additional land or a contribution to the management o f existing populations would be
undertaken. The acquisition o f additional land would involve option identification and assessment and
consultation with administrating authorities prior to its purchase.

6.2 Compensatory measures
6.2.1 Long-nosed Potoroo
An integrated plan o f management for the Cobaki Lakes Population o f the Long-nosed
Potoroo is proposed. Main Roads would co-ordinate its development with Tweed Shire
Council and Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd and consult with the relevant environmental
authorities during its preparation. Existing approvals would be reviewed and the
impacts of each development on the potoroo population identified. Recommendations
for their management (including monitoring), timing and responsibilities for
implementation would be detailed.
Preliminary items for detailed consideration would include,
•

reviewing the suitability and accelerating the implementation o f fauna underpasses
within the Boyd Street extension,

•

providing for and revegetating an 'at-grade' fauna underpass beneath the separately
proposed Boyd Street overpass with the objective o f re-connecting fragmented
habitat,
constructing predator control fencing around the relevant areas o f the Cobaki Lakes
development as to minimise dogs and cats entering known habitat o f the potoroo,

•
•

constructing predator control fencing along both sides of the Boyd Street extension,
once operational.

Compensatory measures specifically proposed as part o f the Tugun Bypass project
would also be integrated within the Potoroo Management Plan (subject to the
agreement o f relevant agencies and land owners). These measures would include the,
•

initiation o f fox control measures within potoroo habitat on that area o f NSW
Crown land, to the west o f the Tugun Bypass,

•

provision o f fauna exclusion fencing along the proposed bypass as to deter
domestic dogs and cats from residential areas to the east from accessing potoroo
habitat. Fencing would be chain mesh and extend from chainage 2400 — 3600
October 2005
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metres and be constructed the minimum distance from constructed infrastructure.
Priority however shall be given to safety and maintenance considerations in the
first instance. Vertical grates at the headwalls o f culverts would also be used.
•

preparation o f a fire management strategy for NSW Crown Land (Boyd Street area)
that would account for the habitat requirements o f the potoroo. This would include
the prescription of mosaic patch burns as to prevent catastrophic wildfires and
would be implemented as soon as practical after approval for the project has been
received,

•

monitoring conducted on an annual basis and over a period o f at least five (5)
years. This would focus on the effectiveness of management measures employed
and the cumulative effects o f development.

Department o f Main Roads would fund the measures specifically associated with the
bypass for a period o f 10 years unless otherwise specified.
Consultation would include the NSW Departments of Lands and Environment and
Conservation, NSW Rural Lands Protection Board, Queensland Environmental
Protection Agency (Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service), Commonwealth
Department o f Environment and Heritage and possibly TBLALC
.
The target date for finalisation o f the plan will be set at three (3) months post planning
approval.

6.2.2 Vegetation
•

Where possible, plants of conservation significance would be incorporated into
rehabilitation plans for the road corridor. In particular the Little Wattle and Match
Sticks would be considered in areas adjacent to the NSW Crown Land (north of
Boyd Street) and Chinese Burr would be spread in the Paperbark Regrowth and
Woodland Communities near the Tweed Interchange.

•

Rehabilitation as recommended by Brown (2005) o f two cleared areas, north of
Hidden Valley as to provide a continuous vegetated corridor for fauna movement.

•

Rehabilitation o f Saltmarsh area on Pony Club land

6.2.3 Frogs
•

Three, purpose built frog ponds would be constructed in association with the Tugun
Bypass. These ponds would be constructed during the Construction Phase and as
early as possible. Specific details for the design, location and management o f these
ponds are provided in Appendix A.

6.2.4 Tree Hollows
Damaged or destroyed hollows would be replaced at a ratio o f 1:1 and with
appropriately designed nest or roost boxes. In the following instances this would
include,
•

Medium sized hollows would be replaced with those designed for Squirrel Gliders
and Brush-tailed Phascogales,

•

Large hollows would be replaced with nest boxes designed for owls.
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These will be located on Blocks A and E and in suitable locations along the Tugun
Bypass alignment as detailed and approved in the Flora and Fauna Management Sub
Plan to be developed in consultation with DEC and other relevant agencies.

6.2.5 Common Planigale
Additional survey for Common Planigale is proposed on Blocks A and F as proposed in
5.5.2. Survey methods would reflect previous methods (pit fall traps) and be undertaken
during the warmer month o f October.
If no Planigales are found on either Block, other suitable land or a contribution to the
management o f existing known Planigale populations would be proposed.

6.3 Monitoring of compensatory measures
Once implemented, compensatory measures would be monitored and corrective action
undertaken where the desired performance criteria have not been achieved. This requirement
would be documented within a specific Flora and Fauna Management Sub Plan. Suggested
protocols and performance criteria are outlined below.

6.3.1 Habitat rehabilitation and revegetation
•

Plantings would be checked to estimate the rate o f growth, species composition,
level o f weed infestation, general vigour and health, and to identify any areas that
have not established,

•

Monitoring would be undertaken twice a year during the first two years after
planting and include the spring period,

•

Annual monitoring would then be undertaken during spring/summer for an
additional three years o f until vegetation is established,

•

If weeds are established then hand weeding or spraying would be undertaken as to
minimise their spread,

•

Areas where plantings have failed or native regeneration has not occurred would
necessitate follow up planting or seeding.

6.3.2 Tree Hollows and Nest Boxes
Any tree hollows re-instated or nest boxes installed would be monitored. This would be
undertaken twice a year for a minimum o f 3 years. Re-instated tree hollows would be
monitored using the stagwatching technique and be undertaken in general accordance
with the following guidelines:
•

medium to large re-instated hollows (suitable for gliders) should be examined
externally for signs o f use between June and September,

•

any hollows showing sign o f use should be subjected to dusk stagwatching
accompanied by spotlighting to positively identify occupants, and

•

a representative sample o f medium re-instated hollows should be monitored by
stagwatching (at least twice a year over three years) to determine the timing of
occupation.

Nest boxes would be monitored in general accordance with the following guidelines:
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•

All nest boxes would be accessed by ladder and opened during daylight hours to
detect and identify occupants,

•

All gliders found nesting/roosting in nest boxes would be marked appropriately for
future identification,

•

Nest boxes suitable for Squirrel Gliders would be monitored at least once between
June to September, and

6.4 Modifications to the EIS/SIS
A small number o f modifications to either the land o r activity components o f the compensatory
package, as proposed in 2004 are now proposed. Table 5 provides a summary o f these and a
brief explanation supporting their removal.
R a t i o n a l e f o r removal

&kW
Land
•

Block C

Ngela_jjan
W e e d management and rehabilitation
•
o n Lot 3 1 9 (Pony C l u b land).

•

Block F is proposed t o replace B l o c k C. This represents a net gain i n overall
area (seven hectares) and is perceived t o be o f greater ecological diversity
and quality.

•

Block C has been removed (for environmental compensation) o n the
presumption that Block F is suitable a n d c a n be acquired. I f Block F is not
suitable or cannot be acquired then Block C will be proposed. I f n o t required
for compensatory habitat Block C may b e used to offset the acquisition costs
o f land h u m Lot 319,

•

W e e d management o f Lot 3 1 9 is currently undertaken and considered
sufficient. Rehabilitation o f the Saltmarsh area is still proposed.

Hollows
•

Small hollows would be replaced
with nest b o x e s designed for bats,
incorporating an overhanging roof
and internal baffles and having both
internal a n d external walls lined with
flyscreen t o improve grip,

C o m m o n Planigale
Revegetate a 10-30 m e t r e wide
•
habitat link along the r o a d edge
b e t w e e n C o m m o n Planigale habitat
in the south t o t h e wet/dry culvert to
provide continuous habitat for fauna
t o the underpass.
General
All measures would be funded by
•
Main Roads
•

Fencing a r o u n d the south-eastern
part o f the Cobaki Lakes
development is likely t o be
undertaken b y M a i n Roads and
maintained b y the N S W Department
o f Lands.

Table 5

•

Detailed survey o f the study area and Blocks A and E indicate an extensive
n u m b e r o f small hollows. Replacement o f small hollows in this circumstance
is not warranted.

•

This commitment is clarified t o b e revegetation at the entrance and exits of
purpose built fauna underpasses (5270 m) adjacent t o secondary Planigale
habitat areas.

•

Expenditure o f public funds is t o be consistent with State government policy.

•

An integrated plan o f management is to b e developed for the Cobaki Lakes
Population o f the Long-nosed Potoroo. Cumulative impacts, management
options, timing for implementation and responsibilities will b e discussed and
detailed within this plan.

Compensatory modifications
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8.0 List of Appendices
Appendix A

Frog Ponds

Few attempts to replicate or reinstate breeding areas for 'acid frogs' have been undertaken and
documented in Australia. It is well recognised however that the Wallum Froglet and to a lesser extent,
the Wallum Sedge Frog will rapidly recolonise disturbed areas, previously described as 'Wallum'. In
these instances common attributes are shallow water bodies in sandy soils and of low p H and electrical
conductivity. It therefore anticipated that with careful and planned intent, artificial ponds can be
constructed to replace those impacted by the proposed Tugun Bypass.
Consultation with recognised authorities on 'acid frogs' has been undertaken to determine the design
requirements and location for artificial ponds. A list o f these people is provided below.
Dr. Glen Ingram

Biodiversity Assessment and Management Pty Ltd

Dr. Michael Mahoney

University o f Newcastle

Dr. Ed Meyer

Griffith University

Mr. Harry Hines

Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

Mr. Robert Payne

Ecological Survey and Management

Mr. Ben Lewis

Lewis Ecological Surveys

A number o f recommendations were provided during these discussions based on observations made
during field and laboratory work. A summary o f commonalities is provided below:
o

ponds should be constructed in sandy substrates (which previously contained 'Wallum') with
an underlying organic hardpan,

o

ponds should generally be shallow and constructed in areas o f high groundwater,

o

water quality should exhibit the following characteristics:
•

pH < 5 ( as influenced by humic acids)

•

hardness < 100 p.p.m.

•

salinity < 350 uS.cm.

o

ponds should be ephemeral to prevent habitation by fish but have a minimum hydro-period of
4-6 weeks for the Wallum Froglet and 8 weeks for the Wallum Sedge Frog,

o

pond fringes should be densely planted with emergent species to prevent predation by Bufo
marinus,

In consideration o f the above recommendations, the Tugun Bypass Species Impact Statement (2004)
and Ingram (2005) the following locations and design criteria for ponds are proposed.

Location
o

within the road corridor*, east and west of the proposed bypass (chainage 4500 — 5100
metres), and

o

where required, within the catchment o f ephemeral drainage lines (refer Figure 4).
* dependant on the retention o f Block C. frog ponds may also be constructed in this location.
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•
Figure 4:

Proposed locations o f artificial frog ponds

Design criteria
a)

'above ground'
o

a minimum o f 1.5 meres deep with a gradient sloping to 0.3 metres at the pond edges,

o

approximately 15 to 20 metres long and 5 to 10 metres wide,

o

incorporate a slow release liner, similar to those used in dam construction and
sedimentation traps or to increase the permanency o f surface water (>80%),

o

margins revegetated with species consistent with the local habitat requirements for the
Wallum Sedge Frog, such as Restio spp.,

o

utilise dense Restio stands that would be disturbed from within the footprint by a process
o f 'slabbing'. Slabbing depth should be a minimum depth o f 30 cm to ensure organic
layers are collected,

o

Construction during a dry period (spring) leading to a pronounced rainfall period as to
enable machinery to access the site with minimal damage and enhance the likelihood that
transplanted vegetation would survive,

o

Be interspersed with existing breeding ponds, thereby increasing the interconnectivity of
aquatic habitats, and

o

Where practical, connected by terrestrial vegetated corridors.
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b) 'below ground'
o

be generally spoon shaped and constructed to a depth immediately above the organic hard
pan layer or to a maximum depth o f one (1) metre, which ever is the lesser,

o

approximately 15 to 20 metres long and 5 to 10 metres wide,

o

intersect a major ephemeral drainage line,

o

revegetate the pond margins with species consistent with the local habitat requirements
for the Wallum Sedge Frog, such as Restio spp...

If approved, ponds would be constructed as early within the Construction Phase as practically
possible. Once constructed, ponds would be monitored and their performance evaluated. The
following performance criteria, monitoring program and contingencies are proposed.

Performance Criteria
o

ponds are to contain surface water for a period >10 weeks per annum, for at least two of
the three year monitoring periods,

o

waters within ponds are to have a pH < 5 and an electrical conductivity < 350 uS.cm-1.

o

ponds are to contain a margin o f emergent macrophytes > 200 mm thick,

o

ponds are not to contain fish.

Monitoring Program
o

Post construction, frog survey shall be undertaken on a seasonal basis (four times a year)
for the first two years and also include event (immediately after heavy rain) survey
between April and August for the Wallum Froglet and between September and April for
the Wallum Sedge Frog,

o

During survey the following activities shall also be undertaken,
i.
ii.

water quality monitoring for the parameters o f pH and electrical conductivity,
recording o f water depth and general environmental conditions.

Contingencies
o

ponds that contain fish shall be reduced in capacity and hydroperiod,

o

restoration o f macrophytes shall be undertaken where margins < 200 mm thick,

o

new ponds shall be constructed when the water quality o f existing ponds exceeds the
designated performance criteria for two of the three year periods, and

o

ponds shall be increased in capacity, have their liners checked or their catchment areas
increased where the hydroperiod does not accord with the required performance criteria.
Consideration shall however, be given to the seasonal conditions at those times.
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Appendix B

Potential for Walking Trail between Tugun
Heights Conservation Park and 'Hidden
Valley' (Brown 2005)

•

•
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Appendix C

Systematic Surveys for Coastal Planigale
(Planigale maculata) on Crown land and
adjacent GCAL Controlled Lands (Lewis 2005)

•

•
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Appendix D

Fauna Survey of Lands Identified for
Compensatory Habitat for the Proposed Tugun
Bypass Project (Lewis 2005)

•

•
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Appendix E

Vegetation Survey of Proposed Compensatory
Habitat Blocks A and E, Tweed Heads West
NSW, Tugun Bypass Project (Ben well 2005)

•

•
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Appendix F

Proposed Tugun Bypass — Review of Wallum
Sedge Frog and Green-thighed Frog (Ingram
2005)

•
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Appendix G

Stage 1 Assessment — Compensatory Habitat
Package for Tugun Bypass (Bali 2005)

•

•
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This ecological report has been prepared for Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) and their client: Queensland
Department o f Main Roads and Transport in accordance with the specified brief. This report relies upon
data, surveys, measurements and results based on a short-term objective study in response to a brief
provided by the client (PB). Although conclusions have been based on the available data at the time, some
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ensure the accuracy and objectivity o f the reports findings, conclusions and recommendations. Lewis
Ecological Surveys does not accept responsibility for its use by other parties.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Systematic pitfall surveys were undertaken for the coastal planigale (Planigale maculata)
on crown lands west o f the proposed C4 footprint and an area o f land on GCAL
controlled lands. The three grids established in June 2004 were resurveyed with a reduced
survey effort that comprised four pitfall lines. Based on the findings o f the earlier habitat
survey, seven supplementary sites were established in areas o f suitable habitat between
the grids with one pitfall line at each site. A reference site was also established to
demonstrate that conditions were suitable to detect planigale. This site comprised five
pitfall lines were interspersed at 60-80 m intervals on GCAL controlled lands south-east
o f the dredge spoil dump. All pitfall lines comprised five pits and were left operating for
a five night period culminating in 600 pit nights. Elliott traps were positioned at the end
o f the supplementary pitfall lines to obtain some indication on the status o f yellow-footed
antechinus (Antechinus flavipes), and culminated in 112 trap nights.
Three planigale were caught during the survey. They comprise two males from an area of
crown land west o f the C4 footprint and south o f the Cobaki Lakes development road.
This represents a new and significant location given this species has not been previously
detected in this area despite assertions in earlier reports. One female was caught at the
reference site on GCAL land. The location o f this record would suggest it lies on the
western edge o f the current footprint which abuts Cobaki Broadwater and provided this
general area is retained species specific mitigation is required. Eighteen other species
were recorded during the survey period including the vulnerable wallum froglet (Crinia
tinnula) and green-thighed frog (Litoria brevipalmata) with the latter a new and
somewhat significant record.
To compensate for the new planigale locations the habitat data were re-analysed and the
Coombabah Creek site used in the 2004 assessment was omitted. Principal components
analysis (pca) identified eight habitat components responsible for 91.7% o f the variability
between planigale tenures. Ordination o f the primary components has identified that
reduced segregation exists and it would be possible that planigale remain undetected at
some sites. The fact that planigale have no maternal range makes it difficult to evaluate
habitat based on prevailing site conditions and that season, weather and other dasyurid
life cycle traits may also influence distribution.
It is unquestionable that habitat between chainages 5050-5500 is important for coastal
planigale. To reduce impacts in this area it has been proposed that culverts or a similar
design be evaluated to ensure there is some chance for continued movement. Chainage
5270 has been identified as a suitable location because it still occurs within known
planigale habitat and the floodwall may direct fauna into the culvert. A similar approach
is warranted around chainage 6200 given this area has previously been identified as
suitable for planigale, however, the culvert size should still allow for movement o f fauna
up to the size o f swamp wallaby (Wallabia bicolor). Notwithstanding the above
recommendations there remains a need to evaluate the status o f planigale on lands
identified as compensatory habitat. Should re-routing be proposed in the vicinity of
known planigale habitat the alterations should seek to improve on reducing the amount of
habitat removed whilst ensuring the estuarine environments are not compromised. It
would also be appropriate for a two stage monitoring program to be initiated to measure
the level o f impact and mitigative measures proposed.
IH
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Tugun-Cobaki area has been subject to numerous
surveys for the coastal planigale (Planigale
maculata) over the past five years (Hero et al. 2000;
2001a,b; BAAM 2003; Eco Sure 2003; Lewis 2004).
Their cumulative results suggest planigale occur in
three distinct areas with two o f these found during
route surveys and the third during ecological
monitoring along Coolangatta Creek (Hero et al.
2001a; Eco Sure 2003). Despite the broad range of
habitats where planigale have been previously
detected they were not caught during surveys on
crown land in June 2004 (Lewis 2004). A number of
reasons were proposed for the lack o f captures
including the cool dry weather conditions, and in
some areas (grid 2) competition and predatory
interactions with the yellow-footed antechinus
(Antechinus flavipes). However, detailed habitat
surveys across the Tugun-Cobaki area infer that some
areas o f crown land still provide suitable or potential
habitat for planigale. Subsequently, Lewis Ecological
Surveys has been engaged by Parsons Brinckerhoff
(PB, Brisbane) on behalf o f the proponent
(Department Main Roads & Transport) to conduct a
follow up survey in the general vicinity o f the
proposed footprint (<1 km).
1.1 General Ecology
Coastal planigale occur along coastal and sub coastal
Queensland from Cape York extending southward
along the coastal fringe to near Newcastle (Redhead
1995; NPWS 2000; Menkhorst and Knight 2001).
This distribution is broadly delineated by the 1000
mm isohyet where it may be found within a broad
range o f habitats including rainforest, eucalypt forest,
heathland, marshland, grassland and rocky areas
(Andrew and Settle 1982; Menkhorst and Knight
2001). Such areas tend to have similar habitat
components which include dense ground covers, a

close association with water and areas o f ecotonal
forest (Denny 1982; NPWS 2000; Menkhorst and
Knight 2001). In northern NSW, it has been
suggested that their distribution often corresponds
with the low lying flat and undulating areas o f the
coastal plains often near intensively settled areas
(Gilmore and Parnaby 1994). Such descriptions are
analogous with the results o f earlier surveys in the
Tugun-Cobaki area (Hero et al. 2000; 2001a,b;
EcoSure 2003). There is currently little movement
data available for planigale although other members
o f this genus are widely recognised as having a
shifting home range in response to local climatic
conditions and food resources (Denny 1982; Read
1982; 1988; Miller 1998).
1.2 Current Status and Threats
Coastal planigale is currently listed as 'vulnerable' on
schedule two o f the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act (1995). This elevated conservation
ranking has been justified on the basis o f 'Population
and distribution suspected to be reduced; poor
recovery potential; threatening processes moderate;
ecological specialist". Principally, these threats arise
from land use practices which reduce the extent of
understorey vegetation and fallen log cover,
particularly those adjoining water (NPWS 1998).
A review of available literature and relevant
databases (DEC Wildlife Atlas) infer coastal
planigale are widespread (109 records) in the NSW
north coast bioregion with their stronghold in the
Tweed, Byron Bay, Ballina and Richmond Valley
Local Government Areas (DEC 2004; Table 1). Little
data is presently available concerning the range and
status o f this species in Queensland although target
surveys on the Gold Coast suggest this species is rare
and seldom caught (D. White pers. comm.).

Table 1. Coastal planigale records in NSW. Numbers in parentheses represent proximate number localities. NP
Reserve.
Location
Local Government
No
Records
Area
Border Ranges Area (1), Chinderah (1), Cudgen NR (1), Kingscliff (1),
Tweed Heads
22
Bogangar (1), Pottsville (5), Kunghur ( I), Cobaki (1)
Billinudgel NR, Brunswick Heads, Mullumbimby, Tyagarah NR (8),
33
Byron Bay
Suffolk Park (6), Broken Head NR (2), Crown Land Lennox Head (1),
North Federal (2)
Newrybar, Lennox Head Crown Land, Lennox Head, Ross Lane;
Ballina
11
Flatrocic, Alstonville, Marom Creek, Meerschaum Vale, Tuckean Swamp
2
West Alstonville and Goolmangar
Lismore
8
Evans Head Broadwater NP (5), Busby's Creek
Richmond Valley
Urbenville, Bonalbo and Mallanganee
5
Kyogle
3
Woodenbong, Paddy's Flat
Tenterfield
2
Yamba-Angourie
Maclean
Bundjalung NP (4) New Italy (2) Grafton, Evans Head, lluka, Fortis
Clarence Valley
11
,
Creek, Corindi
Kempsey
Hastings
Greater Taree
Gloucester
Total

2
4
4
1
95
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Collombatti, Willi Willi National Park
Lake Innes (2) Bonney Hills (1), North haven (1)
Lansdowne Purfleet, Hallidays Point
Gloucester Tops

= National Park, N R = Nature
Source
DEC 2005, B. Lewis unpub.
records
DEC 2005, LES et all999

DEC 2005, M. Graham unpub.
records. SES unpublished records
DEC 2005
DEC 2005
DEC 2005
DEC 2005
DEC 2005
DEC 2005; Southern Cross
University Surveys 1995-6, B.
Lewis unpub records
DEC 2004; Lewis in prep.
DEC 2005
Evans et al. 1998; DEC 2004
DEC 2005
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1.3 Capture Methods
Pit falls represent the only reliable technique to
capture planigale throughout their range (e.g. Read
1982; 1988; Milledge 1991; Catling et al. 1997;
Miller 1998) and locally in the Tugun area
(Rohweder and Banks 1996; Hero et al. 2000;
2001a.b; ECOSURE 2003; White pers. comm.). The
use o f drift fences appears to enhance capture rates
(Read 1982; Read etal. 1988).
1.4 Aim o f the study
The focus o f the current study was to provide a
follow up census o f the survey work undertaken in
June 2004 under more suitable weather conditions.
The aims o f the study were to: 1) confirm the
presence o f planigale at other locations in the
Tugun/Cobaki area; and 2) compare any new
localities with the existing trapping data.
1.5 Terms o f Reference
The following terms o f reference are used in this
document:
Subject Site — area subject to the current field survey
Study Area — those lands within 1 km o f the proposed
C4 footprint
Tugun Bypass footprint — Reference to the current C4
option (February 2005).

2.0

STUDY AREA

2.1 Trapping Area
Three distinct areas were chosen for the current
assessment. Area one comprised a known planigale
site on GCAL controlled lands. This area occurs in
swamp forest adjacent to Cobaki Broadwater with the
bulk o f the area proposed for removal. Area two
comprised three grids initially established during the
2004 surveys whilst area three comprised seven
additional sites interspersed in potential habitat
between the grids. Habitat within these areas is
generally described as swamp forest and heathland
associations which represent ecotonal communities.
Detailed habitat descriptions can be found elsewhere
(see Bali etal. 2003; Lewis 2004).

3.0

METHODS

3.1 Survey Design
Pit fall trapping was undertaken over a five night
period between the 9th and 18th February 2005. Four
pitfall lines were established at each o f the three grids
used during the 2004 surveys. Five pitfall lines were
established within known planigale habitat on GCAL
lands as a reference site. An additional seven sites
E“.

were established on the crown land to increase the
opportunity o f locating planigale in this area. Each
pitfall line comprised five pits (20 litre buckets with
28 cm diameter) spaced at 4-5 m intervals and
interconnected with a 30 cm high polythene drift
fence. Elliott traps were positioned at the end o f each
drift fence at the seven supplementary sites. Their
objective was to determine the status o f yellow footed
antechinus (Antechinus flavipes) at these locations
given they may influence planigale distribution. Two
Elliott traps were positioned at the end o f each fence
line and baited with standard bait mixture o f peanut
butter, honey and rolled oats.
Survey effort was rated at 600 pit nights and 112
elliott trap nights (Table 2).
Table 2. Survey effort at each site. Numbers in parentheses reflect
elliott trap nights.
Grid No.
Pitfalls
Elliotts
Total
June Trapping Grids
Grid I
20
0
100
Grid 2
20
0
100
Grid 3
20
0
100
Supplementary Sites
1
5
4
25(16)
2
5
4
25(16)
3
5
4
25(16)
4
5
4
25(16)
5
4
25(16)
5
6
5
4
25(16)
7
5
4
25(16)
Reference Site
HI
0
25
5
H2
5
0
25
H3
5
0
25
H4
5
0
25
H5
5
0
25
Total
600 (112)

3.2 Captures
Traps were checked early on each morning o f the
survey with all fauna identified to species level using
standard nomenclature and released at the capture
point.
3.3 Abiotic Variables
It has been documented that abiotic variables can
influence indices o f trap response in small dasyurid
fauna (Read 1988). Weather data (air temperature and
rainfall) was obtained from the Bureau of
Meteorology weather station at Tugun to facilitate in
interpreting the trapping data.
3.4 Habitat Assessment
Habitat surveys were undertaken at one o f the
supplementary pitfall sites where planigale was
recorded (S6). The remaining sites were not subject
to a habitat assessment because data had already been
obtained during the 2004 surveys or the new sites
were not regarded as being independent (within 500
m).
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Figure /. Location o f pitfall sites used during the current survey. Note — Planigale captures at S3 and S6 and at Reference pitfall line 2.
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Habitat data were collected using an identical
approach to the 2004 surveys. The outlying site used
during the earlier assessment (site 14 — Coombabah
Creek) became redundant in the current study given
five known locations were now available for the
Tugun-Cobaki locality thus providing sufficient
replication to undertake statistical analysis.
The detailed habitat assessment measured general
landscape, habitat and floristic structure, and levels of
disturbance (Table 3). Habitat and floristic data were
collected from a 50 x 5m transect (250m2) while
general landscape and disturbance levels were
assessed in the general vicinity (<100m).
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Measurements were recorded in categories, absolute
values and percentage derivatives.
3.5 Data Analysis
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was used to
summarise the 31 parametric habitat measurements
and identify key variables that contribute most to the
differences between planigale tenure (Fowler et al.
1998; Zar 1999). Scatter plots have been used to
describe the relationships between the principal
habitat components. Analysis was performed in
SPSS 11.0.

Table 3. Habitat attributes measured at each (n=14) site and survey methods used.
Explanation
Method
Topography
Mean Litter Depth
Soil Type and Depth
Dominant Ground Covers
Dominant Shrub Growth >2
mts & <2mts
Ground cover Assessment
Overstorey F P C
Dominant Florsitics
Height
Mean DBH
Dominant Species & Crown
Composition
Epicormic Growth
Senescent
Mature
Regenerating
T r e e Class Assessment
Fallen Log Assessment

Flooding Frequency
Distance to nearest surface
water
Nature o f water body
Water body Attributes

Relative Disturbance
Assessment
Area o f similar habitat

Classify: crest, upper slope, mid slope, lower slope, gully, flat, watercourse or wetland.
Litter and humus profile measured with callipers at five locations (10m intervals) along a 50m
transect
Clay, loam or sand within defined categories: deep (>50cm), shallow (10-50cm) or skeletal (<10cm)
Subjective percentage scale to describe the cover o f tussocks, lichen/moss, herb/grass, sedge/rush,
fern and vines within 250m2 plot
Percentage scale given the broad vegetation types: rainforest, dry sclerophyll forest, swamp forest,
heath and weeds.
Measured with foliage projection tubes at 1m intervals along 50m transect. Categories recorded were
grass, fern, litter, soil, log, leaf/shrub and sedge/rush. Raw data transformed to derive percentage
cover.
Measured with foliage projection tubes at 1m intervals along 50m transect. Categories included sky,
leaf and branch were recorded to derive a relative measure o f overstorey cover.
Estimated in metric system
Five stems within each stratum were measured to derive a mean value.
Record dominant species within each stratum and estimate their proportion (%)
Visual assessment o f each stratum to facilitate a fire history assessment.
Percentage o f strata with hollow features
Percentage o f strata estimated to be in a mature growth form.
Percentage o f strata estimated to be in a regenerating form.
Measured number o f stems in 250m2 plot (50 x 5 m) and assign to one o f six categories: <10cm, 1120cm, 21-40cm, 41-60cm, 61-80cm, >80cm.
Count number o f logs (>5cm diameter) within 250m2 plot and record following data: log length,
diameter, cause o f fall, obvious hollows and fissures, decay stage rated from 1 (recent fall with bark
intact) to 5 (excessive decomposition with little structural integrity)
Subjective scaling system from 1 (seldom) to 3 (regular). Estimated based on previous site
experience, anthropogenic disturbances and vegetation type.
Estimated in metres
Describe whether it is natural or artificial and its type (i.e. dam, watercourse, wetland)
Classify substrate (gravel, rock, sand, soil, organic), fringing ground vegetation (ferns, grasses,
sedges, reeds, mangroves), riparian vegetation (rainforest, swamp forest, heathland, grassland,
estuarine complex) and hydrological regime (still, flowing) and turbidity.
Subjective scale 0-3 applied to the level o f grazing, vehicle trails, defined roads, habitat
fragmentation, urbanisation, slashing, weed spraying, weeds, drainage works and sand mining.
Cumulative rating given to each site.
List within one o f five categories: <I ha, 1-5ha, 6-20ha, 21-50ha, >50ha)
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4.0

RESULTS

4.1 Planigale Captures
Three planigale were caught during the field survey.
Two males (10 & 11.75 g) were caught from crown
lands immediately west o f the proposed footprint
whilst a third individual (female 10.5 g) was recorded
from the reference location on GCAL land (Figure 1).
The larger o f the males had its tail tip removed which
could suggest it had been captured in the past and a
tissue sample taken for genetic reasons. No planigale
were recaptured during the survey to facilitate
population estimates.
4.2 Other Fauna
Eighteen other species (625 captures) o f vertebrate
fauna were recorded during the survey (Table 4).
This comprised six species o f frog, 10 species of
reptile and four ground dwelling mammals. Two
additional species o f legislative significance were
recorded. Wallum froglet (Crinia tinnula) was
recorded at grid two and supplementary sites two and
three. It was also heard throughout the crown lands
and supports earlier observations for this species.
Green-thighed frog (Litoria brevipalmata) was
recorded on one occasion at grid two and represents a
new species for the Tugun-Cobaki area. Other
significant species include the record o f Ctenotus
arcanus which is known from few records (<3) in
NSW.
The bulk o f the pitfall captures comprised striped
marsh frog (Limnodynastes peroni) with 449
individuals across 11 sites. Other species regularly
encountered were three-toed skink (Saiphos equalis)
and grass skink (Lampropholis delicata). The cane
toad (Bufo marinus) was the only exotic species
detected at 11 sites.
4.3 Habitat Assessment
Like the early assessment, principal components
analysis identified eight habitat variables that
accounted for 91.7% o f the variability between
planigale tenure (Table 5). Generally, these
associations were related to the height o f the mid
stratum, larger dbh's, litter depth, abundance o f log
fissures, sedge cover, soil cover and moderate sized
stem classes. The proportion o f recent fallen timber
appeared to have a negative influence. The heights of
each vegetation strata (overstorey, midstorey and
understorey) contributed most to factor one, whilst
the largest stem class (an indicator o f mature forest),
percentage o f logs with hollows and log cover
contributed most to factor two (Table 5). Litter depth
and the smaller stem classes (<20 cm dbh)
contributed most to factor three. The number o f logs,
their proportion with hollows (an indicator o f decay)
and litter cover contributed most to factor four. Such
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attributes are likely to provide abundant foraging
resources for planigale. The remaining four factors
provide progressively less weighting (Table 5).
Ordination o f the eight principal factors continues to
show little distinction between the two planigale
tenures (Figure 2). Although factor one accounts for
42.7% o f the variability between tenure, sites
11,13,15 and 6 remain interspersed among those sites
where planigale remain absent. When factor two is
considered in association with factor three (i.e.
cumulative 56.5% variability) the ordination shows
the known planigale sites became clustered with the
absent sites lying on their periphery (Figure 2). Such
displacement o f sites along the axes suggests the
habitat attributes are analogous to known planigale
locations and could be tentatively regarded as
suitable habitat (Figure 2).

5.0

DISCUSSION

The results o f the current study support the findings
o f the earlier habitat assessment where parts o f the
crown land were mapped as potential planigale
habitat (Lewis 2004). During the earlier study the
new planigale locations were given a 'moderate'
likelihood o f occurrence which demonstrates the
value o f the earlier assessment. One plausible
explanation for the success o f the current study may
lie in the marked variability in both rainfall and air
temperature between the two survey periods. In June
2004 temperatures reached a maximum o f 22°C with
the bulk o f overnight minimums well below 10°C. In
contrast the current survey was undertaken when
maximum temperatures regularly exceeded 29°C and
minimum did not fall below 19°C. With respect to
rainfall the June surveys were undertaken during a
prolonged dry period whilst the current survey was
undertaken following pronounced summer rains with
showers recorded during the survey period. Both
abiotic variables have weight within scientific
literature to support the current findings (see Denny
1982; Read 1982; 1988).
The trapping data also continues to support a theory
that yellow-footed antechinus influence planigale
distribution in the Cobaki-Tugun locality. No yellowfooted antechinus were encountered during the
current study nor have other surveys demonstrated
co-existence in these two species (Hero et al, 2000,
2001a,b; EcoSure 2003; BAAM 2004; Phil Sure and
Damien White pers. comm.). The influence of
antechinus may also be reduced following the post
breeding male 'die off', allowing planigale to exploit
a broader area.
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Table 4. Vertebrate fauna recorded at each trap rid. G = Gr'd, S = Supplementary, R = Reference Site. Note that grids comprised four pitfall lines.
Vertebrate Group
Common name
S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
G1 G2 G3 Si
Frogs
Crinia signqera
Crinia tinnula
Limnodynastes peroni
Limnodynustes terraereginae
Litoria hrevipalmata
Bulo marinus
Sub Total
Reptiles
Pvgopus lepidopodus
Pogona barbata
Ctenotus arcanus
Cryptoblepharus virgatus
liemisphaeriodon gerrardli
Lampropholis delicata
Lampropholis guichenoti
Saiphos equalis
Cacophis krclftii
Hemiuspis signata
Sub Total
Mammals
Planigale maculata
Melomys bertoni
Rattus fUscipes
Rattus lutreolus
Sub Total
Total Captures
Species Diversity

Common Eastern Froglet
Wallum Froglet
Striped Marsh Frog
Scarlet Sided Pobblebonk
Green-thighed Frog
Cane toad

Common Scaly-foot
Bearded dragon
Striped Skink
Wall Skink
Pink Tongued lizard
Grass Skink
Garden Skink
Three-toed Skink
Dwarf Crowned Snake
Swamp Snake

1

1

246
I

48

50

10

5

16

5

3

13

52

-

-

-

-

1

8

1
14

33

6

7

3

3

1

2

I

77

83

20

18

20

6

14

-

3

256

-

3

2

2

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

1
I

1

1

--

--

2

2

-

1

4

11

2

2

4
3
3

52

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

--I

I
3

I

-

-

1
I

2

-

1
1
269
10

1
82
8

-

-

-

94
8

22
6

20
6

2

1
23
6

Species
Totals

Capture
Method

3
18
449
8
1
81
560

P
P
P
P
P
PE

1
1
1
5
4
15
10
18
4
3

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

1

2

-

I

I

1

2

1

1

2

4

2

6

2

2

5

4

2

62
3
1
1
1

1

12
Coastal Planigale
Grassland Melomys
Bush Rat
Swamp Rat

5

7
3

10
5

1
17
5

1
59
5

5
3

1
5
4

-

-

-

7
5

4
4

4
4
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P
PE
PE
PE

6
628
19
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Table 5. Results o f Principal Components Analysis conducted on 31 habitat attributes. FPC = foliage projection
cover, DBH = Diameter at breast height.
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8
Habitat Variables
.173
-2.803E-02
.911
-2.564E-02
7.584E-03
-9.960E-02
4.985E-02
8.526E-02
Liter Depth
-.647
-.326
-432
-.175
-.158
.309
-.287
-5.570E-02
Grass Cover
.702
6.676E-02
.215
-.357
.270
.295
.387
4.912E-02
Fern Cover
.411
.105
.227
.556
-.349
-.515
-8.795E-02
-.149
Litter Cover
-.125
.107
7.790E-02
8.782E-02
.310
.899
.108
-.162
Soil Cover
3.047E-02
.672
3.633E-02
.215
.145
.526
.250
.303
Log Cover
1.472E-02
-.136
.780
-.101
6.308E-02
.173
.420
.327
Sedge Cover
.813
1.938E-02
.136
.272
.308
.256
5.740E-02
.118
Overstorey FPC
.884
5.566E-02
.196
-1.721E-02
.301
.171
-8.980E-02
.168
Overstorey Height
5.643E-02
.703
.530
.150
.260
.208
.133
1.693E-02
Overstorey DBH
5.732E-02
.926
.117
-2.807E-03
.204
.125
-7.822E-02
.142
Mid Storey Height
-5.843E-02
-9.448E-02
.844
.230
5.556E-02
.320
.130
.175
Mid Storey DBH
-.102
.895
5.294E-02
5.771E-02
8.304E-02
.159
-.139
-1.409E-02
Understorey Height
-.239
.852
1.603E-02
.192
.266
-.235
2.560E-02
1.181E-03
Understorey DBH
8.586E-02
.138
.237
.283
.833
.110
.160
2.298E-02
Class
Stem
1 (<10cm)
.121
.780
1.393E-02
.513
-.118
-3.562E-02
7.674E-02
.171
Stem Class 2 (11-20cm)
.406
7.378E-03
9.868E-02
5.694E-02
.130
-.173
-.103
.853
Stem Class 3 (21-40cm)
.287
2.630E-02
-.230
-.510
.131
.651
-2.202E-02
-.229
Stem Class 4 (41-60cm)
.181
.657
1.773E-02
.130
-5.151E-02
.428
7.592E-02
.532
Stem Class 5 (61-80cm)
.941
-5.879E-02
4.837E-02
5.000E-02
-4.452E-02
9.089E-02
.159
-.153
Stem Class 6 (>80cm)
.502
.217
.136
.665
.247
-8.693E-02
.339
.178
Number o f logs
.682
.163
.130
.266
.314
-.312
.213
.276
Mean Log Length
.572
.289
.242
.440
.202
.103
.256
.272
Mean Log Diameter
.303
.815
.188
8.018E-02
3.235E-03
.159
-.149
.153
% log hollows
.267
7.553E-02
-.123
.865
8.766E-02
-1.671E-02
-6.110E-02
-.174
% log fissures
.289
-.378
9.889E-02
.149
.312
-.761
-.144
1.163E-02
Decay Stage 1
-.128
-.131
-3.295E-03
-.350
.534
-.353
.588
.152
Decay Stage 2
.304
.133
.278
7.190E-02
.733
.271
.297
.272
Decay Stage 3
.309
.604
.275
.176
.138
.546
9.344E-02
-7.451E-03
Decay Stage 4
.201
2.773E-02
-.356
.241
.771
-4.169E-03
-8.124E-03
-.176
Decay Stage 5
290
.202
.368
.105
.685
.282
.306
-.182
Distance to water
42.7
13.8
8.6
7.9
6.8
5.2
4.1
% o f total variance
3.9
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6.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the current study has demonstrated
planigale occur west o f the proposed C4 route on
crown land, the proposal would still remove an area
regarded as important habitat between chainages
5050-5500. Theoretically, impacts on planigale in
this area could be reduced i f avenues for continued
movement were proposed. Although the use of
underpasses by planigale has not been previously
recorded, a review o f fauna underpass monitoring
studies suggest other small dasyurid fauna such as
antechinus consistently utilise a variety o f underpass
designs (e.g. AMBS 2001a,b,c; 2002). Subsequently,
the strategic placement o f small box culverts in the
vicinity o f chainage 5270 may facilitate continued
movement in this area for planigale and other small
fauna. One advantage o f this location is the floodwall
may also direct fauna such as planigale into the
culvert. A similar approach is warranted for chainage
6200 although the design o f the culvert in this area
should also facilitate movement for fauna up to the
size o f swamp wallaby.
Other recommendations that would enable a more
thorough evaluation o f the proposal, its impacts and
proposed mitigative and ameliorative measures
include:
• Evaluation o f the compensatory habitat for
planigale;
• Minimal removal o f known habitat; and
• Implement a monitoring program
These points were discussed in further detail by
Lewis (2004).
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APPENDIX

Table A. Abiotic conditions during the pit fall survey period.
Rain
Maximum
Minimum
Wind Cloud
Cover
Temperature Temperature
Date
°C
°C
0-3
%
0-3
9.2.05

34

22

2

I

90

I

80

10.2.05

32

21

I

11.2.05

31

21

0

1

75

12.2.05

29

21

0

I

40

13.2.05

30

20

0

I

0

14.2.05

28

21

0

2

0

15.2.05

29

20

0

2

0

16.2.05

27

19

0

1

45

17.2.05

31

22

0

1

50
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Parsons Brinckerhoff (Brisbane) is currently investigating the ecological merits associated
with a compensatory habitat package for the T u e n Bypass Project. Blocks A and E were
subject to a targeted fauna survey between 20-28 May 2005 to bolster knowledge on fauna
considered likely to occur in this area. Surveys were designed to obtain information on the
status o f long-nosed potoroo (Potorous tridactylus), coastal planigale (Planigale maculata),
water mouse (Xeromys myoides) and to obtain a general measure o f species diversity including
exotic species.
Fauna surveys identified nine broad habitats across blocks A and E with 135 vertebrate species
recorded (133 on block A and 56 on block E). They comprise 21 mammals, 109 birds, three
frog and two reptile species. Ten o f these species are currently listed as 'vulnerable' on
schedule two o f the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act (1995). They comprise koala,
grey-headed flying fox, little bent-wing bat, eastern bent-wing bat, eastern long-eared bat,
large-footed myotis, bush-hen, osprey, collared kingfisher and mangrove honeyeater. O f these
only the grey-headed flying fox is currently listed as 'vulnerable' pursuant to the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) with a further eight
species recognised under the migratory provision. Most o f these species have been recorded
elsewhere in the Cobaki Broadwater including on or near the proposed C4 footprint. The
exception to this is the koala where block A has long been recognised as containing a remnant
population o f considerable significance in the Tweed LGA. Other significant features recorded
include an important migratory and sedentary wader roost on the northern foreshore o f block
A and extensive tree hollow resources located within the mangrove forests which provide
potential refuge/breeding habitat for microchiropteran fauna. In contrast the terrestrial tree
hollow assessment identified few senescent trees (n=4) with the remainder (n=12) limited to
stags which have a limited life expectancy.
In light o f the current survey a full appraisal on the likelihood o f other conservation significant
fauna was undertaken. It included all fauna species which had previously been recorded in the
local area (10 km radius). Species were assigned to a group that ranged from species with no
likelihood o f occurrence in group one to those species given a high likelihood o f occurrence or
recorded during the current survey assigned to groups four and five respectively. This
technique identified 20 conservation significant species are likely to occur on or near blocks A
and E. They comprise 10 species that were recorded during the current survey and an
additional 10 species highly likely to be detected following further survey effort in warmer
months o f late spring-summer. The principal target species associated with the current survey
(coastal planigale, water mouse, long-nosed potoroo) were given little likelihood o f occurring
on either block. The most likely o f the three species is the coastal planigale because the site
does offer areas o f dense log cover interspersed with grasses and ferns. The extensive
distribution o f yellow-footed antechinus across the site however detracts from its likelihood of
occurrence given both species have not been found co-existing in the Cobaki-Tugun locality.
In the case o f the water mouse no mounds consistent with nest sites were detected. The
mounds reported as a result o f earlier investigations probably reflect the general sediment
deposition associated with knee-rooted mangrove systems found adjacent to block E and to a
lesser extent block A. For long-nosed potoroo the existing habitat does not appear consistent
with the general habitat requirements, the reasons being i.) ground covers appear too sparse to
act as refuge habitat, ii.) lack o f diggings to suggest the area provides suitable underground
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fungi resources, and iii.) there is a substantial natural barrier in Cobaki Creek segregating
block A from the known population notwithstanding the in situ fencing along the northwestern boundary.
Lands identified under the current compensatory habitat package have obvious ecological
merit to fauna. It contains i.) an area of land in similar size to the area o f key habitat identified
for removal; ii.) it occurs in close proximity to the proposed C4 footprint; iii.) supports a range
o f conservation significant fauna most o f which are relevant to the proposal in question; iv.) it
consolidates and bolsters neighbouring lands culminating in an ecological unit exceeding 100ha toward a conservation initiative; v) provides a net gain for some fauna habitat and vi)
current management regimes in place to control select weeds and exotic vertebrates. Despite
the obvious merits associated with blocks A and E some obvious shortfalls need to be
highlighted and addressed accordingly. Firstly, there is an under representation o f some key
habitats associated with the development. Principally this is centred on the lack of
compensation towards wallum habitats and in particular the issues associated with the wallum
sedge frog, wallum froglet and to a lesser extent coastal planigale and long-nosed potoroo. A
second shortfall associated with the current compensatory habitat package is the lack of
senescent trees across the terrestrial landscape that provides refuge and/or breeding habitat for
hollow dependant fauna. Although most o f the vegetated areas comprise stands o f mature
timber it would take in the vicinity o f 30-40-yrs before these trees support tree hollows (>100yrs). Thirdly, the fencing infrastructure associated with block A is not amicable to fauna
movements by bandicoots, wallabies and koala. The mesh netting and electrified strands are
likely to have restricted fauna movements particularly in the north-western precinct adjoining
the crown land. The fourth and possibly the most important shortfall is the requirement for ongoing management and a review o f the current management regimes in place.
Recommendations outlined in this report include a review of the current management on
blocks A and E. The preparation o f a plan o f management would provide a strategic
framework for such an approach encompassing the economic component o f the current
proposal. Such an approach may facilitate direction towards closure on who will inherit and
ultimately manage the identified lands. In the interim, the mesh and netted fencing should be
removed along the north-western boundary where it adjoins crown land because it is currently
reducing habitat connectivity for medium-large ground dwelling fauna (i.e. bandicoots,
wallabies). To provide compensatory measures for a range o f wallum endemic and wallum
related fauna would require the acquisition o f land currently under crown tenure/aboriginal
land claim west o f the Tugun Landfill depot. It has obvious ecological merit including the
provision o f known habitat for species o f interest (i.e. long-nosed potoroo, wallum froglet,
coastal planigale), numerous tree hollow resources and would have fewer on-going costs
associated with management. Furthermore, it would make a suitable surrogate to any
translocation proposal for the wallum sedge frog (Litoria olongburensis) and negate issues
associated with chytrid. Outside o f this area the next extensive tract o f wallum occurs some
distance further to the south between Kingscliff and Pottsville. Acquisition in this area may be
more readily adopted by a surrogate management agency should it adjoin lands currently under
environmental protection. Further surveys o f the identified lands should be recommended as
several conservation significant species may benefit from such an approach undertaken in late
spring or summer.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

As part o f the Tugun Bypass Project a proposed
compensatory habitat package has been initiated. Its
objective is to offset against environmental impacts
associated with the current C4 option and comprises three
parcels o f land known as:
> Block A (Koala Block);
> Block E (Ganter Block); and
> Block C (Tweed canal estate).
Together they comprise —76 ha which is 9 ha larger than
the key habitat identified for removal. The selection criteria
which facilitated in their acquisition was based on the
following criteria:
> Locality;
> Key habitat;
> Location;
> Tenure;
> Zoning;
> Approximate size;
> Environmental features; and
• Conservation options (Parsons Brinckerhoff
2004).
Whilst all three areas have been subject to some level of
ecological field investigation, blocks A and E have
received limited fauna investigations in the 1990's (see
Warren 1995). In contrast, block C falls within the C4
footprint study area and has been surveyed on numerous
occasions over the past 5-yrs. To bolster the current level
o f fauna knowledge across blocks A and E, Lewis
Ecological Surveys was commissioned by Parsons
Brinckerhoff (Sydney) on behalf o f the Queensland
Department o f Main Roads (DMR) to: i.) undertake a
targeted survey for select fauna o f significant conservation
value and ii.) to provide some indication on general species
diversity on and near these sites. The following works were
undertaken between 20-28th May 2005.

1.1 OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives o f the project were to:
> Implement a series o f target surveys for long nosed
potoroo, coastal planigale and water mouse;
> Undertake some other general surveys to document
general species diversity including exotic species;
and
> Provide an internal report outlining the findings and
provide direction to facilitate the development
proposal.

2.0

STUDY AREA

2.1 STUDY AREA
Blocks A and E occur in Cobaki located in the Tweed
Local Government Area o f far north-eastern NSW. Both
block A and E is bordered to the north and east by Cobaki
Broadwater, to the south by SEPP 14 wetlands and to a
lesser extent residential housing and Cobaki Broadwater
Village Mobile Home Park (Figure 1). Vegetated crown
lands form a contiguous vegetated link along the northwestern boundary o f block A consolidating a land parcel in
excess o f 100-ha.
Both blocks have been used extensively for agricultural
production in the past. Block A was historically used for
dairy production with much o f the vegetation on the site
less than 70-yrs old (J. Routledge pers. comm.). Regrowth
eucalypt forests in both a regenerating and mature state
occur across much o f the site with —25% retained as
pastureland. The terrestrial and estuarine interface
comprises remnant stands o f swamp oaks and mangrove
forest most o f which are designated SEPP 14 wetlands.
The terrestrial component o f Block E is predominantly
pastureland with adjoining areas o f swamp forest, estuarine
salt marshes and mangrove forests.
Current land use o f the site is a mosaic o f conservation
incentives associated with the current proposal. Agriculture
in the form o f goat and cattle grazing is principally used to
manage weeds such as mistflower and lantana. Current
stocking rates at the time o f the field survey were 60 goats
and 7 head o f cattle used on a rotational basis.

3.0

FIELD ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY

Field surveys were restricted to a nine-day survey between
the 20th and 28th May 2005. This included surveys on nonconsecutive days to increase the opportunity o f detecting
rare, cryptic and crepuscular fauna. A brief discussion of
each technique is given below.
3.1 HABITAT ASSESSMENT
Fauna habitats were stratified following an assessment of
floristic composition, structure, topography, hydrological
features, soil characteristics and disturbance history.
Specific data were collected on the distribution o f tree
hollow resources, foraging resources, hydrological
features, disturbance and other habitat attributes generally
associated with threatened species. During the tree hollow
traverse the following information was collected for each
tree/stag: species, height, dbh (diameter at breast height),
hollow types (small-large/trunk or limb) and species
suitability. All locations were recorded using a GPS
(Garmin 12) and plotted on an ortho-rectified topographic
map in MapInfo (Version 7.0).
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Table 1. Survey effort for the general trapping techniques.
T = trap, TIN = Trap Night (5 nights), P = No. Pitfalls, P/N = Pitfall Nights.
Ground
Site
Location
Traps (A)
Easting
Northing
T
T/N
6882270
40
1
549360
10
2
40
549030
6882490
10
3
548660
6882730
10
40
4
548740
6882430
10
40
5
548730
6882280
10
40
6
548800
6882770
10
40
Supp Cages
na
na
60
240
Totals

3.2 ELLIOTT TRAPPING
Elliott traps (A Type) were used to obtain some measure
o f small ground dwelling mammal diversity across the
study area. Six transects were established in both moist
and dry forest habitats with each transect comprised of
10 Elliott's positioned at —15 m intervals and baited
alternatively with either a vegetable (peanut butter,
honey and oats) or meat based bait (Goodo dog biscuits)
(Figure 1). Traps were left operating over a continuous
four-night period and checked early each morning and re
baited as necessary (Table I).
3.3 PITFALL TRAPPING
Six pitfall lines were used to sample for the coastal
planigale (Planigale maculata), (Figure 1). Each pitfall
line comprised five pits (39 cm x 30 cm) interconnected
with black polyurethane drift fence (30 cm high) and
were left operating for a continuous five-night (6 day
period) period (Table 1).
3.4 CAGE TRAPPING
Cage trapping was used to determine the presence of
long-nosed potoroo (Potorous tridactylus) in the study
area. Twenty cage traps were positioned in areas of
suitable dense vegetation and left operating over a fournight period (Figure 1; Table 1). All traps were baited
with a peanut butter, honey and oats in an analogous
method outlined in Bali et al. (2003).
3.5 CALL BROADCAST
Nocturnal call broadcast was used to determine the
presence o f koala (Phascolarctos cinereus), yellowbellied glider (Petaurus australis), squirrel glider
(Petaurus notfokensis), powerful owl (Ninox strenua),
masked owl (Tyto novaehollandiae) and sooty owl (Tyto
tenebricosa).

Cage Trap
T
1
1
1
1
1
1
14
20

TIN
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
80

Pitfalls
P
5
10
0
10
5
0

P/N
25
50
0
50
25
0

30

150

Diurnal call broadcast was used to target black bittern at
two locations (Figure 2). Calls were broadcast for a
three-minute period followed by five minute listening
period. The decision not to broadcast calls for fruit-doves
or the white-eared monarch was based on the lack of
fruiting trees during the survey period and other survey
techniques employed (active search, dawn surveys).
Table 2. Call broadcast survey effort and the species targeted.
K = Koala, SG = Squirrel glider, PO = Powerful Owl, MO = Masked
Owl, SO =Sooty Owl, BB = Black Bittern. Night light scale refers to
standard DEC coding. n.a = not applicable
Site
Start
Species Broadcast
Date
Finish
Night Light
Time
Time
(0-3)
20.5.05
NB1
2040
2135
K,SG,YBG,PO,M0,S0
1
22.5.05
NB2
1830
1930
K,SG,YBG,PO,M0,S0
3
23.5.05
NB1
1900
2000
K,SG,YBG,PO,M0,S0
3
26.5.05
NB2
1825
1925
K,SG,YBG,P0,M0,S0
1
23.5.05
DB1
1710
1730
BB
n.a
25.5.05
DB1
1730
1750
BB
n.a
0530
0550
24.5.05
DB2
BB
n.a
DB2
1805
26.5.05
1745
BB
n.a

3.6 MICROCHIROPTERAN BAT SURVEYS
Two techniques were used to census microchiropteran
bat fauna: ultrasonic bat detection and harp trapping.
Three harp traps were used to capture bats along tracks
and easements across the study area (Plate 1). Harp traps
were left operating for two consecutive nights at nine
locations (Figure 2; Table 3). All captured bat fauna
were identified using Churchill (1998) and released at
dusk.
Ultrasonic bat detection (Anabat II — Titley Electronics,
Ballina) was used to target bats foraging across the study
area. This method was employed concurrently with the
spotlight traverses and culminated in 8-hrs o f recording
time (Table 4). Recorded calls were forwarded to Ray
Williams (Ecotone Ecological Consultants) for
identification.

Broadcast was conducted at various times after dusk at
two locations between the 20th May and the 27th May
(Figure 1; Table 2). The call o f each species was
broadcast for five minutes followed by a two-minute
listening period. Ten minutes was spent listening for
calls before and after broadcast. Calls were broadcast
through a 10-watt hand held megaphone and a 50-watt
spotlight was used to search for target species at the end
o f the broadcast period.
Plate I. Typical harp trap site (H5 in Figure 1)
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Figure I. Location o f survey m e t h o d s e m p l o y e d to detect vertebrate fauna. N o t e
does not include fauna features traverse.
—
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Table 3. Harp
Harp
Location
No
HI
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9

trap survey effort.
AMG's

Survey Date

No.
Nights

549390,
549080,
548880,
548570,
548770,
548860,
548520,
548930,
549910,

2 0 - 2 2 " May
20-22" May
20-22°d May
22-24th May
2 2 - 2 e May
2 2 - 2 e May
2 4 - 2 e May
24-26'h May
24-26th May

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
18

E:
E:
E:
E:
E:
E:
E:
E:
E:

N:
N:
N:
N:
N:
N:
N:
N:
N:

6882310
6882480
6882400
6882200
6882510
6882730
6882830
6882010
6882420

3.7 SPOTLIGHTING
Spotlight surveys were undertaken using two 50-watt
hand held spotlights to target arboreal, flying, and large
ground dwelling mammals. Four area searches were
established across the site to survey for terrestrial fauna
(Figure 1; Table 4). A fifth transect was used to survey
for the water mouse (Xeromys myoides) in the mangrove
communities adjoining Cobaki Broadwater (Figure 1).
All surveys went for 1-hour and included a systematic
survey o f all vegetation strata by two observers.
Table 4. Spotlight and ultrasonic bat recording survey effort.
N o ' s in parentheses represent survey effort from two observers.
Start
Finish
Date
Area
Effort
Habitat Surveyed
Time
Time
(min)
DSF,WSF,SF,M
20.5.05
2
2133
2233
60(120)
DSF,WSF,SF,RF,M,CL
21.5.05
1
1956
2056
60(120)
DSF,WSF,SF,CL
21.5.05
4
2100
2200
60(120)
DSF,WSF,SF,M,CL
60(120)
22.5.05
3
1945
2045
DSF,WSF,SF,RF,M,CL
60(120)
23.5.05
1
1755
1855
DSF,WSF,SF,M
1953
2053
60(120)
23.5.05
2
DSF,WSF,SF,CL
0525
60(120)
25.5.05
4
0425
1844
60(120)
M&S
26.5.05
5
1744
DSF,WSF,SF,M,CL
2020
60(120)
27.5.05
3
1920
540
(1080)

3.8 FAUNA FEATURES TRAVERSE
A general fauna features traverse (-10hrs) was
undertaken throughout the study area and peripheral
habitats over the nine days. The objective o f this method
was to identify additional threatened species and their
habitats. During the traverse specific attention was given
to searching for raptor nests, feeding signs o f fruit doves,
latrine sites for spotted-tailed quoll, diggings o f longnosed potoroo, nest/roost sites for threatened owls and
bats. During these surveys attention was also given to
threatened herpetofauna including green-thighed frog
(Litoria brevipalmata), wallum froglet (Crinia tinnula),
a rare skink (Coeranoscincus reticulatus) and whitecrowned snake (Cacophis harriettae). Locations o f any
significant findings were mapped and where applicable
surveyed at relevant times (i.e. flowering trees). A
dedicated scat traverse was also undertaken and covered
all gravel roads and easements on block A (-2.5 km).
The objective o f this method was to locate the presence
o f fox, cat and dog scats which could be sent away for
dietary analysis.

3.9 WATER MOUSE SURVEYS
Surveys for the water mouse comprised a meandering
traverse o f the mangrove communities adjacent to blocks
A and E extending into Cobaki Broadwater. Surveys
were undertaken during the low tide period across
multiple days culminating in 14-hrs o f search time
covering - 25 ha (Figure 1). In addition, a one-hour
spotlight traverse was undertaken throughout the
mangrove community where suitable habitat was
identified.

4.0

SURVEY RESULTS

4.1 FAUNA HABITAT
Nine fauna habitats were identified in the study area
(Figure 2; Table 5). They comprise dry sclerophyll
forest, wet sclerophyll forest, swamp forest, dry
rainforest, mangrove forest, estuarine saltmarsh, heavily
degraded wet sclerophyll forest, cleared land and a
saltwater lake.
Table 5. Extent o f identified fauna habitats across blocks A and E.
Fauna Habitat
Block A
Block E
Total
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
22.76
22.76
Dry Sclerophyll Forest
0.00
10.85
0.00
10.85
Wet Sclerophyll
Degraded Wet Sclerophyll Forest
0.00
0.61
0.61
Swamp Forest
6.74
0.79
7.53
0.83
0.00
0.83
Dry rainforest
Mangrove
15.64
1.60
17.24
Saltmarsh
0.16
0.81
0.97
Cleared Land
7.50
2.07
9.57
Saltwater Lake
1.10
0.00
1.10
Totals
65.58
5.88
71.46

4.1.1 Block A
Block A is typically covered by dry sclerophyll forest,
wet sclerophyll forest, mangroves and cleared lands
(Figure 2). Dry sclerophyll forest is the dominant fauna
habitat on block A covering - 2 3 ha. It is comprised
largely o f coastal blackbutt and some grey ironbark on
the drier ridges with occurrences o f tallowwood and
brushbox in the gully systems. On the south-western side
this habitat grades into areas o f wet sclerophyll forest but
still contains significant areas o f coastal blackbutt
interspersed with brush box, small fruited grey gum and
rainforest species in the mid stratum. Both areas contain
extensive areas o f vegetated ground covers and abundant
fallen timber. In the southern part o f block A the wet
sclerophyll forest is somewhat degraded with little
interior habitat and constant trampling from stock.
The mangrove and swamp forest habitats form the
interface between the terrestrial and aquatic habitats
which border most o f block A (Figure 2). A saltwater
lake occurs near the southern boundary o f block A and
provides habitat for estuarine and wetland species
tolerant to saline environments (i.e. egrets). A small area
of dry rainforest provides seasonal foraging resources to
frugivorous birds and roosting opportunities in the dense
mid stratum for select species o f microchiropteran bat.
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Figure 2. Fauna habitat identified across blocks A and E.
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4.1.2 Block E
Cleared land is the dominant fauna habitat on block E
followed by mangroves, saltmarsh and swamp forest
(Figure 2; Table 5). The terrestrial habitat associated
with this block is heavily degraded with exotic grasses
forming the bulk ground cover and a degraded wet
sclerophyll forest featuring exotic species including
Camphor Laurel. In contrast the estuarine habitat is
relatively intact and adjoins extensive areas o f analogous
habitat to the north and east.
4.1.3 Tree Hollow Surveys
Tree hollow surveys identified few senescent trees exist
across the terrestrial landscape (Figure 3). Most (12) of
the 16 trees identified were stags that exhibited
weathered features such as fissures and top spouts
suitable for bats, possums and occasionally gliders
(Table B: Appendix 1). The longevity o f these resources
will be largely dependant on fire regimes. The remaining
trees comprised three coastal blackbutt and one cheese
tree. In contrast the adjoining mangrove communities
provide abundant tree hollow resources with proximate
counts identified in figure two. The suitability o f these
resources is probably limited to microchiropteran bats in
the absence o f data to the contrary.
4.2 FAUNA SPECIES
Field surveys identified 135 species on or immediately
adjacent to the study area. This figure comprises 21
mammals, 109 birds, three frog and two reptile species
(Table A — Appendix 1). Ten threatened species were
recorded and are currently listed as 'vulnerable' on
schedule two o f the TSC Act (Figure 3). They include
koala, little bent-wing bat, eastern bent-wing bat, eastern
long-eared bat, large-footed myotis, grey-headed flying
fox, osprey, bush-hen, collared kingfisher and mangrove
honeyeater (Figure 3). O f these, only the grey-headed
flying fox is currently listed as 'vulnerable' pursuant to
the EPBC Act. Several other species have a migratory
provision pursuant with this piece o f legislation and have
been discussed elsewhere (see below).
4.2.1 Mammals
Twenty-four species o f mammal were detected during
the survey and comprise both flying and non-flying taxa.

abundant species comprising 77% o f the total captures
(Figure 4).
Grey-headed flying fox was the only megachiropteran
species detected. Small numbers were observed during
the spotlight traverse at fruiting (i.e. Morton Bay Fig)
and flowering trees (Coastal Blackbutt).
ii.) Non-flying Mammals
Six species o f ground dwelling fauna were recorded
during the survey and include both native and exotic
species. Yellow-footed antechinus and the swamp
wallaby were detected throughout the subject site. The
domestic house mouse and black rat were detected along
the foreshore fringe between the terrestrial habitat and
Cobaki Broadwater.
Possum and glider diversity was restricted to common
brush-tail possum, mountain brush-tail possum and sugar
glider. All three species were found throughout the
forested areas and in the case o f sugar glider
occasionally within adjoining mangrove forests.
Koala was observed on two occasions in moist blackbutt
forest (Figure 3). The individual was tentatively
identified as a young adult and was recorded foraging in
a regenerating tallowwood. It was observed again on the
following day less than 50-m from the original
observation in a mature tallowwood. Scats were recorded
at the base o f two other tallowwood trees in the general
area (Figure 3).
4.2.2 Birds
One hundred and nine (109) bird species were detected
during the survey. Species o f conservation significance
include osprey, mangrove honeyeater,
collared
kingfisher, bush-hen, whimbrel, bar-tailed godwit,
eastern curlew, white-bellied sea-eagle, rufous fantail
and rainbow bee-eater, (Figure 3; Table A: Appendix 1).
An important wader roost on the southern edge of
Cobaki Broadwater occurs within the study area. Wader
counts during the survey period recorded 45 blackwinged stilt, I bar-tailed godwit and five whimbrel that
regularly used this site as a high tide roost. No raptor
nests were observed on the site.

i.) Flying
Ten species o f microchiropteran bat were detected. They
comprise Gould's wattled bat, chocolate wattled bat,
Gould's long-eared bat, eastern long-eared bat, little
bent-wing bat, eastern bent-wing bat, eastern forest bat,
little forest bat, large-footed myotis and an undescribed
species o f free-tail bat (Table A: Appendix 1). Six of
these species were identified from the bat call analysis
with four o f these records exclusively obtained from this
technique (Table A: Appendix 1). Harp traps recorded
five species with the capture data suggesting the little
bent-wing bat and eastern forest bat were the most

Little Bent-wing
Bat

Large-footed
Mytois

Eastern Forest
Bat

Eastern Longeared Bat

Gould's Longeared Bat

Figure 4. Capture rate o f microchiropteran species during the survey.
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F i g u r e 3. Location o f conservation significant fauna and important fauna habitat on a n d near the study area. H B T = Hollow Bearing Trees. N o migratory species shown.
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4.2.3 Herpetofauna
The current survey detected just five species o f frog and
reptile (Table A: Appendix 1). This low diversity has
been attributed to two broad factors. Firstly, the
prevailing abiotic and seasonal conditions were not
conducive to their detection and secondly, there is a lack
o f freshwater habitat on or near the site. The species
detected are loosely described as 'generalist species' and
include striped marsh frog (Limnodynastes peroni),
common green tree frog (Litoria caerulea), introduced
cane toad (Bufo marinus). It is unquestionable that the
low reptile diversity was in part affected by the
prevailing low daily maximum temperatures associated
with autumn.

) Large-footed Myotis
Large-footed myotis was caught in mangrove forest
associated with block E (Figure 2; Plate 2). A single
female was caught on the second night o f harp trap nine.
The trapping and ultrasonic data suggests this species
may be rare within the immediate area. Abundant tree
hollow resources occur in the vicinity o f the capture site
and may be utilised by this species.

4.3 SUMMARY
The site provides habitat for a relatively high diversity of
fauna, particularly birds and mammals. This includes a
range o f threatened taxa which have not been previously
detected at the site or unrecognised in earlier ecological
assessments. In light o f the current survey an updated
appraisal on the likelihood o f conservation significant
fauna has been undertaken and discussed in further detail
in section 4.5.

4.4 CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANT SPECIES
4.4.1 Species listed on the TSC Act
I.) Little Bent-wing Bat
Little bent-wing bat was detected throughout the survey
period and represents one third o f all bat captures
(n=27). It was consistently detected during both the
trapping and ultrasonic surveys which suggests the site is
regularly used as a foraging resource (Figure 3). It is
likely that some o f the tree hollow resources may be
used by this species. Typical roost habitats such as
subterranean caves and culverts were not encountered
during the fauna features traverse.
ii.) Eastern Bent-wing Bat
Eastern bent-wing bat was tentatively identified from the
bat calls recorded at the southern end o f Block A (Figure
3). It would be expected to occur throughout the study
area although its preferred roost habits o f caves and
culverts were not identified during the fauna features
traverse.
iii.) Eastern Long-eared Bat
Eastern long-eared bat was caught at two locations in the
northern study area o f block A and just outside in the
adjoining crown land (Figure 3). Both records were
obtained from swamp forests with abundant vine thickets
(Plate 1). It is not known whether this species roosts on
or near the site although suitable habitat exists in swamp
forest, rainforest and mangrove communities.

E.

Plate 2. Female large-footed myous caught adjacent Block E

v.) Grey Headed Flying Fox
Grey-headed flying fox was detected on most spotlight
surveys (Figure 2; Table E: Appendix 1). Individuals
were observed foraging on flowering coastal blackbutt
and a fruiting Moreton Bay Fig on the sites southern
boundary. It is expected that larger numbers may forage
across the site at other times o f the year when foraging
resources are readily available.
Habitat surveys infer the study area provides suitable
roosting habitat for this species. Typically this is defined
as dense vegetation close to water (Churchill 1998).
Other roost sites occur in nearby mangrove and swamp
forest communities in the Tweed River and Terranora
Inlet. Individuals from these camps are likely to access
the site to forage on the seasonal resources.
vi.) Koala
Koala was observed on two occasions in moist blackbutt
forest (Figure 3). The individual was tentatively
identified as a young adult and was recorded foraging in
a regenerating tallowwood. It was observed again on the
following day less than 50-m from the original
observation in a mature tallowwood. Scats were recorded
at the base o f two other tallowwood trees in the general
area (Figure 3).
vii.) Mangrove Honeyeater
Mangrove honeyeater was regularly encountered in the
mangrove forests that form the northern and eastern
portion o f blocks A and E (Figure 3). It was not
encountered in the south-western area o f block A. A lack
of intertidal flushing in this area o f SEPP 14 wetland
may partly explain this variability in tenure.
viii.) Collared kingfisher
Collared kingfisher was regularly encountered in the
mangrove forest and adjoining intertidal mudflats o f both
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blocks A and E (Figure 3). The fauna features traverse
identified suitable nesting resources along the foreshore
in block A which adjoins the intertidal mudflats (Plate
3).

occur in the Tugun-Cobaki area has been undertaken.
Each species presented in table six has been assigned to
one o f five groups according to their likelihood of
occurring on blocks A and E. A conservative approach
has been adopted in assigning some species to these
groups due to the lack o f comprehensive knowledge on
habitat use and distribution thus making it more difficult
in accessing them. The groups range from species with
no likelihood o f occurrence in group one to species
considered highly likely or recorded during the current
survey assigned to group four and five respectively.
The five groups include:

Plate 3. Potential breeding habitat for collared kingfisher (termitaria).
Note close proximity to intertidal mudflats (foraging habitat).

ix.) Osprey
Osprey was observed throughout the survey period with
1-2 birds soaring over the site (Figure 3). No nest sites
were observed although the forested margins o f Cobaki
Broadwater are likely to provide important feeding
perches to infer the site has some significance to this
species.
x.) Bush-hen
Bush-hen was recorded in the southern portion o f block
A (Figure 3). A single bird was heard calling in a pre
dawn spotlight survey and it is likely that much o f the
swamp forest, mangrove and rank grassland community
provide habitat for a small number o f birds.
4.4.2 Species listed on the EPBC Act
Nine species pursuant to the EPBC Act were detected
during the survey. They include grey-headed flying fox,
white-bellied sea-eagle, crested tern, gull billed tern,
eastern curlew, whimbrel, bar-tailed godwit, rainbow
bee-eater and rufous fantail (Table A: Appendix 1). Only
the flying fox is recognised as a vulnerable species
whilst the remainder are recognised as migratory species.
4.5 CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANT FAUNA
LIKELY T O O C C U R ON BLOCKS A AND E
The current survey has identified a range o f conservation
significant fauna inhabiting blocks A and E and those
peripheral habitats that would benefit from the current
proposal. To compensate for the absence o f seasonal
surveys and/or a more rigorous field survey an updated
appraisal on all conservation significant fauna known to

1. Fauna species with specialised habitat requirements
that do not occur on or near the study area. Species
included in this group include wallum and wetland
specialists such as the wallum sedge frog, wallum
froglet, magpie geese and cotton pygmy goose. The
spotted-tailed quoll have been assigned to this group
due to the extent o f fragmented habitat, its large
home range requirements and the abundance o f cane
toads, a poisonous food item.
2. Species that have little likelihood o f occurring on or
near the study area. Fauna species listed in this
group include some wetland birds which may
occasionally use saline bays (i.e. musk duck),
cryptic herpetofauna such as the green-thighed frog,
three-toed skink, white-crowned snake and
Stephen's banded snake. The water mouse, longnosed potoroo, squirrel glider and several bat
species (i.e. common blossom bat) with specialised
habitat and/or foraging requirements have also been
assigned to this group. The water mouse has been
assigned specifically to this group because o f its
cryptic habits and the lack o f evidence recorded
during the survey (i.e. no nest or mounds). For
potoroo the ground covers appear too sparse, there is
a substantial natural barrier in Cobaki Creek
segregating block A from the known population, and
the lack o f diggings indicate the site may not be
suitable for underground fungi an important
foraging resource for this species.
3. Species in this group are considered to have a
moderate likelihood o f occurring on either block A
or E. They include black-necked stork, black bittern,
masked owl, grass owl, square-tailed kite, superb
fruit-dove, wompoo fruit-dove, coastal planigale and
greater broad-nosed bat. Recent records exist for all
o f these species in the immediate area (< 11cm).
Coastal planigale has been elevated to this level
because o f its difficulty to capture and the areas of
suitable habitat in the north-western precinct of
block A (dense log and fern covers). The extensive
distribution o f yellow-footed antechinus is likely to
further reduce the opportunity to detect planigale in
these areas given they have not been recorded coexisting elsewhere in the Cobaki-Tugun locality.
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Table 6. Conservation significant species previously recorded or potentially occurring in the study area (10 km) and their likelihood o f occurring on
blocks A&E. All species are currently listed on the TSC and EPBC Acts. V = Vulnerable, E = Endangered, M = Migratory
Common Name
Scientific Name
TSC
EPBC
Block A
Block E
Assigned Group
FROGS
Wallum Sedge Frog
Litoria olongburensis
V
V
1
no
no
Green-thighed Frog
Litoria brevipalmata
V
2
no
no
Wallum Froglet
Crinia tinnula
V
1
no
no
REPTILES
Three-toed Snake-tooth Skink
Coeranoscincus reticulatus
V
2
no
no
Stephen's Banded Snake
Hoplocephalus stephensii
V
2
no
no
White-crowned Snake
Cacophis harriettae
V
2
no
no
BIRDS
Blue-billed Duck
Oxyura australis
V
2
no
no
Musk Duck
Biziura lobata
V
2
no
no
Magpie Goose
Anseranas semipalmata
V
1
no
no
Cotton Pygmy Goose
Nettapus coromandelianus
V
1
no
no
Black-necked Stork
Ephippiorhynchus asiaticus
E
3
no
no
Cattle Egret
Ardea ibis
M
5
yes
yes
Great Egret
Ardea alba
M
5
yes
yes
Black Bittern
Ixobtychus flavicollis
V
3
no
no
Australasian Bittern
Botaurus poiciloptilus
V
2
no
no
Square-tailed Kite
Lophoictinia isura
V
3
no
no
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus
V
5
yes
yes
Brolga
Grus rubicundus
V
2
no
no
Bush-hen
Amaurornis olivaceus
V
5
yes
no
Beach Stone-Curlew
Esacus neglectus
E
1
no
no
Latham's Snipe
Gallinago hardwickii
M
4
no
no
Bar-tailed Godwit
Limosa lapponica
5
yes
no
Eastern Curlew
Numenius madagascariensi
5
yes
no
Whimbrel
Numenius phaeopus
5
yes
no
Common Greenshank
Tringa nebulari
4
no
no
Grey-tailed Tattler
Heteroscelus brevipes
4
no
no
Curlew Sandpiper
Calidris ferruginea
4
no
no
Pied Oystercatcher
Haematopus longirostris
V
3
no
no
Pacific Golden Plover
Pluvialis fulva
M
4
no
no
Caspian Tern
Sterna caspia
M
4
no
no
Crested Tern
Sterna bergii
M
5
yes
no
Wompoo fruit-Dove
Ptilinopus magnificus
V
3
no
no
Rose-crowned Fruit-Dove
Ptilinopus regina
V
4
no
no
Ptilinopus superbus
Superb Fruit-Dove
V
3
no
no
Glossy Black Cockatoo
Calyptorhynchus lathami
V
2
no
no
Powerful Owl
Ninox strenua
V
2
no
no
Sooty Owl
Tyto tenebricosa
V
2
no
no
Grass Owl
Tyto capensis
V
3
no
no
Masked Owl
Tvto novaehollandiae
V
3
no
no
Marbled Frogmouth
Podargus ocellatus
V
I
no
no
Collared Kingfisher
Todiramphus chloris
V
5
yes
yes
Lichenostomus fasciogularis
Mangrove Honeyeater
V
5
yes
yes
White-eared Monarch
Monarcha leucotis
V
4
no
no
Barred Cuckoo Shrike
Coracina lineata
V
3
no
no
MAMMALS
Spotted-tailed Quoll
Dasyurus maculatus
V
V
1
no
no
Coastal Planigale
Planigale maculata
V
3
no
no
Long-nosed Potoroo
Potorous tridactylus
E*
V
2
no
no
Phascolarctos cinereus
Koala
V
5
yes
no
Squirrel Glider
Petaurus notfokensis
V
2
no
no
Grey-Headed Flying Fox
Pteropus poliocephalus
V
V
5
yes
no
Black Flying Fox
Pteropus alecto
V
4
no
no
Nyctimene robinsoni
V
Eastern Tube Nosed Bat
2
no
no
Syconycteris australis
V
Common Blossom Bat
2
no
no
Saccolaimus flaviventris
Yellow-bellied Sheath-tail Bat
V
2
no
no
Chalinolobus dwyeri
Large-eared Pied Bat
V
2
no
no
Chalinolobus nigrogriseus
V
Hoary Wattled Bat
3
no
no
Falsistrellus tasmaniensis
V
Eastern Falsistrelle
2
no
no
Little Bent-wing Bat
Miniopterus australis
V
5
yes
yes
Miniopterus schreibersii
V
Large Bent-wing Bat
5
yes
yes
Large-footed Myotis
Myotis adversus
V
5
yes
yes
Nyctophilus bifax
V
Eastern long-eared Bat
5
yes
no
Golden Tipped Bat
Phoniscus papuensis
V
2
no
no
Scoteanax rueppellii
Greater Broad-nosed Bat
V
3
no
no
Vespadelus troughtoni
Eastern Cave Bat
V
2
no
no
East-coast Freetail Bat
Mormopterus norfolkensis
V
4
no
no
Water Mouse
Xeromys myoides
V
2
no
no
_
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4. Species assigned to group four are considered to
have a high likelihood o f occurring on block A and
to some extent block E. They include black flying
fox, east coast free-tail bat, white-eared monarch
and several species o f migratory and sedentary
wader.
5. Species assigned to group five were recorded during
the current fauna survey.
Evaluation o f species assigned to groups four and five
suggests the site provides habitat for a range of
conservation significant fauna that are generally
regarded as highly mobile. In light o f the current
findings section five provides a critical evaluation on the
conservation significance o f blocks A and E.
4.6 EXOTIC SPECIES
Two exotic species were identified during the current
survey. A single house mouse (Mus muscu/us) was
caught in a pitfall located in swamp forest habitat (P5 in
Figure 1). A single black rat (Rattus rattus) was caught
along Elliott transect six (Figure 2) and another was
observed during a spotlight survey. Fox, cat or dog was
not recorded on either blocks A or E, however, their
presence was identified along the residential interface
adjacent to the southern boundary. A deceased fox was
observed 350 m south o f blocks A and E and was
probably a result o f the current baiting in place on block
A.

5.0 CONSERVATION MERIT
OF BLOCK A & E

acquisition o f this land parcel would bolster resources
for the immediate population.
5.1.2 Conservation Significant Fauna
Block A supports known habitat for at least 10 species
currently listed as 'vulnerable' under the NSW TSC Act.
Several o f these species also have some legislative
significance under the EPBC Act. With the exception of
the koala, most o f these species have been identified as
being potentially impacted upon (i.e. eastern long-eared
bat) by the current proposal.
Block A also provides an important roost site for a range
o f migratory and sedentary wader species including
black-winged stilt, common greenshank, bar-tailed
godwit, whimbrel and occasionally eastern curlew and
grey-tailed tattler. Monitoring surveys in the Tweed
Estuary have demonstrated continual use o f this roost
since 1999 (SES 1999) and its importance may be
magnified following the construction and associated
disturbance o f the Pony Club roost site to accommodate
the proposed runway extension and C4 option. When
birds become displaced from the Pony Club roost site it
will leave them few opportunities to access high tide
roosts in the Cobaki Broadwater. Under the current
management regime the compensatory habitat package
would facilitate in the long-term preservation o f the
compensatory habitat roost largely by reducing human
disturbance and the current exotic predator control
program.
5.1.3 Land Consolidation
The acquisition o f Block A would result in the
consolidation o f surrounding lands culminating in an
ecological unit exceeding 100-ha. This represents the
largest conservation initiative for lands surrounding
Cobaki Broadwater and would bolster sub-regional and
regional corridor links identified by Scotts (2000).

For the purpose o f this section blocks A & E have been
discussed separately. They have the following ecological
merits:
•
They occur in close proximity to the proposed
C4 footprint;
D Support known habitat for conservation
significant fauna;
D Consolidate and bolster neighbouring lands in a
conservation initiative;
D Provides a net gain for some vegetation
communities identified for removal or
disturbance by the current proposal; and a
D Current management regime is in place to
control exotic plants and animals.

The acquisition o f block A would provide a net gain for
some o f the vegetation communities identified for
removal or disturbance. These have been outlined
elsewhere (see Parsons Brinckerhoff 2004). In brief, they
include coastal blackbutt and mangrove communities
which will have net benefits for fauna such as mangrove
specialists
(i.e.
collared
mangrove honeyeater,
kingfisher).

5.1 BLOCK A

5.2 BLOCK E

5.1.1 Close Proximity

5.1.1 Close Proximity

Block A occurs —1km west o f the proposed C4 footprint
and It therefore conforms to the draft Roads and Traffic
Authority policy. For highly mobile species such as
avifauna, megachiropteran and microchiropteran bats the

Block E has analogous merits to block A being located
—1km west o f the proposed C4 footprint.

5.1.4 Net Gain For Some Vegetation Communities
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5.1.2 Conservation Significant Fauna
Block E supports known habitat for at least six species
currently listed as 'vulnerable' under the NSW TSC Act.
This includes osprey, mangrove honeyeater, collared
kingfisher, little bent-wing bat, eastern bent-wing bat and
large footed myotis. Several additional species also have
some legislative significance under the EPBC Act. Most
o f these species have been identified as being potentially
impacted upon by the current proposal.
5.1.3 Land Consolidation
Like Block A the acquisition o f Block E would result in
the consolidation o f surrounding lands culminating in a
locally significant ecological unit and bolstering habitat
corridors. An important aspect o f blocks E is it would
result in the consolidation o f several hectares of
saltmarsh community currently recognised as an
Endangered Ecological Community under the NSW TSC
Act. A portion o f lowland rainforest (rose-crowned fruitdove recorded here during bird surveys; Rohweder 2001)
and extensive areas o f mangrove forest also occur north
o f Block E. The conservation security o f these areas
would also be bolstered by the current initiative.
5.1.4 Net Gain For Some Vegetation Communities
The acquisition o f block E would provide a net gain for
some o f the vegetation communities identified for
removal or disturbance. These include mangrove and
saltmarsh communities which support two mangrove
collared
specialists (i.e.
mangrove honeyeater,
kingfisher).

6.0 LIMITATIONS OF THE
CURRENT COMPENSATORY
HABITAT PACKAGE
Whilst the above section has provided a number o f
ecological advantages associated with the current
compensatory habitat package a number o f deficiencies
are apparent. They include:
•
•
•
•

Under representation o f some key habitats;
Provides few senescent trees;
A reduction in habitat connectivity; and
Require on-going management and review;

6.1
UNDER REPRESENTATION OF KEY
HABITATS
The current compensatory habitat package fails to
deliver compensatory habitat for some key habitats.
Principally, this issue relates to wallum habitat and some
o f its wallum endemic fauna. No wallum habitat occurs
on blocks A and E nor does it occur on lands identified
as Block C. Accordingly, there is no compensation
towards the loss o f habitat for wallum species such as the
wallum sedge frog, wallum froglet and other

conservation significant fauna recorded in this
community (i.e. long-nosed potoroo, coastal planigale).
6.2 PROVISION OF HOLLOW BEARING TREES
The current survey identified few hollow bearing trees
exist on blocks A and E. This is despite assertions made
by technical staff in earlier reports (i.e. Parsons
Brinckerhoff 2004). From a terrestrial perspective no
hollow bearing trees were identified on Block E and a
limited number (n= 16) were recorded on block A. In
contrast the mangrove communities provide extensive
tree hollow resources but these would be limited to
microchiropteran fauna and are unlikely to provide
refuge/nesting habitat for legislative significant fauna
such as gliders, owls and cockatoos. At least another 3040 years would be required before eucalypts in the wet
and dry sclerophyll communities reach a senescent stage
capable o f supporting hollow dependant fauna.
6.3 REDUCTION IN HABITAT CONNECTIVITY
Currently, both blocks are fenced with a mosaic of
electric fencing, netted fencing or some integration of
both. Whilst this is required to ensure effective weed
control through rotational grazing it is not amicable
towards fauna movement. Species most affected by this
include wallabies, bandicoots and to some extent koala.
The extensive areas o f cleared pasture in the southern
parts also do little for fauna movement.
6.4 ON-GOING MANAGEMENT AND REVIEW
The current compensatory habitat package will require
considerable financial outlay and one must consider the
obligations o f on-going management. This component of
the current compensatory package needs to be addressed
and fully costed. It will undoubtedly require a time
commitment on behalf o f the client which may extend
into perpetuity. Included in this costing would be the
cost o f an overseer/caretaker to implement management
actions which require the adoption o f a plan of
management. Three principal management actions
require consideration. They include i) issues associated
with fire and its liability to the neighbouring residential
areas whilst enhancing the ecological merits o f the site;
ii) on-going weed control would require either
applications o f herbicides or grazing regimes with goats
or cattle both o f which conflict with the lands intended
use; and iii) limiting access and reducing incidents of
trespass, vandalism and arson.

7.0

RECOMENDATIONS

Based on the current findings and extensive field
knowledge o f the immediate and surrounding areas a
series o f recommendations have been outlined. Their
primary objective is to bolster the conservation value of
the compensatory habitat package.
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7.1 FENCING
A review o f the current fencing infrastructure is required.
Mesh or netted fences are currently reducing
connectivity o f fauna movement both within blocks A
and E but also into adjoining areas. It is recommended
that net or mesh fencing be removed along the north
western boundary which adjoins the vegetated crown
land. One other alternative is to have sections which do
not contain these impenetrable materials.
7.2 R E V I E W O F C U R R E N T MANAGEMENT
The lands currently identified for compensatory habitat
will require on-going management into the foreseeable
future. These running costs relate to the appointment o f a
caretaker to oversee and implement management actions.
A thorough economic evaluation should be undertaken
evaluated
against
the
and
the
outcomes
recommendations outlined below. One approach would
be to initiate a plan o f management that provides a
conservation
land
approach
toward
strategic
management. Furthermore, there needs to be some
direction towards closure on who will inherit and
ultimately manage the identified lands.
7.3 F U R T H E R ACQUISITION
The current compensatory habitat package does not
provide adequate compensation towards wallum habitat.
Fauna species o f concern include the wallum froglet,
wallum sedge frog, long-nosed potoroo and coastal
planigale. Two o f these species were the impetus for the
current survey. In order to secure populations o f these
species would require the acquisition o f crown lands
west o f the Tugun landfill facility and although it is
currently in receipt o f an aboriginal land claim the
potential for acquisition should be fully explored. It has
the following merits:
> Abundant (>75 HBT's) hollow bearing trees
(suitable for microchiropteran bats, large
hollow dependant birds);
> Known habitat for the endangered population of
long nosed potoroo;
> Known habitat for the coastal planigale
population;
> Extensive tracts o f known habitat for the
wallum froglet;
Whilst the area does not currently contain known habitat
for the wallum sedge frog (Litoria olongburensis) it
provides the fundamental building blocks to construct
artificial habitat. The surrounding homogenous wallum
habitat and coastal dune forest may provide an adequate
ecological buffer to prevent over competition to enable a
successful translocation program to be instigated. The
relative close proximity o f the removal site negates any
chytrid issues.

adjoining Cudgen Nature Reserve may be more amicable
towards its adoption under a single management agency.
There should be a close review o f block C prior to a
recommendation for its purchase. From a fauna
perspective the funds used to secure this block may be
better served toward the acquisition o f higher quality
habitats elsewhere in the broadwater.
7.4 F U R T H E R SURVEYS
It is unquestionable that further surveys would result in
additional fauna. Ideally any further surveys should be
undertaken during more favourable conditions (i.e. late
spring-summer) to coincide with increased frog and
reptile activity and migratory species. Threatened taxa
that would benefit from such a survey are green-thighed
frog, rainforest pigeons and doves, black flying fox,
migratory waders, barred cuckoo shrike and possibly
coastal planigale. The latter o f these was demonstrated
following seasonal surveys by Lewis (2005).
7.5 R E P O R T REVISION
Based on the current findings the 2004 compensatory
habitat report requires appropriate revision. Included in
this should be an update on the legislative significance of
some vegetation communities, animal populations and a
re-evaluation o f fauna habitat attributes and conservation
significant species present on or near the site.

8.0

CONCLUSION

Compensatory habitat blocks A and E support a diverse
range of fauna with the current survey identifying 135
species including some species o f legislative
significance. While this conservation initiative appears
appropriate to offset the environmental impacts for the
C4 option it does not provide appropriate mitigation for
wallum dependant species, other key fauna values such
as hollow bearing trees and isolated populations of
coastal planigale and long-nosed potoroo. The latter of
the two species either do not occur there (long-nosed
potoroo) or have a reduced likelihood o f occurrence.
In order to maximise the ecological merits associated
with blocks A and E will require the adoption of
recommendations outlined in section eight and include
some serious consideration o f land acquisition elsewhere
in the Cobaki locality or further to the south between
Kingscliff and Pottsville.

Failing any acquisition o f lands identified above the
nearest wallum habitat occurs further to the south
between Kingscliff and Pottsville (10-30 km south). A
potential acquisition in this area and possibly close to or
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10.0 APPENDIX ONE: FAUNA SURVEY RESULTS
Table A. Vertebrate fauna species recorded during the field survey.
Species in bold are currently listed as 'vulnerable' on schedule two o f the New South Wales TSC Act (1995).
V= species listed as vulnerable under the E P B C Act (1999). 1 = species listed under the 'migratory' provision o f EPBC Act. * = Introduced species.
Detection Methods: P = Pitfall, AS = Active Search, 0 = Observed, W = Heard, E = Elliott trap, C = Cage Trap, H = Harp Trap, Sp = Spotlight, S
= Scat A = Anabat Detection.
Detection
A
E
Family
Method
C o m m o n Name
Scientific Name
REPTILES
SCINCIDAE
SCINCIDAE
FROGS
MYOBATRACH1DAE
HYL1DAE
BUFONIDAE*
BIRDS
MEGAPODIIDAE
PHASIANIDAE
ANATIDAE
ANATIDAE
ANATIDAE
PHALACROCORACIDAE
PHALACROCORACIDAE

PHALACROCORACIDAE
PELECANIDAE
ARDEIDAE
ARDEIDAE'
ARDEIDAE
ARDEIDAE'
ARDEIDAE
ARDEIDAE
THRESKIORNITHIDAE
THRESKIORNITHIDAE
THRESKIORNITHIDAE
ACCIP1TRIDAE
ACCIPITR1DAE
ACCIPITRIDAE1

Grass Skink
Three-toed Skink

Lampropholis delicata
Saiphos equalis

P
AS

X
X

Striped Marsh Frog
Green Tree Frog
Cane Toad*

Limnodynastes peroni
Litoria caerulea
Bufo marinus*

P

X

AS

X

P,AS

X

Australian Brush-Turkey
Brown Quail
Wandering Whistling Duck
Pacific Black Duck
Black Swan
Darter
Little Black Cormorant
Little Pied Cormorant
Australian Pelican
White-faced Heron

Alectura lathami
Coturnix ypsilophora
Dendrocygna arcuata
Anas superciliosa
Cygnus atratus
Phalacrocorax melanogaster
Phalacrocorax sulcirostris
Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Pelecanus conspicillatus
Egretta novaehollandiae
Ardea ibis'
Egretta gazetta
Ardea alba'
Nycticorax caledonicus
Butorides striatus
Threskiornis spinicollis
Threskiornis molucca
Platalea regia
Haliastur indus
Haliastur sphenurus
Accipiter fasciatus
Pandion haliaetus
Haliaeetus leucogaster
Amaurornis olivaceus
Gallinnula tenebrosa
Porphyrio potphyrio
Limosa lapponica '
Numenius madagascariensil
Numenius phaeopus '
Himantopus himantopusi
Elseyornis melanops
Vanellus miles
Sterna bergiil
Sterna nilotical
Streptopelia chinensis*
Columba livia*
Geopelia humeralis
Macropygia amboinensis
Chalcophaps indica
Ocyphaps lophotes
Columba leucomela
Calyptorhynchus funereus
Cacatua roseicapilla
Cacatua galerita
Trichoglossus haematodus
Trichoglossus chlorolepidotus
Gloss opsitta pusilla
Alisterus scapularis
Platycercus adscitus
Platycercus eximius
Cacomantis flabelliformis
Chryso coccyx lucidus
Podargus strigoides
Aegotheles cristatus
Eurostopodus mystacalis
Alcedo azurea
Dacelo novaeguineae
Todiramphus chloris
Merops ornatus'

0

X
X
X

C a t t l e Egret'

Little Egret
Great Egret'
R u f o u s Night Heron
Striated Heron
Straw-necked Ibis
Australian White Ibis
Royal Spoonbill
Brahminy Kite
W h i s t l i n g Kite
Brown Goshawk

ACCIPITRIDAE
ACCIPITRIDAEI

Osprey

RALLIDAE
RALLIDAE
RALLIDAE
SCOLOPACIDAE 1
SCOLOPACIDAE '
SCOLOPACIDAE '
RECURVIROSTRIDAE1

Bush-hen

CHARADRIIDAE
CHARADRIIDAE
LARIDAE 1
LARIDAE '
COLUMB1DAE*
COLUMBIDAE *
COLUMBIDAE
COLUMBIDAE
COLUMBIDAE
COLUMBIDAE
COLUMBIDAE
CACATUIDAE
CACATUIDAE
CACATUIDAE
LORIIDAE
LORI1DAE
LORI1DAE
PSITTACIDAE
PSITTACIDAE
PSITTACIDAE
CUCULIDAE
CUCULIDAE
PODARGIDAE
AEGOTHELIDAE
CAPRIMULG1DAE
HALCYON1DAE
HALCYON1DAE

HALCYONIDAE
MEROPIDAEI

White-bellied Sea-eagle
Dusky moorhen
Purple Swamphen
Bar-tailed Godwit'
Eastern Curlew'
Whimbrel '
Black-winged Stilt'
Black-fronted Dotterel
Masked Lapwing
Crested Tern'
Gull-billed Tern,
Spotted Turtle Dove*
Feral Pigeon*
Bar-Shouldered Dove
Brown Cuckoo Dove
Emerald Ground-Dove
Crested Pigeon
White-Headed Pigeon
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo
Galah
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Rainbow Lorikeet
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet
Little Lorikeet
Australian King Parrot
Pale-headed Rosella
Eastern Rosella
Fan-tailed Cuckoo
Shining-bronze Cuckoo
Tawny Frogmouth
Australian Owlet Nightjar
White-throated nightjar
Azure Kingfisher
Laughing Kookaburra
Collared Kingfisher
Rainbow Bee-eater'

0
W
o
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X

X
X
X

x
X
X

x
x
x
x

X
X
X
X

X

x

X

X
X

X

X
X

x

X

0

X
X

X

0
W
W
W

X
X
X
X

0

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0
0

o
0
0

W
0
0
0
W
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

x
x

X
X

X
X
X

x

X

X
X
X
X

0
0
0

x
x

0

X

0
0
0
0
W
0
W
0
W
0
0
0

x

X
X
X

X
X
X

x
X
X
X
X

x
x
x

X
X

X
X

x
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Family
PITTIDAE
CLIMACTERIDAE
MALUR1DAE
MALURIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
PARDALOTIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
MELIPHAG1DAE
MELIPHAGIDAE
PETROICIDAE
ORTHONYCHIDAE
NEOSITTIDAE
PACHYCEPHALIDAE
PACHYCEPHALIDAE
PACHYCEPHALIDAE
PACHYCEPHALIDAE
DICRURIDAE
DICRURIDAE
DICRURIDAE
DICRURIDAE'
DICRURIDAE
CAMPEPHAGIDAE
CAMPEPHAGIDAE
ORIOLIDAE
ARTAMIDAE
ARTAMIDAE
DICRURIDAE
ARTAMIDAE
ARTAMIDAE
DICRURIDAE
CORVIDAE
PTILONORHYNCHIDAE
PASSERIDAE
DICAE1DAE
HIRUNDINIDAE
HIRUNDINIDAE
ZOSTEROPIDAE
MAMMALS
DASYUR1DAE
PERAMELIDAE
PHASCOLARCTIDAE
PHALANGERIDAE
PHALANGERIDAE
MACRO PODIDAE
MACROPODIDAE
PETAURIDAE
MURIDAE*
MURIDAE*
PTEROPODIDAE'
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
VESPERTILIONIDAE
MOLASSIDAE

Common Name
Noisy Pitta
White-throated Treecreeper
Superb Blue Wren
Variegated Fairy Wren
Striated Pardalote
Spotted Pardalote
Large-billed Scrubwren
White-browed Scrubwren
Brown Gerygone
Brown Thombill
Yellow Thombill
Noisy Friarbird
Striped Honeyeater
Blue-faced Honeyeater
Noisy Miner
Lewin's Honeyeater
Yellow-faced Honeyeater
Mangrove Honeyeater
White-naped Honeyeater
Eastern Spinebill
Scarlet Honeyeater
Brown Honeyeater
Eastern Yellow Robin
Eastern Whipbird
Varied Sitella
Golden Whistler
Rufous Whistler
Grey Shrike-thrush
Little Shrike Thrush
Leaden Flycatcher
Restless Flycatcher
Willie Wagtail
Rufous Fantail'
Grey Fantail
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike
Varied Triller
Figbird
Grey Butcherbird
Pied Butcherbird
Magpie-lark
Australian Magpie
Pied Currawong
Spangled Drongo
Torresian Crow
Satin Bowerbird
Red-browed Finch
Mistletoebird
Welcome Swallow
Fairy Martin
Silvereye

Scientific Name
Pitta versicolor
Cormobates leucophaeus
Malurus cyaneus
Malurus lamberti
Pardalotus striatus
Pardolotus punctatus
Sericornis magnirostris
Sericornis frontalis
Gerygone mould
Acanthiza pusilla
Acanthiza nana
Philemon corniculatus
Plectorhyncha lanceolata
Entomyzon cyanotis
Manorina melanocephala
Meliphaga lewinii
Lichenostomus cluysops
Lichenostomus fasciogularis
Mel ithreptus lunatus
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Myzomela sanguinolenta
Lichmera indistincta
Eopsaltria australis
Psophodes olivaceus
Daphoenositta cluysoptera
Pachycephala pectroalis
Pachycephala rufiventris
Colluricincla harmonica
Colluricincla megarhyncha
Myiagra rubecula
Myiagra inquieta
Rhipidura leucophrys
Rhipidura rufifrons1
Rhipidura fuliginosa
Coracina novaehollandiae
La/age leucomela
Sphecotheres viridis
Cracticus torquatus
Cracticus nigrogularis
Grallina cyanoleuca
Gymnorhina tibicen
Strepera graculina
Dicrurus bracteatus
Corvus orru
Ptilonorhynchus violaceus
Emblema temporalis
Dicaeum hirundinaceum
Hirundo neoxena
Hirundo aMel
Zosterops lateralis

Yellow-footed Antechinus
Long-nosed Bandicoot
Koala
Mountain Brush-tail Possum
Common Brushtail Possum
Eastern Grey Kangaroo
Swamp Wallaby
Sugar Glider
Black Rat*
Domestic Mouse*
Grey-headed Flying Fox,
Gould's Wattled Bat
Chocolate Wattled Bat
Little Bent-wing Bat
Eastern Bent-wing Bat
Large-footed Myotis
Eastern Long-eared Bat
Gould's Long-eared Bat
Eastern Forest Bat
Little Forest Bat
Free-tail Bat

Antechinus flavipes
Permales nasuta
Phascolarctos cinereus
Trichosurus caninus
Trichosurus vulpecula
Macropus giganteus
Wallabia bicolor
Petaurus breviceps
Rattus rattus*
Mus muscu/us*
Pteropus poliocephalue
Chalinolobus gouldi
Chalinolobus mono
Miniopterus australis
Miniopterus schreibersii oceanensis
Myotis adversus/macropus
Nyctophilus bifax
Nyctophilus gouldi
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus vulturnus
Mormopterus sp

Detection
Method
0

A
X

o

x

E

o
o
o
o

x
x
x
x

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
o

x
x
x
x
x
x

X
X
X

x
x

X
X

x

X

x
x
x

X
X
X
X

W

W

o
o
o
o

o

o
o
o

o

X

X
X
X

X

x

X

x
x

x

X

o
o

x

o

x

o

x

X

0

W

x

x
x
X
X

X
X

x

x

x

X

x
x
x

X
X
X
X
X
X

x
x

x
x

o

x

x

E
C
0 , Sp & S
C, Sp
C, Sp
Sp
0 , Sp
Sp
E
P
Sp
A
A
H
A
H
H
H
H
A
A

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

o
o
o
o
o
o
0
0
0
0

o

W

o
o

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
133

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

56
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Table B. Tree hollows identified across the terrestrial landscape at compensatory habitat blocks A and E.
Note: Numerous tree hollows were identified in mangrove communities and provide suitable habitat for microchiropteran bat fauna.
Hollow Type: F = Fissure, LTS = Large top spout, S = Small (<5 cm), M= Medium (5-15 cm), L = Large (>15 cm).
Limb
Suitability to fauna
DBH
Trunk
Height
Tree
Species
Hollow
(m)
(cm)
Hollow
No
Bats
Small
Larger Gliders
Owls
Gliders
& Possums
X
65
F,M,L
M,L
X
X
11.5
1
Stag
F,S
X
X
9
40
F
2
Stag
X
85
F,L
X
Stag
7.5
3
80
S,M
X
X
X
Coastal Blackbutt
15
4
S,M
X
X
X
18
105
Coastal Blackbutt
5
_
X
105
F,L
F,S,M,L
X
X
Stag
16
6
X
F,M,L
S,M,L
X
X
21
120
Stag
7
F,S
35
F
X
Stag
9
8
X
85
M
X
Coastal Blackbutt
13
9
X
X
8
55
F,L
Stag
10
X
110
F,L
M,L
X
X
Stag
19
11
X
F,L
X
X
13
40
12
Stag
F,LTS
X
14
50
13
Stag
X
55
F,LTS
X
Stag
13
14
50
F,LTS
X
11
15
Stag
X
X
Cheese Tree
8
30
M
16
14
10
12
0

Table C. Bat capture summary data.

Harp
Number

Date

1

21.5.05

2

21.5.05

3
1

21.5.05
22.5.05

2

22.5.05

3

22.5.05

4
5
6

23.5.05
23.5.05
23.5.05

4
5
6
7

24.5.05
24.5.05
24.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05

8
9
7
8
9

26.5.05
26.5.05
27.5.05
27.5.05
27.5.05

Species
Miniopterus australis
Miniopterus australis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
No Captures
Nyctophilus gouldi
Miniopterus australis
Vespadelus pumulis
Miniopterus australis
Miniopterus australis
Miniopterus australis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
Miniopterus australis
Miniopterus australis
Vespadelus pumulis
N o Captures
Nyctophilus bifax
Miniopterus australis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
Vespadelus pumulis
Nyctophilus bifax
Nyctophilus Mfax
Nyctophilus bifax
Vespadelus pumulis
No captures
No Captures
N o Captures
No Captures
Myods adversus / macropus

Forearm
Length

Sex

38.7
40.8
30.5
31.9
30.3
32.0

F
F
F
F
F
F

41.7
38.6
30.9
40.4
39.5
40.3
30.5
29.7
39.8
39.8
nd

F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
M

41.5
39.3
30.5
nd
30.9
41.4
40.8
42.0
30.3

4
4
K
K
K
't
71
'
4
K

40.6

F

Comments

C a u g h t in mangrove forest
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Table D. Capture summaty for Elliott, cages and pitfall traps.

Site No.

Capture
Method

1

21.5.05

1

22.5.05

1
1
1
2

23.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
22.5.05

2

23.5.05

2
2
2
2

24.5.05

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5

22.5.05
23.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
22.5.05
23.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
23.5.05

E
C
P
C
P
P
E
P
P
P
E
E
E
P
P
P
E
E
P
P
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
C

5

24.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
26.5.05
24.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
26.5.05
27.5.05
22.5.05
23.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
26.5.05
23.5.05
24.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
23.5.05
24.5.05
25.5.05
24.5.05

C
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
C
C
C
C
C
C

5
5
6
6
6
6
Pitfall 5
Pitfall 5
Pitfall 5
Pitfall 5
Pitfall 5
Pitfall 6
Pitfall 6
Cage 3
Cage 17
Cage 18
Cage 18
Cage 19
Cage 20

s.4.4

Date

25.5.05
26.5.05

Species
Antechinus flavipes
Mountain brush-tail Possum
Cane Toad
Mountain brush-tail Possum
Cane Toad
Cane Toad
Antechinus flavipes
Lampropholis delicata
Cane Toad
Striped Marsh Frog
Antechinus jlavipes
Cane Toad
Antechinusjlavipes
Striped Marsh frog
Cane Toad
Cane Toad
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus jlavipes
Striped Marsh Frog
Lampropholis delicata
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Mountain Bmshtail Possum
Antechinus flavipes
Mountain Brushtail Possum
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Rattus rattus
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Antechinus flavipes
Cane Toad
Striped Marsh frog
Cane Toad
Cane Toad
House Mouse
Striped Marsh Frog
Striped Marsh Frog
Long-nosed Bandicoot
Common Brushtail Possum
Common Brushtail Possum
Common Brushtail Possum
Mountain Btushtail Possum
Common Brushtail Possum

Number
2
1
1
1
3
1
I
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Comment
Traps 2 &4
Adult
Sub/adult
Adult
Sub/adult
Trap 1
Sub/adult
Adult
Trap 3
Trap 1
Traps 2 & 7

Adult
Traps 7 & 9
Trap 6

Trap
Trap
Trap
Trap
Trap

9
6
8
5
1& 8
Trap 3 & 8
Traps 2,4,8,10
Trap 5
Trap 3
Adult
Trap 4
Traps 2 & 4
Trap 5
Trap 8
Trap 4 & 6
Trap 3
Traps 2 & 6
Trap 4
Adult

Adult — only record
Adult
Adult
Adult & only record

Recapture
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Table E. Results o f spotlights surveys conducted at proposed Goolawah Estate
Abundance
Microhabitat
Spotlight
Date
Species Recorded
Traverse
Area
GR, LC
Mountain Brushtail Possum
4
2
20.5.05
GR
Swamp Wallaby
3
LC
Tawny Frogmouth
2
UC
Australian White Ibis
6
Cane Toad
GR
5
GR
21.5.05
Eastern Grey Kangaroo
1
I
GR
Swamp Wallaby
2
MC
Mountain Brush-tail Possum
1
White-throated Nightjar
1
Post
Cane Toad
8
GR
LC
Tawny frogmouth
1
Sugar Glider
1
IT
2
MC & UC
21.5.05
Tawny Frogmouth
4
UC
Grey-headed Flying Fox
1
Sugar Glider
I
UC
2
IT
Pteropus sp.
GR
Cane Toad
8
Mountain Brush-tail Possum
1
LC
Purple Swamphen
GR
2
LC
22.5.05
Sugar Glider
1
3
Mountain Brush-tail Possum
1
MC
2
MC
Great Egret
Stump & LC
Tawny Frogmouth
2
Australian Owlet Nightjar
1
IT
Grey-headed Flying Fox
2
UC
Swamp Wallaby
3
GR
23.5.05
1
LC
Tawny frogmouth
2
Flying Fox sp
FL
1
GR
Cane Toad
11
MC
23.5.05
Sugar Glider
1
2
Flying Fox sp
1
IT
LC
1
Tawny Frogmouth
Swamp Wallaby
2
GR
Grey-headed Flying Fox
2
UC
25.5.05
4
Sugar Glider
2
IT & MC
White-throated Nightjar
1
Post
GR
Swamp Wallaby
2
Wandering Whistling Duck
>1
AC
Wetland
Bush-hen
I
Black Rat
LC
1
Australian Owlet Nightjar
W
26.5.05
1
5 (water
mouse)
MC
Koala
1
3
27.5.05
MC
Sugar Glider
2
GR
Swamp wallaby
1
MC
Tawny frogmouth
1
MC
Great Egret
1

Observation
Type
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
W
0
0
0
W
0
0
W
0
0
0
0
W
0
0
0
0
0
0
W
0
0
0
0 &W
0
0
W
W
0
IT
0
0
0
0
0

Comments

I with young

Probably a wildlife carers release animal

Call from blackbutt ridge

Mange on lower half o f back

Roost in eucalypts along foreshore

Brief look unable to ID

In juvenile Tallowwood
1 in mangrove forest
Roosting in mid stratum o f eucalypts
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1 . 0 I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D BACKGROUND
I n 2001, Ecosense Consulting was commissioned by PPK Environment &
Infrastructure ( n o w Parsons Brinckerhoff) and the Queensland D e p a r t m e n t of
Main Roads (QDMR) t o develop a preliminary compensatory habitat package
f o r t h e Tugun Bypass (PPK Environment & Infrastructure 2001). I t was
developed using t h e guidelines set o u t in the Draft RTA Compensatory
Habitat Policy and Guidelines (Draft 7, 5 / 3 / 0 1 ) . I t was later modified, due to
changes in t h e a l i g n m e n t and land availability, as part o f t h e Tugun Bypass
Environmental I m p a c t Statement (NSW Roads and Traffic A u t h o r i t y and
Queensland D e p a r t m e n t o f Main Roads 2004). The latter is hereafter
referred t o as t h e proposed compensatory package and is summarised briefly
below.
The Tugun Bypass proposal at t h a t stage would have removed o r edgeaffected a total o f 6 6 . 4 hectares o f key habitat. The proposed compensatory
package comprised three blocks o f land (Blocks A, C and E). Block A (Koala
Block) was purchased by QDMR in June 2002 on the basis t h a t it contained
vegetation c o m m u n i t i e s o f conservation significance, SEPP 14 wetlands and
mature hollow-bearing trees. Block A (Tweed Canal Estate) contains
vegetation c o m m u n i t i e s o f conservation significance. I t has been purchased
by QDMR as p a r t o f t h e Tugun Bypass proposal and any residual land could
be used t o construct compensatory ponds f o r the Wallum Sedge Frog and to
act as a buffer f o r a nearby Swamp Orchid colony. Block E (Ganter Block)
was purchased by QDMR in November 2001 on t h e basis t h a t it contained
vegetation c o m m u n i t i e s o f conservation significance, SEPP 14 wetlands and
potential habitat f o r t h e Water Mouse (Xeromys myoides). Although small, it
adjoins t h e Koala Block and maintains connectivity along the Cobaki and
Terranora Broadwaters through Cobaki Creek.
The proposed compensatory package also recommends a n u m b e r of
compensatory measures f o r the Cobaki population o f Long-nosed Potoroos.
This population is currently under threat f r o m cumulative impacts resulting
f r o m habitat loss associated with adjacent developments, including the
Cobaki Lakes development and the Tugun Bypass (Bali e t at. 2003).
Compensation measures include:
a

Initiation o f f o x control measures t h r o u g h o u t vacant NSW Crown land
t o t h e w e s t o f t h e proposed Tugun Bypass;

a

Provision o f predator control fencing around the Cobaki Lakes
d e v e l o p m e n t area once construction commences in o r d e r t o reduce the
incidence o f dogs and cats straying f r o m the development preying on
native wildlife in adjacent NSW Crown land; and

a

Provision o f predator control fencing along both sides o f t h e approved
Boyd Street extension, once operational.

I t is i m p o r t a n t t o note t h a t the proposed package considers t h e total impact
o f t h e Tugun Bypass in NSW, Queensland and Commonwealth land.
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However, t h e RTA Draft policy applies only t o land within NSW and all land
proposed t o be offered as compensation is located within NSW.
Since the preliminary compensatory habitat package was developed in 2001,
the assessment o f residual impacts associated with the proposal has changed
due to:
o

Minor modifications t o the proposal;

o

Additional listings o f relevant Endangered Populations and Ecological
Communities onto Part 2, Schedule 1 o f the TSC Act 1995; and

o

Additional studies undertaken t o provide more information a b o u t the
distribution and abundance o f threatened species and populations.

Although m o s t o f these impacts were assessed as part o f the EIS and SIS,
the compensatory habitat package was not updated t o reflect this.
Specifically, this Stage 1 report reassesses the current package with respect
t o the following:
o

Reduction o f t h e covered tunnel length from 400 m t o 360 m, thus
narrowing a retained 100-m wide fauna m o v e m e n t corridor o v e r the
t o p o f the tunnel t o 40 m.

o

Enlargement o f t h e Tweed Interchange roundabout t o provide for
future service road connections, resulting in the loss o f m o s t oldg r o w t h Paperbark trees.

o

Reduction o f opportunities t o implement mitigation measures f o r the
Wallum Sedge Frog, Wallum Froglet and Common Planigale on Gold
Coast Airport land (GCAL).

o

Approval o f t h e runway extension a t the Gold Coast Airport in
November 2004;

a

Declaration o f t h e Cobaki population o f Long-nosed Potoroos as an
Endangered Population under Part 2, Schedule 1 o f the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) A c t 1995 in December 2004.

o

Declaration o f t h r e e vegetation associations (Freshwater Wetlands on
Coastal Floodplains, Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest, Swamp Sclerophyll
Forest on Coastal Floodplains) as Endangered Ecological Communities
under Part 3, Schedule 1 o f the NSW TSC Act in December 2004.

a

Completion o f a field study describing the distribution and population
status o f the Cobaki population o f Long-nosed Potoroos on Crown land
adjoining the proposed bypass by Bali e t a/. (2003);

o

Additional surveys undertaken by Biodiversity Assessment and
Management Pty. Ltd. (BAMM) t o identify potential compensatory
habitat f o r acid frogs along t h e alignment in April 2004.

o

Discovery o f t h e Green-thighed Frog on Crown land adjoining the
study area, representing a new record for this species in t h e Cobaki
area (Lewis Ecological Surveys 2005a);
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o

Additional surveys targeting Common Planigales on Crown land
adjoining t h e proposed bypass conducted by Lewis Ecological Surveys
(2004, 2005a) in June 2004 and February 2005;

o

Detailed flora and fauna surveys undertaken by Lewis Ecological
Surveys ( 2 0 0 5 b ) and Ecos Environmental ( 2 0 0 5 ) in the Koala and
Ganter Blocks (Blocks A and E o f the compensatory habitat package)
in May and June 2005.

Parsons Brinckerhoff commissioned Ecosense Consulting t o review the
proposed compensatory habitat package with respect t o t h e above changes
and in response t o some submissions received during public exhibition o f the
EIS. This r e p o r t constitutes Stage 1 o f a two-stage reporting process.
1.1

Aims

The main a i m o f this report is t o reassess t h e adequacy o f the proposed
package in light o f t h e following information:
o

key h a b i t a t lost and edge-affected taking into consideration recent
changes t o t h e proposal;

a

residual impacts on any threatened species, populations and ecological
communities and t h e i r habitat;

a

m o s t recent flora and fauna field survey data collected from
c o m p e n s a t o r y habitat blocks A and E; and

a

c u r r e n t g o v e r n m e n t compensatory habitat policies.

Stage 2 o f this process would use the information provided in this report to
develop an appropriate compensatory habitat package, if required.
1.2

R e p o r t Structure

This report has been divided into the following sections:
Section 2 reviews current compensatory habitat policies developed by
g o v e r n m e n t agencies in New South Wales and Queensland and by the
Commonwealth Government. These provide the basis f o r assessing the
adequacy o f t h e proposed compensatory habitat package f o r Tugun.
Section 3 describes t h e current Tugun proposal and updates calculations for
the total a m o u n t o f key habitat lost and edge-affected. I t then summarises
the losses o f vegetation communities and fauna habitats o f conservation
significance and assesses the potential effects o f t h e preferred activity on
threatened species, populations and endangered ecological communities.
Although Block C was surveyed on numerous occasions as part o f the Tugun
Bypass EIS, t h e suitability o f the rest o f t h e preliminary compensatory land
package (i.e. Blocks A and E) was assessed on t h e basis o f site visits and a
desktop review o f available information. Subsequently, Blocks A and E were
purchased by QDMR. Section 4 details the results o f recent detailed flora and
fauna surveys o f Blocks A and E.
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Section 5 assesses the adequacy o f the proposed compensatory habitat
assessment in light o f all new information reviewed in Sections 3 and 4 and
in conformance with the criteria outlined f o r t h e m o s t relevant compensatory
habitat policies set o u t in Section 2.
Section 6 summarizes t h e strengths and weaknesses o f the preliminary
compensatory habitat package and makes some preliminary
recommendations.
1.3

R e l e v a n t Reports

The following reports/submissions were reviewed as part o f t h e current
assessment:
o

Tugun Bypass Environmental I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t Technical Paper
N u m b e r 12 Flora a n d Fauna Assessment (NSW RTA and Queensland
Department o f Main Roads 2004);

o

Tugun Bypass Species I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t a n d Equivalent Studies Under
Relevant Queensland a n d Commonwealth Environmental Legislation
Volumes 1 & 2 (NSW RTA and Queensland Department o f Main Roads
2004);

o

Species I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t Addendum (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005);

o

Submission f r o m DIPNR t o the NSW RTA containing initial comments
regarding t h e Tugun Bypass EIS dated 18 March 2005;

o

D r a f t Tugun Bypass Preferred A c t i v i t y Report (Parsons Brinckerhoff
2005);

o

Description a n d Preliminary Assessment o f the Compensatory Habitat
Package Proposed f o r the Tugun Bypass. Tugun Bypass Environmental
I m p a c t Statement. Volume 5 Appendix P. Technical Papers. (NSW RTA
and Queensland Department o f Main Roads 2004);

a

The Status a n d Distribution o f the Cobaki Long-nosed Potoroo
Population (Bali e t al. 2003);

o

Systematic Surveys f o r Coastal Planigale (Planigale maculata) on
Cobaki Crown lands a n d a Detailed Habitat Appraisal o f the
Tugun/Cobaki Locality (Lewis Ecological Surveys 2004);

o

Systematic Surveys f o r Coastal Planigale (Planigale maculata) on
Crown a n d A d j a c e n t GCAL Controlled Land. (Lewis Ecological Surveys
2005a);

o

Fauna S u r v e y o f Lands Identified f o r Compensatory Habitat f o r the
Proposed Tugun Bypass Project (Lewis Ecological Surveys 2005b); and

o

Vegetation S u r v e y o f Proposed Compensatory Habitat Blocks A a n d E,
Tweed Heads West NSW f o r the Tugun Bypass Project (Ecos
Environmental 2005).
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2 . 0 COMPENSATORY HABITAT POLICIES
Compensatory habitat can be loosely defined as an area o f habitat t h a t is
acquired o r otherwise protected in order to compensate f o r o r replace habitat
t h a t has been removed as a result o f development. Several state
g o v e r n m e n t agencies in NSW have developed policies concerning
compensatory habitat, including the Roads & Traffic Authority and NSW
Fisheries. O t h e r agencies such as the NSW Department o f Environment and
Conservation and t h e Department o f Infrastructure, Planning and Natural
Resources and t h e Queensland Environment Protection Agency do not have
formal policies, b u t consider compensatory measures on a case-by-case
basis.
One o f t h e aims o f this report is t o assess t h e conformance o f t h e package
t o compensatory policies t h a t are currently being drafted o r considered by
NSW, Queensland and Commonwealth approval agencies. The following
policy documents have been reviewed:
o

Road D e v e l o p m e n t a n d I m p a c t s o f H a b i t a t Amelioration Measures Compensatory Habitat (RTA Draft Policy 7, 5/03/01);

o

Green offsets f o r sustainable development. Concept paper. (NSW
G o v e r n m e n t 2002);

o

SEPP 14 Coastal Wetlands Compensatory Wetlands Policy (NSW
D e p a r t m e n t o f Planning 2002);

o

Policy a n d Guidelines - Aquatic Habitat Management a n d Fish
Conservation (NSW Fisheries 1999 update); and

o

D r a f t Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2005 and
Management Program 2005-2015. Appendix D. (Queensland EPA
2005).

The following people were contacted regarding compensatory habitat
policies:
o

Nicholas Francesconi (Environmental Officer Biodiversity, RTA
Environment Branch);

o

Anita Packwood (Principal Environmental Scientist, Environmental
Branch, Queensland Department o f Main Roads).

o

Lou Ewins (Manager Environmental Planning Unit Sydney Zone, DEC);

o

Leslie Diver (Conservation Manager Sydney Region, NSW Fisheries);

o

Brendan Baker (Planning Officer, DIPNR);

o

Greg Yeates (Team Leader Regional Planning (South), DIPNR);

o

Rachael Hanna (Principle Policy Officer (Economics), Queensland EPA);

o

Lachlan Wilkinson (Assistant Director Government & Infrastructure
Section, Commonwealth Department o f Environment and Heritage);
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o

Mary Jane Weld (Principal Policy Officer, Queensland D e p a r t m e n t of
Natural Resources and Mines); and

o

Rachelle Tomkins (Team Member, Airport Planning & Regulation
Branch - Environmental Section).

I t should be noted t h a t t h e Queensland Department o f Main Roads is in the
very early stages o f developing a compensatory habitat policy. I t is expected
t h a t a draft policy will be available in t h e next 12 months.
2.1

N S W R T A D r a f t Policy

The RTA draft policy (Draft 7, 5 / 0 3 / 0 1 ) provides policy and guidelines to
assist in determining t h e m o s t appropriate measure(s) t o ameliorate
negative impacts on habitats. The d r a f t policy states t h a t during
construction o f roads, t h e RTA should in order o f consideration, endeavour
to:
1. Avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process;
2. M i n i m i s e impacts on habitat, through t h e planning process; and
3. M i t i g a t e f o r impacts on habitat, through the use o f a range of
amelioration measures.
Some important definitions f r o m the d r a f t policy are outlined below:
M i t i g a t i o n is applied where there are residual impacts after the initial
planning and route selection process. Mitigation is determined on a projectby-project basis and it may include a range of measures f r o m the
construction o f m a j o r structures, through t o site rehabilitation and
compensatory habitat.
C o m p e n s a t o r y h a b i t a t is "an area o f land containing one o r more key
habitats which are acquired a n d / o r committed by the RTA f o r the purposes of
nature conservation, t o make up f o r the loss o f one o r more key habitat(s)".
The RTA considers t h a t , wherever possible:
Compensatory h a b i t a t should be a t least equal in area to t h e k e y habitat
lost.
Furthermore, t h e area o f compensatory habitat should be adequate to
provide f o r sustained survival o f key species, populations and
communities and t o provide a viable management unit. Where habitat
rehabilitation o r restoration is required, then an area greater t h a n that
lost through road construction may be considered.
Compensatory h a b i t a t should be located close to impacted k e y habitat.
I t is preferable f o r compensatory habitat to be located adjacent to
protected o r unprotected habitat o r t o be part o f a network o f corridors
t h a t contribute t o biodiversity conservation a t the loca and regional
levels.
Compensatory h a b i t a t should be s i m i l a r to o r b e t t e r in type a n d quality
than impacted k e y habitat.
Final Stage 1 Assessment - C o m p e n s a t o r y Habitat Package f o r Tugun Bypass
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Where quality o f compensatory habitat is not considered t o be
equivalent, it can be enhanced through revegetation, rehabilitation, fish
restocking o r t h r o u g h changes t o land t e n u r e and management.
K e y h a b i t a t areas are those t h a t support flora and fauna species,
populations o r ecological communities considered t o be o f significance
because t h e y are listed in relevant legislation o r state, national or
international a g r e e m e n t o r because they are considered t o be o f particular
significance by relevant government agencies.
Although edge effects are n o t specifically defined in the policy document, the
RTA commissioned Biosis Research to prepare a report entitled Discussion
Paper - Compensating f o r Edge Effects (Bali 2000). I t should be noted that
t h e discussion paper has recently been reviewed and updated (Bali 2005)
and its findings will be incorporated into the RTA's final policy document. In
NSW, several highway compensatory habitat packages have taken into
account edge effects (e.g. Oxley Highway Deviation, National Highway Link
F3 t o Branxton) as an additional 3 0 - m wide strip along newly created
corridors. The RTA intends t o finalise its draft Compensatory Habitat Policy
by the end o f 2005.
2.2

N S W D e p a r t m e n t o f E n v i r o n m e n t & C o n s e r v a t i o n (DEC)

The NSW DEC does not currently have a policy on compensatory habitat.
Although t h e d e p a r t m e n t was recently involved in discussions with t h e RTA
and DIPNR t o f u r t h e r this issue, it is understood t h a t the parties could not
reach m u t u a l agreement. No specific timing was given f o r the formulation of
a policy.
Presently, t h e d e p a r t m e n t considers environmental offsets on a case-by-case
basis, using t h e broad principles set o u t in State Government's Green Offset
Policy concept paper:
o

Environmental impacts m u s t be avoided first by using all cost-effective
prevention and mitigation measures. Offsets are then only used to
address remaining environmental impacts.

o

All standard regulatory requirements m u s t still be met.

o

Offsets m u s t never reward ongoing poor environmental performance.

o

Offsets will complement o t h e r government programs.

o

Offsets m u s t result in a net environmental improvement.

The DEC has been working with DIPNR to offset the impact o f major
Government infrastructure projects such as highway and railway
construction. These offset actions have been negotiated on a case-by-case
basis.
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2.3

N S W D e p a r t m e n t o f I n f r a s t r u c t u r e , P l a n n i n g & Natural
R e s o u r c e s (DIPNR)

NSW DIPNR does not currently have a policy regarding terrestrial
compensatory habitat. Although t h e department was recently involved in
discussions with t h e RTA and DEC t o f u r t h e r this issue, it is understood that
the parties could not reach mutual agreement.
Presently, t h e d e p a r t m e n t considers environmental offsets on a case-by-case
basis. I t distributes a broad set o f guidelines t o mining companies. I t is
understood that, given the restructuring that the department is presently
undergoing, development o f a compensatory habitat policy is n o t a priority.
However, a compensatory habitat policy was finalised f o r State
Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP 14) coastal wetlands in 2002. I t should
be noted t h a t all wetlands included in SEPP 14 are by definition o f state
significance. The department's position with respect t o coastal wetlands is
summarised below:
1. Avoid impacts (direct o r indirect) on wetland areas before and during
t h e development process;
2. M i n i m i s e impacts (direct o r indirect) if there is no alternative t o the
development and no alternative location in an area o f lesser
environmental value; and
3. C o m p e n s a t e f o r any impacts on wetland areas if the impact is
unavoidable.
The SEPP 14 compensatory habitat policy is formulated within t h e principles
o f Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) and aims t o achieve ' n o net
loss' o f coastal wetlands in NSW.
Due t o a lack o f information on wetlands, t h e department takes a
precautionary approach t o wetland compensation. Wetland areas subject to
compensation include t h e following:
1. areas permanently destroyed by t h e proposal;
2. areas not directly damaged o r destroyed by the proposal b u t likely to
suffer a permanent impact over t i m e ; and
3. areas damaged o r destroyed by the proposal t h a t will be rehabilitated
as part o f t h e development once construction is complete.
Compensation f o r wetland loss can take the following forms:
o

Restoration and protection in perpetuity o f previously degraded
wetland areas;

o

Restoration o f areas set aside as specific wetland banks;

o

Provision o f funds t o the long-term maintenance o r repair t o existing
( b u t perhaps stressed o r degraded) wetland areas; or

o

Protection in perpetuity a n d / o r acquisition o f the catchment o f a
healthy wetland.
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I t should be noted that the department favours the first option.
When wetland compensation is required, the following principles apply:
o

Restoration of existing wetlands is preferable to creation of artificial
wetlands;

o A ratio of 10:1 applies so that 10 hectares of compensatory wetland is
required for every one hectare of wetland disturbed;
o Compensation should aim to address and enhance the natural values
and functions of the wetland being lost;
a The wetland selected for restoration should be as close to the wetland
to be disturbed as possible, preferably within the same catchment;
o

Like-for-like compensation applies with respect to wetland type and
species composition;

o The restoration should be monitored by the developer for at least 10
years and progress reports should be submitted to DIPNR or to the
relevant council annually; and
o Proponents should submit a document containing two sections, An
Assessment o f the Existing Wetland Site and a Compensatory Wetland
Agreement, containing provisions for a contingency plan should
compensation measures fail.
I t should be noted that the department anticipates that 10:1 compensation
will be a minimum level of compensation. However, negotiating different
levels of compensation is an option under special circumstances.
2 . 4 N S W D e p a r t m e n t o f P r i m a r y I n d u s t r i e s ( N S W Fisheries)
NSW Fisheries has a policy for the environmental compensation of
mangroves and saltmarsh protected under the Fisheries Management (FMA)
Act 1994. The department has a 'no net loss' policy where:
o

habitat loss is usually compensated at a ratio of 2:1 for vulnerable
habitats (i.e. saltmarsh, mangroves) on a catchment basis;

o

pre-development compensation is recommended over postdevelopment compensation;

o

habitat creation is preferably based on choice of an appropriate site,
use of native species (including fast-growing colonising species) and
application of agreed performance indicators; and

o creation of artificial aquatic habitats is not preferred for estuarine or
marine habitat.
Compensation may involve the replacement of one habitat with another or
may include:
o Structures which form an integral part of the development (e.g.
groynes, pylons, artificial waterways);
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o

Works undertaken t o compensate f o r disturbance such as
transplanting communities, fish stocking, removing dams; and

o

Monetary p a y m e n t in exchange f o r habitat loss.

2.5

Q u e e n s l a n d E n v i r o n m e n t a l P r o t e c t i o n A g e n c y (EPA)

The Queensland EPA does not have an overarching policy on compensatory
habitat but instead considers environmental offsets on a case-by-case basis.
Although t h e general goal is ' n o net loss' o f habitat, the goal is a "net
environmental gain" where m a j o r habitat is involved. Any offsets should be
protected in perpetuity and should be:
o

Commensurate in quantity and quality with land affected by impacts
f r o m the proposed development;

o

Commensurate in risk o f loss o f its habitat values as the land it
offsets;

o

I n t a c t habitat having m a t u r e trees o f similar type, density, health and
connectivity t o t h a t impacted; and

o

Located locally o r within the same district.

I f intact habitat is not available as an offset, then an area o f habitat can be
planted o r regenerated with trees o f similar type, density, health and
connectivity t o t h a t impacted. The offset rehabilitation must be larger than
t h a t required f o r intact habitat t o reflect risk and t i m e lag. The practicalities
o f applying a net environmental gain position have not y e t been considered.
Using a whole-of-government approach, the EPA is currently developing a
compensatory habitat position paper.
2.6

Q u e e n s l a n d D e p a r t m e n t o f N a t u r a l R e s o u r c e s a n d Mines

The Queensland Departement o f Natural Resources and Mines does not
currently have a policy on compensatory habitat. However, the department
has prepared a Discussion Paper on this topic t h a t is currently being
reviewed by a select group o f people and is not presently available f o r wider
distribution. The development o f a policy is considered t o be a priority within
the department.
2 . 7 C o m m o n w e a l t h D e p a r t m e n t o f E n v i r o n m e n t & Heritage
(DEH)
DEH does not currently have a policy on compensatory habitat and tends to
adopt relevant state policies. The department generally deals w i t h single
species compensation and recommends like-for-like compensation whenever
possible. I t also recognises t h a t compensatory habitat is required where
proposed mitigation is inadequate o r untested. Any compensatory habitat
policy developed by t h e d e p a r t m e n t would be likely t o incorporate broad
principles r a t h e r than t o be too prescriptive.
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2 . 8 C o m m o n w e a l t h D e p a r t m e n t o f T r a n s p o r t a n d Regional
S e r v i c e s (DoTRS)
DoTRS does not have a compensatory habitat policy. As the issue is not
addressed in the Airports Act 1996 or accompanying Airport (Environmental
Protection) Regulations, the department has no position on compensatory
habitat but does seek advice from DEH when required.
2 . 9 R e l e v a n t Policies
For the purposes of this report, the most appropriate policy against which to
assess the adequacy of the terrestrial component of the proposed
compensatory habitat policy remains the Draft RTA policy. The draft policy
applies specifically to environmental impacts associated with roads and it is
understood that the final document will incorporate compensation guidelines
for edge effects. Other relevant agencies and departments have not finalised
draft policies or position statements to date. Guidelines for wetland
compensation are found within NSW Fisheries policy (for saltmarsh and
mangroves below the high tide mark) and within DIPNR policy in the case of
SEPP 14 coastal wetlands.
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3 . 0 E N V I R O N M E N T A L IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE TUGUN BYPASS
For the purposes o f this report, t h e study area f o r t h e proposed Tugun
Bypass has been defined as t h a t area between Stewart Road, Currumbin to
the north and Kennedy Drive, Tweed Heads t o the south. I t is approximately
seven kilometres long and extends one kilometre either side o f t h e proposed
alignment. The study area spans NSW, Queensland and Commonwealth
land. The study site measures approximately 1215 hectares although only
about 500 hectares is vegetated.
P r e f e r r e d A c t i v i t y - T u g u n Proposal
A description o f t h e Tugun Bypass proposal is provided in Chapter 6 o f the
EIS. Since the EIS was exhibited, comments and correspondence have been
received f r o m m e m b e r s o f the public and from government agencies and
additional environmental studies have been undertaken. This has resulted in
m i n o r modifications t o t h e road proposal that are detailed in t h e Draft Tugun
Bypass Preferred Activity (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005) and shown in Figure
3.1. The reduction in t h e length o f the tunnel from 400 m t o approximately
360 m would affect proposed environmental mitigation measures in two
ways:
3.1

o

The retained fauna m o v e m e n t corridor over the top o f t h e tunnel
would be shortened f r o m 100 m t o approximately 40 m. This would
be the only remaining natural habitat link connecting habitat around
the Cobaki Broadwater with t h a t t o the east o f the proposed bypass,
an area o f high amphibian and bat biodiversity (E9 in the EIS); and

o

The relocation o f the northern approach ramp and associated flood
wall southwards would potentially allow the construction o f culverts
beneath t h e road as mitigation f o r planigales.
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3.2

C a l c u l a t i n g K e y H a b i t a t L o s t a n d Edge-affected

The estimation o f key habitat lost is specified in t h e draft RTA policy while
edge-affected areas are calculated as per Bali (2005). A habitat edge is a
transition zone between t w o distinct vegetation types, representing different
communities, successional stages a n d / o r land uses (Yahner 1988). Edge
effects are the result o f the interactions between the t w o habitats separated
by such an edge (Murcia 1995). Edge effects associated with roads may
include: changes in microclimate, hydrology and floristics; alterations t o the
pattern and frequency o f fire; invasion by exotic plants and animal pests;
increase in sedimentation; increase in tree death through w i n d t h r o w or
dieback; increase in pollution; and improved access f o r predators.
The discussion paper prepared by Bali (2000) has recently been reviewed
and updated (Bali 2005). I t was originally commissioned by t h e RTA in
response t o DEC concerns about mitigating edge effects associated w i t h new
roads. I t s guidelines are based on ecological principles derived f r o m the
literature and tested on several Pacific Highway Upgrade projects. The
report recommends t h a t an additional 3 0 - m strip be included t o compensate
f o r edge effects along newly-created corridors. Although the Tugun Bypass
study area is already substantially disturbed and edge-affected, it comprises
a high diversity o f vegetation communities providing habitat f o r numerous
threatened species. I t was therefore considered appropriate t o include this
additional area in the calculation o f t h e compensatory habitat package.
Key habitat lost a n d / o r edge-affected as a result o f the latest proposal is
shown in Figure 3.2 and detailed in Table 3.1 below.
T a b l e 3 . 1 : Key habitat lost and edge-affected as a result o f the proposed
Tugun Bypass.
Key Habitat Type
Dune Forest
Ridge Forest
Rainforest/Rainforest Elements
Swamp Forest
Regenerating Swamp Forest
Mangroves
Heathland
Sedgeland/Rushland
Saltmarsh
Disturbed Open Habitats
Plantings
Total to be Compensated

Habitat Loss
(ha)
1.6
8.7
0.8
14.4
6.7
0.05
3.4
1.1
0.6
7.9
0
45.3

Edge-affected
(ha)
1.3
6.5
1.2
8.6
1.8
0.08
2.6
1.5
0.7
3.0
0
27.3

Total Area
Affected (ha)
2.9
15.2
2.0
23.0
8.5
0.1
6.0
2.6
1.3
10.9
0
72.6

Approximately 72.6 hectares o f key habitat would therefore be lost (45.3 ha)
o r edge-affected (27.3 ha) as a result o f t h e Tugun Bypass.
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3 . 2 . 1 Fauna Resources
In order t o facilitate comparisons between the study area and compensatory
blocks, t h e following information has been summarised Technical Paper
Number 12 (Flora and Fauna Assessment) from the Main Volume o f the
Tugun Bypass SIS. Although fauna resources are not critical t o the
determination o f compensatory habitat (except where these are used by
threatened species), t h e y can facilitate comparisons amongst habitat values.
Hollow-bearing trees appear t o be a limited resource within t h e study area;
only one small area o f old-growth Scribbly Gum located north o f Cobaki
Broadwater contained large hollows. Approximately 33 hollow-bearing trees
(including seven large hollows) would be removed as a result o f t h e proposed
Tugun Bypass.
Two m a j o r high tide wader roosts (i.e. Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club and
Cobaki Creek mangroves) and three wader foraging areas (i.e. Tweed Heads
Pony and Hack Club, Cobaki Creek and Cobaki Broadwater) are located close
t o the proposal. There has been an overall decline in the number o f birds
using these areas in recent years. Waders are likely t o be f u r t h e r affected by
cumulative impacts o f noise and o t h e r construction and operational
disturbances associated with t h e Tugun Bypass the extended runway a t the
Gold Coast Airport.
Three Brahminy Kite nests were recorded in Swamp Mahogany Forest near
the existing Tweed Heads Bypass. Another two possible nests were located
near Littoral Rainforest. One nest would be removed as a result o f t h e Tugun
Bypass.
3 . 2 . 2 C o m p e n s a t i n g f o r W e t l a n d Habitats
The removal o f o r disturbance t o wetland habitats is subject t o compensation
a t a ratio o f 2 : 1 under t h e NSW Fisheries policy and 10:1 under t h e NSW
DIPNR policy f o r SEPP 14 wetlands.
Mangroves and saltmarsh are protected in NSW under Section 7 o f the
Fisheries Management A c t 1994. The removal o f either c o m m u n i t y below the
mean high-tide m a r k in NSW would require a permit from NSW Fisheries and
requires compensation a t a ratio o f 2:1. Although a few scattered mangrove
trees along intertidal drainage lines in Pony Club land would be removed in
NSW (i.e. impossible t o delineate as a separate c o m m u n i t y f r o m vegetation
mapping), t h e i r loss has been more than adequately compensated on Blocks
A and E. No saltmarsh would be removed as a result o f the bypass in NSW.
A small a m o u n t o f mangroves (0.05) and saltmarsh (0.6 ha) would be
removed in Commonwealth land where NSW legislation is not applicable.
A small area (0.02 ha) o f Swamp Oak Woodland EEC located on t h e edge of
SEPP 14 Wetland No. 5a in NSW, would be removed. However, this
c o m m u n i t y is considered t o be highly degraded. For wetlands considered to
be o f state significance, a m i n i m u m ratio o f 10:1 is specified in the DIPNR
policy. However, the ultimate ratio is based on wetland quality and condition
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and the exact area t o be compensated is a m a t t e r f o r negotiation between
QDMR and DIPNR.
One option t o offset t h e impact o f the proposed Tugun Bypass was detailed in
t h e SIS A d d e n d u m (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005). I t recommended the
rehabilitation o f t h e Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest EEC situated within NSW
Crown Land (Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club land). This area ( a b o u t 3.3
hectares) is currently infested with weeds and degraded t o some extent. It
is probable t h a t it will continue t o degrade w i t h o u t additional management.
As a condition o f approval, Queensland Department o f Main Roads and the
RTA would seek permission f r o m Department o f Lands and Tweed Shire
Council as trustees t o develop and implement a 10-year Weed Management
Plan f o r this area.

3.3

Affected Species, Populations and Ecological Communities

The following information is summarised from the Species I m p a c t Statement
(NSW RTA and Queensland Department of Main Roads 2004). The SIS
recommended t h a t mitigation measures for various species, populations and
endangered ecological communities be re-examined as part o f t h e final
compensatory habitat package.
3 . 3 . 1 T h r e a t e n e d Species
Populations o r subpopulations o f the following species are a t risk o f extinction
as a result o f t h e Tugun Bypass and cumulative impacts associated with the
Gold Coast Airport: Common Planigale, Wallum Sedge Frog and Wallum
Frog let.
C o m m o n Planigale
The C o m m o n Planigale is listed as vulnerable on Schedule 2 o f t h e TSC Act.
I t has been recorded f r o m f o u r sites in the study area, one in Queensland
and three on Commonwealth land. Whereas three o f these sites are not
likely t o be directly affected by the proposal, one is within and immediately
adjacent t o t h e f o o t p r i n t on Commonwealth land. I t is restricted t o a very
small area (one hectare) comprising Swamp Mahogany-Brushbox Forest and
adjacent habitats. The proposal would result in the removal o f known
habitat, m o r t a l i t y o f individuals and t h e creation o f a barrier isolating m o s t or
all o f t h e population f r o m potential habitat t o the west o f t h e alignment.
Although opportunities have been identified t o minimise barrier impacts
through t h e provision o f box culverts near chainages 5270 and 6200 (Lewis
2005), it is unknown if planigales o r other fauna species would use them.
The planigale population may also be affected by hydrological changes and
noise and vibration associated with construction. All planigales on
Commonwealth land would be affected by cumulative impacts associated
with airport development. Although mitigation measures are proposed to
maintain habitat connectivity, these are untested and it is likely t h a t this
population will become extinct as a result o f the proposal. Three Common
Planigales were captured on Crown land adjacent t o t h e study area as part of
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a targeted survey undertaken in February 2005 (Lewis Ecological Surveys
2005a).
Wallum Sedge Frog
The Wallum Sedge Frog is listed as vulnerable on Schedule 2 o f t h e TSC Act,
on Schedule 4 o f the Queensland NCR 1994 and on the EPBC Act 1999. This
species has been recorded f r o m six locations on Commonwealth land in the
study area. The proposal would result in the extinction o f the subpopulation
located within t h e footprint and would directly affect another subpopulation
located 44 m f r o m t h e edge o f t h e footprint. The proposal would result in the
loss o f known and potential habitat, mortality o f individuals and t h e creation
o f a m o v e m e n t barrier t h a t may isolate remaining subpopulations. Wallum
Sedge Frogs would also be subject t o indirect effects such as alteration to
hydrological regimes, w a t e r quality and pH. Wallum Sedge Frogs inhabiting
Commonwealth land m a y be affected by cumulative impacts associated with
airport development. Although mitigation measures are proposed to
maintain habitat connectivity, these are experimental a n d / o r limited in extent
due t o the location o f tunnel e n t r y / e x i t ramps and there is a high probability
t h a t a t least t w o subpopulations will become extinct as a result o f the
proposal.
Wallum Froglet
The Wallum Froglet is listed as vulnerable on Schedule 2 o f the TSC A c t and
on Schedule 3 o f t h e Queensland NCR 1994. The population recorded from
the study area is estimated t o contain 10,000 individuals and is considered to
be one o f the larger populations in t h e region. This species would be subject
t o mortality o f individuals, loss o f about 1 0 % o f known habitat and indirect
effects related t o altered hydrological regimes, w a t e r quality and pH as a
result o f the proposed bypass. More importantly, t h e bypass would fragment
the entire population into t w o subpopulations. The subpopulation t o t h e east
o f the proposal would be subject t o extinction through cumulative impacts
associated with future airport development. Although t w o culverts are
proposed under the bypass, these are experimental and it is not known if
frogs would use t h e m . Road mortality is likely t o be minimised t h r o u g h the
implementation o f frog-exclusion fencing. Despite mitigation measures, the
subpopulation isolated t o the east o f t h e proposal would be a t risk of
extinction f r o m cumulative impacts associated with future airport
development.
3 . 3 . 2 E n d a n g e r e d Populations
The Cobaki population o f Long-nosed Potoroos is listed as an endangered
population under Part 2, Schedule 1 o f the TSC Act. This population was the
subject o f a detailed trapping study undertaken by Bali e t al. (2003) between
April and June 2003; the following information is summarised f r o m that
report. The population was recorded near t h e Queensland/NSW border with
the highest densities being recorded in Swamp Mahogany-Scribbly Gum
Forest, Scribbly Gum Mallee Heathland and Tree Broom Heathland. The 49m wide Cobaki Lakes development access track already acts as a significant
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barrier t o potoroos, effectively isolating a small area ( 1 8 ha) o f high quality
potoroo habitat t o t h e north. Fifteen out of 27 individuals were captured in
this isolated patch and none were observed t o cross the track. This
subpopulation is a t particular risk o f extinction through cumulative impacts
as i t is v e r y small and would be isolated by t w o m a j o r residential
developments and t w o roads. There are no mitigation measures associated
w i t h t h e existing access track.
The Cobaki Lakes potoroo population is under t h r e a t f r o m cumulative impacts
associated with t h e Tugun Bypass and surrounding developments including
t h e Cobaki Lakes and Pacific Beach residential developments and the
approved Boyd Street extension. The cumulative habitat loss associated with
these developments is about five hectares. Mason (1993) cautions t h a t any
reduction o r fragmentation in habitat may have a deleterious effect on the
population.
As a result o f submissions from and discussions with Tweed Shire Council,
QDMR is c o m m i t t e d t o the construction o f t h e Boyd Street overpass. I t was
agreed w i t h Council t h a t the overpass would provide opportunities for
environmental mitigation while serving traffic needs generated by future
development. An environmental management plan (Master Planning
Services 1993) and a potoroo management plan (Catling 1993) identified a
n u m b e r o f amelioration measures (i.e. vegetation regeneration, box culverts)
aimed a t protecting t h e Long-nosed potoroo population during construction of
t h e Boyd Street extension. However Tweed Shire Council's amended
Conditions o f Consent ( 1 8 / 8 / 9 6 ) specify t h a t these measures (and drainage
mitigation) would be implemented within 12 months o f completion of
roadworks. Although the track has been cleared f o r t h e past five years, it is
only likely t o be completed after construction o f t h e Boyd Street overpass
which m a y be years away. However, there would be clear environmental
benefits f o r t h e potoroo population if mitigation measures were brought
forward as much as possible (i.e. t o be implemented during t h e construction
o f t h e Tugun Bypass).
As a co-proponent f o r the Boyd Street overpass, QDMR will w o r k with Tweed
Shire Council t o seek separate approval f o r t h e Boyd Street overpass project.
As part o f ongoing negotiations aimed at improving environmental outcomes,
QDMR is c o m m i t t e d t o obtaining agreement with Council that:
o

A peer review will be undertaken o f t h e potoroo mitigation measures
described in t h e Environmental Management Plan, taking into account
t h e m o s t recent information on the population (Bali e t al. 2003);

o

The implementation o f potoroo and drainage mitigation measures will
be moved as f a r forward as possible t o coincide with construction of
t h e Tugun Bypass; and

a

A monitoring program f o r potoroos will be initiated prior to
construction o f the Tugun Bypass and will continue during and postconstruction.
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The compensatory habitat package comprises several other measures aimed
a t minimising predation o f potoroos through fencing and f o x control
programs. Despite this, t h e vacant NSW Crown land utilised by the
population is not considered t o be secure with respect t o its conservation
status. I t has been under Aboriginal land claim since 1988 with portions of
the respective claim refused in 1992 due t o t h e need f o r essential public
purposes (Public road - Boyd Street extension). The ultimate ownership and
future management o f t h e remainder o f t h e claim is still undetermined.
3 . 3 . 3 E n d a n g e r e d Ecological Communities
Three additional Endangered Ecological Communities (EEC) occurring in the
Tugun study area were listed on Part 3, Schedule 1 o f the TSC Act in
December 2004, and were therefore not considered in the Tugun EIS o r SIS.
However, t h e y were included in an SIS Addendum (Parsons Brinckerhoff
2005); information provided in t h a t report is summarised below. The EECs
under consideration and the vegetation communities comprising them,
include:
o

Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains (Phragmites Rushland,
Sedgeland);

o

Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest (Swamp Oak Woodland, Swamp Oak
Forest); and

o

Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains (Swamp Mahogany
Forest, Swamp Mahogany/Brushbox Forest, Swamp
Mahogany/Paperbark Forest, Paperbark Forest, Open Paperbark
Woodland, Paperbark Regrowth and Mixed Swamp Forest).

I t is important t o note t h a t the compensatory areas f o r EECs reported in the
SIS Addendum were incorrect as t h e y were based on inaccurate mapping.
Compensatory values presented below are based on the most recent
mapping undertaken by Ecos Environmental (2005).
Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains
Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains have been extensively cleared
and modified, with large areas t h a t formerly supported this c o m m u n i t y being
occupied by exotic pastures grazed by cattle, market gardens and other
crops. This EEC is found along the entire length o f the North Coast coastline.
I t has been estimated t h a t about 24,118 hectares o f this c o m m u n i t y occur in
the NSW Upper North East Region. The proposed bypass would result in the
loss o f about 1.07 hectares o f Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains.
A number o f mitigation measures have been recommended t o minimise the
impact o f t h e proposed Bypass on wetland communities, including
Freshwater Wetlands. On the basis o f mitigation measures and
compensatory rehabilitation, the SIS Addendum concludes t h a t t h e r e would
not be a significant impact on this EEC.
I t should be noted t h a t the removal o f the Phragmites Rushland component
o f this EEC (0.05 ha) has already been approved as part o f the runway
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extension. I t is therefore considered t h a t the loss o f approximately one
hectare o f this EEC is n o t significant.
S w a m p Oak Floodplain Forest
S w a m p Oak Floodplain Forest is threatened by clearing and modification,
with large areas t h a t f o r m e r l y supported this c o m m u n i t y being occupied by
exotic pastures grazed by cattle, m a r k e t gardens and o t h e r crops. Swamp
Oak Floodplain Forest is found along the entire length o f the North Coast
coastline. I t has been estimated t h a t only about 2,883 hectares o f this
c o m m u n i t y occur in the NSW Upper North East Region. A total o f about 1.5
hectares o f t h e S w a m p Oak Floodplain Forest c o m m u n i t y would be removed
as a result o f t h e proposed bypass. Furthermore, the compensatory land
package contains 18.9 ha o f this EEC, thus representing a net gain o f 17.4
ha. A n u m b e r o f mitigation measures have been recommended t o minimise
t h e impacts o f t h e proposed Bypass on wetland communities, including
S w a m p Oak Floodplain Forest. On the basis o f mitigation measures, the
proposed compensatory habitat package and the proposed rehabilitation
measures, it is concluded t h a t there would a significant gain o f this EEC
under conservation protection as a result o f the proposal.
S w a m p Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains
S w a m p Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains is threatened by land
clearing, f r a g m e n t a t i o n and degradation, flood mitigation and drainage works
resulting in altered hydrology and other indirect impacts associated with
urban development, agriculture and edge effects. This EEC is found along
t h e entire length o f t h e North Coast coastline. I t is considered t h a t only
about 28,577 hectares o f Paperbark Forest and 578 hectares o f Swamp
Mahogany dominated ecosystems occur in the NSW Upper North East Region.
The proposed bypass would result in the loss o f about 19.7 hectares of
S w a m p Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains along its entire length. A
n u m b e r o f mitigation measures have been recommended t o minimise the
impact o f t h e proposed Bypass on wetland communities, including Swamp
Sclerophyll Forest. Although the SIS Addendum concluded t h a t the effect of
t h e proposal on this EEC would be local, i t is clear t h a t there would be a loss
o f 14 ha taking into account the compensatory habitat package'. The SIS
Addendum recommends the rehabilitation o f 16.8 hectares o f degraded
S w a m p Sclerophyll Forest in Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club as a
compensatory measure.
However, as pointed o u t by DIPNR in a submission t o the RTA dated 18
March 2005, t h e rehabilitation o f 16.8 ha o f this EEC within t h e Tweed Heads
Pony and Hack Club land would not act t o offset impacts associated with the
proposal. This is because this land is already afforded some degree of
1 It should be noted that although the SIS Addendum stated that the compensatory
land package contained 5.3 ha of this EEC, Ecos Environmental (2005) found only
2.2 ha of Broad-leaved Paperbark. Block C accounts for 3.7 ha of Paperbark
Forest/Woodland/Regrowth.
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protection and long-term m a n a g e m e n t is uncertain. Furthermore, weed
m a n a g e m e n t constitutes a relatively m i n o r problem in this area and it
continues t o function as habitat f o r threatened species. I t would be
preferable t o purchase an equivalent area of existing EEC o r t o rehabilitate
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on lands whose future tenure and management
are more certain. I t is therefore considered t h a t residual impacts on this EEC
have not been adequately mitigated o r compensated.
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4 . 0 FLORA A N D FAUNA SURVEY RESULTS
The preliminary compensatory land package consists o f the Koala Block (A),
t h e Tweed Canal Estate (C) and the Ganter Block (E). Whereas Block C was
surveyed on numerous occasions as part of the Tugun Bypass EIS, the
suitability o f Blocks A and E f o r purchase was based on site visits and a
desktop review. However recently, detailed flora and fauna field surveys
were undertaken on Blocks A and E by Lewis Ecological ( 2 0 0 5 ) and Ecos
Environmental ( 2 0 0 5 ) . The results o f these studies are summarised below.
4.1

S t u d y Area

Blocks A and E are contiguous and occur in Cobaki which is located in the
Tweed Local G o v e r n m e n t Area o f f a r north-eastern NSW. They are bordered
t o the north and east by Cobaki Broadwater, t o t h e south by SEPP 14
wetlands and t o a lesser e x t e n t residential housing and Cobaki Broadwater
Village Mobile Home Park. Vegetated NSW Crown land f o r m s a contiguous
vegetated link along t h e north-western boundary o f Block A. Both blocks
have been used extensively f o r agricultural production in t h e past. Block A
was historically used f o r dairy production w i t h much o f the vegetation on the
site less than 7 0 - y r s old (J. Routledge pers. comm.).
The landform o f Blocks A and E consists o f a low ridge o f hills surrounded by
wetland and open water, projecting northwest into the Cobaki Broadwater
basin f r o m Tweed Heads West. The ridge o f hills and gullies on Block A has a
m a x i m u m elevation o f about 60 m as, and is skirted by low-lying swampy
flats. Block E covers an estuarine e m b a y m e n t and the edge o f adjoining hills.
Approximately 8 4 % o f Blocks A and E are covered by native vegetation,
while t h e r e m a i n d e r ( 1 6 % ) is cleared grazing land. The predominant
vegetation t y p e on Block A is tall open forest.
4.2

Flora

The flora survey was carried o u t over 5 days in May and June 2005 by Dr A.
Benwell and L. Weber f r o m Ecos Environmental Pty Ltd. The t i m i n g o f the
survey was appropriate t o record the majority o f plant species including
perennial trees and shrubs, a u t u m n flowering grasses and herbs as well as
wintering flowering ground orchids.
4 . 2 . 1 V e g e t a t i o n Communities
The vegetation was classified into associations f o r purposes o f vegetation
mapping. An association is defined as a unit o f vegetation having the same
overall structure and dominant species in the overstorey and understorey.
Vegetation structure refers to the life form, height and crown cover o f the
upper vegetation stratum.
The vegetation m a p was compiled by an iterative process o f mapping and
field-checking before transferring t h e information t o an enlarged extract of
t h e 1 : 2 5 , 0 0 0 Tweed Heads and Currumbin topographic maps covering the
survey area. Association boundaries were delineated on the basis o f data
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recorded f o r flora traverses and quadrats, extensive field observations and
the vegetation-terrain relationships observed during survey work.
The areas covered by each association were calculated with AutoCAD. These
areas should be regarded as approximate, as an error factor is likely due to
interpretation o f the property boundary (given the information supplied) and
edge discrepancy between the Tweed Heads and Currumbin 1 : 2 5 , 0 0 0 maps
(due t o different map d a t u m ) , which cover the study area. The area data
provide an accurate indication o f t h e percentages o f each vegetation type.
4 . 2 . 2 P l a n t Species
The flora survey design followed a stratified meander traverse method.
Eleven meander traverses were used t o survey the site; these were stratified
according to topography (e.g. slopes, crests and gullies) and broad
vegetation type (e.g. s w a m p forest, open forest and rainforest) and
distributed so as t o sample all sections o f the survey area. Existing
vegetation maps o f t h e site were used as a source o f information on broad
vegetation type. On each traverse, all species sighted were recorded until no
f u r t h e r species could be easily located o r an abrupt vegetation change was
encountered. A f t e r each traverse species were scored f o r abundance as
either 1 - rare, 2 - occasional, 3 - c o m m o n or 4 - very common. The location
o f all threatened and significant plant species was recorded with a GPS.
A list o f potentially occurring threatened o r significant plant species and
communities was compiled f r o m a n u m b e r o f sources including NSW RTA and
Queensland Department o f Main Roads (2004), records in t h e DEC Atlas of
NSW Wildlife, Herbarium Records f r o m Australia's Virtual Herbarium and the
local knowledge o f the authors.
More detailed sampling was carried o u t where threatened species or
Endangered Ecological Communities were detected. This sampling consisted
o f 20 m x 20 m quadrats in which all plant species, vegetation structure and
site characteristics were recorded. Species abundance was measured as
cover-abundance (the horizontal projection o f foliage crown extent), which
was estimated visually in t e r m s o f Braun Blanquet cover-abundance classes,
as follows:
1

sparse, < 5 % crown-cover

2

any number, < 5 % crown-cover

3

5 - 25%
25 - 50%
50 - 75%

4
5

75 - 100%
All species t h a t could not be identified in t h e field were collected and sent to
the Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney f o r identification. Naming and taxonomy
followed the Flora o f NSW (Harden 1992, 1993, 2000, 2002).
6
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4 . 2 . 3 C o n s e r v a t i o n Status
The conservation significance o f plant species and vegetation communities
was determined with reference to:
o

Schedules o f t h e NSW TSC Act 1995;

o

Schedules o f t h e Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) A c t 1999;

o

Briggs and Leigh (1995) f o r Rare o r Threatened Australian Plants
(ROTAP) o r nationally rare species;

o

Schedules o f t h e Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation
(NCR) 1994;

o

Sheringham and Westaway (1995) and NPWS (1998) f o r regionally
significant plants; and

o

Hager and Benson (1994) f o r state significant plant communities.

4 . 2 . 4 V e g e t a t i o n C o m m u n i t i e s o f Conservation Significance
Five broad native vegetation types comprising eleven plant associations
occur in t h e study area (Figure 4.1), including: Lowland Rainforest
( r e g r o w t h ) ; Dry t o Moist Tall Open Forest; Swamp Sclerophyll Forest;
Mangroves; and Saltmarsh.
For ease o f comparison between the impacted area and compensatory
blocks, t h e plant associations described by Ecos Environmental (2005) are
matched w i t h equivalent vegetation communities taken f r o m t h e EIS in Table
4.1 below:
T a b l e 4 . 1 : Comparison o f vegetation associations f r o m Ecos Environmental
(2005) and vegetation communities f r o m t h e EIS.
Vegetation Associations in Blocks A
and E (Ecos Environmental 2 0 0 5 )
Lowland Rainforest Regrowth
Brush Box Dry to Moist Tall Open Forest
Blackbutt Dry to Moist Tall Open Forest
Broad-leaved Ironbark Dry to Moist Tall
Open Forest
Swamp Oak Flooded/Meadow Swamp
Sclerophyll Forest
Broad-leaved Paperbark Swamp
Sclerophyll Forest
Grey Mangrove Forest
Saltwater Couch Saltmarsh
Cleared Pasture

Equivalent Vegetation Communities
Along Alignment (EIS)
Regenerating Vine Forest
Brushbox Open Forest/Regenerating
Brush box Forest
Dry/Moist Blackbutt Forest
Ironbark-Mahogany Forest
Swamp Oak Forest/Woodland
Paperbark Forest/Woodland/Regrowth
Mangrove Forest
Saltmarsh
Cleared

Of t h e 14 communities recorded in Blocks A and E, the Regenerating Vine
Forest (2 ha), Swamp Oak Forest/Woodland (18.9 ha), Paperbark Forest/
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Woodland/ Regrowth (1.9 ha) and Saltmarsh (0.8 ha) are o f state
significance in NSW.
Four regionally significant communities, Dry/Moist Blackbutt Forest (19.9
ha), Ironbark Mahogany Forest (2.8 ha) and Mangrove Forest ( 7 . 2 ha), are
also represented. The three remaining communities are o f local significance.
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4 . 2 . 5 T h r e a t e n e d P l a n t Species
A total o f 325 species o f vascular plants in 99 families were recorded during
the survey on Blocks A and E, o f which 52 were exotic.
A total o f 17 species o f conservation significance were recorded on Blocks A
and E, although all except one were limited t o Block A. These included 6
plant species threatened a t the state level (3 endangered, 3 vulnerable), 6
nationally rare (ROTAP) species and 5 regionally significant species, t w o of
the latter being new records f o r NSW. These are listed in Table 4 . 2 below:
T a b l e 4 . 2 : Plant species o f conservation significance recorded on Blocks A
and E.
Scientific name
ENDANGERED
Cassia brewsteri var.
markesiana
Endiandra muelleri
subsp. bracteata
Randia moorei
VULNERABLE
Acacia bakeri
Cryptocarya foetida
Lepiderema pulchella
ROTAP
Endiandra globosa
Cupaniopsis newmanii
Rhodamnia maideniana

NCR3

No. of
Plants

TSC
Acti

Brush Cassia

1

E

Rusty Green-leaved Rose
Walnut
Spiny Gardenia

5

E

13

E

E

E

Marblewood
Stinking Cryptocarya
Fine-leaved Tuckeroo

2
3
3

V
V
V

V

V
R

Black Walnut
Long-leaved Tuckeroo
Smooth-leaved
Rhodamnia
Velvet Cucumber

40
1
60

Common Name

EPBC
Act2

R

Trichosanthes
1
subvelutina
Blunt-leaved Wisteria
Callerya australis
1-5
Cordyline congesta
Coast Palm Lily
30-50
REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT
Burny Bean
10
Mucuna gigantea
Pomaderris discolor
12
Chinese Burr
Triumfetta rhomboidea
500+
15+
Desm odium triflorum
50+
DianeIla
brevipedunculata
1 - Schedules o f t h e NSW TSC Act 1995; E=Endangered, V=Vulnerable.
2 - Schedules o f t h e EPBC Act 1999; E=Endangered, V=Vulnerable.
3 - Queensland NCR 1994; E=Endangered, V=Vulnerable; R=Rare.

4.3

Fauna

Fauna field surveys were undertaken f r o m 20-28 May 2005 by Ben Lewis
from Lewis Ecological Surveys. Surveys were conducted on non-consecutive
days t o increase the opportunity o f detecting rare, cryptic and crepuscular
fauna. The low diversity o f reptiles and frogs recorded on the blocks may
have been associated with low temperatures a t this t i m e o f year.
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4.3.1 Fauna Habitats
Fauna habitats were stratified following an assessment of floristic
composition, structure, topography, hydrological features, soil characteristics
and disturbance history. Specific data were collected on the distribution of
tree hollow resources, foraging resources, hydrological features, disturbance
and other habitat attributes generally associated with threatened species.
The following information was collected for each tree/stag containing
hollows: species, height, diameter at breast height (dbh), hollow types
(small or large/trunk or limb) and species' suitability. All locations were
recorded using a GPS and plotted using MapInfo (Version 7.0).
4.3.2 Fauna Species
Fauna were recorded using the following techniques: Elliott and cage traps;
pitfall traps; nocturnal and diurnal call broadcast; ultrasonic bat detection;
harp traps; spotlighting; and targeted searches.
The overall survey effort is summarised in Table 4.3 below:
Table 4.3: Fauna survey effort in Blocks A and E.
Technique
Elliott traps
Pitfalls
Cage traps
Call broadcast
(nocturnal)

Call broadcast
(diurnal
Harp traps
Ultrasonic call
detection
Spotlighting
Targeted search

Species
Targeted
Small grounddwelling
mammals
Common
Planigale
Long-nosed
Potoroo
Koala, Squirrel
Glider, Yellowbellied Glider,
Powerful Owl,
Masked Owl,
Sooty Owl
Black Bittern

Sites

No. Traps

Effort

6 transects

10 traps

240 trap-nights

6 lines

5 pits

350 pitfall-nights

20

80 trap-nights

2

3.9 hours

2

1.3 hours

Microbats
Microbats

9
4 transects

Nocturnal fauna
Water Mouse

4 transects
1 transect
(spotlighting)

2

18 trap-nights
8 hours
8 hours
14 hours diurnal
search; 1 hour
spotlighting

The study area was also searched for resources for threatened fauna species
including: raptor nests, feeding signs of fruit doves, latrine sites for Spottedtailed QuoII, diggings of Long-nosed Potoroo and nest/roost sites for
threatened owls and bats. Targeted searches were undertaken for habitat
features providing habitat for Green-thighed Frog (Litoria bretapalmata),
Wallum Frog let (Crinia tinnula), a rare skink (Coeranoscincus reticulatus) and
White-crowned Snake (Cacophis harriettae). A scat search was also
undertaken.
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4 . 3 . 3 Conservation Significance
The conservation significance o f fauna species and habitat was determined
with reference to:
D Schedules o f t h e NSW TSC Act 1995;
o

Schedules o f t h e Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) A c t 1999; and

o

Schedules o f t h e Queensland NCR 1994.

4 . 3 . 4 Fauna H a b i t a t s o f Conservation Significance
Nine fauna habitats were identified in the study area. For ease of
comparison between t h e impacted area and compensatory blocks, t h e fauna
habitats described by Lewis Ecological Surveys (2005b) are matched with
equivalent habitats taken f r o m the EIS in Table 4.4 below:
T a b l e 4 . 4 : Comparison o f fauna habitats in Lewis Ecological Surveys (2005b)
and those in EIS.
Fauna Habitats in Blocks A and E
(Lewis Ecological Surveys 2005b)
Dry Sclerophyll Forest
Wet Sclerophyll Forest
Swamp Forest
Dry Rainforest
Mangrove Forest
Estuarine Saltmarsh
Heavily degraded Swamp Forest
Cleared Land
Saltwater Lake

Equivalent Fauna Habitats Along
Alignment (EIS)
Ridge Woodland/Forest
Ridge Woodland/Forest
Swamp Forest
Rainforest/Rainforest Elements
Mangroves
Saltmarsh
Regenerating Swamp Forest
Cleared Land
NA

Areas o f Ridge Woodland o r Forest providing habitat f o r Koalas (i.e. Moist
Blackbutt Forest) are considered t o be o f regional significance. None o f the
other habitat types are considered t o be o f conservation significance based
on t h e i r habitat values.
Rainforest habitat provides seasonal foraging resources f o r frugivorous birds
such as fruit-doves and roosting habitat f o r microbats in its dense midstratum. A saline lake occurring in t h e southern part o f Block A provides
habitat f o r estuarine and wetland species. However, neither block contains
any wallum habitat i m p o r t a n t f o r the Wallum Sedge Frog and Wallum
Frog let.
Only 16 senescent hollow-bearing trees were recorded on Block A. Although
the Mangrove Forest provides extensive tree hollow resources, these are
generally small and are more likely t o be used by microbats than by the
larger gliders, owls and cockatoos. Furthermore, there was abundant fallen
t i m b e r in Block A.
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Block A provides an important roost site for a range of migratory and
sedentary waders species including Black-winged Stilt, Common Greenshank,
Bar-tailed Godwit, Whimbrel and occasionally Eastern Curlew and Grey-tailed
Tattler. This roost has been used continually since 1999 (Sandpiper
Ecological Surveys 1999) and may assume more importance once the airport
runway extension is constructed.
4.3.5 Threatened Fauna Species and Populations
A total of 135 fauna species, including 21 mammals, 109 birds, three frog
and two reptile species was recorded. Two exotic species (House Mouse,
Black Rat) were trapped and another three were identified from a carcass
(European Fox) and indirect signs (Dog, Cat). Ten threatened species
recorded are listed below in Table 4.5:
Table 4.5: Threatened fauna species recorded on Blocks A and E.
Species
Koala
Phascolarctos cinereus
Little Bent-wing Bat
Miniopterus australis
Eastern Bent-wing Bat
Miniopterus schreibersii
Eastern Long-eared Bat
Nyctophilus b i f a x
Large-footed Myotis
Myotis adversus
Grey-headed Flying Fox
Pteropus poliocephalus
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus
Bush-hen
A m a u r o m i s olivaceus
Collared Kingfisher
Todiramphus chloris
Mangrove Honeyeater
Lichenostomus faxciogularis

Conservation Significance
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V), EPBC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)
TSC (V)

TSC (V) = V u l n e r a b l e u n d e r Schedule 2 o f t h e TSC Act 1995;
EPBC (V) = V u l n e r a b l e u n d e r t h e EPBC A c t 1999.

The blocks appear to provide resources mainly for highly mobile bats and
bird species. I t is significant however, that an adult Koala was recorded
within the Koala Block as this species has been recorded in the vicinity on
previous occasions. I t is also important to note that, although a significant
amount of time (i.e. 15 hours) was spent searching for signs of the Water
Mouse, no direct or indirect evidence of its presence was detected. The
blocks do not appear to be suitable for Long-nosed Potoroos due to the
sparse ground cover and lack of diggings.
Although searches were undertaken targeting raptor nests, none were
located in Blocks A or E. Despite specific searches, no suitable habitat was
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recorded f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g species: G r e e n - t h i g h e d Frog, W a l l u m Froglet, a
r a r e s k i n k ( C o e r a n o s c i n c u s r e t i c u l a t u s ) o r W h i t e - c r o w n e d Snake.
S p e c i e s o f c o n s e r v a t i o n s i g n i f i c a n c e t h a t a r e c o n s i d e r e d t o b e moderately
l i k e l y o r h i g h l y l i k e l y t o o c c u r w i t h i n B l o c k s A a n d E a r e l i s t e d i n T a b l e 4.6
below.
T a b l e 4 . 6 : F a u n a s p e c i e s m o d e r a t e l y l i k e l y o r h i g h l y l i k e l y t o o c c u r on
B l o c k s A a n d E.
Species
Black-necked Stork
Ephippiorhynchus asiaticus
Black Bittern
Ixobrychus flavicollis
Square-tailed Kite
Lophoictinia isura
Latham's Snipe
Gallinago hardwickii
Common Greenshank
Tringa nebulari
Grey-tailed T a t t l e r
Heteroscelus brevipes
Curlew Sandpiper
Calidris ferruginea
Pied Oystercatcher
Haematopus lonoirostris
Pacific Golden Plover
Pluvialis fulva
Caspian Tern
Sterna caspia
Wompoo Fruit-Dove
Ptilinopus magnificus
Rose-crowned Fruit-Dove
Ptilinopus regina
Superb Fruit-Dove
Ptilinopus superbus
Eastern Grass Owl
Tyto capensis
Masked Owl
Tyto novaehollandiae
White-eared Monarch
Mona rcha leucotis
Barred Cuckoo Shrike
Coracina lineata
Common Planigale
Planigale maculata
Black Flying Fox
Pteropus alecto
Hoary Wattled Bat
Chalinolobus dwyeri
Greater Broad-nosed Bat

Conservation Significance
TSC (E)

Likelihood o f Occurrence
Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate

EPBC (M)

High

EPBC (M)

High

EPBC (M)

High

EPBC (M)

High

TSC (V)

Moderate

EPBC (M)

High

EPBC (M)

High

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

High

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

High

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

High

TSC (V)

Moderate

TSC (V)

Moderate
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Species
Scoteanax rueppellii

Conservation Significance

Likelihood of Occurrence

TSC (E) = Endangered u n d e r Schedule 1 o f t h e TSC A c t 1995;
TSC (V) = V u l n e r a b l e u n d e r Schedule 2 o f t h e TSC Act 1995;
EPBC ( M ) = M i g r a t o r y u n d e r t h e EPBC A c t 1999.

In summary, nine species are considered highly likely to occur on Blocks A
and E, including six migratory species (EPBC Act) and three species
considered to be vulnerable at the state level. A further 12 species are
considered to be moderately likely to occur, including the Common Planigale.
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5 . 0 ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED PACKAGE
In this section, the adequacy o f t h e preliminary compensatory habitat is
assessed in light o f all new information reviewed in Sections 3 and 4 and in
conformance with the criteria outlined f o r the most appropriate
compensatory habitat policies set o u t in Section 2. The terrestrial
component o f the compensation package is assessed on the basis of
conformance with t h e RTA Draft Policy. Wetland compensation is assessed
with respect t o NSW Fisheries and DIPNR policies.
5.1

P r o p o s e d L a n d Package

The proposed land package is shown in Figure 5.1 and summarised below in
Table 5.1. I t should be noted t h a t the areas have been refined since the
Tugun Bypass EIS was exhibited.
Table 5.1: Proposed land package.
Area (ha)

Zoning

Ownership

Block A (Koala
Block)

Property
Description
Lot 3
DP837715

64.1

QDMR

Block C
(Tweed Canal
Estate)
Block E
(Ganter Block)

Part Lots 8
DP8655, Lot 1
DP226067
Lot 18
DP583263

3.7

1A Rural, 7A
Environmental
Protection
(Wetlands &
Littoral
Rainforests SEPP 14)
1A Rural

Candidate Site

6.32

1A Rural, 7A
Environmental
Protection
(Wetlands &
Littoral
Rainforests SEPP 14)

QDMR

QDMR

The total area o f the land package is therefore 74 hectares.

2

The house on this block is to be excised along with about 1200 square metres of
land, bringing the total area t o 6 . 2 ha.
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Vegetation communities and fauna habitat types represented on each block
are summarised in Table 5.2 below:
T a b l e 5 . 2 : Vegetation communities and habitat types represented on Blocks
A, C and E.
Blocks
A&E

Vegetation Communities
Regenerating Vine Forest (2 ha)

Habitat types
Ridge Woodland/Forest

Brushbox Open Forest/Regenerating
Brushbox Forest (5.8 ha)

Swamp Forest

Dry/Moist Blackbutt Forest (19.6 ha)
Ironbark-Mahogany Forest (2.8 ha)
Swamp Oak Forest/Woodland (18.9 ha)
Paperbark Forest/Woodland/Regrowth
(1.9 ha)

Rainforest/Rainforest Elements
Mangroves
Saltmarsh
Regenerating Swamp Forest
Cleared land

Mangrove Forest (7.2 ha)
Saltrnarsh (0.8 ha)
Cleared land (11.8 ha)
C

Paperbark Forest/Woodland/Regrowth
(3.7 ha)

Swamp Forest
Regenerating Swamp Forest

A total o f 14 vegetation communities ( 3 8 % of those present in t h e Tugun
study area) and seven habitat types ( 5 8 % o f those present in t h e study
area) are therefore represented in the compensatory land package.
5.2

P r o x i m i t y t o I m p a c t e d Area

Generally, the sites proposed as the compensatory habitat package are in
close proximity t o the proposed Tugun Bypass. Block C (Tweed Canal Estate)
is directly adjacent t o t h e proposed bypass. Block A (Koala Block) is just
over a kilometre t o the west, on the o t h e r side o f the Cobaki Broadwater and
within t h e local vicinity o f the proposal. Block E (Ganter Block) adjoins Block
A and is also approximately one kilometre west o f the bypass.
Compensatory measures f o r potoroos would be applied adjacent t o the
proposal, extending a m a x i m u m o f about one kilometre to the west.
5.3

S i z e o f t h e L a n d Package

The total land package ( 7 4 ha) is 1.4 ha greater than the total a m o u n t of
habitat t o be removed a n d / o r edge-affected (72.6 ha) as a result o f the
Tugun Bypass. Compensatory measures would apply over an area of
approximately 228 hectares.
5.4

H a b i t a t T y p e a n d Quality

Habitat quality and type are assessed with regard t o the following ecological
criteria: vegetation communities, habitat f o r threatened species,
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connectivity, condition and security of adjacent land. The following
information is summarised from Ecos Environmental (2005) and Lewis
Ecological Surveys (2005b).
5.4.1 Vegetation Communities
The landforms, vegetation and threatened or significant plant species present
closely match those impacted only in the northern section of the proposed
Tugun Bypass corridor, for example at Hidden Valley. Vegetation types of the
coastal sand ecosystem, which predominate on the proposed Tugun Bypass,
are poorly represented. Scribbly Gum (E. signata), mallee heathland and wet
heathland are not found on the mainly metamorphic, silty or muddy
substrates of Blocks A and E.
Overall, blocks making up the land package share at least 14 vegetation
communities (out of 31) in common with key habitat to be removed as part
of the proposal. Vegetation communities that would be affected in the Tugun
study area and compensated for by Blocks A, C and/or E are listed in Table
5.3 below:
Table 5.3: Areas of vegetation communities to be removed within the Tugun
study area versus those occurring within the proposed compensatory land
package.
Conservation
Significance
Vegetation Community Impacted
S
Littoral Rainforest
S
Regenerating Vine Forest
Dry/Moist Blackbutt Forest*
R
Blackbutt Woodland
R
lronbark-Mahogany Forest
R
Scribbly Gum Forest
R (NSW)
Forest Red Gum Forest
L
Brushbox Open Forest/Regenerating
L
Brushbox Forest*
S (NSW)
Swamp Mahogany Forest
Swamp Mahogany-Brushbox Forest
S (NSW)
Swamp Mahogany-Scribbly Gum Forest
R
Swamp Mahogany-Forest Red Gum
Forest
S (NSW)
Swamp Mahogany-Paperbark Forest
S (NSW)
Paperbark ForestNVoodland/Regrowth*
S (NSW)
Swamp Oak Forest/Woodland
Mixed Swamp Forest
S (NSW)
R (NSW)
Scribbly Gum Mallee Heathland
Tree Broom Heathland
R
Wet Heathland
L
Wallum Heathland
Disturbed Heathland
Black She-oak Heathland
Slashed Heathland
L (NSW), S (Old)

Total in Study
Area (ha)
3.5
10.6
68
4.5
5.7
17.8
4.6

37.9
1.4
28.2
5.9
12.3
50.5
12.5
8.5
32.5
25.6
5.9
2.5
4.6
7.9
24.1
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Net loss/gain
(ha)
0
+1.4
+15.5
-0.7 (1.5%)
+1.7
-1.1(6.2%)
-0.2 (4.3%)
+3.3
-3.3 (8.7%)
-0.1 (7.1%)
-0.5 (1.8%)
0
-1.3(10.6%)
-7.7 (15.2%)
+17.4
-1.7 (20%)
-2.1 (6.5%)
0
-1.3 (22.0%)
0
0
0
-3.2 (13.3%)
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Vegetation Community Impacted
Saltmarsh
Disturbed Saltmarsh-Sedgeland
Mangrove Forest
Phragmites Rushland
Sedgeland
Weedy Grassland
Cleared Land
Pine Forest
Plantings
Urban
TOTAL

Conservation
Significance
S
S (NSW)
R
S (NSW)
S (NSW)
L
L
L
L

Total in Study
Area (ha)
8.8
18.3
33.7
5.7
7.1
18.3
349.4
7.7
2.3
367.2
498.4

Net loss/gain
(ha)
+0.1
-1.4(7.7%)
+7.2
-1.1 (19.3%)
-0.02 (0.3%)
-3.3 (18%)
-11.8
0
0
-7.8

* S o m e c o m m u n i t i e s h a v e been c o m b i n e d t o correspond t o Ecos Environmental ( 2 0 0 5 ) vegetation
associations.
S = S t a t e significant, R = Regionally significant; L = Locally significant

Vegetation communities on Blocks A and E compensate adequately f o r two
communities o f state significance in NSW (Regenerating Vine Forest (+1.4
ha) and Saltmarsh ( + 0 . 1 ha)) and one EEC (Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest
( + 1 7 . 4 ha)) t h a t would be partially removed as a result o f the Tugun Bypass.
They would also compensate f o r three regionally significant communities
(Dry/Moist Blackbutt Forest ( + 1 5 . 5 ha), Ironbark Mahogany Forest (+1.7
ha), Mangrove Forest ( + 7 . 2 ha)) t h a t would be affected.
However, the compensatory land package fails t o adequately compensate for
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains, an Endangered Ecological
Community in NSW. There would be a net loss o f 14 hectares o f this EEC,
taking into account compensatory habitat. Although additional compensatory
measures (rehabilitation o f degraded Swamp Sclerophyll land) have been
recommended, these are not considered t o be adequate because the
degraded EEC on Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club land is already afforded
some degree o f protection and its long-term management is uncertain.
Although weedy, this habitat currently functions as habitat f o r threatened
flora and fauna.
Approximately 3.2 ha o f Slashed Heathland, a community o f state
significance in Queensland (i.e. habitat f o r the Little Wattle), would be lost as
a result o f the bypass. There would also be a small net loss o f three
communities o f state significance in NSW (Disturbed Saltmarsh-Sedgeland,
Phragmites Rushland and Sedgeland). Only 2.5 ha o f these three community
types would be removed f r o m t h e study area and would not be compensated
f o r through the proposed land package. None o f these losses are considered
t o be significant.
There would be a net loss o f 4 . 4 ha o f regionally significant vegetation
communities f r o m t h e study area. This is not considered t o be significant.
5 . 4 . 2 T h r e a t e n e d P l a n t Species
Blocks A and E support a high concentration of threatened plant species and
species o f conservation significance ( n = 1 7 ) . Of the 24 plant species of
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conservation significance potentially impacted within the Tugun study area,
10 (41%) were found to occur in these blocks. I t should be noted that no
threatened plant species were recorded in Block C. Plant species (and their
numbers) recorded in the Tugun study area as well as those found in Blocks
A and E are listed in Table 5.4 below:
Table 5.4: Numbers of threatened plant species affected within the Tugun
study area versus the numbers found within Blocks A and E.
Plant Species
Marblewood
Acacia b a k e r i
Acronychia littoral/s1
Baeckea diosmifolial
Black W a l n u t
Endiandra globosa
Blunt-leaved Wattle
Acacia obtusifolia
Blunt-leaved Wisteria
Callerya austral!)
Brush Cassia
Cassia b r e w s t e r i var.
markesiana
Chinese Burr
Triumfetta r h o m b o i d e a
Christmas Bells
Blandfordia grand/flora
Coast Palm Lily
Cordyline con gesta
Desmodium triflorum
Diane/la
brevipedunculata

Conservation
Significance
TSC (V)

No. P l a n t s
No. Plants
Impacted Compensated

Net
G a i n ! Loss
NA

2
TSC (E), EPBC
(E), NCR (E)
Not listed
NCR (R), ROTAP

0

•

+39
40

1
Regional

0

ROTAP

NA
1-5

TSC (E), NCR (R)

NA
1

Regional

+350
+/-150

>500

NCR (R)

0

ROTAP

+29-49
1

Regional
Regional

TSC (V), EPBC
(V), NCR (V),
Durobby
ROTAP
Syzygium moorei
NCR (R)
Durringtonia p a l u d o s a l
TSC (E)
Rusty Green-leaved Rose
Walnut
Endiandra muelleri
subsp. bracteata
Fine-leaved Tuckeroo
TSC (V), NCR (R)
Lepiderema pulchella
TSC (E)
Geodorum densifolorum
TSC (E)
Hedyotis galioides1
Lemon-scented Baeckea
Regional
Ochrosperma citriodora
Not listed
Leptomeria drupaceal
NCR (V)
Little Wattle

-

30-50
>15

-

>50

NA
NA
0

•

0
NA

5
+2
1

3
0
0

3
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P l a n t Species
Acacia b a u e r i subsp.
baueri
Long-leaved Tuckeroo
Cupaniopsis n e w m a n i i
Match Sticks
Comesperma ericinurn
Mucuna gigantea
Pomaderris discolor
Spiny Gardenia
Randia m o o r e i
Rough-leaved
Queensland Nut
Macadamia tetraphylla
Smooth-scrub
Turpentine
Rhodamnia maideniana
Star Hair Plant Tweed Heads Form
Asterotricha longifolia
Stinking Cryptocarya
Cryptocarya foetida
Strangea linearis

Conservation
Significance

N o . Plants
No. P l a n t s
Impacted Compensated

NCR (R), ROTAP

Net
Gain/Loss

0
1

1

Regional

->1
>1

Regional
Regional
TSC (E), EPBC
(E), NCR (E)
TSC (V), EPBC
(V), NCR (V),
ROTAP
NCR (R), ROTAP

-

10
12

NA
NA
NA

13
0

NA
60

Regional

TSC (V), EPBC
(V), NCR (V)
Regional
TSC (E), EPBC
(E), NCR (E),
ROTAP
Not listed
ROTAP

0

+1
2

Swamp Orchid
Phaius a ustralis
Trachymene anisocarpal
Velvet Cucumber
Trichosanthes
subvelutina
NCR (R), ROTAP
Veiny Lace Flower
Archidendron
muellerianum
White Lace Flower
TSC (V)
Archidendron
hendersonii
TSC (E)
White Silky Oak
Grevillea hilliana

3
0
0

0
+1
1
0

0

0

- Species recorded b y G. Leipers a n d / o r M. Olsen t h a t m a y potentially be affected b y t h e T u g u n Bypass.
TSC (E) = Endangered u n d e r Schedule 1 o f t h e TSC A c t 1995;
TSC (V) = Vulnerable u n d e r Schedule 2 o f t h e TSC A c t 1995;
NCR ( V ) = Vulnerable u n d e r Schedule 3 o f t h e NCR 1994;
NCR (R) = Rare u n d e r Schedule 4 o f t h e NCR 1994;
EPBC (E) = Endangered u n d e r t h e EPBC A c t 1999;
EPBC (V) = Vulnerable u n d e r t h e EPBC A c t 1999:
ROTAP = Rare o r Threatened Australian Plant

O v e r a l l , t h e p r o p o s e d l a n d p a c k a g e w o u l d c o m p e n s a t e a d e q u a t e l y f o r the
loss o f i n d i v i d u a l s f r o m s i x t h r e a t e n e d p l a n t species a f f e c t e d w i t h i n the
T u g u n s t u d y area:
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o

Black W a l n u t (rare in Queensland, ROTAP);

o

Chinese Burr (regional);

o

Coast Palm Lily (ROTAP);

o

Fine-leaved Tuckaroo (vulnerable in NSW, rare in Queensland);

o

Stinking Cryptocarya (vulnerable in NSW, Queensland and the
C o m m o n w e a l t h ) ; and

o

Velvet Cucumber (ROTAP).

I t would not compensate f o r loss o f individuals f r o m t w o threatened plant
species, Little Wattle (vulnerable in Queensland) and Match Sticks (regional).
The land package would act t o protect a f u r t h e r six threatened species that
were n o t found in t h e Tugun study area: Marblewood (vulnerable), Bluntleaved Wisteria (ROTAP), Brush Cassia (endangered), Rusty Green-leaved
Rose Walnut (endangered), Spiny Gardenia (endangered) and Smooth-scrub
Turpentine (ROTAP).
The package also supports f o u r regionally significant species t h a t are not
found in the Tugun study area: Desmodium triflorum, Diane/la
brevipedunculata, Mucuna gigantea, and Pomaderris discolor. I t is o f interest
t o note t h a t records f o r the first two species were apparently t h e first for
NSW. The record f o r Pomaderris discolor represents t h e e x t r e m e northern
limit f o r t h e species' range, occurring several hundred kilometres north o f the
nearest known population.
5 . 4 . 3 H a b i t a t f o r T h r e a t e n e d Species
A comparison o f t h e species supported by habitats in t h e Tugun study area
and those in t h e compensatory land package is shown below in Table 5.5:
T a b l e 5 . 5 : Comparison o f the numbers of threatened flora and fauna species
recorded in t h e study area and in the compensatory land package.
Conservation Significance
NATIONAL
Flora species
Fauna species
STATE
Flora species
Fauna species
REGIONAL
Flora species
Fauna species
ROTAP
JAMBA/CAMBA
TOTAL*

Tugun Study Area

Compensatory Land
Package

4 species
3 species

2 species
1 species

11 species
23 species

9 species
10 species

8 species
12 species
9 species
15 species
75

4 species
0 species
6 species
6 species
32

* S o m e species m a y be included in several categories (i.e. listed both a t national a n d s t a t e levels).
ROTAP = Rare o r T h r e a t e n e d Australian Plant; JAMBA = Japan-Australia M i g r a t o r y Birds Agreement;
C A M B A = C h i n a - A u s t r a l i a M i g r a t o r y Birds Agreement.
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The study area supports a greater diversity o f flora and fauna o f conservation
significance than t h e land package. This is to be expected since the p a r t of
the study area t h a t is vegetated measures approximately 500 hectares and
traverses a t least 37 vegetation communities. The land package on t h e other
hand, measures approximately 74 ha and comprises nine vegetation
communities. Although the package represents about 1 5 % o f t h e study area
in area, it shares 4 3 % o f flora and fauna species o f conservation significance
in common.
Although 33 hollow-bearing trees would be removed as a result o f the
bypass, the compensatory land package contains only 16 senescent hollowbearing trees suitable f o r gliders, owls and cockatoos. However, Mangrove
Forest contains numerous hollow resources for the smaller microbats.
A wader roost site located on Block A has been continually used since 1999.
I t may assume more importance in the local area following construction of
the Tugun Bypass and consequent disturbance t o the existing Tweed Heads
Pony and Hack Club roost. I t s role may be enhanced by reducing human
disturbance and undertaking predator control.
No Brahminy Kite nests were located within the compensatory land package
t o compensate f o r t h e nest t h a t would be removed as a result o f the bypass.
These results indicate that, although fauna habitat resources are similar
between areas, there are generally fewer o f these represented in the
compensatory habitat blocks.
5 . 4 . 4 T h r e a t e n e d F a u n a Species a n d Populations
The proposed compensatory land package supports habitat f o r a t least 10
known threatened fauna species and potentially another 15 threatened
species and six m i g r a t o r y species. The majority o f these species ( 9 4 % ) is
highly mobile, consisting primarily o f bird and bat species.
The compensatory land package provides an opportunity t o conserve one of
the last Koala populations in the local area. This remnant population may
represent one o f t h e last in south and west Tweed (S. Phillips pers. comm.).
Management o f flora and fauna values in this area and adjacent suitable
habitat (i.e. vacant NSW Crown land) may reverse the apparent decline of
this species and act as a recolonisation source f o r t h e area.
Blocks A and E are considered moderately likely t o provide habitat f o r the
Common Planigale. This species has been captured adjacent t o t h e proposal
in Commonwealth land (Gold Coast Airport) and in vacant NSW Crown land.
The airport population(s) is likely t o become extinct due to the cumulative
impacts associated w i t h the Tugun Bypass and airport development.
Although several individuals were captured on vacant NSW Crown land, it is
not considered t o be secure there as most o f the Crown land is subject t o an
ongoing Aboriginal Land Claim and it future management is therefore
undetermined.
Blocks A and E do not contain any habitat suitable f o r the Wallum Sedge
Frog. Block C contains potential habitat and has been recommended (BAMM
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2004) as a potential site for an artificial frog pond. Although one
subpopulation is located within National Estate land, another five are located
on airport land. Two of these are likely to become extinct as a direct result
of bypass construction. The remaining subpopulations are subject to
cumulative impacts associated with airport development.
Blocks A and E do not contain any habitat suitable for the Wallum Froglet.
Although a large population is present in the Tugun study area, it will become
fragmented into two smaller subpopulations as a result of the proposed
bypass. The subpopulation isolated to the east of the bypass would be
subject to cumulative impacts associated with airport development.
Provided that agreement is reached between QDMR and Tweed Shire Council
to review outdated environmental management plans, bring forward the
implementation of potoroo and drainage mitigation measures and to initiate a
potoroo monitoring plan prior to construction of the Tugun Bypass, then
there are unlikely to be any residual impacts on this population as a result of
the project. These actions would in fact mitigate existing impacts associated
with the construction of the Cobaki Lakes access track as described in Bali et
al. (2003). In addition, compensatory measures will act to minimise
predation on the Long-nosed Potoroo through fencing and a fox control
program. However, it should be noted that these measures would only be
effective in the long-term by securing the conservation status of the vacant
NSW Crown land that has been under Aboriginal land claim for the last eight
years. As at 2002, about 7.1 hectares was refused on the grounds that it
was needed or likely to be needed for the essential public purpose of access
to residential lands. Therefore the ultimate ownership and future
management of the entire area is still undetermined.
I t is therefore concluded that there are residual impacts associated with the
proposed bypass for three threatened fauna species.
5 . 5 Connectivity
Compensatory habitat is of higher value from an ecological perspective if it
forms part of a wildlife corridor rather than being isolated within a matrix of
cleared land. Habitat connectivity not only allows fauna movement but also
acts to consolidate smaller parcels of land making them easier to manage.
Figure 5.2 shows the areas proposed as compensatory habitat in relation to
sub-regional and regional corridors identified in the Tugun Bypass study area
by Scotts (2000). Block A and Block E form part of a sub-regional corridor
extending along the western side of the Cobaki Broadwater and connecting to
a regional corridor in vacant NSW Crown land. Block C also forms part of a
sub-regional corridor. I t should be noted that vacant Crown land in NSW is
currently under an Aboriginal land claim, making its future tenure and
management uncertain.
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5 . 6 S e c u r i t y o f T e n u r e o f A d j a c e n t Land
Generally, compensatory habitat should be located adjacent to habitat that
has some form of statutory conservation protection, although unprotected
habitat is also acceptable. The proposed compensatory habitat land package
is shown in relation to public and privately-owned land around the Cobaki
Broadwater zoned as Public and Private Open Space, Vacant Crown land,
Recreation Use and Environmental Protection (Figure 5.3). I t should be
noted that, although these areas presently function as flora and fauna
habitat, they cannot be considered to be secure from a conservation
perspective.
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There are a n u m b e r o f areas o f regional importance f o r biodiversity
conservation in p r o x i m i t y t o and strategically linked t o Blocks A and E,
including:
o

Vacant NSW Crown land;

o

The Gold Coast Airport environmental precinct;

o

Areas o f open space within the Cobaki Lakes Development; and

o

Land zoned environmental protection in Tweed Shire.

By being b r o u g h t into public ownership, Blocks A and E, together with the
lands listed above provides a continuous area o f land o f approximately 595
ha which would have varying degrees o f regional ecological significance and
environmental protection. Although these sites presently provide habitat, the
future ownership and management o f some o f these areas is unknown (i.e.
vacant NSW Crown land).
Block C is located directly adjacent t o the proposal and t o NSW Crown land.
Although the l a t t e r is currently leased by the Tweed Heads Pony and Hack
Club, the f u t u r e t e n u r e and management o f this area is uncertain.
An aerial photograph o f the proposed blocks and general region is included
as Figure 5.4.
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6 . 0 CONCLUSIONS
The proposed compensatory habitat package, comprising a land package and
compensatory measures, provides an opportunity to acquire and manage
land with the aim of conserving local and regional biodiversity in the longterm. The land package consists predominantly of Blocks A and E. Overall,
based on additional information reviewed in Sections 2 and 3 of this report,
the land package represents a favourable environmental outcome from a
local and regional perspective for the following reasons:
o I t fulfils the size and proximity criteria set out in the draft NSW RTA
policy;
o I t represents a net gain for two vegetation communities of state
significance and three communities of regional significance affected by
the Tugun Bypass;
o I t represents a net gain of 17.4 ha of Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest, an
Endangered Ecological Community in NSW and of state significance in
Queensland;
o I t shares 14 (38%) of vegetation communities and 10 (45%) plant
species of conservation significance in common with the Tugun study
area;
o I t represents a net gain of individual plants to be removed as a result
of the proposal, for six plant species of national and state significance;
o I t protects an additional six plant species of national and state
significance and four regionally threatened plant species not found in
the Tugun study area;
o I t protects habitat for at least 10 fauna species of national and state
significance;
o I t is in close proximity to the impacted area and is directly or indirectly
connected to habitat within the Tugun Bypass study area;
o I t shares seven (58%) of habitat types and 45% of legislatively
significant flora and fauna species in common with the Tugun study
area;
o I t represents an opportunity to conserve 7.2 ha of regionally
significant Mangrove Forest in the Cobaki area;
o I t contains a regionally significant Koala population that may be one of
the last populations in south and west Tweed;
o I t represents an opportunity to further secure 22.1 ha of SEPP 14
wetlands that are zoned Environmental Protection;
o I t forms a strategically located link connecting habitat areas around
the Cobaki Broadwater for flora and fauna; and
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o

I t provides an opportunity f o r the establishment o f a continuous area
o f land having environmental protection around the Cobaki
Broadwater.

Overall, the proposed land package is considered to compare favourably with
respect t o flora values in the Tugun study area although the vegetation types
contained within t h e compensatory land package are more representative of
the northern part o f t h e Tugun Bypass. Vegetation communities typical of
the coastal sand ecosystems t h a t predominate along the bypass are poorly
represented. Generally, the package is considered t o compensate
adequately f o r t h e loss o f m o s t significant communities and species. The net
loss o f 2.5 ha o f vegetation communities o f state significance (excluding the
EEC) and 4 . 4 ha o f f o u r communities o f regional significance is not
considered t o be significant.
However, t h e r e is a net loss o f 14 ha o f the Swamp Sclerophyll Floodplain
Forest Endangered Ecological Community. As the land package only contains
5.7 ha o f this EEC, it is clear t h a t it would not be compensated adequately.
Measures aimed a t rehabilitating degraded Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on
Tweed Heads Pony and Hack Club land are not considered t o be
compensatory as this area currently functions as habitat f o r threatened
species and future land m a n a g e m e n t is uncertain. This EEC is subject t o a
residual impact t h a t has n o t been adequately mitigated o r compensated.
The compensatory habitat package is considered t o be inadequate with
respect t o replacing i m p o r t a n t fauna values to be lost as a result o f the
Tugun Bypass. Blocks A and E support a diversity o f highly mobile bats and
birds, b u t lack habitats and resources essential f o r more specialised and
sedentary fauna species. Recent surveys showed t h a t they contain no
wallum habitat, few senescent hollow-bearing trees, one wader roost and no
raptor nests. More importantly, t h e land package does not support habitat
f o r the Wallum Sedge Frog, the Wallum Froglet o r the Long-nosed Potoroo.
Compensatory habitat is considered t o be only moderately likely t o support
Common Planigales.
I t is likely t h a t populations a n d / o r subpopulations o f Common Planigales and
Wallum Sedge Frogs will become extinct as a result o f the proposal.
Although t h e Wallum Froglet population is large and extensive, i t would be
fragmented into t w o smaller subpopulations. Populations o f all t h r e e species
occurring t o the east o f the bypass are a t risk o f extinction through
cumulative effects associated with future airport development. Mitigation
measures implemented f o r these species are inadequate, experimental or
their effectiveness is unknown. The proposed compensatory habitat package
contains no habitat suitable f o r wallum frogs but does contain habitat t h a t is
moderately suitable f o r planigales. I t is therefore considered t h a t all three
species remain subject t o residual impacts.
RTA policy stipulates t h a t compensatory habitat be applied a t a ratio o f 1:1
f o r key habitat lost. However, Cuperus e t al. (1999) recommends the
provision o f compensatory ratios o f greater than 1 apply where mitigation
measures are considered t o be unpredictable and o f uncertain effectiveness.
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DIPNR is also of the view that, where there is a significant risk to Endangered
Ecological Communities or threatened species, then additional offset areas
should be considered (submission from DIPNR to the RTA dated 18 March
2005). Information reviewed in this report demonstrates that mitigation
and/or compensation associated with the Tugun Bypass is inadequate for
some threatened species and ecological communities and that these are still
subject to residual impacts that may lead to an increased risk of extinction.
6 . 1 P r e l i m i n a r y Recommendations
I t is therefore recommended that additional candidate sites be considered to
address the shortfalls in the proposed compensatory habitat package. It
should be noted that, while the long-term management of the compensatory
land package will most definitely act to increase and maintain its habitat
values, it will not in any way substitute for the residual impacts on
threatened species and ecological communities described in this report.
Furthermore, there are no opportunities to revegetate the cleared areas in
Blocks A and E as Swamp Sclerophyll Floodplain Forest since the topography
and altitude are unsuitable.
I t should also be stressed that the acquisition of land is not the only option
available and that securing the conservation status of an area of habitat
through a written agreement (e.g. Voluntary Conservation Agreement), a
covenant on the land title or rezoning would be equally valuable.
Compensation may also include rehabilitation or revegetation of degraded
areas not currently protected although, depending on the community type
involved, the compensatory area may have to be larger (i.e. greater than
1:1) in order to account for risk of failure and time lags.
Lewis Ecological Surveys (2005b) highlighted two potential candidate sites
worthy of consideration as part of any future compensatory habitat package.
They demonstrate two optional means of securing land for conservation
purposes.
The vacant NSW Crown land adjacent to the study site should be considered
as a highly suitable candidate site. The importance of this area cannot be
overstated and it should be a priority to ensure the conservation of this area
in perpetuity. I t provides habitat for the Cobaki population of Long-nosed
Potoroos, the Common Planigale, Wallum Froglet and Green-thighed Frog. It
also supports abundant hollow-bearing trees suitable for bats and large
hollow-dependent birds. While the area does not contain habitat for the
Wallum Sedge Frog, it does provide opportunities to construct artificial
habitat close to the impacted site, making translocation more likely to
succeed. I t is known to contain more than 14 ha of Swamp Sclerophyll
Floodplain Forest EEC. Finally, it is adjacent to the Tugun study area,
provides connectivity of native vegetation around the Cobaki Broadwater and
acts as a refuge for fauna under threat from the cumulative impacts of a
number of large developments in the area.
Although it is commonly assumed that this area is already afforded de facto
protection and already functions as habitat for threatened species, it is not
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secure by any means. This area has been under Aboriginal land claim f o r the
last eight years and, as a t 2002, about 7.1 hectares was refused on the
grounds t h a t it was needed o r likely t o be needed f o r the essential public
purpose. The ultimate ownership and future management o f t h e remainder
o f the claim is still undetermined. Every avenue should be explored to
ensure t h a t this area is secured in the long-term through negotiations (driven
by QDMR) with all relevant stakeholders. Predator control measures and
management plans developed f o r the area will only be effective i f t h e longt e r m conservation o f this area can be ensured. I t should be stressed again
t h a t protection o f this area represents a significant environmental gain for
potentially a v e r y small cost.
Another potential candidate site is located 10-30 k m to the south between
Kingscliff and Pottsville. Land adjoining the Cudgen Nature Reserve would
provide valuable wallum habitat t h a t would complement the existing reserve
system, making management by DEC more cost-effective and practical.
I t is not expected t h a t all candidate sites considered will compensate f o r all
species and ecological communities subject to residual impacts. I t is
therefore i m p o r t a n t t o consider compensatory measures other t h a n land
acquisition.
I t should also be noted t h a t both Lewis Ecological Surveys (2005b) and Ecos
Environmental ( 2 0 0 5 ) provided numerous recommendations f o r future
management o f Blocks A and E. Management recommendations including
predator control would be elaborated as part o f Stage 2.
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E x e c u t i v e Summary
Groundwater dewatering will be required during the construction of the proposed Tugun Bypass tunnel
and approach ramps, and the tunnel, ramps and foundations will form a partial groundwater barrier in
the extensive sandy aquifer of the area. Due to the presence of potential acid sulfate soils and
environmentally sensitive wetlands, construction dewatering is planned to include reinjection of
extracted water to minimise lowering of the water table and possible acidification or droughting of
wetlands, and conveyance of groundwater to avoid 'damming' of groundwater upgradient of the
structures and possibly significant interruption of natural groundwater flows towards Cobaki Broadwater
and its fringing swamps.
The design of the proposed tunnel and approach ramps and their construction method has advanced
since the EIS and additional geotechnical and some hydrogeological information is becoming available.
A reduced requirement for water table lowering for the installation of slurry walls (converted to concrete
diaphragm walls) simplifies construction and the priority of additional hydrogeological investigations
prior to detailed design has been reviewed and a revised program recommended.
There are two drivers for the hydrogeological work.
Baseline data credibility driver:
•

The driver for the groundwater monitoring (water levels and quality) is largely to have credible
baseline against which the environmental impacts (or lack thereof) of construction and operation of
the bypass can be compared. It is also to confirm the general understanding o f the groundwater
system in the area. This should commence as soon as practicable, as seasonal data should be
collected prior to construction, for a full year if possible. Unless this finds something particularly
different to the groundwater situation described in EIS it should not affect the design. However, it
will reinforce the need to build in environmental protection into the pumping tests a n d construction
in general.

Design drivers:
•

Design-related aspects of the revised groundwater program are hydraulic (slug) tests a n d 2-D slice
inflow modelling. A simplified preliminary model is presented here which suggests groundwater
inflows between the diaphragm walls during tunnel excavation may be higher than those envisaged
in the EIS. However, the expectation o f the EIS that injection is feasible is considered to remain
valid, although the number and design o f injection wells required may vary.

The preliminary inflow modelling assumed a homogeneous fine sand aquifer with an initial water table at
existing ground level. For design purposes, when the full results of current geotechnical investigations
have been interpreted and the results of recommended hydraulic (slug) tests are available, a more
sophisticated 2-D slice inflow model should be prepared and run using a more realistic layered aquifer
model with varying hydraulic properties and modelling of reinjection. The use of a model such as
PLAXIS is recommended for additional work. Its groundwater flow analysis can provide an idea o f the
lowering water table with time and construction stages. PLAXIS can also be used for predictions o f base
heave during the various construction stages.
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Tugun Bypass
— Review of Existing and Proposed Groundwater Investigations

Introduction
The Tugun Bypass is a proposed new motorway between Currumbin in Queensland and
Tweed Heads in New South Wales. The proposed route is approximately 7 km long and the
preferred alignment runs to the west of the Gold Coast Airport. Details are provided in the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) (Tugun Bypass Alliance 2004a) and supporting
technical papers. Much of the corridor is considered environmentally sensitive and the
route has been chosen to minimise environmental and social impacts.
At the southern end of the bypass the proposed alignment crosses and area covered by
the obstacle limitation surface of the Gold Coast Airport. No structure may intrude into this
area, and a tunnel will be provided to comply with this requirement.
The tunnel will be built in a low-lying area underlain by about 35 m of sediments which form
a mostly sandy aquifer. The water table is shallow and associated with nearby wetlands
and swamp forest and is connected to the saline Cobaki Broadwater. Further, the soils and
shallow sediments of this low lying area are potentially acid sulphate soils that may oxidise
and release acidic water when dewatered or disturbed and exposed to air.
Groundwater investigations were undertaken for the EIS including a regional numerical
model using the 'MODFLOW' program. Potential impacts to groundwater from the surface
parts of the proposed bypass are minor; the greatest potential impact to groundwater would
be from the construction and operation of the proposed tunnel and approach ramps. Some
aquifer dewatering will be required for the construction of the tunnel (after which the aquifer
would be allowed to recover), so the model was used to prepare a conceptual dewatering
and groundwater reinjection scheme to allow construction whilst minimising environmental
impacts.
The bypass also passes over the corner of a major landfill at Tugun north of the airport, and
near a smaller landfill and a fire fighting training area near the central part of the airport.
Although landfill-affected groundwater has been identified near the northern landfill, it is
remote from the proposed tunnel and will not affect activities there. The design of the
bypass in the vicinity of the northern landfill includes features to avoid exacerbating
groundwater contamination.
Further groundwater investigations were required to confirm the findings of the conceptual
and numerical groundwater models and allow more detailed design of the tunnel and
These have been done in parallel with additional
approach ramps to proceed.
geotechnical investigations and refinement of the proposed construction method.
Changes to the amount of dewatering likely to be required for construction and closer
consideration of the potential impacts and safeguards associated with further groundwater
investigations has prompted a review of the additional groundwater investigation program,
in particular for the proposed pumping and injection tests.
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2.

Previous and Current Investigations

2.1

Investigations for t h e Environmental Impact
Statement
Groundwater characteristics (conceptual model) and documentation of the numerical
model are given in Technical Paper Number 9 (Tugun Bypass Alliance 2004b) associated
with the EIS. The northern section of the bypass passes over elevated bedrock that forms a
very low permeability fractured rock aquifer. The central and southern parts of the bypass
will be over recent mostly unconsolidated sediments of a mostly sandy nature. Sandmining,
airport construction and filling has modified some parts of this medium to high permeability
sand aquifer.
Data from some existing or historic groundwater bores were used, and during investigations
for the EIS a series of geotechnical holes along the proposed alignment were converted to
water monitoring bores. This includes some 'nests' of bores screened at different depths
within the sedimentary aquifer. Nearly all bores were located along the centreline of the
proposed bypass causing some limitations to the hydrogeological interpretation and
modelling of the area.
Groundwater has low salinity, with values for total dissolved solids (TDS) ranging from close
to rainwater, 34 mg/L, to 622 mg/L, with the exception of a sample adjacent to the main
landfill which had the result of 1,514 mg/L. High ammonia and elevated sulphate
concentrations were also noted near the landfill.
In the area of the tunnel the sand aquifer was at least 15 m deep (since found to be
approximately 35 m deep), underlain by bedrock. The upper part of the aquifer was more
permeable, with the presence of firm 'coffee rock' layers, with residual clays in the upper
part of the bedrock where it had been encountered.
The groundwater numerical model was calibrated against a number of known water levels
and a reasonable match to groundwater contours obtained. The model was then used to
'zoom in' on the tunnel area and model dewatering and reinjection.
At the time of the modelling, 2 m of dewatering was considered to be required for the
installation of the slurry walls that would then be converted to concrete diaphragm walls
extending to a maximum depth of approximately 20 m. Reinjection of extracted
groundwater was found to minimise both the area of aquifer dewatered and therefore
potentially acidified by the activation of acid sulphate soils, and also the time for the aquifer
to recover after construction, thus minimising the potential impact on nearby wetlands and
other groundwater-dependent ecosystems and the potential intrusion of saline water from
Cobaki Broadwater into the freshwater aquifer.

2.2

Additional Investigations 2005
2.2.1

Original P r o g r a m ( J u n e 2005)

The construction and operation of the proposed Tugun Bypass has potential to impact
water quality (further discussion in Appendix C). However, due to historic land use
groundwater quality may already be affected: for this reason background hydrogeology
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and water quality should be determined to distinguish the possible effects of the bypass
construction and operation from existing effects.
Gradients and impacts at a distance from the alignment can only be determined by
modelling or statistical approaches. These have inherent uncertainty that puts results in
question. Groundwater depth measurements are used to determine the shape of the
watertable. The watertable shows groundwater gradients, these control groundwater flow
directions and potential rates of groundwater movement. The watertable will also show
where groundwater is later drawn down by dewatering. Thus determining the watertable
topography is an important part of determining groundwater inflow rates to the construction
and identifying whether the construction is having an impact on groundwater levels.
As most monitoring points were on the alignment, understanding of gradients away from the
alignment was uncertain. The uncertainty was acceptable in the context of the EIS but may
not provide sufficient certainty for detailed design.
To improve confidence in groundwater gradient determination, resultant groundwater flow
rates and possible impacts of dewatering, measurement points that are not on the
alignment are required. This requirement was also identified by the SKM review of the
groundwater model and has been suggested by Richard Green of DIPNR.
A draft program to address these aspects was prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff in a draft
report. The aims are:
•

Confirmation of ground water hydraulic gradients for a period of six months prior to
construction to assist in defining the base case that in later operation the groundwater
transfer system needs to match.

•

Drawdown and injection tests to "stress" the aquifer under realistic conditions and
provide the parameters need for the design of:
Size and spacing of dewatering bores and injection systems needed during
construction.
Confirmation that the depth of curtain walls on the sides of the tunnel to suit the
proposed dewatering requirements.

•

The design of the groundwater transfer system based on matched soil hydraulic
conductivity and hydraulic grades.

The proposed program comprised:
•

Fifteen additional geotechnical holes were proposed, five of them were proposed to be
completed as groundwater monitoring piezometers (bores).

•

These new holes will be on the alignment as such they will be useful for monitoring
local groundwater levels, groundwater level range in the tunnel area and impacts
during construction.

•

To obtain groundwater level information at a distance from the alignment, 9 additional
monitoring bores are proposed.

This is set in Table 2.1 below.
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T a b l e 2.1

P r o p o s e d N e w G r o u n d w a t e r M o n i t o r i n g Positions

Bore
ID

Basting'

Northing

Type

BH 40

549833

6883158

BH 48

550485

6882921

Geotech. NE of
Tunnel

BH 52

550725

6882833

BH 41

549955

6883146

BH 49

550527

6882884

BH 43

550131

6883070

Geotech. NE of
Tunnel

Bore drilled and completed so that it can be
used for pumping test (150 mm casing).

BH 42

550032

6883067

BH 44

550126

6883030

Geotech. SW of
Tunnel

BH 47

550189

6883002

Bores drilled and completed so that they
can be used for injection testing and
monitoring (200 mm casing).

MB 1

550350

6883557

MB 2

550168

6883297

Groundwater
monitoring bore

MB 3

550185

6883223

MB 4

550316

6883122

MB 5

550149

6883121

Monitoring of gradients on NE side of tunnel.
At least two bores are required to show a
gradient, three are better. These positions
will be combined with other bores on the
alignment to give a three point analysis of
the gradient and will be combined with many
other measurement points to define the
groundwater table.

Geotech. SW of
Tunnel

R e a s o n f o r t h i s m o n i t o r i n g position

Groundwater monitoring, impacts
immediately adjacent to Tunnel, monitoring
of mitigation during construction continued
monitoring of tunnel impact (barrier) during
operation.

These monitoring bores will also be used for
observation during the pumping test.
MB 6

550470

6882988

Groundwater
monitoring bore

This bore has been positioned to monitor
groundwater gradients between the tunnel
and the swamp orchid community.

MB 7

550106

6882989

Groundwater
monitoring bore

These bores are aimed at investigating
groundwater gradients on the south western
side of the tunnel. They will be combined
with other bores to evaluate gradients
towards the tunnel.

MB 8

550262

6882905

MB 9

550472

6882685

These monitoring bores will also be used for
observation during the pumping test.

Following construction of t h e bores, a c o m p r e h e n s i v e site-wide g r o u n d w a t e r monitoring
e v e n t w a s p r o p o s e d , t o b e followed b y a 100-hour p u m p i n g test at 10-15 L/s f r o m the
p r o p o s e d test extraction bore, then injection tests on t h e three p r o p o s e d t e s t injection
bores.
T h e original d e s i g n of t he b o r e s is given in Figure 2.1 (note that t h e c a s i n g d i a m e t e r f o r the
test extraction b o r e w a s later c h a n g e d to 150 m m a n d the test injection b o r e s t o 2 0 0 mm).

East ings and Northings are in AGD84 Zone 56. The positions are approximate.
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R e v i e w o f E x i s t i n g a n d P r o p o s e d G r o u n d w a t e r Investigations

P u m p i n g a n d I n j e c t i o n Bore
Concrete block

Topsoil

M o n i t o r i n g Bore
Topsoil

.1\----7.:;:A)

Concrete block
With flush mount
Gatic cover

•

Loose sand

Grout seal

Loose sand —.-

Watertable

Casing
(100 mm 0)

Watertable

Casing
(50 MM 0)

Indurated . . _ . - - 9"
and partly
indurated sand

--0"
Indurated
and partly _
indurated sand
---..r

Clay lenses

Gravel pack
(150 mm 0

Clay lenses

Screen
(100 mm 0 i

Medium dense
to dense silty
sand

Gravel pack
(100 mm)

•
c
Medium dense —0to dense silty
sand

.'
. .; .

_

•

Screen
(50 mm 0)

._

Sump and
endcap

- •. •
Sump
and endcap

Clay

Clay

F I G U R E 2.1
Proposed Groundwater Bore Construction

2.2.2

R e c e n t a n d Current Status

The status (condition, availability) of groundwater bores and historic data immediately prior
to the June 2005 investigations were documented by Parsons Brinckerhoff in the draft
report recommending the additional works. Relevant information from this is given in
Appendix A.
At the end of June 2005 geotechnical investigation holes and piezometers on airport land
and land north of the airport boundary had been installed other than the planned pumping
test and injection test bores. At geotechnical bore holes BH43 and BH44 50 mm monitoring
bores were installed rather than the planned test extraction and test injection bores
respectively. Drill holes and bores in private NSW land south of the airport boundary were
on hold pending resolution of access and permitting issues.
In May 2005 a draft discussion paper on environmental issues associated with the full
envisaged program was prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff and circulated. The
environmental implications of the installation of the large diameter bores and in particular
environmental risks associated with the 100-hour pumping test were highlighted (see
Section 3). Although these risks can be managed, with the evolving design for the
installation of the slurry walls, which are now expected to require less depression of the
water table (if any; H. Donaldson pers. comm.) the requirement for the pumping and
injecting tests became less urgent.
A review of the groundwater program was instigated, undertaken by Dr Peter Woods
(Principal Hydrogeologist, PB Adelaide). Following review of the documentation and a site
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visit on 16 June 2005 accompanied by Amanda O'Kane (Senior Hydrogeologist, PB
Brisbane) and David Marks of the Queensland Department of Main Roads.
Initial recommendations of the review were circulated as a draft memorandum on 17 June
2005 (Appendix B), with an additional exchange of email between Peter and PB Brisbane's
project manager Dave Rankin. In brief, initial recommendations included:
•

Because of the likely reduced extraction and reinjection requirements, the test injection
bores can be constructed to the same design as the test extraction bore, i.e. 150 mm
diameter rather than 200 mm diameter. This will also reduce rig power and waste
disposal requirements.

•

Geotechnical results suggest variability in the aquifer over 10s of metres. Reduced
testing of the test extraction bore was recommended, with resources used for a greater
number of less accurate hydraulic tests to obtain better information on site variability.

•

On confirmation that the likely dewatering requirement for the installation of the slurry
walls may be reduced to between 0 and 1 m, the target drawdown and duration of the
planned pumping test could be revised downward and delayed.

•

The locations of the test injection bores could be adjusted to suit site practicalities.

•

All installed bores should be 'developed' (cleaned out by surging and airlifting) and
certain pre-existing wells in poor condition should be repaired and re-developed.

•

All wells should be surveyed.

•

Groundwater characterisation should proceed with water levels taken from all available
bores with sampling of groundwater for a suite of analyses.

•

The pumping and injections tests should be delayed until the groundwater monitoring
has been undertaken an interpreted.

•

Inflow modelling (2-0 slice) should be undertaken to estimate seepage into the
excavation between the diaphragm walls during construction.

These preliminary recommendations have been revisited and are documented below.

2.2.3

Previously P l a n n e d Further Activities

Activities remaining to be completed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drilling of geotechnical bore holes and monitoring bores south of the airport land
boundary.
Drilling and installation of test extraction and test injection bores.
Groundwater monitoring, sampling and analysis.
Pumping test.
Injection tests.
Ongoing groundwater monitoring to establish natural seasonal variations prior to
construction of the bypass.
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3.

R e v i e w of Environmental Aspects

3.1

R e l e v a n t Environmental Factors a n d t h e N e e d f o r a
R e v i e w a n d S t a g e d Approach
The initially recommended groundwater investigation program was largely based on
technical requirements, although environmental aspects were also considered. Because of
the sensitivity of environmental issues at the site, including public scrutiny, environmental
aspects of the program were reassessed to ensure that appropriate safeguards are in
place for the more problematic parts of the program.
This section (based on the earlier draft discussion paper) has been prepared to assist in
considering the need for ground water monitoring and draw down testing at this point and
an appraisal of the associated risks.
Due to site conditions, access and the importance of adhering to both political and
community expectations of the project, a number of issues relating to the groundwater
program has been highlighted. These issues relate mainly to the potential (indirect)
environmental impacts of the site test programs.
The groundwater program is divided up into four main components to generate the data to
allow the modelling and final design to proceed and address:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Installation of monitoring bores (and their testing for water level and water quality).
Pumping test.
Injection tests.
Monitoring of groundwater over full year to establish seasonal variations prior to
construction of the bypass.

The findings from each component confirms the scope of the following field program and
items 2 and 3 therefore can not be sensibly run in conjunction with each other without the
risk of otherwise unnecessary repeat tests or risking environmental incidents through
incomplete preparations.

3.2

P o t e n t i a l I m p a c t s of Current a n d Planned Drilling
Program
The primary environmental issues associated with the investigation program to the stage of
installation of all monitoring wells are:
•
•
•

Disturbance (vegetation clearance, track and pad creation) for access.
Disposal of drill cutting and drilling mud; all must be taken off site for disposal.
Cleaning of vehicles to prevent the possible spreading of weeds or diseases onto or
from the site.

The primary environmental issues associated with completing the groundwater program as
currently defined are:
•

Additional disturbance (vegetation clearance, track and pad creation) as a larger rig is
required for larger diameter holes (test extraction and injection wells).
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•

3.3

Additional disposal issues for drill cuttings and mud (a 300 mm diameter hole
produces four times the volume of cuttings as a 150 mm hole).

P o t e n t i a l I m p a c t s of Pumping and I n j e c t i o n Tests
The primary environmental issues associated with undertaking the pumping and injection
tests are:

•

•

Disposal of water extracted during the 4-day pumping test, particularly if it becomes
acidic.

•

The potential for 4 days of groundwater drawdown and therefore aeration of sediments
to depths exceeding 2 m below the current water table could activate acid production
in soils (see Technical Paper Number 5, Tugun Bypass Alliance 2004c). A 'plume' of
acidic groundwater might be created due to groundwater drawdown of 2 m and more
for at least 4 days.

•

The potential for the injection of acidic groundwater during injection tests if extracted
water becomes acidic.

There maybe be greater potential to generate acid sulphate soils during the pumping test
than during construction of the road tunnel as currently envisaged. During construction the
level of drawdown outside and inside the tunnel will be monitored and the rates of pumping
and reinjection adjusted to minimise the lowering of the water table, whilst still meeting the
drawdown requirements of slurry wall installation.

•
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4.

R e c o m m e n d e d Revised Groundwater
Program

4.1

A s s u m p t i o n s a n d Rationale
The recommended revised groundwater program is based on the following assumptions:
•

Dewatering for slurry wall installation will be between 0 and 1 m (similar to natural
seasonal variation) rather than 2 m.

•

There is sufficient time before completion of detailed design for the preferred, staged
approach to be taken rather than risk the undertaking of tests based on less complete
data.

The rationale of the revision is based on:
•

The reduced dewatering requirement means the detailed design of dewatering for
slurry wall construction is less critical for preliminary design and may be postponed
until detailed design.

•

Reduced slurry wall construction dewatering requirements mean less accuracy is
acceptable for the eventual design and estimation of costs of that part of dewatering, if
it be required at all.
The natural variability of the sediments make multiple, less accurate hydraulic tests
more relevant for preliminary design of diaphragm wall depth and inter-wall dewatering
than few more accurate hydraulic tests in one (pumping) or few (injection) locations.
Wherever possible activities with greater environmental risks, and therefore requiring
more sophisticated environmental protection measures and contingency plans, are
delayed until the project is given the go-ahead and preferably until disturbance of the
ground and earthmoving equipment is available.

4.2

R e c o m m e n d e d G r o u n d w a t e r Program Prior to
D e t a i l e d Design
4.2.1

C o m p l e t i o n o f 2 0 0 5 P r o g r a m Monitoring B o r e s and
R e p a i r o f S e l e c t e d E x i s t i n g Bores

All monitoring wells proposed in the current investigation should be completed when
access is available, including the installation of monitoring bores at boreholes BH43,
BH44 and BH47 (rather than the test extraction bore at BH43 and test injection bores at
BH44 and BH47).
2.

The positions of monitoring bores MB08 and MB09 can be shifted if required in order to
avoid the wetland environment adjacent to Cobaki Broadwater or other site constraints.
The new locations should be at approximately the same distance from the centreline of
the tunnel as the earlier recommended locations. The shifting of MB6 onto airport land
is suitable for its intended purpose.
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3.

All new bores on site should be adequately developed to ensure representativeness of
future water samples, in particular to remove all traces of drilling mud and mud
biodegradation products.
The electrical conductivity and pH of water during
developing should be measured and recorded at the beginning and end of developing.
All bores should be surveyed, with ground level and top of casing known to within
10 mm or better.

4.

The known status of bores throughout the site is given in Appendix A. Some are
damaged, and the status of all bores should be recorded during the monitoring event.
In particular, some damage and ant infestation has occurred to the "E" group of
monitoring bores, which are completed at different depths in the aquifer. These bores
are in the tunnel area and should be repaired and cleaned out (re-developed as per
item 1) prior to sampling and hydraulic testing.

5.

If the "E" bores cannot be repaired, an
should be installed. 50 mm casing
piezometers, which may require four
Replacement piezometers (if required)
and external to the diaphragm wall.

4.2.2

equivalent replacement "nest" of 4 piezometers
should be used for any replacement nested
separate holes or two larger-diameter holes.
should be installed in a similar position relative

G r o u n d w a t e r C h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n Event

A full site groundwater monitoring event (GME) should be undertaken when new bores are
available and "E" group bores are re-established. Newly developed or re-developed bores
should not be sampled for a minimum of 7 days following development.
If access to install the proposed monitoring bores south of the boundary of airport land
remains problematic and drilling there is delayed, the monitoring of all accessible bores
should proceed. When the additional bores are installed, they should be sampled on a
single occasion and a selected number of nearby bores resampled concurrently to allow
comparison between the two monitoring events.
4.2.2.1

G r o u n d w a t e r Levels

The groundwater levels of all available wells should be monitored on a single day or two
consecutive days to take a 'snapshot' of the water table.
4.2.2.2

G r o u n d w a t e r Quality

The recommended analytical program is given in Appendix C. As previously indicated,
ongoing monitoring will be for a reduced analytical suite and possibly reduced numbers of
bores.
4.2.2.3

H y d r a u l i c (slug) Tests

Short term "slug" hydraulic tests should be undertaken on a small number (4 to 6) 50 and
30 mm bores along the tunnel alignment during the groundwater monitoring event. The high
hydraulic conductivity of the sands suggests electronic loggers will be required to
undertake these tests. The bores chosen should reflect the range of expected hydraulic
conductivities on site, i.e. high and low yielding (clean sand and clayey) bores should be
included with some bore intersecting aquifer material of intermediate attributes. Two
30 mm cased bores should be included, with the remainder being 50 mm cased bores.
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W2.

The applicability of slug tests at the site will be confirmed or otherwise by the first set of
tests. If applicable to the site, approximately 20 such tests should be undertaken, including
repeats at least three of the bores tested during the groundwater monitoring event. It is
intended to obtain at least one vertical profile of hydraulic conductivity from the "E" bores
and preferably some of the other nested piezometers as well.
The completion of the small number of slug tests at the beginning of the groundwater
monitoring event will allow a decision to be made to undertake the larger number of tests
whilst personnel are still mobilised to the site.
If the slug tests are successful they will be interpreted using 'AquiferTest' or similar methods
to obtain estimates of hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer materials at the site.
If slug tests are not applicable at the site due to the nature of the aquifer, the need for the
earlier undertaking of the more sophisticated pumping and injection tests should be
reconsidered.

4.2.3

A p p r o x i m a t e D r a w d o w n C a l c u l a t i o n s t o Estimate
P u m p i n g T e s t I m p a c t s ( n o t f o r Design)

A simple analytical aquifer model (using 'WinFlow') or similar can be used to estimate the
drawdown and area of influence of the later pumping and injection tests. It has been set up
and run with currently known aquifer properties, but will be more meaningful if the slug tests
are successful and provide better information on the local variability of hydraulic properties.

4.2.4

I n f l o w 2-D S l i c e Modelling (for Design)

Dewatering within the diaphragm walls will be required irrespective of the need for
(external) dewatering for the installation of the slurry walls that are converted to concrete
diaphragm walls. 2-D slice seepage modelling should be undertaken of expected inflow to
the excavation following the installation of the diaphragm walls, including examination of
dewatering of sediments within the walls, the recovery of water levels when pumping
ceases and the effectiveness of cross-tunnel drains. It will enable the effect of changing
the depth of the diaphragm walls to be assessed and thus test the current draft design for
groundwater inflow expectations.
This could be undertaken with a model such as SEEPW or MODFLOW used in 2-0 'slice'
mode. This should be initially undertaken using a sensitivity analysis to allow for material
heterogeneity. It may need to be redone when additional hydraulic information is available.
The inflow model may provide input for design modelling of a reinjection wellfield when a
better estimate of the volume to be re-injected is available.
A first-pass 2-D model was prepared in July 2004 as described in Section 4.3.

4.2.5

T i m e S e r i e s G r o u n d w a t e r L e v e l Measurements

The purpose of measuring water levels is to:
•
•
•
•

Define the groundwater table, groundwater flow directions and gradients.
Determine natural water level variations across the site.
Investigate aquifer responses to recharge.
Investigate impacts from construction.
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To understand the impact of seasonal variability water levels should be monitored over a
number of seasons. In this case insufficient time is available and monitoring may only
capture part of a single seasonal cycle. If measured before drought breaking rain it might
still show a useful range, as the current dry season, is part of an extended drought and
groundwater levels are expected to be abnormally low. However, unseasonable rain and
flooding in June/July 2005 may have negated this opportunity.
Groundwater inflows are partly determined by groundwater gradients, thus a better
understanding of the natural groundwater levels across the site is required before more
detailed assessment of groundwater inflow can be considered.
Groundwater responses to stresses such as pumping tests or rainfall recharge are used to
identify aquifer relationships and parameters. If, as some reviewers have suggested, the
aquifers are confined (by coffee rock layers), then piezometers screened over different
sand layers may respond differently to rainfall recharge. Differences in response, if
captured as part of the monitoring, will be used to improve understanding of aquifer
connectivity and parameters.
The proposed construction method has potential to impact groundwater levels (for this
reason mitigation has been introduced in the design to minimise impacts). The natural
range of groundwater levels must be known before impacts can be identified thus water
levels need to be monitored over a period that shows the range.
In sand aquifers, water level responses to rainfall may be relatively rapid, as shown in
Figure 4.1 (from Tugun Bypass Alliance 2004b). To capture responses water level
measurements must be made at short intervals and should also be flexible enough to
respond to rainfall events. Ideally water level measurements should be made every two
weeks and daily water level measurements may be required during rainfall. The time
required to arrange and make measurements, suggests that even response driven
measurement would not capture the required data.

S

F I G U R E 4.1
Groundwater Hydrograph at BH10
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A better solution might be the use of pressure transducers and data loggers (PT/DL).
These can be set to record water levels automatically at intervals down to 20 seconds.
They cost approximately $410 each and can store 4095 water level measurements. The
use of PT/DL does increase the time required to do a monitoring round but could reduce
the number of monitoring events. Initial estimates show that six loggers could almost pay
for themselves in three months if they replace fortnightly measurements. Their use will
improve the quality of the monitored data by providing information that would otherwise not
be recorded.
It is proposed that a combination of manual water level measurements and PT/DLs may be
the most practical solution. Manual water level measurements could be conducted monthly
the PT/DLs could be downloaded every three months.

4.3

P r e l i m i n a r y Tunnel Excavation I n f l o w Modelling
A preliminary 2-D slice model was prepared using the program SEEP/W. This assumed a
realistic geometry and a uniform fine sand aquifer with an average permeability of
8 x 10-6 m/s and an initial water table at ground level. This model predicted a steady-state
inflow of about 5.3 m3/d/m run with the water table at the base of the tunnel excavation
when groundwater outside the walls was allowed to fall to a steady state configuration (up
to 7 m drawdown). Manual calculation (net flow approach) using the same hydraulic
parameters gave a result of 7.1 m3/d/m run, which is considered a reasonable accord.
Model output is provided in Appendix D. This result is considered consistent for a deep
excavation in sand without a wall toe-in in less permeable strata.
The model was also run in transient mode to model inflows after progressive time intervals
during construction. Reinjection of groundwater to maintain the watertable external to the
walls is envisaged to avoid activating acid sulfate soils. The one day calculation for interwall inflow with high external watertables was 68 m3/d/m run, approximately 10 times the
"equilibrium" flow. This suggests there will be recirculation of water with the use of injection
wells close to the tunnel excavation.
An inflow of 70 m3/d/m run (0.8 L/s/m run) is equivalent to approximately 26,000 m3/d
(300 L/s) for the full tunnel length of 375 m, were all of the length dewatered concurrently.
This is higher than the injection assumed in the EIS (Tugun Bypass Alliance 2004b, App C
page 0-2) of 1568 m3/d (18 L/s), where 56 or 28 wells were considered to take either
0.32 L/s or 0.65 L/s each, spaced 25 or 50 m apart. Not all of the approach ramps or tunnel
is expected to be dewatered concurrently, as construction will be progressive. Whilst the
expectation of the EIS that injection is feasible is considered to remain valid, the design and
number of injection wells required may vary.
The main limitation and assumption of this preliminary analysis is as follows: only
homogeneous, relatively fine sand has been assumed. The assumed permeability is higher
than it would be if coffee rock or clayey layers were encountered (as is known in much of
the area), decreasing the inflow compared to that estimated by the simple preliminary
Conversely, dewatering would in fact be undertaken to a depth below the
model.
excavation rather than to the exact depth. This would have the effect of increasing inflow
due to a somewhat increased hydraulic difference inside and outside the diaphragm walls.
Possible perched or localised aquifers containing water under pressures more than
hydrostatic were not accounted for here. There is some cone penetrometer test data
suggesting the existence of these.
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The use of a more sophisticated model such as PLAXIS is recommended for additional
work. Its groundwater flow analysis can provide an idea of the lowering water table with
time and construction stages. PLAXIS can also be used for predictions of base heave,
excavation safety and wall toe safety during the various construction stages.

•

•
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100.

5.

R e c o m m e n d e d Groundwater Program
During Final Design

5.1

P u m p i n g a n d Injection Tests
These tests have been postponed because the expected requirement for dewatering
during slurry wall construction is less than the 1.5 m anticipated when the groundwater
program was first recommended. Also, the possibility of storing groundwater extracted
from between the concrete diaphragm walls (rather than direct reinjection) has been
mooted. This storage, to allow treatment prior to release to the drainage system and thence
Cobaki Broadwater, may be required as a contingency measure even if injection of this
inter-wall groundwater remains the preferred option, should water quality deteriorate and
become a potential threat to the environment.
T r i g g e r : Pumping and injection tests should be undertaken if either or both of the
following two requirements emerge during design:
•
•
•

Dewatering for slurry wall construction exceeds 0.5 m.
Injection rates for construction exceed 2.5 L/s per well for injection wells (for slurry wall
construction of disposal of dewatering from within the diaphragm walls).
Detailed design of the injection wells for construction is required.

O b j e c t i v e s : To obtain better aquifer characteristics to allow design of dewatering and
injection bores and their geometric arrangement.
•
•
•
•

Aquifer hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity (extraction and injection well data).
Aquifer storativity (pumping test observation bore data).
Bore efficiency.
Area of influence (both drawdown and water table rise).

5.1.1

Siting o f T e s t E x t r a c t i o n a n d I n j e c t i o n Wells

Based on the reconsideration of the objectives of the program, particularly the pumping
and injection tests, ground conditions and the requirement to minimise site disturbance, we
recommend the following if extraction and injection tests are required:
1. T e s t E x t r a c t i o n B o r e (EX01):
Install as planned adjacent to BH43, which was converted to a 50 mm piezometer and
has good vehicular access with no vegetation clearing requirements. EX01 should be
installed 10 m from BH43 parallel to the alignment (5 m from the location of the
diaphragm wall), away from the centreline of the Gold Coast Airport runway. The bore
must be developed until (essentially) sand-free following installation to improve the
connection to the aquifer and remove traces of drilling mud.
2 . T e s t I n j e c t i o n Bores:
INO1 (Site BH42; - keep as per existing program). Access has already been established
to this site. IN01 should be installed adjacent to the geotechnical bore, which was
moved slightly due to site constraints. This test injection bore (IN01) should be located
5 m outside the diaphragm wall location if possible.
PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF
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IN02 (formerly site BH44). Access to Site BH44 is difficult for larger rigs due to the
saturated and soft nature of the ground. BH44 should be converted to a shallow
piezometer with 50 mm casing. IN02 may be shifted to the other (eastern) side of the
tunnel alignment and installed 5 m outside the diaphragm wall alignment at the western
edge of the airport fence just north of the SW fence corner. This ensures good access
without further disturbance to vegetation. INO2 may later be used as an extraction bore if
required.
IN03 (formerly site BH47). As for site BH44 access is difficult for larger rigs. BH47
should be converted to a shallow piezometer with 50 mm casing. IN03 may be shifted to
the eastern side of the tunnel alignment and installed adjacent to site BH45 on the edge
of an existing raised track, 5 m from the diaphragm wall. This ensures good access
without further disturbance to vegetation. INO3 may later be used as an extraction bore if
required.
All injection bores must be developed until (essentially) sand-free following installation to
improve the connection to the aquifer and remove traces of drilling mud.

5.1.2

Pumping a n d Injection T e s t Program

Pumping and injection tests should be undertaken in the following order, subject to review
when groundwater monitoring and slug test results are available (Table 5.1).
T a b l e 5.1

R e c o m m e n d e d P u m p i n g a n d I n j e c t i o n Tests

T e s t E x t r a c t i o n B o r e EX01

Step Test

4 x 1 hour tests at increasing pumping rates to establish the
reaction of the bore to different pumping rates. Water disposed to a
drain at least 100 m away with quality checks. Water level in bore
allowed to recover.

Constant Rate Test

48-hour test. Rate based on the results of the Step Test, expected
to be approximately 10-15 [ I s ( 8 6 0 - 1,300 m3/d). The target
drawdown for the pumping bore should be a target drawdown
0.5 m greater than the required drawdown or 1.5 m, whichever is
greater.
Monitoring in all nearby wells with loggers in nearest wells. Water
either stored and tested (with treatment if required) before release,
or disposed to a drain at least 200 m away and test halted if pH
drops by more than 1 pH units.

Recovery Test

Expected to last approximately 24 hours, water levels measured
and logged in production and nearby monitoring wells until at least
75% recovery.

T e s t I n j e c t i o n W e l l s I N 0 1 , I N 0 2 , IN03
NOTE

Program to re reassessed depending on results from EX01 tests.

Injection Tests

Using water pumped from EX01 undertake injection tests at either
constant rate or constant head (water level maintained at surface
level or below). Individual 24 hour tests on each bore, then a test
with water injected to two bores simultaneously.
Tests halted if pH drops by more than 1 pH unit.
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5.2

D e w a t e r i n g Design
5.2.1

E x t e r n a l D e w a t e r i n g (if required)

A 'WinFlow' model (Section 4.2.3) could also be used to simulate patterns of extraction and
injection wells, for external dewatering, but is limited to a single set of homogeneous
hydraulic parameters. A more sophisticated approach using the original 'MODFLOW'
model could be used if required to test extraction and injection patterns for layered and
laterally variable hydraulic properties. Without additional field data on hydraulic properties,
sophisticated modelling of dewatering and injection scenarios may not be justified. The
sophistication of modelling should be considered in the light of dewatering requirements.
The quality of external dewatering will determine if it can be directly injected back into the
aquifer, or if it acidifies and must by stored for treatment prior to release. If injection to the
aquifer is chosen as the method of choice, contingency plans must be in place for rapid
implementation should water quality checks show unacceptable degradation of extracted
water.

5.2.2

I n t e r n a l D e w a t e r i n g (required)

Irrespective of the need to dewater the aquifer for the installation of the slurry walls that
become the concrete diaphragm walls, dewatering will be required within the diaphragm
walls to allow construction to proceed. Additional 2-D slice inflow modelling should be
undertaken to assist in the design and confirm the appropriateness of the design depth of
diaphragm wall (see Section 4.2.4). If the modelling has been done but further hydraulic
tests indicate different ground conditions, this modelling should be repeated with the
revised hydraulic parameters.
The quality of internal dewatering will determine if it can be directly injected back into the
aquifer, or if it acidifies and must be treated in-line or stored for treatment prior to release. If
injection to the aquifer is chosen as the method of choice, contingency plans must be in
place for rapid implementation should water quality checks show unacceptable
degradation of extracted water.
The EIS commits to water treatment if pH changes by more than 0.2 of a unit from
background values.

5.2.3

Depressurisation (if required)

Preliminary geotechnical investigations have identified possible zones of overpressurisation
(Adrian Bulcock, pers. comm.). The geotechnical investigation should be completed and
interpreted and taken into account in final design.

5.3

O t h e r G r o u n d w a t e r A s p e c t s for Design Consideration
Groundwater throughflow during operation of the tunnel must be maintained to prevent the
diaphragm wall acting as a coffer dam bringing groundwater to the surface on the
upgradient (east) side of the tunnel and approach ramps, with potential long-term adverse
effects on wetlands. This is currently planned to be provided by piped connection between
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Mil.- ES M

groundwater bores either side of the tunnel, as they were expected to be required for
construction dewatering.
The flux of water to be conducted from east to west is modest. It may be more cost
effective to use shallow (1-2 m deep) gravel-filled trenches either side of the diaphragm
wall. Sumps spaced along each trench could then be connected across the tunnel and
This has the
ramp using the planned pipes, allowing access for maintenance.
disadvantage of not directly connecting the deeper parts of the aquifer. This effect could
be examined using the 2-D slice model mentioned in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.3.2.
In the tunnel area, gravel strips placed above the tunnel roof could possibly be used
instead of pipes.

5.4

•

Additional T i m e S e r i e s G r o u n d w a t e r Q u a l i t y and
Level Measurements
Groundwater monitoring should be continued during detailed design, construction and
early operation of the bypass. When data show that a new, stable groundwater regime
(water levels, flow directions and water quality) is established, at least one full year after the
completion of constructions, the program should be reviewed and a reduced program
implemented.
Some ongoing monitoring of groundwater in the tunnel and ramp area will be required
during operation of the tunnel. Rising or falling levels on one side of the tunnel or ramps
may indicate drain malfunction.
Water chemistry monitoring has been committed to assess possible water quality impacts
from road runoff. This will be required along the length of the bypass, not just in the tunnel
area.

•
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6.

S u m m a r y and Conclusions
T a b l e 6.1 s u m m a r i s e s t he g r o u n d w a t e r p r o g r a m a n d s h o w s t h e revisions p r o p o s e d in this
d o c u m e n t with a brief explanation of changes.
T a b l e 6.1

Bore
installation
(outstanding)

S u m m a r y o f R e c o m m e n d e d G r o u n d w a t e r Program
Original
P r o g r a m (up to
J u n e 2005)

P r o p o s e d R e v i s i o n to
P r o g r a m ( p o s t June
2005)

Comment

MB08

Complete as planned,
location may be varied if
access difficult.

Delayed due to site access
issues.

MB09

Complete as planned,
location may be varied if
access difficult.

Delayed due to site access
issues.

MB06

Complete as planned,
location may be varied if
access difficult.

Delayed due to site access
issues.

Complete BH43, BH44 and
BH47 as monitoring bores

The use of these sites as
extraction and injection
bores has been postponed.
Use them as monitoring
wells for water level and
quality, and as observation
bores during (expected)
pumping and injection tests.
Particularly for the test
extraction well at location
BH43, a close observation
well is a virtual necessity
overlooked in the original
program.

Groundwater
monitoring
( a s s o o n as
practicable)

Complete water
level measurements
undertaken on all
available bores.
Water quality on
select number of
sites.

As per original program
with some modification to
analytical suite (Appendix
C). Repairs to E series
wells required.

Continuous data loggers to
be installed at select sites.
Estimate six sites. Locations
can be rotated.

T e s t bore
installation

Pumping bore
BH43

( m a y b e postponed)
(referenced as EX01),
adjacent BH43

New bore installed adjacent
to BH43 (which is now
50 mm piezometer). Lower
priority due to lesser slurry
wall construction dewatering
requirement.

150 mm casing
diameter

Injection bore BH42
200 mm casing
diameter
Injection bore BH44
200 mm casing
diameter

150 mm casing diameter

( m a y b e postponed)
(referenced as IN01).
150 mm casing diameter
( m a y b e postponed)
(referenced as IN02) move
from BH 42 to airport fence
to east

Located - 5 m from
diaphragm wall. Lower
priority as above.
Located - 5 m from
diaphragm wall in a more
accessible location. Lower
priority as above.

150 mm casing diameter
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a

Original
P r o g r a m ( u p to
J u n e 2005)

P r o p o s e d R e v i s i o n to
P r o g r a m ( p o s t June
2005)

Comment

Injection bore BH47

( m a y b e postponed)
(referenced as IN03) move
from BH44 to adjacent
BH45

Located - 5 m from
diaphragm wall in a more
accessible location. Lower
priority as above.

200 mm casing
diameter

150 mm casing diameter
Hydraulic
s l u g tests

Not included

Hydraulic slug tests
undertaken at 4 to 6
monitoring sites. Nested
sites targeted first
(minimum 2 E series sites)

Recent geotechnical drilling
indicates small scale
variability of sediments.
Hydraulic slug tests provide
a good indication of
hydraulic conductivity
variation, although they are
not as accurate as the
proposed pumping test and
may not be successful in all
bores on site.

P u m p i n g test

100 hr constant
pumping test @ 1020 L/s

( m a y b e postponed,
c h e c k t r i g g e r for
e n a c t m e n t ) 4 hr step
test, recovery then 48-hr
pumping test @ 10-15 L/s,
if required.

Design has advanced since
the 100-hr test was
proposed, with less
dewatering required for
slurry wall installation. This
lowers the priority of this test
and allows it to be
shortened. When it
proceeds, design may be
changed depending on
findings of groundwater
monitoring and hydraulic
slug tests.

Injection
tests

Details not yet
provided, water
sourced from test
extraction bore

( m a y b e postponed,
c h e c k t r i g g e r for
e n a c t m e n t ) , probably
constant rate or constant
head tests singly and in
combination

Lower priority as above.
When they proceed, design
may be changed depending
on results of pumping test.

Groundwater
d a t a analysis
and
modelling

Inferred as part of
interpretation of
pumping and
injection tests

2-D slice modelling
(SeepW, MODFLOW or
equivalent) applied to
estimate groundwater
inflow into the excavation
between diaphragm walls
after their installation.

An initial simulation using a
homogeneous, fine-sand
aquifer has been
undertaken. The geological
system is known to be more
complex than this.

Not included (used
information in
Technical Paper 9)

PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF

After hydraulic tests and
additional geotechnical data
are available, should be rerun.

( m a y b e postponed,
c h e c k t r i g g e r for
e n a c t m e n t ) analytical
modelling of expected
aquifer drawdown prior to
pumping test (if it goes
ahead).

To assist planning of test,
can also be used as a firstpass dewatering/injection
design tool if initial
dewatering requirements are
modest.
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Comment

Original
P r o g r a m ( u p to
J u n e 2005)

P r o p o s e d R e v i s i o n to
P r o g r a m ( p o s t June
2005)

Not included (used
information in
Technical Paper 9)

To be undertaken if the 2-0
( p o s t p o n e d , depends
modelling of inter-wall
o n d e t a i l e d design
dewatering requirements
r e q u i r e m e n t s ) detailed
and/or analytical modelling
modelling of extraction and
injection bores and layout - of extraction and injection
does not provide sufficiently
using a version of the EIS
accurate results for detailed
MODFLOW model or an
design.
equivalent model that can
allow for non-uniform
aquifer properties.

This review concludes that parts of the original groundwater program can be postponed,
and the testing should proceed sequentially taking into account results of geotechnical and
hydrogeological testing as they become available.
Additional groundwater investigations and results to date support the general conceptual
design. We note, however, that initial modelling of interwall groundwater inflow has
assumed a homogeneous, fine sand aquifer. The aquifer is known to be heterogeneous
When all current geotechnical
and may have zones of anomalous water pressure.
information has been compiled and interpreted and the recommended hydraulic tests
undertaken (assuming the aquifer is amenable to the proposed "slug" tests) a more
sophisticated model taking aquifer inhomogeneity into account should be undertaken to
confirm this support and provide input into detailed engineering, dewatering design.
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8.

S t a t e m e n t of Limitations
S c o p e o f Services
This environmental site assessment report ("the report") has been prepared in accordance
with the scope of services set out in the contract, or as otherwise agreed, between the
Client and Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) ("scope of services"). In some circumstances the
scope of services may have been limited by a range of factors such as time, budget,
access and/or site disturbance constraints.
R e l i a n c e o n Data
In preparing the report, PB has relied upon data, surveys, analyses, designs, plans and
other information provided by the Client and other individuals and organisations, most of
which are referred to in the report ("the data"). Except as otherwise stated in the report, PB
has not verified the accuracy or completeness of the data. To the extent that the
statements, opinions, facts, information, conclusions and/or recommendations in the report
("conclusions") are based in whole or part on the data, those conclusions are contingent
upon the accuracy and completeness of the data. PB will not be liable in relation to
incorrect conclusions should any data, information or condition be incorrect or have been
concealed, withheld, misrepresented or otherwise not fully disclosed to PB.
E n v i r o n m e n t a l Conclusions
In accordance with the scope of services, PB has relied upon the data and has not
conducted any environmental field monitoring or testing in the preparation of the report.
The conclusions are based upon the data and visual observations and are therefore merely
indicative of the environmental condition of the site at the time of preparing the report,
including the presence or otherwise of contaminants or emissions.
Within the limitations imposed by the scope of services, the assessment of the site and
preparation of this report have been undertaken and performed in a professional manner, in
accordance with generally accepted practices and using a degree of skill and care
ordinarily exercised by reputable environmental consultants under similar circumstances.
No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
R e p o r t f o r B e n e f i t of Client
The report has been prepared for the benefit of the Client and no other party. PB assumes
no responsibility and will not be liable to any other person or organisation for or in relation to
any matter dealt with or conclusions expressed in the report, or for any loss or damage
suffered by any other person or organisation arising from matters dealt with or conclusions
expressed in the report (including without limitation matters arising from any negligent act
or omission of PB or for any loss or damage suffered by any other party in relying upon the
matters dealt with or conclusions expressed in the report). Other parties should not rely
upon the report or the accuracy or completeness of any conclusions and should make their
own enquiries and obtain independent advice in relation to such matters.
O t h e r Limitations
PB will not be liable to update or revise the report to take into account any events, emergent
circumstances or facts occurring or becoming apparent after the date of the report.
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The scope of services did not include any assessment of the title to nor ownership of the
properties, buildings and structures referred to in the report, nor the application or
interpretation of laws in the jurisdiction in which those properties, buildings and structures
are located.

•

•
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Appendix A
Status of Monitoring Wells
T U G U N B Y P A S S G R O U N D W A T E R B O R E SUMMARY
Monitoring objective
New Geotechnical Bores

How many bores?

Average depth of bore

5

40 m
1x40m

Comment
Locations proposed by A R B as part o f new Geotech program.
Need to negotiate casing diameter to use bores in pump test and injection testing.

B

New Geotechnical Bores also used for Pumping Bores

1

C

New Geotechnical Bores also used for Injection testing

3

40 m

New Monitoring Bores for Pump Testing and Off-Alignment
Monitoring (listed in increasing distance from pumping bore)

6

5.3 m

Locations proposed by RS for dedicated groundwater program/ pump test/ injection test.

New Monitoring Bores
"Regional" Monitoring

3

5.3 m

Locations proposed by RS for dedicated groundwater program/ pump test/ injection test.

for

Pump

Testing

and

Off-Alignment

Existing Monitoring Bores
G

Fire Training Area bores

35

Varied

2

Unknown

Existing bores. Number to be included in ongoing monitoring may need to be rationalised.
Existing bores. Inclusion in monitoring program could be considered

H

Existing Tugun landfill monitoring

5

??

Existing bores. Inclusion in monitoring program could be considered

I

New Tugun landfill monitoring

5

??

Locations to be decided. Proposed 2 upgradient and 3 down gradient. Confirm with DB.

New Tugun landfill Test pits

3

8-10m

New Airport dump site bores

1

4m

2

3m

Characterise dump site waste

Unknown 10-20

lm

Assess and Delineate suspected blasting sands

N e w Airport dump site Test pits
New Sand blasting Test pits

Characterise land fill waste

Program A to C: New bores to be installed as part of Geotech program
Program D & E: New Bores l o b e installed in addition to Geotech program
Program I. New bores to be installed based on final agreement with DMR.
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l -0. 5-10
' 16-18

100

10-16

75

68

Y

/

v

BH41

549955

6883146

40

150

-0.5-10
16-18

100

10-16

75

68

V

v

v

B H48

550485

6882921

40

150

-0.5-10
16-18

100

10-16

75

68

v

y

v

B H49

550527

6882884

40

150

-0.5-10
16-18

100

10-16

75

68

v

V

v

100

10-16

75

68

../

Y

v

150

10-16

106

205

v

v

v

:
BH52

550725

6882833

40

:150

-0.
5-1016_18

2

New Geotechnical Bores also used for Pumping Bores
BH43A

6883070

550131

40

200

. -0.5-10
16-18

P

P

New Geotechnical Bores also used for Injection testing
BH42

550032

. 6883067

40

250

-0. 5-10
16-18

200

10-16

158

201

v

V

Y

BH44

550126

6883030

40

250

-0.5-10
16-18

200

10-16
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V

v

v

L

I

9

BH47

550189

6883002

40

250

-0. 5-10
16-18

—
200

—
10-16

158
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v

V

v

M

I
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New Monitoring Bores for P u m p Testing and Off-Alignment Monitoring (listed in increasing distance from pumping bore)
MB5

.

MB7
MB3

550149

.

550106

.

550185

6883121

.

6882989

.

6883223

.

6

100

4

100

6

1 100

0-4
0-2
3.5-4
0-4

50

4-5.5

11

70

v

v

v

L

L

11

50

2-3.5

11

70

v

Y

v

M

L

12

4-5.5

11

70

i

V

v

M

4-5.5

11

70

v

v

vM

50
'

13

550316

6883122

6

100

-40
5.5-6

50

M B8

550262

6882905

4

100

0-2
3.5-4

50

2-3.5

11

70

v

v

y

M

16

MB2

550168

6883297

6

100

0-4
5.5-6

50

4-5.5

11

70

V

V

V

M

15

MB4

.
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Appendix A
Status of Monitoring Wells

BorelD

Easting

Hole
Diam
(mm)

Depth
(mBG)

Northing

Casing
Diam
(mm)

Casing
Interval
(mBG)

Aquifer Testing

Monitoring requirements

New and Existing Bores

Gravel
ik ,
' g'
2mm
gravel

Screen
Interval
(mBG)

Concrete

Drilling
Cost

Construction
Cost

Water
Level
(lx
month)

Data
logger
(lx
3months)

Field
Chemistry
(pH, EC,
T, DO,
COD,
Acidity)
month)

ox

Full Analysis
pH, Temp, EC, DO,
Ca, Mg, Na, K, SO4,
Cl, Fe, Mn, Al, Total
N, Total P, COD,
Titratable Acidity
off at beginning
and end)

v

y

Pump
Test
P=pumped

i.T.i_rognitgoerred

Injection
Test
P=pumped
1111=Monitored

L.,ogger

1-injection

1
(

w
> '2 .o
E
g
u

E

.
.
New Monitoring Bores for P u m p Testing and Off-Alignment "Regional" Monitoring
MB6

550470

6882988

6

100

MB9

550472

6882685

4

100

550350

6883557

6

MB1

.

.

100

0-46
0-2
3.5-4
-4
.

50

4-5.5

11

70

50

2-3.5

11

70

4-5.5

11

70

50

.

v

v

v

v

.

M

17

M

' 19

M

18

Existing Monitoring Bores
549248

6883451

6

100

-0.585-3

50

3-6

v

y

v

20

549740

6883604

6

100

-0.295-3

50

3-6

v

v

y

21

549929

6883330

6

100

-0.533-3

50

3-6

v

y

v

22

D1

550508

6883486

12

100

-0.53-9

50

9-12

.7

v

v

23

D2

550505

6883484

9

100

-0.525-6

50

6-9

v

y

v

24

D3

550502

6883483

6

100

-0.555-3

50

3-6

1

y

y

El

550272

6882971

5.5

100

: -0.513-2.5

-: 50

. 2.5-5.5

v

y

y

M

E2

550271

8.5

• 100

. -0.528-5.5

50

5.5-8.5

v

v

y

L

E3

550269

6882976

11.5

100

-0.475-8.5

50

8.5-11.5

..(

v

v

M

550011

6883225

6

100

-0.655-3

50

3-6

../

y

Y

L

550211

6883089

5

' 100

50

2-5

v

y

Y

L

v

A

9
10
12A1

549138

.
'6882973

6883909

,

17

.

100

12A2
12B1

549138

6883909

42

100

' -0.57-2

6883134

.

25
26
' 27
. 28
L

29
30

0.16-14

50

14-17

v

y

. 31

0.19-5.5

30

5.5-8.5

v

Y

y

32

0.175-39.5

50

39.5-42

v

v

v

33

V

v

y

34

0,205-19.2

1262

•

30

I 19 .222.2
'

0.145-12

50

12-15

v

y

Y

M

35

13A2

0.18-4

30

4-7

y

Y

y

M

36

13131

0.13542.33

50

42 .3348.33

v

v

v

M

37

0.12-25.5

30

25.528.5

v

Y

y

M

38

0.15-12

50

12-15

v

v

y

L

39

0.155-3

30

3-6

v

v

y

L

40

0.12-43.48

50

43.48-

v

Y

v

M

41

13A1

550043

550058

6883114

15

48.33

100

100

13132
14A1

550067

6883056

15

100

14A2
14B1

550072

6883049

49.48
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Status of Monitoring Wells

BorelD

Easting

Northing
.

Gravel
(kg)
2mm
gravel

Field
Full Analysis
Chemistry
pH, Temp, EC, DO,
EC,
(pH,
Ca, Mg, Na, K, SO4,
T, DO,est CC
,l I Fe, Mn, Al,AI Total
COD,
N, Total P, COD,
Acidity)
Titratable Acidity
(1 off at beginning
(1X
and end)
month)

Data
logger
(lx
3months)

Water
Level
(lx
month)

Injection
Test

Pump

4)

Z '2 J,E1

Casing
Diam
(mm)

Screen
Interval
(mBG)

0.11-26.5

30

26.529.5

Y

y

v

0.122-12.2

50

12.215.1

v

v

v

43

3.2-6.1

Casing
Interval
(mBG)

Hole
Diam
(mm)

Depth
(mBG)

Aquifer Testing

Monitoring requirements

New and Existing Bores

Drilling
Cost

Concrete

Construction
Cost

P=pumped
P=pumped
M.Monitored
hivioogoitgoerred
L=logger

g
§ t
2
0
i=injection

49.48
14B2
18A1

6882587

551060

100

15.1

18A2
18B1

' 551062

' 6882586 ' 49.5

, 100

1882
17A1
17A2
17B1

6882718

550682
I

I

I

550681

6882721

550265

6883983

23B-1

I
50

17132
226

17
.
_I549627

6883340

100

11

v

v

y

44

50

43'5'
• 49.5

v

v

y

45

0.12-28.5

30

28.531.5

v

v

y

46

0.155-14.2

50

14.217.2

v

y

y

47

0.148-3.2
.
' 0.11-43.5

30

I 0.14-6
100

I 30

I 6-9
44-50

y

v

v

I 48
. 49

0-26

30

26-29

v

v

v

50

v

V

v

.

v

1
I

Fire Training Area bores
I 549346 I 6884329
FT5

1

V

I

y

v

.7

v

51
I 82
. 53

v

V

v

54

V

V

I 55

v

V

56

v

I

6884292

.
Tugun Landfill Monitoring
Tgw1
548424
6885232 :
I 548666 6885148
Tgw3

I-

50

238-3

549273

I

0-44

23B-2

New FT

42

M

I

I

J

V
V

V

I

I

v

Tgw4

548953

6884899

57
I 88
. 59

Tgw5

549192

6884536

.60

Tgw6
Note:

1 549109 1-6884390i
1
I

1

,
1_

I

r

i

i
L

1
_I

_,I

1

1L

i

I,

1

1 61

All possible monitoring bores have been listed, actual numbers and positions will be rationalised depending on budget and it may also be possible to reduce monitoring after initial results are evaluated.
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Appendix B
Preliminary Recommendations
Memorandum

MEMORANDUM
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Date:

17 June 2005

To:

Tugun Bypass Geotechnical Investigation Team

Job:

2134070C-600

From:

Peter Woods, Principal Hydrogeologist

Re:

G r o u n d w a t e r D a t a C o l l e c t i o n T u g u n B y p a s s Tunnel
A r e a — P r e l i m i n a r y R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s ( s u b j e c t to
amendment)

P a r s o n s Brinckerhoff
PPK House
101 Pine Street
Adelaide SA 5000
GPO Box 398
Adelaide SA 5001
Australia
Telephone +61 8 8405 4300
Facsimile +61 8 8405 4301
Email adelaide@pb.com.au
A B N 8 4 7 9 7 3 2 3 433
NCSI Certified Quality System ISO 9001

At the request of Amanda O'Kane, Senior Hydrogeologist, I have reviewed the historic
documentation and current proposals and draft discussion documents regarding the current and
proposed additional groundwater investigations at the Tugun Bypass Tunnel site. This included
a site visit on 16 June 2005 accompanied by Amanda and David Marks of Queensland
Department of Main Roads, and discussions with PB staff Amanda O'Kane, Hugh Donaldson,
David Rankin, Adrian Bulcock and Josef Major.
Of importance to the program is the dewatering requirement (if any) for the installation of the
bentonite slurry walls before they are converted to concrete. The existing program was based
on the assumption that 2 m watertable drawdown would be required at the location of the wall.
Current indications, to be confirmed, suggest that 1 m or zero drawdown may be required if the
height of the future construction/flood control bund is used to provide the required head on the
bentonite slurry.
This likely lesser dewatering requirement due to further design considerations reduces the
magnitude of aquifer stressing required during hydrogeological testing.
However, as
groundwater extraction and re-injection will still be required under the updated construction
requirements, the emphasis and scope of the hydraulic testing can be adjusted to suit and
reduce the possibility of the testing causing activation of acid production in potentially acid
sulphate soil.
Because of the likely reduced extraction and re-injection requirements, I recommend that the test
injection bores be constructed to the same design as the test extraction bore, i.e. 150 mm
diameter rather than 200 mm diameter. This will also reduce rig power and waste disposal
requirements. In the case that the capacity of 150 mm injection bores proves problematic, larger
diameters could be used during construction of the bypass when better access is available.
Two of the new locations for test injection bores are likely to be required as extraction rather than
injection bores during bypass construction, such that the loss of future injection capacity is not
considered significant.
The emphasis of the program is towards the practicalities of design and construction of the
future bypass tunnel. The original program was partly to obtain better hydraulic information to
confirm the regional groundwater model. However, even a 100-hour pumping test will provide
good hydraulic data for a radius of 100-400 in, and would improve knowledge in its vicinity only,
and may create enough drawdown to cause acid production from the potential acid sulphate
soils of the site. Geotechnical results suggest viability in the aquifer over 10s of metres.
Reduced testing of the test production bore is recommended, with resources used for a greater
number of less accurate hydraulic tests to obtain better information on site variability. The
testing of three test injection bores is maintained as it addresses this latter requirement.

O v e r a C e n t u r y of
E n g i n e e r i n g Excellence
Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia Pty L i m i t e d A C N 0 7 8 0 0 4 798 a n d Parsons Btinckethoff International lAusbaliai Ply Landed A C N 0 0 6 475 0 5 6 trading as Parsons Brinckethoff A B N 84 797 323 433
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L o c a t i o n s o f N e w P i e z o m e t e r s a n d T e s t Production/Injection
Bores
I agree with the staged approach suggested by Amanda Bowman, unless time is of a critical
constraint. However, I consider that the test production and test injection bores can be installed
as soon as a suitable rig with appropriate mud and cuttings management is available. Based on
the objectives of the later pumping and injection tests, ground conditions and the requirement to
minimise site disturbance, I recommend the following:
1. Test Production (Extraction) Bore (EX01) Install as planned adjacent to BH43, which was
converted to a 50 mm piezometer and has good vehicular access with no vegetation clearing
requirements. EX01 should be installed 10 m from BH43 parallel to the alignment (5 m from the
location of the diaphragm wall), away from the centreline of the Gold Coast Airport runway.
2. Test Injection Bores:
INO1 (Site BH42; - keep as per existing program). Access has already been established
to this site. INO1 should be installed adjacent to the geotechnical bore, which was moved
slightly due to site constraints. This test injection bore (INO1) should be located 5 m outside the
diaphragm wall location if possible.
IN02 (formerly site BH44). Access to Site BH44 is difficult for larger rigs due to the
saturated and soft nature of the ground. BH44 should be converted to a shallow piezometer with
50 mm casing. IN02 may be shifted to the other (eastern) side of the tunnel alignment and
installed 5 m outside the diaphragm wall alignment at the western edge of the airport fence just
north of the SW fence corner. This ensures good access without further disturbance to
vegetation. IN02 may later be used as an extraction bore if required.
IN03 (formerly site BH47). As for site BH44 access is difficult for larger rigs. BH47
should be converted to a shallow piezometer with 50 mm casing. IN03 may be shifted to the
eastern side of the tunnel alignment and installed adjacent to site BH45 on the edge of an
existing raised track, 5 m from the diaphragm wall. This ensures good access without further
disturbance to vegetation. IN03 may later be used as an extraction bore if required.
I confirm that the positions of monitoring bores MB08 and MB09 can be shifted if required in
order to avoid the wetland environment adjacent to Cobaki Broadwater or other site constraints.
The new locations should be at approximately the same distance from the centreline of the
tunnel as the earlier recommended locations. I also confirm that the shifting of MB6 onto GCAC
land is suitable for its intended purpose.

N e x t Steps
Groundwater has not been consistently monitored at the site. When all bores are installed a full
groundwater characterisation monitoring event should be undertaken as previously
recommended.
1. Development and Survey
All new bores on site should be adequately developed to ensure representativeness of future
water samples, in particular to remove all traces of drilling mud and mud biodegradation
products. The electrical conductivity and pH of water during developing should be measured
and recorded at the beginning and end of developing. All bores should be surveyed, with
ground level and top of casing known to within 10 mm or better.

/3
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2. Bore Checking and Repair
Robert Scott (formerly of PB) documented the known status of bores throughout the site. Some
are damaged, and the status of all bores should be recorded during the monitoring event
In particular, some damage and ant infestation has occurred to the "E" group of monitoring
bores, which are completed at different depths in the aquifer. These bores are in the tunnel area
and should be repaired and cleaned out (re-developed as per item 1) prior to sampling and
hydraulic testing.
If the "E" bores cannot be repaired, an equivalent replacement "nest" of 4 piezometers should
be installed. 50 mm casing should be used for any replacement nested piezometers, which may
require four separate holes or two larger-diameter holes. Replacement piezometers (if required)
should be installed in a similar position relative and external to the diaphragm wall.
3. Groundwater Monitoring Event
A full site groundwater monitoring event (GME) should be undertaken when new bores are
available and "E" group bores are re-established. Newly developed or re-developed bores
should not be sampled for a minimum of 7 days following development. As previously indicated,
ongoing monitoring will be for a reduced analytical suite and possibly reduced numbers of
bores.
I will review the recommended monitoring program next week but expect to only recommend
minor changes. During the GME 'mini' slug tests using manual water level measurements should
be undertaken on 4 bores (chosen to reflect a range of lithologies from clean sand to coffee rock
or silty/clayey sand) to check to viability of this method of hydraulic testing on site.
4. Hydraulic Testing (Further details and justification to come).
4.1 Undertake short term "slug" hydraulic tests on an appreciable number of 50 and 30 mm
bores along the tunnel alignment. However, the high hydraulic conductivity of the sands
suggests electronic loggers will be required to undertake these tests. This will be confirmed by
the 'mini' tests. Details to follow. It is intended to obtain at least one vertical profile of hydraulic
conductivity from the "E" bores and preferably some of the other nested piezometers as well.
4.2 Pumping Test EX01; A step test (to establish the reaction of the bore to different pumping
rates), recover then a constant-rate pumping test should be undertaken on EX01, with a target
drawdown 0.5 m greater than the required drawdown or 1.5 m, whichever is greater. Monitoring
of water quality during this test is important and the test may be halted early. 48 rather than 100
hours are recommended as the test is intended to be of local relevance rather than
(sub)regional. Details to follow, and may be modified in the light of earlier stages.
Possibly two days each or in
4.3 Injection Tests (IN01, IN02, IN03). Details to follow.
combination, water sourced from EX01. May be modified in the light of earlier stages.
5. Inflow Modelling; consideration of undertaking more detailed 2-D slice seepage modelling of
inflow to the excavation following the installation of the diaphragm walls, including recovery of
water levels and the effectiveness of cross-tunnel drains.
Feedback on these draft recommendations is welcomed.
Regards
D r P e t e r Woods
Principal Hydrogeologist/Environmental Scientist
PB Accredited Professional Associate/Project Manager
Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia Pty Limited
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Groundwater Quality
The proposed construction method has potential to impact water quality. For this reason background
water quality should be determined. This is a very broad task; to narrow the options down potential
impacts are first considered.
Prior to construction the groundwater quality may have been influenced by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural salt water distribution due to proximity to saline surface water bodies, tidal ranges, natural
water level fluctuations and aquifer structure.
Sandmining, disturbance of ASS, subsequent land filling including some waste burial.
Tugun landfill.
Sanitary waste disposal.
Airport operations including leaks, spills and runway runoff.
Urban runoff.
Road runoff.
Leaking sewer lines.

Groundwater quality could be influenced during construction by:
•
•
•

Acid sulphate soil activation possibly resulting in pH and dissolved metal concentration changes.
Groundwater drawdown possibly influencing salt water intrusion.
Accidental contamination from spills and leaks of e.g. hydraulic oil or fuels.

Groundwater quality could be influenced during operation of the roadway:
•
•

Quality changes due to altered flow patterns; these might predominantly influence salinity
distribution.
Accidental contamination from spills.

The groundwater salinity distribution at the site has not been mapped and is expected to have relatively
complex horizontal and vertical distribution. Preliminary investigation of groundwater salinity has
suggested that it is related to distance from saline surface water bodies. During construction,
dewatering has potential to mix water and may therefore influence the salinity distribution. Thus some
mapping of the salinity distribution in the area prior to construction would be useful.
Some groundwater quality is temporally influenced in the bores by the use of biodegradable drilling
mud. Biodegradation of the mud occurs under reducing conditions and results in fermentation.
Evidence of fermentation is foaming water, gaseous water, yeasty or sour smell and dissolved organic
contaminants.
To obtain groundwater samples that are free of these local "contaminants" and
representative of the water in the aquifer sufficient time for biodegradation must be allowed, proper
development of new bores and sufficient purging of existing bores will be required.
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R e c o m m e n d e d Analytical Program
The parameters of concern are:
•
•
•
•

Salinity, showing fresh water, saline water and mixed zones.
pH and acidity, showing natural pH ranges and identifying the source of pH influence.
Dissolved metals, particularly iron, manganese and aluminium which may be toxic to some species.
Organic contamination, from past activity at the site.

Other potential contaminants such as nutrients that may be introduced from landfill or wastewater
disposal in the area will not be influenced by construction but should be determined as part of the
background water quality investigation.
Groundwater chemistry should be determined in three phases:

•

1.

2.
3.

Before construction to show background water quality and commence time-series data.
During construction for routine on-going monitoring (ongoing time-series data).
After construction as a comparison of water quality before construction began.

The following water quality parameters should be measured for the characterisation groundwater
monitoring event (Tables C l , 0.2).
T a b l e C.1

G r o u n d w a t e r C h e m i s t r y C h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n Program
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All bores

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Some

Some

No**

Yes

Landfill area

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

n/a

Firefighting area

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes

No**

Yes

Sandblasting Area

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

No

No

Yes

n/a

*Trace element analyses should be on filtered then acidified samples.
— Analysis for additional trace elements in certain bores may be required if pH is <4.
— Some parameters included elsewhere for characterisation event.
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Table C.2

G r o u n d w a t e r C h e m i s t r y A n a l y t i c a l Lists

Field Parameters

water level, EC, pH, temperature, Eh, Dissolved Oxygen

Major Ions

Ion Balance, lab EC, TDS, lab pH, Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, Sodium,
Chloride, Sulphate, Alkalinity (HCO3, CO3, OH), total titrable acidity, Total Organic
Carbon (TOC)

Indicator Ions

Sulfate, total titrable acidity, TOC

Minor Elements and Nutrients Ammonium, Fluoride, Bromide, Nitrate, Nitrite, total Phosphorous, dissolved Silica,
Hydrocarbons & VHCs

Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), BTEX, Volatile Halogenated Compounds
(VHCs),

Landfill Indicators

Lab EC, TDS, Chloride, Sulphate, Ammonium, TOC.

Trace Elements (long list)

Aluminium, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium, Boron, Cadmium, Chromium, Cobalt,
Copper, Lead, Iron, Manganese, Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium, Tin,
Vanadium, Zinc

Trace Elements (short list)

Aluminium, Iron, Manganese.

Notes: EC = Electrical Conductivity, Eh = redox potential.

Following g r o u n d w a t e r characterisation, a r e d u c e d w a t e r quality suite s h o u l d b e u s e d . This is s u b j e c t to
r e v i e w after c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n , but a likely p r o g r a m is given in T a b l e C.3.
Every 5 y e a r s t h e full c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n suite s h o u l d b e repeated.
Table C.3
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*Trace element analyses should be on filtered then acidified samples.
required for some areas, depending on the results of characterisation.
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR

Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment

Strategic Issues
General

Al

It is unclear how the proposal addresses

The Pacific Motorway (including the Tweed Heads Bypass) is the primary road connection

the objectives set out. In particular, there

between south-east Queensland and northern NSW. As such, its predominant function is the

does not appear to have been a
quantitative assessment of the current

efficient movement of freight and long-distance trips between these areas.

freight traffic or other regional/interstate
traffic or show how the separation
between heavy vehicles and local/tourist
traffic is addressed.

The existing Gold Coast Highway is essentially an urban arterial road. In addition to the through
traffic movements between the Pacific Highway and the Tweed Heads Bypass, this section of
road also currently caters for local movements along the coastline and traffic to/from the Gold
Coast Airport.
The proposed Tugun Bypass would provide the 'missing link' in a motorway standard inter-state
highway between Queensland and NSW. It would enable the separation of through and local
traffic movements which would improve both the safety and efficiency of traffic movements
within the corridor. The bypass route would be to 100km/h standard, with access limited to
grade separated interchanges at either end. The bypass would also be more direct than the
existing route and hence be attractive to through vehicles.
The proposed bypass would allow the Gold Coast Highway to retum to its intra-regional function
of providing access for local residents, businesses, the Gold Coast Airport and other
destinations along the coast.
A traffic model using the computer software EMME/2 was developed for the project. This was
calibrated against existing traffic volumes and land use. Future traffic volumes have been
derived based upon planned land use and road network. The break-up of traffic volumes with
and without the Bypass is given below.
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

Year 2007

Road
Gold Coast
Highway
Tugun Bypass

Cars

No Bypass
Total
Heavy
Vehicles
Vehicles*
(per day)

% Heavy
Vehicles

83,300

5,900

89,200

6.6%

0

0

0

N/A

Cars

With Bypass
Total
Heavy
Vehicles
Vehicles
(per day)

% Heavy
Vehicles

Gold Coast
Highway

42,300

1,100

43,400

2.5%

Tugun Bypass

41,200

4,800

46,000

10.4%

Year 2017

Road
Gold Coast
Highway
Tugun Bypass

Cars
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% Heavy
Vehicles

112,200

7,900

120,100

6.6%

0

0

0

N/A

Cars
Gold Coast
Highway

No Bypass
Total
Heavy
Vehicles
Vehicles
(per day)

59,000

With Bypass
Total
Heavy
Vehicles
Vehicles
(per day)
1,900

60,900

% Heavy
Vehicles
3.1%

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment

Tugun Bypass

53,600

6,000

59,600

10.1%

* Heavy vehicles range from long wheelbase two axle vehicles to B-Double trucks.
The trip matrices used in the traffic model for this project include visitor movements. The
following details for visitor movements within the study area (between Currumbin Creek and
Terranora Creek) have been extracted from the model trip matrices:
•

visitor travel within the study area accounts for about 7% of the total visitor trips

•

visitor travel between the study area and the rest of the model account for about 7%
of the total visitor trips

•

the remaining 86% of visitor trips do not travel to the study area.

For both visitor trips and movement of commercial vehicles the traffic analysis overwhelmingly
demonstrates that there is a very high percentage of commercial vehicles and visitors that are
not local traffic and have a need to use the proposed bypass.

A2

General

Much of the justification for the bypass

Main Roads is constrained in that it is only responsible for state controlled roads, while local

refers to the reduction in traffic on the
Gold Coast Highway, the opportunities to

roads are the responsibility of the various local councils. Therefore Main Roads could not
commit to undertake measures in the EIS that were the remit of other administrative bodies
unless they were already part of a published strategy or plan. Queensland Government

improve public transport along this
corridor, separation of local traffic from
through/regional/freight traffic. The
project as described, however, does not
include any proposals to capture this
created capacity Similarly there is no
.
quantification of the local verses through
traffic and east/west movement
improvements
Severance effects are identified as a key
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planning that was being undertaken concurrently with the preparation of the EIS has resulted in
the recent release of two plans that include commitments to mass transit corridor along the Gold
Coast Highway.
The draft Translink Network Plan for SE Queensland, published by Queensland Transport in
February 2005, includes the commitment to investigate extending a mass transit priority corridor
south to Coolangatta and west to Parkwood, and start staged implementation with bus priority
measures between Broadbeach and Coolangatta.
The South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program 2005-2026, published by the
Queensland government in April 2005 identifies that significant population and development

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference

Response

amenity issues with the current situation

activity growth will challenge the capability of the local transport system. It identifies that

however it is not clear how this will

improvements to the road system are only part of the solution and that public transport will need
to play an increasing role in moving people efficiently. The plan includes the following

change.

commitments for Gold Coast public transport:
•

bus priority on Gold Coast Highway plus bus stations

•

quality public transport corridor Helensvale/Parkwood to Broadbeach to Coolangatta

•

bus priority/high occupancy vehicle program

•

Translink sub-regional station upgrade.

The above plans are in accordance with the South East Queensland Regional Framework for
Growth Management that outlines a set of principles to achieve an improved public transport
network in south-east Queensland. Its strategy aims to encourage development patterns that
maximise the efficient use of public transport and minimise transport costs, thereby reducing the
dependence on the private motor vehicle.
The strategic mission of the Regional Framework is to provide a realistic altemative to car travel
in light of a decline in the provision and use of public transport in the past decade. There are
various reasons contributing to this decline, including:
•

quality of service delivery of public transport relative to car travel

•

social and economic trends resulting in increased car travel

•

dispersed land use and travel pattems

•

more car-oriented local development.

The Integrated Regional Transport Plan develops specific objectives to meet the wider strategic
goals of the Regional Framework for Growth Management. It seeks to increase the current
proportion of trips made on public transport in the south-east Queensland region by 50 percent
by 2011. The overall market share of public transport in the Gold Coast region is currently
around two percent. The Integrated Regional Transport Plan aims to increase this to 6.5 percent
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment
of all trips.

A 50 percent increase in public transport's share of all travel would reduce estimated vehicle
travel demand in 2011 by nine percent, from 93 million to 85 million vehicle kilometres travelled
each day. The first step is to plan a transport system that can accommodate increased public
transport use and reduced car dependency.
Strategies include:
•

implementation of the Robina to Coolangatta—Tweed rail extension proposal

•

provision of public transport priority, Runaway Bay to Coolangatta along the Gold
Coast Highway alignment

•

expansion of the range of services available

•

improved access to public transport

The proposed bypass would delay the need to widen the existing Gold Coast Highway which
would result in the following:
a)

The delay in widening the highway provides the opportunity to construct indented bus bays
at the bus stops along the highway and bus priority measures (such as bus queue jumps)
at the signalised intersections. Although these would be constructed by others (not within
this proposal), the widening of the Gold Coast Highway to six lanes would likely prohibit
these improvements.

b)

Widening of the highway to six lanes would result in additional severance issues. The
reduction in traffic volumes though this corridor (due to the construction of the bypass)
would improve the amenity along the Gold Coast Highway and the adjacent service roads
for pedestrians, cyclists, local residences and businesses.

Refer to Point B.3 for details of east-west traffic volumes. The Traffic and Transport technical
paper provides analysis of the through traffic that would use the proposed bypass.
The through traffic volumes are approximately 55% of the total traffic volumes through the
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Response

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference

corridor and the majority of these trips would use the bypass as noted previously.
Main Roads has resisted the installation of pedestrian signals and the signalisation of existing
intersections to maintain, as much as possible, reasonable traffic flow for the inappropriate mix
of interstate heavy vehicles and, local and tourist traffic along the Gold Coast Highway.
Should the proposal be constructed, this would present the opportunity to improve accessibility
across the Gold Coast Highway for pedestrian movement via:
•

New pedestrian crossings

•

Adjusting the phases of existing signals to improve cross highway accessibility.

Access for vehicle movements across the highway and to the local road network could also be
improved by the provision of new signalised intersections.
A3

General

Further, the EIS appears to lack detailed
consideration of the alternatives such as
the "do nothing" or "do minimal" options
rather than having decided that a bypass
is required, selecting a preferred
alignment.

The objectives of the proposal and a series of strategies required to achieve them are outlined
in Chapter 4 of the EIS. The analysis of the options available to satisfy these needs has shown
that Option C4 would provide the greatest level of satisfaction of these objectives.
Presented below is a summary of the environmental benefits that would not be realised without
the Tugun Bypass. In relation to travel efficiency and safety, the implications of not proceeding
would include:
•
•

Increased traffic volumes on the Gold Coast Highway through Tugun and Bilinga;
Increased congestion at intersections along the Gold Coast Highway and related
decline in travel speeds and travel times;

•

Increased travel times for buses from Tugun to Coolangatta;

•

Increased rat-running along the service roads parallel to the Gold Coast Highway and
a related decline in ease of access to adjacent property;

•

Increased vehicle and pedestrian conflict leading to an increasing rate of accidents
and fatalities; and
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment

•

Inability to implement improvements in public transport facilities and increase usage
due to increasing traffic congestion and lack of road space.

In addition to the environmental and transport related benefits and opportunities created by the
proposed Tugun Bypass, a range of adverse impacts relating to its construction and operation
would be avoided if the proposal did not proceed. The EIS describes these adverse impacts
and the measures that would be employed to manage them.
Failure to implement the proposal would ensure that the impacts resulting from it would not be
incurred. The effects of these impacts and the measures included in the proposal to minimise
them are described in detail in parts of the EIS.
Unrealised Local Environmental Improvements
Air Quality
•

Improvement in air quality in Tugun & Bilinga;

•

Redistribution of vehicle emissions leading to an improvement in dispersion.

Noise
•

Noise level reductions along the Gold Coast Hwy

Safety
•

Improvement in pedestrian safety as indicated by a forecast annual reduction of
vehicular accidents resulting in injury of approximately 14 per year at the time of
opening of the proposed Tugun Bypass

Amenity
•

Improved amenity of public spaces adjacent to the Gold Coast Hwy

Unrealised Regional Environmental Improvements
Total Emissions
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

•

Small reduction in total motor vehicle emissions from the Gold Coast road network

Energy Use
•

Reduction in annual fuel consumption rising to one million litres by 2015.

Public Transport Improvements
Opportunity to improve public transport services along the coast and potentially increase public
transport share of total trips.
General

A4

Whilst the EIS incorporates the

The Queensland Government released the South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and

preservation of the rail corridor and

Program 2005-2026 in April 2005. The plan details the commitment to extend the Gold Coast

construction of the rail tunnel slab, there

rail line from Robina to Coolangatta. The final section of the planned extension from Elanora to

is no clear commitment to future
provision of the rail line. The Department

Coolangatta is programmed to begin in 2015 and is expected to cost $500 million.

is concerned that the proposed alignment
is at least in part due to the ability to
incorporate the road and rail line within a
single corridor. Without any commitment
to the provision of the rail line in the short
term, would the preferred alignment have
been selected?

Queensland Transport have displayed an IAS for the section of the upgrade from Robina to
Elanora and a second IAS will shortly be placed on display for the section from Elanora to
Coolangatta.
Although the ability to preserve a corridor for rail was considered in determining the route of the
bypass, other factors were considered to be more critical (also noting that accommodation for
rail was not a specific criteria used in the 1999 route selection process). The upgrade of the
Gold Coast Highway had a number of advantages:
•

reduced impact on natural environment

•

may be constructed in stages

•

minimal impact on operations at Gold Coast Airport.

However there are also a number of significant disadvantages to this option, These are:
•
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It would not provide a high speed interstate route as a 100km/h road could only be
built at a very high cost.

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment

•

One road corridor versus two corridors. There are no altemate routes if the road
corridor is blocked by a major accident/incident

•

The upgrade of the Gold Coast Highway doesn't allow for future rail development. A
separate rail corridor is not financially viable.

•

Federal government funding commitment of $120M announced on 10 March 2003
was subject to Queensland building a full bypass of Tugun. An upgrade of the Gold
Coast Highway doesn't meet this condition of funding.

•

Construction under traffic would be extremely difficult.

•

The upgrade would further diminish the amenity value of the area due to significant
increases in noise, disturbance and severance.

Therefore, while rail has been a consideration in the development of the concept for the
bypass, it was not a major consideration in the selection of the preferred route.
General

A5

Unless these issues are to be addressed
as part of the proposal, it is not
considered acceptable that they be used
as a justification. If the proposal is aiming
to simply provide additional capacity
rather than a true alternative then this
should be stated.

By removing a large number of vehicles from the Gold Coast Highway, improvements in public
transport delivery and the provision of other transport modes by other agencies are made
possible. Currently, the high and increasing level of congestion on the Gold Coast Highway
makes it impossible to dedicate lanes for buses or other high occupancy vehicles without
causing further deterioration in levels of service for other road users. The proponents consider
this a legitimate and important element of the overall project justification.
The proposed bypass would result in an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 vehicles per day in 2017
(as shown in Table 4.2) compared to approximately 70,000 vehicles per day on the Gold Coast
Highway in 2002. At the same time, the nature of traffic would be expected to change, with
heavy goods vehicles forming a smaller proportion of vehicles using the Gold Coast Highway.
As a result, local government and other agencies are expected to be able to proceed with
proposals for bus lanes, alternative transport modes such as a light rail system, the
development of bicycle routes, and improvements in pedestrian access as noted previously.
These initiatives will not only provide improved amenities for local residents and tourists in the
area, but will also assist in limiting the growth in vehicular traffic and extending the life of the
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TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response
proposed bypass for as long as possible.
Although not an integral part of the Tugun Bypass proposal, and not considered as part of the
modelling at this stage, the public transport initiatives discussed in earlier sections will become
possible as a result of the bypass.

TRAFFIC
B1

General

It is noted that all comparisons have been
made between the bypass and the Gold
Coast Highway (the do nothing option),
however, it is apparent that the "do
nothing" option for the Gold Coast
Highway will not be sustainable in terms
of operation within a few years (less that
the 10 year period proposed).
The Department considers that the "do
minimal" scenario should be identified
and comparisons made to this scenario.
This is supported by the economic
assessment which uses as the "base
case" an upgrade of the existing highway
to accommodate future demand (p. 19.2).

The 'Do Minimal' approach is very similar to the 'A' alignment proposals outlined in the EIS,
from an alignment perspective, as 'A' alignment options were based on upgrading the existing
Gold Coast Highway.
The difference between the 'A alignment options defined in the EIS and the 'Do Minimal' option
relate to the extent of work and the timing of the works. An example of the 'Do Minimal' option
would be to increase the number of lanes along the Gold Coast Highway from 4 to 6. This
would provide additional capacity for a short period as the number of vehicles on the Gold
Coast Highway today warrant 6 lanes.
The 'Do Minimal' approach, it could be argued, is what Main Roads has been doing on the Gold
Coast Highway. That approach has not addressed the issues that the community keep raising.
These issues include:
Improving traffic congestion and travel times
Improving amenity of area (e.g through reduced heavy vehicle numbers), and
Improving safety for locals and through traffic.

B2

General
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The justification of the project relies

Figure 8.3 of the Traffic and Transport Technical Paper details the existing bus services and

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Module/Section
Reference

Comment
Number

Response

DIPNR Comment
somewhat on the potential improvements
to public transport along the Gold Coast

was generated as part of the Robina to Tugun IAS project in 2001. This figure also identifies
opportunities to provide additional services / or modify the existing bus services when the

corridor. There does not appear to be any
proposal to capture the opportunity to

proposed extension of the Gold Coast railway line to Coolangatta is constructed.

provide improvements until the widening
of the Gold Coast Highway to 6 lanes
were to occur. The EIS does not provide
any indication of the existing public
transport services along the corridor or
the likely future demand. Further

The construction of the Tugun Bypass provides an opportunity to delay the widening the Gold
Coast Highway to six lanes. This could allow opportunities to improve the bus infrastructure
such as indented bus bays at the bus stops along the highway and bus priority measures (such
as bus queue jumps) at the signalised intersections. Although these would be constructed by
others (not within this proposal), the widening to six lanes would likely prohibit these
improvements.

consideration of what proposals could be
put in place as part of the bypass is
required

General

B3

There is no quantification of the local
traffic verses through traffic issues or the
east/west movement within the corridor. It
would seem that east/west movements
would be largely in the northern section

At the northern end of the bypass, about 40% of the total traffic volumes will continue to use the
existing east-west Pacific Highway corridor to access the Gold Coast Highway. However, only
25% of the cross-border traffic will use the Tweed Heads Bypass (between the Tugun Bypass
and the Gold Coast Airport). This indicates that a larger proportion of the traffic from the local
area travels north rather than south into NSW.

of the Gold Coast Highway corridor

The resultant traffic volumes along the existing east-west Pacific Highway corridor and the

however it appears that this section will
continue to be subject to significant traffic

Tweed Heads Bypass corridor (between the Tugun Bypass and the Gold Coast Airport) are
expected to be well below capacity once the Tugun Bypass is constructed.

volumes even with the bypass.

FLORA AND FAUNA
Cl

General
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Despite the 'natural environment' being

Further work has been undertaken on the Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat package since

rated higher than all other issues except
safety (refer to compared comparison

public display. This includes a review on adequacy and additional, more detailed survey on the
flora and fauna values of the land proposed. A number of reports have been produced and are

table), the decision to select the 'C4'

provided in Appendices G, H, J and K of the Submissions Report.

option makes a trade-off by accepting
significant ecological impacts. The

Additional management measures (and land) have since been proposed and aim to improve the

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Module/Section
Reference

Comment
Number

DIPNR Comment
ecological impacts of the proposal are
assessed in this context and, therefore,
focus on the need for comprehensive and
'best practice mitigation. O f particular
concern is the reliance on a sound yet
unremarkable compensatory habitat
package to justify 'residual' impacts of the
proposal. Additionally, compensatory
habitat has yet to be finalised, including
long-term management issues. Further
consideration of opportunities for
recreating linkages across Boyd Street to
improve the existing barrier for potoroos
is recommended.
It is also noted that the information
regarding aquatic impacts appears to be
around 4 years old. It is recommended
that this be reviewed for any changes
which might have occurred during that

Response
conservation value of the compensatory land proposed or ameliorate common impacts of
surrounding development.
Impact assessment of the Tugun Bypass has identified the barrier effects of Boyd Street on the
Long-nosed Potoroo. Discussions have been held with Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd and Tweed
Shire Council in the attempt to ameliorate these impacts and in a manner appropriate to all
parties. It was subsequently agreed to develop an integrated plan of management for the
potoroo that addresses the impact of each parties development. This would include a design
review of fauna underpasses (at and below grade) proposed within the Boyd Street extension
and their timing for implementation.
This measure is detailed within the Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat and proposed as part
of a Plan of Management for the potoroo.
The water quality data used in the assessment of aquatic impacts covered a period of fifteen
years from 1985 to 2001. Since the completion of the monitoring there have been no significant
changes within the immediate catchment of the Cobaki Broadwater, with the exception of a
large sedimentation pond and treatment system constructed by the Pacific Exchange group to
collect and treat run off from their Pacific Beach Estate development.
As the proposal doesn't cross any permanent watercourses and artificial wetland treatment
systems will be constructed to ensure that all road run off is treated prior to discharge and that
the treatment levels will ensure that there is no impact on the receiving waters.

time.

PLANNING ISSUES
D1

General

It is noted that currently the Boyd Street
overpass is not considered part of the
project but is shown to indicate that a
potential future access across the bypass
from the Cobaki Lakes development is
not precluded. It is also understood that
the RTA/QMR is currently consulting with
Tweed Council regarding this matter as it
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Boyd Street overpass and interchange options have been further investigated from the traffic
engineering and environmental perspectives. The outcomes of these studies were discussed
with TSC officers during 3 June, 5 July and 31 August 2005 meetings.
The studies concluded that there is no need for an interchange at this stage. However, QMR
agreed to provide assistance to TSC in obtaining approvals for an overpass as a separate
project.
Boyd Street interchange/overpass issues were considered at the 21 September 2005 Tweed
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Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
is understood that both council and the
developer consider that this should be
included as part of the project and as a
full interchange. Clarification of this issue
as soon as possible is recommended.

Response
Shire Council Operational Committee and Council meetings. A motion was passed which
supported the inclusion of an overpass - either as part of the current approvals process or as a
separate project - provided it is constructed at the same time as the bypass, Boyd Street access
is not cut and the design geometry does not preclude a future possible upgrade to a full
interchange. This support is conditional on Main Roads joining with the NSW RTA, Gold Coast
City Council and TSC to prepare a master plan for the border sections of the Pacific Highway
between the Tweed River (Barneys Point) and Stewart Road (Tugun)
Approval for an overpass is not being sought as part of the Tugun Bypass project.

SPECIFIC ISSUES
General

El

E2

General

E.3

p. 1.4 — Over what timeframe is it
anticipated that the rail link to the airport

As described in the South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program (2005-2026),

would be provided?

Tugun and on to Coolangatta Airport between 2015-16 to 2025-26.

What funding has been committed?

See response A4

It is recognised that there is no real role
for N S W in the rail proposal, however the

See response A4

Queensland Transport intends to develop and extend the rail line further south from Elanora to

rail link has been used in the decision
making for the bypass and therefore if
there is no formal commitment to
providing this in the near future then
potentially the rail link should be taken
out of the equation in determining the
most appropriate bypass route.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (NEED FOR BYPASS)
F.1

In general, it is noted that the numerous
documents referred to in this chapter may
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Existing Problems creating the need:
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DIPNR Comment
recognise the potential future
construction of the bypass or similar,
however this does not necessarily
indicate the need for the project. The
need should be closely linked to the
justification.

Traffic
Significant development has occurred along the coastal strip between the Gold Coast and
Tweed Shire in the last thirty years, producing a continuous urban area from north of the Gold
Coast to south of Tweed Heads in NSW. This development has been accompanied by
increases in traffic demand as the population rises.
In addition the Gold Coast Highway also functions as the main cross border route for interstate
traffic including heavy vehicles. This results in a conflict between providing a fast, efficient
highway for interstate traffic and supplying the high level of access required for the local
community. This conflict causes congestion at peak hours, and during times of high usage such
as Christmas results in delays of an hour or more.
A number of indicators of travel efficiency and reliability have been used to determine the
condition of the Tugun road network, and all show a deteriorating situation which will
significantly worsen in the next five years. Anticipated changes include increases in average
travel times and greater demand resulting in a decline of the road network to accommodate this
demand at an acceptable level of service.
Intersection performance
Levels of service provide an indication of intersection performance, with level A providing free
flowing conditions and level F resulting in a break down of flows. The traffic modelling
undertaken shows that intersections in the Tugun area will be operating at levels of service from
E to F by 2007. This indicates that the traffic issues need immediate resolution.
Travel speeds
Modelling has shown that average travel speeds along the Gold Coast Highway in 2007 will
range from 10 to 66 Km/h, while in 2017 they will decrease to a range o f 10 to 46 km/h. The
slowest speeds will occur during the moming and evening peaks.
Travel times
Travel times from Stewart Road to Kennedy Drive via the Gold Coast Highway in 2004 were 912 minutes during the morning and afternoon peaks. Times will increase rapidly by 2007 and
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continue to increase thereafter without the bypass.
Travel times from Stewart Road to Kennedy Drive

2002

2007

2017

Morning Peak

9-11 min

>30min

>30min

Evening Peak

12min

>30min

>30min

Population Growth and Employment
The population of the Gold Coast-Tweed Heads region is forecast to increase to around
620,000 by 2011. This is expected to lead to a 60% increase in travel demand along the Gold
Coast Highway at Tugun from the current average of 72,000 vehicles per weekday to 120,000
by 2017. Without the bypass all this traffic would have to use the existing route along the Gold
Coast Highway and Tweed Heads Bypass.
The Gold Coast is an important employment centre in south-east Queensland and is expected
to account for 121,000 jobs by 2011, 01 20 percent of the total expected employment growth in
this area. The major employment node in the southern Gold Coast is Coolangatta and the
majority of employment growth in the next ten years is expected to be in Coolangatta and
around Elanora. Employment growth would be hindered by a non-functioning road network.
Population growth in the areas to the south and west of Coolangatta and the possible failure to
achieve complimentary growth in jobs in those areas will result in the demand for local trips
growing at a rate that is much faster than the growth in the resident population of Tugun.
Safety
286 accidents were recorded on the section of road between the Pacific Motorway and the
Tweed Heads Bypass from the period 1994 to 2004. Injury rates are higher than for a standard
four lane divided road, being a reflection of the high traffic volumes, a large number of
uncontrolled access points and the difference in speed expectations between through and local
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Response
traffic.
There are also areas where conflicts occur between pedestrian and cycle movements and the
traffic on the highway. These cross movements are generally associated with trips between
residential areas of Tugun to the west of the Gold Coast Highway and the shops and beaches
to the east.

Amenity of the area
The Gold Coast Highway runs through the middle of the Tugun and Billinga communities. The
movement of 72,000 vehicles per day, including B-Doubles and heavy vehicles, along this
corridor has some significant effects on the amenity of the area. The most significant effect is
the severance of the residential areas to the west from the amenity areas such as the shops
and beaches in the east. This means that residents are faced with a barrier formed by the four
lanes of traffic when trying to reach the amenity area.
Monitored daytime noise levels along the gold Coast highway and the Tweed heads bypass
vary from 52 to 72 dB(A)LAeq915hrO. The daytime traffic noise goal for both the Queensland and
NSW EPA's is 60dB(A). Monitored night time noise levels along the Gold Coast Highway and
the Tweed Heads Bypass vary from 49 to 68dB(A)LAeq(9hr)• The N S W EPA's night time traffic goal
is 55 dB(A), while there is no equivalent in Queensland.

National and regional planning and transport strategies supporting the proposal
Transport and land use planning for the south east Queensland and northern NSW regions is
controlled by the Queensland and N S W Governments. National involvement does occur for
certain projects, such as the Tugun Bypass.
The following documents, as detailed in Technical Paper 4, establish the transport and land use
planning context for the proposed Tugun Bypass at national, state and regional levels:
AusLink White Paper (Australian Government Department of Transport and Regional Services,
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2004)

South East Queensland Regional Framework for Growth Management (Queensland
Government 1998)
Integrated Regional Transport Plan for South East Queensland (Queensland Transport 1997a)
Transport 2 0 0 7 — An Action Plan for South East Queensland (Queensland Transport 2001a)
South East Queensland Freight Study (Queensland Transport 1996)
Southern Gold Coast — Tweed Corridor Study— Land Use and Transport Study (Queensland
Transport 1998b)
North Coast Regional Environmental Plan (NSW Department of Planning 1988)
North Coast Urban Development Strategy (NSW Department of Planning 1995b)
Northern Rivers Regional Strategy, Final Report o f Phase One (NOREDO, NOROCO and NSW
Department of Planning 1998)
North Coast Road Strategy (NSW Roads and Traffic Authority 1992)
Upgrading the Pacific Highway: Ten Year Pacific Highway Reconstruction Program (NSW
Roads and Traffic Authority 1997)
Action for Transport 2 0 1 0 — An Integrated Transport Plan for N S W (NSW Department of
Transport 1998).
The key documents are summarised below.
AusLink White Paper
The AusLink White Paper was released by the Australian Govemment's Department of
Transport and Regional Services in 2004. AusLink sets out a number of national objectives for
future land transport investment over the five year period 2004-2009.
AusLink has the following core components:
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0

a defined national network of important road and rail infrastructure links and their
inter-modal connections

o

the National Link Transport Plan which outlines the Government's approach to
improving and integrating the National Network and the investments it will make

o

a single funding scheme for the National Network

o

separately earmarked funding for local and regional transport improvements

o

new legislative, intergovernmental and institutional mechanisms.

The White Paper also identifies a number of strategic directions to improve long-term
infrastructure and to guide its investment priorities under the National Land Transport Plan.
Included in the directions is a commitment that the Australian Government will improve the
capacity and performance o f the vitally important eastem seaboard north-south interstate
corridors by upgrading critical road and rail links.
It recognises that interstate corridors are critical for National, State and regional economic and
social development, trade, security and connectivity and that these corridors comprise
Australia's major national freight and passenger arteries.
The White Paper identifies the Tugun Bypass as a priority for improvement in the National
Network and commits $120 million for its construction.
South East Queensland Strategies
A number of documents, including the South East Queensland Regional Framework for Growth
Management, Integrated Regional Transport Plan for South East Queensland and Transport
2007, provide an overall strategy and action plans for south-east Queensland. The strategic
planning opportunities and plans discussed in these documents include the construction of the
Tugun Bypass.
A South East Queensland Freight Study identified freight traffic at Tugun as including significant
movements across the border with NSW. A priority was set in the study to continue to support
projects that provide incremental freight transport benefits and satisfy other transport outcomes.
One of the actions listed as being able to achieve such benefits was a Gold Coast Airport
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bypass.

NSW Pacific Highway Upgrading Program
The NSW Pacific Highway Upgrading Program is being managed by the N S W Roads and
Traffic Authority. The program aims to improve the existing Pacific Highway as the principal
north-south coastal route from Hexham to Tweed Heads as set out in the North Coast Road
Strategy.
Increased funding was made available by the N S W and Commonwealth governments from
1996 to 2006 to undertake upgrading works along the Pacific Highway under the program. Its
objective is to provide a higher standard road and a safer, more efficient highway link to the
Queensland border. It also aims to reduce travel time by 60 to 90 minutes from Hexham to
Tweed Heads, and make 60 percent of the whole highway dual-carriageway with limited access.
The Tugun Bypass would be the northern extremity of the upgrade in NSW, continuing through
Commonwealth land and into Queensland to join the Pacific Motorway to Brisbane.
Action for Transport 2 0 1 0 — An Integrated Transport Plan for NSW
Action for Transport 2 0 1 0 — An Integrated Transport Plan for N S W sets out a long-term vision
for the expansion of the public transport network and the development of major roads and other
transport infrastructure in NSW.
The Tugun Bypass is not included in the proposals outlined in the plan. However, the NSW
Government is committed to upgrading the whole of the Pacific Highway north of Hexham to a
dual-carriageway configuration and the Tugun Bypass is consistent with the projected outcome
of that plan
Local Planning and Transport Strategies
Gold Coast City Council
A number of Gold Coast City Council planning scheme documents are relevant to planning and
transport strategies in the local area. These are summarised below:
The Gold Coast City Council Planning Scheme
— Our Living City sets out Gold Coast City
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Council's preferred policies and strategies for the development of the local government area.
The Gold Coast City Transport Plan (Gold Coast City Council 1998b) was prepared within the
framework established by the Integrated Regional Transport Plan. As a 30-year transport
master plan, it documents strategies and actions to address the travel demand challenges
facing the city. The Tugun Bypass was identified as a key transport opportunity within this
document, as was the downgrading in function o f the Gold Coast Highway and the provision of
a line-haul public transport corridor along the Gold Coast Highway.
The Activity Centre Strategy, prepared by Gold Coast City Council in 1998, focuses on Council's
urban development policy and preferred location of employment. Coolangatta and Tweed
Heads together are identified as a regional centre providing a range of services and facilities
required by the combined communities on both sides of the Queensland—NSW border.
The Gold Coast Bicycle Network Strategy, which was adopted by Gold Coast City Council in
1996, recommended a city-wide network of on- and off-road bikeways and provided a set of
policy and program recommendations directed at all levels of government, the community and
the private sector.
Tweed Shire Council
The Tweed Shire Council has a developed planning scheme documents which relate to
planning and transport strategies in the local area. These include:
Tweed Shire Council released its strategic plan (Tweed Shire Strategic Plan 2000+) in 1997.
This provides broad directions for future planning in the Tweed, which are designed to address
the issues specific to the area.
Tweed Shire Council has completed a Lower Tweed River Transportation Study (Tweed Shire
Council 1997) as part of the Tweed Shire Road Network Strategy. This considers new road
connections in the vicinity of the proposed Tugun Bypass.
The Tweed Bicycle Plan was adopted by Tweed Shire Council in 1995 and recommended a
strategic bicycle network for the shire and a detailed local area network for Tweed Heads. It also
focused on the provision of signed on-road routes to encourage longer distance bicycle touring
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through the Tweed Valley and between coastal communities.

How the Tugun Bypass addresses the project needs
The proposed bypass aims to satisfy two primary objectives:
1.

2.

To provide an efficient, high-speed link for freight and other regional and interstate
traffic between Queensland and NSW; and
To separate heavy vehicles and other interstate traffic from local and tourist traffic in
the Tugun area.

In addition to the two primary objectives outlined above a number of other objectives were
identified for the project.

These additional objectives are outlined in section 5.3.1 of the EIS

and include:
1.

support public transport opportunities on the Gold Coast Highway, such as dedicated
bus lanes and the provision of light rail;

2.

preserve a rail corridor to Coolangatta;

3.

improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists between the Gold Coast and Tweed
Heads;

4.

reduce travel times for interstate traffic; and

5.

reduce accidents and severity rates.

The performance of the proposal in terms of achieving the identified primary and secondary or
additional objectives and how this relates to biophysical, economic and social considerations
and the principles of ecologically sustainable development is outlined below. Further discussion
on how the objectives would be met and the other benefits that the bypass would generate are
also included in Technical Paper Number 4.
Provide for an efficient, high speed link for freight and other regional and interstate
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traffic between Queensland and NSW
The construction of the Tugun Bypass would reduce predicted travel times between Stewart
Road and Kennedy Drive from as much as 65 minutes during peak hour in 2017 (a theoretical
figure based on the current network configuration that in practice would not be tolerated), to
9 minutes. In practice, without the bypass, it is unlikely that travel times much in excess of
30 minutes would be allowed to develop and more capacity would need to be found within the
existing corridor.
This would provide a significant saving in the total travel time between Brisbane and Sydney,
and would result in significant gains in the efficiency of freight movement between those centres
and within the region. It would complement the N S W RTA's objective of reducing travel time
between Hexham and Tweed Heads by 60-90 minutes. Overall, the higher average speed
achieved, when considered together with the reduction in repeated acceleration and
deceleration, would generally reduce fuel consumption and emissions to air.
In addition, there would be an improvement in the accessibility of northem New South Wales
businesses to access Australia's fastest growing port (Brisbane Port) and airport (Brisbane
Airport). These facilities will provide access to major Asian destinations within seven to nine
hours by air, and other major Australian cities such as Melbourne by air within three hours.
Brisbane and other south-east Queensland centres are the natural providers of higher order
services for people residing in northern New South Wales. Entertainment, specialist medical
services, international sporting fixtures and high end shopping are comparable and closer and
easier to access in Brisbane than those available in Sydney.
From discussions with major supermarket operators, it is understood that stores owned by
chains such as Woolworths and Coles Myer as far south as Grafton are mainly serviced by
distribution centres in SE Old. Examination of the 2001 ABS survey of freight movements also
shows that freight tonnage moved between the Clarence, Richmond and Tweed areas and the
Brisbane/SE Old area is more than twice that between those areas and the Greater Sydney
area (which includes Newcastle).
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Separation of heavy vehicles and other interstate traffic from local and tourist traffic in
the Tugun area
The proposed bypass would cater for longer-distance, higher-volume movements, while the
Gold Coast Highway would continue to accommodate local, smaller-volume movements. Travel
time and reliability benefits would accrue to both types of freight movement as a direct result of
the construction of the Tugun Bypass proposal.
The Pacific Highway, which is a road of national importance, forms one the main connections
between Sydney and Brisbane. The Tugun bypass is required to alleviate existing traffic
congestion on the road network around the southern Gold Coast and Tweed Heads and to
underpin future regional economic growth in this important tourist destination region of Australia.
Most heavy goods vehicles and long distance traffic on the Pacific Highway would be expected
to use the bypass, leaving the Gold Coast Highway mainly for use by residents of Tugun and
adjoining areas, and for the traffic along the coastal strip, including tourists to the area.
Removal of the majority of heavy goods vehicles and long-distance traffic from the Gold Coast
Highway will have significant benefits. These would include:
o

improvements in air quality

o

reductions in traffic noise

o

improvements to the visual quality and general amenity of the Gold Coast Highway
corridor.

o

Reduction in corridor traffic flows

Assessment of the traffic changes resulting from the implementation of the proposed Tugun
Bypass and their impact on the local road network is based on an updated morning and evening
two-hour peak period EMME/2 transport model prepared by Gold Coast City Council. The model
has been modified to include the Tugun Bypass corridor. The modelled scenarios used in the
assessment are as follows:
o
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0

2007, with a four-lane Tugun Bypass;

o

2017, no Tugun Bypass, with four lanes on the Gold Coast Highway; and

o

2017, with a four-lane Tugun Bypass and four-lane Gold Coast Highway.

The principle comparisons used in the EIS are with and without a four-lane Tugun Bypass in
2007 and 2017.
Traffic and transport issues are dealt with in more detail in Technical Paper Number 4.
The Tugun Bypass would result in significant reductions in north-south traffic flows along the
Gold Coast Highway — Tweed Heads Bypass corridor due to the diversion of traffic onto the new
road. These changes are summarised in the table below.

Modelled changes in traffic volumes on selected roads

Location

Average daily weekday traffic volumes,
2017
Without
Bypass

With Bypass

Change

48,800

19,400

-60%

Gold Coast Highway
north of Pacific Motorway
north of Boyd Street

120,100

60,900

-49%

south of Boyd Street

107,600

48,100

-55%

Pacific Motorway
north of Stewart Road

75,100

95,700

27%

between Stewart Road and
Gold Coast Highway

70,400

40,400

-43%

69,700

18,500

-74%

Tweed Heads Bypass
north of Tugun Bypass
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Stewart Road'
Note 1:
Source:

13,100

17,200

31%

Stewart Road would be at capacity in 2007. No upgrade is currently proposed.
Gold Coast EMME/2 Transport model modified by Parsons Brinckertoff.

Support and improvement of other public transport opportunities
By removing a large number of vehicles from the Gold Coast Highway, improvements in public
transport delivery and the provision of other transport modes by other agencies are made
possible. Currently, the high and increasing level of congestion on the Gold Coast Highway
makes it impossible to dedicate lanes for buses or other high occupancy vehicles without
causing further deterioration in levels of service for other road users.
The proposed bypass would result in an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 vehicles per day in 2017
compared to approximately 70,000 vehides per day on the Gold Coast Highway in 2002. At the
same time, the nature of traffic would be expected to change, with heavy goods vehicles
forming a smaller proportion of vehicles using the Gold Coast Highway. As a result, local
government and other agencies are expected to be able to proceed with proposals for bus
lanes, alternative transport modes such as a light rail system, the development of bicycle routes,
and improvements in pedestrian access. These initiatives will not only provide improved
amenities for local residents and tourists in the area, but will also assist in limiting the growth in
vehicular traffic and extending the life of the proposed bypass for as long as possible.
The implementation of the Tugun Bypass proposal would not be likely to lead to any reduction
in car usage. It is also possible that it could generate additional trips in response to its ability to
reduce congestion, allowing trips to take place that would otherwise have been suppressed.
Most of these are likely to be made by private motor vehicle.
The reduction in traffic flows on the Gold Coast Highway combined with the width of the corridor
available would provide free space within the principal public transport route in the southern
Gold Coast for the provision of dedicated public transport facilities such as dedicated bus lanes,
or light rail currently being investigated by Gold Coast City and the Queensland government.
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This would require the adaptation of the existing roadway to facilitate improved public transport
provision following the downgrading of the Gold Coast Highway in the road hierarchy.
The alignment of the proposal and its various structures has been carefully designed to
accommodate the continuing operation and future development potential of Gold Coast Airport.
The vertical alignment has been lowered over the section of the route to the south o f the main
runway to avoid penetrating the obstacle limitation surface, and allowing the approved runway
extension to be constructed after the construction of the Tugun Bypass.
The proposed future extension of the rail line would provide the opportunity for the development
of a multimode transport interchange at the airport, an integral part of the proposed expansion
of the facilities.
Preserve a rail corridor to Coolangatta
The Tugun Bypass proposal identifies and assesses under the cumulative impacts section of
the EIS, future opportunities to construct a rail line to Coolangatta Airport. The extension of the
existing Brisbane to Gold Coast rail line is a key Queensland Government initiative planned to
occur over the next 15 years. The rail extension south from Robina to Reedy Creek is
scheduled to be operational by January 2009. Further extensions are programmed and this
initiative will provide the opportunity to reduce the dependency on the private motor vehicle in
the southern Queensland and northern New South Wales.
Improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists between the Gold Coast and Tweed Heads
The proposed Tugun Bypass would result in a considerable reduction in traffic volumes on the
Gold Coast Highway, due to the diversion of through traffic onto the new road. These reductions
would be in excess of 50 percent on the highway at Bilinga and Tugun, and greater than 70
percent on the section of the Tweed Heads Bypass north of Kennedy Drive in 2017, with a fourlane Tugun Bypass.
These reductions in traffic volumes would result in lower traffic noise levels for residents and
visitors to the area adjacent to the existing highway. Reductions would be in the order of three
decibels, resulting in noticeable improvements to the noise environment.
Similarly, air quality improvements would result from the reduced traffic volumes. Air quality in
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the area is currently acceptable in terms of health-related criteria: however, further reductions in
pollutants derived from motor traffic would make conditions even better.
The reduction in traffic volumes would provide the opportunity to reallocate space within the
Gold Coast Highway corridor from general traffic use to other purposes, such as public transport
or facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. Public spaces could be enlarged, resurfaced and
landscaped to provide a higher level of amenity for residents and visitors using the area. The
visual quality of the spaces along the highway would be greatly improved by these works. Such
improvements would be the responsibility of Main Roads in collaboration with Gold Coast City
Council.
In addition to noise, air quality and visual quality, other factors combine to establish the amenity
of public spaces, such as pedestrian accessibility and safety. The removal of a significant
volume of traffic from the existing highway would allow Main Roads, once the highway is
downgraded in the local functional hierarchy, to reduce the cycle time of associated traffic
signals. This would result in more frequent crossing opportunities for pedestrians. An
improvement in pedestrian safety would also result, indicated by the forecast annual reduction
in vehicular accidents.
Reduce travel times for interstate traffic
Average travel times in peak hours from Stewart Road to Kennedy Drive would be reduced by
approximately 20 minutes with the bypass in 2007. This reflects the contrast between the high
levels of congestion on the Gold Coast Highway if no upgrading is undertaken and the freeflowing conditions on the bypass.
In practice, delays of this length would be unacceptable, and measures would have been
implemented to improve travel conditions on the existing highway. The model outputs do,
however, provide an indication of conditions that would prevail in the absence of any increase in
road capacity in the transport corridor.
There is an ever increasing number of northern New South Wales residents that work in and,
businesses that deal with businesses in South East Queensland. These residents and
businesses currently rely on the existing Tweed Bypass, Gold Coast Highway, and Pacific
Motorway road network for accessibility. This network is congested now and travel times will
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continue to increase as a consequence.
Reduce accidents and severity rates
The introduction of the Tugun Bypass would lead to a reduction of total road accidents. Injuries
are expected to decrease by 14 per annum in 2007 and by 19 per annum by 2017. (There has
been an average of 22 accidents each year involving injury over the last 10 years.) These
improvements would be due predominantly to the improved quality of the alignment of the
proposed bypass compared to the Gold Coast Highway, with fewer locations where interactions
with local traffic could occur.

F.2

p. 4.4

What is the current population for the

The population of the Gold Coast-Tweed Heads region is currently approximately 540,000 and

Gold Coast/Tweed Heads region?

is forecast to increase to around 620,000 by 2011. This is expected to lead to a 60% increase in
travel demand along the Gold Coast Highway at Tugun from the current average of 72,000
vehicles per weekday to 120,000 by 2017. Without the bypass all this traffic would have to use
the existing route along the Gold Coast Highway and Tweed Heads Bypass.
The Gold Coast is an important employment centre in south-east Queensland and is expected
to account for 121,000 jobs by 2011, or 20 percent of the total expected employment growth in
this area. The major employment node in the southern Gold Coast is Coolangatta and the
majority of employment growth in the next ten years is expected to be in Coolangatta and
around Elanora. Employment growth would be hindered by a non-functioning road network.
Population growth in the areas to the south and west of Coolangatta and the possible failure to
achieve complimentary growth in jobs in those areas will result in the demand for local trips
growing at a rate that is much faster than the growth in the resident population of Tugun.

F.3

P.4.5

How do accident rates along this section

Crash data from Main Roads indicate that the crash rates along the section of the Gold Coast

compare with other sections of the
highway/motorway? Is this the safety

Highway proposed to be bypassed are about 50% higher than the adjoining section of the Gold
Coast Highway, and 200% higher than the adjoining section of the Pacific Motorway.

record for this section of highway an key
issue in defining the need or an
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opportunity to improve as a result of it?

Severance effects are identified as a key
amenity issue with the current situation

F.4

however is this going to change? VVhilst
the proposal will remove some traffic,
including heavy vehicles, presumably the
existing significant infrastructure will

Response
present an opportunity for improved safety along the existing corridor.

Main Roads has resisted the installation of pedestrian signals and the signalisafion of existing
intersections to maintain, as much as possible, reasonable traffic flow for the inappropriate mix
of interstate heavy vehicles and, local and tourist traffic along the Gold Coast Highway.
Should the proposal be constructed, Main Roads would have no hesitation in investigating
opportunities to improve accessibility along the Gold Coast Highway such as:

remain which in itself causes severance
effects. Are there proposals to deal with

•

New pedestrian crossings

this issue? Refer also to the traffic and

•

New signalised intersections and

•

Adjusting the phases of existing signals to improve cross highway accessibility

justification sections.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Description of the Proposal))
G.1

p. 6.20-6.21

The Tweed Bypass interchange uses a
substantial footprint. Is it possible to

The southbound off ramp provides direct access to the eastern service road which joins to
Kennedy Drive. This provides improved safety by spreading the traffic signal installations on the

reduce the footprint by moving the

overpass further apart and also removes the need for a third set of signals on the overpass
alignment for the southbound on ramp. The southbound on ramp is already located well clear of
residences.

southbound off ramp (and on ramp to
Tweed Heads bypass southbound) closer
to the main alignment thereby minimising
impacts of severance and "island"
creation? This could have the added
benefit of moving the ramps away from
residences.
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There is however scope within the current interchange design for improvement, both in terms of
operation and footprint. These opportunities will be explored in the final design process.

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Flora and Fauna)
H.1

p. 10-13

Refers to a recovery plan for Phaius
australis (Swamp Orchid) — Is it possible
to provide a reference/link?

A reference for the Phaius australis recovery plan is as follows:
Benwell, A.S. (1994) Recovery Plan for Swamp Orchids Phaius australis and Phaius
tankervilleae. Report for Australian Conservation Agency and N S W NPWS.

A DEC NSW link which mentions this reference is presented as follows:
http://www.nationaiparks.nsw.crov.au/nows.nsf/content/ehaius+australis+a+tall+swame+orChid++endangered+species+listinq

H.2

p. 10-18

Which study identified the number of
hollows (47) within the study area? Have
these been mapped?

ECOPRO were consulted by PB to undertake an assessment o f hollow trees during July 2004,
which was undertaken by Ben Lewis from Lewis Ecological Surveys. This study confirmed the
presence of 33 hollow bearing trees within the proposed Tugun Bypass alignment. An
additional 13-15 hollow bearing trees (average = 14) were recorded adjacent the alignment.
The locations of these 47 hollow bearing trees were mapped by ECOPRO and formed part of
the memo report provided to PB. This report is provided in Attachment A.

H.3

Confidential information/report on
Geodorum densifolorum and Phaius
australis (and Grevillea hi/liana?). Could

An Eight Part Test for Grevillea hiffiana was prepared and appears in Section 1.2.31, Species
Impact Statement, Volume 2. The Eight Part Test for this species suggested that an SIS or
equivalent study was not required (refer Table 1.1 in Section 1.3, Summary of Eight Part Test

this please be provided?

results for flora, Species Impact Statement, Volume 2).
The confidential Species Impact Statements for Geodorum densifolorum and Phaius australis
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Response
are provided in Attachment B of this report.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Compensatory Habitat)
The compensatory habitat package was

1.1

A copy of RTA's draft Compensatory Habitat Policy and Guidelines is provided in Attachment C.

developed using the RTA document
Compensatory Habitat Policy and
Guidelines — Providing Compensatory
Habitat as Amelioration for Impacts on
Habitat Resulting from Road
Development (Draft 7, 5 March 2001).
Please provide a copy of this document
so that the Department can evaluate the
package against the criteria in the
document.

Edge effects have been defined from a
report prepared by Bali (2000). Please

1.2

A copy of the Discussion paper, compensating for edge effects by Bali (2000) is provided in
Attachment D.

provide a copy.
1.3

Provide details of additional studies to
determine the status of the Water Rat

Lewis Ecological Surveys was commissioned to undertake fauna survey of Block A and E in
June 2005. No evidence of Xeromys myoides was found during this survey. A copy of this report
is provided in Appendix J of the Submissions Report.

(Xeromys myoides) within Block E
(identified in Appendix P, p12).

1.4

Has any progress been made on
identifying the status of the Koalas in
Block A, for example work by Steve
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To date, Steve Phillips has not provided any further information regarding the status of Koalas
within the Tweed Shire. Koalas were recorded as using the block during the survey recently
completed by Lewis Ecological Surveys.

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

Phillips? Refer to Appendix P, p21.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Size of Land Package)
J.1

The RTA criteria indicate that the
compensatory habitat package should be
at least equal to or greater in area to the
key habitat lost. The EIS and SIS
indicate that the habitat area lost (71ha)
would be offset by Blocks A (64.8ha), C
(4.7ha) and E (6.3ha), totalling 75.8ha.
However, Table 3.1 in Appendix P
provides the following data:
Block A — total habitat = 64.0 ha
Block C — total habitat = 2.4 ha
Block E — total habitat = 3.7 ha

Detailed flora and fauna survey has been undertaken of land proposed as compensatory habitat
for the Tugun Bypass. Reports of this work are supplied in Appendices G and J of the
Submissions Report and indicate revised areas and descriptions of vegetation. An adequacy
review of the proposed compensatory habitat package has since been conducted and additional
land and measures subsequently proposed. Reports of this work are provided in Appendices H
and K of the Submissions Report.
The small impact on areas of Freshwater Wetland EEC at around one hectare is considered to
present a local impact and the project does not present a risk to survival of that EEC more
broadly (see SIS Addenda)
A shortfall of Swamp Sclerophyll Forest is recognised. However, a surplus of Swamp Oak
Floodplain Forest (which is not as well represented in the region) is also provided in the
package. Therefore, although the package is not entirely a 'like-for-like' replacement o f the
EECs impacted, it provides a good conservation outcome.
Replacement of Block C in the package with land adjacent to Cudgen Nature Reserve is being
pursued and if successful, the imbalance relating to the two EECs discussed above would be
reduced.

This makes a total of 70.1 ha. Please
confirm the areas of habitat within each
offset Block. It appears that the package
does not even meet the RTA standards,
particularly if you consider additional
impacts on the Swamp Sclerophyll Forest
and Freshwater Wetlands EEGs.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Habitat comparison)
K.1

More detail is required on how the
compensatory habitat package
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Detailed flora and fauna survey has been undertaken of land proposed as compensatory habitat
for the Tugun Bypass. Reports o f this work are supplied in Appendices G and J of the
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Comment
Number

DIPNR Comment

Response

addresses the loss of habitat resources —
for example, a comparison of the number
of hollows secured, areas of known

Submissions Report and indicate revised areas and descriptions of vegetation. An adequacy
review of the proposed compensatory habitat package has since been conducted and additional

Module/Section
Reference

habitat for significant species, suitable

land and measures subsequently proposed. Reports of this work are provided in Appendices H
and K of the Submissions Report.

nesting/feeding areas for species with
specialised requirements.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Long-term management)
L.1

The long-term management of the
compensatory habitat areas is unclear,
The Department requires a finalised
summary of the components of the
compensatory habitat package, including

The Tugun Bypass Compensatory Habitat package describes a number of management
measures that would retain or improve the land components current conservation value. These
measures would be finalised in consultation with the relevant stakeholders and the projects
proponents funding reasonable costs.

basic information such as a final map,
total areas (of acquisition and habitat),
proposed ownership at operation stage,
proposed funding mechanisms including
timing, ancillary activities (predator
control, fencing).

L.2

L.3
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How long would fox control and fire

The Tugun Bypass Compensatory Habitat package recommends predator control and fire

management activities be undertaken
for? Who would implement these

management for a period of 10 years. Main Roads has committed to funding these measures
with the organisation responsible for their implementation to be determined during the

actions?

development of the Plan of Management for the Long-nosed Potoroo.

What is the proposed

Written agreements between Gold Coast Airport Limited, Queensland Department of Main

mechanism/arrangement for

Roads, New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) and the Commonwealth

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
management of habitat on
Commonwealth land? Please provide an
update on discussions with GCAL.

Response
Department of Transport and Regional Services define the responsibilities of all parties for
works on Gold Coast Airport. In summary, it has been agreed that construction of the bypass
within Gold Coast Airport will occur by sub-lease and on completion will be released and
transferred to the RTA (via QDMR) for dedication as a public road with NSW. During
construction, environmental management will be consistent with the conditions of approval
pursuant to the Airports Act 1996 and GCAL Airport Environmental Strategy. Upon operation,
the road corridor will be transferred to the State of N S W and be managed in accordance with
state law. Management of habitat on Commonwealth land after construction is not proposed by
the proponents.

L.4

What is the proposed
mechanism/arrangement for
management of habitat on N S W Crown
land? Please provide an update on
discussions with Dept Lands and the

Weed management in the Pony Club is no longer proposed as it is already covered in
agreements between the Department of Lands, Tweed Shire Council and the Pony Club.
Restoration of land within the area of Saltmarsh on Pony Club land remains as proposed in the
EIS

Pony Club. Is weed management over
10 years the only proposed action on
these lands? Are there any restoration
actions that could be undertaken? Would
this land be secure for the long-term?

L.5

There are various references to
opportunities for rehabilitation within
Blocks A, C and E. However, it is unclear
if rehabilitation or restoration is
proposed? Who would undertake
rehabilitation?
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The Tugun Bypass Compensatory Habitat package describes a number of management
measures that would retain or improve the land components current conservation value. These
measures would be finalised in consultation with the relevant stakeholders and the project
proponents funding reasonable costs.

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
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Comment
Number
L.6

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

Have discussions with the developers of

Department of Main Roads met with Tweed Shire Council and Leda Holdings on 31 August
2005 to discuss the impacts on the Long-nosed Potoroo which have or may result from the
Tugun Bypass, Boyd Street extension and Cobaki Lakes subdivision. Options to manage these

the Cobaki Lakes development been
initiated? Please provide an update.

impacts were subsequently discussed and 'in principle' agreement reached to develop a plan of
management for the Cobaki Lakes Population of the Long-nosed Potoroo. The plan would focus
on impacts associated with the consortiums developments, their management, responsibilities
for implementation and timing. It was also agreed that,
•

Main Roads would co-ordinate the development of this plan and consult with the
relevant environmental authorities,

•

Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd would request amendment to the relevant Development
Consents (road and subdivision) as agreed within the Potoroo Management Plan.

Management matters raised during this meeting and for further consideration during the
development of the Potoroo Management Plan included,
•

Reviewing the suitability and accelerating the implementation of fauna underpasses
within the Boyd Street extension,

•

Construction of predator control fencing around the Cobaki Lakes development to
minimise dogs and cats entering known habitat of the potoroo,

•

Construction of predator control fencing along both sides of the Boyd Street
extension, once operational.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Additional Offset Considerations)
M.1

The RTA policy of offsetting at least
equal to or greater in area to the key
habitat lost is noted. However, the
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Detailed flora and fauna survey has been undertaken of land proposed as compensatory habitat
for the Tugun Bypass. Reports of this work are supplied in Appendices G and J of the
Submissions Report and indicate revised areas and descriptions of vegetation. An adequacy
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
Department's criteria are based on the
level of risk. Therefore, offsets of greater
than 1:1 are necessary where impacts
have a high risk, such as loss of an

Response
review of the proposed compensatory habitat package has since been conducted and additional
land and measures subsequently proposed. Reports of this work are provided in Appendices H
and K of the Submissions Report. The revised package satisfies the NSW Roads and Traffic
Authority policy on compensatory habitat.

endangered ecological community or
significant risk to threatened fauna
species. Consideration of additional
offset areas must be undertaken prior to
the final offset package being presented.

M.2

A major threat to the Long-nosed Potoroo
appears to be the Cobaki Lakes access
track, which acts as a barrier. A key
recovery action for this population would
be the immediate rehabilitation on the
access track. An alternative access is
recommended by Bali et al (Appendix G
of Technical Paper 12). Active
restoration to allow the potoroo

Complete rehabilitation of the Cobaki Lakes haul route may not be possible due to its current
use. The location and use of this track has also been approved under Part 4 o f the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. Environmental impact assessment for the
Tugun Bypass has however identified the constraints of this track on the Cobaki Lakes
population of the Long-nosed Potoroo. Department of Main Roads met with Tweed Shire
Council and Leda Holdings on 31 August 2005 to discuss the impacts on the Long-nosed
Potoroo which have or may result from the Tugun Bypass, Boyd Street extension and Cobaki
Lakes subdivision. Options to manage these impacts were subsequently discussed and 'in
principle' agreement reached to develop a plan of management for the Cobaki Lakes Population
of the Long-nosed Potoroo. The plan would focus on impacts associated with the consortiums

population to cross the current barrier
may offer a significant compensatory

developments, their management, responsibilities for implementation and timing. It was also

measure.

agreed that,
•

Main Roads would co-ordinate the development of this plan and consult with the
relevant environmental authorities,

•

Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd would request amendment to the relevant Development
Consents (road and subdivision) as agreed within the Potoroo Management Plan.

Management matters raised during this meeting and for further consideration during the
development of the Potoroo Management Plan included,
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•

Reviewing the suitability and accelerating the implementation of fauna underpasses
within the Boyd Street extension,

•

Construction of predator control fencing around the Cobaki Lakes development as to
minimise dogs and cats entering known habitat of the potoroo,

•

Construction of predator control fencing along both sides of the Boyd Street
extension, once operational.

Provide costs and any other implications
associated with extending the tunnel

M.3

further north. This would potentially
reduce impacts on vegetation and fauna,
particularly the Common Planigale and
amphibians. It would also reduce
impacts on an identified sub-regional
fauna corridor,

The latest cost figure in 2005 dollars for the roofed tunnel is approximately $200,000 per metre.
Adding a minimum of 10% for overheads, the cost would be approximately $220,000 per metre.
To extend the tunnel beyond the Common Planigale habitat would require an extension of the
tunnel of approximately 250 metres to the north totalling approximately $55 million. The
approach ramp beyond this would cut off various drainage paths and frog underpasses. To
extend the tunnel beyond the frog habitats would require an extension to the northern boundary
of the airport, a length of approximately 1450 metre totalling approximately $300 million. Either
of these cases are considered cost-prohibitive for this project. In addition, a cut-and-cover
construction would be the only viable tunnelling method in the alluvial soil conditions,
consequently resulting in the removal of primary Common Planigale habitat.

M.4

Is there a proposal to purchase known
Common Planigale habitat (Cudgen

Additional land is now proposed as part of the Tugun Bypass Compensatory Habitat package
and includes an eleven (11) hectare parcel adjacent to the Cudgen Nature Reserve. Historic

Creek)?

records indicate the presence of planigale on this land and would be verified upon confirmation
of the lands ability to be purchased.
Recent studies by Lewis (2005; refer to Attachment E) have also confirmed the presence of
Common Planigale in potential habitat identified from earlier studies (Lewis 2004). This new
location is situated west of the C4 route and south of the Cobaki Lakes development. The
findings of this survey suggest that the distribution of the planigales is more widespread than
originally thought. Recent survey (Lewis 2005; refer Attachment E) of compensatory land for the
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Tugun Bypass also indicates that these areas may support Common Planigale.

M.5

Appears to be no feasible translocation
options for this species. Confirm if
recommendations of Hero et al (hold
captive individual until construction is
complete) are proposed. Or identify if
individuals could be translocated to

Translocation of individuals is proposed. Recent Common Planigale survey by Lewis (2005;
refer to Attachment E) has upgraded what was mapped as potential habitat west of the C4
alignment and south of the Cobaki Lakes development access track as actual habitat for this
species through the capture of individuals in this area. Therefore, there is now a number of
areas where Common Planigales can be translocated to.

airport land (SE corner).

M.6

Given previous failure of ponds for
Wallum Sedge Frogs and difficulties of

M.7

maintenance on airport land, is there a
proposal to purchase additional known

within the eventual road corridor (and therefore NSW land) and the acquisition of additional

habitat for this species (near Cudgen

discussed in the Tugun Bypass compensatory habitat package and takes into account

habitat adjacent to the Cudgen Nature Reserve. The location and design of artificial ponds is

Nature Reserve)? Would sedimentation

recommendations from Dr Glen Ingram of Biodiversity Assessment and Management Pty. Ltd..

ponds be designed as habitat for this
species?

Artificial frog ponds would not be used as sedimentation ponds, however purpose built
sedimentation ponds may also provide habitat for the Wallum Sedge Frog.

What additional compensatory measures
are proposed for the endangered Swamp

Additional land is now proposed as part of the Tugun Bypass Compensatory Habitat package
and includes an eleven (11) hectare parcel adjacent to the Cudgen Nature Reserve (Block F).

Sclerophyll Forest community? An

Previous survey has identified extensive areas of Broad-leaved Paperbark within this land.
Detailed survey to determine vegetative associations is proposed upon confirmation of the lands
availability.

impact of 19.6 hectares is proposed to be
offset with only 5.3 hectares protected
within the compensatory habitat package.
Note, the addition of 16.8 hectares within
the Pony Club land is considered
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A number of options for ameliorating impacts on the Wallum Sedgefrog are being considered as
part of the compensatory habitat package. This includes the construction of artificial ponds

Additional survey has been undertaken on Blocks A and E since public display. Areas and
descriptions of vegetation communities have been confirmed and an assessment of residual
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marginal, as this land is already afforded
a high level of protection and long-term

impacts undertaken. Further consideration indicates that offsets may not be required as a 'net
gain' in the area of endangered ecological communities is indicated with the current package.

management is uncertain.

M.8

What additional compensatory measures
are proposed for the endangered

There is a direct impact on 1.07 ha (Bali 2005) of Freshwater Wetland on Coastal Floodplain
EEC from the Proposal. Removal of the Phragmites Rushland component of this EEC (0.05 ha)

Freshwater Wetlands community? An
impact of 1.8 hectares is proposed to be

which has been previously approved as part of the runway extension leaves a net loss of
approximately 1ha. Block F as proposed in the Compensatory Habitat package, if successfully

offset with only weed management of 1.9

purchased, is expected to offset this loss.

hectares within the Pony Club land
(again, long-term management is
uncertain).

There is potential to fund a 'bioregional'
recovery plan for the various threatened

M.9

species in the locality. Eg — see Hero et
al 2001a (Appendix D of Technical Paper
12)

Hero et al 2001a recommended the establishment and sponsorship on a Threatened Species
Management/Recovery Working Group to ensure the recovery and long-term survival of the
Long-nosed Potoroo, Common Planigale, Wallum Froglet and the Wallum Sedge Frog. This
recommendation has not been progressed as such groups currently exist at both the
Commonwealth and State level. In New South Wales this includes the NSW Scientific
Committee and at the Commonwealth level, the Threatened Species Scientific Committee and
Biological Diversity Advisory Committee. Furthermore, as administrating agencies of either the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and the Threatened Species
Conservation A c t 1995 both the Department of Environment and Heritage and the Department
of Environment and Conservation are responsible for the development of management plans for
prescribed species.

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Proposed fauna crossings)
N.1

Only two frog crossings are proposed.
Are there no additional opportunities?
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In the area of Wallum there will be six culverts for fauna movement including two dedicated to
frogs and reptiles. The effectiveness of these culverts for fauna movement is untested,
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however, Wallum Sedgefrogs were found breeding on either side of an existing culvert on
airport land (BAAM 2005).

N.2

Are there opportunities to design a larger
wet/dry culvert north of the Common

A purpose built underpass for the planigale is now proposed at chainage 5270 metres. Four,
2400 x 600 culverts are also proposed at chainage 5000 m and would reach a width of almost

Planigale habitat? Alternatively, is there

10 metres. At chainage 3900, there are eight, 2400 x 600 culverts proposed reaching a width of
almost 20 metres. These underpasses could be designed to incorporate wet and dry areas.
Within this area there is also two dedicated wet/dry frog underpasses (3000x900), three 600

an opportunity to design a bridged
section of road to better allow fauna
crossing?

diameter culverts, and the cut and cover tunnel will be remediated and may allow movement for
some species. A plan showing locations and dimensions for culverts is provided in section 5.15,
Technical paper Number 2, Technical Papers Volume 1, main Volume.

N.3

Would existing and altered security
fencing for the airport act as a barrier to
fauna movement'? Would this reduce the
effectiveness of the 'fauna movement
corridor' over the tunnel?

Security fencing for Gold Coast Airport may extend across a portion of land above and across
the proposed tunnel. However current approvals indicate that this fencing would occur relative
to chainage 5820 metres, thereby realising an unhindered corridor of approximately 60 metres
in width (dependant of final tunnel length and position).
The current management regime on airport land requires that vegetation within the airport is
mowed or trimmed to ensure that there are no intrusions into the OLS. The fauna corridor over
the tunnel would support a cover of grasses and shrubs which would provide cover and
passage for some species to move between more suitable vegetation in the east and west
adjacent the Cobaki Broadwater..

SPECIFIC ISSUES (Eight part tests)
0.1

The Sandpiper report (Appendix A)
suggests that the proposal may have a
significant impact on the Black Bittern
and the Bush Hen, requiring the SIS to
address these species However the
.
findings of the 8-part tests in the SIS do
not indicate a significant impact on these
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The Bush Hen was recorded throughout the study area and known habitat was directly affected
by the proposal.
Subsequently, an SIS was prepared for this species. The Sandpiper report (Technical paper 12,
Appendix A) reports on two unconfirmed records of the Black Bittern from the study area. This
study was undertaken during summer and autumn of 2000 with a third targeted follow up survey
in December 2000 failing to confirm this species presence or the presence of good quality
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the SIS, however the Black Bittern is not.

habitat. Eight-part tests on the Black Bittern by Sandpiper considered that indirect impacts to
habitat through changes in hydrology and increased sedimentation, and that the species is not

Please justify exclusion on the Black
Bittern from detailed discussion in the

considered adequately reserved, suggested a significant impact on this species and therefore
preparation of an SIS was recommended. Changes to the C4 alignment since 2000 which saw

SIS.

a slight further movement away from potential habitat areas, ongoing development and
refinement of construction and operation impact mitigation measures, and numerous surveys

species. The Bush Hen is discussed in

(including targeted call playback for the Black Bittem by Ben Lewis, who undertook the original
surveys for Sandpiper with David Rohweder) which failed to confirm the presence of the Black
Bittern, suggested that a re-assessment of this species was required. A revised Eight-part test
(SIS Volume 2) suggested that the project would not have a significant impact on this species
and subsequently, no SIS was undertaken.

0.2

Appendix G of the SIS does not appear
to include an 8-part test for Randia
moorei (Appendix F indicates there

An eight part test has been completed for Randia moorei and is provided as Attachment F. The
Tugun Bypass is not considered to have an impact on this species.

should be one).
0.3

Confidential 8-part tests for Geodorum
densifolorum and Phaius australis.

0.4

Translocation is proposed for some
species (Match sticks, Chinese Burr).
However, areas are generally not
identified. Would suitable habitat for
translocated species be available within
the construction footprint, within
compensatory habitat areas, or other
areas? How would translocated plants
be managed (monitoring, security)? Is
temporary translocation proposed?
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The confidential Species Impact Statements for these two species are provided in Attachment B
of this report.

The road corridor proposed represents the minimum area required to construct and operate the
Tugun Bypass. Limited areas may be available to transplant prescribed species and would be
investigated further during Detailed Design. Preliminary investigations also indicate that suitable
habitat may exist within the compensatory habitat blocks for these species. Areas for
translocation would be determined in consultation with the relevant administrating authorities
and detailed within a Threatened Species Management Plan (a sub component of the Flora and
Fauna Management Plan).
Management of translocated species would be determined during the process of developing the
Relocation of plant species plans (Table 18.1, EIS Main Volume). Temporary translocation may
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be undertaken to limit stress to the plants.

0.5

Translocation is not proposed for the
Stinking Cryptocarya, Black Walnut?

Both species have the capacity to be translocated however success is variable and dependent
on maintenance. Translocation work in the Brunswick Heads to Yelgun highway project area
resulted in a survival rate of greater than about 70 percent for Black Walnut. A survival rate of
around 50% is probably achievable for the Stinking Cryptocarya (pers. comm Andrew Benwell).
A plan for the translocation of plants would be prepared in consultation with the Queensland
Environmental Protection Agency, N S W Department of Environment and Conservation and/or
Commonwealth Department of Environment and Heritage, depending on jurisdiction and
incorporated into the Threatened Species Management Plan (a sub component of the Flora and
Fauna Management Plan).

0.6

Recommendations of supporting studies
A number of comprehensive supporting
studies are included in the EIS/SIS, each
identifying a range of recommendations.
Please indicate if the following
recommendations were adopted and if
not, provide reasons:
Recommendations 1 — 11 of Sandpiper
(2001a) in Appendix A of Technical
Paper 12.

The recommendations outlined by Sandpiper (2001a) in Appendix A have been integrated into
the EIS where ever possible. These recommendations are addressed as follows:
1. The present C4 alignment has endeavoured to consider the environmental constraints and
opportunities outlined by Sandpiper (2001a) while considering other constraints such as
navigational aids and breeding ponds within airport lands.
2. The road will be below ground level in this area as it passes along the access ramps to the
tunnel. This will result in significant noise attenuation. The construction of large earth walls
above ground at the tunnel entrances will result in intrusion into the OLS.
3. Recommendation 3 has been integrated into the EIS
4. Geology, soils and water studies, including describing the existing environment and
managing potential risks have been undertaken as part of this EIS. Acid sulphate and
contaminated soil management will be managed as part of the construction Environmental
Management Plan.
5. Recommendation 5 has been integrated into the road design through maintaining existing
hydrological regimes described in Section eight o f the EIS.
6. Hydrological studies have been undertaken as part of this EIS and are described in Section
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eight of the EIS.
7. As described in Section 17.6, the package of mitigation measures has included a number of
commitments to work with the surrounding developments to improve the management of
conservation issues in the area. This includes the integration of the Gold Coast Airport Limited
vegetation management plan for the southern end of the obstacle limitation surface with
vegetation management measures for the Tugun Bypass.
8. The integration of the Gold Coast Airport Limited vegetation management plan for the
southern end of the obstacle limitation surface with vegetation management measures for the
Tugun Bypass is proposed within the EIS (refer Section 17.6). This will include revegetation the
area of land above the tunnel with low shrubs.
9. Landscape and Threatened Species Management Plans will be developed during Detailed
Design and in consultation with the relevant administrating authorities.
10. Studies into the potential impacts of noise disturbance on legislatively protected species,
including monitoring of existing noise levels and the response of birds to noise has not been
undertaken.
11. As described under Recommendations 7 and 8, the package of mitigation measures aims
to integrate the Gold Coast revegetation management plan for the southern end of the OLS.
Landscaping and translocation management plans will be designated for the entire alignment.

0.7

Recommendations on pages 35-36
('Amelioration of Likely Impacts') of Hero
et al (2000) in Appendix C of Technical
Paper 12;

The current C4 alignment has considered the environmental opportunities and constraints within
the study area wherever possible. The current alignment will not impact significantly on Hero's
area A although the alignment will traverse Hero's area B and C. Strategies to ameliorate
impacts within these areas, including the development of a compensatory habitat package,
have been proposed (refer EIS main Volume, section 10.8).
Endemic seed collection and further studies to determine suitable locations for the translocation
of prescribed species are proposed.
Sites for artificial breeding ponds have been proposed for the areas identified by Hero et al. and
more recently from studies by BAAM 2005.
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Response
The cut and cover tunnel will be revegetated with a low shrub cover consistent with OLS
requirements for airport operations

0.8

Recommendations on pages 26-27
('Amelioration of Likely Impacts') of Hero
et al (2001a) in Appendix D of Technical
Paper 12, particularly potoroo
underpasses.

The recommendations outlined by Hero et al. (2001a) in Appendix D have been integrated into
the EIS where ever possible. These recommendations are addressed as follows:
a) The present C4 alignment has endeavoured to consider the environmental constraints and
opportunities outlined by Hero et al (2001a) while considering other constraints such as
minimum distances to navigational aids, road engineering constraints and frog breeding ponds
within airport lands.
b) Frog exclusion fencing has been integrated into the mitigation strategies proposed in Section
10 of the EIS. The Boyd Street interchange was not proposed as part of the EIS.
c) The Boyd Street interchange was not proposed as part of the EIS.
d) This recommendation has been integrated into the mitigation strategies proposed in Section
10 of the EIS (refer Figure 10.8 and Section 10.5.2.
e) Frog exclusion fencing has been integrated into the mitigation strategies proposed in Section
10 of the EIS (refer Figure 10.8).

0.9

Recommendations 1.0
— 6.0 of Bali et al
(2003) in Appendix G of Technical Paper

Impact assessment of the Tugun Bypass has identified the effects of Boyd Street on the Longnosed Potoroo. Discussions have been held with Leda Manorstead Pty Ltd and Tweed Shire

12.

Council in the attempt to ameliorate these impacts and in a manner appropriate to all parties. In
summary an in principle agreement has been reached which includes the voluntary review of
mitigating measures for the potoroo at Boyd Street. The recommendations of Bali et al (2003)
would be considered at this time and subsequently detailed within a Plan of Management. It is
anticipated, that upon acceptance an amendment request would be lodged by Leda Holdings
Pty Ltd to update the development consent for the construction of Boyd Street.

NOISE AND VIBRATION
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Number

Chapter 14

P.1

Response

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference

It appears that noise generated by
construction has been assessed in
isolation and does not provide an overall
indication of the cumulative impacts of
construction on the noise environment.
Please confirm. (i.e. Is it that at the
minimum noise level, there will be no
contribution from construction activities to

Construction noise levels have been presented as component noise contribution to the noise
environment, not as the combination of construction noise and existing background noise.
Where necessary, some noise sources have been treated in isolation. For instance, with piling
activities the issue is that piling may need to be undertaken at night due to the airport's Object
Limitation Surface restrictions.
Minimum construction noise levels refers to the case of:
•

absence of intermittent short-duration high-noise-level construction noise sources

•

all construction noise sources located at furthest distances away from each of the
various receiver locations listed.

the background levels and that other
noise sources, excluding aircraft noise,
would dominate). If this is the case, what
is the reasoning and provide the actual
noise levels to be experienced during
construction at the identified locations.

p. 14.16

P.2

It is noted that in the area around the
Tweed Bypass interchange that the
corridor noise criteria adopted have been
for redevelopment of an existing freeway
or arterial road. Further justification for

If the predicted component contribution construction noise levels are predicted to be less than
the ambient background noise levels at a particular receiver location, then the noise may still be
audible but not measurable above the background.

Further justification is provided in Technical Paper number 10, where it is explained that the
designation of whether the "New Road" or "Road Redevelopment" critena apply at a noisesensitive receiver is determined by the existing levels of road traffic noise exposure and the
direction from which the existing road traffic noise is received at the noise-sensitive premises.

adopting these criteria in this location is
requested given that there will be the
existing Tweed Heads Bypass and the
proposed bypass passing through at this
location.

P.3

p. 14.19

The use of the medium term construction
noise goal is questioned. Please justify.
Unless it can be demonstrated that all
works associated with the construction of
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The medium-term construction noise goal has been used based on advice received from NSW
RTA. The RTA's view is that since road construction progressively moves during different
stages of work, no individual receiver would be exposed to the full construction noise for the
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Response

DIPNR Comment
the Tugun bypass within NSW would be

entire duration of construction.

complete within a 6 month period, it
would be argued that the long-term goal
should be adopted (background + 5dB).
The general works at this interchange are
within a relatively confined area. On the
basis of the information provided, it is
likely that minimum noise levels would
not exceed even the long term goal.
P.4

p. 14.19

P.5

p. 14.20

Do the predicted noise levels consider

As described in further detail in Technical Paper number 10, the particular construction

particular construction scenarios/

scenarios and combination of equipment considered in the noise predictions is nominated.

combinations of equipment? Please

Additional construction noise information for altemative construction scenarios and

provide further information,

combinations of equipment is also provided.

It is noted that the use of impact piling is
proposed. Is this considered essential for

Specific construction techniques would be determined during Detailed Design, and consider

construction, particularly in and around

cost, constructability and environmental impacts. In areas adjacent to noise sensitive receptors,
bored piers would be considered as a construction option.

residential areas. Will it be possible to
use bored piling instead? What are the
likely constraints of this, if any?

P.6

Table 14.10

What is the commitment to the mitigation
measures proposed?

Final design of noise mitigation measures would be selected during the detailed design phase
following a detailed analysis of practical issues, cost-effectiveness, visual impacts, community
and affected-owner preferences in consultation with regulatory authorities and with the approval
of relevant Departments.

P.7

p. 14.20

From where (direction) is the gravel and
aggregate deliveries likely to come from?
Will there be any opportunity to use the
bypass alignment for delivery access to
keep traffic of the local road network as
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The source and transport of construction materials will be detailed by the Construction
Contractor within the Construction Environmental Management Plan (Traffic Management Sub
Plan). Minimising the use of local roads will be a recommendation for the Construction
Contractor and be detailed within the Construction Environmental Management Plan.
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment
much as possible?

P.8

p. 14.15

Has any assessment of likely vibration
impacts been undertaken? How realistic

The management of vibration impacts will be a contractual responsibility. The Construction
Environmental Management Plan will nominate management strategies to achieve the

is it that piling activities will be at 60m or
greater from the receiver, with particular

criteria/goals. Examples of minimising vibration impacts could include:

reference to the area around the Tweed
Heads Bypass interchange? How does
the assessment of potential impacts
relate back to vibration criteria/goals
outlined in the standards referenced on p.
14.15?

•

community consultation, advising of timing & duration of construction activities with
potential vibration impacts

•

monitoring of vibration levels at sensitive locations during critical activities and
modification of construction activities if required

•

selection of alternative piling techniques

•

reducing piling impact strength,

selection of rock-breaking/digging equipment with lower vibration impact

P.9

Table 14.12—

Please indicate where the assessment
has included the implementation of noise
barriers. Would temporary noise barriers
be used where it is not possible to install

Noise barrier information is provided in greater detail in Technical Paper Number 10.
For noise barriers in NSW, please refer to Table 11.2 and Figures 11.2a and 11.2b from Pages
11-5 and 11-6 of Technical Paper Number 10 "Noise and Vibration"

operational noise barriers at the start
of/early in construction? VVhat noise
barrier heights have been assumed for
this assessment? Refer also to general
point regarding noise assessment.

P.10

p. 14.24

It is stated in the technical paper that an
upgrade to 6 lanes would not be likely
before 2017 but elsewhere is stated as
not before 2027. If it is likely that the
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Typographic error. Both statements should read "2027"
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment
upgrade to 6 lanes would occur prior to
2027, this should be included in the
assessment.

P.11

p. 14.25 (s. 14.11.2)

Which criterion was used for the
residential area?
what is the effect of other noise mitigation
measures? It is not appropriate to add
the "allowance criteria" without having

The applicable "New Road" or "Road Redevelopment" criteria has been determined for each
noise-sensitive receiver based on the existing levels of road traffic noise exposure and the
direction from which the existing road traffic noise is received at the noise-sensitive premises.
Where all "feasible" and "reasonable" noise-reducing design opportunities within the road
reserve have been considered, the allowance criterion has been used.

considered other measures available
(refer t o p . 14.16) and is used as a last
resort where other options have been
exhausted and an exceedance is still
likely.

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT TECHNICAL PAPER 3
0.1

p. 1.3

Refers to the opportunities for dedicated

The Gold Coast City Transport Plan, Transport 2007 and the recent South-East Queensland

public transport facilities (such as bus
lanes or light rail) in the Gold Coast

Infrastructure Plan and Program 2005 — 2026 all indicate improvements to the public transport
system along the coast within the study area:

Highway corridor as a result of reduction
in traffic with the bypass. What proposals
are currently in place to take up this
additionally available road space? If
none, what physical public transport
benefits are achieved? Any such
proposal would need to be provided at
the same time as opening of the bypass
so that the road space is not taken up by
additional vehicles. Has there been any
consideration of putting the rail extension
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•

the Gold Coast City Transport Plan indicates a public transport line-haul route along
the coast to Tweed Heads

•

Transport 2007 indicates bus priority measures along the coastline between
Coolangatta and Burleigh Heads

•

the South-East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program 2005 — 2026 includes
commitments to an extension of the Gold Coast rail between Robina and Coolangatta
and an upgrade of public transport services (bus) along Gold Coast Highway.

If the Gold Coast Highway was upgraded to a motorway standard, this would require in excess
of ten lanes (includes four lanes for service roads). This would require prohibitive resumptions.
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Number

Response

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference

through this corridor?

An adverse effect on a public transport would also be expected.
The construction of the rail line through this corridor would result in the demolition of a number
of houses and commercial premises.

General

R.1

Are any cyclist/ pedestrian facilities
along the Gold Coast Highway, its
service roads or Pacific Parade
proposed?

Figure 4.8 details the existing and proposed on-road and off-road cycle facilities for the area
(Source: Map 8.8, Gold Coast City Transport Plan). This shows that an on-road bicycle path
along the Gold Coast Highway corridor between the Airport and the Pacific Motorway (either
along the highway or the adjacent service roads) is proposed (but not as part of the Tugun
Bypass project).
The reduction in traffic volumes along the Gold Coast Highway could provide an opportunity to
improve pedestrian safety by changing signal timings at the intersections to allow longer walk
times across the highway. These improvements could be achieved as a result of the
construction of the bypass but are not part of the bypass proposal.
As part of the bypass proposal, the Stewart Road and Tweed Heads Bypass interchanges will
provide bicycle and pedestrian facilities on the bridges. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are also
proposed along the service roads between the Tweed Heads Bypass interchange and Kennedy
Drive.

General

R.2

What existing bus services are in the
area, in particular using the Gold Coast
Highway? Are there express inter-urban
bus services that would / could utilise the
bypass?

Figure 8.3 of the Traffic and Transport Technical Paper details the existing bus services and
was generated as part of the Robina to Tugun IAS project in 2001. This figure also identifies
opportunities to provide additional services / or modify the existing bus services when the
proposed extension of the Gold Coast railway line to Coolangatta is constructed.
Express inter-urban bus services between Brisbane and Sydney currently travel along the Gold
Coast Highway and stop at Southport, Surfers Paradise, Broadbeach, Burleigh Heads and
Tweed Heads. It would therefore be unlikely that these services would utilise the bypass.

R.3

General

Has the 55% traffic split for through traffic
on the bypass taken into consideration
the identified recalibration of coastal
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The recalibration was undertaken for the Year 2000 base model (no Tugun Bypass) to more
accurately model the scenic benefit for route choice across Terranora Creek via either the
Tweed Heads Bypass or the coastal route through Coolangatta (refer to Section 2.1.3). No
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Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
routes to allow for scenic benefit for route
choice?
Has it taken into account that a majority
of trips are outside peak periods (see
Transport 2007) and therefore timesavings may not be significant enough to
attract trips?

Response
adjustments for scenic benefit were undertaken for the "with bypass" models.
The travel-time savings of the bypass compared to the existing Gold Coast Highway would be
considerable based on:
•

the bypass is a 100 km/h freeway standard road compared to a 70 km/h urban arterial
road

•

there a 5 signalised intersections and a signalised pedestrian crossing along the
existing Gold Coast Highway corridor

•

the bypass is approximately 600m shorter than the existing Gold Coast Highway
corridor

This travel time benefit would therefore attract a proportion of the travel market and this
assumption is supported by the traffic modelling.
Table 4.5 indicates that travel times between Stewart Road and Kennedy Drive with and without
the bypass. With the bypass, travel times would be about 5 minutes along the bypass or
between Band 9 minutes along the existing Gold Coast Highway in 2007 and 2017 respectively.
Therefore travel times along the bypass would be expected to be 3 to 4 minutes quicker than
along the existing Gold Coast Highway in 2007 and 2017 respectively.
The modelled traffic volumes along the Gold Coast Highway in 2002 were:
•

5,500 vehicles per hour in the AM peak period (7 —9 AM)

•

5,300 vehicles per hour in the day off-peak period (9 A M —4 PM)

•

6,000 vehicles per hour in the PM peak period (4 —6 PM)

•

1200, vehicles per hour in the night off-peak period (6 PM
— 7 AM)

This would indicate the traffic volumes along the Gold Coast highway are relatively consistent
throughout the day and are not just high during the AM and PM peak periods. Therefore, it
would be expected that travel time-savings along the bypass during the day off-peak period (9
AM —4 PM) would not be significantly different than during the AM or PM peak periods. A lower
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DIPNR Comment

travel time-saving during the night off-peak period (6 PM — 7 AM) would be expected.
Due to the higher travel speeds, no signalised intersections and the shorter distance, travel-time
savings would be expected on the bypass compared to the existing Gold Coast Highway
throughout the entire day including the night off-peak period.

R.4

General

Figure 2.4 shows that the biggest
employment areas won't be serviced by
the bypass, however, many inter-urban
trips will be home-work.

What is the modelled proportion of through traffic verses local traffic?

Through traffic are vehicles that travel between the Pacific Motorway (Currumbin Creek
Bridge) in Currumbin and the Tweed Heads Bypass (Terranora Creek Bridge) in Tweed
Heads, which include interstate, long-distance and inter-urban trips. These trips would

between Tugun Heights and Tweed and

include all trip purposes such as work, education, shopping and also include visitors and
freight trips. These traffic volumes are approximately 55% of the total traffic volumes

trips to the Airport (both movements not

through the corridor. It is expected that the majority of these trips would use the bypass.

Figure 2.10 shows significant movements

serviced by the bypass).
The EIS indicates that trips to local
centres dominate trip making. Figure 4.1
shows Burleigh and Coolangatta as key
Activity Centres linked primarily by public
transport, but the Integrated Regional
Transport Plan notes the need for
increase road capacity as well.
The Transport 2007 report for the Gold
Coast sub-region states:
"Of the 1.65 million trips currently made
per day in the Gold Coast area, only
15%, or 250,000, are work-related trips.
The remaining 1.4 million trips are made
up of education, tourism and other trip
purposes, many of which are outside
peak periods."
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a)

This is illustrated in Figure 2.10 with 20,200 vehicles per day travelling though the study
area in Year 2002. There are 14,600 vehicles per day that travel between Coolangatta /
Tweed Heads and the coastal areas of the Gold Coast north of Currumbin Creek and
majority of these are likely to continue to use the existing Gold Coast Highway. The rest of
the movements illustrated in Figure 2.10 are relatively low (with a largest daily volume of
2,100 vehicles) and are either within the study area or between the study area and the
surrounding area. These trips are also likely to use the existing Gold Coast Highway.
As indicated below in Point F.6, the local area travel pattems in Figure 2.10 have been
obtained from the EMME/2 model developed by Gold Coast City Council and this model
was used for this project. These travel patterns, obtained from the trip matrices in the
EMME/2 model, are based on the latest available trip movements and demographic data
for the Gold Coast from the Queensland State Govemment (Planning and Information
Forecasting Unit, Department of Local Government and Planning, 2001).
b)

How was through traffic defined (eg. Interstate/long distance travel? Holiday travel?
Freight movements? AM/PM peak commuters)

The definition of through traffic is detailed above. These trips would include all trip

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
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Number

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference
So:

What is the modelled proportion of
through traffic verses local traffic?
How was through traffic defined (eg.
Interstate/long distance travel? Holiday

Response
purposes such as work, education, shopping and also include visitors and freight trips.
Commercial vehicles and visitor movements are detailed in Point A.1.
C)

What proportion of local traffic was assumed to use the bypass?

A limited proportion of the local traffic would be expected to use the bypass.

travel? Freight movements? AM/PM
peak commuters)
What proportion of local traffic was
assumed to use the bypass?
R.5

Figure 2.10

What is the source of the local area travel
patterns?

The local area travel patterns in Figure 2.10 of the Traffic and Transport Technical Paper have
been obtained from the EMME/2 model developed by Gold Coast City Council and this model
was used for this project. These travel patterns, obtained from the trip matrices in the EMME/2
model, are based on the latest available trip movement and demographic data for the Gold
Coast from the Queensland State Government (Planning and Information Forecasting Unit,
Department of Local Government and Planning, 2001).

R.6

Table 2.4

The AADT between 1996 and 2002 grew
at a rate of 2% per annum, however,
between 1996— 1998 and 1999 — 2001
traffic counts were relatively stable,
Traffic volumes increased by
approximately 60/0 between 1998
— 1999
and 2001 —2002. Is the likely cause of
this known? Have potential expansion of
airport operations been considered?

The AADT volumes in Table 2.4 of the Traffic and Transport Technical Paper are from the Main
Roads permanent counter on the Gold Coast Highway near Kitchener Street. As we have not
undertaken a detailed assessment of the underlying traffic data we cannot make any firm
conclusions on the vanability of the data. However, we do provide the following comments:
•

Latest traffic data from Main Roads indicate that the AADT along the Gold Coast
Highway near Kitchener Street is 55,800 in 2003 and 59,000 in 2004. Also the
percentage of commercial vehicles has increased from 6.0% in 2003 to 6.6% in 2004.

•

The construction of the Pacific Motorway upgrade (between Beenleigh and Nerang)
was undertaken approximately between 1997 and 2000. During this period, motorists
would have experienced delays of various magnitudes which may have suppressed
the traffic demand during these years.
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•

The Yelgun to Chinderah Bypass was opened in late 2002. The improved trip
conditions resulted in an additional 3,700 vehicles per day being measured including
an additional 510 heavy vehicles per day (including 100 B-Doubles).

The upgrade of Terminal 2 at the Gold Coast Airport was completed in 2002 (after the collapse
of Ansett Airlines in 2001). Also the Gold Coast Airport's 2002/2003 Annual Report indicated
that airport's passenger volumes were relatively consistent from 1997 through to 2002.
However, in the 2002/2003 financial year there was an increase of nearly 30% in the total
passenger volumes. However, the corresponding change in traffic volumes is minor with 55,100
vehicles per day in 2002 and 55,800 vehicles per day in 2003.
Page 2.19

R.7

What is the basis of the decision for the
preferred rail alignment to the west of the

The rail alignment followed the road alignment based upon environmental impacts. This
alignment and associated impacts are to be detailed in a separate approvals process.

airport?

R.8

Section 4.2.6

The EIS notes that the Pacific Motorway

Crash data from Main Roads indicate that the crash rates along the section of the Gold Coast

and the Gold Coast Highway have been

Highway proposed to be bypassed are about 50% higher than the adjoining section of the Gold
Coast Highway, and 200% higher than the adjoining section of the Pacific Motorway. Hence, the

identified as two of the worst blackspots
for crashes involving bicyclists. However,
Section 4.2.6 notes that only 6 of 286
crashes on the relevant section of the
Gold Coast Highway involved cyclists (or

statement as made.
The resultant reduction in traffic volumes along the existing Gold Coast Highway is likely to
present an opportunity for improved safety along the existing corridor.

6 of 91 requiring medical attention).
Given that the Gold Coast Highway will
still experience significant traffic volumes,
what physical safety benefits are included
as part of the proposal?
R.9

Section 4.6

Section 4.6 described road freight

Recent traffic counts indicate that the percentage of heavy vehicles along the Gold Coast

efficiency benefits. Has any qualitative
modelling of heavy vehicles been

Highway and on the Tweed Heads Bypass are:

undertaken'?
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•

A permanent counter on the Gold Coast Highway (near Kitchener Street) indicated
that in 2004 there were 3,900 heavy vehicles per day (which is about 6.6% of the total
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Module/Section
Reference

traffic stream)

What is the expected proportion of heavy
vehicles using the bypass?
Have expected volumes accounted for

A classified traffic count undertaken on the Tweed Heads Bypass (near the
Queensland / N S W border) in December 2000 indicated that there were about 3,200

increases in heavy vehicles associated

heavy vehicles per day (which is approximately 9% of the total traffic stream).

•

with cumulative upgrading of the Pacific
Highway?
Are there implications of heavy vehicles
carrying hazardous materials having to
use the Gold Coast Highway?

On opening around 10% of vehicles on the bypass are expected to be heavy vehicles.
The above percentages indicate that the percentage of commercial vehicles on the Tweed
Heads Bypass is higher than that on the Gold Coast Highway. This may be possibly due to the
extra local traffic along the Gold Coast Highway corridor affecting the percentage of commercial
vehicles at this location.
Only about 2% of all commercial vehicles travel to or from the study area and consequently
would likely be required to continue to travel along the existing Gold Coast Highway corridor.
Therefore, nearly all the commercial vehicles though the corridor could potentially travel along
the bypass. The 9% of vehicles travelling through the corridor have been estimated as
commercial vehicles based on the classified traffic count undertaken on the Tweed Heads
Bypass (near the Queensland / N S W border) in December 2000.
Also, the travel times along the bypass would be expected to be 3 to 4 minutes quicker than
along the existing Gold Coast Highway in 2007 and 2017 respectively (refer to Point F.4 and
also Table).
The above traffic volumes would include the impacts of the upgrade of the Pacific Motorway
between Brisbane and the Gold Coast. However, the opening of the Yelgun to Chinderah
Bypass in 2002 resulted in an additional 3,700 vehicles per day including 510 commercial
vehicles per day of which 100 were B-Doubles. This increase in commercial vehicles is less
than 10% and consequently would change the commercial vehicle percentage of the total traffic
stream by less than 1%. Therefore, the change in commercial vehicles due to the opening of the
Ye!gun to Chinderah Bypass has not been accounted for.
The proposed bypass would provide an alternative route to the existing Gold Coast Highway for
the majority of the commercial vehicles. However, vehicles carrying hazardous materials will be
required to continue to use the existing Gold Coast Highway corridor. This requirement would
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not result in any additional impacts as these trucks currently use the existing Gold Coast
Highway as this currently the only route through the corridor.
Growth of Pacific Highway traffic due to incremental improvements to the Pacific Highway has
been taken into account in the rate of growth selected for the cordon of the model. This rate
takes into account the effect of improvements over the previous 10 -15 years. There is not
expected to be a 'dramatic' increase in heavy vehicle numbers as when Yelgun to Chinderah
was opened as that was to do with completion of B-Double access rather than incremental
improvement

R.10

Figure 4.6 and
4.7

Figure

Figure 4.6:

In Figure 4.6 (Year 2007) and Figure 4.7 (Year 2017), the 85% and 95% volume/capacity ratios

It is noted that the volume/capacity ratios

respectively are for the western service road which is a two-lane two-way road with a lane
capacity of 900 vehicles per lane per hour. This westem service road connected the Tweed

will reduce substantially in most locations
when the Tugun Bypass is opened,
however, the proposed realignment of the

14,500 vehicles per day in 2007 and 16,300 vehicles per day in 2017.

Tweed Heads Bypass will be operating at

The RTA is currently undertaking planning along the Tweed Heads Bypass, between Kennedy

85% capacity by 2007 and the Gold

Drive and Minjungbal Drive. One option to cater for the future traffic demands across Terranora
Creek is to provide two dual-lane one way roads between Kirkwood Road and Kennedy Drive.
To be consistent with the planning being undertaken by the RTA, the alignment drawings in the

Coast Highway will continue to operate at
greater than 70% capacity in 2007. It is
also noted that the bypass will increase
volume/capacity ratios at Stewart Road
and on the Pacific Motorway.
Figure 4.7:
The volume/capacity ratio on the
realigned Tweed Heads Bypass (service
road) increases to 95% by 2017 and the
Gold Coast Highway is almost at capacity
(98%). It is not clear but assumed that
the figures for the Gold Coast Highway
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Heads Bypass interchange to the Kennedy Drive interchange and is expected to cater for about

EIS illustrated an eastern and western service road between the Tweed Heads Bypass
interchange and the Kennedy Drive interchange. If these two dual-lane one-way service roads
were provided, the volume/capacity ratios would be significantly lower than the 85% and the
95% indicated in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively.
The volume/capacity ratios along the Gold Coast Highway are based on the existing four-lane
cross-section. The traffic modelling has not reduced the existing mid-block capacities. However,
as indicated in previous sections, the signal timings at the signalised intersections could be
adjusted to improve accessibility for the residents on the eastern and western sides of the Gold
Coast Highway.
The existing service roads on either side of the Gold Coast Highway(_Golden Four Drive and
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Response

are on the basis that the infrastructure
remains as is (ie. There is no proposal to

Coolangatta Road) are primarily for direct access to the businesses and residential properties
along the corridor. It is not feasible for residents to travel along these service roads to avoid the

downgrade the existing substantial

congestion on the Gold Coast Highway.

infrastructure in line with its downgraded
role as a local traffic road).

The bypass would allow the Gold Coast Highway to function as an urban arterial road which
provides access to local residents, businesses and the Gold Coast Airport. The service roads

This brings into question the justification

would continue to provide direct connectivity between the businesses and residential properties

for the project which is largely based on
downgrading the role of the Gold Coast

along the corridor and the Gold Coast Highway.

Highway to provide a local function and
provide more east-west accessibility for
the local residents.
There are existing service roads on either
side of the Gold Coast Highway (Golden
Four Drive and Coolangatta Road).
R.11

Figure 4.7

Is it likely that the section north of the

The next section of the Pacific Highway to be upgraded to six lanes is between Nerang and

Stewart Road interchange would be

Stewart Road.

converted to 6 lanes earlier? Appears to
be a squeeze point in 2017.

The Gold Coast City Transport Plan and the recent South-East Queensland Infrastructure Plan
and Program 2005 — 2026 all indicate the upgrade of the Pacific Highway between Nerang and
Stewart Road:
•

the Gold Coast City Transport Plan indicates a future six-lane upgrade of the Pacific
Highway south of Nerang

the South-East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program 2005 — 2026 indicates additional
lanes and interchanges between Nerang and Stewart Road and estimates a completion date of
2014/2015.

R.12
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Table 4.2

Note 1 refers to the constraints on the
Pacific Motorway / Gold Coast Highway

The Toolona Street / Gold Coast Highway intersection is the primary access for nearly all
residents in Tugun. In addition to the high traffic volumes, this intersection also provides for

intersection being the result of Toolona

pedestrian access across the Gold Coast Highway. The required green time for the pedestrian

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment
Street capacity issues. What are the
issues with this intersection and have
there been any investigations into what
could be done to improve its performance
(short of building the bypass)?

movement is the primary impact on the performance of the intersection.
Some potential solutions for this intersection are:
•

Remove a major proportion of the traffic along the Gold Coast Highway from the
signalised intersection (either via the proposed Tugun Bypass or a potential grade
separation of the intersection)

•

Provide an altemative means for pedestrians to cross the highway which could
improve the intersection performance by allocating more green time to the through
movement along the Gold Coast Highway (such as a pedestrian overpass).

Provide an alternative means for vehicles to access the Tugun area which could improve the
intersection performance by allocating more green time to the through movement along the
Gold Coast Highway. This could potentially be achieved by restricting access at the Toolona
Street intersection to left in / left out and providing a signalised intersection at Kitchener Street
which allows all right turn movements.

R.13

Section 4.2.5

This section does not include a scenario
for no "Tugun Bypass — (Gold Coast
Highway upgraded to 6 lanes)" or a "do
minimal" option. Please provide for
comparison.

R.14

Table 4.7

This table indicates a crash rate of 0.113
for the bypass. Is this value calculated
from specific class in the RTA's Rural
Crash Rates or modelled? Is a rural
stereotype appropriate given the bypass
is described as an inter-urban
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The correlation between the 'do nothing' and 'do minimal options with respect to Vehicle-Hours
Travelled and Vehicles-Kilometres Travelled would have little if any, significant impact on the
model whether or not the Gold Coast Highway was upgraded to six-lanes.
At the four-lane stage, people would choose to do their trips out of peak hours, where possible,
and at the six-lane stage, may choose to undertake the trip during peak hours with more road
capacity in place. As a result, the Vehicle-Hours Travelled may reduce slightly with the sixlanes in place and the Vehicle-Kilometres Travelled would be negligible.

The crash rate of 0.113 crashes per million vehicle kilometres travelled was based on a fourlane freeway (see Table B.1) from the Rural Crash Rates — Road Stereotypes, Summary Report
(NSW Roads and Traffic Authority
— Road Safety Bureau, 1993). The above report appears to
be the only published information from the RTA on crash rates and therefore is considered
appropriate to be used in this instance.

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment

connection.

Page 4.20

R.15

Page 4.21

R.16

Why does the "Change due to bypass"

The VHT and VKT calculations have been reviewed and Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 have been

VKTs go up from -36,000 in 2007 to
+27,000 in 2017.

updated. The revised numbers are detailed in Attachment G.

It is stated that without the bypass, the

The traffic volumes along the Gold Coast Highway between the Pacific Motorway and the Gold

Gold Coast Highway would reach daily

Coast Airport in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 indicate that the bypass would be expected to reduce

volumes of 89,000 in 2007 which would

the traffic volumes along the existing Gold Coast Highway corridor by about 50%. This

significantly exceed its capacity of 60,000

significant reduction in traffic volumes will delay the need to widen the existing Gold Coast

vpd, however, this volume would be

Highway to six-lanes.

reached in 2017 even with the bypass (ie.
Within 10 years of opening). Are there
any proposals in place to deal with this
situation'?

The likely timing of this upgrade would be dependant on the future traffic volumes and travel
patterns through the corridor. As the Tugun Bypass is likely to affect the traffic patterns and
traffic volumes any analysis of the upgrade of the Gold Coast Highway should be undertaken
after the opening of the bypass when the future traffic pattems and traffic volumes can be
measured.

R.17

Section 4.7

This section indicates that without the
bypass many of the transport, land use
and environmental objectives of the
relevant strategic plans would not be
achieved What is the basis of this
.
assumption'?

The relevant strategic plans referred to indicate that their plans are based on the Tugun Bypass
proposal being constructed. The strategic plans' ability to advance their respective objectives
rely, to some degree, on the Tugun Bypass proposal being in place.
It is probably an exaggeration to say 'that without the bypass many of the transport, land use,
and environmental objectives of the relevant strategic plans would not be achieved', but these
strategic plans would certainly be adversely affected should the proposal not proceed.
Examples include:
1. The transport plans rely on the bypass proceeding to enhance the opportunities for the
provision of public transport initiatives, such as passenger rail to Coolangatta and light rail along
the Gold Coast Hwy.
2. Some transport plans are promoting increased pedestrian/cycle accessibility, and the Tugun
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Bypass proposal supports these initiatives.
3. Without the bypass some land-use strategies would also be affected, such as the Gold Coast
and Tweed Shire planning schemes that have both been developed on the assumption the
bypass would be implemented.

R.18

General

The Integrated Regional Transport Plan

The Gold Coast City Transport Plan and the recent South-East Queensland Infrastructure Plan

for South East Queensland predicts the

and Program 2005 — 2026 do not give any indication of the potential time-frame for the
upgrading of the Gold Coast Highway to six lanes.

need for widening of existing roads over
the next 25 years despite sustainable
transport initiatives. The EIS notes that
the bypass removes the need to upgrade
the Gold Coast Highway to 6 lanes in the
"medium term". What is the anticipated
time-frame for upgrading the Gold Coast

The likely timing of this upgrade would be dependant on the future traffic volumes and travel
patterns through the corridor. As the Tugun Bypass is likely to affect the traffic pattems and
traffic volumes any analysis of the upgrade of the Gold Coast Highway should be undertaken
after the opening of the bypass when the future traffic pattems and traffic volumes can be
measured.

Highway to 6 lanes?

R.19

Section 7.7

This section dismisses high occupancy

The Gold Coast City Transport Plan states "Transit lanes for higher occupant private vehicles

vehicle lanes on the basis that the
bypass would not function as part of a
CBD peak trip corridor. However, the

are of lesser importance [than bus priority measures], and as they are a new concept in Gold
Coast City, need to be trialled and evaluated to demonstrate the advantages of ride sharing.

bypass has been justified as having an
inter-urban function Finking employment
zones. Modelling has been done for the
AM/PM peaks, indicating that capacity
would be reached in some sections.
Therefore, the use on high occupancy
lanes should be investigated. The Gold
Coast City Transport Plan does not
specifically identify high occupancy
vehicle lanes, however, it does
encourage trials — the bypass would
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Transit lanes need the support of other measures such as car pooling schemes and privileges
for high occupant vehicles at car parks."
High occupancy lanes are generally located along the primary CBD peak trip corridors. For the
Gold Coast area, this would primarily be along the key north-south corridors (such as the Gold
Coast Highway) or along the key east-west corridors on the Gold Coast (such as NerangBroadbeach Road). However, it appears that the GCCC are planning to incorporate bus priority
measures where possible (such as those currently provided along the Nerang-Broadbeach
Road) rather than providing HOV facilities.
In addition, the bypass which primarily serves as a north-south inter-urban route between
northern N S W and the Gold Coast / Brisbane is unlikely to provide a CBD peak trip purpose into
the Gold Coast CBD area (i.e. Surfers Paradise).
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Response

DIPNR Comment

appear to be a suitable location at least
using the AM and/or PM peak high
occupancy lanes. Additionally, all
relevant strategic plans identify the need
to increase the number of passengers in
cars as a key strategy.
R.20

Section 8.2

This section assesses impacts on road
freight based on travel time savings. Did
the modelling include heavy vehicles?
What is the source that estimates
approximately 9% of vehicles travelling

The traffic modelling undertaken did include commercial vehicles.
The 9% of vehicles travelling through the corridor have been estimated as commercial vehicles
based on the classified traffic count undertaken on the Tweed Heads Bypass (near the
Queensland / N S W border) in December 2000.

through the corridor are heavy vehicles?
R.21

Section 8.3

savings would improve response times
for emergency services. Is there any

Emergency services personnel have been consulted with on the construction of the bypass
several times. Main Roads has consulted with emergency services personnel from OLD, NSW
and the Gold Coast Airport on the bypass to discuss its limitations and opportunities to improve

comment / consideration by emergency

emergency response times and accessibility.

This section indicates that travel time

services agencies?

Feedback from these meetings has been incorporated into the proposal where possible and
feasible. Examples of discussions and amendments to the proposal include:
•

A detailed outline of the fire fife and safety requirements proposed for the tunnel

•

Concem about dangerous goods using the tunnel, for which there is a proposal to
ban class 1 and 2 dangerous goods.

Improving travel times and response times by providing emergency phones, wide shoulders for
breakdown and accessibility o f emergency services vehicles, the provision of emergency crossovers between the two carriageways, and the provision of safe enforcement areas.
R.22

Section 9.2.1

Please provide a map showing likely and
potential construction truck routes.

Section 9.2.1 details the potential haulage routes to the site and provides two potential routes:
•
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a link along the proposed alignment from Stewart Road to Boyd Street, with all
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DIPNR Comment

haulage traffic, whether from the north of from the south, required to use the Stewart
Road access
•

the extension of Boyd Street to intersect the Gold Coast Highway at a signalised
intersection, as ultimately planned, with all haulage traffic required to travel directly to
Boyd Street from the Gold Coast Highway without using any other roads.

In the absence of a satisfactory link along the alignment between Stewart Road and Boyd
street, virtually all haulage to/from the site would occur via Boyd Street.
It would not be appropriate to designate local roads such as Coolangatta Road as part of a
haulage route due to the expected volumes of haulage traffic.

R.23

General

How does the bypass provide an

The bypass will reduce the traffic volumes and travel times along the existing Gold Coast

alternative access to the airport to reduce
the risk of a single route?

Highway which will improve access to the Airport.
Future planning for the Airport includes a potential interchange and access road at the northern
end of the Tweed Heads Bypass (north of the Queensland / N S W border). If this future
interchange along the Tweed Heads Bypass is constructed, this would provide a secondary
access location to the airport. The bypass could then provide a second route to the airport via
the Tweed Heads Bypass interchange and this potential secondary access location to the
airport.

NOISE TECHNICAL PAPER 10
S.1

Existing Noise

Has the existing noise environment been

Environment

modelled? Specifically, is there a figure
showing the existing 55/50 dBA noise
contour in N S W (as per the methodology
in the RTA noise manual)? Are there any
residences that fall within this contour? If
so, these residences should be assessed
under the new road criteria.
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The omission of the map from the EIS was an error. The map is appended as Attachment H.
There are several residences that fall within the 55 dB(A) (day) noise contour. (see Attachment
I) Some of these residences were not assigned receivers in the noise modelling since they were
too far away from the road to be considered. The other residences were treated as new road"
criteria but were not identified as such in the Technical Paper results tables due to a
typographical error. The revised Table M-1 showing the modelling results for these residences
are provided as Attachment J.
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Number

S.2

Module/Section
Reference

Construction

The construction criteria is based on a
period less than 26 weeks (Technical
Paper 10, Table 5.3). Is this correct?

S.3

Table 7.7

S.4

Response

DIPNR Comment

The medium-term construction noise goal has been used based on advice received from NSW
RTA. The RTA's view is that since road construction progressively moves during different
stages of work, no individual receiver would be exposed to the full construction noise for the

Construction would appear to be
classified as >26 weeks.

entire duration of construction. (Refer Scott Lawrence, RTA ph (02) 6640-1375)

What is the general use patterns of A.V.
Ducat Park. It appears to be for passive

The comment correctly identifies an error in the EIS Technical Paper 10. The correct criteria for
AVDucat Park would be for "passive recreation" rather than "active recreation". The project's

rather than active recreation, however the

"Scope of Works and Technical Criteria" document is currently being prepared with the

criterion used indicates that it is an active
recreation park. Please confirm.

corrected criteria applicable to AVDucat Park as for "passive recreation". The revised version of
Table 7-7 from Technical Paper 10 is provided as Attacment K.

Please provide an update on the status of
noise mitigation proposed for the

A contract for construction of the noise wall has been awarded and work is expected to

Lakeside Christian College as part of the
Northern Pacific Highway Noise

A 4.5m high concrete noise wall is proposed along the Pacific Highway boundary of the College.
commence in October 2005.

Taskforce.

S.5

It is not clear why the redeveloped road
criterion has been adopted for the section
between the Tweed Heads Bypass and
Kennedy Road as it would seem
inappropriate that the Tugun Bypass with
2 new service roads for access to the
Tweed Head Bypass be considered as
simply an upgrade of Tweed Heads
Bypass
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Whether the "New" road or "Redeveloped" road criteria should be applied was based on the
existing level of road traffic noise exposure and the direction from which the noise is received at
the noise receptor as per Practice Note i, RTA "Environmental Noise Management Manual" p 80
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Number
S.6

DIPNR Comment

Module/Section
Reference
Section 10.9.1

Response

The assessment is based on the 4 lane
configuration of the Bypass. Would a
new assessment be undertaken when the

Upgrade of the Bypass from 4 to 6 lanes is not anticipated to be required until after the 20 year
design horizon. At that time, if N S W EPA/RTA policies remain unchanged, the upgrade of the

Bypass is upgraded to six lanes? Is

that time, the "existing" noise exposure and identification of acute noise exceedances would
form the starting point of that assessment.

there potential that design of mitigation

Bypass from 4 to 6 lanes would require assessment of the noise impacts due to the Upgrade. At

now would preclude mitigation of any
new impacts as a result of a 6 lane
configuration (particularly for any acute
noise exceedances)?

S.7

Section 10.9.1

Section 10.9.1 indicates that 800 "people"
would experience noise improvements —
is this the number of residences?
Section 10.9.1 indicates that marginal
noise levels would be experienced by
residents along the eastern side of the

This is an estimate of the number of residents occupying dwellings having immediate frontage
to the existing Gold Coast Highway/Tweed Heads Bypass.
The increase of noise level without noise mitigation are shown in Appendix I of Technical Paper
Number 10. Highest noise level increase is 1.5 dB(A), which would not be noticeable.
The RTA ENMM describes an increase of 2dB(A) as imperceptible.

Tweed Heads Bypass. How many
residences? What value is considered
marginal? Note, that the proceeding text
indicates that 3dBA would be perceptible.

S.8

Section 11.2.1

Section 11.2.1 lists "innovative noise
reducing measures" — please provide
some examples (or a copy of the Old
Road Traffic Noise Management: Code of

Examples were not discussed in the Technical Paper, as requested by OLD Dept Main Roads.
A copy of the Old Code of Practice is provided as Attachment L.

Practice).

S.9

Table 11.2

Is it possible to provide approximate

Technical Paper Number 10 "Noise and Vibration" Figure 11.2(a) and (b) provide indicative

chainages for the noise barriers

noise barrier locations (refer to Attachment M).

described in Table 11.2?
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DIPNR Comment

GROUNDWATER
T.1

These concerns are acknowledged and have been identified for management. Furthermore,
specific Groundwater and Acid Sulfate Soil Management Plans are to be developed and

A major concern is in respect to
dewatering and the potential for
groundwater quality changes associated

approved (presumer ably) prior to construction. Additional geotechnical and groundwater

with acid sulfate soils.

investigation has also been undertaken since public display and is provided in Appendix L of the
Submissions Report.

T.2

Section 8.4.3, (p8-26).

Obstruction
Mitigation

of
is

groundwater
proposed

flow.
during

The recommendations will be included as a requirement for the contractor to include as part of
the environmental management plan.

construction, via dewatering and injection
to ensure groundwater flows past the
tunnel The Department recommends that
groundwater
consultant
regularly
a
calculate groundwater flow nets based on
groundwater levels to manage this flow.
T.3

Modelling Impacts Where groundwater
levels are lowered significantly which
may be outside model predictions, the
proponent must have contingency plan in
place to raise the water levels back to a
manageable level within a suitable

The management of groundwater will be monitored during construction (and operation).
Baseline monitoring has commenced and would be used to develop site specific performance
criteria The construction contractor will be required to have developed an acceptable plan of
management and include contingency plans in the advent of unacceptable performance.
Requirements for this plan will be detailed within the Project Environmental Management Plan.

timeframe.

T.4

Should off-site disposal of extracted
groundwater be required, a water quality
management plan shall be developed for
its disposal outlining water quality
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A water quality management plan will be developed and will form a component of the
environmental management plan.
The proposed total volume of groundwater to be extracted will be determined before a
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
parameters to be measured, threshold

Response
groundwater license is applied for.

values, frequency of sampling, proposed
treatment of water outside the threshold
values, and reporting to DIPNR.
Prior to the issue of a Groundwater
License the proposed total volume in
megalitres of groundwater to be extracted
is to be determined, as well as the
proposed volume of groundwater to be
re-injected back into the aquifer.

1.5

Section 8.5.4

Environmental Management — While a
Construction Environmental Management

A groundwater management plan will be developed and submitted to DIPNR for approval prior
to the start of construction of the tunnel.

Plan is proposed to be compiled for the
development, a Groundwater
Management Plan will also need to be
developed around the excavated tunnel
to DIPNR's satisfaction.
T.6

This Groundwater Management Plan
should include the following aspects in
addition to what is outlined in the EIS:
A detailed record of the water level data
from around the excavation site. In
addition to manual groundwater level
readings, some electronic continuous
data loggers must be installed in
monitoring bores that record groundwater
level data at key sites. Groundwater
levels should be used to show the limits
of any draw down or temporary mounding
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The groundwater management plan will include the aspects requested.
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment
caused by the construction of the tunnel
(Flow net diagrams).
Major ions should be analysed from all
monitoring bores in close proximity to the
proposed tunnel excavation site and reinjection area, prior to commencing works
and at regular intervals during
construction.
Trigger level management based on
groundwater levels and water quality
parameters be developed to manage the
dewatering and re-injection at the site.
The Department recommends that
groundwater results be interpreted by a
qualified groundwater consultant, at
frequent set interval during the
construction phase. This should ensure
that if remedial action is required, it is
undertaken within a timeframe that allows
any problem to be rectified and ensures
that the beneficial use of the groundwater
is not diminished.
Monitoring bores: All monitoring bores
are required to be licensed under the
Water Act (1912) with the Department of
Infrastructure Planning and Natural
Resources. There is no charge to licence
the monitoring bores.
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Response
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Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

Response

KEY ISSUES (identified in email by Lisa Mitchell 5/04/05)
U.1

The comparison in the traffic modelling of

The economic assessment recognises that the 'do nothing' option is not feasible and therefore

the Tugun Bypass with the 'do nothing'

provides a comparison with a six-lane (and eventually eight-lane Gold Coast Highway). There
is limited value in developing the traffic model to reflect a six and eight lane Gold Coast Highway
(with key intersection improvements) for comparative purposes. If the Tugun Bypass proposal

option is questioned as the do nothing is
modelled as unsustainable from a traffic
management perspective beyond 2007.
It is noted that the economic assessment
in the EIS recognises that the 'do nothing'
option is not feasible and therefore
provides a comparison with a 6 lane (and
eventually 8 lane) upgraded Gold Coast

did not exist, Main Roads would develop the upgrade of the Gold Coast Highway to cater for the
increasing traffic demand and likely trips to achieve a reasonable capacity (LOS C) for at least
10 years from the date of completion of works.
The comparison would then focus on the project's ability to achieve community, govemment,
economic, environmental, and commuter objectives.

Hwy. It is therefore recommended that
the traffic modelling is redone comparing
the proposal with a 'do minimal' option.
The do minimal option could be based on
that assessed in the economic impact
assessment or on an option with grade
separation of key intersections and
possible widening of the GCH. It is
recommended that the 'do minimal' option
is selected for additional modelling in
consultation with the Department and the
RTA that best minimises traffic impacts
on the GCH.
U.2

Section 2.2.3
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The Department notes that a number of
the Landuse and Transport Plans
referred to in Section 2 of the Traffic and

The Tugun Bypass study has not tried to investigate in detail the public transport passenger
trips or quantified the existing buses or future demand, other than recognising that other
strategies and initiatives have investigated these opportunities as a part of their studies. These

Transport W P refer to a desire to improve
public transport opportunities along the

studies recognised the Tugun Bypass proposal as enhancing their objectives for increasing
public transport patronage by relinquishing parts of the existing Gold Coast Highway corridor to

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
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Number

Module/Section
Reference

Response

DIPNR Comment
corridor and reduce car dependency. It is
also noted that the EIS indicates that the

provide for their infrastructure.

proposal increases the feasibility of the
provision of bus lanes or light rail tracks
on the GCH. Section 2.2.3 indicates that
there are several existing bus lines that
traverse the study corridor although there
is no quantification of numbers of buses
using the routes, details of passenger trip
purpose or forecasts of future demand.
Further information is required.

U.3

The Department also notes that the traffic
modelling predicts a significant reduction
in usage of the GCH after opening and
therefore 'spare capacity' on the GCH.
The Department's experience on other
urban road projects has been that 'spare
capacity' road space on arterial roads
bypassed often dissipates faster than
predicted as a result of induced traffic.
Therefore, where demand warrants,
further consideration should be given to
making use of this spare capacity for
public transport improvements such as
the provision of peak hour or 24 hour bus
lanes or HOV lanes and/or the
consideration of bus jumps at traffic lights
etc. Without the completion of such
measures at the time of opening the
Tugun Bypass it is likely that patterns of
car usage would be strongly established,
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Public Transport improvements along the Gold Coast Highway, such as HOV lanes, bus jump
lanes and so on will be considered by Main Roads prior to the completion or just after the
completion of the Tugun Bypass.
Along the rest of the Gold Coast Highway (north of Tugun), Main Roads has already provided
some of these facilities to enhance public transport and pedestrian/cyclist movements and
would not hesitate to provide these south of Tugun should the Tugun Bypass be completed.
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DIPNR Comment
reducing the likelihood for future mode
switch even with eventual widening of the
GCH.

U.4

s2.1.7

It is not clear how the conclusion that the
level of induced traffic is likely to be low

Section 2.1.7 provides a detailed explanation of induced travel demand. The modelling that
produced these figures is typical of that used for this type of project.

has been arrived at given that it is
recognised that there are likely to be a
significant amount of 'suppressed trips'
due to existing congestion on the GCH.
Traffic models do exist that take into
account induced traffic. At the least a
factor or percentage based on elasticity
of demand could be added to the
modelling to indicate the effect of induced
traffic. Refer also to above comments
regarding PT provision.

s4.2.2

U.5

Has the consequential impact of the need
to upgrade the Pacific Motorway north of
the Tugun Bypass been taken into
account as part of the economic impact
assessment?

There is a limited consequential impact resulting in the need to upgrade the Pacific Highway
north of Tugun.
The demand on the Pacific Motorway to upgrade the section north of Tugun is warranted now,
without the bypass. The Tugun Bypass does not increase the vehicle trips on the Highway by
any significant or measurable amount. Main Roads and the Queensland Government have
been planning the upgrade of the Motorway north of Tugun for some time, and do not believe
the construction of the Tugun Bypass would trigger a need to bring forward an increase in
expenditure on the motorway as a result.
Main Roads has planned the upgrade of the Motorway to:
1.

Provide for highway traffic by planning more service roads to remove local trips from
the highway, and to
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Response
provide for HOV capacity to reduce the dependence on the motor vehicle.

U.6

Figures 4.6 and 4.7

There is inconsistency between where

The inconsistency is in relation to the reporting of the volume to capacity ratios in figures 4.6

predictions have been made at stations

and 4.7 matching the stations shown in 4.5. The missing reports are:

on the GCH and compared to the two
locations identified in Figure 4.5.

Fig 4.6 - Sth of Boyd Street: V/c is > 100% for No Bypass and 65% with bypass in 2007
Fig 4.7— Nth of Boyd Street: V/c is > 100% for No Bypass and 101% with bypass in 2017

U.7

Table 4.3

It is not clear how VKTs would be

Refer to R.15 and Attachment G.

reduced as a result of the Tugun Bypass
in 2007. It is noted that an increase in
VKTs results in 2017.
U.8

s7.1

Predicting 20 years after opening is not
consistent with normal RTA practice.

Pacific Highway projects in N S W generally include a requirement to provide level of service 'C'
or better at the 100th HHV predicted for 20 years after opening. Economic analysis constitutes
30 years of project life and costs.

Technical paper No.16 Hazard and Risk,
has considered, in table 2.5 and in

The risk assessment, while attempting to evaluate the actual risks to road users and residents,
does not represent itself as being a thorough quantitative risk assessment giving answers that
could, in an absolute sense, be relied upon. Rather it has been used to compare options in

Risk Assessment
V1

section 2.2.5, the scenarios where a DG
vehicle would be involved in an accident
and the resulting spill, fire, explosion or
gas release would impact on others in the
tunnel. However, the credible scenarios
and related consequences have not been
clearly detailed Para 3 of clause 2.2.5
.
estimates 70 persons to be at risk on the
basis of the consequence distance being
150m VVhile this may be reasonable for
.
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order to rank them, and as a screening process to identify areas of the proposed bypass that
might give rise to unacceptable levels of risk and should therefore be subject to more intensive
evaluation.
The scenario used in estimating the societal risk arising from dangerous goods in the tunnel is
intended to be representative across a day, and therefore includes the possibility of small traffic
flows late at night as well as more congested flow during peak hours. It was decided that, on
average, it was likely that the accident would be at the mid-point, and that traffic flows would be
such that the accident could be detected and the tunnel closed before it become full of vehicles
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Response

radiation effects of a fuel tanker fire, the
consequences of toxic gases or smoke

behind the accident. This resulted in an estimate of the average number of cars within 50 and
100 m of the accident site in determining likely consequences. (As the tunnel would be no more

inhalation have not been clearly stated.

than 400 m long, the average length of tunnel with cars trapped behind the accident site would
be at most 200 m). Beyond 150 m it could also be assumed that the tunnel safety systems,
including emergency ventilation systems, would have a better chance of evacuating people
without serious injury.
Societal risk has been calculated for the case of no restriction on dangerous goods, prohibition
on Class 1 and 2 only, and total prohibition of Classes 1, 2 and 3. The model shows that the
least societal risk is probably achieved by allowing all dangerous goods through the tunnel, but
that there are benefits from banning Classes 1 and 2 only. This is because the greater
contribution to overall risk is considered to be posed by the continued use of the existing,
populated route by Class 3 tankers, balanced to some extent by the unlikely but catastrophic
consequences to the tunnel (rather than the users) of an accident involving Classes 1 and 2.

The recommendation of the state
authorities to prohibit Class 1
(explosives) and Class 2 (compressed
and liquefied gases) may not be
adequate since the larger number of bulk
DG trucks are likely to be petroleum
tankers (Class 3) It is suggested that you
.
review the extent of the restriction. What
is the mechanism for enforcing the DG
restrictions given that the tunnel would
most probably be unmanned. Are you
considering continuous video recording
or similar surveillance measures? Also
what measures are in place to stop
approaching traffic from entering the
tunnel in the event of a DG related
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The proposal to allow Class 3 DGs to use the tunnel is based on risk assessment as detailed in
Technical Paper 6 of the EIS. The detail of the systems to be deployed in the tunnel, listed
below, are still under review. Once finalised, emergency services and DEC will be requested to
review the risk assessment and the tunnel systems and confirm the nature of goods allowed in
the tunnel.
The main mechanism for enforcing DG restrictions is industry regulation, including approvals to
routes for various classes of dangerous goods. Video observation of the tunnel is proposed, but
this would not be used generally for regulation of dangerous goods movements.
Systems including detection, alarm, communications, smoke control, emergency egress and
personnel evacuation, and fire suppression would be implemented and monitored through
surveillance and control systems (refer section 2.4.9 technical Paper 12). An emergency
response plan has been proposed and outlines roles/responsibilities for the tunnel
owner/operator, the operations control centre and all other agencies. Response scenarios for a
range of credible incidents will be developed including primary and secondary approach routes,
and emergency access routes. In addition, full scale integrated emergency response exercises

TUGUN BYPASS EIS
Responses to Issues Raised by DIPNR
Comment
Number

Module/Section
Reference

DIPNR Comment

accident? Also any other measures to
ensure safety of other tunnel users? For
example, evacuation of persons,
ventilation, PA system etc.
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Response
are proposed to be conducted, and provisions written into the plan for periodic review and
update

•

•

ATTACHMENT A: Results of tree hollow survey, Tuqun Bypass
Project

TREE HOLLOW SURVEY - TUGUN BYPASS

JULY 2004

MEMO - 19 JULY 2004
RESULTS OF TREE HOLLOW SURVEY
TUGUN BYPASS
Background
•

As part of the initial Mammal, Reptile and Amphibian survey of the Tugun Bypass
(Hero et al, 2000a, 2000b, 2001) the only area identified as containing tree
hollows in the study area was a small patch of old growth Scribbly Gum Forest
located in Crown Land to the west of the proposed Bypass. Therefore, it was
considered that the route would not impact on any hollow-bearing trees.

•

A targeted search for hollow-bearing trees along the Tugun Bypass route was
subsequently conducted in 2004 to confirm or otherwise the initial advice
received by PB.

Survey Results
A total of 33 trees containing hollows were recorded along the proposed route
alignment during the 2004 survey by Lewis Ecological Surveys. Table 1 below
outlines the results of this survey.

•

•

Table 1 — Location and Size of Hollow-bearing Trees Removed by the Tugun Bypass
G P S Location

Tree

T r e e Type

DBH

Height

Number

Trunk

Limb

Hollow

Hollow

Fissure

Suitability to
Fauna
Group

1

547180, 6886024

Stag

35

17

2

547155, 6886011

Tallowwood

95

21

3

547714, 6885484

Blackbutt

80

21

4

547732, 6885513

Blackbutt

105

20

548272, 6885114

Stag

65

8.5

5

S
L

S

S

bats
bats, gliders,
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats

S

bats

S, M
S, M

L

S

S

bats

S

bats

6

548283, 6885111

Stag

35

9

7

548312, 6885099

65

7

8

548459, 6885027

85

8

S, M

bats, gliders

9

548509, 6884811

38

8

S, M

bats, gliders

10

549807, 6883463

90

15

S

bats

11

549830, 6883418

95

15

S

bats

12

549830, 6883414

50

15

L

13

549830, 6883407

85

14

M

14

550816, 6882947

Stag
Scribbly
Gum
Scribbly
Gum
Swamp
Mahogany
Swamp
Mahogany
Paperbark
Swamp
Mahogany
Paperbark

75

12

15

550823, 6882953

Swamp Box

85

12

S, M. L

S. M

16

550863, 6883004

Stag

85

10

S

S M, L

17

550871, 6883008

Paperbark

115

12

18

550882, 6883000

Stag

80

9

19

550914, 6883007

Pink

40

8

S

S
S, M, L

S, M. L
L

possums
gliders and
possums
bats
bats, gliders
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats
bats, gliders,
possums, owls
possums
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G P S Location

Tree

T r e e Type

DBH

Height

Number

Trunk

Limb

Hollow

Hollow

Fissure

TUGUN BYPASS

Suitability to
Fauna
Group

Bloodwood
20

550932, 6883000

Paperbark

21

550913, 6882971

Swamp Box

50

12

M

possums

22

550927, 6882904

Paperbark

50

16

M

23

550906, 6882913

Paperbark

45

16

possums
bats

24

550891, 6882924

90

16

25

550875, 6882883

75

16

26

550892, 6882886

Paperbark
Pink
Bloodwood
Paperbark

40

16

L

27

550892, 6882874

Paperbark

75

17

M

28

550898, 6882870

Paperbark

50

18

S, M, L

29

550912, 6882874

Paperbark

40

18

30

550917, 6882879

Paperbark

55

17

M

31

550918, 6882879

Paperbark

55

18

M

32

550913, 6882883

Paperbark

40

18

M

33

550919, 6882890

Paperbark

75

19

M

65

18

S. M

S. M

bats, gliders

bats, gliders
bats, gliders,
possums
possums
gliders and
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums

4.

The location of the hollow-bearing trees is predominantly concentrated just north
of the Tweed Interchange and near Boyd Street. The attached figure shows the
distribution of hollow-bearing trees on and near the alignment.

•

A number of additional hollow-bearing trees occur outside of the alignment,
include a further 13-15 trees near the Tweed Interchange, eight trees dotted
along the route and the clump of old growth Scribbly Gums in the Crown Land.

Mitigation Measures
•

It is proposed that the hollow-bearing portion of the trees be removed after felling
and re-instated in adjacent areas. If any hollows are damaged or destroyed
during clearing, then appropriately designed nest boxes would be affixed to
standing trees in the vicinity.

•

The design and placement of boxes should take account of the following:
• all hollow-bearing trees to be felled should be clearly marked and their
species and approximate dimensions catalogued so that hollows and
nest boxes can be affixed to similar standing trees;
•

small hollows should be replaced with nest boxes designed for bats (see
Hoye 1994), incorporating an overhanging roof and internal baffles and
having both external and internal walls lined with flyscreen to improve
grip;

•

medium-sized hollows should be replaced with those designed for
Squirrel Gliders and Brush-tailed Phascogales (Land for Wildlife 1991);

•

nails used to attach nest boxes should not be galvanised or coated and
should not contain zinc to avoid poisoning the trees;
ECOPRO
2
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•

metal strapping that allows for tree expansion should be used to attach
nest boxes;

•

boxes should be placed between four and eight metres above the ground
and oriented to minimise penetration by rainfall and sunlight; and

•

boxes should be placed away from main access tracks to minimise the
chances of them falling and injuring anyone.

In general, reinstated hollows and nest boxes should be placed in intact forest
near the preferred alignment. This could occur in Crown Land in the north and
land to the east of the route near the Tweed Interchange. The actual placement
should take into account the density and dispersion of existing hollows and will be
examined in detail in the Construction Environmental Management Plan and
discussed with relevant landowners and NSW Department of Environment and
Conservation.
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C o m p e n s a t o r y H a b i t a t Policy a n d Guidelines

PART 1

1.

P u r p o s e o f t h e Document

The purpose o f this document is:
%
) . to provide a process for determining the most appropriate method to ameliorate impacts on
flora and fauna and their habitats as a result o f road development, and where there are
residual impacts,
%
) . to provide guidelines for the provision o f compensatory habitat.

2.

Background to the Policy and Guidelines

The NSW Government, along with the Commonwealth and other State and Territory Governments,
have endorsed the National Strategy for the Conservation o f Australia's Biological Diversity. The
goal o f the strategy is to protect biological diversity and maintain ecological processes and
systems. Following this commitment, the N S W Government has prepared the draft NSW
Biodiversity Strategy, which reiterates the goal o f the National Strategy. The core objectives o f the
draft NSW Biodiversity Strategy are to:
I. Ensure the survival and evolutionary development o f species, populations and communities of
plants, animals and micro-organisms native to NSW;
2. Strengthen management on a bioregional basis, including the integration o f biodiversity
conservation and natural resource management, consistent with the principles o f ecologically
sustainable development;
3. Identify, prevent and attack at source the threats to biodiversity through timely implementation of
targeted actions;
4. Build on the success o f existing initiatives to develop a coordinated and cost-effective biodiversity
conservation program involving the community, industry and all levels o f Government, and ensure
that the rights, knowledge and values o f local and Aboriginal communities are properly recognised
and reflected;
5. Strengthen actions to inform, motivate, and achieve the support o f the community, including local
and Aboriginal communities, industry, State Government agencies and Local Government, in
conserving biodiversity; and
6. Increase our understanding o f the ecological systems and processes required to conserve
biodiversity through scientific research, survey and monitoring, taking into account the knowledge
and values o f Aboriginal and local communities.

3.

Key Policy Principle

Road development often involves the changing o f land use or modifications to waterways. Areas of
land and adjacent waterways prior to the construction o f a road provide habitat for native species,
populations and communities o f plants, animals and micro-organisms.
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In principle, the planning and construction o f roads should, in order of
consideration, endeavour to:
1. avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process;
2. minimise impacts on habitat, through the planning process; and
3. mitigate impacts on habitat, through the use o f a range o f amelioration
measures.
Avoiding impacts on habitat is the best way to maintain biodiversity, and can be achieved through the
planning and route selection process. Minimising impacts will limit habitat loss where possible
through the planning and route selection process. Where residual impacts on habitat exist after the
initial planning and route selection process, measures can be employed that mitigate these impacts.
Road development can have a range o f impacts on both terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna. A
reduction in area through loss o f habitat, and the impact this has on its constituent biota is just one.
Other impacts on flora and fauna result from fragmentation o f contiguous areas o f habitat, severance
o f fauna movement corridors and the creation o f altered habitats as a result o f edge effects. There are
other issues related to impacts on habitat which need to be considered, namely:
• effects on threatened species, populations or ecological communities, or their habitats;
• impacts at a regional, sub-regional or catchment scale;
• the long term sustainability and maintenance o f habitat.
The impacts on habitat need to be assessed during the project development process. This will usually
occur by way o f environmental impact assessment, as required under the Environmental Planning
a n d Assessment Act, 1979.
The RTA employs several measures to mitigate impacts on habitat through road development. These
measures are generally outlined in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), and a Species Impact
Statement (SIS) where necessary, and become conditions for approval in a Clause 91 determination
report for an EIS and Environmental Management Plan (EMP). They may also form part o f the
licence requirements under the Threatened Species Conservation A c t 1995 or the Fisheries
Management Amendment A c t 1997.
Determining the most appropriate and effective measures to be employed to mitigate impacts relies on
a thorough assessment o f the kind and extent o f impacts and the measures available, on a project by
project basis. Measures employed to mitigate impacts on habitat include:
• reducing construction zones;
• underpasses;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

overpasses;
exclusion fencing;
landscaping and revegetation;
site rehabilitation;
compensatory habitat;
traffic control, such as advisory signs, reduction o f speed limits and traffic calming measures; and
driver education and awareness (signage, community involvement)
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4.

Process for Determining Mitigation Measures to be Employed

Determine the habitat issues or impacts that are being created through the development of
1.
removal o f habitat o f a particularly sensitive or important species, population or
road
(ie,
a
community, general habitat removal, creation o f new edge-affected habitat, barrier effects and
severance o f a wildlife movement corridor).
Explore amelioration options relevant to the impacts identified, using the principle of
2.
"avoid, minimise, mitigate". Impacts will be identified through the process o f route selection,
consultation with the community and the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and
through the process o f developing a Review o f Environmental Factors (REF), an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) and a Species Impact Statement (SIS) if required.
3.
Discuss selected amelioration option(s) with the local community and relevant
organisations and agencies, to determine the most favourable approach. For example, Catchment
Management Committees, landcare groups, local naturalists groups, NPWS, NSW Fisheries,
Department o f Land and Water Conservation (DLWC), State Forests o f NSW and Local Councils
need to be consulted. Information should be presented on the relative economic cost o f proposed
avoidance, minimisation and mitigation measures, their effectiveness in providing for fauna and
flora habitat and practical implications for their implementation, on-going management and
maintenance.
At the conclusion o f this process, the strategies to avoid and minimise impacts through planning
and route selection, and mitigation measures to be included during road construction will have
been determined. The complement o f mitigation measures should reduce the impacts on habitat
and its constituent flora and fauna to a level which is accepted as not significant. Guidance and
justification on the significance or otherwise o f impacts can be provided by NPWS.
Compensatory habitat is appropriate only where there is residual loss or degradation o f key
habitat and its constituent flora and fauna after route selection, road design and mitigation
measures have been employed. For definitions o f compensatory habitat and key habitat see Part
2.
The mitigation measures used to address impacts on habitat and constituent flora and fauna may
be recorded in an assessment matrix (see Table 1.) and will ensure that all impacts and mitigation
measures are being considered. This matrix will also assist in assessing whether the complement
o f measures mitigates the impacts on habitat and its flora and fauna to an adequate, acceptable
level.
Table 1: Assessment matrix o f mitigation measures
Mitigation
Impact B
Impact A
Measure
Al

Impact C

Impact D

ti

A2

V

A3
A4
A5

"V
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Adequate
mitigation?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Determine the complement o f amelioration option(s) to be adopted which avoid, minimise
4.
and mitigate the impacts o f road development on habitat and its constituent flora and fauna.
Where there is residual loss or degradation o f key habitat after route selection, road
5.
design and determination o f mitigation measures, compensation in the form o f compensatory
habitat, land rehabilitation and/or contribution to research can be employed. These compensatory
measures should be detailed and justified in the REF/EIS/SIS.
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PART 2
1.

Compensatory Habitat - Policy and Definitions

1.1

Policy
I.

Compensatory habitat will be employed as a measure to mitigate impacts on key habitat
areas, where it is assessed as the most ecologically sound, cost effective and practical
measure available.

II.

Compensatory habitat will be provided only where the long-term management by an
appropriate land manager is ensured and where the land tenure is secured for the
purposes o f conservation.

III.

Any additional ongoing property management requirements resulting from acquisition of
compensatory habitat should be dealt with at the time o f transfer to the future land
manager by way o f a present value lump sum payment and not by way o f a continued
Authority involvement.

1.2

Definitions

Compensatory Habitat
Compensatory Habitat is an area or areas o f land containing one or more key habitats which are
acquired and/or committed by the RTA for the purposes o f nature conservation, to make up for
the loss or degradation o f one or more key habitat(s). Loss or degradation o f key habitat will
result from land clearing and/or new edge effects on adjacent key habitat.
Key Habitat
For the purposes o f this policy, key habitat refers to the natural environment inhabited by native
flora and/or fauna species, populations or ecological communities which are deemed to be of
ecological significance. The significance o f a species, population or ecological community may
be determined as a result of:
• inclusion on Schedule I o f the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 or the Fisheries
Management Amendment Act 1997 as an endangered species, population or ecological
community, or presumed extinct species;
• inclusion on Schedule 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 as a vulnerable
species;
• inclusion in an area o f habitat o f an endangered species, population or ecological community
declared critical habitat by the Minister o f Environment;
• inclusion in a planning instrument under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 in a category o f nature conservation significance;
• inclusion on the National Estate listing;
• inclusion within a conservation reserve gazetted under the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1979 (eg. National Park, Nature Reserve) or under the Forestry Act 1916 (Flora Reserve);
recognised as an area o f high nature conservation value in a property agreement or
being
•
regional vegetation management plan under the Native Vegetation Management Act.
inclusion
in any other conservation agreement, state, national or international (eg. the Japan
•
Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (JAMBA), the China Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (CAMBA), the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands o f International Importance
Especially as Waterfowl Habitat, and Voluntary Conservation Agreements);
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•

being o f particular ecological significance to NPWS, NSW Fisheries, the Department o f Land
and Water Conservation, State Forests o f NSW or other agency. (NB. The relevant agency
will be required to provide written justification for an area being identified o f -particular
ecological significance-).
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Designating Areas as Compensatory Habitat

2.

Determining the area, location and type o f compensatory habitat to be provided will be dependent
on a number o f factors.
2.1

Area o f Habitat
Where compensatory habitat is assessed as an appropriate mitigation measure for impacts on
habitat, the RTA will, where reasonably practicable provide an area o f habitat at least equal to
the area o f key habitat which is being directly impacted by road construction through land
clearing. In addition, where a new edge is created in previously unaffected key habitat,
compensatory habitat will be provided for the edge-affected
Habitat must be o f adequate size to provide for the sustained survival o f key species,
populations or communities. The total land area o f habitat required for a given species,
population or community will need to be assessed. This assessment will be made through
consultation with conservation biologists including those from the National Parks and Wildlife
Service and NSW Fisheries.
The area o f compensatory habitat must also be a viable management unit in terms o f its
practical management. Potential land or waterway managers will need to be consulted so they
may consider the practical and cost implications o f any proposed area o f compensatory
habitat, prior to committing to its long term management.
In some cases there may not be an area o f suitable habitat available to compensate for the loss
o f key habitat. In this case, an area o f compensatory habitat may be established which requires
full or part restoration or rehabilitation. Where habitat rehabilitation/restoration is required, an
area greater than that lost through road construction may be considered. A greater area may be
considered to offset risks associated with failure to establish an effective habitat area and the
reduction in productivity that a rehabilitated/restored area may have.

2.2

Location o f Habitat

Wherever possible the location o f the compensatory habitat should be close to the impacted
habitat, so that the local, regional or catchment biological diversity is maintained. However, it
is important that the compensatory habitat remains viable in the long term, and that
community concerns are met. There are also practical and cost implications in locating
compensatory habitat.
Assigning compensatory habitat close to the original impact will improve the probability that
the habitat being protected resembles the impacted habitat. Often there are opportunities to
allocate an adjoining parcel o f land as compensatory habitat, ensuring a close biological
connection.
It is preferable for compensatory habitat to be located adjacent to habitat which has some
form of statutory conservation protection. Failing this, unprotected habitat adjacent to
compensatory habitat is also useful. An isolated area of habitat is the least suitable for
conservation, as it increases the negative impacts from adjacent land use activities, increases
the chances o f destruction through inappropriate fire regimes, and decreases the opportunity
for recruitment o f flora and fauna into the habitat.
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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Corridors o f native vegetation can be useful in providing for the movement o f species across
the landscape. They are particularly important in landscapes that have been largely modified
through clearing for agriculture or urban development. Securing compensatory habitat which
is part o f a network o f corridors will contribute greatly to maintaining important local or
regional biodiversity.
Major road projects may have impacts on key habitat at a large scale. This could be the result
o f a large individual road project or a road network redevelopment program. While
compensatory habitat is generally considered on a project-by-project basis, the establishment
o f compensatory habitat may require an assessment o f the cumulative impacts o f the road
development at a regional scale.
The location o f compensatory habitat will also require consultation with potential land
managers. Potential land managers will need to consider the practical and cost implications of
any proposed location o f compensatory habitat, prior to committing to its long term
management.
2.3

Habitat type and quality

The type and quality o f habitat to be allocated as compensation should be similar to or better
than the habitat which is being impacted upon. Compensatory habitat should include as many
as possible o f the key species, populations or communities which have been assessed as being
impacted through road construction.
Habitat quality is in part a measure o f the condition o f the habitat. It is dependent on the level
o f pest encroachment (weeds and feral animals), the adjacent landuse and its compatibility
with nature conservation, the size, shape and security o f its tenure. Other criteria for habitat
quality include species richness, the number o f threatened species and the presence of
breeding, roosting and feeding sites for native fauna. Where the quality o f available
compensatory habitat is not equivalent to the impacted key habitat, the quality can be
enhanced through works such as revegetation, rehabilitation, fish restocking or through
changes to land tenure and management.
2.4

Assessment

An example o f an assessment o f the need for compensatory habitat is contained within the
Discussion Paper Compensatory Habitat Assessment f o r the Bonville Deviation (1998),
prepared by Biosis Research Pty Ltd. This assessment is limited to ecological considerations,
and is based on the process outlined within this policy and guidelines. This discussion paper
also provides a brief literature review o f relevant international references and an extensive
bibliography.
Following ecological assessment, economic considerations are required to be made. Often
the cost o f acquiring land or water which may fulfil the ecological requirements for
compensatory habitat is expensive. An assessment o f the costs; ecological, social and
economic, will be required before a final determination on the size and location o f the
compensatory habitat is made. Justification on these bases will require monetary and nonmonetary evaluation.
A method for assessment of the economic, social and ecological costs and benefits when
determining the size and location o f compensatory habitat is provided below. It incorporates
qualitative and quantitative assessment to assist the decision-making process, by organising
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costs and benefits in a simple matrix. Identifying all costs and benefits in this way can be
assisted by consultation with specific stakeholders and the community, combined with
economic analysis.
Costs and benefits of Site X as compensation for Y impact
(with examples of qualitative and quantitative costs and benefits
Costs
Benefits

Economic
• acquisition o f land
($150,000)
sale
o f surplus land
•
($45,000)

Social
• loss o f visual amenity
• loss of public access
• addition to
conservation reserves

3.

Securing Land as Compensatory Habitat

3.1

Property Acquisition Procedure

Ecological
• loss o f key habitat
(10ha)
protection
o f key
•
habitat (100ha)

The power to compulsorily acquire land is derived from statute and in the case o f the RTA that
statute is the Roads Act 1993. Land can be acquired for the purpose of the Act which broadly
speaking is to accommodate roadworks. Acquired land must be used for the relevant public
purpose or an acceptable collateral use and to compulsorily acquire land for the purposes of
providing compensatory habitat would be considered to be too remote from the statutory
purpose and in excess o f the powers conferred by law.
The RTA can not compulsorily acquire land for the provision of compensatory habitat.
However, there is nothing to stop the Authority purchasing land in the market place for that
purpose, but in such cases the Authority can not compel an owner to sell land.
The Property Acquisition Manager is to be involved at the earliest stages o f planning
associated with the provision of compensatory habitat and in particular any discussions with
land owners. RTA's property acquisition policies are to be observed and applied at all times.
The Property Acquisition Manager is to manage the process o f both acquiring the land for
roads and acquiring the land to be made available for compensatory habitat.
In seeking to provide lands for compensatory habitat and before considering the purchase of
privately owned lands, a search is to be made o f suitable land within the Authority's portfolio
o f residue land, including any that may be available as a result of the road project. I f no
suitable property is identified, enquires are to be made of Local, State and Commonwealth
government organisations and i f suitable land is identified the cooperation o f the relevant
authority is to be sought in providing compensatory habitat.
Any increased management cost resulting from the provision of compensatory habitat by the
Authority is to be compensated to the relevant land management agency by way o f a lump
sum payment sufficient to generate an annuity equivalent to the increased annual management
cost. This additional management cost must be bone fide, reasonable and measurable.
3.2

Management

The RTA is not a land management agency and is therefore not equipped for managing lands,
particularly for the purposes o f nature conservation. There are other agencies and
organisations better suited to undertake the long-term management of compensatory habitat.
These include NPWS, State Forests, Department of Land and Water Conservation and Local
Government. There are also other organisations which may be prepared to take on the
management, including Trusts, landcare or other community groups. The long term
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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management o f compensatory habitat must be established through the appropriate provision of
resources and security o f tenure.
Securing the long term management o f compensatory habitat will require consultation and
negotiation with NPWS, State Forests or the Department o f Land and Water Conservation, if
they are the preferred management agency. There are provisions within the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974, the Forestry Act 1916, the Crown Lands Act 1989, the Native Vegetation
Conservation Act 1997, the Soil Conservation Act 1938 and the Fisheries Management
Amendment Act 1997 which provide for the management o f lands and/or waters for
conservation. An agreement or memorandum o f understanding, including a conservation plan,
will be required to be negotiated, along with an up-front lump sum payment for the
management o f the land and/or waters in perpetuity.
Vesting the management o f land with Local Government will also require consultation and
negotiation with the local authority. Land and/or waters can be brought under the control of
Council through various means, such as a deed o f agreement, the establishment o f a trust or a
lease arrangement with Council. While Local Governments are not equipped to provide
specialist management o f habitat for conservation, a management plan can be developed
which applies to the habitat. The provision o f resources to ensure the long term management
o f the habitat can be achieved through the establishment o f a trust account. If the management
o f land is vested in Council, it is then classed as public land and is subject to the management
provisions o f the Local Government Act.
The RTA can, through consultation with NPWS, also be involved in securing management of
compensatory habitat on private land and/or waters by private landholders. Voluntary
Conservation Agreements (VCA), as described under Section 69 o f the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974, are a means for private landholders, as well as local council or a person
leasing land and/or waters from the Government to improve the conservation status o f natural
environments. It is a joint agreement between a landholder and the Minister for the
Environment. There are various incentives for landholders to undertake a VCA, such as a
rating concession under the Local Government Act. The terms o f the voluntary agreement are
negotiated between the landholder and the NPWS, which acts on the Minister's behalf. The
NPWS will only enter into a VCA if it considers that the proposed lands contain sufficient
nature conservation values to warrant the making o f a VCA. The securing o f habitat for
conservation by this means may not equate to compensation for impacts by the RTA, but may
add value and legitimacy to amelioration measures undertaken by the RTA.
PART 3
1.

Decision Support Flow Chart
The following flow chart summarises the process o f avoiding, minimising and abating impacts
on habitat and its constituent species, populations or ecological communities. This process is
described in detail in Part 1. Once it has been determined that compensatory habitat is to be an
mitigation measure, Part 2 outlines the considerations which need to be made to ensure that it
is the most ecologically sound, cost effective and practical measure, and where the long term
sustainability o f habitat is secured.

POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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At the earliest concept stage, does the Road Development proposal include impacts on habitat?
Yes

No
No amelioration measures required
Consider opportunities to ehnace native biodiversity within the road
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Consider opportunities to minimise impacts during the
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planning, route selection and road design stage.
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development include impacts on habitat?
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INTRODUCTION
Biosis Research Pty. Ltd. was commissioned by the Roads and Traffic Authority
(RTA) to prepare a discussion paper that seeks to develop a consistent and
ecologically sound approach to the inclusion o f edge effects into compensatory
habitat packages. The ultimate aim o f this report is to progress the current draft o f the
RTA compensatory habitat policy.

Scope/Purpose
Broadly, the scope and purpose o f this report are to:
o
o
o
o
o

Define and discuss the concept o f edge effects in relation to roads and road
development, and their implications for nature conservation;
Estimate the approximate width(s) o f edge-affected key habitat associated
with road development;
Evaluate the necessity o f compensating for edge effects when an edge already
exists prior to development (e.g. road widening along existing alignment);
Evaluate the necessity o f compensating for all types o f edge effects given that
flora and fauna species may still utilise disturbed areas;
Develop a consistent and methodical approach to the overall calculation of
compensatory habitat that is fair to all agencies concerned and is based on
ecological criteria.

This report is divided into three sections. Part 1 provides the background for the
study by introducing the Draft RTA Policy and summarising the compensatory habitat
studies undertaken along the Pacific Highway. Part 2 outlines the results o f a targeted
literature search on edge effects. Finally, the findings o f the first two sections are
analysed in Part 3 to formulate simple guidelines for compensating edge effects.
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PART 1 - BACKGROUND
This section presents a brief summary o f relevant background studies and defines
important terminology that will be used throughout the report. Major documents
considered in this section are listed below:
o
o
o
o
o

O

Road Development and Impacts o f Habitat Amelioration Measures —
Compensatory Habitat (RTA Draft Policy 6, 12/11/98);
Discussion Paper Compensatory Habitat Assessment f o r the Bonville
Deviation (Bali and Anderson 1998);
Pacific Highway Upgrade Karuah to Bulahdelah Compensatory Habitat
Assessment (Ecotone Ecological Consultants 1998);
Assessment o f Compensatory Habitat f o r the Bonville Deviation (Bali 2000);
Karuah to Bulahdelah Pacific Highway Upgrading: Assessment o f the Area
o f Habitat Required f o r Compensation (Sandpiper Ecological Surveys 2000).

RTA Draft Policy
The RTA draft policy provides policy and guidelines to assist in determining the most
appropriate measure(s) to ameliorate negative impacts on habitats. The draft policy
states that during construction o f roads, the RTA should in order o f consideration,
endeavour to:
1. Avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process;
2. Minimise impacts on habitat, through the planning process; and,
3. Mitigate for impacts on habitat, through the use o f a range o f amelioration
measures.
Some important definitions from the draft policy are outlined below:

•

Mitigation is applied where there are residual impacts after the initial planning and
route selection process. Mitigation is determined on a project-by-project basis and it
may include a range o f measures from the construction o f major structures, through to
site rehabilitation and compensatory habitat.
Compensatory habitat is "an area o f land containing one or more key habitats which
are acquired and/or committed by the RTA for the purposes o f nature conservation, to
make up for the loss o f one or more key habitat(s)". The RTA considers that,
wherever possible:
Compensatory habitat should be at least equal in area to the key habitat lost.
Furthermore, the area o f compensatory habitat should be adequate to provide for
sustained survival o f key species, populations and communities and to provide a
viable management unit. Where habitat rehabilitation or restoration is required,
then an area greater than that lost through road construction may be considered.
Compensatory habitat should be located close to impacted key habitat.
It is preferable for compensatory habitat to be located adjacent to protected or
unprotected habitat or to be part o f a network o f corridors that contribute to
biodiversity conservation at the loca and regional levels.
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Compensatory habitat should be similar to or better in type and quality than
impacted key habitat.
Where quality o f compensatory habitat is not considered to be equivalent, it can
be enhanced through revegetation, rehabilitation, fish restocking or through
changes to land tenure and management.
Key habitat areas are those that support flora and fauna species, populations or
ecological communities considered to be o f significance because they are listed in
relevant legislation or state, national or international agreement or because they are
considered to be o f particular significance by relevant government agencies (see
Appendix 1).
Edge effects are not specifically defined in the policy document.

What are Edge Effects?
For the purposes o f clarity, a brief definition of edge effects is given here. A more
detailed discussion o f edge effects is provided in Part 2 o f this report.
A habitat edge is a transition zone between two distinct vegetation types, representing
different communities, successional stages and/or land uses (Yahner 1988). Edge
effects are the result o f the interactions between the two habitats separated by such an
edge (Murcia 1995). Organisms living on the edge o f a habitat fragment may be
exposed to:
o
o
o

Abiotic effects;
Direct biological effects;
Indirect biological effects.

Abiotic effects are changes in microclimatic and physical conditions related to
humidity, air temperature, light, soil and leaf litter moisture, wind speed, run-off and
chemical substances. The ecological consequences o f these effects may be
proliferation o f weeds, loss o f habitat trees and changes in the flora and fauna
communities.
Direct biological effects are changes associated with the abundance and distribution
o f species caused directly by physical conditions at the edge and may include
alterations to the following: tree density, stem basal area, canopy cover, understorey
cover, seedling density, plant/seedling growth, weed invasion, flora and fauna
densities and species richness and composition.
Indirect biological impacts are those that involve species interactions at the edge such
as seed dispersal, nest predation, brood parasitism, seed germination and herbivory.
The ecological consequences o f these effects may be increased predator access and
efficiency, competition amongst species, avoidance behaviour by sensitive species
and increased grazing pressure.
Traditionally, wildlife managers believed that increased habitat diversity associated
with habitat edges was directly related to increased species diversity. However, more
recently, there has been concern that edge creation is detrimental to the conservation
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o f some species, in particular habitat specialists and rare species. Increased edge
habitat may lead to higher levels o f predation and brood parasitism and to low
fledgling success and loss o f habitat for forest-interior species (Murcia 1995).
What Edge Effects are Associated With Roads?
There have been several recent reviews on the effects o f roads on adjacent terrestrial
and aquatic habitats (Forman & Alexander 1998; Trombulak and Frissell 2000).
Trombulak and Frissell (2000) note that road effects may impact terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Increasing mortality during construction;
Increasing mortality from collisions with vehicles;
Modifying animal behaviour;
Altering the physical environment;
Altering the chemical environment;
Spreading exotic species;
Increasing alteration and use o f habitat by humans.

Although the first point is related to habitat loss and the second point to barrier
effects, the remainder can be classified as edge effects when they pertain to areas
adjacent to road development.
More specifically, edge effects associated with roads include the degradation of
adjacent habitat through:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
to
o

changes in microclimate (e.g. temperature, wind, light, humidity);
changes in hydrology (i.e. surface and subsurface water flows) ;
changes in floristics (i.e. species composition and abundance);
alteration to the pattern and frequency o f fire;
invasion by exotic plant and animal species;
increase in sedimentation;
increase in tree death (e.g. windthrow, dieback);
increase in rubbish and water pollution; and,
improved access for predators.

As illustrated by Forman and Alexander (1998), road effects may not affect both sides
o f a road equally. Effects can be expected to be greater if they are downslope (e.g.
hydrological effects), downwind (e.g. abiotic effects and animal behaviour) or
surrounded by more suitable surrounding habitat (e.g. more prone to invasion by
exotic plants and animals and/or to access by humans).
Edge effects are reduced through general mitigation and rehabilitation measures
associated with construction and operational stages o f road development. Standard
mitigation measures include but are not restricted to the following:
o
o
o
o

Minimising disturbance to habitat adjacent to construction (e.g. fencing);
Minimising disturbance to stream banks and streambeds;
Minimising or preventing disturbance to Acid Sulfate Soils;
Siting all ancillary buildings and works in cleared or otherwise disturbed areas
away from waterways and other sensitive areas;
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Avoiding stockpiling materials on adjacent vegetation;
Managing general construction activities to appropriately dispose o f waste
materials and/or contaminants away from adjacent habitats;
Implementing soil erosion and sedimentation control measures;
Constructing water quality control ponds;
Implementing a Weed Management Strategy;
Collecting seed and /or propagative material from native species present;
Stockpiling topsoil to ensure viability of seed stock;
Using locally indigenous species for landscape plantings and revegetation.

However, RTA roadside maintenance procedures may act to maintain and enhance
edge habitat through:
o
o
o
o

Mowing, slashing and/or use o f chemicals to maintain clear zones for safety
and fire control;
Removing any roadside trees that are a potential hazard to traffic;
Clearing roadside understorey vegetation to maintain or improve visibility for
drivers;
Pruning overhanging branches.

Due to the permanent nature o f the road surface, continuous noise and movement and
maintenance procedures, road effects are likely to persist in the long-term.

Compensating for Habitat Loss Along the Pacific Highway
As a background to this section, it is important to understand that much o f the work
undertaken on NSW roads is associated with road improvements aimed at making
roads safer while coping with increasing traffic flows. Road improvements generally
take the form o f bypasses, deviations and upgrades. Habitat loss associated with these
varies on a case-by-case basis.
At one extreme, the creation o f a new road corridor through previously undisturbed
native vegetation would result in the loss o f habitat along its entire length. This may
be the case where bypasses are constructed in order to avoid towns or where
deviations act to straighten a road, making it safer. The amount o f habitat lost is
directly related to the amount o f bushland occurring along the final route. One o f the
major aims o f the route selection process is to minimise habitat loss.
At the other extreme, road widening or upgrade involves widening an existing road
corridor. Typically, this involves transforming a single-lane highway into a dual
carriageway separated by a median strip. The width would be expected to vary along
its length depending on the amount o f cut and fill and other factors, but would average
approximately 20-25 m. Although upgrades require less clearing than a new road
corridor, the total amount o f habitat lost on any given route is ultimately determined
by final route selection.
Between these two extremes, we can expect numerous variations where upgrades,
deviations and/or bypasses are included within a single road development.
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Since 1997, the RTA has commissioned studies aimed at assessing and/or prioritising
areas o f compensatory habitat to mitigate the habitat lost as a result o f road
improvements. Four examples are briefly summarised below.
Bulahdelah to Coolongolook Deviation
In 1997, Ecopro was engaged to assess habitat values o f a 672 ha area o f remnant
vegetation as possible compensatory habitat for the Bulahdelah to Coolongolook
Deviation (Ecopro 1997). The author assessed and ranked eight ecological criteria on
the basis o f a field survey and desktop study. As this study preceded the RTA policy
on compensatory habitat, neither key habitat nor the size o f the candidate site were
taken into consideration during the assessment. It was concluded that the site was
suitable as compensatory habitat as it replaced most o f the forest types in greater
quantities than were being lost and provided an effective regional wildlife corridor.
Yelgun to Chinderah Upgrade
In 1998, Landmark Ecological Services undertook an assessment o f 11 compensatory
habitat candidate sites (Sinclair Knight Merz 1998). They used three main criteria to
compare sites: habitat values for threatened flora and fauna, corridor values and
similarity to key habitat being removed. On the basis o f a field survey and literature
search, the authors identified 35 ecological criteria and assigned these to the candidate
sites. Although the sites were not systematically ranked, they were grouped and
prioritised according to their suitability. Four sites were considered most suitable as
compensatory habitat; together they comprised approximately 769 ha.
Bonville Deviation
In 1998, Biosis Research was commissioned by the RTA to review the issues
regarding the need for acquisition o f compensatory habitat as a result o f the Pacific
Highway deviation at Bonville, NSW. The resulting report (Bali & Anderson 1998)
aimed primarily to review the impact o f the deviation on vegetation remnants and to
determine the appropriate type and quantity o f compensatory habitat required. The
report concluded that, based solely on ecological grounds, a 1:1 ratio o f compensatory
habitat to key habitat lost would be adequate for already established habitats. In the
case o f the Bonville Deviation, this came to approximately 43 ha'. It was considered
by the authors that mitigation measures employed along the proposed route reduced
barrier, road kill, fragmentation and aquatic impacts to an acceptable level.
In 1999, Biosis Research was commissioned to identify, assess and rank suitable
compensatory habitat along the Bonville Deviation (Bali 2000). Four candidate sites
were assessed on the basis o f a desktop study and drive-by survey. A simple
ecological ranking procedure was developed as part o f this study in order to make
future assessments more systematic and objective. The assessment process did not
take into account compensation for edge effects as this was still being negotiated
between the RTA and NPWS. However, it should be noted that final compensatory
habitat candidate sites all exceeded 43 ha in area.

1 This was later increased to 45 ha to take into account additional habitat loss associated with the
creation o f a wide vegetated median into the proposal.
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Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade
Ecotone Ecological Consultants (1998) undertook an assessment o f three candidate
compensatory habitat sites along the Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade. Although this
study did not apply a systematic ranking approach as per Ecopro (1997) and Bali
(2000), it relied upon similar comparisons o f assessment data. The authors assessed
the sizes o f candidate sites (80-573 ha) in terms o f viability, but not with respect to
the amount o f key habitat to be removed. Although approximately 107.4 ha o f habitat
would be removed as part o f the upgrade, it was not clear from the text whether this
represented key habitat or total habitat.
A separate study was conducted by Sandpiper Ecological Surveys (SES) to determine
the amount o f habitat that should be provided to compensate for the impacts
associated with the proposed Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade (SES 2000). One o f the
aims o f this study was to identify the most suitable candidate site along the upgrade.
The authors concluded that Mt Karuah was most suitable as compensatory habitat
because it:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

is ecologically superior to the removed habitat;
provides habitat suitable for threatened species;
has one owner;
is relatively undisturbed;
is suitable for inclusion into the NPWS reserve system;
is o f adequate size;
is a viable management unit; and,
is part o f a recognised movement corridor.

With reference to the RTA policy on compensatory habitat, the authors then assessed
the level o f compensation required for impacts that were not mitigated (i.e. habitat
removal, disturbance effects) and impacts that were partially mitigated (i.e. edge
effects, barrier effects, roadstrike). The results are summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Summary o f mitigation assessment for four impact types associated with
road develo ment by SES (2000).
Impact

Compensatory habitat
required?

Habitat removal

Yes

Ratio o f compensatory
habitat to removed
habitat
1:1

Disturbance

No

NA

Edge effects

Yes

1: I

Barriers & roadstrike

No

NA

Comment

No mention o f key
habitat
3-5% increase in noise
and movement
disturbance not likely
to be significant
25 m strip along new
edge for most habitats;
40 m strip for moist
forest; mitigation will
help to reduce effects
Compensatory habitat
should reinforce
mitigation and
corridors
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The authors concluded that 107.4 ha would be required to compensate for habitat lost
as a result o f the upgrade but that disturbance effects and barrier effects did not
require compensation. Edge effects are discussed separately below.

Compensating for Edge Effects Along the Pacific Highway
Sandpiper Ecological Surveys present their edge effect findings in Appendix 1 o f their
report (SES 2000). Their methods and results are summarised here because they are
fundamental to the present discussion paper and provide a starting point for further
analysis.
The authors undertook a field survey and literature review as a basis for their
estimations o f edge effects. They examined direct biological effects including the
following: vegetation structure, plant species richness, weed species richness, bird
density and bird species richness. The results are summarised below in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary o f field study results obtained by Sandpiper Ecological Surveys
(2000) between Karuah and Bulahdelah on the Pacific Highway (NS = not
si nificant).
Variable sampled
Vegetation structure
Plant spp richness
Weed species richness
Bird density
Bird spp richness

Open Forest
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
Trend o f increasing
richness at edge (NS)
Significantly higher in
interior
Significantly higher in
interior

Woodland
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
Trend towards higher
density in interior (NS)
Trend towards higher
density in interior (NS)

Edge Width
NA
NA
50 m
0-150 m
0-250 m

Using a 1:1 ratio, the authors concluded that an additional 25-m strip o f habitat would
be required to compensate for edge effects in most habitats. However, due to the
apparent sensitivity o f some communities (e.g. rainforest), a 40-m strip applied in the
case o f moist habitats. When calculated over the length o f the upgrade, the additional
compensatory habitat totalled 51.93 ha. This estimation was conditional on the
following being true:
the proposal would have only short-term effects and would remain suitable as
habitat for threatened fauna in the short- and long-term;
quality o f compensatory habitat was o f higher ecological value than
the
D
removed habitat;
u revegetation o f the highway edge would reduce the overall edge effect.
o

An interesting finding from the field study and a possible explanation for the lack o f a
distinct edge effect was that, due to extensive fragmentation and disturbance in the
study site, edge effects could not be attributed specifically to the highway.
Ambiguous results may have been further exacerbated by the sampling interval used
and/or by the open nature o f the habitat surveyed.
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Importantly the authors also concluded that, as estimates o f edge effects were highly
variable, the results from their study were not directly applicable to other areas along
the Pacific Highway.
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PART 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
A number o f questions integral to our analysis arise from the findings o f SES (2000),
namely:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Should edge effects be compensated for?
Is a 1:1 ratio appropriate to compensate for edge effects?
Should the area o f compensatory habitat vary with the community type
affected?
Is compensation only warranted for short-term effects?
Should provision o f compensatory habitat be dependent on the quality of
compensatory habitat being considered?
Is there a distinct edge effect associated with the existing Pacific Highway?
Is it necessary to estimate edge effects on a project-by-project basis?

A literature review was undertaken to determine the ecological basis for edge effects
as a first step towards answering these questions. The review targeted primarily those
papers that reported results o f recent (post-1995) Australian-based road edge studies.
However, a wider range o f papers was included to investigate general trends in edge
effects. A complete list o f papers reviewed is presented in Appendix 2. Although
there is a slight bias towards zoological studies in our review, botanical studies were
adequately reviewed by other authors, including SES (2000).
It should be noted that none o f the papers reviewed examined the first question on our
list that is, the need to compensate for edge effects. However, SES (2000) has argued
strongly that edge effects should be compensated because they are generally not fully
mitigated. The present discussion paper accepts this argument and aims to quantify
and characterise compensatory habitat requirements based on sound ecological
criteria.
The review is structured around the following broad questions:
o
o
o
o
o

What indicators do we use to estimate edge effects?
How do we quantify edge effects in space?
How do we quantify edge effects in time?
Can we qualify edge effects?
What are the limitations o f previous edge studies?

Edge effect indicators
This section examines the reliability and repeatability o f surveys using abiotic, direct
biological and indirect biological indicators to measure edge effects. These indicators
are generally measured at regular intervals from the edge to some specified distance
into the forest interior. Data from different sampling stations are then analysed by
various statistical tests in order to detect any significant differences.
Abiotic Indicators
Microclimatic or physical parameters such as air temperature, soil moisture or
humidity can be measured to estimate edge effects. In the case o f roads, these may
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also include the deposition o f sediments, chemicals, pollutants and salt (Trombulak
and Frissell 2000). Although the measurement o f abiotic factors is relatively accurate
and easily replicated, it can be a time-consuming exercise. Nevertheless, Murcia
(1995) notes that abiotic effects have given the clearest and simplest responses to
edges and recommends that researchers focus on these when investigating modulating
effects o f age, vegetation structure, aspect and matrices (i.e. the community
surrounding a habitat fragment).
Epiphytic lichens are those that grow on the outside o f another plant but obtain
moisture and nutrients primarily from the atmosphere. They appear to be very
reliable indicators o f edge effects because they are sensitive to climatic stress and may
be strongly affected by altered forest microclimate. Esseen and Renhom (1998)
found that in conifer forest subjected to clearcutting, epiphytic lichens growing near
induced edges may be affected by the following: elevated winds, extensive
windthrow and wind damage to branch systems, exposure to high light intensities,
increased evaporation and more nutrient and pollution deposition.
Direct Biological Indicators
The sampling o f direct biological effects including abundance, density or species
richness is a popular method o f estimating edge effects (Luck et al. 1999a, Reijnen et
al. 1995; Fox etal. 1997; Sisk etal. 1997; Rose 1997; Lynch and Saunders 1991;
Foppen and Reijnen 1994; Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995; Ferris 1979; Baker etal.
1998). Abundance and/or density sampling has the advantage o f providing rapid
habitat quality assessment but may generate highly variable data. This may be
because estimates are not associated with edge effects, but rather with survey
limitations, environmental conditions and/or interactions amongst species. For
example, selection o f an inappropriate sampling interval (i.e. too fine or too broad),
may lead to the conclusion that no edge effects exist even when they are present. In
another example, Laurence (1997) found that bird species composition occurring in
edge habitats may be more closely associated with the surrounding habitat (i.e. the
matrix) than with characteristics o f the edge itself.
Density estimates may not be a good indicator o f habitat quality for particular species
(van Home 1983). It is generally assumed that a particular species will be more
abundant where habitat quality for that species is high. However, this is a relatively
simplistic view as survival and reproductive success must also be taken into account.
In the case o f edge habitats, density estimates may only reflect short-term responses to
environmental conditions rather than habitat quality. For instance, densities can be
expected to increase in fragments or along edges immediately post-clearing as
individuals are forced from their home ranges into adjacent undisturbed habitat
(Hagan et al. 1996; Ferris 1979). This is a relatively short-term response. Also, low
quality habitat (e.g. roadside verge) may at times be inundated with subdominant
individuals that have emigrated from their parents' territories after independence (van
Home 1983, Foppen and Reijnen 1994).
Indirect Biological Indicators
The sampling o f indirect biological effects such as seed dispersal, disturbance, nest
predation, brood parasitism or herbivory is another common method o f estimating
edge effects. Unlike abiotic and direct biological indicators, it has the advantage of
relating directly to reproduction and therefore to population survival. On the other
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hand, estimates are likely to be highly variable because they may be behavioural and
therefore subject to a high degree o f variability. Most studies relating to the effects of
disturbance on animal behaviour have been directed at deterring pest species,
especially birds (Blokpoel 1976; Busnel and Giban 1963). From this work, we know
that young, inexperienced or transient (i.e. migratory) individuals are much more
'flighty' than birds that have a strong attachment to particular feeding, roosting or
breeding areas.
A number o f researchers have investigated the effect o f traffic on densities of
breeding birds (Van der Zande 1995; Reijnens etal. 1995; Foppen and Reijnens 1994;
Ferris 1979). Although noise is assumed to be the primary disturbance factor, it is
impossible to differentiate from visual, olfactory and vibrational disturbance stimuli.
A wide range o f studies has shown that fauna species exhibit behavioural effects as a
result o f continuous noise but it is difficult or impossible to demonstrate any loss of
reproductive fitness as a result o f disturbance alone (United States Dept. of
Agriculture 1992). In fact, birds in particular seem to be able to habituate to
continuous noises. Small perching birds can nest under the roofs o f factories where
ambient noise levels are 115 dB (Busnel 1978) and a large variety o f bird species nest
and rear their young on airfields (Brough 1968).
Nest predation is one o f the more commonly used indicators o f edge effects (Luck et
al. 1999b; Gardner 1998; Paton 1994; Laurance et al. 1993; Suarez et al. 1997).
However, nest predation studies suffer from design flaws including inconsistent
methodology and lack o f replication (Murcia 1995; Paton 1994). Paton (1994)
reviewed and reanalysed 14 nest predation studies comprising 33 treatments. Despite
the variation in the methods used and the habitats sampled, he was able to identify
some consistent trends between predation rates and distance from the edge by treating
each nest as an independent observation and standardising the statistical test and
significance level used. He found that nest predation usually occurred within 50 m of
an edge. Paton's critical analysis is important because it gives us more confidence in
the outcomes o f nest predation studies undertaken prior to 1994. Furthermore, his
guidelines have probably positively influenced studies undertaken since then.
The strengths and weaknesses o f edge effect indicators should be taken into account
when designing studies or when interpreting their results. Abiotic effects appear to be
easily and accurately measured and, because they determine microclimate, they are
directly related to the distribution and abundance offlora and fauna. Direct
biological effects can be highly variable and density data in particular should be
interpreted cautiously. Disturbance effects are difficult to estimate because they are
influenced by many environmental and behavioural factors or interactions amongst
these. Nest predation studies have suffered from methodological problems in the past
but are commonly conducted because they relate directly to breeding success which is
a major determinant o f population survival.

Quantifying edge effects in space
It is clear from the studies conducted to date that the estimation o f edge effects is
highly variable. This is not surprising considering that edge effect intensity may be
related to abiotic and biological factors such as age, vegetation structure, aspect,
matrix type and management history (Murcia 1995). Results may also vary with
sampling factors and/or overall study design.
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Abiotic and Biological Factors
Vegetation structure seems to play an important role in determining the extent o f edge
effects. Although vegetation structure may be related to age (see next section), it is
also associated with edge type. Yahner (1988) describes two types o f edges, inherent
and induced. An inherent edge is a gradual transition created by local differences in
soil type, landform, geological processes or microclimate. In practical terms, these
may be associated with streamsides, tree falls or other natural disturbances where
succession has been allowed to occur (Suarez et al. 1997). An induced edge is a
human-induced feature formed by the abrupt transition zone between distinct land
uses or successional stages. Inherent edges appear to be associated with milder edge
effects because o f the more gradual transition between adjacent communities (Heske
1995; Luck et al. 1999a, b; Norwood etal. 1995; Suarez et al. 1997; Yahner 1988).
Suarez et al. (1997) hypothesized that nest predation along inherent edges in their
study area may have been reduced because birds were able to hide their nests more
effectively or because predators were not able to patrol this edge type efficiently.
As vegetation structure varies with community type, we might also expect edge
effects to vary with community type. Although we reviewed edge studies undertaken
in a range o f forest types in both the northern and southern hemisphere, there
appeared to be no clear trends relating specifically to community type. SES (2000)
argued that edge effects were more extensive in rainforest habitats. However, four
out o f the nine rainforest studies reviewed by the authors exhibited edge effects o f 50
m or less. Fox et al. (1997) estimated a much smaller edge effect (4-16 m) in
temperate rainforest and hypothesised that this community may be more resistant to
changes caused by fragmentation. Given the wide geographical range over which
rainforest studies have been conducted, it may be inappropriate to combine results
from various studies at this stage.
On a geographical scale, the aspect or orientation o f the edge may also affect the
extent o f edge effects. Aspect determines the amount o f exposure to solar radiation
where weaker exposure would be related to lesser edge effects (Murcia 1995). Some
o f the studies reviewed noted changes in extent o f edge effects with aspect (Matlack
1994; Young and Mitchell 1994; Esseen and Renhorn 1998).
Matrix habitat (i.e. habitat surrounding a habitat fragment) can influence abundance
and species composition along the edges o f habitat fragments. Sisk etal. (1997)
found that species that utilised both fragment and matrix habitats were more likely to
be abundant along edges (i.e. less edge effect). In the longer term, those species that
exploited the matrix often remained stable or increased in fragments, while those that
avoided these habitats declined or disappeared (Laurance 1997).
Sampling Factors
Edge width estimates may be partially affected by how the edge is defined. Murcia
(1995) cautions that edge widths may vary depending on whether the canopy layer or
understorey layer has been selected as a zero point for measurements. Esseen and
Renhorn (1998) and Paton (1994) advocate the use o f canopy height to define the
edge. This is based on the principle that microclimatic conditions at the centre o f a
clearing with a diameter o f 2-3 times the height o f surrounding trees will be similar to
those in larger clearings (Smith 1986, in Paton 1994). Therefore edge analysis should
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be confined to forest openings that are greater than three times the adjacent tree
height.
Variability in edge widths may be related to the indicator used to measure them. As
an example o f this, Yahner (1988) cites a study where an edge was defined as <13 m
based on vegetation structure and >64 m based on spatial distribution o f bird nest
sites. Table 3 presents edge width ranges as measured by abiotic and biological
indicators:
Table 3: Edge width estimates summarised from three review papers (NB There is
some overlaD amongst the studies reviewed.
Indicator Type
Murcia (1995)
Current Study
SES (2000)
Abiotic
25-50 m (n=2)
15-50 m (n=4)
20-100 m (n=4)
Direct Biological
15-150 m (n=8)
12.7-500 m (n=11) 4-200 m (n=13)
Indirect Biological
10-600 m (n=7)
NA
10-2800 m (n=7)
From the studies reviewed, it appears that abiotic indicators demonstrate the most
consistent range o f values. Forman and Alexander (2000) reported that abiotic effects
associated with roads (i.e. salt, sand, nutrients from road dust) were recorded 50 m or
less from the road edge. As expected, widths estimated by direct and indirect
biological indicators were highly variable. In particular, disturbance effects for birds
breeding in grassland adjacent to busy roads had the most far-reaching edge effects
(i.e. 2800 m).
Paton (1994) reanalysed results from 14 nest predation and 5 brood parasitism studies.
Through a systematic reanalysis o f results, he found that a majority o f studies and
treatments demonstrated that predation usually occurred within 50 m o f the edge
regardless o f habitat type. Furthermore, the author found that in 3 out o f 5 studies,
brood parasitism increased close to the edge. Although he emphasises that results
should be interpreted with care because o f variation in methodology, his results are
further supported by three lines o f evidence:
o
o
o

Nest loss o f 80% was only recorded within 25 m o f an edge;
Studies that did not include nests <50 m from an edge or >50 m from an edge
often did not find evidence o f an edge effect;
The only two studies that had nests spaced relatively close together found an
edge effect o f <50 m.

Given all the factors that can influence edge effects, are any trends apparent? Firstly,
there is a clear tendency o f edge effects to vary with vegetation structure; they are
greatest at new or induced edges and less obvious at old or inherent edges. However,
there is no clear trend apparent between edge effects and community type per se (i.e.
rainforest vs coniferous forest). Secondly, abiotic effects appear to be the most
consistent indicator o f edge effects, measuring less than or equal to 50 m in the
majority o f studies. Thirdly, although indirect biological effects were highly variable,
nest predation studies showed a consistent trend. In a reanalysis o f nest predation
studies, Paton (1994) found that most treatments indicated that predation was higher
within 50 m o f the edge. Nest predation is directly related to reproduction and
therefore to population survival.
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Quantifying Edge Effects in Time
It is assumed by many studies that edge habitat remains static when in fact it may be
highly dynamic over time (Murcia 1995). Matlack (1994) describes the creation and
ageing o f edges as naturally occurring in three stages: pattern formation, reassortment
o f physical gradients and pattern relaxation.
Pattern formation initially involves the removal o f trees, the creation o f a sharp
microclimatic gradient, increased light and the consequent increase in herb, shrub and
seedling populations. Closure o f the side canopy diffuses incoming light and
moderates the microclimatic gradient so that species distribution and abundance are
no longer determined primarily by proximity to the edge. Finally, the edge pattern
gradually relaxes although it is still evident after 55 years o f succession (Matlack
1994).
It should be noted that temporal changes in edges are usually described with respect to
a forested environment. Although we can expect that changes will also apply to other
community types, the literature on this matter is biased towards forested habitats.
New Edges Versus Old Edges
Studies suggest that edge-related patterns including abiotic or microclimate edge
effects decrease with the age o f the edge (Murcia 1995; Matlack 1994; Saunders
1991, in Fox etal. 1997; Laurance and Yensen 1991). This is likely to be due to the
'sealing off' o f edges by secondary vegetation, thus creating a more stable
environment. However, edge effects related to microclimate may still be found in
edges 100-130 years old (Young and Mitchell 1994). On the other hand, Esseen and
Renhorn (1998) found lichen abundance at edges to be similar to interior levels close
to a 10-year old edge and to exceed these levels close to 11 and 16-year old edges.
The authors hypothesised that the enhanced growth was caused by increased light
intensity near edges. This emphasises the point that, although change in growth
patterns is expected at the habitat edge, this may take the form o f an overall increase
or decrease or even fluctuations within the same species.
Hagan et a/. (1996) compared bird densities and pairing success in ovenbirds along
newly created edges immediately before and after clearing. They found that the
densities o f several forest-dwelling bird species increased within a forest stand soon
after clearing as a result o f displaced individuals shifting into adjacent undisturbed
habitat. Abnormally high densities persisted for about 200 days and may have led to
short-term behavioural dysfunction as measured by lower pairing success in
ovenbirds. After this time, densities fell to below their original level and then
presumably stabilised.
Induced Edges Versus Inherent Edges
New and old edges are structurally similar to induced and inherent edges in that the
former are abrupt or 'hard' edges and the latter are gradual or 'soft' edges. In this
case, we would expect that edge effects would be more pronounced at induced edges.
Suarez et al. (1997) found nest predation rates at induced edges to be nearly twice as
high as those along inherent edges. Luck etal. (1999b) found similar results in the
Murray Mallee o f South Australia; nest predation rates were 70% along induced edges
(malice-road) and 35% at inherent edges (eucalypt-shrub). The authors hypothesised
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that the greater vegetative complexity and shrub cover at inherent edges resulted in a
decrease in predator numbers or in hunting efficiency
Edge effects are dynamic and appear to decrease with time since edge creation. This
is due to the structural changes that occur with closure o f the side canopy by shrubs
and seedlings. Short-term changes (0-2 years) may include increases in predation
rates and densities o f individuals, decreases in breeding success and changes in
species composition. Although edge patterns may be relaxed i f succession is allowed
to occur, they may persist f o r more than 100 years.

Characterising Edge Effects
As outlined in the previous sections, overall abundance and species richness may not
be good indicators o f edge effects. This is because, although total numbers of
individuals and species may appear to be similar between edge and interior habitats,
species composition is likely to vary significantly. It is clear that some species prefer
edges while others avoid them or are unaffected by them. These are referred to as
"edge-exploiting", "edge-avoiding" and "edge-neutral" species, respectively (Sisk et
al. 1997). Edge-exploiting species are generally o f less interest in conservation terms
as they tend to be generalist species that thrive in highly fragmented habitats.
Specialist species on the other hand, tend to prefer unfragmented habitat as would be
typical o f a forest interior.
However, few species are found exclusively in either the edge or interior habitats. For
instance, Ferris (1979) found that edge-exploiting species comprised 16.2% o f total
populations at the edge as compared to 2.1-3.5% in the forest interior. Matlack
(1994) noted that although some species prospered at the forest edge, all edgeexploiting species were also encountered up to 40 m into the forest, indicating that
conditions were also favourable there. Furthermore, Heske (1995) noted that no
species o f small mammal was captured exclusively on either edge or interior habitats.
Clearly, some rare species can occupy edge habitats. SES (2000) recorded a rare
plant population, Tetratheca juncea within 25-30 m o f the Pacific Highway. It is
evident from roadkills worldwide that rare and endangered species cross edge habitat
regularly.
Given that there appears to be a gradation o f habitat suitability within the edge zone,
we targeted those studies that qualified any changes in the frequencies o f edgeavoiding species in the edge zone. As most papers reviewed did not clearly present
these data, we referred to tables or graphs included in the results sections. O f the
clearly reported cases, two Australian studies stand out. Baker et al. (1998) reported
that total bird abundance and species richness decreased less than 20% between the
interior and edge habitats near a powerline corridor. Lynch and Saunders (1991)
compared bird populations dependent on native vegetation for feeding, shelter and
breeding (i.e. specialist species) along road edge adjacent to habitat fragments.
Combined occurrence rates for 22 specialist species decreased by 35% from the forest
interior to the road edge. These findings support the hypothesis that specialist species
prefer unfragmented habitat.
Several Australian studies recorded the observed decrease for particular sensitive bird
species near the edge. Luck et al. (1999a) found that five native bird species were
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significantly less abundant at edges: Yellow-plumed Honeyeater (60%, 30%2),
Spotted Pardalote (60%), White-browed Babbler (67%), Chestnut Quail-thrush (78%)
and Southern Scrub-robin (67%). Lynch and Saunders (1991) found the Brown
Honeyeater to be 53% less abundant at the roadside edge.
These findings are supported by a study conducted in suburban habitat in Queensland
by Catterall et al. (1991). The authors recorded density decreases varying from 27100% for seven edge-avoiding species. Interestingly, both Luck et al. (1999a) and
Catterall et al. (1991) felt that the Spotted Pardalote was particularly sensitive to
fragmentation and human-induced edges. While the former study recorded a decrease
o f 60% between interior and edge habitats for this species, the latter study recorded a
corresponding decrease o f 50%.
Given that there appears to be a gradation in habitat suitability in the edge zone, we
targeted papers that attempted to qualifi changes in species composition in this area.
In particular, we concentrated on species sensitive to fragmentation or edge-avoiding
species as these are likely to be most important from a conservation perspective.
Australian roadside and suburban studies reported significant decreases in the
occurrence o f sensitive species in the edge zone. These varied considerably but
averaged approximately 60% f o r all species considered (n=11). The Spotted
Pardalote, a species thought to be particularly sensitive to habitat fragmentation,
decreased by 60% and 50% between interior and edge habitats in these two studies.

Limitations o f Edge Studies
Some o f the limitations associated with previous edge studies have been noted
already. A major problem may be that we tend to oversimplify edge effects (Murcia
1995). As an example, Murcia points out that it is unrealistic to expect all variables to
vary equally with distance from the edge. Instead, there are likely to be interactions
between variables that may be recorded as peaks and troughs at intermediate distances
from the edge. Both Esseen and Renhorn (1998) and Sekgororoane and Dilworth
(1995) did in fact record such an effect.
Paton (1994) and Murcia (1995) provide guidelines for future studies. In particular,
both authors emphasise the importance o f defining edges accurately and selecting a
finer scale for sampling edge effects. In his critical review o f nest predation studies,
Paton (1994) noted that researchers using intervals greater than 100 m did not detect
an edge effect.
A community type that is underrepresented in the literature but is highly likely to be
affected by road construction is native grassland. Because grasslands have no canopy
layer, their response to edge effects may not be obvious. Abiotic indicators are likely
to give the most accurate measurement o f edge effects in this community. Because of
its relatively uniform structure, a fine scale of measurement (i.e. <50 m) would be
most appropriate.
A review o fpublished edge effect studies has demonstrated that results may be
affected by methodological as well as environmental factors. This may be the reason
f o r highly variable data available on edge effects. As case-by-case studies are not
2

Results from two separate study sites.
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always possible or desirable, it is important that any generalisations made are
reviewed in light o f any new data that is published. This discussion paper and
consequent policy documents should be regularly reviewed, particularly with respect
to Australian studies conducted in roadside conditions. In particular, it is
recommended the edge effects o f roads transecting Australian native grasslands be
investigated.

•

•
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PART 3 - CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This section synthesises the findings from Parts 1 and 2 and analyses them with the
ultimate aim o f answering the questions posed at the beginning o f Part 2. Guidelines
for edge effect compensation are then applied to several test cases located along the
Pacific Highway.

Issues
Murcia (1995) argues that researchers have not been able to determine any edge
'principles' because o f poor design, inconsistent methodology and an oversimplified
view o f edges and edge effects. However, in order for the RTA to compensate fairly
for edge effects associated with road development, there is a need to formulate some
simple practical guidelines based on sound ecological principles. These need to be
broad enough to encompass most roadside situations in New South Wales.
Before answering the questions posed at the beginning o f Part 2, there are some
outstanding issues that require further discussion, namely:
o
o

What is a reasonable edge effect width that would apply in most habitat types?
What are the edge effects associated with different types o f road
improvements?

Extent of Edge Effects
In order to compensate adequately for edge effects, we must describe how far edge
effects are likely to extend. Despite the variability in sampling methods and
environmental conditions in the studies reviewed, there appear to be some consistent
trends in edge effect widths amongst abiotic and indirect biological effects. Our
literature review supported Murcia's (1995) observation that abiotic effects
demonstrate the clearest and simplest response to edges. These appeared to
consistently extend 25-50 m from the edge. Similarly, abiotic edge effects associated
with roads have been shown to extend 50 m or less from the roadside (see Forman and
Alexander 2000). The maximum extent o f edge effects for a reliable indicator
species, the epiphytic lichen, is up to 50 m from the forest edge (Esseen and Renhorn
1998).
Amongst the other indicators o f edge effects, the most relevant to our study are rates
o f nest predation and brood parasitism as these relate directly to reproduction and
therefore to population survival. In his reanalysis o f 14 nest predation and five brood
parasitism studies, Paton (1994) found that predation and brood parasitism were often
significantly greater within 50 m o f an edge regardless o f habitat type.
It should be noted that 50 m is an arbitrary value that reflects the sampling scale rather
than a distinct edge boundary. That is not to say that edge effects are confined to a 50
m zone but only that we can be reasonably confident that they occur within this
distance. We therefore adopted 50 m as a reasonable estimate over which we are
confident that edge effects occur.
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Edge Effects and Road Development
Generally when a new edge is created, we can expect microclimate changes followed
by short-term fluctuations in the distribution and abundance o f flora and fauna
individuals and species. When natural succession is allowed to occur, edge patterns
may 'relax' somewhat but still persist for more than 100 years.
However in the case o f habitat/road edges, the permanent nature o f the bitumen, the
continuous traffic disturbance and the regular maintenance o f the roadside verge
ensure that edge effects are retained at fairly constant levels in the long-term. Even
though there may be some sealing off o f newly-created edges through natural
succession and mitigation works, abundance o f flora and fauna and species
composition in the edge zone would not be expected to change significantly once the
edge becomes established (i.e. after two years).
When a new road corridor is created in unfragmented habitat as might be the case
when a deviation is constructed, we would expect short- and long-term edge effects to
occur. These would extend over a 50-m edge effect zone associated with the
deviation where it transects key habitat. We define a new road corridor as one that is
located at least 100 m from the existing road (i.e. new road and associated edge zone
are outside edge zone o f existing road).
However, where a road is widened so that the new edge falls into the edge effect zone
o f an existing road, it may be difficult or impossible to differentiate short-term edge
effects from the new edge and long-term effects from the existing edge in practical
terms. However, we assume for the purposes o f this discussion paper that edge
effects from the new edge will extend at least 50 m towards the key habitat interior.
We consider this to be a conservative assumption because:
o

o

Fragmentation and disturbance are likely to be present adjacent to most NSW
roads. For example, SES (2000) hypothesised that they were not able to detect
any edge effects associated with the Pacific Highway in their study site
because o f the existing disturbance and fragmentation adjacent to the highway.
Standard mitigation and revegetation measures would act to reduce edge
effects.

Answers
Based on our findings in earlier sections o f the report, answers to the questions posed
at the beginning o f Part 2 are given below:
1. Should edge effects be compensated for?
Yes. Edge effects, particularly those associated with the degradation and disturbance
o f adjacent habitat, are not specifically mitigated during standard mitigation works
associated with highway construction and operation. This is largely because edge
effects have been poorly understood and are difficult to quantify. Although they may
be partially mitigated, the final compensatory habitat package should take the residual
impacts into account i f possible.
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2. Is a 1:1 ratio appropriate to compensate f o r edge effects?
No. A 1:1 ratio is not considered to be appropriate as it implies that edge habitat is
completely unsuitable for and will not be utilised by any species, including threatened
species. In the Australian studies reviewed, the occurrence o f sensitive edge-avoiding
species decreased on average by 60% from interior to edge. In other words, the edge
zone was 60% less suitable or provided 60% less habitat for these species. I f 1.0
represents ideal conditions in the interior, then 0.6 indicates relative suitability in the
edge zone. We therefore suggest that the ratio 0.6:1 can be used as a conservative
suitability index to indicate the utilisation o f edge habitat by the most sensitive
species occurring along Australian roadsides. In practical terms, we recommend that
an additional 30-m strip o f habitat (i.e. 0.6 X 50 m) be compensated for edge effects
along the length o f key habitat to be removed for new road corridors. For upgrades,
compensatory habitat should only apply to key habitat removed and not to edge
effects.
3. Should the area o f compensatory habitat vary with community type affected?
No. There does not appear to be a consistent, quantifiable difference in edge effects
based solely on community types. Although SES (2000) argued that edge effects
extended further in rainforest habitat than in other drier communities, no consistent
trend was observed in the studies reviewed. Furthermore, no information was
reviewed regarding edge effects in native grassland or grassy woodland communities.
However, these communities are likely to be impacted by road development in NSW.
It also may also be more appropriate to justify compensation for edge effects in a rare
or sensitive community by purchasing compensatory habitat that includes these
communities. From a conservation perspective, it is more beneficial to compensate
equally for all community types affected by road construction while ensuring that the
final compensatory habitat package contains the rare habitat type as a high priority.
4. Is compensation only warranted f o r short-term edge effects?
Yes, but this is not because long-term edge effects are unlikely (SES 2000) but
because these cannot be accurately measured or compensated. Short-term edge
effects are more obvious because they involve measurable fluctuations in density and
changes in species composition; these can be estimated for new corridors. However
in the longer term, the ecological conditions in the edge zone stabilise and become the
norm. We are not able to differentiate the original edge effects from any new edge
effects that may occur. Compensation is therefore warranted for edge effects
associated with new road corridors but not for road upgrades.
5. Should provision o f compensatory habitat be dependent on the quality o f the
compensatory habitat being considered?
The 0.6:1 ratio o f compensatory habitat to edge-affected habitat should not be
dependent on the quality o f compensatory habitat available. Habitat quality should be
determined on the basis o f systematic assessment o f each candidate site based on its
own merits as per Bali (2000). The ratio should be used exclusively to estimate the
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total area o f compensatory habitat required for edge effects, bearing in mind that
compensatory habitat may be purchased outside the edge-affected area.
6. Is there a distinct edge associated with the Pacific Highway?
Probably not. SES (2000) reported that it may be difficult or impossible to associate
edge effects with the highway in the Karuah-Bulahdelah area and not other
surrounding fragmentation and disturbance. In fact, it is possible that no undisturbed
interior habitat remains adjacent to the Pacific Highway. For this reason,
compensatory habitat associated with edge effects should only be applied to key
habitat. This ensures that the lost or edge-impacted habitat has been previously
recognised as being important and that small habitat remnants subject to ongoing
degradation and disturbance will not be compensated.
7. Is it necessary to estimate edge effects on a project-by-project basis?

•

No. Time and seasonal constraints associated with highway construction and other
developments do not always allow for studies to be undertaken. Furthermore, edge
effect studies have the potential to be very time-consuming and may be inconclusive.
The need for case-by-case studies increases the risk that, where no edge effects are
detected, no compensatory habitat will apply. Furthermore, Gardner (1997) argued
that many Australian forests are more open than those reported in earlier overseas
studies and that this might result in different spatial patterns o f predation along habitat
boundaries (i.e. less edge effects).
The simple formulation developed here can be included in the RTA policy and
applied to road projects immediately. It is based on sound scientific knowledge and is
considered to be conservative given that there is usually fragmentation adjacent to
roadways and that standard mitigation measures act to reduce edge effects. However,
it is recommended that both this discussion paper and the policy be reviewed
regularly and updated accordingly.

Draft Guidelines
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The following guidelines should be used to estimate the amount o f habitat required to
compensate for any residual edge effects:
o
o

o
o
o

It should be assumed that edge effects extend at least 50 m from the road edge;
A compensatory habitat area calculated as 60% o f a 50-m strip o f edgeaffected habitat should apply to all key habitat removed along new road
corridors to compensate for edge effects;
A new corridor is defmed as one that is >100 m from an existing road;
No compensatory habitat should apply to road widening to compensate for
edge effects;
The amount o f compensatory habitat applied should not be dependent on its
community type or habitat quality.

Two points are worth noting. Firstly, although road upgrades would not be
compensated for edge effects, they would still be subject to compensation for key
habitat lost. Secondly, the acquisition o f compensatory habitat will not directly
mitigate the edge effects caused by road development; this is the role o f standard
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mitigation and revegetation procedures. The Draft RTA Policy clearly states that
compensatory habitat is only appropriate "where there has been a loss o f key habitat
after route selection, road design and other mitigation measures have been
employed". Although it is the role o f compensatory habitat to mitigate residual edge
effects, its location is likely to be outside the edge-affected area.

Pacific Highway Test Cases
The issue o f compensating for edge effects is of particular concern with respect to
recent Pacific Highway projects. It is therefore appropriate to apply the principles
developed above to a sample o f recently completed highway projects (see Appendix
3). It should be noted that compensatory habitat packages have already been
determined and agreed to and that the estimates derived using our guidelines are not
for the purposes o f recalculation.
Project details for the four Pacific Highway projects considered are summarised
below:
Table 3: Summary o f nroject details for four Pacific Highwayupgrades.
Recommended
Length
Key Habitat
Project
Removed
Compensatory
Habitat Package
45 ha
53.5 ha
Bonville Deviation
9.8 km
(Bali 2000)
159.3 ha
107.4 ha
34.2 km
Karuah —
(SES 2000)
Bulahdelah
Upgrade
50-100 ha
29.5 ha
Yelgun —
28.5 km
(M. Eastwood pers.
Chinderah Upgrade
comm.)
672 ha
21.3 km
70 ha*
Bulahdelah —
(Ecopro 1997)
Coolongolook
Deviation
*As this study preceded the RTA policy, key habitat was not considered. This figure represents the total amount o f habitat.

Comparisons amongst the four projects were subject to some limitations. Older
studies such as the Bulahdelah-Coolongolook Deviation did not consider key habitat
or like-for-like compensation as defined in the Draft RTA Policy. For this reason, we
did not estimate edge effect compensatory habitat for this study.
In order to easily calculate compensatory habitat for edge effects, it will be necessary
in future to report key habitat lost in terms o f metres length and not in hectares as is
most commonly done. In this way, a 30 m strip would apply to the length o f key
habitat lost on one or both sides o f a new corridor. As the amount o f edge
compensatory habitat will vary with the lengths o f deviations and upgrades, it is
impossible to derive a simple formula for edge effects based on the overall
compensatory package. However, we expect that the amount o f edge compensatory
habitat will be directly related to the length of new corridor created in key habitat.
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Recommendations
Our literature review strongly suggests that edge effects were moderated along old
edges or inherent edges. This was due to the more gradual transition between two
communities characterised by a shrubby or secondary vegetation layer. It therefore
stands to reason that any measures that increase the complexity o f the edge through
rehabilitation and revegetation would act to reduce edge effects. Edge habitat could
be made more structurally complex through screen and gap planting, creating sun and
shade combinations and by varying slope angles and exposures. O f course, the
addition o f any o f these features would have to be compatible with RTA roadside
maintenance restrictions.
Lynch and Saunders (1991) pointed out that a well-developed shrub understorey
appears to be the single most important vegetation related factor that increases the
carrying capacity o f corridors for small native vegetation dependent passerines.
Yahner (1998) cites an example o f a study where there was a higher bird diversity
within 25 m o f a clearcut. The authors attributed this to the well-developed foliage
layer which provided abundant foraging and singing sites at the forest edge compared
to more interior habitats. Yahner (1988) hypothesised that management for vegetative
complexity at the interface o f landscape elements could minimise predation pressure
on edge species (Yahner 1988).
Planting o f disturbed roadside areas and/or newly-created edges should be undertaken
using local indigenous species wherever possible and incorporating threatened species
if appropriate.

Conclusions
The guidelines for compensating edge effects are based on ecological principles
derived from an extensive literature review and data analysis. Although the data were
highly variable amongst sites, species, communities and edge types, it was possible to
form some simple generalisations about edge effects and to apply these to roadside
situations in NSW. In applying the guidelines, we have used the precautionary
principle. That is, we have not allowed scientific uncertainty to prevent us from
developing a practical and immediate solution for compensating edge effects.
It is interesting to note that the final outcome is not dissimilar to that o f SES (2000)
(i.e. 30 m vs 25 m). However, a major advantage o f our method is that it is not
dependent on the completion o f case-by-case surveys that may or may not detect edge
effects. It is important to note that the guidelines serve as a guide only as they are
subject to some limitations, namely:
o

The guidelines should apply to all flora and fauna species, including
threatened species. There is a risk however, that some threatened species may
be disadvantaged by the guidelines. I f there is a compelling reason to suggest
that the 60% utilisation o f the edge effect zone is inappropriate for any
particular species, then these should cases should be reassessed individually.
There is also a risk that some threatened species affected by road development
may not utilise habitat secured and/or purchased for compensation. However,
these species should be detected through the Species Impact Statement (SIS)
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process which details specialist habitat requirements, impact assessment and
appropriate mitigation measures.
o

The guidelines should apply to sensitive or threatened communities where
these cannot be avoided in the route selection process. It is important to note
that the guidelines only help to indicate the final size o f the compensatory
habitat package and will not act to minimise the direct effects o f the road.
From a conservation perspective, it is more beneficial to ensure that the final
compensatory habitat package contains the rare habitat type as a high priority.

o

It is apparent that most o f the studies reviewed targeted forested environments.
However, we assume that edge effects occur in non-forested habitats and that
these may differ significantly in their nature and magnitude. In particular, lack
o f information on grasslands and grassy woodlands constitutes a major gap in
our knowledge.

Assessing the guidelines using a 'total route' perspective and Pacific Highway
examples, it is evident that the amount o f compensatory habitat associated with edge
effects will be directly related to length o f new corridor constructed through key
habitat. In highly fragmented habitats, the guidelines act to include small remnants
into calculations provided that these comprise key habitat. Where a new corridor
transects unfragmented habitat, the maximum amount o f compensatory habitat applies
(i.e. 1:1 for key habitat lost plus a 30-m strip for edge effects).
Finally, it is important that the RTA policy and these guidelines are reviewed
regularly in light o f relevant data that becomes available. In particular, more
information is required for Australian roadside conditions, especially in grassland and
grassy woodland.
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Appendix 1: Key habitat areas are those that support flora and fauna species,
populations or ecological communities considered to be o f significance because they
are listed under the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedules 1 or 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) Act 1995;
Register for critical habitat held by the Minister o f the Environment;
A planning instrument under the Environmental Planning & Assessment
(EP&A) Act 1979;
The Register o f the National Estate under the Australian Heritage Commission
(AHC) Act 1975;
A conservation reserve under the National Parks & Wildlife Act 1979 or the
Forestry Act 1916;
An area o f high conservation value under the Native Vegetation Management
Act 1997;
An area identified under any other conservation agreement;
An area o f particular significance to NPWS, NSW Fisheries, DLWC, SFNSW
or any other agency.
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Appendix 2: Edge effect studies reviewed.
AUSTRALIAN STUDIES
Type o f edge
Moist open forest, dry
forest/powerline easement
Forest/suburb

Extent o f edge effects
25-125 m

Temperate rainforest/pasture

4-16 m

Nest predation

Dry sclerophyll forest/farmland

200 m

Nest predation
Bird diversity and abundance

Rainforest/pasture/secondary
forest
Murray Mallee/road

No edge effect detected;
intervals o f 75 m
200 m

Luck etal. (1999b)
120 kms NE o f Adelaide, SA

Nest predation

Murray Mallee/road

Not specified; intervals o f 20 m

Lynch & Saunders (1991)
Durakoppin N.R., WA

Bird species

Woodland/road

Not specified; intervals o f 50 m

Rose (1997)
Hornsby Plateau, southern NSW

Density and basal area of
Pittosporum undulatum

Dry sclerophyll forest/suburban
edges

0-30 m

SES (2000)
Pacific Highway Karuah —
Bulahdelah, northern NSW

Vegetation structure, spp
richness, weeds, bird density
and spp richness

Dry Open Forest,
Woodland/Pacific Highway

No edge effect for plants; 0-100
m for birds in dry open forest

Author
Baker etal. (1998)

Parameters sampled
Bird abundance, spp richness

Catterall et al. (1991)
Toohey Forest, Brisbane Qld
Fox et al. (1997)
Robertson Plateau, southern
NSW
Gardner (1998)
10 kms NE o f Canberra, ACT
30 kms SE o f Canberra, ACT
Laurance etal. (1993)
Atherton Tablelands, Qld
Luck etal. (1999a)
120 kms NE o f Adelaide, SA

Bird abundance and spp
richness
Plant species and abundance

15 m

Change qualified?
Abundance and spp richness
<20% o f the interior values.
Edge-avoiding species
decreased 27-100% at edge.
15-50% increase in weeds at the
edge; 20-80% increase in
colonisers
Predation increased by 10% for
Willie Wagtail. No difference
for fairy-wrens.
NA
Variable between sites; 5 edgeavoiding species were sig. less
abundant at edges (31-78%)
Significant decrease in nest
predation with distance from
edge (35-67%)
Decrease in native vegetation
dependent spp 35% between
interior and edge.
48% reduction in basal area
between old edge and 30 m.79%
reduction in basal area between
medium edge and 30 m.
Density more variable.
More weeds 0-50 m; 70%
increase in bird density between
edge & interior (however, may
be biased due to survey design)
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Appendix 2 (cont'd). Edge effect studies reviewed.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Esseen & Renhorn (1998)

Abundance o f epiphytic lichens

Conifer forest/clearcut

25-50 m

Ferris (1979)

Bird numbers and spp
composition, numbers breeding
birds

Softwood, hardwood forest/2lane, 4-lane highway

0-100 m

Foppen & Reijnen (1994)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Woodland/road

Not specified; intervals o f 200
m

Heske (1995)

Small mammal abundance

Forest/farmland

Matlack (1994)

Forest herbs, shrubs & tree
seedlings
Nest predation, brood parasitism

Not specified (clearcut?)

No edge effect detected;
intervals from 300-1000 m
40 m

Variety including forest with
field, farmland, clearcut,
grassland, moorland and trail

Mostly 50 m

Reijnen etal. (1995)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Deciduous, coniferous
woodland/highway

40-1500 m (10000 cars/day),
70-2800 m (60000 cars/day)

Sekgororoane & Dilworth
(1995)

Relative abundance, richness
and diversity o f small mammals

Softwood forest/clearcut

Sisk etal. (1997)

Bird species

Woodland/grassland

10 m for relative abundance and
spp diversity; none determined
for spp richness
Not specified; intervals o f 100
m

Paton (1994)

Lichen at edges constituted 22%
o f interior in new edges and
55% o f interior at old edges.
No effect for total number of
birds.Trend towards increased
spp richness and diversity at
edge. 12.7% increase in the
number o f edge species at edge.
Dispersal distance o f young
males in edge zone 3-4 times
higher than in other zones.
NA

15/19 treatments showed poorer
nest success on edge. Decrease
from 5-82%. 3/5 studies
showed brood parasitism to
increase near edges. Decrease
from 29-74%.
Within 250 m o f the road,
decrease factor was 0.33 for
10000 cars and 0.49 for 60000
cars for deciduous forest.
Equivalent values for coniferous
forest were 0.61 and 0.60.

Bird species recorded dependent
on matrix.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Suarez et al. (1997)

Nest predation, brood parasitism

Forest with induced and
inherent clearings

10 m

Young & Mitchell (1994)

Microclimate and flora

Forest/pasture

50 m

Van der Zande (1980)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Open field/highway

200-2000 m

Predation greater on induced
edges than inherent edges (2874%). No edge effect for brood
parasitism.
Mean density o f all species 40%
greater at edge. Mean basal
area o f all spp 18% greater at
edge.
Total population loss may be up
to 60%
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Appendix 3: Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated by SES (2000) and
using updated guidelines for the Pacific Highway Upgrade from Mt Karuah to
Burdekins Gap.

200 m
2000 m
500 m
960 m
3500 m
750m
400 m
1360 m

Edge
Compensatory
Habitat (original)
0.8 ha
5 ha
1.25 ha
2.4 ha
8.75 ha
1.88 ha
1 ha
3.4 ha

Edge
Compensatory
Habitat (updated)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

1280 m
320 m
240 m
2000 m
200 m
150 m
1680 m

3.2 ha
1.28 ha
0.6 ha
5 ha
0.5 ha
0.38 ha
4.2 ha

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

360 m
1840 m

1.44 ha
4.6 ha

None
None

800 m
1000 m
700 m

2 ha
2.5 ha
1.75 ha

None
None
None

20240 m

51.93 ha

0 ha*

Habitat type

Length

Moist open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Dry open forest &
Swamp forest
Dry open forest
Moist open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Swamp forest
Dry open forest &
Woodland
Moist open forest
Dry open forest &
woodland
Dry open forest
Woodland
Woodland &
shrubland
Total

* Note that compensatory habitat still applies for loss o f key habitat (i.e. 107.4 ha).

Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated using a 30-m strip for the
Bonville Deviation from Mailmans Track to Bon il Bon il NP.
Edge Compensatory
Length
Site ID
Habitat
None
800 m (upgrade)
1
2.8 ha
460 m (deviation)
None
1600 m (upgrade)
None
750 m (upgrade)
0.5 ha
160 m (deviation)
5
2 ha
650 m (deviation)
6
1.7 ha
550 m (deviation)
7 (part)
2.6 ha
875 m (deviation)
10
9.6 ha
Total
5845 m
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Appendix 3 (cont'd): Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated using 30m strips for the Yelgun-Chinderah Upgrade (i.e. deviation). It should be noted that
these areas were estimated by the author from aerial photos presented in Sinclair
Knight Merz (1998). It was assumed that all forested or riparian areas represented
key habitat.
Road Section
Kane's Road to Christies
Creek
Taggets Hill

Marshalls Ridges

TOTAL

Length
210 m

Compensatory Habitat
0.63 ha

70 m
50 m
75 m
700m
310m
210m
160 m
370m
80m
2235m

0.42 ha
0.15 ha
0.23 ha
2.1 ha
0.93 ha
0.63 ha
0.48 ha
1.11 ha
0.24 ha
6.92 ha

•
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ATTACHMENT E: Systematic surveys for coastal planiqale
(Planiqale maculata) on crown and adjacent GCAL controlled lands

•

•

REFER TO APPENDIX I OF THE
SUBMISSIONS REPORT

S

0

•
ATTACHMENT F: Eight-Part Tests of Significance for Spiny
Gardenia (Randia moorei)

•

REFER TO APPENDIX N OF THE
SUBMISSIONS REPORT

•

0

ATTACHMENT G — Revised VHT and VKT Results

•

•

The following tables detail the revised VHT and VKT results — refer to Point
F.16.
Table 4.3: Forecast Changes in Road Network Performance, 2007
Scenario
Year 2007, no Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Year 2007, with four-lane Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Change due to bypass

Vehicle-Hours
Travelled (per day)

Vehicle-Kilometres
Travelled (per day)

1,064,000

48,411,000

1,032,000

48,374,000

-32,000

-37,000

Table 4.4: Forecast Changes in Road Network Performance, 2017

•

Scenario
Year 2007, no Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Year 2007, with four-lane Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Change due to bypass

•

Vehicle-Hours
Travelled (per day)

Vehicle-Kilometres
Travelled (per day)

1,290,000

57,211,000

1,216,000

57,176,000

-74,000

-35,000

ATTACHMENT H: 50-55 line 2007 Future Existing — new Road
Criteria

•

•
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ATTACHMENT I: Results for new road criteria residences

S

•

Name

Floor

NIGHT

Dir
LAeq(9hour)
dB(A)

16
17
19
19
19
21
52
54

Minore PI
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
Minore PI
Flamingo PI
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde

12 Kiata Pde
14 Kiata Pde
19 Kiata Pde
21 Kiata Pde
23 Kiata Pde
86 Caloola Dye
90 Caloola Dye
12 Minore PI
14 Minore PI
17 Minore PI
23 Flamingo PI
25 Flamingo PI
68 Ducati
70 Ducati
7 Meridian Way
7 8 Meridian Way
8 Meridian Way

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N
S
N
S
NW
N
N
N

46.2
50.1
46.1
49.7
48
46.4
49
48.4
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled

Base
Criteria
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

DAY

Exceedance
amount
0.1
-

-

2017 Night
N o Bypass
46.9
49.9
46.3
49.5
48.2
46.2
49.4
48.9

Allowance
Criteria
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Increase/
(-Decrease)
(-1)
0.2
(-0)
0.2
(-0)
0.2
(-0)
(-1)

LAeq(15hr)
dB(A)
49.4
53.6
49.4
53.2
51.3
49.7
52.1
51.5

Base
Criteria
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Exceedance
amount

2017 Day
No Bypass
54
57.1
534
56.7
55.3
53.4
56.5
56

Allowance
Criteria
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Increase/
(-Decrease)
(-5)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-5)

ATTACHMENT J: Revised Appendix M from Technical Paper
Number 10, Tuoun Bypass protect

•

•

A p p e n d i x M:
Table M1 Predic-ted Traffic Noise Levels in N S W . 2017, w i t h T u u n B y p a . (With MiSg450n
-Floor Trir
NIGHT

Name

LAeq(9hour)
dB(A)
1 E
2
1 N
2
N

1 Banksia St
1 Banksia St
1 Jalibah Ave
1 Martel PI
1 Pontresina Ave

N
S
W
E

Base
Criteria
53.8
565
54.9
57.2
49.1
504
54.7
55.2

55
55
55
55
55

53.9
55.3
506
544
50.5
531
55.8
53.8
55.8
54

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

W
W
W
W

56.3
52
52
50.1
52
51
54.6
47.1
482
52
534
51
534
501
542
58.5
57.3
56.8
57.5

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
Mookau Ave

N
S
W
N

504
55.5
545
52.3

55
55
55
55

M o o l a u Ave
Pontresina Ave
11 R o s e St

W
W
E

54.7
53.6
503
521

11 R o s e St

1 S

12 Flamingo
12 Jalibah Ave

1 N
1 N
1 S
1 N

46.8
496
45.8
485
526
513
55.3
55.1
58.1
534
54
50
522
479
50.4
46.5
49.8
417
55.4
50.2
49.8
49.4
49.9
55.5
59

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

1 Pontresina Ave
1 R o s e St
1 R o s e St
1/162 FLamingo PI

N
W
2

1/10 Flamingo
113 Flamingo PI

W
s

10
10
10
10

10 Flamingo PI
J a l i b a h Ave
J a l i b a h Ave
Pontresina Ave
R o s e St

1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
I
I
I
I
1

10 R o s e St

1 N

1/4 Flamingo PI
1/5 FLarningo PI
1/6
1/7
118
1/8
1/9

Flamingo
Flamingo
FLemingo
Flamingo
Fkuningo

101
103
105
107
11
11
11
11
11
11

Ducati
Ducati
Ducati
Ducati

St
St
St
St

12 Jalibah Ave
12 M oo l u a Ave

S
S
W
W
N
W
W
N
N
S
W
E

12 M oo l u a Ave

I W

12 Pontresina Ave
12 Pontresina Ave
12 R o s e St

I S
I W
I E

12 R o s e St
Flamingo PI
F l a PI
m
Flamingo PI
M od u l e Ave
13 R o s e St
13 R o s e St
131 K e n n e d y Dr
14 J a l i b a h Ave
13
13
13
13

1 S

i

14 M ool u a Ave
14
14
15
15
15
15

R o s e St
R o s e St
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
M ool u a Ave
R o s e St Unit 4-6

n

g

o

N
5
W
W
E
N
S
N
W
E
N
N
S
W
E

50.3
505

E

462
49.7
55.9
495
51.7
493

Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
M i n o r e PI
M o o l u a Ave
R o s e St

S
W
N
W
E

51.5
54.1
53.2
4e.2
55.8
492

17 F l a m i n g o PI
17 Flamingo PI
17 M ool u a Ave

N
S

46.5
50.1

S

55.3
59.3
55.4

15 R o s e St Units 1-3
16
16
16
16
16

17 M ool u a Ave
17
18
18
18
19
19
19

W

R o s e St

E

Minore PI
R o s e St
R o s e St
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
M i n o r e PI

W
E

19 R o s e St
2 Honeysuckle St
2 Honeysuckle St
2 Martel PI
2 Pontresina Ave
20 M i n o r e PI
20 R o s e St
20 R o s e St
21 Flamingo PI
21 Flamingo PI
21 M i n o r e PI

S
N
s
NW
E
E
N
S
W
NW
E
N
N
S
NW

59.1
47.8
497
49
478
461
497
48

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Nem
55
55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
f,,..kikf
ii)
50
55
55
55
55
55
55

451
48.9

55
55

mop
55
55

DAY
Allowance
Criteria
674
894
884

2.2

88.2
48.5

702
55

0.2

49.8
55.4
56.6
61.6
61.6
50.1
53
50.4
534
55.7
543
55.7
542

55
574
566
616
030
55
55
55
554
577
583
577
562

55.9
51.4
515
496
51.6
506
53.2
466
48
525
53.1
567
61
55.4
59.6
eo
58.6
581
58.9

578
55
55
55
55
55
552
55

1.5

0.3
01
0.8
1.3

3.5
2.3
1.8
21
0.5
_

.
0.3
0.1
3.1

OA

0.5
4

0.9

50.1
57
557
518
55.5
53.3
55.4
581
52.1
54.5
451
48.4
53
52
54.6
556
57.8
53.7
53.9
558
593
545
56.8
46 7
494
491
56
55 5
54.5

55
55
55 7
597
63
574
61 6
62
806
601
609
55
59
577
55
575
553
574
801
55
565
55
55
55
55
566
578
508
55.7
558
578
603
505
588
55
55
55
58
575
545

Increase/
(-Decrease)
(-12)
(-11)
(-12)
(.11)
06

LAeq(15hr)
dB(A)
57.4
80.1

535
58 1
58.6
57.1
584
54 1
576
53 8
56 6
59
571

0.1
(-0)

59.2
573

04
06
05
05
04
04

03
(-6)
(-8)
(-5)
(-5)
(-2)

59 7
554
55.2
53.4
55.3
544
571
50.4
516
554
56 7
54.2
567
53 7
57 4
61.9

(-l)
(-1)
(-l)

60.8
60.3
61

0.3
(-2)
(-l)
0.5
(-l)
0.3

53 8
588
57 9
557
58
57

(-5)
(6)
(-5)
(-5)
(0)
0.1
(0)
(43)
0 7
(-l)
03
(0)
0 1
(6)
(-7)
(7)
(-6)
(0)
04
02
(-1)
(5)
(5)

53.6
55.8
50.2
52.9
492
52
56
55.1
58 6
58 4
61.4

66.3
49.1
56.2
59
56 7
56.3
465
49.4
56.4
54.8
57.5
55

683
55
582
61
587
583
55
55
584
56.8
590
57

57.6
55
53.7
469
56.4
54.2

(-17)
08
(1)
00
(6)
(6)
(43)
0.3
(-l)
(-5)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(-1)
(1)
(-1)
(1)
(-5)
( 1)
02

60
60
60
60
60

58.4
80.7
52.4

0.6
(-1)
(-1)
(-8)
(8)
0.7
1.4
0.1
(-0)
(-0)
(-1)

1.4
05
02
(-1)

Base
Criteria

Exceedance
amount
0.1
0.7

568
57 3
532
555
51.2
53.7
498
53 2
53 1
58 7
53 4
53 1
52.8
53 3
58.9
62.3
53.6
53.8
49.5
53.1
593
528
55
526
549
57.4
566
494
592
525
49.8
536 inn

766

55,
624
636
091
891

572
60
575
805
829
011
020
613
03

506
500

003
517
552
5116
002
839
too

625
so,
1.9

672

0.8
0.3
1

651

656

573
642

580
827
604

.

826
654
503

01

602
50
01 7
026

I 4

040
608

629
664
616
639
53 0
060
66 7
63 1
626
017
743
56 3
633

23

no
638
633

-

536
505
635
62
047
623

46.6
49.9

01
41
0.4

56.4
60.2
55.9
59.4
53.3
491
53.4

584
622
575
61.4
553
55
55.4

(-1)
(-I)
(-1)
(1)
(6)
06
(-4)

58.7
82.7
58.8
CIA
511
531
52 3

53.2
463
49.5
48.2
546

552
55
55
55
566
868
839
55

(-5)
(1)
02
(-0)

511
494
532
513

(1)
(8)

516
59 8

60
60

57 7
536
58 7
53.5

60
60
60
60

660

52.4
52.2
49.7
53.1
52.8

60
60

or,

4.1
..
-

1.4

0.4

64.8
61.9
49.9
56.5
49.8

585
55

(-8)
OA
(-1)
0.5

53.8
53.5
46.2
494
49

558
555
55
55
55

(-5)
(-5)
0.2
03
06

7

531
558

649
622
609

ma
60

54
635

60
60

1

66

626

60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

1

50
5/1

0.1

OS

i

586

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

7 or
4

560

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Allowance
Criteria

73 1

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

2 0 1 7 Day
N o Bypau

586
57
557
55
504
582
55
55

55

gm
55

2 0 1 7 Night
N o Bypass
85.4
87.4
66.4

55
55
55

462
56.4
54 3
501
55.4
50.3

46.4
49.7
49.6

Exceedance
amount

61 3

-

538

2.7

056

571

011
511

2.5

too

-

562

807

607
805
534
56 7
553

Eng
60
60

62
,or

57
515
569

BOB
534
58 6
58

Increase/
(-Decrease)

744

(-15)

705
757
776
60

(-14)
(-15)
(-15)
(-3)
(-3)
(4)

60
844
65.6
71.1
71.1
60
62
60
625
048
035
648
833
85 1
805
608
80
60 7
60
823
60
60
616
622
658

(-3)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(4)
(-10)

702
645
687
852

(-12)
(-9)
(-9)
(-5)

678
673
680

(-5)
(-5)
(-5)

60
662
648
608
64.7
624
648
674
603
63 7
60
60
622
61
63 7
946
869
828
63
649
684
836
659
60
60
60
65 1
648
637
763
60
653
68
658
653
60
60
655
64
66 7
643
66.8
642
629
60
650
633
60
60
658
693
65 1
686
62 7
60
62.7
625
60
60
60
64
74 1
706
60
655
60
630
628
60
60
00

(5)
(-12)
(-11)
(-3)
(-2)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)
(3)
(-3)
(.3)
(-3)

(4)
(-5)
(-5)
(-3)
(-5)
(-3)
(-9)
(-10)
(-9)
(-9)
(-4)
(4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-10)
(-11)
(-10)
(-10)
(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-8)
(-8)
(-22)
(-3)
(4)
(4)
(-10)
(-10)
(4)
(-3)
(4)
(1)
(-10)
(-10)
(-IO)
(-5)
(4)
(-5)
(4)
(1)
(4)
(4)
(-5)
(-5)
(4)
(4)
(-10)
e3)
e8)
(-8)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(-10)
(-12)
(-11)
(-3)
(-5)
(-3)
(-9)
(1)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)

2 2 Kiata Pde
2 2 Kiata Pde
2 2 Minore PI
2 2 R o s e St
2 2 R o s e St
2 4 Kiata Pde

55
55

457
48.7

(-1)
1.1

48,7
53.1

60
60

528
558

55
55

503
549

0.5
(-6)

54

60
60

574
822

60
642

483

55
55

52.3

(-4)

60
60

666

1 1

51.6
54/

5178

49.8

52.5

2 4 P a r k s Doe
2 4 P a r k s Dye
2 4 R o s e St

509
47
519
47.4

55
55
55

474
52
52.8

(-0)
(-0)
(-5)

50.5
55.3
50.7

60
60
60

2 5 Kiata
2 6 Kiata Pde

471
515

55
55

471
50.5

0.0
1.0

51

47

55

47

SO

51.8
48.6
52

55
55
55

2 8 P a r k s Dye

45.7

28 P a r k s D.

26 P a r k s Dye
26 P a r k s Dye
2 7 Kiata Pde
2 8 Kiata Pde

SW

2 9 Kiata Pde
2 9 Kiata Pde
3
3
3
3

Jalibah Ave
Martel PI

SW

P c n t t e s i n a Ave
R o s e St

30
30
30
31

SW

Kiata Pde
Parks D.
Parks Doe
Kiata Pde

31 Kiata Pde
32 Kiata Pde
32 Parks Doe
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
35
36

SW

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Parks Doe
Parks Doe
SW

Kiata Pde
Meridian Way
Meridian Way
Kiata Pde

NW

36 Meridian Way
37 Kiata Pde
37 Kiata Pde
37 M e n d i a n Way

4 H o n e y s u c k l e St

498
512

55
55

497
502

01
11

54.7
57.6
53
541

49.2
50.7

55
55

486
50.4

52.5

60

55
529

55
55

55.8
80.3

OM
0.3
(-1)
(-7)

53.9
58.3
56.1

60
60
60

524
469

55
55

51.7
47.1
512
50

50.3
54.5
52.8

60
60

55

0.7
(-0)
(-0)
(-0)

557

51.1
496
511
524
51
531
498
53
52.6
472
50.2
526
493
512
49

50.8
52.1

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

49
524
54.9

4 9 Kiata Pde
5 Flamingo PI
5 H o n e y s u c k l e St
5 H o n e y s u c k l e St
5 Jalibah Ave
5 M a r t e l PI

NW

(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(3)
(-4)
(.4)
(-5)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4
(-7
(-5

60
611
903
633
60
61 8
62
60
60
068
623
6t8
60
61 8
63

(-4
(-5
(-4

60
60

81 A

(-5
(-5

00
50 7

62
61 7

(-4
(-5

(-0)
01

536
57.5

60
60

60
631

(-4
(-4

60

60
80

(-3
(-3

841

472

55

04

50.9
51.1

60

577
01 1
542
543

55

491
47.1

(-0
0.5

52.9
51.1

60
60

Set
5/3

546
56.9

55
55

63.1
64.7

(-0)
(43)

57.9
00.3

60
60

70 2
71 8

722
736

544
56.2
52.1

55
55
55

62.1
63.6
62

(-8)
(-7)
(-10)

57.7
59.5
55.6

60
60
60

69
70 6
895

71
728
7/ 5

(-11)
(-14)

537
47.9

55
55

63.4
473

709
544

51 4
502

60
60
60
60

(-14)
(-3)

55
55

57.2
51.3
54.4
54.2

729
60

509
51

(-10)
05
(-1)

606

546
526

55
55

551
61.9

(6)

57.9
55.9

60
60

(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-14)

55.5
53

55
55

63.6
53.8

(-0)
(-1)

58.7
56.4

60
60

549
53

55
55
55
55

57.4

(-3)
(43)

582
56.1
592
56.6

60
60
60
60

545
56.4
574
55.8

60
60
60
60

1.9
12

as

it

53.1
55.7
55.1

01
(-1)

0.4
(-2)

0.3

585
572
021
694
71 1
608
645

80
80

60
641
764
736
628
865
621

(-4
(-3
(-12
(-12
(-11)

(-12)
(-4)
(-6)
(-4)

601
627
621
586

647
64
606

(-4)
(-8)
(-4)

004
02 7
508

024
947
666

(-4)
(-5)
(-4)

515
53.2

55
55

5A1
527

55
55

516
53.3
55.7
525

(-0)
(-0)
(-2)

54.1
51.1

55
55

554

(-1)
03

57.4

501

54.2

60

824
578

844
80

(5)
(4)

53.9
51.6

55
55

554
50.9

(-2)
0.7

57.2
54.8

60
60

024
579

55.2
54.3
464
509
54
519
49.7

55
55
55

642
642
48.9
502
545
556
49
57 8

(-8)
(-10)

58.7
57.8
52.7
54.1
57.4
55/
52.8
58.8

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
52.1 IMO
60
58.3
51.5 OM.

71 1
71 2
591
573
61 5

644
60
736
732

(5)
(-3)
(-12)
(-13)
(3)
(3)
(-4)
(-11)
(-4)

02

55
55
55
55

55
49 IMMO

0.5

55.1
55
484 NM
55.6
55
55.8
55
55.4
55
50.3
55

11
05
0.8

0.1

05
0.7
(-1)
(-7)
(-0)
(-2)

494

(-0)

569
489
57.1
572

(-2)
(-1)
(-2)
(-1)

58.7
58.8

60
60

568
649
505
04
50
041
543

(6)
(-4)
(-6)

88
80
98t
663

(-5)
(-5)
(6)

85 7
659
668
684

(-5)
(-10)
(-11)
(-11)

el)
(-6)

55.8

(-7)
(-10)

57.8
51.8

60
60

68P
681

(-10)
OA
(-0)
(-0)

54
51.7

60
60

87 7
55

54.8
51.9

60
60

50
562

61
60

526
58.2

04
(-7)

56
54.8

60

503

60

135

81 3
67.6

(-4)
(4)
(-3)
(-11)

55
55

60.2
56.3

(-8)
(-6)

55.2
54

60
60

534

696
054

(-13)
(-9)

541
534

55
55

513.3
545

(-2)
(-1)

57.7
56.5

60
60

533
01 5

053
635

(-)
(-5)

543
55.1
51.1

55
55
55

57.7

(-3)
(-5)
(-3)

57.3
58
54/

60
60
60

547
512

667
697
632

(-7)
(-10)
(-7)

51.4

55
55

(-2)
(-3)

54.5
52.4

60
60

608
nor

920
61 6

(6)
(-7)

51.4
48.8

55
55

516
49 1

527
516

55
55

6 R o s e St
6 R o s e St

519
50.7

61 Kiata Pde
6 3 Kiata Pde

49.3

0.1

60.4
54.2
53.8
52.4

83
83g
668
664

60
669
60

(-7)
(-7)

60.2
476

60
60
60
60

60
60
635
68

567
567

55
55

58.4
53.7
55.7

60

596

04

50.7
483

sw

60.7
80
604
60

60
60

514
81.9
586

6 3 Kiata Pde
6 3 Kiata Pde
6 5 Kiata Pde
6 5 Kiata Pde
6 7 Kiata Pde

587
543
584
571

(-5)
(-12)

57.4
54.9

55
55

P o n t e s i n a Ave
R o s e St

(-3)
(-4)

60
946
696

55.8
54.8

545
48.4

6 J a l i b a h Ave
J a l i b a h Ave
Martel PI

ao

(.4)
(-4)

(-1)
(-1)

2

6
6
6
6

(-4)
(-3)

(-0)
(-1)

55
55

1
2

003
636
80
60

028
675

578
591
583
013
58
598
60
54
576
558
603
596
91) 1
590

60
60
60
60

(-4)
(-3)

55.1
525

52.4
52.5

6 H o n e y s u c k l e St

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

(-4)
(3)

60
604
60
60

52.9
52.3

55

2
1

6 H o n e y s u c k l e St

55
55.7
54.4
57
53
56.4
55.9
50.5
53.6
55.8
52.9
54.8
52.4
54.7
57.7

(-4)
(-3)
(4)
(4)

55

55.5

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
5 9 Kiata Pde
6 H o n e y s u c k l e St
51
52
53
54
55
57

60
60

60
80
61

(-4)
(-10)

55
55

56.1
53.3

5 Pontresina Ave
5 R o s e St
50 Kiata Pde

(-1)
00
(-1)
(-1)

573
550
575

80

(43)
(-3)
(-4)

54.1
513

55

SW

02
(-0)
0.3
(-0)
(-0)
(-4)

558
583
016
5a7

80
80
86.1
622

(-4)

(-3)
(-3)
(-10)

525
513

495
476

45 Kiata Pde
4 6 Kiata Pde
4 7 Kiata Pde
4 8 Kiata Pde

0.8
0.3
(-0)
(-1)
(-1)

54g
576

150

01 9
02 1
595

5-8
9-1

2

60
60
60
60

06
0.1
(-0)

505
535

4 3 Kiata Pde
4 4 Kiata Pde
4 4 Kiata Pde

528

485

47.1

4 R o s e St
41 N a t , ' Pde
41 Kiata Pde
42 Kiata Pde

60
60

51.1
54.4

55
55

4 J a l i b a h Ace
4 J a l i b a h Ave
4 Martel PI
4 P o n t r e s i . A.
4 R o s e St

556
584

55
55
55

55
55

1
2
1
2

55.3
49.1
526

60
60

49.2
51.2
54.2

50.2
54

2
4 H o n e y s u c k l e St

542
50

51.8

55

475
47.7

4 H o n e y s u c k l e St

60
60

01

125-8

2
4 F l a m i n g o PI Units
4 Flamingo PI Units
4 Flamingo PI Units
4 Flamingo PI Units

54.9

0.1
07
00

51.1
54.1
51
52.8
53
46.9
50.4
52.8
52.8
52.5

501
602

505
55/

51.8

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

560
546

60
60

485
513
457

512
54.4

38 Kiata Pde
38 Meridian Way
4 Flamingo PI Units 1-4

ao

45.2
49.8
50.8
49.1

709
986
697
60

(-11)
(-14)
(-14)
(-3)

67 Kiata Pde
69 Kiata Pde
69 Kiata Pde
7 Flamingo PI
7
7
7
7

Honeysuckle St
Honeysuckle St
Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave

7
7
7
7

Jalibah Ave
M a r t e l PI
Pontresina Ave
Pontresina Ave

NW

St
NW
SW

7 R o s e St
71 Kiata Pde
71 Kiata Pde
73 Kiata Pde
73 Kiata Pde
74 Ducati St
76 Ducati St
78 Ducati St

St

79 Ducati St
8 Flarningo PI
8 H o n e y s u c k l e St

SW

8 Honeysuckle St
Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Pontresina Ave
R o s e St
8 R o s e St
8 0 Ducati St
81 Ducati St
81 Ducati St
82 Caloola Dye
82 Ducati St
8
8
8
8
8
8

•

55
55
55
55
55
55

56.3
50.1
49,7
52.2

58.3
55
55
55

51.1
48

55
55

56.8
49.9

58.8
55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

50.2
49.5
49.4
55
55.3
55.4
56.8
50.3
46.7
58.1

55
55
55
57
57,3
57.4
58.8
55
55

50.7
54.4
54.2
54.1
49.8
54.4
55.7
51.4
54.5
54.7
50.3
54.6
48.7
52.1

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

BP

0,8

51.3
47.9
50.6
53.7
54.1
54.2
55.3
49.9
47.1
51.7
53.5
46.6
49.7
48.4
51.6
50.8
52.5
52.2
51.5

55,5
55
562
54.1
54.5
55.8
51.3
50.2
53.2
54.3
48.7
51
51.2
52.5
58.4

S e e d y Station

1.1
0.8
1.6
(-6)
(-6)

55
55
55
55

96 D u c a t i St
98 D u c a t i St
99 Ducati St
Caravan W o r s t Affected
Caravan W o r s t Affected
D u c a t S t Shops
K e n n e d y D r 'B'
K e n n e d y D r 'C'
K e n n e d y Drive 'A'
K e n n e d y Drive 'A'

0.6
(4)

55
505
593
52.6

50.1
55.6
53
50.8
54.7
55
552
57.4

NW

55
55
55
55
55
61.4
56.4
55
59.5

55
55
55

9 Jalibah Ave
9 Jalibah Ave
Pontresina Ave
9 R o s e St
90 Ducati St
92 Ducati St
94 Ducati St
9 5 D u r a n St

84 Caloola Dve
84 Ducati St
86 Ducati St
8 8 Caloola Dve
88 Ducati St
9 Flamingo PI

51.4
51.8
50.8
49.5
52.2
59.4
57.4
49.5
57.5

53.4
51
49.9
558

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

K e n n e d y Drive 'A'

•

52
48.7
51.9
50.3
53.8

total exceedances
37
'total n u m b e r A c u t e > 6 0 dB(A)
0

0.3

60.7
55.2
57.5
47.9
52
50.9
52.9
51.5
57.2

0.7

0.6

02
2.4
0.5
12

0.8

3.4

54.9
55.5
55.9
55.7
512
56.7
67.3
51
55.7
55.9
49.9
65.7
47.9
50.6
49.7
57.1
52.6
56
56
56.6
57

se

606
627
57.2

sae

55
55
55
55
55
592
56.9
57.5
579
577
55
57.7
59.3
65
57.7
57.9
55
67.7
55
55
55
50.1
55
58
58
58.6
59
66

57.9
57.7
57.3
58.5
58

599
59.7
593
60.5
BO

60.8
69.2

62.8
71.2
ea 7
66
67.3
58.7
60.8
68.6
699
679

66.7
64
65.3
56.7
58.8
66.6
67.9
85.9

80
18

0

0.4
(-2)
(-1)
0.4
0.6
0.4
(-6)
(-2)
1.1
(-2)
1.2
(-1)
(-1)
(-1)
(-2)
(-0)
0.4
(-6)
(-7)
(-9)
(-8)
0.5
(-0)
(-0)
(-0)
0.7
(-6)
(-4)
(-1)
(-2)
(-2)
(-1)
(-1)
(-2)
0.4
(-1)
(-1)
0.4
(-1)
0.8
1.5
0.4
(-2)
0.4
(-5)
(-2)
(-2)
(-2)
(-2)
(-3)
(-1)
(-4)
(-4)
(-5)
(-18)
(-17)
(-11)
(-11)
(-8)
(-8)
(-15)
(-15)
(-8)

552
51.8
55
53.6
57
58.7
64.3
53.3
59.2

564
58.9
578
56.5
59.2
858
09.5
Sal
841

58.3
53.5
53.7
56
64.4

634
57.2
58.8
592
642
58.9

51
54.4
51.1

57.2
58.5

53.7
67.2
57,5
57.7
68.7
53.3
50.4
55
56.7
50
53
51.7
55
53.9
55.7
55.5
54.8
54
57.9
57.7
57.5
53.1
57.8
592
545
57.9
58.1
53.4
58
519
55.2
53.5
58.9
56.3
54
58.2
58.5
58.7
899

585
82.2
82.5
82.6
84
57.5
639
661
67.7
82.7
84.9
55.1
592
579
59.9
588
04.3
721
627
831
62.9
58.4
62.9
84.8
68.1
62.0
63.1
57
82.9
549
57.7

0.9

59
58.6
59.7
57.4
57.6
59.4
54.7
63/
56.7
57.7
52.1
54.3
54.7
56
81.9
-Total Exceedences
10
total n u m b e r Acute >65 dB(A)
0

68.9
643
507
83.4
83.4
83.9
84.4
641.2
88.3
85
046

60.4
Bap
60
60

61.2

684

(-10)
(-3)
(-6)

65.4
60
60
61.2

(-5)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)

66.2
60
60
60

(-10)
(-6)

60
04.2
64.5
64.6

(-3)
(-5)
(-5)
(-5)

66
60

(-5)
(-4)
(-4)
(-10)
(-11)
(-13)
(-12)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-10)
(-8)
(-5)
(-5)
(-5)
(-5)
(-5)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-3)
(-3)

66.9
60
61.2
60
61.9
ea 6
66.3
64.1
647
65.1
64.9
604
64.9
66.6

606

64.9
65.1
60
64.9
60
60
60
66.3

(-3)
(-5)

61.7
65.4
65.4
659
664
682
67.3
67.8
66_5
68
675

(-3)
(-9)
(-5)
(-5)
(6)

767
736
74 7
65.2
682
76.7
77.9
76.5

30

(-3)
(6)

60
67.1
69.7
64.7

703

100

(-2)
(-10)

66.5
60
66.7

79.6

1.9

(-3)
(-7)
(-3)
(-3)

0

(-5)
(-6)
(.6)
(-5)
(-6)
(6)
(6)
(-23)
(-21)
(-15)
(-15)
(-12)
(-12)
(-20)
(-20)
(-13)

•
ATTACHMENT K: Table 7.7 Base Noise Criteria Applied to the
Tuqun Bypass (excerpt from Technical Paper Number 10)

•

Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement
Technical Paper Number 10
Noise and Vibration
Table 7.7:

'Base' Noise C r i t e r i a A p p l i e d t o t h e Tugun Bypass

Road

Section

New Road/
Redevelopment

Jurisdiction

Sensitive
Receptors

Noise Criteria Day
(dB(A))

Noise Criteria Night
(dB(A))

Tugun Bypass

Chainage 2,500 to Boyd Street

New Road

NSW

Proposed
Residential

LAP(' 1
(5 hour) 55*

LAN 9( hour) 50*

Tugun Bypass
Tugun Bypass
Tugun Bypass

New Road
New Road
New Road

NSW
Commonwealth
NSW

None
None
None

LAN 1
(5 houri 55*

LAN 91 hour) 50*

Tweed Heads Bypass

Boyd Street to airport boundary
Within airport boundaries
Airport boundary to Tweed Heads
Bypass
Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

Existing School

Tweed Heads Bypass

Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

Tweed Heads Bypass

Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

School
Playground
Place of Worship

LAN (I how) 45*
(internal)
LAN 115 hour) 55*

Tugun Bypass

A.V. Ducat Park

Redevelopment

NSW

Tugun Bypass

Tweed Heads Bypass to Kennedy Drive

Redevelopment

NSW

Passive
Recreation
Residential

LAN I hour) 40*
(internal)
LAN (15 how) 55*

LAN (I hour) 40* (internal)

LAN (15 hour) 60*

LAN 91 hour) 55*

* These values represent 'base criteria'. Where required, 'allowance criteria' are determined individually for each receiver, as described in Chapter 8.
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OVERVIEW
3
S p e c i f i c Objectives

F r a m e w o r k Behind the
C o d e o f Practice

Specific objectives of this Code of Practice
are to:

A i m o f t h e C o d e o f Practice
This Code of Practice aims to facilitate the
understanding of assessment, design and
management of the impact of roads on
acoustic amenity. It will provide an important
step towards achieving both the acoustic
environmental objective and long-term
planning levels as specified in the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy
1997. Through this Code of Practice, the
Queensland Department of Main Roads
(Main Roads) can demonstrate its General
Environmental Duty by establishing and
implementing Best Practice Environmental
Management (BPEM).
BPEM is "the management of any activity to
achieve an ongoing minimisation of
environmental harm through cost-effective
measures assessed against the measures
currently used nationally and internationally"
(Section 18, Environmental Protection Act
1994).
The legislative obligation to implement BPEM
is reflected in key Main Roads' policies and
strategies including:
•

•

advise on the appropriate criteria for road
traffic noise;

•

establish consistent methodologies for
designating priorities for noise attenuation
works throughout Main Roads;

•

identify amenity and other technical
considerations in managing the impact of
road traffic noise;

• Roads Policy Manual (August 1993).

•

recommend criteria to assist in the
achievement of Desired Environmental
Outcomes, DE0s, for road traffic noise.

B a c k g r o u n d t o Preparation
This Code of Practice is one of a series of
manuals published by Main Roads. These
manuals provide guidance on BPEM for a
wide range of issues associated with road
infrastructure projects. Other manuals
include:
•

Road Project Environmental Management
Processes;

•

Queensland Environmental Legislation
Register

•

Road Landscape Manual;

•

Cultural Heritage Manual; and

Purpose

• Roads in the Wet Tropics.

The purpose of this Code of Practice is to
provide guidance and instruction for the
assessment, design and management of the
impact of road traffic noise.

Some of these manuals should be used in
conjunction with this Code of Practice
(particularly the Road Project Environmental
Management Processes Manual, Road
Landscape Manual and the Queensland
Environmental Legislation Register).

Version 2, January 2000

•

• endeavour to achieve the use of BPEM for
road traffic noise issues; and

Strategic Plan (1997-2001);

• Environmental Management Policy and
Strategy (January 1998); and

0
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•
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Role o f Stakeholders

cu
0

•

Main Roads is only one of the many
stakeholders
responsible
for
the
management of the impact of road traffic
noise. However, it plays a major role in
transportation planning and road design, with
noise control being part of the successful
delivery of road infrastructure projects.
Traffic demand management of all classes of
vehicles is another contribution by Main
Roads, in co-operation with local government,
to minimise noise impacts. With new
advancements in technology, Main Roads
also encourages research into methods for
individual vehicle noise attenuation.
There
several
are
stakeholders, including:
•

other

Governments'
Local
include:

• noise management through local laws
and land use planning; and
• ensuring that development proposals
consider noise exposure.
•

Department of Communication and
Information, Local Government and
Planning and Sport (DCILGPS)

Environmental
(EP Agency)

Protection

Queensland Transport (QT)
QT actively supports quieter vehicles,
reviews the relevance of Australian Design
Rules (ADRs) and encourages the review
of in-service enforcement of vehicle
standards.
QT along with Main Roads also promotes
integrated land use and transport
planning.

•

The Community
The community is responsible for:
• the provision of input to Main Roads
policy development;

Main Roads liaises with DCILGPS (and
local governments) to ensure appropriate
land use planning and development is
undertaken. Under the requirements of the
Integrated Planning Act 1997, Main Roads
acts as a 'concurrence agency' for
developments sited adjacent to Statecontrolled roads. Conditions for noise
attenuation can be applied to developers
through land-use development applications.
•

responsibilities

developers
to
prior
to
• advice
development
applications
being
determined;

important

The DCILGPS is responsible for
integrating State policy objectives in local
and regional land use planning processes.
The Integrated Planning Act 1997
formalises this process.

Local Government

• compliance with the requirements of
the Traffic Act 1949;
• ensuring vehicles are kept in good
mechanical condition; and
• proposing land uses that consider road
traffic noise issues.

Agency

The EP Agency is responsible for the
administration of the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Policy (EPP) and the
Environmental Protection Act 1994.

II
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Limitations
Due to legislative, economic and technical
constraints, there are a number of areas
where Main Roads will not be able to
implement this Code, including:
•

of
noise
provision
measures for
attenuation outside the road reserve
(except where land acquisition occurs,
and such measures for noise attenuation
form part of the acquisition agreement);
and

compensation to affected
• financial
members of the community, unless
acquisition of land is involved. (Any
compensation of this nature would then be
in accordance with the Acquisition o f Land
Act 1967).
While it would be highly desirable for this
Code of Practice to be fully implemented, its
application will be subject to the individual
funding levels of Main Roads Districts and
their works program.

Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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Guide t o U s e o f t h e Code
o f Practice

Part D: Integrated Design provides guiding
principles to follow when considering the
issues of:

S t r u c t u r e o f t h e C o d e o f Practice

•

Safety Requirements;

The management of the impact of road traffic
noise is outlined in this Code of Practice
within the following four parts.

•

Public Amenity;

•

Maintenance Requirements;

•

Horizontal and Vertical Alignment;

Part A: Description of Road Traffic Noise
defines road traffic noise and describes it in a
number of different ways. It details the factors
contributing
the
generation
and
to
propagation of road traffic noise. It highlights
the most important of these factors in relation
to the following Parts B, C and D of this Code
of Practice and other related policies (for
example, Environmental Protection (Noise)
Policy 1997).

• Visual Considerations; and

Part B: Priorities and Criteria provides
guidance on the criteria and priorities for road
traffic noise management. This is a step
towards Main Roads' progressive compliance
with the requirements of the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Policy 1997. Part B
focuses on the following situations:
•

new roads;

•

upgrading existing roads;

• existing roads with no roadworks; and

•

•

new noise sensitive developments
adjacent to existing roads.

Part C: Assessment outlines the type and
specific requirements of assessment. To
ensure compliance with the criteria listed in
Part B, the assessment process specified in
Part C must be followed. Part C also
identifies a range of methods and measures
for noise attenuation.
Part C specifies the requirements of a District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy
and the Road Traffic Noise Study.

•

Community Art.

These issues should be considered upon the
completion of the road traffic noise study. Part
D of the Code of Practice is aimed at road
design teams, landscape architects and land
use developers to provide guidance in
developing an integrated approach to design.
D e p a r t m e n t a l Management
Framework
There are three levels of road management
in Australia: Federal, State and Local
Governments. As part of overall road
management, Main Roads manages the
network of State-controlled roads. These
State-controlled roads are of national,
regional or local importance to the
community. This importance is recognised by
the fact that State-controlled roads are
classified as 'beneficial assets' in the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy
1997. This means that the whole community
views the stewardship of State-controlled
roads as an amenity in terms of traffic/access
management and safety. Despite the concept
of
'beneficial
asset',
Main
Roads
acknowledges its obligation to consider the
amenity of affected property owners.
Community amenity may be improved
through appropriate management and
planning of new and existing State-controlled
roads.

Parts B and C primarily target users of this
Code of Practice such as Main Roads District
Directors, project managers, road planners,
road design teams, acoustical consultants
and land use developers.
iv
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Figure 1: Departmental Framework for the Management o f Road Traffic Noise

w
0

Code of Practice

Private Development

Existing Roads

N e w o r Upgraded
Roads

District Road
Traffic Noise
Management
Strategy

Review of
Environmental
Factors
(REF) 1

Section C2

Development
Assessment
Road
Implementation
Program
(RIP)

Road
Traffic Noise
Study Process 2
Section C3
A

Integrated Design
Part D

1

A s detailed in Main Roads' Road Project Environmental Management
Processes Manual (1997). This report initially scopes relevant
environmental issues for a project.

2

The Road Traffic Noise Study is carried out i f road traffic noise is
considered as an issue in the REF o r District Road Traffic Noise
Management Strategy.
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There are three alternative approaches to the
management of road traffic noise:

a)
0

•

District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy, for existing roads; and

•

Review of Environmental Factors (REF),
for proposed new and upgraded roads.

•

Private Development Assessment.

These approaches provide guidelines on the
management of road traffic noise.
D i s t r i c t Road T r a f f i c Noise
M a n a g e m e n t Strategy
The District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy identifies the priorities in the
assessment of the impact of road traffic noise
on existing roads. The District may choose to
cover all roads, or only those roads with high
traffic volumes or a high proportion of noisesensitive sites. The approach provides
Districts with a method to manage and plan
for road traffic noise both now and in the
future.
Section C2 of this Code of Practice specifies
the requirements of a District Road Traffic
Noise Management Strategy.
R e v i e w o f E n v i r o n m e n t a l Factors
(REF)
The purpose of an REF is "to identify,
describe and assess the environmental
advantages, disadvantages and constraints"
associated with new and upgraded road
projects (Main Roads, 1997a). This process
identifies noise-affected communities and
may recommend a Road Traffic Noise Study
be undertaken.

Road T r a f f i c N o i s e Study
The purpose of a Road Traffic Noise Study is
to:
• determine the existing
landscape environment;

acoustic

and

•

predict the impact of the proposal;

•

recommend
attenuation;

•

provide advice on the integration of noise
attenuation and amenity (including
aesthetics); and

•

integrate the above issues to produce a
design that conforms to Best Practice
Environmental Management.

measures

for

noise

Section C3 of this Code of Practice provides
guidance for Main Roads' approval of Road
Traffic Noise Studies.
P r i v a t e D e v e l o p m e n t Assessment
As a concurrence agency pursuant to the
Integrated Planing Act, Main Roads will
review the likely primary impacts of road
traffic noise on proposed developments.
Main Roads may also review the impacts of
road traffic noise generated by the
development on the beneficial asset
environment of State-controlled roads.
Section B6 of this Code provides guidance
on the appropriate criteria for new
development proposed adjacent to Statecontrolled roads.

Road I m p l e m e n t a t i o n P r o g r a m (RIP)
Out of the above two
Districts will determine a
inclusion in the RIP. The
project may generate the
Road Traffic Noise Study.

vi

approaches, the
works program for
approval of a road
need for a detailed
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PART A
Description o f Road T r a f f i c Noise
Al

Figure A1.1: The Level o f Common Sounds on the
dB(A) Scale

Definition o f Noise

Noise is defined as unwanted sound
transmitted through air or another medium.
Sound is defined as any pressure variation
(in air, water or some other medium) that the
human ear can detect. Human response to
noise, as with any human response to
environmental factors, is highly variable. For
this reason, it is difficult to predict the
response of any individual. At high noise
exposures, there may be individuals who are
not annoyed. Alternatively, at low noise
exposures, there may be some individuals
who are annoyed.
It is intended that the criteria levels contained
within this Code of Practice reach a
of
compromise
between
the
range
sensitivities to road traffic noise. In addition to
this consideration, this Code of Practice also
takes into account the cost and technical
feasibility of achieving such criteria levels. To
ensure measured levels approximate human
response, a weighting scale known as the 'A'
scale is used. The 'A'-weighting scale
interprets sounds in a similar manner as the
human ear.

dB(A)
140

Threshold
of pain

120

Jet aircraft
250m overhead
100
Hazard to hearing
from continuous
exposure

Heavy vehicle
at 40 km/h at a
distance of 7 m
80
—
-

Communication 60
starts to become
difficult

Passenger car
at 60 km/h ate
distance of 7 m
Busy office

40

Bedroom

Some examples of typical sound levels in
A-weighted decibels (dB(A)) are shown in
Figure A1.1. All further reference to noise
levels in this Code of Practice will be in dB(A).

20

Threshold
of hearing
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A2

Factors Influencing
Road T r a f f i c Noise
Generation and
Propagation

• distance between
reception point;

•

source

and

• type of intervening ground cover between
source and reception point (eg. grass or
concrete);

Generation is the criterion of sound energy
from a source. There are seven principal
factors upon which the generation of road
traffic noise depends:
• traffic volume (usually described
Annual Average Daily Traffic - AADT);

the

• the existence of natural
obstructions; and
•

or

artificial

meteorological conditions.

as

average traffic speed (usually represented
by the posted speed limit);

• traffic composition - (the percentage of
heavy vehicles);
•

road gradient (the longitudinal slope of the
road);

•

road pavement surface type and texture;

• driving conditions (free-flowing); and
•

individual vehicle noise.

Individual vehicle noise is a combination of
noise produced by:
• the engine;
• the transmission;
• the braking system;
• the interaction of tyres and road pavement
surface;
•

body and load rattles; and

•

movement of air around the vehicle.

All these factors can be regarded as noise at
the source.
Propagation is the wave process whereby
sound energy is transferred. There are a
number of factors which influence the
propagation of road traffic noise:
•

road corridor cross-section (whether the
road layout is at grade, depressed or
elevated);

A-2
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A3

Environmental
I n d i c a t o r s f o r Road
T r a f f i c Noise

Four environmental indicators have been
traditionally used for the assessment of road
traffic noise. These are as follows:
• L10 level. This is the level of noise
exceeded for 10% of any period; the usual
period is 60 minutes. The hourly L10 level
is, therefore, the traffic noise level
exceeded for 6 minutes in every hour. The
L10 (18 hour) level is the arithmetic
average of 18 hourly L10 levels over
consecutive hours between 6 am and 12
midnight. Similarly, the L10 (12 hour) is the
arithmetic average of the L10 levels over
consecutive hours between 6 am and 6

•

level. This is the noise level exceeded
for 90% of any period. The level is
normally regarded as being representative
of the background noise level.

•

Lmax /eve/. The maximum level generated
from a single noise event.

L90

In the context of this Code of Practice, the
principal indicator used will be the L10 (18
hour) level. Traditionally, this indicator has
been used to best represent typical noise
exposure. This indicator is also easier and
more reliable to predict through the use of the
United Kingdom, Department of Transport
(1988) procedure, Calculation o f Road Traffic
Noise (CoRTN 88).
Figure A3.1 illustrates the relationship
between the indicators that describe noise.

pm.
•

Leq (24 hour) level. This is continuous
equivalent sound pressure level over a 24
hour period.

Figure A3.1: Noise E n v i r o n m e n t a l Indicators
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PART B
P r i o r i t i e s a n d Criteria
B1 Introduction
The purpose of Part B is to specify the
department's road traffic noise and proposed
land use development performance criteria.
All criteria for the consideration of noise
attenuation measures should be assessed
against the actual measured or predicted
levels. Part C details the process by which
actual or predicted levels should be assessed
against these criteria.
A full description of the priorities and criteria
is summarised in Figure B1.1. Priorities set
within Part B are initially based on whether
the road project is:
• a new road;
•

an upgrade of an existing road;

• an existing road with no roadworks; or
• a proposed land use development.
Following the setting of these priorities,
consideration should be given to the scale of
increase in road traffic noise level. In the case
of new roads or upgraded roads, the increase
should be in relation to pre-construction noise
levels. For existing roads with no roadworks,
the increase should be in relation to existing
noise levels.
The criteria listed below represent a
compromise between the need to improve
acoustic amenity and the technical/cost
constraints in providing measures for noise
attenuation. Main Roads will determine the
work schedule for installing such measures
depending on budget, the total roadworks
program and other considerations. The
District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy may also serve as an important
reference document in this process. Part C
outlines the methodology behind the District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy.
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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B2 Limitation on U s e of
Priorities a n d Criteria
There are a number of situations where the
use of these priorities and criteria may be
limited, including:
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
on non-access controlled roads;
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
on roads with speed limits less than 80
km/h; and
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
by the provision of measures outside the
road reserve (unless in cases of land
acquisition or new developments).
Measures for noise attenuation may not be
considered for non-access controlled roads
due to the difficulty in providing noise
barriers. The need for driveway access,
security, vehicle and pedestrian safety, utility
requirements
service
and
amenity
considerations can create undesirable,
impracticable and ineffective situations for
the installation of noise barriers.
Road pavement treatments are only
beneficial for noise attenuation when the
average speed of traffic is at least 80 km/h
and free-flowing. Open Graded Asphalt also
has a short life of acoustic effectiveness
compared to other measures.
In cases of land acquisition, each noise
sensitive site will need to be considered on
an individual basis. Measures for noise
attenuation may form part of an acquisition
settlement.

Roads

B-1

B1
B2

New
Roads

• 2 63 dB(A)

L,0 (18 hour) and
-4NNAMff

• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level o f , 55 dB(A)
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

[,•.T:11•IMIW

1

PARKS AND
RECREATIONAL
AREAS

EDUCATIONAL AND
HEALTH BUILDINGS

EXISTING
RESIDENCES

DEVELOPMENT/BUILDING
APPLICATIONS

RESIDENTIAL
Upgrading
Existing Roads

Existing Roads
(No Roadworks)

Upgrading
Existing Roads

New
Roads

Existing Roads
(No Roadworks)

• AS3671/
AS2107
(eg. maximum
design level
of 48 dB(A)
L,0 (1 hour)
internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing of the
plan of survey

• 2 48 dB A)
L,0 (1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
5 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date
of construction

. 60 dB(A)
• 2
LI° (18 hour) and
• increase of at least
6 dB(A) above preconstruction
level of 5 55 dB(A)
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

NONRESIDENTIAL

V

V

• 568 dB(A) L,0
(18 hour) and
• increase of
5 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

• a 55 dB(A)
LI° (1 hour) internally
and
• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above pro.
constructionlevel
• 10 years from the
completion date of
Construction

• a 68 dB(A)
L,0 (18 hour) and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

•

Urban
,
Envronmenr
dB(A)
L,0(18 hour)
(free-field)
and
• A53671/
AS2107
(internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing of the
plan of survey

55 dB(A)
1_10(1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above preconstruction level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

4
O
P
T
Y
R
I

• 568 dB(A)
L,0 (18 hour) and
• increase of
a 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of
assessment

• 2 55 dB(A)
L,0(1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
5 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
date of assessment

5
O
P
T
Y
R
I

• 568 dB(A)
L,0 (18 hour) and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of
assessment

• 2 55 dB(A)
L,0 (1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of assessment

Rural
Environment 2y
• 57 dB(A)
1_10(18 hour)
(free-field)
and
• AS3671/
AS2107
(internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing of the
plan of survey

1 Background levels, L (85) of above 40 and
45 dB(A) for habitable floors and
balconies/external open space, respectively.
2 Background levels, L.(185) of above 40
and 45 dB(A) for habitable floors and
balconies and external open space,
respectively.

• 2 63 dB(A)
L,0 (12 hour) and
• increase of
5 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date
of construction

Figure B1.1: Departmental Criteria / Priorities
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B3 Priorities and Criteria:
Existing Residences
Priority 1: N e w R o a d - AccessControlled
This will apply to cases of new access
controlled roads:
•

in proposed or existing unused corridors
adjacent to existing residences; and

•

in proposed corridors where formal
approval by a local government or other
statutory authority for adjacent land
development is current at the date of
acquisition, even if the development is not
yet in existence.

When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following construction is
predicted to be:
•
•

63 dB(A) or greater; and
an increase of 3 dB(A) or greater
above the pre-construction level of
greater than 55 dB(A).

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 63 dB(A) or
less; or
60 dB(A) or greater; and
• an increase of at least 6 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level of 55 dB(A)
or less.
•

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 60 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 2: U p g r a d i n g E x i s t i n g Roads
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following upgrading is
predicted to be:

B-2

memo.

•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 3: U p g r a d i n g E x i s t i n g Roads
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following upgrading is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 4: Existing Roads - No
Roadworks
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following assessment is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of at/east 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.
Preferential consideration shall be given to
treatment in cases where there is a sudden
increase in traffic volumes, or a high
percentage of heavy vehicles, particularly at
night.
Roads
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Priority 5: E x i s t i n g R o a d s - No
Roadworks

•

When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following assessment is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

B 4 Priorities a n d Criteria:
Educational and
H e a l t h Buildings
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered on a case-by-case basis, with
consideration being given to building
construction and use. In each case, it will be
agreed
determine
to
an
necessary
apportionment of costs between the
Department of Main Roads and the
educational or health institution. The
Department of Main Roads will fund
measures for noise attenuation only within
the road reserve. Any additional treatment
will be the responsibility of the educational or
health institution.
Priority 1: N e w R o a d - AccessControlled
This will apply to cases of new accesscontrolled roads in newly acquired or existing
unused corridors adjacent to existing
education or health buildings, and if the
calculated indoor noise level within 10 years
following construction is predicted to be:

Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000

48 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

• an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 48 dB(A) or less.

Priority 2: U p g r a d i n g E x i s t i n g Roads
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
upgrading is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

Priority 3: U p g r a d i n g Existing Roads
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
upgrading is predicted to be:

•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

• an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

dieMain Roads
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Priority 4: E x i s t i n g Roads - N o
Roadworks
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
assessment is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

• an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 55 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 5: Existing Roads - No
Roadworks

B6

When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
assessment is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered, with the aim of reducing
indoor noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

B5 Rationale and Criteria:
Parks, Outdoor
Educational and
Recreational Areas
The recommended maximum traffic noise
level for parks and recreational areas is 63
dB(A) L10 (12 hour) (measured or predicted).
For new access-controlled roads where
resumption from parkland is involved,
measures of noise attenuation will be
considered when the measured or predicted
increase above the level prior to construction
is 3 dB(A) or greater over a 10 year period.
B-4
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The purpose of these measures for noise
attenuation is to reduce measured or predicted
levels to 63 dB(A) L10 (12 hour) or less.
All other cases are to be determined on a
case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the full circumstances surrounding the
provision and future use of the park or
recreational area. For example, in large
areas of open space, only a small percentage
may be affected by traffic noise. Moreover,
there is often scope to locate activities away
from the influence of traffic noise. This may
be of benefit to the road user as it may break
the visual monotony of noise barriers.
However, Main Roads recognises that, in
some situations, it will be desirable to provide
some protection for parks. This is best
resolved
by
consultation
with
local
government and community groups. The
location of the assessment site should reflect
the above issues.

B 6 Rationale a n d Criteria:
Proposed Residential
Developments
Rationale
The Integrated Planing Act 1997 provides a
methodology for the planning of land use in
accordance with local government planning
schemes, which are developed as a whole of
government response to land use. Local
planning
schemes
provide
desirable
environmental land use outcomes, of which
road traffic noise should be addressed.
This Code provides the desirable outcomes
in terms of noise criteria and ameliorative
strategies. If road traffic noise is likely to
impact on the future amenity of proposed
residential development the measures
outlined in this Code should be adopted.
Adoption of the measures will facilitate the
achievement of the Environmental Protection
Act, particularly the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Policy.
Roads
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If a road is planned to achieve a number of
objectives, including an expected increase in
road traffic, it can be reasonably expected
that the road traffic noise will impact on
adjacent land. Depending upon the sensitivity
of the surrounding environment the planning
of the road may or may not include a noise
amelioration strategy. If however the adjacent
land use is to change to a type that is noise
sensitive, such as a greater density of
residential development (and hence a
potential decrease in amenity for a greater
number of people) then it is considered that
planning for that development should take
account of the potential and likely
consequences of its proximity to the road.
A further example of this type of planning is
that if a residential development is proposed
adjacent to roads carrying high volumes of
traffic in an 80 km/h, or greater, speed zone,
safety of the residents should be a matter for
consideration. Housing lots in this instance
would therefore be designed so that vehicle
and pedestrian access is limited or controlled.
This is often achieved by the design providing
limited access or internal estate access and
fences along the major road. These measures
are desirable safety outcomes.
The planning of the future use and
infrastructure within a road corridor will be,
amongst other criteria, pursuant to the
reasonable expectations of a local planning
environmental
its
desirable
scheme,
benchmark
development
outcomes and
sequencing plans. If land use is not
reasonably predicted by these measures,
road traffic noise may not have been
considered in that context.

The assessment should address the likely
future noise conditions by a ten year traffic
planning horizon, determine whether the
desirable criteria will be exceeded or not; and
if exceedence is predicted incorporate
ameliorative measures.
The following criteria are expected to achieve
external
and
internal
a reasonable
environmental outcome:
R e s i d e n t i a l ( T e m p o r a r y or
P e r m a n e n t Occupancy)
Habitable Floors
• 60 dB(A) 1_10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are greater than 40
dB(A) L90 (8 hour) between 10pm and
6am; or
• 57 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are less than or equal
to 40 dB(A) L90 (8 hour) between 10pm
and 6am;
• where the above criteria cannot be met,
internal maximum design criterion levels
specified in Table 1, AS2107-1987.

Note: All external levels stated are free-field with
the expectation that an additional 2.5dB(A)
increase is applied for the facade correction when
the building is constructed. This will achieve a
level of equal to or less than 63dB(A) and
60dB(A), respectively, 1 metre from the most
exposed facade of a building.

Criteria
As part of the planning and design of any new
noise sensitive development not reasonably
predicted by a planning scheme and/or is
assessable development, the proponent
should provide an assessment of the amenity
of the occupants - in relation to the likely
future road traffic noise.
Version 2, January 2000
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Balconies and Formal External Open
Space
• 60 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are greater than
45dB(A) L90 (18 hour); or
• 57 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are less than or equal
to 45dB(A) L90 (18 hour).
Note: All external levels stated are free-field with
the expectation that an additional 2.5 dB(A)
increase is applied for the facade correction when
the building is constructed. This will achieve a
level of equal to or less than 63 dB(A) and 60
dB(A), respectively, 1 metre from the most
exposed facade of a building.
Formal external open space is the private or
communal recreational area of a development
"required" by a local government.
Educational, C o m m u n i t y a n d Health
Buildings
Classrooms,
Rooms

Meeting

or

Habitable

• 48 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or less, as
measured or calculated (in the centre
of the room) as an indoor level.

Parks, O u t d o o r E d u c a t i o n a l and
R e c r e a t i o n a l Areas

• 63 dB(A) L10 (12 hour) or less, taking
consideration
full
into
the
the
circumstances
surrounding
provision and future use of the park or
recreational area.

B-6
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B5

Measures for Noise Attenuation
Options for the achievement of these criteria
include:
Buffers
Where earth mounds or distance from the
source to the receiver are to be used as a
noise mitigation measure, landscaping
should be incorporated. Landscaping should
be compatible in scale and treatment with the
contextual setting of the surrounding area.
Landscaping or the diminished view of a road
will often provide a perception of increased
visual and noise amenity. This is further
described in Section D4.
Single Storey Buildings
To minimise the extent of other noise
attenuation measures, consideration should
be given to single storey construction.
Reduce Exposed Windows and Doors
It is desirable that buildings adjacent to Statecontrolled roads minimise window and door
openings along exposed facades.
Architectural Design Measures
Architectural design measures may be
employed in accordance with AS 3671-1989
to enhance the internal acoustic amenity of
any proposed classroom, community or
habitable room affected by road traffic noise.
Noise Barriers

Open Space

Where applicable,

guidance on the assessment methodology
and locations.

provides
clieMain

It is desirable that other amelioration options
be fully investigated prior to considering
increases in the height of noise barriers
above the height required to protect the
ground floor of buildings. In accordance with
Part C of this Code, the services of a suitably
qualified acoustical consultant shall be
engaged to determine the appropriate
measures to achieve the criteria, including
Roads
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the height of noise barriers where other
measures are considered inappropriate,
Where noise barriers are required, the use of
extensive landscaping should screen and
soften the visual impact of the noise barriers.
In addition, Part C of this Code identifies
maximum 'preferred heights' for new and
existing roads and whilst topography,
prevailing winds and pavement surface
treatment will influence the acceptable height
of noise barriers, as a guide the following
should be used:• development involving new buildings,
3.5m above finished ground level; and

has not been identified in a local planning
instrument or benchmarked development
sequencing plan, the cost of noise
amelioration shall be at the developers
expense.
If a noise sensitive development is proposed
adjacent to an area programmed for noise
attenuation by Main Roads and the
development was not identified by a
benchmarked development sequencing plan
then the developer shall provide the bring
forward costs (the cost to advance the
program of works by Main Roads) and any
additional amelioration not predicted by the
Main Roads program.

• development where existing structural
conditions limit architectural or other
attenuation measures, 5.0m above
finished ground level.
Consideration should be given to noise
barriers in excess of these preferred heights
only where specific locational criteria can
justify increases whilst achieving acceptable
levels of public amenity as detailed in Section
D4.
Where increases in the height of noise
barriers in accordance with Section D4 are
unable to achieve the external criteria, the
use of balconies or open space within the
affected areas should be discouraged. Where
balconies and open spaces are proposed in
affected areas, they shall be excluded as
contributing to the formal external open
space and personal amenity requirements.

Costs
Pursuant to the Integrated Planing Act 1997,
planning
land
instruments,
including
benchmark development sequencing plans,
where a program of noise attenuation works
has been identified by Main Roads the
Department will provide for such works at its
cost. The ameliorative measures shall only
be carried out within the road reserve.
Where a proposed land use is assessable or
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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PART C
Assessments
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PART C
Assessments
Cl

•

•

Introduction

Project managers, road design teams, land
developers and acoustical consultants should
consult Part C to ensure that a consistent and
comprehensive approach is applied when
addressing road traffic noise. Figure C1.1
outlines a process for assessing the impact of
road traffic noise.

When designing measures for noise
attenuation, it is important to note that there
are a number of additional issues to consider,
apart from acoustic effectiveness and
integration with the road landscape. Issues
such as safety, maintenance and public
amenity are discussed in Part D: Integrated
Design.

This
be
initiated
by
process
can
recommendations from either the District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy or
the REF. It can also be initiated in response
to an enquiry or development approval
condition. The contents and methodology for
a District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy are outlined in Section C2. There
are a number of requirements that a Road
Traffic Noise Study must address. These are
specified in Section C3 and should form the
basis of the preferred strategy for noise
attenuation. Section C3 also identifies a
range of methods and measures for noise
attenuation.

Version 2, January 2000
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Figure C1.1: Main Roads Road Traffic Noise Study - Process

District Road Traffic
Noise Management
Strategy

Environmental
Assessments
(eg. REF)

Public
Enquiry

Development
Condition

Section C2

Prepare Brief for
Road Traffic
Noise Studyl

Cl

Select
Consultant

Undertake
Acoustic
Assessment
Section C3.2

Investigate Acoustic
Attenuation
Strategies

Landscape
Assessment
Process

Sections C3.3 & C3.4

Section C3.5

Selection of Preferred
Attenuation
Strategy
Section C3.6

1

C-2

The brief for a Road Traffic Noise Study shall state that all the requirements
specified in Section C3 are to be meet by the consultant.

ctemaki Roods
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C2

When determining priority categories for
noise attenuation, the following should be
considered:

District Road Traffic
Noise Management
Strategy

A District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy may be prepared for all Statecontrolled roads or for a selective number
within a District. The study area for such a
District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy will be at the discretion of the District
Director and will be dependent on the type of
land uses adjoining the State-controlled
roads.

•

The principal outcome of the Strategy is to
identify priorities for noise attenuation and
recommend that Road Traffic Noise Studies
be carried out where required. The criteria for
these priority categories are set out in Part B
of this Code of Practice. The proposed works
program of each District may reflect these
priority categories. The implementation of
these priority categories may be subject to
social, technical, works priority and cost
considerations. Works may be integrated into
the Main Roads Road Implementation
Program (RIP).

• traffic composition and volumes; and
• noise propagation and receiver data
representative of each road link.
The key determinate between these
categories will be the predicted noise level
and the number of affected noise sensitive
sites. All data shall be presented on plans of
each road link showing land uses, location of
previous noise measurement sites and other
data considered relevant (see Figure C2.1).

•
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Road T r a f f i c Noise
Study

C3

A Road Traffic Noise Study may be prepared
for a given section of road or at an individual
site (see Figure C3.1). The need for such a
study may be identified by:
• environmental assessments (eg. Review
of Environmental Factors);
•

District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy;

• enquiries from an affected property owner;

depend upon the similarity of site
characteristics over the length of road
section (eg. topography, AADT, etc). Other
satellite stations may be required over a
duration of 3 consecutive hours between
10 am - 5 pm;
• External noise levels shall be measured or
predicted, with the microphone located 1
metre in front of the most exposed noisesensitive building facade. The height of
the measurement or prediction reception
point shall be at the same elevation as the
centre of a window on each affected
storey;

r

• development approval condition.
The aim of a Road Traffic Noise Study is to
determine the impact of road traffic noise and
appropriate attenuation measures, including
guidance on the integration of noise
attenuation measures with the landscape.

C3.1 A c o u s t i c Assessment
N e w , U p g r a d i n g o r Existing Roads
There are a number of requirements for an
acoustic assessment:
•

Measurements shall be undertaken in
accordance with the NAASRA Guide
Policy for Traffic Noise Measurement
Procedures (1980) or Australian Standard
2702-1983, Acoustics - Methods for the
Measurement o f Road Traffic Noise. All
hourly results of noise levels and
meteorological conditions (particularly
wind speed/direction) shall form an
attachment to the Road Traffic Noise
Study;

• Prediction of road traffic noise shall be
conducted in accordance with the United
Kingdom, Department of Transport (1988)
procedure, Calculation o f Road Traffic
Noise (CoRTN 88);
• The difference between the measured and
calculated noise levels shall be no more
than ± 2 dB(A); and
• In cases of land acquisition or new
residential development, the relevant
Australian Standards (eg. AS 3671-1989)
shall be used to determine the internal
noise level.
All results of measurements, calculations and
predictions should be presented in tabular
format. Table C l is an example of this result
summary.
Post Construction Monitoring
Following the implementation of noise
attenuation measures and the completion of
either roadworks and development a post
construction assessment shall be carried out
to confirm predicted results.

• The appropriate number of 18 hour
measurements to be carried out will
depend on the site-specific characteristics
on a typical weekday (with a minimum of
at least one 18 hour measurement for
each road section). The number of full 18
hour measurement sites needed will
Version 2, January 2000
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Table C l : Summary o f Results (Acoustic Assessment)
L10(18 hour), dB(A)
Site No.

Site Address

1

29 Joyner Court

2

26 Joyner Court

3

22 Joyner Court

4

14 Joyner Court

5

6 Windsor Court

6

27 Ridgevale Drive

7

5 Yugar Court

8

8 Yugar Court

Accuracy

Calculated

Measured
—

69.1

—
69.2

69.7
69.6

Predicted
(Current)

Predicted
(10 years)

—

69

71

—
0.4

70

72

70

72

—

68.8

—

70

72

—

69.9

—

70

72

—

68.6

—

69

71

—

67.2

—

67

69

—

66.4

—

66

68

I

Refer to Figure C3.1 for location o f sites.

C3

Proposed D e v e l o p m e n t s

developer or subsequent owners.

Where noise-sensitive developments are
proposed adjacent to State-controlled roads,
developers shall submit land use proposals
with a Road Traffic Noise Study prepared by
a suitably qualified acoustical consultant.
This study shall be carried out in accordance
with the requirements specified above for a
10 year traffic planning horizon from the date
of sealing of the plan of survey or
commencement of use.

When undertaking a Road Traffic Noise Study
that considers architectural design measures,
the acoustical consultant shall carry out the
following:

cases where architectural design
measures are required to achieve the
designed internal noise levels, any measures
to be incorporated in the design of the noisesensitive site shall be in accordance with
AS2107-1987 and AS3671-1989. The
desired criterion level shall be the maximum
design level specified in Table 1 of AS21071987.
In

To ensure the most effective implementation
of such measures, the provision of airconditioning or mechanical ventilation may be
required. Upon completion of construction,
the developer shall engage the services of an
acoustical consultant to certify that the
appropriate design measures have been
implemented. A copy of the acoustical
consultants' report shall be provided to the
District office. Any cost associated with the
assessment, construction, certification and
maintenance shall be at the expense of the
C-6

• Measure noise in accordance with
AS2702-1984.
Australian
Standard,
Results shall be presented, including:
• the background (L90 level);
• the equivalent continuous (Leq) level for
60 seconds averaged over each one
hour between the hours of 10 pm and
6 am for bedrooms, and 6 am to 10 pm
for living rooms;
• the average maximum (L10) over each
one hour between the hours of 10 pm
and 6 am for bedrooms, and 6 am to 10
pm for living rooms;
• The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)
and percentage of heavy vehicles. This
data is available from Main Roads' District
offices.
• Establish the relevant traffic noise criteria
pertaining to the site in accordance with
AS1055.2-1989, Appendix B and AS21071987, Table 1. The definitions of rural,
outer suburban and inner suburban are
contained in AS1055.2-1989, Appendix B.
Categories R1, R2 and R3 shall be
defined as rural and outer suburban with
R5 and R6 being inner suburban.
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Table C2: Change in Road Traffic Noise Due to
Road Surface Type

C 3 . 2 M e t h o d s f o r the
M a n a g e m e n t o f Road
T r a f f i c Noise

Road Surface
Type

There are several ways in which road traffic
noise can be reduced (see Figure 03.2):
• At the source (ie. controlling the noise
emitted by the vehicle).
• At the reception point, by means of
building location and design to minimise
noise transmission into the interior of a
building.

C3

• Along the propagation path (ie. attenuating
the noise as it travels between the source
and reception point by means of noise
barriers or buffer zones).

C o n t r o l a t t h e Source
In the long term, the most equitable method
of reducing road traffic noise is through the
control of the source. This is being
accomplished by means of Australian Design
Rules (ADRs) which stipulate maximum
noise emission levels of new vehicles.
Queensland Transport has been involved in
the formulation and administration of these
rules and their enforcement is covered under
the Traffic Act 1949. Queensland Transport
and Main Roads encourage and support
related research and development for quieter
vehicles,
The selection of road surface type can have
a noticeable effect on road traffic noise levels,
Table 0 2 indicates the effect of different
surface types compared with dense graded
asphalt (assuming a posted traffic speed limit
of 80 km/h).

C-8

Change in Noise
Level (dB(A))

16-20 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 4-5

5-14 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 2-4

5 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 1-2

Dense Graded Asphalt

0

Open Graded Asphalt

Decrease by 3-4

Notes:
1.Change in road traffic noise level is relative to Dense
Graded Asphalt.
2 Assumes a posted traffic speed limit o f 80 km/h.
Source: Leach & Limb, 1986; Samuels, 1995.

The effectiveness of Open Graded Asphalt
(OGA) reduces with age due to its limited
drainage capabilities. The change in noise
levels for OGA are only applicable to new
road surfaces and therefore has restricted
utility.
Control a t t h e R e c e p t i o n Point
Main Roads will consider measures at the
reception point where there are:
• alterations to an existing road which
impact on a partially acquired property; or
• a change in land use adjacent to an
existing road.
It is desirable to examine noise issues at the
road concept, planning and preliminary
land
Planned future
design
phase.
development should also be considered in all
road traffic noise investigations.
Proper planning and design at the land use
development approval stage should remove
the need to attenuate impacts at a later date.
Where dwellings are built after construction of
the road, appropriate architectural design can
limit the intrusion of road traffic noise.

<-I4eMain Roads
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Figure C3.2: Methods f o r the Management o f R o a d Traffic Noise

(

a
()

Control at source

C3

(ii) Control at reception point

(iii) Control along transmission path
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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Measures such as double glazing of
windows, and ceiling insulation can be
effective means of treatment. These should
effective
indoor
be
applied
where
communication, sleeping and other noisesensitive activities are required and where
other alternatives are not appropriate.
To achieve the internal criterion levels
specified in AS2107-1987, architectural
measures should be designed in accordance
with AS3671-1989.

Land used outside of the road reserve
(including buffer strips) for the purpose of
noise barriers and landscaped earth mounds
shall be owned and maintained by the land
owners. All noise barriers and landscaping
shall be to the satisfaction of Main Roads.
Effective reductions in road traffic noise
levels can be achieved through distance
alone. However, in an urban environment,
applying this method is expensive over
greater distances from the source due to the
cost of land acquisition.

Effective land use planning and design play
an important role in abating noise nuisance.
The siting of less sensitive land uses in areas
likely to be adversely affected can minimise
noise impact.

For
detailed
requirements
regarding
landscaping, the Main Roads' Road
Landscape Manual (1997) should be
consulted.

C o n t r o l b e t w e e n t h e S o u r c e and
R e c e p t i o n Point

C3.3 A c o u s t i c Effectiveness

C3

Main Roads, local government and land
developers have the greatest scope for
control between the source and the reception
point. The selection of alignment, grading,
and provision of earth mounds and other
noise barriers, are some of the design
features requiring early consideration in the
planning and preliminary design phases.
Section 0 3 provides guidance for road
planners and designers on how to integrate
such features into the road landscape.

Noise

can be attenuated by several
measures. Noise barriers and earth mounds
may be constructed as methods of
attenuation.
The acoustic effectiveness of noise barriers
may be substantially enhanced if the
alignment and height of the noise barrier are
determined during road or land use design to
maximise noise attenuation. Potential
locations of noise barriers are depicted in
Figure 03.3.

To achieve the external criterion level, the
preferred strategy will involve building
reduced
building
heights,
setback,
landscaped earth mounds and/or landscaped
noise barriers. Fences or other noise barriers
placed on private land shall be set back from
State-controlled road reserves for a width
sufficient to permit dense screen plantings.
proposed
developments,
For
new
landscaped areas within the road reserve
shall be designed and maintained for a period
of 12 months from the final approval of
constructed works. Any costs associated with
the construction of earth mounds and/or
noise barriers described above shall be at the
developer's expense.

cheMain

Roods
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Figure C3.3: Potential Barrier Positions
Noise Barrier on Widened Embankment
Guardrail
2 metres b e t w e e n barrier and
b a c k o f guardrail preferred
Noise bamer

Earth mounds and/or noise barriers are
effective only when the line of sight between
the source and reception point is fully
interrupted. Therefore, in some cases, their
effectiveness is limited and largely dependent
on the local topography and height of
buildings.
The acoustic properties of noise barriers
have an important role to play in noise
attenuation. These properties are:

Line o f sight

• absorption;

Existing r o a d shoulder
Property boundary

-

• reflection; and

Noise Barrier in Combination with Earth Mound
Noise barrier

• dispersion.
Absorptive barriers contain materials that
absorb sound waves. Reflective barriers
force sound waves to reflect off their surface.
Dispersive barriers contain materials and/or
patterns that alter the sound waves that come
in contact with the barrier (see Figure 03.4).

Line o f sight
— I I —

Property boundary

Noise Barrier on Top o f Cutting

Line o f sight
-

Property boundary

Noise Barrier a t the Road Boundary

Line o f sight
-

To achieve full acoustic effectiveness, all
noise barriers shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with the
requirements of Main Roads Standard
Specification MRS 11.15 "Noise Barriers".
The type of ground surface over which road
traffic noise travels has a substantial effect on
noise attenuation, particularly over large
distances. Areas covered with grass or other
types of ground covers are more absorptive
than hard, paved surfaces or bodies of water,
these tend to reflect noise. Dense plantings
of trees with an understorey of shrubs may
result in a reduction of 3 dB(A) per 30 metres
of width (Harris, 1988).

Noise barrier on
property boundary

Property boundary

Version 2, January 2000
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Figure C3.4: Types o f Noise Barriers
Source Roads Corporation/GRC Composites

A B S O R P T I V E PANEL

REFLECTIVE PANEL

C3

2E-4,

DISPERSIVE PANEL

C 3 . 4 L a n d s c a p e Assessment
Process
To ensure that the appropriate site and
materials for noise barriers are selected, an
assessment of the existing and intended
landscape vision for a road or a given section
of road should be carried out. The purpose is
to ensure that the design of any measure for
noise attenuation is fully integrated into the
road landscape.

•

Describe existing landscape conditions.

•

Identify interaction with road proposal.

•

Undertake detailed studies (if deemed
necessary).

•

Undertake a combined assessment of
effects.

•

Develop strategies to reduce any
potential impact that measures for noise
attenuation may have on the visual,
ecological and/or cultural environment.

The landscape assessment process is
outlined in Figure A2-1 in the Main Roads'
Road Landscape Manual (1997). It involves
the following steps:
C-12
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C 3 . 5 P r e f e r r e d Ameliorative
Strategies
Recommendations from a Road Traffic Noise
Study shall include:
•

selection of preferred measures for noise
attenuation;

• extent of noise barriers and/or road
surface type in both chainage and height
(if required) or the Sound Transmission
Class (STC) requirements for the design
of dwellings in new or acquired noise
sensitive sites. Typical STC levels for
different materials are described in
AS3671-1989. Table C3 provides an
example of descriptions to be used when
architectural measures are proposed.
•

selection of materials for noise barriers
depending on the existing or intended
landscape vision for the road. Appendix C
identifies the range of noise barrier types
currently available.

• identification of issues requiring further
consideration during the detailed design.
These are discussed in Part D: Integrated
Design (e.g horizontal and vertical
alignment).
The correct siting of noise barriers is a critical
determinant in the appearance of roadside
areas and the degree of enclosure perceived
by the motorists. Poor practice includes the
creation of monotonous 'tunnels' lacking
visual interest or balance (see Figure C3.5).
Sufficient horizontal space should be allowed
to set back the noise barrier by at least oneand-a-half times its height (where possible).
This may require barriers being offset from
the shoulder.
In general, the preferred noise barrier options
for new roads, existing roads or bridges are
listed below. The preferred option on new and
existing roads are landscaped earthmounds.
Where this is not practical, the following
criteria should be observed wherever possible.

Table C3: Required Acoustic Treatments
(Source derived from AS3671-1989)
Unit/Type
of Room
14/bedroom

15/bedroom

Floor

STC Rating

Lower

27 (windows)
32 (walls)

7.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frame weatherboard,
building blanket infill in void, 13 mm plasterboard lining

Upper

33 (windows)
41 (walls)

10.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frames weatherboard
external wall, 32 kg/m2 fibreglass infill, 2x16 mm plasterboard lining

Upper

33 (windows)
36 (walls)

10.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frames weatherboard
external walls, 32 kg/m2 fibreglass infill, 16 mm plasterboard lining

Description of Architectural Measure

Figure C3.5: Tunnel Effects o f Noise Barriers

NOT PREFERRED
Parallel noise barrier alignments create a confined character which can adversely affect driver perception.
Version 2, January 2000
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N e w Roads
• the maximum preferred height of noise
barriers above the proposed natural
ground level shall be 3.5 metres;
• the minimum offset from the noise barrier
to the back of the guard rail posts shall be
2.5 metres; and
• the combination of a noise barrier and
concrete safety barrier is not preferred.
E x i s t i n g Roads

C3

Horizontal alignment of the noise barrier
should continue in line with the alignment of
the noise barrier approaching the bridge
(where possible). Generally, elements fixing
the noise barrier to the bridge should not
dominate the design, but should create a light
appearance.
It is important to note that these
recommendations and preferred noise barrier
options are based only on acoustic and visual
considerations. There are other important
design considerations for noise barriers,
including:

• the maximum height of noise barriers
above the proposed ground level shall be
5.0 metres;

• safety requirements;

• the minimum offset from the noise barrier
to the back of the guard rail posts shall be
2.0 metres; and

• maintenance requirements.

• public amenity; and

These considerations are described in Part D:
Integrated Design.

• the maximum height of noise barriers
combined with concrete safety barriers
shall be 3.0 metres.
Bridges
Being raised above ground level, bridges
often present an opportunity for outward
views from the road. Transparent noise
barriers should be considered where there
are significant views.
Noise barriers should be offset from the outer
edge of the bridge to reduce the tunnelling
effect.
Where bridges are located on horizontal
curvature, noise barriers should be offset
from the outer edge of the inside of the curve
to reduce obstruction of sight lines. Where
structurally practicable, the minimum offset
from the outer edge should be determined
according to sight line requirements specified
in Section D2.1.

C-14
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APPENDIX C
S e l e c t i o n o f Noise B a r r i e r Type
There are a range of noise barrier types
available which includes:
•

Standard Noise Barriers;

•

Purpose designed Noise Barriers; and

•

Earth mounds.

Fm7/3m

Figure C3.6 illustrates these types of noise
barrier.

Figure C3.6: Types o f Noise Barriers
Standard Barrier

Purpose Designed Barrier

Standard Noise Barrier with Landscaping

Purpose Designed Noise Barriers

S

Immr,luirsimmomerwmPvielliMillOP
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Figure C3.7: Typical Elevation o f Timber Noise
Barriers

S t a n d a r d N o i s e Barriers
Low cost, standard noise barriers comprising
of
'off-the-shelf'
usually
solutions,
overlapping timber boards or plywood panels,
should be used only at sites where sufficient
space is available for screen planting.

2 6 metres (approx )
plywood or overlapping
timber boards
vertical battens can create
shadow patterns and relief

Selection of a road corridor should contain a
limited selection of noise barrier materials.
Materials for standard noise barriers include
the following:
• timber (palings,
sheets);

uli:,/a.=.taLti

planks

or

plywood

•

reinforced concrete (in-situ or pre-cast
panels);

•

lightweight cementitious panels;

•

masonry (stone or concrete blocks); and

•

acrylic (transparent).

Figure C3.8: Use o f Standard Barriers with Narrow
Setback Creates Undesirable Visual Effect

Figure 03.7 illustrates a typical standard
noise barrier.
Plain plywood panels can lack the texture of
overlapping timber boards and may
contribute to an undesirable character.
Standard noise barriers used without
appropriate landscape treatment often
produce an undesirable visual effect. This
situation should be avoided. Figure 03.8
illustrates how a visually stark appearance
may result.

C-16
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Vegetation plays an important role in
screening noise barriers and earth mounds.
Species selection becomes critical for the
short and long term success of the planting
design. Long lived solutions are preferred
over temporary solutions. Further information
on plant species selection can be found in
Section 0-6 of the Road Landscape Manual
(1997). A suitably qualified and experienced
landscape architect should be consulted
when determining the type of screening
material to be used.

Figure C3.9: Alternative Treatments f o r Purpose
Designed Barriers
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Integrated planting for low speed environment
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Where possible, standard barriers without
landscape treatment should not be used.

enx
di

Purpose D e s i g n e d N o i s e Barriers
In cases where there is insufficient room for
landscape treatment, purpose designed
barriers should be considered.
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Barrier reflecting urban character
"

•

of
relief,
incorporation
sculptural
particularly in low speed environments;

•

reflection of urban character by way of
urban forms, patterns and materials;

•

mixing and variation of materials within the
barrier (eg. timber and steel, steel and
concrete); and

•

use of transparent material panels where
outward views are desirable.

I III
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41-r,
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Variation in materials for high speed environment
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r

Technical advice on these issues should be
sought from a suitably qualified landscape
architect to ensure the best possible
integration with the road landscape.
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Sculptural relief for low speed environment

Purpose designed noise barriers may include
the following features:
use of integrated planting
adjoining the noise barrier;

;—
'-

Purpose designed noise barriers should be
visually responsive to the site and, in spite of
being more expensive than standard noise
barriers, should be used in prominent
locations. Examples of possible noise barrier
treatments are shown in Figure 03.9.

•

I,
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Transparent material to maintain desirable views
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Earth Mounds
The development of earth mounds as noise
barriers requires the manipulation of
landforms and soil stabilisation. This involves
careful consideration of the surrounding
grading, type and source of material, and
drainage conditions. Proposed earth mounds
should blend into the existing landscape as
much as possible. Ground covers, shrubs,
trees and chip mulch are preferred over grass
as less maintenance is required after
establishment. Suitably qualified landscape
F.Cil architects may provide guidance on these
issues.

IIP
•I:4
U:j

Where space is limited, noise barriers can be
used in combination with earth mounds.
Highly compacted fill material in the top 600
millimetres should be avoided, as this can
impede root penetration and the successful
growth of plants. A topsoil medium conducive
to the healthy growth of plant material should
be used in the top 600 millimetres where
planting is proposed.
Figure 03.10 illustrates the preferred earth
mound arrangements.

Earth mounds require a significant area of
land depending upon their intended height.
For example, the minimum width for a 2.0
metre high earth mound is 10.0 metres based
on a 1:2 slope. However, where possible, a
shallower slope of 1:3 is recommended for
ease of maintenance and landscaping
purposes.

Figure C3.10: Earth Mound Layouts
Stepped noise barrier alignment improves visibility
and has the potential to become an arrival feature
to residential development it sensitively treated

Mound may
be linear if
completely
planted on
both sides

'11111111111h.
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ammo
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Noise
barrier
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MEDIAN

PLAN

Vary slope
at end of
earth mound
to integrate
into existing
landform

Street side of earth mound should have shallower
slopes and blend into the landform.
The residential side o f the mound may be
steeper i f fully planted.

Note: Earth mounds should incorporate dense layered planting to screen noise barriers. Two options are shown for
the end treatments to noise barriers. The preferred option is one that best relates to the existing landscape context.
It is also dependent on material and other construction issues.
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D

PART D
Integrated
Design
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PART D
I n t e g r a t e d Design
D1

•

Introduction

Integrated design is a process whereby
social, economic and technical factors are
considered equally. Additional to the issues
discussed in Part C, there are a number of
other factors that will influence the design of
noise barriers. These issues include:
• Safety Requirements;
• Maintenance Requirements;

Integrated design is an iterative process
whereby factors influencing the siting of noise
Safety,
barriers
(ie.
Maintenance
Requirements, Fauna Movements and Public
Amenity) can alter the recommendation in the
Road Traffic Noise Study. Consequently if the
site is changed, the acoustic effectiveness of
measures for noise attenuation and their
integration into the contextual road setting
will need to be reviewed.
Figure D1.1 outlines
integrated design.

• Public Amenity;

an

approach

to

• Horizontal and Vertical Alignment;
• Fauna Movements;
• Visual Considerations; and
• Community Art.

•
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Figure D1.1: Integrated Design Process
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NOTE: Integrated design follows on from the Road Traffic
Noise Study as outlined in Part C.
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D2

Safety requirements are discussed under the
following headings:

S a f e t y Requirements

safety
describes
the
section
This
requirements that should be considered
when siting noise barriers and earth mounds.
These requirements should be clearly
understood by road planners and designers
in the planning and preliminary design, and
detailed design phases.

• Clear zones;
• Sight distance; and
• Lighting.

D2.1 Clear Zones
A clear zone is the roadside area, including
the gore area, that must be kept free of
obstructions. It is generally measured from
the edge of the trafficked lane and includes
road shoulders and verges that may provide
vehicles with a recovery or emergency
stopping area.

F i g u r e D 2 . 1 : C l e a r Z o n e - Plan

D2

Figures D2.1 and D2.2 illustrate the location
of a clear zone within a road corridor. The
areas that lie beyond the clear zone are the
"transition zone" and "undisturbed zone".
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To determine the extent of clear zones for the
purpose of siting noise barriers, the following
steps should be followed. The Main Roads
Roadside Barrier Guidelines (1988) provides
guidance on the use of this process.
Step 1: Determine the required clear zone
distance relevant to the design
speed and traffic density.
Step 2: Determine whether the proposed
noise barrier lies within the required
clear zone.
Step 3:

D2

Omit any non-frangible elements in
the clear zone. When utilising the
recommended criteria, consideration
must be given to the horizontal
alignment and any slope on roadside
batters.

• Roundabouts
(see Section 4.2 of Part 6, 'Roundabouts',
Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice
1993)
• Horizontal curvature and pedestrian
crossings
(see Sections 3.13 and 6 of Rural Road
Design Guide 1989)
• Signs
Signs should not be obscured from the
driver's line of sight (see Section 3, Part 8
of Manual o f Uniform Traffic Control
Devices)

If the proposed noise barrier is to be sited
within the required clear zone, the noise
barrier must be protected by crash barriers.
The Roadside Barrier Guidelines (1998)
should be used to design any barrier
protection.

D 2 . 2 Sight Distance
Sight distance issues need to be considered
when siting noise barriers in the following
situations:
•

•

• Merging Traffic

Intersections-at-grade
(see Section 5.2 of Part 5, 'IntersectionsAt-Grade', Guide to Traffic Engineering
Practice 1988)

At merges, adequate visibility between
vehicles on the on-ramp and vehicles on
the through carriageway must be
provided. The minimum sight distance to
be provided is based on 4 to 5 seconds of
travel time at the 85th percentile speed
(V85) of the through carriageway. The
required sight distance is measured from
the intersection of the right hand edge line
on the on-ramp and the edge line of the
left lane of the through carriageway. The
required sight distance is measured back
along the through carriageway and along
the on-ramp to form the sight triangle
shown in Figure D2.3. Visibility between
the on-ramp and through carriageway
must be available within this sight triangle.
It should be relative to an eye height of
1.15 metres.

Figure D2.3: S i g h t Distance a t Merges
4 to 5 secs of travel time

Edge Line

d r
artf.,

4 to 5
secs o f trave/

D-4

chieMain Roads

41;
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1.15m to 1.15m
visibility must occur
in this sight triangle
On ramp

Edge

Line

time
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D2.3 Lighting
The height of noise barriers should not
interfere with overhead lighting, cast
undesirable shadows on the road or cause
non-uniform illumination of the road.
Standards for lighting are specified in:
•

Main Roads, 1971, Lighting Policy for
Channelised Intersections.

• Standards Association of Australia, 1973,
SAA Public Lighting Code Part 1 - Lighting
of Urban Traffic Routes.

D3 Maintenance
Requirements
To ensure that sufficient access is allowed for
road and roadside maintenance purposes, it
may be necessary to provide gaps between
noise barriers. These gaps should be
incorporated with sufficient overlap between
barrier alignments.
As a general guide, the length of this overlap
is double the distance between the two noise
barriers. Figure D3.1 illustrates this application
in relation to cut/embankment interface.
F i g u r e D 3 . 1 : O v e r l a p p i n g o f N o i s e Barriers

S

•
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D 4 Public A m e n i t y

D4.1 P r i v a c y a n d Security

Public amenity issues that influence the siting
of noise barriers include:

Privacy implies a degree of protection against
visual and physical intrusion. Noise barriers
can discourage deliberate trespassing, and
keep people away from roads that may be
dangerous to pedestrians.

•

Privacy and Security;

•

Shade Effects;

• Air Circulation; and
• Views.
Noise barrier alignments along property
boundaries can serve multiple purposes.
However, they can also impinge on the
amenity of the community.

D4

Security for adjacent housing, pedestrians and
cyclists on shared path systems must be
considered when designing noise barriers.
Consolidation of fencing along property
boundaries can serve the dual purposes of
security and noise attenuation (see Figure
D4.1).

Figure D4.1: Security Considerations - Fence and Barrier Locations
Solid privacy fence

00
iNNY113

Noise barrier

N O T PREFERRED
Avoid narrow, channelised routes where visibility is limited.

Noise barrier and Privacy fence

90
cz(v-vei

Chain mesh safety fence

0

PREFERRED
Visibility to pedestrian areas should be high to increase the perception o f security.

D-6
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Additional lighting should be considered to
ensure safe pedestrian and cyclist usage.

Where near pedestrian areas, the vertical
and horizontal alignment of noise barriers can
play an important role in the perceived level
of safety. Long, continuous noise barriers
should be avoided to prevent deep shadows
being cast.

Obscuring or completely blocking views from
adjacent land is a primary way to achieve a
sense of privacy. Despite this, it may have
detrimental effects on views, shade, air
circulation and safety. The following sections
will provide guidance on such issues. For
further guidance, road designers should
consult a suitably qualified landscape
architect.

Fence and noise barrier alignments allowing
passive surveillance of paths by passing
motorists should be encouraged (see Figure
D4.2). Where possible, spill over lighting from
road lighting should not be blocked by noise
barriers or vegetation.

04

Figure D4.2: Security Considerations - Planting Selection
_

Backyard fence

Noise barrier

Footpath

-

NOT PREFERRED
Dense planting can create a high degree o f enclosure and low perception o f safety. In some situations, dense
planting should be avoided for reasons o f security.
Backyard fence

Footpath

Noise barrier

PREFERRED
Low groundcovers and canopy trees can allow open views and create a higher perception o f safety.
Version 2, January 2000
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D4.2 Shade Effects
Where noise barriers are sited on the
northern and eastern property boundaries,
there is a potential for shade to dominate the
amenity of private areas. This can be further
exacerbated when buildings are close to
these property boundaries. It is preferred to
site noise barriers so that the winter sun may
penetrate windows (see Figure D4.3).

Due to often conflicting costs and benefits in
siting noise barriers in such locations,
consultation with property owners should
take place. This consultation should highlight
the trade-off between the benefits of noise
attenuation and the negative aspects of
continuous shade during winter.

Figure D4.3: Shade Effects

D4

N O T PREFERRED
Noise barrier blocks winter sun on northern and eastern windows

PREFERRED
Winter sun should not be blocked at northern and eastern facing windows

D-8
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D4.3 A i r Circulation
The alignment of noise barriers can block
cooling summer breezes, reducing the
amenity of indoor and outdoor spaces of
adjacent properties. For barriers greater than

three metres high, noise barriers may be
overlapped to create gaps for breezes to be
channelled (see Figure 04.4). Infill panels of
chain mesh fencing at the overlap can ensure
that safety is not compromised whilst still
allowing air circulation.

Figure D4.4 A i r Circulation
(for barriers greater than 3m high).
Overlapping noise barriers allow air circulation while maintaining noise attenuation.
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D 4 . 4 Views
The classification of views can be highly
subjective. There is, however, rarely
disagreement on views of high scenic value
(see Figure D4.5). Views to hinterland and
across bodies of water such as lakes and
rivers should be preserved. Views to urban
features such as skyline profiles and
landmarks can be framed by noise barriers.
Figure 04.5: View o f High Scenic Value

D5 Horizontal and
V e r t i c a l Alignment
Responsive noise barrier design involves
providing a design layout that is appropriate
to the local setting and road landscape. The
horizontal and vertical alignment of barriers
should generally reflect the outcomes from
previous sections on Acoustic Effectiveness,
Safety Requirements, Public Amenity and
Maintenance Requirements.
The following techniques will aid the
appropriate horizontal and vertical design of
noise barriers.

D4

• Avoid small gaps between continuous
lengths of noise barriers by constructing
infills, as shown in Figure D5.1.

D5

Figure D5.1: In-fill Sections o f Noise Barriers

For saMons 25 ? N e m o r less
between continuctu largtos
provick4 •voret

L ii' 1 I

D 4 . 5 C o m m u n i t y Consultation
The provision of noise barriers can often lead
to trade-offs between acoustic and public
amenity for the community. These trade-offs
are highly subjective. To ensure that the most
acceptable design is compatible with the
desires of the community, a program of
community consultation shall be undertaken.
This program of community consultation
should be carried out in accordance with
Main Roads' Public Consultation Policy,
Standards and Guidelines (1997c).
Consultation may be carried out in the form of
one-on-one discussions with affected
property owners, public workshops or letterdrops. The aim of this consultation will be to
obtain the opinions of the affected community
on such issues.

D-10

Makin

• Break up the monotonous appearance of
straight lengths of noise barriers by
providing landscaped offsets. Offsets
should be a minimum of 1.0 metre with 2.0
metres preferred.
• Rationalise the overall height of noise
barriers from that required for noise
attenuation to more evenly 'stepped'
heights, as shown in Figure D5.2. A
uniform modular approach to stepping
noise barriers is preferred to a sloping
profile. The module size should reflect the
scale of the material being used (eg. a
single timber member or a proportional
amount of a pre-cast element).

Roods
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Figure D5.2: Rationalisation o f Noise Barrier
Heights

Frtosot

t m , r n i t r y no.14- i r v v i 'moo."

• Where noise barriers interface with
batters, design vertical and horizontal
alignments that do not create awkward
transitions in grade. Refer to Figure D5.3.

QA-.7.e."4•4 r v i v n • t 17. A 4.1,0/ /01
Vimnnincl
I
f
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Figure D5.3: Vertical and Horizontal Transitions a t Cut Embankment Interface

cut off/diversion drain
at top o f cutting

noise barriers reflecting grade
- - transitions result in visually
awkward joints, connections
and planes

D5

noise barrier

V '
min 1.5m
planting area
noise barrier at
top of cutting
Section

Section

noise barrier at
top of cutting

guardrail

guardrail

min 1.5m
planting
area

noise barriers reflecting
grade transitions should
be avoided

min 1.5m planting area
overlap
barriers

noise barrier
at road edge
or toe of batter

Plan

Plan

PREFERRED

NOT PREFERRED
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The anticipated noise levels at various
receptor points may result in varying height
requirements for noise barriers. An elevation
study along the length of the area to be treated
should be used to rationalise their height.

The preferred fencing is chain mesh, black in
colour, and 1.8 m in height. If koalas utilise
the corridor, the fencing should be fitted with
a 600mm wide metal strip secured to the top
of the chain mesh fence. When placed
adjacent to watercourses, the fencing should
not be placed below the top bank where it
may impede normal flow characteristics. The
fencing should align with the end of the noise
barrier and extend to the transition point of
the batter toe and top of the bank, as shown
in Figure D6.1.

D 6 Fauna M o v e m e n t s
Roads will inevitably cross fauna movement
corridors, particularly in association with
creeks and rivers. In areas where fauna
corridors have been identified, the inclusion
of wildlife fencing integrated with noise
barriers is preferred. These measures should
direct fauna to culverts and bridges. The
inclusion of fencing is most appropriate when
culverts (or bridges) are greater than 1.2
metres in height.

D6

Figure D6.1: A n example o f integration o f noise barriers and wildlife fencing to accomodate fauna movement
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Figure D7.1: Integration o f Noise Barriers

D7 Visual Considerations
Noise barriers along road corridors should be
seen as elements defining and enclosing
linear space. Visual perception of basic
design elements of planes, mass and texture
play an important role in the integrated
design (Harris, 1988).
As a general rule, noise barriers should have
a simple theme that relegates their structure
to the background. This promotes integration
with the existing natural or constructed
landscape (see Figure 07.1). These
integration measures can create a sense of
ownership and a reflection of community
values. Special features such as community
art can reflect contemporary and historical
influences, adding another dimension to
visual integration. Section D8 details the
philosophy that should be employed when
considering community art. To ensure that the
appropriate message is reflected in noise
barrier designs,
a suitably qualified
architect
should
be consulted.
landscape
The apparent mass of a noise barrier can be
minimised by means of stepped barrier
sections, staggered alignments, vegetation,
shadow lines, colour variation, articulation of
forms, and integration with land form.

Version 2, January 2000

PREFERRED
Landscape treatments establish visual interest.
Planting reduces the scale o f the barrier.

D7

NOT PREFERRED
This barrier is visually monotonous. It appears to
dominate the landscape.

Variations within noise barriers and
combinations of noise barrier types and
materials will arise as a result of road design,
local conditions and community input.
Aesthetic surface treatments may be required
for concrete, steel and similar materials. This
may also be required to ensure that motorists
are not being momentarily distracted or
blinded by glare from inappropriately textured
surfaces (see Figure 07.2).
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Figure D7.3: Transition Between Materials Can
Cause Disharmony

Figure D7.2: Fine-Textured Surface can cause
Unwanted Glare

Dl

Colour selection should be complementary to
the landscape setting. As a general rule, the
further the noise barrier from the road, the
darker the colour may be. This may create an
illusion of greater depth. The selection of a
variety of colours for noise barriers close to
the road should complement the adjacent
road infrastructure. This will foster a sense of
unity among built elements.

Special accent colours with landscape
features can contrast with the overall precinct
theme. This can create a local identity and
'sense of place' for an area. Further advice
on the use of colour can be sought from a
suitably qualified landscape architect.
Transitions between noise barriers of
different materials, heights and colours can
cause disharmony (see Figure D7.3). This
practice should be avoided as much as
possible.
However,
overlapping
and
separating horizontal and vertical alignments
can reduce this perception.

D-14
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F i g u r e D 8 . 1 : C o m m u n i t y Art

D8 C o m m u n i t y Art
Noise barriers present an opportunity to
include features within the road landscape.
Opportunities also exist for the local
community to become involved in noise
barrier design.
Features may involve the design of textural
patterns, sculptural relief and other methods
that symbolise elements of the local, regional
landscape character or national identity. Such
features should be used to create a unified
road landscape.

S

Community art and accent lighting could be
used to reinforce special identities or tell a
story at significant locations along the
journey. This 'place making' should allow for
the integration of community art as individual
artistic elements or as part of an overall
theme. Art should be used to maximise the
sense of community ownership and the
individual identity of locations. It should
enhance user orientation and produce visual
diversity, making travel interesting and
stimulating within safety constraints (see
Figure 08.1). Community art placed on the
barrier face fronting the affected community
of
enhance
the
also
sense
may
neighbourhood ownership.

Acoustic effectiveness of noise barriers
should never be compromised by such
features. The process for managing the
design of features and community art on
noise barriers should be directed by a
suitably qualified landscape architect.

•
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GLOSSARY
For the purpose of this document, the
following definitions apply:
"AADT" Annual Average Daily Traffic - the
total yearly traffic volume in both directions
divided by the number of days in the year.
"Access Controlled Roads" - roads with
limitation of access declared under the
provisions of Section 51 of the Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994, or roads where
access has been effectively restricted by
other means.

"Best
Practice
Environmental
Management" - the management of the road
network to achieve ongoing minimisation of
road traffic noise through cost-effective
measures assessed against the measures
currently used nationally and internationally.
"Benchmark Development Sequence", for
a planning scheme, means a development
sequence (a)

"Assessment Manager"- for an application,
the Assessment Manager is:
(a)

if the development is wholly within a
local government area - the local
government, unless a different entity is
prescribed under a regulation; or

(b)

if paragraph (a) does not apply (i)

(ii)

the entity prescribed
regulation; or

under

(b)

dividing the areas into 3 successive 5
year stages (or other stages agreed to
by the Minister); and

(c)

prepared
guidelines
executive
preparation

a

having regard to any
approved by the chief
about the method of
and the contents of the

sequence.

if no entry has been prescribed-the
entity decided by the Minister of
Local Government, Housing and
Planning.

The assessment manager is responsible for
the administration of such development
applications." (Integrated Planning Act, 1997)
"Attenuation"- reduction in the intensity of a
noise level.
"Australian Design Rules (ADR's)" - rules
issued by the Australian Transport Advisory
Council (Ministers of all State Governments
and the Australian Government) to exercise
control on new vehicles in Australia.

Version 2, January 2000

applying to the areas in the planning
scheme where residential development
is preferred over 15 year period (or
other period agreed to by the Minister);
and

d'eMain

"Concurrence Agency" - for a development
application, means an entity prescribed under
a regulation as a concurrence agency for the
application, or if the functions of the entity in
relation to the application have been
devolved, or delegated to another entity, the
other entity (Integrated Planning Act, 1997).
"dB(A)" - the abbreviation for the unit of
measurement of sound. (A) refers to an 'A'
weighting that represents the response of the
human ear to sound.
"Desired
Environmental
Outcomes
(DE0s)" - represent what is sought to be
achieved through a planning scheme. DEOs
provide the basis from which measures and
performance indicators are derived.

Roods
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"Development" is any of the following (a)

carrying out building work;

(b)

carrying out plumbing or drainage work;

(c)

carrying out operational work;

(d)

reconfiguring a lot;

(e)

making a material change of use of
premises (Section 1.3.2, Part 3,
Integrated Planning Act, 1997).

"Ecologically Sustainable Development,
ESD" - the protection of the environment
while allowing for development that improves
the total quality of life, both now and in the
future, in a way that maintains the ecological
processes on which life depends" (Section 3,
Environmental Protection Act 1994).
"Educational Building" - a school, child
care centre, public library, public lecture hall,
art gallery (other than for business purposes)
or museum, sheltered workshop and any
other place used or intended for use for the
training or teaching of persons.
"Environment"- includes
• ecosystems and their constituent parts,
including people and communities; and
• all natural and physical resources; and
• the qualities and characteristics of
locations, places and areas, however large
or small, that contribute to their biological
diversity and integrity, intrinsic or attributed
scientific value or interest, amenity,
harmony and sense of community; and
• the social, economic, aesthetic and cultural
conditions that affect, or that are affected by
things
mentioned
in
above
(from
Environmental Protection Act 1994).
"Environmental
Nuisance"
any
interference
unreasonable
to
an
environmental value by noise (eg. road
traffic) or air/water contaminants (Section 15,
Environmental Protection Act 1994).

2

(i.e..

"Environmentally Sustainable Transport"
- transport infrastructure and related services
and systems are provided and managed in a
way that accords with the principles of
Ecologically Sustainable Development, ESD.
"General Environmental Duty" - a person
must not carry out any activity that causes, or
is likely to cause, environmental harm unless
the person takes all reasonable and
practicable measures to prevent or minimise
the harm (Section 36, Environmental
Protection Act 1994).
In determining the criteria that define
reasonable measures, the Act then specifies
the following parameters to consider:
• the nature of the harm or potential harm;
• the sensitivity of the receiving environment;
• the current state of technical knowledge for
the activity;
• the likelihood of successful application of the
different measures that might be taken; and
• the financial implications of different
measures as they relate to the type of
activity.
"Health Building" - premises used or
intended for use for the long term or overnight
medical or surgical care or treatment of
persons. The term includes institutional
residences and mental institutions but
excludes doctors surgeries or the like (which
provide medical care on an outpatient basis)
reformatory institutions and retirement
villages.
"Heavy Vehicle" - all vehicles with an
unladen weight exceeding 1525 kg.
"L10 traffic noise level" - the level exceeded
for 10% of any measurement period; the
usual period of measurement is 1 hour. The
hourly L10 level therefore, is the traffic noise
level exceeded for 6 minutes in the hour. The
18 hour L10 level is the arithmetic average of
18, hourly L10 traffic noise levels measured in
consecutive hours between 6 am and 12
Roads
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midnight. The L10 (12 hour) level is the
arithmetic average of 12 hourly 1_10 traffic
noise levels measured in consecutive hours
between 6 am and 6 pm.
"Noise-Sensitive" can be applied to:
• a dwelling; or
• a library, child care centre, kindergarten,
school, college, university, or other
educational institution; or
• a hospital, surgency or other medical
centre; or
• a protected area, or an area identified
under a conservation plan as a critical
habitat or an area of major interest under
the Nature Conservation Act 1992;
• a public park or gardens that is open to the
public (whether or not on payment of a fee)
for use other than for sport or organised
entertainment.

a listener by mechanical disturbances.
"Sound Energy" - of a part of an elastic
medium, the total energy in that part of the
medium less that would exist with no sound
waves present.
"Sound Pressure" - at a point in a sound
field: the alternating component of the
pressure at this point.
"Sound Transmission Class (STC)" - a
partition separating two enclosed spaces: a
single number evaluation of its ability to
attenuate sound passing between the two
spaces (from AS1633-1985).
"State Controlled R o a d " - a road or a part of
road defined under Section 3 and a future
State-controlled road pursuant to Section 40
of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994.

"85th percentile Speed (V85)"- the speed at
or below which 85% of vehicles are observed
to travel under free-flowing conditions past a
nominated point. A vehicle is considered to
be operating under free-flowing conditions
when the preceding vehicle has at least 6
seconds headway and there is no apparent
attempt to overtake the vehicle ahead.
"Propagation" - the wave process whereby
sound energy is transferred from one part of
a medium to another.
"Reception P o i n t " - normally a point one (1)
metre in front of the most exposed building
facade. For high set dwellings and other
buildings, the height of the reception point is
determined on a case by case basis but is at
the same level as the centre of a window to
each storey.
"Retrofitting" - the addition of measures
designed to attenuate road traffic noise
(changes in road surface and/or erection of
noise barriers) on an existing road without
any significant roadworks.
"Sound" - the sensation of hearing excited in
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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LEGISLATION
Acquisition o f Land Act 1967 (Old).
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 1997
(Old).
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Old).
Integrated Planning Act 1997 (Old).
Traffic Act 1949 (Old).
Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Old).
Transport
islatio

Planning and Co-ordination Act

1994 (Old).

Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Old).
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ATTACHMENT M: Proposed noise barrier description and locations
(exert from Technical Paper Number 10)

Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement
Technical Paper Number 10
Noise and Vibration

a
lnv
iPce ass
11.2.2

NSW

The proposed mitigation strategy for the NSW section of the Tugun Bypass was
determined to meet or exceed the noise criteria of the Environmental Criteria for Road
Traffic Noise (NSW Environment Protection Authority 1999). The 2017 horizon was
considered as the worst-case scenario for road traffic noise. The following noise
mitigation controls have been developed for receptors in NSW.
The NSW RTA's mitigation treatment selection and design process requires that the
final design of noise treatments is selected following further evaluation of community
preference, feasibility, visual impacts and cost-effectiveness, in accordance with the
Environmental Noise Management Manual (2001) during the detailed design phase of
the proposal. This process requires that treatments are developed in consultation with
the NSW Environment Protection Authority and with the approval of the NSW
Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources.
The use of low-noise asphalt applied as a road surface treatment on both carriageways
of the Tugun Bypass through to Kennedy Drive.
The noise barriers proposed for the NSW section of the Tugun Bypass are shown in
Table 11.2 and shown in Figures 11.2a-b.
Table 11.2:

Proposed Noise Barriers for NSW
Descriptor

Side of
Bypass

Height (m)

Length (m)

Area (m2)

Northern Pacific
Highway Noise
Taskforce Noise Barrier
('future-existing')

NB —0

east

4.5

753

3387

Western Service Road

NB — 1

west

3.0-6.5

585

2121

Between Tugun Bypass
and Western Service
Road

NB — 2

west

3.0-4.0

295

983

Tweed Heads Bypass
(southern extension to
'future-existing' noise
barrier)

NB — 3

east

4.5

158.7

714

Lakeside Christian
College Barrier

NB — 4

east

5.0

250

1250

Location

Appendices J and M provide calculated noise levels for 2007 and 2017 respectively at
all receiver locations after application of the mitigation measures.
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Figure 11.2a:

NSW Indicative Noise Barrier Locations (a)

Figure 11.2b:

NSW Indicative Noise Barrier Locations (b)
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ATTACHMENT A: Results of tree hollow survey, Tip:fun Bypass
Project

TREE HOLLOW SURVEY - TUGUN BYPASS

JULY 2004

MEMO - 19 JULY 2004
RESULTS OF TREE HOLLOW SURVEY
TUGUN BYPASS
Background
•

As part of the initial Mammal, Reptile and Amphibian survey of the Tugun Bypass
(Hero et al, 2000a, 2000b, 2001) the only area identified as containing tree
hollows in the study area was a small patch of old growth Scribbly Gum Forest
located in Crown Land to the west of the proposed Bypass. Therefore, it was
considered that the route would not impact on any hollow-bearing trees.

•

A targeted search for hollow-bearing trees along the Tugun Bypass route was
subsequently conducted in 2004 to confirm or otherwise the initial advice
received by PB.

Survey Results
A total of 33 trees containing hollows were recorded along the proposed route
alignment during the 2004 survey by Lewis Ecological Surveys. Table 1 below
outlines the results o f this survey.

•

Table 1 — Location and Size of Hollow-bearing Trees Removed by the Tugun Bypass
G P S Location

Tree

T r e e Type

DBH

Height

Number

Trunk

Limb

Hollow

Hollow

Fissure

Suitability to
Fauna
Group

S

1

547180, 6886024

Stag

35

17

2

547155, 6886011

Tallowwood

95

21

3

547714, 6885484

Blackbutt

80

21

S, M

4

547732, 6885513

Blackbutt

105

20

S

L

L

S

bats
bats, gliders,
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats

S

bats

S

bats

S, M

bats

5

548272, 6885114

Stag

65

8.5

6

548283, 6885111

Stag

35

9

S

7

548312, 6885099

65

7

8

548459, 6885027

85

8

S. M

bats, gliders

9

548509, 6884811

38

8

S, M

bats, gliders

10

549807, 6883463

90

15

S

bats

11

549830, 6883418

95

15

S

bats

12

549830, 6883414

50

15

L

13

549830, 6883407

85

14

M

14

550816, 6882947

Stag
Scribbly
Gum
Scribbly
Gum
Swamp
Mahogany
Swamp
Mahogany
Paperbark
Swamp
Mahogany
Paperbark

75

12

15

550823, 6882953

Swamp Box

85

12

S, M, L

S, M

16

550863, 6883004

Stag

85

10

S

S, M, L

17

550871, 6883008

Paperbark

115

12

18

550882, 6883000

Stag

80

9

19

550914, 6883007

Pink

40

8

S

S

S
S, M, L

S, M, L
L

possums
gliders and
possums
bats
bats, gliders
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats
bats, gliders,
possums, owls
possums
ECOPRO
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G P S Location

Tree

T r e e Type

DBH

Height

Number

Trunk

Limb

Hollow

Hollow

Fissure

Suitability to
Fauna
Group

Bloodwood
20

550932, 6883000

Paperbark

65

18

21

550913, 6882971

Swamp Box

50

12

M

22

550927, 6882904

Paperbark

50

16

M

23

550906, 6882913

Paperbark

45

16

24

550891, 6882924

90

16

25

550875, 6882883

75

16

26

550892, 6882886

Paperbark
Pink
Bloodwood
Paperbark

40

16

L

27

550892, 6882874

Paperbark

75

17

M

28

550898, 6882870

Paperbark

50

18

S. M, L

29

550912, 6882874

Paperbark

40

18

30

550917, 6882879

Paperback

55

17

M

31

550918, 6882879

Paperbark

55

18

M

32

550913, 6882883

Paperbark

40

18

M

33

550919, 6882890

Paperbark

75

19

S. M

bats, gliders
possums
S

S. M
S

S

possums
bats
bats, gliders
bats, gliders,
possums
possums
gliders and
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
bats, gliders,
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums
gliders and
possums

•

The location of the hollow-bearing trees is predominantly concentrated just north
of the Tweed Interchange and near Boyd Street. The attached figure shows the
distribution of hollow-bearing trees on and near the alignment.

•

A number of additional hollow-bearing trees occur outside of the alignment,
include a further 13-15 trees near the Tweed Interchange, eight trees dotted
along the route and the clump of old growth Scribbly Gums in the Crown Land.

Mitigation Measures
•

It is proposed that the hollow-bearing portion of the trees be removed after felling
and re-instated in adjacent areas. If any hollows are damaged or destroyed
during clearing, then appropriately designed nest boxes would be affixed to
standing trees in the vicinity.

•

The design and placement of boxes should take account of the following:
• all hollow-bearing trees to be felled should be clearly marked and their
species and approximate dimensions catalogued so that hollows and
nest boxes can be affixed to similar standing trees;
•

small hollows should be replaced with nest boxes designed for bats (see
Hoye 1994), incorporating an overhanging roof and internal baffles and
having both external and internal walls lined with flyscreen to improve
grip;

•

medium-sized hollows should be replaced with those designed for
Squirrel Gliders and Brush-tailed Phascogales (Land for Wildlife 1991);

•

nails used to attach nest boxes should not be galvanised or coated and
should not contain zinc to avoid poisoning the trees;
ECOPRO
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•

metal strapping that allows for tree expansion should be used to attach
nest boxes;

•

boxes should be placed between four and eight metres above the ground
and oriented to minimise penetration by rainfall and sunlight; and

boxes should be placed away from main access tracks to minimise the
chances of them falling and injuring anyone.
In general, reinstated hollows and nest boxes should be placed in intact forest
near the preferred alignment. This could occur in Crown Land in the north and
land to the east of the route near the Tweed Interchange. The actual placement
should take into account the density and dispersion of existing hollows and will be
examined in detail in the Construction Environmental Management Plan and
discussed with relevant landowners and NSW Department of Environment and
Conservation.
•

•

ECOPRO
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LOCATION OF
HOLLOW-BEARING TREES

•

•
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ATTACHMENT C — RTA Draft Compensatory Habitat Policy and
Guidelines
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Compensatory Habitat
Policy and Guidelines

•
Providing Compensatory Habitat as Amelioration for
Impacts on Habitat Resulting from Road Development

DRAFT 7
05/03/01

INTERIM POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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C o m p e n s a t o r y H a b i t a t Policy a n d Guidelines

PART 1
1.

P u r p o s e o f t h e Document

The purpose o f this document is:
%
) . to provide a process for determining the most appropriate method to ameliorate impacts on
flora and fauna and their habitats a s a result o f road development, and where there are
residual impacts,
%
) . to provide guidelines for the provision o f compensatory habitat.

2.

B a c k g r o u n d t o t h e Policy a n d Guidelines

The NSW Government, along with the Commonwealth and other State and Territory Governments,
have endorsed the National Strategy for the Conservation o f Australia's Biological Diversity. The
goal o f the strategy is to protect biological diversity and maintain ecological processes and
systems. Following this commitment, the N S W Government has prepared the draft NSW
Biodiversity Strategy, which reiterates the goal o f the National Strategy. The core objectives o f the
draft N S W Biodiversity Strategy are to:
1. Ensure the survival and evolutionary development o f species, populations and communities of
plants, animals and micro-organisms native to NSW;
2. Strengthen management on a bioregional basis, including the integration o f biodiversity
conservation and natural resource management, consistent with the principles o f ecologically
sustainable development;
3. Identify, prevent and attack at source the threats to biodiversity through timely implementation of
targeted actions;
4. Build on the success o f existing initiatives to develop a coordinated and cost-effective biodiversity
conservation program involving the community, industry and all levels o f Government, and ensure
that the rights, knowledge and values o f local and Aboriginal communities are properly recognised
and reflected;
5. Strengthen actions to inform, motivate, and achieve the support o f the community, including local
and Aboriginal communities, industry, State Government agencies and Local Government, in
conserving biodiversity; and
6. Increase our understanding o f the ecological systems and processes required to conserve
biodiversity through scientific research, survey and monitoring, taking into account the knowledge
and values o f Aboriginal and local communities.

3.

K e y Policy Principle

Road development often involves the changing o f land use o r modifications to waterways. Areas of
land and adjacent waterways prior to the construction o f a road provide habitat for native species,
populations and communities o f plants, animals and micro-organisms.
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In principle, the planning and construction of roads should, in order of
consideration, endeavour to:
1. avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process;
2. minimise impacts on habitat, through the planning process; and
3. mitigate impacts on habitat, through the use o f a range o f amelioration
measures.
Avoiding impacts on habitat is the best way to maintain biodiversity, and can be achieved through the
planning and route selection process. Minimising impacts will limit habitat loss where possible
through the planning and route selection process. Where residual impacts on habitat exist after the
initial planning and route selection process, measures can be employed that mitigate these impacts.
Road development can have a range o f impacts on both terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna. A
reduction in area through loss o f habitat, and the impact this has on its constituent biota is just one.
Other impacts on flora and fauna result from fragmentation o f contiguous areas o f habitat, severance
o f fauna movement corridors and the creation o f altered habitats as a result o f edge effects. There are
other issues related to impacts on habitat which need to be considered, namely:
• effects on threatened species, populations o r ecological communities, o r their habitats;
• impacts at a regional, sub-regional or catchment scale;
• the long term sustainability and maintenance o f habitat.
The impacts on habitat need to be assessed during the project development process. This will usually
occur by way o f environmental impact assessment, as required under the Environmental Planning
a n d Assessment Act, 1979.
The RTA employs several measures to mitigate impacts on habitat through road development. These
measures are generally outlined in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), and a Species Impact
Statement (SIS) where necessary, and become conditions for approval in a Clause 91 determination
report for an EIS and Environmental Management Plan (EMP). They may also form part o f the
licence requirements under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 or the Fisheries
Management Amendment A c t 1997.
Determining the most appropriate and effective measures to be employed to mitigate impacts relies on
a thorough assessment o f the kind and extent o f impacts and the measures available, on a project by
project basis. Measures employed to mitigate impacts on habitat include:
• reducing construction zones;
• underpasses;
• overpasses;
• exclusion fencing;
• landscaping and revegetation;
• site rehabilitation;
• compensatory habitat;
• traffic control, such as advisory signs, reduction of speed limits and traffic calming measures; and
• driver education and awareness (signage, community involvement)

POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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4.

Process for Determining Mitigation Measures to be Employed

Determine the habitat issues or impacts that are being created through the development of
1.
road
(ie, removal o f habitat o f a particularly sensitive or important species, population or
a
community, general habitat removal, creation o f new edge-affected habitat, barrier effects and
severance o f a wildlife movement corridor).
Explore amelioration options relevant to the impacts identified, using the principle of
2.
"avoid, minimise, mitigate". Impacts will be identified through the process o f route selection,
consultation with the community and the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and
through the process o f developing a Review o f Environmental Factors (REF), an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) and a Species Impact Statement (SIS) if required.
Discuss selected amelioration option(s) with the local community and relevant
3.
organisations and agencies, to determine the most favourable approach. For example, Catchment
Management Committees, landcare groups, local naturalists groups, NPWS, NSW Fisheries,
Department o f Land and Water Conservation (DLWC), State Forests o f NSW and Local Councils
need to be consulted. Information should be presented on the relative economic cost o f proposed
avoidance, minimisation and mitigation measures, their effectiveness in providing for fauna and
flora habitat and practical implications for their implementation, on-going management and
maintenance.
At the conclusion o f this process, the strategies to avoid and minimise impacts through planning
and route selection, and mitigation measures to be included during road construction will have
been determined. The complement o f mitigation measures should reduce the impacts on habitat
and its constituent flora and fauna to a level which is accepted as not significant. Guidance and
justification on the significance or otherwise o f impacts can be provided by NPWS.
Compensatory habitat is appropriate only where there is residual loss or degradation o f key
habitat and its constituent flora and fauna after route selection, road design and mitigation
measures have been employed. For definitions o f compensatory habitat and key habitat see Part
2.
The mitigation measures used to address impacts on habitat and constituent flora and fauna may
be recorded in an assessment matrix (see Table 1.) and will ensure that all impacts and mitigation
measures are being considered. This matrix will also assist in assessing whether the complement
o f measures mitigates the impacts on habitat and its flora and fauna to an adequate, acceptable
level.
Table 1: Assessment matrix o f mitigation measures
Mitigation
Impact A
Impact B
Measure
Al

Impact D

"V

A2
A3

Impact C

V
"V

V

N

A4
AS

"V
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Adequate
mitigation?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Determine the complement o f amelioration option(s) to be adopted which avoid, minimise
4.
and mitigate the impacts o f road development on habitat and its constituent flora and fauna.
Where there is residual loss or degradation of key habitat after route selection, road
5.
design and determination o f mitigation measures, compensation in the form o f compensatory
habitat, land rehabilitation and/or contribution to research can be employed. These compensatory
measures should be detailed and justified in the REF/EIS/SIS.
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PART 2
1.

Compensatory Habitat - Policy and Definitions

1.1

Policy
I.

Compensatory habitat will be employed as a measure to mitigate impacts on key habitat
areas, where it is assessed as the most ecologically sound, cost effective and practical
measure available.

II.

Compensatory habitat will be provided only where the long-term management by an
appropriate land manager is ensured and where the land tenure is secured for the
purposes o f conservation.

III.

Any additional ongoing property management requirements resulting from acquisition of
compensatory habitat should be dealt with at the time o f transfer to the future land
manager by way o f a present value lump sum payment and not by way o f a continued
Authority involvement.

1.2

Definitions

Compensatory Habitat
Compensatory Habitat is an area or areas o f land containing one or more key habitats which are
acquired and/or committed by the RTA for the purposes o f nature conservation, to make up for
the loss or degradation o f one or more key habitat(s). Loss or degradation o f key habitat will
result from land clearing and/or new edge effects on adjacent key habitat.
Key Habitat
For the purposes o f this policy, key habitat refers to the natural environment inhabited by native
flora and/or fauna species, populations or ecological communities which are deemed to be of
ecological significance. The significance o f a species, population or ecological community may
be determined as a result of:
• inclusion on Schedule 1 o f the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 or the Fisheries
Management Amendment Act 1997 as an endangered species, population or ecological
community, or presumed extinct species;
• inclusion on Schedule 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 as a vulnerable
species;
• inclusion in an area o f habitat o f an endangered species, population or ecological community
declared critical habitat by the Minister o f Environment;
• inclusion in a planning instrument under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 in a category o f nature conservation significance;
• inclusion on the National Estate listing;
• inclusion within a conservation reserve gazetted under the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1979 (eg. National Park, Nature Reserve) or under the Forestry Act 1916 (Flora Reserve);
recognised as an area o f high nature conservation value in a property agreement or
being
•
regional vegetation management plan under the Native Vegetation Management Act.
inclusion
in any other conservation agreement, state, national or international (eg. the Japan
•
Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (JAMBA), the China Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (CAMBA), the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands o f International Importance
Especially as Waterfowl Habitat, and Voluntary Conservation Agreements);
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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•

being o f particular ecological significance to NPWS, NSW Fisheries, the Department o f Land
and Water Conservation, State Forests o f NSW or other agency. (NB. The relevant agency
will be required to provide written justification for an area being identified o f "particular
ecological significance").
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Designating Areas as Compensatory Habitat

2.

Determining the area, location and type o f compensatory habitat to be provided will be dependent
on a number o f factors.
2.1

Area o f Habitat
Where compensatory habitat is assessed as an appropriate mitigation measure for impacts on
habitat, the RTA will, where reasonably practicable provide an area o f habitat at least equal to
the area o f key habitat which is being directly impacted by road construction through land
clearing. In addition, where a new edge is created in previously unaffected key habitat,
compensatory habitat will be provided for the edge-affected
Habitat must be o f adequate size to provide for the sustained survival o f key species,
populations or communities. The total land area o f habitat required for a given species,
population or community will need to be assessed. This assessment will be made through
consultation with conservation biologists including those from the National Parks and Wildlife
Service and NSW Fisheries.
The area o f compensatory habitat must also be a viable management unit in terms o f its
practical management. Potential land or waterway managers will need to be consulted so they
may consider the practical and cost implications o f any proposed area o f compensatory
habitat, prior to committing to its long term management.
In some cases there may not be an area o f suitable habitat available to compensate for the loss
o f key habitat. In this case, an area o f compensatory habitat may be established which requires
full or part restoration or rehabilitation. Where habitat rehabilitation/restoration is required, an
area greater than that lost through road construction may be considered. A greater area may be
considered to offset risks associated with failure to establish an effective habitat area and the
reduction in productivity that a rehabilitated/restored area may have.

2.2

Location o f Habitat

Wherever possible the location o f the compensatory habitat should be close to the impacted
habitat, so that the local, regional or catchment biological diversity is maintained. However, it
is important that the compensatory habitat remains viable in the long term, and that
community concerns are met. There are also practical and cost implications in locating
compensatory habitat.
Assigning compensatory habitat close to the original impact will improve the probability that
the habitat being protected resembles the impacted habitat. Often there are opportunities to
allocate an adjoining parcel o f land as compensatory habitat, ensuring a close biological
connection.
It is preferable for compensatory habitat to be located adjacent to habitat which has some
form of statutory conservation protection. Failing this, unprotected habitat adjacent to
compensatory habitat is also useful. An isolated area of habitat is the least suitable for
conservation, as it increases the negative impacts from adjacent land use activities, increases
the chances o f destruction through inappropriate fire regimes, and decreases the opportunity
for recruitment o f flora and fauna into the habitat.
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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Corridors o f native vegetation can be useful in providing for the movement o f species across
the landscape. They are particularly important in landscapes that have been largely modified
through clearing for agriculture or urban development. Securing compensatory habitat which
is part of a network of corridors will contribute greatly to maintaining important local or
regional biodiversity.
Major road projects may have impacts on key habitat at a large scale. This could be the result
o f a large individual road project or a road network redevelopment program. While
compensatory habitat is generally considered on a project-by-project basis, the establishment
o f compensatory habitat may require an assessment o f the cumulative impacts o f the road
development at a regional scale.
The location o f compensatory habitat will also require consultation with potential land
managers. Potential land managers will need to consider the practical and cost implications of
any proposed location o f compensatory habitat, prior to committing to its long term
management.
2.3

Habitat type and quality

The type and quality o f habitat to be allocated as compensation should be similar to or better
than the habitat which is being impacted upon. Compensatory habitat should include as many
as possible o f the key species, populations or communities which have been assessed as being
impacted through road construction.
Habitat quality is in part a measure o f the condition o f the habitat. It is dependent on the level
o f pest encroachment (weeds and feral animals), the adjacent landuse and its compatibility
with nature conservation, the size, shape and security o f its tenure. Other criteria for habitat
quality include species richness, the number o f threatened species and the presence of
breeding, roosting and feeding sites for native fauna. Where the quality o f available
compensatory habitat is not equivalent to the impacted key habitat, the quality can be
enhanced through works such as revegetation, rehabilitation, fish restocking or through
changes to land tenure and management.
2.4

Assessment

An example o f an assessment of the need for compensatory habitat is contained within the
Discussion Paper Compensatory Habitat Assessment f o r the Bonville Deviation (1998),
prepared by Biosis Research Pty Ltd. This assessment is limited to ecological considerations,
and is based on the process outlined within this policy and guidelines. This discussion paper
also provides a brief literature review o f relevant international references and an extensive
bibliography.
Following ecological assessment, economic considerations are required to be made. Often
the cost o f acquiring land or water which may fulfil the ecological requirements for
compensatory habitat is expensive. An assessment o f the costs; ecological, social and
economic, will be required before a final determination on the size and location o f the
compensatory habitat is made. Justification on these bases will require monetary and nonmonetary evaluation.
A method for assessment of the economic, social and ecological costs and benefits when
determining the size and location of compensatory habitat is provided below. It incorporates
qualitative and quantitative assessment to assist the decision-making process, by organising
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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costs and benefits in a simple matrix. Identifying all costs and benefits in this way can be
assisted by consultation with specific stakeholders and the community, combined with
economic analysis.
Costs and benefits of Site X as compensation for Y impact
with exam les o f uualitative and civantitative costs and benefits
Costs
Benefits

Economic
• acquisition o f land
($150,000)
o f surplus land
sale
•
($45,000)

Social
• loss o f visual amenity
• loss o f public access
• addition to
conservation reserves

3.

Securing Land as Compensatory Habitat

3.1

Property Acquisition Procedure

Ecological
• loss o f key habitat
(10ha)
protection
o f key
•
habitat (100ha)

The power to compulsorily acquire land is derived from statute and in the case o f the RTA that
statute is the Roads Act 1993. Land can be acquired for the purpose o f the Act which broadly
speaking is to accommodate roadworks. Acquired land must be used for the relevant public
purpose or an acceptable collateral use and to compulsorily acquire land for the purposes of
providing compensatory habitat would be considered to be too remote from the statutory
purpose and in excess o f the powers conferred by law.
The RTA can not compulsorily acquire land for the provision of compensatory habitat.
However, there is nothing to stop the Authority purchasing land in the market place for that
purpose, but in such cases the Authority can not compel an owner to sell land.
The Property Acquisition Manager is to be involved at the earliest stages o f planning
associated with the provision o f compensatory habitat and in particular any discussions with
land owners. RTA's property acquisition policies are to be observed and applied at all times.
The Property Acquisition Manager is to manage the process of both acquiring the land for
roads and acquiring the land to be made available for compensatory habitat.
In seeking to provide lands for compensatory habitat and before considering the purchase of
privately owned lands, a search is to be made o f suitable land within the Authority's portfolio
of residue land, including any that may be available as a result of the road project. If no
suitable property is identified, enquires are to be made o f Local, State and Commonwealth
government organisations and if suitable land is identified the cooperation o f the relevant
authority is to be sought in providing compensatory habitat.
Any increased management cost resulting from the provision o f compensatory habitat by the
Authority is to be compensated to the relevant land management agency by way o f a lump
sum payment sufficient to generate an annuity equivalent to the increased annual management
cost. This additional management cost must be bone fide, reasonable and measurable.
3.2

Management

The RTA is not a land management agency and is therefore not equipped for managing lands,
particularly for the purposes o f nature conservation. There are other agencies and
organisations better suited to undertake the long-term management of compensatory habitat.
These include NPWS, State Forests, Department of Land and Water Conservation and Local
Government. There are also other organisations which may be prepared to take on the
management, including Trusts, landcare or other community groups. The long term
POLICY and GUIDELINES- Road Construction and Impacts on Habitat - Amelioration Measures
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management o f compensatory habitat must be established through the appropriate provision of
resources and security o f tenure.
Securing the long term management o f compensatory habitat will require consultation and
negotiation with NPWS, State Forests or the Department o f Land and Water Conservation, if
they are the preferred management agency. There are provisions within the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974, the Forestry Act 1916, the Crown Lands Act 1989, the Native Vegetation
Conservation Act 1997, the Soil Conservation Act 1938 and the Fisheries Management
Amendment Act 1997 which provide for the management o f lands and/or waters for
conservation. An agreement or memorandum o f understanding, including a conservation plan,
will be required to be negotiated, along with an up-front lump sum payment for the
management o f the land and/or waters in perpetuity.
Vesting the management o f land with Local Government will also require consultation and
negotiation with the local authority. Land and/or waters can be brought under the control of
Council through various means, such as a deed of agreement, the establishment o f a trust or a
lease arrangement with Council. While Local Governments are not equipped to provide
specialist management o f habitat for conservation, a management plan can be developed
which applies to the habitat. The provision o f resources to ensure the long term management
o f the habitat can be achieved through the establishment o f a trust account. If the management
o f land is vested in Council, it is then classed as public land and is subject to the management
provisions o f the Local Government Act.
The RTA can, through consultation with NPWS, also be involved in securing management of
compensatory habitat on private land and/or waters by private landholders. Voluntary
Conservation Agreements (VCA), as described under Section 69 o f the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974, are a means for private landholders, as well as local council or a person
leasing land and/or waters from the Government to improve the conservation status o f natural
environments. It is a joint agreement between a landholder and the Minister for the
Environment. There are various incentives for landholders to undertake a VCA, such as a
rating concession under the Local Government Act. The terms o f the voluntary agreement are
negotiated between the landholder and the NPWS, which acts on the Minister's behalf. The
NPWS will only enter into a VCA if it considers that the proposed lands contain sufficient
nature conservation values to warrant the making o f a VCA. The securing o f habitat for
conservation by this means may not equate to compensation for impacts by the RTA, but may
add value and legitimacy to amelioration measures undertaken by the RTA.
PART 3
1.

Decision Support Flow Chart
The following flow chart summarises the process o f avoiding, minimising and abating impacts
on habitat and its constituent species, populations or ecological communities. This process is
described in detail in Part 1. Once it has been determined that compensatory habitat is to be an
mitigation measure, Part 2 outlines the considerations which need to be made to ensure that it
is the most ecologically sound, cost effective and practical measure, and where the long term
sustainability o f habitat is secured.
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At the earliest concept stage, does the Road Development proposal include impacts on habita
No
No amelioration measures required
Consider opportunities to ehnace native biodiversity within the road
corridor through revegetation/ land rehabilitation

Yes

MINIMISE
Consider opportunities to minimise impacts during the
planning, route selection and road design stage.

AVOID
Consider opportunities to avoid impacts during the
planning, route selection and road design stage.

Following the EIA planning/ route selection process,
does the route selected for the proposed road
development include impacts on habitat?

No
No mitigation measures required

Yes

MITIGATE
Determine mitigation measures
eg. underpasses, exclusion fencing, overpasses
revegetation, roadside rehabilitation, traffic control
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INTRODUCTION
Biosis Research Pty. Ltd. was commissioned by the Roads and Traffic Authority
(RTA) to prepare a discussion paper that seeks to develop a consistent and
ecologically sound approach to the inclusion o f edge effects into compensatory
habitat packages. The ultimate aim o f this report is to progress the current draft o f the
RTA compensatory habitat policy.

Scope/Purpose
Broadly, the scope and purpose o f this report are to:
o
o
o
o
o

Define and discuss the concept o f edge effects in relation to roads and road
development, and their implications for nature conservation;
Estimate the approximate width(s) o f edge-affected key habitat associated
with road development;
Evaluate the necessity o f compensating for edge effects when an edge already
exists prior to development (e.g. road widening along existing alignment);
Evaluate the necessity o f compensating for all types o f edge effects given that
flora and fauna species may still utilise disturbed areas;
Develop a consistent and methodical approach to the overall calculation of
compensatory habitat that is fair to all agencies concerned and is based on
ecological criteria.

This report is divided into three sections. Part 1 provides the background for the
study by introducing the Draft RTA Policy and summarising the compensatory habitat
studies undertaken along the Pacific Highway. Part 2 outlines the results o f a targeted
literature search on edge effects. Finally, the findings o f the first two sections are
analysed in Part 3 to formulate simple guidelines for compensating edge effects.
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PART 1 - BACKGROUND

This section presents a brief summary o f relevant background studies and defines
important terminology that will be used throughout the report. Major documents
considered in this section are listed below:
Road Development and Impacts o f Habitat Amelioration Measures —
Compensatory Habitat (RTA Draft Policy 6, 12/11/98);
O Discussion Paper Compensatory Habitat Assessment f o r the Bonville
Deviation (Bali and Anderson 1998);
Pacific
Highway Upgrade Karuah to Bulahdelah Compensatory Habitat
o
Assessment (Ecotone Ecological Consultants 1998);
D Assessment o f Compensatory Habitat f o r the Bonville Deviation (Bali 2000);
O Karuah to Bulahdelah Pacific Highway Upgrading: Assessment o f the Area
o f Habitat Required f o r Compensation (Sandpiper Ecological Surveys 2000).

O

II

RTA Draft Policy
The RTA draft policy provides policy and guidelines to assist in determining the most
appropriate measure(s) to ameliorate negative impacts on habitats. The draft policy
states that during construction o f roads, the RTA should in order o f consideration,
endeavour to:
1. Avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process;
2. Minimise impacts on habitat, through the planning process; and,
3. Mitigate for impacts on habitat, through the use o f a range o f amelioration
measures.
Some important definitions from the draft policy are outlined below:

•

Mitigation is applied where there are residual impacts after the initial planning and
route selection process. Mitigation is determined on a project-by-project basis and it
may include a range o f measures from the construction o f major structures, through to
site rehabilitation and compensatory habitat.
Compensatory habitat is "an area o f land containing one or more key habitats which
are acquired and/or committed by the RTA for the purposes o f nature conservation, to
make up for the loss o f one or more key habitat(s)". The RTA considers that,
wherever possible:
Compensatory habitat should be at least equal in area to the key habitat lost.
Furthermore, the area o f compensatory habitat should be adequate to provide for
sustained survival o f key species, populations and communities and to provide a
viable management unit. Where habitat rehabilitation or restoration is required,
then an area greater than that lost through road construction may be considered.
Compensatory habitat should be located close to impacted key habitat.
It is preferable for compensatory habitat to be located adjacent to protected or
unprotected habitat or to be part o f a network o f corridors that contribute to
biodiversity conservation at the loca and regional levels.
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Compensatory habitat should be similar to or better in type and quality than
impacted key habitat.
Where quality o f compensatory habitat is not considered to be equivalent, it can
be enhanced through revegetation, rehabilitation, fish restocking or through
changes to land tenure and management.
Key habitat areas are those that support flora and fauna species, populations or
ecological communities considered to be o f significance because they are listed in
relevant legislation or state, national or international agreement or because they are
considered to be o f particular significance by relevant government agencies (see
Appendix 1).
Edge effects are not specifically defined in the policy document.

What are Edge Effects?
For the purposes o f clarity, a brief definition of edge effects is given here. A more
detailed discussion o f edge effects is provided in Part 2 o f this report.
A habitat edge is a transition zone between two distinct vegetation types, representing
different communities, successional stages and/or land uses (Yahner 1988). Edge
effects are the result o f the interactions between the two habitats separated by such an
edge (Murcia 1995). Organisms living on the edge o f a habitat fragment may be
exposed to:
o
a
a

Abiotic effects;
Direct biological effects;
Indirect biological effects.

Abiotic effects are changes in microclimatic and physical conditions related to
humidity, air temperature, light, soil and leaf litter moisture, wind speed, run-off and
chemical substances. The ecological consequences o f these effects may be
proliferation o f weeds, loss o f habitat trees and changes in the flora and fauna
communities.
Direct biological effects are changes associated with the abundance and distribution
o f species caused directly by physical conditions at the edge and may include
alterations to the following: tree density, stem basal area, canopy cover, understorey
cover, seedling density, plant/seedling growth, weed invasion, flora and fauna
densities and species richness and composition.
Indirect biological impacts are those that involve species interactions at the edge such
as seed dispersal, nest predation, brood parasitism, seed germination and herbivory.
The ecological consequences o f these effects may be increased predator access and
efficiency, competition amongst species, avoidance behaviour by sensitive species
and increased grazing pressure.
Traditionally, wildlife managers believed that increased habitat diversity associated
with habitat edges was directly related to increased species diversity. However, more
recently, there has been concern that edge creation is detrimental to the conservation
33

of some species, in particular habitat specialists and rare species. Increased edge
habitat may lead to higher levels o f predation and brood parasitism and to low
fledgling success and loss o f habitat for forest-interior species (Murcia 1995).
What Edge Effects are Associated With Roads?
There have been several recent reviews on the effects o f roads on adjacent terrestrial
and aquatic habitats (Forman & Alexander 1998; Trombulak and Frissell 2000).
Trombulak and Frissell (2000) note that road effects may impact terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Increasing mortality during construction;
Increasing mortality from collisions with vehicles;
Modifying animal behaviour;
Altering the physical environment;
Altering the chemical environment;
Spreading exotic species;
Increasing alteration and use o f habitat by humans.

Although the first point is related to habitat loss and the second point to barrier
effects, the remainder can be classified as edge effects when they pertain to areas
adjacent to road development.
More specifically, edge effects associated with roads include the degradation of
adjacent habitat through:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

changes in microclimate (e.g. temperature, wind, light, humidity);
changes in hydrology (i.e. surface and subsurface water flows) ;
changes in floristics (i.e. species composition and abundance);
alteration to the pattern and frequency o f fire;
invasion by exotic plant and animal species;
increase in sedimentation;
increase in tree death (e.g. windthrow, dieback);
increase in rubbish and water pollution; and,
improved access for predators.

As illustrated by Forman and Alexander (1998), road effects may not affect both sides
o f a road equally. Effects can be expected to be greater if they are dovvnslope (e.g.
hydrological effects), downwind (e.g. abiotic effects and animal behaviour) or
surrounded by more suitable surrounding habitat (e.g. more prone to invasion by
exotic plants and animals and/or to access by humans).
Edge effects are reduced through general mitigation and rehabilitation measures
associated with construction and operational stages o f road development. Standard
mitigation measures include but are not restricted to the following:
o
o
o
o

Minimising disturbance to habitat adjacent to construction (e.g. fencing);
Minimising disturbance to stream banks and streambeds;
Minimising or preventing disturbance to Acid Sulfate Soils;
Siting all ancillary buildings and works in cleared or otherwise disturbed areas
away from waterways and other sensitive areas;
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LI Avoiding stockpiling materials on adjacent vegetation;
Li Managing general construction activities to appropriately dispose o f waste
materials and/or contaminants away from adjacent habitats;
soil erosion and sedimentation control measures;
Implementing
io
Li Constructing water quality control ponds;
o Implementing a Weed Management Strategy;
Li Collecting seed and /or propagative material from native species present;
o Stockpiling topsoil to ensure viability of seed stock;
Li Using locally indigenous species for landscape plantings and revegetation.
However, RTA roadside maintenance procedures may act to maintain and enhance
edge habitat through:
o
o
o
o

Mowing, slashing and/or use o f chemicals to maintain clear zones for safety
and fire control;
Removing any roadside trees that are a potential hazard to traffic;
Clearing roadside understorey vegetation to maintain or improve visibility for
drivers;
Pruning overhanging branches.

Due to the permanent nature o f the road surface, continuous noise and movement and
maintenance procedures, road effects are likely to persist in the long-term.

Compensating for Habitat Loss Along the Pacific Highway
As a background to this section, it is important to understand that much o f the work
undertaken on NSW roads is associated with road improvements aimed at making
roads safer while coping with increasing traffic flows. Road improvements generally
take the form o f bypasses, deviations and upgrades. Habitat loss associated with these
varies on a case-by-case basis.
At one extreme, the creation o f a new road corridor through previously undisturbed
native vegetation would result in the loss o f habitat along its entire length. This may
be the case where bypasses are constructed in order to avoid towns or where
deviations act to straighten a road, making it safer. The amount o f habitat lost is
directly related to the amount o f bushland occurring along the final route. One o f the
major aims o f the route selection process is to minimise habitat loss.
At the other extreme, road widening or upgrade involves widening an existing road
corridor. Typically, this involves transforming a single-lane highway into a dual
carriageway separated by a median strip. The width would be expected to vary along
its length depending on the amount o f cut and fill and other factors, but would average
approximately 20-25 m. Although upgrades require less clearing than a new road
corridor, the total amount o f habitat lost on any given route is ultimately determined
by final route selection.
Between these two extremes, we can expect numerous variations where upgrades,
deviations and/or bypasses are included within a single road development.
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Since 1997, the RTA has commissioned studies aimed at assessing and/or prioritising
areas o f compensatory habitat to mitigate the habitat lost as a result o f road
improvements. Four examples are briefly summarised below.
Bulahdelah to Coolongolook Deviation
In 1997, Ecopro was engaged to assess habitat values o f a 672 ha area o f remnant
vegetation as possible compensatory habitat for the Bulahdelah to Coolongolook
Deviation (Ecopro 1997). The author assessed and ranked eight ecological criteria on
the basis o f a field survey and desktop study. As this study preceded the RTA policy
on compensatory habitat, neither key habitat nor the size o f the candidate site were
taken into consideration during the assessment. It was concluded that the site was
suitable as compensatory habitat as it replaced most o f the forest types in greater
quantities than were being lost and provided an effective regional wildlife corridor.
Yelgun to Chinderah Upgrade
In 1998, Landmark Ecological Services undertook an assessment o f 11 compensatory
habitat candidate sites (Sinclair Knight Merz 1998). They used three main criteria to
compare sites: habitat values for threatened flora and fauna, corridor values and
similarity to key habitat being removed. On the basis o f a field survey and literature
search, the authors identified 35 ecological criteria and assigned these to the candidate
sites. Although the sites were not systematically ranked, they were grouped and
prioritised according to their suitability. Four sites were considered most suitable as
compensatory habitat; together they comprised approximately 769 ha.
Bonville Deviation
In 1998, Biosis Research was commissioned by the RTA to review the issues
regarding the need for acquisition o f compensatory habitat as a result o f the Pacific
Highway deviation at Bonville, NSW. The resulting report (Bali & Anderson 1998)
aimed primarily to review the impact o f the deviation on vegetation remnants and to
determine the appropriate type and quantity o f compensatory habitat required. The
report concluded that, based solely on ecological grounds, a 1:1 ratio o f compensatory
habitat to key habitat lost would be adequate for already established habitats. In the
case o f the Bonville Deviation, this came to approximately 43 ha'. It was considered
by the authors that mitigation measures employed along the proposed route reduced
barrier, road kill, fragmentation and aquatic impacts to an acceptable level.
In 1999, Biosis Research was commissioned to identify, assess and rank suitable
compensatory habitat along the Bonville Deviation (Bali 2000). Four candidate sites
were assessed on the basis o f a desktop study and drive-by survey. A simple
ecological ranking procedure was developed as part o f this study in order to make
future assessments more systematic and objective. The assessment process did not
take into account compensation for edge effects as this was still being negotiated
between the RTA and NPWS. However, it should be noted that final compensatory
habitat candidate sites all exceeded 43 ha in area.

1 This was later increased to 45 ha to take into account additional habitat loss associated with the
creation o f a wide vegetated median into the proposal.
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Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade
Ecotone Ecological Consultants (1998) undertook an assessment o f three candidate
compensatory habitat sites along the Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade. Although this
study did not apply a systematic ranking approach as per Ecopro (1997) and Bali
(2000), it relied upon similar comparisons o f assessment data. The authors assessed
the sizes o f candidate sites (80-573 ha) in terms o f viability, but not with respect to
the amount o f key habitat to be removed. Although approximately 107.4 ha o f habitat
would be removed as part o f the upgrade, it was not clear from the text whether this
represented key habitat or total habitat.
A separate study was conducted by Sandpiper Ecological Surveys (SES) to determine
the amount o f habitat that should be provided to compensate for the impacts
associated with the proposed Karuah to Bulahdelah Upgrade (SES 2000). One o f the
aims o f this study was to identify the most suitable candidate site along the upgrade.
The authors concluded that Mt Karuah was most suitable as compensatory habitat
because it:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

is ecologically superior to the removed habitat;
provides habitat suitable for threatened species;
has one owner;
is relatively undisturbed;
is suitable for inclusion into the NPWS reserve system;
is o f adequate size;
is a viable management unit; and,
is part o f a recognised movement corridor.

With reference to the RTA policy on compensatory habitat, the authors then assessed
the level o f compensation required for impacts that were not mitigated (i.e. habitat
removal, disturbance effects) and impacts that were partially mitigated (i.e. edge
effects, barrier effects, roadstrike). The results are summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Summary o f mitigation assessment for four impact types associated with
road development by SES (2000).
Impact

Compensatory habitat
required?

Habitat removal

Yes

Ratio o f compensatory
habitat to removed
habitat
1:1

Disturbance

No

NA

Edge effects

Yes

1:1

Barriers & roadstrike

No

NA

Comment

No mention o f key
habitat
3-5% increase in noise
and movement
disturbance not likely
to be significant
25 m strip along new
edge for most habitats;
40 m strip for moist
forest; mitigation will
help to reduce effects
Compensatory habitat
should reinforce
mitigation and
corridors
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The authors concluded that 107.4 ha would be required to compensate for habitat lost
as a result o f the upgrade but that disturbance effects and barrier effects did not
require compensation. Edge effects are discussed separately below.

Compensating for Edge Effects Along the Pacific Highway
Sandpiper Ecological Surveys present their edge effect findings in Appendix 1 o f their
report (SES 2000). Their methods and results are summarised here because they are
fundamental to the present discussion paper and provide a starting point for further
analysis.
The authors undertook a field survey and literature review as a basis for their
estimations o f edge effects. They examined direct biological effects including the
following: vegetation structure, plant species richness, weed species richness, bird
density and bird species richness. The results are summarised below in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary o f field study results obtained by Sandpiper Ecological Surveys
(2000) between Karuah and Bulahdelah on the Pacific Highway (NS = not
significant).
Variable sampled
Vegetation structure
Plant spp richness
Weed species richness
Bird density
Bird spp richness

Open Forest
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
Trend o f increasing
richness at edge (NS)
Significantly higher in
interior
Significantly higher in
interior

Woodland
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
No significant
difference
Trend towards higher
density in interior (NS)
Trend towards higher
density in interior (NS)

Edge Width
NA
NA
50 m
0-150 m
0-250 m

Using a 1:1 ratio, the authors concluded that an additional 25-m strip o f habitat would
be required to compensate for edge effects in most habitats. However, due to the
apparent sensitivity o f some communities (e.g. rainforest), a 40-m strip applied in the
case o f moist habitats. When calculated over the length o f the upgrade, the additional
compensatory habitat totalled 51.93 ha. This estimation was conditional on the
following being true:
▪
u
o

the proposal would have only short-term effects and would remain suitable as
habitat for threatened fauna in the short- and long-term;
the quality of compensatory habitat was o f higher ecological value than
removed habitat;
revegetation o f the highway edge would reduce the overall edge effect.

An interesting finding from the field study and a possible explanation for the lack o f a
distinct edge effect was that, due to extensive fragmentation and disturbance in the
study site, edge effects could not be attributed specifically to the highway.
Ambiguous results may have been further exacerbated by the sampling interval used
and/or by the open nature o f the habitat surveyed.
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Importantly the authors also concluded that, as estimates o f edge effects were highly
variable, the results from their study were not directly applicable to other areas along
the Pacific Highway.
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PART 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
A number o f questions integral to our analysis arise from the findings o f SES (2000),
namely:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Should edge effects be compensated for?
Is a 1:1 ratio appropriate to compensate for edge effects?
Should the area o f compensatory habitat vary with the community type
affected?
Is compensation only warranted for short-term effects?
Should provision o f compensatory habitat be dependent on the quality of
compensatory habitat being considered?
Is there a distinct edge effect associated with the existing Pacific Highway?
Is it necessary to estimate edge effects on a project-by-project basis?

A literature review was undertaken to determine the ecological basis for edge effects
as a first step towards answering these questions. The review targeted primarily those
papers that reported results o f recent (post-1995) Australian-based road edge studies.
However, a wider range o f papers was included to investigate general trends in edge
effects. A complete list o f papers reviewed is presented in Appendix 2. Although
there is a slight bias towards zoological studies in our review, botanical studies were
adequately reviewed by other authors, including SES (2000).
It should be noted that none o f the papers reviewed examined the first question on our
list that is, the need to compensate for edge effects. However, SES (2000) has argued
strongly that edge effects should be compensated because they are generally not fully
mitigated. The present discussion paper accepts this argument and aims to quantify
and characterise compensatory habitat requirements based on sound ecological
criteria.
The review is structured around the following broad questions:
o
o
o
o
o

What indicators do we use to estimate edge effects?
How do we quantify edge effects in space?
How do we quantify edge effects in time?
Can we qualify edge effects?
What are the limitations o f previous edge studies?

Edge effect indicators
This section examines the reliability and repeatability o f surveys using abiotic, direct
biological and indirect biological indicators to measure edge effects. These indicators
are generally measured at regular intervals from the edge to some specified distance
into the forest interior. Data from different sampling stations are then analysed by
various statistical tests in order to detect any significant differences.
Abiotic Indicators
Microclimatic or physical parameters such as air temperature, soil moisture or
humidity can be measured to estimate edge effects. In the case o f roads, these may
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also include the deposition o f sediments, chemicals, pollutants and salt (Trombulak
and Frissell 2000). Although the measurement o f abiotic factors is relatively accurate
and easily replicated, it can be a time-consuming exercise. Nevertheless, Murcia
(1995) notes that abiotic effects have given the clearest and simplest responses to
edges and recommends that researchers focus on these when investigating modulating
effects o f age, vegetation structure, aspect and matrices (i.e. the community
surrounding a habitat fragment).
Epiphytic lichens are those that grow on the outside o f another plant but obtain
moisture and nutrients primarily from the atmosphere. They appear to be very
reliable indicators o f edge effects because they are sensitive to climatic stress and may
be strongly affected by altered forest microclimate. Esseen and Renhom (1998)
found that in conifer forest subjected to clearcutting, epiphytic lichens growing near
induced edges may be affected by the following: elevated winds, extensive
windthrow and wind damage to branch systems, exposure to high light intensities,
increased evaporation and more nutrient and pollution deposition.
Direct Biological Indicators
The sampling o f direct biological effects including abundance, density or species
richness is a popular method o f estimating edge effects (Luck et al. 1999a, Reijnen et
al. 1995; Fox etal. 1997; Sisk et al. 1997; Rose 1997; Lynch and Saunders 1991;
Foppen and Reijnen 1994; Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995; Ferris 1979; Baker etal.
1998). Abundance and/or density sampling has the advantage o f providing rapid
habitat quality assessment but may generate highly variable data. This may be
because estimates are not associated with edge effects, but rather with survey
limitations, environmental conditions and/or interactions amongst species. For
example, selection o f an inappropriate sampling interval (i.e. too fine or too broad),
may lead to the conclusion that no edge effects exist even when they are present. In
another example, Laurence (1997) found that bird species composition occurring in
edge habitats may be more closely associated with the surrounding habitat (i.e. the
matrix) than with characteristics o f the edge itself.
Density estimates may not be a good indicator o f habitat quality for particular species
(van Home 1983). It is generally assumed that a particular species will be more
abundant where habitat quality for that species is high. However, this is a relatively
simplistic view as survival and reproductive success must also be taken into account.
In the case o f edge habitats, density estimates may only reflect short-term responses to
environmental conditions rather than habitat quality. For instance, densities can be
expected to increase in fragments or along edges immediately post-clearing as
individuals are forced from their home ranges into adjacent undisturbed habitat
(Hagan et al. 1996; Ferris 1979). This is a relatively short-term response. Also, low
quality habitat (e.g. roadside verge) may at times be inundated with subdominant
individuals that have emigrated from their parents' territories after independence (van
Home 1983, Foppen and Reijnen 1994).
Indirect Biological Indicators
The sampling o f indirect biological effects such as seed dispersal, disturbance, nest
predation, brood parasitism or herbivory is another common method o f estimating
edge effects. Unlike abiotic and direct biological indicators, it has the advantage of
relating directly to reproduction and therefore to population survival. On the other
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hand, estimates are likely to be highly variable because they may be behavioural and
therefore subject to a high degree o f variability. Most studies relating to the effects of
disturbance on animal behaviour have been directed at deterring pest species,
especially birds (Blokpoel 1976; Busnel and Giban 1963). From this work, we know
that young, inexperienced or transient (i.e. migratory) individuals are much more
'flighty' than birds that have a strong attachment to particular feeding, roosting or
breeding areas.
A number o f researchers have investigated the effect o f traffic on densities of
breeding birds (Van der Zande 1995; Reijnens etal. 1995; Foppen and Reijnens 1994;
Ferris 1979). Although noise is assumed to be the primary disturbance factor, it is
impossible to differentiate from visual, olfactory and vibrational disturbance stimuli.
A wide range o f studies has shown that fauna species exhibit behavioural effects as a
result o f continuous noise but it is difficult or impossible to demonstrate any loss of
reproductive fitness as a result o f disturbance alone (United States Dept. of
Agriculture 1992). In fact, birds in particular seem to be able to habituate to
continuous noises. Small perching birds can nest under the roofs o f factories where
ambient noise levels are 115 dB (Busnel 1978) and a large variety o f bird species nest
and rear their young on airfields (Brough 1968).
Nest predation is one o f the more commonly used indicators o f edge effects (Luck et
al. 1999b; Gardner 1998; Paton 1994; Laurance etal. 1993; Suarez et al. 1997).
However, nest predation studies suffer from design flaws including inconsistent
methodology and lack o f replication (Murcia 1995; Paton 1994). Paton (1994)
reviewed and reanalysed 14 nest predation studies comprising 33 treatments. Despite
the variation in the methods used and the habitats sampled, he was able to identify
some consistent trends between predation rates and distance from the edge by treating
each nest as an independent observation and standardising the statistical test and
significance level used. He found that nest predation usually occurred within 50 m of
an edge. Paton's critical analysis is important because it gives us more confidence in
the outcomes o f nest predation studies undertaken prior to 1994. Furthermore, his
guidelines have probably positively influenced studies undertaken since then.
The strengths and weaknesses o f edge effect indicators should be taken into account
when designing studies or when interpreting their results. Abiotic effects appear to be
easily and accurately measured and, because they determine microclimate, they are
directly related to the distribution and abundance offlora and fauna. Direct
biological effects can be highly variable and density data in particular should be
interpreted cautiously. Disturbance effects are difficult to estimate because they are
influenced by many environmental and behavioural factors or interactions amongst
these. Nest predation studies have suffered from methodological problems in the past
but are commonly conducted because they relate directly to breeding success which is
a major determinant o f population survival.

Quantifying edge effects in space
It is clear from the studies conducted to date that the estimation o f edge effects is
highly variable. This is not surprising considering that edge effect intensity may be
related to abiotic and biological factors such as age, vegetation structure, aspect,
matrix type and management history (Murcia 1995). Results may also vary with
sampling factors and/or overall study design.
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Abiotic and Biological Factors
Vegetation structure seems to play an important role in determining the extent o f edge
effects. Although vegetation structure may be related to age (see next section), it is
also associated with edge type. Yahner (1988) describes two types o f edges, inherent
and induced. An inherent edge is a gradual transition created by local differences in
soil type, landform, geological processes or microclimate. In practical terms, these
may be associated with streamsides, tree falls or other natural disturbances where
succession has been allowed to occur (Suarez et al. 1997). An induced edge is a
human-induced feature formed by the abrupt transition zone between distinct land
uses or successional stages. Inherent edges appear to be associated with milder edge
effects because o f the more gradual transition between adjacent communities (Heske
1995; Luck etal. 1999a, b; Norwood etal. 1995; Suarez etal. 1997; Yahner 1988).
Suarez et al. (1997) hypothesized that nest predation along inherent edges in their
study area may have been reduced because birds were able to hide their nests more
effectively or because predators were not able to patrol this edge type efficiently.
As vegetation structure varies with community type, we might also expect edge
effects to vary with community type. Although we reviewed edge studies undertaken
in a range o f forest types in both the northern and southern hemisphere, there
appeared to be no clear trends relating specifically to community type. SES (2000)
argued that edge effects were more extensive in rainforest habitats. However, four
out o f the nine rainforest studies reviewed by the authors exhibited edge effects o f 50
m or less. Fox etal. (1997) estimated a much smaller edge effect (4-16 m) in
temperate rainforest and hypothesised that this community may be more resistant to
changes caused by fragmentation. Given the wide geographical range over which
rainforest studies have been conducted, it may be inappropriate to combine results
from various studies at this stage.
On a geographical scale, the aspect or orientation o f the edge may also affect the
extent o f edge effects. Aspect determines the amount o f exposure to solar radiation
where weaker exposure would be related to lesser edge effects (Murcia 1995). Some
o f the studies reviewed noted changes in extent o f edge effects with aspect (Matlack
1994; Young and Mitchell 1994; Esseen and Renhorn 1998).
Matrix habitat (i.e. habitat surrounding a habitat fragment) can influence abundance
and species composition along the edges o f habitat fragments. Sisk etal. (1997)
found that species that utilised both fragment and matrix habitats were more likely to
be abundant along edges (i.e. less edge effect). In the longer term, those species that
exploited the matrix often remained stable or increased in fragments, while those that
avoided these habitats declined or disappeared (Laurance 1997).
Sampling Factors
Edge width estimates may be partially affected by how the edge is defined. Murcia
(1995) cautions that edge widths may vary depending on whether the canopy layer or
understorey layer has been selected as a zero point for measurements. Esseen and
Renhorn (1998) and Paton (1994) advocate the use o f canopy height to define the
edge. This is based on the principle that microclimatic conditions at the centre o f a
clearing with a diameter o f 2-3 times the height o f surrounding trees will be similar to
those in larger clearings (Smith 1986, in Paton 1994). Therefore edge analysis should
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be confined to forest openings that are greater than three times the adjacent tree
height.
Variability in edge widths may be related to the indicator used to measure them. As
an example o f this, Yahner (1988) cites a study where an edge was defined as <13 m
based on vegetation structure and >64 m based on spatial distribution o f bird nest
sites. Table 3 presents edge width ranges as measured by abiotic and biological
indicators:
Table 3: Edge width estimates summarised from three review papers (NB There is
some overlan amon st the studies reviewed).
Murcia (1995)
Indicator Type
SES (2000)
Current Study
Abiotic
15-50 m (n=4)
20-100 m (n=4)
25-50 m (n=2)
Direct Biological
15-150 m (n=8)
12.7-500 m (n=11) 4-200 m (n=13)
Indirect Biological
10-600 m (n=7)
NA
10-2800 m (n=7)
From the studies reviewed, it appears that abiotic indicators demonstrate the most
consistent range o f values. Forman and Alexander (2000) reported that abiotic effects
associated with roads (i.e. salt, sand, nutrients from road dust) were recorded 50 m or
less from the road edge. As expected, widths estimated by direct and indirect
biological indicators were highly variable. In particular, disturbance effects for birds
breeding in grassland adjacent to busy roads had the most far-reaching edge effects
(i.e. 2800 m).
Paton (1994) reanalysed results from 14 nest predation and 5 brood parasitism studies.
Through a systematic reanalysis o f results, he found that a majority o f studies and
treatments demonstrated that predation usually occurred within 50 m o f the edge
regardless o f habitat type. Furthermore, the author found that in 3 out o f 5 studies,
brood parasitism increased close to the edge. Although he emphasises that results
should be interpreted with care because o f variation in methodology, his results are
further supported by three lines o f evidence:
o
o
o

Nest loss o f 80% was only recorded within 25 m o f an edge;
Studies that did not include nests <50 m from an edge or >50 m from an edge
often did not find evidence o f an edge effect;
The only two studies that had nests spaced relatively close together found an
edge effect o f <50 m.

Given all the factors that can influence edge effects, are any trends apparent? Firstly,
there is a clear tendency o f edge effects to vary with vegetation structure; they are
greatest at new or induced edges and less obvious at old or inherent edges. However,
there is no clear trend apparent between edge effects and community type per se (i.e.
rainforest vs coniferous forest). Secondly, abiotic effects appear to be the most
consistent indicator o f edge effects, measuring less than or equal to 50 m in the
majority o f studies. Thirdly, although indirect biological effects were highly variable,
nest predation studies showed a consistent trend. In a reanalysis o f nest predation
studies, Paton (1994) found that most treatments indicated that predation was higher
within 50 m o f the edge. Nest predation is directly related to reproduction and
therefore to population survival.
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Quantifying Edge Effects in Time
It is assumed by many studies that edge habitat remains static when in fact it may be
highly dynamic over time (Murcia 1995). Matlack (1994) describes the creation and
ageing o f edges as naturally occurring in three stages: pattern formation, reassortment
o f physical gradients and pattern relaxation.
Pattern formation initially involves the removal o f trees, the creation o f a sharp
microclimatic gradient, increased light and the consequent increase in herb, shrub and
seedling populations. Closure o f the side canopy diffuses incoming light and
moderates the microclimatic gradient so that species distribution and abundance are
no longer determined primarily by proximity to the edge. Finally, the edge pattern
gradually relaxes although it is still evident after 55 years o f succession (Matlack
1994).
It should be noted that temporal changes in edges are usually described with respect to
a forested environment. Although we can expect that changes will also apply to other
community types, the literature on this matter is biased towards forested habitats.
New Edges Versus Old Edges
Studies suggest that edge-related patterns including abiotic or microclimate edge
effects decrease with the age o f the edge (Murcia 1995; Matlack 1994; Saunders
1991, in Fox etal. 1997; Laurance and Yensen 1991). This is likely to be due to the
'sealing o f f o f edges by secondary vegetation, thus creating a more stable
environment. However, edge effects related to microclimate may still be found in
edges 100-130 years old (Young and Mitchell 1994). On the other hand, Esseen and
Renhorn (1998) found lichen abundance at edges to be similar to interior levels close
to a 10-year old edge and to exceed these levels close to 11 and 16-year old edges.
The authors hypothesised that the enhanced growth was caused by increased light
intensity near edges. This emphasises the point that, although change in growth
patterns is expected at the habitat edge, this may take the form o f an overall increase
or decrease or even fluctuations within the same species.
Hagan et a/. (1996) compared bird densities and pairing success in ovenbirds along
newly created edges immediately before and after clearing. They found that the
densities o f several forest-dwelling bird species increased within a forest stand soon
after clearing as a result o f displaced individuals shifting into adjacent undisturbed
habitat. Abnormally high densities persisted for about 200 days and may have led to
short-term behavioural dysfunction as measured by lower pairing success in
ovenbirds. After this time, densities fell to below their original level and then
presumably stabilised.
Induced Edges Versus Inherent Edges
New and old edges are structurally similar to induced and inherent edges in that the
former are abrupt or 'hard' edges and the latter are gradual or 'soft' edges. In this
case, we would expect that edge effects would be more pronounced at induced edges.
Suarez et al. (1997) found nest predation rates at induced edges to be nearly twice as
high as those along inherent edges. Luck et al. (1999b) found similar results in the
Murray Mallee o f South Australia; nest predation rates were 70% along induced edges
(mallee-road) and 35% at inherent edges (eucalypt-shrub). The authors hypothesised
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that the greater vegetative complexity and shrub cover at inherent edges resulted in a
decrease in predator numbers or in hunting efficiency
Edge effects are dynamic and appear to decrease with time since edge creation. This
is due to the structural changes that occur with closure o f the side canopy by shrubs
and seedlings. Short-term changes (0-2 years) may include increases in predation
rates and densities o f individuals, decreases in breeding success and changes in
species composition. Although edge patterns may be relaxed i f succession is allowed
to occur, they may persist f o r more than 100 years.

Characterising Edge Effects
As outlined in the previous sections, overall abundance and species richness may not
be good indicators o f edge effects. This is because, although total numbers of
individuals and species may appear to be similar between edge and interior habitats,
species composition is likely to vary significantly. It is clear that some species prefer
edges while others avoid them or are unaffected by them. These are referred to as
"edge-exploiting", "edge-avoiding" and "edge-neutral" species, respectively (Sisk et
al. 1997). Edge-exploiting species are generally of less interest in conservation terms
as they tend to be generalist species that thrive in highly fragmented habitats.
Specialist species on the other hand, tend to prefer unfragmented habitat as would be
typical o f a forest interior.
However, few species are found exclusively in either the edge or interior habitats. For
instance, Ferris (1979) found that edge-exploiting species comprised 16.2% o f total
populations at the edge as compared to 2.1-3.5% in the forest interior. Matlack
(1994) noted that although some species prospered at the forest edge, all edgeexploiting species were also encountered up to 40 m into the forest, indicating that
conditions were also favourable there. Furthermore, Heske (1995) noted that no
species o f small mammal was captured exclusively on either edge or interior habitats.
Clearly, some rare species can occupy edge habitats. SES (2000) recorded a rare
plant population, Tetratheca juncea within 25-30 m o f the Pacific Highway. It is
evident from roadkills worldwide that rare and endangered species cross edge habitat
regularly.
Given that there appears to be a gradation o f habitat suitability within the edge zone,
we targeted those studies that qualified any changes in the frequencies o f edgeavoiding species in the edge zone. As most papers reviewed did not clearly present
these data, we referred to tables or graphs included in the results sections. O f the
clearly reported cases, two Australian studies stand out. Baker et al. (1998) reported
that total bird abundance and species richness decreased less than 20% between the
interior and edge habitats near a powerline corridor. Lynch and Saunders (1991)
compared bird populations dependent on native vegetation for feeding, shelter and
breeding (i.e. specialist species) along road edge adjacent to habitat fragments.
Combined occurrence rates for 22 specialist species decreased by 35% from the forest
interior to the road edge. These findings support the hypothesis that specialist species
prefer unfragmented habitat.
Several Australian studies recorded the observed decrease for particular sensitive bird
species near the edge. Luck et al. (1999a) found that five native bird species were
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significantly less abundant at edges: Yellow-plumed Honeyeater (60%, 30%2),
Spotted Pardalote (60%), White-browed Babbler (67%), Chestnut Quail-thrush (78%)
and Southern Scrub-robin (67%). Lynch and Saunders (1991) found the Brown
Honeyeater to be 53% less abundant at the roadside edge.
These findings are supported by a study conducted in suburban habitat in Queensland
by Catterall etal. (1991). The authors recorded density decreases varying from 27100% for seven edge-avoiding species. Interestingly, both Luck etal. (1999a) and
Catterall et al. (1991) felt that the Spotted Pardalote was particularly sensitive to
fragmentation and human-induced edges. While the former study recorded a decrease
o f 60% between interior and edge habitats for this species, the latter study recorded a
corresponding decrease o f 50%.
Given that there appears to be a gradation in habitat suitability in the edge zone, we
targeted papers that attempted to qualifr changes in species composition in this area.
In particular, we concentrated on species sensitive to fragmentation or edge-avoiding
species as these are likely to be most important from a conservation perspective.
Australian roadside and suburban studies reported significant decreases in the
occurrence o f sensitive species in the edge zone. These varied considerably but
averaged approximately 60% f o r all species considered (n=11). The Spotted
Pardalote, a species thought to be particularly sensitive to habitat fragmentation,
decreased by 60% and 50% between interior and edge habitats in these two studies.

Limitations o f Edge Studies
Some o f the limitations associated with previous edge studies have been noted
already. A major problem may be that we tend to oversimplify edge effects (Murcia
1995). As an example, Murcia points out that it is unrealistic to expect all variables to
vary equally with distance from the edge. Instead, there are likely to be interactions
between variables that may be recorded as peaks and troughs at intermediate distances
from the edge. Both Esseen and Renhorn (1998) and Sekgororoane and Dilworth
(1995) did in fact record such an effect.
Paton (1994) and Murcia (1995) provide guidelines for future studies. In particular,
both authors emphasise the importance o f defining edges accurately and selecting a
finer scale for sampling edge effects. In his critical review o f nest predation studies,
Paton (1994) noted that researchers using intervals greater than 100 m did not detect
an edge effect.
A community type that is underrepresented in the literature but is highly likely to be
affected by road construction is native grassland. Because grasslands have no canopy
layer, their response to edge effects may not be obvious. Abiotic indicators are likely
to give the most accurate measurement o f edge effects in this community. Because of
its relatively uniform structure, a fine scale o f measurement (i.e. <50 m) would be
most appropriate.
A review o f published edge effect studies has demonstrated that results may be
affected by methodological as well as environmental factors. This may be the reason
f o r highly variable data available on edge effects. As case-by-case studies are not
2

Results from two separate study sites.
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always possible or desirable, it is important that any generalisations made are
reviewed in light o f any new data that is published. This discussion paper and
consequent policy documents should be regularly reviewed, particularly with respect
to Australian studies conducted in roadside conditions. In particular, it is
recommended the edge effects o f roads transecting Australian native grasslands be
investigated.

•
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PART 3 - CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This section synthesises the findings from Parts 1 and 2 and analyses them with the
ultimate aim o f answering the questions posed at the beginning o f Part 2. Guidelines
for edge effect compensation are then applied to several test cases located along the
Pacific Highway.

Issues
Murcia (1995) argues that researchers have not been able to determine any edge
'principles' because o f poor design, inconsistent methodology and an oversimplified
view o f edges and edge effects. However, in order for the RTA to compensate fairly
for edge effects associated with road development, there is a need to formulate some
simple practical guidelines based on sound ecological principles. These need to be
broad enough to encompass most roadside situations in New South Wales.
Before answering the questions posed at the beginning o f Part 2, there are some
outstanding issues that require further discussion, namely:
o
o

What is a reasonable edge effect width that would apply in most habitat types?
What are the edge effects associated with different types o f road
improvements?

Extent of Edge Effects
In order to compensate adequately for edge effects, we must describe how far edge
effects are likely to extend. Despite the variability in sampling methods and
environmental conditions in the studies reviewed, there appear to be some consistent
trends in edge effect widths amongst abiotic and indirect biological effects. Our
literature review supported Murcia's (1995) observation that abiotic effects
demonstrate the clearest and simplest response to edges. These appeared to
consistently extend 25-50 m from the edge. Similarly, abiotic edge effects associated
with roads have been shown to extend 50 m or less from the roadside (see Forman and
Alexander 2000). The maximum extent o f edge effects for a reliable indicator
species, the epiphytic lichen, is up to 50 m from the forest edge (Esseen and Renhorn
1998).
Amongst the other indicators o f edge effects, the most relevant to our study are rates
o f nest predation and brood parasitism as these relate directly to reproduction and
therefore to population survival. In his reanalysis o f 14 nest predation and five brood
parasitism studies, Paton (1994) found that predation and brood parasitism were often
significantly greater within 50 m o f an edge regardless o f habitat type.
It should be noted that 50 m is an arbitrary value that reflects the sampling scale rather
than a distinct edge boundary. That is not to say that edge effects are confined to a 50
m zone but only that we can be reasonably confident that they occur within this
distance. We therefore adopted 50 m as a reasonable estimate over which we are
confident that edge effects occur.
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Edge Effects and Road Development
Generally when a new edge is created, we can expect microclimate changes followed
by short-term fluctuations in the distribution and abundance o f flora and fauna
individuals and species. When natural succession is allowed to occur, edge patterns
may 'relax' somewhat but still persist for more than 100 years.
However in the case o f habitat/road edges, the permanent nature o f the bitumen, the
continuous traffic disturbance and the regular maintenance o f the roadside verge
ensure that edge effects are retained at fairly constant levels in the long-term. Even
though there may be some sealing off o f newly-created edges through natural
succession and mitigation works, abundance o f flora and fauna and species
composition in the edge zone would not be expected to change significantly once the
edge becomes established (i.e. after two years).
When a new road corridor is created in unfragmented habitat as might be the case
when a deviation is constructed, we would expect short- and long-term edge effects to
occur. These would extend over a 50-m edge effect zone associated with the
deviation where it transects key habitat. We define a new road corridor as one that is
located at least 100 m from the existing road (i.e. new road and associated edge zone
are outside edge zone o f existing road).
However, where a road is widened so that the new edge falls into the edge effect zone
o f an existing road, it may be difficult or impossible to differentiate short-term edge
effects from the new edge and long-term effects from the existing edge in practical
terms. However, we assume for the purposes o f this discussion paper that edge
effects from the new edge will extend at least 50 m towards the key habitat interior.
We consider this to be a conservative assumption because:
o

o

Fragmentation and disturbance are likely to be present adjacent to most NSW
roads. For example, SES (2000) hypothesised that they were not able to detect
any edge effects associated with the Pacific Highway in their study site
because o f the existing disturbance and fragmentation adjacent to the highway.
Standard mitigation and revegetation measures would act to reduce edge
effects.

Answers
Based on our findings in earlier sections o f the report, answers to the questions posed
at the beginning o f Part 2 are given below:
1. Should edge effects be compensated for?
Yes. Edge effects, particularly those associated with the degradation and disturbance
o f adjacent habitat, are not specifically mitigated during standard mitigation works
associated with highway construction and operation. This is largely because edge
effects have been poorly understood and are difficult to quantify. Although they may
be partially mitigated, the final compensatory habitat package should take the residual
impacts into account i f possible.
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2. Is a 1:1 ratio appropriate to compensate f o r edge effects?
No. A 1:1 ratio is not considered to be appropriate as it implies that edge habitat is
completely unsuitable for and will not be utilised by any species, including threatened
species. In the Australian studies reviewed, the occurrence o f sensitive edge-avoiding
species decreased on average by 60% from interior to edge. In other words, the edge
zone was 60% less suitable or provided 60% less habitat for these species. I f 1.0
represents ideal conditions in the interior, then 0.6 indicates relative suitability in the
edge zone. We therefore suggest that the ratio 0.6:1 can be used as a conservative
suitability index to indicate the utilisation o f edge habitat by the most sensitive
species occurring along Australian roadsides. In practical terms, we recommend that
an additional 30-m strip o f habitat (i.e. 0.6 X 50 m) be compensated for edge effects
along the length o f key habitat to be removed for new road corridors. For upgrades,
compensatory habitat should only apply to key habitat removed and not to edge
effects.
3. Should the area o f compensatory habitat vary with community type affected?
No. There does not appear to be a consistent, quantifiable difference in edge effects
based solely on community types. Although SES (2000) argued that edge effects
extended further in rainforest habitat than in other drier communities, no consistent
trend was observed in the studies reviewed. Furthermore, no information was
reviewed regarding edge effects in native grassland or grassy woodland communities.
However, these communities are likely to be impacted by road development in NSW.
It also may also be more appropriate to justify compensation for edge effects in a rare
or sensitive community by purchasing compensatory habitat that includes these
communities. From a conservation perspective, it is more beneficial to compensate
equally for all community types affected by road construction while ensuring that the
final compensatory habitat package contains the rare habitat type as a high priority.
4. Is compensation only warranted f o r short-term edge effects?
Yes, but this is not because long-term edge effects are unlikely (SES 2000) but
because these cannot be accurately measured or compensated. Short-term edge
effects are more obvious because they involve measurable fluctuations in density and
changes in species composition; these can be estimated for new corridors. However
in the longer term, the ecological conditions in the edge zone stabilise and become the
norm. We are not able to differentiate the original edge effects from any new edge
effects that may occur. Compensation is therefore warranted for edge effects
associated with new road corridors but not for road upgrades.
5. Should provision o f compensatory habitat be dependent on the quality o f the
compensatory habitat being considered?
The 0.6:1 ratio o f compensatory habitat to edge-affected habitat should not be
dependent on the quality o f compensatory habitat available. Habitat quality should be
determined on the basis o f systematic assessment o f each candidate site based on its
own merits as per Bali (2000). The ratio should be used exclusively to estimate the
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total area o f compensatory habitat required for edge effects, bearing in mind that
compensatory habitat may be purchased outside the edge-affected area.
6. Is there a distinct edge associated with the Pacific Highway?
Probably not. SES (2000) reported that it may be difficult or impossible to associate
edge effects with the highway in the Karuah-Bulahdelah area and not other
surrounding fragmentation and disturbance. In fact, it is possible that no undisturbed
interior habitat remains adjacent to the Pacific Highway. For this reason,
compensatory habitat associated with edge effects should only be applied to key
habitat. This ensures that the lost or edge-impacted habitat has been previously
recognised as being important and that small habitat remnants subject to ongoing
degradation and disturbance will not be compensated.
7. Is it necessary to estimate edge effects on a project-by-project basis?

•

No. Time and seasonal constraints associated with highway construction and other
developments do not always allow for studies to be undertaken. Furthermore, edge
effect studies have the potential to be very time-consuming and may be inconclusive.
The need for case-by-case studies increases the risk that, where no edge effects are
detected, no compensatory habitat will apply. Furthermore, Gardner (1997) argued
that many Australian forests are more open than those reported in earlier overseas
studies and that this might result in different spatial patterns o f predation along habitat
boundaries (i.e. less edge effects).
The simple formulation developed here can be included in the RTA policy and
applied to road projects immediately. It is based on sound scientific knowledge and is
considered to be conservative given that there is usually fragmentation adjacent to
roadways and that standard mitigation measures act to reduce edge effects. However,
it is recommended that both this discussion paper and the policy be reviewed
regularly and updated accordingly.

Draft Guidelines
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The following guidelines should be used to estimate the amount o f habitat required to
compensate for any residual edge effects:
o
o

o
o
o

It should be assumed that edge effects extend at least 50 m from the road edge;
A compensatory habitat area calculated as 60% o f a 50-m strip o f edgeaffected habitat should apply to all key habitat removed along new road
corridors to compensate for edge effects;
A new corridor is defined as one that is >100 m from an existing road;
No compensatory habitat should apply to road widening to compensate for
edge effects;
The amount o f compensatory habitat applied should not be dependent on its
community type or habitat quality.

Two points are worth noting. Firstly, although road upgrades would not be
compensated for edge effects, they would still be subject to compensation for key
habitat lost. Secondly, the acquisition o f compensatory habitat will not directly
mitigate the edge effects caused by road development; this is the role o f standard
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mitigation and revegetation procedures. The Draft RTA Policy clearly states that
compensatory habitat is only appropriate "where there has been a loss o f key habitat
after route selection, road design and other mitigation measures have been
employed". Although it is the role o f compensatory habitat to mitigate residual edge
effects, its location is likely to be outside the edge-affected area.

Pacific Highway Test Cases
The issue o f compensating for edge effects is of particular concern with respect to
recent Pacific Highway projects. It is therefore appropriate to apply the principles
developed above to a sample o f recently completed highway projects (see Appendix
3). It should be noted that compensatory habitat packages have already been
determined and agreed to and that the estimates derived using our guidelines are not
for the purposes o f recalculation.
Project details for the four Pacific Highway projects considered are summarised
below:
Table 3: Summary o f project details for four Pacific Highway upgrades.
Recommended
Length
Key Habitat
Project
Removed
Compensatory
Habitat Package
Bonville Deviation
45 ha
53.5 ha
9.8 km
(Bali 2000)
34.2 km
107.4 ha
159.3 ha
Karuah —
(SES 2000)
Bulahdelah
Upgrade
Yelgun —
28.5 km
29.5 ha
50-100 ha
Chinderah Upgrade
(M. Eastwood pers.
comm.)
672 ha
Bulahdelah —
21.3 km
70 ha*
Coolongolook
(Ecopro 1997)
Deviation
*As this study preceded the RTA policy, key habitat was not considered. This figure represents the total amount o f habitat.

Comparisons amongst the four projects were subject to some limitations. Older
studies such as the Bulahdelah-Coolongolook Deviation did not consider key habitat
or like-for-like compensation as defined in the Draft RTA Policy. For this reason, we
did not estimate edge effect compensatory habitat for this study.
In order to easily calculate compensatory habitat for edge effects, it will be necessary
in future to report key habitat lost in terms o f metres length and not in hectares as is
most commonly done. In this way, a 30 m strip would apply to the length o f key
habitat lost on one or both sides o f a new corridor. As the amount o f edge
compensatory habitat will vary with the lengths o f deviations and upgrades, it is
impossible to derive a simple formula for edge effects based on the overall
compensatory package. However, we expect that the amount o f edge compensatory
habitat will be directly related to the length of new corridor created in key habitat.
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Recommendations
Our literature review strongly suggests that edge effects were moderated along old
edges or inherent edges. This was due to the more gradual transition between two
communities characterised by a shrubby or secondary vegetation layer. It therefore
stands to reason that any measures that increase the complexity o f the edge through
rehabilitation and revegetation would act to reduce edge effects. Edge habitat could
be made more structurally complex through screen and gap planting, creating sun and
shade combinations and by varying slope angles and exposures. O f course, the
addition o f any o f these features would have to be compatible with RTA roadside
maintenance restrictions.
Lynch and Saunders (1991) pointed out that a well-developed shrub understorey
appears to be the single most important vegetation related factor that increases the
carrying capacity o f corridors for small native vegetation dependent passerines.
Yahner (1998) cites an example o f a study where there was a higher bird diversity
within 25 m o f a clearcut. The authors attributed this to the well-developed foliage
layer which provided abundant foraging and singing sites at the forest edge compared
to more interior habitats. Yahner (1988) hypothesised that management for vegetative
complexity at the interface o f landscape elements could minimise predation pressure
on edge species (Yahner 1988).
Planting o f disturbed roadside areas and/or newly-created edges should be undertaken
using local indigenous species wherever possible and incorporating threatened species
if appropriate.

Conclusions
The guidelines for compensating edge effects are based on ecological principles
derived from an extensive literature review and data analysis. Although the data were
highly variable amongst sites, species, communities and edge types, it was possible to
form some simple generalisations about edge effects and to apply these to roadside
situations in NSW. In applying the guidelines, we have used the precautionary
principle. That is, we have not allowed scientific uncertainty to prevent us from
developing a practical and immediate solution for compensating edge effects.
It is interesting to note that the final outcome is not dissimilar to that o f SES (2000)
(i.e. 30 m vs 25 m). However, a major advantage of our method is that it is not
dependent on the completion o f case-by-case surveys that may or may not detect edge
effects. It is important to note that the guidelines serve as a guide only as they are
subject to some limitations, namely:
o

The guidelines should apply to all flora and fauna species, including
threatened species. There is a risk however, that some threatened species may
be disadvantaged by the guidelines. If there is a compelling reason to suggest
that the 60% utilisation o f the edge effect zone is inappropriate for any
particular species, then these should cases should be reassessed individually.
There is also a risk that some threatened species affected by road development
may not utilise habitat secured and/or purchased for compensation. However,
these species should be detected through the Species Impact Statement (SIS)
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process which details specialist habitat requirements, impact assessment and
appropriate mitigation measures.
Ei The guidelines should apply to sensitive or threatened communities where
these cannot be avoided in the route selection process. It is important to note
that the guidelines only help to indicate the final size o f the compensatory
habitat package and will not act to minimise the direct effects o f the road.
From a conservation perspective, it is more beneficial to ensure that the final
compensatory habitat package contains the rare habitat type as a high priority.
u

It is apparent that most o f the studies reviewed targeted forested environments.
However, we assume that edge effects occur in non-forested habitats and that
these may differ significantly in their nature and magnitude. In particular, lack
o f information on grasslands and grassy woodlands constitutes a major gap in
our knowledge.

Assessing the guidelines using a 'total route' perspective and Pacific Highway
examples, it is evident that the amount o f compensatory habitat associated with edge
effects will be directly related to length o f new corridor constructed through key
habitat. In highly fragmented habitats, the guidelines act to include small remnants
into calculations provided that these comprise key habitat. Where a new corridor
transects unfragmented habitat, the maximum amount o f compensatory habitat applies
(i.e. 1:1 for key habitat lost plus a 30-m strip for edge effects).
Finally, it is important that the RTA policy and these guidelines are reviewed
regularly in light o f relevant data that becomes available. In particular, more
information is required for Australian roadside conditions, especially in grassland and
grassy woodland.
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Appendix 1: Key habitat areas are those that support flora and fauna species,
populations or ecological communities considered to be o f significance because they
are listed under the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedules 1 or 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) Act 1995;
Register for critical habitat held by the Minister o f the Environment;
A planning instrument under the Environmental Planning & Assessment
(EP&A) Act 1979;
The Register o f the National Estate under the Australian Heritage Commission
(AHC) Act 1975;
A conservation reserve under the National Parks & Wildlife Act 1979 or the
Forestry Act 1916;
An area o f high conservation value under the Native Vegetation Management
Act 1997;
An area identified under any other conservation agreement;
An area o f particular significance to NPWS, NSW Fisheries, DLWC, SFNSW
or any other agency.
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Appendix 2: Edge effect studies reviewed.
AUSTRALIAN STUDIES
Extent o f edge effects
25-125 m

Bird abundance and spp
richness
Plant species and abundance

Type o f edge
Moist open forest, dry
forest/powerline easement
Forest/suburb
Temperate rainforest/pasture

4-16 m

Nest predation

Dry sclerophyll forest/farmland

200 m

Nest predation
Bird diversity and abundance

Rainforest/pasture/secondary
forest
Murray Mallee/road

No edge effect detected;
intervals o f 75 m
200 m

Luck etal. (1999b)
120 kms NE o f Adelaide, SA

Nest predation

Murray Mallee/road

Not specified; intervals o f 20 m

Lynch & Saunders (1991)
Durakoppin N.R., WA

Bird species

Woodland/road

Not specified; intervals o f 50 m

Rose (1997)
Hornsby Plateau, southern NSW

Density and basal area of
Pittosporum undulatum

Dry sclerophyll forest/suburban
edges

0-30 m

SES (2000)
Pacific Highway Karuah —
Bulahdelah, northern NSW

Vegetation structure, spp
richness, weeds, bird density
and spp richness

Dry Open Forest,
Woodland/Pacific Highway

No edge effect for plants; 0-100
m for birds in dry open forest

Author
Baker etal. (1998)

Parameters sampled
Bird abundance, spp richness

Catterall etal. (1991)
Toohey Forest, Brisbane Qld
Fox etal. (1997)
Robertson Plateau, southern
NSW
Gardner (1998)
10 kms NE o f Canberra, ACT
30 kms SE o f Canberra, ACT
Laurance etal. (1993)
Atherton Tablelands, Qld
Luck etal. (1999a)
120 kms NE o f Adelaide, SA

15 m

Change qualified?
Abundance and spp richness
<20% o f the interior values.
Edge-avoiding species
decreased 27-100% at edge.
15-50% increase in weeds at the
edge; 20-80% increase in
colonisers
Predation increased by 10% for
Willie Wagtail. No difference
for fairy-wrens.
NA
Variable between sites; 5 edgeavoiding species were sig. less
abundant at edges (31-78%)
Significant decrease in nest
predation with distance from
edge (35-67%)
Decrease in native vegetation
dependent spp 35% between
interior and edge.
48% reduction in basal area
between old edge and 30 m.79%
reduction in basal area between
medium edge and 30 m.
Density more variable.
More weeds 0-50 in; 70%
increase in bird density between
edge & interior (however, may
be biased due to survey design)
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Appendix 2 (cont'd). Edge effect studies reviewed.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Esseen & Renhorn (1998)

Abundance o f epiphytic lichens

Conifer forest/clearcut

25-50 m

Ferris (1979)

Bird numbers and spp
composition, numbers breeding
birds

Softwood, hardwood forest/2lane, 4-lane highway

0-100 m

Foppen & Reijnen (1994)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Woodland/road

Not specified; intervals o f 200
m

Heske (1995)

Small mammal abundance

Forest/farmland

Matlack (1994)

Forest herbs, shrubs & tree
seedlings
Nest predation, brood parasitism

Not specified (clearcut?)

No edge effect detected;
intervals from 300-1000 m
40 m

Variety including forest with
field, farmland, clearcut,
grassland, moorland and trail

Mostly 50 m

Reijnen et al. (1995)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Deciduous, coniferous
woodland/highway

40-1500 m (10000 cars/day),
70-2800 m (60000 cars/day)

Sekgororoane & Dilworth
(1995)
,

Relative abundance, richness
and diversity o f small mammals

Softwood forest/clearcut

Sisk etal. (1997)

Bird species

Woodland/grassland

10 m for relative abundance and
spp diversity; none determined
for spp richness
Not specified; intervals o f 100
m

Paton (1994)

Lichen at edges constituted 22%
o f interior in new edges and
55% o f interior at old edges.
No effect for total number of
birds.Trend towards increased
spp richness and diversity at
edge. 12.7% increase in the
number o f edge species at edge.
Dispersal distance o f young
males in edge zone 3-4 times
higher than in other zones.
NA

15/19 treatments showed poorer
nest success on edge. Decrease
from 5-82%. 3/5 studies
showed brood parasitism to
increase near edges. Decrease
from 29-74%.
Within 250 m o f the road,
decrease factor was 0.33 for
10000 cars and 0.49 for 60000
cars for deciduous forest.
Equivalent values for coniferous
forest were 0.61 and 0.60.

Bird species recorded dependent
on matrix.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Suarez et al. (1997)

Nest predation, brood parasitism

Forest with induced and
inherent clearings

10 m

Young & Mitchell (1994)

Microclimate and flora

Forest/pasture

50 m

Van der Zande (1980)

Disturbance to breeding birds
(bird nest density)

Open field/highway

200-2000 m

Predation greater on induced
edges than inherent edges (2874%). No edge effect for brood
parasitism.
Mean density o f all species 40%
greater at edge. Mean basal
area o f all spp 18% greater at
edge.
Total population loss may be up
to 60%
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Appendix 3: Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated by SES (2000) and
using updated guidelines for the Pacific Highway Upgrade from Mt Karuah to
Burdekins Gap.

200 m
2000 m
500 m
960 m
3500 m
750m
400 m
1360 m

Edge
Compensatory
Habitat (original)
0.8 ha
5 ha
1.25 ha
2.4 ha
8.75 ha
1.88 ha
1 ha
3.4 ha

Edge
Compensatory
Habitat (updated)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

1280 m
320 m
240 m
2000 m
200 m
150 m
1680 m

3.2 ha
1.28 ha
0.6 ha
5 ha
0.5 ha
0.38 ha
4.2 ha

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

360 m
1840 m

1.44 ha
4.6 ha

None
None

800 m
1000 m
700 m

2 ha
2.5 ha
1.75 ha

None
None
None

20240 m

51.93 ha

0 ha*

Habitat type

Length

Moist open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Dry open forest &
Swamp forest
Dry open forest
Moist open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Dry open forest
Swamp forest
Dry open forest &
Woodland
Moist open forest
Dry open forest &
woodland
Dry open forest
Woodland
Woodland &
shrubland
Total

* Note that compensatory habitat still applies for loss o f key habitat (i.e. 107.4 ha).

Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated using a 30-m strip for the
Bonville Deviation from Mailmans Track to Bon il Bongil NP.
Edge Compensatory
Length
Site ID
Habitat
None
800 m (upgrade)
1
2.8 ha
460 m (deviation)
None
1600 m (upgrade)
None
750 m (upgrade)
0.5 ha
160 m (deviation)
5
2 ha
650 m (deviation)
6
1.7 ha
550 m (deviation)
7 (part)
2.6 ha
875 m (deviation)
10
9.6 ha
5845 m
Total
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Appendix 3 (cont'd): Compensatory habitat for edge effects as calculated using 30m strips for the Yelgun-Chinderah Upgrade (i.e. deviation). It should be noted that
these areas were estimated by the author from aerial photos presented in Sinclair
Knight Merz (1998). It was assumed that all forested or riparian areas represented
key habitat.
Road Section
Kane's Road to Christies
Creek
Taggets Hill

Marshalls Ridges

TOTAL

Length
210 m

Compensatory Habitat
0.63 ha

70m
50m
75 m
700m
310 m
210m
160 m
370m
80m
2235 m

0.42 ha
0.15 ha
0.23 ha
2.1 ha
0.93 ha
0.63 ha
0.48 ha
1.11 ha
0.24 ha
6.92 ha

•
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ATTACHMENT E: Systematic surveys for coastal planidale
(Plank:pie maculata) on crown and adjacent GCAL controlled lands

•

•

REFER TO APPENDIX I OF THE
SUBMISSIONS REPORT

0

0

•
ATTACHMENT F: Eight-Part Tests of Significance for Spiny
Gardenia (Randia moorei)

S

REFER TO APPENDIX N OF THE
SUBMISSIONS REPORT

S

0

ATTACHMENT G — Revised VHT and VKT Results

•

•

The following tables detail the revised VHT and VKT results — refer to Point
F.16.
Table 4.3: Forecast Changes in Road Network Performance, 2007
Scenario
Year 2007, no Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Year 2007, with four-lane Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Change due to bypass

Vehicle-Hours
Travelled (per day)

Vehicle-Kilometres
Travelled (per day)

1,064,000

48,411,000

1,032,000

48,374,000

-32,000

-37,000

Table 4.4: Forecast Changes in Road Network Performance, 2017

•

Scenario
Year 2007, no Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Year 2007, with four-lane Tugun Bypass
(Gold Coast Highway not upgrade)
Change due to bypass

•

Vehicle-Hours
Travelled (per day)

Vehicle-Kilometres
Travelled (per day)

1,290,000

57,211,000

1,216,000

57,176,000

-74,000

-35,000

ATTACHMENT H: 50-55 line 2007 Future Existing — new Road
Criteria

•

•

alHESO]
Oi Lfl
Ducati St
°
Ca loola Dye

(),

ontresina
Kiata Pde

-rs'n

Noise Barrier
Future Existin

3

2007 'Future Existing' noise level

Noise level
Night
LAeq(9h)
in dB(A)
= 50

Noise level
Day
LAeq(15h)
in dB(A)
=55

Areas Where
"New Road"
Criteria
Applies

Ave

ATTACHMENT I: Results for new road criteria residences

•

•

Name

Floor

NIGHT

Dir
LAeq(9hour)
dB(A)

16
17
19
19
19
21
52
54

Minore PI
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI
Minore PI
Flamingo PI
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde

12 Kiata Pde
14 Kiata Pde
19 Kiata Pde
21 Kiata Pde
23 Kiata Pde
86 Caloola Dye
90 Caloola Dye
12 Minore PI
14 Minore PI
17 Minore PI
23 Flamingo PI
25 Flamingo PI
68 Ducati
70 Ducati
7 Meridian Way
7 8 Meridian Way
8 Meridian Way

1 zzzzcnzcnz
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

46.2
50.1
46.1
49.7
48
46.4
49
48.4

Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled
Modelled

Base
Criteria
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

DAY

Exceedance
amount
0.1
-

-

2017 Night
No Bypass
46.9
49.9
46.3
49.5
48.2
46.2
49.4
48.9

Allowance
Criteria
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Increase/
(-Decrease)
(-1)
0.2
(-0)
0.2
(-0)
0.2
(-0)
(-1)

LAeq(15hr)
dB(A)
49.4
53.6
49.4
53.2
51.3
49.7
52.1
51.5

Base
Criteria
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Exceedance
amount

2017 Day
No Bypass
54

-

571
53.4
56.7
55.3
53.4

-

56.5
56

Allowance
Criteria
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Increase/
(-Decrease)
(-5)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-5)

ATTACHMENT J: Revised Appendix M from Technical Paper
Number 10, Tuqun Bypass project

•

•

A p p e n d i x M:
Levels in N S W , 2017, w i t h T o g o n Byp a ss (With Mitigation),
Table M1: Predicted Traffic No
'Name
NIGHT
Floor
Dir
Base
Laeg(9hour)
Exceedance
2 0 1 7 Night Allowance
N o Bypass
Criteria
dB(A)
Clitoris
amount
1 B a n k s a St
1 Banksia St
1 Jalibah Ave
Martel PI
Pontnasina Ave

1
1
1
1

Pontresina Ave
R o s e St
1 R o s e St
1/182 Flamingo PI

1/10 Flamingo
1/3 Flamingo PI
1/4 Flamingo PI
1/5 Flamingo PI
1/6 Flamingo
1/7 Flamingo
1/8 Flamingo
1/8 Flamingo
1/9 FLamingo
10 Flamingo PI
10
10
10
10

Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
Pontre_sina Ave
R o s e St

1 E

53.8

55

2
1 N
2
1 N
1 N
1 S

56.5
54.9

55
55

57.2
49.1
50.4
54.7

55
55
55
55

55.2

1
1
1
1
2

W
E
N
W

1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

W
S
5
S

W
1 W
1 N
1 W
1 W
2
1 N

65.4
15
22
02

50.3
52.5
46.8
49.6

55
55
55
55

4513
48.5

55
55

52.6
517

55
55

55.3
55.1
58.1
53.4
54
50

55
55
55
55
55
55

2
1 S
2
1 N
1 S

522
47.9
50.4
46.5
49.8

55
55
55
55
55

1 W
1 W
1 E
1 N
1 S
1 N

49.7
55.4
502
49.8

55
55
55
55

491
49.9

55
55

14 M o o / s e Ave

1 W
2

55.5
59

55
55

0.5
4

R o s e St
R o s e St
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI

1 E
1 N
1 N
1 S
1 W
1 E

50.3
50.5
462
49.7
55.9
49.5
51/
49.3
51.5
54.1

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

-

1 N
1 N
1 S
1 N

12 Jalibah Ave
12 M oolu a Ave

2
12 M oolu a Ave
12 Pontnasina Ave
12 Pontiesine Ave
12 R o s e St
12 R o s e St
13
13
13
13

Flamingo PI
Flarningo PI
Flamingo PI
M ool u a Ave

13 R o s e St
13 R o s e St
131 K e n n e d y Dr
14 J a l i b a h Ave

14
14
15
15

15 M oo/ s e Ave
15 R o s e St Unit 4-6
15 R o s e St Units 1-3
16 Jalibah Ave
16 Jalibah Ave
16 M i n o r e PI

1 W
2
1 S
1 W
1 E

2
1 E
2
1 5

53.2
55
482 MN

3.5
2.3
1.8
2.5
0.5
-

-

0.1
(-0)
(-0)
(-1)

53.8
566
59
57.1

0.1
(-0)
0.4
66

592
57.3
59.7
55.4

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

55
55
55
55
552
55
55
55
551
582

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
1.4
0.5
0.2
(-1)
0.3
(6)

55.2
53.4
55.3
54.4
57.8
50.4
51.6
55.4
56.7
54.2

BO
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

(-8)
(-5)
(-5)
(-2)

56.7
53.7

(-1)
(-1)
(-1)

0.3
(-5)
(6)

60.8
60.3
61
53.8
58.8
57.9
55.7
58
57

BO
BO
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

53.6
55.8

60
80

(-5)
(-5)

50.2
52.9

(-0)

49.2
52

60
60
60
60

612
555

0.4

55
58

-

55.5
54.5

57.5
56.5

66.3
49.1

683
55

02
(-1)
(-5)
(-5)
(-17)

56.2
59

582
81

0.8
(-1)
0.0

56.7
56.3

58.7
583

(-6)
(-6)

46.5
49.4
56.4
54.8
57.5
55
57.6
55
53.7

55
55
58.4
56.8
595
57
596
57
55.7
55

(-0)

49.5
53.1
59.3
52.8
55
52.6
54.9
574
56.6
49.4w

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

0.9

-

17 M ool u a Ave

W

55.3
59.3
55.4

55
55
55

0.3
4.3
0.4

59.1
47.8
49.7
49

55
55

4.1

17 R o s e St
18 M i n o r e PI
18 R o s e St

2
1 E
1 W
1 E

0.8

55
55

2 Honeysuckle St
2 Martel PI

1 N
1 S
SW
1 NW

54.3
50.3
55.4
502

55
55

2 Pontresina Ave
2 0 Minore PI

55

20
20
21
21

1 E
1 N
1 N
1 S

55
49.1
55
48.9
46.4 NM
49.7
55

1 MN

49.6

55
55

55

55
55

58.8
55
55

S

55
55

801
55
58.5

59.3
54.5
513.8
46.7
49.4
49.5
56

-

0.1

482
56.4

55.4
58.1
52.1
54.5
45.9
48.4
53
52

0.3
(-2)
(-1)
0.5
(-1)

0.3
(-0)
0.1
(-6)

55

47.8
46.1

806
ea 1
ea 8
55
59
577
55
57.5
553
57.4

598
557
559
578

46.5
50.1

49.7
48

58.6
58.1
58.9
50.1
57
55.7
51.8
55.5
53.3

574
61.9

57.8
53.7
53.9
55.8

0.1
3.1

N
S

1 S
1 N
1 S
1 NW
1 E
1 E

83
574
616
82

0.7
(-1)

1
1
1
2
1

18 R o m St
19 Flamingo PI
19 Flarningo PI
19 M i n o r e PI
19 R o s e St
2 Honeysuckle St

61
55.4
59.6
eo

556
5713

55
55

21 M i n o r e PI

55
554
577
563
577
58.2
57.9
65

54.6
55.6

55.8
492

R o s e St
R o s e St
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI

50.4
53.4
55.7
54.3
55.7
542
55.9
51.4
51.5
49.6

0.1
(-0)
(-0)

W
N
W
E

16
16
17
17
17 M ool u a Ave

60
60
60

55
55

0.3

1
1
1
1

M ool u a Ave
R o s e St
Flamingo PI
Flamingo PI

58.4
54.1
57.6

48
52.5

1 E
2

12 Flamingo
12 Jalibah Ave

(-6)
0.7
1.4

53.1
56.7

55
55
55
55

1 S
2

60
60

55
55

53.4
50.3
54.2
55.5
57.3
56.5
57.5

11 R o s e St

58.6
57.1

55
55

54.5
52.3
547
53.8

11 R o s e St

(-1)
(a)

413.2
52
53.4
51

1 N
1 S
1 W
1 E
2
1 N
2
1 W
1W
1 W
1 W
1
1
1
1
1
1

58.0
83.0
83.6
55
55

51.6
50.6
53.2
46.6

50.4
55.5

Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
Jalibah Ave
M o o l a u Ave
Moo/ms Ave
Pontresina Ave

56.6
61,6
61.6
561
53

55
55
55
55

N
S

11
11
11
11
11
11

St
St
St
St

60
60

52
51
54.6
47.1

W
N
W
W

101 Ducati
103 M i c e l i
105 Ducati
107 Ducati

60
60

53.5
58.1

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

10 R o s e St

60.7
52.4

0.6
(-1)

50.5
53.3
55.6
53.8
55.5
54
56.3
52
52
50.1

1.3

60
60
60

55
57.4

55
55

0.8

57.4
60.1
58.4

70.2
55

53.9
553

-

(-12)

Base
Criteria

68.2
48.5
49.8
55.4

50.8
544

0.6

67.4
09.4
aa 4

LAeq(15hr)
413(A)

(-11)
(-12)
(-11)
0.6

67.4
66.4

55
55
55

0.3

DAY
Increase/
(-Decrease)

1.4
0.4
-

-

469
56.4
54.2

2017 Day
N o Bypass

0.1
0.7

75.5
55/
568
62.4
63.8
061
86.1
572
00
575
605
62.9
615
628
61.3
03,
5131
Ito
007

1.9
68
0.3
1

74.4

(-15)

765
757
778

(-14)
(-15)

80
BO
84.4
658
71.1

(-15)
(-3)
(-3)
(-4)
(-5)
(-12)

Go
82

(-11)
(-3)
(-2)

60
625
64.0
63.5
64.9
63.3
ea1
605

(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)

(-3)
(-3)
(-3)
(-3)

71.1

(-3)
(-3)

552
598

80.6
60
ao. 7
60
62.3
80
eo
61.6

80.2
039

62.2
850

(-4)
(-10)

082
132.5

702
645
ea7
6172
676
67.3
68.1
ea
652
64.8
ea9
847
62.4
64.8
87.4

(-12)
(-9)
(-9)
(-5)
(-6)
(-5)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)

513.7
011
602
53.7

-

Increase/
(-Decrease)

Allowance
Criteria

687
87.2
858
853
861
573
642
628
588
027
604
02.8
851
59.3
II?

(-4)
(-4)

(-5)
(-3)
(-5)
(-3)
(-9)
(-10)

61.3
63.7

(-9)
(-9)

eo
60

(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)

531
558
60 2
56

622
81

61.7
621
648
608

627
64.8
668
62.8
63
649

56
55.1

60
60

58.6
58.4
61.4
56 8
57.3
53.2

60
60

60
60

61
628

(-7)
(-7)

55.5
51.2

60
60

004
61.8

68.4
826

(-6)
(-0)
0.4

53.7
49.8
53.2

60
60
60

610
538
56.8

85.9
ao
60
eo
651
64.8
ea7

(-10)
(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)

753
do

0.3
(-I)
(-5)
(-6)
(-6)
(-6)
(-1)
(-1)
(-1)
(-1)

60
60

1.4

53.1
58.7

60
60

53.4
53.1

60
60

507
63.1
621
61 7

52.8
53.3
58.9
62.3

60
60
60
60

743
sea
e33
60

53.6
53.8

60
80

2.3

638
632
53.13
55.5
635
62
64/
622
849
622
60.9
54
631
61.3

02
(-1)
(-1)

59.4
53.3

58.4
62.2
57.9
61.4
55.3

59.2
60
52.5
60
49.8
60
53-6 NM
60
58.7
62.7
60

(-1)
(-0)
(-6)

58.8
62.5
51.1

60
60
60

49.1
534

55
55.4

0.6
(-4)

53.1
52.3

60
60

53.2
46.3

55.2
55

(-5)
(-0)

51.1
49.4

130

495
482

55
55

0.2
(-0)

53.2
51.3

(6)
(-8)

516
59.8

60
60

57.7
53.6
58.7
53.5

60
60

088
57

60
60

46.6
49.9
56.4
60.2
55.9

584
56.2
55
55

Exceedance
amount

(-5)
(-0)

54.6
84.8

566
668

61.9
49.9

63.9
55

(-8)
0.4

56.5
49.8
53.8
53.5
482
49.4

585
55
55.8
555
55
55

(-1)
0.5
(-5)
(-5)
02
0.3

49

55

0.6

52.4
52.2

60
60
49:7 NMI
60
53.1
60
52.8

531
571
21
2.5
-

(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-10)
(-11)
(-10)

(-9)
(-9)

653
68

(-22)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)

658
65.3

(-10)
(-10)

BO
BO
655
64
567
64.3
66.9
642
629
eo

(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-9)
(-10)
(-10)
(-10)
(-5)

655
03.3
60
60

(-4)
(-5)
(4)
(-9)
(4)
(-4)
(-5)
(-5)
(-4)

80.8
no,

85.6
69.3
65.1
a aa
62.7

se 2
003

eo
132.7

(-3)
(6)

eae
550
587
55.3

82.5

(-9)
(-4)
(-4)

82

64
74.1
70.9
so

(-10)

03.5
580
61 1
851
534
581

85.5
60
63.1
62.8

(-5)
(-3)
(-9)

60
60

(-9)
(-4)
(-3)

56

60

(-3)

63.8
872
03.1

72.1

60
60
eo

(-4)
(-10)

1-41
(-12)
(-11)
(-3)

2 2 Kiata Pde
2 2 K o t a Pde

1 N
is

45.7
48.7

2 2 M i n o r e PI
2 2 R o s e St

1W
1 E

50.3
54.9

2 2 R o s e St
2 4 Kiata Pde

1 N
IS

2 4 P a r k s Dye
2 4 P a r k s Dye
2 4 R o s e St

1 N
IS
1 E
IN
IS

52.3
49.8
47.4
52

2 5 Kiata
2 6 Kiata Pde

(-1)
1.1
0.5
(-6)
(-4)

52.8

1.1
(-0)
(-0)
(-5)

47.8
50.5

0.0
1.0

IN
is
1N
1 SW

47
51.8

0.0
0.0

48.5
51.3

2 8 P a r k s Dye

IN
2

45.7
48.6

0.1
0.7
08
0.6

2 8 P a r k s Dye

1
2

51.1
54.4
49.7
50.2

0.1
(-0)

SW

485
50.4

SW

55.8
60.3
51.7

0.6
0.3
(-1)
(-7)

2 6 P a r k s Dye
2 6 P a r k s Dye
2 7 Kiata Pde
2 8 Kiata Pde

2 9 Kiata Pde
2 9 Kiata Pde
3 Jalibah Ave
3 Martel PI
3 P o n t r e s i n a Ave
3 R o s e St
30
30
30
31

Kiata Pde
P a r k s Doe
P a r k s Doe
Kiata Pde

31 Kiata Pde
32 Kiata Pde
32 P a r k s Doe
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
35
36

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Parks D.
Parks Dye
Kiata Pde
Meridian Way
Meridian Way
Kiata Pde

47.1
51.2
50
50.8
52.1

sw

51.1
54.1
51
52.8
53
46.9
50.4
52.8
52.8
52.5
49

SW

NW

36 Meridian Way
37 Kiata Pde
37 Kiata Pde
37 M e r i d i a n Way
3 8 Kiata Pde
3 8 Meridian Way
4 F l a m i n g o PI Units 1-4
4 Flamingo
4 Flamingo
4 Flamingo
4 Flamingo

PI Units 12PI Units 5-8
PI Units 5-8
Pt Units 9-1
1.9
12

62.1
63.6
62
63.4
47.3

4 H o n e y s u c k l e St
4 Jalibah Ave
4 Jalibah Ave
4 Martel PI
4 Pontresina Ave
4 R o s e St
4 R o s e St
41 Kiata Pde

05

1 1
4 3 Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
SW

51 Kiata Pde
5 2 W a l e Pde

05

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde
5 9 Kiata Pde
6 H o n e y s u c k l e St

or

53
54
55
57

0 6

aa

(-3)
(-10)

51.6
54.2

60
60

518
651

61.6
60

(-8)
(-3)

505

60

60
61.1
022
80

(-4)

55.3
50.7

60
60

540
69.1
802

51
54.9
50.5

60
60

541
070

60
60

542

55.2
51.8
55.3
49.1
52.6

60
60
60
60

54.7
57.6
53

60
60
60

54.6

60

52.5
53.9
58.3
56.1

60
60
60

55.7
50.3
54.5
52.8
55
55.7

0.2
(-0)

54.4
57
53
56.4
55.9

0.3
(-0)
(-0)
(-4)

53.6
55.8
52.9

0.0
(-1)
(-1)

50.5

54.8
52.4

56
561
584
621
55.0

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

aa 7

591
811
52A
519

(-1)
(-0)
0.1

53.6
57.5

60
60

0.4
0.5

50.9
51.1

(-0)

52.9
51.1
57.9
60.3

60
60
60
60
60
60

57.7
59.5
55.6
57.2

60
60
60
60

BO
697
677
81.1
542
643
68/
543
702
716
09
701
69.5
70 9
544

63.6
53.8

(-8)
(-1)

58.7
56.4

57.4
53.1
557
55.1

(-3)
(-0)

58.2
56.1

0.4
(-2)

582
56.6

(-0)
(-0)
(-2)
0.1
(-1)

54.5
56.4
57.4
55.8

60
60
60
60

58A
BOA
52.7
SBA

49.8
575
49.4
56.9
48.9
57.1
57.2

60

80
60
61.1

60.3

83.3
60
61.8
62
60
60
61.8
62.3
81.8
60
81.8
83.9
64.1
61.9
62
61.7

80
/
BO
60
BO

Bo

(-4)

(-3)
(-4)
(-3)

(-4)

(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)
(-4)
(-5)
(-12)
(-3)
(-4)

(-4)

(-4)
(-3)
(-3)

(-4)

(-4)
(-5)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-7)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)
(-4)
(-3)

722
73.8

(-12)
(-12)

71
726
71.5
72.9

(-11)
(-11)
(-14)
(-14)
(-3)

BO

(-4)

581
572

sae

60
60

821
804

84.1
71.4

(-14)

60
60

73.1
628

(-12)
(-4)

60
60

711
BOA
546
50 A

60
60

52.7
621

88.5
62.1
647
641

(-4)
(-6)

(-5)
(-4)
(-5)
(-4)

60

(•3)

(-4)

(-6)
(-4)

(-4)
(4)

0.3

57.4
54.2

60
60

82.4
671

60.6
62.4
647
61.6
644
60

(-2)
0.7
(-0)
(-10)

57.2
54.8
58.7
57.8

60
60
60
60

02.4
576

644
60

0.5
0.7

60
60
60
60
60

73 1
732

(-7)
(-0)

52.7
54.1
57.4
55.2
52.8

71.1
71 2
501
570
61 5
88
568

68
60

(-2)
(-0)

58 6
521

60
55

840
585

869
60

(-6)
(-4)

(-2)
(-1)

58.3
51.5
58.7
58.8

60
55

84
50

(-6)

60
60

541
543

66
60
66.1
563

537
63g

65.7
65.9

(-5)
(-10)

55.8

60
60
60
60

05 6
as 4

688
88.4

57.8
51.13
54
51.7

60
60
60

651
861
87 7
55

70.9
681
697
60

(-11)
(-11)
(-11)
(-14)
(-14)

59
56/

61
60

(-4)
(-4)

593

61.3
67.6

(-3)
(-11)
(-13)
(-9)

(-2)
(-1)

6 H o n e y s u c k l e St

(-1)
(-6)
(-7)
(-7)

6 H o n e y s u c k l e St

61.9
58.6

(-7)
(-10)
(-10)

6 J a l i b a h Ave

60.2
47.9

56.7
56.7

BO

604

57.9
55.9

64.2
134.2

60

50.7
543

501
803
518
58.1

03

60
80

58A
57.1

60
60

(-8)
(-8)

60

604

60
60
64.8
698

60
60
60
60

(-7)
(-10)
(-10)

(-4)
(-3)
(-4)
(-4)

65.8
075
02.8
87

54.7
57.7

0.5
(-5)

60

603
636

57.8
Our
503
81.3
58
518
BO
54
57.6

(-4)
(-10)

60
61

683
611
567
573

57.4
54.9
55.8
54.8

(-1)
(-1)
(-0)

586
59.4

0.4

(-4)
(-3)

60
642

55.1
61.9

48.9
50.2
54.5
58.6

NW

0.8
0.3
(-0)
(-1)
(-1)

80
60

67A
622

60
60
60

55.4
50.8
55.4
50.9
0.2

(-0)
(-0)

520
66.5

60
60

51.3
54.4
54.2

51.6
533
55.7
525

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde

0.7
(-0)

60
60

54
52.5

0.6
(-1)
0.8
(-1)
(-9)

51.4
50.2

41 Kiata Pde
4 2 Kiata Pde

4 9 Kiata Pde
5 Flamingo PI
5 H o n e y s u c k l e St
5 H o n e y s u c k l e St
5 J a l i b a h A.
5 Martel PI
5 Pontresina Ave
5 R o s e St
5 0 Kiata Pde

47.1
472

63.1
64.7

4 H o n e y s u c k l e St

Kiata Pde
Kiata Pde

50.5
53.9

49.6
47.1

4 H o n e y s u c k l e St

44
44
45
46
47
48

52.4
54.9
55.1
52.6
52.9
52.3

0.1
1.0

48.7
53.1

58.4
53.7
55.7

60

80
60
635

(-5)

(-3)

(-12)
(-13)

(-3)
(-3)
(-4)
(-11)
(-4)

(-5)

(-5)
(-5)

(-3)

6 J a l i b a h Ave
6 Martel PI
6 Pontresina Ave
6 R o s e St

51.8
49.1

0.4
(-0)
(-0)

52.3
58.2

0.4
(-7)

6 R o s e St
6 R o s e St
61 Kiata Pde
6 3 W a l e Pde

60.2
563

(-8)
(-6)

55.2
54

60
60

570
83.4

69.8
65.4

56.3
545

57.7
56.5

65.3
625

(-6)
(-5)

57.3
58
54.2

60
60
60
60
60

833
815
54.7

60.4
54.2

(-2)
(-1)
(-3)
(-5)
(-3)

817
51.2

08.7
697
632

(-7)
(-10)
(-7)

53.8
524

(-2)
(-3)

54.5
52.4

60
60

601
69 8

62.8
61 6

6 3 Kiata Pde
6 3 Kiata Pde
6 5 W a l e Pde
6 5 Kiata Pde
6 7 Kiata Pde

sw

57.7
0.1

54.8
51.9
58
54.8

60
60
60
60

05.5

(-6)
(-7)

7 Kiata Pde
9 Kiata Pde
9 Kiata Pde
Flamingo PI
H o n e y s u c k l e St
H o n e y s u c k l e St
7 Jalibah Ave
7 Jalibah Ave
7 Jalibah Ave
7 Martel PI
7 Pontresina Ave
7 Pontresina Ave
7 R o s e St
71 Kiata Pde
71 Kiata Pde
73 Kiata Pde
73
74
76
78

Kiata Pde
Ducati St
D u c a t i St
D u c a t i St

7 9 Ducati St
8 Flamingo PI
8 Honeysuckle St
8 Honeysuckle St

•

8 Jalibah Ave
8 Jalibah Ave
8 Kiata Pde
8 Kiata Pde
8 P o n t r e s i . Ave
8 R o s e St
8 R o s e St
8 0 Ducat, St
81 Ducati St
81 D u c a t St
82 Caloola Dve
82 D u c a t i St
84 Caloola Dve
84 D u c a t i St
86 D u c a t i St
8 8 Caloola Dve
8 8 Ducati St
9 Flamingo PI
9 Jalibah Ave
9 Jalibah Ave
9 Pontresina Ave
9 R o s e St
9 0 Ducati St
9 2 Ducati St
9 4 Ducati St
9 5 D u c a t St
9 6 Ducati St
9 8 Ducati St
99 Ducati St
Car av an W o r s t Affected
Caravan W o r s t Affected
D u c a t St Shops
K e n n e d y D r 'El
Kennedy Dr C
K e n n e d y Drive 'A'

1 S
IN
1 S
1 NW

52
48.7

55
55

51.4
51.8

55
55

0.6
(-3)

51.9
50.3

55
55

50.8
49.5

55
55

1.1
0.8

55.2
51.8
55
53.6

2
1
1
1
1

53.8
53.4

55
55
55
55
55

52.2
584
57.4
49.5
57.5

55
61.4

1.6
(-6)
(-6)
0.4
(-2)

57
56.7
54.3
53.3
55.2

664
045
507
64 7

(-1)
0.4
08
0.4
(-6)
(-2)

58.3
53.5
53.7
56

63 4
57 2
666
602

54.4
51
54.4
51.1

042
560
572
565

N
S
N
S

1 W
IN
1 NW
1 SW
1 E
1 N
1 S
1 N

52.6

55
55
55
55

51.1
48
51.3
47.9

55
55
55
55

S
W
W
W

50.6
53.7
54.1
54.2
55.3

1 SW
1 N
1 N
2
1 S

49.9
47.1
51.7
53.5

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

46.6
49.7
48.4
51.6
50.8
52.5
522
51.5
50.7
54.4

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

1
1
1
1
2

2
1 N
1 S
1 N
1W
1 W
1E
1 N
1 W
1 5
1 W
1 N
1 W
2
15
1 W
1W
1 NW
1 W
1 N
2
1 N
1
1 W
1 E
1 W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1 E
1 N
1 W
1 S
1 S
1 E
2

K e n n e d y Drive 'A'
K e n n e d y Drive A'
Service Station - BP

51
498
55.1

1 N
2
1 S
2
1 S

55
505

503

563
50.1
487
52.2
56.8
489

502

495

0.3

49.4
55
55.3
55.4
568
50.3
46.7
58.1
60.7
55.2
57.5
47.9
52
50.9
52.9
515
57.2

55
59.5

563

55
55
55
58.8
55
55
55

55
57
57.3
57.4
58.8
55
55
60. 1
627
57.2

555

54.9
55.5

55
55
55
55
55
592
55
57.5

542
54.1

55
55

55.0
55.7

67.8
57.7

498
54.4
55.7
51.4
54.5
54.7
50.3
54.6
48.7
52.1
50.1
55.6
53
50.8
54.7
55
552
57.4
55.5
55
562
54.1
54.5
55.6
51.3
502
532
54.3
48.7

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

512
55.7
57.3
51
55.7
55.9
49.9
55.7
47.9
50.6
49.7
57.1
526
56
56
565
57
59
578
57.7
57.3
58.5
58
60.8
.8.2
66.7
64
65.3
58.7
58.8
66.6
67.9
65.9

55
57.7
50.3
55
577
579
55
577
55
55
55
50.1
55
58
58
566
59
61
508

Si
51.2
52.5
58.4

55
55

total exceedanoes
37

•

0.8

594

total n u m b e r Acute > 6 0 d13(A)
0

07

06

02
24
05
1.2

08

3.4

597

583

665

ao
62.8
71.2
68.7

ea

67.3
58.7
608
688
699
679

1.1
(-2)
12
(-1)
(-1)
(-2)
(-0)
0.4
(8)
(-7)
(-9)
(8)
0.5
(43)
(43)
(4))
0.7
(-6)
(-4)
(-1)
(-2)
(-2)
(-1)
(-1)
(-2)
0.4
(-1)
(-1)

53.7
57.2
57.5
57.7

(-15)
(-5)

56
61.9

0.4
(-5)
(-1)
(-2)
(-2)
(-2)
(-2)
(-1)
(.4)
(-4)
(-5)
(-18)

53
OS 1
077
027
049
55,
592
57
50
566
643
021
627

57.7
57.5

(-17)
(-11)
(-11)
(-5)
(-5)
(-15)

0.8
1.5
0.4
(-2)

Se 5
622
825
02.0
84
575

58.7
53.3
50.4
55
56.7
50
53
51.7
55
53.9
55.7
55.5
54.8
54
57.9

53.1
57.8
59.2
54.5
57.9
58.1
53.4
58
51.9
55.2
53.5
58.9
56.3
54
58.2
58.5
58.7
68.5
59
58.6
59.7
57.4
57.6
59.4
54.7
53.7
56.7
57.7
52.1
54.3
54.7

0.4
(-1)

564
588
576
586
592

oil
e2
584
629
ea 8
581
629
93'
57
820
540
57,
580
645
507
834
834
639
0.9

844
66 2
66 3
66 .1
645
se
eS 5

604

&la
60
so

61.2
684
66.5
60
66.7
65.4
ao
ao
61.2
66.2
60
60
es
ao
642
64.5
64.6

18

a

aa 7
64.7
669
60

(-11)
(-13)
(-12)
(-3)

1

61 2
60
61.9

606

663
641
647
651
640

604
64.0
858
60.0
649
65.1
60
64
60
60
ao
66.3
61.7
654
654
659
664
882
673
67.1
665
68
675
703
786
78 7
747
682

862
74.7
760
746

682
76.7
77.9
765

loo

0

30

(8)
(-4)
(-3)
(-3)
(-10)
("5)
(-3)
("5)
(-3)
("5)
("5)
("5)
(45)
(-4)
(-4)
(-10)

aa

643
77 6
74.7
71 6
72.7
640

10

total nurnber Acute >65 de(A)

(-10)
(-10)
( ,3)
(46)

60
60
67.

73.e

Total Exceedences

ea

(-3)
(-7)
(-3)
( ,3)
(-2)

o

(-4)
(-4)
(-4)
(-3)
(-10)
(-8)
(45)
(-5)
(45)
(-5)
(45)
(45)
(-4)
(45)
(45)
(-4)
(45)
(-3)
(-3)
(-3)
(8)
(-3)
(-9)
(45)
(45)
(48)
(45)
(46)
(46)
(45)
(-9)
(-8)
(-9)
(-23)
(-21)
(-15)
(-15)
(-12)
(-12)
(-20)
(-20)
(-13)

ATTACHMENT K: Table 7.7 Base Noise Criteria Applied to the
Tuqun Bypass (excerpt from Technical Paper Number 10)

•

•

Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement
Technical Paper Number 10
Noise and Vibration
Table 7.7:

'Base' Noise Criteria Applied t o the Tugun Bypass

Road

Section

New Road/
Redevelopment

Jurisdiction

Sensitive
Receptors

Noise Criteria Day
(dB(A))

Noise Criteria Night
(dB(A))

Tugun Bypass

Chainage 2,500 to Boyd Street

New Road

NSW

Proposed
Residential

1.A.5 (15 hr.) 55*

LA,, e how) 50*

Tugun Bypass
Tugun Bypass
Tugun Bypass

New Road
New Road
New Road

NSW
Commonwealth
NSW

None
None
None

LAr.q (15 hour) 55*

LAeq 0 hour) 50*

Tweed Heads Bypass

Boyd Street to airport boundary
Within airport boundaries
Airport boundary to Tweed Heads
Bypass
Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

Existing School

Tweed Heads Bypass

Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

Tweed Heads Bypass

Lakeside to Intersection

Redevelopment

NSW

School
Playground
Place of Worship

LApq 1( how) 45*
(internal)
LAeq (15 hour) 55*

Tugun Bypass

A.V. Ducat Park

Redevelopment

NSW

Tugun Bypass

Tweed Heads Bypass to Kennedy Drive

Redevelopment

NSW

Passive
Recreation
Residential

LApq 1( hour) 40*
(internal)
Liwq (15 hour) 55*

LAN I hoar) 40* (internal)

LArq (15 hour) 60*

LAN 9( hour) 55*

* These values represent 'base criteria'. Where required, 'allowance criteria' are determined individually for each receiver, as described in Chapter 8.
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OVERVIEW
uu

S p e c i f i c Objectives

F r a m e w o r k Behind the
Code o f Practice

Specific objectives of this Code of Practice
are to:

A i m o f t h e C o d e o f Practice
This Code of Practice aims to facilitate the
understanding of assessment, design and
management of the impact of roads on
acoustic amenity. It will provide an important
step towards achieving both the acoustic
environmental objective and long-term
planning levels as specified in the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy
1997. Through this Code of Practice, the
Queensland Department of Main Roads
(Main Roads) can demonstrate its General
Environmental Duty by establishing and
implementing Best Practice Environmental
Management (BPEM).
BPEM is "the management of any activity to
minimisation of
achieve an ongoing
environmental harm through cost-effective
measures assessed against the measures
currently used nationally and internationally"
(Section 18, Environmental Protection Act
1994).
The legislative obligation to implement BPEM
is reflected in key Main Roads' policies and
strategies including:

advise on the appropriate criteria for road
traffic noise;

•

• establish consistent methodologies for
designating priorities for noise attenuation
works throughout Main Roads;
identify amenity and other technical
considerations in managing the impact of
road traffic noise;

•

recommend criteria to assist in the
achievement of Desired Environmental
Outcomes, DE0s, for road traffic noise.

•

B a c k g r o u n d t o Preparation
This Code of Practice is one of a series of
manuals published by Main Roads. These
manuals provide guidance on BPEM for a
wide range of issues associated with road
infrastructure projects. Other manuals
include:
Road Project Environmental Management
Processes;

•

Queensland Environmental Legislation
Register,

•

Road Landscape Manual;

•

Cultural Heritage Manual; and

Purpose

•

Roads in the Wet Tropics.

The purpose of this Code of Practice is to
provide guidance and instruction for the
assessment, design and management of the
impact of road traffic noise.

Some of these manuals should be used in
conjunction with this Code of Practice
(particularly the Road Project Environmental
Management Processes Manual, Road
Landscape Manual and the Queensland
Environmental Legislation Register).

• Strategic Plan (1997-2001);

• Roads Policy Manual (August 1993).

Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000

•

• endeavour to achieve the use of BPEM for
road traffic noise issues; and

•

• Environmental Management Policy and
Strategy (January 1998); and

0
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Role o f S t a k e h o l d e r s

0

•

Main Roads is only one of the many
stakeholders
responsible
for
the
management of the impact of road traffic
noise. However, it plays a major role in
transportation planning and road design, with
noise control being part of the successful
delivery of road infrastructure projects.
Traffic demand management of all classes of
vehicles is another contribution by Main
Roads, in co-operation with local government,
to minimise noise impacts. With new
advancements in technology, Main Roads
also encourages research into methods for
individual vehicle noise attenuation.
There
several
are
stakeholders, including:
•

other

Local
Governments'
include:

• noise management through local laws
and land use planning; and
• ensuring that development proposals
consider noise exposure.
•

Department of Communication and
Information, Local Government and
Planning and Sport (DCILGPS)

Environmental
(EP Agency)

Protection

Queensland Transport (QT)
QT actively supports quieter vehicles,
reviews the relevance of Australian Design
Rules (ADRs) and encourages the review
of in-service enforcement of vehicle
standards.
QT along with Main Roads also promotes
integrated land use and transport
planning.

• The Community
The community is responsible for:
• the provision of input to Main Roads
policy development;

Main Roads liaises with DCILGPS (and
local governments) to ensure appropriate
land use planning and development is
undertaken. Under the requirements of the
Integrated Planning Act 1997, Main Roads
acts as a 'concurrence agency' for
developments sited adjacent to Statecontrolled roads. Conditions for noise
attenuation can be applied to developers
through land-use development applications.
•

responsibilities

developers
prior
to
• advice to
development
applications
being
determined;

important

The DCILGPS is responsible for
integrating State policy objectives in local
and regional land use planning processes.
The Integrated Planning Act 1997
formalises this process.

Local Government

• compliance with the requirements of
the Traffic Act 1949;
• ensuring vehicles are kept in good
mechanical condition; and
• proposing land uses that consider road
traffic noise issues.

Agency

The EP Agency is responsible for the
administration of the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Policy (EPP) and the
Environmental Protection Act 1994.

II

MeMain

Roads
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Limitations
Due to legislative, economic and technical
constraints, there are a number of areas
where Main Roads will not be able to
implement this Code, including:
•

a)

provision
of
for
noise
measures
attenuation outside the road reserve
(except where land acquisition occurs,
and such measures for noise attenuation
form part of the acquisition agreement);
and

compensation to affected
• financial
members of the community, unless
acquisition of land is involved. (Any
compensation of this nature would then be
in accordance with the Acquisition o f Land
Act 1967).
While it would be highly desirable for this
Code of Practice to be fully implemented, its
application will be subject to the individual
funding levels of Main Roads Districts and
their works program.

Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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Guide t o U s e o f t h e Code
o f Practice

Part D: Integrated Design provides guiding
principles to follow when considering the
issues of:

S t r u c t u r e o f t h e C o d e o f Practice

•

Safety Requirements;

The management of the impact of road traffic
noise is outlined in this Code of Practice
within the following four parts.

•

Public Amenity;

•

Maintenance Requirements;

•

Horizontal and Vertical Alignment;

Part A: Description of Road Traffic Noise
defines road traffic noise and describes it in a
number of different ways. It details the factors
contributing
the
generation
and
to
propagation of road traffic noise. It highlights
the most important of these factors in relation
to the following Parts B, C and D of this Code
of Practice and other related policies (for
example, Environmental Protection (Noise)
Policy 1997).
Part B: Priorities and Criteria provides
guidance on the criteria and priorities for road
traffic noise management. This is a step
towards Main Roads' progressive compliance
with the requirements of the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Policy 1997. Part B
focuses on the following situations:
• new roads;
•

upgrading existing roads;

• existing roads with no roadworks; and
•

new noise sensitive developments
adjacent to existing roads.

Part C: Assessment outlines the type and
specific requirements of assessment. To
ensure compliance with the criteria listed in
Part B, the assessment process specified in
Part C must be followed. Part C also
identifies a range of methods and measures
for noise attenuation.
Part C specifies the requirements of a District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy
and the Road Traffic Noise Study.

• Visual Considerations; and
•

Community Art.

These issues should be considered upon the
completion of the road traffic noise study. Part
D of the Code of Practice is aimed at road
design teams, landscape architects and land
use developers to provide guidance in
developing an integrated approach to design.
D e p a r t m e n t a l Management
Framework
There are three levels of road management
in Australia: Federal, State and Local
Governments. As part of overall road
management, Main Roads manages the
network of State-controlled roads. These
State-controlled roads are of national,
regional or local importance to the
community. This importance is recognised by
the fact that State-controlled roads are
classified as 'beneficial assets' in the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy
1997. This means that the whole community
views the stewardship of State-controlled
roads as an amenity in terms of traffic/access
management and safety. Despite the concept
of
'beneficial
asset',
Main
Roads
acknowledges its obligation to consider the
amenity of affected property owners.
Community amenity may be improved
through appropriate management and
planning of new and existing State-controlled
roads.

Parts B and C primarily target users of this
Code of Practice such as Main Roads District
Directors, project managers, road planners,
road design teams, acoustical consultants
and land use developers.
iv

4-MeMain Roads
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Figure 1: Departmental Framework for the Management o f Road Traffic Noise

Code of Practice

Private Development

Existing Roads

New o r Upgraded
Roads

District Road
Traffic Noise
Management
Strategy

Review of
Environmental
Factors
(REF)1

Section C2

Development
Assessment
Road
Implementation
Program
(RIP)

Road
Traffic Noise
Study Process 2
Section C3

Integrated Design
Part D

1

As detailed in Main Roads' Road Project Environmental Management
Processes Manual (1997). This report initially scopes relevant
environmental issues for a project.

2

The Road Traffic Noise Study is carried out i f road traffic noise is
considered as an issue in the REF or District Road Traffic Noise
Management Strategy.
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There are three alternative approaches to the
management of road traffic noise:
•

District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy, for existing roads; and

•

Review of Environmental Factors (REF),
for proposed new and upgraded roads.

•

Private Development Assessment.

These approaches provide guidelines on the
management of road traffic noise.

Road T r a f f i c N o i s e Study
The purpose of a Road Traffic Noise Study is
to:
•

determine the existing
landscape environment;

•

predict the impact of the proposal;

•

recommend
attenuation;

•

provide advice on the integration of noise
attenuation and amenity (including
aesthetics); and

•

integrate the above issues to produce a
design that conforms to Best Practice
Environmental Management.

D i s t r i c t Road T r a f f i c Noise
M a n a g e m e n t Strategy
The District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy identifies the priorities in the
assessment of the impact of road traffic noise
on existing roads. The District may choose to
cover all roads, or only those roads with high
traffic volumes or a high proportion of noisesensitive sites. The approach provides
Districts with a method to manage and plan
for road traffic noise both now and in the
future.
Section C2 of this Code of Practice specifies
the requirements of a District Road Traffic
Noise Management Strategy.
R e v i e w o f E n v i r o n m e n t a l Factors
(REF)
The purpose of an REF is "to identify,
describe and assess the environmental
advantages, disadvantages and constraints"
associated with new and upgraded road
projects (Main Roads, 1997a). This process
identifies noise-affected communities and
may recommend a Road Traffic Noise Study
be undertaken.

measures

acoustic

for

and

noise

Section C3 of this Code of Practice provides
guidance for Main Roads' approval of Road
Traffic Noise Studies.
Private D e v e l o p m e n t Assessment
As a concurrence agency pursuant to the
Integrated Planing Act, Main Roads will
review the likely primary impacts of road
traffic noise on proposed developments.
Main Roads may also review the impacts of
road traffic noise generated by the
development on the beneficial asset
environment of State-controlled roads.
Section B6 of this Code provides guidance
on the appropriate criteria for new
development proposed adjacent to Statecontrolled roads.

Road I m p l e m e n t a t i o n P r o g r a m (RIP)
Out of the above two
Districts will determine a
inclusion in the RIP. The
project may generate the
Road Traffic Noise Study.

vi

approaches, the
works program for
approval of a road
need for a detailed

(-MeMain Roads
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PART A
Description o f Road T r a f f i c Noise
Al

Figure A1.1: The Level o f Common Sounds on the
dB(A) Scale

Definition o f Noise

Noise is defined as unwanted sound
transmitted through air or another medium.
Sound is defined as any pressure variation
(in air, water or some other medium) that the
human ear can detect. Human response to
noise, as with any human response to
environmental factors, is highly variable. For
this reason, it is difficult to predict the
response of any individual. At high noise
exposures, there may be individuals who are
not annoyed. Alternatively, at low noise
exposures, there may be some individuals
who are annoyed.
It is intended that the criteria levels contained
within this Code of Practice reach a
of
compromise
between
the
range
sensitivities to road traffic noise. In addition to
this consideration, this Code of Practice also
takes into account the cost and technical
feasibility of achieving such criteria levels. To
ensure measured levels approximate human
response, a weighting scale known as the 'A'
scale is used. The 'A-weighting scale
interprets sounds in a similar manner as the
human ear.

dB(A)
140

Threshold
of pain

120

Jet aircraft
250 m overhead
100
Hazard to hearing
from continuous
exposure

Heavy vehicle
at 40 km/h ate
distance of 7 m
80
-

Communication 60
starts to become
difficult

Passenger car
at 60 km/h at a
distance of 7 m
Busy office

40

Bedroom

Some examples of typical sound levels in
A-weighted decibels (dB(A)) are shown in
Figure A l l . All further reference to noise
levels in this Code of Practice will be in dB(A).

20

Threshold
of hearing
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A2

Factors Influencing
Road T r a f f i c Noise
Generation and
Propagation

• distance between
reception point;

•

source

and

• type of intervening ground cover between
source and reception point (eg. grass or
concrete);

Generation is the criterion of sound energy
from a source. There are seven principal
factors upon which the generation of road
traffic noise depends:
• traffic volume (usually described
Annual Average Daily Traffic - AADT);

the

• the existence of natural
obstructions; and
•

or

artificial

meteorological conditions.

as

average traffic speed (usually represented
by the posted speed limit);

• traffic composition - (the percentage of
heavy vehicles);
•

road gradient (the longitudinal slope of the
road);

•

road pavement surface type and texture;

• driving conditions (free-flowing); and
•

individual vehicle noise.

Individual vehicle noise is a combination of
noise produced by:
• the engine;
• the transmission;
• the braking system;
• the interaction of tyres and road pavement
surface;
•

body and load rattles; and

•

movement of air around the vehicle.

All these factors can be regarded as noise at
the source.
Propagation is the wave process whereby
sound energy is transferred. There are a
number of factors which influence the
propagation of road traffic noise:
•

road corridor cross-section (whether the
road layout is at grade, depressed or
elevated);

A-2
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A3

Environmental
I n d i c a t o r s f o r Road
T r a f f i c Noise

Four environmental indicators have been
traditionally used for the assessment of road
traffic noise. These are as follows:
•

L10 /eve/. This is the level of noise
exceeded for 10% of any period; the usual
period is 60 minutes. The hourly L10 level
is, therefore, the traffic noise level
exceeded for 6 minutes in every hour. The
L10 (18 hour) level is the arithmetic
average of 18 hourly L10 levels over
consecutive hours between 6 am and 12
midnight. Similarly, the L10 (12 hour) is the
arithmetic average of the L10 levels over
consecutive hours between 6 am and 6

L90

•

level. This is the noise level exceeded
for 90% of any period. The level is
normally regarded as being representative
of the background noise level.

•

Lmax /eve/. The maximum level generated
from a single noise event.

In the context of this Code of Practice, the
principal indicator used will be the L10 (18
hour) level. Traditionally, this indicator has
been used to best represent typical noise
exposure. This indicator is also easier and
more reliable to predict through the use of the
United Kingdom, Department of Transport
(1988) procedure, Calculation o f Road Traffic
Noise (CoRTN 88).
Figure A3.1 illustrates the relationship
between the indicators that describe noise.

pm.
•

Leq (24 hour) level. This is continuous
equivalent sound pressure level over a 24
hour period.

F i g u r e A 3 . 1 : N o i s e E n v i r o n m e n t a l Indicators
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PART B
Priorities and Criteria
B1 Introduction
The purpose of Part B is to specify the
department's road traffic noise and proposed
land use development performance criteria.
All criteria for the consideration of noise
attenuation measures should be assessed
against the actual measured or predicted
levels. Part C details the process by which
actual or predicted levels should be assessed
against these criteria.
A full description of the priorities and criteria
is summarised in Figure B1.1. Priorities set
within Part B are initially based on whether
the road project is:
• a new road;
• an upgrade of an existing road;
• an existing road with no roadworks; or
• a proposed land use development.
Following the setting of these priorities,
consideration should be given to the scale of
increase in road traffic noise level. In the case
of new roads or upgraded roads, the increase
should be in relation to pre-construction noise
levels. For existing roads with no roadworks,
the increase should be in relation to existing
noise levels.
The criteria listed below represent a
compromise between the need to improve
acoustic amenity and the technical/cost
constraints in providing measures for noise
attenuation. Main Roads will determine the
work schedule for installing such measures
depending on budget, the total roadworks
program and other considerations. The
District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy may also serve as an important
reference document in this process. Part C
outlines the methodology behind the District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy.
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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B2 Limitation on U s e of
Priorities a n d Criteria
There are a number of situations where the
use of these priorities and criteria may be
limited, including:
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
on non-access controlled roads;
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
on roads with speed limits less than 80
km/h; and
• attenuating the impact of road traffic noise
by the provision of measures outside the
road reserve (unless in cases of land
acquisition or new developments).
Measures for noise attenuation may not be
considered for non-access controlled roads
due to the difficulty in providing noise
barriers. The need for driveway access,
security, vehicle and pedestrian safety, utility
service
requirements
and
amenity
considerations can create undesirable,
impracticable and ineffective situations for
the installation of noise barriers.
Road pavement treatments are only
beneficial for noise attenuation when the
average speed of traffic is at least 80 km/h
and free-flowing. Open Graded Asphalt also
has a short life of acoustic effectiveness
compared to other measures.
In cases of land acquisition, each noise
sensitive site will need to be considered on
an individual basis. Measures for noise
attenuation may form part of an acquisition
settlement.

Roads

B-1

B1
B2

EXISTING
RESIDENCES

P A R K S AND
RECREATIONAL
AREAS

EDUCATIONAL AND
HEALTH BUILDINGS

ii
Upgrading
Existing R o a d s

New
Roads

• 2 63 dB(A)

• 5 6 0 dB(A)
1_10(18 hour) and

• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level of > 55 dB(A)
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

• increase of at least
6 dB(A) above preconstruction
level o f 5 55 dB(A)
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

L,0 (18 hour) and
11•XILIfflff

Existing Roads
(No Roadworks)

DEVELOPMENT/BUILDING
APPLICATIONS

RESIDENTIAL
Upgrading
Existing R o a d s

New
Roads

Existing Roads
(No Roadworks)

NONRESIDENTIAL

• AS3671/
AS2107
(eg. maximum
design level
o f 48 dB(A)
L,o (1 hour)
internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing o f the
plan o f survey

• 2 48 d B A)
L,o (1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date
o f construction
V
• .2 68 dB(A)
(18 hour) and
• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construct[00

4
O
P
T
R
Y
I

• 5 5 5 dB(A)
L,0 (1 hour) internally
and
• increase of
3 dB(A) above pre
construction level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

•

• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
pm-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

internally and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above preconstruction level
• 10 years from the
completion date of
construction

• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of
assessment

Envionment' ,

55 dB(A)
L,0 (1 hour)

• a 68 dB(A)
L10(18 hour) and

• .2 68 dB(A)
LI„, (18 hour) and

AUb
ran

Rural
Environment

• 6 0 dB(A)
L,o (18 hour)

• 57 dB(A)
Llo (18 hour)

(free-field)
and
AS3671/
•
AS2107
(internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing o f the
plan of survey

(free-field)
and
• AS3671/
AS2107
(internally)
• 10 years from
the date of
sealing o f the
plan o f survey

1 Background levels, L., (8h) of above 40 and
45 dB(A) for habitable floors and
balconies/external open space, respectively.

• 2 55 dB(A)
L.,0 (1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
5 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
date of assessment

2 Background levels, L., (18h) of above 40
and 45 dB(A) for habitable floors and
balconies and external open space,
respectively.

Fir

5
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• 2 68 dB(A)
L,o (18 hour) and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of
assessment

• 2 55 dB(A)
L.,0 (1 hour)
internally and
• increase of
< 3 dB(A) above
existing level
• 10 years from the
date of assessment

• 5 6 3 dB(A)
L,0 (12 hour) and
• increase of
2 3 dB(A) above
pre-construction
level
• 10 years from the
completion date
o f construction
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B3 Priorities and Criteria:
Existing Residences
Priority 1: N e w Road - AccessControlled
This will apply to cases of new access
controlled roads:
•

in proposed or existing unused corridors
adjacent to existing residences; and

•

in proposed corridors where formal
approval by a local government or other
statutory authority for adjacent land
development is current at the date of
acquisition, even if the development is not
yet in existence.

When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following construction is
predicted to be:
63 dB(A) or greater; and
• an increase of 3 dB(A) or greater
above the pre-construction level of
greater than 55 dB(A).

•

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 63 dB(A) or
less; or
60 dB(A) or greater; and
• an increase of at least 6 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level of 55 dB(A)
or less.
•

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 60 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 2: U p g r a d i n g Existing Roads
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following upgrading is
predicted to be:

B-2
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•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 3: U p g r a d i n g E x i s t i n g Roads
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following upgrading is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 4: Existing R o a d s - No
Roadworks
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following assessment is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of at/east 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.
Preferential consideration shall be given to
treatment in cases where there is a sudden
increase in traffic volumes, or a high
percentage of heavy vehicles, particularly at
night.
Roads
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P r i o r i t y 5: E x i s t i n g R o a d s - No
Roadworks
When the L10 (18 hour) (measured or
predicted) road traffic noise level within the
10 year period following assessment is
predicted to be:
•

68 dB(A) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 68 dB(A) or
less.

B 4 Priorities a n d Criteria:
Educational and
H e a l t h Buildings
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered on a case-by-case basis, with
consideration being given to building
construction and use. In each case, it will be
agreed
determine
to
an
necessary
apportionment of costs between the
Department of Main Roads and the
educational or health institution. The
Department of Main Roads will fund
measures for noise attenuation only within
the road reserve. Any additional treatment
will be the responsibility of the educational or
health institution.
Priority 1: N e w R o a d - AccessControlled
This will apply to cases of new accesscontrolled roads in newly acquired or existing
unused corridors adjacent to existing
education or health buildings, and if the
calculated indoor noise level within 10 years
following construction is predicted to be:

Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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•

48 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 48 dB(A) or less.

Priority 2: U p g r a d i n g Existing Roads
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
upgrading is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

Priority 3: U p g r a d i n g Existing Roads
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
upgrading is predicted to be:

•

55 dB(A) Li0 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the pre-construction level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered as part of initial planning and
design, with the aim of reducing indoor
noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

Roads
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Priority 4: E x i s t i n g Roads - N o
Roadworks
When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
assessment is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

•

an increase of at least 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.

Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered within the road reserve with
the aim of reducing levels to 55 dB(A) or
less.

Priority 5: E x i s t i n g Roads - No
Roadworks

B6

When the measured or calculated indoor
noise level within the 10 year period following
assessment is predicted to be:
•

55 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or greater; and

• an increase of less than 3 dB(A) above
the existing level.
Measures for noise attenuation will be
considered, with the aim of reducing
indoor noise levels to 55 dB(A) or less.

B5 Rationale and Criteria:
Parks, Outdoor
Educational and
Recreational Areas
The recommended maximum traffic noise
level for parks and recreational areas is 63
dB(A) L10 (12 hour) (measured or predicted).
For new access-controlled roads where
resumption from parkland is involved,
measures of noise attenuation will be
considered when the measured or predicted
increase above the level prior to construction
is 3 dB(A) or greater over a 10 year period.
B-4
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The purpose of these measures for noise
attenuation is to reduce measured or predicted
levels to 63 dB(A) L10 (12 hour) or less
All other cases are to be determined on a
case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the full circumstances surrounding the
provision and future use of the park or
recreational area. For example, in large
areas of open space, only a small percentage
may be affected by traffic noise. Moreover,
there is often scope to locate activities away
from the influence of traffic noise. This may
be of benefit to the road user as it may break
the visual monotony of noise barriers.
However, Main Roads recognises that, in
some situations, it will be desirable to provide
some protection for parks. This is best
resolved
by
consultation
with
local
government and community groups. The
location of the assessment site should reflect
the above issues.

B 6 Rationale a n d Criteria:
Proposed Residential
Developments
Rationale
The Integrated Planing Act 1997 provides a
methodology for the planning of land use in
accordance with local government planning
schemes, which are developed as a whole of
government response to land use. Local
planning
schemes
provide
desirable
environmental land use outcomes, of which
road traffic noise should be addressed.
This Code provides the desirable outcomes
in terms of noise criteria and ameliorative
strategies. If road traffic noise is likely to
impact on the future amenity of proposed
residential development the measures
outlined in this Code should be adopted.
Adoption of the measures will facilitate the
achievement of the Environmental Protection
Act, particularly the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Policy.
Roads
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If a road is planned to achieve a number of
objectives, including an expected increase in
road traffic, it can be reasonably expected
that the road traffic noise will impact on
adjacent land. Depending upon the sensitivity
of the surrounding environment the planning
of the road may or may not include a noise
amelioration strategy. If however the adjacent
land use is to change to a type that is noise
sensitive, such as a greater density of
residential development (and hence a
potential decrease in amenity for a greater
number of people) then it is considered that
planning for that development should take
account o f the potential and likely
consequences of its proximity to the road.
A further example of this type of planning is
that if a residential development is proposed
adjacent to roads carrying high volumes of
traffic in an 80 km/h, or greater, speed zone,
safety of the residents should be a matter for
consideration. Housing lots in this instance
would therefore be designed so that vehicle
and pedestrian access is limited or controlled.
This is often achieved by the design providing
limited access or internal estate access and
fences along the major road. These measures
are desirable safety outcomes.
The planning of the future use and
infrastructure within a road corridor will be,
amongst other criteria, pursuant to the
reasonable expectations of a local planning
scheme,
its
desirable
environmental
outcomes and benchmark development
sequencing plans. If land use is not
reasonably predicted by these measures,
road traffic noise may not have been
considered in that context.

The assessment should address the likely
future noise conditions by a ten year traffic
planning horizon, determine whether the
desirable criteria will be exceeded or not; and
if exceedence is predicted incorporate
ameliorative measures.
The following criteria are expected to achieve
reasonable
external
and
internal
a
environmental outcome:
R e s i d e n t i a l ( T e m p o r a r y or
P e r m a n e n t Occupancy)
Habitable Floors
• 60 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are greater than 40
dB(A) Lgo (8 hour) between 10pm and
6am; or
•

57 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are less than or equal
to 40 dB(A) Lgo (8 hour) between 10pm
and 6am;

• where the above criteria cannot be met,
internal maximum design criterion levels
specified in Table 1, AS2107-1987.

Note: All external levels stated are free-field with
the expectation that an additional 2.5dB(A)
increase is applied for the facade correction when
the building is constructed. This will achieve a
level of equal to or less than 63dB(A) and
60dB(A), respectively, 1 metre from the most
exposed facade of a building.

Criteria
As part of the planning and design of any new
noise sensitive development not reasonably
predicted by a planning scheme and/or is
assessable development, the proponent
should provide an assessment of the amenity
of the occupants - in relation to the likely
future road traffic noise.
Version 2, January 2000
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Balconies and Formal External Open
Space
• 60 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are greater than
45dB(A) L90 (18 hour); or
• 57 dB(A) L10 (18 hour) or less, where
existing levels measured at the local
government deemed-to-comply dwelling
setback distance are less than or equal
to 45dB(A) L90 (18 hour).
Note: All external levels stated are free-field with
the expectation that an additional 2.5 dB(A)
increase is applied for the facade correction when
the building is constructed. This will achieve a
level of equal to or less than 63 dB(A) and 60
dB(A), respectively, 1 metre from the most
exposed facade of a building.
Formal external open space is the private or
communal recreational area of a development
"required" by a local government.
Educational, C o m m u n i t y a n d Health
Buildings
Classrooms,
Rooms

Meeting

or

Parks, O u t d o o r E d u c a t i o n a l and
R e c r e a t i o n a l Areas

• 63 dB(A) L10 (12 hour) or less, taking
full
consideration
the
into
circumstances
surrounding
the
provision and future use of the park or
recreational area.

B-6
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Options for the achievement of these criteria
include:
Buffers
Where earth mounds or distance from the
source to the receiver are to be used as a
noise mitigation measure, landscaping
should be incorporated. Landscaping should
be compatible in scale and treatment with the
contextual setting of the surrounding area.
Landscaping or the diminished view of a road
will often provide a perception of increased
visual and noise amenity. This is further
described in Section D4.
Single Storey Buildings
To minimise the extent of other noise
attenuation measures, consideration should
be given to single storey construction.
Reduce Exposed Windows a n d Doors

Architectural Design Measures
Architectural design measures may be
employed in accordance with AS 3671-1989
to enhance the internal acoustic amenity of
any proposed classroom, community or
habitable room affected by road traffic noise.
Noise Barriers

Open Space

Section

Measures for Noise Attenuation

It is desirable that buildings adjacent to Statecontrolled roads minimise window and door
openings along exposed facades.

Habitable

• 48 dB(A) L10 (1 hour) or less, as
measured or calculated (in the centre
of the room) as an indoor level.

Where applicable,

guidance on the assessment methodology
and locations.

provides

It is desirable that other amelioration options
be fully investigated prior to considering
increases in the height of noise barriers
above the height required to protect the
ground floor of buildings. In accordance with
Part C of this Code, the services of a suitably
qualified acoustical consultant shall be
engaged to determine the appropriate
measures to achieve the criteria, including

d i e
Main Roads
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the height of noise barriers where other
measures are considered inappropriate,
Where noise barriers are required, the use of
extensive landscaping should screen and
soften the visual impact of the noise barriers.
In addition, Part C of this Code identifies
maximum 'preferred heights' for new and
existing roads and whilst topography,
prevailing winds and pavement surface
treatment will influence the acceptable height
of noise barriers, as a guide the following
should be used:• development involving new buildings,
3.5m above finished ground level; and
•

has not been identified in a local planning
instrument or benchmarked development
sequencing plan, the cost of noise
amelioration shall be at the developers
expense.
If a noise sensitive development is proposed
adjacent to an area programmed for noise
attenuation by Main Roads and the
development was not identified by a
benchmarked development sequencing plan
then the developer shall provide the bring
forward costs (the cost to advance the
program of works by Main Roads) and any
additional amelioration not predicted by the
Main Roads program.

development where existing structural
conditions limit architectural or other
attenuation measures, 5.0m above
finished ground level.

Consideration should be given to noise
barriers in excess of these preferred heights
only where specific locational criteria can
justify increases whilst achieving acceptable
levels of public amenity as detailed in Section
D4.
Where increases in the height of noise
barriers in accordance with Section D4 are
unable to achieve the external criteria, the
use of balconies or open space within the
affected areas should be discouraged. Where
balconies and open spaces are proposed in
affected areas, they shall be excluded as
contributing to the formal external open
space and personal amenity requirements.

Costs
Pursuant to the Integrated Planing Act 1997,
instruments,
including
land
planning
benchmark development sequencing plans,
where a program of noise attenuation works
has been identified by Main Roads the
Department will provide for such works at its
cost. The ameliorative measures shall only
be carried out within the road reserve.
Where a proposed land use is assessable or
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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PART C
Assessments
Cl

•

•

Introduction

Project managers, road design teams, land
developers and acoustical consultants should
consult Part C to ensure that a consistent and
comprehensive approach is applied when
addressing road traffic noise. Figure C1.1
outlines a process for assessing the impact of
road traffic noise.

When designing measures for noise
attenuation, it is important to note that there
are a number of additional issues to consider,
apart from acoustic effectiveness and
integration with the road landscape. Issues
such as safety, maintenance and public
amenity are discussed in Part D: Integrated
Design.

This
be
initiated
by
process
can
recommendations from either the District
Road Traffic Noise Management Strategy or
the REF. It can also be initiated in response
to an enquiry or development approval
condition. The contents and methodology for
a District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy are outlined in Section C2. There
are a number of requirements that a Road
Traffic Noise Study must address. These are
specified in Section C3 and should form the
basis of the preferred strategy for noise
attenuation. Section C3 also identifies a
range of methods and measures for noise
attenuation.
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Figure C1.1: Main Roads Road Traffic Noise Study - Process

District Road Traffic
Noise Management
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(eg. REF)

Public
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Road Traffic
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Cl
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I

Investigate Acoustic
Attenuation
Strategies

Landscape
Assessment
Process

Sections C3.3 & C3.4

Section C3.5

Selection of Preferred
Attenuation
Strategy
Section C3.6

1

C-2

The brief for a Road Traffic Noise Study shall state that all the requirements
specified in Section C3 are to be meet by the consultant.

Roods
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C2

District Road Traffic
Noise Management
Strategy

When determining priority categories for
noise attenuation, the following should be
considered:

A District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy may be prepared for all Statecontrolled roads or for a selective number
within a District. The study area for such a
District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy will be at the discretion of the District
Director and will be dependent on the type of
land uses adjoining the State-controlled
roads.

•

The principal outcome of the Strategy is to
identify priorities for noise attenuation and
recommend that Road Traffic Noise Studies
be carried out where required. The criteria for
these priority categories are set out in Part B
of this Code of Practice. The proposed works
program of each District may reflect these
priority categories. The implementation of
these priority categories may be subject to
social. technical, works priority and cost
considerations. Works may be integrated into
the Main Roads Road Implementation
Program (RIP).

• traffic composition and volumes; and
• noise propagation and receiver data
representative of each road link.
The key determinate between these
categories will be the predicted noise level
and the number of affected noise sensitive
sites. All data shall be presented on plans of
each road link showing land uses, location of
previous noise measurement sites and other
data considered relevant (see Figure C2.1).

•
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Road Traffic Noise
Study

C3

A Road Traffic Noise Study may be prepared
for a given section of road or at an individual
site (see Figure 03.1). The need for such a
study may be identified by:
•

environmental assessments (eg. Review
of Environmental Factors);

•

District Road Traffic Noise Management
Strategy;

• enquiries from an affected property owner;

depend upon the similarity of site
characteristics over the length of road
section (eg. topography, AADT, etc). Other
satellite stations may be required over a
duration of 3 consecutive hours between
10 am - 5 pm;
• External noise levels shall be measured or
predicted, with the microphone located 1
metre in front of the most exposed noisesensitive building facade. The height of
the measurement or prediction reception
point shall be at the same elevation as the
centre of a window on each affected
storey;

r

• development approval condition.
The aim of a Road Traffic Noise Study is to
determine the impact of road traffic noise and
appropriate attenuation measures, including
guidance on the integration of noise
attenuation measures with the landscape.

C3.1 A c o u s t i c Assessment
N e w , U p g r a d i n g o r Existing Roads
There are a number of requirements for an
acoustic assessment:
•

Measurements shall be undertaken in
accordance with the NAASRA Guide
Policy for Traffic Noise Measurement
Procedures (1980) or Australian Standard
2702-1983, Acoustics - Methods for the
Measurement o f Road Traffic Noise. All
hourly results of noise levels and
meteorological conditions (particularly
wind speed/direction) shall form an
attachment to the Road Traffic Noise
Study;

• Prediction of road traffic noise shall be
conducted in accordance with the United
Kingdom, Department of Transport (1988)
procedure, Calculation o f Road Traffic
Noise (CoRTN 88);
• The difference between the measured and
calculated noise levels shall be no more
than ± 2 dB(A); and
• In cases of land acquisition or new
residential development, the relevant
Australian Standards (eg. AS 3671-1989)
shall be used to determine the internal
noise level.
All results of measurements, calculations and
predictions should be presented in tabular
format. Table C l is an example of this result
summary.
Post Construction Monitoring
Following the implementation of noise
attenuation measures and the completion of
either roadworks and development a post
construction assessment shall be carried out
to confirm predicted results.

• The appropriate number of 18 hour
measurements to be carried out will
depend on the site-specific characteristics
on a typical weekday (with a minimum of
at least one 18 hour measurement for
each road section). The number of full 18
hour measurement sites needed will
Version 2, J a n u a r y 2000
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Table C l : Summary o f Results (Acoustic Assessment)
L10(18 hour), dB(A)
Site No.

Site Address

Measured

Accuracy

Calculated

Predicted
(Current)

Predicted
(10 years)

1

29 Joyner Court

69.1

69

71

2

26 Joyner Court

69.7

70

72

3

22 Joyner Court

4

14 Joyner Court

69.2

0.4

69.6
68.8

70

72

70

72

5

6 Windsor Court

69.9

70

72

6

27 Ridgevale Drive

68.6

69

71

7

5 Yugar Court

67.2

67

69

8

8 Yugar Court

66.4

66

68

Refer to Figure C3.1 for location o f sites.

C3

Proposed Developments

developer or subsequent owners.

Where noise-sensitive developments are
proposed adjacent to State-controlled roads,
developers shall submit land use proposals
with a Road Traffic Noise Study prepared by
a suitably qualified acoustical consultant.
This study shall be carried out in accordance
with the requirements specified above for a
10 year traffic planning horizon from the date
of sealing of the plan of survey or
commencement of use.

When undertaking a Road Traffic Noise Study
that considers architectural design measures,
the acoustical consultant shall carry out the
following:

In

cases where architectural design
measures are required to achieve the
designed internal noise levels, any measures
to be incorporated in the design of the noisesensitive site shall be in accordance with
AS2107-1987 and AS3671-1989. The
desired criterion level shall be the maximum
design level specified in Table 1 of AS21071987.
To ensure the most effective implementation
of such measures, the provision of airconditioning or mechanical ventilation may be
required. Upon completion of construction,
the developer shall engage the services of an
acoustical consultant to certify that the
appropriate design measures have been
implemented. A copy of the acoustical
consultants' report shall be provided to the
District office. Any cost associated with the
assessment, construction, certification and
maintenance shall be at the expense of the
C-6

• Measure noise in accordance with
Australian
Standard,
AS2702-1984.
Results shall be presented, including:
• the background (L90 level);
• the equivalent continuous (Leq) level for
60 seconds averaged over each one
hour between the hours of 10 pm and
6 am for bedrooms, and 6 am to 10 pm
for living rooms;
• the average maximum (L10) over each
one hour between the hours of 10 pm
and 6 am for bedrooms, and 6 am to 10
pm for living rooms;
• The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)
and percentage of heavy vehicles. This
data is available from Main Roads' District
offices.
• Establish the relevant traffic noise criteria
pertaining to the site in accordance with
AS1055.2-1989, Appendix B and AS21071987, Table 1. The definitions of rural,
outer suburban and inner suburban are
contained in AS1055.2-1989, Appendix B.
Categories R1, R2 and R3 shall be
defined as rural and outer suburban with
R5 and R6 being inner suburban.
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Road Traffic Noise Management: Code of Practice
Table C2: Change in Road Traffic Noise Due to
Road Surface Type

C 3 . 2 M e t h o d s f o r the
M a n a g e m e n t o f Road
T r a f f i c Noise

Road Surface
Type

There are several ways in which road traffic
noise can be reduced (see Figure 03.2):
• At the source (ie. controlling the noise
emitted by the vehicle).
• At the reception point, by means of
building location and design to minimise
noise transmission into the interior of a
building.

C3

• Along the propagation path (ie. attenuating
the noise as it travels between the source
and reception point by means of noise
barriers or buffer zones).

C o n t r o l a t t h e Source
In the long term, the most equitable method
of reducing road traffic noise is through the
control of the source. This is being
accomplished by means of Australian Design
Rules (ADRs) which stipulate maximum
noise emission levels of new vehicles.
Queensland Transport has been involved in
the formulation and administration of these
rules and their enforcement is covered under
the Traffic Act 1949. Queensland Transport
and Main Roads encourage and support
related research and development for quieter
vehicles,
The selection of road surface type can have
a noticeable effect on road traffic noise levels,
Table 0 2 indicates the effect of different
surface types compared with dense graded
asphalt (assuming a posted traffic speed limit
of 80 km/h).

C-8

Change in Noise
Level (dB(A))

16-20 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 4-5

5-14 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 2-4

5 mm Chip Seal

Increased by 1-2

Dense Graded Asphalt

0

Open Graded Asphalt

Decrease by 3-4

Notes:
1. Change in road traffic noise level is relative to Dense
Graded Asphalt.
2. Assumes a posted traffic speed limit o f 80 km/h.
Source Leach & Limb, 1986; Samuels, 1995.

The effectiveness of Open Graded Asphalt
(OGA) reduces with age due to its limited
drainage capabilities. The change in noise
levels for OGA are only applicable to new
road surfaces and therefore has restricted
utility.
Control a t t h e R e c e p t i o n Point
Main Roads will consider measures at the
reception point where there are:
• alterations to an existing road which
impact on a partially acquired property; or
• a change in land use adjacent to an
existing road.
It is desirable to examine noise issues at the
road concept, planning and preliminary
design
phase.
Planned future
land
development should also be considered in all
road traffic noise investigations.
Proper planning and design at the land use
development approval stage should remove
the need to attenuate impacts at a later date.
Where dwellings are built after construction of
the road, appropriate architectural design can
limit the intrusion of road traffic noise.

(-11ZMaln Roads
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Figure C3.2: Methods f o r the Management o f R o a d Traffic Noise

CE
) Control at source

C3

insulation
\double
glazing

(ii) Control at reception point

"446.

(iii) Control along transmission path
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Measures such as double glazing of
windows, and ceiling insulation can be
effective means of treatment. These should
applied
effective
indoor
be
where
communication, sleeping and other noisesensitive activities are required and where
other alternatives are not appropriate.
To achieve the internal criterion levels
specified in AS2107-1987, architectural
measures should be designed in accordance
with AS3671-1989.

Land used outside of the road reserve
(including buffer strips) for the purpose of
noise barriers and landscaped earth mounds
shall be owned and maintained by the land
owners. All noise barriers and landscaping
shall be to the satisfaction of Main Roads.
Effective reductions in road traffic noise
levels can be achieved through distance
alone. However, in an urban environment,
applying this method is expensive over
greater distances from the source due to the
cost of land acquisition.

Effective land use planning and design play
an important role in abating noise nuisance.
The siting of less sensitive land uses in areas
likely to be adversely affected can minimise
noise impact.

For
detailed
requirements
regarding
landscaping, the Main Roads' Road
Landscape Manual (1997) should be
consulted.

C o n t r o l b e t w e e n t h e S o u r c e and
R e c e p t i o n Point

C3.3 A c o u s t i c Effectiveness

C3

Main Roads, local government and land
developers have the greatest scope for
control between the source and the reception
point. The selection of alignment, grading,
and provision of earth mounds and other
noise barriers, are some of the design
features requiring early consideration in the
planning and preliminary design phases.
Section C3 provides guidance for road
planners and designers on how to integrate
such features into the road landscape.

Noise

can be attenuated by several
measures. Noise barriers and earth mounds
may be constructed as methods of
attenuation.
The acoustic effectiveness of noise barriers
may be substantially enhanced if the
alignment and height of the noise barrier are
determined during road or land use design to
maximise noise attenuation. Potential
locations of noise barriers are depicted in
Figure C3.3.

To achieve the external criterion level, the
preferred strategy will involve building
setback,
reduced
building
heights,
landscaped earth mounds and/or landscaped
noise barriers. Fences or other noise barriers
placed on private land shall be set back from
State-controlled road reserves for a width
sufficient to permit dense screen plantings.
developments,
For
proposed
new
landscaped areas within the road reserve
shall be designed and maintained for a period
of 12 months from the final approval of
constructed works. Any costs associated with
the construction of earth mounds and/or
noise barriers described above shall be at the
developer's expense.

C-10
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Earth mounds and/or noise barriers are
effective only when the line of sight between
the source and reception point is fully
interrupted. Therefore, in some cases, their
effectiveness is limited and largely dependent
on the local topography and height of
buildings.

Figure C3.3: Potential Barrier Positions
Noise Barrier on Widened Embankment
Guardrail
2 m e t r e s between barrier and
b a c k o f guardrail preferred
N o i s e barrier

The acoustic properties of noise barriers
have an important role to play in noise
attenuation. These properties are:
L i n e o f sight

• absorption;

Existing r o a d shoulder
— 1 1 —

Property boundary

• reflection; and

Noise Barrier in Combination with Earth Mound

• dispersion.

Noise barrier

Absorptive barriers contain materials that
absorb sound waves. Reflective barriers
force sound waves to reflect off their surface.
Dispersive barriers contain materials and/or
patterns that alter the sound waves that come
in contact with the barrier (see Figure 03.4).
Line o f sight
— / / —

To achieve full acoustic effectiveness, all
noise barriers shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with the
requirements of Main Roads Standard
Specification MRS 11.15 "Noise Barriers".

Property boundary

Noise Barrier on Top o f Cutting

Residence

Noise barrier
Line o f sight
— / / —

Property boundary

Noise Barrier a t the Road Boundary

Line o f sight
— / / —

The type of ground surface over which road
traffic noise travels has a substantial effect on
noise attenuation, particularly over large
distances. Areas covered with grass or other
types of ground covers are more absorptive
than hard, paved surfaces or bodies of water,
these tend to reflect noise. Dense plantings
of trees with an understorey of shrubs may
result in a reduction of 3 dB(A) per 30 metres
of width (Harris, 1988).

Noise barrier on
property boundary

Property boundary

Version 2, January 2000
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Figure C3.4: Types o f Noise Barriers
Source: Roads Corporation/GRC Composites

A B S O R P T I V E PANEL

REFLECTIVE PANEL

C3

DISPERSIVE PANEL

C 3 . 4 L a n d s c a p e Assessment
Process
To ensure that the appropriate site and
materials for noise barriers are selected, an
assessment of the existing and intended
landscape vision for a road or a given section
of road should be carried out. The purpose is
to ensure that the design of any measure for
noise attenuation is fully integrated into the
road landscape.

•

Describe existing landscape conditions.

•

Identify interaction with road proposal.

•

Undertake detailed studies (if deemed
necessary).

•

Undertake a combined assessment of
effects.

•

Develop strategies to reduce any
potential impact that measures for noise
attenuation may have on the visual,
ecological and/or cultural environment.

The landscape assessment process is
outlined in Figure A2-1 in the Main Roads'
Road Landscape Manual (1997). It involves
the following steps:
C-12
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C 3 . 5 P r e f e r r e d Ameliorative
Strategies
Recommendations from a Road Traffic Noise
Study shall include:
• selection of preferred measures for noise
attenuation;
• extent of noise barriers and/or road
surface type in both chainage and height
(if required) or the Sound Transmission
Class (STC) requirements for the design
of dwellings in new or acquired noise
sensitive sites. Typical STC levels for
different materials are described in
AS3671-1989. Table C3 provides an
example of descriptions to be used when
architectural measures are proposed.
• selection of materials for noise barriers
depending on the existing or intended
landscape vision for the road. Appendix C
identifies the range of noise barrier types
currently available.

• identification of issues requiring further
consideration during the detailed design.
These are discussed in Part D: Integrated
Design (e.g horizontal and vertical
alignment).
The correct siting of noise barriers is a critical
determinant in the appearance of roadside
areas and the degree of enclosure perceived
by the motorists. Poor practice includes the
creation of monotonous 'tunnels' lacking
visual interest or balance (see Figure C3.5).
Sufficient horizontal space should be allowed
to set back the noise barrier by at least oneand-a-half times its height (where possible).
This may require barriers being offset from
the shoulder.
In general, the preferred noise barrier options
for new roads, existing roads or bridges are
listed below. The preferred option on new and
existing roads are landscaped earthmounds.
Where this is not practical, the following
criteria should be observed wherever possible.

Table C3: Required Acoustic Treatments
(Source derived from AS3671-1989)
Unit/Type
of Room

Floor

STC Rating

14/bedroom

Lower

27 (windows)
32 (walls)

7.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frame weatherboard,
building blanket infill in void, 13 mm plasterboard lining

Upper

33 (windows)
41 (walls)

10.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frames weatherboard
external wall, 32 kg/m2fibreglass infill, 2x16 mm plasterboard lining

Upper

33 (windows)
36 (walls)

10.38 mm laminated glass in commercial grade frames weatherboard
external walls, 32 kg/m2 fibreglass infill, 16 mm plasterboard lining

15/bedroom

Description of Architectural Measure

Figure C3.5: Tunnel Effects o f Noise Barriers

NOT PREFERRED
Parallel noise barrier alignments create a confined character which can adversely affect driver perception.
Version 2, January 2000
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N e w Roads
•

the maximum preferred height of noise
barriers above the proposed natural
ground level shall be 3.5 metres;

• the minimum offset from the noise barrier
to the back of the guard rail posts shall be
2.5 metres; and
• the combination of a noise barrier and
concrete safety barrier is not preferred.
E x i s t i n g Roads

C3
•

the maximum height of noise barriers
above the proposed ground level shall be
5.0 metres;

• the minimum offset from the noise barrier
to the back of the guard rail posts shall be
2.0 metres; and

Horizontal alignment of the noise barrier
should continue in line with the alignment of
the noise barrier approaching the bridge
(where possible). Generally, elements fixing
the noise barrier to the bridge should not
dominate the design, but should create a light
appearance.
It is important to note that these
recommendations and preferred noise barrier
options are based only on acoustic and visual
considerations. There are other important
design considerations for noise barriers,
including:
• safety requirements;
• public amenity; and
• maintenance requirements.
These considerations are described in Part D:
Integrated Design.

• the maximum height of noise barriers
combined with concrete safety barriers
shall be 3.0 metres.
Bridges
Being raised above ground level, bridges
often present an opportunity for outward
views from the road. Transparent noise
barriers should be considered where there
are significant views.
Noise barriers should be offset from the outer
edge of the bridge to reduce the tunnelling
effect.
Where bridges are located on horizontal
curvature, noise barriers should be offset
from the outer edge of the inside of the curve
to reduce obstruction of sight lines. Where
structurally practicable, the minimum offset
from the outer edge should be determined
according to sight line requirements specified
in Section D2.1.

C-14
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APPENDIX C
S e l e c t i o n o f N o i s e B a r r i e r Type
There are a range of noise barrier types
available which includes:
• Standard Noise Barriers;
•

Purpose designed Noise Barriers; and

•

Earth mounds.

si
en
x
di

Figure C3.6 illustrates these types of noise
barrier.

•

Figure C3.6: Types o f Noise Barriers
Standard Barrier

•
.

Purpose Designed Barrier

F A

•
Standard Noise Barrier with Landscaping

Purpose Designed Noise Barriers

mis.srs,
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Figure C3.7: Typical Elevation o f Timber Noise
Barriers

S t a n d a r d N o i s e Barriers
Low cost, standard noise barriers comprising
of
'off-the-shelf'
usually
solutions,
overlapping timber boards or plywood panels,
should be used only at sites where sufficient
space is available for screen planting.

C
H
I

2.6 metres (approx.)

plywood or overlapping
timber boards
vertical battens can create
shadow patterns and relief

Selection of a road corridor should contain a
limited selection of noise barrier materials.
Materials for standard noise barriers include
the following:

si
en
x
di
•
8
A

• timber (palings,
sheets);

planks

or

plywood

•

reinforced concrete (in-situ or pre-cast
panels);

•

lightweight cementitious panels;

•

masonry (stone or concrete blocks); and

•

acrylic (transparent).

Figure C3.8: Use o f Standard Barriers with Narrow
Setback Creates Undesirable Visual Effect

Figure 03.7 illustrates a typical standard
noise barrier.
Plain plywood panels can lack the texture of
overlapping timber boards and may
contribute to an undesirable character.
Standard noise barriers used without
appropriate landscape treatment often
produce an undesirable visual effect. This
situation should be avoided. Figure 03.8
illustrates how a visually stark appearance
may result.

C-16
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Vegetation plays an important role in
screening noise barriers and earth mounds.
Species selection becomes critical for the
short and long term success of the planting
design. Long lived solutions are preferred
over temporary solutions. Further information
on plant species selection can be found in
Section 0-6 of the Road Landscape Manual
(1997). A suitably qualified and experienced
landscape architect should be consulted
when determining the type of screening
material to be used.

Figure C3.9: Alternative Treatments for Purpose
Designed Barriers
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Integrated planting for low speed environment

Where possible, standard barriers without
landscape treatment should not be used.
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Purpose D e s i g n e d N o i s e Barriers
In cases where there is insufficient room for
landscape treatment, purpose designed
barriers should be considered.
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use of transparent material panels where
outward views are desirable.

Technical advice on these issues should be
sought from a suitably qualified landscape-1
architect to ensure the best possible
integration with the road landscape.
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reflection of urban character by way of
urban forms, patterns and materials;
mixing and variation of materials within the
barrier (eg. timber and steel, steel and
concrete); and
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Purpose designed noise barriers may include
the following features:
use of integrated planting within
adjoining the noise barrier;

I C.

Sculptural relief for low speed environment

Purpose designed noise barriers should be
visually responsive to the site and, in spite of
being more expensive than standard noise
barriers, should be used in prominent
locations. Examples of possible noise barrier
treatments are shown in Figure C3.9.
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Where space is limited, noise barriers can be
used in combination with earth mounds.
Highly compacted fill material in the top 600
millimetres should be avoided, as this can
impede root penetration and the successful
growth of plants. A topsoil medium conducive
to the healthy growth of plant material should
be used in the top 600 millimetres where
planting is proposed.

Earth Mounds
The development of earth mounds as noise
barriers requires the manipulation of
landforms and soil stabilisation. This involves
careful consideration of the surrounding
grading, type and source of material, and
drainage conditions. Proposed earth mounds
should blend into the existing landscape as
much as possible. Ground covers, shrubs,
trees and chip mulch are preferred over grass
as less maintenance is required after
establishment. Suitably qualified landscape
architects may provide guidance on these
Uu,q4itit,./ei
issues.

Figure C3.10 illustrates the preferred earth
mound arrangements.

Earth mounds require a significant area of
land depending upon their intended height.
For example, the minimum width for a 2.0
metre high earth mound is 10.0 metres based
on a 1:2 slope. However, where possible, a
shallower slope of 1:3 is recommended for
ease of maintenance and landscaping
purposes.

Figure C3.10: Earth Mound Layouts
Stepped noise barrier alignment improves visibility
and has the potential to become an arrival feature
to residential development it sensitively treated

Mound may
be linear if
completely
planted on
both sides

assoIlIl
*sou

0
0

Noise
barrier

drainage

11:1:t
ROAD
ULJ_J

ULIZI
mu

t a a

Uit
A , _ , r overlap
barriers

LIE

MEDIAN

Vary slope
at end of
earth mound
to integrate
into existing
land form

11Elt
PLAN

Street side of earth mound should have shallower
slopes and blend into the landform.
The residential side o f the mound may be
steeper if fully planted

Note: Earth mounds should incorporate dense layered planting to screen noise barriers. Two options are shown for
the end treatments to noise barriers. The preferred option is one that best relates to the existing landscape context.
It is also dependent on material and other construction issues.
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D

PART D
Integrated
Design
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PART D
I n t e g r a t e d Design
D1

Introduction

Integrated design is a process whereby
social, economic and technical factors are
considered equally. Additional to the issues
discussed in Part C, there are a number of
other factors that will influence the design of
noise barriers. These issues include:
• Safety Requirements;
• Maintenance Requirements;
• Public Amenity;

Integrated design is an iterative process
whereby factors influencing the siting of noise
Safety,
barriers
(ie.
Maintenance
Requirements, Fauna Movements and Public
Amenity) can alter the recommendation in the
Road Traffic Noise Study. Consequently if the
site is changed, the acoustic effectiveness of
measures for noise attenuation and their
integration into the contextual road setting
will need to be reviewed.
Figure D1.1 outlines
integrated design.

an

approach

to

• Horizontal and Vertical Alignment;
• Fauna Movements;
• Visual Considerations; and
• Community Art.

•
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Figure D1.1: Integrated Design Process
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Visual
Considerations
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Community
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Section 05

Section 06
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Section D8

Integrated Design

NOTE: Integrated design follows on from the Road Traffic
Noise Study as outlined in Part C.
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D2

Safety requirements are discussed under the
following headings:

S a f e t y Requirements

safety
section
describes
the
This
requirements that should be considered
when siting noise barriers and earth mounds.
These requirements should be clearly
understood by road planners and designers
in the planning and preliminary design, and
detailed design phases.

• Clear zones;
• Sight distance; and
• Lighting.

D2.1 C l e a r Zones
A clear zone is the roadside area, including
the gore area, that must be kept free of
obstructions. It is generally measured from
the edge of the trafficked lane and includes
road shoulders and verges that may provide
vehicles with a recovery or emergency
stopping area.

Figure D2.1: Clear Zone - Plan
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To determine the extent of clear zones for the
purpose of siting noise barriers, the following
steps should be followed. The Main Roads
Roadside Barrier Guidelines (1988) provides
guidance on the use of this process.

(see Section 4.2 of Part 6, 'Roundabouts',
Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice
1993)
• Horizontal curvature and pedestrian
crossings

Step 1: Determine the required clear zone
distance relevant to the design
speed and traffic density.

(see Sections 3.13 and 6 of Rural Road
Design Guide 1989)

Step 2: Determine whether the proposed
noise barrier lies within the required
clear zone.
Step 3:

D2

• Signs
Signs should not be obscured from the
driver's line of sight (see Section 3, Part 8
of Manual o f Uniform Traffic Control
Devices)

Omit any non-frangible elements in
the clear zone. When utilising the
recommended criteria, consideration
must be given to the horizontal
alignment and any slope on roadside
batters.

• Merging Traffic
At merges, adequate visibility between
vehicles on the on-ramp and vehicles on
the through carriageway must be
provided. The minimum sight distance to
be provided is based on 4 to 5 seconds of
travel time at the 85th percentile speed
(V85) of the through carriageway. The
required sight distance is measured from
the intersection of the right hand edge line
on the on-ramp and the edge line of the
left lane of the through carriageway. The
required sight distance is measured back
along the through carriageway and along
the on-ramp to form the sight triangle
shown in Figure D2.3. Visibility between
the on-ramp and through carriageway
must be available within this sight triangle.
It should be relative to an eye height of
1.15 metres.

If the proposed noise barrier is to be sited
within the required clear zone, the noise
barrier must be protected by crash barriers,
The Roadside Barrier Guidelines (1998)
should be used to design any barrier
protection.

D 2 . 2 Sight D i s t a n c e
Sight distance issues need to be considered
when siting noise barriers in the following
situations:
•

Roundabouts

•

Intersections-at-grade
(see Section 5.2 of Part 5, 'IntersectionsAt-Grade', Guide to Traffic Engineering
Practice 1988)

F i g u r e D 2 . 3 : S i g h t D i s t a n c e a t Merges
4 to 5 secs of travel time
••••

Edge Line
1.15m to 1.15m
visibility must occur
in this sight triangle

4 t0 5
secs o f travel

D-4
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D2.3 Lighting
The height of noise barriers should not
interfere with overhead lighting, cast
undesirable shadows on the road or cause
non-uniform illumination of the road.
Standards for lighting are specified in:
•

Main Roads, 1971, Lighting Policy for
Channelised Intersections.

•

Standards Association of Australia, 1973,
SAA Public Lighting Code Part 1 - Lighting
o f Urban Traffic Routes.

•

D3 Maintenance
Requirements
To ensure that sufficient access is allowed for
road and roadside maintenance purposes, it
may be necessary to provide gaps between
noise barriers. These gaps should be
incorporated with sufficient overlap between
barrier alignments.
As a general guide, the length of this overlap
is double the distance between the two noise
barriers. Figure D3.1 illustrates this application
in relation to cut/embankment interface.
Figure D3.1: Overlapping o f Noise Barriers
-S

•
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D 4 Public A m e n i t y

D4.1 P r i v a c y a n d Security

Public amenity issues that influence the siting
of noise barriers include:

Privacy implies a degree of protection against
visual and physical intrusion. Noise barriers
can discourage deliberate trespassing, and
keep people away from roads that may be
dangerous to pedestrians.

•

Privacy and Security;

•

Shade Effects;

• Air Circulation; and
•

Views.

Noise barrier alignments along property
boundaries can serve multiple purposes.
However, they can also impinge on the
amenity of the community.

D4

Security for adjacent housing, pedestrians and
cyclists on shared path systems must be
considered when designing noise barriers.
Consolidation of fencing along property
boundaries can serve the dual purposes of
security and noise attenuation (see Figure
D4.1).

Figure D4.1: Security Considerations - Fence and Barrier Locations

_

Solid privacy fence
Noise barrier

N O T PREFERRED
Avoid narrow, channelised routes where visibility is limited.

Noise barrier and Privacy fence
Chain mesh safety fence

0

PREFERRED
Visibility to pedestrian areas should be high to increase the perception o f security.

D-6
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Where near pedestrian areas, the vertical
and horizontal alignment of noise barriers can
play an important role in the perceived level
of safety. Long, continuous noise barriers
should be avoided to prevent deep shadows
being cast.

Additional lighting should be considered to
ensure safe pedestrian and cyclist usage.
Obscuring or completely blocking views from
adjacent land is a primary way to achieve a
sense of privacy. Despite this, it may have
detrimental effects on views, shade, air
circulation and safety. The following sections
will provide guidance on such issues. For
further guidance, road designers should
consult a suitably qualified landscape
architect.

Fence and noise barrier alignments allowing
passive surveillance of paths by passing
motorists should be encouraged (see Figure
D4.2). Where possible, spill over lighting from
road lighting should not be blocked by noise
barriers or vegetation.

D4

Figure D4.2: Security Considerations - Planting Selection
Backyard fence

Footpath

Noise barrier
a'N

"4.

NOT PREFERRED
Dense planting can create a high degree o f enclosure and low perception o f safety. In some situations, dense
planting should be avoided for reasons o f security.
Backyard fence

Footpath

Noise barrier

PREFERRED
Low groundcovers and canopy trees can allow open views and create a higher perception o f safety.
Version 2, January 2000
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D4.2 Shade Effects
Where noise barriers are sited on the
northern and eastern property boundaries,
there is a potential for shade to dominate the
amenity of private areas. This can be further
exacerbated when buildings are close to
these property boundaries. It is preferred to
site noise barriers so that the winter sun may
penetrate windows (see Figure D4.3).

Due to often conflicting costs and benefits in
siting noise barriers in such locations,
consultation with property owners should
take place. This consultation should highlight
the trade-off between the benefits of noise
attenuation and the negative aspects of
continuous shade during winter.

Figure 04.3: Shade Effects

D4

N O T PREFERRED
Noise barrier blocks winter sun on northern and eastern windows

PREFERRED
Winter sun should not be blocked at northern and eastern facing windows

D-8
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0 4 . 3 A i r Circulation
The alignment of noise barriers can block
cooling summer breezes, reducing the
amenity of indoor and outdoor spaces of
adjacent properties. For barriers greater than

three metres high, noise barriers may be
overlapped to create gaps for breezes to be
channelled (see Figure D4.4). Infill panels of
chain mesh fencing at the overlap can ensure
that safety is not compromised whilst still
allowing air circulation.

Figure D4.4 A i r Circulation
(for barriers greater than 3m high).
Overlapping noise barriers allow air circulation while maintaining noise attenuation.

D4

•
cool
summer
breezes

cool
summer
breezes

•

cool
summer
breezes
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D 4 . 4 Views
The classification of views can be highly
subjective. There is, however, rarely
disagreement on views of high scenic value
(see Figure 04.5). Views to hinterland and
across bodies of water such as lakes and
rivers should be preserved. Views to urban
features such as skyline profiles and
landmarks can be framed by noise barriers.
Figure 04.5: View o f H i g h Scenic Value

135 Horizontal and
V e r t i c a l Alignment
Responsive noise barrier design involves
providing a design layout that is appropriate
to the local setting and road landscape. The
horizontal and vertical alignment of barriers
should generally reflect the outcomes from
previous sections on Acoustic Effectiveness,
Safety Requirements, Public Amenity and
Maintenance Requirements.
The following techniques will aid the
appropriate horizontal and vertical design of
noise barriers.

D4

• Avoid small gaps between continuous
lengths of noise barriers by constructing
infills, as shown in Figure D5.1.

D5

-AAP

Figure 05.1: In-fill Sections o f Noise Barriers

Far SOCVMS .75 fri IOW 01 ,WLS
between cantina:7as larytns
twrise provicte

D 4 . 5 C o m m u n i t y Consultation
The provision of noise barriers can often lead
to trade-offs between acoustic and public
amenity for the community. These trade-offs
are highly subjective. To ensure that the most
acceptable design is compatible with the
desires of the community, a program of
community consultation shall be undertaken.
This program of community consultation
should be carried out in accordance with
Main Roads' Public Consultation Policy,
Standards and Guidelines (1997c).
Consultation may be carried out in the form of
one-on-one discussions with affected
property owners, public workshops or letterdrops. The aim of this consultation will be to
obtain the opinions of the affected community
on such issues.

D-10

•

Break up the monotonous appearance of
straight lengths of noise barriers by
providing landscaped offsets. Offsets
should be a minimum of 1.0 metre with 2.0
metres preferred.

•

Rationalise the overall height of noise
barriers from that required for noise
attenuation to more evenly 'stepped'
heights, as shown in Figure D5.2. A
uniform modular approach to stepping
noise barriers is preferred to a sloping
profile. The module size should reflect the
scale of the material being used (eg. a
single timber member or a proportional
amount of a pre-cast element).

4-11?MainRoods
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• Where noise barriers interface with
batters, design vertical and horizontal
alignments that do not create awkward
transitions in grade. Refer to Figure D5.3.

Figure D5.2: Rationalisation o f Noise Barrier
Heights

Prtc.7.1 a l - W u n.4,41.7 ery no,54- IrsywAN.3".
. . 1 , 1 • • • req AV"

awe
j
"NM

Figure D5.3: Vertical a n d Horizontal Transitions a t Cut Embankment Interface

c u t off/diversion drain
a t t o p o f cutting

noise barriers reflecting grade
transitions result in visually
a w k w a r d joints, connections
a n d planes

05

noise barrier
benched
cut

m i n 1.5m
planting area
noise barrier at
top o f cutting
Section

Section

n o i s e barrier at
top o f cutting

guardrail

guardrail

min 1.5m
planting
area

noise barriers reflecting
grade transitions should
b e avoided

m i n 1.5m planting area
overlap
barriers

noise barna(
at r o a d edge-->
o r t o e o f batter

Plan

Plan

PREFERRED

N O T PREFERRED
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The preferred fencing is chain mesh, black in
colour, and 1.8 m in height. If koalas utilise
the corridor, the fencing should be fitted with
a 600mnn wide metal strip secured to the top
of the chain mesh fence. When placed
adjacent to watercourses, the fencing should
not be placed below the top bank where it
may impede normal flow characteristics. The
fencing should align with the end of the noise
barrier and extend to the transition point of
the batter toe and top of the bank, as shown
in Figure D6.1.

The anticipated noise levels at various
receptor points may result in varying height
requirements for noise barriers. An elevation
study along the length of the area to be treated
should be used to rationalise their height.

D 6 Fauna M o v e m e n t s
Roads will inevitably cross fauna movement
corridors, particularly in association with
creeks and rivers. In areas where fauna
corridors have been identified, the inclusion
of wildlife fencing integrated with noise
barriers is preferred. These measures should
direct fauna to culverts and bridges. The
inclusion of fencing is most appropriate when
culverts (or bridges) are greater than 1.2
metres in height.

D6

Figure D6.1: A n example o f integration o f noise barriers and wildlife fencing to accomodate fauna movement
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Figure D7.1: Integration o f Noise Barriers

D7 V i s u a l Considerations
Noise barriers along road corridors should be
seen as elements defining and enclosing
linear space. Visual perception of basic
design elements of planes, mass and texture
play an important role in the integrated
design (Harris, 1988).
As a general rule, noise barriers should have
a simple theme that relegates their structure
to the background. This promotes integration
with the existing natural or constructed
landscape (see Figure D7.1). These
integration measures can create a sense of
ownership and a reflection of community
values. Special features such as community
art can reflect contemporary and historical
influences, adding another dimension to
visual integration. Section D8 details the
philosophy that should be employed when
considering community art. To ensure that the
appropriate message is reflected in noise
barrier designs,
a suitably qualified
landscape architect should be consulted.
The apparent mass of a noise barrier can be
minimised by means of stepped barrier
sections, staggered alignments, vegetation,
shadow lines, colour variation, articulation of
forms, and integration with land form.

Version 2, January 2000

PREFERRED
Landscape treatments establish visual interest.
Planting reduces the scale o f the barrier.

Dl

NOT PREFERRED
This barrier is visually monotonous. It appears to
dominate the landscape.

Variations within noise barriers and
combinations of noise barrier types and
materials will arise as a result of road design,
local conditions and community input.
Aesthetic surface treatments may be required
for concrete, steel and similar materials. This
may also be required to ensure that motorists
are not being momentarily distracted or
blinded by glare from inappropriately textured
surfaces (see Figure D7.2).

thieMoin Roads
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Figure D7.3: Transition Between Materials Can
Cause Disharmony

Figure D7.2: Fine-Textured Surface can cause
U n w a n t e d Glare

07

Colour selection should be complementary to
the landscape setting. As a general rule, the
further the noise barrier from the road, the
darker the colour may be. This may create an
illusion of greater depth. The selection of a
variety of colours for noise barriers close to
the road should complement the adjacent
road infrastructure. This will foster a sense of
unity among built elements.

Special accent colours with landscape
features can contrast with the overall precinct
theme. This can create a local identity and
'sense of place' for an area. Further advice
on the use of colour can be sought from a
suitably qualified landscape architect.
Transitions between noise barriers of
different materials, heights and colours can
cause disharmony (see Figure D7.3). This
practice should be avoided as much as
overlapping
and
possible.
However,
separating horizontal and vertical alignments
can reduce this perception.

D-14
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F i g u r e D 8 . 1 : C o m m u n i t y Art

D8 C o m m u n i t y Art
Noise barriers present an opportunity to
include features within the road landscape.
Opportunities also exist for the local
community to become involved in noise
barrier design.
Features may involve the design of textural
patterns, sculptural relief and other methods
that symbolise elements of the local, regional
landscape character or national identity. Such
features should be used to create a unified
road landscape.

•

Community art and accent lighting could be
used to reinforce special identities or tell a
story at significant locations along the
journey. This 'place making' should allow for
the integration of community art as individual
artistic elements or as part of an overall
theme. Art should be used to maximise the
sense of community ownership and the
individual identity of locations. It should
enhance user orientation and produce visual
diversity, making travel interesting and
stimulating within safety constraints (see
Figure D8.1). Community art placed on the
barrier face fronting the affected community
enhance
of
also
the
sense
may
neighbourhood ownership.

Acoustic effectiveness of noise barriers
should never be compromised by such
features. The process for managing the
design of features and community art on
noise barriers should be directed by a
suitably qualified landscape architect.

•
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GLOSSARY
For the purpose of this document, the
following definitions apply:
"AADT" Annual Average Daily Traffic - the
total yearly traffic volume in both directions
divided by the number of days in the year.
"Access Controlled Roads" - roads with
limitation of access declared under the
provisions of Section 51 of the Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994, or roads where
access has been effectively restricted by
other means.

"Best
Practice
Environmental
Management" - the management of the road
network to achieve ongoing minimisation of
road traffic noise through cost-effective
measures assessed against the measures
currently used nationally and internationally.
"Benchmark Development Sequence", for
a planning scheme, means a development
sequence (a)

applying to the areas in the planning
scheme where residential development
is preferred over 15 year period (or
other period agreed to by the Minister);
and

(b)

dividing the areas into 3 successive 5
year stages (or other stages agreed to
by the Minister); and

(c)

prepared
guidelines
executive
preparation

"Assessment Manager"- for an application,
the Assessment Manager is:
(a)

if the development is wholly within a
local government area - the local
government, unless a different entity is
prescribed under a regulation; or

(b)

if paragraph (a) does not apply (i)

the entity prescribed
regulation; or

under

(ii)

if no entry has been prescribed-the
entity decided by the Minister of
Local Government, Housing and
Planning.

a

sequence.

The assessment manager is responsible for
the administration of such development
applications." (Integrated Planning Act, 1997)
"Attenuation"- reduction in the intensity of a
noise level.
"Australian Design Rules (ADR's)" - rules
issued by the Australian Transport Advisory
Council (Ministers of all State Governments
and the Australian Government) to exercise
control on new vehicles in Australia.

Version 2, January 2000

having regard to any
approved by the chief
about the method of
and the contents of the

"Concurrence Agency" - for a development
application, means an entity prescribed under
a regulation as a concurrence agency for the
application, or if the functions of the entity in
relation to the application have been
devolved, or delegated to another entity, the
other entity (Integrated Planning Act, 1997).
- the abbreviation for the unit of
measurement of sound. (A) refers to an 'A'
weighting that represents the response of the
human ear to sound.
"Desired
Environmental
Outcomes
(DE0s)" - represent what is sought to be
achieved through a planning scheme. DEOs
provide the basis from which measures and
performance indicators are derived.

4-MeMaln Roods
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"Development" is any of the following -

U)

0

(a)

carrying out building work;

(b)

carrying out plumbing or drainage work;

(c)

carrying out operational work;

(d)

reconfiguring a lot;

(e)

making a material change of use of
premises (Section 1.3.2, Part 3,
Integrated Planning Act, 1997).

"Ecologically Sustainable Development,
ESD" - the protection of the environment
while allowing for development that improves
the total quality of life, both now and in the
future, in a way that maintains the ecological
processes on which life depends" (Section 3,
Environmental Protection Act 1994).
"Educational Building" - a school, child
care centre, public library, public lecture hall,
art gallery (other than for business purposes)
or museum, sheltered workshop and any
other place used or intended for use for the
training or teaching of persons.
"Environment"- includes
• ecosystems and their constituent parts,
including people and communities; and
• all natural and physical resources; and
• the qualities and characteristics of
locations, places and areas, however large
or small, that contribute to their biological
diversity and integrity, intrinsic or attributed
scientific value or interest, amenity,
harmony and sense of community; and
• the social, economic, aesthetic and cultural
conditions that affect, or that are affected by
things
mentioned
in
above
(from
Environmental Protection Act 1994).
"Environmental
Nuisance"
any
unreasonable
interference
to
an
environmental value by noise (eg. road
traffic) or air/water contaminants (Section 15,
Environmental Protection Act 1994).

2

"Environmentally Sustainable Transport"
- transport infrastructure and related services
and systems are provided and managed in a
way that accords with the principles of
Ecologically Sustainable Development, ESD.
"General Environmental Duty" - a person
must not carry out any activity that causes, or
is likely to cause, environmental harm unless
the person takes all reasonable and
practicable measures to prevent or minimise
the harm (Section 36, Environmental
Protection Act 1994).
In determining the criteria that define
reasonable measures, the Act then specifies
the following parameters to consider:
• the nature of the harm or potential harm;
• the sensitivity of the receiving environment;
• the current state of technical knowledge for
the activity;
• the likelihood of successful application of the
different measures that might be taken; and
• the financial implications of different
measures as they relate to the type of
activity.
"Health Building" - premises used or
intended for use for the long term or overnight
medical or surgical care or treatment of
persons. The term includes institutional
residences and mental institutions but
excludes doctors surgeries or the like (which
provide medical care on an outpatient basis)
reformatory institutions and retirement
villages.
"Heavy Vehicle" - all vehicles with an
unladen weight exceeding 1525 kg.
"L10 traffic noise level" - the level exceeded
for 10% of any measurement period; the
usual period of measurement is 1 hour. The
hourly L10 level therefore, is the traffic noise
level exceeded for 6 minutes in the hour. The
18 hour L10 level is the arithmetic average of
18, hourly L10 traffic noise levels measured in
consecutive hours between 6 am and 12

diebialn Roods
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midnight. The L10 (12 hour) level is the
arithmetic average of 12 hourly L10 traffic
noise levels measured in consecutive hours
between 6 am and 6 pm.
"Noise-Sensitive" can be applied to:
• a dwelling; or
• a library, child care centre, kindergarten,
school, college, university, or other
educational institution; or
• a hospital, surgency or other medical
centre; or
• a protected area, or an area identified
under a conservation plan as a critical
habitat or an area of major interest under
the Nature Conservation Act 1992;
• a public park or gardens that is open to the
public (whether or not on payment of a fee)
for use other than for sport or organised
entertainment.

a listener by mechanical disturbances.
"Sound Energy" - of a part of an elastic
medium, the total energy in that part of the
medium less that would exist with no sound
waves present.
"Sound Pressure" - at a point in a sound
field: the alternating component of the
pressure at this point.
"Sound Transmission Class (STC)" - a
partition separating two enclosed spaces: a
single number evaluation of its ability to
attenuate sound passing between the two
spaces (from AS1633-1985).
"State Controlled Road" - a road or a part of
road defined under Section 3 and a future
State-controlled road pursuant to Section 40
of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994.

"85th percentile Speed (V85)"- the speed at
or below which 85% of vehicles are observed
to travel under free-flowing conditions past a
nominated point. A vehicle is considered to
be operating under free-flowing conditions
when the preceding vehicle has at least 6
seconds headway and there is no apparent
attempt to overtake the vehicle ahead.
"Propagation" - the wave process whereby
sound energy is transferred from one part of
a medium to another.
"Reception Point"- normally a point one (1)
metre in front of the most exposed building
facade. For high set dwellings and other
buildings, the height of the reception point is
determined on a case by case basis but is at
the same level as the centre of a window to
each storey.
"Retrofitting" - the addition of measures
designed to attenuate road traffic noise
(changes in road surface and/or erection of
noise barriers) on an existing road without
any significant roadworks.
"Sound"- the sensation of hearing excited in
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ATTACHMENT M: Proposed noise barrier description and locations
(exert from Technical Paper Number 10)
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Tugun Bypass Environmental Impact Statement
Technical Paper Number 10
Noise and Vibration

NSW

The proposed mitigation strategy for the NSW section of the Tugun Bypass was
determined to meet or exceed the noise criteria of the Environmental Criteria for Road
Traffic Noise (NSW Environment Protection Authority 1999). The 2017 horizon was
considered as the worst-case scenario for road traffic noise. The following noise
mitigation controls have been developed for receptors in NSW.
The NSW RTA's mitigation treatment selection and design process requires that the
final design of noise treatments is selected following further evaluation of community
preference, feasibility, visual impacts and cost-effectiveness, in accordance with the
Environmental Noise Management Manual (2001) during the detailed design phase of
the proposal. This process requires that treatments are developed in consultation with
the NSW Environment Protection Authority and with the approval of the NSW
Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources.
The use of low-noise asphalt applied as a road surface treatment on both carriageways
of the Tugun Bypass through to Kennedy Drive.
The noise barriers proposed for the NSW section of the Tugun Bypass are shown in
Table 11.2 and shown in Figures 11.2a-b.
Table 11.2:

Proposed Noise Barriers for NSW
Descriptor

Side of
Bypass

Height (m)

Length (m)

Area (m2)

Northern Pacific
Highway Noise
Taskforce Noise Barrier
('future-existing')

NB — 0

east

4.5

753

3387

Western Service Road

NB — 1

west

3.0-6.5

585

2121

Between Tugun Bypass
and Western Service
Road

NB — 2

west

3.0-4.0

295

983

Tweed Heads Bypass
(southern extension to
'future-existing' noise
barrier)

NB — 3

east

4.5

158.7

714

Lakeside Christian
College Barrier

NB —4

east

5.0

250

1250

Location

Appendices J and M provide calculated noise levels for 2007 and 2017 respectively at
all receiver locations after application of the mitigation measures.
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Eight Part Tests of Significance
Spiny Gardenia Randia moorei
This species has not been recorded from the study area during present or
past surveys but has been recorded within 20 kilometres of the study area.
This species is listed as 'endangered' under Schedule 1 of the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and Schedule 2 of the
Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994. It is also listed in
ROTAP as 3ECi. In addition, it is listed as `endangered' under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999.
a) in the case o f a threatened species, whether the life cycle o f the species is
likely to be disrupted such that a viable local population of the species is likely
to be placed at risk o f extinction;
Spiny Gardenia grows in subtropical, riverine, littoral and dry rainforest north
from about Lismore and is known from the Lismore, Byron and Tweed Local
Government Areas in NSW and the Gold Coast City Council in Queensland.
No individuals were recorded within the study area during this or previous
surveys, however, it has been recorded within 20 km. Suitable habitat is
present for this species in Littoral Rainforest on Commonwealth land and
Regenerating Vine Forest in Queensland. The proposed bypass would not
affect potential habitat for this species on Commonwealth land, but would
affect about 0.6 hectares from a total of 11 hectares of potential habitat in
Queensland. The proposed Tugun Bypass is unlikely to affect this species or
have an impact on any local population of this species.
b) in the case o f an endangered population, whether the life cycle o f the
species that constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted
such that the viability o f the population is likely to be significantly
compromised;
No population of Spiny Gardenia has been listed as `endangered' under the
NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
c) in relation to the regional distribution o f the habitat o f a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area o f known
habitat is to be modified or removed;
No known habitat of the Spiny Gardenia would be modified or removed by the
proposal, although 0.6 hectares from a total of 11 hectares (or 5.5 percent) of
potential habitat may be removed in Queensland. However, this is not
considered significant in locality or the region.
d) whether an area o f known habitat is likely to become isolated from
currently interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat for a threatened
species, population or ecological community;
The proposed bypass would not isolate any area of interconnecting or
proximate habitat for the Spiny Gardenia.
e) whether critical habitat would be affected;
Presently, no critical habitat for the Spiny Gardenia has been designated
under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 or defined under
Sections 12 and 13 of the Queensland Nature Conservation Act 1992 or
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act.
f) whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other
similar protected areas) in the region;
The Spiny Gardenia has been recorded in ten national parks and reserves
(outlined within the Draft NSW and National Recovery Plan for Randia

moorei, Department of Environment and Conservation, 2004). In NSW, it is
known from Brunswick Heads Nature Reserve, Stotts Island Nature Reserve
and Wilson's Park Nature Reserve, although these sites are yet to be
reconfirmed. It also occurs within Bids Bay Council Reserve. In Queensland,
it is found in Burleigh Heads National Park, Darlington Reserve, Wondawallen
Conservation Area, Nicoll's Scrub National Park, and Upper Mudgeeraba
Conservation Area. However, most of these populations are small and
therefore, this species is considered to be inadequately reserved in the
region..
g) whether the development or activity proposed is o f a class o f development
or activity that is recognised as a threatening process;
Schedule 3 of the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 provides a list
of key threatening processes, of which 'clearing of native vegetation' is
relevant to this species (NSW Scientific Committee 2001, in the Draft NSW
and National Recovery Plan for Randia moorei, Department of Environment
and Conservation, 2004). The proposed route has been selected to avoid the
majority of native vegetation in the area; however, the proposed bypass
would still result in the removal of 0.6 ha or 5.5 percent of potential habitat for
this species in Queensland. Therefore, the proposed bypass would contribute
to a recognised threatening process. In view of this, a compensatory habitat
package is proposed to preserve similar native vegetation in the area.
h) whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at
the limit o f its known distribution;
The Spiny Gardenia is found north from about Lismore and is known from the
Lismore, Byron and Tweed Local Government Areas in NSW and the Gold
Coast City Council in Queensland. It grows in coastal lowland and hinterland
ranges. Therefore, this species would not be at its limit of distribution within
the study area.
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MEMO - 4 APRIL 2005
POTENTIAL FOR WALKING TRAIL BETWEEN TUGUN
HEIGHTS CONSERVATION PARK AND 'HIDDEN VALLEY'
Submission by Friends of Currumbin
•

It has been suggested that the Tugun Bypass would form a major barrier to
overland movement by both people and fauna.

•

Issues of concern include: providing for fauna movements between Tugun
Heights Conservation Park and 'Hidden Valley'; providing for bushwalkers
between these same areas; and provision of foot and bicycle traffic from
Currumbin to Currumbin Waters.

•

This memo analysis the existing situation, discusses possible solutions to the
perceived problems and management recommendations to maintain and
enhance any existing fauna corridors.

Existing Fauna Corridors and Walking Trails
•

The existing vegetation in the area forms a discontinuous fauna corridor from
Tugun Heights Conservation Park to Hidden Valley. This vegetation is located
within the proposed road corridor and in an adjoining small Council conservation
reserve on the western edge of Tugun Heights. The width of the existing corridor
varies between 20 and 80 metres, although it averages about 40 metres wide.
However, the existing corridor is also fragmented with two clearings about 30 and
60 metres wide occurring just to the north of Hidden Valley.

•

A walking path is currently provided along the northern edge of the existing
Highway traversing through an underpass near Hillcrest Avenue and then running
for a short distance along the southern edge of the Highway.

•

The Gold Coast City Council (GCCC) has broadly identified a "nature walk" from
Currumbin Headland to the Boarder Rangers. Part of this walk traverses through
Tugun Heights Conservation Park, across the road reserve and into vegetation to
the south of Currumbin Waters. This nature walk is not a constructed pathway
and foot traffic meanders throughout resulting in a large area of disturbance.

•

The locations of the existing corridor and walking trails is shown in Figure 1.

Impact of the Proposed Bypass
•

The Bypass would result in the existing fauna corridor connecting Tugun Heights
Conservation Park with Hidden Valley being reduced to between 10 and 40
metres in width, with an average width of 20 metres. This is approximately half of
the existing width of the corridor, however, it would still enable some faunal
movements. The corridor could also be improved with revegetation undertaken in
the existing cleared areas to provide a continuous link.

•

The Bypass would have the potential to form a barrier to foot traffic crossing from
Currumbin to either Currumbin Waters or the Boarder Ranges.
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Recommendations
•

It is recommended that rehabilitation of two small patches just to the north of
Hidden Valley be undertaken as shown in Figure 2. These areas are located within
the road reserve, but outside of the proposal footprint. The revegetation of these
areas would provide a continuous vegetated corridor for faunal movements.

•

A walking trail could be constructed along either the edge of the Bypass footprint to
enable access for pedestrians across the new road. This could be linked under the
bridge at Hidden Valley. Figure 2 shows a representation of where the trail could be
placed.

•

It is recommended that any constructed walking trail be placed as close to the edge
of the Bypass footprint as possible. This would minimise the disturbance to the
adjoining faunal corridor.

•

The construction of the walking trail would be constrained by steep slopes and
significant vegetation. Construction of the trail as a raised walking platform, only
one metre wide, would help overcome issues of slope while also minimising the
impact of the trail on flora and fauna. A raised walkway would not interfere with
faunal movements, enabling small animals to traverse under the platform, while
possibly providing shelter for some species. Placement of the trail under the Hidden
Valley bridge would need to be designed so that it avoids significant flora species.

•

The majority of the walking trail route could be placed within the designated road
reserve, although some negotiation may be necessary with GCCC to construct the
walkway within the Currumbin Heights Conservation Park and immediately to the
south of the park. This would be in keeping with Council's objectives of providing a
'nature walk' for residents and visitors.

•

It is not recommended that the walking trail be combined with a bicycle route for
school children, due to safety issues with the route traversing one to two kilometers
of unmanaged bush land. If a bicycle route was considered necessary, then perhaps
a bridge over the Bypass linking directly between urban areas is considered more
appropriate. A possible bridge location is shown in Figure 2. This would have
minimal impact on the fauna corridor, provided the bridging was continued at least
some distance beyond the road footprint to enable fauna to cross underneath.

Conclusion
•

It is considered possible that both a walking trail and fauna corridor could occur on
the eastern side of the Bypass between Currumbin Heights Conservation Park and
Hidden Valley.

•

Presently there is a fauna corridor 40-80 metres in width south of Currumbin
Heights Conservation Park, although it is does not extend to Hidden Valley due to
clearing. While the Bypass would reduce the width of this corridor to 20-40 metres,
if revegetation is undertaken in the cleared portions then the corridor would be
more effective in the long-term.
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Foot traffic currently crosses over the vacant road reserve between Currunnbin,
Tugun and Currumbin Waters, although there is no designated trail. This has caused
a wide area of disturbance. The construction of a walking trail along either side of
the Bypass linking under Hidden Valley would confine foot traffic to a narrow trail
which would limit disturbance in adjacent areas. Disturbance would be further
reduced if the walking trail was constructed as a raised walkway. If constructed in
this manner, it is considered that the provision of the walking trail would not detract
from the usefulness of the area for providing a fauna corridor.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Ecosure was engaged by the Queensland Department of Main Roads to review the
potential for birds to be attracted to areas close to the Gold Coast Airport (GCA) during
and after construction of the Tugun Bypass. Birds drawn closer to G C A have the potential
to increase the risk of bird strike; consequently this risk needs to be managed.
The objectives of the Tugun Bypass Bird Management Plan are to:
Determine what actions undertaken by main roads have the potential to increase
•
bird strike risk to aircraft operating at GCA.
•

1.2

S

Determine the most appropriate means of monitoring and treating the risks posed
by birds and wildlife by developing strategies for minimising bird populations on
and around GCA as a result of the Tugun Bypass.
The Bird and Wildlife Strike Issue

The consequence of bird and wildlife collisions with aircraft can be very serious. Since
1912, bird strikes to civil aircraft have resulted in over 230 deaths worldwide and the
destruction of 80 aircraft (Sodhi, 2002; Thorpe, 2003). At least 141 fatalities from bird
strike have occurred in the military and a minimum of 283 aircraft have been destroyed
(Richardson & West, 2000). Bird strikes cost the commercial civil aviation industry an
estimated US$1.2 billion per annum and involve more than just the repair of damaged
engines and airframes (Allan, 2002). Even apparently minor strikes which result in no
damage can reduce engine performance, cause concern among aircrew and add to airline
operating costs.
The main factors determining the consequences of a strike are the number and size of
bird(s) struck, the phase of flight when struck and the part of the aircraft hit. Generally, the
larger the bird, the greater the damage. Large birds have the ability to destroy engines
and windshields and cause significant damage to airframe components and leading edge
devices. Strikes involving more than one bird, including relatively small birds, can be
serious, potentially disabling engines and/or resulting in major accidents.

•

Historically, over 90% of reported strikes have occurred on or in close proximity to airports
(Pinos, 1999). Consequently, the primary focus of management programs is directed here
with the responsibility resting on airport owners and operators. It is, however, important
that the whole airport community and surrounding land managers are aware o f bird and
wildlife strike as an issue and that all stakeholders become involved in the process of
reducing the hazard birds represent to aircraft operations. It is imperative that the risk
presented from bird attracting land use adjacent to the airport is managed effectively.
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The Tugun Bypass

1.3

The Tugun Bypass is a proposed new road that would connect the current Stewart Road
interchange in Currumbin with Kennedy Drive in Tweed Heads (via the 0 4 preferred
route). It is approximately 7 kilometres in length, running west of Tugun Hill and the John
Flynn Hospital, through GCA Land and under the southern end of the main runway. It will
be a four lane carriageway with the capacity to expand to six lanes and will have a
maximum speed limit of 100km/h for its entire length (Figure 1).
The final road footprint includes the road itself, sedimentation ponds, surface drains,
collecting drains, access tracks and construction facilities. The width of the footprint is 60
metres. Construction will be immediately adjacent to the southern end of the main runway
and within 500m along most of its length. The construction of the bypass would be
completed over a period of approximately two years (Tugun Bypass EIS, 2004).

11
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Figure 1. Proposal footprint
(Source Tugun Bypass EIS, 2004)
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Gold Coast Airport Bird Strike Risk

1.4

On average 15 bird strikes per year occur at GCA (Ecosure 2004). Many involve small
birds with a low probability of causing damage to aircraft; occasionally larger birds and
flying-fox are struck, sometimes causing damage. Risk assessments indicate that the
species of most concern at GCA are flying-fox, Pacific Black Duck and Australian White
Ibis followed by Australian Magpie, Galah, Osprey, Purple Swamphen, Torresian Crow
and Wood Duck. In response to the bird hazard, Gold Coast Airport Limited implements a
wide-ranging bird management program which involves:
Monitoring
•
•
•

GCAL consultants conduct monthly surveys at the airport and surrounds.
Trained GCAL staff conduct weekly bird counts.
Databases are kept of bird surveys, counts and strikes to track trends.

Surveillance and removal o f birds
GCAL staff patrol the airport during its hours of operation and remove or
•
disperse bird hazards using a variety of tools including vehicles, pyrotechnics,
distress callers and sirens.

S

Habitat modification to reduce the attractiveness to birds
Mowing grass at specified heights to reduce bird numbers.
•
Planting reeds in waterways to limit bird accessibility to water.
•
Reshaping drains to reduce bird attraction
•
Blocking bird access to culverts.
•
In response to a serious bird strike with an Australian White Ibis in 1995, G C A operators
became involved in an ibis management program which involved, amongst other things,
removing eggs and nests from Currumbin Hill and Currumbin Sanctuary where a large
breeding population had formed. In recognition of the threat ibis pose to air safety at GCA,
GCAL continues to be an active member and financial contributor to the committee which
coordinates a now expanded ibis management program.
Earlier this year, in an effort to involve a diverse range of stakeholders in the G C A Bird
Management Program, a GCA Bird and Wildlife Committee was formed involving Gold
Coast City Council, Tweed Shire Council, airlines and various airport users and service
providers. This committee will endeavour to improve the existing Bird Management
Program and extend it beyond the boundary fence, in acknowledgement that many of the
bird hazards exist off-airport (Figure 2). Part of this committee's brief is to identify hazards
that arise from proposed developments.

•
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Coolangatta Ck
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Figure 2. Bird attracting features around GCA
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2.0

BIRD HAZARDS POSED BY THE TUGUN BYPASS
2.1

Determining bird hazards

In order to identify the potential hazards posed by the Tugun Bypass, Ecosure conducted
a review of the EIS (2004) to examine what the proposal involved and determine what
actions may be attractive to bird populations. Consideration was given to how birds could
be attracted by activities associated with the Bypass and how such birds might behave in
relation to aircraft flight paths. Birds transiting from one attraction to another (see Figure
2) and across aircraft flight paths have higher probabilities of colliding with aircraft.
Particular attention was given to species considered to be of high or moderate risk (see
Section 1.4), or could present a new risk because of their size and/or flocking nature. In
addition, Ecosure used prior knowledge of the bird strike risk at GCA through seven years
of surveying and monitoring strike reports at the airport to consider what activities are
most likely to attract bird species that are considered to be a significant risk to aircraft (see
Ecosure 2004).

2.2

Impacts on the risk o f bird strike at Gold Coast Airport

The proposed bypass may impact the risk of bird strike at GCA in both the construction
and operational phase. Whilst works north of Boyd Street may attract birds, it is the areas
south of Boyd Street that are most likely to impact on bird strike risk. The tunnel
excavation and works in the surrounding areas are particularly close to aircraft operations
and require careful attention. The following actions are considered most likely to affect
bird strike risk:
Excavation
Disturbed soil can attract magpies, crows, ibis, etc. who are attracted to the exposed
invertebrates. This may be greatest on old landfill sites where putrescible waste may be
exposed. In addition, temporarily ponded water in excavated areas can attract ducks,
gulls and tall waders such as ibis, egrets and herons who would be attracted to forage in
shallow waters.
Topsoil management
Topsoil supports food such as worms and other invertebrates for a range of bird species.
Consideration will need to be given to where and how such topsoil is stockpiled.
Worker food waste
Food waste from construction workers can attract magpies, crows, ibis and gulls. Waste
management strategies will need to be employed to minimise food available for birds.
Sediment basins, constructed wetlands and artificial breeding ponds
Tall waders, ducks and other waterbirds are attracted to open water
Landscaping
Birds and flying-fox are attracted to some flowering and fruiting plant species.
Consideration will need to be given to plant species used in landscaping.
For a summary of actions which will be undertaken on the bypass and the associated bird
attraction refer to Table 1.
Road kills
Animals killed by traffic have the potential to draw crows and other scavengers. As part of
the proposed road kill monitoring program, removal and appropriate disposal of animal
carcasses should be included.
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3.0

MANAGING THE BIRD HAZARD
The following recommendations are provided to manage the bird hazard that may arise as
a consequence of constructing the Tugun Bypass. They apply only to the section south of
Boyd Street. There may be options other than those listed that may be acceptable,
however these should be carefully reviewed before adopting.
3.1 Excavation
To limit the attraction of excavated soil and temporary ponds to birds:
a) Undertake construction works within 200 metres of the main runway after
dark and ensure adequate monitoring and dispersal if bird numbers are
significant (see 3.6 and 3.7).
b) Limit areas of temporary ponding, monitor attraction of temporary ponds; if
necessary grade to reduce surface area of ponded water; disperse birds if
numbers are significant.
3.2 Topsoil Management
To reduce the number of birds near the airport that may be attracted to stockpiled topsoil,
place stockpiles as far as is practical away from runways. If birds become repeatedly
attracted to the stockpiles, cover with plastic or other inert material.
3.3 Worker Food Waste
To ensure birds do not become attracted to worker food waste, adopt a suitable waste
management policy. Lidded waste receptacles should be provided and emptied daily.
Workers inducted to the site must be explained the significance of disposing food wastes
carefully. Waste management practices should be monitored throughout construction.
3.4 Sediment Basins, Constructed Wetlands and Artificial Breeding Ponds
Review the proposed locations for sediment basins, constructed wetlands and artificial
breeding ponds. Where possible locate away from the airport. Those which must be
constructed near the airport should each be assessed for the bird hazard that they may
present. Where this is found to be significant, physical exclusion of birds will be
necessary. Options include:
Netting. This may be problematic as it requires maintenance and could be a
•
hazard to people if positioned where there is public access. Netting over
artificial frog breeding ponds must allow frog entry from the side: this could be
achieved by using 50mm net.
Rocks. Large rocks placed in detention ponds allow water to percolate and
•
have been used successfully to deny bird access to water. These would only
be viable in the sediment basins and potential problems arise if contaminated
sediment needs to be periodically removed. Also, larger ponds may be
required to allow for the same storage capacity.
Bird Balls. These are a commercially available black plastic ball that float on
•
exposed water bodies and prevent bird access. These would only be viable
for sediment ponds and need to be contained by, for example, a fence. This
would be necessary in any case to prevent people from falling into sediment
ponds covered by the balls.
Vegetation. The growth of dense aquatic vegetation such as reeds reduces
•
the surface area available for birds. Such vegetation growth would be
necessary for the breeding ponds to attract the desired frog species and limit
Cane Toad establishment. This is a less-preferred option to exclusion, but
could be considered depending on the location.
Water
body design. Deep ponds (>0.5m) with steep sides are generally less
•
attractive to most bird species. Such designs could be considered for
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sediment ponds. This does not eliminate the bird attraction, but could be
considered, depending on the location of the sediment pond.
3.5 Landscaping
Plants used in landscaping need to be carefully selected. Review the proposed planting
schedule and ensure that species are selected that do not produce fruits and flowers that
are highly attractive to birds and flying-fox. Whilst the preferred planting list include a
range of plant species that currently occupy the site and may attract birds/bats such as
Me/a/euca spp. these should be used sparingly, and clumping should be avoided.
3.6 Monitoring
It is difficult to predict exactly how bird populations will respond to the construction of the
Tugun Bypass, consequently a sound monitoring approach should be adopted. This
should include:
Weekly bird surveys should cover three time periods of the day: Early
•
morning (commencing 30 minutes after first light), middle of the day and late
afternoon (concluding 30 minutes before last light).
They should follow a standard path along the extent of the construction site
•
south of Boyd Street.
Species and numbers should be recorded and reasons for their presence
•
identified.
Significant bird numbers must be reported and actions taken to remove
•
hazards.
Where particular activities of the Bypass construction are shown to attract
•
significant bird numbers, ameliorative actions may be necessary, such as
grading areas where temporary ponds form, covering stockpiled soil or
improving waste management practices.
Where significant bird numbers are identified, daily monitoring should be
•
conducted until the hazard has been alleviated.
The animal roadkill monitoring program should include the removal and appropriate
disposal of dead animals.
3.7 Dispersal
Where significant bird numbers are observed, dispersal procedures should commence
(refer to Appendix). This will require engaging suitably trained people to disperse flocks
using a variety of tools such as distress callers, stock whips, dogs and sirens.
The following is a guide for what is considered "significant bird numbers" and relate to the
species identified as a moderate or high risk to aircraft and/or species whose mass is
greater than 0.5 kg:
a flock of 10 birds
•
a total count across the survey area of 20 birds of any one species
a total count of 100 of all species (excluding low risk or birds < .5 kg)
•
the threshold numbers should be halved for birds located within 200 metres
•
of the runways.
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4.0

SUMMARY
The following table summarises actions which will be undertaken on the Bypass, the
associated bird attraction and recommended remedial actions.
Action

Bird attraction

Recommendation

Excavation

Excavated soil exposed food for

In areas close to runways, excavate at night,
monitor

birds
Ponding of water attracts birds

Limit ponded areas: monitor and grade if

Topsoil management

Topsoil supports food for birds

necessary
Store away form runways: monitor and cover
if necessary

Worker food waste

Food waste from construction
workers is available to birds

Adopt sound waste management practices
and monitor.
Locate away from airport where possible
Where this is not possible, consider options
to exclude birds

Sediment basins,

Tall waders, ducks and other

constructed wetlands and
artificial breeding ponds

waterbirds are attracted to open
water

Landscaping

Birds and flying-fox are attracted to
some flowering and fruiting plant
species.

Carefully select plant list

Animal roadkills

Scavenger birds will be attracted

Monitor roadkills and remove carcasses
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Appendix
BIRD DISPERSAL
Objective
To remove immediate bird hazards from the airport vicinity.
Responsibility
Contractor
Frequency
As required from monitoring program
Equipment
Vehicle, siren, lights, horn
Arm wave
Stock whip
Dogs
Dispersal of bird hazards is the most important aspect of active bird management.
Irrespective of the effect of habitat modification, the area may remain attractive to some
species and early detection and immediate removal of hazards is essential
Guidelines
Some important guidelines to be followed when dispersing birds:
Dispersal should be most intense at the end of the breeding season to discourage
•
young birds from foraging at the airport. Young birds are easily deterred from airports
providing they recognise the airport as an unattractive and threatening environment
(Note that different bird species breed at different times of the year).
To discourage regular visitation, do not allow settling in to feed. It is easier and more
•
effective to harass newcomers to the airport than birds that have established their
territory on-site.
Concentrate dispersal activities for most species in the early morning and mid
•
afternoon, prior to peak feeding periods. Early morning harassment discourages
visitors settling in for the day.
Equipment
There are a number of options available for undertaking dispersal and all should be used
at various times to limit the likelihood of birds habituating to any one option.
Safety Considerations
Dispersal must be carried out well ahead of pending aircraft movements, or if hazard is
considered serious enough, ATC should be informed so they can advise pilots until
hazard is removed. This will require liaison with airport staff.
Dispersal should aim to direct the birds away from runways.
Procedures
1. Identify birds requiring dispersal.
2. Position yourself between the runways and the flock to ensure dispersal is away from
aircraft manoeuvring areas.
3. Choose the most appropriate equipment for the task.
4. Check for no aircraft activity
5. Activate equipment.
6. Determine effectiveness.
7. Continue until hazard is successfully removed.
8. Where a serious hazard remains despite all efforts, refer the matter to Airport Safety
Officer.
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